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Conſiderations on the Trade and Finances of this Kingdom, and on th. Meaſures of
Adminiſtration, with Reſped to thoſe great national Objects, ſince the Con

cluſion of the Peace. (Continued, .# concluded from Page 673.)
repairs. It is very well known, that the
practice of annually accumulating the na
vy debt was ſtrongly oppoſed by the for

HE plan for paying off the public
debt has, with reſpect to the arti
cles of it, been the ſame : but there is a
wide difference with reſpect to the amount
of the debt. diſcharged in this and the
Jaſt year; and leſs care has been taken to
prevent its accumulating again.
The liquidation of the German de
mands was very nearly finiſhed under the
former iº. and the payment

to reſtrain it have been ill ſupported; a
large ſum appears in this account to have

which muſt be added the third inſtalment

as low as it well can be, the 1,200,000l.

of 50,000l. to the Landgrave of Heſſe,
which became due this year.
The navy debt left out-ſtanding laſt
year was 2,426,915l. 7s. 9d., and on 31ſt
Dec. 1765, it was 2,484,5951.7s. Iod.
but the difference is much greater than

voted this year towards paying it off, be
ing ſufficient to diſcharge all that was

mer adminiſtration ; but their endeavours

been expended, before it was provided

for ; and though ſo much has been done
towards repairing the navy; and not
withſtanding the much greater proviſion
of them alſo far advanced ; as no more now made for that ſervice; ſtill I fear
than 106,0431. 13s. 8d. of the miſcella that we do not yet ſee the end of the na
neous demands were unprovided for; to vy debt, which, for the preſent is reduced

on theſe ſtates it ſeems to be, for in the

Payable when the account was made up.
The proſpekt is no better with reſpe&t
to the extraordinaries of the army, which
inſtead of approaching towards an eſti
mate, are thrown back into a greater un

former is included an over-reckoning of certainty than ever. Not that they will
340,3441.7s. 9d, which is now dedućted; again amount to 479,0881. 1 os. 6d. which
in comparing therefore the two accounts, is the ſun voted laſt ſellion for diſcharg
either the ſame dedućtion muſt be made ing them, a very large proportion of that
from the former, or the ſum dedućted ſum being for the remains of the war :
muſt be reſtored to the latter; and either but even the current expences will be un
way the difference between them will be controuled, if better care be not taken of
398,024.7s. 1 od. which is an additional thoſe in America; the former miniſters
debt contracted in the year 1765, conſiſt had begun to regulate them; and had
ing partly pf arrears of the war, and given orders to reſtrain the diſcretionary
partly of exceedings beyond the parlia- . powers exerciſed both by the military and
mentary proviſion for re-buildings, and civil officers there, in the incurring of
Jan. 1767.
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expence: but lately, inſtead of aſſuran more than 3,2961. 6s. 8d. of the African
ces that ſuch orders ſhould be enforced, and American duties were paid into the
the difficulty of complying with them Exchequer before Chriſtmas; not that
has been pleaded : and though directions the produce had fallen ſo far. ſhort of
were ſent to prepare calculations of the the 72,000l. for which they were giv
ordinary charges, from which eſtimates en : on the contrary, accounts tranſmit
might be formed, and parliament might ted from ſome of the colonies ſhewed the
know and jimit the ſervices; and thoſe nett receipt in them only to have been a
calculations were received many months :bove 24, oool. and no accounts were yet
ago; yet no ſuch eſtimates have been arrived from the Leeward Iſlands, Do
produced; all the licence introduced by minica, Eaſt-Florida, Georgia, or Ber
the war, and which had not been corre&t- mudas. As to the duties on gum ſene
ed, ſtill prevails; and firſt by negle&t, ga, and the regulations which accompa
and afterwards by indeciſion, the uncer nied them, they did not take place in
tainty has been ſo increaſed, that not on time to catch the ſeaſon for that trade ;
ly the extent, but even the nature of the but both the 12,000l. charged upon them,
ſervices is unknown ; the change of cir and the 60,000l. charged upon the Ame
cumſtances in the colonies ſuggeſts an al rican duties, were given at large out of
teration: but is that alteration to be the produce whenever it ſhould ariſe, and
made Are we ſtill to protećt their ex not confined to the year 1765; ſo that
tended frontier Or are the troops to be the whole will come in : but as 68,703).
removed into other parts : Or are they to 13s. 3d. was at Chriſtmas wanting in the
be entirely withdrawn The charge will Exchequer to compleat the ſums for
be very different in theſe different diſpoſi which theſe duties were given, it was
tions; and though while. America was thought proper to vote ſo much as a de
obedient, and a revenue there was in ficiency 5 and to apply the monies al
ready raiſed, but not paid in, and thoſe
view, this country might undertake to which
are ſtill to be raiſed under the vote
repel the hoſtilities, or to purchaſe the
friendſhip of the Indians; yet ſurely we of laſt year, to the ſervice of the preſent :
ſhall not now be ſo ready to provide for in conſequence of which the deficiencies
that ſervice, which the colonies alone of grants appear to be 292,828]. 4d.
The deficiencies of funds conſiſt of the
uſed to bear, but to which they now re following
articles,
w
fuſe to contribute : or at the leaſt we have

a right to know, whether the ſervice is to
1.
s. d.
be performed, what it will amount to, Defi. of annuity fund 1758 45561 7 10
and who is to defray the expence.
Defi. of annuity fund 1763 292 11 12 6
The extraordinaries of the ordnance, Navy annuities
1 39342. 2 4.
and the Nova Scotia debt, do not ſug Charges of management
geſt any particular obſervations: the for
of ſaid annuities for
4898 I4 9
mer amount this year to 35,0611. 6s. 2d.
two years and a half
and the latter to 8,008]. 12s. 7d. The Navy annuities from
intereſt alſo of the 1, ooo, oool Exchequer
September 1765, to
87.08 17 7
bills which the Bank in 1764 contracted
25th December
to circulate for two years, is now brought

{
º:

to account, amounting to 51,7651.

227722 15

o

The deficiencies of grants are not in
reality ſo great as they appear to be : for
the articles which properly fall under The amount on this ſtate of them is leſs
that deſcription, viz. the intereſt of the by near 1 o, oool. than it was in the pre
8oo, oool. Exchequer bills, the deficien ceding year; and if the Chriſtmas quarter
cy of the coinage duty, the deficiency oc of the navy annuities advanced to com
cationed by the French prize-money not pleat the payment of 25 per cent. upon
being ſettled before the cloſe of the year, them, be deducted, as being no part of
the difference between the real and eſti

the charge upon the ſinking fund for 1765,

mated deficiency of the land and malt, the account of which is clºſed in Octo
and the difference between the ſupply and ber ; then the difference in the deficien
ways and means laſt year, all together cies of funds between the laſt and the
amount only to 224,1241. 7s, but then no pieceding year, is above 13,000l. owing
prin

º

*
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principally to the increaſed produce of dućted from this account; then the dif
the cyder-tax; and that duty would have ference in the amount of debt diſcharged
continued, as I have already obſerved, to and provided for in 1765 and 1766, will
be upon an average a much more efficient be no leſs than 644,868. though the loan
fund than it was at firſt : but it is repeal is as great, and the ſinking fund greater
ed; and others leſs produćtive are ſubſti this year than the laſt.
tuted in its ſtead, as I ſhall have occaſion
The ſame quantity alſo of Exchequer
to ſhew more at large hereafter.
bills are out-ſtanding, and on the ſame
The ſaving on the head of deficiencies terms: the Bank are to circulate 1,000,oool.
by the payment above-mentioned of 25 at 3 per cent. and the other 8oo,oool. will
per cent. on the navy annuities, will, how be diſpoſed of in payments as uſual ; ſo
ever, appear in the next account : and that in this part of the debt no advance
that wife plan for reducing the funded has been made ; there will be as many
debt, has been followed exactly this year, bills in the market, and the public will
a further ſum of 870,8881. 5s. 5d. being pay as much for intereſt as before.
given for that
including this,
The deficiency of land and malt, tho’
the account of debt funded and unfund ſeparated from the general account of
ed which has been diſcharged and pro debts diſcharged, is ſtill a part of the
vided for in the ſupplies for 1766, ſtands ſupply, and is this year eitimated at
thus:
360, oool. which is the higheſt it can be
1.
s. d. on any calculation, and more than it pro
Miſcell. German demands 10604.3 13 8 bably will be, even in the preſ, nt ſtate of

º,

that revenue: but when the reduction of

Reaſonable ſuccour to the

landgrave of Heſſe
Navy debt - - Army extraordinaries

}

intereſt upon the loan which was begun
laſt year, ſhall have fully taken place, a
12ooooo o o ſaving
will be the cby made of above
479083 Io 6
Ordnance extraordinaries
35061 6 2. 4o, cool. per ann. and if the land-tax
Deficiencies of grants
29:8: 8 o 4 were reduced one ſhilling in the pound,
Deficiencies of funds
227722 15 1 above zo, oool. pcr ann. more would be
ſaved f : but this deſirable object is now
87c888 5 5 removed to a greater diſtance than it
... annuities
Nova Scotia debt - Soo's 12 7 was ; many of the meaſures which tend
50ooo

o o

5 1763

o o ed to prepare the way to it, are over
turned ; others are weakened; and ſome

Tºrsº
.

Inter. of Bank Exc. bills

Total debt diſcharged &

provided for

*

are diverted to different purpoſes : the

$ 3-4-4

3 9

conſequence of which is, that the burthen

is continued upon the land-holders; and
the charge of intereſt upon the public will,
This ſum is leſs than the debt paid off, in this reſpect, remain und:miniſhed.
and provided for in the preceding year by Thus the deficiency of land and malt,
576, 1641. 6s. 8d. even allowing that the and the deficiencies of funds, the navy
American and African duties not yet re and the army extraordinaries will all be
ceived in the Exchequer, are to be conſi greater than they would have been under
º as deficient ; but if that deficiency the former adminiſtration, and ſurely the
miniſters were not intitied to be more
S cannot ſtrićtly be called a debt, as there
was a proviſion for making it good, which free to incur debt, who had done ſo much
is now applied to other purpoſes; and leſs in diſcharging it.
That ſo littie has been done, is owing
68,7031. 13s. 3d. ſhould theiefore be de
*

s

N

O

T

E.

to the increaſe of the eſtabliſhment, to the
diminution of the revenue, and to the

* The articles provided for cannot in want of a&ivity or abiliy to find ſuch

this account be ſeparated from thoſe diſ ſums and funds, as might, by proper ma
~ charged : but the amount of them may
o be aſcertained : as the loan this year is
s for 1,5co, cool. ſo much of the total

N

O

T

E.

+ I ſuppoſe in both inſtances that the

* 3,321,4041. 3s. 9d. has been provided money borrowed is out-ſtanding a year
S for,
and the remaining 1,821,4041. 35. 11d. rate
and allowance.
an half, which is curtail,ly a mode
(N.
diſcharged.
f

A 2.

s
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nagement be made applicable to the pub
The bounty to navy chaplains, which
lic ſervice. With reſpect to the eſtabliſh was a ſeparate article of ſupply, is now
ment, the augmentation is general, as included in the ordinary : and in the e
appear by ſtating the ſeveral particu ſtabliſhment of the army, the African
Jin's.
is incorporated into the plantation ſervice,
The money voted for naval ſervices, and the horſe-guards reduced into the
excluſive of the navy debt, are as fol half pay. This being premiſed, the ſums
lows :
voted for the army appear by the follow
1.
s. d. ing ſtate of them to be little different from
16,ooo ſeamen, including 832ooo o o thoſe of laſt year, except that another
Iriſh regiment is taken into Britiſh pay,
42.87 marines
412983 6 3 and that the reduced officers of ſome par
Ordinary of the navy
Buildings, re-buildings, 277300 o o ticular corps are, on account of their pe
culiar circumſtances, raiſed to full pay.
and repairs
The whole account ſtands thus.

i.

}
}

1522.283 6 3
-

The uſual proviſion for Greenwich hoſ:

w

1.

*

Guards and garriſons Plantations,

Minorca,

Gibraltar, and Africa

s. d.

6c 5608 19 9

}

3.94505

I 3

pital was unneceſſary this year, there be General and ſtaff officers
11291 8 6
ing money ſufficient in hand to anſwer all Reduced officers - 1386.74 oo
immediate purpoſes : nor was there any Chelſea Hoſpital - 16 8
occaſion to apply to parliament on ac Penſions to widows - - 169875
1614 o o
count of the Lazaret, that building not Difference between Bri-

being yet begun, and conſequently the

i

}

tiſh and Iriſh pay
7.99 3 II 4.
money already given remaining unitſued: Full pay to reduc. officers
5718
6 8
but neither of theſe are permanent ſav
ings ; the ſervices are only admitted in
127.5281 4 z
the preſent, and will be reſtored in ſub
fequent years : ſo that the eſtabliſhment

is in fact larger by 10,000l. than on the
above account it appears to be, and ex
ceeds that of laſt year by 81,3161. 17s.6d.
The principal augmentation is in the re
buildings and repairs, to which 77,300l.

The reaſon of the increaſe on this head

having been given, no other obſervation

ariſes upon it. The proviſion for the
ordnance ſervice is alſo enlarged, it being
now I So,445. 19s. 3d. the chief cauſe of

are added : an addition, which ſeems to which is ſome new works in Jamaica, of

me abſolutely needleſs, as there are already the property and extent of which expence,
between ſixty and ſeventy ſhips of the I can form no judgment.
The other miſcellaneous articles of the
line in compleat repair : to man theſe,
and a proportionable number of frigates, ſupply are ;
1.
s. d.
ſloops, and ſmaller veſſels, would require
and cloathing
near 60,000 men, and if a war ſhould § Pay
º: militia
ng of 1 50ooo o o
-

}

break out, the 16, coo borne on the pre
ſent eſtabliſhment could not, in ſeveral Britiſh Muſeum - months, be raiſed to that number ; all For Nova Scotia

2cco

o c

4866
3986

3 5

o o
which time the repairs would proceed; For Georgia - - - 52.5o o o
and ſhips would conſtantly be ready, be Eaſt Florida - - Weſt
Florida
5300
o o
fore men could be procured for them.
To provide more than can be employed, General ſurveys of America 1784. 4 o
is not only an immediate expence which
N O T E.
the occaſiou does not call for ; but an an

nual charge is thereby incurred for keep
ing them in repair; and the ordinary of
the navy is alſo raiſed by the number :
the eſtabliſhment of the laſt year was ve
ry large : it appears to have been fully
adequate to the ſervice; and I know no
reaſon for increaſing it.

§ I have throughout ſtated the militia
at the ſum voted for it, which is the on

ly rule for me to go by : though the ex
pence of that corps is probably not the
ſame as it thus appears to be : but it can

not be aſcertained till a compleat account is
made cut, which has not yet been done.
To

1767.
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To the African committee
Tor the civil eſtabliſh
ment on the coaſt of
Africa

130.oo
555o

s. d.

o o the intended redućtion of ſerjeants, and
o o

by depriving the men of the perquiſite of
their cloathing : but this attempt happily
failed : and in no other inſtance did the

-

For the Foundling Hoſp.

5

have been weakened and diſcouraged by

33892 10 o miniſters laſt ſeſſions ſhew any ſymptom
225628 17 5

In almoſt every article of this account
which could be altered, an alteration has
been made for the worſe: the militia and
the African committee are ſettled ſervices,

of frugality: the decreaſe in ſome arti
cles of the ſupply being, as I have alrea
dy ſhewn, the conſequence of former
meaſures, in which they can pretend to
no other merit, than the having in con
tradiction to themſelves adopted ſome
parts of a ſyſtem, the whole of which
they condemned.
The ſeveral particulars of the ſupply
for 1766 having been ſtated, the account

and remain as they were : the diminution
in the expence of the Foundling Hoſpital
is in conſequence of the meaſures taken
formerly for getting rid of it entirely ; and of the whole ſtands thus,
the only ſavings are in that and in the ci
• 1.
s. d.
vil eſtabliſhment of Nova Scotia; on e
very other head there is an increaſe ; and Debt provided for - 1.5ooooo o o
room has been found for ſome poor de Debt diſcharged - - 182.1404 3 11
ſpicable pittance of extravagance in ſer Exchequer bills - - 180cooo o o
-

vices which would not admit of a large

Defic. of land and malt

3600 oo

o

o

augmentation; the amount of many ſuch Navy - - - - - 1522.283 6 3
is not indeed very great ; but when this Army - - - - - 127.5281 4 3
Ordnance - - - - 18044; 19 3
diſpoſition to ſwell the national expence Miſcellaneous
articles
225628 17 5
pervades every branch of the ſupply, it is
an alarming ſymptom of a general relaxa
Total 8685043 11 1
tion in the whole ſyſtem, and every de
mand, every pretence, becomes the foun
dation of a charge upon the public. The
If from this profuſe ſupply we turn our
ſeveral additions to the eſtabliſhment ac
eyes to the revenues which are to ſupport
tually voted in ſpecific ſums, amount to it, we ſhall not only miſs the improve
no leſs all together than 94,2791.6s. 4d. ments which are due, but ſee eſtabliſhed
And in other articles of annual expence, funds diminiſhed, and further reſources

which camot be actually defined, ſuch as
the navy debt, and the extraordinaries of
the army, inſtead of attention and ſtriët
neſs, neglect and conceſſion have pre
vailed; the funds will be leſs productive
than they were; in conſequence of the
repeal ..". cyder tax; and a redućtion
in the deficiency of the land and malt by
a redućtion of the land-tax, is poſtponed
to that very diſtant day, when the reve
nue, thus over-charged, and at the ſame
time, as will preſently appear, miſerably
impaired, will allow of ſo great a dimi
nution. Againſt this waſte of the public

prevented : the ways and means for the
preſent year contain ſome inſtances, and
lead the inquiry to others: I will there
fore endeavour firſt to give a ſtate of
them, and according to the beſt infor

mation I can procure, they are as fol
low.
1.

Land and malt

-

-

Exchequer bills - Militia money Part of the compoſiti
on for French
ners

-

º:

s. d.

275ccoo
18ooooo
Soooo

o
o
o

o
o
o

181oco

o

o

74777 14

o

-

treaſure, it is ridiculous to ſet in balance

Army ſavings - the ſingle ſaving made this year in the Money remaining of
whole eſtabliſhment; there is but one;
the laſt year's
and that is of only 451. 1 1s. 6d. in the
for African comps.
civil government of Nova Scotia. An Ditto
of the laſt grant
other indeed was attempted in the mili
for the Foundling
tia ; there was an inclination to be ſpar
Hoſpital
ing of the public money for the ſupport American
revenues
of that conſtitutional corps, which would Duties on gum fenega

º:

2321 14 10

1167 to

o

6coco

o

o

12.Ooo

o

o

Out
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l.

-

Out of the

º

of the French prizes

..";

From the ſale of
in the ceded iſlands

Annuities and lottery

Jan.

s. d.
The loan of this year 'agrees with that
oo o o of the laſt only in the amount : but the
terms upon which it is made are much

290
2oooo

1.5ooooo

o

O

o

fund are far more burthenſome. The
o plan of it is indeed taken from the for

worſe; and the duties which compoſe the

Sinking fund given for 2150ooo o o mer omitting the option of ſurvivorſhips :
three-fifths therefore are in redeemable
Total

8660266 18 Io

annuities, and two-fifths in a lottery, all
at three per cent. but the circumſtances of

The land and malt, the Exchequer the public are better now than they were
bills, and the militia money, require no then, and it is on them that the merit
particular notice; the duties on gum ſe of a bargain depends : the ſlocks were
mega are not liable this year to the diſap about two per cent. higher when the lat
pointment of the laſt. The ſavings on ter was made : and an advantage of ſo
the African companies, and on the Found much on the redeemable annuities, is a
ling Hoſpital accounts, are but overplus difference of one one-fifth per cent. upon
of the grants for thoſe ſervices in 1765. the whole ſubſcription. But beſides this,
The army ſavings are only upon the pay; the redeemable annuities bear intereſt
and the produce of the French prizes was from the 5th January laſt, by which means
before in a courſe of legal proceeding; the government pays a double intereſt
none of the money expected from thence upon the whole 90o,oool. for four months,
was paid in laſt year; the deficiency and upon part of it for ten : for this loan
thereby occaſioned is provided for in the being intended to reduce debt now at four
deficiencies of grants : but a part now per cent. to three, the former rate muſt
actually has been, or at leaſt is ready to go on, till the payments enable the go
be paid : and therefore 29, cool. is taken vernment to diſcharge the debt; and the
again on that head in the ways and means firſt payment was not before 8th May,
and the laſt will not be till 15th Novem
for the preſent year.
The compoſition of French priſoners, ber, to which time four per cent. is con
and the ſale of lands in the ceded iſlands, tinued on ſo much of the 1,500, oool. as

were meaſures of the former miniſtry;
and the public the efore avails itſelf of
thoſe aids now, without any obligation
to their ſucceſſors : but it reſts upon
them to ſhew why more is not, on both
accounts, applied to the ſervice. The
compoſition made in 1765 did not include
the priſoners taken in the Eaſt Indies, or
in Germany; yet the demands for theſe
do not appear to have been either of them

is not paid in, while three per cent. is in
curred from January on 9oo, oool. whe
ther paid in or not ; by which concur
rence of charges, the intereſt upon the
ſum of 1,500,oool. will, at the end of the
year, amount to 63,466l. 17s. 6d. where

as on the ſame ſum laſt year it was no
more than 48,750l. becauſe then the four
per cent. ceaſed, and the three per cent.
commenced on the ſame day. The dif
ſince ſettled ; and there is too much rea ference of 14,656]. 17s. 6d. is an unne
ion to doubt, that as that I believe was ceſſary expence to the public, when a di
the firſt, ſo it will be the laſt inſtance of minution rather than an increaſe of the

money recovered from France by this charge might have been expected : and it
country.

With reſpect to the produce of is, at the ſame time, an additional profit

the lands in the ceded iſlands, the firſt to the ſubſcribers of very near one per
ſale, which was held about twelve months cent. which with the advantage above

', ago, produced above 127,oool. There
has by this time been another: upon
both, the purchaſers pay zo per cent. at
the time of ſale ; and 1 oper cent. with
in the year; 30 per cent. therefore muſt

mentioned of one one-fifth, makes their
bargain above two per cent. bette than
that of the laſt year, excluſive of the fa
cilities which the lightneſs and the di
ſtance of the payments give them, and
have been received on the firſt, and zo which the nature of the former ſubſcrip
on the ſecond ; and the expences of the tion of navy bills would not admit of:
commiſſion cannot be ſo great as to re the whimſical miſtakes of fixing the ſe

duce theſe inſtaiments to 20,cool.

which ſum they are computed.

at cond payment on a Sunday, and the firſt

payments on the annuities and on the lot tery

*
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tery upon different days, have, ifideed, borrowing the ſame ſum, with equal aid
w

thrown this part of the ſcheme into ſome in both caſes from a lottery, and when
peºplexity; but ſtill the convenience is the ſtate of the finances and of the ſtocks
conſiderable, and the other profits are were far more favourable to ſuch an
thereby both increaſed and ſecured. In operation at the one time than at the o
anſwer to all this, it is ſaid, that the
terms of the former loan were too hard,

ther.

-

The difference between the two tranſ

ſo that the ſubſcribers loſt by it : a charge
indeed of no great weight, as the making
of too good a bargain for the public is
not a very common, or a very heinous

*

aćtions appears ſtill more conſpicuouſly
upon comparing the funds created on
each occaſion : the duties which compoſ- .
ed the fund of laſt year have been alrea
offence, and, in this inſtance, it cannot dy ſhewn to fall chiefly on foreigners, to
be univerſally true; becauſe the ſubſcri be rather beneficial than detrimental to
bers were exactly even who ſold their trade, and there has not been a ſurmiſe of
tickets for 11]. 19s. and tickets were be their being deficient, when they ſhall have
fore the drawing at all prices between fully taken place : but the additional tax
111. 12s. 6d. and 1zl. Ios. 6d. if all upon windows is an impoſition upon thoſe
therefore had been diſpoſed of at the low who had a better claim than any others to
eſt price, the ſcrbſcribers would have loſt an exemption from further burthens, and
no more than one one-ſixth per cent. ; but the produce will certainly be greatly ſhort
now, without taking the profits made by of the annuities charged upon it; to prove
thoſe who ſold at the higher prices into this, and to prepare the way for ſuch o
conſideration, and only becauſe ſome ther obſervations as the ſubject ſuggeſts,
might loſe one one-ſixth per cent. ; an I will firſt ſhew, in one view, the num
advantage of above two per cent. is ber of houſes and windows, and the a
given to all the ſubſcribers of this year mount of the duties upon each,both before
over thoſe of the laſt : and for that and ſince the paſſing of the act of this ſeſ
purpoſe the public is put to an extra ſions. The following is a ſtate of them.
ordinary expence of near 15,000l. in
Charg. un-Charge at 5' § Charg, un
Numb. [Her the for-1 preſent 5 § ider the for-Charge at
Numb.of of wind- mºr acts per win- | *, 3 |mer acts preſent per Increaſe Decreaſe.
F per houſe, houſe.
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The number of houſes having twenty ſelves that when the temptations are mul
fix windows, and upwards does not ap tiplied they will be leſs attended to, and
pear : but the number of windows in whatever the effe&t may be, it is in dini
fuch houſes is known to be 1,340,292, nution of the produce not only of theſe,
which are all raiſed alike to as, from but alſo of the former duties ; theſe are

1s. 6d. per window : in houſes below
that point, the rates generally vary ac
cording to the number of windows, and
therefore in moſt of them the ſtopping up
of one window will be the means not

only of ſaving the duty upon that one,
but alſo of lowering the rate upon all the
others: the temptation has been found to be
irreſiſtable upon every additional window
tax, where-ever the line has been drawn,

calculated at 53,31 ol. 17s. 2d. on a ſup
poſition that not one window will be

cloſed to evade the additional charges :
but if on the contrary one window in e
very houſe ſhould be ſtopped, the whole
tax will be annihilated, as ſuch a ſaving
will altogether amount to 53,8131. 15s.1 od.
and though the pračtice ſhould not be u
niverſal, it will certainly prevail ſo far
as to cauſe a great deficiency; to what
extent, I muſt leave upon the above cal

thoſe immediately above have endeavour
ed to get below it; and this is the reaſon culations to the concluſions which every
that the houſes containing ſeven, nine, man will form, who remembers former
eleven, fourteen and nineteen windows occaſions.
are ſo much more numerous than thoſe of

But it is ſaid that ſome of the

rates being reduced, many perſons will

eight, ten, twelve, fifteen, and twenty,
the lines having been drawn at different
periods between thoſe ſeveral numbers :
but by 2d Geo. III. this multiplicity of
diviſions was taken away, and only one

now open thoſe windows which they had
ſhut before ; this is to ſuppoſe that men,
who have been at ſome expence in order
to avoid, will now be at a greater on
purpoſe to incur an annual charge : for
a window (except
left between houſes of eleven and of ſtill no man can o
twelve windows, all below paying 1s. and in houſes having from fourteen to nine
all above 1s. 6d. per window. The diſ teen, or above twenty-five) without raiſ
proportion therefore in the number of ing the rate on all the others ; and none
houſes on each ſide of that line is as

will chuſe to pay 4s. becauſe he muſt pay

48,247 to 6,994 : at the ſame time, as the
tax then ſtopped entirely at houſes of
eight windows, all that could be were
brought down below that point,and there

1s. 2d. or raiſe him 11s. to 14s. rather
than reduce it to 8s. 4d. for one perſon who

will thruſt himſelf into a higher claſs by
opening, there will be hundreds who will

fore the number of houſes having ſeven retire into a lower claſs by ſtopping up a
was increaſed to 4co,273.

By the act of

this ſeſſions, thoſe of ſeven are included ;

window.

By this ſpecimen of their abilities, the

the conſequence of which will be that the talents of the laſt miniſters in finding
major part of them will be reduced to fix : ways and means, ſeem equal to thoſe which
and the temptation is alſo extended to a hey ſhewed in planning the ſupply : it
great variety of perſons, who before could was extravagance in the one : deficiency
not attempt to get below the only line in the other. And this tax ſo far as it
then drawn, and therefore could avoid the may be produćtive, though always ad
charge only upon ſuch windows as they vanced, and ſometimes borne by the te
cloſed ; but now that fourteen claſſes are nant, yet will often be ultimately paid by
eſtabliſhed inſtead of two, moſt of the

him who pays four ſhillings in the pound

houſholders in England may, by ſtopping
up one window, deſcend to a lower claſs,
and thereby make a ſaving upon all the
others ; thus by ſhutting one in ten,
3s. 8d. inſtead of 1s. ; or one in twenty
five, 4s. inſtead of 1s. 6d. 3 or two in
eleven, 5s. inſtead of 2s. ; or two in
twenty-four, 7s. 6d. inſtead of 3s, may

already : thoſe who live on the intereſt of
a perſonal eſtate, or on the earnings of
their induſtry, are generally free from
charges upon the means of their ſubſiſt
ance : while the landed men are taxed

not in their conſumption only, but alſo
in their income; they bear a burthen now

heavier than uſual in times of peace : they

be ſaved; and in the ſame manner thro' have borne it long ; the proſpect of a di
all the others proportionably : paſt expe minution is more uncertain than it was rience of the extent to which ſuch cecono

and at the very time that the expe&ted re
my will operate forbids us to flatter our lief has by miſmanagement been removed
-
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to a greater diſtance, another impoſition that inſtead of affesting principally fo
is laid upon them; a perpetual is added reigners, and none but the rich, a large
to an annual land-tax; and the latter is proportion of the burthen is thrown

more unequal than the former, as it falls upon one of the loweſt ranks of peo

principally upon thoſe whoſe eſtates are

ple ; and it is fallacious to ſet the aile

in houſes, which are in themſelves the

viation given to others by diminiſhing

worſt eſtates of any, and the ſupport of
which is already under ſufficient diſcou
ragements : the expences attending them,
and the accumulated load upon landed
property, and upon this ſpecies of it par
ticularly, co-operating with the other
taxes, have been, in a great meaſure, the
cauſe of uniting farms, depopulating the
country, and enhancing the price of pro
viſions. The effect has been ſo great,
that inſtead of 986,482, which was the
number of houſes in England and Wales
no longer ago than the year 1759, there

ſome of the former duties, as a ballance

againſt this new impoſition : for in the
whole kingdom no more than 69,866
houſes will be benefited by all the reduc
tions, 117,016 remain as they were: the
rate is higher than it uſed to be on all the
reſt : and of the revenue expected from
the whole, 23,3491. 5s. 2d. are intended
to be levied upon a claſs of men, who are
poorer than any of thoſe relieved by the
alterations, and who have never been be

fore comprehended in this ſpecies of tax
ation.

are now but 980,692, and the deſtruc

All the American revenues now left

tion of 5,790 * in ſo ſhort a ſpace as
eight years, is ſuch a ſymptom of diſtreſs
and depopulation, as to require every at
tention to check the progreſs of the evil,
and to avoid any meaſures which may ac

do not much exceed the new duty thus
laid upon the poor of this country; for
though 60,000l. be given out of thoſe
revenues in the ways and means for the

preſent year, yet that is not the ſuppoſed

celerate or increaſe it : relief to the land

annual produce, but is a ſum made up of
ed intereſt is now no longer the concern all ſuch monies remitted from the colo
of the individuals only who are to receive nies as were remaining in the Exchequer
that relief, but is become an important, for the diſpoſition of parliament, and as
national conſideration.

If however a window-tax, becauſe pay
able by the tenant, is to be conſidered as
aćtually borne by him, then the additio
nal duty falls upon the inhabitants of
houſes having ſeven, or more than 20 win
dows : near half of it is intended to be

ſhall be paid into the ſaid receipt before
the 5th April 1767. It has been already
obſerved that above 24,000l. nett were
received in America before 1 oth OSło

ber laſt, excluſive of all which might
have been raiſed in the Leeward iſlands,
Eaſt Florida, Georgia, the Bermudas

raiſed upon the former: that therefore will and Dominica : when the accounts from
be paid by labourers and handycraftſ thoſe places come in, the produce of 1765
men: and as manufactures are either car will probably appear to have been about
ried on in large buildings erected for the 27,oool. or 28, oool. ; of which little more
purpoſe, or in the private houſes of the than 3,000l. were applied to the ſervices
workmen, which are very generally thoſe of the year in which they were raiſed;
of about ſeven windows, the new duty above 23,000l. are made over to the ways
will, in the one place or the other, and and means of the preſent year, and are
perhaps in both, light upon manufactures : part of the 60,000l. above-mentioned,
in this reſpect it differs from the duties The reſt of that ſum is at the leaſt five
impoſed laſt year, which were even bene quarters further receipt, ſuppoſing that
ficial to them : it differs too in another, none received in the plantations after
N.

O.

T

E.

* The deſtruction in the country muſt
be greater than on this account it ap
pears to be ; part of it being ballanced
by the new buildings in Weſtminſter,
which are taken into a general account of
the houſes in the kingdom ; if theſe were
dedućted from the ballance, the number

Chriſtinas 1766, will be paid into the Ex
chequer before 7th April 1767; the an
nual produce therefore is not now eſti
mated at 30,000l. which is little more

than was raiſed by the impoſt duties in
the firſt year, which is always deficient;*
and
N

O

T

E.

-

deſtroyed in the country would be ſeen to
* The deficiency upon theſe muſt have
be much more than 5,799.
been greater-than uſual in the firſt year
B
of
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and there can be no reaſon for ſtating
them ſo low now, unleſs on a ſuppoſition
that they will be diminiſhed by the alte
rations made in them : a ſuppoſition,

reign coffee, indigo and ſugar, imported
into the colonies with a view only to be
exported; but the loſs on theſe will, I

this eſtimate, in reality avowed, and
which will be eaſily accounted for by con
ſidering thoſe alterations: the principal
redućtion is in the duty upon foreign mo

tities of ſuch commodities will be convey
ed to Europe through the channel thus
intended to be opened for them. The
produce of our own colonies which will

apprehend, be very inconſiderable, be
which however denied in words, is, by cauſe I do not expect that any great quan

laſſes, which is lowered from 3d. to 1d. be carried to other colonies of our own,

in order to be brought hither, muſt be very
trifling : as to the produce of the foreign
iſlands, if we could get the wriage of
them, it would be a valuable acquiſition :
but the French know the importance of
it they are in poſieſtion ; they will en
deavour to preſerve it j and they have the
medium was therefore taken between the means of preſerving it. The procuring
two: but now the duty is reduced below of cotton by the ſame means is of ſtill
the loweſt of them : more is given than more conſequence, as that is a material
was aſked for before ; and, on the other of manufacture; and therefore every en
hand, the preference intended to the pro couragement which can be ſhould be giv
duce of Britiſh plantations is totally tak en, to increaſe the importation, and to
en away, the preſent duty of one penny leſſen the price of it. The exemption
being laid indifferently on all molaſies from duties granted laſt ſeſſion have a
whatſoever. The reaſons aſſigned for ſo tendency to that end ; but the plan hi
great a diminution of revenue, are com therto produced is very imperfect, be
mercial confideraticns: but be they ever cauſe though it procures a temporary
ſo cogent, admitting all the inconvenien ſupply to the immediate want, yet it
cies to trade which can be ſuppoſed to at retards at the leaſt, if it does not intirely
tend the three-penny duty, it does not prevent, the permanent ſecurity which
follow that two-pence would have been might be provided againſt it; and while it
too much : no experience is againſt it; aſſiſts the manufactory at home, is preju
on the contrary, the trade has increaſed dicial to the colonies: for all facilities giv
and flouriſhed under a charge exceeding a en to the conſumption of foreign cotton,
penny, for ſo much the expence of ſmug diſcourages the culture of it in the Bri
gling always amounted to ; and ſurely tiſh plantations: the ſoil and climate of
now that it is eſtabliſhed, two-pence the ceded iſlands are peculiarly proper
would not be oppreſſive.
for producing it ; and the circumſtances
This indulgence to the North Ameri of firſt ſettlers naturally lead them to raiſe
cans is accompanied with another to the ſuch a commodity ; but the neighbouring
Weſt Indians, to which, almoſt from the French iſlands have got the ſtart of them
firſt ſettlement of their iſlands, they have in the growth, and have now advantages
been ſtrangers; the old enumerated duties over them in the tale, by having more
laid in the time of Charles the Second up markets open to them : to rectify ſo un
on ſugars exported being now taken a due a preference, a bounty ſhould be
way: and whatever the amount may be, given on the one, at the ſame time that

per gallon ; when it was laid two years
ago, the Weſt Indians urged an impo
ſition of 4d. as neceſſary to ſecure the
preference due to Britiſh molaſſes: the
North Americans deſired it might be no
more than 2.J. which they thereby ac
knowledged their trade could bear : a

it is ſo much loſs to the Britiſh revenue.
There have been alſo other alterations

that muſt be the work of ſome more pro

made, which ſo far as they extend, are

vident adminiſtration.

the duties are taken off the other: but

all in diminution of revenue : I mean the

To compleat the ſtate of the American
taking off the duties upon coffee and pi revenues, the repeal of the ſtamp-act
mento of Britiſh growth, and upon fo muſt be taken into confideration : a ſub
ject, which for the reaſons I have alrea
N O T E.
dy given, I ſhall not enter into ; which
of a tax, from the nature of the duties, if properly treated, would require a very
and from the diſcontents and diſorders in large diſcuſſion ; and which has been of
America.
late diſcuſſed ſo often the only circum
ſtance
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Rance to be taken notice of at preſent is ty : the colonies themſelves, it has been
the loſs of the 100,oool. deſigned to be ſaid, always profeſſed that they were ready
raiſed by it, and which being added to to contribute in that which they called
the diminutions above-mentioned in the the accuſtomed method, by requiſition of
impoſt duties, fulficiently accounts for certain ſums from each province, to be
the redućtion of the American revenues levied by their own aſſemblies; it has
from 160,000l. which they were intended even been urged as an objection to the
to be, to leſs than 30, ooo... per ann. A ſtamp-act, that it was choſen as a mode to
fun greatly ſhort of that propoſed to be raiſe money in preference to another which
raiſed on the inhabitants of this country would have met with no oppoſition ; and
by the new window tax only, in addition why is not that other ſubſtituted now
to all the former burthens, which they It will at no time be received ſo favour
have ſo obediently, though ſo haidiy, and ably as when a ſubſiſting charge is re
fo long borne, and which they muſt con moved to make room for it : if there be
tinue to bear. Such a diſproportion can a difficulty in taxing the colonies, that
not be ſupported on any principle of com difficulty is increaſed by the delay: the
merce, or of policy : glaring inequalities Americans will not be reconciled to the
not only indiſpoſe the minds of men, but payment of duties, by a longer exemption
really leſſen their powers : one part is from them ; nor will future miniſters ever
thereby over-whelmed, not for the bene have ſuch an opportunity of raiſing a re
fit of the whole; for if the charge were venue there : the very mode of requiſi
juſtly divided, none would be very ſen tion, which, upon this occaſion, has been
fible of it and generally not for the be recommended as ſo much more eligible
nefit even of thoſe who are favoured, who than the ſtamp duties, will not hereafter
perhaps cannot follow the purſuits which have the advantages it is ſuppoſed to de
the others may be forced to abandon, rive from the compariſon : the choice will
cannot ſucceed to the labours, the ſer not ſeem an indulgence : it will be unac
vices, and the uſefulneſs, which, by the companied with any favour; but will be
partiality ſhewn to them, are loſt to their conſidered as a new charge, inſtead of a
country. In the empire of Great Bri relief, and be obnoxious to all the cla
tain, for inſtance, all the taxes fall upon mour which they will raiſe whoſe real op
that part of her dominions where the ma poſition is to all taxes upon the colonies :
nufačturers reſide, and the markets are many have been taken off this year; and
held : her ſtaple commodities are loaded; every redućtion was a call upon admini
all the branches of her trade are hurt ; ſtration to propoſe ſome other impoſition :
and many of them ruined: the Ameri every deficiency, which their meaſures
tans cannot ſupply the loſs : they might occaſioned, demanded a ſupply ; and their
indeed aſſiſt to prevent it, by defraying a whole conduct, with reſpect to the colo
part of that national expence which occa nies, laid them under ſtronger obligati
tions the diſtreſs: and in this view it ap ons than ever preſſed upon any other mi

to find the means of raiſing a re
pears to be a commercial oºjeºt, that the niſters,
venue in America.

burthens of a ſtate thouſd be equally
#pread over all the ſubjects of it, accord

Another inſtance of the ſame kind,

ing to their abilities : but the laſt admi

thºugh to a leſs extent, was the taking

miſtration entirely deſerted ſo wiſe and e off from the cyder counties the ſhare of
quitable a ſyſtern : they might have ſup the public but thens which had been al
ported it, though they had given way to lotted to them, without re-placing it by
the objections taken, whether with or with any other charge upon thoſe counties; a
out ſufficient grounds, to the mode or the principle of equality firſt ſuggeſted a tax
ſubjects of any particular tax ; they ought upon them ; for all the former duties
to have provided that their conceſſions upon cyder were levied on the dealers and
ſhould not be in effect partial immunities: retailers : the growers and the makers
and when they promoted the repeal of the were exempted : the revenue therefore a
moſt productive American duties, it was riſing from thence was, in a great mea

incumbent particularly upon thoſe to ſure, paid by the conſumers of the com
whoſe department the management of the modity in places which do not produce it:
finances belonged, to propoſe others which and the high duties oil beer, on malt, and
ſhould have preſerved the proper equali on hops, lay almoſt entirely upon them :
B 2.
they
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they could drink no liquor which was
not taxed ; while the common beverage
in the cyder counties was free. This in
equality had been increaſed by the addi
tion in 1760 of a perpetual duty of 3d. to
the annual duty of 6d. upon malt, and of
3s. per barrel on ſtrong beer which was
charged with 5s. per barrel before. The
ſum to be raiſed by theſe duties was no

Jan.

tive duties upon each man's conſumpti
on ſo much more favourably was the
compoſition collected on the one than on

the other and ſo very ſmall a ſhare of
the public burthen was borne by the cyder
counties, even while the tax ſubſiſted

now that it is repealed on account of the
* inconveniencies attending the mode of
collecting it, the former diſproportion be

leſs than the intereſt of zo,ooo, oool. ; tween them and the beer counties returns:

any additional load upon the beer coun
N O T E.
ties would have been oppreſſion ; and a
* The compounder was free from the
general tax would have left the inequality
ſubſiſting: when therefore a further loan viſitation of the officers of the exciſe: and
of 3,500, oool. became neceſſary, it was therefore the maker, unleſs he was alſo
thought reaſonable, that the greater ſhare a ſeller of cyder, was not expoſed to any
of the impoſitions ſhould be laid upon of theſe inconveniencies; but to prevent
thoſe who had contributed leaſt to the ex his evading the duty due on ſo much as
pences of the war : but ſtill they were he might think proper to diſpoſe of, he

not particularly charged with ſo much

was required to give notice of his inten

as one-half of the burthen: the wine du

tion to ſell, and in that caſe only was the
ty bears the reſt, and that is a general exciſe officer authoriſed to come upon his
tax. They were ſtill greatly favoured ; premiſes ; but he could enter no room
for though the cyder counties are not e beſides that into which he was condućt
qual to the beer counties in number, ex ed: he could gauge no other caſk than
tent, or abilities, and the ſame revenue that which was pointed out to him : he
cannot therefore be expected from them ; could, on no pretence, came again till
yet the difference is not ſo great as be again ſent for ; and he was obliged to
tween 70,000l. which is all that the cy give a certificate of the veſſels he had ex
der tax was at firſt given for, and more amined, which was a ſanction for the re
than it ever produced; and above 830,000l. moval of them. The neceſſity of pro
which is the amount of the annuities and curing ſuch a certificate might occaſion
charges of management to be paid by the ſome trouble, and delay: other inconve
new duties upon malt and beer. But niencies might accidentally ariſe : but
without entering into an uncertain calcu none of them were vexatious or oppreſ
lation of the proportion they bear to each five : and when aggravated to the higheſt,
other, the lenity ſhewn to the cyder coun they were not nearly equal to thoſe to
ties will appear from another mode of which the grower of hops muſt always
compariſon whoever makes his own malt ſubmit; he muſt give notice both of the
is allowed to compound for the duties at places where his hops grow, and where
the rate of 7s.6d. for every perſon in his they are to be cured: he muſt give a ſe
family : whoever makes his own cyder cond notice of the time when he intends
was allowed to compound at the rate of to bag them : and his ouſt and his ſtore
2s. for every perſon above eight years houſes are at all times expoſed either by
old : children under that age are a nu night or by day, to the ſearch of the of
merous part of the inhabitants of the ficer : no compoſition is allowed to ſkreen
country, and they were in the one caſe him from the unwelcome viſits of the ex
excuſed, while in the other, the infant at ciſemen ; whether he does or does not
the breaſt is counted : and at the ſame ſell he is equally liable : all malſters, all
time the actual poor in the cyder coun common brewers, all diſtillers are in the

ties, whoſe tenements were not rated at fame, or a worſe ſituation : the maker of

above 40s. per ann. and who did not cyder was the only ſeller of an exciſea
make four hogſheads in a year, were ex ble fiquor, who could preſcribe a time
cuſed both from the duty and the compo

for the viſit, and limits to the examinati

fition; but in the beer counties the needi on of the officer ; and an exciſeman thus
eſt poverty gives no claim to an exempti ſtripped of his power of ſearch, is al
on : ſo very great is the difference be moſt as inoffenſive as any other collector

tween the ſuppoſed values of the reſpec

of the revenue.
*…*.*

-
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for the common beverage of the inhabi By the diminution of the
American revenues
tants of the former, that which they grow
or make them ſºlves, is totaliv exempted : By the repeal of the cy ;

}

the duties it oſtituted in fieu of that which
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130,000 o o
2O, COO o o

der-tax

-

-

is taken away, are 16s. 8d. per hogſhead
Total 244, ooo o o
on all cycler conſigned for ſale to a factor
or agent : 3i. per ton on all which ſhall
be in potted, and 6s. per hogſhead on all Theſe are all ſet down at leſs than they
which ſhall be made in Great Britain and probable will be : together they amount
ſold by retail, or made and ſold by dealers to a ſum equal to the intereſt of eight
from fruit of their own growth : the firſt millions: and the effect is the ſame as if
and the laſt of theſe can hardly be deem an additional debt of ſo much had been
ed new duties: they are rather proviſions incurred, without providing funds for
to fix the former duties upon thoſe who paying the intereſt upon it ; ſo that the
have hitherto avoided them, becauſe not nation has been in one year, and in a
literally within the deſcription of perſons time of profound peace, impoveriſhed,
in whoſe hands the commodity was (if confidered in one way) 8, ooo, ovoi. in
-

-

chargeable: the two others are additional its capital ; or (if taken in the other)
duties, and like all other additional du above 240,000l. per ann. in its diſpoſeabe

ties will diminiſh the conſumption; eſ
pecially as the liquor is rather a luxury
than a neceſſary in thoſe countries which
do not produce it; and being laid upon
cyder ſold, and moſt of that which is
bought being for the uſe of the beer coun
ties, the charge is transferred from the
cyder counties to them, and the diſparity
is thereby rendered greater than ever.
Nor will the new duties yield upon the
whole near ſo much as that which has been

incone ; by the meaſures which the laſt

miniſters are intitled to call peculiary
their own : for the ſavings which may be
brought againſt this loſs, were made on
the pian left them by their predeceſſors =
wherever that has been followed, the re

venue has been improved; as in paying
off another 25 per cent. of the navy annu.
ities; and providing again for 1,500,000l.
navy bills; by the former of which
34,835l. 1 os. 7d. by the latter 15,000l.

taken off; which on the experience of the 1 Intereſt has been ſaved, and both are
two years that it ſubſiſted, muſt be rec upon exactly the ſame ſums, in the very
koned 45,0ccl. at the leaſt : whereas of ſame ſpecies of debt, and by the ſame

the new duties, the 6s. per hogſhead re mode of proceeding, as in the preceding
tailed though the moſt produćtive of them, year. But even aliowing to the laſt mi
will not at the utmoſt produce 23, oool. ; niſters all the inerit they can claim for not
for that is more than the amount of ſuch having deviated in theſe two imitances
a charge upon 76,602 hogſheads which has from the meaſures of the former admini

been upon an average the number annu
ally charged with the former retail duty :
but that number will be diminiſhed by
the decreaſe of the conſumption ; and

ſtration ; and adding to ſuch ſavings, all
that the window tax may produce, which
cannot be a great acceſſion, though
it is impoſſible to ſay how little it will
both the new and the old duties will be be ; yet this only proves that the revenue
thereby affected : the additional duty upon which ought to have been improved by
cyder imported will have a like effect : 50,000l. is worſe by near zoo, ooo... than it
the other two will hardly balance this would have been in other hands: which is
loſs ; and therefore the diminution of the in effect the ſame as a diminution of

revenue, by the change of the cyder tax, 244, oool. 3 whereas under the former ad
cannot upon the whole be ſo little as miniſtration it was viſibly increaſed above
4oo, ocol. in two years, which is at the
20,oool. at the loweſt computation.
The ſeveral alterations made in the re rate of above zoo, ooo!, per ann. ſo that
venue, during the laſt adminiſtration the difference between the two aduliniſtra
having been now mentioned, the ſtate of
t

N

O

T

E.

them altogether is as follows :
1. From this as from other the like
l.

By the encreaſe of the
eſtabliſhment

}

3. d.

ſums a ſmall deduction intº it be made for

non-intereſt bills, and for the intereſt ac
94, coo o o

crued on the others.
-

tions
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tions in their management of the revenue
is more than 40,000l. a year.
By ſo much as the eſtabliſhment is in
creaſed, or the income of the public leſ
fened, the ability of the ſinking fund to
clear off the national debt is impaired, as
there will be ſo much leſs applicable to
that purpoſe, though the actual produce
ſhould continue to be as great as it is :

Jan.

diſtinguiſhed by many conceſſions, and
many omiſſions, but not by any ačt of via
gour. The ſurmiſe grows ſtill ſtronger
when we ſee no one ſtep of conſequence
taken for the improvement of the reve
nue, in any of its various and extenſive
branches, tho’ the miniſters were called

upon to exert themſelves by the example,
and urged to it by the reproach, of the
in the laſt year it exceeded what it had many regulations made for this purpoſe by
been in the former ; for though the diſ their immediate predeceſſors : but the
poſeable money on the 16th of October, ſymptoms are ſtill worſe, when the plans
1765 was no more than 1,951,7691. 9s. begun are deſerted, or thoſe which were

5d. yet two ſurns having been advanced eſtabliſhed are impaired ; and of theſe
for the purchaſe of the It!e of Man, and there are many inſtances : ſeveral have
for the alteration in the pay days of the been mentioned already, , where they
conſolidated 4 per cents, together amount avoided to bring in aid of the revenue
ing to 275,246l. 5s. which are only an certain groſs ſums, as compoſitions for pri
occaſional application of part of the pro ſoners, bailances of accounts, &c. which
duce, ſo much muſt be reſtored to it, and were not only ſuggeſted, but expreſsly
them the real ſurplus of 1765 above the named to them, and the very mode of reco
proper charges upon the ſinking fund, ap vering them clearly marked by the preced
pears to have been 2,227,0151. 14s. 5d. ing meaſures : others were equaliy motori
which is more than that of 1764, even ous; and have been equally neglected i
including the accidental advantage of a when the purchaſe of the Irie of Man,
quarter's produce of the beer duty in the and the ſubſequent provisions were made,
account of that year; but deducting that the deſign was to follow them with finilar
ſum, the difference will be near 150,000l. regulations of the intercourſe between
in favour of the latter year. The diſpoſe this kingdom, and the iſlands of Jerſey
able money was however no more than and Guernſey : no parliamentary inter
1,951,769. 9s. 5d. and the Chriſtmas poſition was neceſſary. The king in
quarter yielding leſs than uſual, about council being veſted with ſufficient powers
3ooool. were wanting of the 2 toooool. over thoſe remnants of the duchy of
intended to be raiſed by that time : Normandy : and the vaſt influx of clan
and as this deficiency muſt be ſuppli deſtine importation from thence calis
ed out of the monies ariſing in the for the exertion of thoſe powers : it was
April quarter, ſo much muſt be added to intended by the former miniſtry; that in
the 1, 150,000l. which the ſinking fund is tention was declared; and the means of ac
given for this year, and 1,180,000l there compliſhing it under conſideration; but
fore appears to be the eſtimated produce nothing has been done : and the plan for
to Christmas next, that quartcr being diſtreſſing all illegal importation, by tak
ing away the facilities which aiſe from
again included in the computation.
But there is great reaſon to fear that the ſituation of neighbouring iſlands, is not
under ſuch management as has lately pre only left unfiniſhed ; but even the effects
vailed, the ſeveral branches, which com of the progreſs which had been made in
poſe the ſinking fund, will be leſs pro it is to a degree defeated, while ſmuggling
duštive than they would have been under though ſhut out at one entrance, finds
the former: and if there were no other admittance at another. The manner in
ground for the apprehenſion, than that a which the eſtabliſhment of cutters has
general relaxation may be obſerved in al been treated, is another ill omen to the

moſt every article where it is open to diſ
covery, that alone would juſtify the ſup
poſition of its extending to others,in which
it may not be ſo apparent ; and the atten
tion, vigilance and attivity, by which the

revenue : They have been reviled, ridi

culed, and continued : the expence at
tending them is as great as ever : the
operation of them leſs : the miniſters have
acknowledged the meaſure to be right, by
revenue was improved, and without which continuing it; but the diſlike they ſhewed
it cannot be preſerved, do not ſeem to have to it, diſcouraged the ſervice : as the per
belonged to an adminiſtration, who were ſons employed therein, could not hope to
re
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recommend themſelves by activity, nor one of the principal motives aſſigned for
fear to ſuffer for remiſſneſs, in a ſervice, the repealing it, was to remove the diſtreſs
which the adminiſtration wiſhed to expoſe occaſioned here, by the reception of that
and to condemn. The doctrines too, which law in America; but that diſtreſs did not

have been lately broached with reſpect to ariſe out of the act : it was owing entirely
the colonies, and which portend ſtill to the refractory ſpirit which had gone
further relaxations of the acts of trade, abroad in the colonies ; and which the
and other diminutions of revenue, will miniſtry (to ſay the leaſt that can be ſaid

have a like effect there ; all vigour in ex
acting obedience to the one, and colle&ting the other, muſt be at an end under
ſuch a ſyſtem as the preſent: the pernici;

of them) had neglected to quell ; no tax
was ever laid upon the ſubject with more
general approbation ; none was ever op
poſed with leſs reaſon, or with ſo much

ous clandeſtine trade which was almoſt violence : ſedition never met with ſo little

ſuppreſſed, is ſaid to be reviving very faſt : reſiſtance from government : and the
and it will encreaſe, while the execution repeal, upon whatever grounds it was
of the laws is attended with danger; in made, was at the moſt but an occaſional
fraćlions of them eſcape with impunity ; meaſure. The only alterations therefore in
and the officers of the crown who faith the revenue which can be claimed as ge
fully diſcharge their duty, are expoſed to neral permanent meaſures for the benefit
inſults and doubtful of ſupport. I have of trade, are the other reductions of the
heard of other inſtances of neglect and American duties, particularly of thoſe
remiſſneſs; but theſe are notorious, and upon ſugar and molaſſes. The taking off
the effects of them extenſive. And theſe the enumerated duty upon ſugar, leads
alone make the proſpect of finding other to no great objeći, as the commodity has
diminutions and deficiencies in the re borne the burthen near a century, and it
venue, more than mere matter of appre was never ſuppoſed to be a very heavy
henſion.

-

grievance.

The redućtion of the molaſſes

They cannot have conſulted the com duty is a more conſiderable alteration :
mercial intereſts of this country, who and though three pence on a gallon of rum
have been thus careleſs of its income, and (for the charge amounted to no more)
prodigal of its treaſures : for trade and does not ſeem to be an intolerable load
revenue are in many reſpects nearly upon ſuch a commodity, and the effect of
connected ; and a judicious management it could not be thoroughly known by one
of the one, tends to the improvement of year’s experience only, yet as a duty of
the other. Diſcharge of debt and reduc one penny muſt inconteſtibly be leſs in
tion of expence, prepare the way for alie convenient to the trade, which the Ame
yiation of duties : but leſs debt was diſ rican diſtilleries ſupply, the importance
charged, and much greater expences were and the extent of that trade become the
incurred, by the laſt than by the former principal conſiderations: and ſo far as
adminiſtration ; and the late alterations

this manufacture (for it is an American

in the revenue have been ſhewn to pro
duce the ſame ſenſible effects, as if eight
millions had been expended, and the pub
lic were charged with the intereſt : trade

manufacture to which the indulgence has
been ſhewn, and ſo far therefore) as it
interferes with the produce of the Britiſh
diſtillery, either on the coaſt of Africa,
and manufactures muſt feel the conſe or in the fiſheries, it certainly ought not
quences : even if the procuring of com to be favoured : ſo far as it is ſupported by
mercial advantages had been the object molaſſes purchaſed with mºney, or as the
of them, thoſe advantages ought to be conſumption of their own corn in the diſtil
very great to compenſate for ſuch loſſes leries is prevented by the importation of
and ſuch charges incurred to obtain them; molaſſes, it is not advantageous to the co
but in fact a very ſmall part of the whole lonies ; and the exceſſive uſe of ſpirits
24o, oool. has the leaſt relation to any among themſelves, has been found to be
commercial confiderations. It is not pre
tended that the increaſe in the eſtabliſh

ſo pernicious to the people, that the im
poſition of a duty as a means of checking

ment was made for ſuch purpoſes : the re it, has been often under confideration in

peal of the cyder tax has as little connex the very provinces which are moſt con
ion with trade : as to the ſtamp-act 5 cerned in the manufactory. That part
therefore
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therefore of the trade which does not fall terial diſtinčtion, the mode in which the

within any of theſe deſcriptions, is alone trade of the colonies, was encouraged by
deſerving encouragement; and the bene the one adminiſtration, muſt have far
fit which it is ſaid may ariſe from lower

more extenſive effects than that adopted

ing the duty upon that part, is the only by the other : for when taxes are taken
commercial advantage ſuppoſed to be ob off merely that the ſum which would
tained by a diminution of 240, oool. per have been raiſed by them, may be thrown
into trade, the value of that benefit can be
ann. in the diſpoſeable revenue.
I paſs over here the other leſs important no more than the amount of thoſe taxes :
articles which have been mentioned be

and therefore if I were to admit that all

fore; and to theſe muſt be added the open that the revenue loſes by the repeal of the
ing of free ports at Jamaica and Domini ſtamp ačt, will be applied to commercial
ca; of which little can be ſaid with cer purpoſes, the advantage to trade is but
tainty, as it is a conceſſion which may be 100,oool. Whereas ſuch a ſum judici
beneficial or may be dangerous to trade : ouſly given in bounties might produce
I can ſee advantages arring from it, if millions : in the one caſe, the expence
proper precautions be taken againſt the and the acquiſition are exactly the
miſchiefs which may attend ſuch a relax ſame : , in the other a ſmall expence
ation of the aëts of navigation : but I purchaſes a large acquiſition : but of
confeſs myſelf not a competent judge of all the benefits done to the colonies
the plan which has been adopted. It is a in 1766, none belong to the latter
ſubject which requires the moſt mature deſcription, except the alleviation of the
deliberation, much previous inquiry, a molaſſes duties, the alterations made in
watchful jealouſy, and extenſive proviſi the leſſer duties, and the eſtabliſhment of
ons: the miniſters themſelves once thought the free ports: allowing again to theſe all
they were not prepared for ſuch an eſta the effects which are barely poſſible, ſtill
bliſhment this year : they ſuddenly chang the warmeſt advocates for them will not
ed their opinion ; but I have not altered be hardy enough to compare the returns,
mine: I ſtill wiſh it had been poſtponed, which by ſuch means may be made from
till the whole extent of the indulgence the colonies to this country, with thoſe
and all its conſequences could have been which the encouragement given by the
examined, and care taken that no detri former adminiſtration to the fiſheries, to
ment ſhould mix itſelf with the benefits the culture of rice, hemp, and flax, to the
propoſed to the commercial intereſts of ſale of timber, and to the many other ar
Great Britain.
ticles of American produce, will furniſh.

But even ſuppoſing the plan to be per

Beſides the object of moſt of theſe is to

fečt; ſuppoſing the repeal of the ſtamp promote and extend cultivation, which is
act to have been expedient; and allow the proper buſineſs of colonies; but the
ing all the merit which the laſt mi

niſters can arrogate to themſelves from all
their meaſures ; they ſtill muſt not pre
tend to have promoted the intereſt of the
colonies ſo eſſentially or ſo extenſively as
their predeceſſors had promoted them :
the new funds of wealth and of trade

latter regulations have no ſuch tendency,
except in ſome trifling particulars : on
the contrary, the alteration of the molaſ

ſes duty was avowedly made for the bene
fit of a manufacture ; and manufactures

more peculiarly belong to the mother
country : but even an equality, which is

which were opened by the former admini the leaſt that the Britiſh diſtilleries are in
ſtration, exceed in value all the hopes titled to, is not ſecured to them under the
preſent very low duty on molaſſes : and

ever entertained from the promiſes given
by the latter; and the advantages expect
ed from each differ ſo widely in the cir
cumſtances attending them, that if they
were equal in amount, they would ſtill not
be of equal importance : the former are
grants : the latter are conceſſions; and
the conſequences muſt be very different

the preference due to the produce of Bri
tiſh plantations is loſt, in the molaſſes,
the cotton and other articles. In additi
on to all theſe, another obvious difference
preſents itſelf in the conduct of the two
adminiſtrations: the meaſures of the lat

ter are founded almoſt intirely upon ſpe
from beneficence and from compliance. culation ; they have been defended upon
But not to dwell upon this though a ma principles repugnant to thoſe which have
bc. In
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reſts of this country had been conſulted,
would not have been made an object of ſo
much attention : I mean the ſtop ſuppoſ
ed to have been put by orders from hence
to the importation of gold into the colo
ces. For there can be no aſſurance of the nies. That no orders were given for that
effects immediate or diſtant, which may purpoſe, that on the contrary orders were
enſue from conceſſions made to colonies in diſpatched to prevent any interruption of
a ſtate of actual reſiſtance: by the eſta the trade, and that the merchants con
bliſhment of free ports, an opening may cerned were conſulted and ſatisfied, are
be made for bringing the produce of for facts which have been proved, and are
eign ſettlements into our own ; or on the now univerſally known : but the cla
other hand, for the introduction of Euro mour raiſed upon the occaſion may have
pean manufactures into the Britiſh planta miſchievous conſequences, which they
tions; this and the other regulations which who encouraged it, muſt anſwer for. As
are intended to precure the carriage groundleſs a complaint though of a dit

been always eſteemed to be the beſt adapt
ed to the management of colonies: they
are experiments ſubſtituted in the place of
experience : uncertain in their event;
and perhaps dangerous in their conſequen

of commodities raiſed in the French ferent kind was made in relation to the

iſlands, may increaſe the conſumption of admiralty-courts, as if the eſtabliſhment
thoſe commodities on the continent of were an innovation ; or the uſe of them

America, to the prejudice of our Weſt in ſupport of revenue and commercial laws
Indies; or facilitate the exportation of our were a grievance ; whereas in fact they
enumerated commodities to other places are coacval with the colonies, and the ap
than to the dominions of Great Britain : pointment of judges to preſide in them, is
and the facilities given to the intercourſe reſerved to the crown in the original char
between our and their ſettlements, may ters. The trial of offences againſt the aët
either furniſh the coloniſts with the means of navigation, and againſt the act of
of making returns to this country, or of frauds is expreſsly given to them by thoſe
diverting the returns they were before pro aćts, paſſed in the reigns of Charles the
vided with, to other countries. The e ſecond and King William : the juriſtic
vertin all theſe inſtances is at leaſt doubt tion of juſtices of the peace in America
ful : whereas the meaſures of the former under the ſtatutes of Queen Anne for the
adminiſtration were certain of their ef preſervation of the king's timber, is by the
fects: to open a vent for the produce of 8th G. I. transferred to the courts of ad
the plantations, to encourage cultivation miralty, as being more proper judges in
there, to extend their fiſheries, to pre crown cauſes than magiſtrates elected by
vent their clandeſtine trade, and confine the people : and in the ſame courts, the
their conſumption to the manufačtures of penalties under the ſugar ačt of 6th G.
Great Britain, were meaſures equally be II. under the 12th G. I.I. for allowing
neficial to the mother-country and to the the exportation of ſugars, and under the
colonies, and cannot in any event or 21ſt G. I.I. for encouraging the growth of
by any abuſe become detrimental to ei indigo, are recoverable, from all which it
ther.
appears that the iuriſdićtion given to them
There was but one of importance a in offences againſt the ſtamp act was agree
mongſt them from which any bad conſe able to a conſtant ſeries of plantation laws :
quences to commerce were apprehended, and with reſpect to this particular branch
which was the duty upon molaſſes : but of revenue, the proceedings are not very
as I have had occaſion to mention that different here for except in two inſtances
ſubjećt more than once, and it would car only which affest none but lawyers, the
ry me too far were I to enter into all the like offences againſt the ſtamp acts in
conſiderations which ariſe upon it, I will Britain are triable in a ſummary way, with
leave it to reſt upon the obſervations which out jury, before juſtices of the peace :
have before occurred, and upon that ge theſe are far better magiſtrates than provin
neral knowledge which the public is poſ cial, annual elective juttices; and yet can
ſeſſed of, from its having been ſo long the not be thought as reſpestable as a judge of
topic of converſation. There was ano an admiralty court, who has had an edu
-

ther meaſure of the ſame adminiſtration,
which it would be alſo tedious to dwell

cation ſuitable to the othce he fills, and

enjoys a ſalary adequate to his ſtation.
upon at preſent, and which, if the inte Proviſion was made for ſuch a magiſtrate
Jan. 1767.
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in the colonies in the year 1763, when one the relief which had been held out, and
court of admiralty was eſtabliſhed at Ha

to revive the inconveniencies which

the

lifax for all America, having concurrent to ºner adminiſtration had endeavoured
junalstºn with thoſe which ſubſiſted be to 1 cmove.
Én this then which has been called ſo
fore, but which were fallen into diſrepute,
on account of the incompetency of the important an objećt, the preſent year is far
judges as it was impoſſible to find per from being marked with favour to the
fons qualified to preſide in every diſtinét colonies; with reſpešt to their other com
court, the only remedy to this which mercial intereſts, whether peculiar to
was the principal grievance, was to makc themſelves, or common to them and to
the number unneceſſary, by vetting in their mother-country, many proofs have
one judge equal powers with all the been already adduced to ſhew, how much
others, and annexing to the office ſuch li more liberally and more effectually they
beral appointments, as ſhould induce men were conſulted in the preceding years :
regularly educated here, to accept of it : and it muſt further be acknowledged that
but another inconvenience aroſe from the the trade of the colonies will ſuffer greatly
diſtance at which many of the provinces by the total prohibition of their inter
were from this new ſist of iuſtice ; and courſe with Ireland : for by an act of the
therefore a plan was foum'd in 1765 for iait ſeſſions it is provided, that on taking
removing the cºurt from Halifax to New any non-enumerated goods on board,
York or Boſton, and for eſtabliſhing two bond ſhall be given in the ſame manner
others at Philadelphia and at Charles as for the enumerated commoditics, not to
"Fown : each of them to have certain land the ſame in any part of Europe to the
rovinces within its diſtriSt, and all the Northward of Cape Finiſterre, except in
large ſalaries : by which diſtribu Great Britain. Ireland is not within
tion every part of the continent would that deſcription, and great quantities of
have been as near to its ſupreme court of corn uſed to be annually imported into
admiralty, as ſome parts of England are that kingdom from the plantations; the
to Weſtminſter-hall ; and with this view linen manufactories there almoſt depend
a clauſe was inſerted in the ſtamp-aēt, upon the ſupply of flax ſeed which they
directing that all offences againſt the laws Procured from the colonies, the conſump
reiative to trade and revenue, which by tion of pipe ſtaves and other articles of A
the act of the former year were triable im merican produce was very large : the trade
the general admiralty court, ſhould be was neceſſary to Ireland, and of the utmoſt
proſecuted either in that of the province, importance to the colonies, who there

!.

or in any appointed or to be appointed

found an extenſive vent for their commo

which ſhould have juriſdiction in the di ditiss, and thereby made returns for their
ſtrićt where the offence ſhould be commit demand of Britiſh manufactures ; and the

ted. But this plan which was calculated loſs the efore which in conſequence of this
for the eaſe and ſatisfaction of the colonies, inter uption they ſuſtain, will be a heavy

not having been compleatly carried into
execution by the miniſters who formed it,
no progreſs was made in it by their ſuc
ce ſlurs : the grievance was left to ankle
in the minds of the people; and now
that the ſtamp ači is repealed without ex
cepting the cauſe above-mentioned, the in
tended alteration is defeated, and every
matter, however trifling or however tedi
ous, which can poſſibly ariſe from one
extremity of the continent to the other,
out of any of the acts of trade, or the
whole body of the cuſtºm-houſe laws,
may be carried at the will of the proſecu

ballance againſt any advantages which
may have been given to them.

And if upon the whole account the
laſt miniſters have not equal merit with the
former, even in regard to the commerce of
America ; in other branches of trade,
they will not pretend to a competition :for excepting the bounty upon Britiſh
made cordage, and a few minute and offi

cal regulations, I do not recolle&t any
it ºps taken by them for commercial purpo
ics, or for il.c encouragement of manu

iºctures; for the prohibition of foreign
fºlks was not

under fiand a miniſterial

tor to Halifºx : all ther fore that the lºſt

invaſiº e : and l have the efore paſſed it

minific, s did with rºſpect to the admirai.

unnoticed. '

ty-courts ſo far as the lºcº cantile people
may be ai...ºved by ti.cm, was to f. -tirate

N

Assinſt this ſingle bounty
O
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then

* For the ſaxic reaſon I cmitted the pro
sitti are
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then when the compariſon is drawn, ſtand not now ſhew that diſpoſition to riſe which
all thoſe many and important meaſures of they did a twelvemonth ago, notwith
the preceding miniſtry, which are not ſtanding the order reſtored to the finances

partial, or local, or ſpeculative, but ex

by the adminiſtration which was then

tenſive as our commerce, various as our

dºſniſed, and the large produce of the
manufactures, and certain of their effects, ſinking fund,and the proviſion made for the
upon principles and experience.
amount of the whole unfunded debt, (for
But the different management of the fi though the Exchequer bills are ſtill out
nances during the two periods will not ſtanding, yet the funded navy annui
even aſiºnit of compariſon : they are di ties which have been paid off are almoſt
rest contraſts : the one as diſtinguiſhed

equal to then ;) yet notwithſtanding all

for deconomy as the other for profuſion : theſe circumſtances, which prove the abi
the former was all ačtivitv and vigour, lities of this country, and the natural
exerted to oppoſe encroachments on the effect of which would be to raiſe its credit,
revenue, to detest fands, and to rectify yet the funds at the end of a year of pro
abuſes : and reſearches were made on eve found peace teel now the abuſes of that
ry ſide for encreaſing the capital or the tiºne, and though a little higher, are in a
income of the nation: during the latter more uncertain ſituation than they were
there was not energy enough in admini at the beginning, and lower than they
fration to enable the public to avail itſelf have been in the courſe of it : I do not
of its own property; but “niverſal relax judge of them from accidental circum
ation, conceſſion, and negligence ºn evail it inces which may have affected them,
ed: and the revenue, wheſever they touched but the general ſtate of them for ſome
it, ſhrivelled before them : the reſources tiºne patt marks doubt and apprehenſion,
which had been lately opened, were cut inſtead of that confidence which they had
off : means already provided, were divert begun to aſſume. When the miniſters
£d from their proper application ; others who had done ſo much for the recovery

innediately in view, aid diſtinétly point of the finances were diſiniſted in July
ed out, were overlooked ; and the ſums 1765, the price of the three per cents.
which night have been brought in aid, was about * 87 1-half. That event was
were diſregarded ; inprovements which not marked by any material alteration in
had been begun, were checked; and all the ſtocks; but as the effects reſulting
expectations of more, were diſappointed ; from the meaſures of thoſe miniſters did
the endeavours which had been uſed to not ceaſe immediately with their power,
prevent a licentious diffipation of the pub the natural inclination of the ſtocks to
lic money, were frºſtrated ; though eſti riſe in time of peace continued as long as
mates were ſwelled, debt was accumula thoſe meaſures had any operation : the
ted ; and the ſinking fund which had finking fund could not ſuſtain any great
been foſtered with ſo much care by the prejudice before the beginning of Öcto
preceding miniſters, which w is raiſed to

ber, when the account of it was to be

ſuch a produce, and promiſed ſtill more made up ; and nothing could prevent the
while it continued under their manage payment of 870, oool. upon the navy an
ment, now incumbered with additional

nuities at Chri.linas ; tı iſ that time there

eſtabiſhments, deprived of collateral ſuſ fore the ſtocks kept up to an advanced
Port, and waſted by diminutions in the Price : and all the diſturbances in America
revenue, is labouting under charges and did not lower them; they were ſtill at 91

deficiencies, which ſpigºt of ail reduc
tions of intereſt, and operations of fi

to the end of December, when the whole
extent of thoſe diſorders was public : but

nance, will remain inherently fixed to as ſoon as the new year commenced, and
Prey upon it for ever.

the abilities and the meaſures of the

The depreſſion of public credit is the then adminiſtration began to be known,

neceſſºry conſequence of ſich meaſures;
and accordingly we ſee that the ſtocks do

O

E.

* To prevent confuſion in comparing
N
O T
E.
the prices, at different times, I ſhall in
hibition laid on foreign ſilk ſtockings, litting them always deduct the dividends
mits and gloves in 1765, the then admi due upon them : and I ſhall keep to th:
miſtration having only conſented to, not three per cents. as the beſt meaſure of the
real value of the ſtocks.
Planned that meaſure.
C 2.
they
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they immediately fell; nor was this oc come, in the ſpace of two years only,
caſioned by ſuſpence about the fate of the had proved the extent of the abilities, and
ſtamp-act ; for they continued after that the number of reſources ſtill ieſt to this
was decided much below the point they country : the ſtocks ºn roſe; and they
had before arrived at, they remained ſo to would have riſen to a much greater height
the end of the laſt adminiſtration, and than they are at now, if the ſame mea

they are now that America is quiet, two
per cent. lower than they were when it
was known to be throughout in confuſi
on : from hence a certain judgment may
be formed of the real merits of thoſe mini

ſters ; though ſuch pains were taken to

Fº the nation that they were popu

ſures had been purſued ; but a diſſerent
ſyſtem has checked the progreſs natural to
them in times of peace ; and ſo long as
that ſyſtem prevais, we can pretend
neither to an independency of trade, nor
a per manency of power. Drooping cre
dit, and revenue continually crumbling
away, in a ſeaſon of perfect iranquility,
are alarming circumſtances to a commer
cial people : and fruſtrate the proviſion
neceſſary to be made againſt that day, when

ar; yet the monied men, they whoſe
propeity was affected by their conduct,
ſaw that property depreciated under ſuch
management, and lowered the price they
expected for it : they knew the conſe we ſhall be called upon to maintain the
quences of allowing extravagance to aſcendancy we have acquired in Europe :
ravage, while deficiency was let in to con it will not remain with us iong, our trade
ſume the revenue : at the cloſe of the ac

cannot be protećled, our colonies cannot

count they found that the loſſes and
charges of a year of peace, were equal to
a fund ſufficient to provide for a German
campaign : and they feared that further
depredations were impending : they ob
ferved that the relief expected by the
landed-intereſt was removed out of ſight 5

be preſerved, our very exiſtence cannot be
ſecuted, if the finances of the kingdom
be ruined : in vain may we diſcipline ar
mies, build fleets, or form alliances,

and that trade and manufactures were not

by that alone, can thoſe means be pro
cured. We have ſeen how much may be
gained in a ſhort time by ſuch manage
ment ; we have ſeen how much may be
loſt in leſs time by a contrary condućt :
let us judge then of the meaſures by their
effe&ts ; and of the miniſters by their
meaſures: the deciſion is important ; for
the ſtate of the nation depends on the
ſyſtem which is choſen for the adminiſtra

even flattered with the hopes of an allevi
ation ; they could perceive no advances
made towards any great operations of fi
nance, but on the contrary, the prepara
tory means which ariſe from oeconomy
and improvement, abandoned, or divert
ed, or deſtroyed ; and they dreaded the
poſſibility of a war, while the opportunity
of peace, the ſeaſon to provide for it, was
unprofitably paſſing away.
Nor is their confidence reſtored by the
late changes in the adminiſtration, as no
aſſurance of a change of condućt can be
derived from them, all the preſent mini
ſters having been parties to or having ſup

ported the meaſures of the laſt : public
credit therefore is not revived by ſuch an
arrangement, it even ſeems to decline ſtill
more, for it feels that the evils which have
affected it will grow inveterate by conti
nuance, and ſhrinks under the apprehen

fons of further aggravations

while the means to make uſe of them

are wanting ; and by a deady and judi
cious management of the revenue, and

tion of the finances.

An Alftrađ of tºe Trial of Helen Watt
and Will am Keith, indićfed, at the

inſtance of the King's Advocate, for
Murder. Bºfore the Circuit-court of
juſticiary he'd at Aberdeen, on the

4th, 5th, and 6th Days of September,
1766, by the Lord Kāmes, one of the

Lords of juſt ciary.
Publiſhed at Edinburgh, on the 22d of
November.

| them.

Theſe evils are the more hardly borne,

becauſe they are not neceſſary; and be

Thurſday Sept. 4. 1766.
HESE pannels were accuſed of

cauſe they have daſhed the hopes which
having murdered Alexander Keith
were ente, tained, when ſix millions and a of Northfield, Bamffshire, the huſband of
half of debt diſcharged or provided for, the ſail Helen Watt, and the father b.
and an addition made of above four hun her of the ſaid William Keith—The libeſ.

dred thouſand pounds to the national in or criminal letters, ſet foºth, That the
ſaid
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ſaid Helen Watt having been eſpouſed dead body created ſuſpicion in all who ſaw
many years ago by the deceaſed, a per it, did, in order to prevent further diſ
ſon conſiderably above her rank, for his covery, haſten the funeral of the decea
At
ſecond wife and having brought forth ſed in a moſt indecent mianner.
ſeveral children to him, whereof the ſaid leaſt, time and place aforeſaid, the ſaid
William Keith is one ; the deceaſed did Alexander Keith was murdered, and the
execute a teſtament, ſettling certain pro ſaid Helen Watt and William Keith, both,
viſions upon his ſecond wife and her chil or each of them, or one or other of thełm,

dren: That after this the priſoners be are guilty actors, or art and part of the
came impatient for the death of the de foreſaid crime.
ceaſed ; and Helen Watt was heard to
The libel being read over to the pan
expreſs wiſhes to that purpoſe, during an nels, they ſeverally denied the ſame.
The council were, for the proſecutor,
illneſs under which the deceaſed laboured
for ſome time; but the deceaſed not Meſſ. Coſmo Gordon, advocate-depute,
being likely to die of that illneſs, the and John Douglas, advocate; and for the
priſoners did treacherouſly and wickedly priſoners, Metſ. Alexander Wight, Alex
conſpire to murder him ; and, in pur ander Elphinſton, and Robert Cullen, ad
ſuance of this their wicked intention,

upon the 22d of November, 1756, the

vocates.

The three counſel for the priſoners re

deceaſed, who was then in the ſame ſtate preſented,"
of health he had been in for ſome time,
That they did not propoſe to offer any

having ſupped in his bedchamber, with
the priſoners and ſome more of the fami
ly ; and after ſupper the other perſons ha
ving gone out of the room, and left the
priſoners with the deceaſed, and two
young children, who were aſleep in a bed,
they the priſoners, or one or other of them,

obječtions to the form of the libel. That
the priſoners are directly charged with
having been guilty of murder; and that
therefore the relevancy of the indictment,
could not be diſputed.

That it appeared from the indićtment,
that the proſecutor does not pretend to
aid wickedly murder the deceaſed, by bring againſt the priſoners any dire&
this alledged murder ; but means,
ſtrangling him in his bed, either with their
hands, or with ſome cord, or rope, or y a train of circumſtances, to infer their
napkin, or in ſome other violent manner: uilt.
And that the deceaſed had been ſo ſtrang
That this indićtment, containing all

[...

Jed, was evident from the marks of vio theſe circumſtances, conne&ted with much
lence that appeared upon the body, a blue art, and calculated to create a belief of

ſpot upon the breaſt, and a blue or diſ
coloured mark quite round the neck, which
muſt have been occaſioned by ſtrangula
tion ; and which appearance could not
have proceeded from the effects of any

the priſoners guilt, was now in the hands
of the jury, in order to dire&t them in at
tending to the evidence to be adduced by
the proſecutor.

That therefore it had become neceſſary

natural diſeaſe, if the deceaſed had died for the priſoners, in juſtice to themſelves,
without violence: And theſe marks of

to ſtate the facts which had given riſe to
violence being diſcovered upon the body this proſecution, as they truly happened,
the night the deceaſed died, and alſo be and as it was expected they would appear
ing diſcovered by fundry perſons next day, from the evidence to be brought. That
who inquired what the cauſe of theſe this, they hoped, would remove the im
marks could be; Helen Watt was anxious preſſion created againſt them by the frame
to conceal them, and pretended to ac of the indićtment, and would prepare the
count for theſe marks, by ſaying, that gentlemen of the jury to attend cquaily
they had proceeded from laying on a bli to thoſe circumſtances which were to be
ſtering plaiſter, or dreſſing of a bliſtering proved in defence.
plaſter with garters upon the deceaſed's
N O T E.
back or neck the night he died, although
there had been no ſuch plaiſter or dreſſings
* Theſe defences are a little different
tied on with garters upon the deceaſed
that evening : And Helen Watt, con from the record, and are here given more
ſcious of her guilt in the premiſſes, and fully, as taken by a perſon preſent at the
Psiceiving that the appearance of the trial.
The
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nal trials, firſt to have it certainly known

About and eſtabliſhed, that a crime had been

was born about the year 1692.

twenty years before his death, he married
Helen Watt, one of the priſoners, who
bore to him a great number of children,
and with whom he lived always very hap
pily. He had early in life contracted a
habit of exceſſive drinking, which gra
dually impaired his health, and being
erſiſted in for a long courſe of years, at
ength ruined a conſtitution naturally
healthy and ſtrong. The natural vigour
40f his conſtitution long ſtruggled againſt
his irregular exceſſes, but was at length
overpowered. Phyſicians were called,
but they ſoon perceived, that it was not
within the power of their art to reſtore
his health, or even to prolong his life;
and they informed his wife and his fami
Jy, that his death was near at hand.
Senſible likewiſe himſelf of his ap
proaching death, he reſolved to ſecure
$ome proviſien for his wife, and for his
-

committed, before proceeding to ſearch
for the author of that crime : That there

fore the firſt point for the jury to confider
in this caſe is, Whether it ihail clearly
the proved that Keith of Northfield died
a violent death 2

It appears from the indictment, that
the circumſtances by which the proſecu
tor means chiefly to eſtabliſh this fast,
are certain ſpots and marks which are
ſaid to have been perceived on the body
of Northfield, ſome hours after his death.

The gentlemen of the jury will how
ever conſider, that the appearances of
dead bodies are often ſo various and ex

traordinary, that phyſicians of the great
et abilities, and moſt extenſive expe
rience, have declared themſelves unable
to account for their cauſes ; or to deter

mine, with any degree of certainty,
whether they proceed from a natural, or

younger children, after his death ; and from a violent death.

for that purpoſe, a very ſhort time before

Beſides the general uncertainty of ſuch

he died, he executed a will, ſettling up
ºn then certain ſmall ſums of money,
by no means beyond what his eſtate could
very eaſily bear. He was the more
ſtrongly induced to make this ſettlement,
as he could truſt little to the generoſity
of his eldeſt ſon, who had been exceeding
ly diſſatisfied with the ſecond marriage,
and whoſe ungenerous, unforgiving tem
per, had never relented towards his aged

appearances, there is another circum

|. from

father, even in the laſt hours of his life.

country-people, by whom alone they are

ſtance in the preſent caſe, which ſhould
make us ſtill more cautious to infer from

ſuch diſcoloured marks, that Northfield's

death had been a violent one. It ap
the indiétment, that the dead

body was not viſited by phyſicians, ſur
geons, or any perſons of ſkill ; but that
theſe appearances of the body are now to
be deſcribed by ignorant, inaccurate

The old man did not many days ſurvive ſaid to have been perceived.
this ſettlement : he died of that diſorder
It appears further, that theſe witneſſes
which had been long conſuming him, on are likewiſe to deſcribe theſe appearances
the 22d of November, 1756, in the 64th at the diſtance of ten years from the time
at which they had inaccurately obſerved
year of his age.
After no leſs than ten years have elap them Phyſicians, who cannot pretend
fed ſince his death, it is now alledged, to determine the cauſes of ſuch appear
-

that he did not die a natural death, but ances when they themſelves have exami

was murdered; and the priſoners are ac
cuted of having been the murderers.
In conſidering the evidence, it is ho
ped the gentlemen of the jury will ob
ferve, that, in order to ſupport the accu
ſation, there are two ſeparate facts, of
each of which it is neceſſary there ſhould

ned them, would ſurely think themſelves

be clear and diſtinët evidence : in the

which perſons, the moſt ſkilled in obſer
ving the various appearances of the hu
man body, cannot pretend to account.
They farther will be particularly care
ful, not to confound together the proofs of
theſe two diſtinct and ſeparate facts, of

firſt place, That the murder was com
mitted ; and, in the next place, That

the priſoners have been guilty of that
murder. , That it was the natural and

Proper form of proceeding in all crimi

much leſs able to account for them when

only deſcribed by ignorant and unſkilful
obſervers. The gentlemen of the jury,
therefore, ought ſurely to be very cau
tious in determining poſitively or raſhly
with regard to the cauſes of marks, for

th:

/
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the murder's having been committed, and which are the frail and the only founda
of the priſoners having been the murder tion of this proſecution.
ers.
It is hoped the gentlemen of the jury
They will refle&t on the dangerous will not be imattentive to theſe diſadvan
conſequence of admitting circumſtances tages, under which, from the long delay
tending to fix a crime on particular per of this proſecution, the priſoners muſt me
fons, to ſupply the defective evidence of ceſſarily labour in making their defence. *
that crime's having itſelf exiſted. Cir We hope they will not fail to obſerve,
cumſtances ef condućt, in themſelves the that the preſent Keith of Northfield ne
moſt innocent, may, upon the ſuppoſition gle&ted to exhibit any information to the
of a crime aſſume a very ſuſpicious ap public proſecutor, while witneſſes were
pearance, which ariſes entirely from in alive who had the beſt acceſs to know the
nocence, that had rendered the condušt true ſtate of this matter; and has brought
careleſs and unguarded. From circum it now after their death, when, at the ,
ſtances therefore ſuſpicious only upon the ſame time he cannot alledge that any
ſuppoſition of a crimie's having been com new evidcnce has preſented itſelf.
mitted, to reaſon backwards, and con
Although, from this delay, it has be
clude from theſe, that the crime truly come impoſſible for the priſoners to con
was committed, is contrary to aik juſt and firm their declarations in every particu
fair reaſoning, and ſurely inconſiſts nt lar ; yet they truſt, that they ſhall be in
with that regular form of procedure which no circumſtances contradičied. When it
has been eſtabliſhed for the protection ſhall be conſidered, that theſe declara
and ſecurity of innocence.
tions were made by two perſons ſudden
If however the jury ſhall be ſatisfied ly ſeized, and accuſed of murder; and,
that a murder has been committed, they while under the confuſion natural upon
muſt then proceed to examine if the pri ſuch an occaſion, examined ſeparately,
ſoners have been the authors of that concerning facts and circumſtances which
ſhocking crime.
happened ten years ago; we ſhould not
In attending to the evidence on this be in any degree ſurpriſed to meet with
int, it is hoped the gentlemen of the ſome inconſiſtencies in their accounts.
jury will conſider the great diſtance of But when, notwithſtanding all theſe diſ
time ſince thoſe fačts and circumſtances advantageous circumſtances, we perceive
paſſed which are the ſubject of the pre that their declarations are uniforn
fent inveſtigation. Although the detect throughout, and conſiſtent with each o
ing crimes which have long lay conceal ther, can we avoid truſting them 2 Is this
ed from the eyes of men, is of the great ſimplicity like the confuſion of conſcious
eſt advantage to ſociety; yet we muſt guilt Muſt we not at once cry out, This
alſo reflect, that, by that very diſtance of cau be the language of truth and inno
time, innocence may be often deprived cence alone * *
of the neceſſary means of defence.
In judging of this caſe, it is particu
In the preſent caſe, the unfortunate larly to be conſidered, that, in order to:
priſoners ſuffer conſiderably by this very render this alledged murder in any degree
circumſtance. Within theſe few years probable, ſome powerful motives muſt be
Paſt ſeveral witneſſes have died, who pointed out, which could prompt a wife
would have been of the moſt material and a ſon to conſpire againſt the life of a
conſequence in their exculpation. In huſband and a father. But the motives.
articular, Anne Keith, the ſiſter of the alledged in the preſent caſe arc moſt ab
te Northfield, and who at the time of ſurd and incredible ; and it is moſt impro
his death, lived in his family, died only b:ble in itſelf, that ſuch ſl, uſer motives
a few years ago. The joſs of this wit of intereſt as occurred here, ſhould ope

neſs is the more particularly to be regret rate ſo ſtrongly upon their minds.
Even if their hearts were ſo wicked as
ted, as ſhe was the only perſon, beides
the two priſoners who was conſtantly to be ſo ſtrongly influenced by ſuch mo
near the bed-ſide of the deceaſed ; and tives, the ſtory is ſtill in probable, he
would have confirmed the declarations of cauſe of Northfield's age, and de'ining

the pºiſoners, in pointing out the inno
cent and accidental cauſe of thoſe diſco

ſituation of health. Can we believe, that
when they foreſaw his death to be ſo faſt

loured appearances on the dead body, approaching, they would thus wantonly
imbius

t
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imbrue their hands in the blood of a huſ

mily till the time of his death ; and ſo
band and a father, merely to attain a few far from having diſcovered there any
days, perhaps only a few hours ſooner, wicked or undutiful diſpoſition, he was,
the
of that pittance which he had of all his other children, the moſt beloved
provided for them It was, on the con and favoured by his father. Since the
trary, much their intereſt that he ſhould death of his father, he has employed
live : for, while he lived, and enjoyed the himſelf in agriculture. He has now a
full poſſeſſion of his eſtate, the fituation wife and a little family, to whom he
of their circumſtances was better than it has ever ſhewn himſelf a tender huſband,

º

could be when they ſhould be reduced to and an affectionate father.

He has lived

live upon the inconfiderable proviſion a life inoffenſive to his neighbours, and
which his will had ſecured to them,

irreproachable in every part of his con

They could not poſſibly be prompted to dućt.
If then we perceive in his chara&ter no
commit ſuch a crime from any di cad of
his afterwards altering that ſettlement. wickedneſs of diſpoſition, what can we
The ſettlement was reaſonable : the pro poſſibly ſuppoſe to have excited him to ſo
viſions were moderate, and had not been atrocious and ſo unnatural, a crime =

extorted from him by any ſolicitations. Can we believe that intereſt could prompt
Unſolicited, and unaſked, he of himſelf, him Motives of intereſt, however ſtrong
from the juſteſt and wiſeſt conſiderations, ly they may operate upon the minds of
thought proper to execute this his laſt men in more advanced life, have never
will. But further, the priſoners them yet been known to take ſuch deep root
felves, in whoſe favour the ſettlement in early youth. Has he ever in the whole

had been made, were always with the te courſe of his life diſcovered any avarice
ſtator, and conſtantly around his bed-ſide.

of diſpoſition? Has he ever been ſo pro

He had never ſhewn the leaſt intention

fuſe in his expence, as to become neceſſi.

or inclination to recal that deed; and the tous

No.

Neither of theſe have been

influence of the eldeſt ſon, the only per even alledged. , Was the ſum, the poſſeſ
ſon whoſe intereſt it was to have it alter ſion of which he was to attain by his fa
ed, they had no reaſon to dread, as he ther's death, very conſiderable or tempt
lived at a diſtance, and ſeldom or never ing We have, on the contrary, ſhewn,
that the ſituation of his circumſtances was
approached his dying father.
Beſides all theſe circumſtances, there
is ſtill another which muſt render this

ſuch, that he muſt rather have wiſhed the
continuance of his father's life. What

accuſation moſt improbable ; and that is, cauſe then can poſſibly be pointed out,
the youth of one of the priſoners, Wil which could inſtigate this young man
liam Keith. This young man was not wickedly to murder that father who loved
eighteen years of age at the time of his him ſo tenderly 2
If thus after examining on every ſide,
father's death; an age when ſuch cruelty
of diſpoſition as could prompt to the we have not been abie to diſcover any
murder of a father, has hardly ever been motive whatever which could poſſible have
known to take poſſeſſion of the human inſtigated this boy of eighteen to com
mind. If ſuch had been the cruelty mit this crime, we ſurely muſt admit it
of his diſpoſition, we ſhould certainly to be a very ſtrong preſumption of his
expect to diſcover ſome marks of it innocence. And when, together with
even in the former part of his life. We this circumſtance, we ſhall conſider the
ſhould expect that one who, in ſuch early great uncertainty of a crime's having been
youth, had ſhewn ſuch unuſual wickedneſs at all committed, and the doubtful and
of diſpoſitiºn, as at once to commit a ambiguous nature of all thoſe circumſtan
crime in which all other crimes ſeem to ces from which the proſecutor attempts to
be comprehended, would be found alſo infer his guilt, it is hoped that little doubt
in his after life abandoned to all kinds of will remain concerning his innocence.
wickedneſs. On the contrary, throughout

If, however, we ſhall be ſatisfied of

all his paſt life, either in that preceding his innocence, it neceſſarily follows, that
the death of his father, or ſince that time,

we mutt alſo be convinced of the inno

we cannot diſcover any the leaſt ſymptom cence of the other priſoner, his mother.
or appearance of cruelty or inhumanity of The two priſoners were the only perſons
diſpoſition. He lived in his father's fa in the room with the deceaſed when he
expired 5

!
*
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ther
Helen
Watt,
Alexander
Keith,
expired; and if he was murdered, both
bf them muſt have been guilty of that Henrietta. Keith, Elizabeth Keith, and
bloody deed.

Helen Keith, were all in the room with
-

Theſe general reflećtions have been the deceaſed at ſupper time, and the de
made on the nature of this caſe, chiefly ceaſed took a very little ſupper, either
in order to aſſiſt the jury in attending to of ale-berry or kail-broſe. That ſoon
the evidence which is now to be adduced.

after that, the deceaſed deſired to be put
The priſoners have already admitted the to bed, having, ſoon after eating his ſup
libel to be relevant ; and they have only per, purged, and imagined he had paſſed
now to beg that the Honourable Judge the very food he had newly eaten : That
will be pleaſed to allow them an excul the bed was made, a pair of blankets was
warmed and put into it, and the decia
patory proof, in the uſual form. . .
The Advocate-depute not obješting, rant helped the deceaſed to bed : Tuat,

the Judge pronounced the interlocutor on

as ſoon as the ſervant-maid had taken a

the relevancy, viz. “Finds the libel re way the diſhes from ſupper, Helen Watt
levant to infer the pains of law; but al threw off her clonths, and went to bed

lows the priſoners to prove all faëts and
eircumſtances that may tend to exculpate
them, or alleviate their guilt ; and re
mit the priſoners, with the libel as found
relevant, to the knowledge of an aſ
fize.”

*

with Alexander Keith and Helen Keith,
who were then young, and lying in a bed
at the end of the deceaſed's bed; and the

deponent threw off his cloaths to go to
bed with his father, who had deſired him
to lie down at his back to ſee if he could

Thereafter the Judge made choice of gather any heat : That, after he had

#. following perſons to paſs upon the aſ
12t.

Arthur Maitland of Pittrichie.
-

Alexander Farquharſon of Inveray.
Francis Farquharſon of Finzean.
William Forbes of Skellater.

John Forbes of Belabeg.
John Forbes of Inverernan.
Lewis Innes of Balnacraig.
William Wemyſs of Craighall.
Kenneth Mackenzie merchant in A

thrown off all his cloaths but his breeches,

he put out the candle ; and, in throw
ing off his breeches at the bed-ſide, he
had occaſion to lean upon the bed-ſide ;
and, not hearing his
breathe, he
called out haſtily in ſurprize to his mo
ther, to riſe and ſight the candle, for his

ſº

father was either dead or dying ; and he
immediately went to the door, and call
ed the ſervant-maid, and his ſiſters Hen
rietta and Elizabeth, to come to his fa
ther's rootn : That the ſervant-maid and

berdeen.

Alexander Mitchell writer there.

Ninian Johnſton merchant there.
Joſeph Forbes wright there.
Robert Petrie of Auchmadies.

Henrietta came immediately; but Eiz beth Keith being in bed, it was ſome
time before ſhe came : That, upon their
coming in, and getting the candle light
el, the declarant looked at his father's

Patrick Souper of Ach!cunnies:
face, and obſerved one eye ſhut, and an
John Fordyce of Ardoe.
cºher open; his lips quivered a little, and
The proof on the part of the proſecu he could juſt be obſerved to breathe .
tor was then taken.——The declarations That the declarant called to Elſpet Bruce
of the priſoners when taken up, before to go for William Spence, who was dry
Mr. Alexander Dirom, ſheriff-ſubſtitute ing corn at the kiln; which ſhe did ; and
of Bamffshire, make the laſt part of this by the time ſhe and Willian Spence came
proof in the trial ; but we inſert them in, the deceaſed's breathing coºid not be
firſt, as being the account of the facts on obſerved; and the eye that was formerly
the other fide, in oppoſition to that in open, was partly ſhut : That Elºpe: Bruce,
the libel, that in reading the depoſitions after returning with VVilliam Spence,
it may be attended to, with which of the was immediately ſent for John Keith, th:
deceaſed's brother, who iived at ºut a
two they beſt agree.
very ſmall diſtance; and Anne Keith,
Hilliam Keith's Declaration, July 7, the deceaſed's filter, was alſ, fºnt for,
1766.
who lived about three rig-lengths distan: ;
Declares, That the evening that his and ſoon after ſhe came, the deceaſed's
father died, the declarant, and his mo body was taken out of the bed, and ſtri
Jān. 1767.

ked

f
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ked in the ſame room; but the declarant
did not look at the body that night.
That there had been a bliſtering plaiſter
applied to the deceaſed's back ; and after
it was taken away, kail-blades were ap
plied to the place where the plaiſier had
been ; and in order to keep theſe blades
in the proper place, they were tied on
with the deceaſed's own garters, which
went below the arm pits, and round the
farther ſide

Jan.

age, remained in the deceaſed's room with
her : That, before the other children.

went out of the room, they and the
declarant helped the deceaſed to his bed :
and a blanket was warmed, and put a
bout him in bed : That after he was in

bed, William Keith put out the candle :
That William Keith intended to have lain

in bed with the deceaſed that night; and
ſoon after the candle was put out, Wil

of the neck; and theſe liam Keith called to the declarant to light

kail-blades and garters continued in that it again, for that he had ſpoke twice to
fituation, after the deceaſed's death, un

his father, and that he had made him no

til his grave-linen was made, and put anſwer; and while the declarant was
upon him : That he was preſent when the lighting the candle, William Keith called
grave-linen was put upon the body; at upon the people that were in the kitchen,
which time, ſome of the women who were to come into the room ; and accordingly
there, looſed the above garters, and took Elſpet Bruce the ſervant-maid, and Hen
them away; and the declarant then ob rietta and Elizabeth Keith, came into the
ſerved a blue ſpot upon the left breaſt, room ; and after the candle was lighted,
about the breadth of three fingers, but Henrietta Keith ſaid ſhe ſaw her father’s
did not obſerve any thing about the neck, lips máving ; and the declarant then de
further than that there was a great ſwel ſired them to let him alone for a little ;
ling over his whole body : That from the and the declarant did not look at the de
time the deceaſed was put to bed the even ceaſed at that time : That Elſpet Bruce
ing of his death, no perſon went near was ſent for the deceaſed's brother, John
him, until the declarant called to light a Keith, who then lived about two rig
candle as above ; nor did the deceaſed lengths diſtant : That John Keith came
make the leaſt noiſe after he was put in leſs than half an hour, and then the de
to bed. All which he decla vs to be clarant and the ſaid John Keith looked at
truth.
the deceaſed's body; and the declarant,
nor any of her children, did not look at the
Helen Watt's Declaration, july 8. 1766. body ſooner, except when Henrietta look
ed at his face above-mentioned, as they
Declares, That the evening that the expected he would come alive again : That
declarant's huſband died, he took a little when John Keith came, he looked at the
ſupper with the declarant and her chil deceaſed's body, and ſlid he did not think
dren; but that ſhe does not remember but he was dead : That the declarant
what they had for ſupper that night, but looked then in over the bed, but did not
that the declarant and the whole of her touch the body; nor can ſhe tell how or
children were in the deceaſed's room at in what way he was taken out of the bed,
ſupper : That, after ſupper, the decea but he was taken out ſoon after John
ſed deſired his children to go to bed, for Keith came, and ſtriked in the roorn;
1hat he wanted to be quiet; but as he but the declarant did not look at the bo
had ſaid to the declarant, that he would dy that night, but next day ſhe aſſiſted to
have died that night, ſhe in fifted, that his put on a ſhirt on the body, and then ſhe
ſon William ICenth ſhould ſtay with him obſerved ſomething blue about the back
in the room : That her ſon Alexander part of the neck, but cannot tell whether
Keith, and her daughter Helen, the one that blueneſs was round his neck or not :

being about ten years old, and the other That ſhe heard a plaſter had been applied
about ſeven, were put to bed in the ſame to the deceaſed's back or his neck; but
room with the deceaſed : That her two when ſhe aſſified to put on the ſhirt on
daughters, Henrietta and Elizabeth, the the dead body, as above, ſhe cannot tell
one being about fifteen years old, and the whether the plaiſter was on the body or
other about thirteen, went out of the not, or whether there was any mark of a
room to the kitchen ; and the declarant's plaſter upon the body or not : That ſhe
ſon William, then about cighteen years of can tell nothing more of her huſband's
death,

-
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death, than is above mentioned. All beſt of the deponent's remembrance, the
which ſhe declares to be truth.
burial was appointed to be on Thurſday
following, and was ſo accordingly. Be.
The Depoſitions.
ing interrogate on the part of the pan
Elſpet Bruce, married, aged thirty nels, depones, That Alexander and He
nine years, depones, That ſhe was ſer len were the two children that were in
vant to the deceaſed Northfield, and was the room when Northfield died : That
in the houſe at the time of his death, Alexander was more than ſix or ſeven

which was nine years paſt at Martininas years old, and Helen was younger; and
laſt. That he was indiſpoſ. d for ſome that ſhe cannot be more particular about
time before his death; but whether his their ages. Depones, That the kitchen
indiſpoſition was the cauſe of his death was on the ſame floor with the room in
ſhe cannot ſay. That the deceaſed and his which Northfield died, and divided from
ſpouſe did not live comfortably together, it by a timber-partion ; but that when
but were often ſquabbling, though ſhe the room-door was ſhut, ſhe never heard
cannot ſay who gave occaſion to their what paſſed in the room ; and that, in
ſquabbling : That at one time ſhe particular, ſhe heard no noiſe in the
came, put the houſe in a paſſion, and ſaid, room that night that Northfield died,
God that he had broke his neck when

he broke his horſe's neck, and them

Being further interrogate, depones, That
Northfield at the time of ilis death might

ſhe would not have got ſo much anger by be about threeſcore; and that Helen
him ; meaning thereby her huſband, as Watt his wife was daughter of a fiſher
ſhe underſtood.

That Henrietta Keith, mºn at Crivie: That ſhe had heard

who had been at ſupper with her father, Northfield ſpeak of his age. That wil
came into the kitchen, and told the depo liam Keith the pannel was about eighteen
nent, that her father was ſitting ben or nineteen years of age, though ſhe is
yonder; and that he had taken two not certain about his age.
ſpoonfuls of broſe to his ſupper. That - William Taylor in Dal faſh, married,
in a little time after, the cry came ben and aged 40 years, depones, That he
that he was dead; and ſhe is certain that was ſervant to Alexander Keith of North

field at the time of his death, which was
told her as aforeſaid by Henrietta : That about ten years ago : That the deponent
ſhe run into her maſter's rootn, found him that night his maſter die!, after he was
in appearance dead in the bed, his wife done with his work, went into his ma
this was within half an hour of what was

and his ſon William in the room, and

ſter's room to aſk how he was ; and got
from him for an anſwer, That he thought
er children : That the deponent went to himſelf better; and his reaſon for aſking
none elſe, if it was not ſome of the young

advertiſe John Keith, Northfield's bro about his maſter's health was, that he was
ther, of this accident, who lived about tender for ſome time before : That when

the diſtance of a long rig; and when ſhe

he came in to ſee his maſter as afore

returned, ſhe found her maſter ſtriked up ſaid, his maſter was ſitting in the chair
on a deal, at a diſtance from the bed. with one leg above the other, and a pinch

of ſnuff between his finger and thumb :
That about a fortnight b fore his maſter's
death, ne heard Helen Watt the pannel
ſay, that if God would not take her huſ
blae mark round his neck : That upon band, might the devil tºke him ; and that
this the deponent went into the room, her reaſon for ſaying ſo of her huſband,
That when George IXeith, young North
field, came next morning, and took a
look of his father's corpſe, he expreſſed
ſome ſuſpicion of foul play, becauſe of a
and ſaw a blae mark round the defunct’s

as the deponent coacctured, was, that her
neck, about the breadth of two fingers, huſband liked a drain too well, and was
and a blea ſpot upon his breaſt. Being fpending too much : That ſometime be
interrogate, What ſhe thought of that fºre Nºrthfield's death, Mr. Wilſon the mi
appearance 2 declined being particular, miſter wrote a teſt ºut for him; and that
but at laſt ſaid, That ſhe thought that Mr. Gardºn of Troºp and the deponent
the ſuddeneſs of his death, and the ſaid were ſubſcribing witneſſes to the ſaid te

marks, were ſtrange circumſtances. De ſtament. That he ſaw his maſter's corpſe
pones, That Northfieki died on Monday after it was ſtriked ; and, I:::ing off the

night at 12 o'clock; and that, to the

cloth off his face, ſaw a blue mark about
D 2.
his
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his neck, about the breadth of three fin corpſe was removed in the forenoon, and
gers; but whether it went round the back the place of interment was at the diſtance

part of his neck, he cannot ſay, becauſe he of three or four miles.
(To be continued.)
did not ſee that part : That he aſked of
Helen Watt the pannel, in the preſence
Letters
from
Italy, deſcribing the Cuſtoms
of John Keith, the defunét's brother, and
and Manners of that Country, in the
- others, what was the meaning of that
Years 1765, and 1766; to which is
mark 2 and that ſhe anſwered, That it was
annexed, an almonition to Gentlement
occaſioned by a ſtring tied round his neck
who poſs the Alps, in their tour through
for holding on a plaiſter. That the night
Italy.
By Samuel Sharp. Eſq; Continued
after Northfield's death, George Keith
his eldeſt ſon, fitting by his father's corpſe, from December Magazine, page 765.
Helen Watt aſked her ſon William, what
Rome, CSt. 1765.
his brother would get for his ſupper ? up
E arrived at this place after a jour
on which William anſwered, that a guid
ney of ſeven days, with accommo
ful of the dog's meat was good enough for dations uncomfortable enough. Give what
him ; that he had no buſineſs there; and ſcope you pleaſe to your fancy, you will
that, curſing, his brother ſaid, That lit never imagine half the diſagreeableneſs that
tle hindered him to take a gun to ſhoot Italian beds, Italian cooks, Italian poſthor=
him : That Northfic!d died on Monday ſes, Italian poſtilions, and Italian naſtineſs
might at nine o'clock, and was buried ſoon offer to an Engliſhman, in an autumnal
thereafter, though the deponent cannot journey ; much more to an Engliſhwoman.
remember the preciſe day; but that, the At Turin, Milan, Venice, Rome, and
day of the interment, the corpſe was ta perhaps two or three other towns, you
ken out of the houſe, without advertiſing meet with good accommodations; but no
the ſaid George Keith, or Mr. Wilſon the words can expreſs the wretchedneſs of the
miniſter, who were in the houſe at the other inns.

No other beds than one of

time ; and that the corpſe was cº, ried a ſtraw, with a matraſs of ſtraw, and next to
bout a mile and a half, towards the

that a dirty ſheet, ſprinkled with water, and

place of interment, before there two gen
tlemen knew of it : That George Keith
complained that the burial was too early,
before he had time to prepare unatters for

conſequently damp; for a covering you

the burial.

That ſome time thereafter he

heard William Keith the pannel ſay to his
motiver the other pannel, That if it had not
been her four quarters his father might
have been living; that ſhe never would
get juſtice till ſhe was hung up beſide
William Waſte; and that he could be

content to pull down her feet. Being in
terrogate on the behalf of the pannels,
depones, That no perſon, ſo far as he
knows, was hindered from looking to the

corpſe.

have another ſheet, as coarſe as the firſt,

and as coarſe as one of our kitchen jack
towels, with a dirty coverlet. The bed
ſtead conſiſts of four wooden forms or
benches : an Engliſh peer and peereſs muſt
lie in this manner, unleſs they carry an
upholſterer's ſhop with them, which is ve
ry troubleſome. There are by the bye, no
ſuch things as curtains, and hardly, from
Venice to Rome, that cleanly and moſt
uſeful invention, a privy : ſo that what
ſhould be collected and buried in oblivi
on, is for ever under your noſe and eyes.
Take along with you, that in all theſe

Depones, That the kitchen was inns the walls are bare, and the floor has

on the ſame floor with the room in which

never once been waſhed ſince it was firſt

Northfield died, and was divided from it laid. One of the moſt indelicate cuſtoms
by a timber partition. That the preſent here, is, that men, and not women, make
§.
and Mr. Wilſon the miniſter the ladies beds, and would do every of ice
were in an upper room when time corpſe of a maid-ſervant, if ſuffered. To ſum up.
was taken out of the houſe for the burial, in a word, the total of Italian naſtineſs,
without acquainting them : That when your chamber which you wºuld wiſh to
they got no ice that the corpſe was re be the ſweeteſt, is by far the moſt offen
moved, they followed; but it was a con five room in the houſe, for reaſons I ſhall
fiderable time before they opertook the not explain. I muſt tell you, that ex
company; That Northfield was at that cept in two or three places, they never

time in complete mourning : That the ſcour their pewter, and unleſs you were
-

-

-
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to ſee it, you would not conceive how dirty may worſe than thoſe on the Loretto road ;
and nauſeous it grows in thirty or forty for, in the town of Loretto there was
years. Their knives are of the ſame co good accommodation ; but all the way to
jour as their pewter, and their table Naples we never once crept within the
cloths and napkins ſuch as you ſee ſheets, not daring to encounter the vermin
on joint-ſtools in Bartholomew fair, and naſtineſs of theſe beds. I attempted
where the mob eat their ſauſages,— to pleaſe myſelf with the conceit of travel
“But what is a greater evil to travellers ling the ſame road that Horace did in
than any of the above recited, though his journey to Brunduſium ; but my
not peculiar to the Loretto road, are the ſenſations were too ſtrong for iny fancy.
infinite number of gnats, bugs, fleas, and The ſwampy ſail and marſhes on the right
lice, which infeſt us by night and by hand, with a ſtring of barren mountains
day.”
the left, for ſcores of miles together,
How extraordinary ſoever the above on
may amuſe, but cannot delight a traveller.
account may appear, to thoſe who have Did we not know that antient Italy was
formed their idea of this quondam centre infinitely more populous than it now is ;
of elegance and affluence, from antient au did we not know that populouſneſs renders
thors, or from the deſcriptions of ſome a country rich and chearful, I ſhould have
modern traveliers; nevertheleſs, it is all ſuſpected thoſe maſters of the univerſe had,
literally true. The lower claſs of the in their haughtineſs, and, from a con
modern Italians are inconceivably naſty ; tempt of all other nations, called theirs the
and the accommodations for ſtrangers, garden of the world ... for beautiful and
except, as our author obſerves, in ſome fertile as ſome parts of it are, the amaz
of their large towns, are beyond imagi ing quantity of barren mountains, ex
nation wretched. But to an Engliſhman, tending almoſt from one extremity to the
the pleaſure of treading in the footſteps of other, ſhould ſeem to deprive it of that
Mr. Addiſon, upon claſſic ground, is character; and however bold and uncom
ſufficient to counterpoiſe every inconve mon the aſſertion may appear, I think En
gland a better reſemblance of a garden than
piency.
“ The Farneſe Hercules, ſays our au Italy; and ſhould not heſitate to oppoſe

thor, is in the higheſt reputation, as an

our verdure and incloſures, to their myr

exquiſite performance, and would, indeed,
have been a fine piece of ſculpture, had
there been ſuch an original in nature ;
but, as I happen to known from my pe

tle and orange-trees, which laſt, by the
bye, are not to be ſeen in the winter, ex
cept in the ſouthern parts of Italy. Whilſt

I was in England, Imever heard the words
culiar ſtudies, that the muſcles of a man's northern climate pronounced, but they

body, however much inflated, would not conveyed to me an idea of barrenneſs and
aſſume the ſhape they do here, I cannot imperfection. I had always conceived
be pleaſed, as ſome men are, with the the vegetables and garden fruits attained
Farneſe Hercules.”

a flavour and ſavourineſs in the more

This piece of criticiſm may appear, at ſouthern climes, unknown to the latitude
firſt fight, to be well founded ; and Mr. # but to my great ſurprize, I do not
Sharp, from his ſkill in anatomy, may nd that any of their herbage is equal in

naturally be ſuppoſed a competent judge

taſte and ſweetneſs to that which grows

of the propriety of expreſſion in a muſcu
lar figure ; but that the muſcles of a
man's body neyer appear ſo much inflat
ed, loſes all its weight as an objećtion,
when we recolle&t the ſupernatural cha
raēter and fabulous exploits of the par
ſon repreſented. If the artiſt had not ex

in our gardens; and, what is ſtill more
ſurpriſing, few of their fruits excell ours;
I believe none except their water-melons,
their grapes and their figs.”
“Many people in England imagine
the majority of ciceſbeos to be an inno
cent kind of dangling fribble; but they

ceeded human nature, the ſtatue would are utterly miſtaken in the chara&ter;

have been that of a porter, and not of

nor do I find that it is underſtood here

that the ladies live in greater purity with
their ciceſbeos than with their huſbands;
NAPLEs, Nov. 1765.
and generally ſpeaking, with much leſs :
“ The road from Rome to this place If only one half of the ladies practiſed

Hercules.

is bad enough, the inns are ſtill worſe i this cuſtom, the other half would deſpiſe
-

-
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them : but, in faët, very few have any is entirely on the ſide of the huſbands, .
pretence to upbraid the reſt with bad con who are fickle from the nature of the
dućt, either from having no ciceſbeo, or climate, and cannot continue conſtant to

living innocently with him ; if there be their wives many months, ſo that the
any of the latter ſort, their reward muſt poor women are driven into this meaſure ;
be in heaven, or, virtue inuſt be its own but whether the practice ariſe from levity,
reward; as nobody gives them the leaſt or compulſion, the conſequence is dread
credit here for their continence, or ſup ful to ſociety, if there be any real delight,
poſes it practicable, nay, perhaps they any charms in virtue or mutual love.”
may laugh at it as ridiculous, ſo pardon
Has not our author, in this place, drawn
able and ſo polite do they eſteem this ſpe a falſe concluſion ? Tho' there are many
eies of criminality; and, to ſay the truth, real charms in virtue and mutual love, it
I myſelf have ſeen princeſſes, ducheſſes, does not therefore follow that the want
and their ciceſbeos, viſiting with the ſame of a reliſh for thoſe charms muſt neceſſa
unconcernedneſs as an honeſt citizen and

rily be attended with dreadful conſequen

his wife do, nor, after a little habit and ces to a ſociety. A Dutchman might draw
uſe, do they afford me more matter of the ſame concluſion from the want of taſte

fpeculation.
“To give you an idea in one word,
how much the mode of inſeparableneſs
is cſtabliſhed, ſuffice it to ſay, that if
you invite five ladies to dinner, you of
courſe lay ten plates, as each, for a cer-"

for a pipe and tobacco. What we term
domeſtic happineſs, would be no happi

neſs, at all to an Italian; and nothing

would be attended with more dreadfilt
conſequences to their ſociety, than to oblige
then to be happy in our way. Be it as
tainty, brings her ciceſbeo with her. You it may, the Italians undoubtedly ſtand
are not to imagine, that when I ſpeak of exculpated ; for, if, as he informs us, the

an invitation of ladies, that a ſingle wo—
man is ever thought of ; that charm in
ſociety, that innocence, and ſprightlineſs
attendant upon youth, and the ignorance
of a deceitful world, is utterly unknown

women are compelled to act as they do by
the fickleneſs of the men, and the men are
fickle from the nature of the climate, who

is to blame

In ſhort, the virtues and

vices both of individuals and communi

in Italy, nor are there more than two un ties, are certainly in no final degree,
married ladies in this metropolis who conſtitutional ; and conſtitutions are
viſit; all the others are locked up in greatly influenced by climate. But
monaſteries.
the truth of the matter is, that a pro
“ Children here have very little ten penſity to variety is peculiar to no
dency to ſupport the friendſhip and har climate, but common to all, and its cauſe
mony of the married ſtate. With us, muſt therefore be ſought for in human
the joint intereſt of both father and mo nature : a propenſity, which we may be
ther in their little ones, with perhaps the certain is too generally indulged, not in
blended features, they each diſcover in proportion to the wiſdom of laws, or
their progeny, does not contribute in a purity of religion ; but in proportion to
finall degree to heal any accidental the number of individuals collected toge
breaches, or at leaſt to make them live on ther, the frequency of intercourſe, and
good terms for ſake of their poſterity. In the conſequent opportunities of indul
Italy a certain knowledge of every wife's gence.
“ The drama is ſo little cultivated in
attachment to a lover, extinguiſhes all ſo
cial affection, and all fondneſs for the off Italy, that I believe they ſeldom or never

aët a tragedy, at leaſt } have never yet
heard of ſuch a repreſentation, nor has it
been my good fortune to ſee a comedy of
more than three acts. The preſent ſtate
of the ſtage here is what it always muſt
without a ciceſbeo
indeed how ſhould have been in its infancy, before it became
they for a huſband will not wait on his poliſhed, and whilſt the audience were a
wife to a public place, and it is not the rude and illiberal people ; that is to ſay,
faſhion for women to go, as in England, the principal entertainments ſeem to aiſe
without men. I have been told by a from double entenders and blunders, miſ
grave Neapolitan old gentleman, the fault taking one word for another, and even
ſpring ; and it is only the eldeſt born, who
the huſband is ſure belongs to him ; and
for that ſecurity it is generally requiſite
the birth ſhould take place the firſt year,
as the woman ſeldom holds out longer

fioſa
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from dirty ačtions, ſuch as
and
blowing the noſe in each other's faces ;
juſt as we ſee ſtill practiſed in England by
Merry Andrews, on the ſtage of moun

3r

juſt as we are educated. For my part, I
do not treat it as an impoſture which re
quires no dexterity nor ſcience ; becauſe
unbelieving Proteſtants, and ſcoffers, have

tebanks, and on the outfide of the booths not clearly demonſtrated how the fraud

in Bartholomew fair ; but what appears is carried on. That it is a congealed ſub
moſt eſſential to the delight of a Neapoli ſtance, not unlike a lump of Spaniſh
tan audience, are two or three characters, ſnuff, which melts either from the heat of
ſuch as Punch and the doćtor's man, who the hand, the candles, or the atmoſphere,

ſpeak the dialect of the lower people,
which is unintelligible to a foreigner,
however well he may underſtand pure
Italian ; and it is chiefly by theſe cha-,
raēters that the company is recreated, not
only with the poet's obſcenities, but alſo
as many looſe jokes of the actors, as
their extemporary wit and humour can
ſuggeſt.”
This is indeed a pretty juſt pićture of .
the Italian comedy at Naples; but, as it
is calculated merely for the entertainment
of the very loweſt claſs of people, it were
as unjuſt from thence to form our ideas of
the Italian drama, as it were to judge of

is moſt probable ; though it is poſſible
that it may be of a nature to be liquefied
by ſome chymical fluid poured upon it a
few minutes before it is expoſed to the

public. The operation of liquifying is
generally executed in eight, ten, fifteen,

or twenty minutes ; ;0 day it was above
an hour and a half; and as I find by the
thermometer, it was colder this morning
than it has been any day during the whole
winter, I am inclined to judge that the ſi
quefaction is owing to the heat of the
atmoſphere.”

Probable as this conjećture may ſeem

from the extraordinary coldneſs of the

ours from the Bartholomew repreſentati day, we cannot help differing from Mr.
ons above mentioned. The Italians are Sharp in our opinion concerning the cauſe
poſſeſſed of ſeveral regular comedies of of this liquefaction; for if it were owing
five acts, particularly thoſe of Goldoni, to the heat of the atmoſphere, it would
ſome of which have conſiderable merit. be impoſſible, in the month of May, ever
Theſe comedies have, within theſe few

to ſhew it in a ſolid or congealed form.

years, been frequently acted in different Beſides, all the heat which it could poſ
ſibly receive from the atmoſphere, would
parts of Italy.
“There are, ſays our author, in his be communicated in much leſs time than
29th letter, three days in the year, the
16th of December, the 4th of May, and

I think the 19th of September, that the
miracle of the liquefaction of St. Janua
rius's blood is performed in this city. I
had the pleaſure of going through the
ceremony this morning at the cathedarl.

an hour and a half

“We live in a quarter of the town
called St. Lucia, a ſaint as the legend
informs us, who in the perſecution of the

Chriſtians, under Diocleſian, had her eyes
torn out by the executioner ; which cir
cumſtance has given her a great reputati
It is contained in two different phials, one on for working miracles on every ſpecies
of which holds very near an ounce of the of blindneſs. Her chapel is cloſe to our
liquor, the other only a few drops. Both houſe, and the day before yeſterday was
the phials very much reſemble the ladies her anniverſary. I attended the ſervice
ſmelling-bottles for ſalts, the larger being both morning and afternoon, to ſee the
a depicſſed ſpheroid ; the ſmaller a narow method of cure. In the midſt of the
cylindrical one : they are contained in a chapel is a paultry wooden image of her
golden caſe betwixt two circular glaſſes ſaintſhip, with a platter in her hand, con
of about three inches diameter, by which taining the repreſentation of two eyes.
means, when it is held up againſt the All the patients paſs their hands over
light, or a candle is placed behind, the theſe eyes, and immediately rub their
ſpectator ſees clearly the bottles and their own, before the virtue exhales. There
contents. Mr. Addiſon, ſpeaking of this is alſo a ſmall piece of bone, ſet in ſilver,
miracle, ſays, it is a bungling trick, but (a filver arm) which they pretend to be a
not entering into any explanation how relic of the ſaint ; this they kiſs, which
it is done, or in what conſiſts the clumſi likewiſe operates miraculouſly ; but I be
neſs of the performance, we are left ei lieve moſt of the patients take the advan
ther to believe in or ridicule the miracle, tage of both methods.”—“ It is ſaid to
have
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have been a pračtice among the hcathens, out any fraudulent concealment; on the
hot only to upbraid, but even to chaſtiſe debtor; by exempting him from the ri
their gods, when they were not propitious gour of the general law, whereby his
to their prayers; the ſame thing is ſaid of perſon might be confined at the diſcretion
the lower claſs of people amongſt the of his creditor, though in reality he has
Neapolitans. If a Madona, or any parti nothing to ſatisfy the debt; whereas the
cular ſaint upon whom they depend, does law of bankrupts, taking into conſidera
not anſwer their expećtations, they will tion the ſudden and unavoidable accidents
ſometimes behave very rudely on the oc to which men in trade are liable, has given
caſion. I cannot ſay I have ſeen any in them the liberty of their perſons, and
itance of the groſſneſs; but ſurely if ever ſome pecuniary emoluments, upon con
a ſaint deſerved puniſhment, it is this ſame dition they ſurrender up their whole eſ
St. Lucia: Had you beheld the infinite tate to be divided among the creditors.
In this reſpećt our legiſlature ſeems to
number of blind people I did that day in
the neighbouring ſtreets, who have come have attended to the example of the Ro
from year to year for her ſuccour, I do man law. I mean not the terrible law of
not doubt but you would have cudgelled the twelve tables ; whereby the creditors
her, like the medicin malgré lui, into might cut the debtor's body into pieces,
the exertion of her powers; I mean, upon and each of them take his proportionable
a ſuppoſition that you were one of this ſhare : if indeed that law de debitore in
fort of Catholies.”
partes ſecando, is to be underſtood in ſo
(To be continued.)
very butcherly a light; which many learn
ed men have with reaſon doubted. Nor
A Diffºrtation on the State of the Laws of do I mean thoſe leſs inhuman laws (if
England, relating to Bankrupts, the they may be called ſo, as their meaning
Knowledge of which, muff be uſeful to is indiſputably certain) of impriſoning
thoſe concerned in Commerce, and ſhew
debtor's perſon in chains: ſubjecting
how far they may be worthy of being the
him to ſtripes and hard labour, at the
adopted in other Commercial States. By mercy of his rigid creditor; and ſome
William Blackſtone, Eſq.
times ſelling him, his wife and children,
relates to the diſpo to perpetual foreign ſlavery trans Tibe
fition of the chattles, in which the rim ; an oppreſſion, which produced ſo
property of perſons concerned in trade many popular inſurre&tions, and ſucceſſi
more uſually conſiſts, than in lands or ons to the mons ſacer. But I mean the
tenements. Let us therefore firſt of all law of ceſſion, introduced by the Chriſti
conſider, 1. Who may become a bank an emperors : whereby if a debtor ceded
rupt : 2. What ačts make a bankrupt : or yielded up all his fortune to his credi
3. The proceedings on a commiſſion of tors, he was ſecured from being dragged
bankrupt ; and 4. In what manner an to goal, omni quoque corporali cruciate
eſtate in goods and chattles may be tranſ ſºmoto. . For, as the emperor juſtly ob
ferred by bankruptcy.
ſerves, inhumanum cratſpoliatum fortunis
1. Who may become a bankrupt. A ſuit in ſolidum damnari. Thus far was
bankrupt is one who ſecretes himſelf, or juſt and reaſonable : but, as the depart
does certain other acts, tending to defraud ing from one extreme is apt to produce
his creditors. He was formerly confider its oppoſite, we find it afterwards enaëted,
ed merely in the light of a criminal or that if the debtor by any unforeſeen ac
offender; and in this ſpirit we are told by cident was reduced to low circumſtances,

Bºº.

Sir Edward Coke, that we have fetched and would ſwear that he had not ſufficient
as well the name, as the wickedneſs, of left to pay his debts, he ſhould not be

bankrupts, from foreign nations. But compelled to cede or give up even that
at preſent the laws of bankruptcy are con which he had in his poſſeſſion : a law
fidered as laws calculated for the benefit which, under a falſe notion of humanity,
of trade, and founded on the principles ſeems to be fertile of perjury, injuſtice,
of humanity as well as juſtice ; and to and abſurdity.
that end they confer ſome privileges, not
The laws of England, more wiſely,
only on the creditors, but alſo on the have ſteered in the middle between both
bankrupt or debtor himſelf. On the extremes: providing at once againſt the
creditors; by compelling the bankrupt inhumanity of the creditor, who is not."
ſuffered
to give up all his effects to their uſe, with
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ſuffered to confine an honeſt bankrupt
after his effe&ts are delivered up ; and at
the ſame time, taking care that all his juſt
debts ſhall be paid, ſo far as the effects will
extend. But ſtill, they are cautious of en
couraging prodigality and extravagance
by this indulgence to debtors; and there
fore, they allow the benefit of the laws
of bankruptcy to none but ačtual traders;
fince that ſet of men are, generally ſpeak
ing, the only perſons liable to accidental
loſſes, and to an inability of paying their
debts, without any fault of their own. If
perſons in other ſituations of life run in
debt without the power of payment, they
muſt take the conſequences of their own
indiſcretion, even though they meet with

33
4., when trade began firſt to be properl
cultivated in England ; which has been
almoſt totally altered by ſtatute 13 Eliz.
c. 7, whereby bankruptcy is confined to
ſuch perſons only as have uſed the trade

of merchandize, in groſs or by retail, by
way of bargaining, exchange, rechange,
bartering, cheviſance, (that is, making

contrasts) or otherwiſe; or have ſought
their living by buying and ſelling.

And

by ſtatute 21 Jac. I. c. 19. perſons uſing
the trade or profeſſion of a ſcrivener, re

ceiving other mens monies and eſtates
into their cuſtody, are alſo made liable to
the ſtatutes of bankruptcy and the be
nefits, as well as the penal parts of the

law, are extended as well to aiiens and
ſudden accidents that may reduce their denizens as to natural born ſubjects; be
fortunes: for the law holds it to be an

ing intended intirely for the protection of
unjuſtifiable practice, for any perſon but trade, in which aliens are often as deeply
a tradeſman to encumber himſelf with concerned as natives. By many ſubſe
debts of any conſiderable value. If a quent ſtatutes, but laſtly by ſtatute 5 Geo.
gentleman, or one in a liberal profeſſion, II. c. 30. bankers, brokers, and factors,
at the time of contračting his debts, has a are declared liable to the ſtatutes of bank
ſufficient fund to pay them, the delay of ruptcy and this upon the ſame reaſon
payment is a ſpecies of diſhoneſty, and a that ſcriveners are included by the ſtatute
temporary injuſtice to his creditors : and of James I. viz. for the relief of their
if, at ſuch time, he has no ſufficient fund, creditors; whom they have otherwiſe more
the diſhoneſty and injuſtice is the greater. opportunities of defrauding than any o
He cannot therefore murmur, if he ſuffers ther ſet of dealers ; and they are properly
the puniſhment which he has voluntarily to be looked upon as traders, ſince they
drawn upon himſelf. But in mercantile make merchandize of money, in the ſame
tranſačtions the caſe is far otherwiſe. manner as other merchants do of goods
Trade cannot be carried on without mu and other moveable chattels. But by the
tual credit on both ſides : the contracting ſame act, no farmer, grazier, or drover,
of debts is therefore here not only juſtifi ſhali (as ſuch) be liable to be deemed a
able, but neceſſary. And if by acciden bankrupt : for, though they buy and ſºil
tal calamities, as by the loſs of a ſhip in corn, and hay, and beaſts, in the courſe
a tempeſt, the failure of brother traders, of huſbandry, yet trade is not their pri:or by the non-payment of perſons out of cipal, but only a collateral object; their
trade, a merchant or tradeſman becomes chief concern being to manure and till
incapable of diſcharging his own debts, the ground, and make the beſt advantage
it is his misfortune and not his fault. of its produce. And, beſides, the ſub
To the misfortunes therefore of debtors jećting them to the laws of bankruptcy
the law has given a compaſſionate remedy, might be a means of defeating their land
but denied it to their faults : ſince, at the lords of the ſecurity which the law has

ſame time that it provides for the ſecurity given them above all others, for the pay
of commerce, by enacting that every inent of their reſerved rents : wherefore
confiderable trader may be declared a alſo, upon a ſimilar reaſon, a receiver of
bankrupt, for the benefit of his crediters the king's taxes is not capable, as ſuch,
as well as himſelf, it has alſo to diſcou of being a bankrupt ; left the king ſhould
rage extravagance declared, that no one be defeated of thoſe extenſive reine lies
ſhall be capable of being made a bank againſt his debtors, which are put into
rupt, but only a trader; nor capable of his hands by the prerogative. By the
receiving the full benefit of the ſtatutes, ſame ſtatute, no perſon ſhall have a com
miſſion of bankrupt awarded againſt him,
but only an induſtrious trader.
The firſt ſtatute made concerning any unleſs at the petition of ſome one credi
Engliſh bankrupts, was 34 Hen. VIII. c. tor, to whom he owes 1 ool. or of two,
Jan. 1766.
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to whom he is indebted 1.5ol. or of more, fioner of the navy uſes to buy vićtuals for
to whom all together he is indebted zool. the fleet, and diſpoſe of the ſurplus and
For the law does not look upon perſons, refuſe, he is not thereby made a trader
whoſe debts amount to leſs, to be traders within the ſtatutes. An infant, though a
conſiderable enough, either to enjoy the trader, cannot be made a bankrupt : for
benefit of the ſtatutes, themſelves, or to an infant can owe nothing but for neceſ
entitle the creditors, for the benefit of ſaries; and the ſtatutes of bankruptcy
public commerce, to demand the diſtri create no new debts, but only give a
bution of their effects.
ſpeedier and more effectual remedy for
In the interpretation of theſe ſeveral recovering ſuch as were before due : and
ſtatutes, it hath been held, that buying no perſon can be made a bankrupt for
only, or ſelling only, will not qualify a debts, which he is not liable at law
man to be a bankrupt ; but it muſt be to pay. But a feme-covert in London,
both b buying and ſelling, and alſo get being a ſole trader, according to the
ting a }. by it. As, by exerciſing cuſtom, is liable to a commiſſion of
the calling of a merchant, a grocer, a bankrupt.
mercer, or in one general word, a chap
2. Having thus conſidered, who may,
man, who is one that buys and ſells any and who may not, be made a bankrupt,
thing. But no handicraft occupation we are to enquire, ſecondly, by what ačts a
(where nothing is bought and ſold, and man may become a bankrupt. A bankrupt
therefore an extenſive credit, for the ſtock is “a trader, who ſecretes himſelf, or

in trade is not neceſſary to be had) will
make a man a regular bankrupt ; as that
of a huſbandman, a gardener, and the
like, who are paid for their work and la
bour. Alſo an inn-keeper cannot, as ſuch,
be a bankrupt ; for his gain or livelihood
does not aliſe from buying and ſelling in
the way of merchandize, but greatly from

does certain other acts, tending to defraud
his creditors.” We have hitherto been

employed in explaining the former part
of this deſcription, “a trader :" let us
now attend to the latter, “ who ſecretes
himſelf, or does certain other ačts, tend

ing to defraud his creditors.” And, in
general, whenever ſuch a trader, as is

the uſe of his rooms and furniture, his before deſcribed, hath endeavoured to a

attendance, and the like: and though he
may buy corn and vićtuals, to ſell again
at a profit, yet that no more makes him a
trader, than a ſchoolmaſter or other per
ſon is, that keeps a boarding-houſe, and
makes confiderable gains by buying and
feHing what he ſpends in the houſe, and
ſuch a one is clearly not within the ſta
tutes.

void his creditors or evade their juſt de
mands, this hath been declared by the
legiſlature to be an act of bankruptcy,
upon which a commiſſion may be ſued
out. For in this extrajudicial method of

proceeding, which is allowed merely for
the benefit of commerce, the law is ex

tremely watchful to detect a man, whoſe

But where perſons buy goods, and circumſtances are declining, in the firſt

make them up into ſaleable commodities, inſtance, or at leaſt as early as poſſible :
as ſhoemakers, ſnriths, and the like ; here, that the creditors may receive as large a

though part of the gain is by bodily la
bour, and not by buying and ſelling, yet
they are within the ſtatutes of bankrupts;
for the labour is only in melioration of
the commodity, and rendering it more fit

proportion of their debts as may be ; and
that a man may not go on wantonly waſt
ing his ſubſtance, and then claim the be

nefit of the ſtatutes, when he has nothing
left to diſtribute.

for ſale.

To learn what the particular ačts of
One fingle ačt of buying and ſelling bankruptcy are, which render a man a

will not make a man a trader ; but a re bank, upt, we muſt conſult the ſeveral
ſtatutes, and the reſolutions formed by

peated practice, and profit by it. Bºy

ing and ſelling bank-ſtock, or other go the court; thereon. Among theſe may
vernment ſecurities, will not

make a

therefore be reckoned, 1. Departing from

man a bankrupt ; they not being goods, the realm, whereby a man withdraws
wares, or merchandize, within the in himſelf from the juriſdiction and coerciosa
tent of the ſtatute, by which a profit may of the law, with intent to defraud his

be fairly made. Neither will buying creditors. 2. Departing from his own
and ſelling under particular reſtraints, or houſe, with intent to ſecrete himſelf, and

for particular purpoſes; as if a commiſ avoid his creditors. 3. Keeping in his own
houie,
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houſe, privately, ſo as not to be ſeen or of juſtice have been tender of extending
ſpoken with by his creditors, except for or multiplying ačts of bankruptcy by any
juſt and neceſſary cauſe ; which is like conſtrućtion or implication. And there
wiſe conſtrued to be an intention to de fore Sir John Holt held, that a man's re
fraud his creditors, by avoiding the pro moving his goods privately, to prevent
ceſs of the law. 4. Procuring or ſuffer their being ſeized in execution, was no
ing himſelf willingly to be arreſted, or aćt of bankruptcy. For the ſtatutes men
outlawed, or impriſoned, without juſt and tion only fraudulent gifts to third perſons,
lawful cauſe: which is likewiſe deemed and procuring thern to be ſeiſed by ſham
an attempt to defraud his creditors. 5. proceſs, in order to defraud creditors;
Procuring his money, goods, chattels, but this, though a palpable fraud, yet
and effects to be attached or ſequeſtered falling within neither of thoſe caſes, can
by any legal proceſs; which is another not be adjudged an act of bankruptcy.
and direčt endeavour to diſappoint So alſo it has been determined expreſly,
his creditors of their ſecurity. 6. Mak that a banker's ſtopping or refuſing
ing any fradulent conveyance to a friend, payment is no act of bankruptcy; for
or ſecret truſtee, of his lands, tenements, it is not within the deſcription of any of
goods, or chattels; which is an act of the ſtatutes, and there may be good rea
the ſame ſuſpicious nature with the laſt. ſon for his ſo doing, as ſuſpicion of for
7. Procuring any protection, not being gery, and the like ; and if, in conſequence
himſelf priviledged by parliament, in or of ſuch refuſal, he is arreſted, and puts in
der to ſcreen his perſon from arreſts; bail, ſtill it is no act of bankruptcy : but
which alſo is an endeavour to elude the if he goes to priſon, and lies there two
juſtice of the law. 8. Endeavouring or months, then, and not before, is he be
deſiring, by any petition to the king, or come a bankrupt.
bill exhibited in any of the king's courts
(To be continued.)
againſt any creditors, to compel them to
take leſs than their juſt debts; or to pro Particulars of Lord Clive's Condu!? in
craſtinate the time of payment, originally
the Eaſt Indies, in a Letter from a
contračted for; which are an acknow
Gentleman there.
ledgment of either his poverty or his
T is with pleaſure I acquaint you, that
knavery. 9. Lying in priſon for two
months, or more, upon arreſt or other
Lord Clive perſeveres in the ſpirited
detention for debt, without finding bail, and vigorous meaſures with which he be
in order to obtain his liberty. For the gan his adminiſtration. His lordſhip is
inability to procure bail argues a ſtrong indefatigable in buſineſs, and contrary

jº

-

deficiency in his credit, owing either to to general expectation, ſets himſelf the

his ſuſpected poverty, or ill character;
and his neglect to do it, if able, can a
riſe only from a fraudulent intention : in
either of which caſes it is high time for

example of that diligence, temperance,
and oeconomy, which he recommends to
the other ſervants, and ſeems determined

to enforce. He aims not to enlarge, but
his creditors to look to themſelves, and to ſecure, the company's poſſeſſions ;
compel a diſtribution of his effects. Io. which cannot ſo effectually be done as by
Eſcaping from priſon after an arreſt for a checking the ſudden growth of wealth,
juſt debt of Iool. or upwards. For no man and ſubduing that ſpirit of avarice, cor
would break priſon, that was able and de ruption, and licentiouſneſs, which ſo uni
firous to procure bail; which brings it with verſally prevailed in this ſettlement. The
in the reaſon of the laſt caſe. I 1. Ne means he purſues to obtain this ſalutary
gle&ting to make ſatisfaction for any juſt end, will neceſſarily, for a time, render
debt to the amount of 1 ool. within two his government ſevere and unpopular.
months after ſervice of legal proceſs, for But unleſs the rod of correction had been
ſuch debt, upon any trader having privi put into hands that would adminiſter
lege of parliament.
it with firmneſs and couſage, the ſcheme
Theſe are the ſeveral ačt of bankruptcy of reformation muſt have vaniſhed, with
expreſly defined by the ſtatutes relating many other excellent projects, for the
to this title ; which being ſo numerous, public good ; and the company's property
and the whole law of bankrupts being an would have been plundered, and diſſipat
innovation on the common law, our courts cd, by their own lapacious agents, who
E 2
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Jan.

themſelves would ſoon fall a ſacrifice to te&cd, and ſome have had prudence e

the reſentment of an injured and oppreſſ nough to reſign ; while others proceeded
to ſuch lengths in fačtion, as rendered
I am ſorry to obſerve, that, in proſe their ſuſpenſion unavoidable.
The preſent cauſe of contention, is on
cuting this plan, his Lordſhip encounters
many difficulties, from the corrupt hearts, account of ſome late meaſures taken by
the weak heads, and covetous diſpoſitions the committee. The great number of
of thoſe in whom great confidence has vacancies in council, rendered it neceſſa
been placed ; and I cannot but lament, ry that new members ſhould be choſen.
that theſe humours have received great Thoſe who ſtood next in ſucceſſion were
encouragement from the ambitious and thought undeſerving ; and to chuſe from
intereſted views of ſome at home. The the younger claſſes would be introducing

ed people.

diſpatches of the firſt year, after his lord

boys into council, who were at the ſame

ſhip's departure from England, are ſigned
by no more than fourteen directors, who,
as we are informed, were alone willing to
give neceſſary powers to Lord Clivej
although moſt of thoſe who refuſed, had,
but the year before, inveſted the late go
vernor with a much larger authority, for
much leſs ſalutary purpoſes. You will ca

time tainted with the licentious corrupt

principles which have long prevailed in
this ſettlement.

It is the determination

of the ſelect commit ee, to effect a refor

mation in the mannels of all the compa
my's ſervants, which purpoſe could not be

ſo effectually anſwered as by inviting ſome
of the ſenior ſervants from Madraſs : men

fily conceive, what ſtrength faction muſt advanced in years, experienced in their
derive from theſe and many ſuch like cir
cumſtances, heightened by all the colour
ings of prejudice and paſſion. While vic
tory remained doubtful in Leadenhall
ſtreet the plunderers repreſented it as cer

affairs, uninfected with the corruption of
Bengal, and unconnected with individuals,
in ſuch a manner that it may reaſonably be

ſuppoſed they will cordially co-operate in
the ſcheine for

... order, oeco

tain on that ſide to which their wiſhes
inclined them. Thank God! it is now

nomy, induſtry, and ſubordination ; with
out which you cannot long hold your e
no longer in ſuſpence. For the ſake of ſtabliſhment in Bengal.
The flame is now kindled ; and nothing
the company I rejoice, that the probity
of thoſe who ſupported this ſcheme of re leſs than Lord Clive's ſpirit, and ſevere
formation has at length prevailed. Lord examples, will extinguiſh it. All the
Clive's meaſures will now ſtand firm ; and junior ſervants, headed by two ſeniors,
the courſe he holds is the only one which have ſigned a memorial to the court of
could have ſaved this invaluable ſettle dire&ors.-Had they ſtopped here, they
ment.

If the reformation of manners, had done no harm ; but this was not e

the corre&tion of abuſes, and the puniſh
ment of fraud, cxtortion, and corruption,
can bling any advantage to the ſervice,
his lordſhip is the only governor the com
pany could have ſent, with the requiſite
tourage, firmneſs, and weight, for ſo

nough. They muſt, to expreſs their re
ſentment, grow fa&tious and ſeditious.
They muſt cabal, aſſociate, and agree, to
put every indignity upon the governor and
the gentlemen of the committee. In which
I am aſhamed to ſay they are ſecretly
arduous an undertaking.
countenanced by ſome perſons high in
At preſent, this government is torn authority. They are in hopes of render
with faction and diſco; d. It is a fair trial ing his lordſhip's ſituation ſo uneaſy, that
of ſkill, whether the company, or their he will reſign. But they miſtake the man
ſervants, are to be maſtels 2 whether they deal with : Lord Clive is not to be

their orders may be ſet aſide at pleaſure,
covenants, and indentures deſpiſed, their
property embezled, the people plunder
ed, and immenſe $ortunes acquired, by
fraud and extortion, with impunity ?

intimidated, or hunted out of his govern
ment.

He determines to

ſupport

the

meaſure; and, if he did otherwiſe, I,
ſhould myſelf be the firſt to pronounce

him unworthy of the great confidence of

Lord Clive and the committee are de his firmneſs and ability, which the courts
termined to effe & a reformation. The of proprietors and 'nectors entertain

reſt of the ſervants, in general, ſeem
Lºndºn Sept. 13. A remonſtrance a
equally reſolved to oppoſe it. Several
of the latter have been expoſed and de gainſt the proceedings of Lord Clive, and
the
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the ſelect committee on the Bengal eſta which ſhe had never before perceived in
bliſhment, ſigned by ninety of the com her pocket, and reduced all our caſh in
pany's ſervants on that eſtabliſhment, has the world to half a crown.—Item, chid
been tranſmitted to the court of dire&tors my poor woman for being afflićted at the
of the Eaſt-India company : complaining misfortune, and tenderly adviſed her to
that the ſelect committee at Bengal have depend upon the goodneſs of God.
Thurſday—Received a note from the
invited Meſſ. Claud Ruſſel, William Al
derſey, Thomas Belſall, and Charles ale-houſe the top of the hill, informing
Hoyer, from Madraſs to ſucceed to ſeats me that a gentleman begged to ſpeak to
in council on the Bengal eſtabliſhment, me on preſſing buſineſs : Went and found
which the company's ſervants on the lat it was an unfortunate member of a ſtroll
ter eſtabliſhment conſider as an unjuſt re ing company of players, who was pledged
fle&tion caſt upon them. They therefore, for ſeven-pence half-penny: In a ſtrug
The baker, though
expreſs their hopes of redreſs from the gle what to do.
dire&tors, who had given them reaſon to we had paid him, but on Tueſday, quar
think, that their ſervants ſhould riſe in relled with us to avoid giving any credit
regular ſucceſſion, unleſs caſes of abſolute in future; and George Greafy the butch
neceſſity ſhould force them to a devia er ſent us word that he heard it whiſpered,
how the Rećtor intended to take a curate,
* Extrađ of a letter from Lord Clive to who would do the pariſh duty at an infe

tion.”

a friend in England, dated, Calcutta, rior price ; and therefore, though he
would do any thing to ſerve me, adviſed
“I regard my own honour and the me to deal with Peter Paunch, at the
welfare of the company beyond my life. upper end of the town. Mortifying re
I have abandoned my family, and nearly flections theſe ! but a want of humanity
ruined my conſtitution, for the cauſe ai is in my opinion a want of juſtice.—The
ready. It now depends on the directors Father of the univerſe lends his bleſfings
jan. 27. 1766.

to determine, whether they or their ſer
wants are to be maſters, and whether the

revenues of theſe provinces ſhall go into
the pockets of their ſervants or the pro
prietors. For my part, I am and will
be the ſervant of the company, not of
individuals.-Your affectionate
and ſervant, Clive.”

to us, with a view that we ſhould relieve

a brother in diſtreſs, and we conſequently
do no more than pay a debt, when we
perfºrm an act of benevolence.

Paid the

ſtranger's reckoning out of the ſhilling in

iny pocket, and gave him the remainder
friend of the money, to proſecute his journey.

Friday—A very ſcanty dinner, and
pretended therefore to be ill, that by a
voiding to eat, I might leave ſomething
like enough for my poor wife and chil
dren.
I told my wife what I had done
with the ſhilling; the excellent creature,
inſtead of blaming me for the action,
the Dočtor, and even when admitted, bleſſed the goodneſs of my heart, and

The journal of a Wiltſhire Curate.
ONDAY
Received ten pounds
from my Rećtor, Dr. Snarl, be
ing one half year's ſalary—obliged to
wait a long time before my admittance to
was never once aſked to ſit down or re

burſt into tears.—Mem. never to con

freſh myſelf, though I had walked eleven tradićt her as long as I live—for the
miles
Item, the Dočtor hinted he mind that can argue like hers, though it
could have the curacy filled for fifteen may deviate from the more rigid ſenti
ments of prudence is even amiable for its
pounds a year.
Tueſday—Paid mine pounds to ſeven indiſcretion, and in every lapſe from the
different people; but could not buy the ſeverity of oeconomy, performs an act of
ſecond-hand pair of black breeches offer virtue, ſuperior to the value of a king
ed me as a great bargain, by Cabbage the dom.
wrote a ſermon, which
Saturday
taylor, my wife wanting a petticoat above
all things, and neither Betſey nor Polly on
Sunday
I preached at four different
having a ſhoe to go to church.
Wedneſday
My wife bought a pet pariſh churches, and came home exceſ
ticoat for herſelf, and ſhoes for her two fively wearied, and excelſively hungry;
daughters, but unluckily coming home, no more money than two pence halfpen
dropped baif a guinea through a hole, ny in the houſe; but ſee the goodneſs of
God!
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God the ſtrolling player, whom I had
relieved, was a man of fortune, who ac
cidentally heard that I was as humane
as I was indigent, and from a generous
excentricity of temper, wanted to do me
an eſſential piece of ſervice : I had not
been an hour at home, when he came in

and declaring himſelf my friend, put a

fifty pound note into my hand, and the
next day preſented me with a living of
three hundred pounds a year.
Extrađ from a Pamphlet lately publiſhed,
intitled, STATE NEcEssiTY cons I
DERED, &c.

HE firſt part of this pamphlet is
upon the queſtion, whether an
aćt of indemnity was neceſſary for our
miniſters who adviſed the late embargo 2

Which he ſums up in theſe words :
“ In ſhort, the law is certain and ab

ſolute, though the breach of it may be
ſometimes neceſſary and meritorious ;
but law is one thing, expediency, emer
gency, or neceſſity is another.”
The next part is upon the queſtion,
how the neceſſity was occaſioned Upon
which he writes as follows :

“Having now diſcuſſed the general
queſtion, whether the crown is inveſt
ed by the conſtitution with a power
of diſpenſing with the law of the land;
and having ſhewn in the particular in
ſtance now before us, that ſuch a power
has been exerciſed by the crown, let us
fhortly take a view of thoſe circumſtan
ces by which alone ſo direct a violation
of the law can be excuſed and juſtified,
ſo far as to have an equitable claim to
the indemnity of parliament.
The temporary ačt of the former
ſeſſion having been calculated only to
prevent the exportation till the crop
of the ſucceeding year could be aſcer
tained ; and the parliament having, in

Jan.

and oatmeal duty free, both expired on
the 29th of September. On the 10th

of September a proclamation by the
king in council was iſſued out againſt
foreſtallers and regrators, ſtating, “ that
the prices of corn were already very much
encreaſed, and the ſame were likely to
be much dearer, to the great oppreſſion
of the poor,” &c. and in the ſame Ga
zette appeared another proclamation of
the ſame date, to prorogue the parlia
ment from the 16th of September to the
11th of November.

In the mean time, the price of corn in
creaſing, the neceſſities of the poor grow
ing every day more urgent, and break
ing out into riots and inſurre&tions in ſe
veral parts of the kingdom ; and the na
tion being threatened with inevitable fa
mine from the exportation, commiſſions
having been received from foreign parts,
where the harveſt had alſo failed, to pur
chaſe wheat at an unlimited price ; the
king in council iſſued on the 26th of
September, a proclamation, by which, after
reciting the circumſtances of general ca
lamity, and the immediate danger of
ſtill greater diſtreſs to be apprehended ;
“ and ſtating, that the parliament
ſtanding prorogued to the 11th day of
November next, his majeſty had not an
opportunity of taking the advice of his
&c.” an embargo is thereby
aid “on all ſhips and veſſels, laden or
to be laden, in the ports of Great Bri
tain, with wheat, or wheat flour, to be
exported to foreign parts; and that the
ſaid embargo do continue and remain
from the date hereof until the 14th of

º

November next.”
Under the circumſtances recited in this
which the nation

proclamation, and in

then ſtood, there is not, I believe, a man,

the moſt zealous friend to liberty, who
will heſitate to acquit thoſe who adviſed
its wiſdom, retained to itſelf the power the crown to interpoſe its authority, how
of prolonging the term in caſe of ever contrary to law, to ſave this country
emergency by a barren harveſt, a power from ſo dreadful a calamity as then
they were too jealous of to truſt out of threatened it, and which indeed began al
their own hands upon the preſent occaſi ready to be felt in part. This is certain
on ; the temporary act, I ſay, of the for ly one of thoſe occaſions in which it be
mer ſeſſion, prohibiting the exportation comes the miniſters of the crown to ſtand
of corn, grain, malt, meal, four, bread, forth at their iſgue and peril for the ſal
bjčuit, and ſtarch for a limited time, vation of the ſtate. " The danger was im
expired on the 26th of Auguſt. The act mediate, there was a neceſſity to inter
for the importation of American corn and poſe an immediate reinedy, and no legal
gain ( ice excepted) without duty, as alſo remedy was from the circumſtances poſ
another act for the importation of oats fible. The king in that inſtance acted
aş
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as the father of his people, and merits guſt at fartheſt they muſt have been ap
only ſentiments of unfeigned gratitude priſed of the impending evil. Had they
from us for his tender care for our wel thought fit therefore at that time to have
fare; whilſt his adviſers in that inſtance iſſued a proclamation, that whereas the
deſerves indemnity from the legiſlature parliament ſtood prorogued to the 16th of
for the violation of the law, and appro September, it ſhould then meet to take
bation, which is implied in that indemni this very important matter under their
ty, to the motive and principle of their conſideration, they might have given a no
condućt. So much for the peculiar cir tice of at leaſt thirty days, and parlia
cumſtances of neceſſity under which the ment might then have had the power to
apparent illegality of that prohibition is prevent the diſtreſs and oppreſſion of the
to plead its juſtification. . It remains now poor, by prolonging the term of three
for us to examine how it came to paſs, expiring temporary laws, all neceſſary to
that thoſe circumſtances of neceſſity were produce an effect adequate to the danger
brought about, ſo as to preclude a poſ with which we were threatened : what did
fibility of relieving the diſtreſs of the the miniſters do upon this occaſion ? they
people without violating the fundamental ſhut their ears againſt the advice of thoſe
laws of the conſtitution; for after all it who foretold theſe calamities, they ſuffer
will avail a miniſter but little to extort ed the diſtreſs to augment from day to
from us an acquittal under circumſtances day, till on the 1 oth of September, when
of neceſſity, if it ſhould be proved that wheat ſtood at 48s. when the oppreſſion of
the neceſſity was of his own contriving. the poor was already grievous, though with
It will indeed remove the blame a little the higheſt probability of increaſing, a
higher, but it will only fall, perhaps, with proclamation was iſſued out for their re
the greater weight and cenſure.
dreſs ; but a proclamation to what pur
As early as the middle of July * it poſe 2 to declare that the price of wheat,
was by no means difficult to form ſome already high, would become ſtill higher,
gueſs upon the future harveſt. In fact, and to tell the people that they were
the price of corn at Bear-key then mount entitled to their ſhare of ſuch corn as
ed to 45s. the quarter; and ſo continu was found in the hands of foreſtallers
ed riſing till, in the beginning of Septem and regrators. What effect could ſuch
ber, it ſtood as high as 48s. Before the a proclamation be expected to produce,
aćt to prohibit the exportation was expir but that which it had already produced in
ed, which was on the 26th of Auguſt, the year fifty-fix: viz. to wain the avarice
the alarm was grown univerſal. Appli of the intereſted farmer, not to produce his
cation was made to all the principal mi coin whilſt there was a proſpect aſſured to
miſters of ſtate in Auguſt, by the late him of a ſtill better market if he held
lord mayor, who from his moſt extenſive out ; at the ſame time that the temptati
dealings in the corn trade, and from the on of plundering corn, under the pre
fituation of his great office, could not but tence of doing themſelves juſtice upon
be well informed of the general ſtate of foreſtallers, regrators and ingroſſers, in
corn throughout the iſland, ſince that cited the needy and diſcontented populace
office obliges him to eſtabliſh the aſſize to riot and inſurrečtion. This, however,
of bread for the ſuſtenance of this metro was the only remedy offered to the neceſ

polis; and it is therefore impoſſible for
the miniſters to plead ignorance, or that
they did not foreſee early the approach
ing calamity ; if they did not themſelves
foreſee it, others had the ſagacity to point

fities of a ſtarving people; but as if the
miniſters were determined to put it out of
their own power to give them any effectu
al relief, it was accompanied with what?
—a prorogation of parliament to the e

it out to them : and we may therefore leventh of November.

By this means all advice of parliament
was in any caſe precluded, all legal re
ſtrictions, as well as effectual proviſions
* The price of corn was higher the to encreaſe the ſtock were entirely put
laſt week in July, and continued ſo out of the queſtion. The importation
through the whole month of Auguſt, than fron America of corn, as well as that of
it had been at any time when the parlia oats and oatmeal, were to expire of
courſe without a poſſibility of their being
ment thought fit to lay the Prohibition.
renewed ;

ſafely ſtate, that in the middle of Au
N

O
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We are, as it were, ſurprized into a de
renewed; riots, tumults, and rebellion,
upon the diſpenſing power, and what
bate
of
might have burſt forth in the bowels
es me ſtill more, we are got, at
the ſtate, and parliament was put out of aſtoniſh
ion
the power of the king by this extraordi leaſt ſome of us, into a full vindicat
nary prorogation; and at laſt, when the and defence of it—, a thing I had long
evil could no longer be palliated, and the thought ſo odious in its very name, but
cries of the people rouſed even the mini ſo ſettled in the notions of it, and ſo ex
ſters from their indolence, adminiſtration ploded in theory as well as practice, that
found that they had not left to themſelves no body ever thought of it, but to hate
the power to do that legally, which how it and thank to God it was utterly exter
ever they were obliged to do illegally, or minated out of the pure ſolar ſyſtem of
the nation muſt have periſhed under their Engliſh government and Engliſh liber
hands. The prohibition then was at laſt ty.
One noble peer has told us he roſe in
laid by royal authority : but to what
bounds does the prohibition confine it this debate not as a patron of liberty, in
ſelf? Why, to wheat and to wheat-flour the modern phraſe, as he was pleaſed to
only. The miniſters hearing complaint call it, but as a patron of law. Modern
only of the wheat harveſt, imagined that phraſe did the noble lord ſay I hope it
will never ceaſe to be a modern phraſe;
other corn might be ſafely exported; and though
it is an antient, and has in ali
not knowing that all grain will be affect
ed by the ſcarcity of one grain, and that countries been a glorious title. Our an
liberty at the
the conſideration of grain in general can ceſtors were patronsbutofthey
ſecured our
not be ſeparated, and in fačt never is ſe coſt of their lives; ng
liberty by protecti the ſaw againſt a
parated ; they ſuffered ſuch an exporta diffenſi
ng power, which they reſiſted un
tion of barley after the embargo had been
a majoribus defenſam ºft
blood.
to
laid, as, I have been very credibly in aliud quamQuid
LIBERTA's : neu cui niſi
formed by perſons of the moſt unexcep LEGIBus pareremus Shall we then be
tionable authority in matters of this na
the preclara proles geniti ad ea que ma
ture, would have ſufficed the conſumpti jorer
virtute peperere ſubvertunaa P
on of the diſtilleries of Great Britain for
We are yet free, and “The freedom of
two years : this is a fact that may be men under government is to have a ſtand
eaſily aſcertained.
ingrule to live by, common to every one of
(The remainder in our next.)
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the ſociety, and made to the legiſlative
power created in it.” So ſays Mr. Locke,

‘ºha is appealed to as a great authority.
againſt the Suſpending and Diſpenſing And
what he ſays in theſe few words is
Prerogative, &c.
equally in favour of LAw and Liber

It is but forty Day: Tyranny at the outſide,
PER LEGEM TERR.E.

[Entire, Price Two Shillings.]
My Lo RD,

ERMIT me, late as it is, to ex
preſs my thoughts, upon one of the
moſt momentous ſubjects in my opinion
that I have ever heard agitated in p-li
—t. I hardly know what more impor
tant matter could occupy your Lordſhip's
attention, ſhort of a queſtion touching the
aćtual diſſolution of government; and
ſure I am, if what we have this day
heard ſtrikes your Lordſhip, as it does
me, it muſt have brought freſh to your
remembrance the fatal ground upon which

TY; and I ſhall be proud to ſhew myſelf
the patron of both.

My Lord, the ſame noble peer has
been pleaſed to claim, if not the whole,
yet the beſt knowledge of the conſtitu.
tion on behalf of the profeſſion which

has raiſed his lordſhip to the higheſt ſtati.
ºns he has enjoyed. But I have always
looked upon lawyers, at the beſt, to be
but the moſt ſkilful midwives to help
forward the birth of the wiſdom of great
ſtateſmen, found, enlightened, and enlarg

ed politicians, to the energy and ſagacity.
of whoſe genius in all ages and in every

country the beſt models of government
have been moſt indebted, of which the ap
that unhappy queſtion was decided, with Peal made this day, as well as on a late nº
a vengeance, when it was debated in this table occaſion, to the ſpeculations of Mr.
1-ocke, that great Philoſopher, legiſlator,
houſe, near fourſcore years ago.
and
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and ſenator, (as we have been told he not : but this is not the only proof this day

was) is an irrefragable proof.
This alſo I will be bold to ſay from
the hiſtory of England, that our liberties
owe moſt to great noblemen who were
not lawyers; and ſure I am, lawyers have
often appeared amongſt us, to be the
worſt guardians of the conſtitution, and
too frequently the wickedeſt enemies to,
and moſt treacherous betrayers of the
liberties of their country. Of this truth,
the preamble of the bill of rights, which
the noble lord has himſelf appealed to in

has furniſhed from his ſpeech, and from
ſome others too, of the wonderful change
in opinions, that difference of intereſts,
as well as ſituation brings with it. For
I think the ſame noble lord has likewiſe

told us to-day, that we are undone by
diviſions, though I can recollect the
time when his lordſhip regretted in this
houſe that we were ruined by an intoxi
cated unanimity, under an adminiſtration
of which one of his new friends conſti

tuted a moſt brilliant part. I congratu
the debate, as his chief, tho’ I think late the noble peer on this change of
much miſtaken, and much miſrepreſented mind for the better, which is more than
authority, will be a perpetual monument, I can ſay of all the opinions his friends
in theſe words: “Whereas K. J. II. by have given to day, though I believe they
the aſſiſtance of divers evil counſellors, proceed alſo from a new light, I can
JUDGE's, and Miniſters, employed by him, not however ſay, the noble peer and his
did endeavour to ſubvert and extirpate lordſhip's opinions are modern. They are
the Proteſtant religion and the Laws and old, and what is more they are antiquated:
LIBERTIEs of this kingdom.” Certain and his lordſhip has but revived an old
it is, that no arbitrary prince, when me farce, not acted near theſe hundred years,
ditating the ſubverſion of the conſtituti it will be fit, I think, to examine opini
on, ever was at a loſs for lawyers and ons that have ſlept ſo long, before they are
judges to ſecond his deſigns; in ſpite of reſtored, or licenſed, ſo as to paſs current.
their learning, and in ſpite of their
But my lord, it is neceſſary, for prevent
religion, of the oaths, that bound them ing miſtakes, to premiſe, that I heartily
to ſupport and maintain the conſtitution. concur with all your lordſhips who have
And ſo ſhip-money and the diſpenſing ſpoke in the debate, in expreſſing my ap
power have in former times had the vile probation of the meaſure immediately
countenance, and, if it could be ſo called, under conſideration, when taken, the em
the authority of the bench and of the ſa bargo on wheat and wheat flour, laid by
ges, or the fathers of the law (as Charles the royal proclamation ſo late as the 26th
I. named his ſhip-money judges,) while a of September. The evil of an enhanced
Hampden, and ſuch-like patriots, who price of that grain, which had for ſo
were the greateſt honour and the greateſt conſiderable a time before been prognoſti
bleſſing of England in their day, ſtood cated, and growing by a quick pace, was
forth the deliverers of their country, by then come to ſo alarming a height, that
reſiſting the uſurpations of the crown, it awakened even our adminiſtration from
armed with the perfidy of corrupt judges. the pleaſing dream of pecuniary emo
Such a ſort of monopoly as the noble lument, and extravagant compenſations
lord ſuggeſts in favour of the long robe moſt liberally doled about to one another,
favours too much of what a lord keeper beyond the example of any former time ;
(who made many excellent prerogative it awakened them to the cries and riſings
ſpeeches for Charles the firſt) ſaid in the of the poor, and at laſt made them take
concluſion of the ſpeech he delivered, af notice that there was ſuch imminent dan
ter publiſhing that ſhameful opinion of ger of famine, that it became indiſpenſi
the judges on ſhip-money; the words are : bly neceſſary to put a ſtop to the expor
“If any contrary opinion ſhould yet re tation ; and by the long prorogation of
main among men, it muſt proceed from parliament, which themſelves had ſo cul
thoſe who are ſons of the law, or from pably adviſed, there was no other way
ſome not towards the law. Of the latter, left of doing it, but by an interpoſition
I will ſay, Felices demum eſſent arter, ſº of the Royal Power; I chooſe to uſe that
word, though authority is the word uſed
de illis ſolum judicarent artifices.”
If the noble lord has now got ſo high in the ſpeech from the th—ne, becauſe I
an opinion of the advantages of the materially diſtinguiſh between the two ex
long robe, I remember when he had it preſſions,for reaſons I ſhall afterwards gºve.
Jan. 1767.
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My Lords, on the other hand, I moſt blunder in the proclamation againſt fore
warmly deplore and lament the calamity, ſtalling, miſreciting the laws it promul
produced by the want and dearneſs of gates, a pretence was given for the riotous
of proviſions, mentioned likewiſe in the people to ſeize the grain for their own uſe,
ſ—ee—h, I mean that ſpirit of inſurrec under a miſtaken notion that the grain
tion, riot, and diſorder, that has gone itſelf was forfeited, as the proclamation
forth, and rages in all corners of the king declares it to be, inſtead of a forfeiture
dom, big with fire and ſword, to afflićt a of the value of it, which is what the
country, already groaning under a weight miſrecited ſtatute enaëts.
I ſaid, I approved of the embargo as
and preſſure of evils greater than ſhe can
bear. It would ill become this place to neceſſary, when laid on ; but I do not
palliate or excuſe, on any account what approve, on the contrary, I complain of
ever, ſuch dangerous tumults and riots, the preceding conduct of ad—n, by which
much leſs to incite and encourage them, they brought themſelves into that dilem
by ſaying as I have once heard it ſaid ma which neceſſitated them to adviſe his
within theſe walls, by one ſworn to m—y to that meaſure, by what is call
execute the laws, that the ſubjećts cruelly ed the Royal Authority ; and as to the
harraſſed by burthens and other grievan principles I have heard laid down to day,
ces, impoſed upon them by the legiſlature, and the doćtrine that has been advanced
are made deſperate ; but this daring and in juſtification of the legality of the em
lawleſs expreſſion, I confeſs, related only bargo, ſo far am I from approving of
to the juſtification of the American ſub them, or acquieſcing in them, that I can
jećt in wanton rebellion. God forbid not even hear them with patience. I de
that I ſhould adopt the deteſtable lan clare they make all the whig blood in me
guage, even in favour of the Engliſh ſub boil; for to uſe an expreſſion that has I
jeć, taxed till the power of taxing can think been miſerably miſapplied on the
no further gº,' famiſhed, and ſtarving. other ſide; theſe doćtrines, if adopted,
It muſt, however, grieve one to ſee the lay the axe to the root of the conſtitution,
nerves of goverment ſo totally relaxed, and can tend to nothing but an utter ſub
and its proper energy and vigour almoſt verſion of the power of parliament, and of
wholly loſt. The truth of the matter, the moſt fundamental and eſſential rights
and the root of the evil is, we have had and liberties of the ſubjećt. Upon my
no government for ſome years, or, which word, if I did not know I was awake, I
is much the ſame thing, we have had the ſhould be apt to think I had been in a
form of it only, without any reality, ener dream, and that ſome fairy midnight
gy, or ſpirit, deſcending ever from bad to ſcene had carried my imagination back
worſe.
an hundred and thirty or forty years, in
Tota diſcors machina divulſi turbat an illuſory audience of ſome of the ſpeech
foedera mundi,
es of a James, or Charles, or their
And one of your members has too good Lord Chancellors and Lord Keepers;
reaſon to put us in mind of what he told for with no other ſtandard of the prero
your L–dſh—s laſt year, that you would gative, that I know of, will ſuch motions
import rebellion from America; would ſquare; and theſe they will fit.
to God he had not been ſo true a prophet.
I ſhall ſoon endeavour to point out that
The indulgence ſhewn to the Americans aſſemblage of circumſtances on which I
is not, I fear, altogether free of the found the complaint of blunder, imatten
n : but I
blood that muſt be ſacrificed in England tion, and neglect in the a
at the altars of juſtice, to reſtore and pre muſt be allowed, in the firſt place, to con
ſerve peace and good order, maintain au fider the general doctrine that has been
thority and ſecure property. Nor can I drawn into the debate, as by much the
acquit the blunders of ad–ſt—n in this moſt important matter, and what indeed
very coin buſineſs, of that charge. I am principally called me up : I ſay has been
-

afraid too, the unſeaſonable and extraor drawn into the debate, for ſure I am it

dinary long prorogation of parliament,
which excluded the proſpect of elief from
famine, by a legal prohibition of the ex
portation, had no finall ſhare in
the riots and riſings : and by a ſhamefu

"...i

could never have come from the meaſure

in queſtion, if it had been allowed to reſt
upon its true bottom, with a claim to ſuch
a ſanction as could be given it by law
which ſanction, by the way, I fancy your
L–dſh—ps
-
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L—ps will find neceſſary, notwith
ſtanding all that has been ſaid in ſupport
of it as a legal exerciſe of prerogative.
The queſtion debated is, whether the
embargo by royal proclamation on corn,
the largeſt freedom of exportation of
which is permitted by many acts of par
liament and encouraged by a ſtatute
bounty, is a prohibition according to law,
a legal ačt of government, within the con
ſtitutional bounds of the prerogative of
the crown ; or is only a mere act of
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and his royal anceſtors, of bleſſ-à memo
ry, even our great and glorious deliverer

himſelf have all been uſurpers; the act of
ſettlement is a nullity, and your L
s
are a generation of rebels, whoſe fathers

revolted. Pardon me if I am warm, I
cannot help it.
The noble lord at the head of the
c

! b–d who ſpoke early in this de

bate, is called a whig, a zealous whig he
he calls himſelf; but he has defended the

legality of the embargo, by maintaining

power induced by an urgent neceſſity in the propoſition I have rehearſed ; I ſay he
the ſtate, exceeding the true limits of the has defended the legality, for we are not

royal prerogative, but that ought for its
beneficial tendency and effect to be .
proved, and muſt be confirmed by the
ſam&tion of law to give it legal force, and
valid operation.
This queſtion muſt come to a general

now debating the neceſſity, and the argu
ment goes to exclude the method pointed
at in the words moved, of legalizing the
meaſure, and validating it, by a bill of
indemnity.
The noble lord has told us, he would

point, and it has been brought to that prove his point from no leſs authorities
in the debate. A general propoſition than the bill of rights, acts of parlia
muſt be maintained, that of any, and if
of any, of every act of parliament, the
king with the advice of the privy-coun
cil may ſuſpend the execution and effect
whenever his majeſty, ſo adviſed, judges
it neceſſary for the immediate ſafety of
the people.
I ſimit it ſo, to give the propoſition fair
play. I ſhall likewiſe, to be as candid as

ment, and the uſage of the privy-coun
cil 5 very reſpectable authorities indeed :
who could deſire better 2 I ſhall conſider
them all, as far as I am able to follow

them on memory; and I was as attentive
as poſſible.

/

Now, to the propoſition; and I would
firſt ſpeak a word to the laſt part of it,
the receſs of parliament. This is cither

I can, add, becauſe it has been added, an old or a new diſtinčtion. If it is an
old one, then it ſhould be ſhewn us
where it it to be found ; if it is a new

during the receſs of parliament, and if
they pleaſe they ſhall have the other words
too, when parliament cannot be conveni
ently affembled; and ſuch, preciſely, is the
propoſition that has been maintained in
this debate. For God's ſake ' is this the
the doćtrine of the conſtitution ? Is this

one it ſhould be told us upon what autho
rity, warranted by the law of the land,
it has been made. But the truth is, it is the

diſtinction of the day, and I ſuſpect it
will never grow older; it is an alleviati
on of the diſpenſing power, to ſweeten it

doctrine that Engliſhmen will ſwallow
ps, becauſe too nauſeous
Can it go down I do not ſay with your to your L
L
ps? will it with the moſt unread or in the full, ſtinking potion.
unlearned in the conſtitution ? If this is
conſtitutional doćtrine, I make bold to

There was no ſuch diſtinétion in the

ladium and bulwalk of the conſtitution;

not becauſe they could not do without

days when the law-making, and the law
pronounce the revolution, (the glorious breaking prerogative walked forth at
revolution as I have been taught to call, noon-tide : the princes that were then en
and to think it,) nothing but a ſucceſs deavouring to eſtabliſh the diſpenſing and
ful rebellion, the moſt lawleſs and wick ſuſpending power, in their beſt moods, and
ed invaſion of the rights of the crown, when they were ſpeaking ſoft words to
and the bill of rights, that illuſtrious parinament, told then, that though they
monument of Engliſh liberty, the pal condeſcended to call them together, it was
the moſt falſe and ſcandalous libel that

them, and that if parliament refuſed what
they deigned to aſk, they would only be
forced to uſe the other powers for attain
ing it, which God had given them. The
concomitant, and the fatal principle of
His majeſty is an uſurper, thoſe days was, that the rights of parli

ever was publiſhed; the moſt infamous
impoſition both on prince and people ever
invented. James the ſecond neither abdi
cated, nor forfeited ; he was robbed of

his crown.
*-
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ament were ſo many conceſſions of the of every one, that if the crown is the
crown, reſumable at pleaſure, and the judge of that neceſſity the power is un
calling them, but a gracious compliment limited, becauſe the diſcretion of the prince
from the prince ; and ſo the maxim of and his council may apply it to any inſtance
the idolaters of prerogative, as then un whatever ; and ſo diſcretion degenerates
del ſtood, that is of abſolute and arbitrary into deſpotiſm. Therefore the wiſdom
of the conſtitution has excluded every diſ
power, was a Deo Rex, a Rege Lex.
I cannot conceive the ground of this cretion in the crown over poſitive ſtatute,
diſtinčtion as to the receſs of parliament. and emancipated ačts of parliament from
By the conſtitution as now modelled, par the royal prerogative, leaving the power
liament muſt always be in being, ready of ſuſpenſion which is but another word
to be called, ſo much ſo, that even an for a temporary repeal, to reſide where the
expired parliament revives when neceſſary legiſlative is lodged to which only it can
to be aſſembled, and another is not choſen. belong, that is, in King, Lords and Com
With regard to acts of parliament, I mons, who together conſtitute the only
know of no days, either foſſi or fºſſi, Jupreme ſovereign authority of this go
in which they ſleep. They are not like vernment. Nor did parliament ever al
juriſdictions that may be evaded by going low of the diſpenſing power, or any thing
into a ſančtuary. They are of equal of the kind, becauſe it was exerciſed un
force, while in being, at all times, in der the ſpecious pretence of the ſafety of
all places, and over all perſons ; or, as the nation being concerned, and the whole
Mr. Locke ſays: “Laws, though made kingdom in danger, which was the uſual
in a ſhort time, have a conſtant and laſt jargon, and, if true, implied the moſt ur
ing force.” A&ts of the executive power gent neceſſity.
i.
are incident, temporary, and inſtantane
The noble lord who has given us ſo
ous; but acts of parliament are perma excellent a definition of the conſtitution,
ment, made as the general rule by which as a government by law, (which I muſt
the ſubjećt is to live, and be governed.
do his L–dſh—p the juſtice to acknow
Unleſs therefore it can be ſaid that the ledge has often come from his lips in this
moment parliament breaks up, the king debate) has very accurately ſtated the ex
ftands in its place, and the continuance of tent of the crown's diſcretion, in matters
aćts is conſigned into his hands; he within the legal prerogative; and truly
cannot of right ſuſpend, any more than ſaid, that in theſe, the crown, which is
he can make laws, both requiring the ſame entruſted with the power, and has the right
power. The law is above the King; and to ačt, muſt be judge of the neceſſity and
the crown, as well as the ſubjećt is bound ſeaſon of a&ing, ſubjećt always to the
by it, as much during the receſs, as in the controul of that conſtitutional advice, by
icſſions of parliament ; becauſe no point which the crown muſt act in all caſes.
of time, nor emergent circumſtances can But theſe ačts as his L–dſh—p truly
alter the conſtitution, or create a right ſaid are legal, not becauſe they are neceſ.
not antecedently inherent ; theſe only ſary and proper, but becauſe they flow from
draw forth into ačtion the power that be the proper power; and they are legal and
fore exiſted, but was quieſcent. There valid, though wrong in themſelves, till
is no ſuch prerogative in any hour or mo correčted; as a legal power may be im
ment of time, as veſts the ſemblance of a properly exerciſed ; for which the advi
ſers are reſponſible. But I heartily agree
legiſlative power in the crown.
If we next examine the foundation of with him that the conſtitution has en

neceſſity, it will appear to be equally de truſted the crown with no power to ſuſ
ſtitute of authority, as the other diſtinc pend any act of parliament, under any
tion. But it would be to tire your L–ps circumſtances whatever ; and with him

patience unreaſonably, becauſe there is no

I alſo declare, I never ſhall, nor can, con

uſe in it to enter into this argument at ſent to any ſuch power, being intruſted
large. For who has ever read the ar with the crown.
guments on ſhip money, and the diffen For my own part my L–ds, it is dif
Jing power in former and bad reigns, that ficult for me to form an idea of the ne
does not know that a ſuppoſed neceſſity ceſſity in any caſe, the ſuſpending of an

... was the plea to juſtify the acts complained aćt of parliament by Royal Authority ;
of ; and the aniwer is ready in the mouth as the parliament may always be aſſembled
In
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in time, to prevent an irremediable evil
from any ſtatute. Sword and famine
ſeem to be the moſt alarming evils ; but
neither of theſe can poſſibly ever catch the
nation in a caſe of unavoidable neceſſity,
without culpable neglect. Invaſion is not
the work of an inſtant, and government
muſt be totally aſleep, the miniſters both
at home and abroad dozing ſtrangly, if
there is not intelligence in time to aſſem
ble parliament. Scarcity, it is impoſſible,

4.>

has or has not the crown a right to ſuſ.
pend an act of parliament, in any caſe,
or on any pretence whatever ? And let
the queſtion be tried by the noble L–d's
authorities.

I begin with the loweſt and laſt nam
ed, viz. the uſage of the privy council.
The noble L–d produced no inſtances

of this uſage of the privy council, in pro

hibiting the exportation of corn. The
preſent is the firſt we have been inform
can ever come at a moment's notice, ſo ed of. It is clear the Queen's miniſters
as to make famine ſtare us in the face; would not venture upon it : and we ſee
and even in the preſent caſe it is apparent, at all times parliament has been reſorted
that the neceſſity which, at the inſtant to. From the bare recital of the ſeveral
juſtified the embargo, was owing to an acts on the ſubjećt, it is plain that there
imattention that loads the authors of the is not, perhaps, another inſtance of a
neceſſity, and reduces it to the caſe of thing ſo well guarded againſt the fangs of
Eſau's neceſſity, who ſold his birthright prerogative by practice, as well as ſtatute.
for a meſs of pottage, becauſe he had not
The only example of this uſage men
been prudent enough to provide in time for tioned by the noble L–d was the prohi
ſatisfying his hunger at a cheaper rate. bition of the exportation of gun-powder,
The Marquis of Halifax has ſome words which is frequently done by the king and
ſo applicable to this ſubjećt, that I can council. But to that, there is a very ſhort
not help quoting them. “By the advan anſwer, viz. that there is an expreſs pro
tage of our ſituation, (ſays he) there can viſion in one of the acts that have been
hardly any ſuch ſudden diſeaſe come upon alluded to the 12th of Charles the
us, but the King may have time enough ſecond, alkowing the King by procla
left to conſult with his
in par mation to prohibit the exportation of
liament. Pretences indeed may be made, gun-powder, though by the ſame a&
but a real neceſſity, ſo preſſing that no the exportation of it is permitted ;
delay is to be admitted, is hardly to be which is an authority in point againſt,
imagined, and it will be neither eaſy to inſtead of being one for his arguments.
give an inſtance of any ſuch thing for the And this expreſs ſtatute proviſion, as to
time paſt, or reaſonable to preſume it will gun-powder, to avoid doubts upon prero
ever happen for the time to come ; but gative powers, even in ſuch a caſe as that
if that ſtrange thing ſhould fall out, our of warlike ſtores, proves how jealous

º:

conſtitution is not ſo ſtrait laced as to

parliament is of a diſpenſing power, and

let a nation die or be ſtifled, rather than how ſcrupulous government has been to

it ſhould be helped by any but the proper
officers. The caſes themſelves will bring
the remedies along with them.” This
dočtrine I can ſubſcribe to in all its parts.
But ſtill, I ſay, that if a clear caſe of
undeniable neceſſity could be figured,
the legality of the aët done under that
force would juſt ſtand where it did, upon
the general principles of the conſtitution,
and not the particular exigency of the
inſtance: the juſtification would be effect
ed by an ex poſt facto law, as now pointed
at : for I apprehend it to be bad politics,
and I ſhould imagine it worſe law, that
any ſpecial caſe can ever derogate from a
eneral fixed rule, ſuch as a fundamental

#. of the conſtitution.

reſt any thing upon conſtructive argu
ments of right, or caſes of neceſſity, to
juſtify the crown's interfering with acts of
parliament.
In regard to the authority of a&ts of
parliament, the only one mentioned by
the noble L–d, I think was that, con

verting the declaration of rights into a
bill, and making it a ſtatute ; we may
therefore take both together, his argu
ment being founded on a compariſon of
the declaration with the bill or ſtatute,

and what he is pleaſed to call a difference
between them, as if the bill limited and
reſtrained the words in the declaration.

The noble L–d, read from his own

copy the firſt article of the declaration of

Let us therefore take what road we will, rights

Fº

to the Prince and Prin

ſtill we come back to the general queſtion, ceſs of Orange, and verbatin recited
-

1 ºn
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in the bill or ačt of parliament. The
words of the article, are “whereas King
James, &c.” did ſo and ſo, “by aſſuming
and exerciſing a power of diſpenſing with,
and ſuſpending laws, and the execution of
laws without conſent of parliament.”
And ſays he, this to be ſure is general, and

miſh one particular remark, but it is moſt
unfavourable to the purpoſe for which he
has quoted them : your
will have pre
vented me in it, by recollecting what I
juſt now mentioned. Though King
James undertook to ſhew, by the means
of his corrupt judges, that a power in
would leave no latitude, but this is only the King to diſpenſe with law was law :
the claim as put in by the ſubječt, and the only act of parliament upon which
therefore when parliament came to ena&t he made his eſſay of the diſpenſing and
upon the article, they reſtrained it, know ſuſpending power were, the penal ſtatutes
ing that it was impoſſible but there might againſt non-conformity; from which,
be a neceſſity for the crown's ſuſpending for the ſake of the Papiſts, he gave a
ſome particular ačts of parliament, dur general exemption by the lump, to all his
ing the receſs of parliament. I appeal to ſubjects, becauſe parliament remonſtrated
your L–dſh—ps if this was not the againſt his diſpenſing with the Teſt Aët in
noble lord's reaſoning preciſely, and favour of the Roman Catholic officers he
his very words, I marked them well, for employed ; and the language which the
I own they ſurpriſed me. And he next parliament held in that remonſtrance de
reads to your L–dſh—ps the ſecond ar ſerves our moſt particular notice. They
ticle of the bill, in the enacting part, told the King “ that the conſequences of
which ſtands thus, (viz. declared by par diſpenſing with that law, without an
liament) “ that the pretended power of aćt of parliament was of the greateſt
diſpenſing with laws, or the execution of concern to the rights of the ſubject, and
laws by regal authority, as it has been to all the laws.” King James ſuſpended
aſſumed and exerciſed of late, is illegal.” no ačts of parliament beſides theſe penal
Hence ſays he, it is clear that parliament, laws; and to penal laws only did the
when they came to make the ſtatute, would judges he corrupted extend that ſhame
not deny every degree or kind of a diſpenſ ful opinion for the diſpenſing power,
ing power in the crown, but only as exer which they gave judicially in a particular
ciſed of late, that is by king James, I con caſe, grounded upon theſe notable reaſons,
feſs his reaſoning aſtoniſhed me,, and I “ that the laws of England were the
think it could not convince your L-—ps king's laws, and therefore it was an inci
or any man living, if the thing reſted on dent, inſeparable prerogative of the kings
the very words he has read, to prove his of England as of all other ſovereign
diſtinétion between the declaration and Princes to diſpenſe with all penal laws:
and that it was not a truſt inveſted in or
the enacting bill.
The hiſtory of theſe words as exerciſed granted to the King, but the antient re
of late is well known. They were an mains of the ſovereign power of the
amendment made to the bill, to ſave ſome kings of England, which never had been
old charters and grants, with non-ob taken from them, nor could be.” Yet
ſtantes ; to ſecure againſt all diſpenſations for diſpenſing with and ſuſpending theſe
whatever, with ſtatutes in time to come : penal laws only, laws that in ſo far as
and there is a clauſe in the cnd of the aët, they affected Proteſtant Diſſenters were

declaring that no diſpenſation by non ob
fiantes, or to any ſtatute, ſhould be
thereafter allowed, except a diſpenſation
be allowed in ſuch ſtatute. But the diſ.

£enſing power exerciſed of late by King

truly a grievance, and therefore were re
pealed after the revolution, did the eſtates
of this kingdom dethrone king James,
and declare in the bill' of rights, that
the pretended power of diffenſing with
laws, or the execution of laws by regal
authority, as it had been aſſumed, and
exerciſed of late was illegal What then

James, was only with penal laws, that is,
a remitting or diſpenſing penalties inflićt
ed by act of parliament in certain caſes,
and even that ſort of diſpenſation, or ex muſt we think in theſe times of ſuch a
erciſing the diffenſing power by King conſtrućtion, as is now held out of the
James, is condemned by the bill of rights bill of rights, which attempts to invali
as illegal.
date and pervert the great charter of the
Theſe words therefore upon which the revolution, by ſetting up, as a prerogative
noble lord has laid ſo much ſtreſs, fur. of the crown, a right, in all caſes of ne
ceility,
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ceſſity, to diffenſe with all laws, touch
ing our liberty, and our property, a right
to which in theſe inſtances King James
IId with his moſt corrupt judges never
dared aſpire.
But my lords, my wonder is not con
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ſhall ſerve their majeſties and their ſucceſ
ſors according to the ſame.”
The nobie lord ſays it is a narrow and
illiberal idea, that the crown has not, or
ought not to have, a power for the pub
lic good, to ſuſpend an act of parliament.

fined to the noble lord's conſtrućtion or

I do not know what his notions of libera

interpretation of theſe words. For I am
utterly at a loſs to underſtand how he got
at the ſecond article of the enacting bill,
without reading the firſt : or how he took

lity are, or how liberal his own ideas
may be. Extraordinary liberality receiv
ed, may beget extravagant returns. Pro
fuſion in giving, may produce vaſt com

the ſecond article alone of the bill for the
whole echo of the firſt article of the de

pliance in yielding ; and to whom much

is given, of them the more will be re
claration or claim of rights recited in it, quired. A great authority ſays, that

as the preamble of the enacting part, gifts blind even the wife. For my part I
when the half of the anſwer to it is in
the firſt article of the bill. But however

confeſs, I have no opinion of that libe
rality of which the conſtitution is the ſub
he may have paſt over that firſt article of ject. Of the conſtitution, no man can be
the cna&ting words, I dare ſay it is not too ſparing or abſtemious. She has coſt
out of any of your L–s memory. much, and ſhe is worth all that ſhe has
Hear the words of it. (Art. 1. of the coſt, and without it, every thing elſe will
enacting bill) “ Decl ARE that the pre be of little value. I hope nothing ſhall
tended power of ſuſpending of laws, or ever tempt yonr L-d—ps to be liberal
the execution of laws, by regal authori ſo much at the expence of your fellow
ty, without conſent of parliament, is il ſubjects. Slices of the conſtitution, are
legal :” the very preciſe letters and words the laſt things I will encourage to give
of the firſt article of the declaration, or away, nor ſhall I conſent to maim it, to

claim of rights, only leaving out the
word diſpenſing, becauſe that is made an
article by itſelf in the ſecond article of the
enacting bill ; after reading this firſt ar
ticle of the enacting part of the bill, I
certainly need not aſk your L-d—ps, or

gratify any man, or to juſtify any mea
ſure.

As to the queſtion, what would be the
diſtreſs on many occaſions, if there was
in no caſe a power in the crown, to ſuſ
pend an act of parliament ; after the words

the noble lord himſelf, where the limitati of the bill, that is the ſtatute of rights,
on is, in that article, on which he has which I have quoted, I will give no other
founded his whole argument Nor will he anſwer than this, that they exclude total

deny that the firſt article is as much a part ly, abſolutely, and in the moſt general
of the act of parliament as the ſecond ; terms poſſible, any ſuch power, and I
and moſt undoubtedly there is not the am yet to learn what poſterior ſtatute has
leaſt difference between the bill and the repealed one article of the bill of rights,
claim in this general, unlimited and un or veſted in the crown or the privy coun
reſtrained poſition, that the pretended pow cil ſuch a ſort of Chancery powers, to ſuſ
er of ſuſpending of laws, or the exccution pend laws and acts of parliament, on ſug
of laws, by regal authority, without con geſtions of equity or expediency for the
ſent of parliament is illegal, every word of ſafety or relief of the ſubject : nor do I
which is emphatical. And ſo parliament ſee that ſuch an alteration would be an
enacts, “that all and ſingular the rights amendment of the conſtitution, I think it
and liberties aſſerted and claimed in the would deſtroy it, to the very foundation.
ſaid declaration, are the true, ANTIENT,
We have had a philoſophical argument
and indubitable rights and liberties of the upon prerogative, to prove that the pro
people of this kingdom, and ſhall be ſo hibition in queſtion was a legal exerciſe of
eſteemed, allowed, adjudged, deemed, legal prerogative: and Mr. Locke's autho
and taken to be ; and that all and every rity has been quoted, a page or two of
of the particulars aforeſaid ſhall be firm whoſe chapter on prerogative, the noble
ly and ſtrictly holden and obſerved, as lord in my eye has read.
they are expreſſed in the ſaid declaration;
Nobody has a greater reſpect for Mr.
and all officers and miniſters whatſoever Locke's writings than I have ; yet if I
found
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found any thing in them that did not beforehand, even in a particular inſtance,
ſquare with the ſettled fundamentals of diſpenſe with the law. The expreſſion of
the conſtitution, I ſhould not be moved by of acting againſ law, is perhaps not
him. It is highly improper, I am afraid, , well choſen, but it is evident Mr. Locke
to enter here into a general diſcuſſion of intended to expreſs no more than this,
Mr. Locke's ideas, and nothing but the that the crown can, by pardon (for in
deference due to the name of Mr. Locke ſtance) prevent that execution which the
would have made me go into this. But I law would effect. As for the other in
believe Mr. Locke and I do not at all dif ſtance mentioned by Mr. Locke of the
fer, and I think he is miſunderſtood, when law yielding, viz. pulling down a houſe
brought as an authority on the other fide. to ſtop a fire, it is a clear inaccuracy; for
It is not doing him juſtice; for ſurely that has nothing in the world to do with
there was not a man in England a greater prerogative or magiſtracy, even no more
enemy to the diſpenſing power than him than the throwing goods overboard to
It is an inſtan
ſelf. My L-ds, Prerogative, is a word keep a ſhip from

#.

taneous ačt of ſelf-defence, to authorize
lings, and certainly the princes of the which no man waits, nor needs ſeek the

that has been the occaſion of great wrang

order of a magiſtrate. The fact of dan
ger which is viſible, juſtifies it in law
juſt as the danger of a ſhip juſtifies in law
the throwing goods overboard : and both
aćts are legal, allowed by all the laws in
the world. Nobody ever heard or read
of a proclamation or edićt from the ſove
reign to pull down a houſe in the midſt
of a conflagration. So that if Mr.

houſe of Stuart underſtood by it arbitrary
power, or ſomething ſo very near it as not
to be diſtinguiſhable. I have a very fim
ple notion of it, and it is this, that pre
rogative is that ſhare of the government
which, by the conſtitution, is veſted in
the King alone. Lord Coke, after giv
ing the etymology of the word as deno
minated from the moſt excellent part, be
cauſe the King muſt be firſt aſked before
any law is made, ſays, “ the prerogative
comprehends all the powers, pre-em
inences and privileges which the law giv

what other ſound conſtitutionaliſts have

eth to the crown :” It is no diſtinčt or

ſaid, that “ prerogative is a power in the

ſeparate inheritance in the crown, oppoſed
to the intereſt of the people. It is a truſt
ad communem totius populi ſalutem, juſt
as much as the powers of parliament are.
Now I can never conceive the prerogative
to include a power of any ſort to ſuſpend
or diſpenſe with laws, for a reaſon ſo plain

perſon of the ſovereign, to command or
aćt in matters not repugnant to the law,
or for which the law had not provided,
and certain acts of grace and favour,
to ſome particular perſons, provided theſe
acts were not very prejudicial to the reſt

that it cannot be overlooked unleſs be

of the nation.”

Locke's whole definition of prerogative
is taken together, and fairly expounded,
it will be found he perfectly agrees with

which the king might exerciſe with regard
If Mr. Locke is but al

cauſe it is plain ; and that is, that the lowed to ſpeak in his own words, no er
great branch of the prerogative is the ror can be drawn from them, his reaſon
executive power of government, the duty ing in ſupport of what he calls the law
of which is to ſee to the execution of the

laws, which can never be done by diſ
penſing or ſuſpending with them.
When Mr. Locke ſpeaks of the prero
gative as aéling ſometimes even againſt
Iaw, or of the laws themſelves yielding to
the executive, it is far from his meaning
that the prerogative or executive can diſ
penſe with, or ſuſpend laws. His exam
le makes it clear, viz. that of pardon
ing offenders where the law condemns,
which is certainly undoubted preroga

yielding to prerogative or the executive
is this, “Since many accidents may hap
pen, wherein a ſtrict and rigid obſervation
(he ſhould have ſaid execution) of the
laws may do harm, and a man may
come ſometimes within the reach of the
law, which makes no diſtinčtion of per

ſons, by an action that may deſerve re
ward and pardon, 'tis fit the ruler ſhould
have a power in many caſes to mitigate
the ſeverity of the law, and pardon ſome
offenders.” . And in the other place al
tive. There the law yields, but not in luded to, where he ſpeaks of prerogative
its force or ſubſiſtance, but in its confe aćting againſt law he reaſons thus, “ For
quences, in a particular inſtance : but ſince in ſome governments the law mak
though the king can Pardon, he cannot ing power is not always in being, and
is
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is uſually too numerous, and too ſlow Mr. Locke, upon a few other words of
for the diſpatch requiſite to execution ; that great author, where he ſays, that
and becauſe it is alſo impoſſible to foreſee,

“if there comes to be a queſtion between

and ſo by laws to provide for all accidents the executive power and the people, about
and neceſſities that may concern the pub a thing claimed as a prerogative, the ten
lic, or to make ſuch laws as will do no dency of the exerciſe of ſuch a prerogative
harm, if they are executed with inflexible to the good or hurt of the people will
rigour on all occaſions, and upon all per eaſily decide that queſtion.” And the
ſons that may come in their way, there argument drawn from theſe words,
fore there is a latitude left to the executive is, to ſhew that the tendency of the
power, to do many things of choice, which embargo in queſtion, to the good, and not
the laws do not preſcribe.” Mark the to the hurt of the people, muſt decide
laſt words, awhich the laws do not pre for the legality of the meaſure, as an ex
ſcribe. He does not ſay of doing things erciſe of legal prerogative, I muſt ſay
to make laws of no force. Nor in any there never was, in my poor apprehenſ
one place of the book does he ſpeak of on, an argument founded in a greater mi
Prerogative as having a power to ſuſpend ſtake, oran authormore unſeaſonably cited.
any law. On the contrary, he largely
Mr. Locke is not here ſpeaking of the
handles the power of poſitive laws over tendency of a ſingle act done in exerciſe
the prerogative itſelf, to declare limitati of a right of prerogative, as a rule to
ons of it; and ſhews the abſurdity of decide the legality of that particular ači i
calling ſuch limitations encroachments he ſpeaks, (and his words are plain) of
upon the prerogative ; and he is very clear the tendency, (that is, the general ten
and expreſs “ that the legiſlature is the dency) of the exerciſe of a power or thing
ſupreme power of the commonwealth, claimed as a prerogative, as a rule by
and that no edićt of any body elſe, in which the queſtion may be decided, whe
what form ſoever conceived, or by ther that power or thing claimed as a
what power ſoever backed, can have the prerogative, be really a legal prerogative
force and obligation of a law, which has or only an uſurpation. And moſt un
not its ſam&tion from that legiſlature doubtedly it may be a fafe rule of deci
which the public has choſen and appoint ſon. It is upon that very rule that I,
ed, and that no obedience is due but ul and I truſt every Engliſhman in his ſen
timately to the ſupreme authority, which fes, does and for ever will decide, that a
is the legiſlature.”
fuſpending power is not, cannot be a legal
Any author may be miſunderſtood by prerogative, in any circumſtances, or un
taking detached pieces of his writings, der any pretence whatſoever, becauſe the
and that only can render Mr. Locke's tendency of the exerciſe of ſuch a preroga
ſenſe in this matter dark or obſcure; tive is deſtructive of the conſtitution. I
though I do not think he is always nicely ſay the tendency of the exerciſe, for
it tends to render ačts of parliament un
correct in his expreſſion.
For one inſtance, he ſays, in one place, certain, and to bring poſitive law under
that “the ſupreme power cannot take the diſcretion, that is, the pleaſure of the
from any man any part of his property crown, and conſequently to ſet the whole
without his conſent, becauſe the end of rights and liberties of the ſubjećt afloat,
government is to ſecure property.” Yet ſo that no man can for a moment be ſure
would not any man be juſtly laughed at of the law, though it is his inheritance
to produce this ſentence from Mr. Locke, and birthright. Then indeed it would be
to prove that parliament could not diveſt ‘vis menſura juris.
Far therefore, am I from differing
the owners, of the property of the houſes
which the bank has thrown down in with Mr. Locke, in what he ſays in the
Thread-needle-ſtreet, upon giving them words quoted. I find myſelf at full li
a compenſation; and Mr. Locke knew berty to expreſs my approbation of his
better than to doubt it; though that fin reaſoning: I adopt his rule of deciſion
gle ſentence, if it ſtood by itſelf, might of that great queſtion, whether a thing
claimed as a prerogative, be, or ought to
import a contrary opinion.
A great deal has been ſaid on this oc be one. And I alſo heartily concur with

caſion by the noble lord * who has quoted
* Lord P−y S–l.
Jan. 1767.

Mr. Locke's ſentiments in the only other

quotation that has been rend from him,
“ that when that great queſtion does ariſe,
G
(and
-
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(and it muſt be the greateſt of misfor
tunes when it does) between an executive

and legiſlative power, conſtituted as ours
are, there is no judge on earth to decide
it 5 and therefore the only remedy is (as
he ſays) the appeal to heaven, that is to
the ſword.” On that principle do I ap

Jan.

that it ſhould be ſtated upon its true
grounds ; and I ſhall endeavour to do it
very ſhortly.
I admit, as in this very caſe before us,
(the neceſſity being allowed) that a power
which is not a legal prerogative, may be
exerciſed for the good of the people : and

prove and juſtify the conduct of thoſe

ſo I will allow too, that the moſt legal

great and brave men, who maintained
our liberties at the expence of their lives.
They firſt contended for them, in parli
ament, by force of reaſon ; and particu
larly againſt the diſpenſing power of the
crown, and when the obſtimacy of un
happy princes, enſlaved with the notions
of arbitrary power, which they called
prerogative, left no other option but to

prerogative that exiſts, may be exerciſed
to the hurt of the people. But as the
hurtful exerciſe of a legal prerogative, in
a particular inſtance, will not make the
prerogative ſo hurtfully exerciſed, ceaſe
to be a legal prerogative, or prove that
the general tendency of ſuch a preroga
tive is to the hurt of the people, and
therefore that it ought not to be a prero
gative; ſo neither will a beneficial exer
ciſe in a particular inſtance of an illegal
or uſurped prerogative, change its nature
and general tendency, ſo as to decide that
it is, or ought to be, a legal prerogative.
I will explain myſelf, though I hardly
think it neceſſary, by examples. It is the
undoubted prerogative of the crown, to
declare war, make peace and treaties, to
create peers, and pardon offenders. And
the general tendency of the exerciſe of
all theſe prerogatives is for the good,
and not for the hurt of the people :

ſubmit to the uſurpation of the crown, or

to fight, they drew their ſwords, and
heaven, to which they appealed, pro
pitious to Engliſh liberty, juſtified their
cauſe, and crowned it with ſucceſs.

In

that extremity it was their right, their
undoubted right, upon the doćtline of
legal reſiſtance, which is incorporated in
this conſtitution, (I ſay it was their right)
to take the field againſt the princes who

were the enemies of their people, the op
preſſors of their liberties; for as Mr.
Locke truly ſays, in the forcible expreſſi
ons that have been read by the noble lord, the conſtitution has therefore veſted theſe
“ The people have by a law antecedent, powers in the crown, and they are legal
and paramount to all poſitive laws of prerogatives. But who will deny that any
inen, reſerved that ultimate determinati one of theſe prerogatives may not be impro
If they
on to themſelves, which belongs to all perly and hurtfully exerciſed
mankind, when there lies no appeal on are, the adviſers of the crown are reſpon
earth, viz. to make their appeal to hea fible, though the power exerciſed is legal,
and
ven ; and this judgment they cannot part and the acts valid. As the
with.” That, (to uſe the Marquis of on the croſs bench, ſaid, when the King
Halifax's words, a little, and but a very makes war, it is war to all its conſequen
little differently applied) “is the hidden ces, however improperly the crown may
power in this conſtitution, which would be have been adviſed in taking the meaſure :
loſt if it was defined; a certain myſtery, and ſo of the reſt. On the other hand,
by virtue of which, a nation unay at ſome if a ſuſpending power were exerciſed in
critical times, be (as ours has been).ſe an inſtance never ſo beneficial, the power
cured from ruin : but then it muſt be is not a legal prerogative, and is not to be
kept as a myſlery ; it is rendered uſeleſs, endured, becauſe of its dangerous ten
winem touched by unſkilful hands ; and dency. Nevertheleſs, the particular act
no people ever had, or deſerved to have done, under colour or pretence of ſuch a
that power, which was ſo unwary as to power, if in itſelf for the advantage
anticipate their ciaim to it.

of the people, will not ceaſe to be ſo, how

I think I might with great ſafety to the
queſtion before us, and to my own argu
ment, leave the authority of Mr. Locke,
without any apprehenſion of the leaſt im
preſſion foºm it. But as the doći ime of
tendency has been brought on the carpet,

ever legal the power to do the aët may
be. Let me juſt only aſk, as it comes in
my way, and may in ſome reſpects be par
ticularly applicable to the caſe of the em
bargo under conſideration. Could the
crown now legally create a foreigner a
peer, becauſe it is the general

I cannot diſmiſs: it without a few words

more ; becauſe I think it is of importance

***
O
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of the crown to make peers, when the
aćt of ſettlement has in that particular in
ſtance reſtrained the general prerogative
of the crown Certainly not. And for
the ſame reaſon, even ſuppoſing it to have
been at any time an inherent power in the
crown to prohibit the exportation of

St

that even that caſe is not ſuch an one as

will always admit of an abſolute mathe
matical certainty ; for men may be, and
they often are, divided in opinion as to
the appearances of ſcarcity, whether real
or not, and to what degree; and conſe
quently whether it is fit to prohibit the

corn, the crown cannot now do it, as a exportation of corn or not. But ſuppoſing
poſitive ſtatute has clearly diveſted the that to be one clear caſe, I aſk, how many
more clear ones can be mentioned 2 And
crown of the power.
What I have ſaid is, I think, ſuffici I am intitled to aſk the queſtion, becauſe
ent to ſhew, that Mr. Locke is very much if a power in the crown to diſpenſe with
miſunderſtood and miſapplied, in the an ačt of parliament, for the good of the
words laſt referred to, which have been people, is the foundation of prohibiting
much infifted upon, when they are pro exportation, ſuppoſing exportation to be
duced as an authority to prove, that the authorized by act of parliament, the ſame
tendency of the embargo to the good of diſpenſing power may be exerciſed as to
the people, is the rule for deciding if it other acts of parliament, on the like
is an exerciſe of a legal prerogative or ground of the good of the people; ſo
not.

But I will venture even to ſay, Mr. muſt extend to the whole ſtatute book.

Locke's words are a clear authority upon
my ſide, to prove, as far as the reaſoning
and opinion of that great writer can do
it, that the diſpenſing or ſuſpending power,
which is the only thing that can be named
as a prerogative, under, or by virtue of
which, the embargo is laid, is not, and
cannot be a prerogative.
I will however, my L
ds, go yet a
ſtep farther, and I hope I ſhall ſatisfy your
L—dſh—ps, that the uſe made of this au
thority of Mr. Locke, taken as the noble
lord has ſtated and explained it, even upon
his own argument, is as dangerous and
unſatisfactory as any thing can be. For
ſuppoſe for once, it was the tendency of
a particular ačt that was to decide for, or
againſt the legality of that ačt, as an ex
erciſe of legal prerogative, I only aſk,

Now my L

ds, how many caſes are

there, in which all mankind would, to a

man, be agreed, that it was for the good
of the people to ſuſpend any one particular
ačt of parliament 2 What act is there, that
if a queſtion of repeal were in parliament,
your L–ps and the other H
e might
not be divided in opinion about 2 Some

thinking it of a tendency for the good of
the people, others thinking the contra
ry, and the people without doors alſo di

vided in opinion. Would it then be a
ſafe rule to make any one ačt of parlia
ment, in the general view of things, de
pend on the deciſion of the crown, for a

Juſpenſion, be it never ſo ſhort, which is
nothing elſe than a temporary repeal —
Or is that a rule, upon which to reſt or ,

truſt the deciſion of the legality of any
particular act of a ſuſpending power ex
gerous rule of deciſion, with regard to erciſed by the crown 2 I will not, I need
the ſuſpenſion of an act of parliament by not, lengthen the argument. It is clear
the crown, if the deciſion is to be with nothing could be a more dangerous, un
the crown ; and with the crown it muſt certain, and arbitrary rule : nothing ſo
be, when the ſuſpenſion is to be the aët naturally tending to found a deſpotic
of the crown; and conſequently, accord power in the crown over acts of par
ing to the argument, the legality of the liament. And therefore nothing can be
aćt is to depend upon the crown's decificn 2 ſo fallacious, or an argument more miſsp
I ſay, what more uncertain or dangerous plied, than that drawn from Mr. Locke,
rule of deciſion ? I do not ſay but a caſe in explaining his words in ſuch a ſenſe. His
may be put, ſo ſtrong, that there cannot rule would not apply : it could not even
among inen be a doubt as to the tendency to particular acts or exerciſes of any pow
of a particular act of ſuſpenſion, as in the er or prerogative. He did not intend ſo
very inſtance of prohibiting the exporta to apply it. As a rule with regard to
what would be a more uncertain or dan

tion of corn, when famine is ſtaring you one or another general power claimed as
in the face ; and in ſuch a caſe, the crown a prerogative, it is a ſound and a ſafe one :

would decide juſt as every other perſon and he applies it no otherwiſe himſelf.
would. At the ſame tune, one may affirm, But, as I iaid, it is not only foreign to
G 2
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the purpoſe, as it has been applied in the
argument, but it is clearly againſt the
thing contended for by thoſe who do ap
ply, or rather miſapply it in that manner.
One ſingle remark my L–ds I muſt be
allowed to make, before I cloſe my ob

ſervations upon Mr. Locke's authority.
The laſt ſ-—n of P

t ſet out with

the wildeſt doctrines, extračted, piecemeal,
from the ſame Mr. Locke, in favour of

of the Conſtitution.

Jan.

in itſelf wrong; as certainly what is a
gainſt the laws of God, or of nature, muſt
be ; and therefore, as they admit, could
not in conſcience be actively obeyed, for
which reaſon they wickcdly and ſenſe
leſsly ſay, they ought to be paſſively
obeyed, by ſuffering puniſhment. But
But did not every prince who exerciſed the
diſpenſing or diſabling power, pretend that
he did it for the good of the people, and
that the particular acts by which it was

liberty of liberty run mad with notions
extravagant, ridiculous, exploded, and, exerciſed were for the beſt ends Look at
thank God by the whole legiſlature con James the IId's declarations for liberty of
demned.
This ſ
-n begins with conſcience. What more ſpecious pre
doctrines again extracted, alſo piecemeal tences could be deviſed than are menti
by the ſame perſons, from the ſame au oned in thoſe acts of the diſpenſing pow
thor, trunpeting forth a tone of tyranny, er ? “To unite the hearts and affections
more hateful, and more dangerous, be of his ſubječts to God in religion, to him
cauſe more extenſive, than any promul in loyalty, and to their neighbours in
gated in the worſt reign of the worſt of chriſtian love and charity.” For theſe
the Stuarts. I hope, theſe will meet with great and good purpoſes, “he thought fit,
the ſame contempt as the others did. In by his ſºvereign authority, prerogative
royal, and abſolute power, which all his
dignation is the due of both.
After all, my L–ds, what is this ſubjects were to obey without reſerve,
old and ſtale argument now revived, as to to grant his royal toleration” . And for
the tendency of the exerciſe of a prerogative that purpoſe, “ with the conſent of his
for the good, and not for the hurt of the privy council, by his ſovereign authority,
people * What is it, I ſay, taking things prerogative royal, and abſolute power,
on a general view, but the exploded argu he ſuſpends, ſtops, and diſables all laws
ment of neceſſity repeated in other words or acts of parliament made or executed ;”
The wildeſt bigot to prerogative, or ab and ſo forth. Theſe are the words uſed
ſolute power, (if I may intimate the enthu in one, and they are only a little ſoftened,
ſiaſm of the
and
's ex but not ſubſtantially varied, in another of
preſſion who ſpoke of the wildeſt zea the declarations of this ſort. ,
Part of that ſame very illegal ačt of
lots for libel ty) I ſay, the wildeſt bigot
to prerogative never pretended, that any the diſpenſing power, the declaration in
prerogative whatever, the diſpenſing pow favour of liberty of conſcience, unqueſti
er itſelf, could or ought to be exerciſed, onably was, in its tendency, for the good
but for the good of the people; the prince of the people ; the firſt part of it, art
indeed being always judge of that. Even fully introduced to colour all the reſt, is
Mavrºvaring and Sibthorp themſelves a toleration to proteſtant diſſenters, ex
would not have ſaid otherwiſe;—thoſe empting them from the abſurd penalties
montters of men, who proſtituted the of nonconformity. But did that tenden
pulpit, to preach the impious and non cy of the exerciſe make either the parti
ſenſical doctrines, “ that if princes com cular exerciſe, or the pretended preroga
manded things againſt the laws of God tive exerciſed, legal No. It was equ
or of nature, or impoſible, yet ſubjects ally an exerciſe of the diſpenſing power,
were bound to undergo the puniſhment, and conſequently equally illegal in favour
without refiting, railing or reviling And of proteſtant diſſenters as of papiſts, though
that the king is not bound to obſerve the the tendency was very different in regard
laws of the realm concerning the ſub to the two. And accordingly when go
jećts rights and liberties; but that his vernment came to itſelf, and was upon a
royal will, in impoſing taxes without right foot, one of the firſt acts paſſed af
the conſent of parliament, bound the ſub ter the revolution was, for exempting
jećts conſcience, upon pain of eternal proteſtant diſſenters from the penalties of
-

damnation :”—Even theſe men and their

ſtupid doćtlines, ſuppoſe that what was

thoſe grievous jaws that affected them.

The preamble of the act adopts the very
done by the prince ſhould be for the pub motives with which K. James gave a co
Jour
lic good ; and that what was not ſo, was
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lour to his declaration ; and the ačt itſelf
is the beſt proof in the world, if the fact
needed one, that the tendency of K.
James's exerciſe of the illegally aſſumed
power, was ſo far for the good of the
people. Yet that very ačt oft K. James,

S3
did ačt, &c. in which proceedings, ſome
force, &c. were unavoidable, which in a

tine of common peace and ſafety, would
not have been warrantable: and alſo ſince

their majeſties happy acceſſion to the
the crown, by reaſon of the wars and
was one of thoſe that coſt him his crown, troubles raiſed and occaſioned by the ene

and, as I have ſaid before, ſtands the

mies of their majeſties and this kingdom,

very point condemned by the ſecond arti
cle of the bill of rights, as exerciſed of
late, without any diſtinétion as to the
tendency of any part of it : though the
poſterior ačt of exemption manifeſts the
opinion of parliament that one part of
it tended to the good people. The dif
ference is this ; the act of parliament

divers like matters and things have been
dome all which were neceſſary and al

was the conſtitutional

lowable, in regard of the exigence of
public affairs, and ought to be juſtified,
and the parties concerned therein indem
nified, &c.”

Surely, my L–ds, if ever there were

acts that tended to the good of the people,

relief from the theſe mentioned in this act were : ağts to

grievance ; the act of K. James, let its reſcue the kingdom, its religion and laws,
tendency in any part be what it would, from ruin and deſtruction; and done at
was, in the whole of it, the exerciſe of a time, of all others, when no law could
an unconſtitutional and uſurped power, be ſaid to be in force, but the law of na
againſt law, and in its tendency dangerous ture, which ſtimulated and juſtified what

to the liberties of the people.
was done, the government being totaly
I will venture to ſay, that there is not diſſolved; ſo that one might ſay, there ex
any one motion more exploded, and more ifted no law of the land to be tranſgreſſed,
condemned by the ſtatute book, than that or that could be a ground of action or
notion of the tendency of acts for the charge, as where there is no law, there can
public good being ſufficient to make them be no tranſgreſſion. Yet even for ſuch ağs
legal : and indeed it is one of the wildeſt done, acts neceſſary and allowable, as the
notions that ever entered the mind of ſtatute ſpeaks, and done under ſuch cir
man; for it goes to cut up all govern cumſtances of a ſuſpenſion in fact of all
ment by the roots, and to make every the laws in the kingdom, did theſe deli
man a judge and lawgiver for himſelf. verers of their country take and paſs to
I might have ſaid that it is condemned themſelves an indemnity They loved
and exploded by all morality and ſound the conſtitution they had ſaved ſo much,
divinity; avowed and profeſſed only by that they would not ſuffer the very act of
Jeſuits, and ſuch diabolical caſuiſts. But ſaving it to have the appearance of giving
I ſay, look only to the ſtatute book. it a wound ; and though theſe were the
What is the language of all your ačts of ačts of ſubjećts, it makes no manner of
indemnity, paſſed upon great occaſions difference; for I do maintain, that in
I need not mention thoſe in our own me law, and legal and conſtitutional language,
mory, paſſed after the rebellions in 1745 the crown has no more right to ſuſpend
and 1715, on purpoſe to indemnify thoſe acts of parliament, or to act againſt them,
who had done acts for the public ſervice than any ſubject ; becauſe, as I ſaid be
againſt law, and that could not be juſti fore, the one is not more than the other,
fied by law, as the ſtyle of theſe ſtatutes the legiſlature. This however is a di
runs. Let me only refer your L–dſh—s ſtinction totally immaterial, becauſe ac
to one of the firſt acts paſſed after the re cording to this conſtitution, there can be
volution, the act for preventing vexati no act of the crown, but ſome ſubject is
our ſuits againſ ſuch as acted in order to reſponſible for it as the adviſer ; and in the
bring in their majeſlief, or for their ſer matter before us, the lords of his majeſty's
vice. What does it ſay “Whereas a privy-council, ſtate themſelves juſtly, as
bout the time of his majeſty's glorious anſwerable to parliament for the act they
enterprize for delivering this kingdom adviſed. Over and above all which, I
from popery and arbitrary power, and might add, that the caſe I have referred
in aid and purſuance of the ſame, di to, was the ſtrongeſt and moſt favourable
very lords, gentiemen, and other good that could be ; for if it was not the crown

people, well affected to their country,

which did the acts indemnified, it was
not
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not one or a few ſubjects, but the whole the offer of an indemnity and one no
people and parliament itſelf that were ble lord ſays, timeo Danaos et dona feren
the actors : and had not the caution for tes. I believe it. All miniſters when they
the ſafety of the conſtitution been are in the wrong, are afraid, eſpecially of
great, in proportion to the zeal that had thoſe that are able to ſhew their error, and
juſt redeemed it, men might have thought, by offering a plaiſter diſcover the ſore. I
with good reaſon, that the very act of re truely believe they are afraid for the ſame
volution, and the ſtatute that placed the reaſon as the Trojans dreaded their ene
crown on William and Mary's heads, mies and ſuſpected their gifts, that is,
were ſufficient to juſtify every part of the leaſt the city ſhould be ſurprized and taken.
work, as well as the beſt proof of the But my L–ds the fall of fifty miniſters,
tendency of every thing done in aid and or fifty ſucceſſions of them, if the greateſt
that ever were, is not to be compared
purſuance of it.
There were other ačts in the reign of with one thruſt at the conſtitution, let the
William and Mary, of the ſame tenor and inſtrument be never ſo harmleſs, or the
effe&t with that which I have quoted, par intention never ſo innocent : for ſhe may
ticularly in 1690 and 1692, on occaſion be wounded even in the houſe of her
of threatened invaſions. I only mention friends, and alta ſedent civilis vulnera
them, becauſe the perſons firſt named as dextrae. If the noble lord is afraid of
the actors in the things thereby juſtified thoſe who proffer gifts, I will be jealous of
and indemnified, are the lords and others thoſe who refuſe ſuch as are now tender

of the privy council, and the chief act
done againſt the law, was cauſing the
militia to be raiſed otherwiſe than as
authoriſed by the acts of Charles the

ed, and refuſe them on ſuch grounds as I
have heard this day, in my opinion, dan
gerous in the laſt degree to the conſtitu
tion ; and only ſo much the more ſo, that

Second, which were not more ſacred than they are the arguments of her once moſt

the ačts of the ſame reign, permitting the
exportation of corn. The privy coun
ſellors, even of thoſe days, were not ſhy
to acknowledge on the records of parlia
ment, that they had ačted againſt law and
againſt acts of parliament, though the
acts they had done were neceſſary and for
the public good; nor did they deſpiſe and
refuſe an indemnity, but accepted it, to
tranſmit it to poſterity as a ſafeguard of
the conſtitution, that in future times no

evil might come to it, from a precedent
of the higheſt neceſſity, and moſt im
portant ſervice to the country; becauſe

they knew as we do, cmnia mala exemple
a bonis orta ſunt. His preſent majeſty's

zealous friends, to whoſe paſt ſervices I
will conſent to give any reward, but that
of wounding the conſtitution further ;
one hair of the head of which I would

not have hurt, for all miniſters or any
prime miniſter on earth.
The noble lord who founded ſo much

upon the authority of Mr. Locke, in his
ſecond ſpeech, has taken up ſome time to
juſtify the argument of the noble lord
who fits near him, from a miſinterpretation
which he thought ſome other L–d put
upon it, as if he had argued for a gene
ral and unlimited diſpenſing power ;
whereas he only maintained it in caſes
of neceſſity, and till parliament could

miniſters are aſhamed or afraid to own ineet ; and ſays the noble lord, that is

that an act they adviſed was not legal, the circumſtance which diſtinguiſhes the
though they ſay it was neceſſary, and all aët in queſtion, from thoſe excrciſes of the
agree with them, that, from various ne diſpenſing power complained of in former
glects and criminal blunders, it was at the times, that it was done only when parlia
time become ſo neceſſary as to be una ment could not meet, and till it aſſem
voidable. Rather than own a breach of bled : and farther, ſays the noble L–d, it
the law, even a neceſſary one, that ought is fingular for criminals to call upon their
to be juſtified, they will defend the ači done judges to condemn them : yet the King's
as ſtrictly legal, at the expence of main ſervants have called parliament to judge
taining a degree of the diſpenſing power : of the act they adviſed, and to condemn
I ſay a degree, for I will not make it worſe it, if it is wrong.
than they do themſelves.—They are ſo
If you have honoured me with any at
much more delicate or infallible than tention to what I have ſaid, you wiłł not
King William's miniſters and privy think that I miſiook, or miſtated the argu
counſeliors, that they are affrºnted with ment which the other noble lord has ex
plained
e
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plained and enforced, as well as juſtified. this language, I admit they might have
I do not think any of your L–dſh—ps ſaid there was ſome modeſty at leaſt in
did miſtake it: but I did not like it as calling their judges to fit upon them, and
he gave it us, and I hope very few of that it would have paſſed for a preſump

your L-dſh—ps were pleaſed with it. It tion of innocence as well as a proof of
candour. But what are we told * Why,

is true, the noble lord was but for giving
us a taſte of the diſpenſing power ; I do
not chuſe to touch the cup; and therefore
I reječt the diſtinčtion, as to the receſs of
parliament, totally, and I have endeavour
ed to diſprove the foundation of it.
Whether I have ſucceeded, your L--dſh--s
are to judge. I can make no diſtinčtion
but one, and that I do make, between

an act of power, and an ačt of preroga
five.

The crown has the whole force of

government in its hands, all inferior ma
giſtates and miniſters of government un
der its orders, and what the crown com

mands they will obey, and in general I
think they ought, as it muſt indeed be a
very ſtrong act againſt law, that they
ſhould diſpute or diſobey, as it would be
dangerous to conſtitute them judges over
the crown. But parliament will make the
diſtinction between power and prerogative,
and judge upon the act done accordingly.
The aët in queſtion, I ſay, is an act of
mere power, ſuppoſed to have been
impelled by neceſſity, and tending to
the ſafety of the people, and as ſuch
it is to be allowed and juſtified; but it is
not to be taken as an act of prerogative,
becauſe it is not a legal ačt, there being
no ſuch prerogative in the crown, as a
diſpenſing power for one moment, or in
any one moment: and therefore it was,
that I very ſoon told your L-dſh—s I
obječted to the words uſed in the K–’s
f——h royal authority, as I hold autho

that the crown had a right to do what it
has done, that it was the prerogative of
the crown to do it; and all the modeſty
that can be pretended, is that the miniſ
ters did not give a longer line to the exer
ciſe of this prerogative, but called parlia
ment a little more early than uſual, though,
perhaps, if the whole truth was known,
parliament was really called (as it was at
the time alledged) only for the India buſi
neſs. It is impoſſible it could be for the
embargo, as the embarge was not laid when
the proclamation for calling the parliament
was iſſued, viz. 1 oth September. However,
if the doćtrine that has been advanced is

juſt, parliament has no judgment to give of
the act done by the crown; but are only
to judge what they themſelves ought to do
now in the ſame affair. For now that par
liament is met, all that is told them is this:

“You may have thought, when at
your country houſes, that the embargo
was not a legal ačt ; but we let you
know

you were miſtaken ; for the em

bargo is the exerciſe of the ordinary and
undoubted prerogative of the crown.”
I own I did not expect to hear ſuch news,
and if I believed them, I ſhould not think

the parliament was met upon a fooliſher
rand, but I would ſay it was upon a very
unhappy occaſion; and at the beſt, I think
there would have been as good reaſon, and
not more modeſty, in calling parliament in
the beginning of the winter, to acquaint
rity to be legal power, whereas the em them, that during the receſs, his majeſty
bargo is in my opinion, power without had thought fit to create ſome new peers,
law, and againſt law, conſequently is not and to change his miniſters, which are
both the undoubted prerogatives of the
authority in a juſt ſenſe.
As to what the noble lord ſays of the crown, whether exerciſed properly or im
miniſters calling parliament their judges roperly.
The noble lord and the J–d—e upon
to judge of the act they adviſed, I ſee no
| P
k, a new convert to
weight in the obſervation at all, upon the the W
footing of the doctrine advanced by him prerogative, has thrown all his abilities,

ſelf, and by others whoſe arguments he and all the weight of his ſituation gained

has ſupported. Had the miniſters of the

by other doćtrines, into the ſcale of the

crown told us, that they had adviſed the diffenſing power, and in maintaining that
crown to an act of power which they were degree of it contended for by the other

ſenſible was not agreeable to law, but was noble lord whom he has ſupported : he has
ſo neceſſary and ſalutary, that they were taken the ground of the law of nature,
confident it would be approved, and that that firſt of all laws, ſelf-defence, recur
they had in that confidence, called parlia ring again to that neceſſity which is ſupe
ment, to ſubmit their conduct to the judg rior to all law, and calling up the great

ment of parliament—I ſay, had they held

maxim,
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maxim, Salus Populi Superema Lex ; and whole ſtatutes, from Magna Charta down,
then his L–dſh—p tells us he goes to but this one ſimple thing, that the ſea
common ſenſe, he wants no ſtatute for ſhall be open, ſhit la mer ouverte—that
that which is written in the breaſt of every the crown had done no more than to keep
man, that law of inſtinét, that inherent wheat in the country to prevent a famine

power which muſt be in every ſtate as
much as in a ſingle perſon, to defend it
felf:—and that if he thought the law of
England (which he had hitherto thought
to be perfe&) was ſo deſtitute offenſe and
reaſon, as not to have that great funda
mental of all law and government, Salus
Populi, &c. for a part of it, he would
move for a bill to ena&t it, and make it

part of the law of the land.
The noble lord ſays, he was one of thoſe
who a-vi-'d his M.
y to the meaſure
in queſtion, and he thought he had done
right. He thought his M
y de
frved thanks for the care he had taken

of his people, but he now finds that there
is to be blame even when he is diſpenſing
good to the nation, and the view is to
to caſt a ſlur upon the gracious ačt of the
crown, and to hold forth to the public
that there has been a violation of the con

at home, and that only for forty days,

till the parliament ſhould meet ;-and,
ſays the noble lord in the warmth of his
fancy, that is ſuch a power as he believes
Lucius junius Brutus would have in
trufted Nero himſelf with—adding, as if
that was not an expreſſion ſtrong enough
—it is but forty days tyranny at the out
de.

-

when I repeat theſe words, in which I
am ſure I am not miſtaken, I cannot

go farther without diſburthening my
mind of its feelings. That noble lord
is the laſt perſon from whom I ſhould
have expected to hear ſuch words. But
I own a great deal of what he has ſaid
ſhocks me, by nothing that he has offer
ed am I convinced ; and though it may be
bold for one of thoſe not intitled, and
not expected to be ſo learned in the conſti
tution, and with ſtill leſs pretenſions to be
learned in the law : yet I cannot ſtir from

ſtitution. And if it is ſo, ſays his
e, till I have done ſome juſtice,
L—dſh—p, he ought to change his tone, my p
and try mercy; and the firſt thing your unable as I am, to what preſſes upon my
L—dſh—ps ought to have done was to poor underſtanding.
call the offenders who gave this crimi
(To be concluded in our next.)
mal advice, to the bar, but ſays his
L—dſh—p, I will not be ſo mean as to The Caſe of Samuel Orton, lately execu
ed at Tyburn for Forgery drawn up by
ſculk nnder a pardon, till I find I am
himſelf and delivered to the Clergyman
condemned, and it is hoped your
who attended him, requeſting that it
L--dſh--ps will not condemn any unheard,
might be publiſhed.
The noble lord is ready to enter upon that
ground with any man, and to maintain
To the Rev. Mr.
that it is not only the right, but the duty
S I R,
of the crown, to ſuſpend the execution of
HEREAS there have been vari
a law for the ſafety of the people, as
ous reports concerning my un
much as to keep them from ſtarving —
that the crown is bound in duty to pro happy trial for forging or publiſhing a
trét the people from ruin, and the prero letter of attorney for trasferring sool.
gative (as another noble lord had expreſſ. ſtock in the bank of England, in the name
ed it) is nothing but a power to protećt of Captain Thomas Biſhop : in order to
them ; and ſays the noble lord upon the prevent any falſe reports when I cannot
-

V—l P-k, it is a ſtrange thing if the vindicate myſelf, I take the liberty to
att was wrong, which every body ſays trouble you with the facts.
In the latter end of the year 1763, at
they would have adviſed,that it is a ſtrange
crime to be meritorious—a ſtrange crimi the requeſt of ſome tradeſmen in London, I
mality to ſave a country from run—from got diſcounted at my banker's ſome bills,
famine. His L–dſh—p, however, chal to the amount of a conſiderable ſum,
lenges any one to ſhew that ačt of parlia and that not being ſufficient to ſup
inent, that excludes the crown from the ply their wants, they entreated me to
power of ſtopping the czportation of accept other bills, which I was ſimple e
gain ;-there is nothing, he ſays, in the nough to comply with, without receiving
any

º
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any valuable conſideration, the whole a intended making a diſcovery; but as he
mounting to 14ool. Before theſe bills
came due, the drawers, accepters, and in
dorſers, all became bankrupts; theſe bills
falling on me to pay, and having at that
time about 90ol. of my own debts to pay,
which ſum, added to the other, making

a 3ool. a ſum of money I could not tell
how to raiſe in fourteen days, being the
utmoſt time of the whole being due, my
ſituation was bad, and was almoſt diſtraćt

|

ed what to do in order to keep up my cre
dit for the preſent ; and to prevent my
being a bankrupt, had recourſe to the
unhappy circumſtance for which I am now
to ſuffer, with a full intention of re-plac
ing the money before the captain's re
turn, there being at that time a great in
timacy between us, and he leaving with
me a power of attorney to receive his di
vidends from the Bank, and ſending me
another to receive his wages, gave me
flattering hopes of making up the matter

then told me he ſhould not leave the ſhi
till ſhe was cleared, which would be the
latter end of the week, and as I had im

mediate buſineſs to go again to Yarmouth,
oſtponed my intentions until my return.
e parted friends, and I proceeded on
my journey; and, on Friday following,
got to town again; and, on the Saturday,
received a letter from capt. Biſhop, to the
ſº. that his ſhip was paid off, and he
ad received more money than he choſe to
keep by him, deſired I would meet him
on Monday evening at the Bell-Savage,

that he might pay into my hands what he
did not immediately want.
I accordingly went at the time appoint
ed, with full intentions again to make a
-

diſcovery; but not having opportunity
that evening to talk with him alone on ſo

important a matter, went again the next
morning, but received no money in the
evening. At meeting, opened my unfor
with him on his return, in caſe it ſhould tunate circumſtances to him; but as he
not be in my power to replace the caſh. was then in a hurry to pay adm. Knowles
The bankrupts eſtates producing little or a viſit at the weſt end of the town, would
no dividends, and other misfortunes imme not take more of his time up then. We
mediately following, prevented my put parted friends, and fixed meeting again
at ſeven that evening, when I was de
ting my intentions in execution.
In july or Auguſt, 1766, received a termined nothing ſhould prevent my mak
letter from capt. Biſhop at Portſmouth, as ing a diſcovery, with my propoſals to ſe
ſoon as he arrived there, informing me, that cure capt. Biſhop, and in hopes to make
he was ordered with his ſhip to Woolwich him eaſy.
At the time appointed I went : in a
to be paid off, and begged I would meet
him there. I wrote him to the purport, bout half an hour after I was in compa
That as ſoon as I heard of his arrival pany, was arreſted at the captain's ſuit for
there, would meet him; which, I think, two hundred pounds; upon which was
-

was about a month after his letter to me.

made to underſtand, that a diſcovery was

Having at that time buſineſs at Yar
mouth in Norfolk which obliged me to go;
on my return left my horſe at Charing
Croſs j and, going through the Park, ſaw
capt. Biſhop. I immediately croſſed the
Park to congratulate him on his arrival
in London. He told me, he had brought
his ſhip the day before to Woolwich, &c.
and he had juſt come from my houſe,
where he was informed by my ſervants,
that I was out of town, and not expected
till the next day, which ſurpriſed him at
ſeeing me there now. As I was but juſt

made at the Bank.

-

I was directly carried to a ſpunging

houſe. and the next day committed by
virtue of a warrant from the Bank; and

on the Thurſday the captain took out a
commiſſion of bankruptcy. The morn

.#

after my commitment, the captain was
offered the money, but it was then too
late.

I beg leave to obſerve, that if I had
the leaſt intentions of defrauding the
Bank, or captain, ſhould have gone a

broad, as ſoon as I heard of his arrival at
come to town, and not been at home, that Portſmouth, eſpecially as I was twice in
the time at 7armouth before he reached
was very probable.

I went with him that evening to the
Bell-Savage, Ludgate-hill, where we were
together ſome time, and, on the Sunday
following ſpent the day with him on

Woolwich, and even after his arrival

there, had frequent opportunities of leavi
ing my country, but had not the leaſt
thought of the dreadful conſequences.

board his ſhip at Woolwich, when I fully
Jan. 1767.
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where
Upon my firſt confinement, the circum
found,
ſtance of not diſcovering the matter,
H Is To R I c. A L

i.i

-

affected

me greatly; but

“ Should accident divide us on the

my

when

way.
thoughts permitted me to refle&t, was
fatisfied it was the will of God to pu “ If torn (ſhe added) from my lov’d
miſh me here, and bring me to a trial
allies,
for the offence. Theſe refle&tions eaſed

“A friendly patronage I hope to find,

my mind, and I became entirely re
figned to the will of that ſupreme Being

“ Where the fine arts from cultivation
riſe,

who dire&ts all things.

“And the ſweet Muſe hath harmoniz'd

It has been ſaid that I am indebted to

mankind.”

-

Sir james Bunce, who appeared to my

charaćter at my trial, fifteen hundred says virtue: “Did Sincerity appear,
“ or meek-ey'd Charity amongſt the
ounds. 1 ſolemnly declare I do not owe
great ;
im one ſhilling; nor any perſon that
I find courtiers from corruption
appeared in my behalf on my trial, ex “ Could
clear. '
cept Thomas Browning, Eſq; and him. I
Amºngſ theſe I'd ſeek for my re
owe about three hundred and fifty ** "Tis treat.
pounds.
I beg your pardon for troubling you “ Could I find patriots for the public
-

with this unfortunate tranſačtion, and

weal,

muſt likewife beg you will excuſe the
“ Affiducus—and without their ſelfiſh
many errors you will find in peruſing it,
views ;
in reſpect to the ſtyle, and writing, and “ Could I find prieſts of undiſſembling
am, Rev. Sir, your moſt obedient hum
zeal
ble ſervant,
“ "Tis amongſ thoſe my reſidence I’d
chooſe.
Newgate, jan. 7, 1767.
-

-

-

-

S. ORTON.

“In glittering domes let Luxury reſide,
“I muſt be found in ſome ſequeſter'd

REPUTATION : An ALLEGORY.

cell,

-

“Far from the paths of Avarice and
By John CUNNINGHAM.
O travel far, as the wide world ex
tends,

Pride,

“Where home bred Happineſs delights
to dwell.”

Seeking for objećts that deſerv'd their “You may be trac'd, my gentle friend,
care,

Virtue ſet forth with two ſele&ted friends,

'tis true,

“But who (ſays Reputation) can ex

Talent refin'd, and Reputation fair.
plore
As they went on in their projećted “My ſlippery ſteps—Keep, keep me
round,

Talent ſpoke firſt 3–"My gentle com
rades, ſay,

H I S T O R I C A L
SUNDAY, Dec. 21.

in your view,

“If I'm once loſſ you’ll never find me
more.”

C H R O N I C L E.
tially a piece of raw beef and ſome biſ

cuit floated on ſhore from the wreck, on
H E brig Shepherd and Shepherdeſ; which they ſubſiſted.
Wed. 24. The Dublin ſociety adjudged
of Sunderland, was ſtranded on the

Fern Iſland: ; the crew got upon a rock, a premium of 40l. to Mr. Hamilton, for
where they remained forty-eight hours his invention of a machine, by which two
before they could be relieved. Providen perſons may ſtand on the ſea ſhore, and
fend

--

1767.
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ſend out five hundred baited hooks to half

-

S:

mong the former were brig. gen. John

a mile diſtance, and catch fiſh in all wea Hamilton, and lieut. Crawford of the na

thers.
Thurſ. 25. A gentleman unknown, who
had juſt ſold out 1oool, ſtock in the funds,
gave the produce of it to the country infir
mary at Glouceſter, and recommended it to
the governors to veſt their property in land

vy, with ſeveral others of note.
from America, arrived at Portſmouth,
which greatly reduced the price of the
markets in that neighbourhood.
Mon. 5. The navigation of the river

ſecurity, as a time muſt come when a re

Thames was ſtopped at Fulham-bridge by

Sat. 3. Three veſſels laden with corn

†.

fall will happen in the funds, the ſeverity of the weather.
that will prove fatal to many charities.
Tueſ. 6. The lord chambellain, by his
Sat. 27. William Simpſon, and john majeſty's older, made the uſual offering
Skelton, two criminals convićted at the at the Chapel Royal, but there was no
aſſize, held by ſpecial commiſſion at Read gaming nor court at St james's.
Daniel Eckland, one of the rioters un
ing, for robbing on the highway, were
executed there. Theſe were not among der ſentence of death at Reading, was ex
ecuted without the leaſt tumult.
the number of rioters.
Peter the wildman, who was taken in
Sun. 28. Capt. Baker, of the Ravenſ.
worth, in his paſſage from London to the Hartz Foreſt in Hanover when a youth,
Newcaſtle, took up ſeventeen mariners and ſent as a preſent to his late majeſty
from the wreck of a ſhip that had juſt on his acceſſion to the throne, was brought
overſet, one boy periſhed, who is ſup from Cheſhunt in Hertfordſhire, (where he
poſed to have been between decks when has been kept for many years at the ex
the diſaſter happened. This crew were pence of 3ol.) to be ſeen by the royal fami
preſerved at the greateſt hazard of the lives ly. He, like Shakeſpear's Caliban, can fetch
of the ſavers, who cannot be too much wood and water, but can ſpeak no lan
applauded. The merchants of Newcaſtle, guage articulately. (File tale in the pa
on the firſt notice of it, opened a ſubſcrip pers of his being a poor Hanoverian idi
tion for rewarding the Ravenſworth's ot, ſent here in a drunken frolic to be
men, and relieving the poor ſufferers.
maintained, deſerves contempt.
Mond. 29. Sir Walter Blackett's annu
Thurſ. 8. The ſnow was ſo deep
al charity was diſtributed at Newcaſtle to throughout the whole kingdom, that the
nine hundred poor houſe-keepers, when like has not been remembered by the old
to each was given fix pounds of beef, a eſt men living ; many people have periſh
ſix-penny loaf, and fix-pence in money. ed; cattle and horſes have been buried
JAN. Fri. 2. The tide roſe ſo high in and dug up ; the ſtage-waggons have been
the river Thames, that the damage done delayed; the poſt-boys have been bewil
dered, and ſome flozen to death; in ſhort,
by it, is eſtimated at 50,000l.
Near Rochford Hundred, in Eſſex, two the ſeverity of the ſeaſon is univerſally
ſmall iſlands were entirely overflowed, the felt, and the diſtreſſes of the poor, in ma
tide ran over the tops of the higheſt ſea ny places, are inexpreſſible.
walls, and the low grounds and marſhes

Fri. 9. Three of the rioters condemn

ed at Glouceſter were executed there; and
ſuffered conſiderably.
At Eyemouth, the ſea breached over the behaviour of one of the ſufferers was
many of the houſes, the high ſtreet was very affecting, and made a deep impreſſi
like a little ſea, and the conſternation of on on the ſpectators; of the other two
little can be ſaid, one was ill, and the o
the inhabitants was inexpreſſible.
At Aldborough in Suffolk, the ſea flow ther very ignorant.
ed in at the windows of ſeveral houſes,
The Bahia fleet arrived at Liſbon rich
bore down a few, and damaged many. ly laden, the man of war that accompani
The inhabitants were driven to the great ed it brought ſeven millions of cruſadoes
eſt diſtreſs. A large breach was made in in ſpecie.
the chalk wall near Ipſwich, the marſhes
Sat. 10. James Kitlety, broad-cloth
laid under water, and damages done to weaver at Bradford, one of the ringlead
ers of the gang of rioters who robbed the
a large amount.
A Scotch ſhip bound to Leith was loſt warehouſes at Bradford of bacon, &c. and
in the mouth of the Humber, and twen who received ſentence of death for that

ty-ſix paſſengers and crew periſhed, a faët at Saliſbury aſſizes, was executed at
H 2.
Fyberton,

º

JO
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Fiſherton gallows, amidſt a vaſt croud of
who were very deeply affected at
§eople,
unhappy fate.
Samuel Orton, and Capt. Thornhill for
forgery, William Walker and William
johnſon for a highway robbery, were ex
ecuted at Tyburn.
Wed. 14. At the quarter ſeſſions at
Southwark, was tried an appeal of Capt.
Hutchiſon of Beckenham, againſt the con
vićtion of a magiſtrate in Surry, by which
a horſe with his gears, was adjudged to be
forfeited, for being one of four horſes
drawing at length in a broad-wheeled.
waggon on the public road; when it was
the unanimous opinion of the court, that

Jan.

ſtened behind her with iron hand-cuffs,
and the little ſuſtenance ſhe received was

laid upon a ſhelf, juſt within the reach of
her mouth, ſo that if ſhe dropped amy
art of it, ſhe could not again recover
it j and ſo very barbarous was this inhu

man villain, that he often tied her up ſo
tight that her toes only reached the
ground ; and, if his daughter endeavour
ed to alleviate her miſery, by ſetting a
ſtool for her to ſtand on, he uſed to beat

her unmercifully. In this manner ſhe
languiſhed till ſhe became a frightful ſke
leton, and when ſhe was ſo far re
duced that her ſtomach loathed food, he
releaſed her, let looſe her hands, and

ſtage waggons only were within the mean ſet coarſe meat before her, and tempted
ing of the late ačt; and the cauſe was her with tender words to eat, with a view
diſmiſſed with coſts.

to ſcreen himſelf from juſtice. In a day
Fri. 16. The poſt-boy who carried the or two after this ſhe died a ſhocking ſight,

mail from Bradford to Rochdale, was, no fleſh upon her bones, and the ſkin that
with his horſe, frozen to death.
incloſed them, covered with vermin.

A ſmall cottage in Wales was buried in
Sun. 18. A great flock of larks ſet
the ſnow, and an old couple periſhed be tled in the market-place at Horſham in
fore they were relieved.
Suſſex, ſo froſt ſtarved, that many of
From the 3d to the 14th inſtant it froze them were taken up by hand.
inceſſantly at Paris.” The degrees of cold
The fall of ſnow has been ſo great in
were very accurately obſerved at the Royal South Wales, that all communication there,
College by four well regulated thermo except by the great poſt roads, was cut
meters, and has been found to exceed off. Between the mountains the ſnow is.
that of 1740 by three degrees, and but ſuppoſed to be forty fathom deep.
two degrees and a half ſhort of that of
Mon. 19. Williamſon was executed on
1709. .
a gallows erected on purpoſe in Moor
Sat. 17. The ſeſſions which began on fields, in view of the place where his bar
Wedneſday ended, when three convić's re barity was perpetrated. It was with dif
ceived ſentence of death; Timothy Tre ficulty that the reſentment of the popu
dale, for robbing gen. Elliot on the high place was reſtrained ; for they were pre
way; William Collinſºn, for forging a poſſeſſed that the puniſhment of hanging
draught on Sir Joſeph Hankey; and was too mild for ſo heinous a crime. He
john Williamſon for the murder of his ſeemed apprehenſive of being torn in pie
wife, by confining her in a moſt cruel ces, and hºſtened the executioner to per
manner, and ſtarving her, to death.- form his office.
The poor creature was a kind of idiot,
Her majeſty's birth-day was celebrated
who having a ſum of money left for her at court with great ſplendour. The ma
maintenance, Williamſon to poſſeſs himu nufaStures .# Great Britain never ap
the money found means to marry peared to more advantage, the whole
CI".
º being dreſſed in ſuits entirely Bri
They were firſt aſked in church, but tºſh.
her truſtee forbid the banes; the villain,
Wed. 21. The queſtion ſo long agitat
however, procured a licence, and about ed by the Society of Arts in relation to
eight months ago they were married ; ſince the land-carriage fiſhery, was finally de
which, the uſage the unhappy creature termined in favour of Mr. Blake.

§ºf

received has been one continued ſcene of

cruelty. He had driven a ſtrong ſtaple

The court of Common Council have
ordered 1 oool. out of the chamber of

into the wall of a cloſet in the room where

London for the relief of the poor, and
they lodged, and to this ſtaple he daily have opened a private ſubſcription for a
tied her with a rope, which he drew more ample ſupply.
round her middle, her hands being fa
Sun. 25. Early in the morning a fire
broke

1767.
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broke out at Mr. Dixon's, a baker, in An Account of the melancholy Diſaſter that
has befallen the City of Montauban in
the Strand, and burnt ſo rapidly, that
three perſons periſhed in the flames; a
France, from an Inundation of the Ri
ºver Tarn, which began Nov. 14, 1766,
young man, by jumping into the ſtreet,
broke his back, and died in great ago
and laid one thouſand two hundred
Houſes in Ruins.
nies; one man was killed by the falling
ONTAUBAN is ſituated on the
of a beam; ſeveral others were terribly
hurt.
Mond. 26. The committee for reliev

ing the diſtreſſes of the poor of London
met, and ordered the ſum of 13151. to
be diſtributed as an immediate relief to
the neceſſitous.
More than three hundred labourers

fide of a hill, and its ſuburbs on the

banks of the river Tarn and Teſ;on. On
Friday, Nov. 14, about nine at night,
the Tarn began to ſwell, and continued
to increaſe ſlowly till eleven on Saturday
night. From that time till twelve on
Sunday night, the increaſe was more ra
pid ; and then the waters remained at a
ſtand till three on Sunday morning ; this

were employed by the commiſſioners of
the new pavement, in clearing the ſtreets
ſtillneſs of the river lulled the inhabitants
of Weſtminſter of ſnow and ice.
An action brought againſt an an emi into a general ſecurity and hope that the
ment coal-merchant in the city for ſelling waters would preſently abate, and conſe
fhort meaſure, was this day tried, and a quently prevented the removal of their
verdićt of 5ol. damages was given againſt effects from their houſes on its banks.
him, with coſts of ſuit. It appeared that But this ſecurity was of ſhort continuance;
ten chaldron wanted twenty-one buſhels. for at three the torrent began to pour
27. A lady releaſed from the down with increaſed violence; inſomuch,
Marſhalſea priſon, one and twenty debt that at day break, the ſuburb of Sapiac,
ors, whoſe debts were under 4os. each, ſituate between the Tarn and the Teſion,
and gave each a ſhilling at their depar ſtood in need of every poſſible aſſiſtance;
ture.
and notwithſtanding the moſt diligent ac
Wedn. 23. One Peter M'Can was exa tivity, in the courſe of that day ſeveral
mined by juſtice Fielding for negotiating houſes and garden-walls were carried a
falſe and counterfeit bills, printed on fine way. At fix, the floods continuing to
copper plate cheques, the dire&tion and augment, two-thirds of the church ſquare
body of which were filled up by priſoners was under water, and at nine the whole
was overflowed.
in Newgate.
Hitherto the whole attention of the ci
Fri. 30. Being the anniverſary of king
Charles I. martyrdom, Dr. Lowth, bi tizens had been direčted to that unfortu
fhop of Oxford, preached before the houſe nate ſuburb ; the ville Bourbonne, (except
of peers at
Abbey, and Dr. that quarter of it called le Triel, ſituate on
Porteus before the houſe of commons at the brink of the rivulet, containing a few
St. Margaret's church.
inconfiderable houſes only) being ſituated
Sun. 31. At Ancona, in Italy, famine higher than the Sapiac, was thought out
rages to that degree, that the poor live of danger, and the inhabitants of Sapiar
upon acorns, and many periſh for want and le Triel having been ſent to lie in the
of that ſupply.
barracks after placing all their move
It is aſſerted that Proteſtants in France, ables in their garrets, everything was judg
will be put upon the ſame footing as the ed pretty ſecure. But this ſecurity was
Roman Catholics in England, and be al very ſoon interrupted; for M. de Gargue,
lowed miniſters, and places of public intendant of the province, perceiving the
worſhip.
flood ſtill to increaſe, and forſeeing the
A Corſican courier, with diſpatches to danger to be greater than the people ap
lord Mariſºbal of Scotland, and Sir An prehended, went in the night to the ſuburb
drew Mitchell, was ſtopped at Hamburgh of the ville Bourbonne, and carefully exa
on the firſt inſtant in his way to Berlin, and mined every houſe where ever he perceiv
paſſed a ſevere examination ; he appear ed danger, and drove the inhabitants out :
ed, however, to be a perſon of more di and to this precaution many hundreds owe
ſtin&tion than he choſe to own, and was their lives : for at eleven the ſame night
eſcorted in his way by a party of the mi the vaults of one of the firmeſt and moſt
ſubſtantial houſes on the river ſide gave
litary.
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iſtrates went to ſee the diſtribution made

way; the houſe fell, and that fall was fol
lowed by that of ſeveral others in the ſame in their preſence.
row.

Theſe ſucceſſive and continual falls

At four o'clock the ſame afternoon,

engaged M. de Gorgue to inſpect the hou
ſes, whoſe greater diſtance from the river
ſeemed to flatter them with the hopes of
ſafety. That deplorable night was wholly
ſpent in ſaving the peoples lives, by tear

a general proceſſion was made, at which
all the clergy, as well ſecular as regular,
aſſiſted : during this proceſſion, the ſtrong
eſt effects of general conſternation became

ings.

ſafety of the bridge. Some men, allured

ſtill more conſpicuous. Terror had ſeized
ing them, as it were, from their dwell every mind, for they began to fear for the
The floods continued to encreaſe, and by the hope of gain, had ſtopped ſome
redoubled their alarms. The inhabitants trees, which were borne down the river

by the force of the torrent, and had faſt
ened them to the bridge. Theſe trees
had ſtopped others, ſo that their weight
was ſuſtained only by the piles of the

of the city, ſeparated from the ſuburb by
a bridge, ran to ville Bourbonne. At ſeven
o'clock of the morning of Tueſday Nov.
18, the floods began to abate, and their
decreaſe continued till noon. Hope im
mediately began to ſpring up in every bo.
ſom, but was ſoon ſtifled by the fall of
the greateſt part of the ſuburb of Gaſſerai,
adjoining to that of ville Bourbonne : and
it was perceived that all the houſes, even
thoſe that were yet at a diſtance from the
waters, were tottering, and reſted only

looſe, and large quantities of iron and o
ther heavy bodies, to be placed on that
part of the bridge, which was expoſed to
the greateſt and moſt forcible rapidity of
the torrent, and by theſe wiſe precautions

on a looſe earth which the waters had al

ſaved it.

bridge, and, added to that of the water,
become immenſe and almoſt irreſiſtible.

M. de Gargue cauſed thoſe trees to be cut

The inundation encreaſed during that
ready undermined.
At noon the ſwell begun again, and whole day, and continued ſtill augmenting
was continually augmenting. The con till ſeven in the morning, Nov. 19, when
ſternation was then univerſal. Orders the waters were thirty two feet above the
were given to move off all the effects. Per common water level; ſuch an extraordi
ſons of all ranks were deſired to aſſiſt in nary inundation has occaſioned ſundry
the removal, and all the carts and car neighbouring villages to be entirely over
riages were engaged to make the removal flowed, and has produced the greateſt ra
the more ſpeedy. The tribunals of juſtice vages. In the plains, the buildings have
opened their halls, the monks their con been overwhelmed,the grain waſhed away,
vents and cloyſters; and the churches the cattle drowned, and the greateſt part
were alſo offered as repoſitories for the of the inhabitants found their only ſafety
effects of the people. The inhabitants of in ſudden flight, or in climbing high trees,
viliebourbonne abandoned ſucceſſively their where the horrors of famine were joined
houſes; and the inhabitants of the city, to the dreadful ſpectacle of beholding their
with an earneſtneſs which did honour to dwellings deſtroyed, and their effects car

humanity, received their unhappy neigh

ried away by the flood.

The waters began to abate at ſeven, as
endeavoured to aſſuage a grief which had has been ſaid, and continued to decreaſe
no bounds.
till the next day (Nov. 20) at noon, when
During the conſternation that had ſeiz they encreaſed again till ſix at night, tho’
ed upon all ranks in this lamentable ſcene the whole riſe was not above four inches.
of diſtreſs, another calamity no leſs preſſ At fix the abatement began again, and
ing though not ſo immediately perceived, continued till Friday (Nov. 21.) when at
preſented itſelf to the intendant ; the mills four, the flood having diminiſhed about
being every where overflowed, threatened eight feet, gave hopes that the river would
Montauban with the want of bread. In ſoon re-enter its uſual bounds. This hope
this exigence, M. de Gorgue ſent orders to was very flattering, but our ſorrow was
all the upland towns to ſend in flour to encreaſed by the new and ſucceſſive falls
its relief; he opened the magazines of re of a number of houſes in ville Bourbonne,
ſerve in the city, and cauſed the flour to Sapiac, and Gafferas; for while the wa
bours, and with marks of true tenderneſs,

be carried to the Col delier's church, where ters diminiſhed, the foundations of the

centinels were placed over it, and the ma buildings being ſapped, the greateſt num
ber

*
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ber of them feil down.
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It was then that

Lift of MARRIAG es for 1767.
rhe moſt ſubſtantial houſes were ſeen to
ARL of Barrymore,—to Lady A
melia Stanhope.—Francis Burdett,
open on all fides, while others, without
any ſuch apparent alterations, ſunk down, only ſon Sir Robert, to Miſs Mary Elea
and a whole intire ſtreet, called de Cauſat, nor Jones, a coheireſs—Col. Ligonier —

--

to Miſs Pitt, daughter of the amabaſſa
totally diſappeared.
All theſe horrors were ſtill augmented dor.
by freſh alarms; at five in the evening,
Lift of Deaths for the Year, 1766.
the increaſe of the waters began again,

IS. Excellency Count de

and continued till the next day at noon Dec. 16.
f

(Saturday Nov. 22.) This flood was
ſo rapid, that it aroſe to an elevation very
! \ near
as confiderable as that of Wedneſday
f 4 morning;
for it ſtopt at only two feet be
How the laſt. The vicar generals ordered
| ! freſh prayers to be made in every church,
º
and that they ſhould be continued till the
*
calamity was at an end. But at noon the
flood decreaſed again, and continued to a
º* ... bate till Monday the 24th of November,

,

|

-

Viry, at Turin.—J. King

at Noke in Cambridgeſhire aged 130.
—Marquis de la Rochefoucault, at Ly
ons, aged 89.—zo. Her Serene Highneſs
the reigning Counteſs of Iſembourg, of
the ſmall pox. —Lord Drumont, D. of
Milford in France.—Lady Anne Holmes,
ſiſter of Lord Holmes.—Sir Rob. Rich,

Bt. Col. of dragoons.—28. John Butler,
Eſq; member for Suſſex.—30. John Fre
when the river ran in its uſual current.
mantle, Eſq; ſecretary to the commiſſi
The pićlure of ſuch an event preſents oners of cuſtoms.—Lieut. Col. Sprag, at
immenſe loſſes and horrible devaſtations. Richmond, Surry.—jan. 1, 1767. Tho
As yet they are unable to aſcertain the a mas Prouſe, Eſq; member for Somerſet.
mount of the damage; becauſe there is —Baron de Geminge, field-marſhal in
not one minute in which they do not ap the Auſtrian ſervice.—12. Lord Viſcount
prehend the ſudden fall of ſome houſe or Mayo, in Pall-Mall.—13. Mr. Inglis,
other. In the ſuburbs of Sapiac, ville treaſurer to the Bank in Scotland.—17.
Bourbonne, and Gaſſeras, and in the adja Mary, Dutcheſs Dowager of Athol.—
cent country, about twelve hundred houſes 23. Hon. Mr. Bathurſt, eldeſt ſon of
have been deſtroyed. The mill of Alba Lord Bathurſt.
redes, and fulling mills, are entirely waſh
ed away. The mill of Sapiac is confider Lift of ProMotions for the rear 1767.
ably damaged, and the lateral wall of
John Mompeſſon, made Lieut.
Sapiacon totally thrown down. The loſs
Gov. of the Iſle of Wight. (Gen.
-

Cº.

of moveables, effects, corn and cattle, Stanwix, dec.)—Lieut. Gen. Webb, +

is without any bounds, and cannot be Col. of the King's regiment of foot.—
computed.
ib.—Lord Rob. Kerr, Capt. in the 6th
But the greateſt of all loſſes is that Reg. of dragoons. (Edward Lovell, P.)
which commerce will ſuffer by the de —Lieut. G. Pococke.—Lieut. in the 7th
ſtrućtion of the manufactures, and the Reg. of foot. (James Jeffery Avarne,
looms and work-ſhops; by the diſcou Ex.)—Robert Hunter—Enſign in 2d bat.
ragement which ſuch a cruel event has Royals. (Lewis Balfour, P.)—Arch.
thrown on every mind, and by the wan Fife, Adjutant in 9th Reg. foot. (Wm.
dering life of an innumerable number of Sharp, dec.)—John Bell,—Adjutant in
workmen and artificers, who ſhed bitter 30th Reg. of foot—Wm. Proffer Pop
tears on being unemployed.
P le, P
Honours and civil Promotions.
Lift of Births, ſor the rear 1767.
Thomas Champneys of Orchardley, in
jan. 18.
IFE oſ Mr. Curtis of Somerſetſhire, Eſq; created a baronet,
*

Horſham, aged 63 — with remainder to his heirs male.—Rich.
commiſſioner of
male twins—28. Counteſs of Harboro’, Stonehewer, Eſq;
a ſon and heir.

Exciſe.

-

(William Cayley dec.)

(Iriſh Chronologer in our next.)
The
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‘peech
F

in behalf of the Conſtitution, againſt the Suſpending and Diſpenſing

Prerogative, &c. Continued from Page 56, and Concluded.
It is but forty Days Tyranny at the outſide,

PER LE GEM TERRA.

ORTY days tyranny! My L–d Ty
ranny is a harſh ſound. I deteſt the
very word, becauſe I hate the thing. But
are theſe words to come from a peer, whoſe
glory it might, and ought to have been,
to have riſen by ſteps that liberty threw in
his way, and to have been honoured as
his county has honoured him, not for

riding even upon poſt horſes in hot wea
ther faſter than our great patriots them
ſelves to get a place or a penſion, or
both ; and for ought I know make the
ſubjećt of your conſultations that appeal
tº Heaven which has been ſpoken of.
Yet eſtabliſh a diſpenſing power, and you
cannot be ſure of either liberty or law for
trampling her under foot, but for hold forty minutes.
I have as great a regard for the princi
ing up her head The noble lord in the
has ſaid, as it became him ples of the law of nature as the noble lord
r
b

to ſay, forty hours, nay, forty minutes
tyranny is more than Engliſhmen will bear.

can have ; I love them ; I know indeed
the law of nature is not a law for

I have uſed my beſt endeavours to anſwer men in their preſent ſtate; it is too weak
the argument which is the foundation of to bind them ; and it will always with
the diſtinétion to which the forty days al ſome danger be recurred to, as a rule of
ludes, by argument founded in princi condućt, even in caſes of the moſt ex
‘ples; I will now give the noble lord one treme neceſſity. However, my L–ds I
anſwer more, and it ſhall be argumentum am ready enough to admit that every ſtate,
ad hominem that noble lord has I believe, that is, all government, as well as every
ſaid on other occaſions, and he ſaid well, individual, has an inherent right to act,
that the price of one hour'; Engliſh liber and muſt for ſelf-preſervation, act upon

ty none could tell but an Engliſh jury, and that principle of the law of nature ſelf
juries, under the guidance of a certain defence. But my L–ds, do not let us
C—f J.-ce, have eſtimated it very be led away with a name without proper
high, in the caſe of the meaneſt of the ideas. Even that great principle of ſelf

ſubjects, when oppreſſed only by the ſer

|

defence, ſacred as it is, does not ſuſ

vants of the ſtate. But forty days ty pend or make void any poſitive law or
ranny over the nation, by the crown | conſtitution whatever : it only takes the
who can endure the thought 2 My Lords, caſe acted in out of the law, leaving the

leſs than forty days tyranny, ſuch as this law in its full force. So a man who kills
country has felt at ſome times, would I in ſelf-defence, is acquitted, not becauſe
believe, bring your lordſhips together there is no law againſt murder, but be
without a ſummons, from your ſick beds, cauſe his caſe is not within that law. I
Feb. 1767,
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cannot help therefore thinking, it is but
an incorrest uſe of the term of ſelf-de
fence to apply it to this caſe, by ſaying
the embargo was ſelf-defence againſt fa
mine. The laws for exportation have
not overlooked or ornitted to provide

for the caſe of ſelf-defence againſt fa
mine.

Your L–dſh–ps will under

fland what I mean, when you recollect
that as the laws ſtand, there are limits ſet

to the liberty of exportation, to ſtop it
when the prices coine to a certain pitch,
and that is the remedy which the legiſla
ture has ſaved againſt dearth; the fact
then ſuſpending the law. I do not ſay
but ſuch a neceſſity may occur as to make
it neceſſary to draw another line, and ſo
we have had, and now again, I preſume,
ſhall have a temporary law narrowing the
line.

But that is an extraordinary caſe,

dience of them.

Feb.

It ſuppoſes the very

contrary ; and never could do otherwiſe,

unleſs we were at once to ſay a thing ſo
abſurd as this, that not only the execu
tive power of government, but every ſub
ject is veſted with a diſpenſing power, as
the principle operates with equal force on
ſingle ſubjects, as on the executive power
itſelf; and is upon every individual a bind
ing duty, as far as there is an obligation
upon any one to conſult the ſafety of the
Commonwealth

If therefore the debate

were upon the aët in queſtion, whether
to be juſtified or not upon this great prin
ciple, ſuppoſing it not juſtifiable upon any
other, government moſt ſurely is intitled
to avail itſelf of the principle, ſo qualify
ing the ast, as to bring it within it. But
if government maintains the aët to be the
excrciſe of legal power, and conſequently
againſt no law, the principle of Salus Po
full, &c. which always ſuppoſes the direct
contrary, is totally out of the queſtion :
and indeed I cannot help taking notice of

the cognizance of which, pariiament has
reſerved to itſelf, to apply an extraordi
nary remedy to it; and has not lift it to
the ſuperior wiſdom of the crown and
privy council to anticipate that extraordi it as an inconſiſtency, that in my appre
nary remedy by a ſºſpenſion of the laws, henſion, runs through the whole of the

within the bounds preſcribed by parliament, argument of the – and — —, which I an
which will of themſelves ſtop the exportati now conſidering, that he reſorts at all to ex

on, as ſoon as parliament has thought in a traordinary principles, and particularly to
general view of things, it ought to be pre thoſe of the law of nature: for if as his
venied.
L–p and other L–ds have argued, the
I revere the principle of ſalus populi act in queſtion is a legal act, and the ex
ſuprema ſex. And I do not think we erciſe of a legal prerogative, it needs no
need an act of parliament to introduce Salus Populi ſuprema lex, for a juſtification
ſuch a fundamental into the law of Eng or excuſe; it defends itſelf, and is within
land. But what does this principle teach *
protećtion of the poſitive law of the Why this, that in the making of laws, the the
land, and conſequently the law of nature
ſafety of the people ought to be para has no more to do with it than the law of
mount to every other conſideration, pub any foreign ſtate, that has no authority in
lic or private; and in the execution of
laws or obed, ºnce to them, that it may this country. For my part, my L-d,
for an inſtant tranſcend them all : ſo the application I do, and ſhall, upon every
ſuch ſubject and occaſion as the preſent “
that if a caſe happens in which poſitive
laws cannot be executed or obeyed, and make, of the maxim Salus Pºpuli, is this,
that as I think the ſafety of the people
at the ſame time that great principle pur could
not be ſecure one moment, if the
ſued, poſitive laws are and ought to be conſtitution were not preſerved
diſobeyed or not executed at peril, the and unhurt, the ſupreme law withentire
me
maxium followed, and the juice of go ſhall ever be to maintain unrelaxed and
vernment relied upon for the juſtification unenervated the fundamentals of the con
and indemnity; a hazard which under no ſtitution, and as one of the principal of
wiſe and good government, any man them
to exclude every,
the leaſt
aćting with an upright intention need be degree of a diſpenſing, even
or ſuffending
afraid of.

power in the crown, the natural and ne

But the principle, even upon the wideſt ceſſary tendency of which is to deſtroy the
ground of the law of nature, does not conſtitution,
and of conſequence to de
import that all poſitive laws are by the
the ſafety of the people.
force of it, ipſo facto, ſuſpended or repealed; ſtroy
And here, my L–d, I would only aſk
in caſes that concern the execution or obe
by the way, if ever the principle of ſalus
po, ali
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populi was made, or pretended to be made,
a ground for the crown's aſſuming or ex
erciſing a power to ſuſpend the Habeas Cor
pus act by order of council; though no
thing perhaps more directly concerns the
fafety of the ſtate, on ſome occaſions; and
therefore it is the firſt thing parliament
does in emergencies of imminent danger ?
Theſe ſuſpenſions are, I hope, the only
ſpecies of dictatorial power, that this go
vernment is acquainted with. But, thank
God, they are no part of the conſti
tution, nor do they depend on the plea

67
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notwithſtanding all the noiſe that has been
about them, for a general warrant is
ſuch a piece of nonſenſe as deſerves not to
be ſpoken of, being no warrant at all, and
incapable of anſwering any one pur
poſe, in any caſe whatever, that a legal
warrant would not better attain.

But

this I will ſay, that without being a mi
niſter, as an inferior magiſtrate, or even
as a private ſubject, I Lould not he

ſitate, upon good ground of public ſafe

ty, to ſtop any ſhip from ſailing out
of port, to the deſtruštion of the ſtate,

ſure, or even the diſcretion of the crown. although no embargo ſubſiſted ; and in
One great L–d has indeed mentioned the this cafe, if miniſters had held to the

dićatorial power, in the debate, and en juſtification of the particular act, upon
deavoured to aſſimilate this ačt of the the circumſtance, they had done well.

crown, of ſuſpending the laws for the ex But they have juſtified the aët, by
portation of corn to it. But ſurely, after maintaining a power which I cannot
ſaying what I have juſt now ſaid of the ſuſ acknowledge. I blame not the crown

penſion of the Habeas Corpus, as totally
beyond the power of the crown, it is need
leſs to give any other anſwer to this attempt
to compare the crown's ſuſpending theſe
laws with the dićiatorial power among the
Romans. If the ſuſpending or diffenſing

nor the adviſers of the crown for diſpenſing
good, nor do I wiſh to hold out to the
people a violation of the conſtitution;
but I will blame miniſters for aſſerting a
prerogative in the crown, which inſtead of
diſpenſing good, would diſpenſe much
power of the crown were any part of this evil; and if they will hold out a power
conſtitution, it would indeed be a dića unconſtitutional and deſtructive of the vi
torial power with a witneſs ; and a perpe tals of the conſtitution, they muſt excuſe
tual one too. So that we ſhould be ſo others for holding up the barrier againſt
much worſe than the Romans were, as their ſuch a power, and defending the conſtitu

conſtitution ſlept only during the exiſtence

tion. I think prerogative is a power, and

of the dictatorial power, which was but it is a duty alſo to protect the people ; but
ſhort, and expreſly given by the ſenate ; I think a diſpenſing power is no part of
whereas ours, without the intervention the prerogative, and equally againſt the
of our ſenate, would at once and for ever duty of the prerogative and the ſafety and
be deſtroyed totally.
protection of the people ; and to tell
p the truth, I am aſtoniſhed
The L–d and the N–e P—r, ſpeaks your L.
of meritorious criminality as ſtrange ; and how a H--fe of L–ds could have pa
it would be ſo. But incritorious illegality tience to fit and hear ſo much of it : the
is not ſo ſtrange, or an action meritorious N—e L–d ſpoke as if he joked, and
in itſelf and happy in its effects, though certainly was in jeſt when he talked of
again it law, the merit conſiſts in running crying mercy, and ſtulking under a pardon,
the riſk of the law, for the public good; of calling to the bar and condemning. I
as in inſtance alluded to by the other L–d will not enter into what the other N–e
and N—e P—r on the croſs bench, of L–d who ſpoke before him ſaid of his not
the Roman general who fought againſt being a wiſe man who refuſes God’s par
-

orders, and was rewarded for ſaving his don and the King's. But in y L–d I have

country. On the other hand, if an act is
authorized by law, there can be no ſuch
riſk, nor conſequently any other merit tiran
that of doing one's duty.
I agree with the N–e L–d who holds

had occaſion to mention inſtances of your
L–dſh—s anceltors,

when

tirey did

things ºne itorious indeed, though not au
thorized by law.

They did not cry out

for the mercy, but they claimed the ſuffice

ls of S. of S. that he would be

of their country : and their country pro

a poor miniſter indeed, who would not
run ſuch a liſk, when the ſafety of the
ſtate required it. I will not take his
L–p's inſtance of ſigning a general war
rant, as he arbitrarily ſaid he would do,

tected as well as applauded them. Parlia
ment paſt in deninities; nor did theſe brave

the S

men think it any meanneſs to cover tº en

ferves; i will not diſgrace their he oiſm ſo
I 2

-

far
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far as to ſay they ſkulked under a pardon,
The
calls upon any one to
though they ſued for and accepted an in
demnity in their own perſons for the ſhew the act of parliament that hinders
CoN STITUTION.
Let me tell the the crown from ſtopping the exportation
who jokes at this rate, that the of corn. I think many acts have been
time has been, (and I almoſt wonder we pointed out ; and I ſhall not now go back
have not ſeen it very lately) when a word to them. But as to the idea that all the
in defence of any ſort of diſpenſing pow ſtatutes from Magna Charta down im
er would have brought the greateſt L–d port no more than that the ſea ſhall be
in the kingdom to the bar : ſure I am it open, I confeſs I do not underſtand it :
is wonderful forbearance that no one — it muſt be owing to my dullneſs. I have
inſiſted upon ſome very alarming expreſ no notion of an act of parliament to make
fions being taking down. It is a kind of the ſea open to our own ſubjects; there
complaiſance or acquieſcence that I fear is not a ſingle word to that purpoſe in
more than the
needs fear the dona Magna Charta and I thought the contro
ferentes. Language of this ſort, ſat un verſy, that has loaded the world with
der quietly, -— Language ſo directly learning as to mare clauſum et apertum,
trenching on the conſtitution, is, I am had only been between us and foreign na
afraid, a diſagreeable ſymptom of want tions. I hold it to be a fundamental law,
of health in the body politic. We have that the ſea is open to ourſelves; and I
would point out a ſta
heard, it has been ſaid, in juſtification of wiſh the
the ſubjects reſiſting law, and rebellion, tute opening the ſea, to the ſubjects of
that the original compağ was broken by England, where exportation had not been
the legiſlative power, in one ačt of par reſtrained by ſome antecedent law. But
liament, which was but a juſt and ſea I can ſurely tell his L-ſh-p of ſome laws
ſonable exertion of what ſtands the de relating to this matter of the exportation
clared, aſſerted, and recognized power of corn, which do much more than make
and right of parliament ; and now a ju the ſea open : for the bounty act makes
riſdiction is to be given to the crown over the treaſury open too, and gives the ex
the legiſlature, by a ſuſpending power, porter an indefeaſible right, unleſs taken
by which every ačt of parliament may away by ačt of parliament, to a reward, in
be broken. Is it leſt parliament ſhould certain caſes, for carrying his corn to the
again, as was traiterouſly ſaid laſt year, open ſea. Whether it be true or not
d ſaid of corn having
BREAK THE or 1GINAL CoMP Act by what a Noble L
ſome other acts of parliament how two been made too much an article of com
ſuch oppoſite opinions are to be reconcil merce, is not the preſent enquiry: but ſo
ed, I know not Or how they can both the law ſtands : and it has proved a bene
be made to quadrate with a zeal for li ficial law to the nation, not only by pro
berty, which has perhaps run wild ; I moting agriculture, and bringing money
leave that to thoſe who hold and have from abroad, but by preſerving plenty of
given both opinions. But I think they corn at home, more than ever was known
are both dangerous opinions; and by before ; and by ſaving the great expence
much the more ſo that they are the opi to the nation occaſioned by frequent ſcar
mions of the ſame perſons, which puts cities that prevailed before theſe laws
their principles beyond the reach of my were made : and I do not think ſuch
line. Thus much I will ſay, the diffen a ſudden inſtance of ſcarcity as the pre
Jing power, and the ſacredneſs of acts of ſent, or the preſent benefit to the pub
are no jokes : they are not lic, from the ſtopping of the expor
ubjećt, nor is it a ſeaſon for levity, to tation by the royal power, will appear
ſport with. Your L--ſh-ps fathers thought to be a ſufficient ground for veſting in
them no jokes : and if ſuch doctrine as the crown a diſpenſing power, as a ſub
has this day been advanced, prevails or ſitting light. in order to ſuſpend theſe
takes root in this H
e, I doubt the laws when parliament is not fitting, or
conſtitution muſt ſeek for ſam&tuary elſe till it meet, even under the favourable
where than within theſe walls, the very colour, or for the neceſſary end of pre
hangings of which ought to put us in mind venting famine.
of the glorious deliverances Engliſh liberty
The Noble L–d has indeed been
and Engliſh ſpirit have obtained.
Pleaſed
-

#.
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pleaſed to ſay that Brutus would have en
truſted Nero with ſuch a power. Another
NobleL–dhas already given this good an
ſwer, that though Brutus might have en
truſted Nero with that power, Brutus
would have been very ſorry if Nero had
exerciſed it when not entruſted to him.

I will add to that anſwer, that however

Brutus might have entruſted Nero ſafely

with a fingle act which could do nothing
but good, he certainly would not have
choſen to entruſt the beſt of the Caeſars

that ever governed the Roman empire,
with a power, under which, for one good

aćt of a Titus, a Nero might have done
..as many bad as he pleaſed, and ſwallowed
up liberty entirely. Such and no other
is the ſuſpending power, under which the
aët in, queſtion is juſtified by the
, as an act of legal Prerogative.
The
and
— the bet
ter to accomodate the preſent caſe to the
great principle of Salus Populi, and to
prove the embargo to be within the inhe
rent power of the crown, upon that prin
ciple, has pointed at a ſimilarity between
the ſtopping of the exportation of corn,
and the obliging to the performance of
quarantine. And the
aſks, where
is the act of parliament that enables his
majeſty to impoſe quarantine, all the ſta
tutes on the head being only to regulate
it Now for anſwer, I hope I may have
leave to aſk a queſtion in my turn, to
make the two caſes parrallel ; and my
queſtion is, where is the act of parliament
that forbids his majeſty to impoſe quaran
time ; or that enacts, that all ſhips fo
reign and domeſtic, ſhall have free en
trance into the ports of the kingdom
without performing it I know there is

mone, and ſuch a law would indeed be
abſurd. But till ſuch a law does exiſt,

mal evils, of which peſtilence is amongſt
the worſt. But not to reſt on general
principles, nobody can be ſo ignorant
ſurely as not to know, that the power to
impoſe quarantine is the prerogative of the
crown, ſettled by perſcription, and prov
ed by immemorable uſage, which gives it
a legal beginning. The acts of parlia
ment on the ſubject do not create but re
cognize this prerogative. However, if I
could ſuppoſe ſo ſenſeleſs, and perhaps I
might ſay, ſo intrinſically void an act of
parliament, as one to exempt from qua
rantine, I believe I ſhould not ſcruple to
break the law if I could, in a proper caſe,
and truſt to the juſtice of my country :
but I ſhould neither juſtify the breach
under an act of the diſpenſing power, nor
be a bit more ready to run the riſk for the
having ſuch an illegal protećtion. I
ſhould think the principle of Salus Popu
li applied to excuſe the aët, not to juſtify
the power, a better ſhield. And at the
ſame time, it is worth obſervation, that

theſe very quarantine laws, confined as
they are to regulations, prove how jea
lous parliament has been of leaving ei
ther the neceſſity or mode of it to depend
upon the diſcretion of the prerogative,
though the thing itſelf be a fair inſtance
of the original, inherent, and juſt prero
gative of the crown ; theſe regulating
laws being, as I underſtand them, of the
nature of explanatory limitations of that
part of the prerogative.
Another thing has fallen from the L–d
and N—e J–ge on the S

k, which I

cannot help taking notice of. The Noble
L—d has been pleaſed to complain of the
other L.
d, and Noble J–ge on the
croſs bench, for declining to give a
decifive opinion upon the legality of the
embargo, becauſe (as the N
ge
on the S–k expreſſed himſelf) of que
ſtions that may ariſe in his C—t. And
the N–e J–ge on the S
k, ſays, He
does not aſk what may be pleaded on a

it is equally ridiculous to aſk for one to
impoſe quarantine, by repealing the other.
For, moſt undoubtedly, it muſt be inhe
rent in the executive power, to have a
right to uſe means to protect the nation demurrer in the inferior courts * he ſtands
t;
from the plague, not only upon the ge on wider ground, and aſks in P
neral principle, that the executive power what is ſufficient to juſtify the act in que

may act in things for the good of the

ſtion ? It is very true, the

and

whole, where there is no perſcription of on the the croſs bench did decline giving
law, but becauſe ſelf-preſervation is a fun an opinion at preſent, as to the legality of
damental law interwoven in all govern the embargo, and the reaſon he gave was
ment, as well as in the human fraine : a fair one, having been informed, as his
and the end of government is, to pro L–ſh—p ſaid, he has been, of a&tions
tect and defend the whole from all exter being brought, which may coine before a
Certain
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certain judicature. But his
very
candidly, and with great perſpicuity,
ſtated what the legality would turn upon,
if judicially tried, and mentioned how
fit it might be to prevent ſuch queſtions
on this occaſion, by a law for that pur
poſe. This was all very conſiſtent, I
think, though it has been glanced at as
inconſiſtent, with the clear and firm opi
nion given by the upon the
general point of the diſpenſing power,
, without heſitation, and

which his

in the true ſpirit of the conſtitution, con
demned and ſpurned. “As for the queſti
on of the –— and —— on the

k,

I own both parts of it ſtrike me with
ſurprize, as well what the N–e J–ge

of the Conſtitution,

Feb.

judicial capacity, hearing no cauſe, nor
having any cauſe before them.

What is

ſufficient to juſtify any act, if a legal juſ
tification is meant? Were the H–e of

L—s hearing a cauſe touching the em
bargo upon a writ of error, would any
L—d in the H–e, would the great
J—ge who preſides in that H
e, give
his opinion upon any other ground than
the

i. law

of the land, which no

opinion, even in the H–e of L–s in
its political capacity can alter Courts of
law will receive the law from parliament,
and the expoſitions of it from the H–e
of L–s, as the judicature of the laſt re
ſort : but I hope they will always judge.
by the law, and by no other rule what

does not, as what he does aſk ; and I ever. I truſt never to ſee the time come
would have the N–e L–d, inſtead of again, when judges will pronounce upon

the queſtion he ſtates, aſk, what can ju
ſtify an act queſtioned in any court of
law, inferior or ſuperior, but a legal de
fence : For certainly, if the embargo is
not itſelf a legal act, within the known
owers of the prerogative, it can afford no
egal defence againſt any action brought
in the courts of Weſtminſter-hall.

ſure the N–e J–ge on the S

I am

k, can

neither have forgot, nor can he differ
from a very well founded opinion, which
he knows well has been given in one of
theſe courts, and not a great while ago,
“That judges can decide only according
“ to law, and are upon their oaths to
“ pronounce what is law, and that they
“can regard nothing but law, not even
“ votes of parliament.” Why then aſk
even in P
L
ds,

t, or in the H
N

* The

e of

fitting in its political, not in a
-O

T

and

E.
on

the prerogative of the crown, as dićtated
to them by a prince or a miniſter, or even
by a political opinion of either houſe of
parliament.
There is but one thing more I can at
preſent remember, of what dropped from
the L–d and N—e J–ge on the S
k.
His L–ſh—p, aware of the great affinity
between the ſuſpending power, and that
other uſurpation of the crown which uſu
ally attended it, the raiſing money with
out conſent of parliament, (as to which,
and even the power of parliament in the
matter, perhaps his L-ſh—p entertains
ſome peculiar motions) has thought fit to
make a diſtinčtion between theſe two pow
ers; and the one, I mean that of raiſing
money, his L–ſh—p totally condemns
and explodes, though his argument of
this day has been to ſupport and maintain
a degree of the other; that is, in caſes of
urgent neceſſity for the public good, and

the croſs bench declined, for the reaſon he at leaſt till parliament can be conveni
mentioned, at that time giving an opini ently aſſembled.

The N–e L–d ſays, that the purſes
on on the legality of the embargo, on its
own particular grounds of law ; he has of the ſubject ſtand upon quite a different
ſince had occaſion to declare his opinion, footing ; that the matter of money has
that the embargo, by order of council, is undergone many ſtatutes, down from
a dire&t ſuſpenſion of and act of parlia Magna Charta and the ſtatute, That no
ment, and therefore illegal. In deliver taillage ſhall be levied, &c. and, in ſhort,
ing this opinion, the – — made a moſt that it is clear law and conſtitution, that
excellent ſpeech, ſupporting it by the no money can be raiſed but in parlia
deareſt principles of the CoN STITUTI ment. And his L–ſh—p further adds,
o N, and animated with the true fire of that as to money, there never can be a
Li BERTY 5 which has met with univer pretence of neceſſity for raiſing it during
ſai applauſe, and for which his
the receſs of parliament by an ačt of the
had (upon the ſpot) the warmeſ thanks crown,not even in caſe of the moſt imminent
of the known and moſt zealous fiends of danger of invaſion; becauſe every body
knows
liberty and of the conſtitution.
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knows the difficulty of aſſembling forces,
and bringing an army into the field, with
all its appendages of artillery and bag
gage, which occaſions ſo much delay, even

71

tween an edict of the crown to take mo
ney from the ſubječt without authority of
parliament, and one to keep money from
him that he has a right by act of parlia

when there is no want of money; and ment to receive : and therefore, I think

how long time it would take to levy
any money from the ſubjećt by ſuch
means as could be uſed in the greateſt
haſte ; ſo that there never could be any
difficulty in convening the parliament be
fore any thing could be done that way,
and therefore no pretence to anticipate
their meeting by ſuch attempts.

the crown has not in any caſe, a right to
ſuſpend the bounty-aēt, by which the ex
porter of corn is entitled to receive ſo

much money for every quarter he ex
ports.

-

The princes who were put to ſhifts for
raiſing money without conſent of parlia
ment, becauſe they quarrelled with their

parliaments for not tamely ſurrendering
I think the purſe of the ſubjećt is very the conſtitution, and all their rights and
ſacred, and that none have a right to put liberties to them, had no other way of do
their hands in it but parliament. I go in ing it but by levying and forcing money
that doctrine as far as the conſtitution from the ſubject, by various ways and de
carries ine, and that is far enough for the vices. But if that trade were ever to be
ſecurity of the ſubjects property, though reſumed, as the country is now ſituated,
I have not any peculiar notions about the perhaps a fit ſtate-caſuiſt might for once
magical virtue of repreſentation, and o at leaſt, or for a ſhort while, during the
ther dreams of that ſort. The king and receſs of parliament, fall upon a method
common-council of the kingdom are the of raiſing more money, without calling
known, ancient, and acknowledged legi for a penny from the ſubject directly, than
flature, and I am not for looſening this was ever raiſed by ſhip-money, loans,
pin of the conſtitution as to money, more &c. Suppoſe only the king was to be
than any other thing.
adviſed by the caſuiſts of ſtate-neceſſity, to
But I muſt at the ſame time fairly tell ſuſpend all the appropriating acts, and
}. L–ſh—ps, that if the opinion I ſtop the iſſues at the Exchequer to the
ave as to the ſuſpending power, or the public creditors, it would turn out to a
raiſing money, which are, I am ſure, better account than when Charles II. ſhut
brothers' children, ſtood upon any of the up his Exchequer, to ſave paying his own
distinctions made by the L-d, I ſhould debts. That would not be raiſing mo
think it very poorly ſupported. Nor can ney without conſent of parliament, but
I in any ſort or kind diſtinguiſh between only ſuſpending ſome ačts of parliament;
theſe two uſurpations, which always went yet I believe this country would hardly
together. I have one ſhort logic for both : furniſh a miniſter bold enough to adviſe
I have mentioned it before ; namely, the projećt, even if an enemy were burn
Thar the crown is not the ſupreme ſove ing our fleet again at Chatham ; which
reign legiſlative power of this conttituti has been mentioned by one great L–d as
on ; and that as money muſt be raiſed by an inſtance of urgent neceſſity and imme
parliament, (whether the thing be taken diate danger; though the L–d and the
k does not ſeem
on the more abſtracted and radical prin N—e J–ge on the S
ciples of the original conſtitution, or on to think even that, or any other exigen
the ſtatutes and uſage reſpešting it, which cy, would be a pretence for raiſing no
I hold to be all but declaratory and cxpla ney without conſent of parliament.
natory, from the firſt to the laſt of then)
ſo I think every other law, of whatever . I ſay, to me the diffenſing and ſpent.
kind, muſt be both made and repealed, ing power, and the railing of money
or ſuſpended me liately or immediately, without conſent of parliament, are pre
by the ſame legiſlative power that can a ciſely alike, and ſtand upon the very ſame
lone raiſe money : and I know no greater ground: they were born twins; they liv
degree of ſacredneſs in thoſe acts of par ed together, and together were, I hoped,
liament that ſecure the purſe of the ſub buried in the ſame grave at the revoluti
ject, than in thoſe that ſecure to him the on, paſt all power of reſurre&tion ; and
poſſeſſion of every benefit of law he is en as I think neither of them ever did be
titled to enjoy. I ſee no difference be long to the crown, I cannot admit of any
doc

-
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doStrine that maintains the one or the o
ther. If I were to make a difference be

for I ſhall alſo ſhew, that the condućt, or
rather the miſcondućt, which produced
tween raiſing money and the ſuſpending the neceſſity for the crown to interpoſe at
or diſpenſing power, I rather think the laſt, if it had been attended with no ſuch
fuſpending and diſpenſing power the moſt conſequence as a violation of the conſti
dangerous of the two, as that which might tution, and an uſurpation upon the rights
do moſt univerſal miſchief, and with the of parliament, was, in itſelf, the moſt
eateſt ſpeed, as it includes the whole. culpable neglect of the public ſafety, too
#. therefore enter my moſt ſolemn groſs to be reconcileable with any notion
proteſt, and I do it with all my heart of the duty of thoſe who undertake the
againſt the ſuſpending and diſpenſing pow care of the ſtate, or with any meaſure of
er in every degree, even to the ſmalleſt fitneſs for that ſituation.
veſtige of it.
I will ſay in general, he is not a mo
But, my L–d, I pledged myſelf, to
lay before you the grounds upon which I derate miniſter, who will raſhly decide in
charge the ſervants of the crown in this favour of prerogative in a queſtion where
buſineſs : and I think they are charge the rights of parliament are on the other
able with the a& itſelf, which is a danger fide: and I am ſure he is not a prudent
ous infračtion of the conſtitution, made miniſter, who, even in a doubtful caſe,
yet more dangerous by the attempt to ju commits the prerogative, by a wanton
itify it under the pretence of prerogative; experiment to what degree the people will
becauſe, if whey had done their duty, there bear the extent of it.
would have been no occaſion at all for
But, my L–d, raſhly, and wilfully,
ſuch ar, ačt of power by the crown; and to claim or exerciſe as prerogative a pow
their not doing their duty to prevent it, is er clearly againſ law, is too great a bold
only to be accounted for by the doćtrine meſs for this country : and .#. things in
we have heard to-day, from which we the world, the ſuſpending or diſpenſing
learn, that the miniſters had taken up the power, that edged tool which has cut ſo
notion of a defenſible diſpenſing preroga deep, is the laſt that any man in his wits
tive, and were reſolved to venture upon would handle in England. It is that
the excrciſe of it, rather than to call for rock which the Engliſh hiſtory has warm
the aid of parliament. So that the ne ed againſt with ſuch awful beacons :-an
ceſſity which at laſt forced them to adviſe attempt that loſt one prince his crown, and
the crown to interpoſe, was not only of another both his crown and head; and that
their own making, but of their choice, at length expelled their family out of this
which cauſed them to prefer an exerciſe land of liberty to the regions of tyranny,
of power under the name of prerogative as the only climate that ſuited their tem
to a relief by law, under the authority of per and genius:—a power, the exerciſe
parliament. For had the miniſters been of which ſtands branded as the ſubverſi
of another mind, they would have called on of the conſtitution, in the front of that
parliament, when they might, and ought truly GREAT CHARTER of your liber
to have ſeen, nay, when the proclamati ties, the BILL of RIGHTs. A mini
on they cauſed to be iſſued againſt fore ſter who is not afraid of that power, is
ſtalling, &c. teſtifies they did ſee, that neither fit for the ſovereign nor the ſub
the remedy was wanted ; and if parlia ject.
mt:,t had been called even then, (as it

ought to have been ſooner,) a lawful and
more effectual remedy might ſtill have
been applied by the legiſlature, as early
as the embargo by the crown took place:
inſtead of which, parliament was not on
ly not called, but was prorogued beyond
the length of an ordinary prorogation :
and ſtill the remedy, which then only
could come from the crown, was delay
ed till it was unreaſonably late, and the

I love a bold miniſter when he keeps
in the true ſphere. In times of diſtreſs
and danger, boldneſs is a jewel ; and
with joy have I ſeen bold, even wild en
terprizes ſucceed, though hardly within
the die when undertaken.—But the ene

mies of our country are the proper ſub
jećts of that boldneſs, -not ourſelves,
not the conſtitution.

My L-d, I muſt farther obſerve, that

evil much increaſed by the injudicious if parliament was either not called when
procratination. But even this is not all; it might have been called, or was pro
rogued,
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rogued, and prorogued to an unuſual di
ſtance, when it ought to have been affein
bled, the power that has been exerciſed,
as a pretended prerogative competent to
the crown during the interval of parlia
ment, is, even upon the principles argu

73
murder, justly bears the guilt both of 1:1-

ebriation and bloodſhed.
But
, nothing can ſo well put the
condućt of adminiſtration in the tº us light,

which will ſhew it to be moſt indefenſible,
as a few facts, of which it will not coſt
And
ed from on the other ſide, as mere an many words to remind your
attention
uſurpation, as if thoſe who contend for let me firſt beg your

it in that way admitted what I maintain,
that the power has no being at all, in any
caſe, or under any circumſtances what
ever. For it is preciſely the ſame thing,
upon the argument, as if the deputy or
ſubſtitute, who has power to act only in
the abſence of a principal, ſhould ſuper

to the defence made for adminiſtration by
themſelves, as it has been given by two of
the M
is.
One —
in a great
— (the S
of ſt—e) has ſaid, he was

And at the ſame time there cannot be a

lieve it.

aſtoniſhed when he found that in the act

paſſed laſt ſeſſion, there was no proviſion
giving power to the king and countil to
ſede the principal, merely by not calling prolong the prohibition beyond the 26th
for him, when there was occaſion to ağt. of Auguſt, and that he could hardly be
Another

in a h

c (my

!) ſays, he was amazed when
ſtronger demonſtration of the exceeding L– P
great danger of this pretended preroga he made the ſame diſcovery ; and to di
tive of a ſuſpending power, even under ſtinguiſh his greatneſs by a ſuperiority a
the reſtrictions conceded, than this, that bove the trifies of the end of jaſt S —n,
the occaſion which creates it, depends he informs the – that he went to B–h
roſe, and did not know

upon the crown itſelf, whoſe undoubted before P

prerogative it is to call parliament, and
fix the time of their meeting; ſo that
there can at no time be any ſecurity againſt
the exerciſe of this power, if there were
a finiſter view to be anſwered by exer
ciſing it.
This, , at leaſt we may ven
ture to affirm, that if there were really
ſuch a prerogative, depending for its ex
iſtence upon the receſs of parliament,
there would need to be the greateſt ima
ginable circumſpection obſerved in call
ing it as ſoon as pračticable, when there
was occaſion for the exerciſe of the pow
er, that it might be as ſhort-lived as poſſi
ble, and as ſoon brought under the con
troul of parliament as could be. On the
other hand, if neceſſity is the ſole foun
dation of this dangerous power, or pre
rogative, which-ever it be, it behoves
thoſe who adviſe the exerciſe of it, not

ſo much as whether it broke up in May
or June.—This is really an extraordi
nary tone of hurlo-thrumbo greatneſs, and

it may, for aught I know, carry a great
air with it but I think it is very ſtrange
language. And I fancy if your
find any other reaſon to join in the amaze
ment and aſtoniſhment of theſe two great
, it muſt be that they were both ſo

ignorant of what it was their indiſpenſi
ble and moſt urgent duty to be acquainted
with, and what I ſhould imagine very few
beſides themſelves did not know.

The

ſurprize can only be ſunk in another
wonder, ſtill greater, that ſo unaccount
able ignorance ſhould be avowed, and
offered as an apology for the moſt inex
cuſable neglect of a moſt neceſſary duty,
upon an attention to which the ſafety
of the kingdom depended.
But

-, when was it that theſe af.

only to ſee that the neceſſity is indeed in tentive miniſters made this azaazing diſ
•vincible, but that it has not been oc

covery

caſioned by any fault of their own. For
if it is not the one, the act is in no way
juſtifiable ; and if the other, that very
neceſſity which is the excuſe of the act,

laſt day of Auguſt or firſt of September,
when the prohibition by the laſt year's

will be the accuſation of thoſe who occa

So very early we are told, as the

act was expired

And what was it that

brought ſo immaterial an objećt, as an
alarming ſcal city, a threat med farine,

ſion it; and in place of being juſtifiable in under the conſideration of the miniſtry
their condućt, they muſt be chargeable firſt A letter which it ſeems was received form
with the blame of the neceſſity, and next a ºvat, ful magiſtrate, the late Lord
with the danger of the violation of the Mayor of London, who is but an
law, as the drunken man who commits inferior miniſter of government, tho’
Feb. 1767.
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in in office of great ſtate and digni
ty.

In the petition of the city of London
, by the miniſters own preſented to parliament, which is dated
account, from the middle of July, when the 17th of January laſt, it is ſet forth,

*Thus

lis –

called them into his ſervice, that wheat for bread had for three months

to the beginning of September, they had been from thirty-nine ſhillings to forty
not once beſtowed a thought upon the two ſhillings. In that ſituation parliament
prognoſtics or proofs of a general ſcar thought the matter worthy their attention,
city, tho' it was the ſubjećt of writing in and that a remedy was neceſſary : and
all the daily news papers, the cauſe of three bills were brought into the H. of
diſquiet in all quarters of the kingdom, C. which all paſſed into ačts; one to pro
and of converſation in every company, hibit the exportation of corn; another
that of miniſters, I ſuppoſe, only ex for liberty to import oats and oatmeal ;
cepted :
and a third for liberty to import Ameri
Sidera quis, mundumque velit ſpectare can corn. Theſe bills paſſed the H. of C.
cadentem,
about the ſeventh of February, after which
Expers ipſe metus *
they had their courſe through the H. of
The patriotic miniſters, however, did L. and received the royal aſſent ſometime
not themſelves feel ; and if we may judge after, and your — will pleaſe to attend to
of things that are not ſeen by thoſe which it, that even before theſe bills paſſed, wheat
do appear, they were engaged in the was come down to thirty-five ſhillings
more important buſineſs of ſettling who and ſixpence; and in April the beſt corn
ſhould cede that another might ſucceed, and was down at thirty-four ſhillings and
what reverſion or penſion one ſhould have, fixpence, the worſt at thirty-two ſhillings,
what compenſation or encreaſe of emo owing to the remedy interpoſed by
ſee was
lument another ſhould enjoy, out of the parliament ; which your
over-flowing treaſury of this rich, opu ſo quick and immediate in its operation,
dent, and unincumbered country. Had that the prices fell even before the law
a ſingle hour of the many days ſpent in was paſſed ; of ſuch importance and ef
adjuſting the arrangement for one office, fect is the proper remedy, when applied
been employed in conſulting about the by parliament ſeaſonably and timely. Yet
means of preſerving bread to the poor, under that fall, three or four ſhillings be
miſerable, hungry, and oppreſſed ſubject; low the prices upon conſideration of which
the flints that ſtruck each other in that the city of London petitioned, and the
joſtle for place, might have caſt as much parliament proceeded to bring in bills,
judge it fit to paſs the
light upon the law at leaſt, as to have did the
ſhewn what the contents were of one, not ſeveral laws; and very wiſely, becauſe
to ſay of three acts of parliament to pre their not doing ſo would have had juſt
vent ſcarcity and famine, paſſed but a the contrary effect, and have raiſed the
few months before.
prices above what they were, when the

ſº

matter was taken up, for the ſame reaſon
What were the circumſtances of the

that the doing of it lowered them ſo great
ly immediately.
The prohibition ačt was made to expire
the 26th of Auguſt, and the two others
for liberty of importation expired the
29th of September. And there was no
power given by the ačt to the K. and C.
to continue the prohibition. — So much
for what paſſed laſt ſeſſion.

country, when adminiſtration was in this
callous, torpid and benumbed ſtate If
we compare them with the ſituation in
which things were when parliament took
up the conſideration of the corn, laſt ſeſ
fion, and paſſed the ſeveral acts for ſecur
ing a national ſupply, we ſhall not be able
to avoid ſeeing a remiſſneſs and inatten
tion in government, on this occaſion, that
Now for what concerns the miniſtry of
is really not to be conceived, even after the
miniſters have told us, that truly they this year, to ſhew their attention. By
had not ſo much as once looked into the weekly returns of the prices at Bear
theſe laws of laſt ſeſſion, ſo late as the key, it appears that upon the 28th of July
3oth of Auguſt, when the Lvid Mayor (by which time I believe the adminiſtra
wrote to them.

tion had taken its form, for the dictator
-

was
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was ſet to work about the 12th) wheat them of the expiring laws; ſurely their
was at forty-four ſhillings, that is two own refle&tion, had they uſed any, might,
ſhillings above the higheſt price when the have told them long before the 26th of
city of London petitioned parliament in Auguſt, that there was too great a pro
January, and no leſs than eight ſhillings bability ſome farther remedy would be ne
and ſixpence higher than when the bills ceſſary. And parliament (if it had been
of laſt ſeſſion paſſed. Auguſt the 4th it worth while to give any attention to what
was forty-five ſhillings, advanced a ſhill they had done) had marked a line of di
ing; Auguſt the 11th it was forty-three rećtion for adminiſtration, with the great
finillings; Auguſt 18th forty-four ſhill eſt exačtneſs, by making the prohibition
ings; 25th at forty-five ſhillings; and by continue till the 26th of Auguſt, and no
September 8th it was got up to forty-eight longer; becauſe there could not ſooner be
ſhillings and thee-pence ; and was at any ſupply from the new crop, and it muſt
forty nine-ſhillings on the 15th and 22d before then be known what the harveſt
of September.
was, and how the crop turned out : So
that if, by diſappointment in the crop,
The prices at Bear-key are the barome-. there were need for a freſh prohibition

ter for plenty and ſcarcity, which the law

or other remedy, parliament could be

has pointed out to magiſtrates, and to
miniſters too, unleſs it be no part of the
duty of miniſters to take care of the pro
viſion of the country, becauſe they have
not, like the Lord Mayor and Aldermen,
the affize of bread to ſet weekly. The
authentic and legal information is at hand,
if they will but ſend to Bear-key or Guild

called in time to apply. it. Parliament
had thereby given at the ſame time, the
moſt explicit teſtimony, not only that they
underſtood it to be their province to give
the remedy, but that they had now reſerv
ed the cognizance of the affair to them

ſelves, not chufing to delegate it to the
crown, even during the receſs, as had been

hall for it : and one would think that

done frequently before. If adminiſtrati
ought not to be onitted at any time when on had choſen to follow the line given
the ſtate of the country as to corn is but them by parliament, they had a plain path
doubtful or ſuſpicious. In a year when to walk in ; which was no other than this, .
there had been a ſcarcity, and no leſs than to keep their eye upon the ſtate of the
three temporary ačts of parliament to pro country; and if there appeared to be the
vide againſt it, ſuch an omiſſion muſt leaſt hazard of the need of a further pro
be deemed ſtrange inattention, and un hibition, to keep the prorogation of par
liament upon ſuch a foot, as that it could
accountable neglect.
From the liſt of prices I have given be called in time, and with a reaſonable
your —, you ſee how much worſe the ſtate notice too;—h method that the journals
of the country was in the months of July ſhew has been often praćtiſed on like oc
and Auguſt, than when parliament was caſions. Inſtead of this, adminiſtration
applied to laſt ſeſſions; ſtill more ſo than took no thought, gave no attention to
when the ačis of laſt ſeſſion paſſed : and the matter at all ; and of themſelves
the ſtate of the weather we all know was neither did, nor ſhewed any attention to
for a long time moſt threatening, eſpeci do any thing, notwithſtanding the cir
ally coming after a year of ſcarcity. God cumſtances of the country, as events
knows what would have been the caſe, if turned out, made the affair of ſuch con
the ſeaſon had not taken a favourable turn
towards the harveſt, as in kind Provi

ſequence.
But

-

was the condućt of ad

dence it did : Yet all this while, not the miniſtration a whit better, or wiſer, or
leaſt mark of care in adminiſtration. The

more like government, when they were

miniſters who had the watch, inſtead of waked out of their firſt ſleep, and goaded

looking out, ſeem to have been the only on to their duty, by others to whom their
quiet and unconcerned perſons in the country was more obliged 2 Not one
kingdom ; they did not ſo much as en whit; but if poſſible rather worſe.
quire whether government was armed Of this alſo there is the fulleſt evi
dence.
with a power of prohibition.
After waiting till the end of Auguſt
This is really hard to be credited. If when the ſtate of the country was beyond
the miniſters had no friends to inform comrčture, the Lord Mayor of London,
-

K 2.
…

-

in
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in the letter which he wrote to three great kingdom was left to be amazed in their
miniſters *, told them the ſtock of grain turn, and my Lord Mayor's letters added

on hand was very ſmall ; that the harveſt to the lumber of ſome public offices.
had failed, and was unprodućtive; and
Tire confideration of this weighty and
that there were then (already) come com important affair thus forced upon admini
miſſions for buying up corn here, unlimit ſtration, was yet laid aſide for ſome
ed in price, and to an immenſe extent ; days; and your — will not forget,
—that therefore it was indiſpenſibly neceſ that at this time parliament was not pro
ſary ſome meaſure ſhould immediately rogued, though there had been no thought
be taken to ſtop the exportation, other of calling it, as there ſhould have been
wiſe the kingdom would very ſoon be much ſooner; and if it had been called
drained, and a want at home. This when my Lord Mayor’s letter came,
was material information indeed, and it which repreſented the indiſpenſible neceſ
was as authentic as material; for your fity there was of taking ſome meaſures,
will reflect from whom it came.— and when the wonderful diſcovery was
Not only from the chief Magiſtrate of the made that no powers were left with the
metropolis, but that Magiſtrate himſelf king and council, it might have been aſ
the beſt informed that any one could be, ſembled by the 20th of September, on
from his private ſituation, being the great twenty days notice, which even the – —
k has condeſcended to
ett corn-factor in England, perhaps in on the W
Lurope; a worthy and ſenſible gentleman, agree would be due notice; or if ſix days
well known in both houſes of parliament, more had been given, ſtill it might have
where he has often attended on occaſions met to apply the legal conſtitutional relief
relating to corn, called upon as the ableſt as early as the time when the diſpenſing
in the kingdom to give information in power was exerted under pretence of
1heſe matters. Such was the perſon who the receſs of parliament.
It would ſeem however,
>
gave this information to government ;
and it was the more worthy of regard, that after a week or ten days conſiderati
and ought to be mentioned to his honour, on, it was thought neceſſary to put ſome
that his duty as a citizen of the common mark of reſpect upon my Lord Mayor's
we with, as well as a magiſtrate, in the letter: and it has been ſaid, that a coun
high office he then bore in the city of cil was held about the eighth of Septem
London, prevailed over his own private ber, when, by the Bear-key prices, wheat
intercit, as there was not another man in was only at forty-eight ſhillings and three
the kingdom ſo much intereſted in the pence. But that council ordered no em
profit to be had by the commiſſions from bargo ; neither was it judged reaſonable or
abroad. It were to be wiſhed, though I neceſſary to call parliament. The coun
am not enthuſiaſtic enough to hope it, that cil however did ſomewhat, rather I think

ſuch an example of diſintereſted patriot
iſin and public virtue would aſcend. But
in late tranſactions, my Lord Mayor's
vigilance in his office as a magiſtrate, has
mot been more woefully contraſted by the
negle&t of miniſters, than his noble con
tempt of gain in his private character as a
man, by the penſioned avarice of his ſu
periors;–Au excellent foil to illuſtrate
the ſplendor of his virtues
What did this informa

tion produce Juſt nothing ; at leaſt no
thing for the relief of the country. My
L– P-- S- and the S– of S- went to

to amuſe and ſhew their ignorance than
any thing elſe; though it is like the a
muſement in the fable of the frogs. Ac
cordingly that wiſe and uſeful proclama
tion againſt foreſtalling was brought forth,
bearing date the oth of September ; and
for quieting the mind; of the poor ſtarving
people, and miniſtering preſent and effec
tual relief to their diſtreſs, it publiſhes this
comfortable news, that the j rices of corn
are already very much encreaſed, and the
ſame is likely tº grow much dearer, to the
great oppreſſion of the poor. The people cry
for bread, and the miniſters give them a
proclamation; nay, left one ſhould not be
enough, they give them two of the ſame

ſtatute-books, before un-opened, not
dog-eared, and there made the aºraxing
aftoniſhing diſcovery, that the aël of par date, and in the ſame Gazette; and the
Jiament of laſt ſeſſion gave no power to ſecond much worſe than the firſt.

I can

the king and council to prolong the pro not on this occaſion drive from my mind
hibition. There gove, nºw it reded : " the theſe words of the ſcripture, which ſay,
“If a ſon ſhall aſk breed of any of you
* D. of G. C. cf. C. and C. vi. S.
that
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that is a father, will he give him a ſtone * Aldermen cf London, who could no
Or if he aſk a fiſh, will he for a fiſh give longer remain ſilent ſpectators of the di
him a ſerpent Or if he ſhall aſk an egg, ſtreſs and danger which near a month
will he offer him a ſcorpion tº Perhaps before had been repreſented in ſuch ſtrong
two ſuch proclamations never were coup terms to the miniſtry, by their worthy
led together. The one proclaims a grow and vigilant chief magiſtrate, in a more
ing dearth, when the ports were by law private capacity and form.
open for the free exportation of every
As to what has been ſaid in the debate,
ounce of grain in the kingdom, with the that the facts laid before the council on
higheſt temptation to export, by an un the 1 oth of September, which iſſued the
limited demand from abroad, to prevent proclamations againſt foreſtalling, and for
which no remedy could be legally ap proroguing parlument, were not ſuffici
plied but by authority of parliament; and ent foundation for their proceeding to an
under theſe circumſtances does the other embargo;-that it was then only a ſur
proclamation, prorogue the parliament to miſe of ſcarcity; and that the circum
the 11th of November, ſixty-one days.
ſtarces were ſo much changed before the
26th, when the embargo was ordered,
If it had been the purpoſe or delibera that it could not be longer delayed; I own
tion of government to aggravate rather I cannot underſtand what it means: for
than to alleviate the diſtreſs of the country, we ſee by the Bear-key returns, that (as
and by driving to deſpair, to promote in already mentioned) wheat was at forty
ſurre&tion and fire, what more effectual eight ſhillings and three-pence on the 8th
method could have been purſued 2 I ſpeak of September, that is, above the bounty
to facts; and it is well they are proved, price; and it was but nine-pence higher,
for I ſhould not expect to be believed viz. forty-nine, one the 42d of September.
without evidence. What were the con But the order for an embargo is really the
ſequences The queſtion may well be miniſtry's indictment drawn by them
aſked ; but I ſhall not anſwer it, for fear ſelves: for it ſets forth as its ground the
I ſhould ſeem to juſtify what I condemn very information that the Lord Mayor of
and regret
London had given the miniſtry twenty-ſix
But I will tell your
what hap days before ; and upon thoſe grounds of
pened after theſe proclamations. Wheat urgent neceſſity now impending, that is,
that was at forty eight ſhillings and three that they had been certified of as impend
pence on the 8th of September, was at ing a month before, and for the ſafety,
forty-nine ſhillings on the 15th and 22d : benefit, and ſuſtenance of his majeſty's
and there were riſings, riots, and tumults, ſubjects, his majeſty then only, by the ad
in all corners of the kingdom, and troops ‘vice of his privy council, orders an em
marched from county to county, to quell bargo on wheat and wheat flour, and no
inſurrections by military force : famine thing elſe. And the neceſſity of laying it
and the ſword met : murders have been, on by the royal authority is ſtated in theſe
and executions muſt be : the laws tramp expreſſive words : “And whereas the
led upon and tranſgreſſed by the people : parliament ſtanding prorogued to the 11th
acts of parliament from a careleſs neceſ. of November next, his majeſty has not an
Jity broken, and ſuſpended by power with opportunity of taking the advice of his
out right : royal authority, that is, un parliament ſpeedily enough upon the preſent
founded prerogative, (for royal authority emergency to ſtop the progreſs of a miſ
and prerogative are ſynonimous converti chief daily encreaſing, and which, if not
ble terms); royal authority, I ſay, ex immediately provided againſt, might be
erted againſt law. For at laſt, when no produćtive *"...hº. paſſ all poſſibility
Iegal remedy was left for an inſupportable of remedy :” A very juſt account of the
evil, the embargo by order ..". ſituation of things that had been the pre
that vielent, but then neceſſºry, and alſo ſent emergency for the two preceding
inadequate emedy, was iſſued the 26th of months, and of the neceſſity of the ſpee
September. It was forced by the cries dy remedy that had been ſo unaccountably
and riſings of the people, and by petiti delayed to be applied in any way during
ons from the great cities, and particularly that time, and that a voluntary ačt of
the petition preſented to the king on the adminiſtration, in the prorogation of par
23d, from the Lord Mayor and court of liament, when the emergency was come to
-

the

Feb.
the worſt, had rendered impracticable in
If parliament had been called in time,
the legal and proper way. But the moſt there might have been a more early, and
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curious part of the whole is, that the there certainly would have been a more

‘want of an opportunity of adviſing ſpee adequate and ſatisfactory remedy applied
dily enough with parliament, is ſpoken of to the evil : and the very proſpect of the
as a common or unavoidable and un meeting of parliament would have kept
foreſeen caſualty, though the Miniſtry the people quiet, as they will always
themſelves were the cauſe that his majeſty have more confidence in parliament than
could not then have, and had not even in any adminiſtration, and will patiently
wait for the relief for which they natu
iocher had that opportunity.
But — —, if the proclamation for the rally look up to the legiſlature. But in a
embargo is confidered as a remedy, even miniſtry that, from the beginning, had
this act of power now juſtified as preroga aid no attention to the calamity, either
tive, was itſelf but the crowning blunder, in its preſages or effects, and that cut off
by confining the embargo to wheat and all hopes of parliamentary relief by a pro
wheat flour. The wiſdom of parliament rogation, when they proclaimed the evil
extended their prohibition, under leſs to be come to a great height, and ſtill
pieſiing circumſtances, and lower prices, growing ; in ſuch a miniſtry the people
to all grain, and every thing of corn could take no confidence, nor could they
kind, bread, biſcuit, and ſtarch. And indeed be expected to continue quiet un
one would have thought, that when the der ſuch circumſtances. From miniſters
crown was adviſed to ſuſpend acts of par capable of blundering ſo groſsly in ſo
liament for the public good, the diſpenſing plain and neceſſary a buſineſs, as the care
power might alſo, for the greater good of of proviſion for bread to the kingdom,
the public, have paid that compliment to what may not be expe&ted of the blunder- .
the act of parliament, to have followed it ing kind, in other matters of more diffi
fully, and not in a part only, when the culty, for of more importance there can
whole prohibition was far more neceſſary hardly be any With ſteerſmen at the
than at the time the law was made : not rudder ſo inexpert in our own ports, the
to ſay that the example of parliament was ſhip is not to be truſted in the wide ſea.
at leaſt a ſort of ſhelter for a prerogative
aſurpation upon its power. But even
Some pretences have been made, I can
without reſorting to the wiſdom of parlia not call them excuſes, for not calling the
ment for inſtruction, ſuch an error as the parliament, which has been the origo ma
ſpeaks in a contemp
omiſſion of prohibiting the exportation of Ii. One ——
all manner of grain in the proclamation, tuous ſtile; he ſays, all the difference is,
could not have been fallen into, without that the king has been adviſed by his Lit
either the greateſt imattention, or moſt a tle inſtead of his Great Council.
mazing unſkilfulneſs; for hardly any body
is ſo ignorant as not to know that a dini
This way of ſpeaking is unconſtitu
nution of any one ſpecies of grain, not only tional, and ridiculous. I hope parliament
raiſes the price of that particular ſpecies,but will always maintain its own ſuper-emi
-

affects all the reſt, becauſe of the increaſe nent diſtinction, and mark it ſo as it ſhall

of conſumption of theſe occaſioned by the
want of the other. And ſo the exporta
tion of barley, which was not reſtrained
by the embargo, has contributed to keep
up the price of wheat, beſides enhancing
that of malt to an intolerable degree *.
N

O

T

E.

* The parliament loſt no time in reme
dying, as faſt as they could, the blunders
of adminiſtration. They revived the pro
hibition act in its full extent ; renewed
the two other acts before-mentioned,

not be the by-word of any miniſter, by
ſhewing on this, and every other occaſi
on, that the king’s privy counſel, which
N

O

T

E.

public ačt, with regard to this great con
cern, the prevention of famine, executed
by adminiſtration, without ſome egregi
ous blunder, and ſome glaring proof of
ignorance and inattention, the privy coun
cil, though they had a power to prohibit
diſtillation till twenty days after the meet

ing of parliament, prohibited it only for

which expired on the 29th of September: three. In conſequence of which,
and have taken other wiſe and neceſſary

all the

diſtillery might go on till the act paſſed

precautions. . But that there might be no to ſtop it.
the

*
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ſooner.—It may do for great
who
indeed little in compariſon of the great live at their fine palaces in the neighbour
council of the Nation, as well as of the hood of the capital, to come up here at
Crown ; and that this Little Council, or any time;—and to be ſure any man may
any one Man, who dićtates to them, ne get upon the back of a poſt-horſe, and ride
but it will not ſuit
wer ſhall be entruſted with the power of as faſt as he can ;
fuſpending or diſpenſing with the ſtanding all the members of the two houſes, that
law of the land, on any pretence what are to be brought from the eaſt and the
the – — calls the Little council, is

ever.

If that were allowed of, there is

no law ſo fundamental but might be ſub
verted : nor any government more abſo

weſt, from the ſouth and the north of this
large kingdom, to call them from their
houſes, and their domeſtic affairs, at an

lute than that which might be introduced.
The
— ſays, “ he does not

inconvenient ſeaſon, and upon ſhort no

inquire whether my lord mayor's letter
was wrote a day ſooner, or a day later.”
—There is a littleneſ, ſays he, in mind
ing dates of proclamations, -the day
of laying the embargo, of proroguing the
parliament, and the day fixed for its
meeting.
Theſe are minutiae, beneath
notice : ſaving a country from ruin is a
great object.
He goes to the great ob

table inconvenience.—And nothing is ſo
dangerous as ſurreptitious meetings of
parliament.
The great ſecurity of our
liberties conſiſts in calling parliament up
on full notice, to prevent all ſurprize.—

tice.

This cannot be done without no

And by ſurreptitious conventions, all

ješt of preventing famine.

countries that have been enſlaved, have
Hoff their liberties, of which confident aſ
ſertion, he however neither did, nor can,
give one inſtance from any hiſtory.

Saving a country from famine is a great
object; but it may depend on nothing ſo

ſurreptitious ſurrender of our liberties by
parliament, truſt the privy council with a

Muſt we then, – —, for fear of a

much as minutiae, ſuch as the – ——

power that would ſubvert our liberties,

would overlook. It did depend upon ſuch

and render our property

minutiae as dates in this inſtance ; and the

can the loweſt number of lords and com
moners that can make a parliament, be

overſight promoted the famine, which at
tention might have prevented, ſooner,
and to much better effect.—But ſurely no

P. ? But

leſs ſafe than the little council

The law

adminiſtration for calling parliament ear
ly, as they termed it, becauſe he thought
their ſpeed was delay, in ſoch a conjunc
ture as that was ; though the ground of
his complaint of delay was not that Ame

of the land has taught me that parlia
ment aſſembled without any notice at all,
is a better ſecurity for our liberties than
any privy council : and, therefore, upon
the critical emergency of a demiſe of the
crown, parliament is by ſtatute appointed
to aſſemble immediately, however it may
happen to ſtand prorogued at the time :
ſo jealous is the conſtitution of a pretence
left to the ſucceſſor to the throne to govern
with his privy council, without parlia
ment.
But —
, it is very extra
ordinary to hear the danger of a ſeriepti
tious aſſembling of parliament, uſed as
an argument againſt haſte in a ſeaſon of
imminent danger, by thoſe who argue for

rica had been ſuffered to continue in re

neceſſity as ſufficient to ſuffeud and diſ.

inſtance can ever be more unfortunate, of

contemptible minutiae, than that of the
minding of days and dates, when the
ſafety of a country is concerned. States
have periſhed by the neglect of an hour,
and moments have decided the fate of em

pires. The prorogation of parliament, in
ſuch a ſeaſon of calamity and danger, was
no minute blunder. Laſt year that
ſaid, he could not commend the then

-

*

bellion for months, but that ſo much time penſe with laws and acts of parliament

had been loſt in giving theſe poor op
preſſed ſubjećts relief from the grievances,
which he thought juſtified their mutiny.
Now when one greater and wifer than all
other men is miniſter, days and dates are
minutiae. It is his prerogative to blunder

Is there more ſafety in making neceſſity a

law-maker, or a lex temports, than in
making it only a haſty convener of the
true legiſlature of the kingdom
Miniſters may not be fond of the meet
ing of parliament, even when they do not
and be blameleſs.
fear nuch harm floºn it to their power;
But, ſays the – —, parliament could becauſe, though it does not immediately ,
not have been conveniently aſſembled or certainly deſtroy, it puts them in mind,
in

So
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in the midſt of their arrogance, that they

k having agreed that twenty days is

are mortal, like the ſlave in the triumphal due notice.

car. For my part, I have no fear of par
liament, called any how ; but I have great
fear of a power in the privy council that
would ſuperſede parliament. It was the
rump of a well-weeded parliament that
aboliſhed the monarchy, but no procla
mation can garble either a houſe of lords
or commons : and before any number

aſſembled ſurreptitiouſly could fit long e
nough to attempt a ſurrender of our li
berties, the moſt diſtant member, who did

Feb.

There remains, therefore,

no cloak nor excuſe for the blunder of

proroguing parliament for ſixty-one inſtead
even of forty days, at a time when it was

ſo heceſſary to have aſſembled it upon the
ſhorteit notice for which there was any
precedent; and when, if it had been call
ed, even upon twenty days from the date
of the proclamation proroguing it, it
would have prevented the neceſſity for an
embargo by the crown againſt law, and
hindered thoſe dangerous tumults and in

not chuſe to be a ſlave, would find his way ſurrečtions that at laſt extorted an ačt of
to Weſtminſter, if the back of a poſt-horſe ſuch dangerous example from admini
could carry him ; and the traitors would ſtration.
very ſoon find that they had only forfeit
The occaſion is my apology for having
ed their own heads, to confirm the liberty
of their incenſed country. In the preſent ſaid ſo much ; yet it is but a ſmall part of
caſe, however, there was no occaſion for what might have been ſaid on the ſubjećt,
a haſty convocation of parliament. Go upon which I have taken the liberty to
vernment needed not to have been run to

trouble you.

the minutia of hours or days. Had par
liament been called, even when it was cul

}. prorogued,

it might have had a
onger notice than many ſeſſions have ſat
upon. Nor can I ſee any notable incon
ºveniency in calling it ſo ſoon, unleſs that
the – – could not have ſtaid ſo long at
the waters; as I preſume it could not
have ſafely met without his — preſence to
guide it. As to forty days notice being
neceſſary for calling parliament, it is an
aſſertion without all foundation, contra
dićted by uſage, and by the very ſtile of
the uſual proclamations, which ſpeak on
ly of due and convenient notice; to effect

I am not afraid of the juſt prerogative
of the crown. It is a part of the conſti
tution, and it is ſalutary. “ The peo
“ ple's liberties ſtrengthen the king's pre
“ rogative, and the king's prerogative

“, defends the people's liberties.” So
ſaid that unfortunate prince Charles the

firſt. But he ſaid it falſely and deceit
fully, applying it to his own depraved
principles of government, in which he was
nurſed up to his ruin, by a father who ne
verſat in that chair, but he taught like a
royal profeſſor the doćtrines of arbitrary
power to your

anceſtors, who were

which there is no charm either in the

but unapt ſcholars. What the ſelf-de
number forty, thirty, or any other. I luded, and ſelf-deſtroyed king ſaid de
was ſurprized to hear the – and — — ceitfully, I think ſincerely, in the juſt
ſay, he held it to be the law of parliament, ſenſe.
that forty days were neceſſary. There Neither, — —, do I fear the power
is no ſuch mos Parlementarius. And the of the crown, in the hands of the gracious
— — muſt have forgot himſelf: for, in prince now reigning. He made it his
the very firſt year of this reign, parlia early declaration from the throne, that our
ment was called, and ſat for the diſpatch liberty was as dear to him as his own pre
of buſineſs, on twelve days notice by pro rogative : and I truſt a long line of illu
clamation. The -— knows who then ſtrious deſcendants ſprung from him, will
adviſed his majeſty, and was in the firſt inherit his zeal for the liberties of this
office of the kingdom. But if it were me country, the LAws of which transferred
ceſſary to go into them, numberleſs in the imperial diadem of theſe realms from
fiances ſince the Union are ready to be thoſe who were not worthy of it, to his
pointed out, of parliament being called, majeſty's auguſt houſe. The freedom of the
and ſitting cn twelve, fixteen, twenty ſubject is the brighteſt jewel in the crown.
days, and other different numbers : and It is the ſuper-eminent prerogative of the
the -- and — — is unſupported in this kings of England, by which they excel in
opinion, which is, indeed, totally a mi glory all the ſovereigns on earth, that
ſtake 5 the other — and — — on the they rule over FREEMEN, not over ſlaves.
The

1767.
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They come tools of deſpotiſm. But, to uſe
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The Brunſwick line eſteems it ſo.
have ſhewn it.

words I have heard from a certain noble

But, — — I dread principles, the
ſcars of which the nation yet bears:
principles deſtructive to the people, dan
f. to the prince —principles that
ie at the root of all the illegal preroga
tives uſurped, and all the arbitrary pow
er exerciſed by a Charles or a James.—
Theſe principles I will reſiſt, adopt or
countenance them who will.

Lord, when ſuch expreſſions ſerved his
turn,-If we ſee an arbitrary and tyranni
cal diſpoſition ſomewhere, the call for
watchfulneſs is loud.

Danger knocks at

the gate. A tyrannical ſubjećt wants but
a tyrannical diſpoſed maſter, to be a mi
niſter of arbitrary power. If ſuch a miniſter
finds not ſuch a maſter, he will be the

I will reſiſt

tyrant of his prince, as much as of
them not more from regard to liberty, than his fellow-ſervants and fellow-ſubječts. I
from love to my ſovereign and his family. ſhould be ſorry to ſee my ſovereign
They are poiſonous principles, and they in chains, even if he were content to
are infectious. If it were poſſible to de wear them ;—to ſee him unfortunate
ceive even the eleč family,–to impoſe ly in chains, from which perhaps he
upon a prince of that houſe choſen to could with difficulty free himſelf, till
maintain our liberties; it could only be the perſon who impoſed them runs a
done by principles found in the mouths way ; which every good ſubjećt would,
of the profeſſed friends of liberty, who in that caſe, heartily wiſh might happen,
have got acceſs to the royal ear by ſuch the ſooner the better for all. We are a
profeſſions. The ſafety of the crown, FREE PEOPLE : and I am for a FREE
as well as the ſecurity of the ſubjećt, re KING.
quires us to ſhut up every avenue that
could lead to tyranny : and he who would The Trial of Helen Watt and William
Keith indićted, at the inſtance of the
unbar thoſe gates which exclude it, is not,
in his heart, far from the luſt of it. I
King's Advocate, for Murder. Before
will ſuſpe&t no man without a cauſe. But
the Circuit-court of juſticiary held at
I will truſt no man with what the conſti
Aberdeen, on the 4th, 5th, and 6th,
tution has not made a truſt 5–with any
Days of September, 1766, by the Lord
Kames, one of the Lords of juſticiary.
power that muſt do a general miſ
chief; though, in a particular emergen
(Continued and concluded from Page
20.)
cy, it might have a chance of doing ſome
good. Such a power I will not truſt in
the crown ; no, not for a caſe of neceſſ
OHN Strachan wright in Gardenſtown,
ty.
For as lord Falkland, while he re
married, aged 47 years, depones,That
mained the advocate for liberty, and be he made Northfield's coffin, and put the
fore he liſted in the ſervice of king Charles's corpſe into the coffin ; after which the
deſpotiſm, ſaid, ſpeaking of the ſhip-mo preſent Northfield turned down the grave
ney judges, and their criminal opini cloaths, and ſkewed the deponent a mark
on. “When that neceſſity which they round the fore part of the defunèt's neck;
“ would have ſo abſolute and certain, but whether it went round, he cannot ſay,

“ takes place, the law of the land ceaſes; becauſe he did not ſee the back part of
“ and that of general reaſon and equity, his neck : That he alſo ſaw a mark upon
“ by which particular laws at firſt were the defunét's breaſt, that reached down to
“ framed, returns to the king's throne wards the ſlot of his breaſt : that the

“ and government, where ſalus populi be marks were of a blackiſh blue, like the
“ comes not only ſuprema, but ſola lex ; neck of a fowl newly ſtrangled.
“ at which, and to which end, whoſoe
James King in Protſtown, married, a
“ver ſhould diſpenſe with the king, diſ ged 50 years and upwards, depones, That
“ penſes with us, to make uſe of his and he helped John Strachan the preceding
t
witneſs to make the coffin for the late

“ one another’s.”

Northfield, and to put him into it : That,
at the preſent Northfield's deſire, he
truſts, are the ſureſt inlet of treacherous, looked at the body, and ſaw a black red
Men are but men.

Unwiſe and unſafe

and infamous breaches of truſt.

The hi

mark round the neck, ſuch as the depo

fory of England ſhews how quickly, and ment never ſaw on any corpſe before that
ſhamefully, heroes for liberty have be tºnne.
Feb. 1767.

L

Alexander

Feb.
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Alexander Hepburn in Cuſhnie, mar- would not get juſtice till ſhe was hang
ried, aged 18 years, depones, That a ed.
bout the time of the coffining, he in
Dr. Alexander Irvine, phyſician in
ſpected the body of the late Northfield, Bamff, married, aged 53, depomes, That
at the deſire of the preſent Northfield, he never ſaw, in the courſe of his prac
who threw off or laid aſide the dead tice, a bluiſh mark or ring round the
cloaths from the upper part of the body : neck of a dead body, that he could ſuſ
That the firſt thing the deponent ſaw pect was occaſioned by any ſort of diſeaſe,
was ſome blue ſpots upon the breaſt ; the without external violence. That he can
next thing he ſaw, was a blue girth that ſcarce ſay that ſuch a mark could be oc
went round his neck, like bruiſed blood : caſioned by any diſeaſe.
That on the back part of the neck he
James Gordon of Techmury, married,
ſaw a mark like what is occaſioned by a aged 70 and upwards, depomes, That
knot drawn ſtrait. That Helen Watt young Northfield, ſoon after his father's
the pannel, who was in the room at the death, wrote a letter to the deponent,
time, ſeemed unwilling to have the corpſe his uncle by the mother, ſignifying a
inſpected, ſaying, that there was nothing ſtrong ſuſpicion that his father was trang
unſeemly to be ſeen there. That Helen led, by his wife, and his ſon William ;
Watt helped to put the body of her huſ and deſiring the deponent's advice how
band into the cheſt; and as the coffin he ſhould behave : That the deponent
was rather ſcrimp as to length, preſſed wrote an anſwer, adviſing him not to in
down the head within the coffin. Being fiſt in any criminal proſecution, unleſs he
interrogate for the pannels, depomes, had clear evidence. Being interrogate,
That when the body was inſpected, there Whether he was invited to the burial of
was in the room, beſides Helen Watt

his brother-in-law Northfield

depones,

and young Northfield, John Strachan, He was not ; and adds, That he had ne
and James King, the former witneſſes; ver kept much company with Northfield
and he does not remember whether or from the time of his laſt marriage, be
what other perſons were in the room.
cauſe he thought it a moſt diſgraceful
James Manſon ſhoemaker in Garden one : That, upon occaſion of his niece's
ſtown, maried, aged 49 years or there

marriage, daughter to Northfield, he

by, depones, That the day of the late went to Northfield's houſe to witneſs the
Northfield's death about the evening, he ceremony; but inſiſted that Helen Watt,
ſhaved him ; that he was ſitting in his Northield's wife, ſhould not be admit
night-gown, not well. That he ſaw no ted.
thing diſcoloured about Northfield's neck:
Mr. James Wilſon, miniſter of the goſ
but that, whether the neck of his ſhirt pel at Gamery, married, aged 70 years,
was looſe or not, he does not remem depones, That he was acquainted with
-

ber.

-

the late Keith of Northfic!d, ſaw him

George Gelley in Greenley, married, frequently, and particularly the after
aged 40 years and upwards depones, noon on which he died : That he had
That he ſaw the late Northfield a few been valetudinary, but ſeemed to be paſt
hours before his death, fitting in his danger, and in the way of recovery :
chair, and not very well ; That they That, ſaid day, he talked with the de
converſed ſome time together ; and that ponent in his uſual jocoſe manner. That
Northfield laughed ſeveral times in the he wrote a teſtainent for the defunct
courſe of the converſation : That this ſome days before his death, the particu
converſation happened before it was lars of which he does not remember;
dark.
but, in general, that it contained a ſet
James Duncan in Whitefield, married, tlement in favour of Helen Watt and her
aged about 40 years, depones, That in
the harveſt 1761 years, Helen Watt

children, as much as his eſtate could al

low, as the deponent then thought.
came to her ſon William, and offered That being invited to the burial of the
herſelf to him as a ſheater : That he re deceaſed Northfield, he was taken up to
jected her ſervice ; and, after ſhe was a room privately by the preſent Nottii
gone, ſaid to the deponent and his other field, who intimated to him his ſuſpicions
ſhearers, among whom Margaret Smith that his father had not got juſtice in his
was one, That his mother Helen Watt death, and deſiling him to look to the
-

dead

º

|
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dead body, and give him his advice how
he ſhould behave. This the deponent
declined, excuſing himſelf by his igno
rance in theſe matters; but adviſing him
to conſult phyſicians. Upon this he was
told by young Northfield, That he had
wrote to Mr. Finlay, ſurgeon in Fraſerſ
burgh ; and had got for anſwer, That he
could do nothing ſingle, and adviſing
him to take the aſſiſtance of the two phy
ficians at Bamff. Upon this young North
field, going to the window, obſerved that
the corpſe was gone : at which both of
them were much ſurpriſed ; but followed
after as faſt as they could, young North
field on foot, and the deponent on horſe

back. Being interrogate on the part of

83

may be tampered with when out of court,
or liſten to circumſtances told them with

out doors; and that he apprehended a
circumſtance of this kind muſt not only be
fatal to the preſent inſtance, but muſt
have the effect to cleanſe the pannels al
together; but that if the court ſhould be
of a different opinion, he was willing
the trial ſhould go on; reſerving to the
pannels liberty to move an arrett of
judgment, on account of Mr. Forbes's
going out, in caſe a verdict ſhall be given,
finding them guilty of the crimes ſalu
to their charge.
Interlocutor. In reſpe&t the pannels

-

procurators do not object to the trial pro
ceeding, ordains the ſame to proceed ;

the pannels, depomes, That he thinks reſerving to the pannels ali objećtions, as
Northfield, when he died, might be about accords. '
John Mair in Newton of Northfield,
threeſcore. Depones, That Northfield's
burial was on the Thurſday after his married, aged 58 years or thereby, de
-

death.

pones, That there was a difference, a

Alexander Wight, for the pannels, bout naming a day for the late North
obſerved, That one of the jury, viz. field's burial, between his eldeſt ſon
William Forbes of Skellater, had gone George, and his wife Helen : That the
out of the court, and was ſeen on the latter inſiſted it ſhould be on Thurſday,
ſtreet going in towards the New Inn ; which accordingly was done ; but that
and therefore inſiſted, that the trial could the former infilted that it ſhould be put
not proceed; and that the pannels ought off till Saturday : That, before the bu
to be diſmiſſed from the bar, never to be rial, he heard the ſaid George require
brought again to trial for the crimes for Elſpet Bruce to acquaint him with the
circumſtances of his father’s death ; to
which they now ſtand accuſed.
The Advocate-depute anſwered, That which ſhe made no anſwer, but turned
when Mr. Forbes of Skellater went out of about her back and wept. Upon which
court, no evidence was leading, and he George ſaid, That as ſhe would not tell
returned before any witneſs was begun then, ſhe behoved to tell afterwards.
to be examined ; and therefore the ob
James Boath taylor in Bamff, married,
jećtion is of no avail, as the purpoſe of aged 50 and upwards, depones, That ſe
the law, in requiring the cloſe attendance veral years after old Northfield's death,
of jurymen, is, that they may ſee the the two pannels qual relied in the depo
witneſſes examined, and the manner in ment's houſe, provoking one another by
which they deliver their evidence, as abuſive language, the particulars of which
well as know the import of that evi the deponent does not remember, fur
dence. It will not be alledged, that Mr. thcr than that the mother ſaid to the
Forbes was either tampered with, or any

ſon, “ Sir, or William, I know as much

application whatever made to him. His of you as would get you hanged : " That
going out was entirely to eaſe the neceſ William made an anſwer ; but what it
fities of nature, and be returned imme was, the deponent cannot remember.
diately when he had done ſo.
Janet Watt of Crivie, unmarried, a
Wight replied, that the Advocate ged about a 3 years, depones, That after
depute had miſtaken the reaſon of the a quarrel between William Keith and
law, in ſuppoſing, that it was only on his mother Helen Watt, about milking
account that the evidence might be led the cows, he came home to his kitchen,
in preſence of the whole aſſize, that a where the deponent his ſervant was, and
juryman going out of court, after the alſo his wife, and ſaid to them, That his

pannel is remitted to an inqueſt, is fatal

mother was a liar, a thief, and a mur

to the trial ; for that the chief reaſon

derer.

was a jealouſy in the law, that jurymen

Iſabel Robertſon in Drochaſh, unmar
L 2.
ried,

.
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ried, aged about twenty-one years, de to be put to the witneſſes. Cauſa frien
pones, That being ſervant to Helen Watt tiar, They were both preſent when George
about five or ſix years ago, ſhe had occa Keith did ſo.
ſion to know that William Keith, who
The Lord Kames having confidered the
lived in the ſame houſe, and lay in the foregoing depoſitions, finds the objection
ſame bed in which his father died, was proved, and that the ſaid George Keith
frighted with ghoſts and apparitions: That cannot be received as a witneſs.
he got a lad to lie in the room with him
The Advocate-depute reſted his proof
for a night or two ; after which he went on what has been inſerted.
to another bed.

That ſhe heard Eliza

The depoſitions for the pannels.
John Keith in Glenquithle, married,
of her father's death might come out up aged 55 years or thereby, depones, That

beth Keith, one of old Northfield's daugh
ters, ſay, That ſhe wiſhed that the ſecret

on her mother, Helen Watt, and her bro his brother old Northfield was three ſcore
ther William.

and three years when he died : That he

James Irvine, ſervant to Alexander had been long in a valetudinary way, and

Mellis merchant in Bamff, unmarried,
aged 39 years or thereby, depomes, That,
fix or ſeven years ago, he was ſervant to
William Keith pannel, who complained
that he could not ſleep in his bed, becauſe
he was troubled : "That he did not tell

thought once that he was a dying ; but
that near the time of his death he thought
he might recover : That Dr. Chap at
tended him as a phyſician, and ſuppoſed
that he gave him medicines, That his
ſiſter Anne Keith died a year or two af

the deponent what he was troubled a ter her brother Northfield died.
John Chap ſurgeon in old Deer pariſh,
bout. That, at William Keith's define,
he ſat up in the room with him a whole married, aged about 75 years, depones,
night: That William Keith, after that, That he attended the late Northfield as
changed his bed. Being interrogate on a phyſician till about eight days before
behalf of the pannels, depones, That it his death, when he found him ſo ill that
was ſaid among themſelves, but by whom he thought him a dying; and he deſired
he does not know, That Willian was his wife not to ſend for him, the depo
afraid of his brother George ; but that ment, again, unleſs he grew better :
the deponent did not believe it, nor does That he left two bliſtering plaiſters to
he think it was believed by others. De put upon his back. Depomes upon the
pones, That William had a gun, and interrogatory of the proſecutor, . That
once procured a powder-horn with pow the diſeaſe under which Northfield la
der.

That he never heard it ſaid that boured, was an aſthma, attended with a

William was afraid of his father's ghoſt. high fever.
The proof was ſummed up, on the part
George Keith of Northfield, being
called on the part of the proſecutor, it of the proſecutor, by the Advocate-de
was objećted on the part of the pannels, pute; and on the part of the pannels, by
That he was not only the private inform Mr. Alexander Wight. The affize were
er and ſpring of the preſent proſecution, then ordained to incloſe, and to return
but likewiſe acted as an agent, by at their verdict next day.
, tending the precognition, and directing
Friday Sept. 5, 1766.
the queſtions to be put to the perſons
The jury returned the following ver
brought before the ſheriff, in order to
“The above aſſize-- by a
be precognoſced. And this objection is dićt
offered to be inſtantly proved by the plurality of voices find the pannels guil
ſheriff-clerk of Bamff, and his clerk—— ty ; but in reſpect of the ſaid William
The Lord Kames ſuſtains the objećtion Keith's youth, and the preſumed influence
as relevant to caſt the witneſs, and ad the ſaid Helen Watt, his mother, had

mits the ſame to the pannels probation.
James Duff ſheriff-clerk of Bamff, and
James Porter his clerk, being ſeverally
ſworn, depones, That George Keith, pre
ſent Northfield, aſſiſted in the precogni
tion againſt the pannels, and ſuggeſted

over him at the time of committing the
murder, they do, alſo by a plurality of
voices, earneilly recommend him to the

mercy of the court.”

The verdićt being read over in open
court, Elphinſton, for the pannels, re
many queſtions to the ſheriff-ſubſtitute preſented, That no judgment could be
pronounced
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pronounced on the verdićt now returned, With reſpect to the ſecond obječtion,
in reſpect the ſame was void and null, in
ſo far as any thing is found againſt theſe
pannels, the procedure in the courſe of
the trial having been irregular and in
formal : particularly, That during the
time of leading the proof, ſeveral of the
jury did go out of the court-houſe, unat
tended by the macer or any officer of
court; and one of the jury actually went
to the open ſtreets, where he was at full
freedom to have converſed with any per
ſon whatever; and this during the lead

ing of the proof; which is directly con
trary to the act of parliament 1587, cap.
19, by which the legiſlature ſeems anxi
ouſly to have meant to prevent any op
portunity being given for making any
impreſſion on the minds of jurymen :
That further, the Lord Kames, the only
judge preſent at this, trial, did, during
the time the proof was leading, leave the
court-room, by which an opportunity was
given for any perſon in court to have
converſation with the jury, at that time
not under the eye of any judge. And

That the judge during the trial, left
the court, it is anſwered in point of fact,
That the judge was not without the
verge of the court-houſe : he only came
down from the bench, and retired to a

corner for the benefit of a little freſh air;
ſo that there was not the leaſt appear
ance, either of an adjournment or a diſſo

lution of the court : and it might with
equal juſtice be pleaded, that as the
bench was the proper place for the judge
to fit upon, ſo the proceedings in a trial
would be vitiated by the judge's moving
one ſtep to the one ſide or the other, or
coming down to the clerk's table; which
would be a moſt frivolous and ill-ground
ed objection to any procedure. For theſe
reaſons it is hoped that the objećtions
will be diſmiſſed ; and that his Lord

ſhip would proceed to pronounce ſen
tence,

The Lord Kames, having confidered
the foregoing objections and anſwers, re
pels the objections in reſpect of the an
ſwers.

further, it is with ſubmiſſion apprehend
ed, that although no act of adjournment
appears on record, yet the judge's lea
ving the court, was moſt certainly an ad
journment via fača, which muſt be held
as equal to an adjournment made by or
der of court And, as it is an adjudged
point, that the court cannot be adjourn
ed till the jury is incloſed after they are
once charged with the pannels, the ad
journment in the preſent caſe ought to
vitiate all the prooceedings, and procure
an abſolvitor for the pannels.
The Advocate-depute anſwered : To
the firſt objection, That it was already
moved in court; and after being anſwer
ed and confidered, the pannels conſented
that the trial ſhould proceed. It would
therefore have a very extraordinary ap

Saturday, Sept. 6, 1766.

The verdićt having been again read in
court, the judge pronounced ſentence,
decerning and adjudging the pannels to
be carried from the bar, back to the
Tolbooth of Aberbeen, therein to be de

tained, and to be fed upon bread and
water only, in terms of the ačt 25. Geo.
II. for better preventing the horrid crime
of murder; Helen Watt till Friday the
17th of October, and William Keith till
Friday the 14th of November ; on which

reſpective days they to be hanged at the
common place of execution at Aberdeen;
the body of Helen Watt to be thereafter
delivered to Dr. David Skene phyſician in
Aberdeen, to be by him diffected and a
pearance, if that objećtion ſhould be matomiſed, in terms of the foreſaid ačt;
i;ſtened to, to prevent the verdićt from and the body of William Keith to be
being carried into execution, after the hung in chains upon a gallows on the
pannels conſented, that, notwithſtand Gallow hill of Aberdeen: ordaining all
ing ſuch objection, the trial ſhould go their moveables to be eſcheat to his ma
on. This would be giving the pannels a jeſty's uſe.
power of abiding by the verdićt or not,
[His Majeſty, upon ſome favourable cir
as was agreeable to them ; which would
be extremely abſurd, and could not be cumffances having been repreſented to him,
the meaning of the court, or the belief was moſt graciouſly pleaſed to grant a
of the pannels themſelves, when this ob pardon to both the convicts.]
jection was formerly ſtirred.
A Diſ:
-
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theſe meetings an election muſt be made
of aſſignees, or perſons to whom the
bankrupt's eſtate ſhall be aſſigned, and in

Diffºrtation on the Lawſ relating to Bankrupts.

A Diffºrtation on the State of the Laws
of England, relating to Bankruptſ, the
Knowledge of which, muſt be uſeful to
thoſe concerned in Commerce, and ſhew
Ecºw far they may be worthy of being
adopted in other Commercial States.
By William Blackſtone, Eſq; Con
cluded from page 32.

whom it ſhall be veſted for the benefit of

the creditors; which aſſignees are to be
firſt named by the commiſſioners, and af
terwards to be approved or reječted at the

ſaid meeting by the major part, in value,
E have ſeen who may be a bank of the creditors who ſhall then prove their
rupt, and what acts will make debts: but no creditor ſhall be admitted
him ſo : let us next confider,
to vote in the choice of aſſignees, whoſe
3. The proceedings on a commiſſion debt on the ballance of accounts does not
of bankrupt; ſo far as they affect the amount to 10l. At the ſecond meeting
bankrupt himſelf. And theſe depend any farther buſineſs relating to the com
entirely on the ſeveral ſtatutes of bank miſſion may be proceeded on. And at
ruptcy; all which I ſhall endeavour to the third meeting, at fartheſt, which muſt
blend together, and digeſt into a conciſe be on the forty ſecond day after the ad
methodical order.
vertiſement in the Gazette, the bankrupt
And, firſt, there muſt be a petition to upon notice alſo perſonally ſerved upon
the lord chancellor by one creditor to the him, or left at his uſual place of abode,
amount of Iool. or by two to the amount muſt ſurrender himſelf perſonally to the
of , 50l. or by three or more to the a commiſſioners, and muſt thenceforth in all
mount of zool; upon which he grants a reſpects conform to the directions of the
commiſſion to ſuch diſcreet perſons as to him ſtatutes of bankruptcy 3 or, in default
#hali ſeem good, who are then ſtiled com thereof, ſhall be guilty of felony without
miſſioners of bankrupt. The petitioners, benefit of clergy, and ſhall ſuffer death,
to prevent malicious applications, muſt be and his goods and eſtate ſhall be diſtribu
bound in a ſecurity of 200l. to make the ted among his creditors.
In caſe the bankrupt abſconds, or is
arty amends, in caſe they do not prove
#. bankrupt. And, if on the other likely to run away, between the time of
hand they receive any money or effects the commiſſion iſſued, and the laſt day of
from the bankrupt, as a recompence for ſurrender, he may by warrant from any
ining out the commiſſion, ſo as to receive judge or juſtice of the peace be committed
move than their ratable dividends of the to the county goal, in order to be forth
bankrupt’s eſtate, they forfeit not only coming to the commiſſioners; who are
what they ſhall have ſo received, but their alſo empowered immediately to grant a
whole debt. Theſe proviſions are made, warrant for ſeizing his goods and papers.
as well to ſecure perſons in good credit
When the bankrupt appears, the com
3rom being damnificq by malicious pe miſſioners are to examine him touching
*...tions, as to prevent knaviſh combinations all matters relating to his trade and ef
between the creditors and bankrupt, in fects. They may alſo ſummon before
order to obtain the benefit of a commiſ. them, and examine, the bankrupt's wife
#on. When the commiſſion is awarded and any other perſon whatſoever, as to
and iſſued, the commiſſioners are to meet, all matters relating to the bankrupt’s af
at their own expence, and to take an fairs. And in caſe any of them ſhall re
oath for the due execution of their com

fuſe to anſwer, or ſhall not anſwer fully,

mºtion, and to be allowed a ſum not ex to any lawful queſtion, or ſhall refuſe to

ceeding zos. per diem each, at every ſubſcribe ſuch their examination, the
fitting. And no commiſſion of bankrupt commiſſioners may commit them to priſon
ſhali abate, or be void, upon any demiſe of without bail, till they make and ſign a
the crown.
full anſwer; the commiſſioners ſpecifying
When the commiſſioners have received in their warrant of commitment the que.
their commiſſion, they are firſt to receive ſtion ſo refuſed to be anſwered. And any
roof of the perſon's being a trader, and goaler, permitting ſuch perſons to eſcape,
committed ſome act of bankrupt or go out of priſon, ſhall forfeit 50ol. to

ſº

cy ; and there to declare him a bankrupt,

the creditors.

if proved ſo ; and to give notice thereof

The bankrupt, upon this examination,
is bound upon pain of death to make a
appoint three meetings. At the firſt of full diſcovery of all his eſtate and effects,
in the Gazette, and at the ſame time to

as
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as well in expectancy as poſſeſſion, and tors a larger dividend. For if his effects
how he has diſpoſed of the ſame ; toge will not pay one half of his debts, or tea
ther with all books and writings relating ſhillings in the pound, he is left to the
thereto ; and is to deliver up all in his own diſcretion of the commiſſioners and aſ
power to the commiſſioners ; (except the ſignees, to have a competent ſum allowed
neceſſary apparel of himſelf, his wife, him, not exceeding three per cent : but
and his children) or, in caſe he conceals if they pay ten ſhilling in the pound, he
or embezzles any effects to the amount of is to be allowed five per cent ; if twelve
zol. or withholds any books or writings, ſhillings and ſix pence, then ſeven and a
with intent to defraud his creditors, he half per cent; and if fifteen ſhillings in
ſhall be guilty of felony without benefit the pound, then the bankrupt ſhall be al
lowed ten per cent : provided, that ſuch
of clergy.
After the time allowed to the bankrupt allowance do not in the firſt caſe exceed
for ſuch diſcovery is expired, any other zool. in the ſecond 250l. and in the this d
perſon voluntarily diſcovering any part of 3ool.
Beſides this allowance, he has alſo as
his eſtate, before unknown to the aſſignees,
ſhall be entitled to five per cent. out of indemnity granted him, of being free and
the effects ſo diſcovered, and ſuch farther diſcharged for ever from all debts owing
reward as the aſſignees and commiſſioners by him at the time he became a bank
fhall think proper. And any truſtee rupt ; even though judgment ſhall have
wilfully concealing the eſtate of any been obtained againſt him, and he lies in
bankrupt, after the expiration of the two priſon upon execution for ſuch debts;
and forty days, ſhall forfeit 1 ool. and and, for that among other purpoſes, ali
double the value of the eſtate concealed, proceedings on commiſſions of bankrupt
to the creditors.
are, on petition, to be entered of record,
Hitherto every thing is in favour of the as a perpetual bar againſt actions to be
creditors; and the law ſeems to be pretty commenced on this account : though in
rigid and ſevere againſt the bankrupt : general, the production of the certificate
but, in caſe he proves honeſt, it makes properly allowed ſhall be ſufficient evi
him full amends for all this rigour and dence of all previous proceedings. Thus
ſeverity. For if the bankrupt hath made the bankrupt becomes a clear man again ;
an ingenuous diſcovery, hath conformed and, by the aſſiſtance of his allowance
to the dire&tions of the law, and hath and his own induſtry, may become a
acted in all points to the ſatisfaction of uſeful member of the commonwealth:
his creditors; and if they, or four parts in which is the rather to be expected, as he
five of them in number and value, (but cannot be entitled to theſe benefits, but
none of them creditors for leſs than zol.) by the teſtimony of his creditors then

will ſign a certificate to that purport; the ſelves of his honeſt and ingenuous diſpo
commiſſioners are then to authenticate
ſuch certificate under their hands and

fition; and unleſs his failures have been

owing to misfortunes, rather than to miſ
ſeals, and to tranſmit it to the lord chan conduct and extravagance.
cellor ; and he or two judges who he
For no allowance or indemnity ſhall
ſhall appoint, on oath made by the bank be given to a bankrupt, unleſs his certi
rupt that ſuch certificate was obtained ficate be ſigned and allowed, as before
without fraud, may allow the ſame ; or mentioned; and alſo, if any creditor pro
diſallow it, upon cauſe ſhewn by any of duces a fictitious debt, and the bankrupt
does not make diſcovery of it, but ſuffers
the creditors of the bankrupt.
If no cauſe be ſhewn to the contrary, the fair creditors to be impoſed upon, he
the certificate is allowed of courſe ; and loſes all title to theſe advantages. Neither
then the bankrupt is entitled to a decent can he claim them, if he has given with
and reaſonable allowance out of his ef any of his children above 1 ool. for a
fe&ts, for his future ſupport and mainte marriage portion, unleſs he had at that
mance, and to put him in a way of ho time ſufficient left to pay all his debts;
neſt induſtry. This allowance is alſo in or if he has loſt at any one time 5]. or in

proportion to his former good behaviour, the whole 1 ool. within a twelvemonth
in the early diſcovery of the decline of before he became a bankrupt, by any
his affairs, and thereby giving his credi manner of gaming or wagering whatſoe
ver;
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ver; or, within the ſame time, has loſt enter upon and ſeize the ſame.

to the value of 1 ool. by ſtock-jobbing.
Alſo, to prevent the too common prac
tice of frequent and fraudulent or careleſs
breaking, a mark is ſet upon ſuch as have
been once cleared by a commiſſion of
bankrupt, or have compounded with
their creditors, or have been delivered by
an ačt of inſolvency which is an occaſi
onal ačt,
paſſed by the legiſla
ture; whereby all perſons whatſoever,
who are either in too low a way of deal
ing to become bankrupts, or not being in

º
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And,
when the aſſignees are choſen or approved

§ the creditors, the commiſſioners are to

aſſign every thing over to them ; and the
property of every part of the eſtate is
thereby as fully veſted in them, as it was
in the bankrupt himſelf, and they have
the ſame remedies to recover it.

The property veſted in the aſſignees is
the whole that the bankrupt had in
himſelf at the time he committed the firſt

aćt of bankruptcy, or that has been veſt
ed in him ſince, before his debts are ſatis

a mercantile ſtate of life are not included

fied or agreed for. Therefore it is uſu

within the laws of bankruptcy, are diſ
charged from all ſuits and impriſonment,
upon delivering up all their eſtate and ef
fećts to their creditors upon oath, at the
ſeſſions or aſſizes; in which caſe their per

ally ſaid, that once a bankrupt and al

ways a bankrupt, by which is meant,
that a plain dire&t aćt of bankrupt
cy once committed cannot be purged,
or explained away, by any ſubſequent
or fraud is uſually, as in caſe of condućt, as a dubious equivocal ačt
ankrupts, puniſhed with death. Per may be ; but that, if a commiſſion
ſons who have been once cleared by this, is afterwards awarded, the commiſfion
or either of the other methods, (of com and the property of the aſſignees ſhall
poſition with their creditors, or bank have a relation, or reference, back to the
ruptcy) and afterwards become bankrupts firſt and original act of bankruptcy. In
again, unleſs they pay full fifteen ſhil ſomuch that all tranſactions of the bank
lings in the pound, are only thereby in rupt are from that time abſolutely null
demnified as to the confinement of their and void, either with regard to the aliena
bodies; but any future eſtate they ſhall tion of his property, of the receipt of
acquire remains liable to their creditors, his debts from ſuch as are privy to his
excepting their neceſſary apparel, houſe bankruptcy; for they are no longer his
hold goods, and the tools and implements property or his debts, but thoſe of the fu
of their trades.
ture aſſignees. And, if an execution be
Thus much for the proceedings on a ſued out, but not ſerved and executed on
commiſſion of bankrupt, ſo far as they the bankrupt's effects till after the aët of
affect the bankrupt himſelf perſonally, bankruptcy, it is void as againſt the aſ
Let us next conſider,
ſignees. But the king is not bound by
4. How ſuch proceedings affe&t or trans this fictitious relation, nor is within the .
fer the eſtate and property of the bank ſtatutes of bankrupts ; for if, after the
rupt. The method whereby a real eſ aćt of bankruptcy committed and before

!.

tate, in lands, tenements, and heredita

the aſſignment of his effe&ts, an extent

ments, may be transferred by bankrupt
cy, was ſhewn under its proper head,
in a former chapter. At preſent therefore
we are only to confider the transfer of
things perſonal by this operation of

iſſues for the debt of the crown, the

law.

goods are bound thereby.

In France

this doćtrine of relation is carried to a

very great length ; for there every ačt of
a merchant, for ten days precedent to the
aćt of bankruptcy, is preſumed to be

By virtue of the ſtatutes before-menti fraudulent, and is therefore void. But
oned all the perſonal eſtate and effects of with us the law ſtands upon a more rea
the bankrupt are conſidered as veſted, ſonable footing : for, as theſe ačts of bank
by the act of bankruptcy, in the future ruptcy may ſometimes be ſecret to all but
aſſignees of his commiſſioners, whether a few, and it would be prejudicial to
they be goods in actual poſſeſſion, or debts, trade to carry this notion to its utmoſt
contracts, and other cauſes in action ; length, it is provided by ſtatute 19 Geo.
and the commiſſioners by their warrant II. c. 32. that no money paid by a bank
may cauſe any houſe or tenement of the rupt to a bona fide or real creditor, in a
bankrupt to be broken open, in order to courſe of trade, even after an act of bank
ruptcy
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ruptcy done, ſhall be liable to be refund it may. But otherwiſe judgments and re
ed.

Nor, by ſtatute 1 Jac. I. c. 15. ſhall cognizances, (both which are debts of re

any debtor of a bankrupt, that pays him

cord, and therefore at other times have a

his debt, without knowing of his bank priority) and alſo bonds and obligations
ruptcy, be liable to account for it again. by deed or ſpecial inſtrument (which are
The intention of this relative power be called debts by ſpecialty, and are uſually
ing only to reach fraudulent tranſactions, the next in order) theſe are all put on a
and not to diſtreſs the fair trader.

level with debts by mere ſimple contračt,

The aſſignees may purſue any legal
method of recovering this property, ſo
veſted in them, by their own authority ;
but cannot commence a ſuit in equity,

and all paid pari paſſu. Nay, ſo far is

this matter carried, that, by the expreſs
proviſion of the ſtatutes, debts not due
at the time of the dividend made, as bonds

nor compound any debts owing to the ormotes of hand payable at a future day,
bankrupt, nor refer any matters to arbi
tration, without the conſent of the credi
tors, or the major part of them in value,
at a meeting to be held in purſuance of
notice in the Gazette.

,

-

When they have got in all the effe&s

ſhall be paid equally with the reſt allow

ing a diſcount or drawback in proportion.
And inſurances, and obligations upon
bottomry or reſpondentia, bona fide
made by the bankrupt, though forfeited
after the commiſſion is awarded, ſhall be

they can reaſonably hope for, and reduced lookcd upon in the ſame light as debts
them to ready money, the aſſignees muſt, contraćted before any acts of bankruptcy.
within twelve months after the com
Within eighteen months after the com
miſſion iſſued, give one and twenty days miſſion iſſued, a ſecond and final dividend
notice to the creditors of a meeting for a ſhall be made, unleſs all the effects were
dividend or diſtribution ; at which time exhauſted by the firſt. And if any ſur
they muſt produce their accounts, and plus 1emains, after paying every creditor

verify them upon oath, if required. And

his full debt, it ſhall be reſtored to the

then the commiſſioners ſhall dire&t a divi

bankrupt. This is a caſe which ſome
dend to be made, at ſo much in the pound, times happens to men in trade, who in
to all creditors who have before proved, voluntarily, or at leaſt unwarily, commit
or ſhall then prove, their debts. This aćts of bankruptcy, by abſconding and
dividend muſt be made equally, and in a the like, while their effects are more than
ratable proportion, to all the creditors, ſufficient to pay their creditors. And, if
according to the quantity of their debts; any ſuſpicious or malevolent creditor will
no regard being had to the quality of take the advantage of ſuch acts, and ſue
them. Mortgages indeed, for which the out a commiſſion, the bankrupt has no
creditor has a real ſecurity in his own remedy, but muſt quietly ſubmit to the
hands, are entirely ſafe; for the commiſ effects of his own imprudence; except
ſion of bankrupt reaches only the equity that, upon ſatisfaction made to all .
of redemption. So are alſo perſonal creditors, the commiſſion may be ſuper
debts, where the creditor has a chattel in ſeded. This caſe may alſo happen, when
his hands, as a pledge or pawn for the a knave is deſirous of defrauding his
payment, or has taken the debtor's lands creditors and is compelled by a commiſſion
or goods in execution And, upon the to do them that juſtice, which otherwiſe

equity of the ſtatute 8 Ann. c. 14. (which

he wanted to evade.

And therefore,

directs, that, upon all executions of goods though the uſual rule is, that all intereſt
being on any premiſes demiſed to a tenant, on debts carrying intereſt ſhall ceaſe from
one year's rent and no more ſhall, if due, the time of iſſuing the commiſſion,
be paid to the landlord) it hath alſo been yet, in caſe of a ſurplus leſt after pay
held, that under a commiſſion of bank ment of every debt, ſuch intereſt ſhall
rupt, which is in the nature of a ſtatute: again revive, and be chargeable on the
execution, the landlord ſhall be allowed bankrupt, or his repreſentatives.
his arrears of rent to the ſame almount,
An authentic Account of Emin the Geor
in preference to other creditors, even
gian.
though he hath neglected to diſtrain,
R,
I
S
while the goods remained on the premi
N ſome imperfe&t accounts that have
ſes ; which he is otherwiſe intitled to do
been lately publiſhed of a native of
for his entire rent, be the quantum what
M
Georgia
Feb., 1767.
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Georgia, who was ſome years ago in Eng and down a ladder in a hod, was too
land, and now has a conſiderable com much for him ; and he next plied at the
mand among the Georgians, who have Royal Exchange as a porter : it is proba
taken up arms againſt the Turks, he is ble, that being a ſtranger to the town, and
confounded with Heraclius, prince of that ſpeaking the language very imperfectly,
country; and ſeveral particulars of his and, beſides, not being properly qualifi
*

life are miſtaken in other accounts, which ed, he, was not often ſent of an errand.
juſtly repreſent him as a different perſon. His next expedient, therefore, was to ſell
I now ſend you an account of this ex oranges and lemons, which he carried a

traordinary man, which, though very bout in a baſket.
It happened that the noble lord from
brief and general, is, in every fact and
whoſe mouth theſe particulars were taken,
circumſtance, literally true.
I received it from the noble lord, his received about that time (the year 1755)
beneficent patron's own mouth, and im an Arabian horſe, which he had ordered
mediately wrote it down for my private from abroad, and an Armenian ſervant
ſatisfaction. I ſhould not have publiſhed was ſent over with him as groom. As
it, if, after the various accounts already this man underſtood no European lan
mentioned, I had not thought it due from guage, he was altogether unintelligible
me to a great character which has ſuffered to thoſe about him, which was a very
by a partial and erroneous miſrepreſen mortifying circumſtance,and attended with
tation. I am, Sir, yours, &c.
P. C. confiderable inconvenience; for as he
could gratify no curioſity, neither could
MIN, deſcended from an antjent he underſtand any orders. But after ſome
and honourable Georgian family, time, one of the ſervants took him out to
-

is the ſon of an officer who ſerved under

ſhew him the city, and, as he was gazing

the famous uſurper and tyrant Kouli at the ſtatues of the kings in the

i.

Royal

Khan, but, being ill treated,
the Exchange, he was remarked by Emin,
army, and retired, with his family, to who, knowing him to be an Armenian by
Calcutta.
his dreſs, came up to him, and accoſted
Here be gave his ſon Emin a proper him in the language of his country. This
education to qualify him for a merchant, may eaſily be conceived to give mutual
but the young man very ſoon diſcovered pleaſure to the two ſtrangers, and it ſcarce
a diſlike to trade. His father perſuaded, gave leſs to the ſervant, though fºom a
expoſtulated, and remonſtrated without very different cauſe. He had now found
effect : Emin ſtill entreated to be a ſoldi a perſon who could interpret between the
er; the father, who had experienced the groom and his lord ; he therefore direct

infelicities of a military life, ſtill refuſed ; ed Emin to wait upon his lordſhip the
and the youth at laſt ran away, and got next day.

privately on board an Eatt I::::ia ſhip,
that was ready to ſail for England.

-

The next day Emin went accordingly,
and was introduced ; he was ſhort of ſta

As he was poſſeſſed of very little be ture, his cloaths were ragged, and his ap
fides the cloths that covered him, he of. pearance mean ; yet, when his lordſhip
. . fered himſelf as a ſervant to the captain, began to converſe with him, he diſcover

and was accepted. In this ſituation, he
behaved well; 2nd, during the voyage,
learned Engliſh ; but when he came on
ſhore here, the captain, having no far.

ed ſomething ſtriking and uncommon kin

ther occaſion for him, he was diſcharged.
As he was now in a ſtrange country,

his ſituation.

wholly without friends, and almoſt with
out money, he was ſoon reduced to great
diſtreſs ; and, as the firſt thing that oc
curred, he offered himſelf among the men
that ply early in the morning at the cor
ner of King-ſtreet, Cheapſide, as a la

made the firſt converſation ſhort ; Emin
was, therefore, diſmiſſed, with orders to
come again at a time of more leiſure.
The firſt thing he did after this inter

die in his countenance, and found hrs

conceptions and ſentiments by no means
ſuch as might have been expected from
Buſineſs of more importance, however,

view, was to write a long letter to his
lordſhip, containing the particulars of his
bourer to the bricklayers: he was em life, that have been already related, with
ployed, but being flightly made, the fa many others of leſs importance.
tigue of carrying bricks and mortar up
The ſtile was figurative and bold, and
a ſtrain
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a ſtrain of maſculine eloquence appeared for the officer that commanded a body of
through all the diſadvantages of a lan
guage not perfectly underſtood.
In this letter he referred to ſeveral per
fons of credit in England for his charac
ter, and for the veracity of his relation to
the captain who brought him over, and to

light troops, called the Hunters, that
were frequently employed in dangerous
excurſions, beating up the enemy's quar

ters, and attacking detached parties, and
advanced poſts; and gave him orders to
ſend Emin with his corps the next dan
general
, who commanded in the Eaſt gerous attempt they ſhould make, and
Indies, who knew his father, and had bring him an account of his behaviour;
orders from him to pay his paſſage, and for Emin had talked ſo much of what he
all his expences, if he would return to would do, that the duke began to doubt,
Calcutta, but to advance nothing for his whether it was not rather to diſguiſe his
cowardice, than to evince his bravery.
ſupport here, if he refuſed.
Emin declared, that he was, notwith
This officer ſoon came again to the
flanding, reſolved to continue here, and duke, and told him, that Emin was a man
expreſſed the moſt earneſt deſire of being very unfit for his corps: the ſervice they are
made acquainted with the military princi ſent upon, ſays he, is always dange ous;
ples and diſcipline of Europe, and having and the fearleſs activity of this ſtranger
his courage brought to the teſt.
renders it deſperate ; he puſhes forward
His lordſhip being greatly pleaſed with with ſuch utter contempt of danger, that
the letter, and the ſpirit it expreſſed, cauſed theſe irregular troops, following the ex
proper inquiry to be made concerning the ample, muſt be all cut to pieces, if he
principal facts, and finding them authen continues longer among them.
The duke and Emin, being thus both
ticated, he took Emin into his protecti
-

on, and determined to procure him ad ſatisfied, the adventurer was removed into

miſſion into the army in ſuch a ſituation a body of the regular troops, where his
activity would be under proper regulation
His lordſhip immediately afforded him and reſtraint.
a plentiful ſubſiſtence, and ſoon after took
Having continued with the army, as a
an opportunity to ſhew his letter to the volunteer, till peace was concluded, he

as ſhould anſwer his purpoſe.

-

late duke of Cumberland.

then quitted it, being diſmiſſed with am

His royal highneſs expreſſed the great ple letters of recommendation : but hear
eſt ſurprize and pleaſure at Emin's cha ing there were commotions in Georgia,
raēter, fituation, and abilities; and, re his native country, he determined to re
turning the letter, “ This man, ſays he, turn thither, rather than ſolicit any ad
“my lord, has a ſpirit in him that de vantage here, in conſideration of the te

“ ſerves cultivation.” His royal high

ſtimonials in his behalf.

neſs ſoon after ſent him, under his own

He was, however, but ill provided for
protection, to the academy at Woolwich, ſuch a journey; money, the great medium
where he applied himſelf to the ſtudy of of all convenience, being wanting : this,
the military arts, with an aſſiduity and inſtead of diverting him from his purpoſe,
application that ſeemed to abſorb all his only determined him to travel on foot.
faculties, and exclude every other object. On foot, therefore, he proceeded from
When he had been ſome time at Wool Germany to Peterſbourg, that he might
wich, his royal highneſs recommended enter into Georgia by the Volga and the
him to the late duke of Marlborough, Caſpian Sea ; but his paſſes, whoever
whom he attended in the expedition to procured then, were ſo imperfectly drawn
St. Maloes, and under whom he ſerved up, that the commandant on the confines
in Germany, with great reputation, and of Ruſſia ſuſpected their authenticity, and
was admitted to his ſecond table.

Among the perſons aſſembled at this
table, the converſation naturally turn
ed upon military ſubječts, and Emin fre
quently expreſſed a ſtrong deſire to be
placed in ſome ſituation that would give
him an opportunity to ſignalize his cou
rage. This was reported to the duke,
who determined to gratify hin. His ſent

would not ſuffer him to proceed. After
having travelled fifteen hundred miles on
foot, with infinite difficulty and labour,
he was obliged to tread the ſame ground
backwards, to obtain a more effectual

paſſport. This he effected with wonder
ful patience, and a fortitude which many
have wanted, who could yet meet death
in the field with a ſteady countenance.
M 2.
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Having thus travelled fifteen hundred ther things it was ſaid, that he could bend
miles to Ruſſia, and fifteen hundred back, an iron poker : that is no extraordinary
he travelled fifteen hundred more to Ruſ

thing, ſaid Emin, and immediately took

fia a ſecond time, in all four thouſand five up the poker, and bent it round his neck.

hundred miles, of which 3ooo miles

He was exceedingly temperate both in
food and liquors, and never drank wine
robably committed by ſome petty wretch, if he could avoid it. During his moſt
in the inſolence of office, who could affect diſtreſſed ſituation, he lived for many
importance only by treating indigent me weeks together upon three half pence a day.
The duke of Northumberland mention
rit with ſupercilious negligence.
When he had been permitted to paſs ed the following circumſtance, as a teſti
the confines of Ruſſia, he made the beſt mony of Emin's military ardour and ſpi
of his way to Georgia, where he offered rit, which ſhould not be forgot.
his ſervice to Heraclius, whom he found
In the year 1757, after Emin had been
in arms, attempting to ſhake off the Tur ſome time at the academy at Woolwich,
kiſh yoke : he was admitted into the ar the duke of Cumberland told him, that
my, but continued unnoticed for more he ſhould make a campaign with him in
than a year, ſtill patiently waiting for Germany; Emin, therefore, hoped he
ſome opportunity to compel attention by ſhould go over with him. But his royal
the diſplay of ſupreme abilities. This op highneſs's departure was ſo ſudden, that
portunity at laſt happened ; and his con he was left behind ; this was a dreadful
dućt and courage, in ſome important ac diſappointment to him ; but, upon in
tions, were ſo conſpicuous, that the prince quiry, he found that orders had been
immediately promoted him ; and, as his given for him to follow the firſt opportu
eye was now upon him, the condućt of nity ; he was, however, ſo impatient un
every day was a new recommendation, der this delay, that he ran to the duke of
and he ſoon after appointed him one of Northumberland, and earneſtly intreated
his principal commanders.
him to give him a little money; for, ſayshe,
He has correſponded with his noble pa I am determined to croſs the channel, and
tron fince his arrival in Georgia, and, it go to the army immediately on foot : his
is hoped, future letters may furniſh ma grace complied; and Emin ſetting out
terials for compleating his hiſtory, with accordingly, arrived much before he was
equal honour to himſelf, and ſatisfačti expe&ted, greatly to the ſurprize of the
were trodden merely to restify a miſtake,

on to his friends.

duke of Cumberland, who admired his

ſpirit, of which he ſoon after made a far

Farther Particulars of Emin, the reput ther proof, by ſending him on an expedi
ed Georgian.

tion with the hunters, which, by a ſlip of
MIN, though a Georgian by ex the memory, is ſaid to have been done by
traštion, was born in Perſia, in the the duke of Marlborough.

year 1729.

In one of his letters to the D. of Nor

He came to England in the year 1752 thumberland, which was read by our cor
or 1753, being then about three or four reſpondent, he ſays, “My lord, I have this
and twenty years old. At firſt tie wrote to boaſt, I was the firſt man that ſet fire to
his name Ameen, but afterwards wrote it the French ſhips at St. Maloes in 1758.”
Emin, becauſe, he ſaid, that way of
When the peace put an end to our mi
ſpelling it was more conformable to the litary operations in Germany, Emin re
Engliſh language. He lived with the turned to England, and took ſhipping for
rocer, whom he mentions in his firſt Aleppo, hoping to have joined Heraclius
É. when he was picked up by the earl in Georgia that way; but finding this
of Northumberland's ſervant.
impračticable, he returned, and took
The hurt that he mentions to have ſhipping to Peterſbourg ; ſtreſs of weather
received by carrying burdens that drove him into Riga, whence he travelled
were too heavy for him, was a rup to Peterſbourg on foot ; and this was the
ture. The phyſician who cured him, journey in which he was ſent back by a
a gentleman of great eminence in his pro defe&t in his paſs.
The duke of Northumberland has a pic
feſfion, told our correſpondent, that din
ing one day with Emin, at a nobleman's ture of this extraordinary perſon; by which
table, the converſation turned upon the he appears to be a little man, of a brown
feats of Thomas Topham, commonly complexion, with a caſt in his eyes; º
Q
called the Strong Man ; and, among o
-
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of a penetrating and ſagacious counte ropean officer, I may be uſeful at laſt, in
nance.
ſome degree, to my country; but my fa
Copy of the firſt Letter of Emin to the then ther did not liſten to me, for God did
E. now D. of Northumberland.
not give him underſtanding in theſe things;
Preſent you the ſpecimen of my writ I could not bear to live like a beaſt, eat
ing I promiſed. . It is too bold, I am ing and drinking without liberty or know.
afraid, to make myſelf the ſubjećt, when ledge: -I went to capt. Fox, of the ſhip
I write to your lordſhip ; but forgive, Walpole, and kiſſed his feet hundred times,
my lord, the language of a ſtranger; I to let me work for my paſſage to Europe,
have been in too low condition to know

before he would bend to me; but he did

how to write proper to your lordſhip, but at laſt admit me; and I came to England
you ſpeak to me more kind and humbly
than mean people ; ſo I am encouraged.
—I have very good deſigns, and I have
ſuffered very much hardſhips for them. I
I think your lordſhip will not deſpiſe a
perſon in a mean condition, for thinking
of ſomething more than livelihood ; I
have, with a good will, thrown behind
me a very eaſy livelihood for this condi
tion, mean as it is ; and I am not trou

with much labour, but it did not grieve
me when I thought of my country. I
entered myſelf with my little money into
Mr. Middleton's academy: I had the ho
nour to tell your lordſhip ſo before : I
was firſt a ſcholar, and, when my money
was gone, I was a ſervant there for m

learning; but he was broke, and I loſt
every thing : I went into the ſtreet to
work for my bread, for I could not bear
to go about vaging a tail at people's doors
for a bit of meat. I will not grieve your
lordſhip with the miſery which I went
through ; I do not want to be pitied; I

bled, if I can carry my point at laſt. As
long as I can remember my own family,
and I remember my great grandfathers,
they have been always ſoldiers, and al
ways did remember Chriſt, though they got ſervice at laſt as a porter with one
were torn out of their country of Ar Mr. Robarts, a grocer in the city ; in

menia by Shaw Abbas, and planted in

this time I carried ſometimes burthens of

Hamadan.

After their captivity they near two hundred weight upon my back,
were ſoldiers likewiſe : two of my uncles and paid out of my wages to learn ſome
did ſpill their blocd in the ſervice of Kou geometry, and to complcat myſelf in writ
ly Kan; my father was his ſlave for ma ing, and juſt to begin a little French;
ny years, but he was at laſt forced to fly but becauſe, my lord, I almoſt ſtarved
into India, becauſe this tyrant had ſhar myſelf to pay for this, and carried bur
pened his battle-axe againſt his own ar thens more than my ſtrength, I hurted
my, more than upon his enemies. Soon myſelf ſo that I could not work any lon
after my father ſent for me to Calcutta in ger ; ſo that I was in deſpair, and not
Bengal, where he is a merchant. There I care what become of me: but a fiend
ſaw the fort of Europeans, and the ſoldiers put me to write with one Mr. Webſter,
exerciſe, and the ſhipping, and that they an attorney in Cheapſide, which for a lit
were dexterous and perfect in all things: tie time got bread; but I was reſolved, in
then I grieved within myſelf for my re deſpair, to go again to India, becauſe no
ligion, and my country, that we were in body would put out his hand to help me
ſlavery and ignorance, like Jews, vaga to learn, and my uncle ſent 60 pounds to
bonds over the earth ; and I ſpoke to my governor Davis to carry me back. I am
father upon this; becauſe our fathers did afraid I am too troubleſome in my ac
not fight for their country; but I under counts to your lordſhip ; but we people
flood that the Armenians in the moun of Aſia cannot expres much in a few
tains were free, and handled arms from words like ſcholars. Now I met by chance
their childhood; and that thoſe under ſome gentleman who encouraged me, and
Patriarch, who are ſubjećt to the Turks gave me books to read, and advica in e
and Perſians, did not want courage; but to kiſs colonel Dingley's hands, and ſhew
they are all ignorant, and fight only with my buſineſs tº him. He was a brave
a wild and natural fierceneſs; and ſo they ſoldier, took me by the hand, ſpoke to his
have no order, and do nothing but like own ie: jeant, an honeſt man, to teach me
robbels. And I reſolved I would go to manual exerciſe, and gave me Bland's
Europe to learn art military, and other Military Diſcipline, and promiſed to help.
ſciences to aſſiſt that art; and I was ſure me to learn gunnery and
ut
that if I could go into Armenia, like Eu

iniatº
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but I was again unfortunate ; for when

the Advocate under which they ſhelter

light juſt began to come to my eyes, he

themſelves, and which they oppoſe, to

died, and I was like before, except that

the miniſterial Meaſure.

I knew a little of manual exerciſe, and

read ſome of the Roman hiſtory ; could
learn no more nor live.

I was broke to

pieces, and bowed my neck to governor
Davis, to go over to my friends, with

S I R,

Hº
lately read in your maga
zine a letter from the committee of
London merchants, direéted to john Han

out doing any of theſe things I ſuffered cock, Eſq; and the other merchants in
for. I am in this net at preſent ; but I Boſton, recommending it to the people
of
am happier than all mankind, if I can America to behave with moderation, with
meet any great man who can prevail upon

out affecting to triumph upon the repeal
governor Davis to allow me ſomething of the ſtamp-aēt,
I own I could not help

out of the money he has only upon con
dition that I return to blindneſs once a

expreſſing my doubts of the propriety of
ſuch an addreſs; for ſurely
gentle

thoſe
gain; that I may go through evolutions men have given us a very unneceſſary cau
with the recruits, and learn gunnery and

if the repeal was obtained upon the
fortification, and if there is a war, to go tion,
principles they mention, and the Ameri
one year as a volunteer. If governor cans will have very little reaſon to rejoice,
Davis writes, that I have a great man much leſs to exult on the behaviour of the
here my protećtor, my father, who looks Britiſh parliament, if (as we are told)
upon me as a perſon run away and for they acted upon mere commercial principles
faken, will make me an allowance to learn. of expedience,
not from thoſe more
If I could clear my own eyes, and ſerve rational ones ofand
humanity and juſtice, a
my country and my religion, that is trod riſing from a thorough conviction of their
under the foot of Muſulman, I would go former error, in taxing a confiderable
through all ſlavery and danger with a body of their fellow ſubjests, in a man
glad heart; but if I muſt return, after ner inconſiſtent with the Britiſh conſtitu
four years ſlavery and miſery, to the ſame tion, nor can I ſee for what mighty boon
ignorance, without doing any good, the Americans are to be ſo haſty in ex
would break my heart, my lord, in the preſſing
their gratitude, if the repeal of
end. I beg pardon, I have experience of the ſtamp-act
is not at leaſt a tacit com
your lordſhip's goodneſs, elſe I would not past that the parliament of Great Britain
ſay ſo much ; I would not receive, but will never again uſe the right of taxin
return ; and I want nothing but a little us without our conſents, and if we ...i
ſpeaking from the
of an Indian
not even dare to confider it in that light,
governor to my friends.
have always under pain of having our tax maſters re
been honeſt. Thoſe I have been ſlave to
flored and ſuch a train of ill conſequences
will ſay I am honeſt. Mr. Grey truſted introduced, as are eaſier to be imagined
Inc.
Here is a ſort of ſtory. Nothing but than deſcribed.
Such advice as this might have been giv
our lordſhip's good-nature can make to
en with propriety by the Egyptians to the
}. I am much obliged to your lord Iſraelites,
maſters to their ſlaves, but
ſhip for your patience. I ſhall be very can neverorbebyfollowed
with prudence by
proud of giving your lordſhip all the the deſcendants Engliſhmen,
whilſt the
of
proof in my poor power, how much I ain, enjoy even a ſhadow
of that liberty wº
&c.
they boaſt to be their birthright; and
Joseph AME EN. firely, the Britiſh parliament, thoſe
In a former Magazine, (See p. 610) watchful gu ºrdians of . muſt en
we publiſhed the Letter from the Com tertain a vºry deſpicable opinion of their
mittee of Merchants of London to their fellow-ſubjects in America, to imagine
Carreſpondents in America, and at them ſunk to ſo low and abject a ſtate of
the ſame Time requeſted the Anſwer to ſervility as to be warm in their expreſſi
be ſent us; in Conſequence of which, ons of gratitude to them for their decia
the following was communicated, which ration of a right to enſlave them when
may be conſidered, as the Sentiments ever they think proper to exert that
wnder which theſe People atted, and right.

*

-

On
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On the other hand, I am one of thoſe

ſemblies : I ſay, they were aſſured of this
who think that Americans would have privilege, becauſe it was granted by their
very little reaſon to have boaſted of their ſovereign, and acknowledged by his mi
vićtory over parliamentary authority, or niſters, who have, upon ſeveral occaſions,
to have expreſſed their gratitude to their applied in a conſtitutional manner to thoſe
parent country, if the parliament of Great aſlemblies for ſupplies, which have been al
Britain had repealed the ſtamp act without ways given to the extent of their abilities,
any previous declaration of their right to tax whenever the emergencies of ſtate required
America, and that it would rather have it, nor did the Britiſh parliament ever ſeem
increaſed than diminiſhed the dignity of to think, till lately, that they had that
that auguſt aſſembly to have acted in that vaſt uncontroulable power over their fel
nanner.
low-ſubjects in America, now contended
The firſt ſettlers of Britiſh America, it is for, but on the other hand have paſſed
agreed on all hands, were Engliſhmen, as aćts of parliament, declaring the deſcen
ſuch they were intitled to every privilege dants not only of the firſt ſettlers, but of
of the Britiſh conſtitution, and among the foreigners born in America entitled to
reſt that ineſtimable one of being taxed every natural advantage of the ſubječts
only by their own repreſentatives; this born in Great Britain, nor is it neceſſary
right was born with, and ſo inherent in for the welfare of either Great Britain or
them, that nothing but ſome actual crime, her colonies, that ſuch a power ſhould
which attainted their blood, could deprive be lodged in the parliament of Great Bri
them of it. * Could it therefore have tain ; ſince the king, as in his parliament
been ſuppoſed that the mother-country of Great Britain, preſides in every aſ
would have endeavoured to diveſt the off ſembly in America, as ſupreme head, and
ſpring of her own bowels of thoſe inhe the royal aſſent (not of his governor or
rent, ineſtimable privileges, unleſs they ſubſtitute) muſt be perſonally obtained
had committed ſome greater offence than before any ačt of our reſpective aſſemblies
that of having added, at the expence of can attain the force of a law, which is an
their blood and treaſure, ſuch an immenſe effectual barrier againſt the aſſemblies of
and advantageous territory to her domini America ena&ting any laws prejudicial
ons as the continent of America, or in to the commercial intereſts of Great
other words, that Britain would have re Britain.

duced her children to a more abjećt ſtate
The King the Commons and Lords,
of ſlavery for having expoſed themſelves form the legiſlature of Great Britain, the
to every hardſhip in a foreign clime, to King and the reſpective aſſemblies of the
promote her intereſt, than they would colonies form the legiſlature of the colo
have been expoſed to if they had remain nies, with this material difference, that
ed ina&tive at home A compačt was in Britain the legiſlative power of the
therefore entered into, and royal charters houſe of Lords is hereditary, the legiſla
were given to the adventurers, not grant tive power of the council in the colonies
ing them any higher privileges than the is only during the King's pleaſure, the
reſt of their fellow-ſubjects, but only legiſlative power of the commons in both,
confirming to them in their new ſettle is derived from the people, the legiſlative
ments the enjoyments of thoſe privileges, power of the King is equally ſupreme in
which, as Engliſhmen, they were entitled both : but as the aſſemblies of the colo
to at home.

Under the faith of theſe

nies cannot make laws to extend further

charters, granted by their ſovereign, and than the limits of their reſpective colo
not contradićted by either. houſe of par nies, no, not even beyond the banks of the
liament, our anceſtors undertook and ef rivers, which divide ſome of the colonies,
fested the ſettlement of America, with an it is abſolutely neceſſary that the parlia

aſſurance that they could not be diveſt ment of Great Britain ſhould interpoſe
ed of their property and liberty without in ſuch caſes, where the legiſlative power
their conſent given in their reſpective aſ of the colonies is ineffeStual. Here then
- N O
E.
I would draw the line, beyond which
-

* We have here omitted the writer’s ac

every encroachment would be an invaſion

count of the origin of this right, as imma of the rights of their fellow-ſubječts,
terial, if they, as Engliſhmen, are smtitled and, though ſuperior power may enable
to it.
them to rivet the chains, humanity, gra
-

titude
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are too feeble to reſiſt the lawleſs and un

form the diſtinguiſhing characteriſtic of

generous attempt. Here then let me aſk, America. If it be aſked, what will be
what reaſon would the Americans have
for exultation ? What room to boaſt of a

the conſtitutional method of applying:

pealed, and the parliament of Britain
had not tacitly but openly and candidly
acknowledged that they had no right to
tax America P Should we have gained
any new privilege by ſuch an acknow
ledgment, which our anceſtors were not
entitled to when they left England, and
which, after being ever ſince poſſeſſed of,
they have tranſmitted to their poſterity

cy, and aſks them to grant him ſuch a

To this I anſwer, does the king deſire a
vićtory over parliamentary authority, ſupply in England P. He acquaints his
even if the ſtamp act had been re commons of England with the emergen

What foundation then could there have

fum as the exigence of ſtate requires.

Does the King deſire a ſum of money
raiſed of America? Let his miniſters apply
to his commons of America in the ſame

Parliamentary way,\and they will, as
they always have done, grant as much as
their conſtituents can bear.

It is objected, that the colonies have

behaved in ſuch a manner with regard to

been to exult, to boaſt of vićtory, or the ſtamp ačt, as to have awakened the

even to expreſs gratitude, when we ſhould honour of parliament, and thereby involv
have gained no other advantage than what ed every friend of the repeal in the impu
as men, as Britons, under the ſtrongeſt aſ

tation of betraying the dignity of par

ſurances of royal charters, and public liament. Whoever conſiders the lau
parliamentary faith, we were always enri dable ſtand made by the colonies in
tled to, and had always a&tually enjoyed 2 defence of their natural rights in
But it hath been

... that it is unrea

this deluſive point of view, are equally

ſonable that America ſhould bear no part enemies to Great Britain and the colo.
of the expence of the laſt war ; this has

.

nies.

The colonies have never encroach

by an abler pen than
mine, by proving that America pays
her proportion of that expence in the
conſumption of Britiſh manufactures, the
advanced price of which, enables our
fellow ſubjects of Britain to diſcharge

ed upon the rights of the Britiſh parlia
ment ; they have only endeavoured to
vindicate their own, injured in ſo tender
a Point as a deprivation of their deareſt
privileges: They firſt complained, and

thoſe taxes with eaſe, and in the other

they proceeded to ſpirited reſolutions,

been

when theſe complaints were ineffectual,

commercial advantages which Great Bri in order to convince their poſterity that
tain derives from her colonies.

Is not

they did not tamely give up that liberty

the objećtion ſufficiently anſwered then
which they inherited from their anceſtors.
I ſay, we have already contributed more Was it an inſult to the Britiſh parliament
than our ſhare; this colony in particu to deny its authority to enſlave Britiſh
lar now labours

under a confiderable

ſubjećts not repreſented in that parlia

debt, incurred in aſſiſting his majeſty's
troops during the laſt war, to diſcharge
which the taxes we now pay in a time of
peace amount to conſiderably more in
proportion to the nett produce of our
eflates, than any tax ever yet felt by the
mhabitants of Great Britain in the very
heat of war. Is our ſovereign not yet
contented Or do the emergencies of
ſtate require ſomething more of us Let
his minifters apply to us in a conſtituti

ment 2 The Britiſh parliament have cer
tainly invaded the rights of her American
fellow-ſubjećts; as ſoon as ſhe became
ſenſible of the injuſtice of her claim, ſhe
receded from it; in other words, the

onal manner, and convince us of the e

Britiſh parliament, convinced they had
too haſtily adopted a meaſure inconfiſtent

with the Britiſh conſtitution, candidly de
termined to revoke that meaſure: Would

ſuch a condućt have been diſgraceful ?
On the other hand, if there be any truth
in that, adage, that an error gracefully

mergency, and his faithful commons of acknowledged is a vićtory won, or if to
America will exert themſelves to the ut recede from a poſition too haſtily aſſerted,
moſt of their ability, to demonſtrate that upon a convićtion that it is unjuſt and
a ſteady loyalty to their ſovereign, an erroneous, is the higheſt point of honour
and
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and wiſdom, I think the flagrant injuſtice fiaſm to their courage 7 Enured to the
of the ſtamp-act muſt make good my climate, and well ſupplied with proviſi
aſſertion, that the repeal of it, unclog ons, would they not be better enabled to
ged with any declaration of right, would undergo the fatigues of ſuch an expedi
rather have increaſed than diminiſhed the

tion than their invaders ? Could Great

dignity of the Britiſh parliament. Much Britain ſpare the number of forces neceſ
has been ſaid of the power of Great Bri fary to execute ſuch a purpoſe Would
tain, and of the eaſe with which ſhe could thoſe troops engage with alacrity in ſuch
enforce obedience from her feeble colo a caſe ? Would not ſome murmurings of
nies; but ſhall Great Britain deſcend ſo humanity whiſper to their conſciences,
much below the dignity of her antient that they were but butchering their fel
character, as to exert a barbarous and in

low ſubjećts, for ſhewing themſelves

human power of doing miſchief to her worthy of the race from whence they
own children, becauſe they were too fee ſprang, and for acting the ſame laudable
ble to reſiſt her forces
part which they themſelves would do un
The weakneſs of a ſtate, and its known der the ſame oppreſſion f
inability to hurt their empire, was a ſuf
When the ſluices of her trade were ſtop
ficient protection againſt the attempts of ped, and all communication with her
the haughty Romans to enſlave them ; colonies cut off, could ſhe long ſupport
and ſhall Great Britain behave to her the expence of ſuch an armament Is ſhe
own children, from whom ſhe reaps im well aſſured that the other powers of
menſe advantages, with leſs lenity and Europe would ſtand idle, and calmly ſee
indulgence than thoſe inſolent barbarians her trampling upon the rights of man
did to ſtrangers, and even to enemies kind Would not the generous deſign of
But if elated with the idea of her own preventing ſo execrable a purpoſe, fur
ſtrength, Great Britain ſhould ever deter niſh them with a juſt pretext for interpoſ
mine to enſlave America, it is more than ing in ſupport of the injured colonies;
probable that ſhe would have more diffi and might not Britain, whilſt ſhe was en
culties to encounter with than ſhe at pre deavouring to enforce ſlavery with fire
ſent apprehends. Suppoſe the Americans and ſword in America, fall an eaſy prey
alarmed at the approaching danger, ſhould to the firſt invader, and thus involve her.
prudently determine to retreat to a con ſelf in the ruin deſigned for others But
fiderable diſtance above the navigation, ſuppoſe Great Britain was able to cruſh
lay waſte the farms and plantations they America with the ſmalleſt exertion of her
left, and drive off their live ſtock of eve force : ſuppoſe ſhe was able to extirpate
ry kind with them ; would troops that its preſent inhabitants without loſing the
had been confined to a cloſe ſhip, upon life of a ſingle man againſt it ; would
ſalt proviſions for near three months, ſuch a conqueſt redound either to her
without freſh proviſions, without horſes honour or her advantage * Would not
to draw their artillery, be in a very pro the life of every American ſpent upon
per condition to purſue them If they ſuch an occaſion be a real loſs to Britain,
did, would not the ſcurvy, the un by leſſening the import of her manufac
wholeſomeneſs of the climate, and the tures, and the export of rough materials,
many diſorders incident to America, which furniſh her with the means of extend
which attack the Europeans with dou ing her trade to every corner of the globe?
ble force upon their firſt arrival, render What mighty advantage would ſhe reap
the ſucceſs of ſuch an expedition imprac from an uncultivated deſart Or, would
ticable, and enable the Americans to pre it be eaſy for her to perſuade her other
ſerve their liberty, without imbruing their ſubjećts to ſupply the place of the ſlaugh
hands in blood Is it reaſonable to ſup tered, with ſuch an example of the per
oſe that three millions of Britiſh ſub fidy, cruelty, and ingratitude of their
ećts would tamely ſubmit to ſlavery, mother country before their eyes But it
without ſtriking a ſingle blow * Would may be ſaid, it is the intention of Great
not their knowledge of the country en Britain only to enſlave, not to deſtroy her
able them to attack with advantage 2 American fellow ſubjects —Does ſhe
Would not the conſideration that they think then that the extirpation of liberty
were fighting pro aris et focis add enthu would be a ſpur to induſtry, or that
Feb. 1767,
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ſlavery has ſuch charms as to contribute

on that ſhe is not able to enforce it at a

to the increaſe of her colonies 2

leſs expence than her own ruin

Should the weſtern endeavour to deprive
the northern counties of England of their
rights, and a civil war enſue, would the
conflict be advantageous even to the con
querors Theſe are conſiderations which
muſt and always will have weight with
the Britiſh parliament, and prevent them
from attempting to exerciſe the right they
have ſo injudiciouſly claimed. I ſhall readi
ly admit, that in a juſt cauſe Great Britain

means.

By no

Such a conduct would be raſh,

weak, and imprudent.
Notwithſtanding I am now writing in
defence of the rights of my country, could
I riſe up ſome centuries hence, and ſee A
merica able to cruſh Great Britain to a

toms, with as much eaſe as Great Bri
tain now thinks ſhe can cruſh her colo

nies, I would exert my utmoſt force to
repreſs the ungenerous attempt, and to
can force obedience from her colonies, prevent a rupture, which muſt be injuri
becauſe in that caſe, by far the greater ous, if not ruinous to both ; and ſhould I

part of her American ſubjects would join ſee one of my own deſcendants endeavour
his majeſty's troops to reduce the refrac ing to increaſe the diſſention, by inſulting
tory to ſubmiſſion ; but ſo perfect is the the weakneſs of the country from whence
union of intereſis between Great Britain

his anceſtors ſprung, I would execute the

and her colonies, and ſo great the loyalty deteſted particide with my own hand. But
and affection which the latter bears to the were the Americans to expreſs ſubmiſſion
former, that ſuch an event can never or gratitude to the Britiſh parliament for
happen. We really conſider ourſelves as what they have done, or even to be en
the ſame people with the inhabitants of tirely filent in declaring their own rights
Great Britain, and feel the ſame ſenti at this juncture, it would be giving up the
ments of joy or ſorrow on every acquiſi grand point for which they have made ſo
tion or loſs of our mother-country, as if glorious a ſtruggle, and deprive them of
we ſtill inhabited her happy iſland. Have that eſteem and gratitude with which
the Britiſh fleets gained any ſignal advan their poſterity will look back upon their
tage over thoſe of her enemy, the joyful anceſtors of this aera. The part which I
American devours, with greedy ears, the would adviſe the different aſſemblies of
pleaſing tale, whilſt every relator beſtows America to ačt, upon this occaſion, is this,
fome additional commendation upon the To take no further notice of the declara
gallant commanders. Are the Britiſh tion of the Britiſh parliament, ſhould it
forces defeated in Germany, you ſee de be laid before them, than to pay it the re
preſſion, and read the diſagreeable news in ſpe&t of ordering it to be laid upon the ta
every American face you meet. Will it ble for the peruſal of the members, and
increaſe the luſtre of the Britiſh parlia without mentioning anything of the pro
ment to endeavour to alienate the affec ceedings of parliament, to enter upon their
tions of ſuch ſubjećts, by making a de journals, as ſtrong declarations of their
claration of a right which muſt deſtroy own rights as words can expreſs : thus
the ſympathy we feel for our mother one declaration of rights will ſtand againſt
country, by ſhewing that our intereſts are another, and matters will remain in ſtatu
divided, and mcceſſarily tends to inflame quo, till ſome future, weak miniſter,
a jealouſy between Great Britain and her equally a foe to Britain and her colonies,
colonies, which it is the intereſt of both ſhall, by aiming at popularity, think pro
to bury in oblivion ? Or, will it be be per to revive the extinguiſhed flame, and
neath the dignity of that auguſt body, to draw upon himſelf the curſes of millions
expunge from their journals an entry yet unborn. Gratitude would call upon
fraught with ſuch miſchievous conſequen us to diſtinguiſh, by the warmeſt acknow
ces The beſt of men, miſled with paſſion, ledgments, thoſe exalted friends of hu
prejudice, or miſapprehenſion, have err man nature, who ſo nobly defended the
ed; but ſurely it can never be virtuous to liberty of their fellow ſubjects in the
perfiſt in error: if this ſhould be the caſe, Britiſh ſenate, did not prudence repreſs
what can America do Will it be pru the generous impulſe, by whiſpering that
dent or adviſeable to enter into a quarrel we could not expreſs our gratitude to
with her mother-country for a haſty de thoſe who eſpouſed, without tacitly re
claration of parliament, upon a ſuppoſiti Proaching thoſe who oppoſed, the cauſe of
liberty i
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liberty; and that it is not always ſafe to arrangements, your viſits at court will be
irritate even our enemies : let us then re

unwelcome, and your voice deteſted in the

ly upon the goodneſs of thoſe hearts, who
have ſerved us, to excuſe an involuntary
filence; but as the great Mr. Pitt is ſo
peculiarly happy to have conferred obli
gations on | inhabitants of every part
of the Britiſh dominions, in the ſignal ad
vantages which every ſubjećt derives from
his glorious and upright adminiſtration,
ſome compliment, to expreſs to lateſt
ages, the lively and grateful ſenſe we en
tertain of his virtues, may be paid with
propriety, without giving offence to any

royal palace; contempt will be your
lot among the proſtitute attendants of the
court, and probably hiſſes from the mob.
What advantage can your country reap
from your ſubmillion to ſo inglorious a
martyrdom?
Our merchants have no occaſion for a

remonſtrating envoy at Liſbon; they

have already had enough of the diſplay
of miniſterial talents in that way, without
reaping the leaſt benefit from theſe feeble

detours. But if our miniſtry are ſerious
other ſubject; fince no man can be ſo in the matter, they have of themſelves
vain of his own deſert, as to think him taken up between Portugal and England,

ſelf ſlighted, by any compliment paid to all that can be ſettled between thoſe two
the uncommon merit of that truly great kingdoms, in an annicable manner, may
Inails
be eaſily perfected by a meſſage to the
A BRITISH AMERICAN. Portugueſe envoy here, as by that chan
nel we may have a more ſpeedy anſwer
To hit Excellency William Henry Little from Liſbon ; and, in caſe of affected
ton, Eſq; Envoy Extraordinary and delays, we have it in our power to for
Plenipotentiary to the Court of Portu ward the concluſion of the negotiation
with more dignity, than is poſſible to be
gal.
done by a miniſter at a foreign court.
PH1 Lo PATRIAE.

S I R,

H E R E is ſo little proſpe&t of ſatiſ.
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faćtion or permanency in your fu
ture embaſſy to Portugal, that the public The Queſtion we proceeded upon, was
that relative to our Conquefts in the
in general, as well as your particular
Eaſt-Indies, and the Application that
friends, are not a little ſurprized at your
Jhould be made of them in regard of
undertaking ſo unpromiſing an office.—
eaſing the Nation, of the Burthen laid on
To make the Portugueſe miniſtry tracta
it on Account of the Part ſhe took in pro
ble, an admiral, or rather commodore, at
curing them.
the head of a Britiſh ſquadron, is the on
ly negotiator. Our mortars, guns, and The Debate was opened by PER1cles,
other inſtruments of war, are endued with
who ſpoke as follows.
a perſuaſive force, which is by mature de
nied to any other ſort of mortal eloquence.
Mr. P R E S I D ENT,
Why then ſhould you think of trying the
SIR,
prevalence of your rhetoric on a miniſter
T is but natural we ſhould caſt our eyes
who liſtens only to the flattering views of
about and ſeek for relief to our coun
deſpotiſm, and thoſe of an unlimited a
varice Oppreſſion being his ſole delight, try, and eaſe her of the burthens ſhe is de
and terror the only motive he is acquaint preſſed, and perhaps may be borne down
ed with, our ſhips of war in the Tagus with, unleſs ſhe ſhares the equity due to
muſt be our advocates; our tars know her : what ſhe has undertaken has proſper
better than miniſters how to obtain the

ed, but to withhold this proſperity, and

wiſhed-for aſſent to our demands, and leave with her no other than the means that

that reparation to our injured ſubjećts,
which their diſtreſſes in Portugal ſo loud
ly require.
If you oppoſe not the oppreſſive ſchemes
of the prime miniſter of Portugal, your
reſidence at Liſbon can be of no uſe to

procured it, cannot be accounted leſs than
ſacrilege, for injuſtice to her is one of
the higheſt crimes; and it cannot be
leſs than what I have juſt mentioned, if
we neglect her intereſt who has done ſo."
much for us. But ingratitude, not to

our merchants ; and if you oppoſe thoſe me...iv., injuſtice, was never the character
of
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of mis houſe, therefore, it is with no leſs

If my informations be right, the
ſavings to this country, , by taking
a part of the Indian opulence to it
ſelf, will be very great. The preſent
extravagant riſe of their ſtock will be pre
judicial to us, if we permit it to go on.
By this riſe private men will accumulate
fortunes much too great for the peace and
happineſs of ſociety. That country is al
ways moſt happy where riches are moſt
equally diffuſed, but accumulated wealth
ever ſerves to promote accumulated mi
ſery. Noſiris miſeriis magnus es, was ap
tax of this kind, Sir, will exhauſt us in plied to a Roman, who had grown too

alacrity and confidence I move, that we
fhould do her juſtice, and pay her back,
according to our ability, (for ſhe requires
no more) what ſhe has ſo liberally ad
vanced, and with a proſperity never be
fore experienced. Her advance for the
purpoſe juſt mentioned, is indeed a tre
mendous ſum, and may properly be
conſidered as a tax which England pays
to the greateſt part of Europe, fince there
is ſcarce a ſtate that has not very large
concerns in our government-ſecurities. A

leſs than an age of all our money; and

formidable for his countrymen, the ſame

what is ſtill more valuable, of a great may be with very great juſtice ſpoken of
number of our ſubjećts. For the indu many of our countrymen at this day. It
ſtrious part of mankind, being obliged to will be no hardſhip therefore, upon any,
f. immenſe ſums for the ſupport of the if this exorbitant wealth is a little di
ender, who generally does nothing but miniſhed, thoſe already of overgrown
receive his annual ſupply, they will na fortunes will ſuffer nothing by the re
turally leave a country over-taxed, or trenchment, fince they already have but
like the Spaniards, relax into hopeleſs too much ; while, on the contrary, the
idleneſs, ſatisfied with living, and ſcarce poor who are forced above their income,
will find a relief from the meaſure. ,
knowing what it is to be happy.
Beſides, the government taking part in
There is now, Sir, open to us a way to
diſcharge a great part of this debt, and to this trade will give it ſtrength, and what
pour the immenſe treaſures of barbarous it ſeems to want at preſent, ſtability. I
nations into our own country, which, ſay ſtability, Sir, for if our governors and
while it pays what we owe, will be far Indian generals, go on as they have done
from making thoſe who receive it, more of late, they will ſoon teach the natives
formidable, fince the univerſal diffuſion of to conquer in turn, and to know that
money defeats itſelf, and it loſes its price numbers rightly diſciplined muſt ever pro
as it becomes more plentiful. The way cure vićtory. What have we ſeen of
I mean is, to
into the affairs of late, but men becoming ſoldiers from
that very opulent company of men, now merchants, and ſtill ačtuated by the
under our confideration, and if they have ſpirit of gain lay all under contribution to
embezzled, or ill managed the funds of ſatisfy their rapacity. We have ſeen them
the proprietors, to take thoſe funds out of come back to propagate the effemi
their hands, and make them a govern nate manners of the Eaſt, and to expoſe
their own vulgarity. And ſhould we heſi
ment property.
For my part, Sir, I have always tate to ſpare theſe ? No, Sir, if we do not
been againſt monopolies of traders : com take the trade from them, at leaſt let us
merce is originally as free as air, and tax it ſo, that the community may be be
thoſe arts by which it riſes ſhould be con nefited by it; let us ſo clip their wings,
tinued to preſerve it; it muſt, therefore, that avarice and low ambition may no
be ill policy in any government, to permit longer fly to injuſtice for growing great,
a body of men to carry on a ſeparate trade and carry the low ſpirit of rapacity to the
to themſelves from the good of the com extremeſt part of the world.
For God's ſake, of what uſe is our
munity, and to enrich themſelves by the
plunder of an exhauſted people. W. all commerce to us, if it cannot in ſome mea
ſeem pretty ſenſible of this truth, and in ſure repay the ſums laid out in its ſup

..

deed it is ſo obvious, that it ſcarce re

port; if, while it enriches our coaſts, it

quires a ſerious diſcuſſion. We have no does not alſo fertilize our inland pro
thing therefore to do, but to enter into vinces We have laid out immenſe ſums
this buſineſs with ſpirit, and make the already in giving this trade protection,
rich in ſome meaſure atome for the ſuffer now, therefore, is the time for repayment;
now is the time for that country,
ings of the poor.
-

-

wº
º
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has for ages been the repoſitory of our
riches, and the grave of our countrymen,
to refund a part of thoſe treaſures which
they have been ingulphing, they are now
able, and I hope we ſhall make them

IOI

happen in India, if we in like manner
take the trade from a ſet of men, who

have one general and common intereſt,
and throw it open to the public, whoſe
common intereſts are too remote to give
willing, to pay the long arrear for repeat integrity or uniformity to their deal
ed ſuccours; and I hope, it will be ſaid, ings.
But, if this trade ſhould not be render
that a nation, and not a company of
merchants, were the greateſt gainers by ed public, much leſs ſhould any govern
it.

ment undertake to manage it as a na

The next that roſe in the Debate was tional concern. God knows, we have
The R's ANDER, who th reply ſpoke as already enough to do for miniſters of ſtate,
and the ſervants of the crown; let us firſt
follows :
ſee how well they manage the affairs al
MR. P R E S I D E N T,
ready truſted to their care, and it will
SIR,
then be time enough to talk of giving
I can't think our debt ſo great, or ſo them new charges. In fact, Sir, making
grievous, as the honourable perſon who this trade a government affair, would on
has juſt ſpoken ſeems to imagine. If com ly ſerve to multiply offices and places, to
pared to our immenſe riches, it will be increaſe the power of the miniſter, who
nothing, and though the reſt of Europe already has perhaps too many places and
have a ſmall ſhare in our ſtocks, yet we penſions to beſtow.
in fact are only debtors to ourſelves, and
Then I would gladly aſk, who could
all this immenſe debt is only an imagi manage this trade among us, or where
mary thing, or rather a tax, one half of the we ſhould get a ſet of men to condućt it
people pay to the other, which muſt be as it is at preſent condućted. The mer
the fituation of all governments where chants who are now at the head of it,
there are rich and poor.
would certainly refuſe for the paltry pit
But ſuppoſing, Sir, it were as oppreſ tance which they at preſent annually re
ceive,
to ačt in ſubordination to a ſecre
five and dangerous as that gentleman
ſeems to think, I think it would be a tary, or a ſecretary's ſecretary, ſo that to
very bad method to relieve it by oppreſ carry on this buſineſs with proper know
ſing commerce; and thus, in order to ledge, we muſt increaſe the ſallaries of the
gather fruits more readily, cut down the ſervants, which would in ſome meaſure be
tree that bears them. No, Sir, as we the way to annihilate the trade.
But it has been ſaid, that we ought to
have flouriſhed by commerce, let us make
commerce flouriſh, as we have extended

tax it now, that it is riſen to ſuch a pitch

trade let us not abridge its privileges. But of opulence. I need ſcarce mention the
particularly the commerce which we have injuſtice of ſuch a tax, for, if I a few days
now under conſideration, ſhould be cul ago, for inſtance, have bought in for an
tivated and encouraged, and I know no hundred and fifty per cent. and this tax
way ſo likely to do this, as to permit it ſhould it be my purchaſe, is cried down
to run on in the channel through which by act of parliament, my property is
it has flown for more than a century; I taken without having received an equiva
mean, by leaving it in the hands of a lent. But we have too many precedents
company. We well remember what an to deter us from ſuch a proceeding, and I
extenſive and beneficial trade was carried hope we will not act contrary to them.
on by us to the Levant, until it was taken But this taxing the trade now, will dimi
out of the hands of the merchants, whoſe niſh its value to all ſucceeding purcha
intereſt it was to deal with integrity, and ſers, for knowing how precarious their
thrown among the people, who all intent purchaſe is, they will give leſs for it than
only on immediate gain, undid the trade, they would have done, had they been ſen
by endeavouring to underſell each other, fible that their money was laid out with
and thus bring to market commodities that ſufficient ſecurity.
were unfit for the climate, or ill and frau
To ſum up all, a tax upon this trade
dulently made up in their kind.
What would entirely ruin it. The direétors
has happened in the Levant, will certainly very lately aſſerted, that trade could not
be

*
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be carried on, and their poſſeſſions in that

Feb.

His t Irreſolu is a natural, ſingular,

remote country ſecured, unleſs proper and well-drawn charaćter ; his Obſtacle
imprevu well condućted, chaſte, humor
hauſt their finances. Thoſe meaſures, ous ; and his Homme fingulier (though
however, have been totally diſregarded faulty in its reſemblance to the Miſan
meaſures were taken at home not to ex

by the proprietors, and the immediate ex thrope, and in ſome other particulars) is
pećtation of profit, has out-weighed with replete with good ſenſe, and furniſhes
them all hopes of future ſtability or ad many excellent moral leſſons; his Force

vantage. Shall we then concur with their du naturel has many beautiful ſtrokes,
avarice and folly in ruining a trade, ſome pathetic ſituations, and great exact
which we know the country now cannot neſs of charaćter. But all theſe, (except
do without, which brings ſuch immenſe perhaps the laſt-mentioned) though ex
ſums into the revenue every year, which tremely pleaſing, and poſſeſſed of different
encreaſes not only the luxuries, but ſome kinds of merit, are yet not among the
of the comforts of life, it would be the number of firſt-rate plays, and certainly
height of error but to think of it. We do not deſerve to be ranked with the
have already been unfortunate in ſome of Tartuffe, or Joueur. The two comedies
our hazarded taxations, let us not try which ſeem to bid the faireſt to eternize
future experiments, but let government the name of this fertile author, are Le
go forward, not with deſultory ſucceſs of Philoſophe Marie, and Le Glorieux: in the
empiriciſm, but the calm rational ſecurity firſt of theſe charaćters he is ſaid to have

of regular practice and approved means painted himſelf, and in the latter is ge
nerally ſuppoſed to have had in view a ca

of redreſs.

pital ačtor of his time, named Dufreſne :

Parallel between the French and Engliſh his having taken living models for both
Writers.

may probably have not a little contribut

[Continued from Page 630, in 1766]

ed to the high colouring he has given
them, and to the many exquiſite ſtrokes
of nature with which they abound.—

WFthehavedeceaſed
now paſt in review almoſt all
French comic wri

N

O

T

E.

ters of any merit, except Deſtouches and
Dufreſny. The laſt of theſe bore no lit
+ This charaćier is that of a young
tle reſemblance, in many reſpects, to our gentleman of taſte, fine parts, and edu
Tom D'Urfey, of facetious memory. Both cation, who has tried the bar, the army,
are ſaid to have been lively and enter and other profeſſions; but, through a
taining ; both were alike careſſed by the fondneſs for balancing the advantages
great, and coveted by the beſt companies; and inconveniencies of every thing, and
and both were equally careleſs and irre an habitual inconſtancy, has not had ſuf
gular in the management of their affairs. ficient reſolution to fix himſelf ſeriouſly
Neither of them was devoid of genius ; to any. He makes love to two ſiſters
yet they were both incapable of produc equally amiable, and knows not which
ing an equal and finiſhed work Some to give his heart to ; in the morning he
elctached ſcenes of both theſe authors are

prefers the one, in the evening he is dy

highly pleaſing and laughable ; but nei ing for the other ; and, as he happens by
ther one nor the other has left us an

turns to ſee either, each is ſucceſſively the

entire comedy that will bear the teſt of objećt of his adoration. At laſt, after
criticiſm, or which can even be read at being greatly importuned to make choice,
this time with pleaſure : both lived a life he fixes on one ; but the inſtant matters
of hurry, inconſtancy, and diſſipation ; are finally agreed upon, he repents of
and both died poor, notwithſtanding the his determination, and thinks he would

aſſiſtance of friends, and the protection of
the great.
Deſtouches is not an author of the very
firſt rank; yet he has among a number
of middling pieces, produced ſome plays
of fuch diſtinguiſhed merit, as hardly to
yield to the beſt of Molière or Reguard.

have done better to take the other ſiſter.—

“ J'aurois mieux fait, je crois, d'epouſer
“ Celimene.”—I believe the reader will

agree with me that it is hardly poſſible to
keep up a character better, as this is the
laſt line of the play, and few, I think,
can end more happily.
Le
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Le Philoſophe Marie is a truly comic cha tions of its being deficient in many par
raēter; his embaraſſed ſituation and ridi ticulars eſſential to a well-wrought come
culous diſtreſs are highly laughable, and dy. The Funeral, of the ſame author,
give riſe to the moſt lively and intereſting appears to me to be greatly ſuperior to
ſituations; all the inferior perſonages of this boafted performance. Here we ſee
this elegant piece are judiciouſly diſpoſed, the feigned grief of a worthleſs widow
expoſed, and her real character
and reflect great light on the principal

º

one, from whom the attention of the

configned to merited indignation and puj

ſpectator is never diverted. Le Glorieux
is a play of a much more ſerious caſt,
ſome parts of it even bordering on the pa
thetic; the capital character is delineated
with great judgment and ſtrength, and
ſupported throughout with the utmoſt
propriety and exactneſs: there is beſides

too general concern ;—would it were leſs
neceſſary. In Sable we have a lively fa
tire on thoſe greedy wretches who liter
ally live by the deaths of others; and in
Puzzle, a juſt detection of the quirks and

niſhment; an uſeful leſſon, and but of

quibbles with which our excellent laws
a wonderful delicacy in ſome of the ten have been loaded and disfigured by the
der ſcenes, and the cataſtrophe is at once villainy of a ſet of intereſted men, who

well prepared, juſt, and ſtriking.
In thrive and fatten on the miſery of their
ſhort, the ground-work of each of theſe fellow creatures. There is ſomething
comedies is well laid ; the plots of both very amiable in the charaćter of the old
are ingenious, and carried on with eaſe fteward ; thoſe of the two young ladie,
and probability'; and the moral of each of Camply and Lord Hardy are well di
is ſtrongly marked, inſtructive, and of verſified; and the play, on the whole,
is ſufficiently ſeaſoned with wit, full of
eaſy application.
To Deſtouches we may venture to op good ſenſe, and highly entertaining.
poſe Sir Richard Steele, a writer whoſe There' is ſome humour in the Tender
eaſy wit and harmleſs pleaſantry, joined Huſband ; but the plot wants probability,
to a ſolid judgment, a nice taſte, and and the play is liable to many capital ob
extenſive obſervation, have gained him jections. The Lying Lover has more
an univerſal, and merited reputation.— merit; but it is a very cloſe imitation
Though his plays are far from being the of a piece of Corneilie's Le Menteur.
beſt of our theatre, ſome of them are en
titled to a conſiderable ſhare of praiſe.
As for his Conſcious Lovers, (which is

and this again is an acknowledged copy
from the celebrated Lopez de Vega.
It may ſeem extraordinary that a certain
looked on by ſome as his maſter-piece) living author ſhould lately have had the
I have ſpoken of it already, and freely face to pawn upon the eaſy public a
owned, that it did not appear to me to ſtarved tranſcript of this hackneyed co

deſerve the very high encomiums which medy.
Mr.
It is now high time to ſay a few words
Colman, in the notes to his late elegant of that fingular ſpecies of dramatic poe
tranſlation of Terence, has given us a try which has ſtarted up in France within
continued compariſon between this play about twenty years; I meau that ſerious
have often been laviſhed on it.

and the Adrian, from which it is taken. ſentimental drama which is intended to
So far as relates to the conduct, he ſeems, hold a ſort of middle place between Tra

with great juſtice, to prefer the Latin gedy and Comedy ; adopting within cer
piece : I ſhould be apt to go ſtill farther, tain limits, the pathetic ºf the former, but

and venture to pronounce the Latin play retaining the domeſtic intrigue and hap
as much ſuperior to Steele's in almoſt Py cataſtrophe of the latter. It has been
every other particular. The character of very highly praiſed by ſome late French
Bevil is laboured and inconſiſtent; that authors, who have taken great pains to
of his father trivial and weak; Cimber introduce it on their then:re ; in which

ton's indecent; Humphrey's dull and un attempt they have at laſt ſucceeded ; thºſe
natural : ſome of the ſcenes are length affect to call it ſeriour, elevated and mo
ened out in an inexcuſable manner ; and ral ; whilſt others, on the contrary, have
on the whole, a certain languor and in deriſion, nicknamed it Comedie armoy
heavineſs attend its repreſentation on ante. I ſhall not attempt to diſcuſs the
the ſtage, which are pretty ſure indica point critically between the oppoſite far
ties
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thoſe incidents were thrown into ačtion."

ties who approve and rejećt it ; but ſhall
deliver my own opinion with freedom,
and endeavour to lay before the reader
ſuch conſiderations as I think may en
force it. The partiſans of this kind of
drama would gladly avail themſelves of
the example .#. who (ſay they)
wrote exactly in this way; but I fear,
upon examination, this pretended prece

plays, the Self-Tormentor, in the opinion

dent will not ſland them in much ſtead.

of his laſt tranſlator, is not deſtitute of

Terence is, allowedly, fond of introduc
ing affecting narrations and deſcriptions
into his plays ; and, whenever he in
dulges this propenſity, acquits himſelf ſo
admirably, that we would wiſh theſe in
ſtances were ſtill more frequent ; but his
Iays, notwithſtanding, are by no means
}. ſerious as they are commonly repre
ſented. The humour of Terence (ſays
Mr. Colman) is of a more chaſte and
delicate complexion than that of Plautus,

paſſages capable of forcing a laugh from
any unprejudiced reader. If this is ſo,
as I am convinced it will, on examis
'nation, be found true, all the reaſonings

I thought it neceſſary to produce an
authority which I believe will readily be
ſubſcribed to, in order to controvert the

common, but certainly miſtaken notion,
that Terence was altogether, a grave
writer, and knew nothing of comic hu
mour.

Even the moſt ſerious of all his

built by Diderot and others on the con

trary ſuppoſition, to eſtabliſh the Comedie

ſerieuſe, muſt fall to the ground. The
ingenious Diderot himſelf allows, that
this ſpecies is infinitely eaſier than true

genuine comedy; and perhaps this very
facility may have been one very ſtrong

Johnſon, or Moliere. There are, it is reaſon why it has been ſo eagerly embrac

true, many grave and affecting paſſages ed and defended. And, indeed, it will,
in his plays, which even the common run with very little confideration, appear, how
of laughers in our theatre allow and ap much eaſier it muſt be to invent a tender
plaud, in our gayeſt comedies. I can romantic ſtory, and form out of it a few
not, however, think that he ever treſpaſſes

diſtreſſing, ſituations, interſperfing the

on the ſeverity or ſolemnity of tragedy, whole with ſome high-flown, refined ſen
nor can I think that there are not touches timents, than to diverſify and ſupport a
of humour in every one of the plays which ſet of humorous charaćters, marking the
he has left behind him : ſome humour peculiar oddities of each, making them
of dialogue, more of character, and ſtill all ačt conformably to their ſeveral in
more of comic ſituation, neceſſarily re tereſts or propenſities, and yet at the
fulting from the artful contexture of ſame time, concur, unintentionally, to
his pieces. The Adrian, the Eunuch, one particular objećt. This is a taſk
the Brothers, and Phormio (eſpecially the really difficult; and, after all, it is only
ſecond and fourth) are confeſſedly plea by thus holding the mirrour up to na
ſant comedies; and the Eunuch in par ture, and humorouſly ſatirizing the fol
ticular the moſt favourite entertainment lies of his age and country, that the
of the Roman theatre. Terence, indeed, comic poet can be truly ſaid to accom
does not, like the player clowns mentioned pliſh the end of his art, which ſhould be
by Shakeſpeare's Hamlet, “ſet the ſpec not to deter us from crimes, (which is the
tators to laugh, though in the mean time province of tragedy) but to ſhame us out
ſome neceſſary queſtion of the play be of our weakneſſes. It is under the ſpe
to be conſidered.” “ He never ſtarts cious pretence of enlarging the ſphere of
from the ſubjećt merely to indulge him our amuſements, that the innovators we
ſelf in pleaſantries, like Plautus, and e are ſpeaking of would ſubſtitute this ſpu
ven Moliere, for whole ſcenes together : rious progeny of the comic muſe, and
his humour always ariſes from the occa diſpoſſeſs her genuine offspring, that
ſion, and flows from him in the natural laughs us out oft. follies, curing our
courſe of the fable; it therefore muſt ne foibles, and prejudices, by oppoſing to
ceſſarily lie cloſe and compact, and re them the irreſiſtible cdge of poignant ri
quires the conſtant attention of the rea dicule.
der to the incidents that produce it; on

The late French comic writers have af

which dramatic humour often, in great fe&ted to make choice of very elevated
meaſure, depends, but would of courſe, charaćters for the perſonages of their
unfold itſelf in the repreſentation, when Plays, and more particularly for thoſe of
theſe
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theſe ſerious dramas; but though people and it muſt be allowed, that there is
in the higher ranks of life may ſometimes ſomething pleaſing and natural in the
be introduced on the ſtage with ſucceſs, distreſs of the heroine; but, notwith

they are not the proper interlocutors for
comedy in general ; for it is among the
middling ſort only that the real and pre
vailing manners of any people are to be
diſcovered; and what is the object and
intention of comedy, if not, by exhibit
faithful picture of living manners,

ſtanding all the author's art, this play

will never make a ſtriking impreſſion on
the generality of readers: the emotions
it raiſes are ſo faint, that we are apt to
throw it by after the firſt peruſal, and
turn to writers who evince the ſuperiority
of their talents by irreſiſtibly command.
to convey inſtruction through the veil of ing our tears or our laughter, and wind
pleaſantry and ſatire. Rouſſeau has a very ing our paſſions at their will ; ſuch is
ſenſible remark on this fondneſs of our Shakeſpeare, ſuch is Moliere, ſuch, ſome
neighbours for introducing perſons of times, is Voltaire. I ſhall add but one
quality in their late ſtage productions.— word more on this ſubject : —the greateſt

.

* Le ſeul Moliere pegnant les moeures maſters in the dramatic art ſeem to have
“ des Francois due ſiecle dernier a leurs

“ propres yeux; le tableau a change,
“ mais il n'eſt plus revenu de peintre.
“ Moſiere of peindre des bourgeois et
des artiſans, auſſi bien que des mar
“ quis; mais les auteurs d’aujourd'hui,
“ qui font des gens d'un autre air, ſe
“ croiroient deſhonorez s'ils favoient ce

:

“ qui ſe paſſe au contoir d'un rarchan
ou dans laboutique d'un ouvrier; il
me leur faut que des interlocuteurs illu
ſtres, et is chechent dans le rang de
-

º

“ leurs perſonages l'elevation qu'ils ne
“ peuvent tirer de leur genie.”
Politics engroſs ſo much of the atten

been utterly ignorant that ſuch a medium
could exiſt; experience has ſhewn us,
that in every matter of genius or taſte, a
medium is always flat and inſipid, often
inſupportable;—we have not found, that
the moſt diſtreſsful tragedy, or the moſt
lively comedy, have ever affected us too
ſtrongly; on the contrary, we can hardly
name any work of either kind ſo abſo
lutely perfect as that our imaginations
cannot conceive ſonething ſtill beyond
them ; and we know, that, to be greatly
pleaſed by any work of imitation we can
not poſſibly be too ſtrongly affected.
Let us, therefore, while we allow comedy

tion of the idle amongſt us, that they to raiſe her voice, and applaud a ſerious
have but little time or inclination to wage or pathetic ſcene that is well timed and
literary war, and enter into minute diſ artfully wrought, not heſitate to rejećt
cuſſions upon topics of this nature; but whole plays of this kind; which, as they
-

in France the caſe is otherwiſe.

There, neither excite our laughter at all, nor

whenever a deviation from the common
track in the leaſt article of taſte is diſ

move our grief with ſufficient ſirength,
can hardly fail to prove cold and unin
covered, it produces a diſpute as violent, teleſting.
and as obſtinately conteſted, as if the
W. z.
fate of a kingdom depended on its iſſue.
(To be continued.)

The ſubjećt of the Comedie larmoyante

was accordingly no ſooner ſtarted, than
it was violently attacked by Pirron and

Theatrical Intelligence.
D R U R Y. L. A. N. E.

Desfontaines : La Chauſee, whoſe Mela

nide had occaſioned the diſpute, only op

N our laſt number we announced a

died its ſucceſs to their reaſons; but

muſical comedy called Cymon to be
at this theatre, which has

*... entered the liſt

in its defence. performed

Monáeur Diderot has very lately taken ſince appeared under the denomination of
this ſide of the queſt:on, and managed
N. O. T E.
his vindication of the cauſe he eſpouſed
with much ingenuity and ſpirit".
Mejanide # is, by ſome, reckoned a medy, which is almoſt entirely in the ſe
maſter-piece in this kind of writing ; rious fly!e, and it would be doirg it in
juſtice not to take this opportunity of ac
N. O. T E.
knowledging that it has all the elegance,
and perhaps every other kind of merit
• see his eſſly on dramatic poetry.
+ Mr. Whitehead has given us a co that this ſort of drama is capable of.

-
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Cheap Kind of Bread.
a dramatic romance : as the author pro have been long, and will long continue,
feſſedly deſigned it for the Chriſtmas ho an ornament to the Engliſh ſtage.
His royal highneſs the prince of Wales
lidays, we ſhall not enter into a critical
diſquiſition of its merits: in general the appeared, for the firſt time, at , this
muſic is not much admired, and though theatre, when there was a little compli
the ſcenes are ſometimes ſpoken of, we inentary piece performed for his enter f
cannot ſay we think they do much ho tainment, called the Fairy Favour, the
nour either to the painter, the machiniſt, verſe is eaſy, and flowing, and the com
or the author's imagination. With re pliment well turned ; it is written by
gard to the piece itſelf, detached from its Mr. Hull the comedian, a very ingenious
ornaments, it is certainly no great ef and worthy man ; the muſic by the ce
fort of genius, was it an original ; but lebrated Bach ; but both the poet and
it is a glaring plagiariſm from other muſician ſuffer by its being performed by

1 off

plays; Merlin, Urganda, and Cymon,
are exactly Oberon, Tytonia and the

children.
R ING's T H E A T R E.

There has been no new piece perform
Dream. The ſtory of Cymon and Iphi ed here; but La Buona Figliuola ſtill
genia from Dryden's fable, would have continues to draw prodigious crowds, and
been an extreme pretty ſubjećt for an we hope we ſhall be pardoned the vanity

boy in Shakeſpeare's Midſummer Night's

operatical drama, but here it ſeemed to

of mentioning, that we were the firſt

be a ſword too heavy for the author's
hand, he juſt flouriſhed it about ſuffi
ciently to ſhew his own want of ſtrength,
and ſaid it by for fear of cutting his
fingers. The chara&ter of Linco is
taken from an old play written by Cow

who

††

the merit of the ac

compliſhed young actreſs who is the prin
cipal ſupport of it. But though there has
been nothing new in the operatical way,
there has been an entertaiment at the

king's theatre that deſerves to be par

ley, called Love's Riddle ; and other in ticularly mentioned. The Cure of Saul,
ſtances might be given of a like freedom. an oratorio compoſed by Mr. Arnold, a
Upon the whole, though this piece has young man whoſe genius does great ho
gone beyond the 20th night, it does not nour to the Engliſh nation, though, for
jeem to be much reliſhed by any one. his own ſake, we wiſh he had not been
The writing has been attributed to Mr. born of it. Was he a German or an
Garrick ; but we are aſſured from good Italian, what encouragement would he
authority, he is not the author of it; and not meet with ? He is little more
indeed it is greatly below both his ge than a boy, yet we will pronounce his
mius and his knowledge of the theatre. oratorio the beſt, ſome of Handel's ex
C O V E N T G A R D EN.
cepted, that ever was performed in our
At this theatre, ſince our laſt, has language.
been ačted, the School for Guardians,

a comedy, wiitten by Mr. Murphy : it A cheap and plain Method of making
was not received the firſt night with that
Bread for the Uſe of the Poor.
candour which the author, had it only
Uſineſs a few weeks paſt led me into
been on account of his other excellent
the country, where I took up my
pieces, had a right to expect. He pro lodging at a tolerable inn. When, at
feſſes to have taken it wholly from Mo ſupper, I was particularly pleaſed with
liere, except the firſt act; and we will the bread; which was not quite ſo fair
venture to ſay the firſt act is not only the as the London bread, nor ſo light; but
beſt in the piece, but ſuch a one as no light enough, in my opinion, and moiſters
author living need be aſhamed of. It having, as I thought, a peculiar flavour.
has been asted five nights, and after the My landlord, on ſeeing me take ſuch par
firſt we do not rcmitmber to have heard

ticular notice of it, aſked me if I knew

more laughing and applauſe at any co

- medy.

what it was made of 2 or if I could per
The author indeed ſeems to ceive any uncommon ingredient in it *
On being anſwered in the negative, he

have had the misfortune to have col
le&ied his materials in fields where

told me, it was potatoe bread.

The me.

others had gleaned before ; but let us thod of making which, is ſo fimple, and
not forget that it is to his pen we owe ſo great a ſaving, that he ſays, he never
the Way to Keep Him, the Old Maid, intends to make any other as it pleaſes
his
the Upholſterer, and other pieces which

ſ
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his cuſtomers as well, as if it was all
wheat.

The method, he takes, is, to

167

Perhaps you will take the relation for
ſome political allegory, or think it a
new vamped Edition of Swift's Brobdig
nags. My good Friend, it is neither the
one nor the other; though I muſt own,
a political myttery, and a wonderful one

have the potatoes well boiled ; and then
peeled. After which, they are maſhed
with a trencher, as for a potatoe pudding:
adding thereto, the uſual quantity of
barm, or yeaſt ; which is ſtiffened with too, for it is really kept a ſecret.
wheat flower; and, in all other reſpects, The very crew of the ſhip who ſaw
this is treated as common bread. The five hundred of theſe lofty perſonages,
quantity of flower, in proportion to the did not utter a word of the matter for a
uſual quantity, in the ſame ſized loaves, whole year; and even now, that a ge
he could not exačtly tell; but judged to neral idea has taken wind, can ſcarce be
be little more than one-third ; it required brought to give any particulars to their
a little longer baking than ordinary ; but moſt intimate Friends.
will keep much longer than wheaten bread.
All that the public can yet learn, is,
That which I ſaw, was between three and that captain Byron and his men have
four days old. We had it toaſted and ſeen on the * of Patagonia five hun
buttered to breakfaſt: in which form I dred giants on horſeback. Giants you
thought it equally good as before. The will cry, what do you call giants : Why,
relief, which this bread might afford the my friend, not men of fifty or an
poor, muſt be obvious to every one : and, hundred feet high, yet ſtill very perſo
as to the healthfulneſs of it, I think it nable giants, and much taller than any
individual ever exhibited at Charing Croſs.
needleſs to ſay any thing.
Come, what do you think of nine or
I am, Gentlemen,
ten feet high and what do you think
of five hundred ſuch will Mrs.
Your very bumble ſervant,
WEN SLEY-DALEAN. cry, “piſh, that is no giant, it is only a
well made man º'

I am told, for I am no reader of tra

An Account of the GIANts lately diſco
ºvered. (Entire Price one Shilling.)
DEAR WILL,
HOUGH people in the country
are enough diſpoſed to believe
wonders, yet are they prudently apt
to ſuſpend giving credit to all that aie
ſent from London, except of a political
caſt. You good folks ſtill believe in
an uninterrupted generation of patriots;
and though they ſo ſeldom come to years
of maturity, you truſt in them as faſt
as they are produced in St. Stephen's
chapel. For other monſtrous births,

vels, that this gigantic nation was known
to exiſt as early as the diſcovery of that
continent : that Sir john Narborough
mentions them ; and of late years, Mau
pertuis. The Spaniards aſlert that they
have long been acquainted with their
exiſtence
So they you ſee can
keep a ſecret too. But the reaſons given
why we know ſo little of the matter, are,
that few ſhips ever touch on that coaſt,
ſtanding more out to ſea, in order to
double the Cape, and that theſe giants
are a roving nation, and ſeldom come
down to the coaſt 5 and then I ſuppoſe,
you are fonder of them, the farther they only to bob for Whales.
You will be eager to know a great
come. Ghoſts and witches are entirely
of your own growth. Excepting the deal more than I can tell you ; but thus
famous ghoſt .#'. ſound in Cock-Lane, much I think is allowed. That captain
from which the methodiſts expe&ted ſuch Byron being on that coaſt, ſaw a body of
a rich harveſt, (for what might not a men at a diſtance on very ſmall horſes;
riſing church promiſe itſelf from ſuch as they approached, he perceived that
well imagined nonſenſe as the appari the horſes were common-ſized horſes,
tion of a noiſe 2) I think many, many but that the riders were enormouſly tall,
years have elapſed, fince the capital though I do not hear that their legs
could boaſt of having regenerated a ſpi trailed much on the ground. This was
rit. Your ſagacity will therefore incline fine game for a man ſent on diſcoveries.
you to doubt the marvellous account I The capt: in and part of his crew im
an going to give you of a new diſco mediately landed, on which Mºſieu, s
wered race of giants.
the giants as quickly retreated. Wºº
O 2.

ther
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ther this timidity was owing to the
The firſt thing, or rather firſt ſign,
terror which the Engliſh arms have he ſaid to them in this dilemma, was, ſit
ſtruck into all parts of the known, and down, which he explained by ſitting down
I conclude, unknown world ; whether on the ground himſelf. The poor good
they took captain Byron for Mr. Pitt; giants underſtood him, diſmounted, and
whether they took our men for Spaniards, ſat down too. It is ſaid, but far be it
whoſe name muſt be in horror to all d from me to affirm it, that when the captain
mericans; or whether they had any ap (who I am told is upwards of ſix feet)
rehenſions of fire-arms, I cannot tell. roſe again, the neareſt giant to him,
}. that as it may, the more the cap though ſitting, was taller than he.
tain and his men advanced, the falter
An hour or two was ſpent in fruitleſly
the giants kept trotting off. Seeing this, endeavouring to underſtand one anothel ;
the captain took a bold and ſenſible All I hear, the captain comprehended,
reſolution : he ordered his men to lay was, that the giants invited him very
down their arms and remain ſtock ſtill, civilly to go with them into the woods,
himſelf alone advancing. I doubt much where, I ſuppoſe, Gigantºpolis ſtands, and
whether Homer would have cared to ven

their king reſides, who, no doubt, is at

ture his jupiter alone againſt five hun leaſt two feet taller than the talleſt of his
dred Titans.
grenadiers. The captain declined the
Captain Byron's Titans had more of offer, at which theſe polite ſavages ex
the Scavoir vivre, and ſeeing him advance preſied much concern, but never once,
alone, ſtopped. He came up with then, as any till more polite people would
and addrelied them in all the languages have clone, attempted to force him.
When he took his icave they remained
he kpew, and that they did not. They
replied in the giant-tongue, which I motionleſs, and continued ſo, as he ob
am told a very reverend c ic, upon the ſerved by his glaſſes, till the ſhip was out
ſtrength of one ſyllable which the cap of their fight.
tain remembered, affirms is plainly Plani
Very few other particulars are come to
rian. The captain not being maiter of my knowledge, except that they were
that exceedingly uſeful and obſolete lan clothed in ſkins of beaſts, and had their
guage, had the misfortune of not com eyes painted of different colours; that
prehending a word they ſaid. Had he they had no weapons, but ſpears pointed
been a deep ſcholar, he would undoubt with fiſh-bones, that they devour fiſh
edly have had recourſe to hieroglyphics, raw, and that they ſhewed great repug
which the learned tell us was the firſt nance to taſte any liquids offered to
way of conveying inſtruction : But I them by the captain ; and that though
muſt beg leave to obſerve that it was they were too polite abſolutely to reiuſe
very lucky the captain had not ſo much his toaſt, they ſpit the liquor out of
erudition. I do not know whether he their mouths again ; whether from ap
can diaw or not, but moſt probably if prehenſion of intoxication or poiſon, is
he can, he had not his implements with not certain : however it looks as if they
him. At moſt perhaps a black
pen
had ſome notion of ſuch European arts.
cil, or a pen and ink, and the cover What is more remarkable; the weather
of a letter.
He could not with ſuch being very ſevere at that ſeaſon, the
tools have aſked many queſtions ; and whole coloſſal ti oop ſeemed as ſenſible
as the giants are probably not better of the cold, and ſhivered inke us little
than the Egyptians, he would delicate mortals of ſix feet high. They
-

º

º
ave underſtood

their anſwers as little

had a few giantefies with them, but as

as the learned do the figures on the obe

the captain did not ſurvey them with
the ſmall end of his ſpying-glaſs, I do

liſks.

Thus he would

have

loſt his

time, and got, no information ; or what
is worſe to every man but a critic, have

made a thouſand abſurd gueſſes. The
captain having a great deal more ſenſe,
and the ſavages ſome, they naturally
fell into that Succedaneum to language,
figus. Yet I do not hear that either
ſide gained much information.

not hear that he was much ſtruck with
their charms.

This, my dear fiend, is all the ſatis
faction I can give you. However, I am
proud to be the firſt who has communi

cated this important diſcovery to Europe.
The ſpeculations it has already occa
fioned, and will occaſion, are infinite
The

diſºrd.
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The wolf of the Gevaudan, that terror will ſoon be our maſters inſtead of our
of the French monarchy, is already for ſlaves. But what pretenſions can they
gotten. Naturaliſts, politicians, divines, have to freedom They are as diſtinct
and writers of romance, have a new

from the common ſpecies as blacks,

field opened to them. The ſcale of and by being larger, may be more uſe
being aſcends; we mount from the pig ful, I would adviſe our prudent mer

mics of Lapland to the giants of Pa chants to employ them in the ſugar
tagonia.

You will aſk, but I cannot anſwer you,
whether the ſcale of the country is in
proportion to ſuch inhabitants Whether
their oaks are half as lofty again as the
Britiſh ; and ſuch is your zeal for England,
you will already figure a fleet built of
their timber. How large is the grain
of their corn ? of what ſize their ſheep,
cows, and poultry Do not go and com
pute by Gulliver's meaſures, and teil me

trade; they are capable of more labour;
but even then they muſt be worſe treated,

if poſſible, than our black ſlaves are; they
muſt be lamed and maimed, and have

their ſpirits well broken, or they may
become dangerous. This too will give

a little reſpite to Africa, where we have
half exhauſted the human, I mean, the
black breed, by that wife maxim of our
Planters, that if a ſlave lives four years,
he has earned his purchaſe-money, con
that a populous nation of ſuch dimenſions ſequently you may afford to work him to
would devour the products of ſuch a death in that time.
The mother country is not only the
country as great Tartary in half a year.
Giants there are; but what proportion firſt, but ought to be the ſole object
able food they have, except elephants of our political confiderations. If we
and leviathans, is more than I can tell. once begin to extend the idea of the
They probably do not live upon bantam love of our country, it will embrace
chickens.

the univerſe, and conſequently annihilate
As you are ſtill more of a politician all notion of our country. The Ro

t

than a naturaliſt, you will be impatient
to know if captain Byron took poſſeſſion
of the country for the crown of Eng
Jand, and to have his majeſty's ſtile run,
GE or Ge the third, by the grace of
GoD, king of Great Britain, France, Ire
Jand, and the Giants 1 You will aſk why
ſome of their women were not brought

mans, ſo much the objećt of modern
admiration, were with difficulty per
ſuaded to admit even the reſt of Italy to
be their countrymen. The true patriots
never regarded any thing without the

walls of Rome except their own Willas,
as their country. Every thing was

done for immortal Rome, and it was im
away to mend our breed, which all good mortal Rome that did every thing.

patriots aſſert has been dwindling for Conquered nations, which to them an
ſome hundreds of years; and whether ſwered to diſcovered nations with us,
there is any gold or diamonds in the for they conquered as faſt as they diſ
country Mr. Whitfield wants to know covered, were always treated accordingly;
the ſame thing, and it is ſaid intends a and it is remarkable that two men equally
viſit for the converſion of theſe poor famous for their eloquence have been
the only two that ever had the weak
blinded ſavages.
As ſoon as they are properly civilized, meſs to think that conquered countries
that is, enſlaved, due care will un were intituled to all the bleſſings of
doubtedly be taken to ſpecify in their the mother country. Cicero treated
charter that theſe giants ſhall be ſubječt Sicily and Cilicia as tenderly as the diſ
to the parlian:ent of Great Britain, and trict of Arpinum, and I doubt it was the
ſhall not a wear a ſheep's ſkin that is not foily of that czample that miſled his too
legally ſtamped. A riot of giants exact imitator on a late occaſion. How
would be very unpleaſant to an infant ever, the giants muſt be impreſſed with
coioi,y. But experience, I hope, will other ideas : bleſs us, if like that pigmy
teach us, that the invaluable liberties old Oliver, they ſhoult come to think
of Engliſhmen are not to be wantonly the ſpeaker's mace a bawble ! .
What have we to do with America, but
ſcattered all over the giobe. Let us
enjoy them ourſelves, but they are too to conquer, enſlave, and make it tend
ſacred to be communicated. If giants to the advantage of our commerce

once get an idea of ficedom, they

ſhall the nobleſt rivers in the world roll
-

for
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for ſavages? ſhall mines teem with gold miſfion to their prince, and having
for the natives of the ſoil
And ſhall mounted the throne, will probably re
the world produce any thing but for nounce the oath of chaſtity too. But
England, France, and Spain * It is enough it is to England that perſons of the
that the overflowings of riches in thoſe loweſt birth are indebted for the inven
three countries are every ten years waſt tion and facility of wielding at leaſt
[. of a. ſceptre. Buy but an India
ed in Germany.
nd and you have a property in the
Still, my political friend, I am not
for occupying Patagonia, as we did Wir kingdom of Bengal. Riſe to be a direc
ginia, Carolina, &c. ſuch might be the tor, and the Mogul has not more power
politics of Queen Elizabeth's days. But of appointing and diſplacing Nabobs... In
modern improvements are wiſer. If the dian ſovereigns may now be born in
giants in queſtion are maſters of a rich Threadneedle-ſtreet.
What the government means by pock
and flouriſhing empire, I think they
to be put under the majeſties, a We
eting a whole nation of giants, is not
Indian company; the dire&tors of which to be conceived. It ought again to draw
may retail out a ſmall portion of their down the vengeance of their antago
imperial revenues to the proprietors, niſts on the preſent miniſters. I am

%

under the name of a dividend.

This is

ſure they have done nothing worſe. Who

an excellent ſcheme of government to
tally unknown to the antients. I can
but think how poor Livy or Tacitus would
have been hampered in giving an ac
count of ſuch an imperium in imperio.
Caſimirus Alius Caunus, (for they latinized

knows but at this inſtant they may be
preparing to pour in forty or fifty thou
ſand giants upon us * Their love of
liberty, their tenderneſs of the conſti
tution, their lenity, mildneſs and diſ
intereſtedneſs, their attention to the
every proper name, inſtead of deliver merchants, in ſhort, all their virtues may
ing it, as uncouthly pronounced by their be affected, and only calculated to lull
ſoldiers and ſailors) would have ſounded us aſleep, until the fatal blow is ſtruck.
well enough : but dividends, diſcounts, I own my apprehenſions are gloomy yet,
India bonds, &c. were not made for the

thank God, we have a pretty tall oppo

majeſty of hiſtory. But I am wandering fition who will not ſuffer us to be enſlav
from my ſubjećt; though while I ed by any thing higher than them
am talking of the ſtocks and funds, I ſelves.
In the mean time, till we know ſome
could chalk out a very pretty New South
Sea ſcheme, a propos to the Patagonians. thing of the matter, it is to be hoped,
It would not ruin above half the nation, that all ſpeculative authors, who are ſo
and would make the fortunes of ſuch kind as to govern and reform the world
induſtrious gentlemen, as during the through the channel of the newspapers,
want of a war in Germany cannot turn will turn their thoughts to plans for ſet
commiſſaries.

-

-

Command is the object of every man's
ambition; but by the impolitic aſſent
of ages and nations to hereditary mo
narchy, you muſt be begotten on a
queen,2 or are for ever excluded from
q

wearing a diaden ; except in a very
few inſtances ; as in Poland, where the
throne is elective ; in Corſica, where

tling this new acquired country. I call it
new acquired, becauſe whoever finds a
country, though nobody has loſt it, is

from that inſtant intitled to take a poſſeſ.
fion of it for himſelf, or his ſovereign.
Europe has no other title to America,
except force and murder, which are rather
the executive parts of government than a
right. Though Spain pretends a know
ledge of our giants, ſhe has forfeited all

they will not acknowledge hereditary
right in the republic of Genoa; in Ruſ: pretenſions to their allegiance, by conceal
ſia, where a ſoldier's trull ſucceeded ing the diſcovery : as is plain from the
her huſband the Czar, and where there

deciſion of the canon law, Tit. de novir

are other ways of ſucceeding a huſ regionibus non abſcondendis.
band; in Peru where they are tired of
The firſt thought that will occur to
exchanging their gold for tyrants; and every good chriſtian, is, that this race
in Paraguay, where the outcaſts of the of giants ought to be exterminated, and
earth, and the inventors of the oath their country colonized; but I have al
of obedience, have thrown off all ſub ready mentioned the great utility that
may

-
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may be drawn from them in the light to all ages, all nations, all hiſtory Did
of ſlaves. I have alſo ſaid, that a mo theſe monſters paſs unobſerved from the
derate importation might be tolerated moſt Eaſtern part of the continent (the
for the ſake of mending our breed; but ſuppoſed communication by which Ame
I would by no means come into a project rica was peopled) to the Northern parts
I have heard dropped, and in which pro of the other world, and migrate down
pagation would not be concerned, I mean that whole continent to the moſt Southern
the ſcheme of bringing over a number of point of it, without leaving any trace,
for ſecond huſbands to dowagers. even by tradition in the memory of
reland is already kept in a ſtate of humi mankind Or are we to believe, that
liation. We check their trade, and do tribes of giants ſailed from Africa to A

§.

not allow them to avail themſelves of the merica P

What

veſſels wafted them *

beſt ſituated harbours in the world. Ma Was navigation ſo perfected in the in
trimony is their only branch of com fant ages of the world, that fleets
merce unreſtričted, and it would be a enormouſly larger than any now ex
moſt crying injuſtice to clog that too.
iſting were conſtrućted for the tranſ
In truth, we are not ſufficiently ac portation of a race of Polyphemes P Or
quainted with theſe Goliahs to decide to come to the third point, is it the cli
peremptorily on their properties. No mate that has ripened them, as jamaica
account of them has been yet tranſmit ſwells oranges to ſhadocks, to this ſtu
ted to the royal ſociety : but it would pendous volume 2 but North and South
be exceedingly adviſable, that a jury of of them are men of the ordinary ſize,
matrons ſhould be ſent in the next cm nor has the ſame latitude produced any
barkation to make a report; and old wo thing fimilar. Natural philoſophers can
men for old women, I would truſt to the not account for it, therefore divines

;

analyſis of the matrons in preference to
that of the philoſophers.
I will now, my friend, drop the politi
cal part of this diſcuſſion, and inform you
what effect this phaenomenon has had on

certainly can; and when this people ſhall ,
be better known, I do not doubt but the

myſtery will be cleared up; for as theſe
giants have indubitably remained un
mixed longer than any other people, we
another ſet of men. It has ſtarted an ſhall probably diſcover ſtronger traces
obvious and perplexing queſtion, viz. of their jewiſh origin. Their cult is in
whether theſe giants are Aborigines; if all likelihood leſs corrupted from that
they are not, from which of the ſons of of the ſons of Noah, than is to be found
Noah are they deſcended, and in that caſe elſewhere : their language poſſibly the
how we ſhall account for this extraordi genuine Hebrew, not Phaenician ; and if
nary increaſe of ſtature ?
I might hazard a conjećture, theſe giants
The modern philoſophers are perempto are probably the deſcendants of the ten
ry that theſe giants are Aborigines, that tribes ſo long loſt, and ſo fruitleſly ſought
is, that their country has been inha by the learned; and having deviated leſs
bited by the giants from the creation of from the true religion of their forefathers,
the world. The ſcriptures, ſay thoſe may have been reſtored to, or preſerved
gentlemen, mention giants, but never in, their primitive ſtature and vigour. I
poſterior to the flood ; whence we ought offer this opinion with much modeſty,
to believe that they periſhed in the general though I think it more reaſonable than
deluge. Neither, add they, are we told any hypotheſis I have yet heard on the
that any ſon of Noah was of ſtature ſu ſubject.
reminent to his brethren. Yet we will
Whatever their religion ſhall, appear
oppoſe, ſay they, that ſome of their to be, it will be matter of great curio
deſcendants
have ſhot up to an fity. We ſcarce know of any people,
extraordinary height, without notice be except the Hottentott, or the Heroes,
ing taken of it in ſacred writ: Nay, who lived in the days of Fingal, among
they allow that this increaſe of ſtature whom no traces of any religious notions
might not have appeared till after the or worſhip have been diſcovered.
If they are not jews, but idolatres, the
date of holy writ. Yet is it credible,
ſay they, that a race of giants ſhould ſtatues of their divinities, their ſacri
have been formed, and remain unknown ficing inſtruments, or whatever are the

ſº

trinkets
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What is generally

called ſeeing the Wºrld, &c.
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trimkets of their devotion, will be great faëtion to find ſuch numbers of our young
rarities, and worthy of a place in any
pračtiſing and improving upon this

}.
atter method,

muſeum.

becauſe

it

redounds

Their poetry will be another objećt of 'greater honour to the pupils. This is:
inquiry, and if their minds are at all what we call ſeeing Life.
Seeing Life accompliſhes the mind,
in proportion to their bodies, muſt a
bound in the moſt lofty images, in the purifies the morals, and refines the taſte.
true ſublime. Oh If we could come Whoever is poſſeſſed with real notions of
at an heroic poem penned by a giant 1 gentility, and wiſhes to be the ſenſible
We ſhould ſee other images than our and agreeable companion, muſt neceſſarily
puny writers of romance have con ſee Life; that is, you muſt keep all forts of
ceived ; and a little different from the company, from the nobieman to the beg
cold tale of a late notable author, who gar; and you muſt agree with every diſ
did not know better what to do with poſition, and cenform with every beha
his giant than to make him grow till he viour that is immediately inconſiſtent with
-

ſhook his own caſtle about

his own

the tenets of reaſon, prudence, and good

manners; all ſober and well diſpoſed
In ſhort, my good friend, here is perſons you muſt laugh at and ridicule,
ample room for ſpeculation : but I as people wholly unfit to live in the world.
hope we ſhall go calmly and ſyſtemati You muſt very often drink very much ;
cally to work : that we ſhall not exter and when you have drank very much,
minate theſe poor monſters till we are you muſt appear very great ; that is, you
fully acquainted with their hiſtory, laws, muſt ſwear a very good round hand, and
opinions, police, &c. that we ſhall not ſing a very good bawdy ſong. You muſt
convert them to chriſtianity, only to be expert and ready in giving an ingeni
cut their throats afterwards; that no ous toaſt or ſentiment; by ingenious, I
body will beg a million of acres of gi mean, that it muſt be ſmart and witty;
ant-land, till we have determined what by ſmart and witty, I mean, that it muſt
to do with the preſent occupiers ; and be ſmutty and fulfome. This is Life.
that we ſhall not throw away fifteen or
You muſt have humour ; that is, you
twenty thouſand men in conquering their muſt mimic and take of ſuch as have un
country, as we did at the Havannah, happily an impediment or ſtoppage of
ſpeech ; be exceſſively droll in your re
only to reſtore it to the Spaniards.
Your's, S. T. marks upon thoſe who are disfigured with
defects of nature; and look upon
What is generally called KNow ING the any
every perſon as a fool that has any regard
WoRLD, and SEE ING LIFE.
for religion.—And you muſt be a Buck ;
O KNow T H E W or LD !—That that is, you muſt be impious in your
is the queſtion.—Now I am to give morals, wanton in your debaucheries, and
you the genuine ſenſe and ſignification of horrid in your imprecations : in every
this phraſe :-To Know the World, then, thing that has the leaſt alliance with ob
is to know how to get money; and, ſcenity and Jewedneſs, or in ſhort with
when got, to know how to keep it; to any kind of wickedneſs, you muſt be
know how to purchaſe annuities and learned; in every thing elſe you inay be
eſtates; to know how the ſtocks fluctuate; as ignorant as you pleaſe. A Blood is juſt
to know how to juggle with the jugglers ſuch another empty-headed fellow.—
of Change-Aliey; to know how to raiſe Whenever you go to church, (as you
a large fortune; and then (which is the may now and then, when you have no
height and depth of knowledge) to know where eite to go) you muſt try every
how to talk and boaſt of it : and laſtly, means to let the congregation ſee that
after having known how to anºſ; toge it is not devotion but culioſity, that
ther this large fortune, to know how to brings you there : never look at the
leave it, at death, to ſome profigate p, rion, but at all the fine girls; and to
kinſman that ſhall know how to ſpend it. make yourſelf the more remarkable, pull
—This, in every ſenſe of the tern, is out your glaſs, and flare at them. This
is Life.
knowing the Hºrld.
But there is another way of knowing
You muſt know or pretend to know,
the world, which is a far genteeler and all the young milliners of London ; and
ſhould
politer way; and it gives me high ſatis
cars.
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ſhould you diſcover any one, two, or find, that the applications hitherto made
three of them to have conceived an af have proceeded from gentlemen of for
fe&tion for you, you muſt endeavour to tune, or noblemen ; when from the
debauch then all ; and if you are ſo hap thorough knowledge I have of that coun
py as to ſucceed, you muſt then forſake try, there is no claſs of men half ſo much
and expoſe them, by way of gratitude for intereſted in getting grants of land in
their kindneſſes. This is Life.
Eaſt Florida, as the middling gentlemen
You muſt belong to drinking clubs, of England, and the younger ſons of
ſpouting clubs, and diſputing clubs. You good families. I can only account for
muſt often go to the playhouſes, and there their inactivity upon an occaſion like the
always diſtinguiſh yourſelf as highly as preſent, by ſuppoſing that the intelli
poſſible in aſſuming every freakiſh air and gence, which men of rank and power
ſaucy attitude; and when the profoundeſt are at this time taking the benefit of, hath
attention is required for the hearing of not yet extended itſelf to that circle of
any fine and pathetic ſpeech, you muſt men, who are the moſt concerned to be
be ſuddenly ſeized with a loud fit of acquainted with it, and who for want of
coughing; clap like a hero at what you information, are in danger of letting ſlip
ſhould not, and hiſs at what you under an opportunity which is not likely to oc
ſtand not.—You muſt every now and then cur again. Since the great increaſe of
kick up a duſt at Ranelagh, obſtrućt the expence in England, in every article of
entertainments at Vauxhall, and bilk the life, perſons of liberal minds, but narrow
fortunes, feel innumerable diſtreſſes. The
waiters at Marybone. This is life.
You muſt go to taverns and coffee-hou impoſſibility of preſerving rank without
ſes, and jelly-houſes, and baudy-houſes, a fortune, and the mortification of find
where you muſt commit every kind of tu ing our accuſtomed reſpect in life daily
mult and diſorder, ſuch as jumping about diminiſh, and our circumſtances more and
the rooms, and putting out the candles, more confined, is a ſituation thoroughly
{pilling the liquors, breaking the glaſſes, miſerable, ſo that a lover of mankind
kicking the waiters, &c. &c. This is cannot know a higher ſatisfaction, than
in pointing out redreſs to thoſe who are
Ilife.
You muſt go to Wetherby's and Mur worthy of it. As I am very well con
phy's, and Derry's, and to every other vinced, that a gentleman with only a
place in the neighbourhood of the dear thouſand pounds, whether with or with
Garden, where you muſt keep it up all out a family, is in theſe times an unhap
º

night and morning in drinking, ſwearing,
and ſinging; and when fair noon day
makes her approach, you muſt heroically
ſally forth into the ſtreets, reel up the
ſtrand, like a rake of the firſt magnitude,
inſult all the ſhop-keepers in Fleet-ſtreet,
knock down an old woman or two upon
Ludgate-Hill, break Dalmahoy's win
dows, and then ſtagger up to the Sun
Tavern, where you muſt get a freſh quan

py being, and that the ſelf ſame man, if
he would follow the example of his ſu
periors, and ſecure a tract of land in the

colony I have mentioned, may be happy,
independent, and in a few years richº I
ſhould not by ſatisfied if I did not, by
the channel of a public paper, make this
known to thoſe who may be benefited

by it. There is neither myſtery nor ſpecu
lation in the caſe. It all turns upon a

tity of the right old ſort, and finiſh your

ſolid matter of fact; that is, the difference

glorious frolic in being carried home
triumphantly in a chair, ſenſeleſs, ſpeech
leſs, and motionleſs. This is ſeeing Life,
and knowing the World.
HEC To R.

betwixt living in expenſive England with

out any landed property, and the living
in cheap America upon an eſtate of your
own. The advantage of having, by gift
from the crown, fifteen hundred acres of

An Exhortation, to Gentlemen of ſmall fertile ground, by the ſide of a navigable
Fortunes to ſettle in Eaſt Florida.
AVING ſeen a paragraph in the pa
pers, a few days ago, “That ma
ny gentlemen of rank and fortune had
obtained grants from the crown of confi

river, in a good country and fine climate,
which is confeſſedly the fa&t in Eaſt Flo
rida) is ſo great, that a perſon's ſituation
becomes thereby totally altered. The

produce of this eſtate will be in propor

derable traćts of land in Eaſt Florida,” tion to the induſtry of the planter.

It is

I cannot help expreſſing my ſurpriſe to not only the neceſſaries of life, which
Feb. 1767.
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ſuch a planter will raiſe in abundance for

Feb.

under no neceſſity of laying up fodder

himſelf and family, but the valuable pro for the winter, for there is at all times
dućtions of cotton, rice, indigo, &c. ſufficient quantity of paſture to main
will ſoon be raiſed by him, as anticles of tain his cattle. The indigo plant re
commerce.

A ſettler, with one thouſand

mains unhurt for ſeveral years, and may

pounds, will begin at Healt with five white
ſervants, and ten negroes. He muſt build
a houſe upon his eſtate, and provide him
ſelf with all proper implements of huſ
bandry, with grain and corn, and with a

be cut four times in a ſeaſon.

a year.

tle expence, as there is water carriage

Wild in.

digo is found here in great abundance,
which, with proper cultivation, is eſteem
ed, in the French iſlands, to be the
beſt.
confiderabie live ſtock of horſes, cows,
“From the great luxuriancy of all the
ſheep, hogs, and poultry. Thoſe things Weſt Indian weeds, found in the ſouthern
may be provided, and he will ſtill have part of this province, it is not to be
three hundred pounds in his pocket.
doubted, but that all the fruits and pro
The firſt year will be ſpent in clearing dućtions of the Weſt Indies may be raiſed
the ground, making a large kitchen gar here, though either from want of induſtry
den, ſowing grain, and providing for the of the late inhabitants, or from the fic
neceſſaries of the family. On the ſecond quent interruption they met with from the
{j he will ſee a good increaſe, and, Indians, no improvements of that kind
eſides the profits of agriculture, he will were ever attempted. Oranges, limes,
have laid a foundation for reaping the lemons, and other fruits, grow ſpontane
produce of trade, by the growth of rice, ouſly over the country.
cotton or indigo. At a medium, upon
“This province abounds with maho
the beſt eſtabliſhed calculations repeatedly gany, and all kinds of timber, fit for
made in the ſouthern colonies of Ameri
tranſportation or ſhip building ; and the
ca, the labour of each ſervant or negro conveyance of the commodities or pro
leaves a clear profit to the maſter of 25l. dućtions hereof will be attended with lit
As the public may like to ſee an authen every where.”
\
tic account of the colony of Eaſt Florida,
I have ſent a faithful deſcription con Having in our laſ Magazine finiſhed that
remarkable Pamphlet, intitled Conſide
tained in governor Grant's proclamati
rations on the Trade and Finances of
On.
the Kingdom, and on the Meaſures of
“And whereas it may greatly conti
Adminiſh:ation, &c. And the Speech in
bute to the ſpeedy ſettling of his ma
Behalf of the Conſtitution ; againſt the
jeſty's province of Eaſt Florida, to inform
Suſpending and Diſpenſing Power of
all perſons of the healthineſs, ſoil, and
Prerogative, &c. We ſhall mow lay
productions thereof, I do in this procla
before ºur Readers, a Letter to the R*.
mation, publiſh and make known, that
Hon. G
G
, which may be
the former inhabitants lived to great ages ;
conſidered as taking the other Side of
his majeſty's troops, ſince their taking
the Queſtion.
poſſeſſion of it, have enjoyed an uninter
rupted ſtate of good health; fevels, A Letter to the Right Hon. G– G –.
which are ſo common during the au
HE witer thinks his friend G. will
tumn in other parts of America, are un
known here ; the winter is ſo remarkably
be ſurprized at the receipt of a let
temperate, that vegetables of ail kinds ter fºom him, after a long alienation of
are raiſed, during that ſeaſon, without their connections. You may place it,
any art.
ſays he, to the idleneſs of a holiday time,
“The ſoil on the conſt is, in general as I am no way intereſted to queſtion you
ſandy, but produćtive, with proper cu!- for your late publications, yet I cannot
tivation ; the lands are rich and fertile in help thinking, that when a man is deſir
the interior part of the province; and on ous of running down others, he ſhould
the ſides of the rivers, which are nun:c- avoid reminding tºe world of his own miſ
rous, fruits and grain may be raiſed with deds. Things of a heinous nature make
little labour; the late inhabitants had a ſtrong impreſſion whiſt they are paſ
often two crops of Indian corn in one ſing, and are a long while burying in o
year; and the breeder here will be blivion. It is not long ſince I read of a
time
º
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time when a headſtrong miniſter for two
}. together, maintained a moſt unre
enting warfare, with the trade, and the
laws of his country; inſomuch that mens
hearts failed them, and no judge would
venture to intimate his opinion on the

I 15
be juſtified, the power ordering it muſt
have had a legal authority, and conſe
quently no ačt of indemnity be neceſſary;
which I preſume nevertheleſs was not
preciſely the meaning of the pºmphle
teer, provided he had a glimmering of

cleareſt points of government, excepting

what be undertook to write about.

For,

one bold aſſertor of the liberties of man an intelligent writer would have ſaid,

kind ; until at length a change of mini
ſtry took place; and then thoſe, who
were prudentially mute before, became
the forwardeſt in pronouncing how ille
gally the wretched miniſtry, ſo lately diſ
carded, had ačted. . Their terrifying war
rant was every where proclaimed to be no
warrant at all, and the inflexible ſupport
er of the infringement of the laws of
the realm, who would not yield an inch
. . to them, or the united voice of lis
countrymen, whilſt armed with power,
the moment he felt himſelf falling, and
deſerted by the court, although avowedly
oppoſed but by a private man, yielded,
gave way ; nay, licked the very rod that

that there was no lawful power exiſting,
which could authorize an embargo or
prohibition to export, whilſt the act of
Charles the IId was in force that declar

ed every ſuch prohibition to be null; and

therefore the royal proclamation which
did, notwithſtanding that ſtatute, prohi
bit exportation, was a violation of the
poſitive law of the land, and conſequent
ly neither that, nor what was done under
it, could be juſtified upon principles of
law by any means whatever. He night
then have ſtated, and if he could, have

refuted the doćtrine of a great and extra
ordinary man, namely that the king of
this country has ever been inveſted with a
corre&ted him ; ſo natural is it for cow prerogative during the intervals of parli
ardice and tyranny to unite in the ſame

ament to lay embargoes in caſes of fa

breaſt. What a noble champion for mine, or other natural neceſſity, although
liberty muſt ſuch principles make how in no other caſe whatever; that ſuch a
pular with mankind ; how happy in power muſt exiſt at all times, in all go
imſelf :
vernments, ſomewhere, it being eſſential
A quarto pamphlet on matters of cal to the preſervation of a ſtate ; that in this
culation may do well enough, to prove conſtitution, when there is no parliament
that the writer is able to caſt accounts, met, it muſt from neceſſity be lodged in
and may make a diligent uſeful firſt clerk the executive hand of the government,
or deputy to a money board ; but not that is, in the king; that this power can
to have a genius ſufficient for direéting never be miſapplved, becauſe no man
the commerce of a great trading country, can be deceived about facts like famine,
or to be capable of deciding upon the eſtilence or fire; that a jury will always
manifold intereſts of a mighty king i. competent judges whether theſe natu
dom.
ral neceſſities exiſted or not ; and that the
Indeed as men of unclear heads when ſtatute of Charles II. never had in con

they intend to reaſon abſtruſely, or enter
into the nice diſtinčtions about principles
of government, uſually get out of their
depth before they have done ; ſo I found

templation the taking away a prerogative
ſo eſſential to the general weal, which
derives its force, and an irreſiſtible one,
from human nature itſelf, and is acknow

that was the caſe with two ſcribblers, a ledged by all the allowed writers upon

bout diſpenſing powers, who have lately
appeared as champions in your cauſe ;
one of theſe advances that “ ſalus popu
Ji ſuprema lex ſhould be applied to juſtify
the aët, not to authorize the power,”
and that the miniſtry ſhoult only have at
tempted “to juſtify upon the circum
ſtances.” Now (to ſpeak like a lawyer)
you can juſtify nothing but what is au
thoriſed by law, and whatever is ſo you
may always juſtify. If what was done
therefore could upon the circumſtances

the laws of nature and nations and the

univerſal principles of government ; for
that this ſtatute was aimed only at the

prohibitions and licences, which uſed to
be formerly granted from time to time on
commercial views, as mere political re

gulations, to particular perſons, ports,
and diſtricts; and was enacted on purpole
to eſtabliſh, upon larger ideas of trade, a

eneral right of exportation for the future,
in every body, and every place, and at
all times; but never was intended to
P 2.

touch

~
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touch or take away from the king, in
ſuch great natural emergencies as dearth
and famine, the prerogative of ſaving his
people from ſtarving, by the laying of a
ſudden embargo on the neceſſaries of life.
This was the doćtrine which your ſcribes
ſhould have overthrown ; a doćtrine

Feb.

good to mankind, as if they had ſuſ
pended them for the purpoſe of revenging
perſonal quarrels in a manner not per
mitted by law and recollect that thoſe
who labour to raiſe the outcry were the

very actors of ſuch enormities, I proteſt
it only aggravates the badneſs of their
which cannot be reſtrained, or bounded public characters, and makes one more
by any law, becauſe if it could, it would eaſily give credit to the worſt that ever
was ſaid of them. And, take it from
ceaſe to be neceſſity.
The attempt therefore to abuſe any mi me, G–, the white livered envy of a
niſtry for preventing a famine, in ſpight ſunk miniſter, pining after the emolu
of a ſtatute, is really much like the im ments of office, will never produce any
peachment of Gulliver for extinguiſhing formidable oppoſition. Nay, I am in
a fire in Lilliput
by doing what clined to think, that the ſickly ſpirit of
was contrary to law. I muſt therefore jealouſy, however it may put on for a
once more repeat, that the ſaving a nati moment an uncomfortable ſmile, is only a
on, notwithſtanding a contrariant ačt of torment to itſelf; for, by militating with
arliament, is not, nor ever will be a crime equal fury and rancour againſt good and
in the eyes of the people. Dear G
bād, againſt all that is propoſed of every
it is not like a miniſter's breaking the law kind, it ſhews its own unhappy temper,
to arreſt and impriſon one of their repre defeats its purpoſe, and revolts every be
ſentatives, to ſeize all his private papers, holder.
But, now, let me ſay a word to your
and to ſtrip him of parliamentary privi
lege, upon the mere ſuſpicion of printing elaborate pamphlet upon the ſtamp-aēt.
a libel. Upon my word it is not like I do not mean to put down all that oc
locking up a man's perſon in jail, and curred to me in the peruſal, but ſhall con
deba, ring him pen, ink, paper, and tent myſelf with taking things, as they
friends, upon no other ground than that ſtand upon your own repreſentation. E
of the attorney general's having called nough is diſcloſed by the writer to furniſh
-

ſº

2

him a libelier, for laſhing an odious mi an anſwer to himſelf.

niſtry. There is no natural neceſſity for
the diſpenſing with law in order to do
theſe things, in any country, at any time;
they are mere political fears and at
chievements, or (if you like the term
better) ſtate-neceſſities, that is, the mere
creatures of wilful, ignorant, wounded
ſtateſmen. Any man that runs will ſee
the difference. In ſhort, you ſhould
learn to diſtinguiſh between things be
fore you throw away much time in
talking about them. What is done for
the ſalvation of the public, is not like
w'iat is done for the ruin and op
reſſion

words,

of

individuals.

Abuſe

in

Indubitably it is a principle of govern
ment that “ſupport is due in return for
protection,” (that is) in liberty and pro
perty. Now the Americans as deſcend
ed from Britons, have always fancied they
were entitled to the ſame privileges,
and amongſt the reſt to that of taxing
themſelves; in ſhort, from conſiderin

themſelves as unrepreſented in the .#
parliament, and that the rights of taxati
on and repreſentation are inſeparable, they
have regarded their own aſſemblies as
eſtabliſhed in its ſtead, and therefore as

one
of the corner ſtones of their conſtitu
t! On.

whe, her from the mouth or

Suppoſing therefore the right of Eng
land, to levy a revenue upon America
for the uſe of the ſtate in general, why
was it neceſſary, to levy it now, for the
firſt time, in an unuſual manner by force
of an Engliſh ſtatute For, after people
have long enjoyed any prerogative, eſ
the one caſe as, in the other. There is pecially that of granting their own money,
not the ſame human ſympathy. There and giving a part of their eſtates, or (as
fore when I hear men calumniating mini we more emphatically expreſs it) of
ſters for ſuſpenuing laws in order to do making free gifts, it is ſcarcely poſſible
pen, upon three or four miniſters, is not
a national calamity like the want of
bread; the world can go on notwith
ſtanding; nor is it a fačt ſo readily aſ
ſented to, or ſo eaſily proved. Mens
feelings do not co-operate univerſally in

to
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to withdraw it without murmur, nay,
without tearing it from them by force,
and at the expence of a civil war, if they
have the means of ſupporting one. There
fore, cauſeleſsly, one would imagine, no
wiſe adminiſtration would attempt it.
I wiſh, therefore, with all my heart
we had been contented with impoſing
theſe ſecondary taxes, and had left the
raiſing of money to their own aſſemblies;
being fully aware how improvident and
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ter, would, like the ſtamp-author, call
them (in oppoſing this cruel tyranny)
“ the wanton Americans forming a con
“ certed plan of obſtinate rebellion;” and
by this ſtrain of writing, endeavour to
raiſe an animoſity here againſt them, by
contraſting them with a fanciful pićture.
of “ the poor Engliſh peaſant, driven in
“ to a temporary inſurrection by the whip
“ of that ſevereſt maſter, want, and taught

“ to expect condign puniſhment and ſpee

infatuated a miniſter muſt be that would

“dy juſtice, from the rigour and vigi
“ lance of government:” although our
preſent conſiderate and bold miniſters have
juſt ventured to lay an embargo, in ſpight
of a ſtatute to the contrary, for their re
lief, and have thereby expoſed themſelves
to much calumny from |. ſame quarter.
I am ſure none of this conduct beſpeaks a
done whilſt the colonies were young; was wiſe politician, who is deſirous of eſta
it prudent to ſet about it now, that they bliſhing a charaćter with the men of ſenſe
were numerous in people, accuſtomed to and obſervation in this country.
arms, and extended in territory P Strange
It makes my blood run cold, when I
and unhappy politics ſurely
ſee the pamphleteer endeavouring to put
But above all, it ſeems to have been us upon drawing the ſword againſt the
imprudent, when we were exerting, for Americans, for the ſake of enºorcing the
the firſt time, our right of laying an in ſtamp-act, and to depreciate an amiable
ternal tax upon America, to accompany and gallant officer, now high in the civil
it with the deprivation of another privi department for tameneſs and want of ſpi
lege that is generally much valued, that rit in not doing it, though he knows that
of the trial by jury. It was, to recur to the general was among the foremoſt who
your own figure, uſing the rein too free diſapproved the meaſure originally, de
clared he would take the firſt opportuni
ly at the outſet.
With reſpect to the tax itſelf. It is ty of endeavouring its repeal, and has
one of the laſt taxes that was thought of nce ačtually bore an eminent part in
among us, and has been only by degrees that ſalutary ſtep. In fact, all the ſuc
in the courſe of the laſt ſeventy years ex ceeding miniſtry, the merchants in gene
force on a meaſure of government unne
ceſſarily, which muſt unavoidably lead to
the diſcuſſion of points that ſhould never
be brought into queſtion, and which if
once diſputed, muſt be attended with dan
gerous conſequences at the leaſt.
Beſides, if a like thing had never been

tended to the ſeveral articles now loaded

ral, and the bulk of the kingdom, includ

with it.

ing even a majority of the ill-fated ſtamp

But the late financier, ſo far

from confidering this, has at once impoſ
ed a ſtamp in America upon every thing
that pays it in this country; nay, has
carried it farther, by laying it there up.
on clearances of ſhips outwards.
To clown the whole, the proſecutions

and informations for the non-payment of
this tax, were to be had in courts exceed

author's friends, were convinced at laſt

of the imprudence, hardſhip, and inju
ſtice of the act, and therefore wiſhed for

the return of the ſeſſion of parliament to
ſet about the getting rid of it.
When it was reſolved, therefore, by
nine parts in ten of our miniſters and le
giſlators, to give up the tax, and repeal
the act; how ſtrange, how mad would

ingly diſtant, where no jury is uſed,
where the judges are entitled to fees and it have been to do what this obſtinate au
poundage on conviction, and hold their thor ſays we ought to have done For,
offices during pleaſure; the appeal for would any nation imbrue its hands in the
any grievance is to be made to a court of blood of a colony, unneceſſarily, and for
this ſort ; and none lies to the quarter no purpoſe, but that of compelling obe
ſeſſion as in England: ſo that no redreſs dience to a ſtatute, which every body
is to be expe&ted; or, if to be obtained, held to be impolitic, and the new miniſtry
can be worth the expence of procuring.
wiſhed to annul and bury in oblivion ?
Before I conclude, I muſt take notice
What man then of any bowels or pru
dence, in ſo grave and momentous a mat of one paſſage more. The inconſiderate
-

wn iter
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writer to the ſtamp-aēt ſays, “It would Of feeling rob me, if with-held from
fame;
“& be unjuſt to reproach the miniſtry with
“ the effeminate, uncertain, and even And dead to merit, let me die to ſhame.

Triumphant dunce, illuſtricus Lang

“ ungrammatical expreſſions, in which

horne, riſe,
[deſpiſe;
“ attribute to their ſovereign, becauſe it And, while both worlds deteſt thee and

“ they clothe the ſentiments which the

-

:

With rage uncommon cruelly deny
Thy hapleſs Muſe ev'n privilege to die;
While Theodoſius, baſely torn from night,
Reeks, feſters, flinks, and putrifies to
ment, proſecuted and out-lawed Mr.
light;
Wilkes for ſaying in print that the mini And mad Conſtantia damns thy recreant
nanne
[fame,
Jºry had made his majeſty aſſert a falſity.
|P. were the puniſhment inflicted by To drive with Flecknoe down the ſink of
that miniſtry, the ſtamp-author ſhould not Say, with what charm, what magic art
tell the world, that the ſucceeding mini
thou bleſt,
[breaſt;
ſtry had made his majeſty expreſs him That grief or ſhame ne'er rankle in thy
ſelf ºffeminately, uncertainly, and un That ev'n mere inſtinét never points a
rammatically, ſeeing the excuſe of its be
way
ing purely intended as an inſult upon the To fly from man and refuge from the day;
miniſter, and not upon his ſovereign, has Ne'er kindly tells thee of ſome pitying
grave
[ſlave
been held inſufficient, and it is pretty dif
“ is probable they uſed on this occaſion
“ the beſt expreſſions in their power.”
Now, if I recollečt right, ſome worthy
miniſters not long ago expelled from parli

ficult to determine which of the two is the

To ſnatch the blockhead, and to hide the

moſt contemptuous libel.

O! that, like Langhorne, with a bluſh
leſs face

I bore the ſtroke of merited diſgrace;
into the Merits of all the principal Perfor Like him, with ſome fine apathy of ſoul,
mers belonging to Covent Garden The I ſtood the thunder in its mightieſt roll;
atre. Book the Second. By Hugh Kel Smilºd while the bolt indignantly was
hurl’d,
ly, Author of the Fiji. (Entire 2s. 8d.
Orgap'd unconſcious on a ſcorning world!
halfp.)
Then cou’d I view, with temper in my
look,
ROM the deep gloom of everlaſting
night,
[the fight, The juſt damnation of a favºrite book ;
Where gatū’ring ſhades ſtill thicken on Cou'd ſee my labours with unaching eye,
And baleful Styx, with unrelaxing mud, Form the grand out-work of a giblet
pye;
Sleeps wholly guiltleſs of a moment's

THFSPIS : or a Critical Examination

Pil'd in nice order for the ſuburb ſtalls,

flood;

Or ſent in carts to Clements at Saint
Paul's

Deign, gracious Dullneſs, from thy ebon
chair

To nod propitious on a Grub-ſtreet pray’r: Then the ſharp cenſure or the biting jeer
And if no ſpark with heav'n-ſtruck geni Had fall'n all blunted on my nerveleſs
us bleſt,

-

[breaſt;

ear;

E'er kindly beams an inſtant on my And leagu'd, perhaps, with Griffiths . I
might ſtand
[land;
If no one ray of theſe exalted fires
To ſave or damn at random thro’ the
My torpid boſom genially inſpires;
Which with ſo bold, ſo maſterly a rage To blaſt each work of excellence e'er
known,
Have flam'd thro’ johnſon's elevated
age 5
And write eternal praiſes on my own.
Grant ºnd pow'r, ſome ſalutary art,
Then glorious days might blockheads
To check the ſecret workings of my heart :
hope to ſee,
[me;
That while thus curs'd to ſcribble after When genius ſhrunk at Griffiths and at
bread,
[head ; At that great Griffiths, whoſe exalted
mind
With public ſcorn ſtill hiſſing round my
I yet through life contentedly may doze, Outſoars the ſun, and diſtances the wind;
And drawl out being on a dead repoſe ;
Who, tho’ untutor'd in thoſe paltry
rules
Unliurt when laughter archly aims her
-

joke,

[ſtroke ;

Or ſtern-brow'd ſatyr marks me for a

Which guide the herd of literary fools;
And
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And never taught a knowledge to com Here then, from intereſt ſenſibly ally'd,
inence
[ſenſe ; We join thro' av'rice, tho' we hate thro'
With humble Lilly, or with humbler

The nobleſt flights of ſcience can pur
ſue

-

pride;

Nor wrangle farther at a mutual loſs,
But ſpeed to buſineſs, and begin with

And fline the hero of a bright Review ;.
On ev'ry Muſe with confidence can call—
And meet with boundleſs tenderneſs from

Roſs.

-

Roſs, tho' of various requiſites poſſeſs'd
To grow, to force, to ruth upon the

all

breaſt ;

-

*

Yet if deep-learn'd, tho' utterly unread, Tho' with a perſon finely form'd to pleaſe,
Thy fame, O Griffiths, widely we may He boafts each charm of elegance and
eaſe ;
ſpread ;
And joins a voice as muſically clear,
If with that wond’rous denſity of ſkull,
As ever pour'd perhaps upon the ear;
So ſagely hard, and critically dull,
Yet oft thro’ monſtrous negligence will
A ſparkling wit, and elegance of taſte,
ſtrike
By friendſhip's hand may certainly be
His warmeſt friends with pity or diſlike,
plac'd ;
And render doubtful, thro' a want of
And if that more than lunacy of mind
Care,
With ſtrong-ſoul’d genius ever ſhould be
join'd,
His very title to the name of play’r–
How are thy virtues juſtly to be tried
Tho' well appris’d this conduct muſt
offend,
(mend;
Where abject flattery blends with ſurly
-

pride;
Where ſpecious manhood wears a coward's
fear,

He owns his fault, but never ſtrives to

Tho' the plain uſe of induſtry he fees,

He hates a moment's treſpaſs on his

eaſe ;
And ſoft-ey'd pity never ſheds a tear;
Where friendſhip watches with a deadly And lets mere chance condućt him ev’ry
alm,
'night,
[right—
And high-ſoul’d honour knows no ſenſe Convinc'd of wrong, yet negligent of
Hence, who that ſee. him with a lifeleſs
of ſhame;
air
Where candour ſcorns the ſmalleſt guiſe
of art,
In Phocias talk of madneſs and deſpair;
Tho' hell's black womb is noon-day to her Or marks his odious vacancy of eye [die ;
heart?
Ev’n on the ſpot where Aribert muſt
But peace, great Langhorne; mighty Could ere ſuppoſe the ſlabb’rer had an art
Griffiths, peace ;
At times to cling ſo cloſely round the h art;
And here bid rancour, amicably, ceaſe ; Cou'd think he play'd Horatio with a fire,
Let wicked wits compoſe a deſp'rate band, That forc'd even ſlander loudly to ad
And wound each other with relentleſs

hand;

mure ;

Or dream, his ačtual excellence in Lear

But let us, true to Dullneſ; and her cauſe, Cou'd dim each eye-ball with the tender
In firm-wrought union aid her geneious
laws ; ,
At genius ſtab, and all her happier elves,
But never ſtrike at idiots like ourſelves---

eft tear 2

Rouſe, Roſs, for ſhame, nor thus, miſ
pending time
In ſlothful ſtilineſs, ſacrifice thy prime ;

So ſhall, the Monthly, with increaſing Let notname,
each ſtripling, with a club-room
[fame 3
ſale,

t

O'er ſenſe and truth inceſſantly prevail : . Out-ſoar thee always in the fight to
Thro' all its weight of unremitting lead, Nor men endow’d with much inferior
By wond'ring fools with greedineſs be
parts
read :
º
Obtain a ſtronger int’reſt in our hearts—
And ſo ſhal! THEs PIs, while his floun From thoſe with talents utterly ungrac'd,
dering Muſe
Unmark'd by ſenſe, and uninform'd by
taſte,
Her arduous ſubject clumſily purſues;
Thro’ Covent Garden awkwardly eſſays, The muſe no caſual excellence expects,
Find alſo tools to purchaſe and to praiſe : And kindly pities natural defects :
*
A well tim’ſ tax upon the town renew, But when ſhe ſees capacity and ſkill,
And ſhinc immortal in the next Review.-- Beholds the pow'r, but cannot find the will; .
-

-

She

12o

She ſtamps her ſtigma with the heavieſt
hand,
A.

Feb.
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Where men indeed are deſtitute of parts,
And want the pow'r to grow upon our

hearts ;
Nor ever dreams to mitigate the brand.
Where well-bred eaſe and ſprightli Where the dull actor, fatally confin'd,

Can glance no beam of pleaſure on the

neſs require

mind ;
The ſparkling force of brilliancy and fire;
WhereArcher ſtrong, by telegantly warm, This monſtrous by-play, tho' a vile abuſe,
Demands the livelieſt happineſs of form ; May plead ſome diſtant ſhadow of ex
cuſe,
There Smith with finiſh'd perſon and
-

And think a ſenſeleſs pleaſantry to call

addreſs,

Superior rank muſt certainly poſſeſs,
Is better much than no delight at all—
But when in Shuter's admirable face
And aſk a juſt pre-eminence of piace,
While e'er we love vivacity and grace— Such ſtriking pow'rs of comedy we trace;
But here, if truth her ſentiments may tell, When the É. humour of his wond’rous
tones
The poliſh’d Smith ſhould ever think to
dwell ;

-

For where in grave or ſentimental parts,
He makes a bold attack upon our hearts,
the light fields of gaiety, and roams
Where tragic paſſion vehemently foams :

Š.

Each candid ear ſo generouſly owns;
And

".

he ne'er is happier in our

ight

*:

Than
we find him critically
Is it not treaſon at the bar of fame

right;

Where, choice
tyrant Richard aſks,
the happieſt To ſtamp baſe metal with a ſterling name;
[ploring voice;

To trick that plaudit poorly from our hand

Or breaſt-ſtamp'd lines, and breaſt-ex Which worth like his for ever can com
mand 2
There, tho' we all immediately behold
The feeling boſom, and conception bold;
But here the ſtage may poſſibly reply,
Still, to his features and his tones un We view this practice with too ſtern an
kind,

eye

Howe'er ſhe bleſt his judgment and his

And

-

point out

-

various inſtances where

mind,
lays
[delays,
Nature ne'er tells the generous eye to roll, Are clogg’d ſo much with dullneſs or
Nor warms the ſterile muſcles into ſoul ; That favºrite names by ev'ry art ſhou'd
ſtrive
Ne'er ſoothes his harſh monotony of ſtrain,
Nor breathes a ſound unconſcious of a To keep the ſcene judiciouſly alive;
With ſome ſmart ſtroke the interval be
pain.
But who comes onward with that chear
guile,
[ſmile
And warm the audience to a caſual

ful air,

So void of thought, and deſtitute of care, Indeed if ačtors never urg’d a claim
To grace arch humour's ſoul-delighting To ſport at random with a poet's fame;
Ne'er from his meaning boldly thought to
reign
ſtray,
With every pleaſure dancing in his train r
"Tis Shuter 1 whim’s inimitable child !
But paid
rev'rence to his play;
Looſe, yet delicious; exquiſite, tho' wild; Excuſe like this wou'd never raiſe a frown,
Form'd by rich fancy at her luckieſt ſtroke; Nor fail in juſt importance, with the
town :
The life of mirth, and quinteſſence of
ioke
But when ev'n Shakeſpear, mangled to
-

Higious

Ah!

dº the rogue but ſenſibly reſtrain

their mind,

The wide indulgence of his comic vein 5 No diſtant gleam of tenderneſs can find;
Did he from nature never ſeek to run,
When thro' all ages, and thro' all degrees,
They change, retrench, and ſlaughter as
Nor ſtrike at ſenſe to gratify a pun ;
they pleaſe;
Did he, adhering to his part alone, . . .
Ne'er fill the ſcene with crotchets of his Why are ſuch pieces ever rak'd to light
As
fatigue, and ſicken on the
own;
ight,
The harſheſt cenſor, ev'n of modern days,
Wou'd then be wholly boundleſs in his Both º: and nature palpably diſgrace,
And call for aid from pertneſs and gri
praiſe;

*:

-

-

-

mace

And roſe-lip'd laugh, unconſcious of of
---

For ever tombat on the ſide of ſenſe.

-

AM E

fence,

[To be continued.]
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Pirginia, A Bill has paſſed the aſſembly

received a letter from the earl of Shel

Nov. 7.
for erecting a ſtatue to his burne, his majeſty's ſecretary of ſtate for
majeſty, as an acknowledgment for re the ſouthern department, which he thought
pealing the ſtamp-act, and alſo an obe proper to lay before the aſſembly; an ex
liſk to commemorate thoſe worthy patri tract of which follows.
ots who diſtinguiſhed themſelves in bring
“Whitehall, Aug. 9, 1766. I have his
ing about that happy event.
majeſty's commands to acquaint you of
Philadelphia, Dec. 11. A Dutchman the ſatisfaction he feels in the happineſs
concerned in the murder of the crew of of his ſubjećts, ariſing from the tender
the ſloop Polly, was taken and condemn care and confideration of his parliament :
but I am ordered to fignify to you, at the
ed to the rack at St. Euſlatia.
New-York, Dec. 18. A number of ſame time, That as it is the indiſpenſable
of his ſubjects in America to obey
ſhips coming to England to land wheat, duty
the ačts of the legiſlature in Great Bri
advanced the price to a dollar a buſhel, tain, the king both expects and requires
on which one farmer brought to market a due and chearful obedience to the ſame;
1coo buſhels in one day.—[The poor will and it cannot be doubted that his majeſty's
gain little by bringing wheat from Ame province
of New-York, after the lenity
rica at the price here mentioned, as the of Great Britain
extended to
merchant, when his expences are paid, America, will not ſofailrecently
duly to carry into
cannot ſell American wheat at a leſ, price execution the aët of parliament paſſed laſt
than Engliſh wheat has hitherto been, ſeſſions for quartering his majeſty's troops,
on an average, ſold for. It may, how in the full extent and meaning of the aët,
ever, prevent its riſe, and preſerve us without referring to the uſage of other
from famine.]
parts of his majeſty's dominions, where
New-England, Dec. 15 His excellen the legiſlature has thought fit to preſcribe
cy governor Bernard was pleaſed to pro different regulations ; and which cannot
.rogue the General Aſſembly, after hav be altered any more than in North Ame
ing agreed to make reſtitution to the ſuf rica, except upon a reſpectful and well

ferers by the late riots; he was pleaſed, grounded repreſentation of the hardſhip
however, to refer the confideration of

or inconvenience.”

their vote for diſmiſſing their agent in

After ſome days deliberation, an ad

England to a long day.
New-Tork, Dec. 24. His excellency
governcr Moore gave his aſſent to twenty
acts paſſed this ſeſſion, among which is
an act for making reſtitution to the ſeve
ral perſons therein named, for their loſſes

dreſs to his excellency was approved of by
the aſſembly, and preſented, in which are
theſe remarkable paragraphs :

“We hope it will be conſidered that
we are choſen to make ſuch a proviſion

for the ſupport of his majeſty's govern

ſuſtained in the late commotions.

ment in this colony, as is moſt ſuitable

South-Carolina, Nov. 1. This province
has, during the laſt ſeaſon, been ſickly.
In February we had froſts which killed
the orange-trees. , March and july one

preſent; and that we ſhould be guilty of

to the circumſtances of the people we re
a breach of that moſt ſacred truſt, if we

ſhould load them with burthens they are

incapable of ſupporting.
“We beg leave further to repreſent to
fruits, deſtroyed the wheat, and drowned your excellency, that by the ačt of par
vaſt herds of cattle, terminating in fevers liament it appears to be the intention of
and fluxes, by which many have died.
the isgiſlature to provide for the quarter
New-York, Nov. 18. In conſequence ing of 'oldiers, only on a march ; but ac
of gov. Moore's report to the Lords of cording to the conſtruction put on it
Trade, on the paſſing an ačt for providing he e, it is required that all the forces
ſhall at any time enter this colony,
barracks, fuel, &c. for his majeſty's troops which
ſhall be
the whole year,
quartered in New-York, his excellency
tº
continued ſeries of rain, which ruined the

º:
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in a very unuſual and
mannel’ i.
nity, be tranſmitted to the ſecretary of
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º:

that by marching ſeveral regiments into ſtate, in order to be laid before his ma
this colony, this expence would become jeſty.”

ruinous and inſupportable : and, there
A like repreſentation with the above
fore, we cannot, confiſtent with our duty was made by gov. Penn, to the aſſembly
to our conſtituents, put it in the power of of Philadelpiia, who returned as fol
any perſon (whatſoever confidence we may lows:
** We have taken into our conſiderati
have of his prudence and integrity) to lay
ſuch a burthen on them.”
on your meſſage of the 12th inſt, and are
To which his Excellency was pleaſed heartily diſpoſed to make proviſion for the
to return the following anſwer:
quartering and providing for the troops,
“ Gentlemen of the General Aſſembly, which his excellency gen. Gage has in
* It is with no ſmall concern that I formed your honour will ſoon be ſent in
find the ſentiments of this houſe differing to this province; and we ſhall accord
ſo much from mine, in regard to the ſub ingly frame a bill to be ſent up to your
jećt matter of the addreſs now preſented honour to eſtabliſh a bill for that pur
to me; which ſhall, by the firſt opportu poſe.”
-

H I S T O R I C A L
SATURDAY, Dec. 17.

N the 22d and 23d of O&ober laſt, a
violent hurricane did conſiderable
damage in the harbour of Penſacola.
The Spaniſh flota from Vera Cruz, for
the Havannah and Old Spain, conſiſting
of five large regiſter ſhips, richly laden,
were driven aſhore in the bay of St. Ber
ward, W. S. W. of Penſacola; but it
£hould ſeem that all of them got off again
without much damage, the London Ga
zette having notified their arrival at the

C H R O N I C L E.
try, to ſeek relief in the cities, ſeveral of
whom areſaid to have periſhed on the roads.
Mon. 19. A moſt remarkable trial came

on at Dublin, grounded on a ſuggeſtion
made by George Rochfort, Eſq; of the
ideotſy of Nicholas Hume, earl of Ely;
when, after a full hearing, the jurors
(the moſt reſpectable) gave their verdićt
in favour of the Earl, to the ſatisfaction
of the court.

Mon. 26. In conſequence of the thaw,

which began on Saturday at Newcaſtle,
the ice broke this day upon the Tyne with
Havannah.
a prodigious crack, and a freſh tide com
JAN. Wed. 14. The cold was ſo exceſ ing down, carried it to ſea with very little
five as to freeze the Rhine, near Coblentz, damage.
a circumſtance which the annals of that
Thurſ. 29. An expreſs arrived from
city record as a memorable event, when Corunna at Madrid, with advice of the
in the year 1670 the waters of that river arrival of the Spaniſh flota, at the Ha
were frozen from the 11th to the 17th of vannah, excepting two ſhips that were
and the artificers exerciſed their diſmaſted, and put back to La Vera Cruz.
everal employments upon it, as they now Lon. Gaz.
O.
Sat. 31. A clergyman in Normandy,
Sat. 17. At Copenhagen the cold is as in order to promote agriculture in his pa

#.

intenſe as it was in 1740. The Sound riſh, has made a public declaration from
is frozen over, and the communication the pulpit, that ſo far from exacting more
open with Sweden on the ice.

tythe from thoſe who ſhall improve their

At Berlin the cold is more ſevere than farms, he will leſſen the tythes in propor

it was in the year 1740.
tion to the advancement they ſhall appear
Many perſons, both rich and poor, to have made in new improvements.
have periſhed with the cold in Ruſſia, and
A very curious little ſhip of 64 guns,
many more have been devoured by wolves compleatly rigged, and but four inches
from the foreſts.
long, executed by an officer in the navy,
What is more aſtoniſhing, in Italy the was introduced to his royal highneſs the
cold has been ſo ſevere as to drive the duke of York, with which his royal high
poor from their habitations in the coun meſs was ſo well pleaſed from its fingular
int
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minuteneſs, the ſtrućture and elegance in braltar, as it is ſaid, with orders to fix
which it is highly finiſhed, as to recom
mend it to his majeſty; and his majeſty
has been graciouſly pleaſed to accept of it,
efleeming it worthy of being
in his
royal cabinet of curioſities. The materi
als of which it is compoſed are gold, fil
ver, ſteel, braſs, copper, ebony, ivory,
hair, &c the hull, maſts, yards, booms,
&c. being ivory, the guns, anchors,
blocks, dead eyes, &c. filver, the 64 guns
weighing but 50 grains; the colours,
viz. royal ſtandard, admiralty, and uni
on flags, the jack and enſign are alſo ivo
ry. It is executed on a ſcale of forty feet

#:

to one inch.

a boom and chain acroſs the entrance of

that harbour, in order to ſecure it from

any ſudden attempt of the Spaniards, who
are ſuſpected of having a deſign upon that
place.
War-office, Satur. 14. It is his maie
ſty's pleaſure, that all officers, whether
taken from the half-pay, or otherwiſe,
who have been appointed to any regiments
on the Britiſh eſtabliſhment, but on ſta
tions out of Great Britain, and whoſe
commiſſions are dated on or before the 1ſt

day of October, 1766, ſhall ſet out, with
in one month from the date hereof, to

A farmer near Innerdale going after join the corps to which they belong,
they have already obtained the
ſome ſheep that were miſfing during the except
ſnow, took with him a bottle of rum and king's leave of abſence, or unleſs they
a ſmall glaſs; when he found them, ſome

ſeemed juſt dying with the cold, to every
one of which he gave a little of the rum,
mixed with water, which inſtantly reviv
ed them. To thoſe that appeared leaſt
affetted, he gave none. What is remark
able, he got all that had taken the rum,

ſhall now obtain it through the ap
plication of their colonels; which ap
plication is not to be made except on
very cogent reaſons.

And all officers

who have now leave of abſence from their

reſpective ſuperior officers commanding
where the regiment is ſtationed (if no

time is ſpecified for ſuch leave)
ſafe home, but ſome of the reſt died by particular
are to apply through their colonels, that
the way.
Feb. Tueſ. 3. His majeſty's orders, the time may be aſcertained by the king,

containing ſome new regulations for the
army in Ireland, were received in that
kingdom. By theſe regulations each troop
of dragoons is to have trumpets; croſs
belts for all the private men; no officer
to wear gold or
lace on his cloaths;

à.

nor ſell out if he did not purchaſe; nor
then, but to an officer on half-pay.
Wed. 4. A gentleman paſſing through
Chancery-lane, obſerved a man lying on
the ground, who had juſt fallen out of a
window, and near expiring. Upon inqui
ry at the houſe before which he lay, it
appeared, that perſons were kept there

and before the expiration of the time ſo

limited, they are to join their corps. It
being his majeſty's

#.

reſolution to ſu

percede any officer who ſhall diſobey
theſe his orders.
All future leaves of abſence are to be

exačtly regulated according to his maje
fly's orders, bearing date the 11th day of
February, 1767.
By his majeſty's command,
ABARRING to N.
-

Mon. 16. Thomas Davers, (ſuppoſed
to be nearly related to the late admiral
Davers) who built, at a vaſt

expence, a

who had enliſted into the Eaſt India com

little fort on the river Thames, near
any's ſervice; and the maſter of the Blackwall, known by the name of Da
{j}. being carried before the fitting alder vers's foily, after paſſing through a ſeries
man, brought ſeveral of the recruits with of misfortunes, chiefly owing to an un
him,
o depoſed that the man threw happy turn of mind, put an end to his
This is one

miſerable life : ſome few hours before his

of the houſes called lock up houſes. See
more hereaſter.
Mond. 9. A ſchooner, and three open
boats, taken by his majeſty's armed cut

himſelf out of the window.

death, he was ſeen to write the following

ters in the channel, and condemned for

ever gentleman betore ſubmitted to : ne
gle&ted by my acquaintance, traduced by

ſmuggling, were burnt at Torbay.

card : “Deſcended from an antient anºi

honourable family, I have, for fifteen
years paſt, ſuffered more indigence than

Thurſ 11. The privy council ſat very my enemies, and inſulted by the vulgar.
late, at the breaking up of which, an ex I am ſo reduced, worn down, and tired,
preſs was immediately diſpatched to Gi that I have nothing left but that laſting
2.

repvit,

Feb.
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Two
felons
were
capitally
convićted
at
repoſe, the joint and dermier inheritance
of all.
the Old-Bailey, viz. Benjamin Hudſon for
Of laudanum an ample doſe,
robbing a poor woman on the highway of
a penny; and Joſeph Guy, for a like of.
Muſt all my preſent ills compoſe :
But the beſt laudanum of all
fence, though a larger booty.
I want (not reſolution) but a ball.
Friday 20. The ſeſſions ended at the
N. B. Advertiſe this. T. D.
Old-Bailey, when the three convicts al
Came on before Dr. Hay, dean of the ready mentioned received ſentence of
arches court of Canterbury, at Doāors death.
Commons, a remarkable cauſe between a
Satur. 21. His majeſty went to the
gentleman of fortune and a young lady to houſe of peers, with the uſual ſtate, and
whom he was ſome time ſince married in a gave the royal aſſent to—the bill to pu
private houſe, or room, in Scotland. The niſh mutiny and deſtrtion.—the bill to
queſtion before the court, and upon which continue, for a further limited time, the
the cauſe turned, was this, whether the free importation of wheat, and wheat
marriage in Scotland (as the young lady meal, from any part of Europe, and to
was then under age) was binding on the diſcontinue the duties payable on the im
gentleman, or not when, after many portation of barley-meal and pulſe.—The
learned arguments by the civilians on bill to diſcontinue the duties on the im
both ſides, the judge was clearly of opi portation of tallow, hog's-lard, and
nion that the marriage was good in law, greaſe;—The bill to diſſolve the marriage
and pronounced accordingly, that mar of john Scott, Eſq; from Ann his wife,
1iages celebrated in Scotland do not come to enable him to marry again, and for
within the act of parliament in 1754, to other purpoſes.—The bill to build a new
prevent clandeſtine marriages.—It is re bridge over the Thames, from Swynford,
markable this is the firſt cauſe of this na in Oxfordſhire, to the oppoſite ſhore.—
ture tried ſince the act took place, and it And alſo to ſeveral road, incloſure, and
-

is ſaid is to be re-heard before the court naturalization bills.

of delegates.
Milliam Collinſon for forging a draught
on Sir joſeph Hankey, and Timothy Ire
dale for robbing gen. Elliot, were executed
at Tyburn purſuant to their ſentence.
Med. 18. A gold medal was preſented
to Mr. Doſe, by the ſociety, for his

Tueſ. 24. A diſcovery has been made
to the gentlemen of St. Bride's veſtry, in
Fleet-ſtreet, of two recruits having been
brought from a lock-up-houſe
ate at night, and interred in their bury
ing-ground on the ſide of the Fleet

ſº

market; and that one of the men had
eminent ſervices in communicating the marks of violence on his body. A ſtri&

proceſſes of making pot aſh and barilla enquiry is now making into this myſte
in America, by which theſe articles are rious affair.
now become eſtabliſhed articles of com
Thurſ. 26. An officer of the cuſtoms
merce in that country. He has alſo given made a ſeizure of near four hundred
in writing, an ingenious and uſeful ac pounds worth of fine Flanders lace, art
count of pot-aſh, with inſtructions for fully concealed in the holiow of a ſhip's
judging of its comparative value, and diſ buoy on board a French trader lying off
covering the ſophiſtications of it, in or Iron gate.
Friday 27. Was held at the Old
der that the ſame may be printcq
The ſeſſions began at the Ol.!-Bailey, Bailey, the ſeſſion of admiralty, when
when!//illiam Paterſon, for horſe-ſtealing, three priſoners were tried, two of whom
were capitally convićied.
was capitally convicted.
John Wynne otherwiſe Power, late a ma
Thurſ. 19. A perſon, dreſſed like a

-

-

gentieman, went to a regiſter office, and riner on board the merchant-ſhip Polly
hired a young man for his ſervant, giving capt. Cox, bound from Briſtol to the coaſt
him a direction to come to his lodgings in of Gutney, on the ſlave trade, of which
Hºſininfer the ſame evening; but the ſhip, in the abſence of the captain, who
office keeper having a ſuſpicion of the was on ſhore at Cape Appolonia, he by force
perſon, attended, the young fellow to the took upon him the cominand, ſhooting the
place, and found it to be a lock-up houſe chief nate thro' the head, and wounding
for lecruits; and that the pretended gen a ſailor; at the ſame time obliging the
tleman was no other than a crimp.
company to ſwear allegiance to him; af
ter

*
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ter which, proceeding to the river Baſan, great niece Caroline Counteſs of Groſ
moſt barbarouſly murdered a free negro, berg, now reſident in Frgland.—An
who was hoſtage on board for two ſlaves, thony Ignatius Count de Mercy d’Ar
on a ſurmiſe that he intended to raiſe a genteau, Chamberlain to the Queen of
revolt; firſt whipping him, and cutting Hungary, Field-marſhal of her armies,
him with a hanger; after which one and commandant general in Eſclavonia.
Fitzgerald, another ring-leader, uſed him –Dec. 24. Dutcheſs of Saxe Meinungen
in the ſame manner, till few ſigns of aged 83.
Mrs. Vanbrugh, aged 97,
life were left; when, to compleat the fiſter of the celebrated Sir John Vanbrugh.
(1767.)
tragedy, one other fellow, named Putt,
or Pott, cut off his head with an axe,
and threw him overboard.

He is to be

executed on Monday next.
Sat. 28. By a letter from the chief
mate of the Plaſey Eaſi-India trading
ſhip, to his brother, there is a confir
mation of the treacherous charaćter of

the Chineſe very ſtrikingly ſet forth; for
the Plaſey having ſold a quantity
of opium to a Chineſe junk . great
but then in the Malaccas, the letter

writer was decoyed on board, in order
to receive the money for it 5 and being
entertained in the moſt courteous manner,

jan. 4. Cardinal Sitnonetti, at Rome

aged 58.-zo. Col. John Scot, of Co
miſton in. Scotland.—M. de Silhouette,
miniſter of ſtate and formerly comptroller
general of the French finances, at his
caſtle of Bry-ſur Marne, near Paris,
aged 57 years.-26. Lady of Wm. Green,
Eſq; of Findon, and daughter of Sir
Thomas More Molyneux, Bt.—30. Cha.
Otway, Eſq; at Romden in Kent. He
married Lady Bridget Fielding, daughter
to the Earl of Denbigh, by whom he
has left one ſon, and two daughters.Wm. le Grand, Eſq; treaſurer to the

till he was off his guard, he was all at Dukes of Glouceſter and Cumberland.—
once ſurpriſed by a gun from the Plaſey, Mrs. Margaret Floyer, aged 80, daughter
and roſe in haſte to ſee what was the of Anthony Floyer, major of militia
matter, but was inſtantly ſeized by ſix when the D. of Monmouth landed near
men, from whom he luckily diſengaged his houſe. She had been totally deaf fixty
himſelf, by cutting down the moſt reſo years, and her acquaintance uſed to con
lute of them, gaining the quarter-deck, verſe with her by their fingers.-31. John
though not without being deſperately Thomlinſon, member for Steyning.—
wounded, and then jumping into his D. Frederick William of Holſtein. –FEB.
own boat, at which the junk fired, with 2. Rt Hon. the Counteſs of Harborough—
no other effe&t, however, but that of fright John Marſhall the noted dwarf, aged 25,
ing his people, ſome of whom jumped his ſtature about 4 feet 4 inches.—3.
overboard. When he reached the Plaſey, Card. Veroneſe, Bp. of Padua, aged 82.
he found that ſhe, too, had been in the
6. Mr. Sheffield, attorney in Iron
oſſeſſion of the Chineſe, and had freed monger-lane, who defended the late pro
|. by a moſt deſperate and bloody ſecution of the city againſt the diſſenters;
effort, in which the captain loſt his life, having lived to ſee the cauſe determined
and moſt of the Europeans on board were againſt him.—The Dutcheſs of Frontac,
wounded. In this lamentable ſituation, daughter-in-law to Marſhal Richelieu,
the Plaſſey was obliged to ſet ſail without and niece to the Counteſs of Guerchy.—
8. Rt. Hon. the Counteſs of Suffolk.the money for the goods ſold.
10. Sir Robert Long, Bart. and Knight
Lift of Deaths for the Year 1766. of
the Shire for Wilts.
13. Mrs.
Nov. 24

Adame the marchioneſs Foſter, whoſe father was loſt on the

de Vilarno, born prin rocks of Scilly, with Sir Cloudeſley Sho
ceſs of Montmorenci, at her ſeat near vel. — Mr. Willian Mace, Profeſſor

Cambray, in France, leaving a fortune of Civil Law in Greſham college.—
of loo, ocol. which ſhe has diſpoſed of as Hon. Mrs. Forteſcue, in the eightieth
follows : 10,000l. to the convent of Car year of her age, mother to Lord For
melites; 1 o,oool. for maſſes fur her ſoul.

teſcue of Caſtle. hill Devon—Mrs. God

1 o,oool. to the charity of the foundlings; frey, relićt of the late Dep. Treaſurer to
and the poor of her pariſh ; and 20, oool, the Princeſs Dowager of Wales.—Mrs.
to her diſtant relations and the neareſt in Sarah Proſſen, aged 1 oz, Oxford-road,
her ſervice : the other 50,000l. to her worth 10,005, by pawn-broking.
-
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Correàions to be made in the Lift of Prizes Jo,853, 24,200, 24,591, 28,341, 35,833,
given in January Magazine, page 64.
43,669, 59,236.-Prizes of 20. that
were ſet down as 50l. 6,464, 7,697,
Prizes tool. 34,999, 53,586.-Blanks, 19,649, 25,156, 39,356, 54,641, 56,726,
34,199, 53,58o.–Prizes of 5ol. 10,635, 57,941.

Monthly CHR on olo GER for IRELAND.
Drumcºndra ſeveral ſheep had been kill
ed, and different families ſtripped of their
exceeded any poultry; when, on inquiry, a perſon was
that we before had experienced; but for diſcovered, who made it his pračtice to
January, Friday 9.

W.which,
began to be viſited with a froſt,
for ſeverity,

tunately it continued only a ſhort time, purſue this ſort of employ in the night,
otherwiſe our calamity muſt have been ve and, to prevent ſuſpicions, appeared re
ry great. The ponds in the Pharnix Park gularly at work with other labourers. At
were ſo frozen as to afford the diverſion the time of dete&ting him, ſeveral carcaſ
ſes were found concealed in his chimney.
of ſkateing.
February. Thurſ. 12. The Right
Wed, 14. The brig Henry, capt. Rath
burn, from London, was forced on the Hon. the earl of Ely levied fines and ſuf.
ſouth fide of the Piles in Pool-beg. Of fered recoveries in the Court of Common
her crew, which conſiſted of thirteen, on

Pleas, for his different eſtates in the coun

ly three were brought off alive, as the o ties of Wexford, Queen's county, Ferma
thers were carried away by the violence magh, Leitrim and Mayo, which has put
of the ſea, or periſhed through the in an end to a contention relative to his lord
ability to hold them, which was ad
clemency of the weather.
Notwithſtanding the great agitation, judged in his favour by a very reſpecta
-

and diſturbed ſtate of the ſea, ſix men

came in an open boat from Parkgate,

*.

ble jury.

Wed. 18. From Kilkenny it is mention

which they took in order to board a veſ ed, that at Condonſtown in ſaid county,
ſel bound to Dublin, but were not able

one james White, ſon of a farmer, hav

to come near her; and as they had it not ing carried off the daughter of a neigh
in their power to return, were obliged to bour, who was ſoon recovered, and re
continue their courſe, in which they mi ſtored to her parents; they as a ſecurity
and a relief *. ſuch violence, immedi
raculouſly ſucceeded.
Thurſ. 15, was ſeen a flight of above ately gave her in marriage to another,
zo ſwans, paſſing over the town of Galway which coming to the knowledge of White,
form the northward ; they alighted on the he, in reſentment, procured ſome of his
hills in the county of Clare, as did the aſſociates to aſſiſt him in beſetting her
wild-geeſe in great numbers, very near houſe, where, meeting with reſiſtance,
the ſuburbs of the town. Theſe unuſual diſcharged a muſquet loaded with ball,
appearances ſhew the violence and extent of which killed the father-in law of the

the froſt; it was attended with a great fall
of ſnow, which, in many places, came

oung woman.

Michael Carroll and john Farrell were
down ſo ſuddenly, and with ſuch vio executed near Stephen's Green for the rob
lence, as to conceal all diſtinétion of paſ bery of Mr. Keogh in January laſt; there
ſages, ſo that people were loſt very near were concerned with them john Burne
their habitations.
and Patrick Caufield, who interpofing
Fri. 16 At the Quarter Aſſembly of and preventing Mr. Keogh's being cut
the Lord Mayor, Aldermen, Sheriffs and down by the others, were reſpited from
Commons, it was unanimouſly agreed, execution, and are to be tranſported.
that, for the future, all perſons claiming
the freedom of the city, muſt be by certi DUBLIN-CASTLE, Feb. 27, 1767.
ficate firſt had from that particular corpo
HEIR Excellencies the Lords Juſti
ration by which they are intitled to it,
ces have been pleaſed to appoint the
whether from birth or ſervice, &c.
following gentlemen to be High Sheriffs
Tºurſ 29. In the meighbourhood of for the enſuing year.
County
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County of Armagh,John Moore, Drom- County of Wickl. Mitchelburne Symes,
of Coolboy, Eſq;

banagher, Eſq.

waterford, John Uſher, of

Antrim,Sampſon Moore,Eſq;
Carlow, Arthur Baillie, of

Camphire, Eſq;

*

Killbride, Eſq;

Coºke, Roger Bernard, of Colleåions made for the feveral Pariſº
Charity Schools, &c.
Pallace-Ann, Eſq;

Cavan, James Young, of La

Pariſhes.

Preachers.

hard, Eſq;

Clare, Anth. Caſey, of Sea

St.Nicholas Within, Dr. Tho.
Mſ Donnel,

43

2. It

january 18, 1767;
St. Thomas's
Dean
February
3. Bailie

193

o

field, Eſq;

Dublin, wiil. Jones, of Al
lenſwood, Eſq;

-

o

Donegal, John Hamilton, of

St. Anne's,
Dr. Cobbey i 12
—— Ditto,
Brown's-hall, Eſq;
Down, James Baillie, of Ini
St. Mary's
, -- Bp.
15. of Fernſ } 323
ſhargie, Eſq;
Fermanagh, Arthur Coo
-

per, of Roſsfadd, Eſq;

St.

Eriºr,

2%.

pe;

Galway, Peter Brown Kelly,

o

o

13 Io

I 12

o

o

-

of Liſduff, Eſq;
783 16

Kildare, william Burgh, of

-e-

Bert, Eſq;

Kilkenny, John Sheppard, of
Caſtle-John, ãº
Kerry,
Francis Croſbie, of

For the Hibern 1AN School.

one day's pay 14th dragoons 17

Ruſheen, Eſq;
Ditto King's co. Char. Curtis, Ballina, Eſq; Ditto -

3

- 17th ditto
17 19 5
- 48th foot
18 4 o
County of Lowth, Charles Craven, of N. B. The ſermon at St. Mary's the 7th
Applefield, Eſq;
of December laſt, was for the uſe of
William Sandys,
the younger, of Crevagh, the Marine School, and preached by

.

1:#.

the Biſhop of Leighlin and Ferns.

Eſq;

Leitrim, Gilbert King, of
Lift of Births for 1767.

Minkell, Eſq;

Limerick, Edward Williers,
of Kilpecon, Eſq;

Monaghan, Francis Richard

FEB.

“TºtheLady
of the Right Hon.
Earl of Shannon of a

ſon.—Of the Hon. William Brabazon,
ſon, of Doohatty, Eſq;
Meath, John Paine, of Arch Eſq; of a ſon.—28. Of Capt. Dilkes, ſon

|

of Gen. Dilkes, of a ſon.
hall, Eſqs.
Mayo, James Gildea, of Co
Lift of MARRIAges for 1767.
ſlagh, Eſq;
Queen's co. Luke Flood, of Roundwood, JAN.
John Tunna
Eſq;
dine, Eſq; one of the Ma
County of Röſcommon, Thomas O'Con ſters in Chancery,
to Mrs. Ann Taylor,
mor, of Milltown, Eſq;
Sligoe, Robert Brown, of relićt of the late Edward Taylor of Bal
lymort, Eſq;-1o. Broderick Chiney, Eſq;
Fºl. Eſq;
Tyrone, William Coning to Miſs Margaret Chinery, only dau. of
Nicholas Chinery of Kackaſlackane, co.
hame, of Coagh,
Tipperary, John LaPP Jud Cork, Eſq;-Michael Hickey of Kille
ton, co. of Kerry, Eſq; to Miſs Marga
ºbº, Eſq;

*A*.*.*.

-

ja

weſtmeath, Joſeph Daly, of ret Nagle, dau. of Pierce Nagle, Eſq;Killcleagh, Eſq;

Marcus Lynch of Barna, Eſq; to Miſs

wezford, Veſey Colclough, Surna French, only dau. of Pat. French
of Tintern, Eſq;

of Cloghballimore, co. of Galway, Eſq;
—Sir Nicholas Forſter of Tullaghan, Čo.
Of
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of Monaghan, Bart, to the relićt of Char. chant.—7. Rev. Patrick Grace, Preben
Tiſdall, late of Charles fort, co. of Weſt dary of Kilro, in the dioceſe of Caſhell.
meath, Eſq;-17. Thomas Bond, Eſq; —Lieut. Gen. Thomas Dunbar, Lieut.
to Miſs Hodgſon.—The Rev. Mr. Edg
worth, co. of Longford, to a dau. of the
late Robert Roberts, Eſq;-27. John But
ler of Kilkenny, Eſq; to Miſs Martha
Hunt, dau. of the late Chriſtopher Hunt,
of Jerpoint, Eſq;-FEBRUARY, Will.
Hall, Eſq; Capt. of the 45th regt. of foot,

Gov. of Gibraltar.—At Craig, near
Carrick-on-ſuir, Sir Walter Eſmonde,

Bart.—Robert Magrath of Laghloger,
Eſq;-10. Edward Martin, Eſq; , Secre
tary to the General Poſt-office, and Clerk
of the Leinſter-road.—The Rev. Roger

Gregory of Enniſcorthy.—Roger Tut

to Miſs Rainsford.—14. William Hinds, hill, Eſq; formerly the Principal Survey

or at Ringſend.—Rev. Mr. Sam. Bruce,
a diſſenting teacher.
Murragh Smith,
Eſq; late a Lieutenant in the 85th foot.
14. The wife of John Hamilton, of
Dunymanna, co. of Tyrone, Eſq;
In Drogheda, Patrick Dagghed, aged
107. He ſerved in the capacity of a drum
mer in the army of this kingdom.–17.
Reštor of Annaduff, co. of Leitrim, to Arthur Houghton, Eſq; M. P. for the

co. of Cavan, Eſq; to a dau. of Abraham
Howard of Rahene, co. of Weſtmeath,
Eſq;-21 Nicholas Smith of the city of
Limerick, Eſq; to Miſs Heſter Mann,
niece of the Rev. Dr. Mann.—24. John
Dames of Rathmoyle, Eſq; to Miſs Eme
lia Wethereſt of Caſtletown, both in the
King's county.—28. Rev. James Jannes,

Miſs Cary of Carrick-on-ſhannon.—Ig bor. of Wexford.—21. At Lowth-hall,

natius Kelly of Killaghan, Eſq; to Miſs co. of Lowth, Mrs. Plunket, commonly
Winifred Dowell of Athlone. —Edward called Lady Lowth.—In Limerick, the
Birmingham of Kytfylan, King's county, Rev. Godfrey Maſſey.—At Dunleer, the
Eſq; to Mary, dau. of William Shiel, of Rev. Narciſſus Batt, Rećtor of Church.
town, dio. of Armagh.--24. Jam. John
ſaid county, Eſq;
ſon, of the co. of Leitrim, Eſq;.—At Dun
Liſt of DEATH's for 1767.
givens, co. of Londonderry, Rev. John
JAN. 1.
T Briſtol, the wife of the Madden, Rećtor of Bovevagh.-28. Ed
Rev. Dean Coote.
The ward Blake of Galway, Elq;—The re
relićt of Rev. Dr. De Butts.- At Tu

lićt of Patrick Blake of Kiitolla, in ſaid

am, Feſtus O'Flyn, Eſq;-Relić of Jo county, Eſq;
ſeph Gubbins, of the co. of Limerick. —
Robert Roſs, Eſq; formerly one of the
aldermen of the city of Dublin.—At A

Lift of ProMotions for 1767.

thy, the wife of William Mulcaill, Eſq; JAN. 2. ENDmond Malone, Eſq; app.
—At Glaſnevin, the wife of Lewis Bur
one of the Juſtices of the
well Martin, Eſq;-13. Philip Roe of Court of Common Pleas (Robt. Marſhall,

Rockwell, co. of Tipperary, Eſq;-John
Nichols, Eſq; Surgeon-General.--17. The
Right Hon. the Counteſs of Milltown.—
20. John Bankes of Ardee, Eſq;-Ben

E.

Wilſon, of Mount-Wilſon, near

denderry, Eſq;-William Uſher, Eſq;

4.

*

Eſq; reſ.)—James Dennis, Eſq; Second
Serjeant at Law (Edmond Malone, Eſq;
pro.)—Godfrey Lill, Eſq; Third Serje
ant at Law (James Dennis, Eſq; pro-)19. William Browne, Eſq; Col. of the
48th foot (Webb, pro.)—Park Pepper,
Eſq; Lieut. Col. Thomas Bell, Major,
(Pepper, pro.) of the 49th foot.—Alurel
Clarke, Captain (Bell, pro.) in the 5th
foot.—Arthur St. George, Eſq; Major of

M., D.—Stepney, Rawſon Stepney, of
Abbington, co. of Limerick, Eſq;-Ben
jamin Sullivan, ſen. Eſq; Clerk of the
Crown for the county of Cork and Wa
terford. —At Cloyne, Right Rev. Dr. the 62d (William Cavendiſh, reſ.)—Rev.
Robert Johnſon, Biſhop of that dioceſe. Henry St. George, Chaplain (Rev. Mr.
–27. At Paris, Lady Philippa Connell, Sampſon, reſ.)—31. George Smith, Eſq;
fiſter of the late Earl of Abercorn.—In ele&ted a Gov. of St. Patrick's Hoſpital
London, Lord Viſcount Mayo.—Charles (Alexander M'Aulay, dec,)—FEBR. 6.
Wood, Eſq;-31. At Dundalk, the Rev. William Ruxton, Eſq; Surgeon. General
* Mr. Skelton.—Rev. Fielding Wallace, (John Nichols, Eſq; dec.)—zo. The Hon.
- Rector of Templecarney, dio. of Clogher. Frederick Heavey, M. A. pro. to Bi
—In Dorſe-fileet, Moore Poe, Eſq;- ſhoprick of Cloyne (Dr. Robeit Johnſon,
Flº Rus RX 3. Mr. Thomas Blair, mer dec )
*
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From the Wariety of Opinions that have aroſe relative to the Duty and Authority

fº

of a juror, we ſhall
the following Obſervations, which carry with
them the moſt reſpecia le Authorities; of this Way of Trial the Writer en

tertains a juſt Senſe, and happy at the Progreſs it has made in his Country,
which he remarks to be coarval with that of Liberty. This Tradi made its

Appearance at the Beginning of the Trial # Helen Watt and William Keith,
given in our two laſt Magazines, on whic ; ſome uſeful Remarks are made—
The whole is recommended as a Traff well wort the Attention of every
Perſon who may appear in the judicial Capacity of a juror.
HE fingular circumſtances of this been occaſioned by any matural diſeaſe
caſe, the atrocious nature of the (p. 82.) It muſt, however, appear ex
crime, the great diſtance of time ſince traordinary, that, in eſtabliſhing this ca
that crime is ſaid to have been committed, pital and moſt eſſential part of the proof,
together with the doubtfulneſs and uncer the gentlemen of the jury ſhould either
tainty of the evidence, have excited the have confided ſo much in their own ſkill,
curioſity of the public, and occaſioned or have truſted ſo entirely to the opinion
the trial's being now publiſhed.
of a ſingle phyſician, a pračtitioner in a
In peruſing this trial, a very material remote part of the country.
defe&t in the evidence muſt immediately
From conſidering this trial, it would
occur. No proof has been brought ſuff appear to us, that the want of ſuch an
cient to ſatisfy us, that the late Mr. Keith eſtabliſhment as that of the coroner's in
of Northfield died a violent death.

The

queſt, is a very material defect in the

diſcoloured marks which were perceived
upon his neck, after he had been ſome
hours dead, muſt neceſſarily create in our
minds ſome ſuſpicion; but we are by no

criminal law of Scotland. This very an

-

tient inſtitution, originally a branch of

the fludai ſyſtem, ſtill remains in Eng
land; and has, like many other parts of
means convinced that theſe appearances that amazing fabric, accidentally proved,
of the body might not have been the con in after and more refined times, of the
ſequences of a natural death. So vari greateſt public advantage and utility. It
ous, and ſo odd, are often the diſcolour preſerves that form of procedure, ſo ma
ed ſpots obſerved upon dead bodies, that tural and regular, of inquiring, in the
no phyſician of ſkill and obſervation will firſt place, ; a crime has truly been
ever preſume to account for their cauſes. committed, before proceeding to ſearch
We perceive indeed, that one phyſician for, or puniſh the perſons who may have
who was called as a witneſs, has, with been guilty of that crime. It contributes
very little reſerve, declared his opinion, equally to the public utility, by prevent
That ſuch marks as thoſe which appeared ing ſecret and dangerous crimes from
on Mr. Keith's body, could ſcarcely have paſſing unpuniſhed, and by guarding in
R
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nocence from ſuffering for a crime which
O

T

the

courſe of this trial, gave occaſion to a

duly had never been committed".
N

March,

An incident which occurred in

queſtion of curioſity and importance. Af

E.

ter the jury had been ſworn, and char
* The neceſſity of having it firſt eſtab ged with the priſoners, and after ſeveral
liſhed, that a crime has been committed, witneſſes had been examined, one of the

jurymen left the court, and went out into
the public ſtreet. It was immediately in
ſiſted on the part of the priſoners, that this
was ſuch a breach of the regular form of
trial, as muſt neceſſarily ſtop all ſurther
2. p. 290.
* I would never convićt any perſon for procedure againſt them. [p. 83.]

before proceeding to ſearch for the author
of that crime, may be well illuſtrated by
the following paſſage from Lord Hale's
Hiſtory of the Pleas of the Crown, vol.

ſtealing the goods cujuſdam ignoti, mere

Upon this point it appears to have been

ly becauſe he would not give an account
how he came by them, unleſs there were
due proof made, that a felony was com
mitted of theſe goods.
I would never convićt any perſon of
murder or manſlaughter, unleſ; the fact
were proved to be done, or at leaſt the

maintained by the counſel for the priſon
ers, That this incident not only ſhould
revent at that time any farther proceed

body found dead ; for the ſake of two
caſes; one mentioned in my Lord Coke's
P. C. cap. 104. p. 232. a Warwickſhire
caſe.

That caſe was thus: An uncle

who had the bringing up of his niece, to
whom he was heir at law, corre&ting her
for ſome offence, ſhe was heard to ſay,
Good uncle, do not kill me !
which

time

the

child could

ing in the trial, but ſhould likewiſe diſ
charge the priſoners from any future tri
al for that offence. The priſoners after
wards thought it adviſeable to conſent to
the trial's going on; and when they mo
ved their plea in arreſt of judgment, to
the effect of a total acquittal, it was over
ruled. [p. 85.]
The Honourable Judge was perhaps of
opinion, that as this objećtion was not
ſtrenuouſly inſiſted upon by the priſoners

After when the incident itſelf occurred, it could
not be

not be afterwards urged, notwithſtand
found; whereupon the uncle was com ing the reſervation made by their coun
mitted upon ſuſpicion of murder, and ſel.
admoniſhed by the judges to find out the
With regard to this queſtion, it may
child by next aſſizes : againſt which time be remarked, that as the inſtitution of
he could not find her; but brought ano juries is the moſt admirably calculated
ther child, as like her in perſon and years for the preſervation of liberty, and the
as he could find, and apparelled her like adminiſtration of juſtice, ſo the greateſt
the true child; but upon examination ſhe care and attention have conſtantly been

was found not to be the true child. Upon ſhewn by the legiſlature, to guard againſt
theſe preſumptions he was found guilty, any abuſe or corruption in this inſtituti
and executed. But the truth was, the on. For this purpoſe, the whole conduct
child being beaten, ran away, and was of juries, and the form of trial before
received by a ſtranger . and afterwards, them, have been moſt accurately defined ;
when ſhe came of age to have her land, and it has ever been held more ſafe to
came and demanded it, and was directly ſuffer guilt to paſs unpuniſhed, than to
violate, even in the leaſt degree, any of
proved to be the true child.
Another that happened in my remem thoſe ſtrićt forms, which are the ſafeguards
brance in Staffordſhire, where A was and ſecurity of innoccmce. There is no
long miſfing, and upon ſtrong preſumpti ſafety, if we once depart in the ſmalleſt de
ons B was ſuppoſed to have murdered gree from a rigid adherence to the gene
him, and to have conſumed him to aſhes ral rule; for one deviation imperceptibly
in an oven, that he ſhould not be found; leads to another, till at length the gene
whereupon B was indicted of murder, ral rule itſelf is forgot. Caſes may no
and convićted and executed. And within doubt be put, where, in order to puniſh
one year after A returned, being indeed guilt, public juſtice may ſeem to require
1emt beyond ſea againſt his will ; and ſo, a little deviation. from the ſtrićtneſs of
though B juſtly deſerved death, yet he form : “But,” ſays a learned and vene
was not really guilty of the offence for rable Judge". “theſe are particular and
which he ſuffered.”

* Foſter's Crown-law.
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ſingle inconveniencies; and the policy of
the law of England, and indeed the true
principles of all government, will rather
ſuffer many private inconveniencies, than
introduce one public miſchief.”
That a jury in a capital caſe, after hav
ing heard the evidence taken, muſt imme
diately be incloſed by themſelves, and
muſt have no communication with any

131

adjourn in that caſe, where the triers
were peers, who ſurely might have ad
journed had the trial been in parliament.
The Judges of England were called,
and conſulted ; and the Lord Chief Juſtice

returned their anſwer in the following
words: “My Lord, In the firſt place,
where the trial is by a jury, there the
law is clear, the jury once charged, can
perſon whatever till they ſhall have agreed never be diſcharged till they have given
in their verdićt, has been firmly eſtabliſh their verdićt. This is clear; and the rea
ed by long and uniform practice. Any ſon of that is, for fear of corruption, and
fingle juryman's, withdrawing from the tampering with the jury: An officer is
room in which they have been incloſed, ſworn to keep the jury together, without
or having communication with any per permitting them to ſeparate, or any one
ſons without, before they had agreed in to converſe with them; for no man knows
their verdićt, would certainly vitiate the what may happen. For though the law
whole procedure, and render their verdićt requires honeſt men ſhould be returned
abſolutely void. To produce precedents upon juries, (and without a known ob
or authorities to prove a matter ſo uni jećtion they are preſumed to be probi et
verſally acknowledged, would be equally legales homines), yet they are weak men,
and perhaps may be wrought upon by un
improper and
ut further, even before being inclo due application".” His Lordſhip, in the
ſed, it has been held, that, in capital ca next place, proceeds to the conſideration
ſes, from the time that a jury has been of the ſecond point which had been pro
ſworn, and charged with a priſoner, they poſed ; but as that does not apply to the
cannot be diſcharged till they have given preſent queſtion, it is unneceſſary to
a verdićt. From that time till they are quote it.
incloſed, they muſt be conſtantly kept
In Scoiland, ſo lately as the year 1763,
under the eye of the judge, and no poſſi it was ſolemnly determined by all the
ble opportunity muſt be given them, of judges, in the caſe of Janet Ronald, that
receiving any information or impreſſion, after a jury is charged with a priſoner,
but what may ariſe from the evidence ta they cannot be adjourned till they ſhall
ken openly before the judge, the guardi have returned a verdićt. She was tried
an of the juſtice, and regularity of the for the crime of giving poiſon to her
procedure. A juryman's leaving the fiſter. After the proof was concluded,
court, and holding any communication and while his Majeſty's Advocate was ad
with perſons who
poſſibly influ dreſſing the jury, one of the jurymen was
ence or corrupt him, has been ever judg ſeized with a ſudden illneſs, which ren
ed ſuch an irregularity as muſt deſtroy dered him incapable of continuing in
and render void every part of the proce court. The court was adjourned till next
dure.
morning; when the juryman being reco
In the caſe of Lord Delamere, who vered, and the whole jury again re-aſſem
was tried for high treaſon in 1685, not bled, they were incloſed, and returned
in parliament, but by a commiſſion to a verdićt finding the priſoner guilty. It
the Lord High Steward, it happened, was moved in arreſt of judgment, That
that after the evidence had been taken, the jury having been adjourned, and the
the priſoner finding himſelf much fa jurymen diſperſed, after evidence had
tigued, and unable to go through his de been given, before they had returned a
fence, intreated the court to adjourn till verdićt, and by that means an opportuni
the next day. The Lord High Steward ty having been given to ſolicit and tam
informed the priſoner, That it was an per with them in private, the verdićt was
eſtabliſhed point in the law of England, void and null, and no ſentence could be
that, in a capital caſe, after evidence gi pronounced upon it. After the fulleſt
ven, a jury could not be adjourned, but deliberation, the judges found, that the
muſt proceed in the inquiry till they had adjournment vitiated the whole proce
agreed in their verdićt; that, however,
* State Trials, vol. 3. p. 378.
there was ſome doubt if they might not

º

nº

-

R 2

-

dure .
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dure; that no ſentence could be pronoun tisfied of the innocence of the priſoners,

eed upon that verdićt ; and accordingly yet they had no full or convincing evi
dence of their guilt; and that they could
therefore beſt expreſs their ſentiments by
that, in England, it was lately much finding the libel Not proved. A verdićt
doubted, if, in a capital caſe, a jury was returned, finding both the priſoners
ſworn, and charged with a priſoner, Guilly; but, even then, fix of the jury
might be diſcharged, even with the con men voted, Not guilty
The point which ſeems to have divided
ſent of the priſoner, and before any evi
dence had been taken.
the jury in this caſe, reſolves into a ge
In the caſe of the Kinlochs, tried in neral queſtion, with regard to the nature
the year 1746, at St. Margaret's-hill, for of evidence, very nice and difficult, but
high treaſon, this particular queſtion was at the ſame time of the greateſt import
debated ; and though the plea of the pri ance.
It appears from the records of the cri
ſoners was over-ruled, the judges were
diſmiſſed the priſoner from the bar.

So ſacred have theſe forms been held,

-

not unanimous in that judgment. It

minal court in Scotland, that it is not

will, however, appear evidently from the many years ſince juries in that country

opinions delivered by the judges in that

came to exerciſe, or even to know, the

caſe, that the diſcharging a jury after e
vidence given, would moſt aſſuredly have
had the effect to free the priſoner from
any future trial for that offence.
It will thus appear with what care and
anxiety the condućt of juries has been re
in order to preſerve that excel
ent inſtitution from any degree of cor
ruption or abuſe. From the moment
they are ſworn, and charged with the pri
ſoner, till they ſhall have diſcharged º:
duty, by returning a verdict, every the
i. opportunity of undue ſolicitation or
influence has been carefully guarded a

full extent of their power. Before the
union of Scotland with England, the form
of trial by jury took place there; but
their juries neither knew nor exerted
their proper powers. Since the union,

-

#.";

gainſt. Before incloſing, they are in

the people have acquired liberty and in
dependence, the commons have become
a conſiderable order in the ſtate, and,

together with many other advantages re
ſulting from that happy event, juries have
at length come to aſſert their own privi
leges, and have now rendered that inſti
tution no leſs uſeful and reſpe&table in the
one kingdom, that it has long been in
the other. ºri. important alteration,
however, was not ſuddenly introduced,
and it is only by ſlow and gradual ad
vances that the conſtitution of juries has

truſted to the care of the judge; and af
ter they are incloſed, they are ſtill more
Rrićtly ſecluded from every poſſibility of
acceſs. Jurymen, though honeſt men, now finally attained its preſent degree of
are often weak men, and may eaſily be perfection.
miſled by artful infinuations; and the
To explain this alteration, a matter
only certain means of ſecuring againſt ei both of curioſity and of uſe, it will be ob
ther their diſhoneſty or their weakneſs, ſerved, that every indićtment contains, in
and of preſerving the purity of this inſti the firſt place, a general deſcription of
tution, is to guard againſt every poſſible the fact, concluding that fact to be a cer
tain crime known and denominated by
opportunity of influence.
" After the jury in this trial had inclo the law; and, in the next place, contains
ſed, they continued for five hours delibe a detail of thoſe circumſtances, by which
rating what verdićt they ſhould return. the truth of the fast, that is, the guilt of
We are informed, that they were ex the perſon accuſed, is to be made evident.
ceedingly divided in their ſentiments with To determine the firſt, as for example,
regard to the evidence; and while ſome Whether the fact alledged is murder, or

only manſlaughter? is the proper buſi
priſoners either Guilty or Not Guilty, it neſs of the judge. But to determine the

inſiſted, that their verdićt ſhould find the

was propoſed by others, that they ſhould ſecond, is as unqueſtionably the province
expreſs themſelves in a different manner, of the jury alone. However, till within
and that they ſhould find the libel either theſe forty years, it was the pračice for
Proved or Not proved. It would appear to the judges in Scotland to determine both.
have been the ſentiments of ſome of them, They not only declared whether the fact
that although they were by no means ſa deſcribed was properly the crime alledg
ed,
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ed, but they alſo determined whether the They ſhould conſider alſo, that our indig
circumſtances mentioned were relevant

[that is ſufficient,) if proved, to conclude
the guilt of the perſon accuſed. Nothing
remained for the jury, but to point out
which of the catalogue of circumſtances
had been proved; nor did they ever ven
ture to draw any inference from theſe facts
with regard to the guilt or innocence of
the priſoner. Thus, though the form of
juries was eſtabliſhed, their power truly
remained with the judge.

nation is the more rouſed, and the influ

ºnce of it therefore the more dangerous,

from the minute and affecting deſcription
of the ſhocking crime which the indict

ment uſually contains. They ſhould ob
ſerve, that flight circumſtances are often

apt to make a very ſtrong impreſſion up
on our minds; and that from ſuch imprèſ
fion, every new particular appears in our
rejudiced eyes the deepeſt mark of guilt.
hey ſhould thus be well aware of the

The firſt remarkable inſtance in which

many errors and prejudices to which our
we find the juries of Scotland recover nature is expoſed ; and they ſhould never
their independence, and exert their pro forget, that although preſumptive evi
per rights, is the celebrated trial of Car dence may prove of all others the moſt
negie of Finhaven, in the year 1728. In convincing to our minds, yet, together

this trial they took even a bolder flep,

with the exiſtence of all thoſe circum

and ventured to correčt the judges in
their own department. They found the
riſoner Not guilty; and, by that means,
in effect determined that only to be man
ſlaughter which the judge had declared to
be murder. Since that time, the judges

ſtances from which it ariſes, there is ſtill
at leaſt a poſſibility of innocence. Ac

have confined themſelves to their own

rovince, and have left it to the jury a
conclude from the proof, the
guilt or innocence of the priſoner. Thus,
without the aid of any ſtatute, merely

f. to

from the manners and ſentiments of men

becoming more free and independent,
this important alteration was introduced,
and the rights and power of juries came
to be more fully underſtood, and properly
exerted.

curately to define when preſumptive evi
gence ſhould be held complete and legal,
is perhaps impoſſible, and it would be im.

proper here to attempt it. It only ap
pears clear, that we ought to place the
ſtandard as high as poſſible, and that mere
Be LIEF ſhould never be held ſufficient.

We have ſhewn what weakneſſes may of.
ten unjuſtly produce our belief of guilt;
and that it is only by a very cool and de
liberate examination of the foundation of
our BE LIFF, that we come to diveſt our

ſelves of thoſe prejudices, and corre&t our
firſt haſty judgment. We ſhould cau

tiouſly weigh the reaſons of our belief,

One ſtep, however, ſtill remains be and ſhould require ſuch a chain of cir
cumſtances, as not only to our own
its full perfe&tion. Men muſt have fre minds, but to all impartial men, would
quent opportunities, and muſt be often appear inexplicable on the ſuppoſition of
accuſtomed to weigh and to conſider evi innocence. If belief alone ſhould be held
dence, before they can judge of it with ſufficient, without our being able to point
accuracy, or even with perfeót candour. out the grounds of our convićtion, inno
This circumſtance of itſelf, which every cence has not only to dread the effects of
man muſt feel, ſhould teach jurymen to weakneſs and prejudice, but, if dangerous
fore this admirable inſtitution can attain

roceed with the utmoſt caution, eſpecial

and arbitrary times ſhould ever ariſe, may

f. in judging from preſumptive evidence.

likewiſe be expoſed to the fatal effects of

They ſhould be aware of thoſe weakneſ
ſes of human nature which are apt to
blind and miſlead them in judging of cir
cumſtances... They ſhould reflect, that
indignation at the crime itſelf, is apt to.
make us almoſt at once believe the guilt
of the priſoner, before we have heard a
my evidence, and ſwells and magnifies in
our eyes every circumſtance againſt him.
They ſhould refle&t, that this weakneſs
is the more dangerous, as it will chiefly

corruption itſelf. For under the ſpecious
pretext of Belief, every man may ſhel
ter himſelf, and find a cover for his weak

neſs, his prejudice, and even his corrup
tion.

This is the danger to which the juries
of Scotland are ſtill expoſed. They ſhould
be cautious, while they have gained a great
power, not to ſuffer themſelves to abuſe
it. While they have recovered their

rights and privileges, from thoſe who
affect the moſt virtuous and honeſt minds. had long uſurped them, they ſhould now
be
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be careful to guard againſt their own
weakneſs and corruption, and to preſerve
the purity of an inſtitution, the moſt ad
mirably calculated for the ſecurity of li
berty.
The train of thinking into which we
have been brought, by reflešting upon the
power of juries, and the conduct fit to be
obſerved by them, naturally leads us to
conſider the propriety of a practice,
which, according to our information, has
only of late been introduced in the courſe
of trials, for capital offences in Scotland.
The law of that country ſeems to have
been peculiarly attentive to the protec
tion of innocence; and many regulations

March,

jury upon the import of the evidence, im
mediately before their incloſing.
How far a practice of this kind may be
either proper or expedient, is a queſtion
curious in its nature, and important in
its conſequences.

In arguing this point, it may, on the
one hand, be obſerved, That a judge
muſt be ever ſuppoſed a perſon free from
partiality or prejudice, who watches o
ver the juſtice and regularity of the trial.
He condemns the guilty to their merited
puniſhment, but he ſcreens the innocent

from the oppreſſion to which they may be
expoſed. To contend, therefore, that

the mouth of the impartial judge ought

have been introduced in favour of thoſe

to be ſhut the moment the proof is con
who have the misfortune to be proſecuted cluded, and that he ſhould not have it in
for criminal offences. The priſoners are his power to correčt the miſtakes of the
in all caſes allowed the aſſiſtance of coun

counſel, either on the one ſide or on the

fel; and when poverty prevents them
from applying for ſuch aſſiſtance in the u
ſual manner, the judges never fail to re
commend to ſome of the gentlemen at the
bar to appear in their defence.
We perceive, likewiſe, that it is ap

other, is ſurely unjuſt, and perhaps even
abſurd.

On the other hand, it may be urged,
That it is altogether unneceſſary for the
ſake of public juſtice, that the judges
ſhould deliver their ſentiments upon the
pointed by a particular ſtatute, [1671. cap. import of a proof, which, by being re
16..] That in all criminal purſuits, the duced into writing, the jury have an op
priſoner, or his counſel, ſhall be the laſt
ſpeaker, except in caſes of treaſon and
rebellion againſt the king. This ſtatute
feens to be founded upon principles of
humanity, and to have been calculated
the unfortunate priſoners the be
nefit of any favourable impreſſions which
might be created in the minds of the ju
rymen, by the obſervations made upon
the proof by their counſel. How far it
may imply any reſtraint upon the judges
from delivering their ſentiments to the
jury, upon the proof taken before them,
we ſhall not pretend to determine. How
ever, that the legiſlature viewed the
matter in this light, ſeems preſumable
from the late ſtatute 21° Geo. II. cap. 19.
§ 18; by which, in all caſes where the
teſtimony of the witneſſes ſhall not be
reduced into writing, the judges are ap

..

portunity of conſidering with the moſt

minute attention : That the judge de
livering any opinion on the import of the
evidence, is in effe&t an incroachment

upon the province of the jury : That it
is from a jealouſy and ſuſpicion of judges,
that we value the trial by jury, as ſo very
excellent: That if from that ſuſpicion of
judges, it has been thought neceſſary to
intruſt to juries the determination of cri
minal cauſes, we muſt ſurely, likewiſe,

prevent the judge from influencing the
jury: That, however, the rank and cha

racter of judges muſt give their opinions
an

unſurmountable influence over the

minds of jurymen, uſually country-gen

tlemen or tradeſmen, who cannot be ſup
poſed to think themſelves equally capable
to judge of the nature of evidence. It
may be further ſaid, That as there is in
pointed to ſum up the evidence to the our minds a natural bias againſt the pri
jury immediately before they are inclo ſoner, and a tendency to believe him
fed. Of late, however, according to our .
guilty, even before having heard any e
information, in all caſes, not only in the vidence againſt him; ſo the legiſlature
trials of leſſer offences, where the evi has wiſely appointed the counſel for the
dence is only given viva voce, but alſo priſoner to be the laſt ſpeaker, in order
in the trials of capital crimes, in which to counteračt the unhappy prejudices a
the teſtimony of the witneſſes is reduced gain it him, now rendered doubly ſtrong
into writing, ſome of the judges in Scot by the pleading of the proſecutor : That,
land have thought proper to addrels the however, the judge delivering his opi
-
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mion, when againſt the priſoner, muſt, were a greater number of aſtoniſhing
on all occaſions, certainly have the effect minds exhibited in the conteſt between

to remove any favourable impreſſion which
may have been raiſed by the obſervations
of the priſoner or his council ; and that
the neceſſary conſequence of this prac

Charles I. and his parliament, than were
ever ſhewn together in a ſimilar occaſion.

Such amazing, and nervous eloquence in
the ſenate, ſuch condućt and intrepidity

tice muſt be, that priſoners may, in ma in the field, were ſcarce ever ſeen ſo fre
ny caſes, be nominally tried by a jury, quent : nor were theſe talents confined to
while in fact it is the judge alone by whom one fide only, but exerted with full pow
their fate is determined : That the vir er, on both, ſo that the royaliſts and re
tue of the judge can never be any excuſe publicans gained the applauſe of all man
for a pračtice in itſelf improper : That kind at a time they were endeavouring to
although the preſent days are happy, and undo each other in life and reputation.
although no country perhaps ever poſſeſſ. The great occaſion ſeemed to call their
ed judges of more pure and unſpotted abilities forth, for though times of peace
virtue than the judges of Scotland are are the times of ſecurity, the periods of
now eſteemed; yet they ſhould be care turbulence are the forbearers of genius.

ful not to eſtabliſh a dangerous prece
dent: they ought not to forget, that
other times may come, and other judges
may ariſe, who, under the ſančtion of
their reſpectable names, may employ this
practice to deſtroy the freedom of juries,
and ſtrengthen the hands of arbitrary

Of all thoſe who were conſpicuous in
this great but unhappy period, few can
compare with John Hampden, who is the

ſubject of our preſent memoir :

taught poſterity the art of being free, and
died in its vindication.

power.

great in

the ſenate, ačtive in the field, equally
averſe to tyranny and licentiouſneſs, he
Such chara&ers

-

Such are the arguments by which theſe as his deſerve applauſe and imitation :
different opinions may be ſupported ; and, unlike the little patriots of the preſent
without hazarding any opinion of our time, who are loud in the cauſe of liberty
own, we ſhall leave every reader to de when there are none to oppoſe them, he
termine for himſelf.
boldly ſtood in the breach and reſcued our
We have thus ventured to offer a few rights from the very boſom of violation.

John Hampden of Buckinghamſhire
reflections upon ſome points of import
ance, with regard to the method of trial was poſſeſſed of a good eſtate in that
for criminal offences. They have chiefly
reſpected the order and form of procedure
in ſuch trials. We may perhaps be
thought to entertain ſentiments too fa
vourable to a ſtrićt and rigorous obſerva
tion of legal forms. Let thoſe, however,

county, and was couſin-german to Oliver
Cromwell.

He was born in London in

the year 1594, and at the age of fifteen
ſent to Oxford, where he was admitted a

commoner of Magdalen college; but

leaving the univerſity without any degree,

who cenſure us, refle&t, that all theſe he removed to the inns of court, where

forms and ſolemnities are neceſſary for the he made ſome progreſs in the ſtudy of the
rotection of liberty. Order and form in law. With a life of ſtudy he alſo joined
judicial procedure, ſuit not with arbitra one of debauchery, and was equally re
ry governments, and are only to be found markable in the beginning of his life for
eſtabliſhed in FREE states, where the his learning and his luxuries.
When he went to reſide at his eſtate in
Event of the trial is leſs anxiouſly re

garded than the form by which that end the country, his companions were of the
is attained.

Let us reflect, that the guilt, moſt libertine kind, and his converſation

which, from our ſtrict attention to theſe ſuited his company. But this ſtyle of
forms, ſometimes eſcapes puniſhment, is life ſoon began to diſguſt him, and being
the price which we pay for the perpetual either fatigued with what young men miſ.
take for pleaſure, or being tinctured with
the fanatic ſpirit of the times, he ſoon
The Life of Hampden, with a Charader began to reclaim and lay himſelf out for
of that eminent Patriot. By the cele buſineſs. In the ſecond parliament of
king Charles I. he obtained a ſeat in the
brated Mrs. Macaulay.

ſecurity of innocence.

Houſe of Commons, where quitting his
has been juſtly remarked by a cele
I Tbrated
French hiſtorian, that there

Pleaſures, he devoted himſelf to his coun
try;

March,
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try; and fiding againſt the court, whoſe dreſs of grievances. He was confidered
maxims and conduct were all calculated

to eſtabliſh deſpotiſm, he avowed himſelf
the champion of freedom; but, left his
own behaviour ſhould be alledged as the
ſource of his profeſſions he held the ſtrićt
eſt guard over it; at once giving freedom
to the world and denying it to himſelf.

by either party as a man of great under
ſtanding, and peculiar ſagacity in diſcern
ing men's natures and manners, of great
dexterity in negotiation, and equal to any
truſt or management. After he had by
theſe talents' held the chief direčtion of

his party in the Houſe of Commons

Thus, therefore, he continued all his life, againſt the king, he was among the firſt

living with extraordinary ſobriety and to take up arms in the cauſe, and ſtruck
ſtrićtneſs, but ſtill preſerving the natural the firſt, though unſucceſsful blow againſt
chearfulneſs and affability of his tem the king's garriſon, about five miles from
Oxford.

cr.

He ſoon after took the com

It ſeems alſo about the beginning of the mand of a regiment of foot under the
ſecond ſeſſion in parliament, he married Earl of Eſſex, and by his diligence and
Sarah, ſecond daughter of Thomas Foley, intrepidity ſeemed rifing to the firſt poſts
great grandfather to the firſt Lord Foley, in the army. But theſe views were ter
who was then a widow, by whom he had minated by the fortune of war, and a life
ten children, few of whom ſurvived their was cloſed in the field from which the
father.

greate&t good or the greateſt danger was
During this time he was not much diſ. expe&ted. He received his death wound
tinguiſhed from others in the Houſe of at Chalgrove field, the manner of which
Commons, who embraced anti-monarchi is thus deſcribed by Mrs. Macaulay, our
cal principles. He was only ſuſpected of lateſt Engliſh hiſtorian :
“One Hurry, a Scotſman, a colonel
going frequently into Scotland, and hold
ing councils with thoſe who were diſaffect in the parliament-army, not thinking he
ed there. He concurred alſo in the pro had preferment equal to his merit, offered
ſecution carried on againſt the Duke of his ſervice at Oxford, and propoſed to
Buckingham, who had been protected by condućt the royaliſts where they could
the court, and refuſed to lend the king make great havoc on his unprepared com
money in the year 1626 on his demand. rades. Prince Rupert took him at his
Theſe, however, were but ſlight ſtrokes word, and the diſpoſition of the enemy's
in his charaćter, and time would certain quarters being very looſe, and in diſperſed
ly have buried them in oblivion. It was bodies, he routed two regiments of cavalry"
in the famous year 1636 that he became and one of infantry, and carried execution
univerſally known on his refuſal to pay within two miles of the general. On the
ſhip-money. It would be mixing gene alarm which the treachery of this baſe
ral hiſtory with biography to enter into Scot occaſioned, the whole army was rou
the detail of this important tranſa&tion; ſed; each valiant ſoldier with eager and
be it ſufficient to ſay that the king inſiſted indignant haſte mounted on horſeback to
on a right of taxation warranted by pre purſue the vićtor, recover the priſoners,
cedent. Hampden refuſed this right, and revenge the inſult. Among the moſt
founding his opinion on the inherent forward of theſe was the gallant Hamp
rights of mankind, which no precedents den, who, though a foot officer, joined
can alter. This important debate was the horſe as a fimple volunteer; and Rubrought before the judges, who at this pert being overtaken on Chalgrove field,
time being the creatures of the court and entered into the heat of the combat. The
ſubject to its power, gave it in favour of orders which Eſſex had given were, to
the king. Precedents in former reigns entertain the prince with ſkirmiſhes till he
were indeed for them, and precedents are could come up; but on a view of the ene
what moſt uſually ſway with a court of my loaded with ſpoil, the officers of the
judicature. Hampden during the courſe parliament precipitately advancing with
of this trial behaved with ſingular modeſ. the moſt forward of their men, were cut
ty and coolneſs.

From the time of this almoſt all off or taken priſoners, whilſt

defeat we may date all his future ſucceſs,
he became one of the moſt popular men
in the kingdom, and a leading member in
the long parliament, which ſat for the re

the reſt of their party found their ſafety
in flight. The earl of Eſſex, who came
up in time to have a diſtant view of the

rout, made a ſtand to receive his flying
troops;
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troops; and this giving time for prince excellencies which guide the jarring opi
Rupert to gain a bridge which he muſt ne
ceſſarily paſs in his retreat, and which by
his #. was ſecured by a ſtrong
guard of foot, he forced Eſſex to retire
to his quarters, and returned in triumph
to Oxford loaded with booty and two hun
dred priſoners.
“ Neither the conſternation which this

ſucceſsful expedition had given the ene
my; neither the reputation it had acquir
ed to their own arms, with the diſgrace
the adverſary had ſuſtained; neither the
ſpoil they had taken, with the officers of
diſtinčtion they had left dead on the ſpot;
delighted the royaliſts equal to the expec
tation that ſome accident had befallen
their formidable opponent Hampden.
One of their priſoners had given them
the flattering aſſurance that colonel
Hampden was hurt; he had ſeen him, he
ſaid, contrary to his uſual cuſtom, ride

t

off the field before the ačtion was finiſh

nions of popular councils to determine
points; and whilſt he penetrated into the
moſt ſecret deſigns of other men, he ne
ver diſcovered more of his own inclinati

ons than was neceſſary to the purpoſe in
hand.

In debate he was ſo much a maſ

ter, that joining the art of Socrates with
the graces of Cicero, he fixed his own

opinion under the modeſt guiſe of deſiring
to improve by that of others; and con
trary to the nature of diſputes, left a plea
ſing
which prejudiced his an
tagoniſt in his favour, even when he had
not convinced or altered his judgment.

º

His carriage was ſo generally, uniformly,
and unaffectedly affable; his converſation
ſo enlivened by his vivacity, ſo ſeaſoned
by his knowledge and underſtanding, and
ſo well applied to the genius, humour,
and prejudices of thoſe he converſed with,

that his talents, to gain popularity were
abſolute. With qualities of this high na

ed, his head hanging down, and his ture he poſſeſſed in council penetration and
- hands leaning upon his horſe's neck. The diſcernment, with a ſagacity on which no
ſucceeding day confirmed this account, one could impoſe, and induſtry and vigi
with the relation that Hampden was ſhot lance that were indefatigable, with the
and affecti
in the ſhoulders with a brace of bullets, entire maſtery of his
and the bone broken. In ſome little time ons; an advantage which gave him infi
the triumph of the royaliſts was compleat nite ſuperiority over leſs regulated minds.
ed by the certain intelligence, that his Whilſt there were any hopes that the ad
wound, after occaſioning him to linger miniſtration of the country could be cor
fix days in exquiſite pain, had put a pe rećted without the entire overthrow of the
riod to his life.
conſtitution, Hampden choſe before other
“ Thus, to the high exultation of all preferment the ſuperintendency of the
who wiſhed ill to the freedom of the prince's mind, aiming to corre&t the
country, and to the conſternation of his ſource from whence the happineſs or miſ
party almoſt equal to a total defeat, an fortunes of the empire, P. govern
accident, ariſing from the ſpirited ačtivity ment continued monarchical, muſt flow";
of his diſpoſition, ſhortened the glorious but the averſion which the king diſcover
courſe of John Hampden; and as if the ed to thoſe regulations which were neceſ.
exiſtence of liberty depended on the vir ſary to ſecure the freedom of the conſtitu
tue of a ſingle individual, as the ſtand he tion from any future attempt of the
had made againſt ſhip money gave riſe to crown, with the ſchemes he had entered
the revolution that ſucceeded, ſo his pre on to puniſh the authors of reformation,
mature fate made way for the tyranny of and reſcind his conceſſions, determined
the condućt of Hampden. Convinced
a ſucceſsful uſurper.
“Clarendon has pretended to draw the that Charles's affečtions and underſtand
exačt portraiture of this eminent perſon ing were too corrupt to be truſted with
wer in any degree, he ſought the abo
age; but, though marked with thoſe par
tial lines that diſtinguiſh the hand of the ition of monarchy as the only cure to
hiſtorian, it is the teſtimony of an ene national grievances, warmly oppoſing all
my to virtues poſſeſſed only by the fore overtures for treaties as dangerous ſnares,
moſt rank of men. With all the talents nor other expedients than conqueſt for
and virtues that render private life uſeful, accommodation. It was him the party re
amiable, and reſpectable, were united in lied on to animate the cold councils of

.
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Hampden, in the higheſt degree, thoſe their general ; it was his example and in
|
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finence they thiſted to keep him

March,

honeſt to

find in it, that unadorned, compoſition,

the 'htereſt of the public, and to preſerve

which was rather the fault of his times

to twe parliament the affe&tions of the ar

than abilities, yet we might from his cha
raēter have expected ſomething more pow
erful and preciſe; but what will fink it

my. ' Had he been at firſt appointed to
the ſupreme military command, the civil
war, under all the horrors of which the
country languiſhed more than three
years, would have been but of a ſhort

moſt in the character of all honeſt men is,

that he ſeems a temporizer, and ready to
allow the king more power than either
continuance.”
juſtice or reaſon ſhould grant. 'I he
Hampden's death was very ſeverely felt, ſpeech is as follows:
and equally regretted, by the parliament,
“ Mr. SPEAKER,
waich ordered the ſum of five thouſand
“It is a true ſaying of the wiſe man,
pounds to be paid to his family, and he
was interred in the church of Great that all things happen alike to all men,
Hampden, where, by his will, he di as well to the good as to the bad. There
rected a ſtone to be laid over his grave, is no ſtate or condition whatſoever, either
with the figures of himſelf, his wife, and of proſperity or adverſity, but all men
his ten children.

Of theſe children, one

are ſhalers in the ſame.

No man can be

daughter, Mary, was married to Sir John diſcerned truly by the outward appear
obart ; another was married to colonel ance, whether he be a good ſubjećt either

Hammon govenor of the Iſle of Wight.
His eldeſt ſon, Richard, was continued in
his eſtates and honours, and of the reſt of
'his family ſcarce any mention is made

until he be tried by the touchſtone of loy
alty. Give me leave, I beſeech you, to

'in hiſtory.

may in ſome meaſure diſcern truth from

to his God, his prince, or his country,
parallel the lives of either ſort, that we

There are few men whoſe morals or falſhood. And in ſpeaking I ſhall ſimi
abilities are ſo variouſly talked of as lize their lives. (1.) In religion towards
Hampden's : the writers in favour of mon God. (2.) In loyalty and due ſubjećtion
archy, and Clarendon in particular, de to their ſovereign, in their affection to
ſcribe him as a man with a head to con wards the ſafety of their country. 1.
trive, a tongue to perſuade, and a hand Concerning religion; the beſt means to
to execute any miſchief; on the other diſcern between the true and falſe religi
hand, thoſe who lean more to a republi on is, by ſearching the ſacred writings of
can ſpirit, regard him as a champion of the Old and New Teſtament, which is of
liberty, and a martyr in its cauſe. Both itſelf pure, indited by the ſpirit of God,
fides, however, concur in allowing his and written by holy men unſpotted in
abilities, and granting him all the powers their lives and converſations; and by this
of eloquence. We are told that ſeveral ſacred word, we may prove whether our
of his ſpeeches were printed and diſperſ. religion be of God or no; and by look
ed during his life-time ; of all the num ing in this glaſs, we may diſcern whether
ber, however, one only remains, entitu we are in the right way or no. And
Jed, “ A diſcreet and learned ſpeech looking into the ſame, I find by this
fpoken in parliament on Wedneſday the truth of God, that there is but one Ged,
fourth of January, 1641, by Mr. Hamp one Chriſt, one faith, one religion, which
den, burgeſs of Buckingham, concern is the goſpel of Chriſt, and the doctrine
ing the accuſation of high-treaſon, pre of the prophets and apoſtles. In theſe
ferred by his majeſty againſt himſelf, two teſtaments are contained all things
Lord Kimbolton, Sir Arthur Haſlerig, neceſſary to ſalvation. If that our religi
Mr. Pym, Mr. Stroud, and Mr. Hollis, on doth hang upon this doctrine, and no
worthy members of the Houſe of Com other ſecondary means, then it is true;
mons. Therein ſhortly declaring the dif to which cones neareſt the proteſtant reli
ference between a good ſubject and a bad gion, which we profeſs, as I really and
one, and referring his own tryal to the verily believe; and conſequently that re
judgment of that honourable aſſembly.” ligion, which joined with the doćtrine 6F
This, which is the only ſpecimen that Chriſt and his apofiles, the traditions and
remains of his talents, will, we fear, do inventions of men, prayers to the Virgin
very little honour either to his eloquence Mary, angels, ſaints, that are uſed in
on integrity : we muſt not be ſurprized to the exercile of their religion, ſtrange and
ſuperitutious
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ing given the figns of diſcerning evil and

ſuperſtitious worſhipping, cringing, bow

ing, creeping to the altar, uſing pictures, diſloyal ſubjećts, I ſhall only give you in
dirges, and ſuch like, cannot be true, a word or two the ſigns of diſcerning
but erroneous, may deviliſh ; and all that which are loyal and good ſubjects, only
is maintained in the church of Rome, as by turning theſe three ſigns already ſhewn

neceſſary as the ſcriptures to ſalvation; on the contrary ſide. 1. He that willing
therefore it is a falſe and erroneous church ly and chearfully endeavoureth himſelf to
both in doćtrine and diſcipline; and all obey his ſovereign's commands for the
other ſe&ts and ſchiſms that lean not only defence of his own perſon and kingdoms,
on the ſcriptures, though never ſo contra for the defence of true religion, for the
ry to the church of Rome, is a falſe wor defence of the laws of his country, is a
ſhipping of God, and not true religion. loyal and good ſubject. 2. To deny obe
And thus much concerning religion, to dience to a king commanding anything
diſcern the truth and falſhood thereof.

I come now, Mr. Speaker, to the ſecond
thing intimated unto you; which was to
diſcern in a ſtate between good ſubjećts
and bad, by their loyalty and due ſub
jećtion to their lawful ſovereign : in which
I ſhall, under favour, obſerve two things.
1. Lawful. ſubjection to a king in his
own perſon, and the commands, edićts,
and proclamations of the prince and his
privy-council. z. Lawful obedience to

againſt God's true worſhip and religion,

º the antient and fundamental laws
of the land ; in endeavouring to perform
the ſame, is a good ſubject. 3. Not to
reſiſt the lawful and royal power of the

king; not to raiſe ſedition or inſurreàion
againſt his perſon, not to ſet diviſion be

tween the king and his good ſºječts by
rebellion, although commandºg things
againſt conſcience in the ºxerº. of reli

gion, or againſt the righis and privileges
the laws, ſtatutes and ordinances made, of the ſubject; but patiently for the ſame
enacted by the king and the lords, with to undergo his prince's ºſpleaſure, whe
the free conſent of his great council of
ſtate aſſembled in parliament. For the
firſt, to deny a willing and due obedience
to a lawful ſovereign and his privy-coun
cil (for as Camden truly ſaith, the com
mand of the lords, privy-counſellors, and
the edićts of the prince, are all one, for
they are inſeparable, the one never with
out the other) either to defend his royal
perſon and kingdoms againſt the enemies
of the ſame either public or private ; or
to defend the antient privileges and pre

rogatives of the king pertaining and be

ther it be to his impriſºnment, confiſca

tion of goods, baniſhglent, or any other
uniſhment whatiaevef, without murmur

ing, grudging, ºr reviling againſt his ſo
vereign or his proceedings; but ſubmit
ting willingly and chearfully himſelf, and
his cauſe, to almighty God, is the only

ſign of an obedient and loyal ſubjećt. I
come now to the ſecond means to know

the difference between a good ſubjećt and
a bad, by their obedience to the laws,
ſtatutes, and ordinances made by the
king, with the whole conſent of his par
liament. And in this I obſerve a two
fold ſubjection; in the particular members
thereof diſſenting from the general votes
of the whole parliament; and ſecondly,
the whole ſtate of the kingdom in a full
parliament. Firſt, I confeſs, if any par

longing of right to his royal crown, and
the maintenance of his honour and digni
ty; or to defend and maintain true reli
gion eſtabliſhed in the land according to
the truth of God; is one ſign of an evil
and bad ſubject. Secondly, to yield to
obedience to the commands of a king, if ticular member of parliament, although
againſt the true religion, againſt the anti his judgment and vote be contrary, do
ent and fundamental laws of the land, is not willingly ſubmit to the reſt, he is an
another fign of an ill ſubječt. Thirdly, ill ſubject to the king and country. Se
to reſiſt the lawful power of the king; to condly, to reſiſt the ordinance of the
raiſe inſurre&tion againſt the king; admit whole ſtate of the kingdom, either by
him adverſe in his religion; to conſpire ſtirring up a diſlike in the hearts of his
againſt his ſacred perſon, or any ways to majeſty's ſubjects of the proceedings of
rebel, though commanding things againſt the parliament ; to endeavour by levying
our conſcience in exerciſing religion, or of arms to compel the king and parlia
againſt the rights and privileges of the ment to make ſuch laws as ſeem beſt to
ſubjećt; is an abſolute ſign of a diſaffect them ; to deny the power, authority, and
ed and traiterous ſubject. And now hav privileges of parliament; to caſt aſpe ſi
S 2
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ons upon the ſame 5 to procure the un zeal, had he had the ſame intereſt in pro
timely diſſolution and breaking off the tećting, as in deſtroying them. The ſy
arliament, before all things be ſettled ſtem of his ambition was condućted with
the ſame for the ſafety and tranquil an art, an order, a boldneſs, a ſubtlety,
lity both of the king and ſtate; is an ap and a firmneſs, of which I believe hiſtory
parent ſign of a traiterous and diſloyal can ſhew no example.

É.

-

ſubjećt againſt his king, and country.

All ſeas, all ranks, all nations; peace,

And thus having troubled your patience
in ſhewing the difference, between true
roteſtants and falſe, between loyal ſub
and traitors, in a ſtate or kingdom ;

war, negotiations, revolutions, miracles,
prophecies; all advanced the fortune of
this hypocritical uſurper. He was a man

§.

born to decide the fate of nations, em

and the means how to diſcern them; I

ſ:
and ages. The ſplendor of his ta
ents hath almoſt made the horror of his

humbly deſire my ačtions may be com
pared with either, both as I am a ſubjećt,
a proteſtant, and a native in this country;
and as I am a member of this preſent and
happy parliament. And as I ſhall be
found guilty upon theſe articles exhibited
againſt myſelf and the other gentlemen,
either a bad or a good ſubjećt to my gra
cious ſovereign and native country, to
receive ſuch ſentence upon the ſame, as
by this honourable houſe ſhall be con

outrages to be forgot; poſterity at leaſt
will queſtion, whether Oliver Cromwell
deſerved execration or admiration.

A Compariſºn between Montroſe and
Cromwell.

Theſe celebrated men fixed the eyes of

all Europe upon them; Montroſe had an
integrity of heart, which always fixed

him in the intereſt of his king and coun

ceived to agree with law and juſtice.”
º Cromwell a ſuperiority of genius,
gave an air of equity to the moſt
The Chara&er of Olive R CRom well, which
criminal actions. Vanity properly made
by Abbe Raynal.
the charaćter of the firſt, ambition was
Romwel, I, was not one of thoſe the only ruling paſſion of the ſecond.
With the firſt, one had great hopes of
men who have appeared unworthy
of empire, as ſoon as he had arrived at it. conquering ; with the ſecond, one was
He had a genius adapted to all places, all ſure not to be beat; if the crown could
ſeaſons, all buſineſs, all parties, all go have been kept on Charles's head, it was
vernments. He was always what he by Montroſe; if it muſt fall from it, it
ought to be : at the head of the aimy, the muſt be by Cromwell. The republican
braveſt ; in council, the wiſeſt ; in buſi was as much ſuperior to the royaliſt in
meſs, the moſt diligent; in debates, the depth of judgment, as he was inferior to:
moſt eloquent; in enterprizes, the moſt him in goodneſs of heart. In a word,
active; in devotion, the moſt fanatic ; in Cromwell was an illuſtrious villain, who
misfortune, the moſt firm; in an aſſembly cannot be praiſed without horror, nor de
of divines, the moſt learned ; in a con ſpiſed without injuſtice, whom we are at

ſpiracy the moſt fačtious. He never made once forced to admire and to deteſt.
any miſtake, never let ſlip an opportunity,
To the PU B L I S. H. E. R.
never left an advantage incompleat, never
contented himſelf with being great when
As I find you have frequently ſeleáeat
he had it in his power to be very great. for you, Pieces on the moſt general and in
Chance and natural temper, which deter tereſting Topicks, which you are carefuſ
mine the condućt of other men, did not to give entire; but from the Nature ºf
influence the inoſt inconſiderable of his your Work under the Diſadvantage of
ačtions.
being quartered and ſometimes halveſ 5
Born with an abſolute indifference to however, this muſt be more acceptable
all that is praiſe-worthy, or blameable, than an anatomiſed Piece, deprived of its
homeſt or dinoneſt, he never conſidered Sulfiance, under the Pretence of giving
virtue as virtue, crimes as crimes; he re it and it only : Give me leave to ſend yar.
garded only the relation which he one or one, the Performance of no mean Hanaf 5
the other might have to his elevation. the Knowledge it conveys ſhews a Sr. This was his idol ; he ſacrificed to it his periority in Power, and the Executica
king, his country, his religion; which an Ability in Defence, ſo as to place
he would have defended with the ſame Opinions and Actions in a View moſt fºsſ
ceptiºle
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ceptible of high colouring. I will ſay no held in the fields, where every freeman un
more, than the Pencil in the Hand of a der the particular prince, gave his aſſent or
Maſler, can do much with Light and diſſent, and here all diſputes in the com
Shade. I would recommend before the munity were determined. Theſe ſepa
Introdu/7ion of the Performance, the fol. rate ſtates, in order to enable them to ex
Jowing Account of the Nature and Pro tend or gain new conqueſts on the Bri
greſs of the Engliſh Conſtitution, in order tons, were obliged to unite themſelves
to remind your #. of ſome Diſtinctions under the command of a common leader,
neceſſary and important, for on them de the general in chief, who thereupon, aſ
pendi ibe Salvation or Condemnation of ſumed the title of king ; this was the
Thouſands, if I may be allowed the Ex foundation of the ſeveral Saxon kingdoms
preſſion; but ſuch is my Opinion of thoſe in Briton ; and again, as ſoon as peace
who at agreeable to, or againſ our Con was reſtored, they had recourſe for their
fitution : “A Subject of greater Import government, to their aſſemblies, which
than ever engaged the Attention of this conſiſted of the princes and deputies, of
Houſe 1 (the Houſe of Commons) that Sub which the nation was compoſed, who were
jećt only excepted, when near a Century attended by a number of the people, not
but that
ago, it was the Queſtion, whether you your only for the ſake of
ſelves were to be bound or free.” This pre he might take their opinion of anything

.

parative will alſo lead them into the Qpi Jebated or propoſed in the ſovereign aſ
nions of others, who have ſpoke with Free ſembly, which was alſo held in the open
dom and Succeſs, and what they have ad field, and all the members in arms.
This care of a&ting agreeable to
vanced I ſhall occaſionally introduce ; to
the general voice of the people, had its
proceed,
Efore the arrival of the Saxons, which deſired effe&t, and gave the repreſentative
an influence in his county court, or in his
D was in the 5th or 6th century, the own
manor court, in both which the free
jeople of England, are ſuppoſed to have holders were the judges; ſo we find as
F. as the Indians of America do at this ſoon as the different tribes united under a
day : But the Saxons, who came from commander in chief and became numerous,
Germany, brought with them their go
vernment, which was the firſt formed they introduced what is now pračtiſed of
here, and conſiſted of different leaders, having repreſentatives.
In theſe aſſemblies all general laws were
who had their peculiar followers, and
were confidered as ſo many diſtinét peo made, and care was taken that ſuch as
found expedient for the government
ple, and had land appropriated to them were
any particular people or ſet, that they
for their ſupport, according to the num of
ber of fighting men under their command. were conſonant to the general laws made
This was the firſt diſtinétion of property, in the general aſſembly of the whole com
and was held as the appointment of their munity, and from this it is, we have fre
leader and his followers, however, ſoon quent mention of the conſent of the peoe.
after the diſtinčtion of private property ple to the Saxon laws.
theſe ſupreme aſſemblies the ſhires
took place : For as the Saxon; became or In counties
were repreſented by the
once to poſſeſs in peace their appointments, aetheling
or earldorman of the county, and
every prince or leader reſerved a certain the infranchiſed
or boroughs, by the
proportion for himſelf, dividing the reſt mayor or chief cities
as there was
to his officers, reſerving what would be but one houſe ormagiſtrate,
aſſembly, which was not
ſufficient for the ſoldiery, by which ſhires
.
became to be erected into manors, as altered until the 3d of Henry.
The aetheling of the Saxon ſhire are
now called, for this they paid no other
to be the male deſcendants of
rent than what we now call ſuit and ſer ſuppoſed
vice (a). Theſe princes with their fol the prince, who was the chief leader of
lowers, lived diſtinét, and were ſubjećt to the nation, to whom the ſhire was appro
at the conqueſt, ſo conſequently
no other government than that conſtituted priated
amongſt themſelves ; for this purpoſe they was lord paramont of the land in the
made laws at their aſſemblies which were

ſhire, but when his male iſſue became ex

tinét, the people choſe a governor called
(a) Suit and ſervice, attendance which earldorman, and it is ſuppoſed annually as
that of ſheriffs is to this day.

tenants owe to the court of their lord.

Thus
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Thus every ſhire as well as every city
and borough, had their members in the
ſupreme aſſembly, which became either
hereditary or elective, and the title of
artheling, was more particularly given to
the hereditary repreſentative as being the
moſt honourable, that title was alſo given
to the ſons of the Saxon kings, which was
the title given to Edgar or prince Edgar.
This government after a variety of inci
dents and changes, was reſtored ºn the wiſe
and political reign of Edward I., when
the Saxon government was re-eſtabliſhed,
by giving to the people their ſhare in the
legiſlative and juriſdictive power of their
country. This is the form that has ever
fince ſupported, and from which this con
cluſion ariſes : That the Britiſh ſubjećts
cannot be bound by any laws, but ſuch as
they or their anceſtors have agreed to,
either by themſelves in perſon, or by their
repreſentatives in parliament; from this
concluſion it is evident, that the people

March,

people for the king, to enable him to de
fray ſuch incidental and extraordinary
public expences, which could not be pro

vided for by the original conſtitution;
and the policy ºf making them temporary
as well as oirew laws is ſelf evident, as it.

not only gives an opportunity of making
trial of ſon e laws before they are mad
perpetual, \at appoints others to ceaſe,
with the neceſſity that occaſioned them.
By the conſtitution, the king was not
only provided with power, but with a

revenue to ſupport the dignity of ſhe
crown, fo: ca: rying the laws into ediºcu
tion; his power was ſupported by the
juriſdićtion he held over not only the
holders of his lands, but over the freemen

of his kingdom, who were bound by law,

being

to aſſiſt bim,
properly diſciplined
and armed, and the condition of the in

franchiſement of any city or borcugh,
was the fuxliſhing of ſhips of war when
called upon. As to the revenue, it aroſe

in the Britiſh colonies in America, are from the rent of his land (which hº could

bound by the laws of England, becauſe lett for no longer than his life) and the
their anceſtors when they went to ſettle many feudal * tenures that then exiſted,
there, agreed, that they and their poſte which were of a military mature (but rºot

rity ſhould be bound by the laws of En

attended with the burden of f liveries and

gland; nay, and they further agreed by 1 wards, which in after times were affixed
their charters, that neither they nor their to them) and the impoſt laid on zliens
poſterity, ſhould make any law or regula and perſons who were not naturalized or
tion among themſelves, that was contrary infranchiſed, that trafficked in his king
to or inconſiſtent with the laws of England; dom; theſe not being ſubjećt to a limited
but theſe laws which are conſtituted the

regulation, were increaſed to heavy im

fºrws of England, and have this powerful poſitions by the Norman monarchs, when
influence, muſt be diſtinguiſhed from they were taken into conſideration of
thoſe of taxation, moſt of which are not parliament and by the great Charter abo
of the coºf:tution, conſequently cannot liſhed, and commerce made free, extept
affect the colonies as their anceflors are not particularly expreſſed to the contrary.
Wound by them (d). The laws endued
In the 34th of Edward I. it was eozēt
with the power juſt mentioned, are thoſe ed, that no tallage or aid, § ſhall be taken
which firſt formed the conſtitution, that or levied by us or our heirs in our rešim,
is the compačf between king and people, without the good will and aſſent of the
for the good of the whole, and to prevent archbiſhops, biſhops, earls,barons, knights,
as much as poſſible the bad effe&ts of that burgeſſes and other freemen of the landº
partiality, which mankind are naturally but it muſt be obſerved, that the oki and
too apt to ſhew towards thoſe of their own rightful cuſtoms were not underſtood to
rovince or party, ſect or family. The be either tallage or aid, as they were fup
ws of taxation, are grants made by the poſed to be the king's right by common
law, and continued to be levied then and

(d) Mr. Pitt in his ſpeech declared,
* It is my opinion that this kingdom has
no right to lay a tax upon the colonies.
At the ſame time I aſſert the authority of
this kingdom over the colonies, to be
ſovereign and ſupreme in every circum
ſtance of government and legiſlation what
ſoever.”

-

after without any farther authority from

parliament, than had been originally
granted. In the reign of Edward III.
* Tenures held of a ſuperior.
+ State of being employed at a certain
rate. f Watching or keeping guard.
§ Cuſtom or exciſe.
-

in
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in the year 1363, the king declares, that have ſince taken place by authority of par
after the expiration of the three years
fabſidy formerly granted him, he will
never levy more than the old cuſtom of
half a mark per ſtone on wool, without
conſent of parliament, as way another
law to the ſame effect in the 14th year of
his reign. The old cuſton."on importa
tion and exportation was then generally
about 5 1. per cent. From the law kit re

liament, and much multiplied will not be
ſuppoſed a part of the original conſtitu
tion, and much leſs that they ought to
affect the people in America.
Notwitliſtanding I have made the ne
ceſſary diſtinétion, between the laws of
the conſtitution and the laws of taxation,
I ſhall proceed farther, in order to corro
borate it as it is a queſtion of importance,

cited it is clear, that there were ſubſidies

and has not been immediately apprehend

which did not affect the levying of the old
and rightful cuſtoms. They continued to
be levied together and continued to be ſo,
as often as ſuch ſubſidy was granted, “ntil
the ačt of tonage and poundage tool: Place,
which was for the life of the king ºnly,
and was in the reign of Edward ſº. ſo
that this tonage and poundige or what is
now called the old ſubſidy, was in lies of
the old rightful cuſtoms, but though a
temporary and a taxation law, is the
only one that can be reckone" a part of

ed by thoſe who think the advocates for
the repeal of the American ſtamp ačt, had
not the welfare of the conſtitution at

heart, when they ſo powerfully expreſſed
themſelves in the day of contention *.
It was in the reign of Edward I. that
they again reſtored the conſtitution as
formed

by

the Saxons, as has been re

lated; this king Edward did, in order to
have a ballance againſt the power and in
fluence of the great lords and barons, and

the law of England, as in the frami g of dities, and adjudged not by the common
that law the three eſtates united in the judge of the land.
fullneſs of their legiſlative powei, (3) for
* “They are the ſubječis of this king
it is preſumed the exciſe || laws, which dom, equally entitled with yourſelves to all
the natural rights of mankind, and to the
-

(e) “ Taxation is no part of the go peculiar privileges of Engliſhmen: Equaliy
bound by its laws, and equally participat
ing of the conſtitution of this free country.
The Americans are the ſons not the by

verning or legiſlative power. The taxes
are a voluntary gift and grant of the com
"mons alone.
In legiſlation the three
eſtates of the realm are alike corcåned,

tards of England. The diſtinétion between

but the concurrence of the peers and the 1egiſlation and taxation is eſſentially ne
crown to a tax, is only neceſſary to cloſe ceſſary to liberty. The crown, the peers,
the form of a law. The gift and grant are equally legiſlative powers with the
In antient

commons. If taxation be a part of the

times the barons and clergy gave and
granted what was their own. At preſent
ſince the diſcovery of America, the com
mons are become the proprietors of kind.
The crown has diveſted itſelf of its great
eſtate. The property of the lords com
pared with that of the commons, is as a

is of the commons alone.

fimple legiſlation, the crown, the peers
have rights in taxation as well as your
ſelves (the commons) : Rights which they
will claim, which they will exercié,

whenever the principle can be ſupported

by power. The commons of America re
preſent their ſeveral aſſemblies, have been
drop of water in the ocean; and tº.'s houſe in poſſeſſion of the exerciſe of this their
repreſents the commons, the proprietors conſtitutional right, of giving and grant
of lands; and theſe proprietors virtually ing their own money. They would have
repreſent the reſt of the inhabitants. been ſlaves if they had not enjoyed it.
When therefore in this houſe we give and At the ſame time this kingdom as the ſu.
grant, we give and grant what is our own ; preme governing and legiſlative power,
but in an American tax what do we do * has always bound the colonies by her regu
We your majeſty's commons of Great lations and reſtrićtions in trade, in navi.

Britain, give and grant to your majeſty, gation, in manufactures, in every thing,

what

Our own property No . We except that of taking their money out of

give and grant to your majeſty the pro
perty of your majeſty's commons of
America. It is an abſurdity in terms.”
| A hateful tax levied upon commo

their pockets without their conſent. See
Mr. Pitt's ſpeech for the repeal of the
American ſtamp ad in our Magazine for
November 1766.

-

gave
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gave the repreſentatives of the people a
ſhare in the ſupreme legiſlature of their
country, however, by this means all the
Lºſer barons loſt their peerage : Neither
they nor the chief magiſtrates of any of
the cities or boroughs had any ſeat in par
liament, unleſs they were called by the

king's ſpecial writ, or choſen by the peo
ple of ſome county, city or borough, as
their repreſentative : In the former caſe,

March,

given the crown great trouble; for theſe
two aſſemblies are apt to diſpute about
their reſpective powers and privileges,
ſome of which diſputes are ſtill ſubſiſting,
and l believe will never be expreſsly and
definitively determined : The houſe of
lords claim the ſole power of hearing and
determining all appeals from the courts
in Weſtminſter-hall : On the other hand,
the houſe of commons claim the ſole

From this time the lords who had their

power of granting a ſupply to the crown,
and of preparing the bill for raiſing that
ſupply. I have no occaſion at preſent to
take notice of either of theſe claims, any

ſeat in the upper houſe, could not be ſaid

further than to obſerve, that this claim of

the perſon ſo called had a ſeat in the
houſe of lords; in the latter, the perſon
choſen had a ſeat in the houſe of commons.

to be the hereditary repreſentatives of the the houſe of commons, has introduced a
people, or of any part of the people, no very material difference between the laws
not ſo much as of the freeholders within of England and the laws of taxation. A
their own manors; for all the freeholders bill for amending, explaining, or adding
had a vote for the knights of the ſhire, to the laws of England, may be prepared
and the freemen of our cities or borough: and brought in by either houſe of parlia
had mediately or immediately a vote for ment, and by which ever of the two
their own members, conſequently they had houſes it is prepared and brought in, it
their own proper repreſentatives in the may be amended by the other: If amend
A ſeat in the houſe

ed, the amendment will be taken into con

of lords, ſo far at leaſt as related to thoſe
then called the leſſer barons, depended

now entirely upon the pleaſure of the
crown; as did the great ones, until they
compelled king john to grant them the
famous charter of Runing Mede. How
ever from the conqueſt to this time, they
may properly be ſaid to have been the re
preſentatives of the people, as the conque
ror, in imitation of the form of govern

ſideration by the houſe, where it was
brought in, and if approved of will be
to, and the bill, with the royal
aſſent, paſſed into a law. But a bill for
explaining, anending, or adding to our
laws of taxation, muſt be prepared and
brought in only by the houſe of commons,
and cannot ſo much as be amended by the
houſe of lords : If their lordſhips ſhould
make any material amendment to ſuch a

ment then eſtabliſhed in France, had di

bill, the other houſe would not, I believe,

houſe of commons.

i.

vided the whole kingdom into baronies ; ſo much as order it to be taken into con
and as every baron, that is to ſay, every ſideration : but if upon the face of it, the
man who held his lands in capite of the amendment appeared to be neceſſary, they
crown, and the chief magiſtrates of all would drop that bill, and order a new bill
the royal cities and boroughs, that is to for the ſame purpoſe, to be prepared and
ſay, all ſuch as were not included within broVht into their own houſe.
In ſhort, the laws of England are all
ſome barony granted to a ſubjećt, had a
right to be called, ſpecialiy or generally, ſuppoſed to be made by the advice of the
to the Norman parliaments, we may pro lords, and with the conſent of the com
perly enough ſay that all the freemen in mons: whereas, the laws of taxation ſeem
England had their hereditary or elective all to be made by the advice of the com
repreſentatives in thoſe parliaments, and mons, and with the conſent of the lords;
conſequently, that even during that time, and this difference ſeems to me to be well
no freemen could be bound by any law, founded upon the preſent improved nature
but ſuch as they or their anceſtors had by of our happy, I had almoſt ſaid divine
themſelves or their repreſentatives in par conſtitution. Our nobility are by their
liament conſented to.
birth, by their education, and by their
But by thus dividing our parliament circumſtances, the beſt judges of what
into two diſtinčt houſes or aſſemblies, laws may be neceſſary for enabling the
though it has added to the beauty, and king, as I have ſaid, to govern his domi
fecurity of our conſtitution, it has intro nions, which is the end of the laws of
duced an inconvenience, which has often England; and for this purpoſe he .
ſuffi
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ſufficiently provided for ordinary occaſions tives, conſented to (f). Where are the
in time of peace; therefore, when any repreſentatives of any of our people in
extraordinary ſupply is deſired, there are America P No where but in their own re
three things to be maturely confidered, ſpective aſſemblies; and therefore they
which are, the neceſſity, the ability of the cannot be bound by any law, but ſuch a
people, and the methods moſt proper for one as may in the moſt proper manner be
rathng it.

deemed a law of England.

As to the neceſſity of any extraordi
nary, ſupply, our nobility may be ſup
poſed the moſt competent judges, as they
counſellors, and
are the king's
ſhould they think the ſum granted more
than neceſſary, they may prevent its being
raiſed, by refuſing to paſs the bill. But
as to the ability of the people to raiſe the
ſum required, the commons, from their

We certainly owe a great deal to the
memory of thoſe brave men, who, at the

...”

connections with them, and with whom

riſk of their lives and fortunes, firſt eſta

bliſhed the Britiſh empire in America,
and the more tenacious they are of their
rights and liberties, the more gratitude
they wil: ſhew their mother country;
whereas, ſhould we deprive them of their
rights and liberties, their own particular
intereſt may induce them to atiſt in ren
dering the king of Great Britain as abſo
lute and arbitrary as any of his neighbour
ing monarchs; for from the nature of

they are ſuppoſed to reſide, muſt beſt know
in what manner the neceſſities of the pub
lic may be anſwered, ſo as to be the leaſt
diſtreſſing to individuals.
mankind we may be convinced, and the
From hence we may ſee, that this dif

preſent reſolute behaviour of the brave

ference between the laws of England and
the laws of taxation, is founded upon the
very nature of our conſtitution; and from
hence we may ſee, the wiſdom of thoſe

Corſicans is after many old ones a new
proof, that if the people of any far di
ſtant province muſt be ſlaves, it is their
intereſt to chuſe being flaves under an ab

brave men, who, at the riſk of life and

ſolute and arbitrary monarch, rather than

fortune, undertook to extend the Britiſh
dominions, by eſtabliſhing colonies in
America: They conſented that their po
ſterity ſhould be bound by the laws of
England, becauſe it is the intereſt of every
Britiſh ſubject that the king ſhould be

under an abſolute and arbitrary ſenate.
That we have great reaſon to appre
hend this conſequence, we may learn from
the hiſtoty of the Romans, and yet the
example of the Romans is now brought
by ſome of our wiſe politicians, as an
argument for our eſtabliſhing in all our

enabled to fulfil the end to be obtained

by thoſe laws: The more remote a man
is from the ſeat of government, the more
it is his intereſt that the king ſhould be
enabled to do ſo : But they did not con
ſent that their poſterity ſhould be bound
by our laws of taxation. On the con
trary, as their poſterity were to have no
repreſentatives in the parliament of En
gland, they juſtly ſuppoſed that by the
laws of England, by Magna Charta it
ſelf, and the aforeſaid ſtatute 34 of Ed
‘ward I. their potterity could not be
bound by any ſuch taxation laws; eſpe
cially as they had expreſsly ſtipulated
that their children and poſterity, born in
America, ſhould have and enjoy all li

American colonies, even by force of arms,

a ſlaviſh ſubjection to i.eir mother coun
try. I ſay a ſlaviſh ſubjection, for the
preamble to the ačt 34 and 35 Henry VIII.
chap. 13. may ſhew us how ſlaviſh muſt
have been the ſubjećtion of the people of
any country, who have no repreſentatives
in their ſupreme legiſlature (g).
N O T E.

(f) “The Americans have not ačted in
all things with prudence and temper.
They have been wronged. They have
been driven to it by madneſs, by injuſtice.
Will you puniſh them for the madneſs
you have occaſioned Rather let prudence
berties, franchiſes, and immunities of and temper come from this ſide. I will
free denizens and natural ſubjects, within undertake for America, that ſhe will fol
any of the Britiſh dominions; and con low the example.—How prophetically
this, ſince the different aſſemblies have
ſequently that they ſhould not be bound voted
reſtitution to the ſufferers in the
by any laws but ſuch as they had then, late tumults.”
or ſuch as their poſterity ſhould after
(g) For the ſatisfaction of our readers
wards, by themſelves or their repreſenta
This
T
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This was effectually purſued by the its being eſtabliſhed upon the model, and
Romans, for they kept their diſtant pro with the appearance of the antient repub
vinces in ſubjection by numerous ſtanding lican government.
armies, and as thoſe armies were ievied
I have now anſwered every material
and recruited from all parts of the em argument that has been advanced by thoſe
pire, they ſoon began to have a greater who think, that our colonies are bound
regard for a commander, than they had to ſubmit to every law that can be made
for their liberties and privileges, which by the parliament of Great Britain ; for
in a very few years enabled the two as to moſt of the arguments that have
Caeſars, julius and Auguſiut, not only to been advanced by ſuch gentlemen, I do
overturn the republican form of govern not think them in the leaſt material, be
ment, but to eſtabliſh a moſt arbitrary cauſe they were deſigned only to prove
and abſolute monarchy, (h) and this mo that the colonies are bound to ſubmit to
marchy was made the more tyrannical by the laws of England, which no one ever
N O T E.
denied, and conſequently all ſuch argu
we have hereunto annexed a copy of the ments muſt vaniſh by admitting the di
ſtinction which I hope I have clearly and
ſaid preamble.
Preamble of the ačt 34 and 35. Henry fully eſtabliſhed, between the laws of
VIII. intitled, an act for making of England and the laws of taxation; and as

&nights and burgeſſes within the county
and city of Cheſter. To the king our
ſovereign lord, in moſt humble wiſe ſhewn
unto your excellent majeſty, the inhabi
tants of your grace's county palatine of
Cheſter, that where the ſaid county pala
time of Cheſter is, and hath been always
hitherto exempt, excluded, and ſeparated
out and from, your high court of parlia
ment, to have any knights and burgeſſes
within the ſaid conrt ; by reaſon whereof
the ſaid inhabitants have ſuſtained many
diſheriſons, loſſes and damages, as well
in their lands, goods, and bodies, as in
the good, civil, and politic governance
and maintenance of the common-wealth

to the former I hope the parliament of
Great Britain will always take care not
to make any addition or alteration, but

what may be for the benefit of the Britiſ,
dominions in general.
Thus I have
drawn together the origin and ſtate of the
conſtitution, the better to enable the rea

der to judge of the great queſtion : Have
the Americans violated the Conſtitution, or
have they preſerved the Compačf that ori
ginally formed it, or do their Protećtors
merit the obliquity caſt on them in the fol
lowing piece 2
The Condućl of the late Adminiſtration
examined, relative to the American

Stamp-Act.
of their ſaid country: And foraſmuch as
the ſaid inhabitants have always hitherto
(Entire, Price Three Shillings.)
been bound by the acts and ſtatutes made
The SE COND E D IT IO N.
and ordained by your ſaid highneſs and
With R E M A R K S.
your moſt noble progenitors, by autho
rity of the ſaid court, as far forth as other N. B. The Remarker's Notes are with
counties, cities, and boroughs have been,
Figures.
that have had their knights and burgeſſes
within your ſaid court of parliament, and
HE purport of the piece muſt afford
yet have had neither knight or burgeſs
a ſufficient reaſon for undertaking
there for the ſaid county palatine, the ſaid it : the ſtate of the common wealth is
inhabitants for lack thereof, have been ſuch, whether we conſider the debt, the
oftentimes touched, and grieved with ačts factions, and the venality of the king
and ſtatutes made within the ſaid court, doin ; or the little proſpect there is of
as well derogatory unto the moſt antient finding another miniſler who will oppoſe
juriſdićtions, liberties, and privileges, of himſelf to the two latter, for the ſake of
your ſaid county palatine, as prejudicial alleviating the former ; that it can no
unto the commonwealth, quietneſs, reſt, longer ſupport our vices; though it has
and peace of your grace's moſt bounden ſtill perhaps ſtrength ſufficient to bear an
N O T E.
fubjećts inhabiting within the ſame. For
remedy whereof, &c.
people ſo dead to all the feelings of liber
(b) “ America is obſtinate : America ty, as voluntarily to ſubmit to be ſlaves,
is almoſt in open rebellion. I rejoice that would have been fit inſtruments to make
America has reſiſted. Three millions of ſlaves of the reſt.”
appli

T
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application of the proper remedies. But queſtions upon which the exiſtence of all
theſe remedies cannot be hoped for 'till government depends. The reader eaſily
our former condućt, the motives, and the ſees that the ſubject I mean is the flamp
effe&ts of it are generally underſtood. A ači. This is the meaſure of the greateſt
perſuaſion that if theſe were fairly laid importance, both in itſelf and in its con
before the public, our opinions, and con ſequences; referring therefore the other
ſequently our meaſures would be altered; plans of the year to ſome future hour,
and that it is not even yet too late to re it is propoſed at preſent to examine the
trieve, in ſome degree, the loſſes which conduct of the miniſtry, with regard to
the ſtate has ſuſtained while her intereſts this act, from the time at which they
have been neglected and ſacrificed, was came into office, to that at which it was
the motive which produced this publicati-. repealed.
on : a motive which, if it does not give
If this is done without partiality, the
ſucceſs to the deſign, will, it is hoped, perſons whoſe condućt is examined will
carry with it an excuſe for the attempt. have no reaſon to complain ; they eſpe
For although perſonal altercations and cially will have no reaſon to complain of
private feuds have degraded the tribunal being called to a public trial, who are
of the public, the attention of which they perpetually aſſuring us that their delight,
have ſo long engroſſed; yet the queſtions their merit, and their ſupport is, that
which are peculiarly proper for its cogni they poſſeſs entirely the favour of the
zance, are thoſe which concern the honour, public. To diſprove the truth of this
the wealth or the ſafety of the commu aſſertion, mec enim (to uſe the words of
mity; and eſpecially thoſe plans of foreign Cicero) populum Romanum eſſe illum puto,
and domeſtic policy, which are purſued by qui conflat ex is qui mercede conducuntur,
thoſe to whom the intereſts of the ſtate qui impelluntur ut vim afferant magiſtra
are entruſted : no introduction therefore tibus, ut obſideant ſenatum ; and to ſhew
or apology is neceſſary to a tract, which by what arts they gained, for a ſhort time,
propoſes to enquire into the merit of the appearance of popularity, would be
thoſe meaſures which have lately been eaſy; but it is of little conſequence in
adopted by the late miniſtry, with regard itſelf, and foreign to the preſent ſubject;
to points of the greateſt importance to the diſcuſſion of which will however
the empire, commerce and ſecurity of determine (which is a queſtion of more
Great Britain.

It were ever to be wiſhed that enqui

importance)
whether they have deſerved
it.

ries of this ſort could be made without

To decide on the merits of their con

deſcending to perſonal accuſations; for dućt, it is neceſſary that the ſtate of af
the ſubjećts are much leſſened when the fairs ſhould be known; that the intelli
reputations of particular men, the praiſe gence received from América, the mode
or cenſure of ſome miniſter, becomes a and the degree of the reſiſiance there
conſiderable part of them. But on this made, the wiſhes of our friends, the ef
occaſion, it is feared that this reſerve is forts of the oppoſers, the condui of our
impoſſible ; when we judge of the me officers, ſhould be ſtated; eſpecially that
rits of meaſures, we neceſſarily judge the inſtructions ſent by the miniſłry in
of thoſe by whom they were planned and conſequence of the informations they had
executed. If, however, in the courſe of received, ſhould be examined. Upon
the enquiry blame ſhall be thrown on theſe grounds this enquiry is conducted ;
particular perſons, the writer can truly whenever a fact is aſſerted, the authori
ſay, that this was not in his firſt intenti ties for it are quoted or referred to ; au
on, and that it is only the neceſſary reſult thorities ſo convincing as to leave no room
of the ſubjećt he treats; a ſubject of ſo for doubt ; they conſiſt of letters, mi
much importance, that he has not ſuffer
ed the diſlike which he feels in common

nutes of councils, inſtradians, advices,
orders, trantinitted to and from America.

with almoſt all mankind to perſonal cen Tranſcripts of theſe are now in the poſ
ſeſſion of ſo many perſons, and the power
public has a right to receive upon a point of conſulting them is in the reach of ſo
which goes up to the very firſt principles many more, that the reader will not ſuſ
of our conſtitution, and involves in it pect any falſe quotation is attempted in
ſure, to ſtifle that information which the

T 2.

circunil
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circumſtances which render the dete&tion

that every ſubjećt ſhould contribute to

of it ſo very eaſy. Some of theſe are
inſerted in the appendix; from others
extraćts only are made, and credit is
taken from the exactneſs of them upon
the ſame ground; as well as for thoſe

the common defence, in which his own is

in which the names of the writers are

omitted; the only reaſon of this omiſ
fion is to avoid the poſſibility of inform
ing the Americans (who, it is feared, do
not want this information) by what chan
nels the intelligence of their proceedings
was conveyed to us; for, to the diſgrace

included. Nam neque quier gentium ſine
armis, neque arma ſine ſtipendiis, neque
fipendia
tributis haberi queunt. Ta
cit. Hiſt. lib. 4. It was neceſſary, and
it was juſt, to recur to this principle at

7.

the cloſe of the laſt war.

It was

|.

neceſſary to maintain upwards of 10ooo
men for the defence of our colonies; an
expence of between 3 and 4oo, cool. per
ann. great part of which was entirely

new, was, on that account, to be incur
of Great Britain, her friends and advo red; it was juſt that the colonies which

cates in one of her provinces, are not (it had profited ſo much by the war, whoſe
ſeems) to be protećted or avowed. ...And intereſts, commerce and ſecurity had been
ſurely it is time that the public ſhould the firſt objects of the peace ; and of
receive the evidence which has hitherto
N

been induſtriouſly concealed from them,
whilſt falſe, though poſitive aſſertions,
and unmeaning declamation have been
ſubſtituted in its place : it is time, that
having heard with eagerneſs and even
with partiality the claims of America,
they ſhould hear with patience, at leaſt
whilſt I plead, the cauſe of Great Bri
tain; that they ſhould read with impar
tiality, whilſt I ſtate very ſhortly, (not
the merits, for they are beſide the preſent
queſtion, but) the principles and progreſs
of the ſtamp at ; an act to which no pri
vate intereſts, no party views, nothing
but public motives could give riſe; and
the intentions of which, however they
might be treated in America, deſerve the
approbation of every inhabitant of Great

J.

T.

E. .

of the incumbrances of the laſt war; taxes

which amount conſiderably more in pro

portion to the nett proceeds of our eſtates,
than any tax ever yet felt by the inhabi
tants of Great Britain in the very heat
of war. Is our ſovereign not yet con
tented Or do the emergencies of ſtate
require ſomething more of us? Let his
miniſters apply to us in a conſtitutional
manner. If it be aſked, what will be the

conſtitutional method of applying To
this I anſwer, does the king deſire a ſup
ply in England * He acquaints his com
mons of England with the emergency,
and aſks them to grant him ſuch a ſum as
the exigence of ſtate requires. Does the
King defire a ſum of money raiſed of
Britain.
America P Let his miniſters apply to his
The firſt and great principal of all go commons of America in the ſame parlia
vernment, and of º ſociety, is, that mentary way, and they will, as they al
ſupport is due in return for protećtion 5(1) ways have done, grant as much as their
conſtituents can bear.”

N

O

T

E.

Mr. Pitt ſaid, “I ſpeak from know

(1) The American merchants letter, ledge, my materials were good.—I was
ſhews that this has been very liberally
done by ſome of them. “But it has been
obječted, that it is unreaſonable that Ame
rica ſhould bear no part of the expence

at pains, to colle&t, to digeſt, to con
ſider them, and I will be bold to affirm,

that the profits to Great Britain from the
trade of the colonies, through all its bran
of the laſt war; this objection has been ches, is two millions a year. This is the
waved, by proving that America pays her fund that carried you triumphant through
proportion of that expence in the con the laſt war. The eſtates that were rent
ſumption of Britiſh manufactures, the ed at two thouſand pounds a year, three
advanced price of which, enables our ſcore years ago, are at three thouſand
fellow ſubjects of Britain to diſcharge pounds at preſent. You owe this to Ame
thoſe taxes with eaſe, and in the commer rica. This is the price ſhe pays you for
cial advantages which Great Britain de her prote&lion. And ſhall a miſerable
rives from her Colonies.

Is not the ob financier come with a boaſt, that he can

jećtion ſufficiently anſwered, when I ac fetch a pepper-corn into the exchequer,
quaint you, we now pay for the diſcharge to the iois of millions !”
whoſe
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whoſe ability to bear at leaſt ſome propor was carried into execution by a bill, ſe
tion of that new expence there neither veral petitions from America which denied
was nor is any reaſon to doubt, ſhould their right of impoſing taxes on the colo
contribute (not to ſupport or to defend nies, were preſented to the parliament,
Great Britain but) about a third part of and were therefore rejećled without a
the expence neceſſary for their own defence diviſion; no one perſon having been then
and protection.
found, in either houſe, who would de
Upon this general and acknowledged clare it to be his opinion that America
inciple, and upon this application of was not, in this inſtance, ſubjećt to Great
it, which was juſt in itſelf, and which Britain". In 1766 the act was repealed,
the fituation of this country made neceſ

ſary, and which it might have been ex
pected, would appear neither unreaſona
ble or unpleaſing to an Engliſh ear, the
famp ač was planned. In the begin
ning of the year 1764 the propoſition of
impoſing, by a duty on ſtamps, a tax on
America, in conformity to uninterrupted
precedents for near 100 years, was made,
and thrown into the form of reſolutions.
At that time the merits of this queſtion
were opened at large; thoſe who have
lately ſo loudly aſſerted the privileges and
exemptions of America were then pub
lickly called upon to deny, if they thought
it fitting, the right of the legiſlature to
impoſe any tax either internal or external
upon that country: and not a ſingle per
ſon ventured to controvert that right(2). A
ear's delay however was given, that any
information might be received from Ame
rica, with regard to the expediency of the

but

N

O

T

E.

* And yet it has been aſſerted that this
oppoſition would have been made, if
ſome intelligence relating to this matter
had not been ſuppreſſed at that time; as
this was publicly ſaid, the public is to be
informed of the fact, which was this.

On the 11th of December, 1764, the
board of trade reported to the king, that
the aſſemblies of Maſſachuſet's bay and
New-York had, in their reſolutions and
proceedings (copies of which they tranſ
mitted with the report) treated the aâs

and reſolutions of the legiſlature of Great
Britain with the moſt indecent diſreſpeci.
The privy council adviſed the king, to
give directions that the ſame be laid before
parliament, at ſuch time and in ſuch man
ner as his Majeſty ſhould be pleaſed to di
reč7 and appoint.
This poſtponed the laying it before par
particular tax propoſed, not to permit
the right of impoſing it to be controvert liament, as it was meant to do; but it
ed. This diſtin&ion was fully opened at deprived the parliament of no informati
that time, and afterwards explained to on, for the aſſemblies had inſtrućted their
agents here to prepare petitions in the ſame
the agents of the provinces.
. This delay was however abuſed by words; and particularly Mr. Mauduit,
ſome of the Americans; and when, in the agent for Maſſachuſet's bay, was di
the beginning of the year 1765, the plan rečied to draw his principles and argu
ments from Mr. Otis's book of The
N

O

T

E.

Rights of the Colonies (ſee p. 738, 1764)
(2) To this Mr. Pitt in his ſpeech (which had been reprinted here). The
deciared, “ I was ill in bed. If I colonies were obeyed. Petitions were
could have endured to have been carried preſented, aſſerting the right of freedom
in my bed, ſo great was the agitation of from taxes impoſed by Great Britain, on
my mind for the conſequences, I would the very grounds of the reſolutions and
have ſupplicated ſome kind hand to have proceedings which the board of trade had
laid me down on this floor, to have borne tranſmitted to the king ; theſe were re
my teſtimony againſt it. I know not how jected by parliament, not from ignorance
it is, but there is a modeſty in this houſe, of their contents, but becauſe their con
that does not chuſe to contradićt a mini tents were known; becauſe they denied

ſter. I wiſh gentlemen would get the
better of that modeſty; if they do not,
perhaps the collective body may begin to
abate of its reſpect for their repreſenta

the power of Great-Britain. No informa

tives.”

attention of pariiament to proceedings in

tion was withheld therefore by this de

lay, the cauſe of which was tenderneſs to
the colonies.

For had the king called the
which

March >
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but even then the adminiſtration, deter
The right of Great-Britain being eg
mined as they were on the repeal, and tabliſhed and univerſally acknowledged
though they were to carry their point
(except

chiefly by the aſſiſtance of that gentle

N

O

T

E.

man's ſpeeches who denied the right of
England to tax the colonies, were howe them, that nothing but ſome ačtual crime,
wer obliged, before they ventured to pro which attainted their blood, could deprive
poſe this meaſure to parliament, to pre them of it. Could it therefore have
pare the way by a bill aſſerting the right been ſuppoſed that the mother-countr
would have endeavoured to diveſt the .
in the fulleſt and ſtrongeſt terms.(3)
So that however the public may have ſpring of her own bowels of thoſe inhe
been miſled by the authority of names rent, ineſtimable privileges, unleſs they
quoted on the other fide of the queſtion, had committed ſome greater offence than
it can be doubted of no longer; the ſu that of having added, at the expence of
preme legiſlature has aſſerted, in the moſt their blood and treaſure, ſuch an immenſe
explicit and ſolemn manner, its right to and advantageous territory to her domini

P.

or in
the obedience of its American ſubjećts ; ons as the continent
and therefore the aſſertions of particular other words, that Britain would have re

perſons, oppoſed to this, not only deſerve duced her children to a more abječt ſtate
that diſregard which they will meet, who of ſlavery for having expoſed themſelves
propagate opinions contrary to the com to every hardſhip in a foreign clime, to
mon declared ſenſe, and detrimental to promote her intereſt, than they would

the intereſts of their country, but become
alſo highly criminal ; for it is now as
criminal to aſſert the exemption of Ameri
ea from taxes impoſed by parliament, as
it is to aſſert, that parliament had no right
to repeal the ſtamp ačt.(4)
N

O

T

E.

which their ačts were treated with the

moſt indecent diſreſpect; their own dig
nity muſt have drawn from them votes of
cenſure and ſeverity towards the offend
ers; and therefore the miniſtry, who were
taking the proper methods to form and

have been expoſed to if they had remain
ed inactive at home A compačt was
therefore entered into, and royal charters

were given to the adventurers, not grant
ing them any higher privileges than the

reſt of , their fellow-ſubjects, but only
confirming to them in their new ſettle
ments the enjoyment of thoſe privileges,
which, as Engliſhmen, they were intitled
to at home.

Under the faith of theſe

charters, granted by their ſovereign, and
not contradićted by either houſe of par
liament, our anceſtors undertook and ef
fečted the ſettlement of America, with an

enforce the act, which would have ſuffici aſſurance that they could not be diveſt

ently repreſſed the claims of the Ameri ed of their property and liberty without
cans, and effectually aſſerted the dignity
and authority of Great Britain, withheld
a paper which would have given no infor
mation but what was given in a manner
leſs calculated to irritate men's minds.

their conſent given in their reſpective aſ
ſemblies: I ſay, they were aſſured of this
privilege, becauſe it was granted by their
ſovereign, and acknowledged by his mi
niſters, who have, upon ſeveral occaſions,

(3) “It is my opinion, that this king applied in a conſtitutional manner to thoſe
dom has no right to lay taxes upon the aſſemblies for ſupplies, which have been al
colonies. At the ſame time, I aſſert the ways given to the extent of their abilities,
authority of this kingdom over the colo whenever the emergencies of ſtate required
mies, to be ſovereign and ſupreme, in eve it, nor did the Britiſh parliament ever ſeem
ry circumſtance of government and le to think, till lately, that they had that
giſlative power whatſoever.”
vaſt uncontroulable power over their fel
(4) “The firſt ſettlers of Britiſh America, low-ſubjects in America, now contended
it is agreed on all hands, were Engliſhmen, for, but on the other hand have paſſed
as ſuch they were intitled to every privilege acts of parliament, declaring the deſcen
of the Britiſh conſtitution, and among the dants not only of the firſt ſettlers, but of
left that ineſtimable one of being taxed foreigners born in America entitled to
only by their own repreſentatives; this every natural advantage of the ſubjects
sight was born with, and ſo inherent in born in Great Britain, nor is it neceſſary
for
*
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(except by about fix or ſeven voices) it is letter to governor Fauquier, dated Sept.
certain, that whatever the private opini 14. 17655. On the 24th of O&tober,
1765,
ons of particular men might be, it was
the duty of every ſubject to have ſubmit
N O T E.
ted to this law while it ſubſiſted ; and

§ From the Appendix we ſhall ſelect

the duty of thoſe to whom the execution

of it was committed, to have enforced the following letter, as to the reſolutions of
many of the aſſemblies, with the gover
it.(5)
-

-

The next ſtep therefore is to enquire nors ſpeeches, and the addreſſes of the
whether the adminiſtration took the mea people, they are already to be found in
ſures proper and neceſſary to procure due our collection.
obedience to a law in which the intereſts
A Letter from Mr. S.–Y C
Y2
and dignity of Great-Britain were ſo
to Major-General GA.G.E.
deeply concerned; or whether they are
guilty of having, by negle&t and conni
December 15, 1765.
vance, encouraged a reſiſtance to her au
S I R,
thority, and ſhaked the very foundations
of her empire.
Had the favour of your letters of the
4th, 8th, and 9th of November laſt,
To judge of this, it is neceſſary to ex
amine the inſtrućtions and orders iſſued by which I learn, with the utmoſt con
by the ſ—y of ſt—e for the ſouthern cern, the diſordered ſtate of the pro
department, to whom this important vince where you reſide, and the very ri
branch of our dominions is officially en otous and outrageous behaviour of too
truſted.
many of the inhabitants.
The letters of Mr. ſ.
y C
y
I did not fail to lay your diſpatches,
are of three dates; they are reprinted together with thoſe y lieutenant-gover
here, having been already printed in A nor Colden, before his majeſty, who,
merica. The firſt of them is a ſingle though highly provoked by ſuch an in
ſult offered to his governor there, is
N O T E.
however pleaſed to hear, that matters
for the welfare of either Great Britain or were not puſhed to ſuch extremity, as
her colonies, that ſuch a power ſhould might have coſt the lives of many of his
be lodged in the parliament of Great Bri ſubjećts, and perhaps have tended, as
tain; fince the king, as in his parliament you ſeem apprehenſive, to the great de
of Great Britain, preſides in every aſ triment, if not ruin, of the town of
fembly in America, as
head, and New York; particularly if the fort had
the royal aſſent (not of his governor or fired on that inſolent and infatuated mob
ſubſtitute) muſt be perſonally obtained which ſo provokingly approached. The
before any ačt of our reſpe&tive aſſemblies temper ſhewn, as ...if by lieutenant
can attain the force of a law, which is an governor Colden, as by the officers there,
effectual barrier againſt the aſſemblies of is highly to be commended. His ma
America enacting any laws prejudicial jeſty is willing to ſuppoſe, that both
to the commercial intereſts of Great yourſelf and governor Colden have acted
Britain.”
on principles of duty to his ſervice, in
American Merchants Defence. the advice and reſolution formed to put
(5) “When I had the honour to ſerve the ſtampt paper into the hands of the
his Majeſty, it was propoſed to me to magiſtrates of New-York; which, how
burn my fingers with the American ſtamp ever, unleſs the neceſſity for it appeared
aćt; neither did I or the miniſter be very preſſing, muſt certainly be looked
fore me ever dream of robbing the co upon as a ſtep, greatly humiliating and
lonies of their conſtitutional rights. That derogating to his majeſty's government.
was reſerved to mark the AE1a of the late
If the poſt was not tenable, or the
Adminiſtration.” So from this declaration papers inſecure there, it ſhould ſeem
it may be preſumed they followed the opi much preferable to have put them on
nion, as ſeemed beſt ſuited the intereſt and board the man of war, as was propoſed;
conſtitution of the county. “Some have nor does there appear any good reaſon,
done me the honour to aſk my poor opi why captain Kennedy refuſed to take
nicn.”
them. It is difficult, at this diſtance, to
judge

I

º:

-

-
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1765, the ſ
y wrote to major ge circular letter to the governors of the co
neral Gage, to governor Bernard, and a lonies; and on the 15th of December,
1765, he ſent letters to major general
N O T E.
Gage, and to lieutenant governor Colden.
judge with the ſame propriety of the Of this laſt an extraćt only is given, the
152

condu&, to be held on occaſions of ſuch rett is omitted, as it contains a cenſure on

difficulty and importance, as on the ſpot. a particular perſon.
Had the perſonal ſafety of thoſe in the
The reader will juſtly be ſurprized,
fort alone been conſidered, I am per that on a ſubject ſo important, at a time
-

fuaded, there would not have been a ſo critical, no more directions were iſſu
moment's heſitation about the defence ed; he will be more ſo, to find that the

of it, againſt any attack that might letter to governor Bernard, of the firſt
raſhly have been attempted : nor can his date, and that of the laſt, to general
majeſty ſuppoſe any want of reſolution Gage, refer to thoſe of the 24th of O&to
for his ſervice, in thoſe who have, in ber, 1765, for inſtrućtions, (the letter
their different ſtations, given ſo many to gove, nor Colden is on a particular ſub
proofs of their regard to it. ... It ſhould jećt only) that the letter of the 24th of
otherwiſe ſeem, that the reality of the October, 1765, though addreſſed to ſo
mobs being armed and prepared for an many different governors, preſiding over
aćtual attack, ſhould have been well aſ people ſo different in their form of go
certained before the papers were given ºvernment, character and conduct, is the
tod.

"rhe ſtep you have

thought fit to take,

ſame to each; and indeed a mere fac
ſimile of that ſent to the commander in

in drawing together ſuch forces as their chief of the Engliſh forces; that in fact
ſituation allowed, was certainly prudent, oniy one inſtruction was iſſued during that
and could not be too ſoon determined, period, and that from all his eſſays on
obedience, it would be difficult to extract
on any poſitive grounds, to ſuſpect an
inſurrection ; and eſpecially in regard to anything which could give real dire&ti
or aſſiſtance to the governors, whoſe
the ſecuring his majeſty's ſtores, a cir ons
cumſtance which will ſtill demand your condućt was to determine, whether the
greateſt attention; and particularly thoſe empire of North America ſhould be re
arms, which may be ſeized by the mob tained in obedience, or thrown into an
independence fatal to themſelves and dan
for their own mutinous purpoſes.
Your ſituation is certainly delicate and gerous to Great Britain.(6)
For
difficult; it requires both prudence and
firmneſs in the conduct of all employed
N. O. T E.
in his majeſty's ſervice there; eſpecially,
confidering what you ſay of the difficul
I hope my former letters are come ſafe,
ty or rather impoſſibility, of drawing as they will have conveyed to you his ma
any confiderable number of men toge jeſty's ſentiments and commands for your
ther, and of the impraćticability of at conduéï, on the firſt notice of theſe diffur
tempting any thing by force, in the pre bances.
ſent diſpoſition of the people, without a
(6) “In a good cauſe, on a ſound bot
reſpectable body of troops.
tom, the force of this country can cruſh
You ſeem to think there are ſtill hopes, America to atoms. But on this ground,
that as the ſpirits of thoſe unhappy peo on the ſtamp-aēt, when ſo many here will
ple have time to cool, there will be more think it a crying injuſtice, in ſuch a caſe,
fubmiſſion ſhewn ; you will not fail, I your ſucceſs would be hazardous.-Ame
am perſuaded, in your ſtation, to avail rica, if ſhe fell, would fall like the ſtrong
yourſelf of every favourable ſymptom for man. She would embrace the pillars of
the improvment of ſuch favourable diſ the ſtate, and pull down the conſtitution
poſitions, any more than to exert your along with her. Is this your boaſted
ſelf, where the neceſſity of the caſe may peace Not to ſheath the ſword in its
require, in ſupport of the honour of go ſcabbard, but to ſheath it in the bowels
vernment, and for ſuppreſſing any riotous of your countrymen"
or rebellious

reſiſtance offered

to the

“. I ſhall readily admit, that in a juſt

laws of thoſe magiſtrates who have the

cauſe Great Britain can force obedience

execution of them.

from her colonies, becauſe in that caſe,

by
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For the ſake of perſpicuity and of juſ the laws of revenue and trade. This
tice, the method obſerved is this, before clauſe it had in common with thoſe laws
each letter is conſidered, the information which had formerly paſſed reſpecting
which the writer of it had then received ſubjećts of the like nature; but (and
is ſtated; for it is only by thus placing that was peculiar to this ačt) it provided
ourſelves in his ſituation, that we can a remedy for the inconveniences and abuſes,
orm an impartial judgment on the pro to which thoſe courts might be liable.
While our colonies were few in num
priety of his condućt. After confidering
each of theſe diſpatches, there is thrown ber, and finall in extent, the court of
together the intelligence received ſubſe admiralty could never be far diſtant from,
quent to any orders given by him, but nor its officers unknown to the clients in
that court : but upon the increaſe of them
previous to the repeal of the ſtamp ači.
It is neceſſary to begin by a deſcription to their preſent greatneſs of territory and
of the ſtate of this matter, when the people, it had been a grievance complain
'ſ-ls of the ſouthern department were put ed of by the perſons the moſt loyally diſ
into the hands of Mr. C–y.
poſed to the government of England,
As ſoon as the ſtamp at had received that the diſtance of many of the provin
the royal aſſent, which was on the 22d of ces from the ſeat of this court, with the
March, 1765, the adminiſtration which difficulty of obtaining the aſſiſtance of
had planned it began to take ſuch mea lawyers, muſt often operate ſo as to bar
ſures as might moſt effectually carry it the juſteſt claim; and deprive the ſubjećts
into execution: and though ſuch com of their property, by diſabling them
Plaints of the future burden had been from proſecuting their right to it. Ano
received fom America, as are ever made ther material objection aroſe from the
by thoſe who have been long indulgently conſtitution of this court; in which the
exempted from bearing any ; (7) and tho’ judge was paid by a poundage of the
ſome of that country had proceeded even money ariſing from ſuch ſeizures as were
to deny the right of Great Britain to im condemned: this, as it made it his inter
poſe them, yet the act was not yet paſ eſt rather to condemn than to acquit, if
ſed; and to impoſe and to ſecure the col it did not influence the deciſions of the
le&tion of the tax would be ſo effe&tual a judge, took from them however that air
vindication of that right, that in lenity of impartiality which can alone ſecure to
to the colonies any ſeverer animadverſion them reſpe&t.
on their condućt was ſpared.
To obviate the poſſibility of that fraud
This ad had given a juriſdićtion for and oppreſſion to which theſe circum
the recovery of the penalties, incurred by ſtances might give riſe, a clauſe had been
the breach of it, to the ſame courts of inſerted in the ſtamp ačt, giving a power
admiralty which for near a century had of forming ſuch a number of courts of
poſſeſſed that juriſdiction with regard to vice-admiralty, as might place the deciſi
on of his property more within the reach
N O T E.
of every ſubjećt in America; and in exe
by far the greater part of her American cution of this deſign, thoſe who were
ſubjećts would join his majeſty's troops then commiſſioners of the treaſury, for
to reduce the refraćtory to ſubmiſſion; med and ſubmitted to the privy council a
but ſo perfect is the union of intereſts be plan for appointing three courts of vice
tween Great Britain and her colonies, admiralty, with proper diſtrićts, and with
and ſo great the loyalty and affection ample and honourable fixed ſalaries to
which the latter bears to the former, that the judges, in lieu of all fees; that ſo
ſuch an event can never happen. We ſituated, and ſo ſupported, applications
really conſider ourſelves as the ſame peo to them might be leſs expenſive and in
ple with the inhabitants of Great Britain, convenient, and their deciſions leſs ſuſ
The
and feel the ſame ſentiments of joy or Pećted §S.
ſorrow on every acquiſition or loſs of our
mother-country, as if we ſtill inhabited
N O T E.
her happy iſland.”
§ Even this proviſion, which redreſſed
American Merchants Defence.
(7) For the reality of this aſſertion we a real grievance, which had been ſeverely
felt and juſtly complained of, was ren:
refer our readers to note (1).
1767.
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The treaſury, after conſulting the
board of trade and the agents of ſeveral
of the colonies, next applied themſelves
to the dividing the country, in which the
aćt was to operate, into ſuch diſtricts as
might be moſt convenient for the receipt
of the revenue, and leaſt troubleſome to
thoſe from whom it was to be collected.

After receiving and conſidering the
plans of the ſtamp office, who were neceſſa
rily to be employed in it, for carrying
the law into execution, they formed ſuch
inſtructions as might be adequate to the
occaſions of the officers to whom the exe
cution of it was to be entruſted.
The choice of theſe officers was of

ble, be his friends, neighbours or depend
ents, coloniſts alſo ; and the ſame motives

would engage therefore throughout the
country a number of coloniſts in the
ſame cauſe.

-

In fačt it appears, that this deſign was
generally executed, except in the new co
lonies, in which deſcription Nova-Scotia
and Georgia are included; in theſe it
was ſcarcely poſſible that any natives
ſhould be found capable of executing the
office : but even in theſe the principal was
ſo ſtrićtly adhered to, that in Nova Scotia
a gentleman was ſaid to be therefore ap
pointed, becauſe he was one of the firſt
ſettlers in that colony.
The board of treaſury was not leſs
attentive to the other qualification of
their officer, that he ſhould be not only
a coloniſt, but recommended by perſons
beſt acquainted with, and moſt concerned
and reſpected in the ſeveral provinces :
few were appointed who were not either

great importance; they did not therefore
proceed to this haſtily, or in the common
track of official recommendation: they
waited till they received from the moſt
reſpected men in each colony, applicati
ons in favour of perſons of the beſt credit
in it; and they complied with theſe, both
as it gave the beſt ſecurity for the diſcharge of the council or the aſſembly. The
of the truſt to be committed to the officers, reader, perhaps, does not expect to be
and as it might much facilitate the collec informed that colonel Mercer was recom
tion of the duty.
mended by Mr. Montague, the agent for
Whoever reads the liſt of diſtributors Wirginia, in the name of the governor,
appointed on this occaſion, will ſee that council, and aſſembly of that province ;
the general intention was to beſtow that which Mr. Mercer himſelf inſiſted on,
office on coloniſ's this would prevent the as his apology to the people of Virginia.
diſſatisfaction which muſt always and in Dr. Franklyn, Agent for Penſylvania,
every country ariſe, at ſeeing offices of applied for, and ſucceeded in behalf of
profit in the colle&tion of a duty impoſed Mr. Hughes. Mr. Coxe, diſtributor for
on them, thrown into any other hands New jerſey, owed the office to the folli
than their own; and would engage the citation of the ſame gentleman, whoſe
principal men in each colony to ſupport Jon was then governor of the province :
the perſon whom they had themſelves re and beſides the application of Mr. An
commended, to aſſiſt the execution of the thony Bacon, in favour of Mr. Mac Evers,
law, and to conciliate to it the minds of for diſtributor of New York, I have ſeen

their countrymen. The influence of this the copy of a letter from Mr. Mac Evert
meaſure would be the more extenſive, as

to Mr. alderman Barlow Trecothic, in

the appointment of the inferior diſtribu
tors was neceſſarily reſted in the principal
diſtributor for every province ; the per
ſons appointed by him would, it is proba

which, to uſe his own expreſſion, he re
peats his great obligations to that alder
man, for having him nominated a diſtri
Butor of the ſtamps.
In the purſuit of theſe plans, and be

N

O

T

E.

fore the officers could be ſent with thoſe

dered ineffectual in ſpight of all repreſent inſtructions which were preparing for
ations, becauſe it had the ill fortune to them, the adminiſtration was ſtopped by
ſtand a part of the ſtamp act. And the that change of government, of which,
Americans, therefore will owe the griev. as the author of it is dead, (8)I ſhall only
ances which they ſuffer fºom the preſent
ſay,
ſituation and conſtitution of the court of
N

O

T

E.

admiralty, to the adminiſtration which

repealed the flamp act.

Obſervation,

(8) The Author it's to be preſumed

Prudence directs, of two evils take the was the late Duke of Cumberland, of

leaſt.

whoſe affection to the king and conſtitu
tion
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ſay, that by placing Mr. C–y in
the office of ſecretary of ſt
e, for
the ſouthern department, it entruſted the
execution of a law, of the greateſt im
portance in its conſequences, to one of
the very few perſons who had oppoſed the
paſſing it. The conſequence has been
ſuch as might have been expected, was
foreſeen by thinking men, and, as will
appear from the courſe of the evidence,
deſigned by the new miniſters.
Previous to the change of the miniſłry,
not only the government had not received
any intelligence which might give them
reaſon to ſuſpe&t reſiſtance in America; but
even the perſons who were afterwards
the moſt forward in magnifying this

reſiſtance, and applying the arguments
drawn from it to their own purpoſes,
had then no expectation of it. It is
not poſſible to ſuppoſe that Mr. Treco

thick, Mr. Bacon, Dr. Franklyn, who
ſolicited,

|

Col. Mercer, and Mr. Me
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endleſs to quote all theſe opinions, ſome
of them may be neceſſary, a few will be
ſufficient.

In a letter from New-1%rk it is ſaid,
“The people now begin to cool, a little,
and ſome of the moſt conſiderable of them

to think how they ſhall do their buſineſs
after the firſt of November, and cannot

conceive of any method of doing it with
out making uſe of ſtamped paper; ne
ver was an ačt better made to execute it
ſelf than this is.”

Another writer from New England
(after a very exact deſcription of the
pains taken to prevent the execution of
the law) ſays, “I cannot help thinking
that when a clear repreſentation of the
miſeries which await the province, if the
ſtamp ačt is not executed at its day, ſhall
be made to them, they cannot but be
alarmed; and muſt ſacrifice their preju
dices and their popularity too, if neceſ
ſary, to ſave their country from immedi

fervº, who accepted this' office, would ate ruin.”
In the colony in which the inſults on
either have ſolicited or accepted it, if
they had thought they ſhould have been government had been moſt violent, a
expoſed to that violence, which the me perſon well acquainted with theſe outra
glečt of ſome, and the evil intentions ges ſollicits the appointment of diſtribu
of others, afterwards produced. Ano tor of ſtamps for the province, of which
ther and ſtill ſtronger proof ariſes from the mob had forced a reſignation from
the teſtimonies of thoſe who were the beſt another hand; “That (theſe are his
informed of the progreſs, and moſt inte words) I may likewiſe enjoy the advan
reſted in the ſucceſs, of this ačt in Ame tage of that office when it is quietly ſub
rica. It is the opinion of almoſt every mitted to, as no doubt it will be in a
officer there, that it would be obeyed; few months.”
A letter from Virginia has this paſ
an opinion given at a period of time ſub
ſequent to this, and ever, after an avow ſage. “I am not altogether without
ed reſiſtance to it had been raiſed, me hopes that the diſtreſs they will feel, on
glečted and encouraged. It would be a total ſtagnation of buſineſs, will open
-
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their eyes, and pave the way for the act

executing itſelf; for I am credibly in
tion there does not remain any doubt.— formed, that ſome of the moſt buſy men,
What was the particular neceſſity that led in oppoſing the reception of the ſtamps,
him to bring about the change, I ſhall not are already alarmed at the conſequences
pretend to point out. But to ſhew how of the imprudent ſteps they have ta
far the proceedings of thoſe he recom ken.”
Even ſo late as December, 1765, ano
mended, were agreeable to the people, we
have but to conſult the petition of the ther letter from New-York has theſe
merchants of London, “ That the A words; “ Since that time nothing has
merican commerce, ſo beneficial to the been done, and we have waited to ſee the

ſtate, and ſo neceſſary for the ſupport of law execute itſelf, which I am perſuaded
multitudes, now lies under ſuch difficulties it muſt do ſhortly ; for the ſuſpenſion of

and diſcouragements that nothing leſs it has occaſioned ſo many inconvenien
than its utter ruin is apprehended, with cies here, in every brancn of buſineſs,
out the immediate interpoſition of parli that they do already begin to be ſeverely
ament.” . Many other petitions were felt.
“ Theſe circumſtances,” ſays the ſame
likewiſe laid before parliament not leſs
alarming.
perſon, “induce me to think that the
~
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face of affairs will change very ſoon, and
I hope in my next letter to give a more
favourable account of our proceedings.”
And, to cloſe this point with an evi
dence of the ſtrongeſt kind, the coun
eil and houſe of repreſentatives of Maſa
chuſet's bay ſpeak thus of the ačt of the
former ſeſſions, granting certain duties
in the Britiſh colonies and plantations in
America : “To which act we humbly
apprehend we may propoſe our objećti
ons, at the ſame time we acknowledge
our duty to yield obedience to it while
it continues unrepealed.”
This was the ſtate of affairs when

that miniſtry was removed; the intenti
on of removing them was declared in
the middle of May, 1765. (9) The next
adminiſtration came into office in the be

ginning of july ; Mr. C–y's letter,
N

O

T

E.

March 2

which gives notice of his appointment to
the ſouthern department, is dated the 12th
of that month.

They had reaſon to know, from the
intelligence of, and ſeveral letters re
ceived at the ſecratery of ſtate's office,
that the objections to the ſtamp aft were
of three kinds; the firſt aroſe from the

opinion that the powers given by that
act, to the court of vice-admiralty con
iiituted over all America, would be

grievous to the ſubjećt from the great
diſtance of that court, and would diſ

tinguiſh the ſubjećts in the colonies from
thoſe in Great-Britain by depriving them
of a tryal by jury; (10) the ſecond from the
fear that it would exhauſt the provinces
of their ſpecie; and the third from their
claim to the privilege of judging of their
own ability, and of having the ſole

right of impoſing taxes on themſelves (11)

To obviate the two firſt of theſe objec
(9) How far the validity of this aſ: tions, nothing was required of them but
ſertion is to be depended on,the following to execute the proviſoes of the ačt, and
particulars declare.—In March the Bill thoſe other meaſures which the former
received the royal aſſent; in july the miniſtry had already begun. With re
Wirginian Reſolution arrived in England, gard to the firſt, they had only to remind
and early in Auguſt, the effigy of Mr. them that a juriſdiction had been aſſigned
Oliver, who had accepted of the office of to the judges of the court of admiralty,
ſtamp diſtributor was hung up, and in upon the laws of revenue and of trade,
September, when the aſſembly of Maſa without juries, for near a century paſt.
chuſet's-Bay was called, their reſolutions “The reaſon for putting theſe cauſes in
were ſo violent that Gov. Bernard a courſe of trial without any jury, un
thought it prudent to prorogue them, doubtedly aroſe from an apprehenſion
and when they had an opportunity of that juries, in theſe caſes, were not to
making an anſwer, declared themſelves be truſted : the force of this reaſon ma
as follows, “Without contending the be abated, but I cannot think that it is
point, we beg leave juſt to obſerve, that wholly deſtroyed : no candid man will,
the charter of this province, inveſts the I believe, take upon him to declare, that
general aſſembly will the power of mak at this time an American jury is impar
ing laws for its internal government and ...tial and indifferent enough to determine
taxation ; and that this charter has not upon frauds in trade.” Theſe are the
yet been forfeited. The parliament has words of a very well informed and can
a right to make all laws within the li did judge. They might have informed
N O T E.
mits of their own conſtitution ; the
(10) If any thing is neceſſary to ſhew
claim no more. Your excellency .#
acknowledge, that there are certain ori the reëtitude of this uneaſineſs, let the
ginal, inherent rights belonging to the tračt on juries in this magazine be con
people; which the parliament itſelf can ſulted.
not diveſt thcm of, conſiſtent with their
(11) “The commons of America, re
own conſtitution. Among theſe is the preſented in their ſeveral aſſemblies, have
right of repreſentation in the ſame body, been in poſſeſſion of the exerciſe of this,
which exerciſes the power of taxation. their conſtitutional right, of giving and
There is a neceſſity that the ſubjećts of granting their own money. They would
America ſhould exerciſe this power within have been ſlaves if they had not enjoyed
themſelves, otherwiſe they can have no it. At the ſame time, this kingdom, as
fhare in that moſt eſſential right, for the ſupreme governing and legiſlative

they are not repreſented in parliament.”

power, has always bound the colonies.”
them,
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them, that it is ſo far from being true,
that the ſubječts in North-America, by
being deprived in theſe caſes of trials by
jury, are in that reſpect diſtinguiſhed
from their fellow ſubjećts in Great-Bri
tain ; that in this very inſtance of the
ſtamp duties, the penalties are, by the
laws now in force for collecting them
in Great-Britain, recoverable alſo with

out trial by jury, as well as on all the
laws of exciſe, and many others reſpect
ing the public revenue in Great-Bri
tain. (12)
With regard to the ſeat and the ſup
port of the court, the former lords of
the treaſury had made a repreſentation to
-bis Majeſty in council (founded on a
clauſe inſerted in the ſtamp act for this
very purpoſe) ſtating the expediency of
giving the judges in America ſufficient
and honourable ſalaries in lieu of all

poundage and fees, and of eſtabliſhing
three different courts of vice-admiralty,
with proper diſtrićts annexed to each.
Had the ſucceeding miniſters condeſcend
ed to execute, on this plan, the laws of
their country, a pian which had been
fully opened and approved in parliament
at the time when the ſtamp-aēt was pro
poſed, all the diſſatisfačtion and clamour
which aroſe from miſrepreſentation on
theſe points had been remedied.
It would have calmed the fears which

157
The laſt objection which aroſe from

the claim of the colonies to an exemp
tion from taxes impoſed by parliament,
was to be treated in a different manner;
as the two former were to be obviated

by explanations, this, now the ačt im
poſing a tax was paſſed, was to be re
preſſed by authority. They ſaw that a

part of the Americans was impatient of
thoſe reſtrictions, which it is the intereſt of

the whole empire to impoſe with regard
to their commerce : the late regulations
of their trade had been petitioned againſt
as grievous and oppreſſive, becauſe they
contradićted their illicit views; and from

the general temper of that country it ap
peared, that it was neceſſary to hold the
rein with a temperate but firm hand.

But beſides this, the fulleſt accounts were
ſoon received of the turbulent and ſediti

ous behaviour of part of America. So
early as the 27th of July, 1765, a copy
of the reſolutions of the colony of Wir

ginia was tranſmitted to the miniſtry, in
which the right of the parliament of

Great-Britain to tax that colony is abſo
lutely denied : (See Mag. 1765, p. 507,
695, and 781.)

The governor had

thought it neceſſary to diff. an aſſem
bly capable of ſuch an inſult on the
legiſlature of Great-Britain ; at the
time this pacquet arrived no board of
trade exiſted, and the papers were there

were expreſſed, that the colonies would fore carried immediately to the ſecretary
be drained of their ſpecie, if the mini of ſtate. As ſoon as a new board of trade
ſtry had iſſued to the ſeveral officers the was formed, they repreſented to the king
direčtions which the late commiſſioners in council that, “ Theſe reſolutions.
of the treaſury had given on this ſubjećt, as they contain an abſolute diſavow
viz. “That, in order to obviate the al of the right of the parliament of
inconveniency of bringing into this king Great-Britain to impoſe taxes upon her
dom the money to be raiſed by the ſtamp colonies, and a daring attack upon the
duties, all the produce of the American conſtitution of this country, appear to us
duties, ariſing or to ariſe by vertue of any to require an immediate and ſerious atten
Britiſh ačt of parliament, ſhould from tion ; and whatever further meaſures your
time to time be paid to the deputy pay majeſty may, with the advice of your
maſter in America, to .defray the ſub council, judge proper to be taken either

fiſtence of the troops, and military ex for expreſſing your royal diſapprobation of
theſe proceedings, or for preventing the
fatal conſequences which they naturally
N O T E.

pences incurred in the colonies.”

tend to produce, we think it our duty to
(12). However antiquated the uſage, ſubmit to your majeſty's confideration,
it muſt not be a matter of ſurpriſe, whether in the mean time, it may not be
that ſuch a number of Britons ſhould be expedient to diſpatch immediate inſtruc
wneaſy at the loſs of a privilege ſo admira tions to your majeſty's ſervants in your
bly calculated, and which ſeems to be the

majeſty's colony of Virginia, who may

only one left them, for the ſecurity of be concerned in enforcing the execution
their poſſeſſions and liberty, in time of of the law for levying the duty upon
danger.
ſtamps, that they do each in their ſeveral
department,
-
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department, in ſupport of the authority ſtep to check their licence, or encourage
of parliament, vigorouſly exert them their obedience.
ſelves, and, with becoming reſolution
Intelligence had been received, that
upon every occaſion, exact a due obedi new and unconſtitutional principles were
ence to all the laws of the land.”
avowed by the colony
the
But even this was the only incitement principles of independence on England, and
to vigour which was given to adminiſtra exemption from taxes impoſed by the Bri
tion ? a much ſtronger was to be drawn tiſh parliament; that many outrages had
from the intelligence they received of the been commited in that colony 5 and up
ftate of that province; they ſaw from it on the whole, that government was jet

º;;

that theſe reſolutions which aſſert an in at open defiance. Upon this intelligence
dependence upon England, were meant it was his duty to have given immediate

to be not merely verbal aſſertions, but
principles of action; they were accompa
nied by a moſt alarming deſcription which
was given of the ſituation of the colony,
by one of the perſons beſt acquainted
with it :

“ The moſt ſolemn treaties

ſupport to government, to have aſſerted
the rights of England, and to have main

tained them by holding out rewards to the
obedient, puniſhment to the ſeditious;
by giving activity to the civil, and, if ne
cellary, to the military power ; eſpecial

“ (he writes) with our Indian neighbours ly and directly to have ſent the moſt poſi
“ have been moſt publicly violated. The tive inſtructions to the officers to exact a
“ violators of the treaty and public place due obedience to the laws of the land. (13)
have been as publicly reſcued ºut of
It would ſcarcely be cledited, were not
the hands of juſtice.

Government is

the facts before the public, that, after

:

ſet at open defiance, not having tº ength waiting from the 27th of July to the
in her hands to enforce obedience to 14th of September, before he returned
the laws of the community.” But any reply, the reply gives the officer to
even this deſcription, alarming as it was, whom it was written neither inſtruction
joined to the certain evil conſequence and nor encouragement; that it does not even
great danger of delay, could not awaken contain a direction to aſſert the authorit
the adminiſtration to the diſcharge of their of government, which had been defied,
duty. The letter which was written on or to exact a ſubmiſſion to the laws and
this occaſion, inſtead of endeavouring to legiſlature, which had been renounced ;
repreſs by authority this open defection a reſpect to parliament, a confidential
in a provincial aſſembly; initead of en reliance of the colonies on the mother
couraging the officers to the performance country, theſe are the it, ongeſt expreſſi
y of Great Bri
of their duty, inſtead of repreſenting the ons in which the
puniſhments due to diſobedience, takes tain claims the obedience of her ſubjects;
that languid tone which muſt appear the and, left even theſe ſhould ſeem to coun
effect of inability to maintain the empire tenance any exertion of authority, he takes
of Great Britain, or of a formed reſolu care to diſclaim giving any direction in
tion to ſacrifice it.
them ; he will not pretend to give a
The ſ
y, in dire&t contradištion advice or inſtructions on theſe ſubjects ;
to the papers immediately before him, calls but refers the governor to an inſtruction
“ the reſolu ions the offspring of the vio to be hereafter received from the privy
“ lence of ſome individuals,” and treats council. The queſtion was, whether the
the coloniſts as diſpoſed to pay a wiſe and colonies are independent of the acts of
virtuous obedience; in that very impor the legiſlature of Great Britain (14) : A
tant and critical hour, when the eyes of
que
all America muſt be turned on the recep

N

O

T
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tion which ſuch reſolutions as thoſe of
Pirginia ſhould meet with in England,
(13) “The policy of the Law of Eng
and on the condućt which a new miniſtry land, and, indeed, the true principles
would hold towards the colonies, to take of all government, will rather ſuffer ma
from thence inſtructions for their future ny private inconveniencies, than introduce
behaviour; when they were to be reſtrain one public miſchief.
ed within the bounds of a dutiful ſub
Foſter's Crown Law.
miſſion, or excited to reſolutions of equal
(14) It is univerſally allowed, that the
violence by the fate of theſe, he takes no colonics are ſubject to the power above
men •
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queſtion which, after ſo many ačts of par to the governor of Virginia; a fuller
liament immediately reſpecting and bind
ing the colonies, noſubject of Great Britain
could lawfully bring into debate, except
in one of the houſes of parliament; and
concerning which they ſhould leaſt of all
have appeared to doubt, to whom the ex
ecution of the laws had been entruſted by
the King, and who were reſponſible to the
parliament and the kingdºm for the ſup
port of their authority. The making this
a queſtion, and referring to a privy coun

proof cannot be imagined that a timid
and fatal delay was all that was intend
ed; and that at the very time when he

cil for a future deciſion of that on which

cauſe he probably knew what that report
would be which he was to direct; but
chiefly becauſe it would be indeed extra
ordinary if the ſ
y of ſ—e could
be intirely ignorant of the powers of his
own office, and of the privy council. It
is not neceſſary to be of that council to

aſſured the officer that he would receive
the fulleſt inſt ućtions from the wiſdom

of the privy council, he knew that board
would have too much wiſdom to iſſue

any upon a matter of too high a nature
for their determination. I ſaid he muſt
have known that deciſion when he wrote

that letter; and I ſaid this, not only be

the legiſlature had decided already ſo fre
quently and expreſsly, tended, therefore,
only to inform the officer that he could
not depend either on direction, or ſupport
from England; and that it was ſtill a
doubt it the government of this kingdom
would aſſert her rights. Another proof know that the execution of the laws is,
that procraſtination alone was intended, by the conſtitution, reſted in the king,
ariſes from hence; the Virginia reſoluti and delegated by him to the officers in
ons were received july 27, 1765; this each department ; that the privy council.
important matter, which the board of cannot deliberate upon the lawi, though
trade had repreſented as requiring imme they can aſſiſt the execution of them;
diate and ſerious attention, and the diſ and, therefore, that it was impoſſible for
patch of immediate inſtructions ; and which the privy council to make any other re
muſt have appeared to the miniſtry to re port, than that which they did make.
quire them, as ſoon as they were acquaint But it was in the power of the ſ—y
ed with it; inſtead of being immediately of ſ—e to enforce the execution of the
attended to, was referred to the privy laws, it was his duty; he was called up
council; but it was not even referred to on to perform this duty by the importance
them till September 6, 1765, and no re of the objećt, and the expreſs repreſenta
port was made of it till October 3. The tions of the board of trade ; and the re
report when made is, That this matter ferring it, therefore, to the privy council
was not within the deciſion of the privy could only be meant to weaken by delay
council to whom it had been referred ; a

a right, which he would not ſupport, aná

report made by the very miniſters who

durſt not ſurrender.

-

refered it to that board; and in which,

It is lenity to the ſ.
y to attribute
from his office, the ſ—y has the lead. his reference and letter to this motive 5 to
The words of it are theſe ; “This is a grant that he wrote it in direct contra
matter of the utmoſt importance to the dićtion to his own knowledge; and that

kingdom and legiſlature of Great Britain;
and of too high a nature for the determi
nation of your majeſty in your privy coun
cil, and is proper only for the confidera
tion of parliament.” It was for the ſake
of this deciſion that the ſ
y deferred
ſo long a matter of ſo much conſe
quence; a deciſion which he muſt have
known at the time he wrote his letter
N

O

T

E.

he intended the governor, to whom it
is writ, ſhould expect as little inſtruction

from the deciſion of the privy council, as
he himſelf knew it would contain.

It was, indeed, impoſſible for him to
intend or wiſh that the governor ſhould
underſtand the words of the letter accord

ing to their plain and obvious ſenſe, be
cauſe it was impoſſible for him to wiſh

that the governor ſhould think him capa
ble of avowing principles ſo full of trea

mentioned ; but the point in debate is the ſon and of danger: for if this letter indeed
rečtitude of the diſtinction inſiſted on, meant what it expreſſes, if it was deſigned
which the reader muſt colle&t from what to turn the eyes of the officers of the
is laid before him ; and on this depends crown from the known and permanent
the virtue or obliquity of adminiſtration. authority of parliament, to an inf. rior
board ;
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March,

board; to teach them to look for direc beſides a much larger number behind the
tions for their condućt not to the laws of curtain.—The common talk is,.. that the

their country, but to the inſtructions of a
Privy council; he muſt be told that this
rinciple, which attributes to the king
in council the power of diſpenſing with

ſtamp-act ſhall not be executed here;—
that the man who offers a ſtamp paper to
ſell will immediately be killed;—that all
the power of Great Britain ſhall not o
the laws of the land, is the higheſ' treaſon blige them to ſubmit to the ſtamp-act;againſt the ſtate; that it coſt king james —that they will die upon the place.—IN
the ſecond his crown, and might coſt him TRUTH IT WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE To
his head.
ATTEMPT TO CARRY THE ACT INTO
The next advices from America were EXECUTION UNTILL FRESH ORDERS

ſuch as might have been expected to ariſe

AND POWERS ARE COME FROM ENG

from
the negligence of the adminiſtration LAND.” The ſame perſon, in a ſub
in Great Britain. A letter addreſſed im

ſequent letter adds, “I mention all theſe
particulars, that your lordſhip may judge
yourſelf from real circumſtances; but
it is my opinion, that the worſt that can
happen ſhould be expećted, and pro
vided againſt.—I preſume that after
this, the authority of an American go
vernment will never be left to the mercy
of the people.
This violence of proceeding, and the
reſolutions of the repreſentatives of the
province of Maſſachuſet's bay, which were
Virginia Resolutions proved an ſimilar to thoſe of Virginia, were re
ALARUM BELL TO THE DISAFFECT ferred to the privy council, by the Board

mediately to the ſecretary of ſtate inform
ed him, that the capital of the province
from whence it was written, had ſhaken
off all ſubjećtion to the laws both of trade
and police, “Two or three months ago,”
ſays the writer of it, “I thought that
this people would have ſubmitted to the
flamp act without ačtual oppoſition. Mur
murs indeed were continually heard, but
they ſeemed to be ſuch as in time would
die away; BuT THE Publish ING The
ED.

From that time an infamous week

of Trade, on the 1ſt and 11th of O&to

ly paper, which is printed here, has ber, 1765. That board, at the ſame
§...
with libels of the moſt atrocious time, repreſented them to be “ of dange
kind ; theſe have been urged with ſo “rous tendency, eſpecially as connected
the ſpirit which had appeared
much vehemence, and ſo induſtriouſly re “with
:
peated, that I have conſidered them as “ throughout the whole condućt of this
preludes to action ; but I did not think “ aſſembly;-and is, in truth, a daring
that it would have commenced ſo early, “attack upon the conſtitution of this
country;
and in whatever light
or been carried to ſuch lengths as it has “
g
been.”

theſe diſturbances are viewed, whe

Then follows an account of the

particulars of the riot, and of the inſults
which were offered to the officers of the

revenue, merely becauſe they were offi
cers : but theſe particulars, as they are
not immediately eſſential to the preſent
ſubjećt, and are in the higheſt degree diſ
graceful to Great Britain, are here omit
ted; but may be found in the letters to
the ſ.
y of ſ—e, dated Aug. 15,
16, 1765, received the 14th of O&tober :
it is, however, neceſſary that the reader
ſhould ſee the general ſituation of the pro

g

ther in reſpect of the avowed objećt,
which the perpetrators and abettors of
“ them declare to be a general reſolution
“ to oppoſe and prevent the execution of
“an act of the parliament of Great
“Britain; or in reſpect of the ſtate of
government and magiſtracy there,
g

** which

“
“
“
“
vince, as deſcribed in the ſame letter. “
**
“Every one agrees that this riot has ex
ceeded all others known here, both in the
vehemence of action and miſchievouſneſs

of intention ; and never had any mob ſo
many abcttors of conſequence as this is
ſuppoſed to have had. It is ſaid there
were fifty gentlemen ačtors in this ſcene,
diſguiſed with trowſers and jackets on,

repreſents to be ut

terly incapable of reſiſting or ſup
preſſing theſe tumults and diſorders;
they were of ſuch high importance,
that no time was to be loſt in directing
ſuch meaſures as might be moſt pru
dent and effectual.”

Theſe repreſentations contain a juſt
ſtate of this important matter at that
time, and of the impreſſion which the
intelligence from America muſt make
on all thoſe whom the moſt obſtinate pre
judice had not hardened.
t

a
*

By
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By this time the flame had begun to than to the dependence of the colonies

ſpread, and to threaten all thoſe who upon Great Britain in their conſe
were concerned in the colle&tion of any quences, and from the principles which
rt of the revenue : one of the officers

ave riſe to them.

Care was taken to

in America gave information, not only inform the adminiſtration of theſe, by
that the PRINc IPAL People of The

tranſmitting to them thoſe anonymous

Town of Boston “publicly avowed papers, in which they are more openly
and juſtified the aët of demoliſhing Mr. avowed than it was poſſible for them to
Oliver's (the diffributor of ſtamps) houſe, be in the reſolutions of any aſſembly;
but that all kinds of ill humours were ſet though the ſame turbulent and intereſted
on float; every thing that for years paſt lawyers, who governed the councils of
had been the cauſe of any popular diſ. thoſe meetings, were well known to
content was revived.—It ſeems the mob

be the authors of theſe inflammatory pa

had ſet down no leſs than fifteen houſes,
in or near the town, to be attacked the
next night; AM on G which was THE

pers.

In one of them, the Providence ga
zette extraordinary, Auguſt 14, 1765,

CUSTOM -HOUSE, AND

we meet with theſe, among many fimi

of

SOM e

ab Le

of

the

Persons

in

THE HOUSEs

º

Most

ResPECT

lar ſentiments and expreſſions; “You,

the

GOVER N

my countrymen, already feel ſome of the

MENT."

effects of this horrid policy, men of war,

A perſon immediately concerned in cutters, marines with their bayonets fixed,
the colle&tion of the cuſtoms writes thus;

judges of admiralty, collectors, comptrol

“I conſider their fury againſt me to pro lers, ſearchers, tide-waiters, land-waiters,
ceed from my capacity as an officer of the with a whole catalogue of pimps, ſent
cuſtoms, and the check I am of courſe over, not to protećt our trade, but to de
to their ſmuggling views; and from my ſtroy it.” It is adviſed to form in a ge
having lately received an unpopular com neral aſſembly, votes or reſolves to the

miſfion relating to their riotous behaviour following effe&t; “That his Majeſty and

(i.

his ſubſtitutes together with the general
aſſembly of this colony, have, in their
repreſentative capacity, the only excluſive
right to lay taxes and impoſts upon the in
habitants of this colony; and that every :
attempt to veſt ſuch power in any perſon
or perſons whatſoever, other than the ge
neral aſſembly aforeſaid, is unconſtitutio
mal.-That his Majeſty's liege people the
acquaints the commiſfioners of the cuſtoms inhabitants of this colony, are not bound
that, “ The mob had the audacity to to yield obedience to any law or ordinance
to impoſe any internal taxation
ſend meſſages, importing that, if we
would agree to receive our fees (for cuſ. whatſoever upon them, other than the
toms) agreeable to their will, and plea laws and ordinances of the general aſſem
ſure, and would alſo deliver the ſhips now bly aforeſaid.” And to put it out of
under proſecution, I might come on ſhore doubt on whoſe principles and examples
in ſafety, and rely on their protećtion.— theſe ſentiments were formed, the ſame
The cuſton-houſe, in conſequence of paper proceeds, “We think that an ad
dreſs of thanks ought to be voted by the
this, continued ſome days ſhut up.
I complained to the governor and a prin general aſſembly, to thoſe gentlemen who
cipal magiſtrate of the perſon who ſent diſtinguiſhed themſelves in the laſt ſeſſion
the above terms, with a view of having of parliament, in defence of liberty and
him puniſhed; and the magiſtrate's war the colonies; in particular to general
rant was returned by the ſheriff as im Conway, &c.
But the officers in America not only
ſfible to be executed under peril of his
#.
ſo that I conſider this as an end of repreſented their diſtreſs, but the means
the proſecution for want of government, too by which they might be relieved;
there being here an abſolute ſuſpenſion.” they called for inſtrućtions from the
Theſe tumults were not more dange government at home, that they might
rous to the government in themſelves, execute every part of this act; for aſſiſt
X
alice,
March, 1767.

towards a ſhip which had been
Thus our ſituation expoſes us to the law
leſs fury, not of a trifling mob, but of a
whole country inflamed to an intolerable
degree; ſubject to no rule or order, but
abandoned and licentions in principle 5–
and without protećtion or ſupport, either
to enable us to do our duty, or preſerve
our peace in ſociety.” The ſame officer

ſº
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ance, that they might enforce it. There
is ſcarcely an officer who does not com
plain, that he has received no inſtruc
tions for the execution; many, that

March,

the puniſhment of the reſt. This might
have been the condućt of ordinary ſtateſ
men, our miniſters deſpiſed ſuch ob

vious remedies; and after much deli
beration determined, that in order to
There is ſcarcely a governor check the mutinous, and correčt the

they have not even an authentic copy of

the aët.
who does not expreſs his weakneſs, and rebellious coloniſts, to vindicate the au
implore the ſupport of that government thority of parliament, maintain the em
for the intereſts of which he aëts ; pire of Great Britain, and reſtore the
without, therefore, accumulating any peace of America, Mr. ſ—y C–y
more intelligence received from other ſhould write them a letter. This ſtep
hands and other quarters, and which is which was neceſſary, and might have
all of the ſame kind, it is now time to been effectual if taken in the beginning
examine what meaſures were taken by of theſe diſturbances, and ſupported by
adminiſtration, to check, repreſs and cor authority, became ridiculous when alone,
re&t tumults, which ſtruck at the very and in a ſtate of ſuch extreme tumult;

foundations of government,
It was plain, that although the ſtamp
aćt was the pretext, the reſtrićtions up
on their trade, which are ſo neceſſary,
and their deſire to be independent of
England, were among the real cauſes
of many of the American tumults ; that
impatience of all government which
ſome of the coloniſts expreſſed, that op
poſition both to the former and latter

and reminds one of a ſimilar expedient,

cuſtom-houſe

to the adminiſtration ; the repreſenta

“Mr. d’ Elbeuf, il ne changeroit point la
“face des affaires ; a quoi Mr. de Bel
“liévre répondit d'un ſang froid plus
“ digne de ſa gravité que de la queſtion,
“ qu'il ne croyoit pas que cela pút
“changer autre choſe que la face de

tions of the Board of Trade had forced it

“ Mr. d’Elbeuf.”

which

and

commercial

laws,

ſome even of their aſſemblies

avowed, required to be immediately
and effectually controuled. The neceſ
ſity of this meaſure was not unknown

related in the memoirs of Madame de
Nemours. “ Mr. de Beaufort de ſon

“ cóte, qui m'en faiſoit pas moins que le
“ coadjuteur (pours oppoſer a cette paix)
et qui cherchoit tous les moyens ima
4.
ginables de l'empêcher, crut en avoir
&&
trouvé uninfaillible, qu'il propoſa a Mr.
º
de Bellièvre, en lui demandant par ma
&t

“miere d’avis, ſi en donnant un ſouflet à

upon their attention, and they them
But as this was the only ſtep which
ſelves confeſſed it to be of the utmoſ' im they propoſed to take, why was it ſo
portance to the kingdom and legiſlature long delayed 2 The moſt alarming in
of Great Britain. It was indeed of im formations had been received by them
portance, for it imported no leſs than ſo long ago, as the 27th of July; they
the maintaining the dependence of co could ſcarcely be ignorant that, in po
lonies more extenfive than any nation pular tumults, an immediate execution
before ever poſſeſſed; and the retaining of authority is required, and that delay
in obedience to commercial laws, and gives to them confidence and ſtrength ;
directing the induſtry of an empire, up in this exigence therefore no degree of
on whoſe conſumption of our manufac delay can be vindicated, even the ſ. —y
tures, the trade and credit of this king does not attempt to vindicate, he diſ
dom ſo immediately depend. To ſe owns it'; he aſſerted in public, what
cure theſe intereſting objects the reader he has written in his letter of the 15th
expe&ts to hear, that the moſt vigorous of December, 1765, that his inſtruc
meaſures were planned and executed ; tions (dated the 24th of O&tober, 1765)
that the ſtrength of government in that were ſent on the firſt notice of theſe dif.
country was accurately examined, and turbances; and yet it is proved by his
judiciouſly diſpoſed; and that ſuch ad own evidence, that on the 27th of July,
ditions to this, both of a military and 1765, that is, at three months diſtance
naval kind, were prepared, as the oc from that time, he had received the
caſion called for ; and which being di “ Virginia reſolutions, that daring attack
rected (if neceſſary) againſt thoſe who upon the conſtitution of this country, and
were moſt forward in rebellion, might, intelligence that government was ſet at
by repreſſing theſe, prevent the crime and open defiance, not having ſtrength in her
hands

s 767.
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hands to enforce obedience to the laws of

the community.”
But I have done with the delay, and
the denial of it; this delay had at leaſt
given him time to form a plan of a&tion,
which ſhould be extenſive and effectual

when he ſhould begin to operate; he
had had leiſure to conſider the particular
ſtate of every province, and to compare
the diſorders which were complained of,

163
ofthe Britiſh forces in America(13). It was

not poſſible that diſorders ſo various and

ſo violent could be remedied by one ap
plication; and the preſcribing for diſtem
pers ſo very different the ſame inſipid po
tion of warm water, is a practice of
which our ſtate Sangrado's alone were
capable. In the letter to the governor of
Maſſachuſet's-bay there is indeed ſome
difference; the reader, who is informed

with the reſources which were to be

- that the project of a general combination
found, and might be applied in each. of America took its riſe in that province,
In fact, there was great reaſon for an immediately ſuppoſes that in this ſeparate
attention of this kind, for the provinces diſpatch ſome ſpecial inſtrućtions are given

were known to be in very different ſitu
ations; in ſome the mob appeared alone
in the riots, while thoſe who had any
thing to riſque in the conteſt, contented
themſelves with giving to them con
cealed encouragement; in others, the

to prevent, diſſipate, or elude the opera

tions of this meeting; it is neceſſary to
read this letter, to be convinced that in
it no notice whatever is taken of the un
precedented, unconſtitutional and dan

gerous deſign.
They had, at the time when this
the utmoſt violences; in one they had letter was written, received the fulleſt

principal people of the town, avowed

not yet declared their reſolution of free and moſt authentic intelligence, that
ing themſelves from all cuſtom-houſe ſome of the ſubjects of England had re
laws, though they had marked the cuſ fuſed obedience to an act of the legiſla
tom-houſe for deſtrućtion ; in another ture ; and forced the officers, to whom
they already refuſed to pay
cuſtoms the execution of it in America was en

".

but ſuch as they themſelves ſhould re truſted, to reſign their poſts. To be per
gulate the payment of ; the riots at
N O T. E.
Boſton were very different in their na
ture and purpoſes from thoſe which had
(13) However the brilliancy of the wri
ſhaken Rhode-iſland; the Virginia re ter's wit ºy appear, and his obligation to
ſolutions had been, and were the alarum the Tale of a Tub,-I ſhall confine

my

bell to the diſaffected, calling them to tu ſelf to ſentiments of a more ſerious nature,
mult and outrage; while the plan of a and in ſupport of the ſecretary's pru

general aſſembly of committees, which dence and diſcretion, ſhall introduce the
had proceeded from Maſſachuſet's-bay, opinion of an able miniſter.—When Sir
diſcovered more of a regular ſyſtem of Robert Walpole was miniſter in the Spaniſh
reſiſtance.

The reſources too were as

war, a ſcheme was mentioned to him of

different as the difficulties; they were
to be drawn from the particular conſti
tution and ſtrength of each government,
the temper of the people, the neighbour
hood of the military force, and a thou

taxing the American colonies : He ſmiled,

and ſaid, “I will leave that for ſome of my
ſucceſſors, who mayhave more courage than
I have, and is leſs a friend to commerce
than I am.” He added, “It has been a

ſand other circumſtances, of which the maxim with me, during my adminiſtra
tion, to encourage the trade of the Ameri
ſ—y was informed.

The public will judge of the ability can colonies in their utmoſt latitude (may
ſhewn by him in adapting the inſtruc it has been neceſſary to paſs over ſome ir
tions and aſſiſtances to the particular regularities in their trade with Europe)
ſituation of each province, when they for by encouraging them to an extenſive
find that the letter to every governor on growing foreign commerce, if they gain
the continent and in the iſlands, except
ing one, is exactly the ſame ; and that
this ſame letter, Tike jack's parchment
in The tale of a Tub, ſerves too, by the
altcration of a very few ſentences, for
military orders to the commander in chief

5oo,oool. I am convinced, that, in two
years afterwards, full 250,000l. of their
gain will be in his Majeſty's Exchequer.”
He ended with ſaying, “ This is taxin
them more agreeable, both to their own
conſtitution and to ours.”
X 2.
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festly acquainted with the means uſed er, and the increaſe was more rapid ;
for the attainment of this end ; to judge and then the waters remained, without
of the temper of the colonies, and of either increaſe or decreaſe, until three
the ſtate

º

in them. The o'clock on Monday morning ; which re
ſtate of the matter is ſo exačtly deſcribed, poſe of the river lulled the inhabitants
in a letter addreſſed to Mr. C–y, that into a gene, al ſecurity and hope, that
it is here referred to, though it was not the waters would preſently abate : in
received till four days after the date of his conſequence of which, they omitted to
diſpatch; becauſe it might, and ought remove any effects from the houſes on the
to have been ſeen by adminiſtration, in banks of the river. But this ſecurity was
the ſame light in which it was by the not of long duration : for at three o'clock
writer of this letter. It appears from the ſame Monday morning the ſwell be
thence that “the general ſcheme concerted came ſtill greater, and the waters aug
throughout America was, firſt by menace, mented violently; inſomuch that at day
or force, to oblige the ſtamp-officers to re break the Sieur Carminel, lieutenant
fign their employments, in which they had particular, aſſeſſor climinal of the preſi
generally ſucceeded; and next to deſtroy dial, and firſt ſheriff, went, with the
the ſtamp-papers upon their arrival; that Sieur Bergis, city-archite&t, to the ſu
having no ſtamps, neceſſity might be an burb of Sapiac, ſituate between the rivers
excuſe for the diſpatch of buſineſs without Tarn and Teſcon, and the only part that
them ; and that before they could be re had for a long time paſt been expoſed to
placed, the clamour and outcry of the the inundations of the Tarn. Neceſſary
eople, with addreſſes and remonſtrances orders were given to procure every poſ
rom the aſſemblies, might procure a re ſible aſſiſtance to that unfortunate ſub
urb ; where, in the courſe of that day
Peal of the aët.”
(To be continued.)
ſeveral houſes and fundry garden-walls
were carried away. At ſix o'clock the
An Account of the Inundation of the River ſame night, the floods continuing ſtill to
Tarn, which happened on the 14th of augment, and coming from the fide of
November, 1766, and the Effects it Sapiac mill, occupied two thirds of the
produced in the City of Montauban, in ſquare where the church flood, and at

nine o'clock the whole was overflowed.
Hitherto the whole attention of the

France.

Tranſlated from the French original,
printed at Montauban.
HE city of Montauban is in the pro
vince of Guienne, in 1 deg. 5 m. Eaſt

city had been bent to the above-men

long. and lat. 44 deg.

was more expoſed to inundations; and

It is about 470

tioned ſuburb, becauſe it was ſituated
lower than that of the Ville Bourbonne,

and by its being between the two rivers,

|. for any part of the laſt
miles from Palis. It is a large, well
built, populous town, ſituated on a hill, ſuburb, but that quarter of it called Le
there was no

at the bottom of which runs the

river

Tarn. It was built by Alphonſus I.
Count of Thoulouſe, in the year 1144;
and is now the ſeat of a biſhop, a gene
rality, a court of aids, and a preſident.
It is divided into three parts; the Ville

Triel, which is ſituate on the brink of
the rivulet, which leads to a mill called
Mariette, and which contained only a

bout eighty very inconfiderable houſes.
The inhabitants of Sapiac and Le Triel
had been ſent to lie in the city-barracks,
Bourbonne, the Old Town, and the New after the latter had been ordered to place
Town. The firſt is ſeparated from the all their moveables effects on the tops of
other two by the river, over which is a their houſes.
But the ſecurity entertained of the fate
fine ſtone bridge. It contains about
18,000 inhabitants; and has a pretty of Ville Bourbonne was very ſoon inter
rupted. M. de Gorgue, intendant of the
good ſilk and woollen manufactory.
On Friday Nov. 14, 1766, at nine province, perceiving the flood ſtill pre
o'clock at night, the river Tarn began to vailed, and foreſeeing the danger was
ſwell ; the increaſe augmented, almoſt greater than the people imagined, went
inſenſibly, till eleven o’clock on Satur in the night to the ſuburb of Ville Bour
day night. From that time till twelve bonne, and ordered the Sieur Bergis to
o'clock on Sunday night it became ſtrong accompany him every where. He went
to
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to every houſe on the bank of the river, of that of Ville Bourbonne; and it was
and carefully examined each of them. perceived that all the houſes, even thoſe
Where-ever he perceived them in any that were yet at a diſtance from the wa
danger of falling, he withdrew the in ters, were tottering, and reſted only on
habitants, and even forced ſome who a moving earth, which the water had al
ſeemed inſenſible of the danger, and ready penetrated by ſubterraneous filtra
were unwilling to depart and quit their tions.
At noon the ſwell begun again, and
habitations. To the like precautions
many of the inhabitants of Ville Bour was continually augmenting. The con
bonne

owe their

lives : for at eleven ſternation was then more general and

o'clock the ſame might the vaults of one univerſal. M. de Gorgue, after having
of the firmeſt and moſt ſubſtantial houſes placed the people in ſafety, ſought to
on the river-ſide gave way ; the houſe inſure them from any farther effects of
fell, and that fall was followed by that the fury of the torrents. Orders were
of ſeveral others in the ſame row. Theſe given to move off all the moveables and
ſucceſſive and continual falls engaged M. effects. Perſons of all ranks, who were
de Gorgue to inſpe&t the houſes facing found in the ſuburbs, were deſired to aſ
thoſe on the river ſide, and he perceived fiſt in the removal. All the carts and
them to be in the ſame danger, although carriages were engaged to make the re
the water was as yet at a diſtance from moval the more ſpeedy, and all the inha
them. He took out the inhabitants, bitants ordered to ſhut their ſhops, and
and alſo thoſe of ſuch houſes, whoſe ſtill repair to the great ſquare ; M. de Gorgue
farther diſtance from the river ſeemed to animating all by his preſence and his or
flatter them with the hopes of ſafety. ders. The tribunals of juſtice opened
That deplorable night was wholly ſpent their halls, the monks their convents and

by M. de Gorgue in ſaving the people's

cloiſters, and the churches were alſo of—

lives, by tearing them, as it were, from f red as repoſitories for the effects of the
their dwellings. Here we ought not to people. i. inhabitants of Ville Bour
paſs over in filence the zeal of the Sieur bonne abandoned ſucceſſively their houſes;
Dupin de St. Andre, vicar of the Ville and the inhabitants of the city, with an
Bourbonne, who went with M. de earneſtneſs which did honour to huma

Gorgue, and ſeconded his views with the mity, received their unhappy neighbours,

greateſt activity and the moſt edifying

and with marks of true tenderneſs ha

intrepidity; wading through the waters, ſtened to aſſuage a grief which had no
and bringing infants from the falling bounds.
M. de Gorgue never quitted the ſub
houſes; climbing up to the windows of
thoſe houſes, whoſe inhabitants were too urbs; and in ſpight of the dangers he riſk
much ſunk in ſleep to open their doors, ed every inſtant, in ſtaying in the ſtreets,
and making them haſtily quit their tot where the houſes were every moment fall
tering habitations.
ing in ruins around him ; he remained
The inhabitants of the city, who ſlept giving orders, pointing out neceſſary pre
with great tranquillity and confidence in cautions, and ſuggeſting expedients. The
the ſafety of Ville Bourbonne, were in horror of the preſent danger did not hin
the greateſt conſternation at ſeeing ſuch der him from thinking of, and ſeeking
a dreadful appearance on their being a to prevent another calamity as preſſing,
wakened. The civil magiſtrates went at though not ſo immediately perceived. In
day-break to M. de Gorgue. The floods effect, Montauban was at the eve of be
continued to increaſe, and redoubled holding itſelf deprived of bread: the mills
their alarms. the inhabitants of the being all overflowed by the river ; the
city, ſeparated from the ſuburb by a bakers of the ſuburbs of Sapiac, Ville
bridge acroſs the river, ran to Ville Bour Bourbonne, and Gaſſeras, being unable
bonne. At ſeven o'clock of the morning to work, by the forced deſertion of their
of Tueſday, Nov. 18. the floods began houſes and ovens ; and the communica
to abate, and their decreaſe continued till

tion with the adjacent places being cut

noon. Hope immediately began to ſpring off by the total inundation of the whole
up in every boſom ; but was ſoon ſtifled, plain, gave juſt fears for ſuch a want of
by the fall of the greateſt part of the bread. M. de Gorgue, from among the
ſuburb of Gaſſeras, which is one branch

midſt of the ruins, ſent orders to all the

neighbouring
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neighbouring towns to ſend in flour; he meſday Nov. 19. The waters were then
opened the magazines of reſerve in the thirty-two feet above the common water
city, and cauſed the flour to be carried level, and covered above fifteen hundred
to the Cordeliers church, where centi toiſes" of ground in the plains. Such
nels were placed over it, and the magi an extraordinary inundation has occaſion
ſtrates went to ſee the diſtribution theie ed ſundry neighbouring villages in the
of made in their preſence.
juriſdiction of Montauban to be entirely
In theſe melancholy circumſtances, and overflowed, and has produced the great
while M. de Gorgue employed every me eſt ravages. In the country the houſes
thod that the moſt enlightened for fight were no more ſpared than in the town ;
could put in practice to ſoften the horror, the buildings have been overwhelmed,
the clergy haſtened, on their parts, to the grain waſhed away, the cattle drown
implore the clemency of Heaven. At ed, and the greateſt part of the inhabi
four o'clock the ſame afternoon, a gene tants found their only ſafety confifted
ral proceſſion was made, at which all the in ſudden flight, or in climbing of high
clergy, as well ſecular as regular, aſſiſt trees, where the horrors of famine were
ed: they aſſembled at the church of Ville joined to the horrors of the dreadful ſpec
Bourbonne; from thence they went to tacle of beholding their dwellings de
the Carmelite church, ſituate at the en ſtroyed, and their effects carried away
trance of the ſuburb of Sapiac ; and by the flood. M. de Gorgue being in
thence to the cathedral; they and the formed of the deplorable condition to
holy ſacrament to be expoſed in all the which the people of La Garde, a neigh
churches with a ſalutation, during three bouring village, were reduced, and hear
days. *
ing that both bread and flour had entirely
It was during this proceſſion that the failed, ſent both to them, and provided
ſtrongeſt effects of general conſternation with the utmoſt promptitude for neceſ
and univerſal alarm became ſtill more

ſities which were become extreme.

The waters began to abate at ſeven
conſpicuous. Terror had ſeized every
mind ; for they began to fear for the ſafe o'clock in the morning, and continued
ty of the bridge. Some men, allured by to decreaſe till the next day (Nov. 20.) at
the hopes of gain, had ſtopped ſeveral noon, when they increaſed and augment
trees, which were borne down the river ed until fix o'clock at night, though the
by the force of the torrent, and had faſt whole ſwell was not above four inches.
ened them near the bridge. Theſe trees At ſix the abatement began again, and
had ſtopped others, ſo that their weight continued decreaſing until the next day,
was ſuſtained only by the piles of the (Friday, Nov. 21) when at four o'clock
bridge, and, added to that of the water, the flood having diminiſhed about eight
was become immenſe, and almoſt irrefiſt feet, gave hopes that the river would ſoon
ible. M. de Gorgue in ſome meaſure re-enter its uſual bounds.
checked the alarm ; he cauſed thoſe trees
This hope was very flattering, but
to be cut looſe, and puſhed into the it was not ſufficient to aſſwage a grief
ſtream ; and ordered large quantities of which was increaſed every moment by
iron, and other heavy merchandiſe, to be the new and ſucceſſive falls of a number
placed on that part of the bridge which of houſes in Ville Bourbonne, Sapiac,
was expoſed to the greateſt and moſt for and Gaſſeras. It was while the waters
cible rapidity of the torrent. But in ſpight diminiſhed that the foundations of the
of theſe precautions, the trees ſtopping buildings being ſapped, the greateſt num
again upon the prows of the bridge, ber of them fell down. It was then that
which were of an horizontal form, indi the moſt ſubſtantial houſes were ſeen to
cated the means of preventing any da open on all ſides; while others, without

mage to the bridge on like occaſions, and
inſpired the project of making ſpurs to
the bridge for the future, which ſhould
not afford any reſling-place to the trees
that may come to ſtrike againſt the prows.
The inundation increaſed during that
whole day, and continued ſtill augment
ing till ſeven o'clock next morning, Wed

receiving any ſuch apparent alterations,
ſunk in, and followed a moving earth
which failed to ſuſtain them ; ſo that a

whole entire ſtreet, called De Cauſat,
was totally deſtroyed, and the ground it
ſelf diſappeared.

* A meaſure containing fix feet in length.
It
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A cure for a Conſumption in its fºſ! Stage.
•
It was then that M. de Gorgue (who
had neither night nor day abandoned the A Cure for a Consumption in its firſt
theatre of ſuch ſorrowful deſtrućtion)
Stage.
went continually to Ville Bourbonne,
and Sapiac, to watch over the ſafety of Omne tulit puné?um, qui miſcuit utile dulci.
the effects, to prevent the inhabitants
S I R,
from returning to their houſes, which
were become more and more dangerous
E IN G lately returned from
to be inhabited, and to conſole by his
Montpelier, where I was adviſed
preſence an affliction which increaſed e to go, by my phyſician, for the re
very minute. The moſt melting ſpec covery of my health, and as I attribute
tacle was to ſee him followed in every my reſtoration more to a very excellent
haſty and continual ſtep, by a croud of medicine, (rather than the change of
people, who called him their father and air) which was preſcribed for me by an
their deliverer.

All theſe horrors were ſtill augmented
by freſh alarms ; at five o'clock in the
evening the increaſe of the waters began
again, and continued till the next day at
noon (Saturday, Nov. 22.) This flood
was ſo rapid, that it aroſe to an eleva
tion very near as conſiderable as that of
Wedneſday morning ; for it ſtopped at
only two feet below the laſt. The vicar
generals ordered freſh prayers to be made
in every church, and that they ſhould
be continued till the calamity was at an
end.

But at noon the flood decreaſed

ingenious phyſician there, I prevailed
upon him to communicate his recipe,
which I here ſend you, and requeſt you

will publiſh it in your valuable magazine,
for the good of mankind, as I am

greateſt phyſicians there, as a ſpecific in

all diſorders of the breaſt, as coughs,
phthiſicky, and aſthmatic complaints.
I am, S I R,

again, and continued to abate till Mon
day, Nov. 24. when the river ran in its

Your moſt humble Servant,
Feb. 14.

uſual channel.

per

ſuaded it is a moſt admirable remedy in
incipient conſumptions. It is kept in
that part of France as a ſhop medicine,
and univerſaily recommended by the

BENEVOLUS.

The picture of ſuch an event preſents
immenſe loſſes, and horrible devaſtations.

Take of Madeira (or good generous

As yet they are unable to aſcertain the
amount of the damage ; becauſe as yet
there is not one minute in which they
do not apprehend the ſudden fall of ſome

mountain) wine, two quarts ; balſams
of Gilead and Tolu, each two ounces;

houſes or other.

In the ſuburbs of Sa min, half an ounce.

piac, Ville Bourbonne, and Gaſſeras,
and in the adjacent country, about twelve
hundred houſes have been deſtroyed.
The mill of Albaredes, and the falling
mills, are entirely waſhed away. The
mill of Sapiac is conſiderably damaged,
and the lateral wall of Sapiacon totally
thrown down.

gum olibanum in tears, (groſsly pow
dered) two ounces; flowers of Benja
Let the mixture

ſtand near the fire for three or four days,
frequently ſhaking the veſſèl; then add

thereto, of

Narbonne honey,

four

ounces ; extraćt of Canadian maiden
hair, eight ounces. Shake the bottle

well, and ſtrain off the liquor. The doſe,

two tea ſpoonfulls, to be taken once in
The loſs of moveables, four hours, in colts-foot tea, or water

effects, corn and cattle, is without any ſweetened with capillaire.
bounds, and cannot be computed.
N. B. The Canadian maiden-hair,
But the greateſt of all loſſes is that
which commerce will ſuffer by the de which we now import from thence in
ſtrućtion of the manufačtures, and the great plenty, is infinitely ſuperior to that
looms and work ſhops by the diſcou which grows in England. A ſtrong in

ragement which ſuch a cruel event has

fuſion made of this herb, ſweetened with

thrown on every mind, and by the wan honey, or ſugar-candy, is the beſt ptiſan
dering life of an innumerable number which can poſiibly be drank by con
of workmen and artificers, who ſhed ſumptive people, and will of itſelf cure
bitter tears on account of their forced any recent cough.
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embroidery, and fringed round with gold.
Memoirs of Mrs. Thomas, the celebrated The lady could not help expreſſing her
Corinna.
curioſity, to know the hiſtory of thoſe
HOMAS(Mrs.) known to the world gloves, which he ſeemed to touch with
by the poetical name of Corinna, ſo much reſpe&t. He anſwered “I do
was the child of an antient and infirm reſpect them, for the laſt time I had the
parent, who gave her life when he was honour of approaching my miſtreſs, queen
dying himſelf, and to whoſe unhappy Elizabeth, |. pulled them from her own
conſtitution ſhe was ſole heireſs. From royal hands, ſaying, here, Glyſſon, wear
her very birth, which happened in 1675, them for my ſake. I have done ſo with

T

ſhe was afflićted with fevers and deflučti veneration, and never drew them on, but

ons, and being over-nurſed, her conſtitu
tion was ſo

. and tender,

that had

when I had a mind to honour thoſe

whom I viſit, as I now do you ; and

ſhe not been of a gay diſpoſition, and poſ ſince you love the memory of my royal
ſeſſed of a vigorous mind, ſhe muſt miſtreſs, take them, and preſerve them
have been more unhappy than ſhe actually carefully when I am gone.” The do&tor
was,

then went home, and died in a few

Her father dying when ſhe was ſcarce
two years old, and her mother not know
ing his real circumſtances, as he was ſup
poſed from the ſplendor of his manner
of life to be very rich, ſome incon

days.
This gentleman's death left her again
without a companion, and an uneaſineſs
hung upon her, viſible to the people of
the houſe; who gueſſing the cauſe to pro

beſtow

ceed from ſolitude, recommended to her

veniencies

were incurred,

in

a dif
ing upon him a pompous funeral, which acquaintance another phyſician,Heofwas
de
in thoſe times was faſhionable.

The

mother of our poeteſs, in the bloom
of eighteen, was condemned to the arms
of this man, upwards of fixty, upon the
ſuppoſition of his being wealthy, but in
which ſhe was ſoon miſerably deceived.
She diſpoſed of two houſes her huſband
kept, one in town, the other in the coun
ty of Eſſex, and retired into a private, but
decent, country lodging. The houſe
where ſhe boarded was an eminent cloth

worker's in the county of Surry, but the
people of the houſe proved very diſagree
able. The lady had no converſation to
divert her ; the landlord was an illiterate

man, and the reſt of the family brutiſh,
and unmannerly. At laſt Mrs. Thomas
attracted the notice of Dr. Glyſſon, who
, obſerving her at church very ſplendidly
dreſſed, ſolicited her acquaintance. He
was a valuable piece of antiquity, being
then, 1683, 100 years of age. His per

ferent caſt from the former.

nominated by them a conjurer, and was
ſaid to be capable of raiſing the devil.
This circumſtance diverted Mrs. Thomas,
who imagined that the man whom they
called a conjurer, muſt have more ſenſe
than they underſtood. The doćtor was
invited to viſit her, and appeared in a
greaſy black grogram, which he called
his ſcholar's coat ; a long beard ; and
other marks of a philoſophical negli
gence. He brought all his little mathe
matical trinkets, and played over his
tricks for the diverſions of the lady, whom,
by a private whiſper, he let into the ſecrets
as he performed them, that ſhe might ſee
there was nothing of magic in the caſe.
The two moſt remarkable articles of his

performance were, firſt lighting a candle
at a glaſs of cold water; performed by
touching the brim before with phoſpho
rus, a chymical fire which is preſerved in

ſon was tall, his bones very large, his water and burns there; and next read

hair like ſnow, a venerable aſpect and a ing the ſmalleſt print by a candle of fix in
complexion, which might ſhame the bloom the pound, at a 1 oo yards diſtance in the
of fifteem. He enjoyed a ſound judgment, open air, and darkeſt night. This was
and a memory ſo tenacious, and clear, performed by a large concave glaſs, with
that his company was very engaging. His a deep pointed focus, quick-filvered on the
viſits greatly alleviated the ſolitude of this backſide, and ſet in tin, with a ſocket
lady. The laſt viſit he made to Mrs. for a candle ſconce fiſhion, and hung
Thomas, he drew on, with much attem up againſt a wall.

While the flame of

tion, a pair of rich Späfiſh leather gloves, the candle was diametrically oppoſite to
emboſt on the tºand tops with gold the centre, the rays equally diverging,
gave

|
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gave ſo powerful a light as is ſcarce cre teſted had been tranſmitted from lead,
dible ; but on the leaſt variation from the and fluſhed with the hopes of ſucceſs,
focus the charm ceaſed.

hurried to town to know whether the in

The lady diſcerning in this man a ge got was true gold, which proved fine be
nius which might be improved to better yond the ſtandard. The lady now fully
purpoſes than deceiving the county peo convinced of the truth of the empyric's de
le, deſired him no: to hide his talents, claration, took fifty pounds out of the
É. to puſh himſelf in the world by the hands of a banker, and entruſted him with
abilities of which he ſeemed poſſeſſed. it. The only difficulty which remained,
** Madam, ſaid he, I am now a fiddle was, how to cary on the work without
to aſſes, but I am finiſhing a great work ſuſpicion, it being ſtrictly prohibited at
which will make thoſe aſſes fiddle to me.”

that time.

She then aſked what the work might be

take a little houſe in another county, at

He was therefore reſolved to

he replied, “His life was at ſtake if it a few miles diſtance from London, where
took air, but he found her a lady of ſuch he was to build a public laboratory, as a
uncommon candour, and good ſenſe, that profeſt chymiſt, and deal in ſuch medi
he ſhould make no difficulty in commit cines as were moſt vendible, by the ſale
ting his life and hope to her keeping.” of which to the apothecaries, the expence
All women are naturally fond of being of the houſe was to be defrayed during
truſted with ſecrets; this was Mis. the operation. The widow was account
Thomas's failing : the doćtor found it ed the houſe-keeper, and the doćtor and
out, and made her pay dear for her curio his man boarded with her; to which ſhe
ſity. “I have been, continued he, many added this precaution, that the laboratory
years in ſearch of the philoſopher's ſtone, with the two lodging-rooms over it, in
and long maſter of the ſmaragdine table which the doćtor and his man Jay, was a
of Hermes Triſmegiſtus; the green and different wing of the building from that
red dragons of Raymond Lully have alſo where ſhe and her little daughter, and
been obedient to me, and the illuſtrious maid-ſervant reſided ; and as ſhe knew

ſages themſelves deign to viſit me; yet it ſome time muſt elapſe before any profit
is but ſince I had the honour to be known could be expe&ted, ſhe managed with the
to your ladyſhip, that I have been ſo for utmoſt frugality. The doctor mean time
tunate as to obtain the grand ſecret of aćted the part of a tutor to miſs in arith
projećtion. I tranſmuted ſome lead I metic, latin, and mathematics, to which
pulled off my window laſt might into this ſhe diſcovered the ſtrongeſt propenſity.
bit of gold.” Pleaſed with the ſight of
All things being properly diſpoſed for
this, and having a natural propenſion to the grand operation, the vitrioi furnace
the ſtudy, the lady ſnatched it out of the was ſet to work, which requiring the moſt
philoſopher's hand, and aſked why he intenſe heat for ſeveral days, unhappily
had not more ? He replied, “it was all

ſet fire to the houſe; the ſtairs were con.

the lead he could find.” She then com ſumed in an inſtant, and as it ſurpriſed
manded her daughter to bring a parcel of them all in their firſt ſleep, it was a hap
lead which lay in the cloſet, and giving py circumſtance that no life periſhed.
it to the chymiſt, deſired him to tranſ This unlucky accident was 300!. loſs to
mute it into gold on the morrow. He Mrs. Thomas : yet ſtill the grand project
undertook it, and the next day brought was in a fail way of ſucceeding in the
her an ingot which weighed two ounces, other wing of that building. But one
which, with the utmoſt ſolemnity, he misfortune is often followed by another;
avowed was the very individual lead ſhe the next Sunday evening, while ſhe was
reading to, and inſtructing her little fa
gave him, tranſmuted to gold.
She began now to engage him in ſeri mily, a ſudden, and violent report, #ke
ous diſcourſe; and finding by his replies, a diſcharge of cannon, was heard ; the
that he wanted money to make more houſe being timber, rocked like a cradle,
powder, ſhe enquired how much would and the family were all thrown from their
make a ſtock that would maintain itſelf
chairs on the ground. They looked with
he replied fifty pounds, after nine months, the greateſt amazement on each other,
would produce a million. She then not gueſſing the cauſe, when the operator, "
begged the ingot of him, which he pro pretending to revive, felt to ſtanping,
March, 1767.
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tearing his hair, and raving like a mad- "from the dead : they came to viſit her,
17o

man, crying out undone, undone, loſt
and undone for ever. He ran directly to
the athanor, when unlocking the door,
he found the machine ſplit quite in two ;
the eggs broke, and the precious amalga
mum which they contained was ſcattered

like ſand among the aſhes. Mrs.Thomas's

and promiſed to ſerve her. At laſt the
duke of Montague adviſed her to lett
lodgings, which way of life ſhe declined,

as her talents were not ſuited for dealing
with ordinary lodgers; but, added ſhe,
“if I knew any family who deſired ſuch
a convenience, I would readily accom
modate them.” I take you at your word,
replied the duke, “I will become your
ſole tenant : nay, don’t ſmile, for I am in

eyes were now ſufficiently opened to diſ
cern the impoſture, and with a very ſerene
countenance, ſhe told the empyric, that ac
cidents would happen, but means might be earneſt, I love a little more freedom than
fallen upon to repair this fatal diſappoint I can enjoy at home, and I may come
ment.

The doćtor obſerving her ſo ſe

ſometimes and eat a bit of mutton, with

rene, imaginined ſhe would grant him four or five honeſt fellows whoſe com
more money to complete his ſcheme; but pany I delight in.” The bargain was
ſhe ſoon diſappointed his expe&tation, by bound, and proved matter of fact, though
ordering him to be gone, and made him on a deeper ſcheme than drinking a bot
a preſent of five guineas, left his deſpe tle; and his grace was to paſs in the
rate circumſtances ſhould induce him to

houſe for Mr. Freeman of Hertfordſhire.

take ſome violent means of providing for In a few days he ordered a dinner for his
himſelf.
beloved friends, Jack and Tom, Will
Whether deluded by a real hope of and Ned, good honeſt country fellows,
finding out the philoſopher's ſtone, or as his grace called them. They came at
from an innate principle of villainy, can the time appointed; but how ſurpriſed
not be determined, but he did not ceaſe was the widow, when ſhe ſaw the duke of
purſuit, and ſtill indulged the golden Devonſhire, lords Buckingham and Dor
deluſion.

He now found means to work

ſet, and a certain viſcount, with Sir Wil

upon the credulity of an old miſer, who, liam Dutton Colt, under theſe feigned
upon the ſtrength of his pretenſions, gave names. After ſeveral times meeting at
him his daughter in marriage, and em this lady's houſe, the noble perſons, who
barked all his hoarded treaſure, which

had a high opinion of her integrity, in

was very conſiderable, in the ſame chime truſted her with the grand ſecret, which
rical adventure. In a word, the miſer's was nothing leſs than the projećt for the
ſtock was alſo loſt, the empyric himſelf, revolution.
and the daughter reduced to beggary.
Though theſe meetings were held as
This unhappy affair broke the miſer's private as poſſible, yet ſuſpicions aroſe,
heart, who did not many weeks ſurvive and Mrs. Thomas's houſe was narrowly
the loſs of his caſh. The doćtor alſo put watched; but the meſſengers, who were
a miſerable end to his life, by drinking no enemies to the cauſe, betrayed their
poiſon, and left his wife, with two young truſt, and ſuffered the noblemen to meet
children in a ſtate of beggary. But to unmoleſted, or at leaſt without any dread
return to Mrs. Thomas. The poor lady of apprehenſion.
uffered on this occaſion a great deal of
The revolution being effected, and the
inward anguiſh; ſhe was aſhamed of ſtate become more ſettled, that place of
having reduced her fortune, and impove rendezvous was quitted; the noblemen
riſhed her child, by liſtening to the infinu took leave of the lady, with promiſes of
ations of a madman. Time and patience obtaining a penſion, or ſome place in
at laſt overcame it ; and when her health, the houſhold for her, as her zeal in that
which by this accident had been impaired, cauſe highly merited ; beſides, ſhe had a

was reſtored to her, ſhe began to ſtir a
mongſt her huſband's great clients. . She
took a houſe in Bloomſbury, and by
means of good ceconomy, and an elegant
appearance, was ſuppoſed to be better in
the world than ſhe really was.

very good claim to ſome appointment,
having been ruined by the ſhutting up
the exchequer. But alas ! court promiſes
proved an aerial foundation, and the noble

peers never thought of her more. The
Her huſ duke of Montague indeed made offers of

band's clients received her like one riſen

ſervice, and being captain of the band of
Pen
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penſioners, ſhe aſked him to admit Mr.
Gwynnet, a gentleman who had made
love to her daughter, into ſuch a poſt.
This he promiſed, but upon theſe terms,
that her daughter ſhould aſk him for it.
The widow thanked him, and not ſuſ

pecting that any deſign was covered un
der this offer, concluded herſelf ſure of
ſucceſs; but how amazed was ſhe to find

her daughter, whom ſhe had bred in the
moſt paſſive ſubjećtion, and who had
never diſcovered the leaſt inſtance of diſ

obedience, abſolutely refuſed to aſk any

ſuch favour of his grace. She could not
be prevailed upon neither by flattery, nor
threatening; and continuing ſtill obſti
nate in her reſolution, her mother obliged
her to explain herſelf upon the point of
her refuſal.

171

‘dition, ſhe could not abandon her in that
diſtreſs, to die among ſtrangers. She
therefore, told Mr. Gwynnet, that as ſhe
had not thought ſixteen years long in
waiting for him, he could not think ſix
months long in expectation of her. He
replied with a deep figh, “Six-months,
at this tirhe, my Corinna, is more than
fixteen years have been; you put it off
now, and God will put it off for ever.”
It proved as he had foretold ; he next
day went into the country, made his will,
fickened and died April the fixteenth,
1711, leaving his Corinna the bequeſt of

She told her then that the

600l. and adds ſhe, “Sorrow has been

my food ever ſince.” Had ſhe providen
tially married him, ſhe had been ſecure
from the inſults of poverty; but her duty
to her parent was more prevalent than

duke of Montague had already made an conſiderations of convenience.
After the death of her lover, ſhe was
attack upon her; that his deſigns were
diſhonourable; and that if ſhe ſubmitted barbarouſly uſed ; his brother ſtifled the
to aſk his grace one favour, he would will, which compelled her to have recourſe
reckon himſelf ſecure of another in return, to law ; he ſnothered the old gentle
which he would endeavour to accompliſh man's conveyance deed, by which he
was enabled to make a bequeſt, and of
by the baſeſt means.
This explanation was too ſatisfactory : fered a large ſum of money to any per
who does not ſee the meanneſs of ſuch an ſon who would undertake to blacken

-

;

ungenerous condućt He had made uſe of
the mother as a tool, for carrying on po
litical deſigns; he found her in diſtreſs;
and, as a recompence for her ſervices,
and under the pretence of mending her
fortune, attempted the virtue of her
daughter, and would provide for her on
no other terms, but at the price of her

Corinna's chara&ter ; but wicked as the
world is, he found none ſo completely
abandoned, as to perjure themſelves for
the ſake of this bribe.

At laſt, to ſhew

her reſpect to the memory of her deceaſed
lover, ſhe conſented to an accommoda
tion with his brother, to receive 200l.
down, and zool. at the year's end.

In the mean time, the The firſt payment was made, and di
oung Corinna, a poetical name given ſtributed inſtantly amongſt her mother's
}. by Mr. Dryden, continued to im creditors; but when the other became
prove her mind by reading the politeſt due, he bid her defiance, ſtood ſuit on
child's innocence.

authors.

We have already ſeen that ſhe was ad
dreſſed, upon honourable terms, by Mr.
Gwynnet, of the Middle-Temple, ſon
of a gentleman in Glouceſterſhire. Upon
his firſt diſcovering his paſſion to Corinna,
ſhe had honour enough to remonſtrate to
him the inequality of their fortune, as her
affairs were then in a very perplexed ſitu
ation. This objection was ſoon ſur
mounted by a lover, eſpecially as his
father had given him poſſeſſion of the

greateſt part of his eſtate, and leave to
pleaſe himſelf.
Mr. Gwynnet no ſooner obtained this,
-

than he came to London, and claimed

Corinna's promiſe of marriage : but her
mother being then in a very weak coll

his own bond, and held out four terms.
He carried it from one court to another,
till at laſt it was brought to the bar of the

houſe of lords; and that being a tribunal
where the chicanery of lawyers can have
no weight, he thought proper to pay the

money without a hearing : The gentle
men of the long robe inad made her ſign
an inſtrument, that they ſhould receive

the money and pay themſelves ; after
they had laid their cruel hands upon it,
of the zool. the poor diſtreſſed lady re
ceived but thirteen pounds ſixteen ſhil
lings, which reduced her to the neceſſity
of abſconding from her creditors, and
ſtarving in an obſcure corner, till ſhe
was betrayed by a falſe friend, and hur
ried to jail. Beſides all the other cala
Y 2.
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mities of Corinna, ſhe had ever a bad why, then tell her I am not at home.”
-

flate of health, occaſioned by a ſurpriſ
ing accident, ſwallowing the middle bone
of the wing of a large fowl, being above
three inches long. Her uncommon caſe
was given into the college of phyſicians.
Under, all theſe calamities did poor
Corinna labour ; and it is difficult to

produce a life crowded with greater evils.
The ſmall fortune which her father left

—But, Sir –“ Do as I bid you, firrah ;
would have une go and tell her ſo my
ſelf?”—But, Sir 1–4° What”—She

has a ſweet pretty girl with her.—“ In
deed! deſire Madam to wx in.” In
mediately the footman introduced a wo
man in mourning, followed by a young
creature very decently dreſſed; ſhe had
a clean, coarſe gauze handkerchief upon
her neck, and kept her eyes modeſtly
upon the ground; but, whenever, ſhe
raiſed them, there ſhot ſuch a ſpirit from

her, by the imprudence of her mother,
was ſoon ſquandered: ſhe no ſooner be
gan to taſte of life, than an attempt was
made upon her innocence. When ſhe them as ſtruck Mr. B. in an uncommon
was about being happy in the arms of manner. “I beg your pardons, gen
her amiable lover, Mr. Gwynnet, he tlemen and ladies, (ſaid the old lady) I
was ſnatched from her by an immature have an affair upon my hands which is
fate. Amongſt her other misfortunes, of the utmoſt conſequence to me, and
ſhe laboured under the diſpleaſure of which claims the immediate protection of
Mr. Pope, who ſhe had offended, and this gentleman;” pointing to Mr. B.
who took care to place her in his Dun Then ſhe gave them a ſtrange account
ciad. Mr. Pope once paid her a viſit, of a law-ſuit, which nobody underſtood,
in company with Henry Cromwell, Eſq; though they all ſeemed to attend to her,
whoſe letters, by ſome accident, fell in for they were all ſo taken up with the ap
to her hands, with ſome of Pope's earance of the young woman, and Mr.
anſwers. As ſoon as that gentleman |. in particular, that he nodded his head
died, Mr. Curl found means to wheedle ſeveral times, and at laſt pronounced the
them from her, and immediately com old woman's cauſe a good one, though
mitted them to the preſs.

This ſo en

he knew as little of the matter, as the reſt

taged Mr. Pope, that i. never forgave her. of the company. She then deſired him
Not many months after our poeteſs to ſtep into the next room, for ſhe had
had been releaſed from her gloomy habi ſomething very particular to ſay to him
tation, ſhe took a ſmall lodging in Fleet alone.
ſtreet, where ſhe died on the third of
When they were there, the good wo
February, 1730, in the fifty fixth year man told him, “ that all the ſtory about
of her age, and was two days after de the law-ſuit, was invented on purpoſe to
cently interred in the church of St. amuſe the company; but the young crea
Bride’s.
ture (ſays ſhe) I have with me, is a rea
Corinna, conſidered as an authoreſs, is lity, which, I believe, has made ſome
of the ſecond rate; ſhe had not ſo much impreſſion upon you, Sir ; if ſo, and you
wit as Mrs. Behn, or Mrs. Manley, will pleaſe to make ſome proviſion for us,
nor had ſo happy a power of intelle&tual my fair pupil ſhall be at your diſpoſal.”
painting ; but her poetry is ſoft and de Mr. B. aſked her, “if ſhe would be con
Jicate, her letters ſprightly and entertain tented with “quatre mille livres de
ing. Her poems were publiſhed after rente "about 17ol, a year of our money.
her death, by Curl 5 and two volumes of “I ſhall be ſatisfied, (ſaid the old wo
letters which paſſed between her and Mr. man) and to-morrow, if you will ſign
Gwynnet.
the bargain, we will ſup with you the
after, and you ſhall be the favou
The following Anecdote being not leſ; in night
tereſting than true, has induced the rite ſultan.” She immediately returned to
the room where ſhe left the girl, and mak
Publiſhers to give it a Place.
ing her compliments to the company, ſhe
R.B. was at a little villa of his, not returned with her to Paris. As they went a
far from Paris, and entertaining long ſhe related the converſation that paſſed
a large company at dinner; during the between her and Mr. B. and the bargain
deſert, one of the footmen told him, that ſhe had made. The girl was modeſt, and
there was an elderly lady without, who much ſurpriſed at her mother's diſcourſe ;
ſaid the muſt ſpeak with him. “Muſt ſhe and with the bluſhes of innocence glow
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ing in her cheeks, ſhe with great ſpirit real unaffected innocence. In the midſt
reproached her for what ſhe had done. of this ſcene, an exempt of the police
“You have ever till now, Mother, cries arrives, comes into the room without cere

the girl) educated me in the moſt virtu
ous principles; and what is the reaſon,
that, on a ſudden, you have changed
our chara&ter The reſpect I have ever
{. you was the moſt delicious ſenſation
of an honeſt mind ; what you have been
telling me, can be, only a trial that you
are pleaſed to make of my virtue; I am
ſure that you are too good to deprive me
of the unequalled pleaſure I feel in eſ
teeming you.” The old woman had no
thing to ſay in excuſe for herſelf, but an
fwered dire&tly to this purpoſe, “Know,
young woman, that I am not your mo
ther ; I bought you of her who bore you ;
I have ſpared no expence for your edu
cation ; it is now time that I ſhould reap
the fruits of my care and generoſity :
Go, go to bed, Miſs, reflect upon the
obligations you have to me, and prepare
yourſelf to-morrow to be grateful and
obedient.” The poor young woman
could not cloſe her eyes all the night;-

mony, and addreſſing himſelf to Mr. B.
“Sir, I know you have a right to ſee
what company you pleaſe at your own
houſe; but you do not know this old
lady and this young one, who are now
at your table, and I have my orders to
take them up. I ſhall take Madam a
l'Hopital, and Miſs to whatever convent
ſhe pleaſes; but before I ſtir, I muſt
know of that wicked old bawd, who is
the real mother of this creature, that ſhe

would have ſold for proſtitution, and
which, Sir, I am ſorry to ſay, your va
nity would have purchaſed.”
The old
wretch, trembling, and almoſt dead with
terror, with much-ado ſtammered out,
that her mother's name was——Frederic
* Fredelic : Frederic cries out Mr. B.

that Frederic, (I fear) the mother of this
with me for many years; ſhe
had one daughter, and, upon a quarrel,

#. lived

left ine, and would never let me hear

from her more ;-but are you, my daugh

what a dreadful ſituation for ſo modeſt a

ter!” He burſt into a flood of tears, and
creature; “Who can be my parents
run diſtraćtedly into her arms. There
Good God! what ſhall I do.1” Then never ſure was ſuch a ſcene of tender

fighing, and waſhing the pillow with her neſs: the exempt melted with the reſt
tears, ſhe thought of many wild expedi (for all the beſt feelings of nature were at
ents to deliver herſelf from the horrors of once operating) and leaving the daughter
laſt ſhe took a reſo in the arms of her father, he carried the
ution to get up before day, to deceive falſe mother “ a la maiſon de force”

F.T.

the people who were in the houſe, and Mr. B. has gained much by the change :
throw herſelf at the feet of the lieutenant inſtead of a miſtreſs he has found a

de Police, and tell her whole ſtory. daughter who, by her virtue, delicacy, and
This moſt upright magiſtrate calmed her good ſenſe, will be a comfort to him, and
grief:
“Go (ſaid he) my dear is an honour to any family.
ehild, follow your ſuppoſed mother to
Mr. B. and do not ſeem in the leaſt con Tranſlation from the Armenian, of Emin's
Detter to Prince Heraclius.
cerned upon the occaſion. . . I give you my
word, that nothing ſhall happen to you
to injure your honour or even, if poſſi To the Moſſ Shining, Moff Chriſtian King
Heraclius, of Georgia and Armenia.
ble, to diſtreſs your delicacy.” She re
turned to her old woman before ſhe was

My KING,

-up, who had not the leaſt ſuſpicion of

L. L things that have been made,
what had happened, and, at the appointed
from the beginning of the world to
time they both went together to the meet this day, are by the will of God, accord
ing, as it was fixed the day before. Mr. ing to the New Teſtament. All things
B. had aſſembled ſeveral of his friends to were made by him; and without him,
be witneſſes of his happineſs, for in theſe was not any thing made that was made.
love-matters of bargain and ſale, there is God created the heaven and the earth, the
much more of vanity than paſſion. They ſea and the land; and it is he that made
ſat down, the converſation grew warm, you King over two nations, Armenians
and the young creature had a continual and Georgians. Glory be to God, the
bluſh upon her face, which was inter Father of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, that
preted to every thing, but what it was– made you defender and protector of thoſe
Chriſtian

y 74

under the hands of Othomans; for there

is no difficulty in the mighty hands of
God; and whoſoever truſt in him, ſhall
not be aſhamed.

March,
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Chriſtian nations, and of their faith, who
have been many hundred years under the
hands of Perſian unbelievers; and being
now delivered by the mighty hands of
#. majeſty, the ſame God will alſo, I
pe, deliver theſe Chriſtians, who are

It was He that deli

vered Iſrael, by the hand of the prophet
Moſes out of the hands of Pharaoh, and

caſtles, the like of which are not to be
found in all Aſia; and alſo, the art of

managing great guns in ſuch manner, as
none of our fortifications could ſtand be

fore them for three days; likewiſe the
manner of encamping with judgment,
and the way of ranging of the |. ſo
that they are like a wall of iron, not to
be broken ; and after having thoroughly
compleated his ſtudy in that art, leaves
the place, goes and offers himſelf and his
ſervice to
or king, thereby be
comes an officer, or fighter for his king
and country; and, by long experience,
perfects himſelf in that great art; for the

"...

fed them with manna, according to the
holy Pſalms, which ſaith, “Men did eat
the bread of angels;” May the ſame God
preſerve and ſtrengthen the wriſt of your art of war here is not to be underſtood
Majeſty, to defend us from the encroach eaſily; it contains many things difficult
ment of barbarians. Amen.
to be known, and very much preferable
Again, having heard the fame of to the practice of Turks and Perſians.
your Majeſty's brave conqueſt, by which See, O mighty king, it is not by ſtrength
you have poſſeſſed the two antient king of arm, that theſe nations are called con
doms of Armenia and Georgia, and that querors, but by wiſdom and art. Here
they are at preſent under your Majeſty's every thing is by art and wiſdom ; for
protećtion, being deſirous, from the without wiſdom, the land is not land;
readineſs of my ſoul, to offer your Ma and the nations that dwell therein, are
jeſty my ſervice, which I hope you will blind and unhappy. According to the
make no difficulty to accept it, as money Old Teſtament, which ſaith, God made
is far from the deſire of your Majeſty's the heaven and the earth by his infinite
ſervant, who wiſhes nothing but to ſerve wiſdom ; therefore God loveth wiſdom
him who has the rule over his mation ; for this reaſon. I ſay, whoſoever followeth
for while I am here, I want nothing : I wiſdom, he is dear or beloved of God ;
have a great friend here, and that great for from wiſdom proceedeth all manner
friend is my protector; and that protect of goodneſs; alſo, a man is not mighty
or is the ſon of the king of England. If without wiſdom, nor wife without righte
it pleaſe your majeſty to inſtruct me of ouſneſs. The antient Romans, who were
your will and pleaſure, that I may peti fo great, gave laws, and ſubdued all na
tion to this great prince, in order to ob tions of the world ; this was by art and
tain leave to come and to ſerve you as an wiſdom ; before our Saviour, although
European officer, according to my low abi they were heathens and idolaters; but
lities; and that I may teach your ſoldiers they were virtuous, and lived in good
to fight like Europeans, who are very well morals: another example Peter the Great
known to your majeſty, that with a few of Ruſſia, who could not be ſo great a
warrior, and his country could never
men they overcome many.
*
Your majeſty has heard of the German have been ſo bleſſed, and flouriſhed, had
nation, who, with no more than twenty not he come over here to learn wiſdom,
thouſand men, are able to give battle to a who, when he was in Holland, ſerved in
hundred thouſand Mahometans or Turks, a place of ſhip building, like one of the
an enemy to the Chriſtian nations : I labourers, and humbled himſelf therein;
would alſo acquaint your majeſty, how it whoſoever humbleth himſelf, ſhall be ex
is, or by what means that the European alted, &c. And when he returned into
nation are ſuch conquerors, and ſo brave his own country, he was full of all man
warriors. It is a rule among them, that ner of wiſdom, by which he made him
whoever is deſirous to become a warrior, ſelf father, as well as lord and king over
firſt, he is obliged to enter himſelf into his country. Theſe are things which
the houſe of exerciſe, which they call it have made the people of Europe to be
here, an academy to learn or to ſtudy, conquerors, and to be eſteemed more wiſe
four or five years, the art of war, that is than all the nations upon the face of the
to ſay, to learn the art of building ſtrong earth; for amongſt them are learned men,
º
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who ſtudy the way in which God has made
all things according to their nature, by
which they are able to do things of great
wonder and uſefulneſs. They ſend like
wiſe into every part of the world, at a
*

great expence, for to learn all things that
are produced upon, or under the earth,
by which they are increaſed in wiſdom
and riches ; their cities are very great,

their people are very happy, not being
afraid of famine or dangers, and they are
under excellent laws, by which no man is
ſuffered to do wrong to another, though
he is weak or poor. But this nation, O !
my king, where I live, is not only a great
and wiſe nation, but alſo deſtroyers of the
I am ſurpriſed to

'devourers of mankind.

ſee, that even the ſheep, in this country,
reſt in quietneſs, without the leaſt fear of
wolves. May the great God grant your
majeſty's ſubjects to follow their exam
ples, to grow wiſe and conquerors, un
der the wiſdom and courage of your ma
jeſty, to whom God grant long life, to
trample your enemies like duſt under your
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my infancy, the reaſon why we were per
ſecuted by infidels 2 and why we did re
ſide ſo contemptibly amongſt lawleſs na
tions But they made me no anſwer, and
my heart was grieved, and I had none to
comfort me in my griefs; for I ſaid, the
ants that creep upon the earth have a
king, and we have not ; and the nations
of all countries make their laugh upoa
us, alſo perſecuting, ſaying to us, that
you are maſterleſs ; you have no king of
your own, and that you reſemble the
Jews ſcattered upon the face of the earth ;
you have no love for one another; you
are without honour; and by the diſunity
of your nation, all the nations inſult you;
you are contemptible, and without zeal;
and you are as great lovers of money, as
the heathens did love their gods. I could
not bear ail theſe reflections, whilſt I
grieved, and found none to heal me. I

obſerved watchfully the Europeans, their
wiſe cuſtoms, and their ſhipping, far bet
ter both for ſailing and war, than the
ſhips of the Indians; and above all, the
feet.
practice of their ſoldiers, who, if they were
May it pleaſe your majeſty to know thouſands of men, by one word of com
who your ſervant is, that raiſes his head mand from their officers, inſtantly all to
to ſpeak to you, and takes pains to know gether move and act, as if they were one
theſe things, with much labour, for your man. Then I thought in my mind, that
majeſty's ſervice, to whom God grant vic it was God that had put in my heart to
tory. The name of your ſervant is E think on all things. Therefore, I ſpoke
min, the ſon of Joſeph, the ſon of Mi not to my father, but had hopes in my
chael, the ſon of Gregory, who is deſcend heart, that if I went to England, I ſhould
ed from Emin, who, in the day when Ar learn the art of war, and I was encourag
menia was broke under the battle-axe of ed, for I then heard a little, and not
Shaw Abbas, was Minbaſhy in his coun much, of your majeſty's name, until I
try; but he was made captive, with others, came here, where I learned that your
and was carried into Perſia, and placed at majeſty was citabliſhed in your kingdom,
Hamadan ; from him your majeſty's ſer and had routed a great army of Perſians.
vant is come, and he is called of his

See O my king, what great thing the

name, being born at Hamadan ; but our wiſdom is, by which this nation know
captivity was grievous under the Perſians, our country better than we do ; and that
who, ſince Mahomctaniſm, which is well this nation are awake, and we are aſleep.
1<nown to your majeſty, are grown quite On board the ſhip I worked like a ſailoſ i
barbarians, not being ſo civilized as they and, afterwards, when I came here, was
were in antient times, (according to the

hiſtories I have read in this bleſſed iſland)
fo that my father flew from Hamadan, in
the time of Shaw Thamas Kouly Kan,
into India, to a place called Calcutta,
where the Engliſh have a fort, and ſoldi
ers, and a great trade, though their coun
try is ſeven months voyage from Bengal;
there my father made himſelf a merchant

ſo reduced, that I was forced, by hun
ger, to offer myſelf to ſale upon the Ex
change, to be ſent into the new world.

O' my king, do not pity me; no, not
even at that time when you hear, or ſee

me ſacrificed in your ſervice, but pity
thoſe ſervants of Chriſt, who deſerve pity;
but the omnipotent God ſaved me, by the
hands of an Engliſhman ; and the ſame

to this day; and would have made me God who heard the crying of my heart,
ſuch as himſelf, but I did not ſubmit to did put it into the heart of a generous no.

him; for I inquired of my fathers from bleman, who is one of the pillars of the
throne
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duke of Cumberland, who took a great

throne of England, to aſſiſt me. He made
me right in the counſel of my heart; he
made me known to the ſon of the king of
England; he ſent me to the place of edu
cation, where I learnt the art of war, ac
cording to wiſdom.

notice of me amongſt his generals, and
was vaſtly pleaſed at my proceedings; and
ſince that, I had the honour to nake a

campaign under him ; and have, alſo,
ſeen ſervice under him ; and when I come

My ambition is to lay my knowledge over with him to England, I ſhall then
give a particular account of my ſituation

at the feet of your majeſty, and to ſerve
you in the beſt of my ability. For know,
O my king, that what is not built on
knowledge, though it is very ſtrong and
lofty, is, as if it were, built upon ſand;
therefore, my purpoſe is, to go well in
ſtrućted into your majeſty's ſervice, and
to carry with me inen ſkilful in all things
(if you give me encouragement) to

and behaviour in his glorious

army;

though ſnall in number, but like ſo ma
ny brave lions, forced to retreat from the
miſchievous enemy, the French, who dar
ed not to attack us, for all their number

was ſuperior to his. I am, my lord, &c.
J. EMIN.
-

ſtrengthen and poliſh your kingdom, like

The

T H E A T R E.

the kingdoms of Europe ; for you have a
good country, and command over many An Account of the new Comedy, called,
brave nen; and if you could gather the
The lºngliſh Merchant, which was
Armenians, a rich and trading people,
performed, for the firſt Time, at Drury

who are ſcattered to the eaſt, and the

lane Theatre on Saturday, Feb. 21.

weſt, and the north, and the ſouth, un

The Charađers are,

der the protection of your majeſty's arms
in your own country, no kingdom in the
eaſt would be like your kingdom, for ri
ches and glory. May the eternal God,
the father of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, ſhar
pen your ſcimitar upon all your enemies,
and ſtrengthen the wriſt of your majeſty's
right hand, to protect our diſtreſſed nati
on, according to the wiſhes and labours
of your ſervant.
EMIN's ſecond Letter to his Noble Patron.
My Lord and Patron,
Appy was that day when your lord
ſhip took notice of me; I have been
ſince ſucceſsful and proſperous: all is yours,
my noble lord, and all ſhall be yours;
your lordſhip was the firſt that looked
upon me; your great goodneſs I will ne
ver forget; your humanity ſhall be al

Lord Falbridge,
Mr. Powell.
Sir William Douglas, Mr. Havard.
Freeport,

w

r. Yates.

r. King.

Spatter,
Owen,

Mr. Burton.

French ſervant,
Lady Alton,

Mr. Baddeley.
Mrs. Abington.

Amelia,

Mrs. Palmer.

Mrs. Goodman,
Mrs. Hopkins.
Polly,
Miſs Pope.
a young lady, with no o

A”;
-

ther attendant than a faithful wait

ing-maid, takes a private lodging at Mrs.
Goodman's, a woman of great humani

ty, who preſently diſcovers, that her
mind is diſturbed, and ſuſpects her cir
cumſtances to be narrow ; in conſe
quence of which, ſhe endeavours to ren

ways in your mind. “For if I forget der her every good office in her power,
thee, O !' jeruſalem, let my right hand though in a concealed manner—Lord Fal
forget her cunning.” I am always hap bridge, a nobleman of great goodneſs of
py, when I think I have ſo great a pa heart, and rather of a grave than light
tron as my lord Northumberland, who diſpoſition, pays his addieſſes to lady Al
has lifted me up from the earth, and ton, a lady, who, to a ridiculous affec
made me known to the whole world.

tation of reading, and being a patroneſs

Thanks to you, my noble lord ; and may of men of letters, adds a moſt rancour
the Lord in Heaven proſper your family ous and malevolent heart. This lady's
lover, lord Falbridge, happening to ſee
to become protećtors of the diſtreſſed.
I have the honour to acquaint your Amelia, is very much ſtruck with her ap
lordſhip, as I am aſſured you'll be glad of pearance, and endeavours to ſeduce her
my ſucceſs, immediately after my com virtue; but finding her rejećt his ſolici

ing into this camp, my lord Albemarle tations, with all the dignity of exalted
introduced me to my royal Protestor the virtue, his paſſion, from being mean and
ſelfiſh,

|
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ſelfiſh, becomes ſincere, reſpectful, and fortune in charity; that on caſting up his
ardent; on which account, and hav books, he finds himſelf a gainer by a
ing diſcovered ſome diſagreeable tinéture voyage that he made, to the amount of
in lady Alton's temper, he diſcontinues 20ool. therefore he is indebted to chari
his viſits at her houſe.

ty zool, which he deſires her to accept.

Lady Alton, enraged at Falbridge's Notwithſtanding this his preſent, ſhe ab
deſerting her, is determined on revenge ; ſolutely refuſes; and the note is left with
and Amelia muſt fall a ſacrifice. She Mrs. Goodman, for her to ſupply Ame
fancies herſelf a woman of genius, and lia's wants occaſionally.—Sir William
becomes, therefore, a patroneſs of litera (who aſſumes the name of Mr. Ford)
ture; the Virgil for this female Mecze. likewiſe hearing her extraordinary man.
nas is Spatter, who “writes for an E ner of living, obtains admiſſion to her,
vening-poſt, compiles a Magazine, does a and a diſcovery is made from divers cir
News-paper, &c. Her ladyſhip, on diſ cumſtances, particularly the death of her
covering the nobleman's change of affec mother, that Amelia is the infant he left
tion, recommends Spatter to be a lodger at at his departure from home. The inge
Mrs. Goodman's, that he may pry into nious Mr. Spatter, finding this young la
the affairs of Amelia, who lives in a moſt dy is a native of Scotland, to gratify his
retired manner, has no acquaintance, and patroneſs, enters information againſt her
as a ſuſpected perſon; and afterwards, by
fearce anything to ſubſiſt on.
Things are thus ſituated, when the play bribing lord Faibiidge's French ſervant,
opens. Sir William Douglas, who about intercepts a letter from his lordſhip to A
twenty years ago, had been obliged to melia, wherein her family and real name
quit his native country, Scotland, (for (for ſhe goes under the feigned one of
taking part with the repreſentatives of Walton) are mentioned. To complete
our Stuart kings) and left behind him his buſineſs, he liſtens at Amelia's door,
his wife and an infant daughter. He underſtands who Mr. Ford really is, and
lived in this exiled ſtate till the opening gives information immediately of him al
of the piece, and then returns, being un ſo. Amelia is arreſted; whereon the ge
able to bear any longer the ignorance of nerous Freeport gives large bail for her
his daughter's fate; for, by ſome miſ appearance; but finding the danger Sir
carriage of letters, and other accidents, William is in, and learning that the late
he became entirely at a loſs to know lord Brumpton had been fis friend, ha
-

more of her ſituation than that ſhe reſided ſtens to that nobleman's ſucceſſor, who is

in ſome part of London ; and is the
more inclined to hazard his perſon in
this ſearch, as his friend, lord Brump
ton, has been very ſolicitous to gain his
pardon, and ſent him word he had nigh
obtained it.

Chance directs Sir Willian

his intimate acquaintance, to ſee what can
be done. On his return, finding an offi
cer arrived to ſeize Sir Williaum, he offers
bail, but it cannot be taken ; on which

he produces that gentleman's pardon.
The ſurprize occaſioned by this incident

to that lodging-houſe where Amelia lives, may be imagined ; the whole is cleared
as well as Spatter, and to the landlady up when Freeport tells them, that, on ap
of which Freeport, the Engliſh merchant, plication being made by his old friend,
has been a moſt beneficent friend.
the new lord Brumpton, it was found
His chagrin, it muſt be ſuppoſed, is ex that the pardon had been completed the
quiſite, when, immediately after his arri very morning the late lord died, and lay
val there, Owen, his ſervant, informs to be claimed. Matters being brought
him, that his noble friend, on whom he to this happy iſſue by the benevolence of
the Engliſh merchant, lord Fabridge and
ſo much depended, is dead.
Freeport viſits Mrs. Goodman, bears Amelia are joined together. Thus ma
the account of Amelia, and is determined lice and envy are diſappointed, and vir
to ſee her; he is very blunt, and very tue and generoſity left to enjoy the un
generous; finding her in diſtreſs, though equalled ſatisfaction of having ačted lau
ihe has greatneſs of mind enough to dably.
The ſentiments throughout the piece
perſiſt in concealing it, he tells her that
it has always been a rule with him, and are excellent ; the converſation ſpirited
ought undoubtedly to be a rule with every and poliſhed ; the cha; 28ters well ſup
good Chriſtian, to give a tenth part of his ported; yet, with all theſe excellencies,
º

-
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it is judged inferior to Mr. Colman's watchful to make you ſo in him.—If you
other comedies : firſt, as being deficient ceaſe to be his angel, you will pleaſe
in buſineſs : ſecondly, as the curioſity is
with the thoughts that you are
not at all kept up, but the whole plot vi is beloved Belinda;-and if you do not
fible in the firſt ačt ; and, thirdly, as hav find what you young lovers expe&t—that
ing a ſameneſs with other plays
parti
Extatic bliſs ſhall ev'ry hour employ,
cularly the diſcovery between Sir Willi

i.

am and Amelia with that between Dan

And every ſenſe be loſt in endleſs joy—

vers and Indiana, and lord Falbridge's
notions of a matrimonial life ſavouring
too much of Townly's ; and his peni
tence for having offered an inſult to Ame
lia's virtue betrays more of a whining,
unmanly weakneſs, than the remorſe of a
gº mind at having ſunk below it

you will not, believe me, have any rea
to repent your engaging with Heart

is peculiarly excellent in the epilogue.

fond of cleanlineſs, you will not call him

.

ree.

How then am I to keep his love? I fear
the experience of the old batchelor.—
Fear not, my Belinda ; though time has
rivetted ſome peculiarities—you will take
tit.
more pleaſure in conforming to them,"
Mr. King and Mrs. Abington did than ſome, I hope not many of your ſex,
great juſtice to their parts; the latter would to oppoſe them. If you find him
Of the reſt of the performers little can nice and cynical. If he loves punétuality
be ſaid.
at meal-times, you will not teach your
ſervants to think him peeviſh and impa
Advice to a N 1 e c e on the Point of tient 3–ſhould he ſay, this chicken is too
much roaſted, you will not ſay it is done
Marriage.
to a turn ; if he condemns the ſauce of

WE L L

then—as you will have it that ficaſſee, you will not inſiſt it was
ſo, I will tell you, my dear ſweet the ſame he admired a few days before ;
niece, what I think will be your fate {. will not make a point to contradišt
with my friend Heartfree, as you are fixed im in every complaint he ſhall make at
upon marrying him —You love him, table, as if you thought his cenſuring the
and, in truth, he will deſerve your love, cook, was an affront to the miſtreſs;–if
and if it is not your own fault, you will you ſee he loves order and regularity a
mong the ſervants, you will not encou
be very happy with him.
As he is nearer forty than thirty, rage them to ſay he is ſo particular that
you muſt expe&t ſome ingredients of nobody can live with him 5–if you ſee
the old batchelor in him, but not a grain him grave, upon the ſettling his annual
of the ill nature—Though not a rake, accounts, you will not perſuade your phy
you know he has been no Joſeph, till ſician or your midwife to ſend you to Bath
your ſweet ſelf made him ſo ; now all in the winter, or to Scarborough in the
women are indifferent to him but you ;-- ſummer, by which you will run out again
from his experience in the ſex, he knows the next year; when you travel with him,
you would not be always the angel he you will not ſtuff and load your carriage
calls you at preſent, if your good heart, like the York machine; and when you
amiable temper, and fine ſenſe were not are going together on a party of pleaſure,
to continue you ſo. I am ſure he is ſo and he aſks if you are ready, as the cha
ſenſible of it, that he will almoſt confeſs riot is come, and it is time to go, you
to any body but you, that by the end of will not call him as pun&tual as one of the
the honey-moon, you will hear no more wooden figures at St. Dunſtan's, and keep
of your roſy lips, love-darting eyes, ver him waiting, as if you were willing to try
million cheeks, lilly hands, and ſnowy whether he is not as patient too.
You will remember what he has been
breaſt,--and it is ten to one but you are
taken down in your wedding ſhoes.
uſed to, and will not therefore expect
Nay, and ſtrange as you may think it that when he altered his ſtate, he was
now, take my word for it, you will not to change alſo his nature. You will not
be entitled to the fitch of bacon;–ſtill

let him ſay, now the management of my

you will have no cauſe to complain;– concerns is in the hands of her, whoſe
you will enjoy his conſtant love;—you happineſs it is to ſee me happy, there is
will find him ever happy in you, and ever more confuſion in my houſe, and diſorder
among

Leºfure on Hearty.
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among my ſorvants than formerly. I uſed fortune into his own coffer. He gave
to eat better at a tavern than now at my much in charity, but it was always when
own table: A party of pleaſure with her many were ſpečtators; and when any ſub
I love beſt in the world, is tireſome and ſcription was propoſed, and the bene
diſagreeable; and, though our income factors names were to be publiſhed, he
is more than ſufficient, with the leaſt conſtantly contributed his guinea. His
oeconomy, for all our neceſſaries, com diſcourſe was compoſed in #. moſt puri
forts, luxuries, and even pleaſures, I tanical ſtyle, and well larded with texts
have leſs pocket-money than when I was of ſcripture. His chief diverſion was
a ſchool-boy.
ſmoking a ſerious pipe, and drinking a ſe
This you will never give him occa rious cup, along with the faithful. For
fion to ſay. You will therefore hear in plays were abominations, muſic the ſound
ſtead, No family is ſo well managed as of the beaſt, and dancing the merry-go
Belinda's;
lives better than Heart round of the devil. Singing was anti
free; and, though he enjoys all the luxu chriſtian, unleſs they were ſpiritual hymns
ries of life, he cannot ſpend his income. that were ſung, to the melodious twang
No party of pleaſure is agreeable to him, of a ſoporiferous noſe. Laughter was
cf which Belinda is not one. You will impious, and his mouth never extended
find in every thing he eats, every thing wider than a ſmile. As he lived, ſo he
he drinks, every thing he does, thinks, or died, and at laſt thought he had purchaſed
ſays, Belinda gives the reliſh. If he is the fee ſimple of a ſeat in heaven, by en
pleaſed, it is chiefly that Belinda is the dowing an hoſpital.

j,

cauſe.

You will find him induſtrious to

This heart, wound round with a ſer

be happy at every thing, becauſe he ſees pent, * the emblem of wiſdom, was the
his Belinda is induſtrious to make ever
heart of a phyſician. He had ſtudied
thing agreeable to him : And I will . nature in her various operations, and by
my dear niece, you can never quarrel, his knowledge of the properties of bo
though you have heard it is inſeparable dies, hunted diſeaſe through all its mazy
from matrimony. You will be ſo con meanders, and brought that aid which
ſtantly employed in contending, which thoſe only can truly value who have felt
ſhall {...}. moſt to the happineſs of its want.
Open and generous in his
the other, that you will not have one ino dealings, he proportioned his fees to the
ment to ſpare for contending about any ability of his patient, and as he was not
thing elſe. Thus ſays the prophetic ſoul under the controul of an apothecary, he
of
ENEDICT. never calculated his preſcriptions for the
ſole good of the ſhop. His knowledge of
The Leółure

on Heart.

the calamities of diſeaſe, had not hardened

his heart, but made him compaſſionate
Where abilities

H IS double heart * was that of to the poor ſufferers.

Mr. Timothy Twang, an hypo were wanting to pay him, he generouſly
crite, this which ſeemed to glow with the gave his advice gratis, and died full of
fire of piety, flamed with falſe zeal, and years, experience, and reputation, though
only ſerved as a cover to the real black very poor, for he left not behind him a
neſs of the other. Mr. Twang was ex glaring oſtentatious library, or a ridicu
cellent at long graces, and thanks-givings; Jous colle&tion of uſeleſs gimcracks.
and when he took an houſe, his firſt en
This is the heart of a quack, t a true
quiry was after a convenient room where contraſt to the real regular phyſician. On
he might ſing pſalms ſo as to be over-heard the ſtrength of an impudent face, an ig
by the neighbours. He always called his norant head, a voluminous wig, a cha
family together to prayers, morning and riot, and the king's patent, he impoſed
evening; yet ſeldom failed going every on the credulous, proſtituted the royal
day to ſee a girl he kept in a ſnug cor name, and murdered mankind with in
ner. He was indefatigable in procuring
N o T E.
himſelf to be left guardian to wealthy
* Shewing ſuch a heart.
minors, and as indefatigable in finding
+ Shewing a heart with a label, on
ways and means to ſink ſome part of the
* Shewing a double heart.

which is written BY THE KING's
P A T ENT.
Z z.
punity.
-

-
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punity. He had been bred an apothecary, the more he would pay to get out of it the
in an obſcure country village, where tired
with ſerving ha'pworths of Diachylum
and pennyworths of Wenus Treacle, he
ſold his ſhop, bought a receipt from a
poor Scotch ſurgeon, came to town, pro
cured a patent, and advertiſed away.
His tongue was voluble, and his lan
guage a jargon produced from his having
no ideas but what related to his former

and if he had no money, he
might borrow on the ſtrength of his pen
ſion
Therefore if he ſpied the man's
ſooner

hand ſliding into his fob, under the flap
of his waiſtcoat, he would ſay, “Why,
Sir ; there are already twenty-three peti
tions in your very caſe, and they muſt be
all ſerved in their turn.” The petitioner
takes out his hand, ſlips two pieces into

ſhop, and calculated to deceive the igno Peter's—“When ſhall I call?”—“Let
the day after to-morrow—to
rant. He could neither ſpeak, nor write me ſee
out of the common routine, as may morrow the board fits—I ſhall run a great
be clearly proved from a love-letter he riſque—but to ſerve you, your's ſhall be
ſent to Miſs §. a wealthy cheeſemon the firſt caſe conſidered.”—And ſo it was,
ger's daughter, who married him as ſoon and the order for his penſion made out.
Thus you think the buſineſs done—not yet
as he ſet up his equipage.
The next heart, is a corrupt heart, I —the order was made out 'tis true; but
and belonged to Mr. Peter Perquiſite, ex it was neither ſigned nor ſealed, that too
pediting clerk in a certain public office, muſt be expedited with two more pieces,
where his buſineſs was to receive petitions, and then Mr. Perquiſite refers the peti
to preſent to the chief clerk, to preſent tioner to Mr. Vulture the chief clerk, that
to the board, and then to expedite the he might ſqueeze him too. Mr. Perqui
grants with all poſſible haſte. His ſalary ſite died with vexation that he could not
was ſixty pounds a year, but by the help get a place of L. 120 a year, by which he
of what the French call the tour du baton, might have made L. 1zoo. Then he
From his

could have ſet up his coach and married

place he thought he had an undoubted
right to be approached cap in hand; to
be inſolent, priggiſh, and ſaucy. It may
be ſuppoſed that he received ſome gratuity
from the petitioners on doing their bu
ſineſs, and thence aroſe his profits.Quite the contrary—he thought buſineſs
required time ; and the cords of diſ
patch never ran glibly with him, till they
were well greaſed. When a man came
up to town, with a petition for a pen
iron for paſt ſervices, or diſability through
age, ſickneſs, wounds, or any thing elſe;
Peter wiſely conſidered that when the

he made it worth ſix hundred.

a fortune, whereas he was forced to put
up with a Miſs, and a ſingle gelding.

buſineſs was done, the man had no

thing to do but to live in quiet and eaſe;
which he thought would be the better
taſted, the greater trouble he had in get
ting it.

T H E SPI S: or a Critical Examination

intº the Merits ºf all the principal Per
formers, belonging to Covent Garden
Theatre. Book the Second. By Hugh
Kelly, Author of the Firſ. (Entire is.
8d. halfp.) (Cºncluded from p. 120.)
Here, in ſome rough, yet cultivated
mould,

-

A ſtrong ſtern face of nature we behold ;
Where, like old Legend, turbulence of mind,
With high-wrought humour happily is
join'd ;
Where wit gives rudeneſs ev'n a pleaſing
guiſe,
And mirth applauds what virtue wou'd deſ
iſe,

If therefore he found the man

Bºhail always grows upon our view,

cloſe—“Cali again in about, a month.”—

There

The petitioner anſwers that he ſtays in town

Correctly warm, and vehemently true ;

at a great expence, and ſhould be obliged There, with a maſter's nicety of art,
to him if he would haſten it on as much as He blends the jarring compounds of a part ;
Is ſmooth, yet fiery : inſolent, yet mean ;
poſſible.—This you may think he did, in Gay,
tho' diſtreſs'd ; and mad’ning, tho’
pity to the man's diſtreſs
the devil a
ſerene—

bit—Peter thought pity was weakneſs in Hence on theſe caſts the poet, as a friend,
a clerk, and the more the man's diſtreſs, Cou'd wiſh that Dunſtall wiſely wou'd de
pend:
N -O T E.
For when in Lethe, with a ſtaggering gait,
f Shewing a heart of a livid purple He ſceks an inſtant laughter to create;
colour.

-

The

-
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The part, leſs ſuited to that natural courſe,
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In every walk on every mind could preſs,
And ſoar alike in humour or diſtreſs?

In which we love his paſſion and his force,
Negle&ted flags, nor ever can excite
An equal ſhare of ſenſible delight
When eaſy pertneſs leads us to admire,
Few can ſurpaſs the excellence of Dyer;
With nicer art the ſaucy footman hit,

Thro' the wide field of ſtill-improving time,
This was a height which one alone could
climb;

Olympus high, it ended in the ſkies,
And mock'd the myriads lab'ring ſtill to

riſe—
or point the ſmartneſs of a coxcomb's wit–
Mark, in Liffardo, with what genuine ſkill Hence ſhou'd our actors cautiouſly diſclaim

He twiſts the graveſt muſcle to his will ;
Bids the loud laugh inceſſantly take place,
And pours a fimper ev'n on envy's face :
In Tattle too e're Beard, perverſely blind,
To other hands the character conſign'd,
Mercutta, Clodic, and ſuch dangerous rounds,
Still within nature's finely judging bounds,
He trac'd the inmoſt meaning of her laws,
And ſhone ſtill crown'd with general ap
plauſe.
Yet, while the muſe thus equitably ſhowers
A ſtrong encomium on his comic powers,
And candour, free from tenderneſs, conveys,
This juſt, this public tribute to his praiſe;
Still muſt the poet, with unpitying phlegm,
His tragic efforts inſtantly condemn :
And wiſh that eaſe, he ardently approves,

An eager, reſtleſs avarice of fame ,
And wherefoe'er their talents may excel,
With mod’rate honour wiſely chooſe to
dwell,

Rather than blaſt their honeſt ſprig of bays
In ſome mad ſtruggle for a boundleſs praiſe.
Woodward, a vet’ran on the ſtage allow'd
Has long been highly notic'd by the crowd ;
And thoſe nice critics who, ſo laughter
ſpreads,

With taſte or judgment never plague their
heads;
But tread alike on nature and her laws;

Without one glance to conſequence or
cauſe:

Yet if ſome parts, ſome very few, we

ſpare,
Who will aſſert that Woodward is a play’r;
To thoſe fight ſcenes wou'd ſtill confine his Who, that to candour holds the leaſt pre
-

-

That taſte he values, and that ſenſe he loves,

choice,
Which aſk leſs force of features and of voice.
-

tence,

Will here defame him with a ray of ſenſe ;
When actors once have firmly built a Or boldly ſay he ever was diſgrac'd
name
With one faint glimm'ring of a caſual taſte?
On ſome bold title to dramatic fame;
Form'd by his ſtars at ſome ſurprizing time
Twin’d round our fancies, in their hum’rous When thought was guilt, and ſentiment was
-

crime,

parts,

º

Or wept in anguiſh deeply thro' our hearts;
Nought is ſo frequent, as a wild deſire
At caſts quite diff'rent vainly to aſpire,

He boaſts that bleſt vacuity of mind
Which ſtamps a driv'ler of the mightieſt

Where ſtubborn nature leaſt inclin'd to lean

And blunders ſtill ſecurely into morn,
Too poor for hatred, and too mean for

kind ;

By inſtinct ſhudders at the arduous ſcene;
And honeſt ſenſe, that ever faithful guide,
Damns the mad purpoſe, and proclaims it
pride :
Yet ſtill as dangers upon dangers riſe
The glowing proſpect faſcinates their eyes ;
Proportion'd ſtill to hazards and to fears,
The embryo Glory raviſhes their ears :
And each believing that his ſtars have ſhed
The wond’rous powers of Garrick on his
head,

But what an actor of this wond'rous frame

, Will have the million raviſh'd with his

Darts keenly forward with a great deſign
In tears cr laughter equally to ſhine :
Diſputes the palm with Garrick as he plays
And ſcorns a leſs than univerſal praiſe.
But let my words convictively be preſt
On ev'ry ſtage-ſtruck Icarus's breaſt,
Who, never dreading once, to be undone,
Wings with too bold a pinion on the ſun;
And riſques, in ill-judg’d characters, a
fall

ſcorn.

Endu'd with talents ſingular as theſe,
Who can expect but what his fools muſt
pleaſe ;
Or think, where'ere the poet in his parts
From actual life eccentrically ſtarts;
Hews thro’ ſome wild yet entertaining plan
A bold rough face of unexiſting man;
name :

Who can imagine but his worth will riſe
When things moſt charm us, which we
moſt deſpiſe ;
When paltry trick and ignorant grimace
Aſſume the maſk of judgment and of grace;
And when to ſenſe the leſs he e'er inclincs

Beſt ſuits the bard's irregular deſigns;

When praiſe from martyr'd nature muſt be
wrought,

From ſome vain flight at excellence in all– And fame built only on the baſe of fault 2
Bown from old Theſpit to the preſent hour, Hence with delight his Bobadill we meet,
Hence find Petruchio a delicious treat, And
Who, beſides ºne with univerſal Power,
-

m
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And join in Marple's mirth-exciting cauſe While ſneering wit ſarcaſtically ſmiles
with all the warmth of paſſionate applauſe:- And bids him ſtick judiciouſly to Giler.
But when we mark, in highly-poliſh'd ſcenes,
Thro' the nice graces of a trembling lay,
No air that pleaſes, and no mind that means; A juſt applauſe to Mattacks we muſt pay;
ſoul
Fºppington
the
diſguſts
when finiſh'd
Whoſe tender ſtrain, ſo delicately clear,
Steals, ever honied, on the heavieſt ear;
In ſome ſtreet-bully's clumſineſs of roll ;
And ſoft Sir Courtly aims his pointleſs With ſweet-ton'd ſoftneſs exquiſitely warms,

Fires without force, and without vigour

joke
In one vile round of execrable croak;

when on ſuch parts he never can diſpenſe
A look like breeding, or a ſound like ſenſe:
Who but with me muſt heartily deteſt
His dull, cold, dead ſterility of breaſt,
And wiſh him ſtill judiciouſly confin'd
To thoſe ſtrange medlies of a poet's mind
Which, againſt reaſon, conſtantly delight,
and ſhock the judgment while they charm
the fight;
Are fine, tho' ful ſome; maſterly, tho' wrong
Rich, tho' deprav'd ; and impotent tho’

charms.-

See thro' his Meadºws that engaging eaſe
Which gives e'en ſilence requiſites to pleaſe;
That poliſh'd ſomething not to be defin'd
Which ſtrikes by inſtant inftinct on the mind;
Glows with reſiſtleſs fervor thro' a part,
And wins at once the judgment and the
heart.—
In Aimworth too we often have beheld

Some arduous ſcene where Mattocks has ex
cell'd,

Where nervous ſenſe with elegance was
[thought.—
fraught,
Long on the ſtage with general rapture And grace ſtrew roſes o'er the fields of
heard,
Yet if to Aimworth nicely we attend,
who can deny the excellence of Beard *
Parts might be found which Mattacks ought
to mend;
Root out from mem'ry thoſe enchanting
ſtrains
Where loud emotion ev'n itſelf betrays,
Which pour ſuch magic thro' the tingling And damps that pity which it means to raiſe
ſtrong.

veins

Say, when ſweet Patty, at her ſire's com

Lap the whole breaſt in tranſport as they
at,

[hand;
mand
Pours out her thanks on Aimwerth's generous
To Heav'n lifts up her ſupplicating eye,
And fondly labours with too ſoft a

And give us all elyſium in a note?
Yet in the regions of extatic ſound
Tho' Beard's chief laurel certainly is found ; What need has Mattocks, with prepoſt'rous
aim,
Tho’, with an actor's nobler flame of pride,
In ſtrong ſententious accents to declaim *
The ſinger ne'er is wholly thrown aſide,
Yet there are parts where, fortunately When ſenſe like his muſt know the ſcene re
plac'd,
quires,
Fach look is nature, and each ačtion taſte;
A nice exertion of the tend’reſt fires;
where every eye immediately muſt find
Requires the eye all achingly diſtreſt;
A juſt, a nice acquaintance with the mind; The faltring whiſper, and the heaving breaſt;
And few more clear or rapidly e're ran
The gentle quaking of the nerveleſs knees;
tnan.
Thro' the deep volume
The touch all trembling, and th’ expiring
Mark where that happy Bickerſtaff has
ſqueeze 2

º:

º:

dreſt

A. Giler all ruſtic with a generous breaſt;
Drawn with a maſter's highly finiſh'd art
A rough courſe manſion round a princely
heart ;

There, quite at eaſe, unmanacled by fears,
Beard a true ſon of comedy appears;
Hits off the honeſt and untutor'd youth
With ſuch juſt force, ſuch energy of truth,
That all is mirth and plaudit as he plays,
And laugh ſtill joins in uniſon with praiſe—
But when, alas! at ſome unhappy hour,
He idly labours to extend his pow'r,
When the dull Whitehead, with a mindleſs
leer,

Thro' curſt Macheath has poiſon'd all his ear;
There, tho’ each charm of melody is hung
In rich profuſion on his melting tongue;

With life's ſtrićt rules for ever in his eyes,
The careful actor ſenſibly ſhould riſe,
And full as free from ſtiffneſs on the ſtage,
As in his ſocial charaćter, engage.—
In actual life, where, keenly doom'd to ſmart,
Some ſharp-tooth'd anguiſh gnaws along the
heart;

When ſweet-ey'd hope gives expectation o'er,
And warms the boſom with a gleam no more,
Who, in a proud ſolemnity of ſtrain,
Once idly dreams to utter out a pain;
Or ſeeks a pompous cadence to expreſs
The deep corroding language of diſtreſs?

Clark has a voice, as manly as his form,
Thro' rage-ſtruck Hºtſpur well deſign'd to
ſtorm;

Yet ſtill too rough, unmuſical and coarſe;
It blends few ſtrokes of tenderneſs with force;

Still the cold accent and the lifeleſs air

And ſeldom pours, thus fatally confin'd,

Diſtreſs the finger, and degrade the play'r;

That ſtrong extcnfive pleaſure on the mind,
Which

*
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Which thoſe with tones more fortunate im

preſs
Thro’ every round of terror and diſtreſs—
Hence to the graver buſineſs of the ſtage,
The cautious parent, or the reas'ning ſage,
Where the calm eve of ſober-judging life
Demands high vigor, tho' it #. from ſtrife,
The honeſt muſe muſt earneſtly adviſe
That Clark wou'd turn, and quickly turn,
his eyes;
Nor, ſtill unthinking, drudge away his hours
On parts leſs fit, leſs worthy, of his powers.In flimſey Charles, or trifling Freeman, plac'd,
His talents run continually to waſte;
When good Scialto, awful while he fires,
His deep-ton'd force, his manlineſs, requires;
And juſt Abudah, merciful as great,
Wou'd find new rev'rence in exterior weight.
Were ſterling ſenſe, or excellence of heart,
For fame's bright goal in Theſpit bound to
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Nor dread the bard's moſt ſcrutinizing plan
While candour guides him with a ray of
man

O that to well-judg’d characters, like theſe,
Where mod’rate powers with certainty can
pleaſe ;

By ſome true friend, whom flatt’ry never
gain'd,

We once ſaw Walker ſenſibly reſtrain'd
For when, with Cato vainly in his view,
A firſt-rate fame he madly will purſue;
Or think the frigid nicety of care

In heav'n-form'd Brutus, conſtitutes a play’r;
A ripe, red curſe, in aggravated flame,
We hurl indignant at that Whitehead's name,

Who ſenſe like Walker's ſtupidly betrays

With the vile incenſe of an ill-earn'd praiſe.
With a blank viſage, never yet deſign'd
To pour a moment's meaning on the mind;
With a broad liſp that never cou’d endear
ſtart ;
The nobleſt thought a moment to the ear;
Say, above Gibſºn who cou’d think to riſe,
And ſome expreſsleſs oddity of tone,
To ſenſe at once repugnant and unknown;
Or urge a nobler title to the prize 2
But fate, perhaps, when Gibſºn firſt poſſeſt Mark where the feelings of a manly breaſt,
The ſtrong conception, and the feeling breaſt, With judgment fraught, and delicacy bleſ!,
In ſpight of ev'ry capital defect,
Suppos'd a voice was quite below his care,
Create both inſtant friendſhip and reſpect,
Or never once deſign'd him for a play’r—
The critic's rage intuitively lull
Yet, tho' in parts of energy and fire,
And ſhine with honeſt eminence in Hull.
She ne'er permits him boldly to aſpire;
And tho’ that note's harſh diſſonance of jar Why will not nature with exhauſtleſs pow'r,
With quick-ſoul’d ſenſe holds ever-living On man her bleſſings plentifully ſhow'r,
war;

And, while ſhe boaſts a never waſting ſtore,

Still there are times, when ſelf-created force Allow him tenfold cauſes to adore?
Subdues ev'n nature in her ſtern-ey'd courſe; Then, where Hull's feeling boſom we can
trace,
And Gibſon's mind, too nervous for her laws,
Appeals to truth, and riſes with applauſe.— We too ſhould find an energy of face;
Behold, in Prim, what pleaſantry we trace And ſee a kind occaſion to rejoice,
Thro' all that ſober, ſanctified grimace ;
O'er ſome wide field of ſoul-ſubduing voice:
Where rebel fleſh, with countenance demure, Yet Hull ſhou'd ſcorn internally to grieve,
Shou'd choak the ſigh that wiſhes but to
Serenely hot, and holily impure,
* heave ;
Betrays a ſly concubinary flame,
For tho’ no boſom forcibly he rends,
And ſteals poor ſpirit into actual ſhame
In Old Rents too, where Hearty, kindly No thinking breaſt he palpably offends;
But feeds the mind with ſomething like de
wrong,
light,
Thinks gath'ring grief muſt vaniſh at a ſong,
Howed; ſtarves the hearing and the fight.
There Gibſon's face ſo triſtfully is hung,
-

And holds ſuch hum’rous combat with his
tongue,

That ceaſeleſs mirth will laugh herſelf to

Dibdin, where rude fimplicity can pleaſe,
With baſhful freedom, and with aukward
eaſe,

In the wild ſallies of a ſtripling clown
Muſt ever riſe diſtinguiſh'd on the town,
And quite forget the grating on her ears.
And
laugh's high feaſt inceſſantly create,
where plain hot Downright, with too
While honeſt Ralph has liberty to prate.
fierce a rage,
But if once idly, in ſome ſtrange career,
Arraigns the harmleſs follies of the age ;
He ſtarts from ſenſe, and ſcorns his humble
Admits no plea whatever for the times,
ſphere;
But foams at trifling levities as crimes:
If ere that fine rotundity of frame
Or where brave Kent, impertinently great,
At higher walks unhappily ſhou'd aim;
attempts to ſnatch Cordelia from her fate;
Or the bleſt ſtiffneſs of that downcaſt head
And, with a daring rectitude of thought,
Tells ev'n his furious monarch of a fault;
To parts of grace be fatally miſled;
Each conſcious breaſt he certainly muſt ſtrike
There, finely warm, and accurately clear,
With obvious pain and leaſible diſlike;
No harſh remark need Walker ever fear;
tears,

Ceaſe

w
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Ceaſe ev'n his friends with pleaſure to affect,
And nought will meet but cenſure or neglect.
Squibb—but a pun is poſitive offence
Thro’ ev'ry realm of nicely-judging ſenſe,
Elſe cou’d the poet jocularly ſcoff
How aptly this was recently let off;
How nought it mov’d but ſcorn's contemp
tuous wink,

There Pitt, O matchleſs Sycamore f has
ſhin'd

Severely ſoft, and turbulently kind;
Tho' rude, yet tender; paſſionate, tho'cold;
A raging turtle, and a doating ſcold
In caſts quite diff'rent, where the ſober
tongue

Of moral ſpleen ſententiouſly is hung ;
Where the pale lilly, in its ſicklieſt ſnows,

Hiſs'd on thro’ being, and expir'd in ſtink.
But from the heroes of the glitt'ring ſcene On Deb'rah's cheek has blaſted all the roſe;
Taught the ſtale virgin's antiquated breaſt
To riſe at youth, and ſhudder at a jeſt;
Muſt now with tender, yet determin'd air,
Review the various merits of the fair;
There the ſublime malignity we trace
Thro' Walker's fine-wrought peeviſhneſs of
Each charmer's talents critically try,

The bard to ſofter charaćters muſt lean ;

Nor dread the lightnings of the angry"ſt

face;

Yet, e'er this taſk he daringly eſſays,
Kind God of numbers, animate his lays 1

The rankling breaſt ſhe conſtantly diſplays
Thro' all her ſtrict ſolemnity of phraſe;
E’en Whitfield's hate might happily beguile,

Lo at his ſide mild Invocation ſtands,

And cheat his muſcles to a human ſmile.

eye—

Breathe ſoft, ye gales; ye waters ceaſe to
With melting accents and beſeeching hands;
move ;
Calls on the hills, the rivers, and the groves,
Lo Baker comes, the ſofteſt child of Love;
The magic graces, and the killing loves,
Bleſt with 4 form all harmony and grace,
To give that dulcid flimſineſs of rhyme
Which forms the teſt of common-place ſub While Heav'n's own ſweetneſs opens in her
lime;

Bids nonſenſe flow with harmony replete,
Divinely flat, and execrably ſweet.—
Do thou then, Phaebut, with thy gentleſt air,
Mark this dull effort of affected pray’r;
And, ſince bleſt cuſtom leads the ſcribbling
throng
To fuch pert phrenzies of unmeaning ſong;
Since Invocation, with deluſive ray,
Was firſt deſign'd to ſparkle and betray;
An empty ſound for ſubſtance to impart,
And charm the ear, neglectful of the heart;
Thro' this bald paſſage graciouſly diſperſe
The tinſel'd glare and foppery of verſe;

That ſoft-ſoul’d fools from cuſtom may ad
mire,

face—

In the mild round of ſecondary parts,
Where placid virtue grows upon our hearts;
Where calm-ſoul’d goodneſs ſtrongly can en
gage,
[rage,
Charm without force, and vanquiſh without
There Baker's talents modeſtly incline,
Nor aim in firſt-rate characters to ſhine;

Tho', cou’d a bold, an animated round,
Like ſprightly Daphne, happily be found,
In Fame's high roll ſhe inſtantly wou'd riſe,
And boaſt a merit conqu'ring as her eyes.
Mahon, tho' careful, always is alert;
Free, but not bold; and ſprightly, but not
pert;

At honeſt force we ſtill behold her ſtrive,
Correctly warm, and cautiouſly alive;
And mark ſome ſtrokes in Bridget, which

And criticks praiſe ſtupidity for fire.—
So may thy altars—But farewel Apolle—
reveal
The ſubject now 'tis requiſite to follow—
Senſe loudly damns this deſpicable ſtuff,
A taſte to brighten, and a breaſt to feel.
But let Poitier our notice now engage;
And fiercely cries, “ The bard has ſlept
enough.”
The livelieſt baggage on the modern ſtage;
Green, Pitt and Walker, never led aſide, Whom every breaſt muſt honeſtly admire,
For nervous freedom and for hum’reus fire
By any erring prevalence of pride,
To quit plain nature's cuſtomary road
Where roaring Fanny, ſatisfied of wrong,
For high-bred parts of elegance and mode,
So finely blubbers in expreſſive ſong:
A more than midway eminence muſt claim
For parts like this where muſic ſcarcely
Where'er we reaſon on dramatic fame—

draws

Green in a prating chambermaid diſdains
To pleaſe by toil, or captivate by pains;
Yet juſtly bold, and critically pert,
Her eaſe and life inceſſantly divert;
And while, thro' bawling Termagant ſhe
ſtrides,

The languid mark of ſecond-rate applauſe;
Where the juſt actreſs nobly muſt ſuſtain
The warming ſcene, and vivify the ſtrain,
‘E’er ev'n a bard like Bicker ſtaff can raiſe
The rich-earn'd plaudit of a general praiſe;
There, unſuſpected of a partial breaſt,
Bid laughter tremble for his aching ſides— Pºitier's true wo, th we honeſtly may reſt;
Pitt in thoſe fond, intolerable wives,
And aſk ſecurely, in this arduous caſt
Who quite thro' love embitter all our lives, By whom ſhe e'er was equali'd or ſurpaſs'd 2
With too much ſoftneſs poiſon ev'ry breath, Yet tho' I rate her character ſo high,
Thro' care ſtill murder, and careſs to death; I ſee her ſometimes with a pitying figh,
Where
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Where faſt from nature fatally ſhe flies,
A ſtriking perſon, or a poliſh'd air,
And wounds our judgment to attract our Which form, O Macklin, an accompliſh'd
play’r.——
eyes—
Say, when old Dorcar on her crutch appears, High tho' they ſhine in Nature's ſcanty ſtore,
Bent with a weight of ſelf-acknowledg'd The finiſh'd actreſs loudly calls for more;
ears,

Calls for a boundleſs latitude of voice

With

#ºing footſtep, and with toothleſs
rin,
With rººt of youth but readineſs to fin;

To ſoothe, to rage, to ſorrow, and rejoice ;
Calls for a heart with ſympathy all ſtrung,

Can we expett ſuch wretchedneſs wou'd

Nay, tho' poſſeſs'd of requiſites like theſe,

prove

An eye all lightning, and a face all tongue—
No actreſs e'er can exquiſitely pleaſe,

A tempting round of ſprightlineſs and love? If inattentive ſtrangely to her part,
Yet mark Pºitier, how ſtrangely out of place, A wand'ring look betrays a vacant heart;
She limps in jig, and totters in a race;
Or the gay gewgaws of a box engage
Unceaſing ambles with the livelieſt air,
Where every glance ſhould centre on the ſtage.
Where all is age, infirmity, and care;
Oft have I mark'd, and always mark'd with
And mark, when being ſick'ning o'er the tomb,

ſpleen,

From wrinkling nature raviſhes the bloom, Ev’n fav'rite actors, in the buſieſt ſcene,
Where morn's own bluſh is ſtruggling how to Whene'er their round of ſyllables were clos'd,
break
In tenfold crimſons on her roſeate cheek?

Aſſume an air moſt ſtupidly compos'd ;
Gape round the gall'ry with a lifeleſs eye,
But hark! what magic glows along the Tho' rage ſtood burning with ſome fierce re
ſphere,

With mad'ning rapture ruſhes on the ear;
Melts the whole breaſt divinely while it
ſtorms,
[charms 2
Pains with delight, and wounds us as it
Hail, heavenly ſongſtreſs,matchleſs Pinto, hail,
And, while the Syrens enviouſly grow pale;
While the bright moon, tranſported at thy
ſkill,
[ſtill ;
Reſtrains her courſe, and every ſtar ſtands
Say, in what bliſsful reſervoirs of found

Nay,

ly
wº
the fiery

Bajazet has ſhed

Sºme ſoul-fetch'd curſe upon his conqu'ror's
head ;

And, ſlung with madneſs as he met with
grace,
[face;
Has ſcorn'd, revil'd, proſcrib'd him to his

Then have I ſeen a Tamerlane of wood,
Who quite unconſcious of his phrenzy flood,
With ſome lewd green-box chang'd, per;

haps, a leer,
Can ſtrains like thine, O miracle be found? And quite deſpis'd his boſom and his ear.
Or ſay, obedient to high Heaven's decree,
Bleſt with a perſon wholly without fault;
Has bankrupt nature laviſh'd all on thee?
Tho' poliſh'd, gay; and natural, tho’ taught ;
O had the fates, at that auſpicious hour
See where that Wilford elegantly moves,
Which bleſt the finger with ſuch wond’rous Leads up the Graces, and commands the
pow'r,
, Loves :
Once on the actreſs tenderly impreſt
Bears nobly on for Pame's exalted goal,
A nervous judgment, and a feeling breaſt; Replete no leſs with tenderneſs than ſoul :
How wou'd thy name, down times admiring Nor will ſhe miſs, if cautious in her aim,
tide,
,
An high, an envied, eminence of fame;
In conſcious triumph ever ſweetly glide;
When her mere dawn can happily diſplay
How wou'd the Bard with deep-felt rev'rence Such well-form'd proſpects of a vigºrous
day—
gaze,
[praiſe!

And raviſh'd worlds grow wanton in thy But, beauteous Wilfºrd, liſten to the Muſe,
But when, alas!--Enchantreſs, ſwell the ſtrain

Nor grant the Muſe a moment to complain

Which here would counſel with the friendli
eſt views ;

Leſt a wild war with Fate ſhe ſhou'd com Nor let that eye too paſſionately gaze,
mence,
[ſenſe. On the bright meteor of a general praiſe—
And wiſh that voice was well exchang'd for That voice, dear maid, though charming to
the throng,
Thro' Macklin's form ſuch elegance we
trace,
Is ſoft, not various : muſical, not ſtrong ;
Each ſtep is breeding, and each action grace; And tho’, where life's familiar ſcenes in

Yet, a meer maſs of amiable ſnow,

She never bids us generouſly glow ;
Nor, tho' with ſenſe her periods always roll,
E'er ſends an accent nobly to the ſoul,
But freezes ſtill intenſely on the mind,
Politely cold, and larguidly refin'd.—
'Tis not a breaſt, with breeding finely fraught,

Extenſive ſenſe, or dignity of thought,
March, 1767.

vite,

It ſtrikes us ſtill with delicate delight;

Yet, where the feelings in ſome trying hour
Ak a ful, buiſt of boſºm-piercing power,
Where with a wildneſs of exulting tones,
Her flame Cºrdella paſſionately owns;
There, tho' its ſweetneſs ever muſt endear,
It falls too weak, too gentle on the ear;
A a
s
Sinks,
*…
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Sinks, without force the ſenſe enough to fill, So juſt her action and her feeling roſe,
Like the ſmooth murmur of ſome diſtant rill— The dulleſt boſom labour'd with her woes,

Ellict, like Wilford, with attractive air,
Soft as polite, and delicate as fair,
Thro' the gay circles of the finely bred
With juſt applauſe is ever ſure to tread:
But 'ill, like

{{...} circumcrib'd in voice,

Life's eaſy path ſhou'd always be her choice;
For tho' Calſia ſtrongly ſhe conceives,
Glows with true pride, with juſt reſentment
heaves,

Yct in her tones ſo fatally confin'd,
She never ſtrikes with vigour on the mind;
But gives the gen’rous an inceſſant pain
To ſee ſuch judgment ſacrific’d in vain.
So have I ſeen

but ſmiles are dull,

Ard nerveleſs boſoms only ſerve to lull;
Unleſs from nature evidently caught
They give freſh richneſs to a poet's thought;
Some dark idea to a reader clear,

And help his fancy while they charm his ear.
On life's rough ſea unfortunately toit,
Her views quite ſhipwreck'd, and her hopes
quite loſt,
See, with a ſlow and melancholy air,
Yet tempting ſtill, and lovely in deſpair,
Where ſoft. nerv'd Bellamy commands the eye,
And ſadly labours with an actual ſigh—

Glow'd with her flame, or trembled with her
fear,

Nor grudg’d the frequent tribute of a tear—
To ſcenes quite diff'rent if the fair retir’d,
She ſtill delighted, and we ſtill admir’d ;
Thro' home-ſpun Hayden’s ſcarcely human air
We lov'd her fine ſtupidity of ſtare ;
And felt a pleaſure never to be told,
When vixen Nyſa fiercely ſtrove to ſcold—
In Patty too, where, tenderly diſtreſt,
A hopeleſs fire conſum'd away her reſt,
She taught us firſt with pity to deplore,
To weep for woes at which we ſlept before ;
And rais'd a ſweet-ſoul’d elegance of pain
Which amply paid diſparity of ſtrain
Hence, when the Drama widely we ſurvey,
And various worth we candidly do weigh ,
When the whole ſtage the mind before us
brings;
And marks out nature thro’ her ſev’ral

ſprings;
Mattocks muſt win the Covent-Garden bays,
Who boaſts ſuch num'rous titles to our

praiſe

s

For tho’ no thrill like Pinto's ſhe can claim,

Or plead the wonders of a Wilfºrd's frame;

Yet, when the boſom boldly ſhe can ſeize,

O that the charmer never had poſſeſs'd

That wide,that boundleſs,tendeineſs of breaſt; In decp-ſtruck anguiſh or enliv'ning eaſe;
Which, with a mad benevolence alone,
Thro' tragic woe poſſeſs the pitying throng,
Can feel all wants ſublimely but its own ; And warmly ſtrike in comedy or ſong ;
Ne'er turns from woe the pity-giving ear,
When thro’ the Drama in its ampleſt rounds,
But ſtill beſtows a bounty or a tear :
A juſt, a laſting character ſhe founds;
Then poor Ciesne, o'er her murder'd child,
'Tis not a warble, or a conq'ring air,
With burning eye-ball raviſhingly wild,
Which here muſt teach a critic to compare ;
To ev'ry mind her anguiſh cou’d impart,
A caſual moment, or a caſual night,
And in fine phrenzy look away the heart—
But that which gives moſt conſtant, ſure de

Then juliet ſtill by Cynthia's ſilver rays

light—

Had drawn a plaudit of the nobleſt praiſe;
And ſweet Erdºſia's ſelf-denying rage

Luxurious reas'ners, with a ſcornful eye,
This fair award may poſſibly deny,
With grateful thurders deafned all the ſtage-- And proudly urge that one extatic ſwell,
But now, alas! a boſom ne'er at eaſe,
Where matchleſs Pinto highly may excell ;
Can ſeldom ſtrive with energy to pleaſe;
Or one fine ſweep where, doubly bent to
Nor think of paiſions juſtly as it ought,
charm, .
[form;
When ſorrow chiefly gives a birth to thought. That angel, Wilford, ſhews her heav'nly
Mattackſ, thro' all the Covent-Garden ſtir, Deſerves a richer tribute from my lays,
Beſt ends my taſk, and beſt demands my care, Than countlets worlds of Mattacks's ſhou'd

Fol tho’ no beauties with uncommon grace,

raiſe—

Swell in her form, or brighted in her face,

For me, with palate provident at leaſt,
I hate to ſtarve whole ages for a feaſt :
fgn'd,
And think good ſenſe and Burgundy, that
ſtand
[hand,
And all her looks are eloquent with mind—
Say, thro’ the drama's moſt extenſive round, With conſtant ſmiles all ſparkling at my
What ſtile, what walk, of acting can be found, A wiſer choice than folly can diſplay
In which, if Mattock, ever thought to play, Which ſtoops to nought but faſhion and to
She bore no added charaćier away :
kay—
Ne'er into merit evidently grew,
But while the light of charaćter is made
Nor warm'd ſtill ſtronger on the public view - We now proceed with Mattocks to the
ſhade
Did ſhe, thro' tempeſts in their midnight
roar,
Of all the gifts an adreſs e'er poſſeſ,
A father's footſteps piouſly explore,
The firſt, the nobleſt, is a feeling breaſt;
Thro' riſing horrors, tho' an cutcaſt, trend, Yet the nice aëreſs, with a cautious pride,
To ſcreer, wild Lar, thy venerable head; A gem like this ſhould often ſeek to hide,
Yet her whole frame/with ſweetneſs is de
-

-

-

And
w

-
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And wiſely fear its value to reduce
In vain emotion, or in needleſs uſe.
With too quick feelings delicately fraught,

This, gentle Mattocks, chiefly is thy fault :

187

As eaſe, or force, to entertain, or move,
Seem chiefly form'd to pleaſure, or improve.
When parts of weight at random we ſee
thrown,

But know, ſweet-ſquand’rer! when in ſoul They ſink an actor's value and their own:
leſs lines

The face is ſadden'd, or the boom pines;
When the falſe tear is idly prone tº ſtart,
Without one ſorrow ſwelling at the heart;

For ſay, if Shuter, at whoſe happy birth
No ſtar once glitter'd but the ſtar of mirth,
In bºld Macbeth had daringly eſſay’d,

And, frantic, clutch'd the viſionary blade;
Wou'd all the wond’rous merit we allow,
Where Nature calis him piercingly to feel ; When comic laurels thicken round his
And, like ſome ſlave, whoſe proſtituted
brow,

It wounds that force an actor ſhou'd reveal,

tongue,

With oft-found falſehood infamouſly hung ;
Who, if a truth he haply ſhou'd diſcloſe
Of high concern to being or repoſe,
Ne'er o’er our ſcorn a moment can prevail,
To urge his ſtrong, his imprecated tale:

The ill-plac'd ſcene from ridicule exempt,
Or ſnatch our fav'rite kindly from contempt

By you, O Garrick; and by you, O Beard;
The Muſe then calls with candcur to be
:

º

And if fir truth, perſuaſive while it ſhines,

So the wild actor, mindleſs of offence,
Who ſtill ſeems tortur'd on the wheel of Beams in her ſenſe, or brightens in her lires,
She here demands, by mighty Shakeſpear's
ſenſe,
hearte,
Who burtis in tears to reach himſelf a chair, Airſt, quick attention
a
to her verſe:

And cut, a cabbage with diſtracted air;

Demands, that genius, never more miſplac'd,

Flags on the heart when actual paſſion ſprings, May ſhock our judgment, or diſguſt our
Tho' truth ſhou'd twiſt him round the tend’reſt
taſte :

ſtrings.

Here might the Bard his dang'rous ſubjećt

-

-

But, that cach actor, as his ſtars deſign'd,

conſtantly confin'd,
cloſe,
Where'er he riſes, only, may be ſhewn ;
And leave the reader quietly to doze;
And learn to ſpare our feelings and his own.
But where his mind ſome fav'rite point has
Then ſhall the Stage, with nobler uſes
won,
ſpread,
The tedions ſcribbler never can have done;
And noon-day luſtre brighten round its head;
Nor, howe'er needleſs, tireſome, or abſurd, Then the gay tale, thro' fićtion never track'd,
Renounce the taſk without anºther word.
From ſeeming truth, ſhall kindle into fact ;
Long in theſe climes, by ev'ry breaſt ad And fancied woes, more achingly impreſt,
mir'd

To ſenſe and nature

With ſun-beam ſwiftneſs harrow thro’ the

Which ſcience poliſh'd, or which genius fir’d,
breaſt—
The mºral ſtage, with captivating art,
But, if ſtill ſtrangely heedleſs to correct
Has charm'd the fancy to improve the heart; This oft-found, old, yet capital defect,
Thro' flow'ry paths taught virtue to invite,
Thoſe who ſhou'd mark the leſſon with regard,
And mark'd her ſacred footſteps with de Diſdain the counſel, and deſpiſe the Bard;
light
If paſſed age, juſt tott'iing o'er the bier,
Form'd by its rules, our nobly-minded youth In briſk, bold parts is ſuffer'd to appear;
Grew early fond of ſentiment and truth;
If ſprightly mirth its being may forego,
And, bleſt enthuſiaſts with the poet's pen, To ſweat at madneſs, or to ſtrain at woe;
They gayly laugh'd, or greatly wept to And meiting Pathos, palpably debas'd,
men

In frºthy foſs, or libertines is plac'd;

Struck too, while pond'ring o'er the mimic Garrick himſelf, tho' Envy muſt admit
world,
[curdi’d; He firſt rais'd Virtue to the throne of Wit;
The wond'ring villain in the life-ſtream From Genius, wildly ſtraggling into ſeed,
With inſtant terrors ſhudder'd for his name, Firſt pluck'd each rank inflammatory weed ;
And, loſt to honour, grew quite juſt thro' And where ſome ſentence infamouſly red,
ſhame
Shot forth its vile, yet faſcinating head;
Hence, when the manners of a riſing age
His gen’rous labour hallow'd o'er the ground,
Depend ſo near, ſo ſtrongly on the ſtage;
And rais'd both ſenſe and decency around—
When ev'n our virtues from our pleaſures Yet if to errors of this monſtrous ſize,
ſhoot,
His wholeſome hand unkindly he denies,
And life ſprings up as paſſion plants the root; No ſpecious plea reſentment will allow,
The cautious ruler of a gen’rous ſcene,
But wear eternal anger on her brow ;
Shou'd mark an actor's talents as they lean ;

Since minds like his all accurate and warm,

And ev'ry part judiciouſly decree
By more than halves ſhould ſenſibly reform;
From private piques, and partial friendſhips Remove all fault, impatient of delays,
free,

And only leave Poſterity to—piaiſe.
A a 2.
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Fri. 27. A ſmuggling half-deck boat

WED Nes DAY, jan. 7.
was burnt at Rye, with her cargo of leaf
Little after midnight, a Turkiſh man tobacco and rappee ſnuff from Dunkirk.
of war, of 64 guns, took fire in the
The hereditary prince of Brunſwick,
port of Conſtantinople ; and communica who has been ſome time on his travels in
ting the flames to five merchant ſhips, theſe Italy, is now detained at Turin, by an
ſet fire to three more ; two of which be abſceſs

ing driven by the wind to the giubali
quay, ſet fire to the houſes on the Con

formed near where he was
wounded.
At a ſale of medals and curioſities in

fantinople fide of the harbour, eighty of Pall-Mall, the twelve Ceſars in gold ſold
which were entirely conſumed. The hu
man mind cannot pi&ture to itſelf a more
affecting ſcene of horror, than that of nine
floating fires in the dead of night, threat
ening deſtruction wherever chance ſhould
uide them, with two great fires on each
#. the river, devouring everything, with
out being able to ſay where the miſchief
would end. Happily, however, the con
flagration was ſoon conquered, without
other damage. As a contraſt to this un
happy event, the ſultana was happily de
livered of a prince.
Another terrible fire broke out lately at
Bridge Town in Barbadoes, which has
conſumed every houſe on both ſides the
ſtreet, where it firſt broke out, and all the

range of houſes leading from the old
bridge into town. The letters add, that had
Mr. John Hall's houſe taken fire, which
was every moment expected, the ſmall
fragment of the town, left by the ravage
of the flames in May, muſt have been en
tirely conſumed. . The whole loſs is eſti
mated at 1oo, oool.

The fieur Niebuhr, a Dane, has lately

viſited jeruſalem, Damas, Seyde, Tripoli,

for 75l. 7s. 6d.

-

The crew of the Suſanna ſloop, from
Caſco bay, was lately taken up by the Eli
zabeth, Capt. Miller, a little to the weſt
ward of Newfoundland. This unfortu
mate crew had loſt their maſts, rudder,

and bowſprit in a ſtorm, and had been
toſſed for thirty days in their hulk upon
the ſea, without any other ſubſiſtence than
a ſmall allowance of fiſh which they hap
pily caught; they were mere ſkeletons,
till they were relieved by the humanity of
Capt. Miller.
MARch, Tueſday 3. The noble de
puties appointed by the ſenate of Pe
nice, for the reception of the reigning
Duke of Wurtemberg, entertained that
prince with a bull-feaſt, in the place
of St. Mark, where, behind a long
and ſtrong paliſado, amphitheatres were
ere&ted, on which near twenty thouſand
perſons were ſeated. Forty-eight cava
liers, maſked, and richly dreſſed after
the Spaniſh, Engliſh, Swift, and Hunga
rian manner, encountered, on the arena, .
one hundred and fifty bulls, worried b
fierce dogs. Two of theſe cavaliers º

and Latakia, and has determined, from terwards cut off the heads of ſix bulls at
his aſtronomical obſervations, the ſituation as many ſtrokes. A man placed on the

of one part of the coaſts of Syria, which top of the tower of S. Mark, flew down
had never been ſettled before.

from thence, by the help of a cord to the

Feb. Thurſ. 26. The Clive Indiaman,
bound to China, ran aſhore off Boulogne.
The people were all ſaved, except two.
The cargo of this ſhip is eſtimated at
120,000l. the greateſt part of which, it
is thought, will be ſaved.
The ferry-boat, near the paſs of Kil
licrankie in Scotland, containing thirty
paſſengers, was carried down the river by
the rapidity of the current, and was over
ſet; by which melancholy accident, no
leſs than twenty-ſeven perſons loſt their
lives. This paſſage, though the only ac
ceſs to a very populous country, is very
rapid and dangerous; and this is the

bottom of the ſteps of the church of St.

-

third time within theſe twelve months that
the boat has been forced down the liver.

Giminien. Pieces of fire-works were next

F. off on

three bulls, which ſet up
orrible roarings ; and the feaſt terminat

ed with ſome other fire-works, with which

two large machines were filled, and which
had all the deſired ſucceſs.

The high ſheriff and grand jury for the
county of Bucks, have preſented an ad
dreſs of thanks to their members, for the

redućtion of the land-tax ; at the ſame
time expreſſing their hopes, that the land
holders of this kingdom will not be charg
ed with an increaſe of taxes to defray ex
pences, to which the colonies of America

have, by inſurrečtion and violence, refuſ
-

ed
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ed to contribute any part, although for nal repreſentatives of an additional term in
the jaghire of ten years, commencing from
their own protećtion and defence.
Wed. 4. Were tried by a ſpecial jury, the determination of his lordſhip's preſent
two cauſes, in both which the chamber right therein, would be a proper acknow
laim of London was plaintiff; one againſt ledgment and return for ſuch important
Thomas johnſon, citizen and turner, and ſervices; and that it be recommended to
the other againſt james Sinclair, of the Court of Directors, that upon any
Shadwell, maſter in the navy, for
future propoſitions being made, either to
ing and ſelling government ſecurities for parliament, or to his Majeſty's miniſters,
their friends, not being brokers; in both this reſolution of the General Court be
which cauſes verdićts were given for the humbly repreſented.” When upon ſum
defendants; by which it, is now ſettled, ming up the ballots, there appeared
For the queſtion 361, Againſt it 331,
that every perſon is at liberty to employ
his friend to buy or fell government ſe
An affair of precedency was argued be
curities, without the expence of a broker. fore the Court of Aldermen, between Sir
Wedneſ. 18. The ſubſcription of Robert Darling and Sir james Eſdaile,
40,000l. for cutting a navigable canal Sheriffs of London; when Sir Robert Dar
from Carron to Glaſgow, was cloſed, the ling was informed, that the right of pre
whole ſum being at that time ſubſcribed. cedency within the city liberties, belonged
Five ſmugglers, charged with large ſums to Sir James Eſdaile, as Alderman of
to the government, were committed to his the ſame.
Thurſ. 26. His Excellency Count de
. Majeſty's priſon of the Fleet. They are
charged with a debt of 50,000l., to the Gaerchy, the French Ambaſſador, had a
crown, but have ſworn themſelves not long conference with the Earl of Shel
worth 5l. each in the world, and have burne, on the ſubject, as it is ſaid, of
been admitted to the begging-grate to diſpatches received from Paris.—The flat
bottomed boats, are ordered to be fitted
keep them from ſtarving.
Thurſ. 19. At a general court of the up with all expedition in the French
Governors and †. of the Bank, a ports, for ſome ſecret enterprize.
dividend of 2 1-half per Cent. for in
S C O T L A N D.
tereſts and profits, was declared for the
half year ending the 5th of April laſt,
N the 2d of January there was a con
ſiderable fall of ſnow, at Edinburgh,
the warrants for which are payable the

*.

O

13th.

and other places; and during the night

Mon. 23. His Majeſty went to the
Houſe of Peers, and gave the royal aſ
ſent to the following bills, viz.-The
bill for granting an aid to his Majeſty, by
a land-tax, for the ſervice of the preſent
year, (35. in the pound).-The bill for
better regulating his Majeſty's marine

following, there was a great deal of thun
der and lightning. The ſtorm continued
until about the 24th, when there came a

forces when on ſhore.—The bill for re

ſured from fourteen to twenty.

thaw. . The fall of ſnow was ſo great,
that the roads were almoſt impaſſable.
In many places, the general depth of the
ſnow was three feet; in hollows it mea

building the pariſh church of St. Mar
“Eyemouth, Jan. 7. On Thurſday the
tin's in Worceffer.—The bill for the more 1ſt of January, the tide flowed here to
effectual maintenance and relief of the an unuſual height; but without cauſing
poor of Queenborough in Kent.—The bill any great alarm. This was but a pre
to enlarge the term and powers granted to lude to what happened ſoon after ; for a

the inhabitants of St. Mary Rotherhithe, bout midnight a moſt dreadful ſcene ap
by certain funeral rates for re-building peared. A violent ſtorm at N. E. had
their pariſh church, &c.—And alſo to ſe continued all day, attended with a very
veral road and incloſure bills.
high tide as above mentioned. About
Tueſ. 24. At a General Court of the twelve at night, on return of the tide,
Eaſt India company, the following in the ſea rolled into the harbour, with a
tereſting queſtion was ballotted for, viz. violence unknown before, and had pene
“That the important ſervices rendered trated into many of the low houſes near
to the company by Lord Clive, merit a the ſhore, and into the lower rooms of
grateful acknowledgment and return, and others, up the river, before any alarm
that a grant to his Lordſhip and his perſo could be given. In ſome, the water was
to
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to the height of four or five feet; and the dreadful conſequences we at firſt had
had burſt in ſo quickly and unexpectedly, reaſon to apprehend.”

that not only cloaths, furniture and pro
On the 12th of January came on, be
viſions of all kinds, were deſtroyed or da fore the high court of juſticiary, at Edin
maged, but many were in danger of wa burgh, the trial of Alexander Williamſon
tery graves in their own houſes, or from glover, Robert Falconer Smith, William
the irreſiſtible recoil of the water, of be Proctor Wright, and James Shearer re
ing precipitated into the deep. . In pro fidenter, all in Elgin, indićted, at the in
found darkneſs, in the midſt of the wa ſtance of his Majeſty's Advocate, for
ter, huſbands were carrying their wives breaking into his Majeſty's Exciſe-Office
maked in their arms, others their chil at Elgin, and forcibly carrying off nine
dren, to the firſt ſecure houſe or bed to anchors of foreign ſpirits. The libel was
which they might be admitted.
The reſtricted to an arbitrary puniſhment.
torm increaſed next day ; when greater The proof was taken on the 26th, and
damage was done in the afternoon than the priſoners were found guilty. Next day
by the morning tide. Windows were the court ſentenced them to be whipped
burſt open, walls knocked down to the through Edinburgh, two of them on the
ground, ſtacks of corn lifted up and de 11th, and the other two on the 13th of
ſtroyed by the irreſiſtible force of the wa February,and thereafter to be tranſported,
ter; barns floated, the corn deſtroyed never to return to Scotland.
Differences have ſubſiſted for ſome time
or damaged; and many poor people drove
from their houſes, to return to them al between the managers of the Edinburgh
moſt empty, whatever was neceſſary for theatre, the players, and the audience;
their ſupport being ſwept off; but as this and many hand-bills were circulated on
laſt happened in day-light, that circum the ſubject ſince the beginning of win
ſtance in ſome meaſure mitigated the ter ter.

ror of the latter ſcene. Happily, in the
harbour, only a ſmall part of the pier was
hurt, the old work remaining firm; but
in the prodigious ſwell, ſeveral ſmall veſ
ſels were driven from their moorings up
to the bleaching-ground; many boats
ſmall and great were drove up the water,
fome within the policy of Neherbyres

But matters were at laſt carried to
extremities: what follows is taken from

the papers of Monday, Jan. 26. “Our
theatrical entertainments

have of late

been frequently interrupted, on account
of a diſference between the managers and
one of the players, whom, for particular
reaſons, they would not allow to per

form.
and others about it ; the gardens on the ving

Some gentlemen, however, ha

pºi him,

repeatedly inſiſted,
water-ſide were laid open, the dikes being that he ſhould be engaged. This the
levelled to the ground ; timber of all managers refuſed ; and diſturbances ge
kinds drove from the wharfs and ſhore, nerally enſued, which put a period to the
were caſt on the banks from the mouth entertainment for the night. The ma
of the water, near half a mile farther nagers at length, ſome nights ago, were
than ever the tide had flowed before.
induced to promiſe compliance; which,
To a by-ſtander, free from danger, per however, they afterwards thought pro
haps never a more awful or more ſtupen per publicly to retract, and in hand
dous ſight was ſeen. The waves were bills which were circulated by them and
prodigious, and broke, in the entrance the reſt of the players, endeavoured to
of the harbour, with ſuch a force and

defend their condući. Their arguments

noiſe as were truly di cadful. The ap however did not perſuade: a number of
gentlemen had been offended at their
eaſt of Gun's Green, which forms the behaviour; and, on Saturday evening,

pearance from the Old Fort, to the ſouth

entrance to the harbour, ſeemed only
one continued cataraćt of great extent,
and in appearance an hundred fathoms
high; and within the harbour, the force
of the water was ſo great, that moſt of

dience, for ſome reflections in their pub

the houſes next to the ſhore have ſuffer

aſperated, that after begging the ladies

inſiſted, that one of the players, in name
of the reſt, ſhould beg pardon of the au
lications.

This ſatisfaction however be

ing refuſed, the gentlemen became ſo ex

In ſhort, no deſcription is equal to to retire, they tore up the benches in
the horror of this ſcene; which, thanks the pit, and having laid them, by way
to God, has happily gone off, without of temporary bridges, acroſs the or

ed.

clieſtua,
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cheſtra, got upon the ſtage, cut to pieces of France.—Feb. 26. Lady Marg. Leſlie,
the ſcenes, broke the looking-glaſſes, beat ſiſter to the E. of Rothes.—Win. Hall,
down the fronts of the ſide-boxes and Eſq; ſenior Fellow
King's College,
galleries, and demoliſhed the theatre in Cambridge.—March of
7. Daughter of Col.
ſuch a manner, as to render it impoſſible Geo. Whitmore, ſuddenly.—10. Mrs.

to perform there for ſome time. The Hale, relićt of Mr. Hale of Iſlington,
city-guard were ſent to the place, but brewer, ſuppoſed of grief, for the unhappy
were repulſed ; and the magiſtrates ha accident that happened to her huſband.-ving demanded the aſſiſtance of the mili 11. Lady Dowager Deloraine.—12. Her
tary from the caſtle, the
over before they arrived.

diſturbance was

Royal Highneſs the Dauphineſs of France,

a moſt amiable princeſs, regretted by the

Lift of Births, for the Year 1767.

whole kingdom.—Relict of the Hon. and
Rev. Geo. Mordaunt, brother to the E.

Ady of the Rt. Hon. Lord Groſve of Peterborough.-16. Wm. Tully, clerk
nor—a ſon and heir.

-

Lift of MARRIAGEs for 1767.
T. Hon. the E. of Strathmore—to
Miſs Bowes the richeſt heireſs in

of the records in King's Bench.—17. Mr.
Shackleton, one of his Majeſty's Lim
ners.-22. Marquiſs of Taviſtock, only

ſon to the D. of Bedford, aged 28, uni
verſally lamented.

He married Lad

England.—March 2. Rt. Hon. E. of Ann Keppel, fiſter to the E. of Albe
Eſſex—to Miſs Bladon.—6. Hon. John marle, by whom he has left two infant
Byng, ſon to the late Lord Torrington.— ſons, and the Marchioneſs with child.

to Miſs Biddy Forreſt.—26. Sir Jeffery He unfortunately loſt his life by his horſe
Amherſt—to Miſs Cary.
falling under him in leaping a low hedge,
as he was returning from a fox chaſe.
Lift of Deaths for the Year 1767.

The horſe trampled on his head in ſtrug

HE Marquiſ de la Mina, formerly gling to riſe.—Chriſt. Fred. Finke, the
Ambaſſador from Spain to the court celebrated enamel painter.

Monthly CHRonolocer for IRELAND.
MARch, Tueſday 3.

freet, to commence after the 15th of
April next.

AS held the commencements of

Trinity College, when the follow
ing degrees were conferred, viz. In Di
winity; the Rev. Robert Law, and the
Rev. Michael Kearney, Dočiors.—In
Law; George Lindon, Eſq; and the
Rev. Henry Candler, Dočtors.-In Arts ;
William Thompſon, Howard St. George,
William Ould, Arthur Palmer, Edward

The very great calamity that attends thoſe .
who are bit by mad dogs, induces us to
give place to whatever is recommend
ed as efficacious in a caſe ſo melancholy;
and this we do with the greater readi
neſs, as ‘what is here recommended is in
every ones poſſeſſion.
It is no other than common ſalt diſſolv -

Bayly, and Thomas Smith, Maſters; and ed in water, to the quantity of one pound
thirty-nine young gentlemen to the degree and a half in a pint ; with this the patient
of Batchelors.
is to have the part bitten well bathed,
Mon. 9. A number of unſtatutable and, at the ſame time, forcing from it
ſtills were broke up at the Cuſtom-houſe, whatever blood it will diſcharge, by
and the materials diſpoſed of.
ſqueezing and preſſing for half an hour,
Thurſ. 12. Five hundred pounds were bathing all the while, wi.ich is to be re
granted by the city of Dublin, in order to peated every four hours, leaving on the
raiſe a fund for allowing a bounty of two wound ſome ſalt moiſtened with water.
ſhillings a barrel upon the firſt five thou This was carefully purſued for three days,
ſand barrels of merchantable foreign wheat and as in that time no appearance of măd
imported into the harbonr of Dublin, and neſs was diſcovered, the patient was
diſpoſed of at the Corn-market in Thomas diſcharged after taking two doſes of phy
fic.
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fic. The wound the patient received was of Churchtown, co. of Waterford, Eſq;
of a confiderable depth; and a child —Lieut. Lawſon of the 9th dragoons, to
which had been bitten a little before him, Miſs Humble.—Francis Warren Bonham,
died in a melancholy ſtate, not having Eſq; to Miſs Leſlie, dau. of the Right
Rev. the Lord Biſhop of Limerick.—
proper medicines applied.
Caeſar Colclough of Kildarin, co. of Car
A Recipe for the Ague, as pračiſed by low, Eſq; to Miſs Ann Colclough, dau.
the late Surgeon Freke.
of Caeſar Colclough,of Tintern abbey,co.
Let the quantity of a large table ſpoon of Wexford, Eſq;–28. At Kilkenny,
ful of flour of brimſtone, be taken in a Arthur Harris, Eſq; late of the 53d foot,
jill of mountain wine, as ſoon as the fit to Miſs Eliz. Helſham, dau. of Arthur
comes on, which ſhould it not effe&t a

Helſham, Eſq; late recorder of ſaid city.

cure, let it be repeated, which has not —Joſeph Gubbins of Killfruſh, co. of
been known to fail removing the diſ Limerick, Eſq; to Miſs Mary Stamer,
order.
dau. of George Stamer of Carnelly, co.
of Clare, Eſq;—Thomas Oſborne, co. of
Collections made for the uſe of Charity Kilkenny, Eſq; to Miſs Ann Radford,
Schools, &c.
co. of Wexford.—Boſtock Radford Ja
St Andrew's,
Bp of 1.Oſory 18o o o cob of Radouney, co. of Wexford, Eſq;
Feacher, March
to Miſs Ellen Haughton.

}

French Church,
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Lift of DEATH's for the Year 1767.
Lying-in-Hoſpital
2y
2.

Dean
Bay!

83

o o

March 10. DEV. Zachary Norton,
Meeting-houſe, Strand ſtreet

113 o o

Chantor of the dioceſe

of Ferns.—Rev. James Knight, D. D.
formerly one of the Senior Fellows of
One day's pay 18th foot,
18 5 o Trinity College, Dublin.—At Bally
Ditto
47th
15 15 Io cumber, King's county, Warnford Arm
ſtrong, Eſq;-14. John Hartſtronge, Eſq;
—17. The only ſon of the Earl of Shan
Lift of Births for the rear 1767.
non.—The youngeſt daughter of Lord
TMARCH
wife of Mervyn Viſcount Powerſcourt.— 21. Ebenezer
Archdall, Eſq; of a dau. Lodge, Eſq; one of the Aldermen of the
—Of John Minchin, of Buſherſtown, city of Kilkenny.—The wife of Darby
King's co. Eſq; of a ſon.—27. Of Ri Daly of Killimor, co. of Galway, Eſq;
–Nicholas Manſergh of Greenane, co. of
chard Wolſeley, Eſq; of a dau.
Tipperary, Eſq;-The relićt of Richard
Lift of MARRIAGEs for the Year 1767. Baſſett, late Major of the 37th foot.—In
England, Mrs. Ann Gore, relićt of Ar
MARCH 14.
Veſey to Miſs thur Gore, Eſq;-24. At Aſhgrove in the
Haitſtronge. — Reve Great Iſland, John Rogers, Eſq;-31.
rend Richard Baggs to Miſs Cave.— George Stackpole of Buncraggy, co. of
John Orſon of Mellickſtown, county of Clare, Eſq;
Lowth, Eſq; to Miſs Dorcas Woodſide
of Drogheda.—Capt. William Smith of Lift of PRomotions for the 1ear 1767.
the 64th foot, to Miſs Harriot Snow,
dau. of
Snow, late of Snow-hill, co. MARch
Calder, Eſq; app.
of Waterford, Eſq;—At Mountrath,
Major of the 49th foot
Capt. Callcutt of the 39.h foot, to Miſs (
Bell, Eſq; reſ.)—Rev. Dean
Harris.--— Meredith, Eſq; to Miſs Hoare inſtituted to the Vicarage of Kill
Callcutt.—At Sligoe, Robert Browne of leelie and Corkmahide, &c. (Rev. Mr.
Fortland, Eſq; to a dau. of the late Col. Maſſay, dec)—30. Theophilus Jones, Eſq;
Irwin of ſaid place.
The Rev. John Knight of the Shire for the county of
M'Cauſland of Lifford, to Miſs Mary Leitrim, app. Secretary for the provinces
Burgoyne, dau. of the Rev. Thomas of Ulſter and Munſter; alſo Collečtor of
Burgoyne.—William Forteſcue, Eſq; to the port of Dublin, in the room of Geo.
Miſs Diſney, dau. of Eccles Diſney, late Martin, Eſq;
For the Hibernian School.
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The Life and Character of Philip Duke of Wharton. Containing many Par
ticulars never before publiſhed.
HILIP Wharton, duke of Whar

trious by his fine parts and qualities, and

ton, a nobleman as of prime quali
ty, ſo of parts and capacity equal thereto,
but embaſed with ſuch an alloy of extra
vagancies as brought him into an unexam
pled train of misfortunes and miſeries.

thoſe improved by a choice and uncom

He was born in the cloſe of the laſt cen

on. What pity it is, that our noble youth

mon education One would have imagi
ned that the genius of our country had
raiſed up ſo exalted a charašter purely to
do honour and ſervice to the Britiſh nati

tury, being the ſon of the marquis of fell ſo exceedingly ſhort of thoſe promi
Wharton, well known in the Engliſh an fing hopes, which he had ſo juſtly raiſed
He was educated under the direc

in every Britiſh boſom! and that it may

tion of his father, and paſſed through his
rudiments and riper exerciſes under his
own tutors at home; and as his parts were
found to be extraordinary, his father
thought of nothing more than how to
improve them, which part he anſwered ſo
well, that, by the time he had arrived at
the age of thirteen or fourteen, the earl
conceived the greateſt expectations of
him. He ſaw him advanced in knowledge
above his years; that he was endowed
with a penetrating judgment, and a briſk

with ſo much truth be ſaid, That there

mals.

never appeared in any gentleman ſo much
good wit, with ſo little true diſcretion 1

What we may juſtiy reckon the leading
card to all his misfortunes, was his falling
in love with , and privately marrying a

young lady, the daughter of major gene
ral Holmes; a match no way ſuitable to
his birth, fortune, and charaćter, and far
leſs to the great views which his father

had of diſpoſing of him in ſuch a marri
age as would have added ſtill more ſhi

and ſparkling wit, which diſcovered itſelf ning circumſtances to his illuſtrious fa
in many ſurprizing and peculiar turns up
on all occaſions; but the ſtrength of his
memory was yet more prodigious ; he had
the beſt part of Virgil, and his more be
loved Horace, by heart, and moreover
could run through the moſt remarka'ile

mily. It muſt be confeſſed, that the la

dy was deſerving of much more happineſs
than ſhe found in this unfortunate alli- .

ance ; and the young lord was not ſo un
happy from her condu&, as by the loſs of
his father, which this precipitate ſtep was
the
Grecian,
Roman, and Eng thought to haſten: he took it ſo to heart,
fa&ts in
liſh hiſtory, with the lives and actions of that he ſurvived this fatal marriage about
the moſt celebrated men in the different ſix weeks only, dying on the twelfth of
ages of the world, in an amazing man April, 1715. In the beginning of the
ner. What might not have been expected ſubſequent year 1716, about the ſeven
from all theſe advantages? A youth of teenth year of his age, the marquis ſet

illuſtrious birth, yet rendered more illuſ

*

his travels under the govern

April, 1767.
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184 Charađers of the principal Performers at Covent Garden. March,
Ceaſe ev'n his friends with pleaſure to affect,
And nought will meet but cenſure or neglect.
Squibb—but a pun is poſitive offence
Thro' ev'ry realm of nicely-judging ſenſe,
Elſe cou’d the poet jocularly ſcoff
How aptly this was recently let off;
How nought it mov’d but ſcorn's contemp
tuous wink,

There Pitt, O matchleſs Sycamore t has
ſhin'd

Severely ſoft, and turbulently kind;
Tho' rude, yet tender ; paſſionate, tho'cold:
A raging turtle, and a doating ſcold
In caſts quite diff'rent, where the ſober
tongue

Of moral ſpleen ſententiouſly is hung;
Where the pale lilly, in its ſicklieſt ſnows,

Hiſs'd on thro’ being, and expir'd in ſtink.
But from the heroes of the glitt'ring ſcene On Deb'rah's cheek has blaſted all the roſe ;
Taught the ſtale virgin's antiquated breaſt
To riſe at youth, and ſhudder at a jeſt;
Muſt now with tender, yet determin'd air,
Review the various merits of the fair;
There the ſublime malignity we trace
Thro' Walker's fine-wrought peeviſhneſs of
Each charmer's talents critically try,

The bard to ſofter chara&ers muſt lean ;

Nor dread the lightnings of the angry'ſt

face;

Yet, e"er this taſk he daringly eſſays,
Kind God of numbers, animate his lays 1

The rankling breaſt ſhe conſtantly diſplays
Thro' all her ſtrict ſolemnity of phraſe;
E’en Whitfield's hate might happily beguile,

Lo at his ſide mild Invocation ſtands,

And cheat his muſcles to a human ſmile.

eye—

With melting accents and beſeeching hands;
Breathe ſoft, ye gales; ye waters ceaſe to
move ;
Calls on the hills, the rivers, and the groves,
The magic graces, and the killing loves,
Lo Baker comes, the ſofteſt child of Love;
Bleſt with a form all harmony and grace,
To give that dulcid flimſineſs of rhyme
which
the teſt of common-place ſub While Heav'n's own ſweetneſs opens in her

.

ime ;

Bids nonſenſe flow with harmony replete,
Divinely flat, and execrably ſweet.—
Do thou then, Pharbus, with thy gentleſt air,
Mark this dull effort of affected pray’r;
And, ſince bleſt cuſtom leads the ſcribbling
throng
To ſuch pert phrenzies of unmeaning ſong;
Since Invocation, with deluſive ray,
Was firſt deſign'd to ſparkle and betray;
An empty ſound for ſubſtance to impart,
And charm the ear, neglectful of the heart;
Thro' this bald paſſage graciouſly diſperſe
The tinfel'd glare and foppery of verſe;

That ſoft-ſoul’d fools from cuſtom may ad
mire,
And criticks praiſe ſtupidity for fire.—
So may thy altars—But farewel Apolle—
The ſubject now 'tis requiſite to follow—
Senſe loudly damns this deſpicable ſtuff,
And fiercely cries, “ The bard has ſlept
enough.”

Green, Pitt and Walker, never led aſide,
By any erring prevalence of pride,
To quit plain nature's cuſtomary road
For high-bred parts of elegance and mode,
A more than midway eminence muſt claim
Where'er we reaſon on dramatic fame—

face—

In the mild round of ſecondary parts,
Where placid virtue grows upon our hearts;
Where calm-ſoul’d goodneſs ſtrongly can en
gage,
[rage,
Charm without force, and vanquiſh without
There Baker's talents modeſtly incline,
Nor aim in firſt-rate characters to ſhine;

Tho', cou’d a bold, an animated round,
Like ſprightly Daphne, happily be found,
In Fame's high roll ſhe inſtantly wou'd riſe,
And boaſt a merit conqu'ring as her eyes.
Mahon, tho' careful, always is alert;
Free, but not bold; and ſprightly, but not
pert;

At honeſt force we ſtill behold her ſtrive,
Correctly warm, and cautiouſly alive;
And mark ſome ſtrokes in Bridget, which
reveal

A taſte to brighten, and a breaſt to feel.
But let Poitier our notice now engage;
The livelieſt baggage on the modern ſtage;
Whom every breaſt muſt honeſtly admire,
For nervous freedom and for hum'rcus fire

Where roaring Fanny, ſatisfied of wrong,
So finely blubbers in expreſſive ſong:
For parts like this where muſic ſcarcely
draws

Green in a prating chambermaid diſdains
To pleaſe by toil, or captivate by pains;
Yet juſtly bold, and critically pert,
Her eaſe and life inceſſantly divert;
And while, thro' bawling Tºrnagant ſhe
ſtrides,
Bid laughter tremble for his aching ſides—
Pitt in thoſe fond, intolerable wives,
Who quite thro' love embitter all our lives,
With too much ſoftneſs poiſon ev'ry breath,

The languid mark of ſecond-rate applauſe;
Where the juſt actreſs nobly muſt ſuſtain
The warming ſcene, and vivify the ſtrain,
*E'er ev'n a bard like Bickerſ'aff can raiſe
The rich-earn'd plaudit of a general praiſe;
There, unſuſpected of a partial breaſt,
Pettier's true worth we honeſtly may reſt;
And aſk ſecurely, in this arduous caſt
By whom ſhe e'er was equali'd or ſurpaſs'd 2
Yet tho' I rate her character ſo high,
Thro' care ſtill murder, and careſs to death; I ſee her ſometimes with a pitying ſigh,
ere
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Where faſt from nature fatally ſhe flies,
A ſtriking perſon, or a poliſh'd air,
And wounds our judgment to attract our Which form, O Macklin, an accompliſh'd
eyes
play’r.—

Say, when old Dorcar on her crutch appears, High tho' they ſhine in Nature's ſcanty ſtore,
Bent with a weight of ſelf-acknowledg'd The finiſh'd actreſs loudly calls for more;
Calls for a boundleſs latitude of voice

years,

With trembling footſtep, and with toothleſs To ſoothe, to rage, to ſorrow, and rejoice ;

Calls for a heart with ſympathy all ſtrung,

rin,

*

of youth but readineſs to fin;
An eye all lightning, and a face all tongue—
Can we expe:t ſuch wretchedneſs wou'd Nay, tho' poſſeſs'd of requiſites like theſe,
No actreſs e'er can exquiſitely pleaſe,
prove
A tempting round of ſprightlineſs and love? If inattentive ſtrangely to her part,
Yet mark Pºitier, how ſtrangely out of place, A wand'ring look betrays a vacant heart;
She limps in jig, and totters in a race;
Or the gay gewgaws of a box engage
Unceaſing ambles with the livelieſt air,
Where every glance ſhould centre on the ſtage.
Where all is age, infirmity, and care;
Oft have I mark'd, and always mark'd with
ſpleen,
And mark,when being ſick'ning o'er the tomb,
Ev’n
fav'rite ačtors, in the buſieſt ſcene,
From wrinkling nature raviſhes the bloom,
Where morn's own bluſh is ſtruggling how to Whene'er their round of ſyllables were clos'd,
break
Aſſume an air moſt ſtupidly compos'd ;
With

In tenfold crimſons on her roſeate cheek?

But hark' what magic glows along the
ſphere,
With mad'ning rapture ruſhes on the ear;
Melts the whole breaſt divinely while it
ſtorms,
[charms 2
Pains with delight, and wounds us as it
Hail, heavenly ſongſtreſs,matchleſs Pinto, hail,
And, while the Syrens enviouſly grow pale;
While the bright moon, tranſported at thy
ſkill,
ſtill ;
Reſtrains her courſe, and every ſtar ſtands
Say, in what bliſsful reſervoirs of found

Gape round the gall'ry with a lifeleſs eye,
Tho' rage ſtood burning with ſome fierce re
|

Nay,

wº the fiery

Bajazet has ſhed

Sºme ſoul-fetch'd curſe upon his conqu'ror's
head ;

And, ſtung with madneſs as he met with
grace,
[face;
Has ſcorn'd, revil'd, proſcrib'd him to his

Then have I ſeen a Tamerlane of wood,
Who quite unconſcious of his phrenzy ſtood,
With ſome lewd green-box chang'd, per;
haps, a leer,

Can ſtrains like thine, O miracle be found 2 And quite deſpis'd his boſom and his ear.

Bleſt with a perſon wholly without fault;
Or ſay, obedient to high Heaven's decree,
Has bankrupt nature laviſh'd all on thee?
Tho' poliſh'd, gay; and natural, tho' taught;
O had the fates, at that auſpicious hour
See where that Wilford elegantly moves,
Which bleſt the finger with ſuch wond’rous Leads up the Graces, and commands the
pow'r,
, Loves :
Once on the actreſs tenderly impreſt
Bears nobly on for Fame's exalted goal,
A nervous judgment, and a feeling breaſt; Replete no leſs with tenderneſs than ſoul :
How wou'd thy name, down times admiring Nor will ſhe miſs, if cautious in her aim,
tide,
An high, an envied, eminence of fame;
In conſcious triumph ever ſweetly glide;
When her mere dawn can happily diſplay
How wou'd the Bard with deep-felt rev'rence Such well-form'd proſpects of a vigºrous
day
gaze,
[praiſe!
And raviſh'd worlds grow wanton in th But, beauteous Wilfºrd, liſten to the Muſe,
-

But when, alas!--Enchantreſs, ſwell the ſtrain

Nor grant the Muſe a moment to complain

Which here would counſel with the friendli
eſt views ;

Left a wild war with Fate ſhe ſhou'd com

Nor let that eye too paſſionately gaze,
[ſenſe. On the bright meteor of a general praiſe—
And wiſh that voice was well exchang'd for That voice, dear maid, though charming to
the throng,
Thro' Macklin's form ſuch elegance we
trace,
Is ſoft, not various : muſical, not ſtrong ;
Each ſtep is breeding, and each action grace; And tho’, where life's familiar ſcenes in
mence,

Yet, a meer maſs of amiable ſnow,

vite,

It ſtrikes us ſtill with delicate delight;
She never bids us generouſly glow ;
Nor, tho' with ſenſe her periods always roll, Yet, where the feelings in ſome trying hour
Aſk a ful; burſt of boſºm-piercing power,
E'er ſends an accent nobly to the ſoul,
Where with a wildneſs of exulting tones,
But freezes ſtill intenſely on the midd,
Her flume Cºrdelia paſſionately owns;
Politely cold, and larguidly refin'd.—
'Tis not a breaſt, with breeding finely fraught, There, tho' its ſweetneſs ever muſt endear,
It
falls too weak, too gentle on the ear;
Extenſive ſenſe, or dignity of thought,
A a
*
Sinks,
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Sinks, without force the ſenſe enough to fill, So juſt her action and her feeling roſe,
Like the ſmooth murmur of ſome diſtant rill— The dulleſt boſom labour'd with her woes,
her flame, or trembled with her
Elliot, like Wilford, with attractive air,
ear,
Soft as polite, and delicate as fair,
Nor grudg’d the frequent tribute of a tear—
Thro' the gay circles of the finely bred
To ſcenes quite diff'rent if the fair retir’d,
With juſt applauſe is ever ſure to tread :

Gºwº

But Pill, like

{{..." circum'crib'd in voice,

She ſtill delighted, and we ſtill admir’d ;

Life's eaſy path ſhou'd always be her choice; Thro' home-ſpun Hayden's ſcarcely human air
We lov’d her fine ſtupidity of ſtare ;
For tho’ Caſſia ſtrongly ſhe conceives,
Glows with true pride, with juſt reſentment And felt a pleaſure never to be told,
heaves,
When vixen Nyſa fiercely ſtrove to ſcold—
Yet in her tones ſo fatally confin'd,
In Patty too, where, tenderly diſtreſt,
She never ſtrikes with vigour on the mind; A hopeleſs fire conſum'd away her reſt,
But gives the gen’rous an inceſſant pain
She taught us firſt with pity to deplore,
To weep for woes at which we ſlept before ;
To ſee ſuch judgment ſacrific’d in vain.
So have I ſeen
but ſimiles are dull,
And rais'd a ſweet-ſoul’d elegance of pain
Ard nerveleſs boſoms only ſerve to lull;
Which amply paid diſparity of ſtrain
Unleſs from nature evidently caught
Hence, when the Drama widely we ſurvey,

They give freſh richneſs to a poet's thought;

And various worth we candidly do weigh ,

Some dark idea to a reader clear,

When the whole ſtage the mind before us

And help his fancy while they charm his ear.
On life's rough ſea unfortunately toit,
Her views quite ſhipwreck'd, and her hopes
quite loft,
See, with a ſlow and melancholy air,
Yet tempting ſtill, and lovely in deſpair,
Where ſoft-nerv'd Bellamy commands the eye,
And fadly labours with an actual ſigh—
O that the charmer never had poſſeſs'd

brings;
And

marks

out

-

nature thro’ her ſev'ral

ſprings;

Mattacks muſt win the Cºvent-Garden bays,
Who boaſts ſuch num'rous titles

to

our

praiſe ;
For tho’ no thrill like Pinto's ſhe can claim,

Or plead the wonders of a Wilfºrd's frame;
Yet, when the boſom boldly ſhe can ſeize,
That wide, that bound'eſs, tendeineſs of breaſt; In decp-ſtruck anguiſh or enliv'ning eaſe;
Which, with a mad benevolence alone,
Thro' tragic woe poſſeſs the pitying throng,
Can feel all wants ſublimely but its own ; And warmly ſtrike in comedy or ſong ;
When thro' the Drama in its ampleſt rounds,
Ne'er turns from woe the pity-giving ear,
A juſt, a laſting character ſhe founds;
But ſtill beſtows a bounty or a tear :
'Tis not a warble, or a conq'ring air,
Then poor Ciesne, o'er her murder'd child,
Which here muſt teach a critic to compare;
With burning eye-ball raviſhingly wild,
A caſual moment, or a caſual night,
To ev'ry mind her anguiſh cou’d impart,
And in fine phrenzy look away the heaſt—
But that which gives moſt conſtant, ſure de
light—
Then juliet ſtill by Cynthia's ſilver rays
Had drawn a plaudit of the nobleſt praiſe;
Luxurious reas'ners, with a ſcornful eye,
And ſweet Erdºſa's ſelf-denying rage
This fair award may poſſibly deny,
With grateful thurders deafned all the ſtage-- And proudly urge that one extatic ſwell,
But now, alas! a boſom ne'er at eaſe,
Where matchleſs Pinto highly may excell ;
Can ſeldom ſtuive with energy to pleaſe;
Or one fine ſweep where, doubly bent to
charm,
[form ;
Nor think of paiſions juſtly as it ought,
When ſorrow chiefly gives a birth to thought. That angel, Wilfºrd, ſhews her heav'nly
Mattackſ, thro' all the Covent-Garden ſtir, Deſerves a richer tribute from my lays,
Beſt ends my taſk, and beſt demands my care, Than countleſs worlds of Mattack's ſhou'd
For tho’ no beauties with uncommon grace,

raiſe—

Swell in her form, or brighten in her face,

For me, with palate provident at leaſt,
Yet her whole frame/with ſweetneſs is de I hate to ſtarve whole ages for a feaſt :
ſign'd,
And think good ſenſe and Burgundy, that
ſtand
[hand,
And all her looks are eloquent with mind—
Say, thro’ the drama's moſt extenſive round, With conſtant ſmiles all ſparkling at my
What ſtile, what walk, of acting can be found, A wiſer choice than folly can diſplay
In which, if Mattock, ever thought to play, Which ſtoops to nought but faſhion and to
She bore no added charačer away;
kay
Ne'er into merit evidently grew,
But while the light of chara&er is made
Nor warm'd ſtill ſtronger on the public view - We now proceed with Mattocks to the
ſhade
Did ſhe, thro' tempeſts in their midnight
roar,
Of all the gifts an adreſs e'er poſſeſ,
A father's footſteps piouſly explore,
The firſt, the nobleſt, is a feeling breaſt ;
Thro' riſing horrors, tho' an outcaſt, trend, Yet the nice actreſs, with a cautious pride,
To ſº recr; wjid L. ar, thy venerable head ;
A gem like this ſhould often ſeek to hide,
-

And
w

-
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And wiſely fear its value to reduce
In vain emotion, or in needleſs uſe.
With too quick feelings delicately fraught,

This, gentle 44attacks, chiefly is thy fault:
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As eaſe, or force, to entertain, or move,
Seem chiefly form'd to pleaſure, or improve.
When parts of weight at random we ſee
thrown,

But know, ſweet-ſquand’rer' when in ſoul They ſink an actor's value and their own:
leſs lines

The face is ſadden'd, or the boſom pines;
When the falſe tear is idly prone tº ſtart,
Without one ſorrow ſwelling at the heart;
It wounds that force an actor ſhou'd reveal,

For ſay, if Shuter, at whoſe happy birth
No ſtar once glitter'd but the ſtar of mirth,
In bold Macbeth had daringly eſſay’d,
And, frantic, clutch'd the viſionary blade;

Wou'd all the wond’rous merit we allow,
Where Nature calls him piercingly to feel ; When comic laureis thicken round his
brow,
And, like ſome ſlave, whoſe proſtituted
tongue,

The ill-plac'd ſcene from ridicule exempt,
Or ſnatch our fav'rite kindly from contempt

With oft-ſound falſehood infamouſly hung;
Who, if a truth he haply ſhou'd diſcloſe
Of high concern to being or repoſe,
Ne'er o’er our ſcorn a moment can prevail,
To urge his ſtrong, his imprecated tale:

The Muſe then calls with candeur to be

So the wild ador, mindleſs of offence,
Who ſtill ſeems tortur'd on the wheel of
ſenſe,

Beams in her ſenſe, or brightens in her lires,
She here demands, by mighty Shakeſpear's

By you, O Garrick ; and by you, O Beard;
:

º

And if fair truth, perſuaſive while it ſhines,
heare,

Who burſts in tears to reach himſelf a chair, A juſt, a quick attention to her verſe:
And cuts a cabbage with diſtracted air;
Demands, that genius, never more miſplac'd,
Flags on the heart when actual paſſion ſprings, May ſhock our judgment, or diſguſt our
Tho' truth ſhou'd twiſt him round the tend’reſt
it rings.

taſte :

-

But, that each actor, as his ſtars deſign'd,
Here might the Bard his dang'rous ſubjećt To ſenſe and nature conſtantly confin'd,
cloſe,
Whe e'er he riſes, only, may be ſhewn ;

º

And learn to ſpare our feelings and his own.
And leave the reader quietly to doze :
Then ſhall the Stage, with nobler uſes
But where his mind ſome fav'rite point has
won,
ſpread,
The tedious ſcribbler never can have done;
And noon-day Juſtre brighten round its head;
Nor, howe'er needleſs, tireſome, or abſurd, Then the gay tale, thro' fićtion never track'd,
Renounce the taſk without anºther word.
From ſeeming truth, ſhall kindle into fact :
Long in theſe climes, by ev'ry breaſt ad And fancied woes, more achingly impreſt,
mir’d

With ſun-beam ſwiftneſs harrow thro’ the

breaſt
Which ſcience poliſh'd, or which genius fir’d,
But, if ſtill ſtrangely heedleſs to correct
The moral ſtage, with captivating art,
Has charm'd the fancy to improve the heart; This oft-found, old, yet capital defect,
Thro' flow'ry paths taught virtue to invite,
Thoſe who ſhou'd maſk the leſſon with regard,
And mark'd her ſacred footſteps with de Diſdain the counſel, and deſpiſe the Bard;
light
If paſſed age, juſt tott'iing o'er the bier,
Form'd by its rules, our nobly-minded youth In briſk, bold parts is ſuffer'd to appear ;
Grew early fond of ſentiment and truth;
If ſprightly mirth its being may forego,
And, bleſt enthuſiaſts' with the poet's pen, To ſweat at madneſs, or to ſtrain at woe;
They gayly laugh'd, or greatly wept to And meiting Pathos, palpably debas'd,
men
In frºthy fans, or libertines is plac'd ;
Struck too, while pond'ring o'er the mimic Garrick himſelf, tho’ Envy muſt admit
world,
[curdl’d ; He firſt rais'd Virtue to the throne of Wit;
The wond'ring villain in the life-ſtream From Genius, wildly ſtraggling into ſeed,
-

With inſtant terrors ſhudder'd for his name,

Firſt pluck'd each rank inflammatory weed;

And, loſt to honour, grew quite juſt thro' And where ſome ſentence infamouſly red,
ſhame—
Shot forth its vile, yet faſcinating head;
Hence, when the manners of a riſing age
His gen’rous labour hallow'd o'er the ground,
Depend ſo near, ſo ſtrongly on the ſtage;
And rais'd both ſenſe and decency around—
When ev'n our virtues from our pleaſures Yet if to errors of this monſtrous ſize,
ſhoot,
His wholeſome hand unkindly he denies,
And life ſprings up as paſſion plants the root; No ſpecious plea reſentment will allow,
But wear eternal anger on her brow ;
The cautious ruler of a gen’rous ſcene,
Shou'd mark an actor's talents as they lean; Since minds like his all accurate and warm,
And ev'ry part judiciouſly decree
By more than halves ſhould ſenſibly reform;
From
piques, and partial friendſhips Remove all fault, impatient of delays,
rec,
•
And only leave Poſterity to—piaiſe.

rºº
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Fri. 27. A ſmuggling half-deck boat

Wednesd AY, jan. 7.
was burnt at Rye, with her cargo of leaf
Little after midnight, a Turkiſh man tobacco and rappee ſnuff from Dunkirk.
of war, of 64 guns, took fire in the
The hereditary prince of Brunſwick,

port of Conſtantinople ; and communica who has been ſome time on his travels in
ting the flames to five merchant ſhips, theſe Italy, is now detained at Turin, by an
ſet fire to three more ; two of which be abſceſs

ing driven by the wind to the giubali
quay, ſet fire to the houſes on the Con

formed near where he was
wounded.
At a ſale of medals and curioſities in

fantinople fide of the harbour, eighty of Pall-Mall, the twelve Caſars in gold ſold
which were entirely conſumed. The hu
man mind cannot pićture to itſelf a more
affecting ſcene of horror, than that of nine
floating fires in the dead of night, threat
ening deſtruction wherever chance ſhould
uide them, with two great fires on each
#. the river, devouring everything, with
out being able to ſay where the miſchief
would end. Happily, however, the con
flagration was ſoon conquered, without
other damage. As a contraſt to this un
happy event, the ſultana was happily de
livered of a prince.
Another terrible fire broke out lately at
Bridge Town in Barbadoes, which has
conſumed every houſe on both ſides the
ſtreet, where it firſt broke out, and all the

range of houſes leading from the old
bridge into town. The letters add, that had
Mr. John Hall's houſe taken fire, which
was every moment expected, the ſmall
fragment of the town, left by the ravage
of the flames in May, muſt have been en
tirely conſumed. . The whole loſs is eſti
mated at 1oo,0ool.

The fieur Niebuhr, a Dane, has lately
viſited jeruſalem, Damas, Seyde, Tripoli,

for 75l. 7s. 6d.
The crew of the Suſanna ſloop, from
Caſco bay, was lately taken up by the Eli
-

zabeth, Capt. Miller, a little to the weſt

ward of Newfoundland. This unfortu
nate crew had loſt their maſts, rudder,

and bowſprit in a ſtorm, and had been
toſſed for thirty days in their hulk upon
the ſea, without any other ſubſiſtence than
a ſmall allowance of fiſh which they hap
pily caught; they were mere ſkeletons,
till they were relieved by the humanity of
Capt. Miller.
MARCH, Tueſday 3. The noble de
puties appointed by the ſenate of We
nice, for the reception of the reigning
Duke of Wurtemberg, entertained that
prince with a bull-feaſt, in the place
of . St. Mark, where, behind a long
and ſtrong paliſado, amphitheatres were
erected, on which near twenty thouſand
perſons were ſeated. Forty-eight cava
liers, maſked, and lichly dreſſed after
the Spaniſh, Engliſh, Swift, and Hunga
rian manner, encountered, on the arena,
one hundred and fifty bulls, worried b
fierce dogs. Two of theſe cavaliers º

and Latakia, and has determined, from terwards cut off the heads of ſix bulls at
his aſtronomical obſervations, the ſituation as many ſtrokes. A man placed on the
of one part of the coaſts of Syria, which top of the tower of S. Mark, flew down
had never been ſettled before.

from thence, by the help of a cord to the

Feb. Thurſ. 26. The Clive Indiaman,
bound to China, ran aſhore off Boulogne.
The people were all ſaved, except two.
The cargo of this ſhip is eſtimated at
120,000l. the greateſt part of which, it
is thought, will be ſaved.
The ferry-boat, near the paſs of Kil
Iicrankie in Scotland, containing thirty
paſſengers, was carried down the river by
the rapidity of the current, and was over
ſet; by which melancholy accident, no
leſs than twenty-ſeven perſons loſt their
lives. This paſſage, though the only ac
ceſs to a very populous country, is very
rapid and dangerous; and this is the

bottom of the ſteps of the church of St.

-

third time within theſe twelve months that

the boat has been forced down the river.

Giminien. Pieces of fire-works were next

played off on three bulls, which ſet up
horrible roarings; and the feaſt terminat
ed with ſome other fire-works, with which

two large machines were filled, and which
had all the deſired ſucceſs.

The high ſheriff and grand jury for the
county of Bucks, have preſented an ad
dreſs of thanks to their members, for the

redućtion of the land-tax ; at the ſame
time expreſſing their hopes, that the land
holders of this kingdom will not be charg
ed with an increaſe of taxes to defray ex
pences, to which the colonies of America

have, by inſurre&tion and violence,

rº
e

s
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ed to contribute any part, although for nal repreſentatives of an additional term in
their own protećtion and defence.
the jaghire of ten years, commencing from
Wed. 4. Were tried by a ſpecial jury, the determination of his lordſhip's preſent
two cauſes, in both which the chamber right therein, would be a proper acknow
lain of London was plaintiff; one againſt ledgment and return for ſuch important
Thomas johnſon, citizen and turner, and ſervices; and that it be recommended to
the other againſt james Sinclair, of the Court of Direétors, that upon any
Shadwell, maſter in the navy, for
future propoſitions being made, either to
ing and ſelling government ſecurities for parliament, or to his Majeſty's miniſters,
this
reſolution of the General Court be
their friends, not being brokers; in both
which cauſes verdićts were given for the humbly repreſented.” When upon ſum
defendants; by which it is now ſettled, ming up the ballots, there appeared
that every perſon is at liberty to employ
For the queſtion 361, Againſt it 331,
his friend to buy or ſell government ſe
An affair of precedency was argued be.
curities, without the expence of a broker. fore the Court of Aldermen, between Sir
Wedneſ. 18. The ſubſcription of Robert Darling and Sir james Eſdaile,
40,000l. for cutting a navigable canal Sheriffs of London; when Sir Robert Dar
from Carron to Glaſgow, was cloſed, the ling was informed, that the right of pre
whole ſum being at that time ſubſcribed. cedency within the city liberties, belonged
Five ſmugglers, charged with large ſums to Sir james Eſdaile, as Alderman of
to the government, were committed to his the ſame.
Thurſ. 26. His Excellency Count de
. Majeſty's priſon of the Fleet. They are
charged with a debt of 50,000l. to the Gaerchy, the French Ambaſſador, had a
crown, but have ſworn themſelves not long conference with the Earl of Shel
worth 5l. each in the world, and have burne, on the ſubjećt, as it is ſaid, of
been admitted to the begging-grate to diſpatches received from Paris.—The flat
bottomed boats, are ordered to be fitted
keep them from ſtarving.
Thurſ. 19. At a general court of the up with all expedition in the French
Governors and Direétors of the Bank, a ports, for ſome ſecret enterprize.
dividend of 2 1-half per Cent. for in
S C O T L A N D.
tereſts and profits, was declared for the
half year ending the 5th of April laſt,
N the 2d of January there was a con
ſiderable fall of ſnow, at Edinburgh,
the warrants for which are payable the

*.

O

13th.

”.

23. His Majeſty went to the
Houſe of Peers, and gave the royal aſ
ſent to the following bills, viz.-The
bill for granting an aid to his Majeſty, by
a land-tax, for the ſervice of the preſent
year, (35. in the pound).-The bill for
better regulating his Majeſty's marine

and other places; and during the night
following, there was a great deal of thun
der and lightning. The ſtorm continued
until about the 24th, when there came a

thaw. . The fall of ſnow was ſo great,
that the roads were almoſt impaſſable.

In many places, the general depth of the
ſnow was three feet; in hollows it mea

forces when on ſhore.—The bill for re

ſured from fourteen to twenty.
building the pariſh church of St. Mar
“Eyemouth, Jan. 7. On Thurſday the
tin's in Worceffer.—The bill for the more 1ſt of January, the tide flowed here to
effectual maintenance and relief of the

an unuſual, height i but without cauſing

poor of Queenborough in Kent.—The bill any great alarm. This was but a pré:
to enlarge the term and powers granted to i. to what happened ſoon after ; for a

the inhabitants of St. Mary Rotherhithe, bout midnight a moſt dreadful ſcene ap
by certain funeral rates for re-building peared. A violent ſtorm at N. E. had
their pariſh church, &c.—And alſo to ſe continued all day, attended with a very
veral road and incloſure bills.
high tide as above mentioned. About
Tueſ. 24. At a General Court of the twelve at night, on return of the tide,
Eaſt India company, the following in the ſea rolled into the harbour, with a
tereſting queſtion was ballotted for, viz. violence unknown before, and had pene
“That the important ſervices rendered trated into many of the low houſes near
to the company by Lord Clive, merit a the ſhore, and into the lower rooms of
grateful acknowledgment and return, and others, up the river, before any alarm
that a grant to his Lordſhip and his perſo could be given. In ſome, the water was
to

-
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to the height of four or five feet; and
had burſt in ſo quickly and unexpectedly,
that not only cloaths, furniture and pro
viſions of all kinds, were deſtroyed or da
maged, but many were in danger of wa
tery graves in their own houſes, or from

March,

the dreadful conſequences we at firſt had
reaſon to apprehend.”
On the 12th of January came on, be
fore the high court of juſticiary, at Edin
burgh, the trial of Alexander Williamſon

#. Robert Falconer Smith, William

the irreſiſtible recoil of the water, of be

roctor Wright, and James Shearer re
ing precipitated into the deep. . In pro fidenter, all in Elgin, indićted, at the in
found darkneſs, in the midſt of the wa ſtance of his Majeſty's Advocate, for

ter, huſbands were carrying their wives breaking into his Majeſty's Exciſe-Office
maked in their arms, others their chil at Elgin, and forcibly carrying off nine
dren, to the firſt ſecure houſe or bed to anchors of foreign ſpirits. The libel was
which they might be admitted.
The reſtricted
to an arbitrary puniſhment.
ſtorm increated next day ; when greater The proof was taken on the 26th, and
damage was done in the afternoon than the priſoners were found guilty. Next day
by the morning tide. Windows were the court ſentenced them to be whipped
burſt open, walls knocked down to the through Edinburgh, two of them on the
ground, ſtacks of corn lifted up and de 11th, and the other two on the 18th of
ſtroyed by the irreſiſtible force of the wa February,and thereafter to be tranſported,
ter; barns floated, the corn deſtroyed never to return to Scotland.
Differences have ſubſiſted for ſome time
or damaged; and many poor people drove
from their houſes, to return to them al between the managers of the Edinburgh
moſt empty, whatever was neceſſary for theatre, the players, and the audience;
their ſupport being ſwept off; but as this and many hand-bills were circulated on
laſt happened in day-light, that circum the ſubject ſince the beginning of win
ſtance in ſome meaſure mitigated the ter ter.

ror of the latter ſcene. Happily, in the
haibour, only a ſmall part of the pier was
hurt, the old work remaining firm; but
in the prodigious ſwell, ſeveral ſmall veſ
ſels were driven from their moorings up
to the bleaching-ground ; many boats
ſmall and great were drove up the water,
ſome within the policy of Neherbyres

But matters were at laſt carried to
extremities: what follows is taken from

the papers of Monday, Jan. 26. “Our
theatrical entertainments

have of late

been frequently interrupted, on account
of a diſſerence between the managers and
one of the players, whom, for particular
reaſons, they would not allow to per

form.
and others about it 5 the gardens on the ving

Some gentlemen, however, ha

pºi him,

repeatedly inſiſted,
water-ſide were laid open, the dikes being that he ſhould be engaged. This the
levelled to the ground ; timber of all managers refuſed ; and diſturbances ge
kinds drove from the wharfs and ſhore, nerally enſued, which put a period to the
were caſt on the banks from the mouth entertainment for the night. The ma
of the water, near half a mile farther nagers at length, ſome nights ago, were
than ever the tide had flowed before.
induced to promiſe compliance; which,
To a by-ſtander, free from danger, per however, they afterwards thought pro
haps never a more awful or more ſtupen per publicly to retract, and in hand
dous ſight was ſeen. The waves were bills which were circulated by them and
prodigious, and broke, in the entrance the reſt of the players, endeavoured to
of the harbour, with ſuch a force and

defend their condući. Their arguments

noiſe as were truly di cadful. The ap however did not perſuade: a number of

pearance from the Old Fort, to the ſouth

gentlemen had been offended at their
eaſt of Gun's Green, which forms the behaviour; and, on Saturday evening,

entrance to the harbour, ſeemed only
one continued cataraćt of great extent,
and in appearance an hundred fathoms
high; and within the harbour, the force
of the water was ſo great, that moſt of

inſiſted, that one of the players, in name
of the reſt, ſhould beg pardon of the au
dience, for ſome reflections in their pub
lications.

This ſatisfaction however be

ing refuſed, the gentlemen became ſo ex
the houſes next to the ſhore have ſuffer
aſperated, that after begging the ladies
ed. In ſhort, no deſcription is equal to to retire, they tore up the benches in
the horror of this ſcene; which, thanks the pit, and having
laid them, by way
to God, has happily gone off, without of temporary bridges, acroſs the or
cheſtla,
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cheſtra, got upon the ſtage, cut to pieces of France.—Feb. 26. Lady Marg. Leſlie,
the ſcenes, broke the looking-glaſſes, beat ſiſter to the E. of Rothes.—Win. Hall,
down the fronts of the ſide-boxes and

Eſq; ſenior Fellow of King's College,
galleries, and demoliſhed the theatre in Cambridge.—March 7. Daughter of Col.
ſuch a manner, as to render it impoſſible Geo. Whitmore, ſuddenly.—10. Mrs.

to perform there for ſome time. The Hale, relićt of Mr. Hale of Iſlington,
city-guard were ſent to the place, but brewer, ſuppoſed of grief, for the unhappy
were repulſed ; and the magiſtrates ha accident that happened to her huſband.--

ving demanded the aſſiſtance of the mili 11. Lady Dowager Deloraine.—12. Her
tary from the caſtle, the diſturbance was Royal Highneſs the Dauphineſs of France,
over before they arrived.
a moſt amiable princeſs, regretted by the
whole kingdom.—Relict of the Hon. and
Lift of Births,

for the Year 1767.

I

Rev. Geo. Mordaunt, brother to the E.

Ady of the Rt. Hon. Lord Groſve of Peterborough.-16. Wm. Tully, clerk
nor—a ſon and heir.

of the records in King's Bench.—17. Mr.

Shackleton, one of his Majeſty's Lim
ners.-22. Marquiſs of Taviſtock, only
ſon to the D. of Bedford, aged 28, uni
verſally lamented. He married Lad
England.—March 2. Rt. Hon. E. of Ann Keppel, ſiſter to the E. of Albe
Lift of MARRIAGEs for 1767.

T. Hon. the E. of Strathmore—to
Miſs Bowes the richeſt heireſs in

Eſſex—to Miſs Bladon.—6. Hon. John marle, by whom he has left two infant
Byng, ſon to the late Lord Torrington.— ſons, and the Marchioneſs with child.

to Miſs Biddy Forreſt.—26. Sir Jeffery He unfortunately loſt his life by his horſe
Amherſt—to Miſs Cary.
falling under him in leaping a low hedge,
as he was returning from a fox chaſe.
Lift of Deaths for the Year 1767.
The horſe trampled on his head in ſtrug
HE Marquiſs de la Mina, formerly gling to riſe.—Chriſt. Fred. Finke, i.
Ambaſſador from Spain to the court celebrated enamel painter. "

Monthly CHRonolocer for IRELAND.
MARch, Tueſday 3.
AS held the commencements of

Trinity College, when the follow
ing degrees were conferred, viz. In Di
vinity; the Rev. Robert Law, and the
Rev. Michael Kearney, Dočiors.
In
Law; George Lindon, Eſq; and the
Rev. Henry Candler, Doctors.-In Arts ;
William Thompſon, Howard St. George,
William Ould, Arthur Palmer, Edward

ſtreet, to commence after (the 15th of
April next.
The very great calamity that attend; thoſe .
who are bit by mad dogs, induces us to
give place to whatever is recommend
ed as efficacious in a caſe ſo melancholy;
and this we do with the greater readi
neſs, as ‘what if here recommended is in
every ones poſſeſſion.
-

It is no other than common ſalt diſſolv.

Bayly, and Thomas Smith, Maſters; and ed in water, to the quantity of one pound
thirty-nine young gentlemen to the degree and a half in a pint ; with this the patient
of Batchelors.
is to have the part bitten well bathed,
Mon. 9. A number of unſtatutable and, at the ſame time, forcing from it
ſtills were broke up at the Cuſtom-houſe, whatever blood it will diſcharge, by
and the materials diſpoſed of.
ſqueezing and preſſing for half an hour,
Thurſ. 12. Five hundred pounds were bathing all the while, which is to be re
granted by the city of Dublin, in order to peated every four hours, leaving on the
raiſe a fund for allowing a bounty of two wound ſome ſalt moiſtened with water.
ſhillings a barrel upon the firſt five thou This was carefully purſued for three days,
ſand barrels of merchantable foreign wheat and as in that time no appearance of mad
imported into the harbonr of Dublin, and neſs was diſcovered, the patient was
diſpoſed of at the Corn-market in Thomas diſcharged after taking two doſes of phy
fic.
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fic. The wound the patient received was of Churchtown, co. of Waterford, Eſq;
of a confiderable depth; and a child —Lieut. Lawſon of the 9th dragoons, to
which had been bitten a little before him, Miſs Humble.—Francis Warren Bonham,

died in a melancholy ſtate, not having
proper medicines applied.
A Recipe for the Ague, as fračiſed by
the late Surgeon Freke.
Let the quantity of a large table ſpoon

Eſq; to Miſs Leſlie, dau. of the Right
Rev. the Lord Biſhop of Limerick.-Caeſar Colclough of Kildarin, co. of Car
low, Eſq; to Miſs Ann Colclough, dau.
of Caeſar Colclough, of Tintern abbey, co.

of Wexford, Eſq;—28. At Kilkenny,

ful of flour of brimſtone, be taken in a Arthur Harris, Eſq; late of the 53d foot,
jill of mountain wine, as ſoon as the fit to Miſs Eliz. Helſham, dau. of Arthur
comes on, which ſhould it not effe&t a Helſham, Eſq; late recorder of ſaid city.
cure, let it be repeated, which has not —Joſeph Gubbins of Killfruſh, co. of

been known to fail removing the diſ Limerick, Eſq; to Miſs Mary Stamer,
dau. of George Stamer of Carnelly, co.
of Clare, Eſq;-Thomas Oſborne, co. of
Colleåions made for the uſe of Charity Kilkenny, Eſq; to Miſs Ann Radford,
Schools, &c.
co. of Wexford.—Boſtock Radford Ja
St Andrew's,
Bp of 1.Oſory 180 o o cob of Radouney, co. of Wexford, Eſq;
Pºir, March
to Miſs Ellen Haughton.
French
rate Church,
cºro, Peter-freet
i. f
Lift of Deaths for the Year 1767.
Lying-in-Hoſpital
Dean
2.
83 o o MARch
Zachary Norton,
Chantor of the dioceſe
Meeting-houſe, Strand ſtreet 1 13 o o
of Ferns.—Rev. James Knight, D. D.
For the Hibernian School.
formerly one of the Senior Fellows of
One day's pay 18th foot,
18 5 o Trinity College, Dublin.—At Bally
Ditto
47th
15 15 lo cumber, King's county, Warnford Arm
ftrong, Eſq;-14. John Hartſtronge, Eſq;
—17. The only ſon of the Earl of Shan
Lift of Births for the rear 1767.
non.—The youngeſt daughter of Lord
1MARch 1.
H E wife of Mervyn Viſcount Powerſcourt. – 21. Ebenezer
Archdall, Eſq; of a dau. Lodge, Eſq; one of the Aldermen of the
— Of John Minchin, of Buſherſtown, city of Kilkenny.—The wife of Darby
King's co, Eſq; of a ſon.—27. Of Ri Daly of Killimor, co. of Galway, Eſq;
—Nicholas Manſergh of Greenane, co. of
chard Wolſeley, Eſq; of a dau.
Tipperary, Eſq;-The relićt of Richard
Lift of MARRIAGEs for the Year 1767. Baſſett, late Major of the 37th foot.—In
England, Mrs. Ann Gore, relićt of Ar
MARCH 14.
Aptain Veſey to Miſs thur Gore, Eſq;-24. At Aſhgrove in the
Haitſtronge. — Reve Great Iſland, John Rogers, Eſq;-31.
rend Richard Baggs to Miſs Cave.— George Stackpole of Buncraggy, co. of
John Orſon of Mellickſtown, county of Clare, Eſq;
order.

}
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Lowth, Eſq; to Miſs Dorcas Woodſide

of D, ogheda.—Capt. William Smith of Lift of PRomotions for the Year 1767.
the 64th foot, to Miſs Harriot Snow,
Snow, late of Snow-hill, co. MARch

dau. of

of Waterford, Eſq;—At Mountrath,
Capt. Callcutt of the 39th foot, to Miſs
Harris.-Meredith, Eſq; to Miſs
Callcutt.—At Sligoe, Robert Browne of
Fortland, Eſq; to a dau. of the late Col.
Irwin of ſaid place.
The Rev. John
M'Cauſland of Liffold, to Miſs May
Burgoyne, dau. of the Rev. Thomas
Burgoyne.—William Forteſcue, Eſq; to
Miſs Diſney, dau. of Eccles Diſney, late

*Hºº Calder,

Eſq; app.
Major of the 49th foot
(
Bell, Eſq; reſ.)—Rev. Dean
Hoare inſtituted to the Vicarage of Kill
leelie and Corkmahide, &c. (Rev. Mr.

Maſſay, dec)—30. Theophilus Jones, Eſq;
Knight of the Shire for the county of
Leitrim, app. Secretary for the provinces
of Ulſter and Munſter; alſo Colle&tor of

the port of Dublin, in the room of Geo.
Martin, Eſq;
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The Life and Character of Philip Duke of Wharton. Containing many Par
ticulars never before publiſhed.
HILIP Wharton, duke of Whar trious by his fine parts and qualities, and
ton, a nobleman as of prime quali thoſe improved by a choice and uncom

ty, ſo of parts and capacity equal thereto, mon education One would have imagi
but embaſed with ſuch an alloy of extra ned that the genius of our country had
vagancies as brought him into an unexam raiſed up ſo exalted a charašter purely to
pled train of misfortunes and miſeries. do honour and ſervice to the Britiſh nati
He was born in the cloſe of the laſt cem
on. What pity it is, that our noble youth
tury, being the ſon of the marquis of fell ſo exceedingly ſhort of thoſe promi
Wharton, well known in the Engliſh an ſing hopes, which he had ſo juſtly raiſed
He was educated under the direc

in every Britiſh boſom and that it may

tion of his father, and paſſed through his
rudiments and riper exerciſes under his
own tutors at home; and as his parts were
found to be extraordinary, his father
thought of nothing more than how to
improve them, which part he anſwered ſo
well, that, by the time he had arrived at
the age of thirteen or fourteen, the earl
conceived the greateſt expectations of
him. He faw him advanced in knowledge

with ſo much truth be ſaid, That there

mals.

never appeared in any gentleman ſo much
good wit, with ſo little true diſcretion 1

What we may juſtiy reckon the leading
card to all his misfortunes, was his falling
in love with and privately marrying a

young lady, the daughter of major gene
ral Holmes; a match no way ſuitable to
his birth, fortune, and charaćter, and far
leſs to the great views which his father

above his years; that he was endowed had of diſpoſing of him in ſuch a marri
with a penetrating judgment, and a briſk age as would have added ſtill more ſhi
and ſparkling wit, which diſcovered itſelf ning circumſtances to his illuſtrious fa
in many ſurprizing and peculiar turns up mily. It muſt be confeſſed, that the la
on all occaſions; but the ſtrength of his dy was deſerving of much more happineſs
memory was yet more prodigious; he had than ſhe found in this unfortunate alli
the beſt part of Virgil, and his more be ance ; and the young lord was not ſo un
loved Horace, by heart, and moreover happy from her condu&, as by the loſs of
could run through the moſt remarkable his father, which this precipitate ſtep was
fa&ts in the Grecian, Roman, and Eng thought to haſten: he took it ſo to heart,
liſh hiſtory, with the lives and actions of that he ſurvived this fatal marriage about
the moſt celebrated men in the different ſix weeks only, dying on the twelfth of
ages of the world, in an amazing man April, 1715. In the beginning of the
ner. What might not have been expected ſubſequent year 1716, about the ſeven
from all theſe advantages 2 A youth of teenth year of his age, the marquis ſet
illuſtrious birth, yet rendered more illuſ
April, 1767.

out upon his travels under the govern
B. b

ment
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ment of a French hugonot; and, as he chevalier de St. George, then reſiding at
was deſigned to be educated in the Gene Avignon, to whom he preſented a very
vian principles, that town was thought a fine ſtone-horſe. The chevalier hereup
proper place to have them inculcated into on ſent a man of quality to the narquis,
him. On his leaving England, he took who privately brought him to his court,
the route of Holland, and viſited ſeveral where he received him with great marks
little courts of Germany, as well as ſome of eſteem, and conferred upon him the
of the larger, and Hanover in particular. title of the duke of Northumberland. He
His lordſhip was now poſſeſſed of the fa ſtaid there but one day, and then return
mily eſtate as much as a minor may be ing poſt to Lyons, ſet out from thence for
ſaid to be, but as it was burthened with Paris, where he arrived the twenty-ſeventh .
defe&ts, his truſtees limited his expences, of the ſame month; and the queen dow
at leaſt they made him only moderate re ager of England, conſort of king James
mittances; but as his lordſhip was always II. being then living, and reſiding at St.
averſe to the caſting up accounts, he found Germains, he purſued the raſh ſcheme he
ſome difficulties to ſupport himſelf in his had entered into at Lyons and Avignon,
way of living; however, good premiums and paid his devoirs there to that prin
and large intereſt eaſed him of thoſe in ceſs. During his ſtay at Paris he gained
conveniencies from time to time, till he the eſteem of the Britiſh ſubjects that
was forced to part with good acres and happened to be abroad of both parties;
large manors, as is too much the cuſtom and the ambaſſador lord Stairs, notwith
of young heirs, in order to ſupport their ſtanding all the reports to his diſadvan
exceſſes; however, his free manner of

tage, willing to believe he was not yet

life, and an education rather polite than
learned, with a ready turn of wit which
he was maſter of, did not fail of procu
ring him many admirers, even before he
arrived at maturity.
A perſon of the marquis's rank and
figure could not be indifferent to party.
The world generally expe&ted that he

paſt hopes of a recovery, took him by the
hand, made him frequent invitations to
his table, and uſed him with diſtinguiſh
ing civility; but then he would take occa
fion to give him admonitions, which did
not always prove agreeable to the briſk
neſs of his temper". He left Paris about

the latter end of December 1716, and at
would adhere to his father's meaſures, rived in England; after which he ſet out

who was one of the firſt Engliſhmen that
joined the prince of Orange, afterwards
king William III. and was all his life a
famous ſtickler on the ſide of the revolu
tion and Hanover ſucceſſion. But what

ever motives influenced the young marquis
of Wharton, he thought fit to take a
quite contrary turn. Being arrived at
Geneva, he took ſo much diſguſt at the
ſevere dry moral precepts of his gover
nor, and the reſtraints endeavoured to be

laid upon him, as well as the overſtriët
diſcipline of the place, as he , thought,
that he ſoon found means to rid himſelf
of all theſe incumbrances. Like a tor

rent long with-held he broke looſe at once,
and entered into engagements that, toge
ther with the natural impetuoſity of his
temper, laid him under ſuch inconveni

for
N O T E.

* Once in particular, when the ambaſ
ſador praiſing his father for his merit and
rare actions, added, “That he hoped he
would follow ſo illuſtrious an example of
fidelity to his prince, and affection to his
country, by treading in the ſame ſteps;”
the marquis had the boldneſs to anſwer,
“That he thanked his excellency for his
good advice, and as his excellency had
alſo a worthy and deſerving father, he

hoped he would likewiſe copy ſo bright an
original, and tread in all his ſteps;” the
meaning of which is eaſily underſtood.
At other times, when at dinner with the

ſame miniſter, and amongſt a great com
pany, he has thrown out ſome ſallies of

encies as affected his whole future life his wit, or rather of his indiſcretion, in

with unhappineſs. He left his governor ſending more than once a ſervant to one
at Geneva, and, as if he had been flying or another to let him know that he drank
from an infe&tion, ſet out poſt for Lyons, to him a certain perſon's health, by a name
where he arrived the thirteenth of O&to and title that could not be juſtified, even
ber 1716, and from thence took the un
accountable turn to write a letter to the

to the rules of decency and good man
ners in that aſſembly: but the prudent
lord
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for Ireland, where, on the ſcore of his. was his behaviour out of the houſe, no
extraordinary qualities, he had the ho nobleman, either in that houſe or in the
nour done him of being admitted, though
under age, to take his ſeat in the houſe of
lords of that kingdom. And here we
ſhall view him making a quite different
figure, and appearing in a quite different
intereſt than that which he had ſo lately
aſſumed and eſpouſed; he diſtinguiſhed
himſelf a violent partizan for the mini
ſtry, and ačted in all other reſpects, as
well in his private charaćter as in his pub
lic capacity, with the warmeſt zeal ima
ginable for the intereſt of the government.
The ſpeeches which he made in that houſe

houſe of lords of England, ever acquit
ted himſelf with greater reputation, or
behaved with a more becoming dignity,
as well with regard to his own charaćter,
as to the decorum proper to be obſerved in
all auguſt aſſemblies. This merit, added
to that of his family, procured him a new

title ; he was created a duke by the title
of duke of Wharton, in the county of
Weſtmoreland.

-

When the duke (as we muſt now call
him) came of age, he was introduced in

to the houſe of lords in England, and
on ſeveral occaſions, were a ſufficient teſ with the like hopeful expe&tations, which

timony of his great abilities, and drew
upon him the eyes and admiration of both
kingdoms; his arguments were of no
ſmall weight on whatever ſide of the queſ
tion he happened to fall; and whatever
N

O

T
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lord Stairs, in hopes of reclaiming him,
paſſed all by as the effects of too lively an
imagination.

I ſhall mention here one of his juvenile
fancies, though I think it will rather ma
nifeſt the giddineſs of his temper, than
either his wit or diſcretion, and indeed
was one of the loweſt in his charaćter. It

happened a young Engliſh ſurgeon, who
came to ſee practice in the hoſpitals of Pa
ris, paſſing by his excellency's houſe on
the tenth of June (the pretender's reputed
birth day) at night, took the liberty to

he fully anſwered for a while; but a little
before the time of the death of the lord

Stanhope, he changed fides again, went
into an oppoſition to the court, ran coun
ter to all the ſchemes of the miniſtry, and
particularly appeared one of the moſt
forward and vigorous in the defence of
doctor Atterbury, then biſhop of Ro
cheſter, againſt the bill inflićting pains
and penalties on that prelate in 1723," in
virtue of which he appeared at all meet
ings, alarmed all ſocieties, and voted in
his own right on all occaſions. Nor was
this ſpirit of oppoſition confined to the
houſe of lords; he puſhed himſelf into
the metropolis, and became a member of
the wax-chandlers company : neither was
this ſufficient, he wrote and printed his
thoughts twice a week in a paper called
the True Briton.

The duke's extrava

break the ambaſſador's windows becauſe

gance had by this time ſo burthened his
there was no bonfire before his door. The eſtate, that a decree in chancery took hold

author was taken and committed to the of it, and veſted it in truſtees hands for

priſon of Fort l'Evecque. This treat the payment of his debts, not without
ment of the young ſurgeon was reſented making a proviſion of 1 zool. per annum
by the marquis, but he ſought for no o for his grace to live on ; which being ſup
ther ſatisfaction, than to break the am poſed hardly ſufficient to ſupport the title
baſſador's windows a ſecond time; he ac with ſuitable dignity at home, he propo
cordingly propoſed the matter to an Iriſh
N O T
E.
lieutenant-general in the ſervice of France,
* The accurate and judicious obſerva
a gentleman of great honour, and of the
firſt reputation for military virtue to aſſiſt tions which he made upon the trial of
therein. The general could not help ſmi that learned prelate, and the manner in
ling at the oddneſs of the pi opoſal, but which he ſummed up and compared a
with a great deal of good nature made long and perplexing kind of evidence,
him this anſwer, “That he adviſed him together with inimitable judgment and
by all means to give over the enterprize, art, may be ſeen in his ſpeech, and is a
but that if his lordſhip was reſolved to better argument than any I can produce
execute it, he begged he might be left of his great abilities in his legiſlative ca
out of the party, for it was a kind of P acity, as well as of a general knowledge
making war that he had not been accuſt in public buineſs, whenever his grace
emed to.”
thought fit to apply himſelf thereto.
B b 2.

-

ſed
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ſed to go abroad for ſome years, till his ever too much hurried away by his paſſi
eſtate ſhould work itſelf out from the in ons to have the leaſt conſideration of mo

cumbrances upon it.

His friends were tives of prudence or conveniency; and

pleaſed at the deſign for his own ſake, and made moiſelle Obern, on the other, being
every body looked upon the reſolution as perhaps, a little dazzled with the luſtre of
the wiſeſt and moſt prudent meaſure that a ducal title, there was no preventing an
he could take ; but herein the world was alliance which both parties ſeemed ſo fond
deceived; he went abroad out of no ſuch of. After the ſolemnization his grace
frugal motive; he had reſolved, on the paſſed ſome time at Rome, where he ac
contrary, to change his religion and en cepted of a blue ribbon and a garter, and
ter into the ſervice of the pretender. Ac affected to appear with the title of duke
cordingly he went firſt to Vienna, to exe of Northumberland, before conferred on
cute a private commiſſion in that ſervice; him by the pretender, and for a while he
at this time there being no good under maintained himſelf in high favour there ;
ſtanding between England and Germany, but as he could not always keep within
he was well received at the imperial court, the bounds of the Italian gravity, and
and gained great confidence with the having no employment to amuſe or divert
miniſters. Almoſt as ſoon as this wan his temper, he run into his uſual exceſſes,
dering ſtar diſappeared there, it was ſeen which being taken amiſs there, without
to ſparkle in the Spaniſh hemiſphere. aćtually falling into diſgrace, it was
This alarmed the Engliſh miniſter there, thought adviſeable that he ſhould remove
and occaſioned two expreſſes from Ma from that court for the preſent. Accord
drid to London, upon an apprehenſion ingly his grace left Rome and the Itali
that his grace was received there in the an dominions, and came by ſea to Barce
charaćter of a miniſter himſelf; in conſe lona; and there hearing that the trenches
quence of which he was ſerved with a were opening before the town of Gibral
privy ſeal to ſummon him home. . This tar, he reſolved upon a new ſcene of life,
ſolemn order he treated with much indig ſuch as few ſuſpected. He wrote a hand
mity, and endeavoured to ſtir up the Spa ſome letter to the king of Spain, craving
niſh court, not only againſt the perſon Yermiſſion to appear at that ſiege as a vo
that delivered the warrant, but againſt unteer; and, without waiting an anſwer,
the court of England itſelf, for exerciſing he went away to the camp, taking his
an ačt of power (as he called it) within dutcheſs along with him, and was receiv
the juriſdiction of his catholic majeſty's ed there with all the marks of reſpect due
kingdom. After this he acted openly to his quality. The conde de los Torres,
and avowedly in the pretender's ſervice, who commanded, delivering him an obli
and appeared at his court, where he was ging letter from the king his maſter,
received with marks of favour.
thanking him for the intended honour of
During his grace's rambles, viz. on ſerving in his troops, and during that
the fourteenth of April, 1726, his dutch ſiege appointed him his aid-de-camp. ; by
eſs died in England, without ſurviving which charge the duke was to render ac
iſſue. Her death gave the duke no great counts of the tranſa&tions to the king
diſturbance; on the contrary, it diſin himſelf, which obliged him to be often
cumbered intirely his annuity, and left in the trenches, and to expoſe himſelf
his perſon flee to beſtow as he ſaw occa where any ſervice was going forward.
ſion, which he did ſhortly after. He was Upon the whole, he did his duty as a ſol
naturally of an amorous diſpoſition, and dier, and paſſed over the ſiege without
ſoon after fell violently in love with a any accident, except a wound in his foot,
beautiful young lady at the Spaniſh court, which happened by the burſting of a ſhell.
who was then maid of honour to the After mothing more was to be done in the
queen of Spain. She was the daughter of an camp, his grace repaired to court, and
Iriſh colonel in the Spaniſh ſervice, who received the compliments of the principal
being dead, her mother lived upon a pen nobility; and the king, as a mark of fa
ſion allowed her by the king, ſo that the vour, gave him a commiſſion of colonel
perſonal accompliſhments of this lady, Aggregate, for that was the term of one
were all her fortune. Arguments were of the liſh regiments, called by name
uſed on both fides to prevent the marri Hibernia, commanded by the marquiſs de
-age; but as on one hand the duke was Caſtelar. And if he could have reſted in
this
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this ſtate of life with any ceconomy, he
had it in his power to have lived happily
enough; but in a little while he was for
a new ſcene; he grew weary of Madrid,
and ſet his heart upon Rome. His at

en for his reſidence, where more of his
ſervants joined him from Spain. Here he

tachments to the chevalier was without

ments not to his fortune but his quality,
of which error it was impoſſible to con

reſerve, and ſurmounted all other conſi
derations

whatever.

He now wrote

a

letter to him full of reſpect and ſubmiſſi
on, ſignifying his deſire to come to his
court; but that perſon, well enough ac
quainted with the duke's weak fide, re

formed his houſhold, and made a calcu
lation in which there ſeemed to be but

one miſtake, proportioning his diſburſe
vince him as long as he could tell ten,
nay, as long as he had one crown left.
With a better oeconomy he would have

paſſed his time agreeably enough; he got
acquainted with, and was extremely well

turned him an anſwer, in which he let received by, perſons of the firſt diſtinéti

him know that he diſapproved all his on in the province, with whom he took
meaſures, and mildly reprehended him the diverſion of hunting three days in the
for appearing in arms againſt his country week. But this did not fill up his whole
men at Gibraltar; and ſince he had made time, and thoſe intervals he ſacrificed to

this falſe ſtep, he thought it adviſeable
for him rather to draw near England than
to think of a journey to Rome, that he
might be able to accommodate his private

the bottle; and as that prevailed he loſt
in proportion his ſprightly humour, and
deſcended either to invidious reflections,

or inſipid drollery; the next morning,

affairs, and take ſome care of his eſtate however, generally brought new life; he

in that kingdom. The duke ſeemed to
have no other thought than to govern
himſelf by this advice. In ſhort, he and
his dutcheſs left Spain, taking the route of
France, attended by two or three ſervants.
He arrived at Paris in May 1728, and

emerged from a cloud of folly like the ſun

from an eclipſe, and ſhone out again with
his uſual force and luſtre.

In the midſt of his gaiety a piece of
news arrived which might have given ſome

ſmall interruption to another's mirth;

ſent a letter to Mr. Horatio Walpole the this was a bill of indićtment preferred a.
ambaſſador, to let him know that he de gainſt Philip duke of Wharton, for the

ſigned him a viſit. The ambaſſador re crime of high treaſon; the fact was ap
turned a civil anſwer, that he ſhould be pearing in arms before and firing off can
glad to ſee his grace at his own tine, if non againſt his majeſty's town of Gibral
he intended a public viſit; if a private tar. During the proceſs before an exi
one, they would agree upon a time that gent was awarded in order for an outlaw.
ſhould be moſt convenient; but the duke ry, two of his grace's intimate friends
declared he would come publickly, which made him a viſit by the permiſſion of fir
he did the next day. His diſcourſe with" Robert Walpole, with an aſſurance of his
this miniſter was according to the uſual re-eſtabliſhment, and the enjoyment of
gaiety of his temper; and, though he his eſtate, which then came out 60col. a
ſpoke of going home, it was in ſuch a year clear, in caſe he would aſk pardon;
way as left it uncertain what was his real but he inflexibly refuſed to make any ſub
intention; and at parting told him he was miſſion, or write any letter; he would
going to dine with the biſhop of Rocheſ only accept of a pardon, he ſaid, or a
ter; as he did accordingly, notwithſtand ſuperſedeas of the proceedings againſt
ing it was made felony by the ſame law him, in order to enjoy his eſtate in a pri
which ſent that prelate abroad. After a vate life. The gentlemen ſhewed by good
ſhort ſtay at Paris he came to Rouen, in arguments, that it was quite out of form
the way, as ſome thought, to England; and out of cuſtom for the king to grant
but there he ſtopped, and there he lived what was never aſked or deſired; they
without refle&ting on the buſineſs that

begged him to permit but his valet de

brought him into France : nay, he was ſo

chambre to write in his name to the mi

far from making overtures to the govern niſter; this he alſo denied, and in ſhort
ment about his peace, that he did not would not treat, if it may be ſo called,

give himſelf the leaſt trouble about his
eſtate or anything elſe. He had about
two quarters of his annuity in hand (the
half of 12 ocI.) when he fixed upon Rou

in any way ſoever; ſo that after about
ten days ſtay, they returned without ſuc
ceſs to England; and the duke, to ſhut

the door of mercy againſt himſelf, wrote
that

*
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that memorable paper which he contrived world the duke was the leaſt ſolicitous
to get printed in Miſt's Journal, and about the dreſs of his perſon; he had
which, though made a Perſian tale, was
worn

found in conſtruction a libel of the firſt

imagnitude. Though the duke was in a
way of being degraded of his title in
England, yet ſome certain marks of no
bility began to appear more and more e
very day at Rouen, till he became over
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which he ever endeavoured to cnre him
ſelf of, and he was as much diſpleaſed

that his companions ſhould be troubled
with it as himſelf; of this we have one

loaded with ſuch ſort of honours, and was inſtance among many, that will ſerve to
attended every morning with a conſidera delineate ſome part of the charaćier of
ble levee made up of his butcher, poul this great, this unhappy, this unaccount
terer, baker, wine and brandy merchants, able nobleman. A young Iriſh lord of
&c. the dutcheſs had alſo her milliner,
mantua-maker, tire-woman, &c. The

duke received their compliments with an
air ſuitable to his quality, till they grew
too importunate, and then ſet out for Pa
ris, leaving his horſes and equipage to be
fold, and the money to be appropriated as
there was found occaſion. He had be
fore this thrown himſelf at the feet of the

chevalier de St. George, as the only poſſi

his acquaintance, a youth of a ſweet good
natured diſpoſition, being at St. Ger

mains when the duke was once viſiting his
dutcheſs, his grace came to him with a
face of buſineſs about nine o'clock at
night, and tells him, that an affair of

importance called him to Paris, in which

he had no time to loſe, and therefore beg
ged his lordſhip to lend him his coach.

did

very willingly but

his grace

He
;
as
it
ble reſource he had left; and no ſooner was ſtepping into it, he told his friend he
had he ſent away the letter but, as if it ſhould take it as a favour if he would
had been a bill of credit ſent only for ac give him his company; as the duke was
ceptance, his heart was as chearful and alone, the young lord could not refuſe

gay as it had ever been in his moſt proſ: him, and they went together, and arri
perous fortune; ſo that it may be ſaid ved at Paris about twelve at night. His
with truth, that he was the merrieſt un companion ſuppoſed his buſineſs was a
done man in Europe. The poverty of private matter, and therefore offered to
his circumſtances proved a fund of inex leave him, and ioin him again when he
hauſtable humour; an empty bottle was had finiſhed it; but his grace told him it
the ſubject of many a dry joke, and the
not neceſſary, and then they went
want of a dinner ſeemed to whet more was
his wit than his ſtomach.

He ſet out

about the important affair in company.

firſt thing to be done was the hiring
from Rouen to Paris in a voiture, that aThe
coach and ſix horſes, and afterwards to
has a near reſemblance to a Graveſend
tilt-boat, which going all night ſaved the
expence of a ſupper and lodging, and a
dram of brandy in the morning ſatisfied
his appetite by taking it away.
At Paris the duke, after making a con

find out the muſic belonging to the opera,
ſix or eight of which he engaged at a
price agreed on ; the young lord did not

perceive the drift of all this till he retur
ned to St. Germains, which was at five

morning,

marching dire&tly

when
next
ſiderable reform in his houſhold affairs, with
his troop to the caſtle, he ordered

placed himſelf in a private family, and them to ſtrike up on the ſtairs; then the
the dutcheſs went to a relation's at St.

duke's plot broke out into execution,

Germains.

He laid down ſome excellent

rules for the government of himſelf; but,
no ſooner were his neceſſities ſupplied,
than he began to relapſe, by littie and
little, into a courſe of extravagancy worſe
if poſſible than ever; ſo that he laviſhed
away in a few months about zoool. ſter
ling, of the money that was ſent him pro
bably from Romet. Of all things in the
N
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which was no more than to ſerenade ſome
young ladies near whoſe apartments they
were. This piece of gallantry done, the
duke perſuaded my lord to go about a
league off to Poiſſy, where lived Mr.
an Engliſh gentleman of their
acquaintance; my lord conſenting, he
took with him a couple of trumpets and
a pair of kettle-drums to give the muſic
a more martial air; but to this the opera

muſic, at firſt objected, becauſe as they
+ Money ſeemed to be to him a diſeaſe, ſhould be wanted that night at their poſts,
they
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worn for ſome time his old Spaniſh regi know that whenever I put on another
mental ſuit, even when he kept his coach, man's livery, my maſter always pays for
and had once more a train of ſervants; the cloaths;” and ſir Peter was accord

however, he now got a ſuit by the fol
lowing accident : In his viſits he happen
ed to meet with an Iriſh gentleman, who
was a Portugal knight of the order of
Chriſt, and he inviting the duke to grace

ingly obliged to pay the bill. Upon an
affront from a Scotch nobleman, he ſent

hiin a challenge to fight him at Valenci
ennes, and went to Bruſſels for the pur
poſe; but the fair was compromiſed by

a feaſt he was to make in honour of that marſhal Bawick, and the duke returned

order, took an occaſion to talk to his to Paris, where he entered into a convent

grace concerning cloaths; and finding he in 1729. Here he was looked upon for
had made none ſince his laſt coming to a devotee; he talked ſo well upon all
Paris, recommended to him to make a points of religion, that the poor fathers
black velvet ſuit, that being the dreſs beheld him with admiration, and found
commonly worn at the celebration of this in him ſuch lively tokens of repentance,
feaſt, and declared he ſhould be much and ſo thorough a converſation of man
honoured thereby ; the duke, not difficult ners, that they imputed the change to
in the point, promiſed to do it againſt the an immediate act . providence, and va
day, but told him he did not know any. lued the bleſſing accordingly. But the
taylor to make uſe of; “I will ſend you jewel was too precious for them to retain;
mine,” ſays the knight, “he is a very he tumbled again into the world, and ran
honeſt fellow, and will uſe you well.” headlong into a round of vice, folly and
The duke agreed, and the cloaths were extravagance, as bad as ever; and he
made, and he appeared brilliant at the was ſo reduced, that he had not one ſin
feaſt, according to the Portugueſe cuſ gle crown at his command ; he was for
tom. About a week after, the taylor ced to thruſt in with an acquaintance for
waits upon the duke with his bill, his a lodging; by this means at laſt he pro
#. aſked what it was for, he anſwered cured 500 livres, with which ſtock he and
or a black velvet ſuit: “Honeſt man,”

his dutcheſs, with one ſervant, ſet out

ſays he to the taylor, “ you miſtake the for Spain. A long land journey did not
matter very much ; you are to carry the ſuit his pocket, ſo he went for Orleans,
bill to ſir Peter R
; for be pleaſed to thence fell down the river Loire to Nantz
in Britany, and there he ſtopt till he got
N O T E.
a remittance from Paris, which money
they muſt forfeit half a louis d'or each was brought into the ſame reckoning with
for non-appearance; “half a louis d'or,” that he had lately ſquandered away, and
ſays his grace, “follow theduke of Whar at Nantz he made up his company that
ton, and all your forfeitures ſhall be paid.” is, ſome of his ragged ſervants rejoined
They did ſo, and entered Poiſſy in ſuch a him there; and from thence he took ſhip
muſical manner as alarmed the whole ping for Bilboa, as though he had been
town, and their friend Mr. R
did carrying recruits to his regiment. From
not know whether he had beſt keep his Bilboa he wrote a humorous letter to a
houſe or fly; but the duke making a friend, which, as if he had been a little
ſpeech a propos, put an end to all frights touched with his late miſcondućt, con
and fears, and there the troop was rega cluded thus:
led in a very handſome manner... And
“ Notwithſtanding what the world
now the important buſineſs being all over, may ſay of me,
there was but one thing further needful;
Be kind to my remains, and O ! de
namely, to diſcharge the ſcore, as to which
fend,
the duke had occaſion to be brief; “my
Againſt your judgment, your departed
lord,” ſays he, “I have not one livre in
friend.”
my pocket, therefore I muſt entreat you
to pay the fellows, and I will do as much At Bilboa, he had neither friends, mo
for you when I am able.” The ſaid mey, nor credit, more than what the re
lord, with a great deal of good humour, putation of his Spaniſh commiſſion gave
anſwered all demands, amounting to him : upon the faith and honour of that,
twenty-five louis d'ors, and ſo the affair he left the dutcheſs and his ſervants there,
ended.
and went to his regiment, where he was
obliged
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obliged to ſupport himſelf upon the pay

April,

he had ever done in his life; and indeed,

of eighteen piſtoles a month, but could confidering how near he was drawing to
et no relief for the poor garriſon he left the verge of it, it was full time. As has
behind him. The diſtreſs of the dutcheſs been ſaid, no more was heard of Tele

machus, but he applied himſelf to the
writing of a tragedy upon the ſtory of
Mary queen of Scots, and had ačtually
worked ſome ſcenes of it, but a decay of
another exiled duke * at Madrid, whoſe nature hindered him from purſuing it.
bountiful heart was always open to the At the beginning of the year 1731, he
'poor and unfortunate. This nobleman, declined ſo faſt, being in his quarters at
is not to be expreſſed; and what the con
ſequence might have been is not to be
conceived, if her unhappy circumſtances
had not reached the compaſſionate ear of

touched with her caſe, ſent a hundred Lerida, that he had not the uſe of his

Spaniſh piſtoles, which freed her from a limbs, ſo as to walk from his bed to the
kind of captivity, and brought her grace fire-ſide without aſſiſtance; and his ſto
and her attendants to Madrid, where ſhe mach became ſo weak, that broth, with
remained with her mother and grand the yolks of eggs beat up in it, was all
mother, while the duke was forced to fit his ſuſtenance; however, he was free

down and be quiet at his regiment. Here,
for want of other employment, he took
the advice of a friend, who perſuaded
him to give us a new tranſlation of Tele
machus. The thought pleaſed, and he

from pain, and did not loſe all his gaiety;
not that he was inſenſible of his condi

tion, for, in his more eſtabliſhed health

two or three years before, he uſed often
to remark, that his life would not be of

ſet about it at the time the indićtment

long duration. Unhappy man! that had
was found againſt him ; and, to do him not the power to make uſe of thoſe fleet

juſtice, he worked a whole day at it with ing moments for better purpoſes. In the
a vaſt deal of ſatisfačtion ; but the next beginning of the year 1728, he had a vio

morning ſomewhat elſe took place, and lent fit of fickneſs in Spain, by which he
mo more was heard of it. The ſame was reduced to the utmoſt extremity, given
year, 1730, promiſed to be a year of bu over by his phyſicians, and received the
fineſs in the military way. The king of laſt rites of the church of Rome; but it
Spain ſeemed to be more in earneſt than pleaſed God to lengthen out his days theſe
his ally to ſettle Don Carlos in Italy, and few years, in which time he had ſeveral
therefore made proviſion for a confide ſhocks, as it were forebodings of what
rable embarkation of troops. The duke's was coming on ; for he was thought more
baggage was very light and portable ; than once in the laſt agonies, by fits
but his rank of colonel, ſetting afide his that came ſuddenly upon him. He con
quality, required more equipage than he tinued on in his illneſs for two months,
could then command ; therefore he wrote when he gained a little ſtrength, and
a ſhort plain letter to a very near relation found benefit from a certain mineral wa
in England, noting the condition he was ter in the mountains of Catalonia; but
in, and praying for a little ſum of mo his conſtitution was not able to recover
ney to enable him to make the enſuin itſelf. . He relapſed in the month of May
campaign. This had all the .# following at Terragona, where he re
wiſhed for, and he made no ill uſe of ſo

moved with the regiment, and going to

ſeaſonable a token of generoſity. The
next unhappy ſtroke that befel the duke's
family, was the death of his wife's no
ther, by which a penſion was loſt to them
from the crown of Spain; but this was
fortunately ſupplied by the intereſt of a

the aboveſaid waters, which he had al

ready experienced, he fell into one of the

fits, before deſcribed in a ſmall village,
and was utterly deſtitute of help, 'till the
charitable fathers of a Bernardine con

vent brought him to their houſe, and

certain duke, who procured the dutcheſs's there adminiſtered cordials, which reco
two ſiſters to be minuted down for maids

vered him for the preſent, like a dying

of honour to the queen of Spain, when
ever vacancies ſhould happen, and to en
ter immediately on the appointments of
the ſaid places. As to the duke, he lived
now in the moſt regular way that perhaps

taper, that glimmers for a while, and at

laſt goes out. Here he languiſhed for a
week, and then departed in the ſame hoſ
pitable convent, without one friend or

acquaintance to cloſe his eyes. The fa

thers gave this account of him in gene
* The duke of Ormond.
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ral, that he made a very penitent and fear; if the charge be true, he is no

Chriſtian exit. His diſſolution happened ſtranger to the clemency of his maſter,
at the age of thirty-two, on the latt day and he knows the ſoft acceſſes to his heart.
of May N. S., and he was buried the You may withdraw, madam, in full con
next day in the ſame poor manner in fidence that I regard you ; I ſhall not ea
which they inter their own monks.
fily forget that I have diſtinguiſhed you
by my favours. This cold reception,
The Hiſtory of Beliſarius, tranſlated from and the abrupt manner of the conciuſion,
the French of the celebrated M. Mar quite overpowered Antonina ; ſhe retired
montel.
pale and trembling ; and of all the be
not one dared to lift an eye to
By way of introdućtion to the following holders,
affecting ſtory, it may not be unneceſſary wards her. Barſames, whom ſhe met,
to obſerve, that the unfortunate hero, would have paſſed her by unnoticed, if
who is the ſubjećt of it, after having ſhe had not addreſſed herſelf to him :
Barſames was the miniſter of the treaſury,
himſelf in every quarter of- and
the favourite of Theodora. She en
the globe, in ſupport of the Roman treated him to inform her what was the
power, and having more than once re
jored the impending fortunes of that crime laid to the charge of Beliſarius. I
empire, fell at laſt himſelf a ſacrifice inform you, madam I ſays Bai ſãmes; I
to the moſt deteſted malice, faction, and am totaly in the dark; a ſtranger to this
affair; I have nothing in my power; I
ingratitude.

#iº

know nothing, nor do I interfere in any
--

the night when he was loaded
O Nwith
fetters, and like a ſtate

thing but the duty of my department :
if every body followed the ſame rule,

criminal thrown into jail, amazement, the peace of the world would be leſs diſ

grief, and conſternation filled his palace.
The alarm which ſeized his wife Anto

turbed.

“Ah! ſays Antonina, the plot, I ſee,

nina, and Eudoxa his only daughter, is deeply laid, and Beliſarius is un

gave a pićture of deſpair and agony in
their moſt ſtriking colours. At length
Antonina recovering from her fright, and
calling to mind the favours which the
empreſs had laviſhed on her, began to

done.

A little further on ſhe met a

man who owed his all to her, and who,

on the preceding day, was entirely de
voted to her ſervice. She made an at
tempt to expoſtulate and canvaſs the affair

flatter herſelf that her apprehenſions were with him ; but without deigning to hear
groundleſs; ſhe condemned, with ſelf her, I know your misfortunes, ſaid he,
reproach, the weakneſs ſhe had betrayed.
Admitted to an intimacy and dearneſs
with Theodora, the companion and ſha
rer of all her ſocial pleaſures, ſhe depend
ed upon ſupport from that quarter, or at

loſt : I muſt leave you, madam, but be
aſſured, that no body is more zealouſly

leaſt ſhe believed that Theodora was her

attached to you.

and I am ſorely mortified; but I muſt
beg your pardon, I have a buſineſs to
ſolicit, and there is not a moment to be

Antonina went in

friend. In this perſuaſion ſhe attended queſt of her daughter, and in an hour's
the levee of the empreſs ; and falling on time ſhe received dire&tions to depart the
her knees in the face of the whole court; city, and make an old caſtle in Thrace
Madam, ſaid ſhe, if to have defended the place of her exile.
and ſaved the empire on various occaſions
“The very fight of this caſtle, ſoli

has been the diſtinguiſhed lot of Beliſa
rius, that the guilt now imputed to
may be examined in open day light,

him
and

tary and in ruin, filled the heart of An
tonina with conſternation; here ſhe con
ſidered herſelf as buried, and a fit of ill

that his accuſers may confront him at the neſs ſeized her ſoon after her arrival.
tribunal of the emperor, is now the re The tender Eudoxa, diſtraśted by the

compence he aſks for all his generous la idea of a father impeached, loaded with
bours : a free trial, and the opportunity irons, and given up a prey to his ene

of confounding his enemies, is the only mics, diſtracted further at the fight of a
favour he can with honour accept. Theo mother ready to break her heart with an
dora made her a ſign to riſe ; and, with guiſh, underwent the ſevereſt agonies of
a look of frigid indiffereºse anſwered, If mind. All her days, her beſt, her youth
Beliſarius is innocent, lie has nothing to ful days, were conſumed in offices of
tenderneſs
C
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tenderneſs to her afflićted mother ; each offered him all they were worth : Belíſa
night ſhe was bathed in tears, and in rius thanked them : All I will aſk, ſays
that ſuſpence of pain, when weary na he, is one of your boys, to guide my
ture ſinks down to reſt, her ſlumbers

ſteps to the aſylum where my family ex

were ever troubled with the moſt horrid

dreams. The image of her father plun
ged into a dungeon's gloom, and bend
ing under the weight of galling chains,
was ever preſent to her; and her appre

pe&ts me.”
M. Marmontel, after relating ſeveral af
fe&ting incidents, that attended his me
lancholy journey, and the general grief

henſions for her mother encreaſed the ter

and horror that filled the breaſt, of all

who were witneſs of the miſery of Be
rors of the viſionary ſcene.
liſarius, goes on thus :
“An entire year paſſed away without
“ The hero was now at the diſtance of
any tidings of Beliſarius; a conſpiracy
had been detected, the hero was charged twelve miles from the retreat of his fa
with being the author of it, and the voice mily; but being exhauſted by a fatiguing
of his enemies, which was called the journey, he enquired of his guide whe
publick voice, pronounced him guilty of ther there was not a village in fight.
the treaſon. The principal conſpirators where he might reſt his wearied limbs,
had ſuffered death in determined ſilence, There is one, ſaid his young condućtor,
without the ſmalleſt intimation of their but it is a conſiderable way off. No,
leader; º this was founded preſump replied Beliſarius, I ſhould expoſe the
tive proof againſt Beliſarius, and, !. place to the pillage of theſe rovers. He
want of poſitive evidence, he was left to now took leave of his convoy.
languiſh in a dungeon, in hopes that his
Arriving at the village, the cry that
death would ſuperſede the neceſſity of ſtruck his ears was, There he is ; that's
clear convićtion. In the mean time, the he it is the very man. What may this
old diſbanded ſoldiery, who now were mean?—It is an whole family, ſaid the
mingled with the people, clamoured for guide, making towards you with great
the enlargement of their general, and eagerneſs. By this time an old man
were ready to vouch for his innocence : came forward from the croud. Worthy

a popular inſurre&tion followed, univer gentleman, ſaid he, may we crave to
ſally menacing to force the priſon doors,
unleſs he was immediately ſet at liberty.
This tumult enraged the emperor. The
odora perceiving it, managed artfully to
ſeize the moment of ill-humour and paſ
ſon, knowing that then only he was ca
able of injuſtice. Well, ſaid ſhe, let
#. be given up to the populace after he

know who you are You plainly ſee, re
plied Beliſarius, that I am a poor indigent
wretch, and not a gentleman.—An in
digent wretch exclaimed the peaſant ;
that is what occaſions our curioſity; for
we have a report here, that, wretched as
you ſeem, you are Beliſarius.-Lower
your voice, my honeſt friend, replied the
is rendered unable to command them. general; and if my misfortunes touch
The horrible advice prevailed : it was the you, afford me a ſhelter under your roof.
decifive judgment againſt Beliſarius.
Theſe words were ſcarcely uttered, when
“When the people ſaw him come he felt the villager embracing his knees :
forth without an eye in his head, a gene he raiſed the honeſt countryman, and
ral burſt of rage and lamentation filled went with him into an humble cot.
the city. Beliſarius appeaſed the tumult.
Fall down, my children, ſaid the vil
My friends and countrymen, ſaid he, lager to his ſon and two daughters, fall
your emperor has been impoſed upon; down at the feet of this illuſtrious hero :
every man is liable to error ; it is our it was he that protećted us from the ra–
buſineſs to regret Juſtinian's error, and vage of the Huns; but for him, our
to ſerve him ſtill ; my innocence is now little habitation had been reduced to
the only good they have left me; let me aſhes; but for him, my children, your

poſſeſs it ſtill. The revolt which you

father would have been butchered be

threaten cannot reſtore what I have loſt, fore your eyes, your little babes would

but it may deprive me of the only conſo have been torm #. you, and hurried
lation that remains in my breaſt. The into captivity; but for him, you ne
ſwelling ſpirits of the populace ſubſided ver would have raiſed your heads again ;
at theſe words into a perfect calm ; they you are indebted to him for life,
and
*
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and all that can be dearer than life. Ve ters at the dawn of day were at the thie
nerate him the more for his preſent con ſhold of the door, and there continued
dition, reſpect his misfortunes, and weep
over your unhappy country.
Beliſarius, diſſolving inwardly with
tenderneſs at the grateful ſentiments of
this little family, and overpowered by
their bleſfings on his head, could only
anſwer them with the dumb eloquence of

ſtraining their eyes with eager expecta
tion. At length we have found you ;
command as you pleaſe, every thing we
have is yours : the nobleman who deſires
to ſee you has more in his power to give;
but give what he may, he will not do it
with a better heart than we offer our little

his embraces. Condeſcend, illuſtrious all.
hero, ſaid the two women, to receive to
“While thus the father diſcourſed,

your arms theſe two little innocents, who the ſon, in a fixed attitude before the hero,
have found in you a ſecond father. We viewed him with a penſive air, his hands
ſhall never ceaſe to awaken in their me claſped in each other; conſternation,
mories a due ſenſe of the honour they pity, and reſpe&t riſing by turns, and
will now receive by ſaluting their great diffuſing themſelves over his countenance.
deliverer, and being careſſed in his em
“My good friend, ſays Beliſarius to
brace. Each mother preſented her own the old villager, I thank you for theſe
child, and placed him on the general's marks of your goodneſs, I have where
knees. The little infants ſmiled with withal to ſupport me on my way to my
young aſtoniſhment, and raiſing their laſt retreat : but pray inform me, is your
arms ſeemed to offer up their thanks. happineſs equal to your benevolence
And can you now, ſaid Beliſarius, think Your ſon, you ſay, carried arms under
me an objećt of compaſſion ? Does there my contlučt. I feel myſelf intereſted a
at this moment breathe a man more fin bout him ; is he prudent, careful, and
cerely happy than myſelf? But tell me, induſtrious * Does he prove a good huſ
how has it happened that you had any band and a good father —He is, replied
knowledge of me? A young nobleman, the old man, all my joy and comfort ;
replied the villager, paſſed through this he quitted the army upon the death of
place yeſterday, and enquired if we had his elder brother; but he quitted it ſeam
not ſeen a blind old man go by ; you an ed with honourable ſcars; he relieves
ſwer the deſcription he gave us. We aſſured me from labour, the prop of my old
him we had ſeen no ſuch perſon; he then age 1 He has for his wife the daughter of
charged us to keep a good look-out, and my friend, and Heaven has ſmiled upon
let you know, that a friend expects you their union. He is of a ſanguine lively
at the place where you are going. He temper; ſhe is of a mild and amiable
ſaid you were in want of every thing, diſpoſition. My daughter, who ſtands
and requeſted us to pay you every atten there, is happily ſettled. I gave her in
tion in our power: he even promiſed to marriage to a young man of good mo
requite us for it. Alas! we told him rals, and they live in mutual affection :
that we were all variouſly employed; every thing goes on to my heart's con
ſome in the labours of the field, others tent, and they have raiſed grandchildren
in domeſtic cares, and had but little lei to me, in whom I fancy I am renewing
ſure to gape after travellers as they paſs my youth. In the hopes that they wiſi
by. Then quit your employments, ſaid cheriſh my memory, and bleſs me when
the young lord, and omit every thing ra I am gone, I draw towards my grave
ther than the ačts of benevolence the with leſs regret. Alas! my good friend,
good old man is intitled to ; he is your ſaid Beliſarius, you excite my envy I
protector, your deliverer; it is Beliſarius had two ſons, my beſt, my darling hopel
whom I recommend to your diligence; I ſaw them both expire at my #. an
and then he opened to us the whole ſtory only daughter is all that is left me in my
of your ſufferings. At the ſound of a age; and ſhe, alas ! has too much ſen
name ſo beloved and honoured, imagine fibility for my condition and her own.
to yourſelf the agitation of our hearts. But, thanks be to Heaven, my two boys
My ſon watched all night long for his died fighting for their country : —At
general, for he had the honour to fight theſe words, the young man, who had
under your banners, when you expelled been earneſtly liſtening to all that paſſed,
the invaders of Thrace; and my daugh felt his heart touched to the very quick.
C c 2
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The ſupper, conſiſting of plain coun
try fare, was ſerved up , but Beliſarius,
by his lively repreſentations of the hap
meſs that dwells with obſcurity, gave it
the value of the moſt ſumptuous repaſt.
Calm and retired tranquillity, ſays he,

April,

nothing ſhall retard me from ſetting out
dire&lly to tear out the villain's heart,

who barbarouſly—Alas! thou generous
youth, ſaid Beliſarius, claſping him in
his arms, this exceſs of pity kindles to
enthuſiaſm.

Can I conſent that a brave

is the happieſt ſtate of man ; and yet, ſo young man ſhall be the perpetrator of an
little are the ſolid bleſſings of life under
{tood, it is a ſtate which is never envied.
The young man of the houſe continued
ſilent during the whole time at ſupper,
with his eyes fixed on Beliſarius; he was
loſt in contemplatic n : his inward work

infidious deed 2 that a ſoldier ſhall be

come an aſſaſſin that a virtuous ſon, a
tender huſband, and an affectionate fa

ther, ſhall be the ſlave of guilt and in
famy! It were to make me deſerve all
that malice has inflicted on me.

Refle&t

ings grew ſtronger as he gazed ; his a little; you have relinquiſhed the juſt
countenance every moment ſettled into a
deeper gloom, looked more intenſe with
refle&tion, and fiercer with the various
meetings that ſucceeded each other. Here
is my ſon, ſaid the good old landlord,
recalling to his imagination all your bat
tles: he purſues you with an ardent eye.
He finds it difficult, replied Beliſarius, to
recolle&t his general.—The enemies of my
general, ſaid the young man,
de
faced him enough to make it difficult to

'.

dº country to ſolace your aged
father, and rear up your tender infants ;
and will you now, for a ſuper-annuated
wretch like me, with an extravagant zeal,
deſert that very father and your helpleſs
babes? Tell me, ſhould you drench your
hands in the blood of my enemies, will
that recall my youthful vigour; will it re
ſtore my loſt organs to me? When you
have made yourſelf criminal, ſhall I be the
leſs miſerable?

No, replied the young

know him ; but he is too near the hearts man, but the bloody cataſtrophe of a
of his ſoldiers to be ever unknown to
thcm.

villain will ſtrike every guilty mind with
horror: to make him a terrible example

When Beliſarius took leave of this to the world, I will ſeize the monſter at

worthy family, I ſhould be glad, ſays
this young man, if my general will per
mit me to attend him a little part of the
way. Being together on the road, I could
wiſh, ſaid he again, that you would order
your guide to walk on before us; for I
have ſomething for your private ear. The
condition, ſir, to which they have re
duced you fills me with indignation.

They have left you a terrible example of

the foot of the throne or even of the altar,

and, glutting my poniard in his heart,
will thunder in his ear, “ Beliſarius

ſtrikes the blow.”—And by what right,
ſays Beliſarius in a deciſive tone, do you
mean to execute my revenge Have I
transferred a right to you, which I do
not poſſeſs myſelf? or do you mean to
aſſume that right in defiance of every
law —Let law be truly adminiſtered,
ſaid the young man, and the ſubject will .
depend upon the juſtice of his country;
but ſince it is perverted, ſince it gives no

ingrátitude, and the baſeſt perfidy; it
makes me even look with horror on my
country; and as I formerly dared boldly
in her ſervice, ſo I now bluſh for every protestion to innocence and virtue, but

drop of blood I ſpilt in her cauſe. The connives at vice, and ačts in colluſion
place of Iny nativity is grown-deteſtable with time guilty, it is time to abjure civil
io me, and I look with pity on the chil ſociety, and reſort to the primitive laws
dren whom I have brought into this bad of natural juſtice.—My worthy good
world—Hold' hold, young man! ſays friend, replied Beliſarius, that is the rea
3eliſarius; where is the country in which ſoning of ruſians, of every lawleſs ban.
honeſt men do not fall the victims of ma ditti: To ſee the laws warped to evil
łignity and fraud
But this, returned purpoſes is indeed grievous to a juſt and
the young ſoldier, this is without a pre honeſt mind ; but the caſe would be ſtill
cedent. There is a peculiarity in your more grievous, if they were to ſuffer
fate that exceeds all imagination. Who open violation. Enfeebled laws are moſt
was the author of it? I have a wife and certainly an evil, but a tranſitory evil;
children; then I will recommend to their their total overthrow would be a laſting

grandfather and the Supreme Being, and calamity. You would ſtrike guilt with a
terror,
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terror, and yet you are going to encou

the abuſe of

-
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power, the perverſion of

rage it by your example. My calamities, laws, and the proſperity of bad men,
thou worthy youth, have inſpired you ſhould move your indignation, think then
with noble ſentiments; would you debaſe of the fate of Beliſarius. Farewel.
thoſe ſentiments by an atrocious deed 2

The Memoirs and extraordinary Adven
tures of Madam Tiquet, who at
tempted to aſſaſſinate her Huſband.
the name of that virtue which you love,
(Tranſlated from the French.)
diſhonour it not by fatal raſhneſs. Let it
never be ſaid that virtue has guided the
lady, was the daughter of
Shall the tender ſenſations of the heart

be turned to horror 2 I conjure you, in

hand of an aſſaſſin.

If their cruelty, ſaid the young ſoldier,
had ſpent its rage on me, I could perhaps
arm myſelf with fortitude to bear the
worſt; but when a man renowned, when

Tº:
Monſ. Carlier, a bookſeller at Metz,

who was ſo fortunate in trade, that he left
behind him a round million of French

livres, or fifty-thouſand pounds. She was
born in the year 1657, and loſt her father
Beliſarius
No, I will never forgive when ſhe was but fifteen years old, hav
it. But I forgive it, replied Beliſarius; ing none to ſhare with her the mighty
nothing but my intereſt in this buſineſs fortune left, except a younger brother.
can provoke your fury; and if I renounce
As to her perſon, it was in every re
my own reſentments, will you go farther ſpect lovely ; ſhe had a fine face, attrac
than I am willing to do? Let me tell tive eyes, a majeſtic look, fine air, tall in
you, that if I were inclined to expiate my ſtature, and exactly ſhaped; her natural
wrongs by the blood of my enemies, parts were ſhining in themſelves, and had
whole nations are ready to arm themſelves received all the adornments which could
in my cauſe; but I am reſigned to my be derived from education : thus accom
fate : imitate my example, allow me to pliſhed, her only fault ſeemed to be a
be a judge of what is right and honour haughtincſs in behaviour, and a certain
able; and if you find within your breaſt arrogance in words, which did not be

a ſpirit to encounter death, reſerve that
ſpirit for the glorious occaſion of ſerving

come a woman of her birth.

ſided at theſe words into wonder and ad

of lovers; but when her charms were ſet

If this young lady had not been ex
your country and your prince.
ceſſively rich, nor remarkably witty, her
The ardor of this young ſoldier ſub beauty alone would have engaged a crowd
miration. Forgive me, general, ſaid he, off by the endowments of her mind, and

forgive the vehemence which I now bluſh the favours of fortune, what wonder that
to own: the outrage of your fortune ſhe triumphed over a multitude of hearts.
drove me to exceſs; while you condemn
Among theſe was Monſ. Tiquet, coun
my zeal, excuſe it alſo. I do more, ſaid ſellor of parliament; he might in all pro
Beliſarius, I eſtecm it: it is the emotion, bability have fighed among a train of
the tranſport, of a generous mind, but hopeleſs lovers, if he had not made uſe
let me now dire&t it. Your family will of art in love, as well as in law; he
have need of you, live for them ; and let practiſed on an aunt, who had a great aſ
your children imbibe from you an aver cendency over his fair miſtreſs, and by a
fion to the enemies of Beliſarius.-Name preſent of four thouſand livres, ſo effec

them, ſaid the young ſoldier with impa tually perſuaded her of his paſſion, that
tience, and I promiſe you my children ſhe was continually dinning her niece's
ſhall grow up #. the cradle in mortal ears with his praiſe.
hatred of them.—My enemies, replied . After ſome time attending, as the reſt
Eeliſarius, are the Scythians, the Huns, did, Mr. Tiquet began to fancy, that

the Bulgarians, the Sclavonians, the Per with the aſſiſtance of his ſolicitrix, he had
fians, and all the enemies of my country. found a way to his charmer's heart; he
—Thou miracle of virtue! ſaid the young remarked in ſeveral of her ačtions an ex

villager, proſtrating himſelf at the feet of orbitant pride, and a prodigious fondneſs
the hero. Beliſarius embraced him, and for magnificence and expence; he one day
taking his leave, There are, ſaid he, in therefore took an opportunity of preſent.
this mixed ſtate inevitable evils; all that ing to the lady a fine noſegay of flowers,
a juſt man can do is not to deſerve the intermixed with diamonds, to the value

portion that may be his lot. If hereafter, of 15000 livres; theſe dazzled her eyes,
and
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and wounded her heart, that is to ſay, in madam Tiquet the averſion ſhe had
they induced her to prefer M. Tiquet to conceived for her ſpouſe. A huſband who
the reſt of iter lovers, becauſe ſhe looked croſſes a wife's inclination, and a lover

on him to be the moſt rich and generous who endeavours only to gratify, muſt
of them all.
each of them make a great progreſs in the
The aunt improved the kind ſentiments heart of a woman; the firſt in improving
ſhe had for this gentleman, while he on her averſion, the other in increaſing her

the other hand never examined the temper

affe&tion; and each contributes to the

or qualities of his miſtreſs; but, believing other's purpoſe, without intending any
all things about her were as fair as her thing more than to go on in his own
perſon, reſolved at all events to marry road.
That which was more ſurprizing, and
her, if he could gain her conſent.
Aſſiduities like his are ſeldom continued which ſeems to render the condućt of ma

long, without producing their effect; the dam Tiquet more incomprehenſible, was,
lady was not more inexorable than the that in the midſt of her ardent paſſion for
reſt of her ſex, and therefore her aunt's the ſieur de Mongeorge, which ought
le&tures, and M. Tiquet's preſents, at wholly to have taken up her heart, #.
length ſubdued her heart, or to ſpeak to gratify a depraved appetite, engaged
more properly, procured her hand, which, in a variety of mean amours. .
In the midſt of all theſe diſorders ſhe
with great ſeeming tenderneſs, ſhe gave
knew how to preſerve appearances É.
to M. Tiquet.
This marriage, concluded without con fečtly well, and to behave herſelf in ſuch
ſideration, tho’ not in a hurry, little an a manner, that ſhe was very well received
ſwered the expe&tations of either of the in the beſt companies, where ſhe czpreſſed
parties; Madam Tiquet on her part herſelf in converſation in ſo lively, and at
thought of nothing but her huſband's the ſame time in ſo ſublime a manner, that
riches, and how ſhe might waſte them in no body had the leaſt notion of her foi
fubſerviency to her pleaſures. The coun bles; in a word, her ſoul and charaćter
fellor was ſo taken up with the beauty contained a frightful mixture of pride and
and fortune of his wife, that he made no baſeneſs, of paſſions elevated beyond de
queſtion of her virtue, which to his coſt ſcription, and lew beyond expreſſion.
he found afterwards was a point he ought
Monſ. Tiquet was over head and ears
to have conſidered. The lover thought his in debt, and his debts were increaſed by
miſtreſs rich; thus far he was right; his the expences he had gone into, on account
miſtreſs thought the ſame of him ; in this of his marriage; he was now expoſed to
ſhe was wrong; here lay the ſource of the Fº of his creditors, who, as is
their misfortunes.
uſual in ſuch caſes, were for being paid
The firſt months of their marriage were all at once.
full of ſmiles, and overflowed with joys;
This gave an opportunity to his wife,
the lady was delighted with her new huſ to procure a ſeparation of effects, by a
band; M. Tiquet ſpoke in raptures of his ſentence of the Chatelet. There were two
wife; and to crown all this, ſhe brought things which made this lady not diſlike
him at one birth a ſon and a daughter, to only, but abhor her huſband, one that he
be the pledges of their love.
had deceived her in point of fortune, the
Theſe happy times laſted not long; other, that his jealouſy interrupted her
pleaſures,
watching (e. ſteps as cloſely
the exceſſive expences of madam Tiquet
obliged her huſband, who was far from as man could do.
being rich, to endeavour to ſet ſome
Her hatred was come to ſuch a pitch,
bounds to them, tho' againſt his will. that it turned at laſt to fury, and ſhe was
The ſieur Mongeorge, captain in the ſo much irritated againſt a ſpouſe, by
guards, a perſon who had all the qualities whom ſhe thought herſelf ill uſed, that
of a fine gentleman, ſo dazzled the eyes ſhe reſolved to have him aſſaſſinated.
Neither the noiſe of ſuch an ačtion, the
of madam Tiquet, that her huſband ap
peared odious ; and ſhe and that officer infamy inſeparable from it, nor the pro
quickly indulged to themſelves the crimi digious riſque ſhe ran in the perpetration
mal paſſion they had for each other.
of her ſcheme, could at all prevail upon
The jealouſy of the huſband, lighted up her to heſitate, much leſs to deſiſt ; ſhe
by theſe kind of proceedings, heightened had ſome knowledge of a fellow, of vils

.

charaćter,
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charaćter, one Auguſtus Cattelain, who her ſcheme on this head to her porter, and
uſed to ſerve ſtrangers while they ſtay’d at dire&ted him to find perſons who could
Paris; to this man ſhe gave a confiderable execute it.
ſum of money, and promiſed him more,
One day ſhe came into the apartment
in caſe he would take upon him to be the of the counteſs d’Aunoy, when there was
miniſter of her vengeance in deſtroying a great deal of good company there, her
her huſband.

countenance was ſo diſturbed, that ſome

She gained his porter by the ſame
means, and drew him to be engaged
with Cattelain in this deteſtable deſign.
They took their meaſures wrong. and
miſſed ſtriking their blow on M. Tiquet,

body, who was there, could not help tak
ing notice of it, and aſking her the reaſon

of it? “I come (ſaid ſhe) “ from paſſing
“ two hours with the devil.

With the

“ devil, madam,” replied the counteſs

as he came home one evening, notwith

“ d'Annoy! ſure you keep ſtrange com
flanding they had drawn in ſeveral perſons “ pany: When I ſay the devil,” replied
madam Tiquet, “I mean a certain for
to way-lay him.
-

This enterprize having failed, madam “tune-teller.” “Well,” cried the counteſ;

Tiquet ſtill perſiſted; ſhe gave the porter d'Aunoy, and what has ſhe told you ?”
and Cattelain a further ſum of money, “She has flattered me, madam, in a moſt
to bury in oblivion this dark affair, giv “extraordinary manner; for ſhe has told
ing them to underſtand in the mean time, “ me,” ſaid madam Tiquet, “that in two
months I ſhall be out of the reach of all
that it might coſt them their lives if they
“my enemies, and that no body will
ſpoke of it.
M. Tiquet, who ſuſpected that his “ have it in their power to give me diſ
porter favoured his wife's commerce with “quiet: I ſay ſhe has flattered me, ma
the fieur de Mongeorge, diſcharged that “ dam, for what hopes are there of this,
domeſtick, and took care of the keys “ſince my huſband is in good health,
himſelf; he kept his door always ſhut 'till “ and not the leaſt hopes of his dying out
g . of the way.”
night,
bodywhen
couldhe
getwent
in without
ſpeakingandtonohim;
out in
As this ſtrange adventure happened on
the evening he carried the keys with him, the very day of the attempt made on M.
and in ſhort, he made uſe of all the me Tiquet, when that was diſcovered, it ap
ceſſary precautions to prevent any com peared the more extraordinary; it may
munication with perſons ſuſpe&ted. Monſ. be, that the ſtory was a faët, and that
and madam Tiquet had by this time ſe the impreſſion the woman's predićtion
parate beds, and ſeparate apartments, ſo made on madam Tiquet's mind, was ſo
that they never ſaw each other but at ſtrong, as to force her to this declaration,
table.
or elſe, it may be, ſhe framed this tale
For three years together they lived in upon the ſpot, in order to account for the
-

:

-

-

-

this manner, preſerving conſtantly a ſul confuſion ſhe was in on the near approach
len filence, their behaviour, however, be of that tragedy which ſhe was reſolved to
ing of ſuch a nature, that theſe mute ſenſes execute.
She then went home to her houſe,
ſometimes conveyed as ſtrong ideas as if
there had been a great deal of noiſe where ſhe found madam de Senonville,
made.
one of her intimates, who waited for her;
In this ſpace ſhe gave directions to a they ſpent the evening together, in diſ
valet de chambre of her huſband's, to courſing of different things; and tho' it
carry him a porringer of broth, which was is not to be doubted, but madam Tiquet
poiſoned; the fellow ſuſpecting ſome felt great uneaſineſs in her own mind,
thing, made a falſe ſtep on purpoſe, and when the hour of aſſaſſination drew near;
threw it down; he afterwards deſired yet it is certain that ſhe diſſembled ſo well,
leave to quit his ſervice, and as ſoon as kept ſo ſteady a countenance, and diſ
he left the houſe he made no ſecret of the

courſed with ſo much ſeeming eaſe and

iniquitous myſtery he had diſcovered.

freedom, that madam de Senonville, who

This irritated the lady, ſo much, that ſtaid late out of a womaniſh ſpleen, that
ſhe determined with herſelf to find out a ſhe might make M. Tiquet get out of his
ſhort remedy, by recurring to her firſt bed to let her out, did not apprehend her

projećt; however iniquitous, ſhe opened

friend to be at all vexed or out of order.
It
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It happened that M. Tiquet went to counteſs Aunoy replied, That the beſt
thing which could be done would be to
ſecure the porter whom he had lately
turned away.
The diſcourſe ran on this ſubject for
half an hour; and, tho' all eyes were
upon this unhappy woman, yet neither
her looks, nor her words, betrayed any
ran to his aſſiſtance, and he deſired that confuſion; but rather ſeemed inſpired by
they would carry him back to madam de that reſolution, which is the effect of in
Villemur's, which was done accordingly, nocence. She went home, and appeared
and then his domeſticks went to acquaint there as compoſed as ever, notwithſtand
their lady; ſhe affecting a great ſurprize, ing that ſhe was every day adviſed to re
went immediately to the houſe where he tire, and ſeek out ſome place of ſafety.
Theſe hints were repeated to her from
was, to enquire how he did, but that was
all ſhe could do; for he having earneſtly time to time, to the 8th day, when a
defired that ſhe might not enter the room Theatine came haſtily into her chamber,
where he was, ſhe was conſtrained to go and addreſſed her thus :
“Madam, there is no time to be loſt,
back without ſeeing him ; at which ſhe
affected ſome concern.
in a few moments you will be apprehend
He had received three wounds, but ed, I have brought you here one of the
none of them were mortal, the moſt dan habits of my order, ſlip it on, get down
gerous was a ſhot very near his heart; ſtairs, there is a ſedan waits, which will
with reſpe&t to which there was an obſer carry you to a place where there is a poſt
vation made by his ſurgeon, which, whe chaiſe, in which you may go immediately
ther true or falſe, deſerves notice; it was to Calais, and from thence to Eugland,
this, that the ſudden palpitation which till we ſee what turn things will take.”
ſeized him on the approach of the aſſaſſins,
“Such meaſures (replied madam Ti
occaſioned an alteration in the ordinar
quet) are proper for the guilty, innocence
poſition of that muſcle, which Jºž is every where ſecure; theſe reports are
muſt have been pierced through and
by my huſband, to prejudice me in
the eye of the world, and to intimidate
through.
The commiſſary of that quarter of the me ſo far as to leave my country, that he
town came immediately to ſee and to ex may get my fortune into his hands; but
amine M. Tiquet, as ſoon as his wounds his ſkill ſhall fail him, I am not frighted,
were dreſſed : the firſt queſtion he aſked I will fall into the hands of the law, for I
him was, “Sir, what enemies have you?” doubt not but the law will do me juſtice.”
She then thanked the Theatine for his
The poor gentleman anſwered, “I know
“ of none except my wife;” this anſwer civility and kindneſs, and waited with
of his confirmed the ſuſpicions of the much ſeeming tranquility the iſſue of the
world, which, as ſoon as the thing was buſineſs; ſhe flattered herſelf ſhe had
known, rolled immediately upon her.
taken ſuch precautions, that no proof
She did not, however, ſuffer her con could poſſibly appear of her having pro
dućt to betray the leaſt ſigns of guilt; but cured the aſſaſſination of her huſband;
manifeſted on this occaſion, a conſtancy and full of theſe hopes ſhe ſupported her
ſcarce to be accounted for.
ſpirits, and ačted the heroine to the higheſt
She went the next day to the counteſs degree of perfection.
D’Aunoy, where, tho' all the company
The next day madam de Senonville
obſerved her, yet ſhe not only appeared came to her, and when ſhe would have
ſerene, but exerciſed her wit as much as gone away, madam Tiquet deſired her
uſual.
to ſit ſtill ; “for (ſaid ſhe) I ſhall pre
The counteſs, willing to put her to ſently be arreſted by the officers of juſtice,

pay a viſit to a neighbour of his, one ma
dam de Villemur, and ſtaid there pretty
late. His ſervants ſitting up for him
heard ſeveral piſtol-ſhots in the ſtreet be
fore the door, upon which, running out
in a hurry,
found their maſter aſſaſ
finated, and weltering in his blood; they

º

†.

the utmoſt teſt, aſked her at laſt if M. and I would not have them find me

Tiquet had not ſome ſhrewd ſuſpicion of alone.” The words were ſcarce out of
the perſon who cauſed him to be aſſaſſi her mouth, when the Sieur Deffita, lieu
mated Madam Tiquet anſwered, “Alas! tenant-criminal, entered the room.
(To be concluded in our next.)
he is ſo unjuſt as to lay it upon me!” The
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‘ being in New Herrenhut, a church built,
* in which may be ſeen more than 300
* Greenlanders crowding every Sunday.”
It does not however, appear, that this
new town of Herrenhut, which Crantz
places in the 65th degree, is ſituated in
the moſt populous part of Greenland; for

REENLAND has hitherto been con

he tells us, that moſt of the Greenlanders

ſidered as a tract of land lying be
tween Europe and America; but without
any known relation to either. It reaches
from the ſouthermoſt point of cape Fare
‘well in the 59th degree, to the moſt nor
therly latitude yet diſcovered.
According to Crantz, it is bounded
on the ſouth by the Deucaledonian ſea;

live from the 60th to the 62d degree, and
that no Europeans live there.
In the 62d degree, the moſt ſoutherly
colony, called Frederick's Hope, is fitn
ated, and about 12 leagues from this ſet
tlement, is the famous ice-giance, whoſe

reflection may be ſeen many leagues out
at ſea, reſembling the Aurora Borealis.
on the north and north weſt, by Davis's This wonderful phaenomenon takes its
ſtreights and North America; on the eaſt riſe from an accumulation of ice which
by Iceland; and on the north, by the forms a ſtupendous bridge over the mouth
frozen ſea; or, as ſome conjecture, by of a vaſt bay ſtretching from land to land
the continent of North America.
for the ſpace of eight leagues in length.
What the ſailors call Greenland, is the and two in breadth, the arches of which,

eaſternmoſt, or uninhabited part of the
country; the weſternmoſt part deſcribed
by Crantz, is that ſide of Davis's ſtraits
oppoſite to North America, and is now
occupied by Europeans and natives. The
colonies of Europeans that firſt ſettled in
this unfriendly climate, cannot be ſup

are ſuppoſed to be from 14 to 40 fathom
high On the points of land that project
into the ſea on both ſides this ice-gſance
the ſand is ſo fine and light, that a briſk
wind darkens the air with it like a miſt,
and carries it ſo far, that it falls into

people's eyes at the diſtance of many

oſed to be very numerous, or very leagues. Near this ice-glance the ruins
earned; a few Dutchmen for the ſake of of ſome old Norwegian houſes are fre
a lucrative trade with the natives for ſkins, quently found, and in the ſame neigh

º

oil and blubber, which they bartered for bourhood, the aſbeſlot, red dyer's earth,
the moſt trifling articles of European com and chryſtal; fome veins of battard mar
merce, were the firſt adventurers; and the ble, and a few of red garnite.
M. Crantz, in the map prefixed to his
profit they made, encouraged others, Nor
•wegians and Danes, to run the ſame hiſtory, has delineated a little to the north
riſque. Colony ſucceeded colony, till of this ice-glance, Forbiſher's ſtreights;
the number became conſiderable ; but as but at the ſame time doubts whether it
religion was no part of their views, the was ever paſſable, though Martin For

converſion of the natives gave the new biſher in the time of Queen Elizabeth af
ſettlers no concern: That pious enter firms that he ſailed through it into the
prize was reſerved for the zealous Herren eaſt ſea. The Greenlanders indeed have
Autters, who have laboured inceſlantiy a tradition that their forefathers paſſed
for many years in this unfruitful vine this way ; but; that paſſage, M. Crantz
yard, without being able to boaſt of any ſays, is now Wholly impracticable; and,
very profitable harveſt. * Among the to ſtrengthen his opinion, gives an ex
* Greenlanders, ſays Crantz, we are not tračt of a ſmall treatiſe, the author of
to look for any very rapid propagation which was refident at Frederick's Hope

of the Chriſtian religion; for whoever
reads their hiſtory, will find their ſtu
pidity ſo great, and their way of living
ſo ſavage, that he will readily own it

many years, and had the curioſity, with
the aſſiſtance of ſome Greenlanders, to go
fourteen leagues through the ice into the

bay, and then to mount a hill to view the
to be a wonder of God, that ſuch a country; but he ſoon found that there
number as are already converted, re was more of the marvellous to be heard

main faithful, and grow and increaſe than ſeen; the ruſhing noiſe like the fal
d
ling
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ling of a caſcade continually heard under for the purpoſe, of bear ſkin, yet when
the ice; the flightful roaring and crack he had lain down an hour, it ſeemed to
ing of the ice as if thouſands of cannon him as if his limbs were frozen ſtiff with
were diſcharging at once; the daſhing of cold; and in order to invigorate his ſpi
the floating ice againſt the vaſt accumu rits, and recover his numbed limbs, he
lated mountains of it that continue im drank a hearty draught of the warm
moveable; and the heavy flakes of con blood of a rein-deer, which the Green
gealed ſnow inceſſantly tunbiing from the landers had happily ſhot, but not dead,
moſt dreadful precipices into the ſtreight, a day or two before. That in ſuch cir
filled his mind with the various ſenſations cumſtances, he ſhould deſiſt from proſe
of horror, admiration and entertainment ; cuting a journey, which curioſity alone
his curioſity was, however, flattered, had inclined him to undertake, is not to
when he diſcovered, or thought he diſ be wondered; but that he ſhould ſtill re
covered, the ſources of that amazing tain a deſire to accompliſh his enterprize,
quantity of ice that in autumn is diſgorg and even to meditate a third journey over
ed from this ſtreight, and overſpreads the a dreary waſte of ice and ſnow of many
ocean to the diſtance of 30 leagues and leagues in extent, without proper food,
more from its mouth ; and alſo the man without a hut by the way to ſhelter him
ner in which the ice-glance might origi from the cold, or a bed to refreſh him
nally be formed from the obſtruction of after the day's fatigue, or a friendly hand
a like diſcharge from that inlet by oppo to comfort him in the hour of ſickneſs,
fing winds, a ſudden and copious fall o or in diſtreſs, cannot but excite our ad
ſnow, and the early ſetting in of the miration at the ſtrength of that paſſion
froſts; no unuſual phaenomena to happen which is boundleſs in its purſuits when it
together in a region not far removed from takes poſſeſſion of the human mind; which
the wonders of art and of nature are alike
the polar circle.
Not ſatisfied, however, with theſe diſ unable to ſatisfy, and which can only be
coveries, this traveller in 1751 undertook extinguiſhed within us by the deprivation

a journey by land, where he found it im of reaſon, or the approach of death.
The diſcoveries he made in his firſt
practicable to paſs by ſea. Being pro
vided with as much proviſions as a Green journey, only excited him to undertake a
land girl could carry; two Greenlandmen, ſecond ; and thoſe he made in his ſecond,
each with his canoe on his head, and his left him as eager to meditate a third; he
gun on his ſhoulder, with the girl that ſaw, as it were, the promiſed land, and
carried the proviſions, ſet out with him he thiiſted to attain it; he ſaw the country
about the latter end of Auguſt, and after where Forbiſher's ſtreight is ſuppoſed to
eight days
which they ſuffered be, in appearance a plain covered with
many hardſhips, they at length arrived at ice; and the hills between the rocks riſe
the ſummit of the higheſt rock on the ice ſo high, that their ſummits were bare, and
glaqce, from whence they could diſcern they looked all over of the natural colour

..º.

the mountains on the eaſtern coaſt, which of earth; he ſaw, between him and thoſe

appeared at firſt view to be at no great hills, chinks or chaſms that were bottom
diſtance, but when they looked north leſs ; frozen valleys that were impaiſable
ward, and ſaw the mountains of Good by reaſon of their extent; and mountains
Hope, the diſtance of which they knew, of ice, on the ſummits of which no living
and meaſured with the eye the lines by creature could be ſuppoſed to breathe;
which theſe diſtant mountains were di yet he gives his opinion, that all theſe
vided, they enlarged their firſt eſtimation, difficulties may be ſurmounted, and that
and the hope of ever reaching the oppo a journey by land may yet be practicable.
ſite ſhore immediately forſook them.

Let us, however, leave our traveller ſafe

In the evening of this day, they de in his tent, and purſue the hiſtory.
ſcended from the mountain, and laid them
From Frederick's Hope, already men
ſelves down to ſleep; but ſleep gave little tioned, to Noogſoak in the 71ſt degree,
refreſhment to our European traveller; M. Crantz reckons twelve European ſet
for though he was well provided with furs, tlements, in moſt of which, the brethren
and had two warm under garments, and have a miſſionary; he ſpeaks likewiſe of
the furred ſkin of a rein deer over them ; inhabitants beyond the 78th degree; but
and though he put his feet in a ſack made theſe, as he ſuppoſes, are few, and ill
provided.

--------
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The men having no domeſtic employ
provided. Indeed to us, who are ac
cuſtomed to another way of living, the ment to divert their attention from the two
moſt delicious proviſions of a Greenlander great objects of fiſhing and hunting, by
would be the extreme of miſery; it would conſtant habit become ſo dextrous in con
afford no entertainment to the generality triving and managing the implements they
of our readers to repeat all that Crantz uſe for thoſe purpoſes, that though they
has ſaid of their meat and their drink, would be quite uſeleſs in the hands of an
the manner of dreſſing their food, and of European, they are yet very fatal in theirs;
eating it; let it ſuffice as a ſpecimen, that the bow, however, has given place to

their favourite food is ſeal's fleſh ; that the gun in all countries wherever it has

they drink the warm blood with the high been introduced ; but the marine inſtru
eſt reliſh; that they preſerve the ſeal's ments of the Greenlanders have ſtill re
fleſh in the ſummer in the earth or graſs, tained their credit.
The veſſel " which the Greenlander
as dogs do carricn, and in the 'winter,
under the ſnow; that they feaſt on ſuch makes uſe of to exerciſe his ſkill, is of
half-rotten, or half-frozen ſeal's fleſh with a very fingular conſtruction; it is ſhaped
the ſame appetite, as other nations, do like a weaver's ſhuttle, ſharp at both ends,
on veniſon, ham, or the greateſt delica about ſix yards in length, not 18 inches
cies; " that the women are the butchers broad in the wideſt part, and hardly a
and cooks, and the drudges in all dome foot deep. It conſiſts of a keel, like a
ſtic affairs; that the men are fiſhers and ſlender pipe ſtaff; ribs like barrel-hoops;
hunters, and when they have catched or ſides, of broad thin laths; and a broad
killed their prey, they leave it to the care board acroſs the middle, as well to
of the women; that, ſhe women, in ſhort, ſtrengthen it, as for the man to ſit upon,
dreſs the ſkins, make the garments, build to fiſh; all theſe ſeveral parts are bound
and repair the houſes, and do every kind together with whalebone, and then co
of drudgery that does not expoſe them to vered over, except a ſmall hole in the
the danger of the ſeas, or the hardſhips of middle, with freſh-dreſs'd ſeal's leather,
traverfing the foreſts. If they live to a gently ſtrained, and nicely cloſed about
great age, they paſs for witches, and are a broad hoop, or rim of bone, into which
conſulted in all caſes of enterprize and

danger; if their predictions are ſucceſsful,
they are held in great eſteem ; but if un
fortunate, they are ſtoned to death, pre
cipitated down ſome precipice, cut to

pieces, buried alive, or, to avoid the fury
of their perſecutors, thrown by their
friends into the ſea. They are very dirty
in dreſſing their meat; “yet, ſays Crantz,
* when an European is perſecuted by a
tempeſt, he is happy to creep into their
huts and ſleeping places for ſhelter ; and
if he has nothing of his own to eat, he
is glad to take commons with them,
and gives God thanks for his benefits."

:
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* A Greenlander's treat to an European

fa&or was made up of the following
diſhes, 1. Dried herrings, 2. Dried ſeal's
fleſh, 3. Boiled ſeal's fleſh, 4. Half-law
and half-rotten ſeal's fleſh, 5. Boiled
v.ilks, 6. A piece of a half-lotten whale's
tail; this was the dainty the gueſts were
invited to. 7. Dried ſalmon, 8. Dried
rein-deer, 9. A deſert of crow-berries
mixed with chyle out of the maw of a
rein-deer, 10. The ſame enriched with
train-oil.

the man can juſt enter with his feet fore
moſt, and when he has ſeated himſelf on

the board already mentioned, he tucks
the ſkirts of his water-pelt, or jacket, ſo

cloſe round the rim of his entering-place,
that no water can poſſibly get into the
hollow of the boat : His water-pelt is
then button'd tight over him, in which
holes are left for his eyes and arms; and
thus equipped, with his line coiled before
him, his lances placed carefully on one
ſide, and his feal’s ſkin bladder in a nitch
behind him, he ſallies forth into the wille

ocean, to catch his prey.

His patick, or

oar, flat at both ends, and round in the
middle, is his ſole dire&tor; with this lit
tle inſtrument, which he holds in the mid

dle, and plies on both fides, as if beating
time, he can guide his veſſel with amaz
ing agility, and row at the rate of 24
leagues a dav. As long as a ſhip can
carry a top ſhil, he can live at ſea, and no

weather can daunt him. He ſhoots along
the billows like an arrow from a bow,
N

O

T

E.

* See the plate, with the boat and its
builder.
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The men having no domeſtic employ

cuſtomed to another way of living, the
moſt delicious proviſions of a Greenlander
would be the extreme of miſery; it would
afford no entertainment to the generality
of our readers to repeat all that Crantz

ment to divert their attention from the two
great obječts of fiſhing and hunting, by

eating it; let it ſuffice as a ſpecimen, that

the bow, however, has given place to

conſtant habit become ſo dextrous in con

triving and managing the implements they
uſe for thoſe purpoſes, that though they
has ſaid of their meat and their drink, would be quite uſeleſs in the hands of an
the manner of dreſſing their food, and of European, they are yet very ſatal in theirs;
their favourite food is ſeal's fleſh; that

the gun in all countries wherever it has

they drink the warm blood with the high
eſt reliſh; that they preſerve the ſeal's
fleſh in the ſummer in the earth or graſs,
as dogs do carricn, and in the winter,
under the ſnow; that they feaſt on ſuch
half-rotten, or half-frozen ſeal's fleſh with
the ſame appetite, as other nations, do
on veniſon, ham, or the greateſt delica

been introduced ; but the marine inſtru

cies; * that the women are the butchers

ments of the Greenlanders have ſtill re
tained their credit.
The veſſel " which the Greenlander

makes uſe of to exerciſe his ſkill, is of

a very fingular conſtruction ; it is ſhaped
like a weaver's ſhuttle, ſharp at both ends,
about ſix yards in length, not 18 inches
broad in the wideſt part, and hardly a
foot deep. It conſiſts of a keel, like a
ſlender pipe ſtaff; ribs like barrel-hoops;
Jides, of broad thin laths; and a broad

and cooks, and the drudges in all dome
ſtic affairs; that the men are fiſhers and
hunters, and when they have catched or
killed their prey, they leave it to the care board acroſs the middle, as well to
of the women; that, ſhe women, in ſhort, ſtrengthen it, as for the man to ſit upon,
dreſs the ſkins, make the garments, build to fiſh; all theſe ſeveral parts are bound
and repair the houſes, and do every kind together with whalebone, and then co
of drudgery that does not expoſe them to vered over, except a ſmall hole in the

the danger of the ſeas, or the hardſhips of

middle, with freſh-dreſs'd ſeal's leather,

traverſing the foreſts. If they live to a gently ſtrained, and nicely cloſed about
great age, they paſs for witches, and are a broad hoop, or rim of bone, into which
conſulted in all caſes of enterprize and the man can juſt enter with his feet fore
moſt, and when he has ſeated himſelf on
the board already mentioned, he tucks
the ſkirts of his water-pelt, or jacket, ſo

danger; if their predictions are ſucceſsful,
they are held in great eſteem ; but if un
fortunate, they are ſtoned to death, pre
cipitated down ſome precipice, cut to
pieces, buried alive, or, to avoid the fury
of their perſecutors, thrown by their
friends into the ſea. They are very dirty
in dreſſing their meat; “yet, ſays Crantz,
* when an European is perſecuted by a
• tempeſt, he is happy to creep into their
• huts and ſleeping places for ſhelter ; and
* if he has nothing of his own to eat, he
• is glad to take commons with them,
• and gives God thanks for his benefits.'

cloſe round the rim of his entering-place,
that no water can poſſibly get into the
hollow of the boat ; His water-pelt is
then button'd tight over him, in which
holes are left for his eyes and arms; and
thus equipped, with his line coiled before
him, his lances placed carefully on one
fide, and his ſeal’s ſkin bladder in a nitch
behind him, he ſallies forth into the wide

ocean, to catch his prey. His patick, or

oar, fat at both ends, and round in the
middle, is his ſole dire&tor; with this lit
* A Greenlander's treat to an European tle inſtrument, which he holds in the mid
N

O

T

E.

fačtor was made up of the following
diſhes, 1. Dried herrings, 2. Dried ſeal's
fleſh, 3. Boiled ſeal's fleſh, 4. Half-law
and half-rotten ſeal's fleſh, 5. Boiled
wilks, 6. A piece of a half-lotten whale's
tail ; this was the dainty the gueſts were
invited to. 7. Dried ſalmon, 8. Dried
rein-deer, 9. A deſert of crow-berries
mixed with chyle out of the maw of a
rein-deer, 10. The ſame enriched with
train-oil.

dle, and plies on both fides, as if beating
time, he can guide his veſſel with amaz

ing agility, and row at the rate of 24.
leagues a day. As long as a ſhip can
carry a top ſhil, he can live at ſea, and no

weather can daunt him. He ſhoots along
the billows like an arrow from a bow,
N

O

T

E.

* See the plate, with the boat and its
builder.
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provided. Indeed to us, who are ac
cuſtomed to another way of living, the
moſt delicious proviſions of a Greenlander
would be the extreme of miſery; it would
afford no entertainment to the generality
of our readers to repeat all that Crantz
has ſaid of their meat and their drink,

the manner of dreſſing their food, and of

eating it; let it ſuffice as a ſpecimen, that
their favourite food is ſeal's fleſh; that

2I I

The men having no domeſtic employ
ment to divert their attention from the two
great obječts of fiſhing and hunting, by

conſtant habit become ſo dextrous in con
triving and managing the implements they
uſe for thoſe purpoſes, that though they
would be quite uſeleſs in the hands of an
European, they are yet very fatal in theirs;
the bow, however, has given place to
the gun in all countries wherever it has

they drink the warm blood with the high been introduced ; but the marine inſtru
eſt reliſh; that they preſerve the ſeal's ments of the Greenlanders have ſtill re
fleſh in the ſummer in the earth or graſs, tained their credit.
-

as dogs do carricn, and in the winter,
under the ſnow; that they feaſt on ſuch
half-rotten, or half-frozen ſeal's fleſh with
the ſame appetite, as other nations, do
on veniſon, ham, or the greateſt delica
cies; * that the women are the butchers
and cooks, and the drudges in all dome
ſtic affairs; that the men are fiſhers and
hunters, and when they have catched or
killed their prey, they leave it to the care
of the women; that, ſhe women, in ſhort,

The veſſel ” which the Greenlander

makes uſe of to exerciſe his ſkill, is of

a very fingular conſtruction ; it is ſhaped
like a weaver's ſhuttle, ſharp at both ends,
about ſix yards in length, not 18 inches
broad in the wideſt part, and hardly a

foot deep. It conſiſts of a keel, like a
ſlender pipe ſtaff; ribs like barrel-hoops;
Jides, of broad thin laths; and a broad
board acroſs the middle, as well to

ſtrengthen it, as for the man to ſit upon,

dreſs the ſkins, make the garments, build to fiſh; all theſe ſeveral parts are bound

and repair the houſes, and do every kind together with whalebone, and then co
of drudgery that does not expoſe them to vered over, except a ſmall hole in the

the danger of the ſeas, or the hardſhips of

middle, with freſh-dreſs'd ſeal's leather,

traverfing the foreſts. If they live to a gently ſtrained, and nicely cloſed about
great age, they paſs for witches, and are a broad hoop, or rim of bone, into which
conſulted in all caſes of enterprize and the man can juſt enter with his feet fore
moſt, and when he has ſeated himſelf on

danger; if their predictions are ſucceſsful,
they are held in great eſteem ; but if un
fortunate, they are ſtoned to death, pre
cipitated down ſome precipice, cut to
pieces, buried alive, or, to avoid the fury
of their perſecutors, thrown by their
friends into the ſea. They are very dirty
in dreſſing their meat; “yet, ſays Crantz,
* when an European is perſecuted by a
tempeſt, he is happy to creep into their
huts and ſleeping places for ſhelter ; and
if he has nothing of his own to eat, he
is glad to take commons with them,
and gives God thanks for his benefits.”

:

the board already mentioned, he tucks
the ſkirts of his water-pelt, or jacket, ſo
cloſe round the rim of his entering-place,
that no water can poſſibly get into the

hollow of the boat : His water-pelt is
then button'd tight over him, in which

holes are left for his eyes and arms; and
thus equipped, with his line coiled before

him, his lances placed carefully on one
fide, and his ſeal's ſkin bladder in a nitch
behind him, he ſallies forth into the wide
ocean, to catch his prey. His patick, or
oar, fat at both ends, and round in the
N O T E.
middle, is his ſole dire&or; with this lit
* A Greenlander's treat to an European tle inſtrument, which he holds in the mid

fačtor was made up of the following
diſhes, 1. Dried herrings, 2. Dried ſeal's
fleſh, 3. Boiſed ſeal's fleſh, 4. Half-law
and half-rotten ſeal's fleſh, 5. Boiled
viſks, 6. A piece of a halt-rotten whale's
tail ; this was the dainty the gueſts were
invited to. 7. Dried ſalmon, 8. Dried
rein-deer, 9. A deſert of crow-berties
mixed with chyle out of the maw of a

dle, and plies on both fides, as if beating
time, he can guide his veſſel with amaz
ing agility, and row at the rate of 24.
leagues a day. As long as a ſhip can
carry a top ſhil, he can live at ſea, and no
weather can daunt him. He ſhoots along
the billows like an arrow from a bow,

rein-deer, 10. The ſame enriched with

* See the plate, with the boat and its

train-oil.
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and if a wave breaks upon and overſets
him, he can with his patick inſtantly
right again, and feels no more concern
for what has happened than a duck would
feel by diving in the ſame element.
His manner of catching ſeals is very
dextrous but very dangerous; he tries,
with the ſun in his back, to ſteal upon
the watchful creature unawares, as he lies

April,

for upon his next appearance the noiſe
and attack are renewed, and in like man

ner continued, tili, by repeated alarms
and purſuits, the poor vićtim is ſo ex
hauſted, that at length he retreats to land
for ſhelter; there, however, he finds none,

for the women and children generally cloſe
the diverſion by a torturing death.
The whole extent of the Greenlander's

baſking with his head above water in the genius ſeems to be confined to three arti
warm ſun; he plows between the waves, cles; the conſtruction of his boat; his
with his face cloſe down to the boat, till dexterity in managing it; and the con
he comes within a few fathoms of his trivance of his fiſhing inſtruments. His
deſtined mark; his lance being then in houſe does not excite his attention, nor the
his right hand, and his patic in his left, utenſils with which he is to be fed, nor
he darts the former with ſuch good aim, the garments with which he is to be co
that he ſeldom fails to wound; when the vered, nor the bed on which he is to reſt,

barbs are buried in the ſeal's body, the
head quits the ſhaft, and the creature in
itantly dives and runs off the line with
incredible velocity, dragging the bladder
under water, which, however, in a quar
ter of an hour, riſes again, and brings
the wounded ſeal up with it; him the
Greenlander purſues inſtantly, though
perhaps at a mile's diſtance ; and again
ſtrikes at and teizes him, till he is quite

nor the commodities with which he is to

traffic; all theſe belong to the womens
province, only on ſome occaſions, if there
be wood work neceſſary about the houſe,
that the man accounts a part of his voca
tion as a boat-builder, and that he aſſiſts

the women in conſtructing.

Their houſes, or more properly, ſtalls,
(See the Plate.) diſcover leſs ingenuity
than thoſe of many animals; they chuſe
fpent; then faſtens him to his veſſel, and ſome elevated place to ere& them; and,
carries him to ſhore triumphantly. When as if formed by inſtinét, they are all upon
he has landed him, and ſafely moored his the ſame plan ; they raiſe walls of ſod and
boat, he walks home in great ſtate, and ſtone in an oblong ſquare, about ſix feet

ſends his woman to cut him up.
In this way of ſeal-catching, the danger
lies in the ravelling of the line, its twiſt
ing round any part of the man or boat,
the bladder's being on the proper ſide, or
the lance being properly diſcharged; in

high, and as many wide ; lay beams and
branches of trees acroſs the narrow way,
and cover them with bilberry-buſhes,
heath, or ſmall ſpray-wood; over which
they lay looſe earth, or turf, which freezmake to them a comfortable dwelling.

cleared at once, it is almoſt certain death;
for the man and boat are dragged to the
bottom, unleſs by his patick he can ſud
denly diſengage himſelf; nay, ſometimes
the female ſeal, if only ſlightly hurt, will,
in her fury, attack her enemy, and either

The inſide is no better finiſhed than the

outſide; if many families agree to live
together, they lengthen the ſquare, and

divide their dwellings like horſe-ſtalls;
each is about ſix feet wide, and in length
in proportion to the family : Sometimes

kill him, or ſink his boat.—Thus much ten families live under the ſame roof;

for their way of fiſhing ſingly.
they have neither doors nor chimnies :
But they have a more ſucceſsful way their entrance is through an arched hole,
of ſeal-hunting in companies. During like the oaſt of a malt-kiln, to which they
this hunt, ſays Crantz, we have a fine deſcend both in going in and coming out,
opportunity of obſerving the agility of the creeping on all fours to gain a paſſage :
Greenlanders; when the ſeal riſes out of This paſſage is in the middle of the houſe,
the water, they all fly upon him, as if and ſerves all who live in it. Their win
dows are made of ſeals maws, dreſſed

ahey had wings, with a deſperate noiſe;
the frighted creature dives again directly,
and the moment he is down, they diſperſe
with the ſame haſte they aſſembled, and

*

ing in the winter with a deep coat of ſnow, a

either of theſe caſes, if the whole is not

tranſparently, which admits the light, and
keeps out the cold. In every dwelling
they raiſe a wide ſeat, about a foot high
every one is watchfel where he may riſe rºund the ſides to fit upon ; the men fit in
next ; the iſ ort reſembles duck-hunting, fic nt, the women ſit behind them ; they
fleep
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ſleep upon the floor; inſtead of fire, they
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have ſeveral other inſtruments, all made

burn a lamp conſtantly ſupplicq with on the ſame principle, but ſuited to the
train oil, and inſtead of cotton, uſe dried

different ſervices they are to perform.

moſs, rubbed fine; over this lamp they
hang a baſtard-marble kettle, in which
they boil their meat; every ſeparate dwel
ling has a ſeparate lamp, and theſe lamps
warm as well as light their apartments :
In this manner they live during the win
ter; but in the ſummer they live in tents.
Their winter's proviſions they bury in the
fnow, and creep out of their holes for it
as they want it their water is kept in a
wooden tub: They are hoſpitable to one

To render them expert, the boys, as
ſoon as they can ſpeak, are diverted with
the bow and arrow, and as they increaſe
in years, are inſtrućted in the art of

throwing theſe darts, and that not by way
of taſk, but diverſion; they are next
trained, ſtep by ſtep, to make the darts,
to ply the patic, trim and work the boat,

in which they are taught to perform ma

ny aſtoniſhing feats, ſuch as over-ſetting
and righting again, turning the boat keel
another, and if one's carrion is conſu uppermoſt, and riſing again in an erect
med before the other's, they all partake poſition, , with many other exerciſes,
alike till the laſt morſel; they have out equally dangerous and wonderful; they
houſes to ſtow their fiſhing and hunting are laſtly taught to make theſe boats, and
implements in ; they pride themſelves in then they commence maſters; this is ac
their poverty, and notwithſtanding their companied with great ceremony, of which
apparent micry, they ſeldom are known a Greenlander is not a little proud.
to repine.

We have already taken notice of the in
genuity diſcovered in the contrivance of
their fiſhing-implements; and, indeed,
their ſeal-lance, or harpoon-dart, affords an
excellent ſpecimen,(See the Plate) the ſhaft
of this inſtrument is 2 yards long, and half
an inch in diameter; it is made of fine red
fir, the lower end of which is hollow'd to

receive the plug-like handle of a barbed
dart with which they ſtrike the ſeal; to
this barbed dart is faſtened a line, about

The Greenlanders, beſides their ſeal

fiſhing, which is their chief employment,
are trained likewiſe to the uſe of the bow

and the gun for land hunting, but Mr.
Crantz obſerves,that the rein deer are now

almoſt deſtroyed; few, therefore, purſue
the land game, that of ſeal-catching be
ing more profitable.
The Greenlanders have larger boats,
called women's boats, which carry a ſail
at their prow, like our wherries, and
which they row with ten or twelve oars;
with theſe they tranſport their merchan
dize and heavy goods from one ſettlement

eight fathom long, the extremity of which
is tied to a ſeal-ſkin bladder, made very
meat and tight; this line lies before them to another, but never uſe them in ſeal
carefully coiled up, and the bladder is fiſhing.
They take no thought for to-morrow;
placed behind them in a nitch made for
that purpoſe; the upper end of the ſhaft when they abound, there is no end of
is feathered, but in ſuch a manner that their gluttony; but when the fallow time
it eaſily ſlips into a handle, with which comes, and the ſeals withdraw from March
the Greenlander throws it; the force till May, they ſuffer hunger with incredi
with which the dart ſtrikes the ſeal, in ble patience, for many days together.
flantly diſengages the ſhaft, and leaves What ſeems very ſtrange, they prefer,
it floating on the water; and the barbs according to Mr. Crantz, rotten ſeal's
ſticking faſt wherever they are buried, fleſh, ſea-fowl, and other ſtrong flavour
draw out the line and the bladder, the ed meat, to ſalmon, ſoals, hares, par
effect of which has been already deſcri tridges, wood-cocks, and other more de
bed.
licate food, yet they are immoderately
The other kind of lance is ſurrounded fond of the European ſhip proviſions, and
in the middle with barbed darts, and is will even drink ſpirits when they can pur
chiefly uſed againſt ſea fowl; if the chaſe any.
Greenlander miſſes his mark with the

Their women are chaſte, and modeſt

point of the lance, he ſometimes hits
with the fide darts which are fixed very
artificially, and which often take the
wing of the fowl in riſing, that being the
pi incipal deſign of the contrivance. They

in the extreme, for it is with difficulty,
may ſometimes with blows, that they are

conſtrained to marry : Few of them have
many children, they breed but once in

two or three years, and they never have
twins;
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twins; the fruitfulneſs of other nations mon among the youth of politer nations,

they hold in contempt, yet they ſeldom
die in child-bed, and neglect none of their
ordinary buſineſs on account of a lying
in: They ſuckle their children till they
are three or four years old, otherwiſe few
of them would live, for they have no

when they ſee it pračtiſed among the Eu
ropean ſettlers, they account for it only
by ſaying, “Theſe people have loſt their

ſenſes; the mad waters * have deprived
them of their wits.”

M. Crantz has

carried the moral charaćter of the Green

'food fit for a tender infant; if the huſ landers to a great length ; for though he
band dies, the wife is left wholly deſti acknowledges that before the miſſionaries
tute, and, if ſhe has children, muſt la arrived, they had neither a religion nor
bour for their maintenance in ſome other

an idolatrous worſhip, nor ſo much as
family.
any ceremonies to be perceived tending
They have no laws nor religion, yet that way, yet he has put into the mouth
they are in many reſpects virtuous, if ab of one of theſe ignorant Greenlanders the
ſtinence from vice may be called virtue. ſame reaſons to prove his belief of the
Children love their parents, and ſeldom exiſtence of a Deity, as our great reaſon
forſake them, even when they have chil er and philoſopher Locke has adduced for
dren of their own. The Greenlanders the ſame purpoſe.—“I have often thought
live a kind of patriarchal life, and ſome ſays the Greenlander, that my veſſel,
of them wander from one part of the with all its tackle and inſtruments, did
country to another, and have no ſettled not grow into exiſtence of itſelf, but muſt
reſidence; landed property they know of be made by the labour and ingenuity of
none; money they hold of no value, be man; now the meaneſt bird has far more
cauſe of no uſe to them; a guinea, or a ikill diſplayed in its ſtructure than the
braſs counter; a diamond, or a glaſs beſt built boat, and yet no man can make
bead, are exactly alike in their eſtimati a bird. But there is ſtill greater art
on ; a roll of tobacco, or a box of ſnuff, ſhewn in the formation of a man than of
would purchaſe all the gold and jewels any other creature. Who was it that

the native Greenlanders poſſeſs; looking
glaſſes, combs, ribbons, and childrens
toys for ſhow ; knives, ſaws, gimblets,
chiffels, ſewing needles, ſciſſars, axes,
iron headed darts, diſhes, plates, kettles,
powder, ſhot, and arms, &c. are to them
the only valuables, and ſnuff and tobac
co their greateſt luxuries; ſinging, dan
cing, playing at foot-ball, and wreſtling,
are their uſual diverſions.

made him

I bethought me that he pro

ceeded from his parents, and they from
their parents. But ſome muſt have been

from their firſt parents. Whence did
they come Common report informs me
they grew out of the earth. If ſo, why

does it not ſtill happen that men grow
out of the earth

And from whence did

this ſame earth itſelf, the ſea, the ſun,
the moon, and ſtars ariſe into exiſtence 2

º

Certainly there muſt be a Being who

Greenlanders in their rude ſtate of nature,

made all theſe things; a Being that al

M. Grantz, when ſpeaking of

deſcribes them as a community compoſed ways was, and can never ceaſe to be. He
of ſeveral families in one houſe, and of muſt be inexpreſſibly more mighty, know
ſeveral houſes on one ſpot ; having no ing, and wiſe, than the wiſeſt man. He
public laws or inſtitutions to regulate muſt be very good too, becauſe every
their condućt ; but all ſubſiſting by vo thing that he has made is good, uſeful,
luntary agreement; yet, he ſays, in this and neceſſary for us. Add to this, a
community you ſhall hear no rude diſ man is made quite different from the
courſe, no curſing or ſwearing, no riot beaſts; the brutes have no underſtanding,
ous diſputations, no profane or immodeſt but they ſerve for food to each other, and
witticiſms, nor any offenſive or reproach all for the uſe of man; but man has an
ful accuſations; lying, cheating, thiev intelligent ſoul, is ſubječi to no creature
ing, fighting, or ſcandalizing one ano in this world, and yet man is afraid of a
ther, are vices unknown to the Greenlan world to come !

Who is it that he is

ders; they poliefs, ſays he, the art of con afraid of there that muſt be a great
cealing and bridling their anger in ſuch a s PIR it that has dominion over all!”—
Who can deduce the exiſtence of a Su
maſterly manner, that one might take
them for Stoic Philoſophers; and as for
that licentious wanton behaviour ſo cum
* Spirituous liquors.
preme
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preme Being from clearer or more rati which this vaſt tract of country is di
onal principles than this fimple Greenlan vided; but, as it has already been hint
der * If, therefore, Greenlanders live ſo ed, the imperial court takes no part in the
virtuouſly, and think ſo ſublimely, the oppoſition that may be formed either ſingly
greater part of Chriſtians would do well or by the combination of thoſe depen
to learn to live and think like Greenlan dent princes againſt the company's ſove
ders, while Greenlanders are learning to reignty; the company muſt therefore be
live and think like Chriſtians. This, at the expence of a military force to kee
however, is the fair ſide of Mr. Crantz's in awe thoſe who are already ſubdued,
and to reduce thoſe to obedience, who
- picture; the dark ſide is yet to come.
may ſtill contend for independency. But
(To be continued.)
the moſt valuable part of the company's
An Hiſtorical Account of the late Acqui new acquiſitions are the rich provinces of
Jītiens of the Eaſt India Company in Bengal and Bahaar, ſituated on both ſides
the Ganges, which for riches and trade in
Bengal, &c.
times of peace, have been thought to ſur
late acquiſitions of the Eaſt paſs any other provinces of like extent in
India company in Bengal, and the the known world ; and whoſe dependence
adjoining territories, are now become ob on the company is already firmly eſta
jects of ſerious conſideration, both to the bliſhed.
public and the proprietors; we ſhall there
It may perhaps be ſaying too much, if
fore endeavour, after our accuſtomed by following Mr. Holwell, we rate the
manner, to lay before our readers, a clear, revenues of thoſe two provinces only at
but comprehenſive account of the extent, near 14 millions yearly ; but certain it
riches, trade, manufactures, revenues, is, that were peace fully eſtabliſhed
and natural productions of thoſe newly throughout this vaſt country, and a plan
acquired territories.
eſtabliſhed on juſt and equitable prin
The Peninſula, formed by the great ciples, by which it might circulate and
bay of Bengal, and the Eaſtern ocean, extend itſelf in a regular courſe, as for
is nominally under the ſovereignty of the merly, to the remoteſt parts of the vaſt
Great Mogul ; but is more immediately Aſiatic and European continents, to ſay
governed by Subahs, Nabobs, Kings, nothing of the trade to America, the ad
Rajahs, Polygars, and other inferior go vantages from ſuch a commerce alone,

Tº

|

vernors, who are tributaries, ſome to could not be eſtimated at a leſs conſide
their Nabobs; others to their Subahs ; rable ſum than that juſt mentioned.

and theſe laſt to the Great Mogul. The

To give the reader ſome idea of the

leaſt of theſe ſubordinate tributaries are, people and the ſovereigns of whom the

however, inveſted with ſovereign autho reat Soubahdaries are compos'd, we ſhall
rity within their reſpective governments; ollow Mr. Holwell, who was himſelf
they can make war and peace with their the company’s governor in Bengal, and
neighbours; have the power of life and reſided in that country more than twenty
death over their ſubjećts; and can raiſe years, in his account of the family of
forces and exact contributions without Rajah Gopaul Sing, who poieties a diſ
being called to account by any other peo trićt of about 160 miles within the Sou
ple but thoſe they plunder ; , provided bahdary of Bengal. Though this petty
they regularly pay the ſtipulated ſums to ſovereign may preſume on independence
more than many others, from the ſingular
their reſpective maſters.
A very conſiderable part of that ſituation of his country among the moun
immenſe territory comprehending the tains, yet nothing ſeems more eaſy than
five Sercars and the Carnatic ; as far by gentle means to enforce obedience
as Cape Comorin (in length 15 de from him ; for though he oppoſed an un
grees or near a thouſafid Engliſh miles, juſt invaſion of his country by Sujah
and in breadth, in its utmoſt ex Kbaan a few years ago, and by opening
tent much more) including the diamond the ſluices of the rivers that flow with ra
mines of Golconda, is comprehended in pidity from the high lands, he over
the grant by which the Eaſt India com whelmed the whole army of his enemy,
pany may claim a right of reducing to its and ſtruck terror by that action through
obedience the numerous little ſtates, into out the empire of indºſian, yet ſo mild is
-

this
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this prince's government, and ſo natu
rally pacific are the people over whom he
that they may be truly ſaid to
e the only repreſentatives of the purity,
piety, regularity, and fimplicity of the
ancient Indoffan nation, whoſe true cha
raēteriſtic was that of lovers of peace
and haters of blood. Among this happy
people, ſays Mr. Holwell, the property,
as well as the life and liberty of every

f.

April,

peace, manufa&ures of every kind that
reſpect neceſſary or ornamental apparel,
or furniture,

H. in

among them to a

degree that almoſt exceeds belief. From
theſe countries, the Aſiatic and European
markets are not only ſupplied with vari
ous ſpecies of cotton and ſilk merchan
dize, but with cotton thread and raw filk

in great abundance ; and the markets of
Buffara, Mocka, judda, Pegu, Acheen,

individual remain inviolate; murders, Malacca, and, in ſhort, all Perſia, with
robberies, or domeſtic violences are never rich commodities, for which the mer
heard of; the traveller, either with or chants find a quick conſumption and an

advantageous traffick.
The great market of Bugwan Gola on
the Ganges, is ſupplied with all the pro
dućtions of the earth in greater profuſion
than any market on the globe beſides.
accountable for his ſafe condućt, and The cuſtoms for grain and other eatables
who are to provide every accommodation, are ranked in the high claſs of revenues,
ſuitable to his rank, not only without of which no eſtimate can be made, and
gratuity, but without expence. If, in for which the government accepts of no
deed, he follicits and receives permiſfion equivalent.
It would exceed the limits of our plan
to trade; he pays the accuſtomed duties,
and if he ſtays in the country any time, to enter upon the revenues of the diamond
mines
of Golconda. What has been
he ceaſes to enjoy the privilege of a
traveller. Mr. Holwell adds, that were ſaid, will enable the reader to form a ge
a bag of money to be dropt in this diſ neral idea of the prodigious value of
trićt, it were no leſs ſecure than in the theſe new acquiſitions; which if not de
owner's cuſtody; he who found it would feated by the humours or paſſions of de
hang it on the next tree, and give notice ſigning and intereſted men, or negleåed
of what had happened to the neareſt ma and diſregarded by the wantonneſs or
giſtrate, who would immediately cauſe imattention of contending factions, may
proclamation to be made by beat of drum open to this nation ſuch a mine of wealth,
throughout the country, till the true as not only in a few years to enable admi
owner was found. And ſo naturally ho miſtration to pay off the national debt, to
neſt are the Gentoo "people, that the ſame take off the land tax, and eaſe the poor
fimplicity of manners might eaſily be re of the burthenſome taxes ſo grievouſly
ſtored among them, and fraud and kna complained off; but to add to the divi
very again give place to arts and induſtry dends upon the company’s ſtock ſuch a
were pains taken to remove their fears; proportion of the increaſed revenue, as
and an eaſy adminiſtration appointed, by will aſtoniſh Europe, and exceed the moſt
which they might be properly protected. ſanguine expe&tations.
But whether either of the following
Their religion is undoubtedly better ſuit
ed to cultivate the arts of peace and com propoſals to government; thoſe made by
merce, than to promote or maintain the the preſent direétors, or thoſe made by
ravages of war; for the Gentoos ſpill no Mr. Sullivan, will produce theſe immenſe
blood but to expiate blood, and the cruel advantages, muſt be ſubmitted to future

without merchandize, money, or effečts,
on his entering this diſtrićt, becomes the
immediate care of government, and is
condućted from ſtage to ſtage by officers
appointed for that purpoſe, who are

ſacrifices of women to the manes of their deciſion.

deceaſed huſbands, with which they are
On this occaſion, however, we may
reproached, is rather ſuffered as a volun be permitted to repeat what has been al
tary duty, than exacted as a religious ready ſaid from Mr. Hokwell's hiſtorical
obligation.
account of Bengal “ that the two pro
The cities and towns throughout theſe vinces of Bengal and Bahaar only, will
fertile provinces are not more celebrated fully yield a revenue of 13,750, oool.”
for the beauty of their fituation, than and of this he ventures to ſtake his vera
for the ingenuity and excellent workman city. He adds; if they yield this under
ſhip of the inhabitants. In times of a deſpotic and tyrannic government, what
In rv
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may be expečted from their improvement rupee the ſaid remainder may amount to,
under a mild and Britiſh one *
and ſhall be paid into their comptairs in
The Di Rectors PRO Pos ALS.
Aſia (which by the lateſt accounts will not
“For renewing the company's charter

be leſs than a million of pounds ſterling

for fifty years from this time, and ſeveral per annum to government) where it is to
other advantages in trade, they offer be inveſted in merchandize for the bene
to give the government 5oo,oool. paya fit of the company, who are to pay the
ble this year, they being enabled by the government the 2s. 1d. per rupee, in ſix
legiſlature to borrow the like ſum. And

They alſo propoſe, after paying out of
the eaſtern revenue all their civil and mi

months after an account and demand
thereof.

Beſides all theſe advantages to the pro

litary expences in Aſia, both in peace and prietors, the whole profit of the trade,
war, after having an allowance of five which being now 56,o,oool. per annum,
per cent. on the amount of ſales, to de or rather 14 per cent. on a capital of four
fray their European expences; and after millions, is to be added to the above di
deducting the dividend of ten per cent. vidend of 14 per cent. from the Aſiatick
now payable to the proprietors; to give revenue.”
the government one moiety of all future
It is ſaid the direétors plan was deemed
additional profits of their trade and re inadmiſſible, and that the late chairman's
venuts.
was ſanctified with the approbation of the
-

Mr. SULLIVAN's PRO Pos ALS.,

late great commoner, &c. before it ap

For renewing the charter for the ſame peared at the general court.
period, and the other advantages in trade
which the directors have requeſted, he re An Account of a Race of Iriſh Wits, call
commends augmenting the capital from
ed Oſſory Jokers, ſaid to be now ex
time?.
3,200,oool. to 4,000,oool. by a ſubſcrip
tion of 8oo,oool. for which the ſubſcri

bers of every 1ool. is to pay 25ol where
by the company raiſes the ſum of

WHEN I was a very young man, I
had heard this ſet of men ſpoken

2,000,oool. and the ſubſcribers are to of, with great encomiums, by ſeveral of
have 14 per cent. dividend per ann. on my relations and friends who reſided in

the ſaid additional 8oo,oool. ſtock; which
amounting to 112,000l. is ſomething bet
ter than five one half per cent. per ann.
on the 2,000,oool. they are to pay for the
ſaid 8oo,oool, ſtock, beſides the proſpest
of ſelling the ſtock at a higher rate than
25ol. per cent. if this plan is adopted.

that country. I loved, as was natural,
pleaſantry, facetiouſneſs, wit, and hu

mour, and, therefore, longed to be intro
duced among them ; which ſatisfaction I
happened to receive very early; for when
I was about ſeventeen, I was invited by

my uncle, who was himſelf one of the
The preſent proprietors are to have the moſt eminent companions among them,
to ſpend a ſummer at his houſe in the
refuſal of this ſubſcription.
Of the 2,000,oool, thus to be raiſed, country, in the midſt of theſe celebrated

he propoſes to give the government, by geniuſes.
The ſociety was originally inſtituted
inſtallments, in the courſe of this year,
3oo,oool. and with the remainder to pay by Sir T. V. who was biſhop of this
off the company’s debts, which it will dioceſe. He was a man of wit, humour
and letters; loved hoſpitality, company,
accompliſh.
He then propoſes that the dividend o and mirth, and was, in every ſenſe of
the old, as well as the new capital, ſhall the word, un bon vivant. He was not
be 14 per cent. per ann. which amounts very nice in the choice of his gueſts, for
to 560, oool, and to be taken out of the every perſon who anſwered either part of
Aſiatic revenue, together with all pre the deſcription that Falſtaff gives of his
ſent and future expences of the company own cha: acter, who was witty themſelves,
in Aſia.
or the cauſe of wit in others, was wel
-

-

After theſe dedućtions from the Aſiatic come to his table.
revenue, he recommends it to the pro
With what ſpirit or propriety the hu

prietors to give the remainder from the mour was originally ſuſtained, I know
1ſt of january, 1768, to the public, at not, for this facetious biſhop was dead
the rate of 2s. 1d. per rupee, for every before I had gone into that dioceſe; but
i. e.
tire
April, 1767.
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the ſpecies of it that I obſerved among admonitions; who was ever kind enough
the remainder of the club, was of the to perſuade and reaſon, inſtead of com

groſſeſt and moſt abſurd kind that ever manding, till ſhe found reaſon was too
I had met with before, -even at ſchool.

weak when oppoſed to obſtimacy. I ge
I have ſeen a well-covered table ſtripped nerally gave her admonitions the hearing,
before ſitting down, and the meat and but always evaded practiſing the rules laid
ſauces thrown by the gueſts at one an down in it; for, it is with ſhame I now
other, in a fit of romps, and ruſtic mer confeſs, that the impreſſion, if it ever
riment.
I have known a perſon, who made one on me, was preſently ſucceeded
valued himſelf upon having the beſt mut by vanity and ſelf-opinion. I choſe ra
ton in the country, have a carrion joint ther to believe the flattery of thoſe my

ſerved up at his table, by one ºf the com folly called my friends, in preference to
pany's bibing the ſteward to kill the lean the fincerity of my parent. Even the
eſt ſheep in the fold, or by telling the fel vulgar have power to flatter the vain ;
low that it was in order to win a wager a ſervant was pleaſed to tell me I was
very pretty, which I was pleaſed to be
Their converſation was worſe. They lieve, and, therefore, added affectation to
muſt have a butt. In failure of which, the reſt of my faults; this addition I
like pikes lank with hunger, they fell foul needed not, as I had, in ſpight of all in
of one another. I have heard one man treaties, ſo long negle&ted a proper atti
rallied for being bad pay; another, for tude, as to render my perſon intolerably
for his maſter.

being a trading juſtice; one man for be
ing a coward, and another for being a
cuckold.

aukward.

But whither am I running on

Let me

In ſhort, their whole humour make haſte to finiſh this odious picture,

was either practical jokes, or ſcurrilous
jeſts, and their whole wit and addreſs em
ployed in rendering each other mutually
uneaſy or ridiculous.

| Such were the Oſſory jokers, en groupe;
but ſeparately, as diſtinét members of
general ſociety, they were moſtly men
of honour, humanity, friendſhip, and
rational converſe.—I have paſſed many
very agreeable days with each of them,
alone; but where two, or more

for my own likeneſs ſhocks me—in ſhort,
againſt duty, love, and every method
uſed for my amendment, I ſtill perfifted
in my obſtinacy, rudeneſs, inattention,
inſolence, and contradiction.

When one

morning (my mother being from home)
my father entered my chamber, and, with
a countenance more ſolemn than uſual,

bid me pack up all my cloaths immedi
ately.

I was aſtoniſhed at this order, and

of them begged to know whither I was going, to

happened to meet together, they formed, make ſo large a proviſion neceſſary I am,
to my thinking, as diſagreeable and un £ays he, about to place you with a friend
improving a ſet of company as ever I of mine, at ſome diſtance from this houſe,
drank a bottle with.
in which I am now determined you ſhall
Reſt their ſouls, they are all dead now, live no longer : every method has been
and this county is, at length, become tried in vain to reclaim you ; your mo
civilized and neighbourly. But I have ther's health is greatly impaired by ill
the misfortune to hear that there has
neſs, and I am reſolved to remove at leaſt

lately ſtarted up among us an inferior one object of diſquiet from her, and an
club of jokers, imitative of the former's unworthy pattern from your fitters, who
fame, both in manners, ſpeech, and ac . expected to look upwards for exam
tions; ſo that we are to be again haunt p CŞ.
If I was ſurpriſed before, I was now
ed with the ghoſt of that humour, which
was not, at beſt, even the ſhadow of wit. thunder-ſtruck; but on ſeeing him about

Story of a diſºbedient Child.

to leave the room, I ran after him, threw
myſelf at his feet, and intreated him to

defer my departure, but in vai'i.
AM the daughter of a gentleman, and
not above ſeventeen years of age, yet
old enough to be wiſer, as I have a mo
ther, who ever made it her ſtudy to im
prove my morals and every talent, had I
attended properly to her inſtructions and

He

told me this reſolution was not the effects

of haſty paſſion, but cool deliberation,
and, therefore, unalterably fixed. I then
Proceeded to pack up my things, which I

did with as much expedition as my tears
and confuſion would admit, and we ſet
Out
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, the diſtance being great, retired; to which ſhe anſwered in the
we were obliged to lie on the road, and following manner; “If a ſhort account
did not reach – till the next evening, of our misfortunes will not make me trou
when my father ordered the chaiſe to be bleſome, or for a moment make you for
ſtopped at a farin-houſe. We got out, get your own, I will relate them.
My father was a clergyman, his pre
and were met by a lady whoſe counte
nance wore a ſort of placid ſorrow, mix ferment ſmall, but the promiſes of a friend
out for

ed with ſome ſweetmeis; behind her ad

prevailed on him to believe he ſhould

vanced a pretty, innocent girl, her daugh in a year or two have a living that ſhould
ter; they both welcomed us to their exceed even his wiſhes. This hope he
dwellºng with much affability; their dreſs was encouraged to cheriſh by his friend,
was perfectly clean and plain, yet ſuch as who, though now able to give, had, in
be poke the gentlewoman. My father, the earlier part of his life, received great
on the intreaty of Mrs.
, ſtaid ſup benefits from my grandfather, even to the
per; he inquired what ſtate of health and prejudice of his ſon. My father, whoſe
ſpirits ſhe now enjoyed : to which ſhe an fondneſs for my mother was exceſſive,
fwered, indeed, my good friend, my health though not beyond her merits, reſolved
is but a little mended ſince you laſt heard the ſhould have every gratification he
from me, for though Heaven is pleaſed could give her; on the ſtrength of this
to ſpare me from acute pains, I ſuffer promiſe of approaching good fortune, he
much, and with ſmall hopes of relief. As enlarged the parſonage houſe, improved
for my ſpirits, I ho; e you ſee them bet the gardens, kept a carriage, and the beſt
tered ; for this dear, affectionate child of company, though not a multitude of vi
mine is determined, by her kind ſolici iitors.
Thus did we live in the genteeleſt man
tude and care, to make me, though not
forget, yet ceaſe to ament the loſs of a ner ; a manner far above his then preſent
tender huſband. On uttering theſe words, fortune, for five years ; at the end of
tears ſtole into her eyes, which my father which, my father, with ſome importunity
obſerving, changed the diſcourſe to gene entreated his friend to accompliſh his pro
ral topics, in which Miſs
took miſe, but he, like other great men, put
her ſhare, but with ſo much deference to him off to a future opportunity, expreſ
the company, and ſuch ſweet humility ſing, at the ſame time, his readineſs to
as charned me, and reproached me too.

ſerve him, and ſorrow for a late diſap

I was taken up with my own refle&ti pointment, in having a living marked
ons, and ſpoke very little. As my fa down for my father, ſnatched away by
the was to ſet out early the next morn another, whoſe intereſt was more power
ing, he choſe to ſleep at an inn. After ful, yet ſtill aſſuring him that he would
taking leave of the ladies, he bade me fare ſerve him, with many profeſſions of friend
weli, ſaying he ſhould hear of thy welfare ſhip.
f on Mrs.
, who had promiſed him
Another year elapſed, and brought not
to write, and bid me be aſſured, as I had

this long expe&ted preferment, during

never wanted anything heretofore which which time ny father ſolicited him of—
his little fortune could admit of, ſo nei ten, but for the latter part of it found
ther ſhould I now, but charged me on him inacceſſible. This opened his eyes
no account to trouble my mother with to the deluſion he had been blinded by,
any letter or petition for a return ; as dar and he ſaw, with ſhame and ſorrow, the
ing to do that, would entirely efface eve degeneracy, ingratitude, and baſeneſs of
ry ſpark of affection which might yet re man. You will, perhaps, wonder how
main in his breaſt for ine.
a ſenſible inan could be thus impoſed up
I could not reſiſt the impulſe I felt to on ; it is not ſo ſurpriſing when one re
weep at his departure, and begged to be flečts by whom he was deceived; by a
ſhewn my chamber, which the good girl I man, who deſcended from a family, which,
have before deſcribed immediately com though ſhortened in fortune, had loſt no
plied with, telling me, if I choſe a com thing of its antient worthineſs : a man,
panion, ſhe was at my ſervice. I had not whoſe education was ſupplied by the fa
been long at this place, before curioſity ther of this abuſed clergyman, who was
tempted me to aſk my young friend ſome his godfather, and who would not ſuffer
queſtions relating to their living ſo much ſo promiſing a genius to want cultivation.
E e 2
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The generoſity of my grandfather was, did in a far greater extent of room. I
before his death, rewarded in ſome ſort, have great ſatisfaction in cultivating the
by ſending this young man into the world, little flower garden you commended, and
and there ſeeing him ſhine out with parts am as much pleaſed with the produćtion
ſuperior to his expectations, and from of a good flower, as I was once with a
thoſe parts began to riſe in life; his ad new gown.
vancement was rapid indeed, too much to
Here my fair companion ceaſed, and
bear, for we now ſee him arrived on the having retired to our chamber, we haſten
eminence of grandeur, a height which ed to bed. Was my mind at eaſe, I
frail nature can ſeldom ſuſtain, and which

could be very happy in her company,

often makes the head giddy. Here, then, notwithſtanding ſhe is ever raiſing my
will I leave him, intoxicated with too envy : I dare not deſcribe her readineſs to
large a draught of pleaſure, and deaf to oblige, and affection to her mother more
all thoſe tender ſentiments which add lu particularly : ſhe is in every thing ſuch a
ſtre to human nature. My father's gene reproach to me, her unworthy compani
roºty of temper, openneſs of heart, and on, that I am confounded at the contraft.
integrity, would never harbour ſuſpicion We paſs moſt of our time, particularly
of his moſt diſtant acquaintance, how the morning, in working and reading,
Mrs
ſometimes doing us that fa
much leſs of his friend
Now, my dear, you will at leaſt forbear vour, at others my young friend. I ne
to condemn him, if you cannot acquit, wer attempt it, though invited, from a
remembering that his errors may almoſt conſciouſneſs of my unworthineſs to read
be ſaid to ſpring from his virtues. My before one of my own age, who was
father, ſtung with this cruel diſappoint taught by her mother, as was myſelf, and
ment, ſhewed every day ſtronger impreſ who excelled in that part of her educati
ſions of grief in his countenance. His on ; her air too is graceful, though ſhe
conſtitution, which before was not ſtrong, has learned to dance only half a year,
grew daily weaker; a conſumption ſeized when at a friend's houſe, on a viſit. Se
him, and left us no hope of his life. veral Sundays had paſſed ere I could per-.
When he was dying, he called my mo ſuade myſelf to go to church ; as I had
ther to him, and taking her hand, ſaid, poſitively proteſted I would go on the
“My dear, I thank Heaven I can ac next, my diſappointment was great when
returned to our chamber, and
cuſe myſelf of no crime, but my impru Miſs
dence nearly amounts to one ; my jil ſaid her mother was not ſo well as uſual,
timed deſire to make you taſte affluence, and therefore ſhe could not think of at
You
has reduced you and my child to poverty; tending me as ſhe had deſigned.
my ill-placed confidence in man, has will not break your promiſe, however,
made me worthy of contempt, and my ſaid ſhe, for as I have already ſhewn you
reflections on what you may hereafter ſuf the church, and the place where we fit,
fer, has brought me in haſte, to the grave; you need be under no embarraſſment. I
what I have vet left, accept—may the was aſhamed to retrašt, and therefore

}.

of God remain with you both !”— haſtened to church. There were ſeveral
is breath would hardly hold to the end ſmalt ladies there, two of whom, at my
of this ſhort farewel, which having ut return, followed me at a little diſtance,

tered, he expired. I will not give you and as they thought, I believe, out of
pain, by a recital of our ſorrows; it is my hearing. I am ſorry to ſay it was not
ſufficient to ſay, that, on examining his ſo, for the ſatirical reflestions they made
affairs, his debts far exceeded our expec on my aukward waik and carriage, reach
tations. My mother, who could not bear ed iny ears very clearly, and the burſts ºf
the leaſt aſperſion on his memory, ſold an laughter which accompanied their obſer
eſtate which was her own, and indeed e vations added to my confuſion : My path
very valuable thing ſhe poſſeſſed, except being acroſs a field, I was ſoon releaſed
this little farm, which brings in 1 ool. a from their barbarity, and the moſt mor
year, zo of which, though I remonſtrate tifying trial my vanity had ever experien
againſt it, ſhe will lay up for me. She ced ; but why do I call it barbarity, fince
has, as you ſee, when ſhe lett it, reſerved I am now taught by trangers what no
four rooms for our own uſe ; and I live one elſe but my relations would have had
as contentedly in this little ſpace, as I charity enough to tell me, and from them
I never

*
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I never would hear it with patience or or the execution of laws by regal autho
civility. O kind friends, I am at laſt rity, without the conſent of parliament, is
convinced you unwillingly gave me tran illegal.
But be it that they had a right to ſuſ
ſient pain, only to create a future and
laſting happineſs. I wiſh, it might be pend the execution of this law, becauſe
once more in my power to liſten to you. they did not approve it; they were appri

I have yet a greater grief than can be zed, that there had ariſen in America a
occaſioned by the mortification. I have ſpirit of oppoſition to the whole ſyſtem of
cuſtom-houſe laws, an impatience of
juſt before mentioned, a letter Mrs
has received ſtrikes daggers in my breaſt. thoſe ties, which even the moſt partial to

My mother, that dear woman whom I

the claims of the colonies muſt confeſs to

have ſo often neglected, is in a declining be neceſſary for the common good; that
ſtate of health: Oh! that I might be the merchants there think they have a
permitted to return to her, and prove, by right to every freedom of trade, which
my future behaviour, that I do repent. the ſubjećts of Great-Britain now enjoy:
Should death ſnatch her from me, I a freedom which would render the colo

could never forgive myſelf; I ſhould nies not only of no benefit, but in the

think that my ingratitude had multiplied higheſt degree prejudicial to the com
her ſorrows: I know her to be too ſuſ merce and welfare of their mother-coun

ceptible of tender impreſſions not to have
felt with equal force
I can write no
more, grief ſtops my hand, and I can only
wiſh his confeſſion may reach her eyes,
and incline her heart to receive her peni

try. This opinion, and they did not
content themſelves with the bare opinion,
made it neceſſary to ſecure the collection,

tent child.

mitted to, and conſtantly thought imper
fećtly collected; and to eſtabliſh the great

not of a new and internal, but of old ex
ternal duties, which had ever been ſub

The Condući of the late Adminiſtration act of navigation; which was the effect
examined, relative to the American of wiſe and extenſive policy, gave the
deepeſt wound to the trade and power of
Stamp Act.
Holland, and acquired to England the
(Entire, Price Three Shillings.)
maritime empire of Europe.
The
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But be it, that the laws of the cuſtoms

too were to be diſpenſed with 5 granting
that they were all repealed by that voice,

N. B. The Remarker's Notes are with and at that moment when it was decla
red, that the ſalvation of Great-Britain
Figures.
depended on a total repeal of all cuſtom
Continued from Page 164, and concluded. houſe laws, and the univerſal extenſion of
the laws of exciſe, and therefore that it
was no part of the queſtion, whe
no part of the duty of adminiſtration
ther the miniſtry for the time being was
to enforce the execution of them; ſtill
approved of the principles and purpoſes there remained the ſtrongeſt reaſons for a
of that act or not. The power of judg ſpeedy and vigorous interpoſition: the
ing whether or no an ačt of parliament Engliſh government in America was
ſhall be carried into execution, is not by
the conſtitution entruſted to any miniſtry. ‘weak, precarious, unable to ſecure the
The Bill of Rights, as it was drawn execution of the common laws of peace
good order, inſulted, defied. Theſe
on account of this power uſurped by the and
crown, ſo it is moſt expreſs againſt the ex diſorders, ſo diſgraceful in themſelves, ſo
ertion of it. The patriots of that age dangerous in their conſequences, requi
had felt the extenſive effects of this diſ red to be immediately and effectually
w

I.

penſing power; and had ſeen it bring

controuled; and would have been con

}

trouled
any miniſters but thoſe quibus
their religion and liberties into the moſt
ſalus & dignitas poſterior ſua domi
imminent danger; to prevent therefore patriar
& domeſticis commodus fuit.
the poſſibility of any future miniſters be natione
The
ſtamp-act
avowedly reječted,
ing ſo much warped from their duty as to the cuſtom-houſe was
laws openly violated,
ſuſpend the execution of the law, THE
Bill of Richt's declares, that this the officers menaced, inſulted and ſpoiled,
pretended power of ſuſpending of lawi, the offenders unpuniſhed, and govern
incut
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, ment diſſolved. Read now the diſpatch of America, and the requeſts of the
of the 24th of October, which was to officers there called for, the whole tenor

contain the ſ—y's fulleſt inſtructi
ons; you will not find in it any inſtrušti
ons whatever; at this diſtance he does not
think it poſſible to give poſitive inſtructi

t

of his letters is languor and debility ;
it is true that ſuch vague and general
expreſſions are uſed, as leave the writer
at liberty to own or to diſavow the mea
ons to the officers, not even inſtructions ſures which ſhall be purſued after the
to obey and to enforce the laws of their receipt of the letter; to divide with or
country. This duty, which ſhould have take from the officers to whom it was
een the firſt object of his care and direc addreſſed, the reputation of their ſucceſs;
tions is entirely omitted ; the utmoſt vi or to turn on them alone the odium of a
gour which he recommends riſes no high miſcarriage; and ſuch qualifying words
er than to repel acts of outrage, not to intermixed, as by a cautious hand are ever
puniſh them, or to maintain and exe uſed to prevent if poſſible any parliamen
cute the laws of England. But even tary danger; but it is impoſſibie to read
this degree of exertion is not to be reſor it without ſeeing that the intent is rather
ted to till the laſt extremity; lenient and to check, than to excite the ardour of
perſuaſive methods, the utmoſt lenity, the officers of the crown ; not to quell
theſe are the arms which he directs the the riots of which he ſaw the tendency,
governors and the commander in chief to but to elude any operations which might
oppoſe to the revolt which he ſaw ſo uni diſcourage thoſe diſturbances by which he
verſal.
meant to profit. If this purpoſe was leſs
He had been repeatedly informed that evident than it is in his diſpatches, it is
the ſchemes of independence were formed put out of doubt by the declaration which
and guided by the lawyers, and ſupported the ſame officer is ſaid I to have made,
By the principal of the provinces ,” but that he would ſºoner cut off his right-hand
as this encreaſed the danger of the inſur than order troºps to rarch to ſuppreſ; this
rečtions, and the neceſſity of an interpo claim of freedom. His letter is perfectly

*

ſition, he contradićts without heſitation conſiſtent with his declaration; and tho’

the intelligence in his hands, and hopes
and expedis (which words if they can
mean any thing as applied to a thing paſt
muſt mean believes) that this reſiſtance to
the authority of the mother-country, can
ºnly have found place among the lower
and more ignorant of the people. Inſtead
of that tone of authority which alone
can enforce obedience of thoſe orders and

directions winich the dangerous ſituation
N

O

T

E.

* To the other proofs of this add the

following extract of a letter to Mr. C–y,
dated December 21, 1765, and therefore
fubſequent to his letter.
The lawyers are the ſource from whence

the clamours have flowed in every pro
vince. In this province nothing publick
is tranſacted without them, and it is to
be wiſhed that even the bench was free

we lament that his conduct has loſt to
Great-Britain the hands of all the inha

bitants of America, yet we muſt ac
knowledge that the right-hand of that

right honourable Gentleman is perfectly
ſafe.
To be convinced of the evil effests
*

which theſe his diſſertations upon prudence
and lenity muſt have had in the midſt of
ſo much tumult, let us ſuppoſe for a mo
ment that the procraſtinating ſ—y had
ſtill procraſtinated; even his delay or his
neglect would have been leſs pernicious to
his country than diſpatches of ſo much
Caution. The officers in America might
ſtill have hoped, that their obedience to
the laws of England, amidſt the general
contempt of them, would be eſteemed a
ſervice, and receive encouragement and
ſupport; they might have continued to
encourage the loyal, and to check the
violence of the rebellious, by turning the
eyes of both towards Great Britain, who

from blame The whole body of mer
chants in general, aſſembly-men, magiſ
trates, &c. have been united in this plan would reward her friends, chaſtiſe her
of riots, and without the influence and foes, and vindicate her juſt authority.
inſtigation of theſe, the inferior people The arrival of the pacquet deprived them
would have been quiet : very great pains
were taken to route them before they
t This is expreſt doubtfully, becauſe
ſtirred.
the authority is doubtful.
z

evcn.

i
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even of this reſource: They ſaw the mi
To be convinced of this, let us ſup
niſters in England either too timid to en poie that every thing hitherto had been
force the law, or determined to ſuſpend well conducted ; let us grant, that on
and repeal it; and they ſaw therefore the the 14th of September the -y could

foily of expoſing themſelves to the fury

not even gueſs what he ſhould determine

of an enraged people, in ſupport of an on the 3d of October, concerning a mat
ačt which the adminiſtration did not in ter, on which he had had the time paſſed
tend to execute.

If theſe obvious reflex

ſince the 27th of July to meditate; and

ions did not immediately occur to the offi therefore that he acted with all poſſible
cers themſelves, they were however ſoon vigour as well as caution, when, after an
ſuggeſted to them by the oppoſers of the interval of more than fix weeks, he re
act; for the Americans ſaw this conduct ferred the officers in America to a future
in its true light; in that in which the deciſion of the privy council for their in
ſ——y muſt have wiſhed them to ſee it : ſtructions; let us imagine too, that till
They had formed hopes of it as ſoon as the 3d of October he thought ſo lightly of
they were informed of his promotion ; the privy council, as to expect that they

they expreſs them thus, it may be worth would decide on a matter too high for

-

their deliberation; and that he did not

the firious conſideration of thoſe who
would officiouſly endeavour to enſlave their
countrymen, to enforce it (the ſamp-act)
awhether they will not be more likely to
receive the frowns, than the ſmiles of their
ſuperiors, for their activity in ſo odious

vince to debate upon the propriety of

an office.

made on that day, his uncertaintics mºſt

When therefore the diſobedient ſaw

know that it was neither his nor their pro
laws, but that it was his duty to addreſs
himſelf to the execution of them. At

leaſt, by the report of the privy-council
have been removed; they were removed;

theſe expectations anſwered by the ſ—--y’s he himſelf joins at leaſt in that report
diſpatch, they, who had no reſtraint upon which declares that, this matter is proper
them but the fear of Engliſh diſpleaſure, only for the conſideration of parliament.
were convinced too by theſe letters that There never had ariſen a point which,
they might offend with impunity; when from its importance both in itſelf and in
they ſaw a total annihilation of govern its conſequences, called more loudly for
ment ſubmitted to, and an avowed and the intervention of that aſſembly : the
violent reſiſtance to the Engliſh parliament ſupport which might be claimed from
calling forth the utmoſt lenity, they per near two miilions of people was to be
ceived that the miniſtry, though they did determined by it ; and the queſtion whe
not yet venture to avow, did however ap ther Great-Britain has a right to the obe
prove their proceedings; that they had dience of her colonies, was involved in
nothing to fear from their diſpleaſure, or the deciſion.
from their orders, without which no
This report had been made on the 3d
Amtrican officer would take any deciſive of October; by the 8th of that month
ſtep ; and they received from hence that the adminiſtration had authentic and per
kind and that degree of encouragement ticular intelligence, that the principles of
which nothing elſe could have given to reſiſtance and independence, which had
them.
been unchccked, had produced their na
The intentions of the miniſtry are tural conſequences, tumuſt and rebellion.
proved, not only by the ſteps which they What now does the reader expe&t from a
-

did take, but alſo from their negle&t of miniſtry, which doubtful in itſelf, and

thoſe which they ought to have taken. looking round for direction, had not hi
It is not always juſt to argue a crimi therto been able to receive any, but that
nality of this kind from an omiſſion, they ſhould immediately have had recourſe
but it is impoſſible not to deduce it in to that council for which no natter is too
this cafe; becauſe the omiſſion was that

high; from which the repeal of every

of a ſtep which the importance of the law found inexpedient is to take its i.e.,
obječt, the requiſitions of the American the autilority of which would ſecute obe.
officers, and the repreſentations of the dience to it till the propriety of the repeal
Board of Trade had ſhewn them to be had been conſide, ed., and to which the re

neceiiary, and which they had conf.fled preſentation of the Board of Trade and
to be ſo in their own report.
their own report refer red them The
grº,
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great council of the kingdom
He ex
ećts to ſee a proclamation, dated on the
9th of October, which would have aſſem:
bled the parliament by the latter end of
November.

An immediate call of the

ſenate was the more neceſſary, becauſe it
was reaſonable to expect that the diſcuſſi
on of ſo important a ſubjećt would em
ploy ſome time; the adminiſtration could
not be aſſured that the parliament, which
had been almoſt unanimous in approving

the principles, and enacting the clauſes of
the ſtamp-aēt, would immediately and
without heſitation conſent to the repeal of
it. The fact is, that ſixteen days after
the receipt of this intelligence, the mini
ſtry, in ſpight of the call from the diſtreſs
of a whole continent, from their own

negle&t, from their own acknowledg
ments, adviſed the k—g to prorogue the
parliament; it was prorogued on the 24th
of O&tober, and on the very ſame day on
which they betrayed the empire of Great
Britain, by the timid duplicity of the in
ſtructions ſent abroad, they deprived her

April,

from ſpleen, fa&tion, jealouſy, or reſent
ment to repeal an ačt, the ſucceſs and
good effects of which would ſtill have
encreaſed the reputation of the miniſter
who planned it; they feared that the au
thority and the wiſdom of parliament
would be able even yet to check the re
bellion of the provinces, and enforce the
law; they wiſhed this rebellion ſhould
gain ſtrength, that they might apply to
the fears of thoſe, whoſe reaſon they
could not hope to cqnvince; they ſacrifi
ced to theſe views the permanent intereſts
and honour of the ſtate, and encouraged
by their connivance, and by the proroga
tion of the parliament, that reſiſtance
and thoſe tumults, which they meant to
apply to their own factious purpoſes.
Unhappily for the public, theſe deſigns
were but too ſucceſsful; the riots in A

merica became more general, and more
dangerous: it will appear by the intelli
gence ſubſequent to this period, of which
I ſhall now ſtate ſome part, as nearly as

may be, in the order of time in which it
too of the aſſiſtance which might have is dated, that even their wiſhes could not

been received from more vigorous coun form a ſcene of greater anarchy than their
ſels at home.(16)
condućt had produced in America; that
A condućt which can be accounted for they were informed very minutely of a
only by one motive; they had reſolved total diſſolution of every part of govern
ment, and that although the ſtamp-act
N O T E.
was the pretext, yet the cauſes and the

(16) This chain of accuſation which is objećts of their reſentment were alſo the
ſo heavily laid againſt the miniſtry can reſtraints on their trade, and their ſub
only affect, as it co-incides with the reëti jection to Great Britain : theſe were really
tude of the Britiſh conſtitution, of which felt, while the ſtamp-act, which was for
we have endeavoured in our laſt to give med to execute itſelf, which affected
the reader a view, as it is the criterion, ſcarcely any but thoſe of whoſe ability the

by which his judgment is to be guided.
The opinion of the author of the crown
law, which we gave in Note 13, may with
propriety be oppoſed to what has been
advanced by the accuſer; and with a ſe

very |...}. was a proof, which was
confeſſed by the Americans to be the moſt

eligible of all the taxes which could be
impoſed, and which, as it had not been

executed, could not yet have been oppreſ

verity that only holds good in theory, for five, was only the occaſion of theſe infur
facts declare againſt him, as the advices

re&tions.

from America mention, that the Aſſem

This opportunity was taken (ſays the
blies of New Hampſhire, Boſion, New writer of a letter from America) to ſhew
2%rk, &c. have paſſed acts for making
N O T E.
compenſations to the ſufferers in the late
commotions, and ſome of them have re men. The Americans have not ačted

ſolved that the grant was made in loyal
and grateful regard to his Majeſty's mild
and gracious recommendation.—Thus is
peace reſtored, and the unhappy differen
ces we hope laid in oblivion; to have ac
ted other wiſe would have been “not to

in all things with prudence and temper.
They have been wronged. They have
been driven to it by madneſs, and by injuſ
tice. Will you puniſh them for the mad
neſs you yourſelves occaſioned
Rather
let prudence and temper come firſt from

ſheath the ſword in its ſcabbard, but to this ſide.

I will undertake for America,

ſheath it in the bowels of your country that ſhe will follow the example.”
-

their
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their reſentment to every officer under the
crown ; and particularly to the officers of
rhe cuffoms in this port; with whom they
Aad been and ſtill continue to be much diſ
pleaſed, for their vigilance in putting the
ači; of trade in force, and endeavouring
to prevent abuſes of the ſame. A letter
to the ſ—y has this patiage; The coun
zry has grown more and more enflamed ;
every where have been heard loud decla
rations that they would not ſubmit to the
Jhamp-act upon any account, or in any
inſtance.
I obſerved that the violences
of the mob bad intimidated ſome of the
beft people in the province, and left the
cauſe of the king and parliament almoſt

225
whether ſhe will permit us to put our
Jelves under the protećtion of France or
Spain ; as may upon the continent de
clare they will ward off the ſamp.a.it
until they can get France or Spain to pro
tect ther.—The iſſue of this act will ab

ſolutely determine Britain's ſovereignty in
America; for if by theſe rebellious me
thods we can get this act repealed, I
dºubt not but ſome of my children will
live to ſee a duty laid by the Americans
on ſome things imported from Great
Britain.

A perſon very well informed, and
very capable of judging, writes thus ;
You may imagine that the popular party
‘without an advocate.
is greatly elated with this acceſſiºn of
It is apparent, from their proceedings, ſtrength, founded upon the ruins of the
rhat there is among them an intention and power of government. Some of them
an expectation of improving the preſent ill talk of it with an indiſcretion that is a
Jumour of the people into an actual breach mazing, as if this town was to remain
•with Great Britain ; or at leaſt of gain for ever independent of the king's govern
ing ſuch a triumph over Great-Britain, ment. One ſays, there has not been e
£y obliging her to repeal this law under nough dºne; there wants more corre.7ion :
an actual reſiſtance of it, as to make her another ſays, let us ſee now who will
ſeize merchants goods ; what judge will
authority contemptible hereafter.
The ſteps they took for this purpoſe, condemn them ; what court will dare to
in one of the provinces, were theſe ; One grant writs of aſſiance. Others talk as
and all cried out, let us ſee who will dare familiarly of turning out the governor,
put the aël in execution, upon the gover for adhering to the king and parliament,
mor's appointment; we will take care of as they could do at Rhode iſland or Con
that.

nedicut.

In another government this paper was “The leaders or conduşors of the mob
paſted up at the door of every public had offered to take any kind of goods, li
office, and at the corners of the ſtreets;
ale to ſeizure, under their protection ;
Pro Patria.
and bid defiance to the ºfficers of the cuſ
The firſt man that either diffributes, or tomy.
makes uſe of ſtamped paper, let him take
They had ſurrounded the cuffom houſe,
rare of his houſe, perſºn and effe.7s.
and demanded the perſons of the collector
We dare.
Pox Populi.
and comptroller.
The riot raiſed on the 1ſt of Novem
I ſhall conclude (ſays an intelligent
writer) with the following obſervation, ber, in New-York, was ſo unprovoked,
that if Great Britain can or will ſuffer and, in its conſequences, ſo dangerous a

Juch conduć; in her colonieſ to faſ unpu

defiance and attack on government, that

miſhed, a man need not be a prº, tet, the account which was publiſhed of it by
or the ſon of a prophet, to ſee clearly, themſelves is printed in the Note ".
In
that her empire in North America is at an
end.
N

O

T

E.

-

But whether his Majeſty and his miniſ.
ters can or ‘will wink at and overlook

New-York, Nov 4.

theſe inſults and outrages, and permit their
* The late extraordinarv and unpre
coloniſts to refuſe obedience to an act of cedented preparations in Fort George,
parliament, and alſo to declare it illegal and the ſecuring the ſtamped paper in
and unconſtitutional, the waiter does not that garriſon, having greatly a!artned
determine.
and diſpleaſed the inhabitants of this
Britain (ſays the ſame correſpondent, city, a vaſt number of then aſſembled
in the ſame letter) muſt firſt determine, laſt Friday evening in the Commons,
whether ſhe is to govern or not ; and

from whence they marched down the

April, 1767.
*
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April,

In this riot the lieutenant-governor had draw himſelf from their fury, by taking
been abuſed, inſulted, and plundered ; refuge on board a ſhip, and to leave a
and major James, after, ſuffering the country, in which no obječtion could be
ſame violences, had been obliged to with made to him, but his daring to put the
king's fort into a ſtate of defence againſt
N O T E. "
the ſovereign lords the people; as they
Fly, preceded by a number of lights) ſtyled themſelves ; and for which offence
and having ſtopped a few minutes at the they reſolved to make him an example of
coffee-houſe, proceeded to the fort walls; their diſpleaſure.
But (ſays a correſpondent, ſpeaking of
when they broke open the ſtable of the
Lieutenant-governor, took out his coach, a recent riot) it was deſigned as an in
and, after carrying the ſame through the Jult upon the king's authority, as a terror
principal ſtreets of the city in triumph, to the king's officers, and to ſtew that
marched to the Commons, where a gal they were nothing in the eyes or the hands
lows was ere&ted, at one end of which of the people.

The ſtate of anarchy and confuſion
was ſuſpended the effigy of the perſon
whoſe property the coach was ;... in his ‘we are now in (ſays a writer well qua
right hand he held a ſtamped bill of la lified to judge) is beyond deſcription ;
ding, and on his breaſt was affixed a pa every thing being under the power of the

per with the following inſcription, The people, who undertake to govern in all
Rebel Drummer in the 1%ar 1765; at caſes, and regulate all public affairs.-I
his back was fixed a drum, the badge BELIEV e THEY THINK The Most e F

of his profeſſion; at the other end of the
gallows hung the figure of the Devil, a
proper companion for the other, as it is
fuppoſed it was entirely at his inſtigation

FECTUAL

WAY

to

GET

REPEALED, 1s To I Nsu LT

The

ACT

THE AU

‘th OR it Y that MAD e it.

Alarming and rebellious as this con
he a&ted ; after they had hung there a dućt appears, the danger of it, and the
confiderable time, they carried the effi importance of checking it, was ſtill en
gies with the gallows entire, being pre creaſed by the principles which produced
ceded by the coach, in a grand proceſſion, and accompanied it : theſe may be found
to the gate of the fort, where it remain in the popular publications in America,
ed for ſome time ; from whence it was with regard to Great-Britain, which is
removed to the Bowling-green, under the deſcribed in one of them as a mother
muzzles of the fort guns, where a bon country, who, in their ſtupidity, have
fire was immediately made, and the judged it criminal for us to become our
Drummer, Devil, Coach, &c. were con own manufacturers.

ſumed, amidſt the acclamations of ſome
Theſe are ſome of the political prin
thouſands of ſpectators; and, we make ciples which they contained and diſperſed.
The
public faith of the nation, in whics
no doubt, but the Lieutenant-governor
and his friends had the mortification of till now we thought we might ſecurely
viewing the whole proceeding from the confide, is ‘violated, and we robbed of
ramparts of the fort. But the buſineſs our deareſ' rights, by the late law ere:of |. night not being yet concluded, ing a ſtamp-office among us. – Let us
the whole body proceeded with the great boldly deny all ſuch uſurped juriſdiction (it
eſt decency and good order to Vauxhall, is the juriſdiction of the Britiſh parlia

the houſe of major James, who, it was ment of which he ſpeaks) we owe then

reported, was a friend to the Stamp-act, no more ſubjection, in this reſpect, than
and had been over officious in his duty,
from whence they took every individual
article, to a very conſiderable amount,
and having made another bonfire, the
whole was conſumed in the flames, to the

great ſatisfaction of every perſon preſent;
after which they diſperſed, and every man
went to his reſpe&tive habitation. The
whole affair was condućted with ſuch de

the Divan of Conſtantinople.—The true
lovers of liberty, who deteſ and abłor
the ſtamp-aē from principle, and a rer
tain knowledge of their rights violated
by that ač.—An ad illegally obtruded
upon us to deprive us of our moff ſacred
rights, and change our freedom to ſla
very, by a legiſlature who has no law
ful authority over us.- But bow came

corum, that not the leaſt accident hap the Engliſh parliament by ſuch a right
over us *—Their power (with regard to
pened.
liberty
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liberty and property) is purely local.—
Heaven defend us from ſuch repreſenta
tives.—They have taken .. them to de
prive us of our rights, which are not un
der their juriſdiction.
Theſe and the like principles, which
were conſtantly publiſhed to ſerve the
purpoſe of exciting the people to diſobedi
ence of the laws, and to ſedition, were
not the produćtions of the lower and
more ignorant of the people, but, as a
perſon, who knew the charaćters of the
men, informed Mr. C
y, ſome of the
moſt popular lawyers are the authors of
theſe ſeditious papers ; and have been
zountenanced by ſome of the judgeſ, and
others of the higheſt truſ in the govern
zºerff.
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ºved, mem. con. That it involves the
greateſ?
with the known prin

fºſſ.

ciples of the Engliſh conſtitution, to ſup
poſe that the honourable Houſe of Com
mons of Great-Britain, can, without di

veſting the inhabitants of this colony of

their moſt ſential rights, grant to the
crown, their, or any part of their effates,
for any purpoſe whatſoever.
Each of theſe reſolutions were accom

panied by others of the ſame nature and
tendency, which were deſigned to eſta

bliſh the claim of an abſolute indepen
dence on the Britiſh parliament.
It was to enable them to maintain this

independence, that an unprecedented, il
legal and dangerous meeting of commit
tees from all the provinces was aſſembled

Indeed the influence and ſupport of the at New York, to enable them, in their
writers were ſo extenſive, that the coun own expreſſion, to become a bundle of

\
!

cil of the province agreed That it was ſticks, which can neither be bent nor
not a proper time to proſecute the printers broken. Other pretences were given to
and publiſhers of theſe ſeditious papers ; this aſſembly, but its tendency, and the
the Attorney General likewiſe not thinking ſpirit of thoſe who compoſed it, are thus
himſelf ſafe to commence any ſuch proſe deſcribed by a very judicious hand; They
«ittt0m.
are of various charaders and opinions,
But theſe principles were not confined but it is to be feared, in general, that the
to particular perſons, the general aſſem Jpirit of Democracy is ſtrong among them.
bly of Maſſachuſet's-bay Thad ačtually The queſtion is not of the inexpediency of
or of the inability of the
prepared a bill enacting, That it ſhall the
and may be lawful to do buſineſ; without colonies to pay the tax ; but that it is un
fºamps, the act of parliament to the con conſtitutional, and contrary to their rights;
fupporting the independency of the pro
trº, notwithſtanding.
he people of Connecticut, ſays a cor vinces; and not to be ſubject to the legiſ
reſpondent of Mr. C–y's) who are 1ative power of Great Britain.
There was no ſtep which required more
embodied in form, have declared publicly,
that all power is from the people; that the interpoſition of government than this:
it is granted with certain bounds, that if if the other inſtances of their ſeditious
thoſe bounds are exceeded, power devolves temper might be called ſudden tumults,
to the peºple; that where there is no other which built on no premeditated deſign,
redreſs, as in the flamp-aēt, the people and directed only to temporary purpoſes,
/bould reſume their power; therefore they might ceaſe with the preſent frenzy, and
recommend, with threats againſt diſobe leave their traces only in the devaſtation
dience, that the public officers ſhould pro they had committed ; this was more hoſ
ceed in their buſineſ without ſtamps : tile in its appearance, implied more of a
this is a formal reſumption of government deep and dangerous ſpirit of determined
revolt, and by the very precedent left the
by the people. . .
The aſſembly of New Jerſey reſolved, moſt alarming conſequences ; and yet al
mem. con. That all ſupplies being free though the nature, deſign, and conſe
gifts ; for the people of Great-Britain to quences of this meeting, were repeatedly
grant to his Majeſty the property of the and by various hands pointed out to
people of this colony, without their own them, the adminiſtration obſerved, du
conſent, and being repreſented, would be ring this whole proceeding, a total ſi
wnreaſonable ; and render uſeleſ; legiſla ience; and left the Americans unre
tion in this colony in the moſt eſſential ſtrained to form a general congreſs,
which, bearing the appearance of a na
point.
Among the votes of the aſſembly of tional, as the ſeveral aſſemblies bore of a
New York ſtands the following ; Rºſal Provincial repreſentative, might turn the
F f :
eyes,

jº,

-

-
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eyes, affe&tions and reſpects of the colo rečtions for that purpoſe, or even copies
miſts from the legiſlature of Great-Britain
to this American parliament. ,
Even the laſt ſtep of formed and a
vowed rebellion was ventured on by
them ; that of raiſing a regular body of
forces to be oppoſed to thoſe which Eng

of the ačt.

The complaints of this negle&t are
very numerous, and from different quar
ters.

“I encloſe herewith (ſays Mr.

Pownall) a certificate of my having ta
ken the oath required by the ſtamp-aēt ;
land might employ.
which I framed from a copy of the aët
“ In this town, (ſays a perſon on the printed here; there being not one au

ſpot) all power is in the hands of the
people; out of which, under pretence of

thentic ačt here; there never were but
two ; and thoſe ſent under private co

uniting two parties in the town, are for
med two companies, under two profeſt
captains; who are ſaid to be able to muſter
400 men on a ſhort warning. Two or
three gentlemen of fortune profeſs to

vers. It is ſtrange —s ſhould not have
thoſe ačts ſent them by which they are
liable to penalties.”
“I beg leave to repreſent to your
lordſhips (ſays another) that I was left to
myſelf, without any inſtructions or direc
tions from your right honourable board,
to guide me through this wilderneſs.
Your lordſhips, will, I hope, forgive me
for ſaying, that I even had not the com
mon notice of there being ſuch an act,

have the command of theſe bands, and it
is hoped they have ; as the governor

(whoſe authority could not command ten
men) and every other officer of the crown
lie | their mercy.”
“Ten days, or more, (ſays the wri
ter of a very circumſtantial account of as it has never been ſent to me.”
“I am, my lords, (theſe are the
this dangerous confederacy) before the
laſt 5th of November, two gentlemen, words of a third) under great difficulties,
called the richeſt merchants in this town, with reſpe&t to the ſtamp-act; not having
entertained the principal men of theſe to this day received the aët of parlia
parties, and reconciled them to one ano ment, or one ſcrape of a pen about it ;
ther, for other purpoſes I fear than burn nor is any ſtamp-paper or officer yet
ing a pope.—Thus was celebrated the arrived here. (This was eight days
union between theſe two bands, who (at after the day fixed for the commence
a time when the militia have refuſed to ment of the act)
I fear, my lords,
obey the captain general, and it has been there has been an omiffion ſomewhere
ſaid publicly, at a town-meeting, that relative to this matter, which embarraſſes
they were not obliged to obey him) are ine greatly.”
And, to omit ſeveral others of the ſame
ſaid to be well trained, and ready to obey
kind, even ſo late as the 13th of Novem
orders upon proper occaſions.”
Such was the ſtate of government in ber a correſpondent writes thus to the
board of trade: “We are indeed parti
the American provinces ;
“If ſhape it might be called, which cularly circumſtanced in this province
with regard to the ſtamp-act ; for even if
“ ſhape had none
was no oppoſition given to it, it
“ Diſtinguiſhable in member, joint or there
could not be put in force, as no commiſ
“ limb ;
“Or ſubſtance might be called that ſion or inſtructions for the purpoſe are yet
come to hand, if ſent from England; and
“ ſhadow ſeemed ;”
without them the perſon nominated di
An exigence in which the fulleſt and ſtributor of ſtamps could not be qualified
moſt particular inſt; uétions, and the warm to execute the office, were he ſo inclined.”
But bare official inſtructions were not
eſt encouragements, were neceſſary to di
rečt and aſſiſt the offices in the perfor the only ones which the occaſions and the
mance of their duty : an aſſiſtance and applications of the officers demanded i
encouragement towards which they were they had hoped, they ſtill hoped to re
ever turning their eyes and hopes, and ceive the ſupport and authority, which
ever in vain. For with regard to the England aione could give them; and
execution of the particular act in queſtion, which was thought as neceſſary to pre
the miniſtry ſo little intended it, that ſerve the peace of the provinces, as time
they did not even ſend the common di dominion of Great-Britain. “ Some of
the
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the principal ringleaders in the late riots
(ſays a correſpondent) walk the ſtreets
with impunity; no officer dares attack
them, no attorney-general proſecute them,
no witneſs appear againſt them, and no
judge fit upon them ; ſo it muſt remain
until other orders than this government
can give ſhall be taken.”
“TBy this you may gueſs (writes a
perſon 8f unſhaken loyalty to England)
what a ſtate this government is in ; and
it is not likely to mend, 'till the power
and authority of Great-Britain comes to
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that the revenue received no damage: an
inſtruction exačtly equal in efficacy with
that exhortation, which the inquiſitors
give with ſo much charity to the civil
magiſtrate, to take care of the unhappy
victim, whom they have themſelves de
voted and doomed to deſtruction.

It is

impoſſible to read the ſ
y's letter of
the 24th of October, and not be ſenſible,
that the governors muſt have ſeen it was

the intention of the miniſtry that force
ſhould not be employed; and that they
muſt expect therefore to anſwer in their
our relief. For this I can quote a great own perſons for every fatal, though ac
olitician of this town, who is now at cidental conſequence, which might attend
§. attending the congreſs there. the employing it : under theſe circum
This gentleman (it is Mr. Otis of whorn ſtances there was danger that the gover- .
he ſpeaks) has, I believe, contributed nors ſhould call upon the commanders
more than any one man whatever to bring for an aſiittance to their efforts, the ſuc
us into the ſtate of outlawry and confu ceſs of which gave them nothing to hope,
ſion we are now in, and now begins to while the miſcarriage left them every
be frightened at it before he left this thing to fear.
town, for New-York, he ſaid to a gen The adminiſtration had, however, a
tleman, if the government at home don't ſtill ſtronger ſecurity that the occurrences
very ſoon ſend forces to keep the province, in America ſhould not be interrupted by
they will be cutting one anothers throats force. They thought that, on that con
from one end to the other of it.”
timent a number of men, equal to the exi
“Nothing can be done here to enforce gence, could not be aſſembled ; and they
obedience to this ačt, (ſays a correſpon determined that no more ſhould be ſent

dent on this ſubjećt) and nothing leſs than
the wiſdom of parliament can provide a
remedy for this act of diſobedience. The
militia is all the force the reſpc&tive go
vernors on the continent depend on, upon
all emergencies; and experience has
ſhewn, how vain and fruitleſs it is to beat
to arms, when neither officers or men will

or dare appear.”
It is not ſurpriſing that the adminiſtra
tion did not pay more regard to theſe and
the like complaints, of which the letters
to them are full, than they had done to

the other requiſitions on the ſame ſubjećt.
They, who would not aſſiſt their diſtreſt
and meritorious officers even with in

ſtrućtions, could not be expected to ſend
the more material ſupport of forces. It
is true, that an order of the privy-coun
cil was made, directing, “That orders
ſhould he given to the commanders of

thither. Of the former of theſe points
the ſ

y had been informed authen

tically, as he choſe to think, by the coun
mander in chief of his Majeſty's forces in
America; this appears by the anſwer
which he returns to that officer; “ eſpe
cially conſidering what you ſay of the
difficulty, or rather impoſſibility of draw
ing any conſiderable number of men to
gether; and of the imprašticability of
attempting any thing by force, in the
preſent diſpoſition of the people, without
a reſpectable body of troops.”
The commander in chief does not ſhy
any thing of the impoſſibility of drawing
a conſiderable number of men together:
He ſays the forces are greatly ſcattered
and divided over that vaſt continent, that

a junétion might be prevented by the
froſt, &c. but a miniſter who had wiſhed
to act with vigour, might have given or
the land and ſea forces in America, for ders to act if the junction could be made;
their concurrrence and aſſiſtance in ſup and if theſe orders had been given, they
preſſing riots, when called by the gover had been executed; for a ſubſequent let
y, that 300 men,
nors for that purpoſe; and it is equally ter informed the ſ
true, that the lords of the treaſury or which in that country is, a reſpectable
dered a circular letter to be written to the body of troops, could be trough to act
governors, dire&ing them to ailiit in the whenever the governors ſhould require

collection of the ſtamp-duty, and to ſee
w

them.
But
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y really underſtood
general Gage as ſtating an
of drawing together a number of men ſuf
ficient to attempt any thing by force, it
ought to have been to him the ſtrongeſt
motive for fending thither ſuch an aſſiſt
ance as might be equal to the occaſion.
So far were the miniſtry from attending
to this, ſo far from ſending to the conti
ment an augmentation, that they prevent
But if the ſ.

º

April,

All the intelligence has now been laid
together, which was received after the
24th of O&tober, 1765, and prior to the
meeting of the parliament; and none has
been produced, which was received after
the houſe of commons had taken this

matter into their conſideration. For by
theſe means the reader is enabled to com

pare the intelligence with the cowdućt of
the adminiſtration; and to determine in

ed that increaſe of force which the com
N

O

T
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mon military rotation would have car
ried thither.

For the time was now com

good in the minds of thoſe, who agree in
ſentiments with the proječtor of the act.
Prudence adviſed the conduct purſued;
for to what purpoſe would it have been,
to proſecute a law with the hand of power,

ing when the regiments, which were pn
duty in that part of the world, were to
be relieved by thoſe from Ireland. About
25oo men are carried to America for this
purpoſe; and as the regiments which which from the tenor of the general voice,
have paſſed the ſtated time of their ſer nothing could be colle&ted but the ne
vice there, are at the ſame time drawn ceſſity of a repeal; the event has ſhewn
down to the coaſt for embarkation, the how commendable the prudence purſued;
junction of theſe, which might have been but thoſe who with the writer inſiſt on the
made in any place moſt proper for the ſeverity of juſtice, and that the miniſtry
fervice, would have formed a body of aſſumed a power, no where to be allowed,
near 50oo men, ready and able to have in relaxing laws which ſhould have been
reduced the revolting provinces to obe executed, conſequently deviating from
dience: this reſource was ſtopped under the bill of rights, by which ſuſpenſions
thoſe pretences, which in ſo cxtenſive a are condemned, and no leſs the aſſump
dominion are never wanting; under the tion of any power but the conſtitutional,
pretence of fear of ſome tumults in Ire to order the execution of laws, different
iand, a reaſon which operated equally for from what had been enacted; ſo that by
two or three years together, theſe regi this, they themſelves are not leſs culpa
ments were detained from America, where ble in ſuffering an order of the board of
their preſence would have reſtored ſecu treaſury, to take place of the words of the

rity to the officers, authority to the laws,

aćt, which directs, that the tax ſhall be

and fovereignty to Great-Britain.
paid in ſterling money of Great Britain,
Theſe were all the ſteps which the mi and remitted to the exchequer in England:
miſtry had taken to execute the laws of while by way of palliative, an order from
their country, and to preſerve the allegi the board directs that the money ſo col
ance of America, before the meeting of lećted, ſhould be paid to the deputy pay
pa, iiament. It is true, that Mr. C–y maſter in America, to defray the ſubfift
diſpatched to America two more letters ence of the troops,and any military expence
on the 15th of December : but no credit incurred in the colonies. Not any thing
is given to the writer of them for any at more is intended by this obſervation, than
tempt to queli by their means the rebel to ſhew the little indulgence that is al
lion in America; though it appeared to lowed by the writer, to thoſe he oppoſes,
have encreaſed both in extent and danger while he points out the ſame condu&t in
from the 24th of Oétober to the time at thoſe he defends, and with an air of ap
which they were witten; for they are probation. We are of opinion, that cir
addreſſed only to one province, they con cumſtances and times are to be confidered,
tain even leſs than his former diſpatches, nor can theſe expedients be attended with
and, in fact, refer to them as containing any evil, ſo long as miniſters ſtake their
fully his majeſty's ſentiments and con heads for their condućt, which they cer
mands (17).
tainly do, to the conſtitutional juriſdićtion,
as “there is a clauſe in the a& of ſet

N o T E.

tlement, to oblige every miniſter to ſign
(1-) Theſe accuſations which are ſo his name to the advice which he gives his
*::: *fully journalized, can only be held ſovercign.”
what
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dućt;
and
becauſe
too,
at
the
period
we
what degree they merit his approbation
or cenſure, as miniſters entruſted with the now ſpeak of, the meeting of the parlia

execution of the laws of their country :
a point very different from that, which is
afterwards to be conſidered, the great
queſtion of the repeal of the ſtamp-aēt ;
and to be determined upon very different
rounds. If the act was repealed upon
uſt reaſons, it will not follow that the

conduct of the miniſtry, before the repeal,
was either wiſe or honeſt : it is even part
of their crime that their condućt had been

ſuch as to make the repeal appear neceſ
ſary to thoſe who repealed it. For, from
the intelligence which has been produced,
it appears, that they had not only omitted
to execute thoſe clauſes for the relief of
the Americans which muſt have facilitated

the reception of the ſtamp-aēt; but even
to ſend thoſe official inſtrućtions without

which it was impoſſible that ačt ſhould be
executed at all : they had ſeen the laws
of Great-Britain, not only the law in
queſtion, but thoſe of cuſtoms and police
violated and rejećted; her officers inſult
ed; her authority contemned; and her
government diſſolved; while the inde
pendence of the colonies was aſſerted by
pular publications, provincial aſſem
lies, and the ſtill more dangerous ſtep
of open reſiſtance: they had looked on,

ment, they actually did apply them to
that purpoſe.
In fact, all the motives which had hi
therto influenced them to this condućt

were increaſed in ſtrength: the tenure by
which they held their offices was grown
ſtill more precarious; the hand which had
planted could no longer protest them;
and deſtitute as they were of reputation,
experience or ability, and looking round
with anxious diſmay in ſearch of ſome
ſupport, they ſaw none but in the de
ftruction of the meaſures of their prede
ceſſor, and in an union with the great
commoner. That gentleman had re
tained ſome degree of popularity, for he
was not yet a peer; this would give then
an appearance at leaſt of ſtrength; and he
was ſufficiently converſant in buſineſs, to
free them from the ridiculous diſtreſs of

being obliged to aſk aſſiſtance from every
one whom chance threw in their way.
But an approximation to this perſon was
not eaſy ; ſome of them had forſaken him,
ar.d given him reaſon for that mixture of

contempt and diſlike which he expreſſed
pretty freely of them all : but he had de
clared his diſapprobation of the ſtamp-act
they approached him with that total ſub

while to maintain this independence, an miſſion to his ſentiments, which ſeldom
American ſenate , was formed, which fails of pleaſing, they entreated his pro

te&tion, his intereſt required that “all
the capital meaſures of the former mini
ſtry ſhould be thought wrong:” he gave
them therefore his aſſiſtance on this queſ
tion, which was ſo intereſting to then as
miniſters ; and their ſubſequent behaviour
nued and increaſed theſe evils by their has gained it in a ſtill greater degree; he
negle&t and connivance; and that they has conſented to an union with them i
might, by repealing the ast, detract from and England, if ſhe has loſt America by
the merits of the preceding miniſtry, ef this miniſterial intrigue, is ſo happy as to
fe&t an union with Mr. Pitt, and ſecure have purchaſed, by that ſmali ſacrifice,
their own continuance in office, they had an adminiſtration compoſed of lord C –m
ſacrificed the reputation, empire, and in and his adopted children.
tereſts of Great-Britain.
Quod ſº non aliam wentaro ſata Nerami
It is impoſſible not to ſee that this was Invenire viam
their deſign, becauſe their condućt was
Carlunique ſuo ſervire tchaºti
ſuch as could be produced by no other Non riſi ſa vorum
fotait pºſſ belia riº.
motives; and was the reverſe of that,
tiºn,
irºſa/yºur
which was dićtated by common prudence
jam
nit:
Q
ſuperi
querinur,
ſteera
jz
and a regard for their own reputation Hár mercede placeaf.
and ſafety; becauſe it was foretoid to
them, both by the American officers and . But, notwithſtanding their confidence
by the board of trade, that thoſe dreadful in this powerful auxiliary, the munity

might receive the reverence due to the par
liament of England; and while a regular
force was embodied to ſupport their pre
tenſions; and inſtead of checking ſo dam
erous and encreaſing a revolt in its firſt
and feeble beginnings, they had conti

effects which did follow in America, were well aware, that if the queſtion was

would be the conſequences of that con to be debated on the principlºs of juſtice,
Policy,
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have no hopes of ſucceſs. Nothing there
fore remained but to purſue thoſe mea
fures which they had practiſed ſo long,
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the people were prepared by theſe decla
mations, petitions were follicited by their
agents from ſuch of the manufacturing
towns as they could hope to influence; a
and in which their American friends had regular ſociety of American merchants in
given them ſuch effectual aſſiſtance; and London was formed for this among other
to apply to the fears of thoſe, whoſe purpoſes; this ſociety, ſupported and aſ
judgments they could not hope to con ſiſted by government, became ſo ſucceſs

ful, as to claim at length the ſuperiority;

wince.

“ The American merchants had writ

they obtained it and the counſels of the
ten, that no dry goods may be ſent out kingdom were guided, not by the en
to them, unleſs the ſtamp-act is repeal larged maxims of general policy, not by
ed; and ſome go ſo far as to ſay, that conſiderations even of permanent and ex
they will not pay their debt but upon tenſive commercial intereſts, but by the
that condition.”
temporary and partial views of a junto of
“ This ſcheme (ſays a very intelligent intereſted traders held at a tavern. Now
correſpondent) is calculated ſolely to in that the ferment raiſed on this occaſion
fluence the people in England; and ſhould has ſubſided, one can ſcarcely believe this
it be executed, the people in America fact, though ſo recent and authentic ; or
will pay an extravagant price for old that ſuch means and inſtruments ſhould
moth-eaten goods, and ſuch as the mer produce, as they did produce, the repeal
chants could not otherwiſe ſell. The of the ſtamp-act. For it was in vain
merchants may likewiſe have views of that, to the popular panic, every argu
getting goods in that caſe from Holland ment was oppoſed, which the principles
and other foreign parts, while the mob of juſtice, of the conſtitution, of policy,
-

-

can deter the cuſtom-houſe officers from

even of intereſt could furniſh.

attempting to do their duty.”
“ They have wrote many letters to
their correſpondents in England, in which
they throw the blame upon the unruly
populace; magnifying the force and de
termined reſolution of the people to op
poſe the execution of the law by every
means; with a view to terrify and frighten
the people of England into a repeal of the
aët. And the merchants having coun
termanded the goods they had wrote for,
unleſs it was repealed, they make no doubt
that many trading towns and principal

vain that thoſe, who were ſo unpopular

merchants in London will aſſiſt them to

It was in

as to defend the cauſe of Great-Britain,

urged that the ſtamp-aēt had paſſed upon

the moſt general and acknowledged
grounds of Whig policy; that ſupport on
the part of the ſubjećt, is due in return

for protection on the part of government;
(18) that taxation ſhould be extended over
N
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(18) The equity of this cannot be de
nied by any, and how much the maxim
has been adopted by the Americans, we
muſt have recourſe to note(1). In the aſ

accompliſh their ends.”
ſembly of Penſylvania September 1765,
Their expectations were well grounded; it was voted mem. con. that whenever his
many trading towns and principal mer majeſty ſhall require the aids of the inha
chants in London did aſſiſt them to ac bitants of the province, and they ſhall
compliſh their ends; but the miniſtry be called upon |. that purpoſe in a con
rock the lead, and employed for this ſtitutional way, it will be their indiſper
purpoſe every engine in their power : fible duty to grant their proportion for
every body remembers the induſtry with the Britiſh American provinces. The
which all their writers and orators of equity of this procedure muſt appear not
every ſhape and fize endeavoured to de only from the following quotation, but
preciate the rights of Great-Britain; and from an inacting clauſe of the act of 34.
to exalt the privileges of the freeborn, and 35 of Henry VIII. the preamble to
virtuous and independent Americans; which we have given in p. 146 of our
their union and their ſtrength were re Mag. for March.
In the diſcourſe on government, pub
preſented as irreſtible, and their em
ploying theſe in reſiſtance to the Engliſh liſhed by Bacon ſoon after the death of
Charles I. and ſuppoſed to be Mr. Selden's,
pal liament praiſed as heroic.
When, it was hoped, the minds of it is ſaid “the power of the commons in
all
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all the parts of a ſtate, in proportion to
the relative ability found in each. If,
ſaid they, we examine the arguments by
which the Americans would prove their
right of exemption, we ſhall ſee that the
admiſſion of them diſſolves at once the
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of trade, revenue and police, paſſed in
England; but even nineteen-twentieths
of the inhabitants of Great-Britain are

releaſed from their ſubjection; and enti

tled to return to that ſavage freedom on
which every reſtrićtive law is an uſurpa

conſtitution of our country : if the legi tion (19). But it is not from its abſurd
flature has no power but over thoſe who and pernicious conſequences alone that
vote for the election of members which we prove the falſehood of this maxim ; it
form one part of it, not only all our poſ proceeds from an ignorance of the nature
ſeſſions in Aſia, Africa and America are and powers of our conſtitution. The
exempted from any obedience to the laws Commons of Great-Britain, aſſembled in
parliament, are not only the repreſenta
N O T E.
tives of the counties and boroughs who
public councils was of ſome efficacy, but depute them, but of all the commons of
not much honour, for their meetings were the realm: they are entruſted with the
tumultuary; time brought forth a cure intereſts, appointed to guard the liberties,

thereof, the flowers of the people are by

relieve the burthens, and redreſs the

eleáion ſent to be the repreſentative.”
grievances of the whole kingdom; theſe
And, I ſuppoſe, I need not mention is no part of it but is entitled to their
Hooker, Sidney, Neville, and many other protection, there is none, therefore which
celebrated writers who held the ſame lan is exempted from their authority; the
contrary doćtrine diminiſhes their utility,
guage before the revolution.
Sidney indeed, not only aſſerts this re degrades their chara&ler, and reduces
preſentation, but argues for the neceſſity them from the honourable and extenſive
of it to the raiſing of money in a free go office of being the guardians and coun
vernment, ſince “no man can give that ſellors of a whole kingdom, to that of
which is another's.”
burgomaſters for a petty, ſometimes an
Commines, the French hiſtorian, like uninhabited borough. It is one of the
wiſe takes notice, that it is the privilege firſt duties of thoſe to whom this impor
of Engliſhmen to pay nothing but with tant truſt is committed to execute it, and
their own conſents; and Forteſcue, who eſpecially that unpleaſing but neceſſary
lived in the reign of Edward IV. ſays the part of it the power of taxation, in the
ſame thing in his treatiſe of government. moſt impartial manner; it is this alone
But a ſtronger proof than the uniform which can induce the ſubject to bear with
doćtrine of theſe writers, ariſes from the patience the burthen of impoſts : will you
ſeveral ſucceſſive acts of parliament rela not then betray the truſt of your conſti
tive to the principality of Wales and the tuents, if you ſuffer any part of the peo
palatinates of Cheſter and Durham, &c.
N O T E.
by which repreſentatives are expreſsly
given to thoſe ſubordinate ſtates, becauſe
(19) This point of polity cannot be ſo
“it is juſt, equal and agreeable to the well anſwered, as by confidering the nature
conſtitution that they ſhould have ſuch, of the conſtitution, and the neceſſity there
if they are to be liable to all payments, is through the courſe of this conteſt, of
rates and ſubſidies equally with the other going back to the principles of our go
inhabitants of the kingdom, who have vernment ; this induced the remarker to

their knights and burgeſſes;” the 34 and

ſet out with it, which the reader is re

35 Henry VIII. running in theſe words queſted to bear in his mind, as from thence
“ that all the king's ſubjects and refiants he is to draw his concluſion, and not
in Wales, ſhall find at all parliaments from arguments deviating from it; for
hereafter to be holden in England, knights, were we to be guided by the ſentiments
citizens and burgeſſes, according to the of others, we can oppoſe to the preſent
act in that caſe provided, and ſhall be poſitions, and maxims of the miniſtry
charged and chargeable to all ſubſidies and the writer is defending, quotations no
other charges to be granted by the com leſs different than authoritative. “As
mons of any of the ſaid parliaments.” to the late miniſtry every capital meaſure
Theſe lº. are ſo many facts prov they have • taken, has been entirely
wrong.”
ing the general doćtrine.
April, 1767.
G g
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eſtabliſhments there furniſhes them with

taxes which the public exigencies require another fund, which alone would more
to be impoſed upon the whole; and will than balance the account; it is ſufficient
you not deſtroy that confidence on which to mention this, for it is not on this ground
that the Americans wiſh to ſtand ; they
The diſtinčtions which have been made do not plead poverty, but privilege ; and

all government is founded ?

on this ſubjećt are not well grounded ; have reſted their cauſe, not upon their
“The parliament has the right of impo. inability to ſupport, but their right of
ſing external, not internal duties; and it exemption from an Engliſh tax.
The manner in which the reſiſtance
will be proper to lay on the Americans
every burthen which the hand of power has been exerted, proves ſtill more ſtrong
can impoſe, if they ſhould attempt to be ly the neceſſity of oppoſing it with firm
come manufa&turers.” Theſe ſentiments neſs. Riots in the capitals of the provinces,
have been delivered and received as max perſonal attacks on our officers, inſults
ims; but the difference between the right on our government, theſe are the actions
of impoſing internal and external duties by which they have accompanied and
is merely imaginary, grounded on no ſupported thoſe reſolutions of their aſſem
principle of juſtice or policy, contradic blies which diſclaimed our authority.
tory to the claims of the Americans, The miniſtry, partial as they are to the
whoſe “reſolutions aſlert their exemption Americans, have themſelves acknow
from all duties not impoſed by themſelves; ledged that in theſe circumſtances, it
and is treated as an idle diſtinčtion by Mr. would be diſgraceful, and it is impoſſible
Otis, (ſee p 22, 1765.) the choſen cham to repeal the aët. Read, in the diſ
pion of American privileges. The other patches of Mr. C–y, who will not
maxim, that of forbidding manufactures, be ſuſpected of aſſerting the rights of
ſeems a much greater and leſs juſtifiable Great-Britain in too high a tone, this
infringement of the rights claimed by point determined. He directs the officers
the Americans, than the impoſing on to “repreſent to them the dreadful con
them a tax for their own defence, is with ſequences that muſt inevitably attend the
difficulty to be reſolved into any principle forcible and violent reſiſtance to acts of
but that of power; and muſt be very un the Britiſh parliament.”
He aſſures them that “his Majeſty can
certain in its extent and operation ;
whereas that of the ſtamp-act is founded not permit his own dignity and the autho
in juſtice, and of certain and acknow rity of the Britiſh legiſlature to be tram
ledged extent and application.
pled on by force and violence.
The ability of America, to raiſe this
“Neither will his Majeſty undoubtedly
proportion of the ſum neceſſary for their ſubmit, or his ſervants adviſe, under any
own defence, admits of no doubt ; the

circumſtances, that the reſpect which is

preſſure of debt upon them, of which, due to parliament, and which is neceſſa
as of a popular topic, they have made ry for the general good of the whole
ſome uſe, was at the end of the war not Britiſh empire, ſhould any where be made
quite 2,600,oool. it is already reduced a ſacrifice to local and dangerous preju
to about 767, cool. and the greater part dices.”
of this will be paid off in two or three
From the time of writing theſe letters,
years by funds provided for that purpoſe. the diſreſpect to parliament, the violent
The whole ſum expected to be raiſed by reſiſtance to ačts of the Britiſh legiſla
the ſtamp-duty was 1 oo, oool. a year; ture, and thoſe outrages, by which they
the repartition of this upon 1,500,ooo were ſupported, have been continually
people, at which the loweſt computation encreaſing; the diſgrace therefore and
eſtimates the preſent inhabitants of that the danger are proportionally encreaſed,
country, would not draw from each per and thoſe ſentinents which then anima
ſon more than half the value of a day's ted him are ſtrengthened too; it is impoſ
labour in America. England has even ſible therefore that the miniſtry can, with
furniſhed them with reſources to raiſe the out acting in direct contradiction to them
revenue ſhe has required; the bounties ſelves as well as to their duty, propoſe
given to them on two or three articles that the reſpect due to parliament ſhould
alone would enable them to ſupport the be made a ſacrifice to local and dangerous
new impoſitions; and the increaſe of the prejudices. To make this ſacrifice will
deter
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deter both future miniſters from forming ampleſt returns of gratitude and obedi
any ſchemes for the public utility, which ence, paſſet a bill for the repeal of the
may expoſe them to be ſacrificed to com ſtamp-aēt.
binations of private intereſt, the clamour
The conduéſ of the late adminiſtration
of multitudes, or the malice of faction ;

has now been ſtated from authentic vouch

and future officers from executing acts of
parliament, for and in that country; and
will contribute to the ſucceſs of the deſign
which the moſt deſperate of the coloniſts

ers; it is time to examine the merits of it
with regard to the crown, to America,

and to Great-Britain. In ſpeaking of
that adminiſtration, I would be under

have formed “ to make Great Britain

ſtood to ſpeak generally; I do not pretend

contemptible, by extorting a repeal of an
aćt of parliament during an ačtual reſiſt
ance to its execution:” a repeal which
will either abrogate in effect all other laws
and ſtatutes relating to our colonies; or
at leaſt greatly encreaſe the difficulty of
enforcing them, as well as poſtpone it to
a ſeaſon, when the ſtrength of the colo
nies as well as their claims of independ
ence being augmented, the fituations and
diſpoſitions too of the other powers of
Europe may be ſuch as to render the con
teſt far more dangerous.
Theſe, and the other arguments, which
were drawn from all the great and inter
eſting topics with which the ſubject
abounds, were ſcarcely heard, for it was
reaſon only which ſpoke : the tumult of
popular fear expreſſed itſelf in louder

to be informed by what part of it the

terms, and was more attended to.

counſels were planned; it is therefore

left to them to divide in the proper pro
portions that praiſe to which the public

ſhall
think them nentitled.
If the ſt--y
for the ſ
department was only
the hand, I defire to charge him only
with being the hand; though to the ſtate

he is accountable for the plan of thoſe
counſels by which his department is con

dućted : a weight which he has with great
prudence and caution contrived, if it be
poſſible, to ſhift on other ſhoulders, by a
ſtratagem exactly equal with that of a

much fatter commander, who prudently
withdrew when he had led his raggamuf.
fins where they might be peppered.
The firſt whom their conduct regards

is a name which ſhould never be mixed
The amid the tumult of party conteſts; and

Americans had withdrawn their commiſſi

which I mention with reluctance though

ons; they threatened to withhold the
payment of their debts; the firſt of theſe
was an illegal and hoſtile combination to
diſtreſs our manufacturers, a ſtep rather
allowable in an equal when in a ſtate of
war, than in ſubjects who pretend to be
in peace : the laſt was ſuch a breach of
private faith as is not practiſed even in
time of war between jealous commercial

it is to recall to it that reverence which
is its due, and which the behaviour of
the late adminiſtration has tended ſo much

to diminiſh. It is the great advantage
which limited

and mixed

monarchies

have over thoſe of a more deſpotic caſt,
that in them there are ſo many intermedi

ate ſubordinate powers between the king
and his people, that the love and rever

rivals; and both of them means which ence, which for the public good it is ex

would always be in the power of the A pedient he ſhould poſſeſs, may always be
mericans to uſe, and would hereafter be retained to him. To this end it is neceſ
recurred to with an aſſurance of ſucceſs : ſary that the private ſentiments of the mo
and yet theſe reaſons, which would have march ſhould not be quoted at all ; and

made it diſgraceful and unwiſe to have
given way in an indifferent matter, ope
rated ſo ſtrongly on the multitude that
they perſuaded them we ought to recede
in the juſteſt cauſe, and from the ſtrong
eft ground. Petitions were obtained, the

that thoſe of his character ſhould be ex

preſſed with a moderation and dignity
equally removed from the vehemence of
any º that he may continue to all the
object of veneration.

The late admini

ſtration offended againſt both theſe parts
manufacturers excited, the merchants of their duty as miniſters.
It would perhaps be unjuſt to reproach
clamorous, the miniſtry, intereſted and
fačtious, dire&ted to their own purpoſes them with the effeminate, uncertain, and
the reſiſtance and the clamours which they even ungrammatical expreſſions in which
had raiſed; and the legiſlature, with a they cloath the ſentiments which they
condeſcenſion to popular alarm, and a attribute to their ſovereign; ſo different
lenity to the colonies which demands the from that plain and natural ſtyle which
G & 2.
ought
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ought to convey the commands of an juſt, all mention of that name ſhould
Engliſh king; becauſe it is prºbable that have been ſuppreſſed, till, the ſūcceſs of
they uſed on this occaſion the beſt expreſ the repeal being aſcertained, the wiſhes
ſions in their power.

-

But they are to be told, that to deſcribe
their maſter as ſurprized, and as highly
provoked, is not a proof of their know
ledge of the duties of adminiſtration.
The preſident Monteſquieu, when he
condemns this mixing of paſſion with
the royal authority, which he ſays (Liv.

which he expreſſed for the relief might be
held out as the object of the gratitude of
his people; but to quote this authority,
and to riſque thereby this reputation for

the promotion of their own party-purpo
ſes, was a conduct neither ſuggeſted by
duty to their ſovereign, nor by regard for
the conſtitution: this reſerve would have

xii, chap. 25) eſ' un grand reſort, qui doit been neceſſary, had the opinion of the
been that which they attributed
ſe mouvoir aſſement, & ſans bruit, could
not more exactly have deſcribed their diſ to him ; but it is certain that they falſifi
patches, if he had read them. Un mini ed as well as proſtituted the ſentiments of
: it is certain, although when
Jire maibabie—ne ſtait vous dire au vous the
ecrife ſi ce n'eſ que le prince ºff fache, qu'il contradićted on this ſubject by thoſe who
eft ſurpris, qu'il meltra ordne: . The rea could do it with authority, they endea
ſon of the impropriety of this kind of voured to avoid the diſgrace of this con
ſtyle he had given before, Dans no monar tradiction by an expedient borrowed from
chies toute la felicité conſiſle dans l'opinion their only ſchool of buſineſs, thoſe clubs
que le peuple a de la douceur du governe of gaming in which gentlemen do not
ment. The king is the father of his peo truſt the unwritten words of gentlemen,
ple, and he views their errors and their and demanded in writing the words of
crimes with that compaſſion with which their ſovereign.
parents regard the miſcondućt of their
His words were the genuine dićtates of
children; it is with reluctance that he his wiſdom and love for his people ; care
lifts his hand to puniſh, and it is not the ful of the ſafety of all his ſubječts, he
being provoked, it is the neceſſity of pre wiſhed to unite them all by the bands of
venting greater evils, it is juſtice, it is his mutual ſupport, and by a community of
paternal care for his obedient ſubjects, duties as well as of rights. They can
which draws from him any mark of cor claim no merit towards the crown, who
re&tion and chaſtiſement. It is by this by their artifices prevented the execution
charaćter that he preſerves the reverence of that royal wiſh; but muſt with terror
of his people, and therefore to attribute look forward to that hour, for it will
to him thoſe little paſſions, which may come, when Auguſtus, grieved with the
perhaps at ſome time agitate the minds of remembrance of the only loſs which can
his miniſters, is to diminiſh his dignity, obſcure the glories of his ſucceſsful reign,
the confidence which his ſubjects place ſhall demand from them a reſtitution,
in him, and the happineſs of his people. not of a province, but of an empire more
This is ſo ſelf-evident that I doubt not extenſive than that of Rome; not of
the ſ—
y himſelf will be the firſt three legions, but of whole nations of

to acknowledge it; and to confeſs that he

ſubječts.

could not, without betraying equaily the
They appear however to deſerve at leaſt
truth and his duty, repreſent his maſter the thanks of the Americans, whoſe pre
ſent intereſts they have promoted, and of
as highly provoked.
But this was not the only inſtance in . whoſe privileges they are the avowed pa
and yet there are many reaſons
which they miſrepreſented the ſentiments trons; may
induce thoſe who are beſt ac
of their ſovereign: when they were to in which
fluence by authority thoſe whom popular quainted with the true intereſts of that
tumult could not terrify to conſent to the country, to think that they have not been
ſerved by the late project of emancipati
repeal of the ſtamp-act, they had recourſe on.
If it is true, as it has hitherto been
to the name of the
; aſſuring
thoſe who would hear them, that the Pretty generally thought, that the good
of each part is inſeparable from that of
wiſhed it might be repealed. the
whole, their intereſts are involved in

The part of honeſt and affectionate ſer
muſt
vants was the very reverſe of this; ſup thoſe of the whole empire, and theythem
poſing the meaſure itſelf to have been
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themſelves be hurt by their partial exemp fellow ſubjects who remained in England.
But to eſteem the Americans our bre
tions.(20)
If it is the intereſt of colonies, formed thren, and to wiſh that they may deſerve
of ſuch various and diſcordant materials, and poſſeſs all the ſweets of civil and re

to be attempered, guided, encouraged, ligious liberty, which Great-Britain en
or reſtrained by their common parent ; joys, does not make us forget that they

the being ſet looſe from that tie, and en received theſe bleſfings from England,
couraged to reječt the authority of that and depend on her for the continuance of
parent, will have material and immedigte
ill conſequences. It is true, that the
Americans, under the ſhade and protećti
on of Great-Britain, have made rapid ad
vances in population, commerce and
wealth ; but are they ſufficiently ſtrong
to flouriſh without her care; or to ſup
port, I will not ſay her reſentment, but
her negle&t The provinces on the Ame
rican continent have been ſo divided in
principles, ſentiments and manners; ſo
jealous of the progreſs of each other in
ſtrength, commerce and riches, that they

them.

The truth of the latter of theſe

have ever been unable to form an union

they fled from our oppreſſion, or grew by

propoſitions is obvious ; the proof of the
former would be eaſy but invidious; for
the hiſtory of theſe colonies is not invol
ved in that cloud of fable which hangs
over and aggrandizes the origin of more
antient nations : it would not be difficult

to give a detail of the eſtabliſhment of
each ; and it would appear from that de
tail that there are few of them who could

claim any hereditary diſcriminating privi
leges. Of the patriot coloniſts of New
York, it is ſo far from being true that

equal to their own defence. Their fron our neglect, that they were Dutch ſubjects
tiers on both ſides are extenſive, and there acquired by our arms, and received, by a
fore eaſily attacked ; they have no for formal ceſſion from Holland in 1667, in
treſſes, no ſhips of force, no marine of to our protection. Of the Virginians,
their own; but muſt depend upon the whoſe reſolutions were the alarum-bell to
Engliſh navy to keep at a diſtance from rebellion, and who have been eſteemed
them thoſe dangers which they are una the great patrons of American privileges,
ble to repell: the Indian nations, redu it may be ſaid, with truth, that all the
ced as they are, are ſtill formidable to inhabitants of that colony did not retire
them; it was by the Engliſh arms that thither from motives of religion and vir
their inroads ſince the peace have been tue ; and that ſome of them at leaſt were

checked and prevented; thoſe arms of
the expence of which the coloniſts have
refuſed to pay any proportion: and yet
they may again want the protection of
that government which they have reject
ed; and they may call too late for the

removed to that place, not by the oppreſ
fion but the mercy of the government of
England. Nor is this peculiar to the co
lony of Virginia, for I find in one of
the American news-papers, dated Boſton,
September 2, 1765, that one of thoſe pa

efforts of that warmth of affection, which triots who had been the moſt active in

ſuch a partial exemption tends to alienate forcing from Mr. Johnſon a reſignation
from them.
of his ſtamp-office was a foreigner (by
It tends too to alienate from them this which name I ſuppoſe they do not yet
affection, from which they have received deſcribe an Engliſhman) who had been
ſuch advantages, that they have been re tranſplanted from England to America.
preſented to have ſome peculiar claims to Such a detail would be but a mild return
a freedom which they purchaſed by pecu for all thoſe marks of neglect, contempt,
liar fortitude; a repreſentation which is and inſult on Gueat-Britain, with which
moſt untrue. We have been told, that the writings of that country have aboun
having fied to that country from our op ded; it will however be more temperate
preſſion, their migration to America, as it only to ſay, that admitting that to be
argued in them a love, ſo it gave them a true of all the colonies, which is perhaps
title to freedom ſuperior to that of their true only of the New-England govern
ments, that the ſettlers of them retired
N

O

T

E.

thither to enjoy that liberty of which a
(zo) Partial exemptions are not what monarch of arbitrary principles was en
the Americans expect, as muſt appear deavouring to deprive them at home; yet
from the account of their conduct given leſs praiſe is due to thoſe who fled from
the
in notes (1) and (23).
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the danger, than to thoſe who had the protećted and preſerved for all the ſubjects
courage to abide it. If their flight argu of the realm by the ſame bower which
ed in them a love of freedom, their coun defined and obtained them; for it was

trymen who remained in England ſhewed
by their ačtions an equal love of it, ſup
ported with more reſolution and ſucceſs;
they took arms to oppoſe the tyranny from
which the others fled, averted it by the
civil war, and aboliſhed it by the revolu
tion.(21) In theſe two hazardous enter
prizes, undertaken for the cauſe of liber
ty, the colonies took no part ; they fol

not by the flight of a few Plymouth ad
venturers, but by the courage and con
ſtancy of the people of England that the
freedom of our conſtitution was defended:

the bill of rights, the aâ of ſettlement,
on which all our liberties depend, are
not the reſolutions of an aſſembly of co
loniſts, but the acts of an Engliſh par
liament.

As our liberties were eſtabliſh

lowed in both the fortunes of the mother

ed, ſo they are ſtill protećted by the le
country; the patriots of which diffuſed giſlature of Great-Britain; it is as claim
the advantages of their ſucceſs to the in ants under this title, and ſubječts to this
fant colonies after their ſettlement; and power, that the Americans have ever
the coloniſts therefore have neither ſhewn enjoyed and ſtill enjoy them; a claim and
any peculiar attachment, nor can be enti title which cannot exiſt in thoſe who re
tled to any of thoſe ſuperior claims to jećt its authority: the cauſe therefore of
freedom, which have been ſo invidiouſly the coloniſts and their rights, are betray
and falſely made in their behalf; but owe ed by thoſe who withdraw their depend
every branch of the liberties of Engliſh ence from the ſupreme legiſlature, and
men to the community of rights, which teach them to reſt upon the precarious and
they are entitled to as long as they re feeble ſupport of a provincial aſſembly.
The Americans indeed owe it to the
main in that ſubjection to England, to
which they are bound by the ties of gra connivance and encouragement of the
titude, juſtice, and intereſt. In fact, the laſt miniſtry, that their people have been
rights to which they have a juſt claim, blooded with the prey of ſedition; that
are rendered precarious by placing them they have been taught to obtain ſupport
on the ground, on which ſome of their by other means than induſtry, and privi
imprudent advocates in England have con leges by other means than obedience;
curred with ſome of their aſſemblies to but whether the exciting and rewarding
this temper will conduce to the happineſs
place them.
The franchiſes of Great-Britain are of that continent, either in the ſeveral
N

O

T
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provinces, or confidered as a common
empire, is to be referred to the judgment
of the wiſe and loval of the coloniſts : a

(21) Not in the leaſt attempting to
leſſen our obligation to the memory of
thoſe who wrought the work of the glo
rious revolution, ſuffer me to point out
how much we are indebted to the memory
of thoſe who firſt engaged in planting the
different colonies, a work at this day ſtu
pendous in its nature and conſequences
to the mother country, an inexauſtible

judgment which they have already ex
preſſed ; for all the Americans are not to
be involved in thoſe accuſations of diſ

obedience, which have been proved on
ſome. There have ever been among
them men of wiſdom and moderation,

well acquainted with and attached to the
conſtitution of their country; and though

ſome of theſe, driven as exiles to Great
fund to her commerce, which ſhould be Britain, are neglected in that kingdom

fºr.

care, they have virtually
fought her battles, and preſerved to her
that liberty the revolutioners engaged in.
“This is the fund that carried you tri
umphant thro’ the laſt war. The eſtates
that were rented at two thouſand pounds
a year, threeſcore years ago, are at three
thouſand pounds at preſent. Theſe eſtates
ſold then from fifteen to eighteen years
purchaſe ; the ſame may be now ſold for
thirty. You owe this to America.”

out

*

for the cauſe of which they ſuffer; there
are yet many others, who wait only 'till
the firſt guſt of popular tempeſt is paſt,
to avow their principles and return to
their duty.

In truth the Americans in general are
leſs guilty than they may at firſt fight be
thought : the deſire of preſent eaſe is the
common feeling of man, and the bulk of
the people are ſo entirely guided by their
feelings, that there is ſcarcely an

intº;
Q

s
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of their ſubmitting to impoſts, however
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If however the late adminiſtration have

eſſential to their intereſts or even to their

the juſteſt title to thoſe honours and ſta

ſafety, from any motives but thoſe of
neceſſity. The Americans exerted only
on a fimilar occaſion the ſame ſpirit,
which animated the cyder counties to tu

tues, which ſome of the Americans have

mult and almoſt to rebellion (22): theſe

that oppoſition of intereſts which they

counties are not invidiouſly-mentioned ;
for there is not, it is probable, any part
of our dominions, ſcarcely any county in
England, which, if government in it had
been ſo neglected and relaxed, riots ſo
encouraged, and rebellion ſo unchecked,
would not have expreſſed an equal aver

ſo unwiſely raiſed between the members
and the head, every merit towards Ame

loyally admitted their ſovereign to ſhare
with the E. of C–m ; from England
they have no claim to approbation : in

rica, is a crime to their country.

When it became a queſtion, whether

the colonies ſhould be called upon for a
juſt and moderate contribution towards

their own defence; or that this ſhould be
thrown, in addition to their other bur
In viewing commotions of this kind it is thens, on the inhabitants of Great-Bri
fion to the obnoxious burthen of taxes.

natural to pity, while we condemn the tain ; to ſurrender our juſt rights, and
unthinking and miſguided people : but to endeavour to force a deciſion of this
on thoſe who could behold the firſt riſing
queſtion
of the American ſtorm without even at
N O T E.

tempting to ſuppreſs it, could give it
ſtrength by ſuch a condućt as implied ap
probation ; and, that they might blaſt
their predeceſſors in office, contribute to
raiſe a tempeſt which was to lay the colo
nies waſte, and tear America from Eng
land; on theſe our indignation muſt be
poured unmixed ; and they may well ex
pećt that the dangers and the miſchiefs
of the diſunion, will bring on them the
reſentment and reproaches of thoſe of the
coloniſts who underſtand their duty and
their intereſts (23).
N

O

T

contrary appeared, which I will not at

tempt to wreſt to my purpoſe, by any
diſtortions, but lay them before the reader

in the words they themſelves preſented
them to Governor Bernard, in their An
ſwer to his Addreſs, viz.
“ The houſe, however, with the moſt

dutiful and profound reſpect, have at
tended to his Majeſty's moſt gracious and
mild recommendation ; and obſerve, that
it is his pious and benevolent intention,
that not only a compenſation ſhould be
made to the ſufferers in the late times,

E.

but alſo that a veil be drawn over every
(z2) In this the miniſter was alike un
fortunate, for the reſentment of the cy
der counties like the Americans, appear
ed not ſo much againſt the levying of
money, as againſt the manner of doing
it, which muſt be always the caſe, while
liberty is known amongſt them, and mi
niſters engage in ſyſtems they have not
conceptions of, ſuitable to the genius of
the people, they pretend to govern.
(23). How little the preſent miniſtry

diſgraceful ſcene, and to forgive, and
even to forget the undutiful behaviour of

any of his ſubjećts in thoſe unhappy
times.

Confirmed in the opinion, that an in

tlemnification of the offenders is of equal
importance and neceſſity with the making
compenſations to the ſufferers, and being
ever ready, with the utmoſt chearfulneſs,

to unite their endeavours in promoting
the wiſe and gracious purpoſes of their

will be cenſured, for their condućt in re rightful ſovereign ; in conformity to the
gard to America, notwithſtanding the ſpirit of Mr. Secretary Conway's letter,
anathemas pronounced againſt them by the houſe have framed a bill, intitled,
the Author of the Condućt, &c. muſt be An ad? for granting compenſation to the
collečted from the following facts, and ſufferers, and of free and general par
the condućt of almoſt all the colonies, don, indemnity, and oblivion, to the of:
who have in their aſſemblies, paſſed laws fenders, in the late times.
for the full amount, of what would have
This bill they have ordered to be pub
been raiſed on them, by the ſtamp act, liſhed for the conſideration of the ſeveral
towns, and humbly pray your Excellency
had it taken place.
For no ſooner were the minds of theſe peo would pleaſe to give them a receſs for that
ple reſtored to their wonted eaſe than the purpoſe.”
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queſtion in favour of America, by all have done well to have profited by it i
the arts of intrigue and faction, cannot and after having thrown all the abuſe
merit the thanks of the people whoſe in they were able on the miniſter who plan
tereſts they ſurrendered. The other mea ned it, at leaſt to have retained thoſe ad
ſures propoſed by that miniſtry do not vantages which he had given to Great
immediately belong to this ſubject, and I Britain. Unhappily they embraced the
obſerve in this place, that they conſiſted oppoſite ſyſtem, and to blaſt, if it were
of exemptions from commercial reſtraints, poſſible, the reputation of one miniſter,
relaxations of the act of navigation, re whom they envied and feared ; to ſecure
miſſions of duties, all favourable to the an union with another, by whom they
colonies, and diſadvantageous to Great were deſpiſed; and to attain that degree
Britain, only as a proof that the having of popularity, which the intereſted fol
introduced a rivality between them, and lowers of ſome intereſted traders could
preferred America, cannot entitle them beſtow, they propoſed the repeal of that
aćt, the execution of which they had en
to popularity in England.
It would indeed have been unreaſonable deavoured to render impoſſible.
to have expected from the late miniſtry
The ſucceſs of one of theſe deſigns the
any meaſure which required extenſive public has already ſeen in the permiſſion,
views, or a concerted plan; it would which thoſe of the late miniſtry, who had
have been abſurd to have hoped that they moſt actively promoted that meaſure,
would hazard a breath of that popular have received from lord C–m to con
air, which they were gathering with ſo tinue in office: that of the other two
much induſtry to fill their fail, for the urpoſes ſeems leſs within their reach ;
ſake of a diſtant and public benefit : but #. though while the paſſions of the
nothing of this was neceſſary; they had public were heated by thoſe whoſe inte
ſucceeded a miniſter ſuch as they could reſt it was to prevent their judging with
wiſh, one who had been weak enough to impartiality, Mr. Grenville was the ob
ſubjećt himſelf to much real oppoſition, jećt of much abuſe, it is not poſſible that
and more abuſe, for the ſake of the ſtate; the infatuation ſhould laſt; the clamours
who ſeems to have retained the uſeleſs of mob, and the miſrepreſentations of
and exploded idea of a common weal, a fa&tion will ſubſide ; the taxes which
public intereſt. To this man even expe have been removed from American and
rience had not given prudence ; and, muſt be laid on Engliſh property will be
though ſenſible that from purſuing a plan felt; and the partiality of the impoſition
of Engliſh policy abroad, and of oecono will add weight to the load ; a time is
my and improvement at home, he had coming when it ſhall be remembered to
reaped only the ſatisfaction of having his honour (and it ſhall ſcarcely be be
diſcharged his duty, while Mr. Pitt had lieved that in Great-Britain it could be a
acquired popularity by adopting the moſt reproach to him) that he was the firſt
expenſive German meaſures, and impo who propoſed to ſecure by juſt and mo
fing the moſt ſevere taxes to ſupport derate ties the allegiance of thoſe colo
them ; yet his obſtinacy had made him nies, which with ſo much expence we
hardily oppoſe himſelf to the whole tor had planted, protected, and enlarged;
rent which private intereſt and faction who, when every branch of our trade,
would not fail to pour on his head. He every neceſſary †. was taxed in Eng
had done this merely that he might form land even to its utmoſt bearing, required
and cement a latting plan of policy, from America ſome return for that ſup
might unite the colonies by the firmeſt port, which we had ſo liberally given,
bands of dependence on Great-Britain, ſome tribute for that wealth, which we
attemper their ſeveral intereſts, and lay had poured into her boſom, ſome aid to
the foundation of indiſſoluble union, and wards maintaining her in that ſecurity,
of encreaſing ſtrength and riches for diſ which we had ſo dearly purchaſed ; and
tant ages.

who, when the artifices of fa&tion had

It was natural that the miniſters who

divided the intereſts of the ſeveral parts
ſucceeded him ſhould deſpiſe this anti of our empire, and when the adminiſtra
quated policy, ſo different from their tion ſacrificed their truſt to their hopes of
own, and deride thoſe ſentiments which popularity and power, and became Ame
could give birth to it; but they would ricans ; reinained an Engliſhman.
The
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The temporary and bought praiſe of ſary, juſtice to England now claims its
that adminiſtration muſt ſubſide alſo, and turn : Sacrifice no longer theanal:enable
they will receive from their countrymen rights of ſupreme juriſdiction to the
that cenſure which they have ſo well me new and illegal claims of provincial
rited. But I leave them to the good or aff mblies ; but if the Americans enjoy

1767.

evil fame which awaits them, for the ob the privileges, let them participate in

ject of this pamphlet was not the applauſe ſome degree of the burthens of their fel
or cenſure of any ſet of men, or the low ſubjects. If their ability could have
mere contention of parties : it was un been doubted before, the adminiſtration
dertaken with a better and homeſter view, in 1764, and 1765 encreated it by encou
with the hope, that if a plain ſtate of the rºging their cº, sºon and consºrce ;
facts relating to the ſtamp act, ſupported they have received more in mediate al
by authentic vouchers, was laid before vantages, at the expence of England,
the public, it might prove to thoſe who floºn the miniſtry which followed : If
have been guided by names, inſtead of there could be any doubt whether theſe
reaſons, have been miſled by falſe aſſer favoured children would be reclaimed to
tions, or have acted from fear rather than obedience by conceſſions, that doubt is

judgment, the neceſſity of untreading the
falſe ſteps which have been taken, of pro
moting better meaſures, and ſecuring,
while yet it is poſſible to ſecure, the only
remaining hope of Britain. It is better
to aſſert than to prove that it is from the
union and dependence of the colonics

removed. They wºuld not expreſs that
encroaching gratitude, which is contain

time therefore to return to meaſures un

Their temper is ſtill more plainly pro

ed in their addreſſes, if the oijećt were

only the repeal of a particular and light
duty ; it is plain that they underſtand the
conduct of England to be an acknow
ledgment of the right which they claim,
that we are . to ſeek for our ſafety ; it is of taxing themſelves.
-

dertaken upon public grounds and per ved by the indignation they expreſs at
manent principles; what thoſe are, the the claim of England to ſovereignty, and
eruſal of this tract may in ſome degree at the bare mention of requiring them to
and if any ſenator ſhould repair the damages, for the inſults are ir
condeſcend to turn it over, he may per reparable, which the officers of England
haps, by the evidence it contains, be pre have ſuffered at their hands.
pared to hear himſelf addreſſed by his
The laſt and ſtronge: proof ariſes from
conſtituents in ſome ſuch manner as this. their conduct ; for it is certain that in
When I entruſted to you the care of the town of Bolton, the exccution of the
my intereſts, and the power of granting cuſtom-loºſe laws is now actually ſuſ
ſome part of my property for the ſervices pended, and ſeizures of ſimuggled goods
of the ſtate, I entruſted it in confidence prevented by open force in deſpite of the

i. ſuggeſted;

that this power would never be uſed but government of Great-Britain. Now then

on the calls of neceſſity, and would ever at length call on them for an aid in ſome
be exerciſed with juſtice. The charac proportion to their ability ; and oblige
ter of a legiſlator demands the ſtricteſt them to confeſs, not in words, but by
attention to that general good which ariſes obedience, the authority of England.
from ſubjecting the ſeveral intereſts of the Relieve me from that appearance of par
landed and commercial parts of the ſtate tiality which doubles the weight of every
to one common end ; and a mind too burthen winich you impoſe ; and while

ſteady to be diverted from the purſuit of
this end either by hopes or fears, by au
thority or by tumult. If it was wife or
prudent to relax for a time the ſprings of
government; to give opportunity to an
inflamed and miſguided people to return
to their allegiance; that time has been
given : The ſtamp ačt was repealed on

every neceſſary of life is taxed to its ut
moſt bearing, do not deprive me of the
melancholy conſolation which I draw

from believing that the taxations are c
qually laid on all my fellow ſubjects.
I ſubmit to taxes as they are the pur
chaſe of peace and ſecurity ; do not,
while you receive the price, withhold the

the motives of condeſcention to mercan reward; nor encourage every ſpecies of

tile intereſts and fears, and to popular outrage tending to the diſtolution of ſo
violences; that hour of tumult is paſſed : ciety by granting thoſe exemptions to re
If lenity to the coloniſts was then neceſ. beilion, which you refuſe to obedicnce.
li h
If
April, 1767.
-
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If tumult can extort the repeal of a duty magatory affirmance of the right of the
to be levied chiefly on the rich, while legiſlature of this kingdom, if not fol.
acquieſcence is repaid by an additional lowed by ſome bill which ſhall exert it.
and perpetual land tax on the poor, will The ſurrender of ſo unalienable a juriſ
you not excite the inſurre&tions which you dićtion, when this ſurrender might, and
reward; and diſcourage that ſubmiſſion certainly in America would be attributed
which is thus made to bear more than its to ſuch motives, demands a ſubſequent
own burthen 3 at leaſt do not treat with vigour and firmneſs; if now, when time
more tenderneſs your emancipated and fºr recollection has been given, you ne
rebellious coloniſts, than thoſe of your gleet to purſue thoſe meaſures, which

countrymen, who have perhaps been en juſtice º neceſſity demand from you ;
couraged in tumult by American ſucceſs. and to which duty, gratitude and intereſt
If the poor Engliſh peaſant, driven into ought to ſecure obedience from them, the
a temporary inſurre&tion by the whip of whole new world ceaſes for ever to be
that ſevereſt maſter Want, is taught to ſubjećt to your authority.
Miniſters for the purpoſes of intereſt
expect condign puniſhment and ſpeedy
juſtice, and cails forth the vigour and vi. and party may wiſh to continue this par
gilance of government, let the wanton tial exemption; but you can act from no
Americans forming a concerted plan of motives but thoſe of juſtice; your intereſt
obſtinate rebellion on occaſion of a tax

is united to your duty ; and you cannot

uncolle&ted, and which would almoſt without departing from both give any
have been unfelt, awaken other ſenti ſupport to a miniſter capable of ſuch a

ments than thoſe of the utmoſ' lenity.

condućt. If the public ſee with regret
To impoſe with ſucceſs on the Ameri the power of government in the hands of
m, it is from the dread not ſo
cans that proportion of the public bur lord C
then which they ought to bear, ſeize the much even of his continental, as of his

opportunity, while a general peace leaves colonial ſyſtem : It was from the com
you at liberty to employ in this ſervice, merce of the American part of our do
whatever force may be neceſſary for it; minions that thoſe reſources were to be
and while the infirm and disjointed ſtate drawn, which his extravagance have ren
of the provinces renders a ſmall force dered ſo neceſſary. But to continue
equal to the work; an opportunity which every ſpecies of profuſion, and, by throw

may ſoon paſs, and the neglect of which ing wantonly his penſions into every open
muſt be fatal to the very ſafety of Great hand, to load the preſent revenue; while
Britain.

Other misfortunes may be re

by emancipating the colonies he prevents

paired or borne, the loſs of batties or of even future improvements; is at once to
cities may be redeemed or compenſated in divide the river of our wealth 'till it is
more proſperous hours; but i you ſuffer loſt in a thouſand private channels, and
this important hour to paſs unimproved, to cut off its communication from that
it is loſt for ever : The Americans will

add to confidence in their claims,

ſpring, by which it ſhould be ſupplied.
ſtrength We had leſs to fear from the inability of

to ſupport them ; they will turn our fa the laſt, than from the deſperate raſhneſs
vours to them into reaſons of reſiſtance, of the preſent ſtateſman ; if the former

and refuſe to receive any longer our ma
nufactures, which are become expenſive
by being loaded with taxes impoſed for
their prote&tion; they will ceaſe to be the
Colonies of England, and we ſhall have

connived at the coloniſts withdrawing
themſelves from our dominion, this pro
feſſes on principle to throw them from

us. If we have almoſt loſt America by
the timidity and neglect of thoſe who did

more than doubled the burthen of our not venture to deny our right to the do
national debt in a war undertaken for

minion of that country, can we hope to

their defence, and the ſucceſſes of which recover it under his guidance, who is al
moſt the only man in England who ven
were all direSted to their advantage, to tures to aſſert it owes us no ſubjection.
enable them to pour the benefits of their If then in this hour of danger, when vi
trade into the boſom of our commercial
gour and firmneſs are neceſſary to re
rivals. The declaratory law aſſerting the claim the colonies to our obedience,
power of Great-Britain to tax the Ame ſee a junto formed of the miniſter you

*:

ricans, will hold forth only a deluſive and

as
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has taught them to deſpiſe our authority,
joined to the peer who declares they are
exempted from our dominion, you will
not be ſatisfied with an unactive pity for
your country; but will exert your beſt
abilities to vindicate her rights, and pro
vide for her ſecurity; and to oppoſe by
every conſtitutional method, miniſters
who are convićted of having ſacrificed to
their jealouſy, reſentment, ambition, and
intereſt, the ſafety of our officers, the
dignity of our ſtate, the ſtability of our
commerce, and the rights of our Legiſ
lature (24).
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promote the honour and reputation of the
province.

As you are called together for this bu
ſineſs only, when it is finiſhed I ſhall
have no objection to your returning home,
until the uſual time of opening the win
ter-ſeſſion.

Council Chamber,
Oći. 29, 1766.

FRA. BARNARD.

The Earl of Shelburne's Letter (a Cop
of which had been communicated to the

Board) printed by Order of the Gover

nor at the Requeſt of the Aſſembly.

“S I R, Whitehall, Sept. 13. 1766. .
Have had the honour to lay before the
King your letters of the 29th of June
(24) We ſhall oppoſe to this high
coloured and well penned concluſion a few and 19th of July laſt, together with the
N

O
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facts, which I have no doubt will have incloſures therein contained ; and I have

their proportionable weight, for facts are received his Majeſty's commands to com
ſtubborn things, and command for municate them to ſuch of his ſervants as
themſelves that attention they merit, with he thinks proper uſually to conſult upon
out the ornaments of rhetoric.

The aſ his moſt important affairs, as ſoon as the

ſemblies of Philadelphia, and all the A
merican Provinces have complied, with
out demur with the orders of govern
ment, for quartering troops, and all other

requiſites, except Boſion and New Yºrk,
whoſe proceedings immediately follow
this article. In Virginia a bill had
ed for erecting a ſtatue to his Ma
jeſty, as an acknowledgment for the re
peal of the ſtamp ačt; and alſo an obeliik
to commemorate thoſe worthy patriots
who diſtinguiſhed themſelves in bringing
about that happy event.
The Speech of his Excellency Francis Ber
mard, Eſq; Governor of Maſſachuſet's
Bay, at Boſton.
“ Gentlemen of the Council, and
Gentlemen of the houſe of repreſenta
tives,

ſeaſon of the year will conveniently ad
mit of their meeting for this and other
purpoſes.--In the mean time his Ma
jeſty is extremely ſorry to obſerve any de
gree of ill temper remaining in his colo
ny of Maſſachuſet's bay, or that points
ſhould be ſo improperly agitated as to
tend to the revival of diſputes, which
every friend to America muſt wiſh to be
forgotten.—They have ſeen the parlia
ment of Great Britain give due attention
to all well-founded complaints of the
provinces, notwithſtanding they appeared
to them, in ſome parts, not ſo properly
urged ; and though the legiſlature will
certainly, on all juſt occaſions, exerciſe
and enforce its legiſlative power over the
colonies, yet it cannot be doubted, but
it will exert it with due regard to the na
ture of their connection with the mother
country.

I Have

Upon this occaſion it is proper to ob
thought proper to call you to
gether, that you may have an oppor ſerve, in general, that the eaſe and ho
tunity to give a poſitive anſwer to what I nour of his Majcity's government in A
recommended to you, by order of his merica will greatly depend on the temper

Majeſty, laſt ſefion ; (See p. 488, in
1766) as it will be expected of me that

and wiſdom of thoſe who are intruſted

it be reported to his Majeſty before the
opening of the buſineſs of the next year :
and I heartily wiſh that it may be ſuch as
will anſwer the expeciations and deſires
of your friends in Great Britain. For
my own part, I ſhall upon this occaſion,

they ought to be perſons diſdaining nar
row views, private combination, and par
tial attachments.
It is with great
pleaſure, Sir, that I have obſerved the

with the adminiſtration there ; and that

manner in which you have condućted

yourſelf during the diſputes of the laſt
as upon all others, make the beſt uſe of year, which I cannot do, without highly
the means you ſhall put in my hands to approving your attention and watchful
H h 2.

neſs,
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neſs, on the ore hand, 5 ſupport the au that the terms you have made uſe of,
thority of government, and, on the other, have been eſſentially different from thoſe
the tendel neſs and afie &tion which ap dictates to you by his Majeſty's expreſs
peared in all your letters towards the command, ſignified in a letter from his
people under your government.
A ſecretary of ſtate ; that they intended to
temperate condućt founded on the true weaken the inherent uncontroulable right
baſis of public good, avoiding all unne of the people, to diſpoſe of their own
ceſſary reſerve, where nothing arbitrary money to ſuch purpoſes as they ſhall
is thought of, and nothing unreaſonable judge expedient, and to no other; and
is required, muſt carry convićtion to the that under theſe apprehenſions, it is not
hearts of the deluded, conciliate the minds improbable, ſome of the towns may have
of all, and inſure the confidence of his

framed their inſtructions to their repre

Majeſty's loyal and loving ſubjects of ſentatives, againſt a compenſation out of
America.
the public treaſury.
The houſe, however, with the moſt
Upon theſe confiderations I am perſua
ded that the aſſembly will, immediately dutiful and profound reſpect, have at
upon their meeting, fall upon meaſures tended to his Majeſty's moſt gracious and
to terminate all local difficulties, which mild recommendation ; and obſerve, that

appear by your accounts to have hitherto it is his pious and benevolent intention,
prevented that compliance which will be that not only a compenſation ſhould be
expected by parliament, with the recom made to the ſufferers in the late times,
mendation you have been required to but alſo that a veil be drawn over every

make in conſequence of the reſolutions of diſgraceful ſcene, and to forgive, and
both houſes.——It is impoſſible to con even to forget the undutiful behaviour of
ceive that they will ſuffer any private con any of his ſubjects in thoſe unhappy times.
ſiderations to interfere with their deſire

Confirmed in the opinion, that an in

demnification of the offenders is of equal
importance and neceſſity with the making
compenſations to the ſufferers, and being
ever ready, with the utmoſt chearfulneſs,
to unite their endeavours in promoting the
wiſe and gracious purpoſes of their right
ful ſovereign ; in conformity to the ſpirit
of Mr. Secretary Conway's letter (p. 489,
late diſorders.
in 1766) the houſe have framed a bill,
I am, with great truth and regard, Sir, intitled, “An act for granting compen
of ſhewing a proper ſenſe of that pater
mal regard which they have experienced
from his Majeſty, and of that attention
which parliament has given to their com
plaints, which can never be done with
more propriety, than by granting, with
the utmoſt chearfulneſs, a juſt compen
ſation to thoſe who have ſuffered by the
*

your moſt obedient humble ſervant,

ſation to the ſufferers, and of free and

SH E L BU R N E.”

general pardon, indemnity, and oblivion,
The Anſwer of the Hon Houſe of Repre to the offenders, in the late times.”
This bill they have ordered to be pub
fentatives to the Speech of his Excel
liſhed for the conſideration of the ſeveral

dency, Oº. 29

“May it flººſe your Excellency,

towns, and humbly pray your Excellen
OUR ſpeech to both houſes at the cy would pleaſe to give them a receſs for
opening of the preſent ſeſſion, has that purpoſe.”
On Thurſday laſt his Excellency was
be en repeatedly under the moſt deliberate
conſideration of the houſe of Repreſen pleaſed to adjourn the great and general
tatives.
court to Wedneſday the 3d day of De
It was, indeed, Sir, with great reluc cember next ; having firſt made the foll
tance, that the houſe found themſelves lowing reply to the above anſwer to his
under the neceſſity of having recourſe to ſpeech at the opening of the ſeſſion, viz.
“ Gentlemen of the Houſe of Repreſen
your former ſpeech and meſſage upon this
tatives,
occaſion ; but as you are pleaſed to refer
N the letter of the Earl of Shelburne,
us to them, without ſaying any thing to
which I ſaid before you, you have a
qualify them, the houſe cannot help ob
ſerving, That the manner in which your ſecond teſtinchy from another of his
ºxcellency has repeatedly propoſed a Majeſty's ſecretaries of ſtate, of the ten
contenſation to the ſufferers, has been derneſs and affection towards the people
derogatory to the honour of the houſe, under my government, with which I have
condućted
and in breach of the privileges the cof:
-

|
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conducted myſelf during the Jate diſputes, I fondly believed theſe obliging aſſuran
and therefore I ſhall make no other an ces, becauſe on a variety of occaſions
ſwer to the ungenerous inſinuations in your grace had teſtified a full approbati
your meſſage of yeſterday, than by refer on of my conduct, had thanked me in
ring to your own journals, from whence the moſt flattering terms as the perſon the
it will evidently appear, that it is from moſt uſeful to the common cauſe in which
among yourſelves, and not from me, we were embarked, and had ſhewn an
that the difficulties which have prevented uncommon zeal to ſerve a man who had

your making a compenſation to the ſuf ſuffered ſo much in the cauſe of libertv.
ferers have aroſe.

I returned to England with the gayett,

I am very ſorry that you have not al
ready complied with what has been re
commended to you : but it is ſome ſatiſ
faction to me, that you have laid a foun
dation for completing this buſineſs, which
I hope will not fail of ſucceſs. The im
portance of the affair, and the haſty ap
proach of the new year, will not allow
the loſs of a day which can be ſaved ;

and the moſt lively hopes. As ſoon as I
arrived at London, I deſired my excellent

corne to a final determination.
Council Chamber,
FRA. BERNARD.”

yate. I ſhewed too the impropriety of

friend, Mr. Fitzherbert, to wait on your

grace, with every profeſſion of regard on
my part, and the reſolution I had taken

of entirely ſubmitting the mode of the
application I ſhould make to the throne
for my pardon. I cannot expreſs the an
xiety, which your grace's anſwer gave me,
and therefore I ſhall make the receſs Mr. Wilkes muſt write to Lord Chatham.
which you deſire, as ſhort as poſſible : I then begged Mr. Fitzherbert to ſtate
and that you may do the buſineſs with as the reaſons, which made it impoſſible for
much credit to yourſelves as may be, I me to follow that advice, from every
ſhall continue the ſeſſion until you can principle of honour, both public and pri.
ſupplicating a fellow-ſubject for mercy,
the prerogative good kings are the moſt
jealous of, by far the brighteſt jewel in

Nov. 13, 1766.

The following Letter, from its Import, their crown, and the attribute by which
muſt be conſidered as extraordinary a they may the neareſt approach to the di
Piece as ever came from the Pen of the vinity.
Writer; we ſhall not preſume to intro
I afterwards

duce it with any Reflections, leaving
them to be made by the Reader, and
ſhall only obſerve, that they will be
various and weighty, ariſing from Aſ
fertions that muſt no leſ; alarm than fur
prize, and force the Heart to feel more
than the Tongue can expreſs.
A Letter to his Grace the Duke of Graf
ton, firſt Lord Commiſſioner of his Ma
jeſty's Treaſury.
,
(Entire, price 13.)

wrote the letter to your

grace, which I have ſton in a the public
prints". I never received a oth r but a

verbal meſſage, Mr. W. &c. º.º. write
to lord Chatham : I do not 'tº without
lord Chatham.

When I found that my

pardon was to be bought with tº ſacri.
fice of my honour, I had the virtue net

to heſitate. I ſpurned at the propoſal,
and left my dear native London with a

heart fºil of grief that my faireſt hopes
were blaſted, of humiliation that I had

given an eaſy faith to the promiſes of a

Paris, Dec. 12, 1766. miniſter and a courtier, and or ºtoniſh

My Lord,
ment that a nobleman of parts and diſ
Am not yet recovered from the aſto cernment could contºne in an infatuation,
niſhment into which I was thrown by from which the conduct of lord Chatham
your Grace's verbal meſſage, in anſwer had recovered every other nian in the na

to my letter of the firſt of November. In
a converſation I had with colonel Fitzroy,
at the Hotel d'Eſpagne, he did me the
honour of aſſuring me, that I ſhould find
his brother my real and ſincers friend, ex
tremely deſirous to concur in doing me
juſtice ; that he was to tcil me this from
your grace, but that many intereſting
particulars relative to me! could not be
conununicated by letter, nor by the Poit.

tion.

He was indeed long the favourite

character of our countrymen. Every
tongue was wanton in his praiſe. The
whole people laviſhed on nin, their choi
ceſt favours, and endeavoured, by the

nobieſt means, by an unbounded gene
rolity and conſidence, to have kept him
* (See p. 253 )
.

virtuous.
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virtuous. With what anguiſh were we did,
andthe
ſo j
capable
of judging
that of
of §º.
g truly,
y as
º,

at laſt undeceived : How much it coſt us

to give up a man, who had ſo long en
tirely kept poſſeſſion of our hearts! How
cruel was the ſtruggle | But, alas ! how
is he changed? how fallen from what
height fallen? His glorious ſun is ſet, I
believe never to riſe again.

We long hoped, my lord, that public
virtue was the guide of his ačtions, and
the love of our country his ruling paſſion,
but he has fully ſhewn omnis vis ‘virtuſque
in lingua ſita ºff. Our hearts glowed with
titude for the important ſervices he
d done againſt the common enemy,
and the voice of the nation hailed him

our deliverer; but private ambition was
all the while ſkulking behind the ſhield

I believe that the flinty heart of lord
Ch—m has known the ſweets of private
friendſhip, and the fine feelings of hu
manity, as little as even — —. They
are both formed to be admired, not be
loved. A proud, inſolent, over-bearing,
ambitious man is always full of the ideas
of his own importance, and vainly ima
gines himſelf ſuperior to the equality ne
ceſſary among real friends, in all the mo
ments of true enjoyment. Friendſhip is
too pure a pleaſure for a mind cankered
with ambition, or the luft of power and
grandeur. Lord Chatham declared in par
liament the ſtrongeſt attachment to lord
Temple, one of the greateſt charaćters

of the patriot, and at length, in an evil

our country could ever boaſt, and ſaid

hour, made him quit the ſcene of all his

He would live and die with his noble Bra

glory, the only place in which he could ther. He has received obligations of the
be truly uſeful, for a retreat, where he firſt magnitude from that noble Brother;
knew it was impoſſible the confidence of yet what trace of gratitude, or of friend
the people could follow; but where he ſhip was ever found in any part of his
might, in inglorious eaſe, bear his BLUsh condućt and has he not now declared
ING Honours thick upon him.
the moſt open variance, and even hoſti
I might now, my lord, expoſtulate lity I have had as warm and expreſs de
with your grace on a verbal meſſage, and clarations of regard as could be made by
of ſuch a nature, in anſwer to a letter this marble-hearted friend, and Mr. Pitt

couched in the moſt decent and reſpectful had no doubt his views in even feeding me
terms, coming too from a late member of with flattery from time to time; on occa
the legiſlature. I might regret, that the fions too where candour and indulgence
largeſt proffers of friendſhip and real ſer were all I could claim. He may remem
vice, could mean no more than two or ber the compliments he paid me on two
three words of cold advice, that I ſhould certain poems in the year 1754. If I
apply to another. I might be tempted to were to take the declarations made by
think it a duty of office in the firſt Lord himſelf and the late Mr. Potter a la
of the Treaſury to have ſubmitted to his Lettre, they were more charmed with
majeſty a petition relative to the exerciſe thoſe verſes after the ninety-ninth read
of the nobleſt act of regal power, which ing than after the firſt; ſo that from this
any conſtitution can give any ſovereign. circumſtance, as well as a few of his
Surely, my lord, my application to the ſpeeches in parliament, it ſeems to be like
firſt Commiſfioner of the Treaſury, who is wiſe true of the firſt Orator, or rather
always confidered as the firſt miniſter in the firſt Comedian, of our Age, non diſ.
England, was the very proper applicati plicuiſe illi jocos, ſed non contigiſe.
I will now ſubmit to your grace, if
on. As I had made no diſcovery of any
new wonderful pill or drop, nor preten there was not ſomething peculiarly baſe
ded to the ſecret of curing the gout or and perfidious in Mr. Pitt's calling me a
tooth-ach, I never thought of ſoliciting blaſphemer of my God for thoſe very ver
lord Chatham for a Privy Seal. His lord ſes, at a time when I was abſent, and
ſhip's office was neither important, nor dangerouſly ill from an affair of honour.
reſponſible. I will not however enlarge The charge too he knew was falſe, for
on this, but I ſhall deſire your grace's the whole ridicule of thoſe two pieces
permiſſion fully to ſtate what has happen was confined to certain myſteries, which
ed to me as a private gentleman relative formerly the unplaced and unpenſioned
to lord Chatham, becauſe I would not Mr. Pitt did not think himſelf obliged
leave a doubt concerning the propriety of even to affect to believe. He added ano
my conduct, in a mind naturally ſo can ther charge equally unjuſt, that I was the
libeller
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libeller of my king, though he was ſenſi advice was more the merit of his noble
ble that I never wrote a ſingle line diſreſ brother, than his own. After the omni
pe&tful to the ſacred perſon of my ſove potence of lord Bute in 1761 had forced
reign, but had only attacked the deſpo Mr. Pitt to retire from his majeſty's coun
tiſm of his miniſters, with the ſpirit be cils, and the cauſe was declared by him
coming a good ſubject, and zealous friend ſelf to be our condu&t relative to Spain,
of his country. The reaſon of this per I had the happineſs of ſetting that affair
fidy was plain. He was then beginning in ſo clear and advantageous a light, that
to pay homage to the Scottiſh idol, and I he expreſſed the moſt entire ſatisfaction,
was the moſt acceptable ſacrifice he could and particular obligations to my friend
offer at the ſhrine of BUTE. Hiſtory ſhip. I do not however make this a claim
fearcely gives ſo remarkable a change. 9f merit to Mr. Pitt. It was my duty,
He was a
ago the mad, ſediti from the peculiar advantages of inform

º:

ous tribune of the people, inſulting his
ſovereign even in his capital city; now he
is the abject, crouching deputy of the
proud Scot, who he declared in parlia
ment wanted wiſdom, and held principles
incompatible with freedom; a moſt ridi
culous chara&er ſurely for a ſtateſman,
and the ſubject of a free kingdom, but
the very proper compoſition for a favour
ite. Was it poſſible for me after this to

write a ſuppliant letter to lord Ch-m

ation I then had.

The conſtitution of our country has
no obligations to him: He has left it with
all its beauties, and all its blemiſhes : He

never once appeared in earneſt about any
queſtion of liberty : He was the cauſe,
that in 1764 no point was gained for the
public in the two great queſtions of Ge
NERAL WARRANT's and the seiz URE
OF PAPERS. The curſed remains of the

court of ſtar-chamber, the enormous

I am the firſt to pronounce myſelf moſt Power of the attorney-general, the ſole
unworthy of a pardon, if I could have great judicial officer of the crown, who
obtained it on thoſe terms.

is durante bene placito, and not upon

Although I declare, my lord, that the
conſcious pride of virtue makes me look
down with contempt on a man, who could
be guilty of this baſeneſs, who could in
the lobby declare that I muſt be ſupport
ed, and in the houſe on the ſame day de
fert and revile me, yet I will on every oc
caſion do juſtice to the miniſter. He has
ſerved the public in all thoſe points, where
the good of the nation coincided with his
own private views, and in no other. I
venerate the memory of the ſecretary,
and I think it an honour to myſelf that I
ſteadily ſupported in parliament an ad

oath, who tramples on grand juries, and

miniſtration, the moſt ſucceſsful we ever

had, and which carried the glory of the
nation to the higheſt pitch in every part
of the world. He found his country al
moſt in deſpair. He raiſed the noble ſpi
rit of England, and ſtrained every nerve
againſt our enemies. His plans, when in
power, were always great, though in di
rećt oppoſition to the declarations of his
whole life, when out of power. The
invincible bravery of the Britiſh troops
gave ſucceſs even to the moſt raſh, the
moſt extravagant, the moſt deſperate of
his projects. He ſaw early the hottie
intentions of Spain, and if the written

breaks down the firſt, the foremoſt barri

ers of liberty, continued during his ad

miniſtration, the ſame as before. Every
grievance, which was not rooted out
the glorious revolution, and the latter
ſtruggles of our patriots, ſtill ſubſiſts in

full force, notwithſtanding the abſolute
power he exerciſed for ſeveral years over
every department of the ſtate. But I
have done with lord Ch—m ; I leave him

to the poor conſolation of a place, a pen
ſion, and a peerage, for which he has ſold

the confidence of a great nation. Pity
ſhall find and weep over him.
I am now, my lord, once more driven

from the Romans to the gay, the polite
Athenians; but I ſhall endeavour to

convince your Grace, that I am not to

tally loſt to my country nor to myſelf, in
this ſcene of elegant diſſipation, and that
I do not waſte the time in unavailing

complaints of my hard fate, and the in.
gratitude of thoſe I have ſerved with ſuc

ceſs; for I ſhall very ſoon beg to call the
public attention to ſome points of nation
al importance, and in the mean time I
ſhall embrace this opportunity of doing

myſelf juſtice againſt the calumniej

advice had been followed, a very few which a reſtleſs faction does not ceaſe to

weeks had then probably cloſed the laſt

general war; although the merit of that

Propagate.
The
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The affair of the GENERAL

April,

war

As ſoon as Mr. Churchill entered the
RANT, and the HABEAs cor PUs, is room, I accoſted him, Good Morrow,

told very unfaithfully, and almoſt every Mr. Thomſon. How does Mrs. Thom
particular, relative to my being made a ſon do To-day P Does ſhe dine in the
priſoner, and ſent to the tower on the Country P. Mr. Churchill thanked me,

30th of April, 1763, has been injuriouſ;

ſaid ſhe them waited for him, that he only

ly miſrepreſented in ſeveral late publica came for a moment to aſk me how I did.
tions. I ſhall therefore ſtate the tran and almoſt directly took his leave. He
ſa&tions of that memorable day, and I went home immediately, ſecured all his
may appeal to the minutes taken at the papers, and retired into the country.
time for the accuracy of this relation.
The meſſengers could never get intelli
On my return from the city early in gence, where he was. The following
the morning, I met at the end of Great week he came to town, and was preſent
George-ſtreet one of the king's meſſen both the days of hearing at the court of
gers. He told me that he had a war common pleas.
rant to apprehend me, which he muſt
The whole morning paſſed in meſſages
execute immediately, and that I muſt between lord Halifax and me.
attend him to lord Halifax's. I deſired
to ſee the warrant. He ſaid it was

The bu

fineſs of the meſſengers being ſoon pub

lickly known, ſeveral of my friends came
againſ the authors, printers, and pub to me on ſo extraordinary an event. I
liſhers of the North Briton, No. 45, and deſired two or three of them to go to the
that his verbal orders were to arreſt Mr.
Wilkes. I told him the warrant did not

court of com Mo N PLEAs, to make affi

davit of my being made a priſoner in my

reſpect me : I adviſed him to be very ci own houſe under an illegal warrant, and
vil, and to uſe no violence in the ſtreet; to demand a HAB E As corpus. The

for, if he attempted force, I would put chief juſtice gave orders that it ſhould if
him to death in the inſtant; but, if he fue immediately.
A conſtable came afterwards with ſeve
would come quietly to my houſe, I would

convince him of the illegality of the ral aſſiſtants to the meſſengers. I repeat
warrant, and the injuſtice of the orders edly inſiſted on their all leaving me, and
he had received.

He choſe to accompa

declared I would not ſuffer any one of

ny me home, and then produced the ge them to continue in the room againſt my
neral warrant.

I deciared that ſuch a

conſent, for I knew and would ſupport

avarrant was abſolutely illegal and void the rights of an Engliſhman in the ſanc
in itſelf, that it was a ridiculous warrant tuary of his own houſe. I was then
againſt the whole Engliſh nation, and I threatened with immediate violence, and

aſked why he would ſerve it on me, ra a regiment of the guards, if neceſſary.
ther than on the lord chancellor, on ei I ſoon found all reſiſtance would be vain.
ther of the ſecretaries, on lord Bute, or The conſtable demanded my ſword, and

lord Cork, my next-door neighbour? inſiſted on my immediately attending the
The anſwer was, I am to arreff Mr.

meſſengers to lord Halifax's. I replied,

Wilker.

that if they were not aſſaſſins, they ſhould

About an hour afterwards, two

other meſſengers arrived, and ſeveral of firſt give me their names in writing. They
, their aſſiſtants. They all endeavoured in complied with this, and thirteen ſet their
vain to perſuade me to accompany them hands to the paper. I then got into my
to lord Halifax's. I had likewiſe many own chair, and proceeded to lord Hali
civil meſſages from his lordſhip to deſire fax's, guarded by the meſſengers and
my attendance. My only anſwer was, their aſſiſtants.
that I had not the honour of viſiting his
I was conducted into a great apartment
lordſhip, and this firſt application was fronting the Park, where lord Halifax and
rather rude and ungentleman like.
lord Egremont, the two ſecretaries of ſtate,
While ſome of the meflengers and their were fitting at a table covered with paper,
-

aſſiſtants were with me, Mr. Churchill pens and ink.
came into the room.

I had heard that

The under-ſecretaries

ſtood near their lordſhips. Mr. Lovel
their verbal orders were likewiſe to ap Stanhope, the law clerk, and Mr. Philip
Carteret
Webb, the ſolicitor of the trea
prehend him, but I ſuſpected they did not
know his perſon, and by preſence of mind ſury, were the only perſons beſides who at
I had the happineſs of ſaving my friend. tended. Lord Egremont received me with a
ſuper
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beginning.” Lord Halifax then “ deſired
to remind me of my being their priſoner,
and of their right to examine me.” I an
ſwered, “ that I ſhould imagine their
lordſhips' time was too precious to be
neceſſitated to proceed in that manner a trifled away in that manner; that they
gainſt me; that it was exceedingly to be might have ſeen before I would never ſay
regretted that a gentleman of my rank one word they deſired to know ;” and I
and abilities could engage againſt his added, “indeed, my lords, I am not made
king, and his majeſty's government.” I of ſuch ſlight flimſy ſtuff.” Then turning
replied, “that his lordſhip could not be to lord Egremont, I ſaid, “Could you em
more miſtaken, for the king had not a . ploy tortures, I would never utter a word
ſubject more zealouſly attached to his per unbecoming my honour, or affecting the
ſon and government than myſelſ; that I ſacred confidence of any friend. God has
had all my life been a warm friend of the given me firmneſs and fidelity. You tri
ſupercilious, inſolent air; lord Halifax,
with great politeneſs. I was deſired to take
the chair near their lordſhips, which I
did. Lord Halifax then began, “That
he was really concerned that he had been

houſe of Brunſwick, and the Proteſtant
ſucceſſion; that while I made the trneſt

fle away your time moſt egregiouſly, my

profeſſions of duty to the king, I was
equally free to declare in the ſame mo
ment, that I believed no prince had ever
the misfortune of being ſerved by ſuch
ignorant, inſolent, and deſpotic Mini
ſters, of which my being there was a
freſh glaring proof, for I was brought
before their lordſhips by force, under a
general warrant, which named no body,
in violation of the laws of my country,
and of the privileges of parliament; that
I begged both their lordſhips to remember
my preſent declaration; that on the very
firſt day of the enſuing ſeſſion of parlia
ment, I would ſtand up in my place, and
impeach them for the outrage they had
committed in my perſon againſt the li
berties of the people.” Lord Halifax an
ſwered, “ that nothing had been done
but by the advice of the beſt lawyers,
and that it was now his duty to examine
me.” He had in his hand a long liſt of
queſtions, regularly numbered. He be
gan, “Mr. Wilkes, do you know Mr.
Kearſly When did you ſee him, &c. &c.”
I replied, “that I ſuſpected there was a
vain hope my anſwer would tend rather
to what his lordſhip wiſhed to know ; that

weigh well the conſequences of my con
duct, and the advantages to myſelf of a

lords.” Lord Halifax then “adviſed me to

generous, frank confeſſion.”

I lamented

the proſtitution of the word generous, to
what I ſhould confider as an act of the

utmoſt treachery, cowardice, and wick

edneſs. His lordſhip then aſked me, “if
I choſe to be a priſoner in my own houſe,
at the tower, or in Newgate, for he was
diſpoſed to oblige me *"I gave his lord
ſhip my thanks, but “I deſired to remark,
that I never received an obligation, but
from a friend; that I demanded juſtice,
and my immediate liberty, as an Engliſh
man, who had not offended the laws of

his country; that as to the reſt it was be
neath my attention; the odious idea of
reſtraint was the ſame odious idea every
where; that I would go where I pleaſed,
and if I was reſtrained by a ſuperior force,
I muſt yield to the violence, but would
never give colour to it by a ſhameful com
promiſe; that every thing was indifferent
to me in compariſon of my honour and
liberty; that I made my appeal to the
laws, and had already by my friends ap
plied to the court of common pleas for the
habeas corpus, which the chief juſtice had

he ſeemed to be loſt in a dark and intri

ačtually ordered to be iſſued; and that I
cate path, and really wanted much light hoped to owe my diſcharge ſolely to my
to guide him through it; but that I could innocence, and to the vigour of the law
aſſure his lordſhip not a fingle ray ſhould in a free country.” Lord Halifax then told
come from me.” Lord Halifax returned to

me, “that I ſhould be ſent to the tower,

the charge, “Mr. Wilkes, do you know where I ſhould be treated in a manner
Mr. Kearſly &c. &c.” I ſaid “ that ſuitable to my rank, and that he hoped
this was a curioſity on his lordſhip's part, the meſſengers had behaved well to me.”
which, however laudable in the ſecretary, I acknowledged that they had “behaved
I did not find myſelf diſpoſed to gratify, with humanity, and even civility to me,
and that at the end of my examination notwithſtanding the ruffian orders given
ali the quires of paper on their lordſhip's them by his lordſhip's colleague.” I then
table ſhould be as milk white as at the turned again to lord Egremont, and ſaid,
I i
“your
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"yourlordſhip's verbal orders were to drag generous offers, for I hoped to live, that
me out of my bed at midnight. The firſt ſo noble a cauſe might be brought to a
man, who had entered my bed-chamber glorious iſſue for the liberties of my coun
by force, I ſhould have laid dead on the trymen. From the beginning of this
ſpot. Probably I ſhould have fallen in arduous buſineſs, I would not on any oc
#. ſkirmiſh with the others. I thank caſion give bail, by which I never invol

God, not your lordſhip, that ſuch a ſcene ved any friend, and remained the perfect
of blood has been avoided. Your lord maſter of my own condućt.
ſhip is very ready to iſſue orders, which
I ſhall now, my lord, proceed to do'
ou have neither courage to ſign, nor myſelf juſtice againſt a calumny of —,
{..i. to juſtify.” No reply was made a p-rſ-n of the meaneſt natural parts, and
to this. The converſation dropped. Lord infinitely beneath all regard, except from
he bears, with the utmoſt diſ
Halifax retired into another apartment. the

Lord Egremont continued ſullen and filent credit to himſelf, with equal diſgrace and
about a quarter of an hour. I then made inſufficiency to the public. I find the –
a few remarks on ſome capital pićtures, acquainted, that—, upon Tueſday laſt, he
which were in the room, and his lordſhip received a letter by the general poſt from
left me alone.
Mr. Wilkes, dated Paris the 11th inſtant,
I was afterwards condućted into ano

incloſing a paper in the French language,

ther apartment. I found there ſeveral of purporting to be a certificate of one of
my friends, in argument with the moſt the French king's phyſicians, and of a
É.
army, relatin
ſtration, Mr. Ph. Car. W-. He confirm to the ſtate of Mr. Wilkes's health, ſub
ed to me, that I was to be carried to the ſcribed with two names, but not authen
tower, and “wiſhed to know if I had any ticated before a notary public, nor the
favours to aſk.” I replied, “that I was fignature thereof verified in any manner
uſed to confer, not to receive Favours; whatſoever. Then follow the letter and
that I was ſuperior to the receiving any certificate. The infinuation is too plain
even from his Maſters; that all I would to be overlooked. The ſignature was ve
infamous of all the tools of that admini ſurgeon of the

º

ſay to him was, if my valet de chambre rified by my letter. It is certain that the
certificate was in all the uſual forms; yet
tho' the affair was determined with reſpect

was allowed to attend me in the tower,
I ſhould be ſhaved and have a clean ſhirt;

if he was not, I ſhould have a long beard,
and dirty linen.” Mr. Webb ſaid, “that
orders would be given for his admiſſion at
the tower.” I complained of the ſhame
ful evaſion of the habeas corpus, in ſend
ing me to the tower, though the orders of
the chief juſtice Pratt were known. Mr.
Webb made no reply to this. He came
to viſit me at the tower in the beginning

to me, and I was expelled the

on the ſame day, without any time being
allowed for other proof, a regard to truth.
and my own honour, made me give the
moſt compleat anſwer to this. I ſent a

ſecond certificate in the form they had
Preſcribed themſelves, atteſted by two

notaries, and confirmed by the Engliſh
Embaſſador. I wrote likewiſe again to

of my impriſonment, when I had not the
on the 5th of February follow
permiſſion to ſee any friend. I deſired ing, but neither the ſecond letter, certi
him almoſt at his firſt entrance to take his

ficate, or atteſtation, is to be found in

leave, for if I was not allowed to ſee the –.. I have, however, my lord,
thoſe I loved, I would not ſee thoſe I deſ. taken care that they ſhould be publiſhed,
piſed.
for in a free government like ours, I will
While I continued in the tower, I was endeavour through my life to emulate
reſſed to offer bail in order to regain my the ſpirit of ancient Rome, provoco af
and two of the firſt nobility de populum; and while the people do not
fired to be my ſecurities in the ſum of condemn me, I ſhall, perhaps in this,
1oo,oool. each. I was exceedingly grate moſt certainly in every ſucceeding age,
ful for the offer, but would not accept it. riſe ſuperior to any party cabal, or court
I obſerved, that neither my health nor faćtion. This ſtep covered my enemies

i.

my ſpirits were affected; that I would by with confuſion, but was of no farther
great temperance and abſtinence endea: ſervice to me. . The party war againſt me
, but flamed
vour to compenſate the want of air and ceaſed of courſe in
exerciſe; but if my health ſuffered in a with equal fury in -.
dangerous way, I would then accept ſuch
By

I
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, page 723, I find tempt, ſuch a daring proof that admini
that I am guilty ºf writing and publiſhing ſtration would not ſubmit to the law of
By the

the paper, intituled “ The North Briton, the land, and had endeavoured to compel
No. 45,” and that ſeveral witneſſes were his lordſhip to appear. Towards the end
examined.

There is not however in the

of 1764 I was outlawed. The proceed.

a fingle word of the evidence ings continued againſt his lordſhip till
they gave, and it is well known that not that hour. He then appeared, and his
one of them did, or could ſay any thing fingle plea was, that as an outlaw, I
relative to the authorſhip. The evidence could not hold any ačtion. No other de
of the publication was exceeding ſlight, fence was made againſt the heinous charge
but the willingneſs of the j- made an of having in my perſon violated the rights
ple amends for the deficiency of the wit of the people.
I felt this, my lord, as the moſt cruel
neſſes, who were not upon oath. The
adminiſtration did not chuſe to riſk ei

ſtroke which fortune had given me. Juſ.

ther of theſe charges againſt me even in tice had at length overtaken many of the
the court of king's-bench, and I was inferior criminals, but my out-lawry pre
only tried for a re-publication. I will vented my puniſhing the great, the capi
never bluſh at the imputation of being tal offender, when, after all his ſubterfu
the author of that paper, becauſe I know ges, he was almoſt within my reach. I
that truth is reſpected in every line. One pleaſe myſelf however with the refle&tion

circumſtance will ſoon fully appear to the that no miniſter has ſince dared to iſſue 4
indignant public : I mean the large debt general warrant, nor to fign an order
on the civil liſt, contracted chiefly by the
ſcandalous purchaſe of a p—ty ap
Probation of the late ignominious peace,
the arbitrary exciſe, and other ruinous
meaſures of the Scottiſh miniſter. But I

ºf:

for the ſeizure
In the one the
perſonal liberty of every ſubjećt is imme

diately concerned. On the other may de
pend not only his own ſafety and proper
ty, but what will come ſtill more home

leave the affair of the civil lift to a future to a man of honour, the ſecurity, the
exačt diſcuſſion.
happineſs of thoſe, with whom he is moſt

intimately conneéted, their fortunes, their
The laſt calumny, my lord, which I
ſhall diſprove, reſpe&ts the actions at law
againſt lord Halifax. It is ſaid that I
have neglected, or purpoſely diſcontinued
them, ſince my exile. The imputation
is totally groundleſs. I was ſo ill at Pa
ris in the beginning of the year 1764,
that it was impoſſible for me then to re
turn to England alive, but I gave the
moſt expreſs orders that the law proceed
ings ſhould be carried on with vigour, and
in fact there was not a moment's delay.
When my wound began to heal in the
I was diſſuaded by all my friends
rom returning to a country, where the
ſame adminiſtration, which had illegally
ſeized my perſon, plundered my houſe,
and corrupted the fidelity of my ſervants,
were ſtill in full power. I yielded to
theſe reaſons, becauſe propter eorum ſce
lur, nihil mibi intra meos parietes tutum,
nihil inſidiis vacuum viderem. Lord –
for near two years availed himſelf of eve
ry advantage which privilege and the

}.g.

#: of law could furniſh.

future views, perhaps ſecrets, the diſco.
very of which would drive the coldeſt

Stoic to deſpair, their very exiſtence poſſi
bly, all that is important in the public
walk of life, all that is dear and ſacred

in friendſhip and in love. I was the laſt
oppreſſed, but I was the firſ; man, who
had the courage to carry thro' a juſt re
ſiſtance to

.#

aćts of deſpotiſm. Now

the opinions of our ſovereign courts of
juſtice are known and eſtabliſhed. I re
joice that ſeveral others, who ſuffered be.

fore me, have fince made their appeal to
the laws, and obtained redreſs. I hope
the iron rod of miniſterial oppreſſion is at
length broken, and that I am the laſt
vićtim of violence and cruelty. I ſhall
not then regret all the ſacrifices I have
made, and my mind ſhall feaſt itſelf with
the recollection in the unjuſt exile I am

doomed to ſuffer from my friends and my
native land.

. I will now, my lord, only add, howe

ver unfaſhionable ſuch a declaration may

He never

be, that conſiſtency ſhall never depart
entered any appearance to a court of from my charaćter ; that to the laſt mo
juſtice, and the common pleas had, as far ment I will preſerve the ſame fixed and
as they could, puniſhed ſuch an open con unconquerable hatred to the enemies of
I i z.
z
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Taaff, upon the Repeal of the Land Tax.
April,
freedom and the conſtitution of our happy Hanbury, John
Pennington, Sir John
Philips, Sir Richard
Hardy, Sir Charles Pitt, Thomas
Harley, Hon. Thomas Plumer, William

Harbord, Harbord

iſland; the ſame warm attachment to the
friends and the cauſe of liberty; that I

keep a ſteady and a longing eye on Eng
land; that my endeavours for the good
and ſervice of my country, by every me
thod left me, ſhall have a period only
with my life; and that although I do not
mean to lay any future claim to your
grace's favour, I will take care to ſecure
your eſteem.
I am, my lord,
Your grace's moſt obedient,
And very humble ſervant,
JOHN WILKES.
The fºllºwing is a correct Lift ºf Toaft, new
*

Harley, Robert

Harris, James
Hay, Dr. George ſ.

Pownal, Thomas
Praed, H. Mackworth

Proctor, SirWm. Bcau.
Pryce, John Pugh
Raſhleigh, Philip
Hewett, Johnſ.
Rice, George Hinchinbroke, Lord Rigby, Richard
Hobart, Hon. George Ruſhout, John
Holt, Rowland
Sackville, Lord George
Houbion, Jacob
Sargent, John
Howard, Thomas
St. John, Henry
Herbert, Edward
Herne, Francis

-

Hunter, Thomas Orby St. Aubyn, Sir John
Huffey, William
ones, Robert

Scawen, James
Scudamore, John

drank by all thoſe who wiſhed to ſee the Iſham, Sir Edmondſ. Sebright, Sir John
land-tax at 31, in the pound.
Keck, Anthony
Seymour, Henry
Keck, Anthony-JamesSharpe, Fane Wm.
B DY, Sir Ant. Cooke, George
Thomas
Cornewall, Velters
Keppel, Adm. Aug. Shiffner, Henry
Abercromby, James Cotes, Adm. Thomas Keppel, Gen.William Sibthorpe, Coningſby
Smith, Sir Jarrit,
Ackland, Sir T. Dyke Cotton, Sir Jn. Hynde Knightly, Lucy
Kynaſton, Edward Smith, John
A’Court, Gen. Wm. Coventry, Thomas
Lambton, Gen. John Southwell, Edward
Adams, George
Craven, Thomas
Laſcelles, Edwin
Stephens, Richard
Auſtruther, Sir John Curzon, Aſheton
Stephenſon, John
Archer, Andrew
Dalrymple, Sir Hugh Laſcelles, Daniel
Laſcelles,
Edward
Taviſtock,
Marquis of
Armytage, Sir George Darker, John
Thomond, Lord
Amcotts, Charles
Daſhwood, Sir James Legh, Peter
Legh, Peter
Thurlow, Edward
Bacon, Edward
Douglaſs, Sir James
Lenox, Lord George Thynne, Hon. Hen. Fr.
Bagot, Sir Walter
De Grey, Thomasſ.
Tracy, Thomas
Bagot, William
Delaval, Geo. Shafto Lowndes, Richard
Luttrell, Simon
Tuckfield, John
Baker, Sir William Dempſter, George
Lynch, William
Tudway, Clement
Baldwin, Charles
Dickſon, John
Bamfylde, Richard Dowdeſwell, Wm. ſ. Mackay, Alexander Tynte, Sir Cha. Kem.
Mawbey, Sir Joſephſ. Vanſittart, Arthur
Barne, Miles
Downe, Lord
Barrow, Charles
Drake, William
Meredith, Sir William Verney, Lord
Milles, Richard
Vernon, Hon. G. Ven.
Bertie, Peregrine
Duke, John
Moleſworth, Sir John Vincent, Sir Francis
Blackett, Sir Walter Duncombe, Thomas
Bootle, Rich. Wilbr. Dundaſs, Sir Lawrence Molyneux, Tho. More Upton, John
Brand, Thomas
Dundaſs, Thomas
Monſon, Hon. George Waller, Robert
Montagu, Edward
Walter, John Rolle
Bridges, Sir Brooke Egerton, Samuel
Bullock, John
Ewer, William
Montagu, Frederick ward, Hon. Johnſ.
Burdett, Sir Robert Eyre, Samuel
Burke, William
Farnham, Lord

Mordaunt, Sir Charlesway, Benjamin

Burt, William Matt. Fetherſtonhaugh, Sir
Byde,Thomas Plumer M.
Campbell, Daniel
Fife, Lord
Carysfort, Lord
Forreſter, Alexander
Caſwell, Timothy . Foley, Thomas
Catherlough, Lordſ. Garth, Charles

Morgan, Thomas jun. Weddel, William
Morgan, Sir John
Wedderburn, Alex.
Morton, John
Wemyſs, James

Morgan, Thomas

Webb, Philip Carteret

Moſtyn, Sir Roger

Weſt, James

Murray, James

Whately, Thomas

Neville, R. Neville

White, John

Cave, Sir Thomas

Gaſcoyne, Bamberſ.

Newdigate, Sir Rog. ſ. Willoughby, Thomas

Cavendiſh, Lord Geo
Cavendiſh, Lord John
Child, Robert
Cholmley, Nathaniel

Gilbert, Thomas
Glyn, Sir Richard
Giynne, Sir John
Gray, Charles

Norton, Sir Fletcher Winnington, Sir Edw.
Ongley, Rob. Henry, ſ. Winterton, Lord

Oſbaldeſton, Fountayn Wodehouſe, Sir Ar
Orwell, Lord

Cholmondely,Thomas Grenville, Hon.Geo. ſ. Owen, Sir William
Grey, Lord
Palmer, Sir John

Clive, Richard
Coke, Wenman

Groſvenor, Thomas

Colebrooke, Sir Geo. Hales, Sir Tho. Pym

Panmure, Lord

Parker, John

Colleton, James Edw. Hamilton,Wm.Gerard Pelham, Thomas
Coleraine, Lord
Hamilton, John
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Wyndham, William
Wood, Robert

Yorke, Hon. Charles
Yorke, Hon. John
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Mr. Wilkes's Letter to the Duke of Grafton.
My lord,
is a very peculiar ſatisfaction I feel,
on my return to my native country,
that a nobleman of your grace's ſuperior
talents, and inflexible integrity, is at the
head of the moſt important department
of ſtate. I have been witneſs of the ge
neral applauſe, which has been given a
broad, to the choice his majeſty has made,
and I am happy to find my own country
men zealous and unanimous in every teſ
timony of their approbation.
I hope, my lord, that I may congra
tulate myſelf, as well as my country, on
your grace's being placed in a ſtation of
fo great power and importance. Though
I have been cut off from the body of his
majeſty's ſubjects, by a cruel and unjuſt
proſcription, I have never entertained an
idea inconſiſtent with the duty of a good
fubjećt. My heart ſtill retains all its for
mer warmth for the dignity of England,
and the glory of its ſovereign. I have

I.

not aſſociated with the

traitors to our

liberties, nor made a ſingle connection
with any man who was dangerous, or e
-|
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that the rigour of a long-unmerited exile
is paſt, and that I may be allowed to con
tinue in the land, and among the friends
of liberty.
I wiſh, my lord, to owe this to the
mercy of my prince. I entreat your
grace to lay me with all humility at the
king's feet, with the trueſt aſſurances,

that I have never, in any moment of my
life, ſwerved from the duty and allegi
ance I owe to my ſovereign, and that I
implore, and in everything ſubmit to, his
majeſty's clemency.
Your grace's noble manner of think
ing, and the obligations I have formerly
received, which are ſtill freſh in my mind,
will, I hope, give a full propriety to this
addreſs; and I am ſure a heart, glowing
with the ſacred zeal of liberty, muſt have
a favourable reception from the duke of
Grafton. I flatter myſelf, that my con

dućt will juſtify your grace's interceding
with a prince, who is diſtinguiſhed by a
compaſſionate tenderneſs and goodneſs to
all his ſubjects.

And moſt humble ſervant,

ven ſuſpećted by the friends of the pro
teſtant family on the throne. I now hope
H I S T O R I CA L

I am,

With the trueſt reſpect, my lord,
Your grace's moſt obedient,
JOHN WILKES.
C H R O N I C L E.

Etters from Corſica of the 28th of ſubjects in general ; the laws, in regard
February mention, that the

pººl.

to their utility and effects; on alliances

of that iſland, to the number of 3oo, which the kingdom may be engaged in,

had made a ſucceſsful attempt on the
iſland of Capraja, lying off the coaſt of
Tuſcany, and ſubječt to the Genoeſe : it
mentions, the expedition had been ſo
well condućted, that in a little time they
found themſelves in poſſeſſion of the

the ſecret articles excepted; the national
ſtate of affairs, both as they regard the
external and internal police, trade, ſtrength
and weakneſs. During the fitting of
the diet, obſervations may be made on
their debates and reſolutions, except ſuch
whole iſland with the fortifications, ex as concern the adminiſtration of govern

cept one ſituated on an aſcent, which is

ment.

This remarkable edićt has re

well furniſhed with artillery, but other ſtrained all publications from touching on
wiſe ill-provided both in men and ſtores; the eſtabliſhed religion, the conſtitu
the Genoeſe, on hearing of this adven tional rights of the different orders, and
ture, diſpatched ſuch force as was ready againſt perſonal ſatire.
to diſpoſſeſs the enemy, but to no pur
Advices from Poland, repreſent that
poſe, as the affailants had the precaution kingdom as on the eve of a calami
to ſecure the landing-places, ſo that they tous war, as not any can be more ſo
for that time were under the neceſſity of than that of a contention for religious
retiring.—Subſequent advices ſay, that privileges; which when once broke out,
the Corſicans have entirely maſtered the are difficult to be reſtrained, and are moſt
iſland, and made the garriſon priſoners of fatally attended with the greateſt aggra
war.

-

vations of calamities.

The King of

At Stockholm, the liberty of the Preſs, Pruſſia, highly ſenſible of theſe evils, ad
(that great preſervative of Engliſh free viſes the Poliſh Nobility to an aſſembly of

dom) has been greatly enlarged, by giv. the Dyet, in order to bring about pacific
meaſures;
ing a liberty to write and reaſon on all
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meaſures; while on the other hand, a

upon as equitable a footing as any other

moſt formidable confederacy is forming

of the citizens.

mnder different Proteſtant Generals: it is to

The extirpation of the Jeſuits that of
late has taken place in different kingdoms,

be wiſhed a compromiſe could be formed,
and that the privileges requeſted by the
Proteffants were granted them. They in
fiſt, that their deſigns extend no farther,
than for themſelves, and that they no way
infringe on the religion of the ſtate,
which is the Catholick; their declaration

ſeems to declare their diſſolution. This

intriguing ſe&t, which for the purpoſe of

its ſchemes aſſumed every form neceſſary,
has always endeavoured to influence the
litics of every ſtate it was ſuffered
in ; of late they have much departed
from the defign of their inſtitution, which
was the ſupport of the papal power, and
to continue to him, that ſubſerviency
which he every where requires ; this ne
gle&t, and the enlargement of the mind,
which in this age has ſo univerſally
diffuſed itſelf, ſeem to conſpire to
that happy period, when men's actions

is given in the following remarkable
words: “We proteſt before the Judge
of Judges, who knows our grief, our
innocence, and the purity of our hearts,
that we have no intention to do any thing
to the detriment of the Roman Catholick
Religion; and as a proof of our fidelity
towards the King, our love for our
country, and our define to ſupport the will be under the influence of minds ſet
general liberty, we are ready to ſacrifice free from ſuperſtitious reſtraints, and
our fortunes and our lives, even to the guided by a conſcience controulable by
laſt drop of our blood.” At how great the doćtrines of the goſpel only. The
diſtance conciliating meaſures ſeem, can negle&t of the papacy juſt mentioned,
but be too well colle&ted from the fol has ariſen by the Jeſuits engaging too
lowing extract from a manifeſto juſt pub deeply in commerce; for this has placed
liſhed.
their temporal affairs in a moſt diſagree
* The confideration of our miſeries able ſituation in many kingdoms, and ob
ought to have engaged the nation, if not liged them to form ſuch cabals and con
to a compaſſion towards us, at leaſt to a neétions as but every day expoſed them,
defire of averting the anger of Heaven, and ſhewed the world, they had not the
which will doubtleſs fall upon a ſtate concern for the ſouls of men, they pre
where injuſtice and oppreſſion take up tended to, and that their religion was
their abode. But ſince this reflečtion has only calculated to eſtabliſh a kingdom to
not taken place in the hearts of our fel themſelves, which it is ſaid they have ef
low citizens, and that, on the contrary, fe&ted in Paraguay, in the South Seaſ.
we find them oppreſſing us with every The truth of this poſition ſtrongly ap
kind of violence, it is impoſſible for us pears, from the number of failures that
to bear it any longer. Our Nuncio was appeared amongſt them, on the ſuc
againſt the French
ſhamefully expelled the Dyet, only ceſs of the
becauſe he was a Diſſident. The Sieur iſlands in the Weſt Indies the laſt war;
Sichler was tried and executed in fourteen the payment of their debts they moſt
hours time, for ſpeaking in favour of the ſcandalouſly endeavoured to evade in
Proteſtant Religion. Several other inno France, but the monarch there diſregard
cent perſons loſt their lives at Thorn, whoſe ed their influence, ſeized their temporali
rffe&ts were confiſcated, and their families ties and expelled them ; but what chiefly
ruined, of them were thoſe of Goltz, Ma led to their expulſion in Portugal, and
jałowſki, Driembowſki, &c.”
now in Spain, is the power they have eſta

º

In order to accelerate the views of the

Empreſs of Ruſſia, (who has intereſted
herſelf in their favour) ſhe has dire&ted a
memorial to be preſented to the court of
Poland, by which ſhe inſiſts on the reſto
ration of the Proteſtants to their antient
privileges, which in order that it ſhould
have its proper influence, is ſupported
by a body of 30,000 of her troops.

bliſhed in the South Seas, from whence

the kingdoms juſt mentioned draw their
greateſt treaſures, and on a late occaſion
found how much they are to be feared,
who have diſciplined armies at their com
mand, which were oppoſed to thoſe of
Spain and Portugal, and prevented an
exchange of territory, agreed to be made
between them. The Jeſuits entered upon
The º ſhe recominends, is the a ſyſtem very different from the Spaniards
convoking of an extraordinary Diet, by in theſe parts, as they have carefully pre
ſerved
which ſhe hopes the Diſidents will be put
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ſerved the natives, introduced manufac

tures amongſt them, and derive the ut
moſt advantage from their ſyſtem, care

fully uraining them to the knowledge of
arms under proper leaders, and this under
very enlarged and comprehenſive views.
This has led to that cataſtrophe of which

the following are the particulars, viz.
“At Madrid, on the 31ſt paſt, be
tween eleven and twelve at night, large
detachments of troops were ſent to each
of the fix different houſes of Jeſuits in
this city; and the doors being opened,
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Frid. 3. At Kingſton aſſizes was tried
by an eſpecial jury, a cauſe in the true
ſpirit of jockey-craft, between james Titch
born, Eſq; plaintiff, and William Court
ney, defendant, on an action of 100 gui
neas. The agreement, which was re
duced into writing, was, that the plain
tiff would procure three horſes that ſhould

go 90 miles in three hours, which he did
by ſtarting the three horſes to go 3o

miles in three hours; which 30, being
multiplied by 3, made the 90. The jury

confidering, the cauſe in its true ſpirit,

the bells were firſt ſecured, and a centinel gave a verdićt for the defendant.

|

His Majeſty went to the Houſe of
was poſted at every cell, the occupier of
which was obliged to riſe, they were aſ Peers, and gave the royal aſſent to the
ſembled, and the King of Spain's com following bills, viz.—To raiſe 1,8oooool.
mands were ſignified to them. . In the by loans on Exchequer bills, for the ſer
mean time, all the hired coaches and vice of the preſent year.—To apply the
chaiſes at Madrid, together with a num ſum granted for the pay and clothing of
ber of waggons, were properly diſtribu the militia for 1767.--To enlarge the
ted ; and early in the morning the Jeſuits, term and powers granted for building
to the number of about three hundred two new churches in Liverpool.—To en
and fifty, were in motion; they were al able the E. of Strathmore to uſe the
lowed to carry every neceſſary with them. name of Bowes, purſuant to the will of
They took the road to Carthagena, where George Bowes, Eſq; deceaſed. — And
they will embark for Rome. This method alſo to ſeveral road bills.-The 15th, the
will be obſerved in all parts of Spain, royal aſſent was given, To continue the
and veſſels are diſpoſed for the ſame aćt for allowing the free importation of
urpoſe in ſeveral ports of the kingdom. wheat, for a limited time.—An additio
F. is aſſured that they are each allowed a mal duty on baſt, or chip, ſtraw, cane
penſion of 16 pounds a year.”, Lon. Gaz. and horſe-hair hats imported.—To enable
APRIL, Wed. 1. Was held a board of his Majeſty to grant annuities on his three
general officers, the Marquis of Granby brothers.—To enable the Truſtees of the
preſiding, when it was agreed to raiſe a Muſeum to exchange, ſell, or diſpoſe of
fund for the ſupport of the wives and duplicates, and purchaſe others in lieu
children of ſoldiers dying in his Majeſty's thereof.-And to ſeveral other bills.
ſervice, not provided for.
His Royal Highneſs the Prince of Waler
Thurſ. 2. The 6oo, oool. which the began to practiſe riding in the great ſaddle.
Government intends to be raiſed this year
Tueſ. Io. Thomas Rous, Eſq; was e
by way of lottery, is projected on the le&ted chairman, and Thomas Saunders,
following plan, viz.
Eſq; deputy chairman of the Eaſt India
No. of Prizes Val. of each. Total Val. Company.
The Univerſity of Glaſgow have been
x -- of -- 200oo — is — 2cooo complemented with a copy of the manu
3
1oooo - are - 3oooo ſcripts of the Chartulary belonging to
4.
5ooo — 2000o the cathedral of Glaſgow, from the year
1o –
2 ooo
2 oooo
1116 to the reformation ; the original
13 —
I ooo —
1800 o was removed to the Scots College at Paris,
42 —

5oo

–

21 ooo

by archbiſhop Beatton, the laſt popiſh

2co -

Ioo

-

2 oooo

61o —

50

–

305oo

biſhop.
The national debt, as it ſtood at the

20950 —

20

— 4190oo

21838 Prizes,

Firſt drawn,

38162 Blanks.

Laſt drawn,

commencement of the preſent year, was
130,842,412. l. 19 s. 1 d, farthing ; and
1ooo the annual intereſt, or other charges at
5oo tending the ſame, 4,707,223 l. 7 s. 4d.

—It is ſaid, that no leſs a ſum than
600000 250,000 l. has been lately diſcovered,
About one Blank and a half to a Prize. which has lain unnoticed.
MARCH,
6oooo Tickets, at 1ol, each,
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Colle&ions made for charitable Purpoſes.
St. Mark's, Rev. Dr. Leland,
Preacher, April 5, for
6o
3 o'

MARch, Monday 30

§
*

T the aſſizes of Cork, William Col
uſe of the Poor,
lins, john Hayman and George Capel-freet meeting-houſe,
26, for the ſupport
chamberlaine, were found guilty of rob
bing john Naſh a mariner, on his way
their School,

to Fajage, when john Wall and

1. oo

o o
-

Cathe

For the Hibernian School.

rine Cºnnell, found guilty of felony,
were ordered for tranſportation ; the day One day's pay, royal dragoons, 23 66
following one Twomy, was convićted

burglary, and being an old offender

of
was

ordered for execution, as were the three

-

-

5th, foot,
4oth, ditto,

16
16

4 1
4 I

Lift of Births for the rear 1767.

that robbed Naſh.

April, Sat. 4. In the gardens of April.rſ"HE lady of the Rev. Joſeph

the Right Hon. Nathaniel Clements,

Dean Bourke, and filter to

in

the Phiºnix Park, was gathered a large Lord Viſc. Clanwilliam, of a ſon.
diſh of green peas.
Lift of MARRIAGEs for the Year 1767.

Mon. 3. The Governors of the Hi
bernian Society, have reſolved, that forty

APRIL.

H OMAS

Oſborne of

the co. of Kildare, Eſq;
children ſhalſ be immediately admitted
on the foundation, from the regiments to Miſs Ann Radford of the co. of Wex
ford.—Boſtock Radford Jacob of Rath
now under orders for foreign ſervice.

Wedn. 15. Meſſrs. William Dawſºn doumy in ſaid co. Eſq; to Miſs Ellen
gold medal, by the Greek Łecturer of to the only daugh. of Thomas Croker,
Eſq; one of the Six Clerks in Chancery.
ºur Univerſity, for their excelling in that —At
Waterford, Blundell Dalton, Eſq;
language.
Captain of foot, to Miſs Mary Anne
Ātān adjournment of the quarterſeſ. Lamb.—19.
George Spencer of the co
fions held at the Tholſel, james Sillard
Wicklow, Eſq; to Miſs Ann Plow
and William Roſs were convićted of ſtreet of
robbery, when they received ſentence of man of Newtown, co. of Kildare.
death, and were ordered...for execution
Lift of DEAths for the Year 1767.
immediately ; this expedient, however APRIL 2.
Stackpole of Bun
unwillingly undertaken, has been thought
craggy, co. of Clare,
neceſſary, in expectation that it will have Eſq;-Thomas Cooke, Eſq; one of the
its proper influence, in checking the re Aldermen of the city of Dublin.—On
makable wantonneſs and effrontery that his way to Bath, Conway. Spencer of
of late appear amongſt the diſſolute, and Dominick-ſtreet, Eſq;-8. Nicholas Rey
in ſome meaſure ſuppreſs the practice of nell of the co. of Weſtmeath, Eſq;-A

|

and Edward Hill, were each adjudged a Haughton.—15. Edward Crofton, Eſq;

G*.

.

robbing in the ſtreets, which of late has Cork, Peter Bonbonous, Eſq; M. D.—

ariſen to a height never before known, 12. The only daugh. of Thomas Daw
and forced this ſeverity from the hand ſon, Eſq; –14. On Summer-hill, Stºn"
more inclined to temper juſtice with mercy. Tighe, Eſq;-Francis Geoghegan, Eſq;
The
High Sheriffs have been moſt active
oldeſt barriſter of Law, aged 94
in the public ſervice, and gentlemen of the
years.-At Paris, Thomas Denny, Esq;
leſs ſpirit would never have been able to ſon
of the late Sir Thomas Denny, K.
ſurmount the difficulties that attend the -1s. Alexander Crawford of the co, ºf
execution of their office at this time ; Fermanagh, Eſq;-21. The wife of John
and whilſt they enjoy the ſelf-ſatisfaction Hatch, Eſq;-25. The Right Hon. Hayº
of diſcharging their duty, they receive sentieger, "Lord Viſc. Doneralle ; hº
from the Public, returns of the higheſt title is extinct.–25. The wife of Mr.
gratitude.
Anthony Dermot, merchant—At Nºw:
Thurſ. 23. Richard French, Eſq; was park, co. of Longford, John Sankey,
eleaed an Alderman of the city of Dub Eſq;-In London, Hull Atfield, Eſq;
lin, in the room of Thomas Cooke, Eſq; one of the Six Clerks in Chancery:T
deceaſed.

John Geale of Mount Geale, Eſq;
of Mr. Alderman Gcale.

father

*

---

*

–

(

. . . .
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GENTLEMAN's and LONDON

M A G A Z I N E,
For M A Y, 1767.
A Voyage round the World in his Majeſty's Ship the Dolphin, commanded by
the Honourable Commodore B2 RON.

after the publication of this
SOON
book, the following paragraph ap
peared in the Daily Advertiſer:

-

“We are authoriſed by the undermen
tioned officers of the Dolphin man of
war, to aſſure the public, in relation to a
book lately publiſhed for Mr. Newbery,
bookſeller, in St. Paul's Church-yard,
entitled, “A voyage round the world in

-

this amounts to nothing. The authoris
an officer; but the ſame motives that

induced them to publiſh their advertiſe
ment, obliges him to keep himſelf con
ceal’d. All we pretended to was, that
the book we publiſhed contained a faith.
ful and true account of what was ſeen

on the voyage, and was written by an
officer on board the ſaid ſhip. This is
his Majeſty's ſhip the Dolphin, under the true, and is a truth which theſe gentle
command of the Hon. Commodore By
ron, and ſaid to be wrote by an officer of
the ſaid ſhip,” that neither of them is the
author thereof; that they will not pre
ſume to publiſh the voyage without ob
taining leave for that purpoſe; and that
the ſaid bookſeller is entirely unknown

men will not contradićt, nor, indeed,
have they attempted it. Could the au
thor have prefixed his name to the vo

lume without incurring the diſpleaſure
of his ſuperiors, he would; but, as that

cannot be done, he hopes that ſo ſlight a
circumſtance will not be ſuffered to inva

to them ; P. Mouat, captain; John Mar lidate that truth, which the oppoſers of
ſhal, 2d lieutenant; George Robertſon, this publication, and, indeed, all the
3d lieutenant, Henry Stacy, purſer. The world cannot contradićt.”
firſt lieutenant has been abroad

ſeven

The truth ſeems to be, that the book

months, the maſter three months, and

in queſtion is made from one of the ſhip
journals, kept on board the Dolphin, in

both are ſtill abſent, which with the ſur

..".

geon (who is at preſent out of town) and
thoſe whoſe names are ſigned above, were
the principal officers of the Dolphin.”
To this paragraph the following an
ſwer was publiſhed two days afterwards

age on the coaſt of Patagonia. It is un
doubtedly genuine, and contains innu

in the Gazetteer.

merable facts and incidents that it would

conſequence of the

excited by a

report of ſome gigantic ſavages having
been diſcovered in the courſe of the voy.

“Some of the officers belonging to have been impoſſible to feign; the ac
the ſhip, from motives, perhaps, of a count of the Patagonians, however, does
private nature, have diſavowed their hav not fill quite ſeven pages of the work, in
ing any concern in the publication of this which, as the editor candidly acknow
volume, and aſſerted, that they neither ledges, the reader muſt not look for that
know the author or the bookſeller. But entertainment which many books of the
Kk
ſame
May, 1767.
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ſame kind afford, as, fortunately for the of trees to dry, having been caught with
adventurers, but unfortunately for the pearl hooks, and ſtrong lines of ſilk
reader, they met with no confiderable graſs. Our people ſaw a place which they
diſtreſs during the voyage, and loſt but concluded to be appropriated to worſhip;
12 men out of both ſhips". The book a rude but agreeable avenue opened to a
is adorned with three cuts, not ill deſign ſpacious area, in which was a very tall
ed or executed, two repreſenting the Pa ſpacious cocoa-tree, and before it ſeveral
tagonians, which were certainly drawn large ſtones, ſuppoſed to be altars; from
from fancy, aided by a verbal deſcripti the tree hung the figure of a dog, ador
on ; and one repreſenting a very pictur ned with feathers; behind the ſtones was
eſque ſcene in one of the iſlands of the a wooden box that contained the ſkeleton
South-Seas, ſaid in the title to be ſeven in of a human being, which appeared to
number, but appears, by the account, to have been of an enormous ſize.
Steering ſtill weſtward, they came to a
be eight. It is to be wiſhed that inſtead
of one of them at leaſt there had been a fourth iſland, where they went on ſhore,
chart of the Straits of Magellan, and of being invited by the poor Indians, who
the coaſts of the principal places menti flocked round them, finging and dancing,
oned in the narrative; for, without this, to expreſs their joy. Our people diſtri
the reader has ſo imperfect and confuſed buted ſome trinkets among them, and
a motion of the courſe, that his imagi called the iſland King George's iſland.
nation cannot accompany the adventu
As they proceeded ſouth, they ſaw a
rers.
fifth iſland, abounding with inhabitants,
The diſcovery of the iſlands in the which they called the Prince of Wales's
South-Seas was the objećt of the voyage, iſland.
and the editor has, with #. propriety,
Soon after they ſaw a fixth iſland, but

fuppreſſed the latitudes and longitudes of

it was ſo ſurrounded with ſhoals and

them, in obedience to government, and breakers that they were obliged to leave
to prevent any other nation from availing it without landing; and, therefore, cal

.# Danger.
In a day or two, proceeding weſt, they
called by the Spaniards the leſſer Juan ſaw a ſeventh iſland, with a prodigious
Fernandes, an iſland lying in latitude 33 number of birds upon it of various kinds.
deg 28 min. ſouth, and in longitude 84 It appeared to be uninhabited, and they
itſelf of our diſcovery.

led it the iſland

The Commodore left Maſa Fuero,

deg 27 min. weſt from London, and af
ter a paſſage of 36 days, ſteering north

called it, the Duke of York.

In a few days they diſcovered another
ward, diſcovered two ſmall iſlands, which iſland, which they named Byron, after
affolded a very delightful proſpect, and the Commodore. It is near 4 leagues

perfumed the air with the fragrance of from the N.W. to the S. E. and being
their fruits, but the people were prevent covered with a great number of trees,
ed from landing by the Indians, who appears very fruitful. To the ſouth wett
crowded in an hoſtile manner to the ſhore, of the iſland you may anchor from 10
and ran along the coaſt watching the fathom water to 37, in a coral bottom,
boat. To theſe iſlands, therefore, they half a mile from the ſhore, where there

gave the name of the Iſlands of Diſap

is little or no ſurf.

At ten in the morn

ointment. At the diſtance of about 67 ing they ſent their boat armed on ſhore,
to the W. S. W. they diſcovered at which time they ſaw a multitude of in
a third iſland, which all round next the habitants, provided with a kind of proas,

|.

ſea was covered with beautiful red and

or Indian boats, ſcattered on different

white coral, fine ſhells and pearls. This
they called Coral-Iſland; it is about , 11.
leagues long, and near three broad, but
fias little freſh water. In the middle of

parts of the ſhore. On the boat's ap
proaching the land, the Indians came
along ſide of them, and trafficked with
the men, who gave them ſeveral trinkcts
it, however, there is a lake, where the in exchange for their fruit, and other
ndians catch turtle, of which they ſaw things; and they ſeemed to be highly de
many ſhells. They found alſo great lighted both with what they received,
quantities of fiſh hanging on the limbs and the courteous behaviour of the ſail
ors.

* The other ſhip was the Tamar.

Their boats are ſmall, and covered

with leaves of trees ſewed together; ſome
of

|

|

p.
ſh

|

The Zetzſcov/A.V.V. lately diſcovered.
---

-

-

-

-
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of them carrying four people, and others hallooed to us, and moved their hands;
only two. They have ſome reſemblance on which we immediately hoiſted out all
to the proas uſed by the Indians of the our boats, which we manned and armed.
Ladrone Iſlands, they having what is
On our firſt approaching the coaſt, evi
termed an outrigger, that is, a frame
laid out to the windward, to balance the

‘lent ſigns of fear appeared among thoſe
in the boat, on ſeeing men of ſuch enor

little veſſel, and prevent its over-ſetting,
which would otherwiſe infallibly happen
from its ſmall breadth in proportion to its
length.

mous ſize, while ſome, perhaps to encou
rage the reſt, obſerved, that thoſe gigan
tic people were as much ſurpriſed at the
fight of our muſkets, as we were at ſee

Theſe Indians are of an olive colour,

ing them, though it is highly probable

and have fine long black hair, and their they did not know their uſe, and had ne
teeth are remarkably white. They are wer heard the report of a gun. But this
well made, and have ſtrait limbs, and was ſufficient to remind us that our fire

great ačtivity. The men were entirely arms gave us an advantage much ſuperior
maked, and though upwards of one hun to that derived from height of ſtature,
dred of them were in their proas, there and perſonal ſtrength. When we had
was but one woman among them, and of rowed within 20 yards of the ſhore, we
her they ſeemed to take great notice; ſhe lay on our oars, and obſerved that great
was diſtinguiſhed by wearing ſomething numbers of them ſurrounded the beach,
about her waiſt. While the proas were and by their countenances ſeemed eagerly
round the ſhip, one of the Indians came defirous of having us land. After the
on board, and inſtantly ſquatted down on moſt amicable ſigns which we were capa
his hams, and did not quit that poſture ble of underſtanding, or they of giving,
till he jumped overboard. It is probable a ſignal was made to them to retire back
that they enjoy all things in a manner in wards; and then the Commodore and
common amongſt themſelves, and thence chief officers entered upon a ſhort conſul
have little idea of property with reſpect tation on the propriety of landing. The
to others. One of them came in his proa firſt officer, fired with the thoughts of
under the ſhip's ſtern, and jumped into making a full diſcovery in regard to theſe
the gun-room, without being perceived Indians, who had been ſo much the ſub
by the men, whence he ſtole ſome trifles,

jećt of converſation amtong the Engliſh,

which he could conveniently carry away made a motion to approach nearer, and
in his hands; and another of them, who jump on ſhore; but the Commodore ob
had trafficked with one of the men, after

jećted to it, and would not ſuffer any

giving him ſtrings of beads in exchange
for bread, watched his opportunity, and
attempted to ſnatch them again out of his
hand, taking to the water, to which they
are ſo habituated that they will frequently
ſtay a minute or more under it.
The account of the Patagonians is

man to go before himſelf.

word for word as follows:
On the 22d of December Terra del

Fuego appeared, extending from the ſouth
eaſt by ſouth, to the ſouth weſt by ſouth,
at four or five leagues diſtance. At eight
we diſcovered a good deal of ſmoke iſſu
ing from different quarters, and, on our
nearer approach, could plainly perceive a
number of people on horſeback. At ten
we anchored at 14 fathoms on the north

ſhore, and ſaw Cape Virgin Mary, which

As ſoon as the Indians had retreated

from the beach, which they had ſurroua
ded in ſuch a manner as to prevent any
perſon's landing, the Commodore with
great intrepidity leaped on ſhore, follow
ed by his officers and men, whom he drew

up in a poſture of defence. Immediately
on our landing they came about us, to the .
number of zoo or more, looking at us
with evident marks of ſurprize, and ſini
ling, as it ſhould ſeem, at the great diſ
proportion of our ſtature.
After many amicable ſigns, which ap
peared equally agreeable to both parties,
cur Commodore, who had the precaution
to take with him on ſhore a great number
of trinkets, ſuch as ſtrings of beads, rib

appeared over the low neck of land to the bous, and the like, in order to convince
eaſt north eaſt, and Point Poſſeſſion to them of our amicable diſpoſition, diſtri

the weſt by ſouth. We were then about buted them with great freedom, giving
to each of then ſome, as far as they
to an anchor, than the people on ſhore went. The method he made uſe of to
a mile from the land, and no ſooner came

K k z

facilitate
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facilitate the diſtribution of them, was by without any mixture of the Spaniſh or
making the Indians fit down on the ground Portugueſe, the only European tongues
that he might put the ſtrings of beads, of which it was poſſible for them to ob
&c. round their necks; and ſuch was tain any knowledge, and with which it
their extraordinary ſize, that in this ſitua is probable it would have been mixed
tion they were almoſt as high as the Com had they any immediate intercourſe with
modore when ſtanding.
the Spaniards or Portugueſe of South
They were now ſo delighted with the America. Theſe people frequently look
different trinkets, which they had an op ed towards the ſun with an air of adora
portunity of viewing, as they hung round tion, and made motions with their fin
their necks, and fell down before on their gers, in order to make us ſenſible of any
boſoms, that the Commodore could ſcarce particular circumſtance they wanted us
ly reſtrain them from careſſing him, par to underſtand. They appeared to be of
ticularly the women, whoſe large and an amicable and friendly diſpoſition, and
maſculine features correſponded with the ſeemed to live in great unanimity amongſt
enormous ſize of their bodies.

Their themſelves.

After

we had been with

middle ſtature ſeemed to be about eight them a ſhort time, they made ſigns for
feet; their extreme nine and upwards, us to go with them to the ſmoke which
though we did not meaſure them by any we ſaw at a diſtance, and at the ſame time
ſtandard, and had reaſon to believe them pointed to their mouths, as if they inten
rather more than leſs.
ded to give us ſome refreſhment: but
Their cloathing conſiſted of the ſkins their number being at preſent greatly
of guanacoes, or Peruvian ſheep, which ſuperior to ours, and it being not impro
reached from their ſhoulders down to bable that ſtill greater multitudes might
their knees; and their hair was long and come upon us unawares from the inland
black, hanging down behind. The fa country, our Commodore, who was
ces of the women were painted moſt ex equally remarkable for his prudence and
travagantly, and their ſtature equally ſur his bravery, thought it not adviſeable to
prizing with that of the men. We ſaw venture any farther from the water ſide.
iſome of their infants in their mother's
By the obſervations we made from the
arms, whoſe features, conſidering their maſt head, when we were at about three
age, bore the ſame proportion. Some of or four miles diſtance, and from the
their women had collars on their necks, ſmoke we ſaw riſing from different quar
and bracelets on their arms; but from ters, theſe Patagonians ſeemed to have
whence they could procure them was a no huts to ſecure them from the wea
ſubjećt of wonder, as from their great ther; but to be entirely expoſed, without
amazement at firſt ſeeing us, we conječtu ſo much as a tree of a moderate growth
red that they had never beheld any civili to ſhelter them. Indeed the ſoil is in
zed beings before. It may, however, general ſandy, and the hills, which are
be concluded, from the accounts of Sir very high, are interſperſed with vallies,
John Narborough, and others, who have that to all appearance are barren, for we
taken notice of theſe Indians, that they here found neither water nor trees, but
doubtleſs change their ſituation with the only a few ſhrubs.
ſun, ſpending the ſummer here, and in
We ought not to otmit, that the great
winter removing farther to the north, in eſt part of thoſe who ſurrounded us on
order to enjoy the benefit of a milder cli the ſhore, were, before our landing, on
mate. Hence Sir John, and others have horſeback; but on ſeeing us make up to
related that they ſaw men of an uncom them they diſmounted, and left their hor
mon ſize, at leaſt eight or ten degrees ſes at ſome diſtance. Theſe horſes ſeen
more to the northward; whence it may ed to be about 16 hands high, and very
eaſily be conjećtured, that during one ſwift, but bore no proportion to the ſize
part of the year they may have ſome in of their riders, and ſeemed to be but in a
tercourſe with the Indians, who border poor condition.

on ſome of the Spaniſh ſettlements, and
At length, after making ſigns that we
that from them they might have purcha would depart, with the moſt plauſible
ſed theſe ornaments.
promiſes, by our geſtures, of returning
Their language appeared to us to be to them again from the ſhip, we left theſe
nothing more than a confuſed jargon, Patagonian Indians, who were ſo diſtreſ
icci
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ſed and afflicted at our leaving them, eminences) cinders upon elevated ſtones,
that we heard their cries for a confidera and little heaps of bones near theſe ſup
ble time after.

poſed altars, had repreſented the Green

To this the following particulars, ſaid landers as the groſſeſt idolaters, worſhi
to have been communicated by another ping the ſun, and ſacrificing to the ...
Gentleman en board to the editor, are

but theſe notions took their riſe from not

added.

underſtanding their language, and not
When the Commodore and his people knowing their cuſtoms. The Greenlan
were 10 or 12 leagues within the ſtreights, ders continue the practice to this day of
they ſaw through their glaſſes many peo looking towards the ſun every morning,
ple on ſhore, of a prodigious ſize, which to obſerve the weather; and thoſe ſuppo
extraordinary magnitude they thought to ſed altars and ſacrifices were nothing but
be a deception, occaſioned by the hazi the remains of their forſaken ſummer
neſs of the air, it being then ſomewhat dwellings, which they every year change,
foggy; but on coming near the land, and ere&t a-new.
It muſt not, however, as M. Crantz
they appeared of ſtill greater bulk, and
made amicable ſigns to our people to well obſerves, be concluded from this de
come on ſhore. That when the ſhip ficiency of external worſhip, that they
ſailed on to find a proper place of land had no internal notions of a ſupernatural
ing, they made lamentations, as if they governing power, of whoſe ſecret decrees
were afraid our people were going off, they live in continual dread; there is no
and would not land. He alſo ſays there nation yet diſcovered, though ever ſo
were near 4oo of them, and about one wild and ſavage, over whom the dread of
third of the men on horſes not much lar inviſible agency has not an apparent in
ger than ours, and that they rode with fluence. Among theſe ſimple Greenlan
their knees up to the horſes withers, hav ders it is diſcoverable in almoſt every ac
ing no ſtirrups. That there were women, tion of their lives; they have their ange
and many children, whom ſome of our kocks, or ſorcerers,by whoſe enchantments,
people took in their arms and kiſſed, or knaviſh craft, they are held in the
which the Indians beheld with much greateſt awe; theſe are conſulted in all
ſeeming ſatisfaction. That by way of caſes of danger, ſickneſs, famine, or en
affection and eſteem, they took his hand terprize; theſe the ſimple Greenlanders
between theirs, and patted it; and that think can cure diſeaſes, or bring them on,
ſome of thoſe he ſaw were ten feet high,

can enchant or diſſolve the ſpell of an

well proportioned, and well featured;
their ſkins were of a warm copper colour,
and they had neither offenſive nor defen
five weapons. He alſo ſays that they
ſeemed particularly pleaſed with Lieute
nant Cummins, on account of his ſtature,
he being fix feet two inches high, and
that ſome of them patted him, on the

enchanted arrow; can call bleſfings down
from heaven, or miſchiefs up from hell;
bring ſpectres in, or drive them out of
their dwellings; and many feats beſides :
And theſe have had the addreſs to baffle

the utmoſt efforts of the miſſionaries, and

turn all they ſaid into ridicule. Mr.
Egede, the firſt Daniſh miſſionary, coun
ſhoulder, but their hands fell with ſuch plains, in the account he has given of his
force that it affected his whole frame.
miſſion, that when an Angekock was pre
ſent, and practiſing his incantations, no
Mr. CRANTz's Account of Greenland. aćt of devotion, though ever ſo ſerious,
could attract the attention of the hearers,
(Concluded from p. 215.)
and if he ſtill went on, he was only
T has been already obſerved, that be mock'd and mimicked, nay, even re
fore the miſſionaries arrived in Green proached for lying, becauſe the Ange
land, the natives had no trace of reli kock, who had been in Heaven, had ſeen

gion, or religious ceremonies among no traces of God's ſon there, nor had
them. The ſea-faring people, indeed, found the firmament ſo out of repair as
who had accidentally wintered in that to be in danger of a diſſolution. He
country, obſerving their cuſtom of ſtand adds, that when the weather was bad,
ing every morning as ſoon as they roſe, and they could not go a fiſhing, they im

with their faces towards the fun, in deep puted it to their ſin in diſregarding the
meditation, and ſeeing likewiſe (on ſome Angºkock, and liſtening to him, that
this

-
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this evil had been brought upon them.— ravians, that the very boys inſulted their
“If, therefore, ſaid they, you would perſons, pelted them with ſtones out of
have us believe, you muſt firſt procure ſport, climbed upon their ſhoulders,
us fine weather, make proſperous our threw about their things, and ſet their

fiſhing, and cure our ſick.” If Mr. boat a drift that the tide might carry it

Egede deſired them to pray,

their anſwer

out to ſea.

Theſe miſſionaries were, in

was, We do pray, but it ſignifies nothing ; truth, but mean inechanics, whom the
if he told them they ſhould ſupplicate Greenlanders had ſagacity enough to diſ

God for ſpiritual gifts, and for the life

cover by their manner; for it muſt be ac

everlaſting, they replied, “ They wanted
the comforts of this life, healthy bodies,
and plenty of ſeals : and this their Ange
kocks would give them, if he could not.’
If he talked to them of a future judg
ment, and the eternal puniſhment of hell
fire; they told him, “It was all a bug
bear, their Angekocks knew hell better;

knowledged, that however they might

and if it was ſo hot, there was water e

nough in the ſea to quench it.' If he en
deavoured to convince them of the im

think fit to diſſent from the do&trine of

the old miſſionary Egede, they ever pre
ferved a dutiful reſpe&t for his perſon;
his learning, piety and gravity command
ing reverence, though his arguments in
favour of chrittianity could not overcome
their prejudices.
It does not appear, however, that
theſe unpromiſing beginnings diſcoura
ged the zealous Moravian miſfionaries
from perſevering in the pious work they
had undertaken; for notwithſtanding the
ſevereſt trials, both of body and mind;
notwithſtanding that upon their firſt ap

poſition of their Angekocks, and that
they knew nothing of Heaven, or Hell,
they would retort upon him, and aſk, “if
he knew more of the matter than they did,
why did he not ſhew it them "
pearance, the whole country round them
Several years afterwards, when Mr. was almoſt depopulated by the ſmall-pox,
Egede, wearied out with the little pro a diſeaſe unknown to the Greenlanders
greſs he could make in propagating the before that fatal period, and which car

goſpel among them, left them; and four ried them off in incredible numbers, and
years after the miſſion of the Brethren with ſuch excruciating pains that many
had taken place, the miſſionaries found ſtabbed themſelves, and ſome plunged
them ſtill in the ſame humour: They
would now and then come and enquire
after news; but if they talked to them
about ſpiritual things, they told them,
• They had enough of that already from
abler inſtrućtors; that they had better
conform to their ways than ſeek to per

themſelves into the ſea, to put an end to
their torments; yet the miſſionaries bore,
with a truly pious reſignation, all the
evils that ſurrounded them, relying upon
God's good pleaſure to put a glorious end

to their ſufferings, by a ſuitable impreſ
ſion upon the hearts of the heathen, to

vert them to ways that were worſe t” diſpoſe them to receive the comfortable

And when they found they could make
no impreſſion upon the Brethren by fair
argument, they would try to tire them
out by mockery ; and mimicking their
reading, ſinging and praying, with all
ſorts of drollery, drumming, and howl
ing, they would aſk them in deriſion, If
that was not edifying * They reproached
them likewiſe with their poverty; and
when the Brethren meekly replied, “That

they came not for eating and drinking,

light of the goſpel, and the grace that
through their means, and the merits of

the ever bleſſed jeſus, was now offered
them. And their hope was not in vain
in the Lord; many of the Greenlanders
have now been converted, and not a few

taught to read and to write, in order to
convey the word to thoſe who yet remain
unregenerate. Such is the tenor of
Crantz's account of the Moravian miſ
fion.

but for the ſoul's ſake of thoſe that revi

led them, and to teach them the will of
God, they retorted with a taunting jeer,
Illivſe Ajo karſoramar piſgut Fine fel
lows indeed to be our teacherſ, who are

ignorant creatures, and have more need
to learn yourſelves And is ſuch con
tempt did the Greenlanders hold the Mo

The Memoirs of Madam Tiquet.
(Concluded from p. 208.)
Tiquet aroſe, and paid him
her compliments with great ſedate
neſs, “You needed not, Sir,” ſaid ſhe,
“have brought this mighty eſcort, I ne

Mº.
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ver had any intention to fly and if you and of the ſaid lady's diſburfing ſeveral
had come alone, I ſhould have gone with conſiderable ſums to the ſaid Moura, and
you wherever you were pleaſed to carry other accomplices, and of their receiving
me.”
ſuch ſums, and acting according to that
She then defired him to put his ſeal up lady's direétions; for which they have
on her effects, that her fortune might ſuf adjudged the ſaid madam Tiquet to ſuffer
fer as little as poſſible. She next took on a ſcaffold, to be ere&ted in the place
pains to quiet her ſon, a boy of eight or de Greve, by having her head ſtruck off;
nine years old, of whom ſhe was prodi and the ſaid Moura to ſuffer, by being
giouſly fond; ſhe gave him money to hanged on a gallows, to be erected at the
divert himſelf with ; and, to filence his ſaid place, by the neck, till he be dead,
fears, put on a pleaſantneſs in her looks, and afterwards to remain on the gibbet
of Paris twenty-four hours; all their
which ſurprized all that were near her.
After taking her leave of madam de effects to he confiſcated, and a hundred
Senonville, ſhe went down ſtairs with the thouſand livres to be taken out of the
lieutenant-criminal, and entered with effects of madam Tiquet, and paid to
much alacrity into the coach with him. her huſband, of which he is to have the

As they paſſed through the ſtreet, ſhe uſe during his life, proper ſecurity being
ſaw a lady of her acquaintance, whom taken that the ſaid ſum ſhall deſcend
ſhe ſaluted with all her uſual politeneſs whole and untouch'd to his children of
and affability; ſhe looked ſometimes on this marriage; that before their executi
the archers who guarded her, but without on both madam Tiquet and Moura ſhall
emotion, and ſeemed as if ſhe had been endure the torture ordinary and extraor
dinary, in order to diſcover who were
going to pay a viſit.
On her coming, however, to the little their accomplices, and to furniſh authen
Chatelet, ſhe changed colour; but ſhe tic proof againſt thoſe who are already
preſently recovered it again, and appear ſuſpected, and in cuſtody.” The parlia
ed as ſerene as ever; ſhe was carried ment, upon the appeal of madam Tiquet,
from thence in a ſhort time to the grand º this ſentence in one reſpect, viz.
Chatelet. Auguſtus Catelain went of That the fieur Tiquet ſhould have and
his own accord, and put himſelf into the receive, to his own proper uſe and bene
hands of juſtice, making an open confeſ fit, twenty thouſand livres, beſides the
fion, that about three years before, hundred thouſand adjudged, and which
madam Tiquet had engaged him in a were to deſcend to his children; but for
conſpiracy to murder her huſband, in the reſt, referred the criminals back to
which alſo her porter was concerned: It the provoſt of Paris, and his lieutenant
was upon this ſhe was apprehended; for criminal, in order to the firſt ſentence be
as to the laſt aſſaſſination, there was no ing put in execution.
proof againſt her at all.
Auguſtus Catelain, notwithſtanding
The crime, therefore, laid to this la his being an evidence, was condemned
dy's charge, was not the ačtual cauſing to the gallies for life; a juſt ſentence for
her huſband to be aſſaſſinated, but for ſo notorious a villain, who queſtionleſs
having been concerned in a conſpiracy for made this diſcovery, not from any prin
that purpoſe, which had not however ta ciple of juſtice, but with hopes of ſaving
ken effect; as for this fačt ſhe incurred a himſelf from that violent death, which

capital puniſhment, the judges of the
Chatelet, on the 3d of June, 1699, paſ
ſed ſentence upon her, and upon the por
ter, by which ſhe was adjudged to have
her head cut off, and he to be hang'd.
This was afterwards confirmed by an
arret of parliament to the following pur
ofe:

“That the court being ſatisfied with
the procf of madam Carlier, wife of the
Sieur Tiquet; and James Moura, late
porter to the ſaid Tiquet, having entered
into a conſpiracy for his aſſailination;

his crimes had long before deſerved.
Monſ. Tiquet, being cured of his
wounds, went to Verſailles, accompanied
by his two children, and threw himſelf at
the feet of the king. “Sire” ſaid he,

“I implore your mercy for madam Ti
quet; be not more ſevere than God him
ſelf, who doubtleſs has pardoned her on

her repentance ; has your juſtice been
more offended than I? Yet I freely for
give her; and my children lift, for their
mother, their pure and innocent hands,
to your majeſty; the crime ſhe intend
ed
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ed has been expiated by the terrors and
afflićtions ſhe has felt in the deplorable
condition ſhe is now in, ready to fall a
ſacrifice to juſtice; as her crime then is
done away, do not, Sir, inflićt death for
repentance.”
The king, however, was inexorable,
nevertheleſs he granted to M. Tiquet all

May,

ignominy, and are on the point of ſuf
fering a ſhameful death. Alas! madam,

what a difference between thoſe joyful,

thoſe laughing days, and this horrid, this
diſaſtrous day of grief you will find it
neceſſary, madam, to ſummon all your
fortitude to receive with a proper humili
ty this bitter, yet this ſalutary cup; and
the effects of his wife, which would o to be able to ſay with the loyal pſalmiſt,
I
will receive the cup of my
f
therwiſe have eſcheated to the crown, that
his own and his children's circumſtances you ought, madam, to throw yourſelf in
might be made more eaſy.
to the arms of God, and to cry with the
The brother of this unhappy woman, pſalmiſt, I will invoke thy name, O Lord's
who was a captain in the guards, as well 'tis he alone who can enable you to ſup
as the ſieur Mongeorge, uſed all his in port the weight of your croſs, and ſweet
tereſt to ſave her, inſomuch that people en that bitter cup of which you are about .
•f the firſt quality follicited the king to to drink. After all, madam, your pu
fpare her life; and at laſt his majeſty niſhment, dreadful as it is, need not much
ielded : but the archbiſhop of Paris, affright you, if you conſider that ſincere
he famous cardinal de Noailles, interpo repentance will make it as ſhort, as your
fed, and told him, that if ſuch a crime fins have made it a violent paſſage to ever
eſcaped with impunity, it would become laſting reſt.”
Madam Tiquet anſwered, “I am now
frequent; that the ſecurity of married
men's lives depended on the death of ma before you,” ſaid ſhe “in the poſture of
dam Tiquet: ſince the grand penitentia a ſupplicant : you have known me, Sir,
ry's ears were already dinn'd with the in thoſe days which you recal to my re
confeſſions of women, who charged membrance, wear another character, even
themſelves with having attempted their in your preſence.” She ſaid this becauſe

}}.

-

huſband's lives.

This remonſtrance de

the fieur Deffita had once been one of

termined the king, who thereupon decla her admirers. “As to the reſt, Sir, I
red that madam Tiquet ſhould be made am far from being affrighted at my pu
an example.
niſhment; the day which terminates my
When ſhe was led to the chamber of life, will alſo put an end to my misfor
the queſtion, ſhe aſked the people who tunes; I do not pretend to brave death,
were with her, when her affair would be Sir ; but I know that I can ſupport it.
finiſhed, ſhe not knowing any thing of I ſhall anſwer from the ſtool with com
the ſentence; they anſwered her, preſent poſure, I attend my fate with ſteadineſs,
ly.

The curate of St. Sulpice came to

and ſhall not be diſordered on the ſcaffold,

her, and endeavoured to inſpire her with or at the laſt gaſp of my unhappy life.”
religious principles; but ſhe was deaf The lieutenant-eriminal exhorted her to
and obdurate, pretending to wait all that confeſs her crime, and name her accom
plices, that ſhe might eſcape the torture;
•ould happen with a Pagan conſtancy.
When ſhe was brought before the lieu ſhe refuſed at firſt, but after they had gi
tenant-criminal he ordered her ſentence ven her the firſt pot of water, ſhe reflect
to be read, looking all the while ſtedfaſt ed that her conſtancy would be of no uſe,
ly upon her, that he might perceive what and therefore ſhe acknowledged all.
#. it produced. "Madam Tiquet They aſked her if the fieur de Mongeorge
heard it without the leaſt emotion, or had any knowledge of this affair? Upon
change of colour. The lieutenant-cri which ſhe cried out, “ Alas! if I had
minal then ſpoke to her in the following communicated the leaſt tittle of it to him,
terins :
I ſhould have loſt his eſteem beyond re
“Madam, you have heard read to you trieving.”
an arret, which has thrown you into a
The parſon of St. Sulpice was then ad
but he found her in
condition far different from that you were mitted to her
in vefore. You were honourable in yout quite another temper; ſhe heard, with
rank, and you enjoyed all thoſe pleaſures great docility, all his inſtructions, and
which render life agreeable and entertain appeared to be thoroughly touched with
ing; you are now ſunk into a gulph of the ſentiments of true religion : ſhe over

".
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and over entreated him to beg pardon of this occaſion, was much admired, becauſe
her huſband, and to aſſure him, that in

he was a man of no education.

the hour of death ſhe had for him all
that tenderneſs which had made the firſt

When madam Tiquet was come to
the place where ſhe was to ſuffer, there

-

year of their marriage ſo delightful... . fell ſo great a rain, they were obliged to
There was perhaps never ſeen in Paris
ſo great a crowd, as in the ſtreets through
which madam Tiquet paſſed to le Greve;
numbers who were ſtifled in the preſs,
paid dear for their curioſity; ſhe went in
a coach, and the curate of St. Sulpice
with her; the porter was there before her,

defer the execution till it was over.

She

had, during this ſpace, all the apparatus
of her puniſhment in view, and at the
ſame time a mourning coach with fix
horſes, covered with black cloth, which
was to carry away her body. When ſhe
ſaw the porter executed, ſhe lamented his
and had with him a confeſſor. At the deſtiny ſo much, that ſhe ſeemed to for
fight of this amazing multitude her ſpi get her own.
When ſhe was dire&ted to mount the
rits began to ſink, and the clergyman
who was with her endeavoured to conſole ſcaffold, ſhe gave her hand to the hang
her in theſe words:
man, that he might help her. But be
“Madam, look not on this ſide, or

fore ſhe did this, ſhe put it to her mouth,

that, but look up to heaven, whither you
are going; drink, madam, this bitter cup
with ſomewhat of that courage with
which it was drank by Jeſus Chriſt, who
was as innocent as you are guilty ; ſo
great a model, and ſo noble a recompence,
in caſe you reſign yourſelf with a juſt
humility to the will of God, will enable
you to ſupport this load of infamy, by
cauſing you to perceive with the eyes of
your faith, as will more than compenſate
for the horror you conceive from thoſe
proſpects which are beheld by the eyes in

and made ſuch an inclination with her

body, as ſhewed that ſhe was not at all
diſguſted with the fight of him. When
ſhe was on the ſcaffold, ſhe kiſſed all the

inſtruments of death, and did every thing
with an air, as if ſhe had ſtudied her
part; ſhe accommodated her hair and her
head-dreſs in a moment; and was in

ſtantly on her"knees, in a poſture ready
to ſuffer.

The executioner on the other hand was

ſo diſordered, that he could hardly per
form his office, he miſſed his blow thrice,

the body. This ſhame is one of the ſe and when her head fell from her body all
cret treaſures of God, whereby he has the ſpectators ſet up a loud cry. Her
provided a means for your ſalvation. head was ſuffered to lie a confiderable
Admire then his goodneſs, ſubmit to his ſpace of time upon the ſcaffold, that mar
wholeſome ſeverity, and acknowledge ried women might have time to conſider
that he is moſt merciful, even in this her fate, and to reſolve with themſelves

ſeemingly rigorous diſpenſation. For af

never to merit the like.

ter all, will you not, by a momentary
pain, purchaſe eternal peace in that king
dom of quiet, where no more ſtorms can
ariſe?” Revived and encouraged by
theſe words, ſhe lifted up her hood, and
looked upon the ſpectators with an air at

Though madam Tiquet was forty-two
years old when ſhe ſuffered, yet herbeau
ty was not in the leaſt decay’d; and as
ſhe died in full health and vigour, her
face retained an agreeable air, even after

her head was ſtruck off; this all the ſpec

tators owned; and many who ſaw it, af
She had after this, a moving converſati ter, it was brought back to the Hotel de

once modeſt and reſolved.

on with her porter, who humbly befought Ville, averred it had nothing ſhocking or
her pardon for any ſhare he might have horrible even then.
in her death; ſhe anſwered, that he had
The ſieur de Mongeorge was at this
no reaſon to aſk her pardon, fince it was time at Verſailles, where he amuſed him
ſhe only that was culpable towards him, ſelf by taking long walks in the park.

In the evening of that day when he ap
and bringing him to a ſhameful end, for peared at court, the king had th; good
a life ſpent in her ſervice. They then ex neſs to tell him, that he was extremely
in drawing him into ſuch a contrivance,

horted each other to die with Chriſtian pleaſed madam Tiquet had, in her laſt

charity, as well as conſtancy; and the moments, juſtified him to the public; as
language made uſe of by the porter on for himſelf, his majeſty ſaid, he had never
l
entertained
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entertained the leaſt ſuſpicion of him.
The fieur de Mongeorge bowed and
thanked the king, laying hold of this op
portunity to intreat the
to travel for eight months out of the king
dom, that he might be releaſed from thoſe
diſagreeable objećts which every day ſtruck
his fight, and renewed his ſorrows ; the
king yielded to his intreaties, and, now
ſhe was no more, all the world deplored
the hapleſs fate of ſo accompliſhed a lady

...

May,

for providing barracks, firewood, can
dles, bedding, and utenfils for the kitchen,
for the King's troops, as demanded, not

withſtanding the articles of ſalt, vinegar,
cyder, and beer, be not included, under
a pretence that they are not provided for
troops lodged in barracks in Europe.
I have his Majeſty's commands to ac
quaint you of the ſatisfaction he feels in
the happineſs of his ſubječts, ariſing from
the tender care and conſideration of his

as madam Tiquet. A fatal example of parliament; but I am ordered to ſignify
female imprudence, and a miſapplication to you at the ſame time, that as it is the
indiſpenſible duty of his ſubjects in A
of the fineſt parts.
merica, to obey the acts of the legiſlature
of Great-Britain, the King both expe&ts
A Recipe for a rich pleaſant Wine.
Ake new cyder from the preſs, mix and requires a due and chearful obedience
with it ſo much honey, until it will to the ſame; and it cannot be doubted
buoy up an egg. Boil it gently, for a that his Majeſty's province of New-York,
quarter of an hour, but not in an iron after the lenity of Great-Britain ſo re
pot. Take off the ſcum as faſt as it cently extended to America, will not fail
riſes; let it cool; then barrel it in a veſ duly to carry into execution the act of
paſſed laſt ſeſſion for quarter
ſel not quite full; and in March follow
ing bottle it off. It will be ripe in a ing his Majeſty's troops, in the full ex
month or ſix weeks afterwards. Then tent and meaning of the aët, without re
you will find a rich vinous liquor as ſtrong ferring to the uſage of other parts of his
as Madeira wine, and very pleaſant. Majeſty's dominions where the legiſlature
Honey may be a fine ingredient to affilt has thought fit to preſcribe different re
and to render palatable new crabbed, gulations ; and which cannot be altered,
hard, auſtere cyder.
any more than in North-America, except
upon a reſpectful and well-grounded re
journal of the General Aſſembly of the preſentation of the hardſhip or inconve
Colony of New-York, Nov. 18, 1766. nience. Theſe conſiderations, I am con
vinced, muſt of themſelves have ſo much
A meſſage from his Excellency the
with the aſſembly of New-York,
Governor by Mr. Banyar, Deputy-Secre weight
not only in the preſent conjuncture, when
tary, viz.
it is natural to ſuppoſe the minds of men
“Gentlemen of the General Aſſembly, retain ſenſible impreſſions of what has
In conſequence of a report made to the lately paſſed, but upon other occaſions
Lords Commiſſioners for Trade and Plan which may call for a ready obedience,
tations, of the ačt paſſed in the laſt ſeſ that I cannot think it neceſſary for me to
fions of aſſembly, for providing barracks, enlarge farther upon their importance.
fuel, &c. for his Majeſty's troops quar I muſt only, Sir, in general add, that I
tered in this city, and my letter to the hope and believe that a very little time,
Secretary of State on the ſame occaſion, together with that temperate adminiſtra
I have had the honour of the following tion of government which your regard to
letter from the Earl of Shelburne.
the people under it muſt make you natu
S I R,
Whiteball, Aug. 9, 1766. rally incline to, and that firmneſs which
duty to the King equally requires,
Took the firſt opportunity after his your
will allay whatever remains of thoſe
Majeſty had been moſt graciouſly heats which have ſo unhappily for Ame
pleaſed to intruſt me with the ſeals of the
ſouthern department, to lay before him rica prevailed, and which if continued
your letter of the 20th of June, giving muſt prove of the moſt fatal conſequence
an account of the general ſatisfaction ex to whatever province they are ſuffered in.
preſſed by all ranks and degrees of people I am therefore perſuaded that the aſſem
on the repeal of the ſtamp-aēt; and like bly will loſe no occaſion that offers of
wiſe your reaſons for aſſenting to a bill convincing his Majeſty, that the people
of

††
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of New-York will yield to no other part breach of that moſt ſacred truſt, if we
of his ſubjects in duty, loyalty, and obe ſhould load them with burthens they are
dience to ſuch laws as the King and par incapable of ſupporting.
In the proviſion we made laſt ſeſſion,
liament have thought proper to enact for
for quartering two battalions and one
their benefit and protection.
SH E L BURNE.” company of artillery, we loaded ourſelves
I flatter myſelf, that on a due conſide with a burthen much greater than any of
ration of this letter, no difficulties can the neighbouring governments lie under
poſſibly ariſe, or the leaſt objection be for that ſervice; and imagined, that, far
made to the proviſion for the troops as from being cenſured on that account, it
would be accepted as a new inſtance of
required by the act of parliament.
F. George, Nov. 17. 1766. H. MooRE. that loyalty and affection to his Majeſty's
Ordered,

government, of which this colony has

exhibited ſo many proofs.
We beg leave further to repreſent to
the conſideration of the committee, to
your Excellency, that by the act of par
whom his Excellency's ſpeech is commit liament, it appears to be the intention of
ted.
the legiſlature, to provide for the quar
Die Lunae, the 15th December 1766.
tering ſoldiers, only on a march; but ac
The ingroſſed addreſs to his Excellen cording to the conſtrućtion put on it here,
cy the Governor was read; and approved it is required that all the forces which
of by the houſe.
ſhall at any time enter this colony, ſhall
be quartered during the whole year, in a
“To bis Excellency Sir Henry Moore, very unuſual and expenſive manner :
Bt. Governor, &c.
That by marching ſeveral regiments in
to this colony, this expence would be
The Humble Addreſ of the General Aſ: come
ruinous and inſupportable ; and
ſembly of the ſaid Colony.
therefore we cannot, conſiſtent with our
duty to our conſtituents, put it in the
May it pleaſe your Excellency,
E his Majeſty's moſt dutiful and power of any perſon (whatſoever confi
loyal ſubjećts, the General Aſ. dence we may have in his prudence and
ſembly of the colony of New-York, have integrity) to lay ſuch a burthen on them.
We ſhould be very ſorry to differ with
taken your Excellency's meſſage of the
That the ſaid meſſage be referred to

17th of November laſt, into our moſt ſe

}. Excellency on this or any other po

rious confideration; and beg leave to aſ.
ſure your Excellency, that nothing would
give us greater pleaſure than to find it in
our power to comply with every requiſi
tion, tending in any manner to promote
his Majeſty's ſervice. It is therefore with
great concern, that we find it impoſſible
to comply with what is now demanded,
conſiſtent with our obligations to our con
ſtituents. We ſhall always be ready to
give the ampleſt teſtimonies of our loyal

itical ſubject; and therefore it is proper
to offer theſe matters to your conſidera
tion, in hopes that they will be ſufficient
to demonſtrate, that the objećtions againſt
making the proviſion required, are of a
nature the moſt ſerious and weighty ima
ginable ; and therefore we humbly in
treat your Excellency, to ſet our condu&
in the moſt favourable, that is, in its
true light, by repreſenting, that our non
compliance on this occaſion proceeds en
tirely from a juſt ſenſe of what our duty
requires. WILLIAM Nicol, Speaker.”
To which his Excellency was pleaſed
to return the following anſwer.
“ Gentlemen of the General Aſſembly,

ty to his Majeſty, and ſubmiſſion to his

government; from which, we humbly
conceive, we do not deviate, when we

ſhew a regard to the intereſts of his faith

ful ſubjects in this colony, abſolutely ne
ceſſary to their preſervation.
We hope it will be conſidered, that we
are choſen to make ſuch a proviſion for
the ſupport of his Majeſty's government
in this colony (as well as for other im
portant purpoſes) as is moſt ſuitable to
the circumſtances of the people we repre
(ent ; and that we ſhould be guilty of a

It is with no ſmall concern, that I find the

ſentiments of this houſe differing ſo much
from mine, in regard to the ſubject-matter
of the addreſs now preſented to me;
which ſhall, by the firſ; opportunity, be
tranſmitted to the ſecretary of ſtate, in
order to be laid before his Majeſty.”
L. l z
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May,
“ Philadelphia, Sept. 10. The Go
vernor, by Mr. Secretary, ſent down a Dr. Robert Menzies of Cupar in Fife,
Scotland, having contributed to the
written meſſage to the houſe, with ſundry
papers, therein referred to : which were
Preſervation of a poor Man, whoſe
Caſe was ſo extraordinary, as to raiſe
ſeverally read by order; and the ſaid meſ
ſage follows in theſe words, viz.
no leſ; his Attention than Humanity,
“ Gentlemen, I am to inform you, that
of which he has given the following
Particulars, and are perhaps as ex
. . a detachment of the royal highland regi
ment, in the month of June laſt, was ſent
traordinary as have been committed to
Hiſtory.
into this province from New-York, by his
Excellency General Gage, and have ever
Monday the 2d of February laſt,
fince been quartered in the barracks of
betwixt ten and eleven in the fore
this city. I have alſo been lately favoured
with a letter from the General, wherein noon, Andrew Blake, formerly a miller,
he gives me notice, that his Majeſty's but at preſent a day-labourer, and at that
ſervice will ſoon oblige him to ſend a time employed by a brewer in the Bonny
complete battalion of the King's forces, gate, went down into a draw-well, to
conſiſting of 500 men, officers included ; fetch up a windlaſs and one of the buckets
and deſires me to order proviſions to be that had fallen off the chain into the
made for quartering and providing them, well ; the other bucket, with the chain
according to an ačt of parliament paſſed faſtened to it, was held by his companion
in the 5th year of his preſent Majeſty's at the mouth of the well. The well was
reign, intitled, “An act to amend and thirty-three feet deep, an ell-wide, and
render more effe&tual, in his Majeſty's ill built, with rough ſtones not properly
dominions in America, an ačt paſſed in dreſſed. On going down with the chain
this preſent ſeſſion of Parliament, intitled, in his hands, and applying his feet to the
“An ačt for puniſhing mutiny and, de ſides of the well, he found the ſtones
fertion, and for the better payment of the near the bottom looſe, and yielding un
army and their quarters.” This act, a der his feet; he, however faſtened the
mong other things, requires, that the bucket and windlaſs to the end of the
King's troops in their quarters, ſhould be chain as expeditiouſly as poſſible, and
furniſhed and ſupplied, at the expence of called to his companion to pull them
the province, with ſundry neceſſaries,
up, and let down the chain again
without paying . thing for the ſame. or him, as he was afraid the well would
For your more full information, I have fall in upon him. They were ſcarce out
ordered the ačt to be laid before you ; of his reach when he obſerved the ſides
and as there is no money in the public of the well ſliding in at the bottom i \
treaſury, you muſt be ſenſible that it is without waiting for the chain, therefore,
impoſſible for me to comply with the he began to ſcramble up as faſt as poſ
General's requiſition without your aid; fible; but it cloſed ſo quick upon him,
I therefore moſt earneſtly recommend that by the time he got up eleven feet,
this matter to your confideration, and his legs up to the knees were faſt with
hope you will eſtabliſh a fund ſufficient for ſtones and rubbiſh. Looking up for the
the occaſion.
Joh N Pen N.” chain, he ſaw a large ſtone ſliding ſlowly
from the upper part of the well .
The Anſwer to the Governor's Meſſage, down
he got up his hands to ſave his head ;
Sept. 12.
and receiving it, got it ſlipt down by his
breaſt, and laid betwixt his legs, which
“ May it pleaſe your Honour,
We have taken into our confideration were then ſpread from each other. By
your meſſage of the 10th inſt, and are doing this, his head was then bent as low
heartily diſpoſed to make proviſion for as his knees; and this happened provi
the quartering and providing the troops dentially, as he owed his ſafety in ſome
which his Excellency General Gage has meaſure to the particular attitude he was
informed your Honour will ſoon be ſent then in ; for two large ſtones, one on
into this province ; and we ſhall accor each ſide, were then ſliding down upon
dingly frame a bill to be ſent up to your him, and very near his head; and a third
Honour, to eſtabliſh a fund for that pur ſtone falling betwixt them, formed an
poſe. Signed by order of the Houſe, arch that ſupported the weight of all a
bove
Joseph Fox, Speaker.”

O'.
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bove him, which immediately cloſed in.
In this poſture he continued, free from
preſſure, excepting his legs, that ſtuck
faſt; and he had room enough to move

ny accounts neceſſary : for ſoon after a

reaſon of the noiſe the workmen made.

he was carried home.

ſtone fell out of the bucket that was uſed

to take up the rubbiſh, upon a board im
mediately over his head, that would have
his hands, betwixt his knees and his killed him had the board been away; be
breaſt to his pockets, where he had a fides, the ground was very looſe natu
rally ; and more ſo by reaſon of the thaw
ſnuff-box and a bit of peaſe-bread.
Workmen were immediately ſet to dig, after ſo ſevere a froſt; and the danger
by order of the magiſtrates; but they was greatly increaſed by the concourſe of
gave it up at night, as no perſon enter idle and curious people crouding to ſee
tained any hopes of his being in life. him. ... About two in the afternoon, they
And though the poor man in the well got all the ſtones and gravel above him
heard the noiſe of the workmen ſpeak away, excepting the three ſtones that
ing, the firſt articulate ſound he could formed the arch. The two ſide-ſtones
underſtand was, one of them ſaying, that that were large, they propped, to prevent
they might give over working for him, their falling in upon him; and betwixt
as he was certainly dead. He had plenty three and four in the afternoon, they got
of air all that night; but was chilled the mid one, which was the key to the
with cold, and in great anxiety, becauſe other two, removed. Then he was able
to raiſe his head, all above the knees be
they gave over digging for him.
Next morning he was relieved from ing free. He got a little more wine and
his anxiety, upon hearing the men at water, and biſcuit. About eight at
work. He eat the piece of bread that night his feet were got looſed, and he
was in his pocket, and took a ſnuff. He was taken out of the well.
Dr. Bethune and I attended him when
cried frequently; but was not heard, by
He was almoſt as

About twelve on Tueſday they ſaw a part cold as the earth he was lately dug out
of his back, and recommended to each o

of, trembling and faint, and his pulſe ſo

ther to be careful, left they ſhould wound
his body with their picks. At that time
he was very nigh fainting : for about a
minute before, the paſſages through which
he had formerly got air, were choked up

low as not to be felt. We had ordered
his bed to be made and warmed, and

ſome water-gruel to be ready, by the
time he was carried home. A ſpoonful

of this, with a little wine, milk-warm,
with gravel ; but upon the admiſſion of was given him at proper intervals ; and

freſh air, and rouſed with what he heard when he was ſtript of his wet cloaths,
the workmen ſay, he cried with all his two men were ſet to rub him with warm
force. A noiſe from below ſurpriſed the flannel, in order to raiſe a heat. When
workmen, as they did not doubt that he he was a little warmed, he was laid in
was dead; but he ſoon relieved them from bed with his wife, and got more warm
their apprehenſions, by telling them, it gruel. We viſited him about ten that
was he they were digging for that ſpoke, night; and finding him very hot and fe
and begging them to be careful of him, veriſh, a violent pain in his breaſt, and a
for as yet he had received little or no laborious breathing, he was immediately
hurt ; only he was chilled with cold, and blooded, to a pound, which he could
was very faint and weak. A little warm well bear, as he was formerly full, and
wine and water, and a biſcuit, were given about the 26th year of his age. The
him ; which he ſwallowed.

blooding relieved him immediately; and

After this the workmen were obliged
to proceed with more caution. The fides
of the pit they were digging were imme
diately lined with boards, like a coal
ſink; and every foot they digged down
afterwards was ſecured in the ſame man

a ſweating draught, with laudanum, was
given him ; which anſwered the inten
tion; for he fell into a profuſe ſweat, and

mer; and all the bottom, excepting the

endeavoured to encourage and keep up
all that day, by giving him plenty of

particular part they were digging, was

ſlept well. Next morning his pulſe was

. and his breathing eaſy ; but his
propentity to ſweat continued ; which we

warm water-gruel. At night he was
vent the ſtones and gravel from falling perie&tly cool and eaſy. Thurſday the
upon him. This precaution was on ma ſame. But on Friday morning he com
plained

covered with boards and ſtraw, to pre
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The Caſe of Vincent Wood, &c.

May,

plained again of his breaſt. He was med the commiſſary, that my name was
blooded a ſecond time, and got an oily Vincent Wood, that I was a ſurgeon up
mixture to ſoften his breaſt.

On Satur

on the half pay in the royal regiment of

day he walked in his houſe, but felt a artillery; that, with leave of abſence
in and numbneſs in his legs. By rub from Lord Granby, maſter-general of the
them with warm flannel, he was re ordnance, I came to France in February
lieved; and next day he was on the ſtreet, laſt, from which time, ’till the 17th of
and continues ſince in perfect health.
July, I had boarded with Mr. Greſfier,
He had no hurt upon him when taken between Boulogne and Calais; that I
out, excepting a ſmall ſcratch on one of came to Paris on the 4th of this month
his legs, and the point of one of his in company with Mrs. Lemoine, wife of

É.

thumbs ſo bruiſed that he loſt the nail.

the ſaid Mr. Lemoine, and other perſons

His thumb is now near well, and a new

unknown to me, in the Calais coach;
ever ſince which, I had lodged where he

nail growing upon it.
An anonymous correſpondent mentions
the following additional circumſtances :
That the poor man, when he found the
men had left off working on the Monday
evening, could not help weeping ; that
he got his knife out of his pocket, and
cut away his apron, which was fixed a
mong the ſtones, and rendered his fitua

then found me. To this the commiſſary
replied, that he knew much better; that
I had been fix weeks in Paris, and had

lodged at the Hotel du St. Eſprit: To
convince him of his miſtake I ſent for

Mrs. Lemoine, who, relative to my ar
rival in this capital, confirmed, word for

word, all I had told him; and as a fur
tion the more confined; and that ht took ther proof, he might have found the

off his bonnet, and putting it between his
head and a ſtone, leaned on it, and got
ſome ſleep. Theſe circumſtances the
Do&or confirms, mentioning the time
when he cut away his apron, which was
not till after he was ſeen by the work
men. The Dočtor adds, that having
queſtioned the man, why, when he ob
ſerved the building inſufficient, he did

ſame confirmed, by an enquiry at the
Bureau, where the Calais coach puts up.
He then aſked me, if I had any acquain
tance in Paris, and what was my buſi
neſs; I told him, my acquaintance were

but few ; that I came to improve my
ſelf in the French language, but that
there were in Paris three gentlemen, juſt
arrived from England, who lodged at

not leave the bucket and windlaſs, and the Hotel de York, one of whom had
take the aſſiſtance of the chain he an been for many years my particular ac
ſwered, that though he was apprehen quaintance. He then aſked, if I had fa
five when he got down, yet he did not ther and mother living, and the place of

think himſelf in ſuch immediate hazard,

their reſidence; to all which I gave him

till after he had faſtened his bucket and

full and direét anſwers; but not con

windlaſs, and they were pulled up; that
then indeed he obſerved the lower part
giving way, and then he ſcrambled up,
as already related.

tented, he demanded the key of my
trunk, rifled it from top to bottom, took
from me my commiſhon, a note of hand

upon a gentleman in London for ninety

two pounds ſterling, and all my letters
The Caſe of Vincent Wood, as delivered directed for me at the place of my refi
to his Majeſty's Miniſter at the Court dence both in England and in France,
of France.
amounting to 40 or 50 in number, with
many other articles, of which I have no
N Monday Auguſt 18, 1766, be account. From theſe letters, &c. he
tween the hours of eleven and muſt be convinced I was the perſon that I
twelve at midnight, I was awakened repreſented myſelf to be, yet, without
from my ſleep at my lodgings in the Rue further ceremony, by his order, I was
d'Enfer, by a commiſſary and five or fix forcibly hurried into a coach, and carri
of his attendants, who demanded my ed to a moſt execrable priſon; a priſon,
name, and how long I had been in Paris. from its filth and cloſeneſs, ſufficient to
Being greatly ſurprized at ſo unexpected produce a peſtilence 1 There I was deli
a viſit, and being deficient in the French vered to the cuſtody of a , mercileſs turn
language, I ſent for Mr. Lemoine to in key, who firſt ſtripped me of my ſtock,
terpret for me, who, by my deſire, infor knee, and ſhoe buckles, garters, hand
ketchiefs,
Y
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The Principles of Harriſºn's Time-Keeper.

kerchiefs, &c. and afterwards demand
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impriſoning me, yet it was with the ut

ed, if I had any Engliſh guineas; find moſt difficulty that I was then able to
ing I had not, he condućted me into a procure them three months after they
room loaded with vermine, and deſtitute were ſeized.

of a ſufficiency of air for reſpiration. In
this place, from the horrid ſtench ariſing The Principles of Mr. HARRISON's
from the filth and naſtineſs of ſome un

T 1 M E - K E E P E R.

happy wretches then confined in it, I was

this time-keeper there is the greateſt
I.care
taken to avoid frićtion as much

ſeized in a few hours with a fever and

violent putrid flux: At nine the next
morning the turnkey came again, and
aſked if I wanted for any thing; I told
him nothing but pen, ink, and paper,
that I might write to the Engliſh mini
ſter to procure juſtice; to which he re
plied, I ſhould have neither, nor any
opportunity of being known or ſeen by
any of my friends. In this miſerable
ſituation I was detained from Monday
midnight till near three in the afternoon
on the Friday following, when, from the
noiſome air of the place, and the illneſs I
had undergone, I had repeated convul
five fits, which might have proved mor
tal, had I not providentially been taken
into another room to be again examined:
by the commiſſary, who then, as before,
aſked me if I had father and mother liv

-

as can be, by the wheels moving on ſmall
pivots, and in ruby-holes, and high num
bers in the wheels and pinions,

The part which meaſures time goes
but the eighth part of a minute without

winding up; ſo that part is very fimple,
as this winding up is performed at the
wheel next to the balance-wheel, by

which means there is always an equal
force aëting at that wheel, and all the
reſt of the work has no more to do in

meaſuring time, than the perſon that
winds them up once a day.
There is a ſpring in the inſide of the

fuſee, which I will call a ſecondary main
ſpring. This ſpring is always kept ſtretch
ed to a certain tenſion by the main ſpring,
and during the time of winding up the

time-keeper, at which time the main
ſpring is not ſuffered to ačt, this ſeconda
ry ſpring ſupplies its place.
In , common watches in general, the
wheels have about one third the dominion
over the balance, that the balance-ſpring
has ; that is, if the power the balance
me the note of hand, and ſaid I was then ſpring has over the balance be called
at liberty to ſee my friends, but muſt three, that from the wheels is one; but,
ſtill remain a priſoner, which, till the in this my time-keeper, the wheels have
only about one eightieth part of the pow
Monday following, about fix in the er
over the balance, that the balance
evening, I accordingly did, when the
has; and it muſt be allowed, the
turnkey came and informed me, upon ſpring
to do with the ba
payment of my expences, I might leave leſs the wheels have
the priſon when I pleaſed, and upon lance, the better. The wheels in a com
which I was immediately releaſed. On mon watch having this great dominion
the Wedneſday following, I went to the over the balance, they can, when the
commiſſary, and, with all due reſpect to watch is wound up, and the balance at
his office, begged to know for what it reſt, ſet the watch a going; but when
was I had been thus impriſoned, and to my time-keeper's balance is at reſt, and
deſire a reſtoration of my papers, &c. the ſpring is wound up, the force of the
wheels can no more ſet it a-going than
when, inſtead of giving me the leaſt the
force of the wheels of a common
ſatisfaction in either reſpect, he told me
can, when the weight is wound
regulator
and,
to
me,
ſay
to
more
he had nothing
pendulum a vibrating; nor
the
ſet
up,
if I was diſſatisfied therewith, I muſt go
to Compeigne, and complain to Louis will the force from the wheels move the
ing, if I had never gone by any other
name, and particularly that of Morgan;
I aſſured him that I had not, and that my
name was (as I had before informed him)
Vincent Wood, of which my papers, &c.
then in his cuſtody, were a ſufficient teſ
timony; whereupon he again delivered

uinze.

From that time ’till the 9th of

balance when at reſt, to a greater angle,

to the vibration that it is to
Nov. tho’ I had made repeated applicati in proportionthe
force of the wheels of a
ons for the recovery of my papers, &c. fetch, than
and they were ſenſible of their error in common regulator can mave the pendu
lum
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Narrative of the Trial of Winn the Pirate.

May,

ºº::

carried
lum from the perpendicular, when it is William Hughes, which
at reſt.
to the main-deck, and that the priſoner,
My time-keeper's balance is more than coming up again, ordered him, the de
three times the weight of a large ſized º to go and looſe the ſails, which
common watch balance, and three times e did: That he the deponent then went
its diameter; and a common watch ba down upon the main-deck, and hearing a
lance goes through about ſix inches of piſtol go off, ſoon learned that the mate
ſpace in a ſecond, but mine goes through was ſhot through the ſhoulder; that the
about twenty four inches in that time; priſoner and others were armed all night,
ſo that, had my time-keeper only theſe and that Winn came forward to Peter
advantages over a common watch, a good Jourdan, and threatened to blow his
erformance might be expected from it. brains out, if he did not do as he ordered
j
my time-keeper is not affected by him : That he ordered him, Jourdan, to
the different degrees of heat and cold, go and fetch ſome grog, that is, rum
nor agitation of the ſhip; and the force and water, and that they kept drinking
from the wheels is applied to the balance heartily all night; that in j. morning
in ſuch a manner, together with the ſhape they called all hands up to ſwear to be
of the balance ſpring, and (if I may be true to Capt. Power of the Bravo, the
allowed the term) an artificial cycloid,
having called himſelf captain
which ačts at this ſpring; ſo that from ower, and altered the ſhip's name to
-

p.

theſe contrivances, let the balance vibrate that of the Bravo; and that the priſon
more or leſs, all its vibrations are perfor er having put a piſtol into Peter Jourdan's
med in the ſame time, and
if mouth, and threatened to blow out his

i.

it go at all, it muſt go true. . So that it brains, he then, ſeconded by John Potts,
is plain from this, that ſuch a time-keeper William Hughes, Robert Fitzgerald, and

goes entirely from principle, and not from

John Tomlin, ordered them aft.

chance.

Being aſked, whether Tomlin was arm
ed? he anſwered he was not at firſt;

Narrative of the Proceedings before the and further ſaid, that, when they went

High Court of Admiralty againſt John aft, William Hughes had got a prayer
Winn, otherwiſe Power, mariner, for book belonging to the priſoner to ſwear
them all, and that Potts and all that were
Piracy and Murder.
concerned together required them to take
Amuel Wells, being ſworn, depoſed, an oath, the priſoner then ſtanding at the
That he belonged to the Albany, a table with a brace of piſtols in his hands.
merchant veſſel, and was ſent on board

Being, deſired by the court to repeat

the Polly, with ſix others at Baſſan, on the words made uſe of, when they were
the coaſt of Africa, to lend a hand to required to ſwear, he ſaid, it was, To
work her down to Anamaboe in April ſwear to be true to captain Power of the
laſt; that John Fox was maſter of the Bravo, and to one another, and to obey

Polly, and the priſoner, John Winn, a

his command.

He alſo related a circum

.*. ſame;

that as they ſtance whilſt they were ſwearing, of the
were going to Anamabce, they, ſtopped priſoner's ſhooting Adam Mercer through
at Cape Apollonia, after ſailing two the cheek, when he was juſt come up up

foremaſt man

days, where they ſtaid only one night; on deck; but he did not know, whether
that, captain Fox going aſhore, Wells the piſtol went off by accident, or not.
the deponent, Robert Fitzgerald, William It was, however, not attended with fatal
Hughes, and James Tomlin, had the conſequences.
watch upon deck, between eight, and
nine in the evening, the priſoner being
then below; but that the priſoner ſoon
after coming up upon the quarter-deck to
him, and aſking if he ſaw a canoe com

ing? to which he anſwered, No. He
then took hold of his noſe, and ſaid,

• Upon pain of your life, don't ſpeak a
word.” That then, going down into the
cabin, he handed up ſoune piſtols to

Wells being next examined, in regard
to the murder of the negro-man, depo
ſed, That this negro was a freeman !.
longing to Baſſam, and, in two or three
days i. they were out at ſea, going a
pirating to the windward, was employed
in ſplitting ſome wood, forward : That
Robert Fitzgerald, having obſerved the
negro making motions to the ſlaves, and
to throw ſomething overboard, went

.

tol

Inoculation of the Meaſles recommended.

1767.

!

told the priſoner of it, whereupon the
Priſoner, coming down from the quarter
deck, laſhed him up to the rail by his
hands, and his feet to a handſpike, and,
taking a cat-of-nine-tails, flogged him
three or four minutes; but, not having
patience to flog him longer, he took a

273
all the circumſtances that Wells did con
cerning the murder of the negro, who
was a freeman, and a pledge aboard the
ſhip for two ſlaves, and whoſe offence
ſeemed to be nothing more than heaving
a chip overboard, as he was cutting ſome

wood in the afternoon on the deck. The
cutlaſs from out of the boat, and fell to circumſtances of the behaviour of Winn

cutting him all round the body, and cut and his aſſociates, in regard to the mu
him downright, and wounded him much. tiny and piracy, were alſo the ſame, ex
Being aſked how many cuts he gave cept a few particulars, concerning a de
him; and where himſelf, the deponent, ſign of killing him, the deponent Jour
was at that time? He anſwered, that he dan, Adam Mercer, and the chief-mate;
could not be poſitive to the number of the the two laſt of whom were ſhot at ; the
cuts, and that he was then aft under the

chief mate whoſe name was Jenkins, by

awning, about three or four yards from
the priſoner, who calling for another cut
lais, ſaying the one he had was not good
enough, ordered him, the deponent, to
go and get another: That, having brought
him up another, he fell to cutting him
again about the head and round the bo

the priſoner, whom he had called out of
the cabin, and firing a piſtol at, woun
ded him in the ſhoulder, and Adam Mer

cer by the priſoner alſo, three ſlugs hav
ing paſſed through his cheek, and two
lodged in his neck, which he, the depo

ment Jourdan, cut afterwards out with
dy, and did not mind where he cut him : his lancet.

In regard to himſelf and Jenkins, the
That the priſoner then ordered Fitzge
sald to give him a cut or two, and he deponent Jourdan ſaid, that their lives
gave him two or three cuts; and that, were partly ſaved by the interpoſition of
having repeated the ſame order to Potts Tomlin, who told the priſoner, what
to cut him, he did ſo alſo, all with the
ſecond

cutlaſs:

ſignifies killing one another We'll make

That the black bled them work the veſſel for us.”

So there

mightily about the head and body before
thoſe two cut him, being almoſt dead
when Fitzgerald came, though life was in
him, but he could not ſpeak: That Potts,
without any one bidding him, took a car
nter's broad axe, and cut the negroe's

was nothing done to them; though after
wards the priſoner had threatened to take
away the deponent's life, by clapping a
piſtol loaded and cocked into his inouth,
and ſhortly after had ſnapped a piſtol five

ead off, and then threw the head and

Some perſons appeared to the priſoner's
charaćter; but, being found guilty, he

body overboard.
Being aſked on his croſs examination,
the condition of the negro, when the pri
ſoner left him to Fitzgerald, whether he
was not alive, and might have lived He

times at one W. Ainſworth,

received ſentence immediately, to be ex

ecuted on the Monday following, being
the 2d of March, at Execution-dock,
and his body to be diffected ; but was
anſwered, That he could not live after reſpited till Tueſday the 10th, when he
he was cut to that degree: that he was ſuffered according to his ſentence.
cut all round about his ſides and his head,

and that he had been quite mad, and cri Inoculation of the Meaſles recommended.
ed out very much ; but was almoſt dead
before Fitzgerald cut him.
HE Meaſles, though not ſo fatal ad
the Small-pox, are yet attended in
Being aſked again, how many of the
ſeven that came from the Albany were the natural way with many dangerous
engaged in the mutiny He ſaid, there ſymptoms, and often produce very trou
were five of them, viz. Richard Thomas, bleſome effects. I would therefore beg
William Hughes, John Potts, Robert leave to recommend to the public the
Fitzgerald, and Charles Day; and that practice of inoculation in this diſtemper
Adam Mercer was the other that came . . as well as the other, and am confident
from the Albany, but was not engaged that by this method many may be pre
with them, as was not himſelf, the de ſerved from that malignant ſort which
ponent.
often proves mortal, and is always dan

Peter Jourdan, being ſworn, related
May, 1767.

-

gerous.
M m

Dr.
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Dr. Francis Hume, was the firſt who therefore not unjuſtly be ſaid to have ſuf

att, mpted this practice at Edinburgh
about nine years ago, ſince which, many
hyſicians in that country have followed
}. example, though I do not find it is
much encouraged in England, though in
the ſmall-pox it is now become univer

fered in the double vocation of an offi

is not attended with the remoteſt danger.

his firſt commiſſion was dated in 1706.

cer and a repreſentative. He died Lieu
tenant-General of his Majeſty's forces,
Lieutenant-governor of the Iſle of Wight,
Colonel of the King's regiment of foot,
and member of Parliament for Appleby.
ſal.
He was nephew and heir to Brigadier
The method is eaſy, may be perfor General Stanwix, who ſerved with repu
med with ſafety by a careful nurſe, and tation in the wars of Queen Anne, and

The long peace that enſued after the
Dip only a little bit of cotton, or lint,
in the watry humour that ſtands in the treaty of Utrecht, rendered it extremely
eyes of perſons ill of the meaſles about difficult for military gentlemen to riſe in
the time of the criſis, make a ſlight ſcratch their profeſſion : Accordingly at the com
in the ſkin of the arm, above the elbow mencement of the war with Spain in
of the perſon to be inoculated, put the 1739, Mr. Stanwix was no more than
wetted pledget upon the inciſion, and an old captain of grenadiers. During
cover it with a bit of ſticking plaiſter to the peace, however, he had applied with
keep it on ; and this, without farther diligence to his duty, and had acquitted
trouble, will produce the meaſles in a himſelf with uncommon applauſe in the
gentle and favourable degree, which, du character of an adjutant. In 1741 he
ring the whole courſe of it will want no was promoted to a majority of marines,
other care but that of keeping the patient and in 1745 to be Lieutenant-Colonel to
moderately warm, nor any attendance a regiment which was raiſed by the mar
but that of watching the fever, and en quis of Granby, on account of the rebel
couraging the criſis, which, in a few lion. In 1749 he was appointed equerry
days, will carry of the infection, and to his Royal Highneſs Frederick, prince
compleat the cure. This epidemic diſ of Wales; in 1752 he was advanced to
eaſe ſhould be communicated to thoſe the government of Carliſle, which city
young ſubjects who have not yet had it, he then repreſented in parliament; and
when it makes its firſt appearance in any in 1754 he received the commiſſion of
neighbourhood, by which the dangerous tlepaty quarter-maſter-general of his Ma
fymptoms that often attend it will be ef jeſty's forces.
Such was his ſituation at home, when,
fectually prevented.
by the untoward aſpect of our affairs in
Particulars of the Life of Gen. Stanwix. the plantations, by the defeat of general
Braddock, and the alarming progreſs of
S no authentic intelligence has ever the French, it became neceſſary to ſup
been received of the Eagle, Capt. port the colonies with vigour, and for
Sugars, ſince the 29th of October laſt, that purpoſe to ſend over large ſupplies
the day ſhe proceeded on her voyage from of troops from hence, and to levy others
Dublin to Holyhead, there is all the rea on the ſpot. In that critical jun&ture,
- ſon in the world to believe that every ſoul when an objećt of no leſs importance
on board muſt have periſhed in the ſea. than the vaſt continent of North Ameri
Among the number involved in this fatal ca was at ſtake, Mr. Stanwix was amon
cataſtrophe, was a family, conſiderable the foremoſt of thoſe who voluntarily o
in point of rank and property, but much fered to engage in that new and hazard
more reſpectable for the many excellent ous ſervice. In January 1756 he was
qualities by which every individual of it conſtituted colonel commandant of the
was ſo remarkably diſtinguiſhed. With firſt battation of the Royal American re
ſorrow it is that I am obliged, on this giment ; and his only ſon, a youth of
mournful occaſion, to mention the names great hopes, was at the ſame time appoin
of general Stanwix, his lady and daugh ted a captain in that battalion. Not long
ter. The general, having paſſed the after their arrival in America, this pro
whole ſummer in reviewing the troops in miſing young gentleman was carried off
Ireland, was returning to attend his ſer by a violent fever, the conſequence of
vice in the Britiſh parliament, aud may the climate. Severe as this ſhock muſt
-

-

havº
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Letter from a young Lady to her Friend.

have been to a tender and affe&tionate

parent, Mr. Stanwix never loſt fight of
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MADAM,
HE circumſtances of the affair which

-

the duty he owed to his country, nor did
you ſay you have heard from com
he entertain a thought of returning to mon report, and which you are deſirous
England, till ſuch time as, by the glo

of having more perfectly related, were as

rious ſucceſs of his Majeſty's arms, and
the almoſt total annihilation of the power

follow :

~

It happened ſome years ago, that a

of France on that continent, the Britiſh young gentleman came to ſettle in the

empire in America was eſtabliſhed on the country where we lived; and being very
genteel, and well bred, my father invi
- In 1754 Mr. Stanwix had the misfor ted him to his houſe, and he accepted
tune to loſe his firſt truly excellent lady. the invitation with complaiſance and mo

moſt firm and ſolid foundation.

In 1763 he married his ſecond, a daugh deſty.

-

ter of Marmaduke Sowle, Eſq; con
He ſoon became very frequent in his
miſſioner of appeals in the exciſe, and viſits, and being of a very clever and
formerly field-officer in the army; a man

-ingenious turn of mind, my father grew

of fingular worth and honour in every vaſtly fond of him, and took bis advice
relation of life: Her mother, a Holmes in the laying out part of his plantations.
of the Iſle of Wight, had the ſatisfaction You may imagine that I, being the only.
of ſeeing at once in her three brothers, young kady in the houſe, was not unno
a Lord, a General, and an Admiral. By ticed by him, and being very polite, he
this lady, whoſe very extraordinary qua was ready to do any thing he thought
lifications it would indeed be diſficult to would oblige me. I received his civilities
enumerate, his domeſtic happineſs was with a freedom which was natural to me,
again compleated ; and though it did not and my father and mother's fondneſs for
pleaſe God to bleſs them with any chil him laid me under no reſtraints; nay,
dren, yet was this conſideration the leſs they often expreſſed their wiſhes to me
material, as the General ſtill had remain that he might go further in his affidui
ing, out of the iſſue of his former mar ties. I freely own to you, that ſo enga
riage, an amiable and accompliſhed daugh ging a young man, and the firſt too with
ter, the joy of his heart, and the delight whom I had any degree of intimacy; his
particular attention to me, and my pa
of his old age. . .
It might now have been hoped, that rents good opinion of him, engaged my
the General, after threeſcore years ſpent approbation too, and made ſome impreſ
in the ſervice of his king and country, fion on my heart; I was therefore very
ſhould have lived, for ſome time, at leaſt, deſirous to know more about him, and

to enjoy the ſweets of public peace, and
private felicity. There was the greater
reaſon to expect a prolongation of his
days, as notwithſtanding his advanced
age, he had all the life, ſpirit, and ačti
vity of a much younger man With an

learn his character; but he being quite
a ſtranger in the country, ſuch an en
quiry was impoſſible, which made me ve
ry uneaſy,

He had a very good chara&ter all about
us, and was generous and good natured,
eaſy conſtitution, and an upright carriage, two qualities, which you know, Madam,
his faculties were unimpaired ; his un ſuit with my taſte. He continued this
derſtanding found and vigorous. Provi intimacy near half a year, and grew
dence, however, to whoſe unſearchable daily more agreeable to ºne; but being
ways it is our duty to ſubmit with pati determined to give no encouragement
ence and reſignation, thought fit to order without juſt grounds, I continued my
it otherwiſe ; and to imbitter the laſt uſual behaviour to him.
moments of his life with the dreadful

On a ſudden

he grew ieſs lively, and more thoughtful

circumſtance of ſeeing all that was moſt than uſual, tho' his viſits were more fre
dear and valuable to him involved in the quent. I avoided all opportunities of
private converſation with him, as I wiſh
ſame inextricable calamity.
ed him to apply to my parents, in caſe he
A Letter from a young Lady - her Friend, deſigned to propoſe any thing ſerious to
no leſs worthy the Attention of the Fair, ne: But my precautions were in vain;
than of thoſe who are intereſted in their for one day as I was walking in the park,
1.

Happineſs,

he ſuddenly joined ine, when I thought
M m 2

he
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he had been hunting with my father; his ſaying he could not ſpeak to my fa
which I obſerving to him, he anſwered, ther; left it ſhould proceed from private
That he could do nothing till he knew reaſons (which was what I feared) then,
whether I would condeſcend to make him ſaid I to myſelf, it is all over, and he
happy. So abrupt an anſwer ſurprized can never be mine. This thought agita
me, and I made little return, but that I ted me much, and I found he had made
did not underſtand him ; he ſaid, I was deeper impreſſions on my heart than I

too cold for encouragement, and too en
gaging to be left ; on which I anſwered,
That if he had any thing to ſay that re
quired a ſerious anſwer, I begged he
would apply to my father, as I never
would give one till I knew his mind.

myſelf knew of; and ſhall I them refuſe
my own happineſs At length I determi
ned, that if he preſſed it to me again,
and refuſed to ſpeak to my parents, I
would conſent.
From the moment I took this reſolu

He ſtarted back, and ſaid, he could not tion, I really believe I was the moſt mi
do that ; this ſurprized me; but thinking ſerable being upon earth : I could neither
he meant from baſhfulneſs, and I own

too, my wiſhes for his proceeding, made
me add, that if my parents approved, I
would make no objećtion.
This, I ſuppoſe, ſhewing him the fa
vourable opinion I had towards him, a
mixture of hope and fear ſeemed to ſeize
him, and he ſaid with ſome eagerneſs,
But cannot you give your conſent with
out them, and we may have theirs after
wards

He then run on in the uſual love

ſtyle; and ended with ſaying, he would
order every thing with the greateſt ſecre
cy, and a chaiſe ſhould be ready that
night. I was ſo ſtruck with theſe laſt
words, that I had not power to anſwer
him, but parted from him abruptly, and
went into the houſe, to which I had

eat nor ſpeak; every body I ſaw I thought
would diſcover it in my looks; the fight
of my parents cut me to the heart

However, I kept myſelf up with think
ing others had done it before, and had,
as he ſaid, been reconciled afterwards.

I could not ſleep one wink all that night,
contriving the beſt way of doing it, whe
ther to truſt any body with me, or go
alone, and when and where to ſet out.
No one before execution ſuffered more

than I did that night; my mother obſer
ved I looked ill, but I made ſome ſlight

complaint, and returned to my room as

faſt as I could, where I again thought
on this affair; ſometimes delighted with
it, but moſtly uneaſy how to contrive it.

But I determined again to fit down coolly

brought him, on purpoſe to put an end and confider it over, and whether I
to the converſation.

As ſoon as I came

ſhould do it or not. Immediately a thou

in, I went to my chamber, you may ima
nine, not a little diſcompoſed at what had
paſſed; it gave me a very different idea
of him, and yet I could not forget I
loved him : I debated a long time with
myſelf whether I ſhould tell my parents
or not; but an unwillingneſs to give them

ſand reaſons occurred which made a

conſideration it appeared an act contrary

uneaſineſs, made me reſolve on ſilence;

than accepting would be, that I at length

gainſt it; duty and affection to my pa
rents ſtrongly forbad it, and on farther
to decency, and honour. Having deter
mined on the anſwer proper for a refuſal,
I thought it ſo much more becoming me

and I determined alſo to appear no way reſolved to rejećt it.
different to him before them. I conclu
I inſtantly felt myſelf relieved, as from
ded, however, to have no more conver the deepeſt miſery, and a comfort like
fation with him, if poſſible, and that eaſe after exquiſite pain made me compo
evening left him alone with my mother, ſed and happy. While I was rejoicing
whoſe good nature, and being quite void at my return to my reaſon, as I called it,
of all form, and very fond of him, I (and indeed, it was ſo in ſome meaſure)
thought might induce him to open his I took up a book to read that lay on my
heart to her.
table, which proved a novel, and opened
When I was by myſelf, I began to it juſt where a young lady was returned
revolve every thing in my own mind, from ſuch an elopement, and her parents
and what I ſhould do if he again preſſed reconciled, ° and all things happy. I
ºne to his firſt deſign, I rejected it much threw the book from me in a rage, deter
in my own mind, but it hung on me, mined never to read one of them again,
ſince
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ſince their whole intention is to palliate ſals, treat us in the manner they ought,
what, on cool reflection, nothing can and alſo do us more honour than any
excuſe.
match that could be obtained that way;
I had not long concluded on my con and, therefore, if he had nothing to ſay
dućt for the future, when he entered my but a repetition of his requeſt, I begged
room ; I ſtarted at the fight of him, and to be excuſed any further converſation
feared his errand. He begun upbraid with him. Seeing me determined, he
ing my cruelty; I aſked him if he had took his leave, with the ſame appearance
ſpoke to my parents, as I deſired him : of contempt and indignation, though it
He ſaid he had before told me he could ſeemed to cover approbation, and ſome
not; that there was but one way to make affection.
him happy, and it would be a much ſhor He dined with us that day; but his
ter way than the uſual tedious ones of diſcompoſure was viſible; he took his
lawyers and deeds, and he ſhould think leave early that evening, and gave me a
ſo much ceremony as muſt follow, would hint at parting, that it was the laſt we
be very diſagreeable to me too; on this, ſhould have ; and it proved ſo, for be
finding he was ſtill determined on the fore it was light next morning he left
ſame thing, I immediately looked on the country, leaving, as we found after
him with ſome indignation, but told wards, everything unpaid for, and ſome
him with calmneſs, that though ſuch a of his tradeſ-people were great loſers by
propoſal did not deſerve an anſwer, yet, him.
as I found my former ſilence had not made
My father, and mother were greatl
him deſiſt, I ſhould anſwer it now in a ſurprized at this, and at all we heard g
few words. I was very ſorry, I ſaid, to terwards, as his behaviour no way be
find he had ſo mean an opinion of me, trayed him. I felt myſelf, I freely own,
as to think me capable of ſuch an act, ſorry at loſing my good opinion of him,
and was much concerned if I had given but when that was gone, I eaſily loſt my
any reaſon for ſuch an opinion. That affection for him: "I learnt ſome years
marriage, I thought, was of too ſerious after, that he was quite expert in thoſe
a nature to begin it with an action that methods, and always conformed his be
muſt give the perſon with whom I was haviour to his company, both abroad
to live alone for life, but a mean opini and in England, by which means he was
on of my underſtanding and integrity, always ſure to gain acquaintance. He
a broken tradeſman's ſon, who
ſince it was contrary to reaſon, honour,
and modeſty, and as it was a breach of ived by his wits, and appeared either
duty and affection, muſt give him but good or bad, according to thoſe he got
little hopes of the continuance of them acquainted with.
to him ; and neither could I have ſo good
Thus I eſcaped being ruined and mi
an opinion of any perſon that could make ſerable for ever ; and though all ſuch

F.

ſuch an offer as to deſire I ſhould truſt.

purpoſes may not be really ſo bad in their

myſelf with him for life.

circumſtances, they muſt have partly the
ſame principles. Some years after, IT
told my parents all my ſtory, to their
great ſurprize, and had the ſatisfačtion of
having their entire approbation ; and

He ſeemed ſtruck with this anſwer,

and ſaid, with great diſcompoſure, that
if every body was of my opinion, there
would be few ſuch expeditions; and
then, aſſuming the air of gaiety and diſ. that I have yours too, Madam, is a
dain, ſaid, it muſt be great want of ſpi great additional happineſs: Indeed I
rit to refuſe ſo clever an expedition ; ſhould not have deſerved my preſent, in
and he knew ſeveral young ladies that the beſt man in the world, had I not
would not have refuſed his offer. I ſaid, ačied as I did. I am ſorry to entertain

I thought it ſhewed more want of ſpirit you with nothing but myſelf, but it was
not to be able to refuſe one ſo much to your own commands, which having
our diſgrace, nor to reject it with the obeyed, I haſten to conclude, and ſhall
contempt it deſerved ; that I was ſorry ſubſcribe
I was particular in this way of thinking;
your faithful and fincere
-

that one or two refuſals would make the

AMANDA.

gentlemen leave off ſuch ſtrange propo

a

-
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An Extract of Mr. W.M. BARTRAM's but being now drained, produced the
Obſervations in a journey up the Ri fineſt verdure we had yet ſeen in Geor
ºver Savannah in Georgia, with his 13.
8 Sept. 8. Purſued our journey thro'
Son, on Diſcoveries.
a fine country, full of various kinds of
Sept. 5,
E ſet out from Savannah, trees, ſhrubs, and plants, of which the
1765.
and found the roads mi largeſt and moſt remarkable were pine,
ſerably bad, owing to ſome heavy rains walnut, ſweet gum, and cypreſs; the
that had lately fallen; the thermometer, latter a winter-green, tho’ not an ever
at ſetting out, ſtood at 8o ; but at noon green, for the cypreſs here caſts its leaves
roſe to 87. In this day's journey we ob only in the ſpring; on the river's ſide
ſerved the country overſpread with the grew large liridendrons, magnolia altiſ
Spegelia, or Indian, Pink-root; ſome ſima, water oak, red cedar, and pavia
beautiful ever-green ſhrubs; and a large with very large nuts. But what ſurpri
plant not yet deſcribed, and never obſerved zed us the moſt in this day's journey,
before: In the evening we arrived at Ebe was a flinty rock over which we paſs'd,
nezer town, in which we found about near to which abundance of fragments
roo mulberry trees, and many of the lay ſcattered, that broke with a poliſh
inhabitants employed in raiſing filk; but like the Engliſh flints, of which, as we
the ſcarcity of working hands is a great afterwards learnt, the Indians made their
diſcouragement to this uſeful employ arrow-points, knives, hatchets, &c. ma
ment. Sturgeon abounds in the river ny of which were found broken in the
near this town, where the tide flows ve adjacent fields. We lodged at a farm
ry languidly, and is ſcarce perceptible a houſe, and were very hoſpitably enter
few miles higher. Though the wells tained. The maſter of the houſe accom
were 3o feet deep about this little town, panied us next day to a neighbouring
yet the water came up warm, though the bluff, zoo feet in perpendicular height
inhabitants did not always find it ſo.
above the level of the river, compounded

Sept. 6. In this day's journey ſaw of various ſtrata, but moſtly of a kind
nothing remarkable but a true Macazine
ſnake, beautifully marked with white
and brown ſpots, his ſkin ſmooth, his
fangs large and poiſonons, like the rat
tle-ſnake, near 3o inches long, and in
thickneſs about the ſize of one's writt.

of lime-ſhell petrefačtion, with which
the country, for 1 oo miles up and down
the river, is ſupplied for burning lime.
In this bluff are ſtrata of oyſter and other
ſhells, that appear quite natural, but,
when touch'd, crumble to powder. In
examining theſe mighty maſſes of ſhells,
Mr. Bartram diſcovered among them
ſome chriſtaline concretions that glittered
like diamonds ; and on the ſurface grow
many of our northern plants, maiden
hair, golden-rod, berry-bearing Solo

The ſhort-poded gleditis, the magnolia
and umbrella trees, a dwarf ſhining ieav'd
oak, and ſeveral very curious plants, not
before obſerved, were ſcattered along the
margin of the river, and enriched the
proſpects. The weather was this day
ihowery; the thermometer 85; and the mon's ſeal, ſweet-rooted ſänicle, liver
muſketoes intolerable.
wort, and ſome ſay ginſeng. The ri
Sept. 7. We rode 40 miles, croſs'd ver is here in moſt places aco yards broad,
three fine ſtreams of water, and arrived very clear, and though deep, rapid, par
in the evening at a dirty tavern, where, ticularly in great floods, when it riſes
however, we met with very civil uſage. from 20 to 25 feet above the common
The heat was very intenſe, the thermo level. We croſs'd it in a boat of very
meter 9o, and the roads tireſome. We ſimple conſtruction, being only three pic
croſs'd Bier Creek, where the river is ces of thick plank hollow'd, and riſing a
about 50 yards wide, a clear ſandy bot little at each end, like our ferry-boats,
tom, and not very deep. In our way and nailed together by croſs pieces, the
we obſerved many cypreſs ſwamps, ſome ſeams of which were not ſo well cloſed
fertile hill fides, and abundance of fine but that the water was plentifully ad
timber, intermixed with oak and hiccory. mitted, and, in fact, was rather a raft

Before the tavern where we lay, there than a boat. Trees of vaſt magnitude
was a fine graſs plat, that had formerly ſurprized Mr. Bartram in this neighbour
been a piece of water of a mile ſquare, hood. Hiccory five feet in diameter,
cypreſs
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cypreſs fix feet, and beech five feet; the rocky channel extends about four miles
white and black oak were here very tall higher, when a little ſtill water juſt ad

and large, but the moſt delightful trees mits a ferry, but the inhabitants ſay that
to appearance were the tulip tree, liquid the ſame kind of rockineſs ſoon commen
amber, ſilver maple, linden, horn-beam, ces, and reaches quite to the mountains,
and ſome others that are yet but little in a courſe of 150 miles, which no art can
known in this country.
make navigable, as no human labour
Sept. 9. Rode eight miles farther to can remove the rocks that every where
Mr. Galphin's, an Indian, trader, who interrupt the current.
conſtantly employs 4oo pick horſes in
Auguſta is finely ſituated along the
trading through the Creek nations, Chi banks of the Savanna, but is neither con
caſaws, Chactaws, and other Indian fiderable for riches, or number of inha
tribes, who are ſupplied with European bitants. The country round it is indeed
commodities in exchange for ſkins, bever, fertile, and the land is good quite as high
and other peltry, which are the chief ar as the Cherokee mountains; but the
ticles of Indian merchandize.
cultivation of it is too expenſive to pro
and its na
Sept. 1 o. Mr. Galphin, with ſix boat duce any conſiderable
men in two battoes, and a ſufficient tural productions of too little value to
quantity of proviñons, accompanied us invite adventurers to form plantations,
to the famous ſilver bluff, where the Spa which in times of war lie expoſed to the
niards formerly opened a mine, but it incurſions of the enemy, and in times of
taking its courſe under the river, they peace to the ſudden attacks of rapacious
were obliged to defilt from working it. ſavages. There are, however, in this
This bluff riſes about 50 feet above the little town, about 8o houſes, within
ordinary level of the river, and has no fight of each other, a church, and two
thing very particular in its appearance. wooden forts; ſome mulberry plantations
Great quantities of bog-trees are found have likewiſe been formed, and ſome pro
at a great depth in the internal parts of greſs made in the manufacture of raw
it; and one great chump was found ſo ſilk; but the quantity has been ſo ſmall,
etrified, that the centre of it looked and the trouble and hazard ſo great,

º

ike black-flint. Mr.

Galphin

very

unat little is to be expected from ſo un

obligingly condu&ed us 11 miles farther,
to a great oyſter bluff zoo feet high, out
of which guſhes a limpid current of pure
water, juſt cool enough to drink, which
was by far the moſt refreſhing we met
with through our whole journey. This

promiſing a beginning. The timber
here is very good, and in great quanti
ties, namely hiccory, aſh-leaved maple,
filver maple, red maple, red willow, wa
ter oak, poplar, tulip-tree, ſaſafras,
chinkopines, plane-tree, lotus, petelia,
bluff is formed of broken ſhells, crum elm, both ſmall and mountain, ſumach,
bled into ſmall particles, and hardened papaw, aſh, and mulberry; and near
to a conſiſtence that will juſt admit the the ferry is a high bluff, abounding with
knife. Night overtook us before we could various coloured earths, under which
reach home, and we were forced to leave

is a very cloſe, fine, white clay, ting’d'

our battoes behind us. We were highly with red, yellow, and purple veins, not
delighted with the rich meadows on both much unlike the ſoapy rock found in
fides the river, and the next day was the cliffs of Cornwall"; over this ſtra

ſpent in admiring this gentleman's
plantations, which were, indeed, very
deligitful.
Sept. 12. Set out for Auguſta, and
about noon arrived within fight of the

tum is another of a ſlimey, ſoft, mucati
ous matter, intermix’d at top with a coarſe

firſt falls.

turn.

After dinner we rode to the

main falls, where we found the river 3oo

ſand.

A.

Sept. 14, 15, 16, 17, we ſpent in wri
ting, drawing, and preparing for our re
l

N

O - T. E.

* From this deſcription there is reaſon
yards wide, very rapid, and rumbling
among the rocks, that are every where to believe, that the unaker, or China
interſperſed from ſide to ſide, generally earth, found in the Cherokee mountains,
about ſix inches above the ſurface, and may likewiſe be found in this bluff; a
where the water daſhes

from rock to

rock, with a continual noiſe. This

diſcovery, which, perhaps, may turn to
good account,

-

-
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Sept. 18. Set out from Mr. Galphin's,
accompanied by that gentleman, and
forme attendants, to viſit the cow pens,
which are the greateſt curioſity this coum
try affords; and in the evening, after
having travelled 25 miles thro' much
poor piney barren ground, we arrived at
the firſt cow pen, being a kind of houſe,
or hut, near a good ſpring, in which
fou? or five negroes, with one white man,
generally live to look after a number of
cattle of various kinds, that occupy a

May,

round which, as has been ſaid, the black
and white mulberry-trees are chiefly
cultivated, and the inhabitants generally
employed in raiſing raw filk, which they
ſell to the merchants of Savannah town

for ready money, but at a low price, of
which they
as in bad ſeaſons
they get little for their labour, and in
good, ſcarce more than maintains them
Sept. 22. We ſet out for Savannah:

º:

town, and ſuffered more from the rain

and bad roads than in the whole journey

range of country of fix or ten miles

before : The waters roſe and carried a

round; the chief employment of theſe
herdſmen, as they may be called, is to
tend the calving of the cows, and the
foaling of the mares, and to bring thoſe
to the pen that ſtand moſt in need of aſ.

way the bridges, the cauſeways were o
verflowed, and the ſavannas were belly
deep. We arrived ſafe, however, in
Savannah town, though in a miſerable
wet condition.

fiſtance and care; ſeveral of the inhabit

Sept. 23. The rºſh continued.
Sept. 24. Viſited ſeveral gentlemen
pens, at ten miles diſtance from each to enquire the way to St. Auguſtime;
other, and the cattle are kept in diſtinčt but found it, by the beſt information,

ants. have two or three of theſe cow

herds, and feed, both winter and ſum

almoſt imprºëticable by land; the gover

mor, however, with great civility, of
fered to write to the commanding offi
cer ar. Fort Carrington, to procure us a
guidº.
ſale.
sept. 15. Rode 12 miles to viſit Mr.
Sept. 19. We ſet out early from this Whitefield's orphan houſe, a neat brick
ſpot, and directing our courſe to the ca building, well finiſhed and painted both

mer, in their reſpective walks. Theſe
herdſmen are very destrous in catching
and training the wildelt horſes, and great
profit is made to their maſters by the

pital city, rode 35

miles, 20 of which within and without ; its dimenſions 6o

over a mountainous ridge, without any feet by 4o, with cellaring all the way
rumrºng water, which terminated, how through : two ſtories high, with good
ev.r, in a lime-ſtone cliff, out cf which garrets, and a turret and bell on the top.
*ſued a number of little bubblºg ſprings, Piazzas, ten feet wide, project on every
all uniting together in the adjacent ſide, and form a pleaſant walk, both win
valley, and forming a mott delectable ter and ſummer, round the houſe. The
creek.
infide apartments are well divided. On
Theſe lime-ſtone rocks are ſcattered the ground floor a paſſage runs from end
every where through this country, and to end, at the extremities of which a ſtair
are embodied, as it were, with ſea ſhells, cale of red bay, not unlike mahogany,
mot to be ſeparated by any known art, leads to the upper ſtory. On one ſide of
but which, burnt together, make a very this paſſage are three rooms, a parlour,
ſtrong lime. Near the main ſpring grew chappel, and library; on the other ſide,
a large magnolia altiflina, on a bank a long dining room and parlour. The
ten feet high, and round it ſeveral buſhes upper ſtory correſponds with the lower,
of the true ever green caſcena, of which and the garrets are alſo conveniently di
the Creek Indians make an exceſient tea, vided. This celebrated building ſtands
not leſs pleafaut than oriental teas, and on an area of an acre and an half, well
much more wholeſome.

-

Sept. 20. We rode 35 miles through
a barren country, where hardly any graſs
was to be ſeen, tºxcept in a few cypreſs
ſwamps that are now become dry by the
induſtry of the huſbandmen, and ſerve,
as is before remarked, for the winter
ſuſtenance of cattle.
Sept. 21. Arrived at Ebenezer Town,

fenced ; one ſide of which fronts a ſalt

water creek, which is dry when the tide
is out, but flows eight feet high when
the tide riſes. On the oppoſite ſide is a
garden handſomely laid out, and planted
with oranges, pomegranates, figs, peach
es, and other fruit trees, and at a ſmall
diſtance the ſchool-houſe, ſtables, and

other out-buildings are regularly diſpo
ſcd.

1757.
fed.
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Th: title of theſe

letters is calcula
ted to excite curioſity; but whe

ther the fa&ts contained in them are in
-

Theſe are the principal obſervations tereſting enough to gratify that curioſity,
which Mr. Bartram made in his journey can only be determined by thoſe who
up the river Savannah, with his ſon, be read them.
The great objećts from which Mr.
fore they went to Florida, in which he
has been very ſuperficial in his deſcription Mac Alleſter labours to derive his merit,
of places, but has mentioned many plants are, his diſcovery of the proječted ſcheme
and ſoils, which, to the people of this ºf France, in 1759, for invading Eng
iſland, do not ſeem of much conſequence. land; and his penetrating the ſecret mo
He has, indeed, obſerved, upon the un tives which brought on the baniſhment of
certainty of the weather in Georgia, that the Jeſuits from the French dominions;
the ſilk-worms are equally in danger his account of both we ſhall endeavour
from the ſeverity of the froſts in the ſpring briefly to, relate.
and autumn, and from the terrible ſtorms

of thunder and lightning in the ſummer;
that it is no uncommon thing in that
high latitude to have the thermometer at
between 8o and 90 degrees at noon, and
at 50 or 60 before night 3 to have hard
froſts within 15 miles of the capital, at
times when I oo miles farther North they
have none. The ſudden change of the

In 1755, Mr. Mac Alleſter's private
affairs caling him to Dunkirk, he ſtayed
there ſonne time, and then returned to
London; but not having finiſhed his buſi
neſs at Dunkirk, he had juſt embarked
on board a ſhip in the Thames on a ſe
cond voyage to that city, when he was

arreſted by a warrant from the Right
Hon. Henry Fox, Eſq; then ſecretary of
wind from N. W. to S. W. or S. will ſtate, and confined in a meſſenger's houſe,
cauſe an aſtoniſhing alteration of heat and on ſuſpicion of carrying on a ſecret cor
cold; and that in the very depth of win reſpondence with the enemies of his
ter it is not only warm, but hot when the country. From this accuſation, however,
ſun ſhines.

+

which was brought againſt him by one
who, he ſays, he had materially ſerved,

A Series of Letters, diſcovering the Scheme after a very ſtrict examination, he had
projećted by France, in 1759, for an the addreſs to clear himſelf, and after a
intended Invaſion upon England with month's confinement he obtained his diſ
Flat-bottom'd Boats, and various Con charge, and purſued his voyage.
ferences and original Papers touching
During his ſtay at Dunkirk, among a

that formidable Deſign Pointing at variety of other, acquaintance of ſome
the ſecret and true Motives, which rank, though chiefly of the rebel ſort,
precipitated the Negotiations, and Con he contracted an inviolable friendſhip
cluſion of the laſt Peace. To which with Mr. Lewis, ; an Engliſh gentle

are prefixed, the Secret Adventures of

man, who had lived for ſome time in the

the young Pretender; and the Conduct
of the French Court reſpešing him du
ring his ſtay in Great-Britain, and af.
ter his return to Paris. Alſo the chief
Cauſe that brought on the late Baniſh
ment of the jeſuits from the French
Dominions ; a Secret as yet concealed
yrom, the jeſuits themſelves : With the
real Examination of Father Hamilton,

neighbourhood of Dunkirk to retrieve
his fortune, and who was a moſt ſincere
friend and agreeable companion; he had
likewiſe frequent opportunities of con
ferring with Capt. Dumont, who was a
pi incipal naval officer in all the Preten
der's expeditions, and was well acquaint
ed with all Sullivan's adventures, who
was that Prince's principal ſecretary of

taken at Fountainbleau, O&ober 1756,

ſtate. Theſe particulars, it is neceſſary

who was employed to aſſaſſinate the to premiſe, as we ſhall have occaſion to
young Pretender. Together with the mention theſe gentlemen more than once
particular Caſe of the Author, in a in the ſequel.
Memorial to his late Royal Highneſs
Walking one evening by the fide of
the Duke of Cumberland. By Oli the canal leading to the baſon of Dun
ºver Mac Alleſler, Eſq; Two Wols. kirk, his new friend Mr. Lewis expreſ
&zarto.
ſcd a very carneſt defire to ſee Paris,
N n
and
May, 1767.
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This ſecret, however, was not impart
and preſſed Mr. Mac Alleſter to acconi
pany him. As the matter was at that ed immediately ; for though Mr. Mac
time indifferent, and the deſire of grati Alleſter had ſeveral private conferences

fying his friend was ever his ruling paſ with the King's principal miniſters, he
fion, Mr. Mac Alleſter conſented ; and was ſtill kept in ſuſpenſe till after he had
both began from that moment to prepare been ſent to Rochelle, and was again re

for their journey to Paris, with a view

turned to Parist.

It were foreign to our intention to a
only to paſs a few months in that capital,
muſe the reader with this myſterious
and then to return to Dunkirk.
About the latter end of July 1757, journey of Mr. Mac Alleſter's to Ro
they arrived at Paris, and took up their chelle, where he amuſed himſelf between
reſidence at the Hotel d'Entrague, where two and three months at the French king's
Mr. Mac Alleſter had ſlept only one expence, for no other reaſon than, as it
might before he received an invitation ſhould ſeem, to make trial of his fineſſe
from Marſhal Thomond, to whom he before he was employed in more ſerious
was very well known, to come to his ſervice; we ſhall therefore proceed,
houſe”.
though a little abruptly, to the main bu
Now it was that Mr. Mac Alleſter firſt fineſs, and the manner he was introduced

applyed himſelf to learn the French lan
guage, for though he had been two years
at Dunkirk, he was notwithſtanding ſo
totally ignorant of French, as to be obli
ged to his friend Mr. Lewis to interpret
to him the diſcourſe which the gentleman
held with the Swiſs who came to enquire
for him by Marſhal Thomond's defire at
his new lodgings. But what is worthy

to perform it, which in truth, has an
air of novelty that cannot fail of inter
eſting the reader.
On the 18th of November 1758, Mr.

ſet himſelf in earneſt to learn it; for in

miles out of town, through a bye-way he
had never paſſed before, the coach ſtopt
at the entrance of a moſt noble building,

Mac Alleſter received a billet from M.

Buhot, inviting him to take a little tour
of pleaſure into the country, and, as he

might be abſent a few days, to bring a

£9t'ple of ſhirts and a night cap with
of remark on this occaſion, is, the faci him. Mr. Mac Alleſter did ſo; and the
lity with which Mr. Mac Alleſter made coach being ready, they ſet out in the
himſelf maſter of the language, when he afternoon; and after driving about two
March 1758, we find him in cloſe con
verſation with Mr. Buhot, inſpector of
the French police, from whom he had
received a billet without any previous
knowledge of his perſon, or any acquain

which had the air of an old

ſtately palace,

the front of which was very grand, clean,

and handſome. Caſting his eyes about,

tance with his character, or any recom and not ſeeing one living creature in the
mendation that Mr. Mac Alleſter has great court, nor at the windows, he in

thought fit to declare, to come to him in *tantly concluded that it muſt be a con
order to have a ſecret imparted to him, yent; and upon paſſing the porter's lodge,
with which no other man in France was being deſired to leave his ſword, he was
proper to be entruſtedt.
confirmed in this idea. When they ar
N

O

T

E.

* Mr. Mac Alleſter explains the man

rived at the foot of the great ſtairs, Buhot

i. a paper in his hand,

which he deſired

it will
, arrival, which he ſays, was by means of tell you, ſays Buhot, what to ſay to the
a phyſician whom he had former iy known
N O T E.
at London, who accidentally paſſing by
1 Mr. Mac Alleſter was ſent to Ro
as he was lighting frcm the coach, ap
on the 7th of April, juſt ſeven
prized the Marſhal of what he had ſeen. chelle
after his firſt interview with M. Bu
+ You are the only man in France to days
hot,
and
returned about the middle of
whom the buſineſs would be confided,
July,
when
we find him very importu
and it is for the king himſelf you are en
truſted, are Buhot's words to Mr. Mc. nate with the French miniſtry for the re
Alleſter, when he afterwards gave him a ward of his ſervices, though by his rela
paper of inſtructions to examine a man tion it does not appear that he had per
in the priſon or hoſpital of Bicêtre, on formed, any ; and he acknowledges he
mer by which the Marſhal knew of his

which the whole myſtery depends.

'm not to read till his leiſure;

received money to defray his expences.
perion
-
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thing. And aſked in his turn, when he
was to depart. He was then told, he
ſtood committed by the name of Philip
Granville, and was not to go out without
an order. A thouſand horrors preſented
it.”
themſelves at once; he was impatient to
Upon entering a large apartment, a read the paper put into his hands by Bu
gentleman inſtantly appeared whoſe name hot ; ..ſ. to know where he was
was Honette, to whom Buhot preſented to lie, he deſired permiſſion to retire to
a paper, on the peruſal of which, This, his room. This being reported to the
Sir, ſays Honette, I ſuppoſe is the Philip keeper, he very politely condućted him
Granville mentioned in the paper. Bu to a room in which were a candle and a
hot anſwered, yes. He then rang a bell, good fire burning, a table, two chairs,
and a luſty rough looking man came in; and a tolerable good bed. On taking
perſon you are to ſpeak to in caſe you
fhall go where he is. You muſt not tell
your name, but ſay it is the ſame you
will hear me mention, if it ſhould hap
pen that any perſon ſhould aſk to know

to whom Honette ſaid, Take, this gen

leave, the keeper turned the key upon

tleman with you and ſhew him the place.
Paſſing along the piazzas, they came to a
pair o #. gates, where the man took
out of his pockets two large keys, un
locked the gates, and as ſoon as both had
entered locked them again. Centinels
under arms with their bayonets fixed
were the firſt objects that preſented them

him, and left him for the remainder of

the night to his own meditations. The

firſt thing he did, was to read the paper;
which was titled,

,

Inſtructions for Mr. Mac Alleſter.

“The perſon to be obſerved, ſpeaks

often of the Jeſuits, and particularly of
Father Fleuriau, who, he ſays, has done
it will be neceſ

ſelves, and next to them, a number of him many good offices

meagre wretches all in the uniform of the ſary ingenuouſly to know where he lives,
houſe, i. e. a coarſe brown jacket, large and in what convent he is.”
brown trouſers, coarſe ſtockings of the
In acting with circumſpection, as the
ſame colour, an high cap of the ſugar caſe ſhall equire, it will be proper to
loaf form, and wooden ſhoes; ſtartled have the greateſt attention to the names,
at theſe appearances, he ventured to aſk countries, and places of abode of the
his guide, into what place he was brought 2 Perſons he ſhall ſay he has any connection
who replied, the hoſpital and priſon of with.
On ruminating on theſe inſtructions,
Bicêtre, where we have generally from
5 to 6ooo of , both ſexes, with eighty he recollected all that had paſſed from
men and officers under arms, beſides the his firſt interview with Buhot to the then
ſervants of the houſe, who are all alike preſent moment relative to the grand ſe
confined to certain rules, and "one can cret, which he was told, it was of mo

go out without permiſſion from the Cap ment to him to preſerve, left he ſhould be
tain a la force, or keeper of the priſon, murdered by perſons he little ſuſpected;
to whoſe orders the military are all ſub he from thence concluded, that the buſi

ſervient. Upon aſking who thoſe men fineſs he was to enter upon was a branch
were ſo oddly dreſſed, he was told, they of Damien's affair; that the perſons ſo
were priſoners; that the beſt gentlemen dangerous were the Jeſuits, that the riſk
in France were ſo cloathed in that houſe; he was to run was the ſame with the king's;
that as ſoon as committed, they were but that it was attended with an addition

ſtripped of cloaths, money, linnen, and al danger, from the miniſters by whom
every kind of ornament; that they were he was employed, who being once poſ
ſecret through his means,
deprived likewiſe of every offenſive inſtru ſeſs'd
ment, even to a knife, fork, needle, or night tººk the filencing him for ever,
pin ; he added that their money was not the moſt effectual way to ſecure the con
abſolutely taken from them, but kept to cealinent of it.
Theſe ten ible apprehenſions apart, Mr.
buy then neceſſaries, the priſon allow
ance being barely ſufficient to preſerve Mac Alleſter had no leai reaſon to com
life. Having paſſed ſome time in theſe plain of his accommodations; all imagi
enquiries with his guide, and night ap :able attention was paid to him by the
proaching, he was aſked by his guide goales and military officers, and he met
what he would have for ſupper, but hav with in any civilities to render his ſituation
ing no ſtomach to eat, he replied, no tolerable. He was ſhewn the miſerable

º:

N n z.

condition
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and told of an adjoining priſon called but his courage never forſook him. When
the ſurgeons and attendants were gone,
that or the Baſtile, where the unhappy Mr. Mac Alletter queſtioned him about
ſufferers were either privately murdered, his misfortune; his anſwer was, it is no
or ſuffered to languiſh out their lives in ſecret; father Fleuriau and myſelf hav
cells or dungeons, the very fight of which, ing long been confined in an apartment of
was horrible to human nature, and where this houſe, and finding no hope of deli
one man miraculouſly ſurvived till he was verance, contrived an eſcape by enlarg
covered with hair like an old monſter; ing a little blind window in a lumber
and till his body was emaciated, and his room above, tearing the ſheets of our
features ſo altered and diſtorted, that all beds, tying them together, and after
appearance of humanity had left him, faſtening one end to a beam, letting our
and he could only be known for a man ſelves down. I, added he, was the firſt
by his pitiable groans, and piercing la who ventured to deſcend; but I had ſcarce
Galbanon ten times more dreadful than

mentations.

cleared myſelf from the loweſt bar of the

The third night after his confinement,
as he was fitting by the fire in his room,
reading, ſome people knocked at the
door, and he was inſtantly ſurprized with
the appearance of a tall man about fix
feet high, dreſs'd in the formidable habit
of the houſe, who abruptly entered, and
boldly aſked what countryman he was

window, when the rotten ſheets gave

way, and I fell by the back of the houſe
wall into the path-way. . It happened
that no one paſſed by till after day-light,
when recovering from the ſhock which
had deprived me of all ſenſe, I crawled
as faſt as I could to Paris, and arrived

at the Hotel Dieu before any enquiry
Mr. Mac Alleſter ſomewhat diſconcerted, was made after me; and having demand
anſwered him roughly, and chid the ed the clergyman's room, was there ad
for introducing to him ſo daring a mitted, all imaginable care taken of my
ellow; the goaler reply'd, that he would wounds, and I ſhould have been well in a
do for him ſoon, and opening an inner few days had I been permited to remain ;
room door, drove him like a dog to his but being ſoon diſcovered, an order was
kennel into a dark dungeon, where there made out for my recommitment, to the
was no fire, turned the key upon him, conſequences of which you have been a

#.

and left him to find his wretched bed in a witneſs.

Mr. Mac Alieſter aſked him if

he knew what became of father Fleuriau.
moſt deplorable condition.
This unhappy man had been deſperate He ſaid, no; if the poor gentleman is

ly bruiſed in making his eſcape a few days

alive, added he, to be ſure he is now at

before, from a place of confinement in Galbanon, but it is more probable he has
the ſame houſe. To alleviate his miſery, been murdered privately. Theſe particu
he began to fing Latin anthems with a lars alarmed Mr. Mac Alleſter more
Joud and a clear voice, which he continu than ever; he could not conceive the rea

ed a long time; and in the morning re
newed the ſame practice. About eight
in the morning, however, the Captain a
1a force came up to viſit him, when he

ſon for the enquiry after father Fleuriau
ſo particularly ecommerded in his inſtruc
tions, when it could be no ſecret to the

miniſtry where he was ; neither could he
implored the aſſiſtance of a ſurgeon, and comprehend the myſtery of employing

humbly intreated Mr. Mac Alleſter to

him in this examination, when thers
intercede for him, to have his wounds could be no doubt but that Hamilton,

dreſſed at his fire. Mr. Mac Alleſter, the perſon now with him, had paſſed
who had now been acquainted with his through ſtrict examinations both at his

flory, and that this was the man he was

firſt commitment, and when he was diſ

to examine, complyed with his requeſt, covered after his eſcape from Bicêtre. He
to which the goaler conſented ſeemingly reſolved, however, to write ingenuouſly
with ſome reluctance.
to the miniſter every day what he could
The ſurgeons being come, began to learn fiom him, and leave the reſt to pro
dreſs his wounds; his arm, ſide, and

other parts were torn, bruiſed, and woun

vidence.

Mr. Mac Alleſter has here inſerted

a

ded to ſuch a degree, that the affected diary of what paſſed between this preten

Parts looked as if mangled and torn by

ded Hamilton and him from the 21ſt of
November

1767.
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unfortunate priſoner; nor does he
November till the 4th of December 1758; the
ſeem to have met with a reward from the
a true copy of which, he ſays, he tranſ
mitted to the French miniſter every day; French miniſtry adequate to the import
but from all which nothing can be learnt ance of the ſervices he thinks he perform
but the travels of a Jeſuitical ſtroller ed on this occaſion. It does not appear,
from one country to another, his amours, however, that he was ever employed in
his pleaſures with the Jeſuits, his ac any other ſervice; yet according to his
demands were lo large,
quaintance with princes and crown'd own relation, hisities
ſo preſſing, that to
heads; the ſums he received from differ and his importun
ent perſons; and his impriſonments and obtain a deliverance from his perpetual
ions, they clapt him into priſon
eſcapes. But the crimes he committed, requiſit
a frivolous pretence, on which his
and the ſervices he engaged to perform, on
cut his throat, and he with
remain yet to be told. He has indeed, friend Lewis
y,
adde at the end of his diary, a liſt of difficult after ſeveral months confine
the principal Jeſuits and the names they ment, obtained his liberty : but the re
aſſumed in different countries, but whe compence remainsto this day undikharged.
From Damicn's attempt to kill his
ther real or fictitious is not certainly
known; and it muſt be recolle&ted that ſovereign, and from Hamilton's intention
aſſaſſinate the young pretender, Mr.
Mr. Mac Alleſter in the account he gives to
Mac Alletter concludes, that the French
of the 9th day's examination, takes no
tice, that “Hamilton ſaid many things miniſtry formed the reſolution of exter
of the old and young pretender, that the minating the authors and projectors of
latter had given out that he was come thoſe deſigns; of extinguiſhing the whole
to France to aſſaſſinate him, of which he power of the Jeſuits at once; of ſeizing
had received intelligence from London, and confiſcating their poſſeſſions, riches,
and that they had refuſed him the ſacra churches, and effe&ts; and of driving
ment on that account.”

Add to this, thoſe reverend fathers, who for ages paits

that Mr. Mac Alleſter, beſides the diary had held the conſciences of kings and
already mentioned, ſpeaks of a confeſſion miniſters in keeping, not only from
written by Hamilton, “in which he ac about the court, but from the kingdom of
France for ever. This is that grand ſe
knowledges, that he had been drawn in clet,
which Mr. Mac Alleſter thinks he
to the ſcheme of aſſaſſinating the young

Pretender by the promiſe of a conſidera has diſcloſed; and which, he ſays, has

ble ſum, and
made a biſhop, hitherto been concealed from the Jeſuits
and ſets down the names of thoſe who themſelves.—His account of the diſcovery

..".

the ſcheme projected by France to in
took part in the project; but no mention of
vade England with flat-bottomed boats
is made by Mr. Mac Alleſter cf the per ſhall make an article
in our next.
ſon who made the promiſe, nor of any
one concerned.
It is with pleaſure we preſent to our
This Hamilton, whoſe real name was
Readers, the following Article, know
Vleighe, a Fleming by birth, ſuppoſed ing how acceptable it muſt be, particu
himſelf a baſtard, though born in wed
larly to thoſe who had the Pleaſure of
lock, and was a clergyman by profeſſion.
the Author's Acquaintance; a Gentle
• His perſon and figure were bold, ſtrong;
man of diſlinguiſhed Tafte, and happily
and engaging; he was very learned, had fitted for the Subječ7 of his three Let
a memory beyond belief, or human ima
ter; ; his Travels pointed out to #:A
gination; he ſpoke , ſeveral languages
its Superiority in Excellence, and his
fluently, from all which flowed a power
Abilities did it juſtice in the Deſcrip
ful elocution; and with all theſe he ſeem

tion.

-

ed to be of great vivacity, quick in his
deſcribing the Lake of Killarney,
conceptions, with an undaunted courage Letters
and Murruſ, Gardens, written by the
and intrepidity.’
Such is Mr. Mac
late William Ockenden, Eſ; Member
Alleſter's character of this extraordinary
fºr great Marlow.
man,
A full confeſſion from Hamilton be To the Right Hºn. Lady j-1 C-r.
Kilkenny, June 14, 176t.
Mºdan,
ing thus obtained, an order arrived for
OUR ladyſhip muſt have he ºrd tº
Mr. Mac Alleſter's releaſe, after which
Lake of Kiliarney of, en Lº:
he never could learn what happened to
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ed, among your Iriſh acquaintance, as continued to make very frequent expedi
thoſe gentlemen very generally eſteem it
one of the capital ornaments of their
country. It is not long ſince, I was en
* gaged with a ſmall party from Limerick,
on purpoſe to ſee it and I do aſſure you,

tions to theſe upper regions, ſometimes
three or four in a year; but ſometimes

three or four years paſs without his once
appearing, which the bordering inhabit
ants, have always looked on as a mark of

that the beauties we beheld there, ap very bad times.
It was feared, this would be the third
peared ſo very ſtriking, and the voyage

we made upon it, looked ſo very like en year he would ſuffer to elapſe, without
chantment, that I cannot help flattering his once chearing their eyes with his pre
myſelf you muſt be ſurprized and pleaſed ſence : but the latter end of laſt Auguſt
with an account of it.
he again appeared, to the inexpreſſible
We arrived at the town, which gives joy of all, and was ſeen by numbers in
name to the Lake, towards evening; and the middle of the day. I had the curio
our principal entertainment after ſupper, fity, before I left Killarney, to viſit one
was in hearing little pieces of hiſtory told of the witneſſes to this very marvellous
over, very neceſſary to be known, by fa&t.
The account ſhe gives is, that, return
adventurers going to embark, upon this
ing with a kinſwoman to her houſe at
romantic piece of water.
There lived in the largeſt iſland (for the head of the lake, they both beheld a
there are ſeveral iſlands on the Lake) fine gentleman, mounted upon a black
many hundred years ago, a petty prince, horſe, aſcend through the water with a
named O'Donoghoe, who was lord of numerous retinue on foot ; who all mov
the whole Lake, the ſurrounding ſhore, ed together along the ſurface toward a

and a large diſtrict of neighbouring coun ſmall iſland, near which they again de
tº W.

'He

manifeſted, during his ſtay upon
earth, great munificence, great humanity,
and great wiſdom : for, by his profound
knowledge in all the ſecret powers of
mature, he wrought wonders, as mira
culous as any tradition has recorded, of
ſaints by the aid of angels; or of ſorce
rers by the aſſiſtance of daemons ; and
among many other moſt aſtoniſhing per
formances, he rendered his perſon im
mortal. After having continued a long
time upon the ſurface of the globe, with
out growing old, he one day, at Roſs
caſtle (the place where he moſt uſually re

ſcended under water.

This account is

confirmed, in time, place and circum
ſtances, by many more ſpectators from
the fide of the Lake, who are all ready to
ſwear, and, not improbably, to ſuffer

death in ſupport of their teſtimony.
His approach is, ſometimes, preceded
by muſic inconceiveably harmonious;
ſometimes by thunder inexpreſſibly loud;
but ofteneſt without any kind of warning
whatſoever. He always riſes through the
ſurface of the Lake, and generally amu
ſes himſelf upon it, but not conſtantly :
for there is a farmer now alive, who de
clares, as I am told, that riding one

fided) took leave of his frien.'s, and ri evening near the lower end of the Lake,
fing from the floor, like ſome aerial ex he was overtaken by a gentleman, who
iſtence, paſſed through the window, ſhot ſeemed under thirty years of age, very
away horizontally, to a conſiderable di handſome in his perſon, very ſumptuous
itance from the caſtle, and then deſcen in his apparel, and very affable in his
ded. The water, unfolding at his ap converſation. After having travelled for
proach, gave him entrance down to the ſome time together, the nobleman (for

ſub-aqueous regions, and then, to the
inexpreſſible attoniſhment of all behold
ers, cloſed over his head, as they be
lieved, for ever : but in this they were
miſtaken.

He returned again, ſome years after,
not, like Hamlet’s ghoſt,
“ the glimpſes of the moon, making
- “night hideous,” but the radiance of the
fun, making day joyful, to thoſe at leaſt

ſuch he judged him to be by his appear
ance) obſerved, that, as might was ap

proaching, the town far off, and iodging
not eaſy to be found, he ſhould be wel
come to take a bed that night at his houſe,
which, he ſaid, was not very diſtant.

... The invitation was readily accepted;
they approached the Lake together, and
both their horſes moved upon the ſurface
without ſinking, to the infinite amaze
who ſaw him : fince which time, he has ment of the farmer, who thence percei
reviſiting

wed
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ved the ſtranger to be no leſs than the great but all the reſt ſtill retains the pleaſing
O'Donoghoe. They rode a confiderable wildneſs of a foreſt.
diſtance from ſhore, and then, deſcend

There are various eminences, in diffe

ing into a delightful country under wa rent parts of this moſt truly fortunate
ver, lay that night in a houſe much lar iſle, commanding ſeveral beautiful views,
ger in ſize, and much more richly fur over different parts of the Lake. To
niſhed, than even lord Kenmare's, at the north-weſt, there is one, ſurveying
an expanſe of water, four miles in length,
Killarney.
Thus far, in the hiſtory of O'Donog and three in breadth, bounded on the
hoe, it was neceſſary to proceed, previ right hand by the cultivated hills of Ag
ous to the hiſtory of our voyage upon hadoe, and on the left by ſhaggy moun
the Lake, for reaſons that will ſoon be tains: there is another to the ſouth
weſt, which, extending two miles acroſs
very obvious.
The preſent proprietor of O'Donog the Lake, terminates in the bowery ſhoul
hoe's dominions is lord Kennare, a gen der of Mount Glena: but the fineſt lies

tleman, by univerſal good charaćter, of
as much ſpirit, taſte, and politeneſs, as
any man in the three kingdoms. I had
not the honour of his acquaintance, but
ventured to ſend him a card, expreſſing
our great deſire to ſee the Lake; and his
lordſhip in return moſt obligingly fur
niſhed us with a ſix-oared boat ready

manned, and all the apparatus neceſſary
for our voyage. "We put a cold dinner
on board, together with a proper quan
tity of liquor, and embarked by eight
o'clock in the morning : the weather
was fair; the wind was ſtill ; the Lake

ſouth-eaſt, where the eye is loſt in
byrinth of water, winding round a
titude of iſlands, riſing one beyond
ther; ſome rocky and bare, and

a la
mul
ano
ſome

tufted with trees, which, thick on every
ſide, hang waving over the Lake.
On re-embarking, I expreſſed great
deſire, to purſue our voyage through that
liquid maze, which looked ſo ſingularly
pleaſant : but our admiral aſſured me,
that it was a maze in appearance only;
for on going among the iſlands, which
ſeemed to form it, they would be found
much farther apart than what they ſhaw
ed to our low diſtant view, glancing along

was ſmooth, and the boat, impelled by
the oars, “cut ſwiftly through the clear the ſurface of the water.
From Innisfallan we therefore ſteered
expanſe,” till we reached Innisfallan, an
iſland of large extent, containing twenty another courſe, and after two miles of
Engliſh acres, and lying half a league very pleaſing navigation, with the open
from ſhore.
part of the Lake on our right hand, and
It appeared very beautiful to us from the iſlands cluſtering on our left, we ap
the boat, bordered round with rock, and

proached thoſe Alpine hills which hang

upon the ſouthern edge of the water, and
were quite tranſported with a marvellous
fabrick, built for the buſineſs of religion, ſcene of pure nature, which there aroſe
a thouſand years ago, but now turned before us, more exquiſite than any I had
into a room, for the purpoſes of plea ever, ſeen, either in France, Italy, or

covered high with trees.

We landed near the remains of an old

*

i

ſure.

England: it is formed by the ſide of

It ſtands upon a rock, looks down up
on the water, is in part ſhagged with
ivy, and the whole buried in a wood.
º,". purſuing our way along a
ſhady walk, which the noble proprietor
has lately carried round the whole cir
cumference, we paſſed by great variety
of ground, ſmall hills, gentle deſcents,
little brays, and riſing promontories,
all formed by the natural irregularity of
the iſland. Some of the interior parts
have been ploughed up; where the rich

Mount Glena, which bends a little hol

lowing, very rocky, extremely ſteep, and
is covered quite up, with great variety of
trees, as oak, beach, and mountain-aſh,
moſt beautifully blended with holly, yew,
and arbutus, rooted in the rock a thou
ſand feet above the ſurface of the water.

We reſted upon our oars within the bow

ery boſom of this ſublime theatre, (for ſo
I call it, though the curve is ſmall) and
remained there ſome time enraptured with
the beauties we beheld.

neſs of the ſoils, and the luxuriancy of

Departing with reluctance, we coaſted
the vegetation, are indeed ſurpriſing: along a broken ſhore, to the mouth of a
-

conſiderable

*
*
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confiderable river, which comes from age upon this celebrated Lake. I am
another lage piece of water among the obliged to break off in the middle of my
mountains above, and after many turn narration, by the coming in of a great
ings and windings in the courſe of five deal of company, who all inſiſt on my
miles running, unites the two lakes by a not writing a word more. You ſhall ſoon
navigable communication. We rowed have the ſequel. In the mean time I beg
up this ſerpentine ſtream, in ſome places you will believe me to remain, as I do
very gentie, in others extremely rapid, in great truth, dear madam,
your moſt faithful and
‘and purſuing our way through very un
obedient humble ſervant,

common ſcenes of wildneſs, ſuch as rocks

clad with the ſtrawberry, or arbutus
tree, ſhooting up through the crevices of
the marble, we approached another tall
mountain, called the Eagle's Neſt. It
begins to riſe from the edge of the water
in a ſteep ſlope, covered with foreſt-trees
mixed with ever-greens, above which it
riſes perpendicular in rocks, quite naked,
except ſome tufts of ivy, fringing the
edge of the cliff: from thence the noun
tain again grows ſloping, and covered
with graſs, terminates in an obtuſe pike
more than two thouſand feet above the
river,

Here we again reſted upon our oars, to
mark the flight of numerous eagles, (the
chief inhabitants of theſe lofty regions)
which was ſlow, ſolemn, and very high ;
to view the marble chaſm in the perpen

WILLIAM Ocke ND Ex.
LE T T E R

II.

To Lady J–n C–r.
Madam,
Kilkenny, June 20, 1763.
Urſuant to the promiſe I made your
ladyſhip in my laſt, I am now ſet
down to write the ſequel of our voyage
on the Lake i and ſhall at once re-aſſume

the narration, where it broke off in my
former epiſtle.
The ſecond muſic, which immediately
ſucceeded the thunder, ſeemed more ſoft
and lulling than the firſt. But our ely

ſium was very ſhort, lºsing ſoon loſt in
another clap, ſtill louder than that which
had preceded, and which again burſt ſud

denly upon us; again awaking us to

terror; when, lo l a third return of mu
dicular ſide of the mountain, in which fic, ſuperlatively ſweet indeed, reſtored
they had formed their netts; and to ad our ſenſes, and re-intranced our hearts.
mire the many noble obječts, which pre It laſted ſome time—and a moſt ſolemn

fented themſelves on every hand, in this ſilence enſued.
We waited now, motionleſs and awe
tippendous ſcene; when ſuddenly, to
our inexpreſſibie amazement, we were ſtruck, for what wonders might follow
for priſed with muſic, ſweeter than any I next in this region of enchantment . We
had ever heard before, which ſeemed to gazed at the wood, the rock, the moun
riſe from the rock, at which we gazed ; tain, and the river, with alternate hope
and breaking upon us in ſhort melodi and fear; hope, while the muſic dwelt

ous ſtrains, filled the very ſoul with tran upon our thoughts; and fear, while we
fºort.

remiembered the thunder: however, the

-

Angels from the ſky, or fairies from muſic being laſt, our hopes were ſtrong
the mountain, or O'Donoghoe from the eſt; and we expe&ted, with a pleafing

impatience, ſome very marvellous event,
pesied to appear before us; but after a —in vain-no angel appeared to delight

river, was what we every moment ex

quarter of an hour's fixed attention, all
our raptures were diſperſed by a clap of
thunder moſt a ſton, thingly loud, which,
burſting from the ſame direction whence
the muſic had lately ſeemed to flow,
rent the mountain with its roar, and filled

ns with the apprehenſions of being in
frant y buried in a chaos of hill, wood,
and water: but the

hor, or was as ſud

tienly diſſipated by the return of the ſame

our eyes! no daemon to alarm us with

new terrors' no O'Donoghoe to gratify
our curioſity! ſo that at laſt, abandoning
our fruitleſs attention, we took up our
cars, and purſued our courſe along the
ſerpentine river, labouring againſt a very
ſt ong current ; and paſſed at length un
der the arch of a ſtone bridge, rendered
venerable, in ſome degree, by time.
After ſeveral miles meandering, we en

foothing ſtiains, which had before en tered the Upper Lake between two rocks,
tranced us.

through a very narrow paſſage called Cole

... Thus cads the firſt part of our yoy man's Eye.
This
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This ſecond piece of water, much from our immediate hearing, was reflec
ſmaller than the firſt, is thick ſpread with ted by the perpendicular rock, and pour
very odd-figured iſlands, and incloſed ed upon us, in full echo, from the moun
uite round with tall mountains, riſing tains, with all that wondrous ſweetneſs

}. the

moſt part from the edge of the

water.

It appears of an oblong ſhape, ſtill remains very ſurpriſing to me; for,

before mentioned ; which laſt circumſtance

and at ſome little diſtance, above the up

in all other echos I ever heard, the re

per end, the whole river that feeds it is
formed by nature into a large caſcade,
which makes a moſt glorious appearance,
tumbling down the boſom of the moun
tain, and glittering between the trees,
with which it is on both ſides very richly

flected ſounds have been conſtantly lower,

embroidered.

It falls more than two

fainter, and leſs diſtinét, than the ſounds

themſelves; but here the echo preſerves
all the ſtrength, brilliancy, and clearneſs
of original muſic; at the ſame time that
it ſounded in the ear with an improved,
an exalted degree of melody, which it

hundred feet perpendicularly, flowering is as hard to deſcribe, as to account for.
in its deſcent, and divided into two
The myſtery of the muſic being thus
ſheets, until, ſtriking againſt ſome ſmall laid open, that of the thunder will be
craggy rocks, which project from the eaſily underſtood; for, during our fixed
mountain ſide, it then forms three ſheets, attention, the cannon was ſuddenly diſ
and roars, and foams, and ruſhes to the charged, and the loud report it then
bottom.

made, being echoed and re-echoed from

The vaſt height of the deſcent, the the ſurrounding rocks and mountains,
variety of ſtreams, and the richneſs of ſtunned us with all the terrifying roar and
ſhade on both ſides, have made that great roll of real thunder, from which it could

traveller doćtor Pococke, biſhop of Oſſo not be diſtinguiſhed.
ry, deem it the moſt beautiful cataraćt he
Having thus come to a full explana
ever ſaw in any part of the world. There tion of the moſt aſtoniſhing occurrence in
might have been no occaſion of appealing our whole hiſtory, I am very apprehen
to i. lordſhip's high authority in this
five that you will be much inclined to
caſe, had I not been prevented from view ſlacken your attention in the purſuit of
ing this admirable obječt myſelf, in that what renains to be deſcribed, that is, the
complete manner I intended, by a ſhower particulars of our ride the next day to
of rain, which chliged us to return viſit the environs of the Lake, and to
before we had enjoyed the ſight many view thoſe ſcenes by land, we had no
Inlinutes.
opportunity of ſurveying by water. It
Our boatmen now reverſed their courſe, will therefore be certainly moſt prudent
and rowed back with all the expedition to conclude my letter with my voyage,
that unceaſing purſuit of bad weather and reſerve the deſcription of Mucruſs
could excite. We landed at the place Gardens, the moſt romantie in the world,
where we had firſt embarked, and com to embelliſh ſome future epiſtle.
I am, &c.
pleted our voyage before night, after hav
W. OcKENDEN.
ing bad the whole myſtery of the muſic
and thunder, as we repaſſed the Eagle's
L E T T E R III.
Neſt, explained to us as follows.
The ſituation of the mountain on one
To Lady J
n C
r.
ſide of the river, and the place from
Kilkenny, June 28, 1760.
which we viewed it, being at the foot of
HE very favourable reception your
a ſmall hill on the other #. have already
Ladyſhip was pleaſed to give my
been deſcribed. I ſhall therefore proceed two letters, deſcribing the Lake of Kiſ
to inform you, that at a ſhort diſtance; larney, now leads me to attempt a third,
upon a choſen ſpot of ground, open to in full hope of affording ſome farther
the mountain, but covered from us by entertainment, with more particulars re
the interpoſition of a ſmall hill, a French lating to that very wonderful aſſemblage
horn, and a ſmall piece of cannon were of natural beauties : and this I am the
ſecretly planted, where, while we were better able to perform, as having fince
feaſting our eyes upon the ſublime ſcene made another journey to Killarney.
MWe began our view of theſe environs
which lay before us, the muſic played,
and the ſound, cut off by the ſmall hill with Mucruſs Gardens, the property of
O 9
Edward
May, 1767.
-

-
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Edward Herbert, eſquire : they lie, or diverſified the view, and greatly improved
rather hang, upon the eaſt end of the the picture; theſe by the oddly pleaſing
Lake; and conſiſt of a moſt uncommon rudeneſs of their ſides, and thoſe by the
mixture of large rocks, ſhady, valleys, rich variety of ever-greens intermingled
and opening lawns, extremely lively in on their heads. For the ſake of viewing
their verdure. The rocks are high, this capital ſcene in the moſt advantage
craggy, and their tops covered, for the ous manner, a ſtone ſtrućture is here in
moſt part, with variety of young wood :

tended to be built, either in the temple

the valleys, extremely narrow, embower or the caſtle ſtyle, which, when comple
ed in many places by the branches ſhoot ted, cannot fail of proving a great orna
ment to the Gardens, Lake, and coun
round the rocks, and unite the lawns try.

ing from the crags on either ſide, wind

We ſtood upon this choſen ſpot a con
tions. The whole of theſe ſtriking par fiderable time, till the increaſing heat of
ticulars are ſo happily diſpoſed by nature, the day obliged us to deſcend, and ſeek

with a number of ſerpentine communica

as to form a real wilderneſs, but vaſtly the cool ſhelter of the wilderneſs.

Here

ſuperior, in grandeur, elegance, , and we ſeated ourſelves upon a natural bench
beauty, to every thing of the kind yet of ſtone, rendered inviting by a ſoft co
attempted by art, even with profuſion of vering of moſs at the foot of a rock, whoſe
ſhaggy brow, projećting forward, ſhaded
expence.
The celebrated biſhop Berkeley, when us completely from the ſun. Having ſuf
he firſt ſaw this delightful rural ſcene, ficiently reſted ourſelves in this receſs,
could not help crying out, with ſurpriſe we purſued our wanderings through the
and ecſtaſy, “Another Louis Quatorze valleys, and over the i. till we
“may make another Verſailles, but the came to a walk, which led us, winding
“hand of the Deity only can make ano by an eaſy aſcent, to the top of one of
“ ther Mucruſs.”
the talleſt rocks in the whole improve
On entering theſe gardens we were ment, and gave us another pioſpect of
immediately condućted to a natural ter the Lake, leſs ample indeed, but not leſs
ras, extending upon the verge of the beautiful; for, though the wilderneſs
Lake near half a mile, riſing and falling here intervened between us and the water,
in its courſe according to the original and covered the largeſt part of the Lake,
unevenneſs of the ground over which it yet, our view being to great advantage
paſſes. We purſued our way along this over the tops of trees, that pleafing cir
undulating walk, (to uſe a favourite epi cumſtance made ample reparation for the

thet of poor Mr. Southcot's) till we came

loſs of all the water thoſe trees concealed.

Looking northward from hence, my
eye was caught by a grove of cluſtering
ſtately trees, in the centre of which we
could diſtinguiſh the lofty ruins of an
old tower, riſing up to a mighty height.
This, the gardener told us, was the re
of an old abbey, built many cen
ice, quite naked, except a few ſpindling mains
tº: of yew and arbutus,
which, ha turies ago, and dedicated to ſaint Finian.
ving crept out through the crevices of As it is now a part of Mr. Herbert's
the marble rock, hang dangling down eſtate, and bordering within a furlong of
(not without a pleaſing effect) toward his gardens, I make no doubt, but, one

to the ſummit of a large mount, moſt
romantically raiſed by the hand of na
ture, lofty, craggy, and woody, com
manding the whole extent of the wilder
neſs one way, and looking down upon
the Lake the other, from a rocky preci

the water.

time or other, it will be taken into them:

From this eminence the proſpect is
amazingly fine indeed, extending over
the Lake among that beautiful cluſter of
tufted iſlands, the oppoſite fides of which
we had, during our voyage, gazed on
with ſo much rapture from Innisfallan.
They hence ſeemed to us about a league

then, ſhould the principal walk, which at
preſent has no particular point, or build

diſtant.

and romantic ſituation any where to be

Nearer to the ſhore we beheld

a ſprinkling of naked rocks, and ſmaller
iſlands, which riſing through the water,

ing, to terminate it, be carried into this
grove, it will have a moſt noble effect,
and Mucruſs Garden, on the northern

fide, be rendered quite complete, and,

taken all together, the moſt delightful
found.

I am, &c.
W. Ocke NDEN."
Tbe
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The general and the ſupreme Council of conformity with the ſolemn decree which

State, of the Kingdom of Corſica.
To our Beloved People.
T is known to you all, beloved people,
to what ſituation our war with the

was iſſued by the general Conſulta of
Corſica, in 1761, and confirmed by a
public oath : The ſubſtance of which was,
that the Corfican nation ſhall never accept
of any propoſals of peace with the Re
publick of Genoa, if ſhe does not agree,
as preliminary conditions, to acknow
ledge our hlerty, and the independency
of our government; and doth not yield
to us the few places in this kingdom, of
which ſhe is ſtill in poſſeſſion. If the
Republic ſhall agree to theſe prelimina
ries, the nation, in conformity with the
aforeſaid decree, will be diſpoſed to adopt
every proper and decent meaſure to pre
ſerve the honour and the intereſts of the
Republic of Genoa.
According then to this decree, the pro
poſal aſked #. was made out and tranſ

Republic of Genoa was brought at the
cloſe of the year 1764. The meaſures
taken by us to block up on every quarter
the garriſons, in order to render it diffi
cult for them to obtain proviſions, had
ſo well anſwered our expectations, that
they were in a ſhort time reduced to an
extreme want. The Republic was there
fore obliged to contribute, for their ſup
port, ſums incompatible with the ſtate of
her public funds; and finding herſelf ex
hauſted, and equally in want of money
and of troops, ſhe was on the point of
ſeeing them taken by us, or of abandon
mitted to the court of France, together
ing them herſelf.

In a fituation ſo dubious and critical, with an humble memorial addreſſed to

the Republic finding no powers in herſelf
to ſupport any longer her intereſts in Cor
fica, betook herſelf to foreign ſuccours;
and by means of a treaty concluded at
Compeigne, the 6th of Auguſt of the
ſame year, ſhe obtained from his Moſt
Chriſtian Majeſty a body of French
troops, to occupy the garriſons of Corſica
for the ſpace of four years.
His Moſt Chriſtian Majeſty, when he
ſent theſe troops into Corſica, was pleaſed
to give aſſurances, that they were not in

his Moſt Chriſtian Majeſty, expreſſing the
deepeſt ſentiments of gratitude for the
intereſt which his Majeſty took in the

tranquility and peace of our people ; and
our ſincere and earneſt defire to open every
poſſible way to his royal mediation, in
order to obtain ſo worthy an object : To
this effect, we pointed out ſeveral mea
ſures to render the accommodation ad

vantageous and honourable for the Re
public : And in order that there ſhould
remain no doubt of our ſincerity, provi
tended to make war on our own nation, ded our liberty and independence ſhould
nor to diſturb the internal tranquility of be ſafe, we reſigned ourſelves, without
our people, but ſolely to guard the forti reſerve, to the goodneſs and equity of the
fied towns, which they had received in high mediator, as to the meaſures to be
truſt, during the before-mentioned time. taken for preſerving the honour and in
And his Majeſty alſo declared his deſire tereſts of the Republic, leaving it entirely
to employ this time of quiet, in eſtabliſh to his pleaſure to make the choice.
Our propoſals could not but be ac
ing a ſolid and durable accommodation
between us and the Republic of Genoa; knowledged reaſonable and juſt, and the
of which accommodation he ſhould be the impartial world, for the little that it may
Guarantee, and ſhould employ his good be informed of our paſt viciſſitudes, un
offices between us. And to this effect, he der a foreign and tyrannical power, want
formally aſked us, by his Miniſter, to ing both the will and the ability to govern
offer a propoſal, in name of the nation, us well, and when the preſent fituation
which ſhould be communicated to the Re of our affairs is alſo confidered, muſt

public.
In conſequence of this juſt and gene
rous concern, we called together the
grand council of the nation, and explain
ed to them the gracious invitation of his
Moſt Chriſtian Majeſty. After which,

think them ſuch, may, the ſole and only
propoſals by which we could hope to ob
tain a ſolid and ſincere reconciliation.

Nevertheleſs, the Republic of Genoa, to
whom our propoſals were tranſmitted by

the French Miniſter, looked upon them
we reſolved with one accord, that we with contempt, and rejected them with
could offer no propoſal of accommodati diſdain; and once more the mediation of

on with the Republic of Genoa, but in

Q o z

his
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May,
his Moſt Chriſtian Majeſty hath turned on the contrary, we have the moſt cer
out to be fluitleſs and meffectual.

tain proof of the impartiality of his moſt

We have thought it our duty, beloved
people, to give an account of the motives,
and of the event of this negociation, to
the end that we might make known to
you, and to all the world, our ſincere
diſpoſitions to end the war, by an honour

Chriſtian Majeſty, and of his royal ſatis
fačtion with the opening given by us to
the happy concluſion of a treaty.
In order then to undeceive our enemies,

in the vain hopes of being capable to
maintain the ſovereignty of this king

able and ſolid accommodation, in con sdom, and to make them repent of their

formity with the generous intentions of having neglected this opening for peace, it
his Moſt Chriſtian
And that we is neceſſary to put out ſelves immediately
might make known the conſtant and ob in condition to renew the war with greater
ſtinate reſolution of the Republic, to eter vigour, at the termination of the four
miſe this war, with the ſole view of ſhed years fixed for the reſidence of the French
ding human blood, from a principle of troops in Corſica. This, beloved people,
haired and revenge. From the long is the primary and important objećt which
experience of thirty-ſeven years, ſhe will occupy the conferences of the ordi
ought to be convinced, that ſhe has not nary general Conſulta in the approaching
force ſufficient to ſubject us again to her month of May. To this end then we
dominion; and that we are more than give you notice, and we ſeriouſly charge
cver firm and reſolved, to maintain, what you to elect, as your procurators and re
ever it may coſt, the rights of our ancient preſentatives in this general Conſulta,
liberty, which we have recovered with the perſons endowed with zeal and with love
effusion of ſo much blood.
for their country, that with unanimous
Perhaps the Republic may flatter her conſent, and with the greateſt efficacy,

š.

ſelf, that ſhe will be able to excite anew, we may chooſe and determine upon the

amongſt us, and in the internal part of meaſures moſt proper for continuing with
this kingdom, the ſpirit of diſcord and ardour the war, in the firm hope that it
ſedition, and ſo avai; herſelf of our divi will end with a happy ſucceſs, and with
flons. But, beſides the ſecurity which we a total expulfion of our enemies from the
have of the zeal of our people, and of kingdom. The good cauſe which we
their conſtant anxiety to ſuſtain the com ſuſtain, the weakneſs of our enemies,
mon cauſe, we have, in the aſſembly of our courage animated with the love of
the grand council of the nation, been our country, and above all, the Divine
careful to take the moſt efficacious mea Aſſiſtance, which hath ever ſo ſenſibly
ſures to prevent and render vain theſe manifeſted itſelf for us, give us an aſſu
pernicious deſigns of our enemies. And, rance of every good end to our enterprizes.
to this purpoſe, we are alſo to ſend the Given at Corte, this 27th of Jan. 1767.
moſt exact inſtructions to all our magiſ GIU's EPPE MA. MAS's Esi. Gr. Chan.
trates, to the end that they may watch
with all poſſible attention, over the inter Direáions neceſſary to be attended to in

mal tranquility and ſecurity of the king
dom, and may alſo confirm ſtill moie,
the good underſtanding and harmony
which attually ſubſiſts between us and

the Praclice of Inoculation, now ſo
ſucceſsfully purſued in moſt Parts of
Exgland; being the Reſult of Mr. Sur
ton's Pradice, recommended by Dr.

the French troops ; continuing to ſhew Hºffman.
them every mark of attention, and doing
HE Author obſerves, that, as prepa
every thing that can contribute to their
ring the body to receive the infecti
eaſe and conveniency; ſo that we may
give the lye to the falſe and artificial re on of the ſmall-pox is very material, he
ports, which have been lately circulated hopes none, who intend to be inoculated,
by the emiſſaries of the Republic, who will be ſo far enemies to themſelves, as not
have given it out, that a rupture is imple to be ſtrictly careful and attentive to the
diately to follow, between us and theſe rules here laid down ; which are meant
troops, who have orders, as they repre to lower the blood and humours, and
ſent, to proceed to hoſtilities againſt us, render the body ſufficiently prepared to
in caſe that all hopes of an accommoda receive the infection in the moſt favoura
-

tion with Genoa are at an end. Whereas, ble manner.

-

You

-

Direáions in the Prašice of Inoculation, &c.

1767.

You muſt, he ſays, abſtain from all
ſalt proviſions whatever; nor muſt you
eat any kind of meat or butter; nor
drink beer or ſpirituous liquors, not even
wine; cheeſe and ſpiced foods are likewiſe
prejudicial.-But, to make it more clear,
I have ſet down a regimen, or method of
preparing, which muſt be continued and
perſevered in for nine days at leaſt, and
is as follows:

Pireſtions for preparing for Inoculation.
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fickneſs is intirely off, half an ounce
more of ſalts muſt be given. More pow
ders and ſalts are to be taken as above,

omitting three days between each doſe.
It will be requiſite for the patient to have
a ſtool on each of the intermediate days
during the preparation, in order to which,
ſtewed prunes, roaſted apples, or tama
rinds, ſhould be eaten occaſionally.
The Preparative Powders.
Take ten grains of calomel

§:

ninet

The Diet for Breakfaſt.

curius dulcis) and one grain of faëtitious
Tea, coffee, or chocolate, with dry cinnabar, and mix them well together for
roaſt or ordinary cake; rice-milk, milk one doſe.
N. B. Three of theſe doſes are to be
gruel, ſkimmed milk, honey and bread,
&c.

taken, omitting three days between every
For Dinner.

Plum or plain pudding with vinegar
ſauce, which is made by adding ſugar and
vinegar to a proper quantity of boiled
flour and water; rice-pudding, apple
pudding, apple-pye, rice-milk, frumen
ty; and the productions of the kitchen
garden, with the uſe of ſalt.
For Supper.
Any of the above ſpoon-meats, roaſ
ted potatoes, turnips, &c. But, if it
can be complied with, going to bed ſup
perleſs, and to eat ſparingly even at o
ther meals, will be moſt proper; and, as

doſe.

Notwithſtanding three doſes only are
ordered before inoculation; yet, for thoſe
who have lived freely, and for ſtrong
conſtitutions, it would be adviſeable to

take five or ſix doſes, omitting two days
between each doſe. They act as a purge,
and it is a moſt uſeful and neceſſary pre
caution to obſerve, to keep the body
open ; as the ſalts of the bile are the
groſſeſt, and ſeem to have the greateſt
connection with the various ſymptoms of
the diſtemper. From the opportune uſe
of purging in the beginning of the diſ
obſerved above, to abſtain from all fleſh, eaſe, the greateſt advantages accrue thro'
butter, cheeſe, and ſpiced food. Moſt the whole progreſs of it; as, the bilious
kinds of fruits may be eaten at pleaſure, ſalts being diſcharged by their proper
except on the phyſical days.
channel (the humours not being impreg
Drink.
nated with them) have leſs acrimony,
In common it may be toaſt and water, and the irritation has of courſe been di

-

milk and water, lemon and water, or im miniſhed.

perial water; abſtaining from all ſpiritu
A child of ſix years old may take a
ous, vinous, and malt liquors. Mode fourth part of a doſe ; from eight years
old to twelve, half a doſe; and from
rate exerciſe withal is neceſſary.
Directions for taking the Preparative twelve years old to fifty, a whole doſe ;
Powders. ' '
from fixty years old to an hundred, half
After having ſtrictly obſerved the fore a doſe; be careful not to omit taking the
going rules for nine days, you muſt take ſalts in the morning, as before ordered.
one doſe of the preparative powders at A grown perſon may take from half an
bed time, in the pulp of a roaſted apple ounce to an ounce, children half an ounce
or any jelly, and next morning an ounce only. Theſe powders greatly cleanſe the
of §§, ſalts, diſſolved in a little blood; are not only very effectual to pre
boiling water, drinking plentifully of pare the body for the ſmall-pox, but may
water-gruel, cheeſe-whey, or ſmall tea, alſo be depended upon as a never-failing
as they work. The patient ſhould be remedy for worms, as they ſcour away thoſe
very careful of cold, during the operati roped viſcid humours which are apt to
on of the phyſic; and if it does not ope breed them in the bowels. . They may be
rate ſix or eight times in about ſix hours, taken with the greateſt ſafety by men,
it will be neceſſary to take half an ounce women, and children, obſerving the above
more of ſalts) more or leſs as occaſion rules. They are good likewise in cuta
requires.) Or if they be vomited up neous diſorders, ſuch as foulneſs of the
fhortly after being taken, as ſoon as the ſkin, or fores, or ulcers, and tetterous
eruptions,
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eruptions, the itch and leproſy : And
thoſe who are unwilling to be inoculated,
yet fearful of catching the ſmall-pox in
the natural way, may in a great meaſure
be ſecured from it, by taking the above
powders; for they purify the blood in

May,

inoculation, the patient (if of a robuſt groſs
habit of body) muſt at night, going to
bed, take one of the repellent pills; if it
operates but little, take another in the

morning ; if that ſhould have no confi

derable effect, take two more pills again

fuch a manner, as to render it leſs liable at night; on the contrary, take only one,
to receive the infection. Or, if the diſ the remainder to be taken the next morn

temper ſhould be caught after taking the ing. The intention of theſe pills is to
the patient may depend upon carry off the matter which would occaſion
aving it in a more favourable manner. eruptions. The pills are made as fol
Theſe powders are alſo very valuable as a lows”.
common purge in the ſpring of the year;
The Repellent Pill.
and with this advantage, that they are
Take ten grains of kermes mineral,
very eaſy in their operation, and never twenty grains of the beſt ſocotrine aloes,
occaſion thoſe griping pains which ſo fre and ten grains of camphor; add a ſuffi
quently attend the common purges; but cient quantity of ſpil its of wine, to make
raits muſt, in all caſes, be taken after them into a maſs for pills, which is done
them. Obſerve, that when children, by beating then together in a mortar; of
from two to five years old, are to be in this compoſition make four pills.
oculated, it will not be proper to give
N. B. You muſt firſt pound the cam
them the powder, but inſtead of it you phor with a few drops of ſpirits of wine,
muſt give them a dram of mamma diſſol then mix the other ingredients. But now
ved in warm milk or water ; repeat it theſe pills are but little uſed, as regula
each day, and continue it for a week or rity in preparation is ſufficiently without
ten days, at the end of which time you them.
may inoculate them.
Some few have a ſlight fever at the
After the patient has ſufficiently pre time of breeding the pock, thoſe are defi
pared himſelf by ſtrictly following the red to drink plentifully of the following
dire&tions for the regimen; that is, hav deco&tion, or punch, as it is termed in
ing dieted himſelf one week, and the Eſſex.
next week, dieting as before, has taken
The paticnt may have it made, or make
his powders, he is now fit for inoculation, it himſelf, the deſign of which is to carry
which is very eaſily performed as follows: off the fever. The receipt is as fellows.
You muſt get ſome matter out of a ripe
Take unground oats a handful, and
pock upon the point of a needle, ſharp boil them for ſome time in a quart of
top penknife, or launcet, and with any ſpring-water, then ſtrain it, with which
of theſe inſtruments (having the freſh mix half an ounce of antimoniated nitre,
matter on its point) you muſt make a half an ounce of citrom or lemon-juice,
ſnail inciſion or prick on the arm, be and an ounce and half of the ſyrup of
*ween the elbow and the ſhoulder; you violets. About fix or ſeven days after
need only make the ſmalleſt drop of inoculation this liquor ſhould be drank
blood appear, and, wiping the mattery very plentifully, as it tends, from its cool
part of the inſtrument on the place, it is ing quality to carry off every ſymptom of
done. In about four or five days, the the fever.—[The ingredients may be had
inoculated part will grow a little red; in at any apothecary's ; nor muſt the patient
a few days more it will riſe to a kind of be without it.]
But to make this uſeful liquor more
Fuſtule, having matter in it; after which
it decreaſes and gces away cf itſ if. Se cheap and eaſy to the poor, another me
veral patients have only had this eruption, thod is here ſet down, which in a great
ard no other appearance cf the finali
N O T E.
ox upcn them; but it is as effectual as
a large number ºf puttuies. In
* The patient muſt obſerve to continue
about ſix or ſeven days after the inocula ſtrićtiy to the regimen till all the ſymp
tion, the patient ſometimes feels a kind of toms of the ſmall-pox have left him :
a flight pair, in the inoculated arm, in Which, from the preparation to the re
his back and head, but all thoſe ſymptoms covery, is generally about three weeks.
ſoon go cf. About five days after the
meaſure

F.

[...]

1767. The extraordinary Caſe of a late great Commoner,
meaſure will anſwer all the intentions of
the firſt, and is as follows:

Boil a handful of oats in a quart of

ſpring-water, add to it, after it is ſtrain

&c.
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moner, in a Letter to the Preſident ºf
the College of Phyſicians. The Third
Edition. Price Six-pence.
S1 R,
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king a doſe of ſenna and prunes, by way

the beginning of laſt March,
as I was fitting in my little ſtudy,
lamenting the unhappy increaſe of dan
gerous noſtrums, and the conſequent de
cay of ſafe, regular, and collegiate prac
tice, I was alarmed by a violent rap at
the door, and preſently underſtood that
my attendance was requeſted at
I repaired immediately to his Lordſhip's
houſe, and receiving but an indifferent
anſwer to my conſtant queſtion, How do
‘we all do above ſtairs P I haſtened to his
apartment, and found him in the uſual
habit and poſture of gouty patients; nor
did I at my firſt entrance, or for ſome
time after, perceive in him the leaſt
ſympton of that diſorder'd mind under

of purge.

which he has ſince ſo unhappily laboured.

ed, half an ounce of ſalt-petre; ſharpen

this liquor with a little lemon-juice or
vinegar, and ſweeten it to the palate with
brown ſugar or honey.

This will not be ſo pleaſant as the firſt
method of making it, though almoſt as

effectual; by drinking plentifully of this,
the fever will be almoſt immediately low
ered. The firſt taking of it ſhould be to
drink half a pint, or more, at going to
bed at night.

The virtues of this deco&tion are not

confined only to the ſmall pox, but will
effectually cure moſt common fevers, if
drank plentifully, obſerving, if the body
ſhould be coſtive, to keep it open by ta

-

I ſay this the rather, becauſe I know that

Abſtrað of an Aći for granting to his ſome even of my own profeſſion, both at
and Bath, have decifively pro
Aſajeſty additional Duties upon Baff, or London
Straw, Chip, and Horſe-hair Hats and nounced him to have been inſane, #.
Bonnets, and upon certain Materials the time and manner in which he began

his journey from the latter of thoſe pla
for making the ſame, imported into ces.
I do not pretend to any ſuch fore
this Kingdom.
HE additional duties hereby granted
are, 6s. per dozen upon hats and
bonnets; and 6s. per lb. wt. upon the
materials for making the ſame, to be paid
down in ready money, without any diſ
count, and to be raiſed and paid as the

caſt, but ſhall think it ſufficient for me,
if I can, by a diligent attendance and
obſervation, diſcover the complaints of
my patients, from the ſymptoms which
aćtually ariſe. But to return : though I
found him in the hands of one of the

ableſt of my brethren, yet as it was the
former duties: But the duties are not to firſt time of my attending his Lordſhip,

be paid for ſuch of the ſaid goods as ſhall, I did not omit the common and neceſſary
upon landing, be ſecured under the king's enquiries. It appeared to me, (and I
locks, till they are taken out of the ware give it you in the words of my diary) as
houſes; and, if duly exported, and cer follows:
tified for, within the ſpace of 12 months,
The ſubjećt of this narrative is now in
a drawback is to be repaid of one half the 57th year of his age, of a thin and
of the duties.

Theſe duties are to be

hečtic habit of body, ſubject in the ſpring

paid into the Exchequer, apart from all

and fall to aduſt choler and bile, and to

other monies; and to be applied as any whoſe conſtitution an hereditary gout is
aćt of this ſeſſion ſhall direct.
incident. At the time of my viſit, I
found his viſage highly fluſhed, his eyes
The Avidity with which the following quick and ſparkling, his pulſe very ſtrong
Piece has been bought up in London (it and large, and his anxiety exceſſive.
having immediately appeared in its Whilſt I was comparing the vibrations of
Third Edition) bas engaged us to pre his pulſe with thoſe of the watch in my
ſent it to our Readers, which weſhall hand, I perceived him to paſs the hand
do entire, and not in a mutilated State, which was diſengaged, with a violent and
that they may judge of it with the irregular motion, through the air : I
naturally attributed this to the joy which
greater Preciſion.
his Lordſhip felt on finding the free uſe

Dr. Williamſºn's Narrative of the Ex

of that limb reſtored to him, and was

traordinary Caſe of a late great Com
congra

The extraordinary Caſe of a late great Commoner, &c. May,
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congratulating him accordingly, on the precipitating her operations, took a reſ.
pleaſure which this motion gave him :
Pleaſure from the motion, ſaid his Lord
ſhip, interrupting me with ſome eager
neſs, I am ſure it has given me great un
eaſineſs, and brought me hither from
Marlborough much ſooner than I intend
ed; God knows where it will ſtop. I
told his Lordſhip, I hoped and truſted
better things, and that all the ill conſe
quences which he complained of, would,
by a gentle anodyne which I ſhould im
mediately order, be removed by to-mor
row morning. Oh no, ſays he, they will
never ſtop here
with 206 to 188 —
we ſhall have many more motions

pećtful leave.

Upon viſiting him the next day, I found
a conſiderable alteration for the worſe,

his ſkin was hot and dry, his tongue
white, his mouth foul, his pulſe hard,
quick, and full, and he had paſſed a reſt
leſs and confuſed night. I was wonder
ing what had produced ſo unfortunate a
change, ſatisfied as I was that the medi
cines preſcribed were at leaſt ſafe and in
nocent, when his Lordſhip broke out,
You ſee me, ſaid he, Dr. Williamſon, a
martyr to my country; the ſleepleſs

nights and anxious days I paſs in her
ſervice, have brought me to this condi

all redućtion was improper
Is it tion; I had truſted the Americans would
poſſible, ſaid I, turning to Mr. Adams return, they have undone me, they have
the apothecary, that his Lordſhip can forfeited my honour, they muſt be taxed.
look ſo florid after ſuch a number of mo I gently chid the attendants for ſuffer
tions, and added my apprehenſions, that ing any meſſages to be delivered, and en
if either of the two numbers ſpecified had deavoured to compoſe his Lordſhip by
taken place, a reduction of them, ſo far

from being improper, was abſolutely
neceſſary, and that, in the courſe of my
pračtice, I had never met with any thing
that induced me to think any conſtitution
could ſupport itſelf under ſo copious a
diſcharge.
Finding his lordſhip thus agitated, I
enquired of the apothecary, whether he
had diſcovered in him any deſire of change
of place : I have no ſuch deſire, ſaid he,
That in which I am depoſited is very
warm and eaſy. Yes, ſaid my brother,
-

aſſuring him, that ſome quiet ſleep, which
it would be our ſtudy to procure him,
would I hoped ſet all matters to rights,
but that in theſe caſes the patient muſt,
to a good degree, be his own phyſician,

and that the beſt advice I could give him,
was to reſign himſelf—Reſign, ſaid he,

that I will never do, I may be betrayed
or beaten, I have been both—You re

member, Doctor, the diſpenſing power.
That I well do, ſaid I, and hope
you will never approve of that power be
ing lodged in other hands than thoſe of

and where you are happily within the the college. As to betraying or beating,
reach of every kind of aſſiſtance. I nei I am a friend to no ſuch violences. Who
ther expe&t nor deſire any aſſiſtance, ſaid thinks of the power of the college, ſaid
our patient, nor will I admit any of them our patient wildly And I here declare,
till i have ſeen and conſulted Alderman upon the faith of a phyſician, that his
B—d. There is no intention, replied converſation upon the ſubject of the diſ

I, to force upon your Lordſhip any other penſing power, was the firſt ſympton
advice or opinion than what is now in the which I perceived of the loſs of his rea
room ; as to conſulting alderman B---d, ſon. I had ſoon indeed but too many op
I deſpiſe as much as any man the punéti portunities to be convinced of it, for juſt

lio's of my profeſſion; but though the
alderman ſays he has a ſlight tincture of
phyſic, having made it one of the diverfi
ons of his younger days, I hope your

at this time was introduced a young gen

tleman, who advancing towards his
Lordſhip, with an eager voice and man
ner, ſaid, Only hear us, my Lord, I wilt
Lordſhip will excuſe our joining our hear nothing, replied our patient. Plea
names to that of ſuch an irregular, or at fed with this gleam of returning reaſon,
leaſt that you will not take any advice his lordſhip is quite right and regular,
from him before we have viſited you cried I, and endeavoured, in the mildett
manner I was able, to put the gentleman
again. We then retired to an adjacent out
of the room, that I might more ef
chamber, and having ordered ſuch leni

ent medicines as might truſt the cure of fectually ſtrengthen his Lordſhip in his
his Lordſhip's diſeaſe to nature, without reſolution. But I found this in vain, for,

Puſhing
-*

-
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The extraordinary Caſe of a late great Commoner, &c.

puſhing by me with a violence which let
me a little into his caſe, he began a diſ
courſe with the patient, of ſo incoherent
and rambling a nature, ". the reduc
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ſuch as the diſpenſing power, the reduc
tion mentioned above, and ſome others,
he expreſſed himſelf in a manner which

betrayed a temporary ſuſpenſion of the
tion of the land-tax, the ſtate of North powers of reaſon. But this ſituation was
America, and the Houſe of Lords and mixed with long lucid intervals, and,
Commons (which they in their unhappy though I ſhall now ſcarcely gain credit,
wanderings talked of governing and I declare upon the word of an honeſt
guiding) as left me no room to doubt man, in juſtice to my patient, and in
either of our patient's or the young gen juſtice to the means uſed for his recovery,
tleman's unfortunate ſituation.

that I heard him diſcourſe on ſeveral to

Upon enquiry, I found that the perſon pics, ſuch as the Manilla ranſon, the
who contributed ſo much to increaſe his

miſchiefs of uninhabited boroughs, the

Lordſhip's diſorder, was the very Iriſh deal neſs of proviſions, the neceſſity of
Earl of S
, and in the perſuaſion triennial parliaments, and the like gene
that my attendance was no longer neceſ ral ſubjects, ſomewhat like a projector,
ſary, I took the only ſtep which my con indeed, but by no means in ſuch a man
ſcience and regard to my reputation al ner as to warrant confinement; and
ways oblige me to do in theſe caſes, though there commonly enſued a tºtal
which more naturally fall into: a diſtinct oblivium, a conſequent drowſineſs, and
branch of our profeſſion, I left him, af ſuch vague and deſultory expreſſions, as
ter expreſſing my ſurprize that another were plainly, in the words of Celſus,
entleman, under the ſame unhappy in egri ſowinia, yet I could not bring my

#. ſhould be ſuffered

to have acceſs

ſelf to think this ſtate ſufficient to juſtify

to our patient, and earneſtly recommend my deſertion of his Lordſhip. Had I
ing it to the family, that the doctors indeed been an ear witneſs of thoſe in-,
Monro and Battie might immediately be temperate ſallies of his, which have wan
ſent to.
tonly (and I think contrary to the max
I have now done what the aſperſions ims of a diſcreet practitioner) been pub
caſt upon my character have forced me liſhed, I ſhould not have attended him ſo
to do, ſtated the fact to the public ; and long; but I do ſolemnly aſſure the pub
leave it to them to judge, whether I was lic, that all thoſe incoherent ravings,
ſufficiently warranted to refuſe that aſſiſt concerning the forfeiture of the charter
ance, which the partiality of the family, of the Eaſt India company, the deſign of
rather than my abilities, made them ex ſeizing their property without hearing
pećt from me, till the moment I did. their pretenſions, &c. which have ſince
I know it has been ſaid, that I might and broken from him, and left no doubt of
ought to have pronounced him totally the diſorder of his mind, never eſcaped
inſane and incurable from the firſt day of him during my attendance, or till ſome
my attendance, but I am not ſo raſh; I days after I had pronounced him totally
have learned, with Hippocrates, nil deſ incurable.
As ſoon as I received information of
perandum ; and whoever conſiders the a
mazing recoveries ſometimes performed theſe wild incoherencies, I ſtood out no
by the efforts of nature, with the co

longer, and however they may triumph,

efficient powers of medicine, and how
irkſome it is to blaſt.at once the hopes
of an anxious family, will not blame
me for having delayed my judgment, and
given my attendance as long as there were
any hopes left of the return of his rea

who from his firſt arrival in town pro
nounced him inſane, my relučance to

ſon.

declare him ſo, till I received ocular de

monſtration of it, will, I hope, be par
doned at leaſt, as it proceeded from the
feelings of a compationate mind. ‘Infor

The candid reader will recolle&t, med as I now am, I do not ſcruple to de

that I had not at that time thoſe pregnant clare, whatever retraštation of my former
proofs of his inſanity, which have appear opinion it play ſeem to include, that he
ed ſince I left him, and which had not is totally, and I fear irrecoverably inſane.
(as has been reported falſely, and merely Upon the cauſes of this, whether it be
to blaſt my reputation) ſhewed themſelves an acrid and gouty humour thrown up
during the time of my attendance. I do and ſºttled on the brair, or an immode.
not deny, that on particular ſubjects, rate and irregular vellication of the ner
Pp
Wous
May, 1767.
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vous ſyſtem, or an abſolute wearing out
of nature, from one of which cauſes my
learned friend Dr. Battie defines every
madneſs to proceed, I ſhall not venture to
decide; the fact is, that he is now non

May,

ceive any difference, except that the hu
manity of the governors of Bethlehem
has locked them up from public view,
while the ill-judged lenity of his Lord
ſhip's friends, leaves him expoſed to the
intruding viſits of thoſe who
his
diſorder; and while he is ſaid to be,
though I can ſcarcely believe the report,

j

compos mentis; nor is he likely, ſo far as
I can ſee, ever to be again of ſound mind
and diſpoſing judgment. Upon what
grounds thoſe gentlemen proceed, who permitted to air without a ſtrait waiſtcoat
attend a patient much fitter for St. Luke's every day in Hyde park.
than Bethlehem, themſelves can beſt tell;
Having thus laid a ſtate of fačts before
nor will I abſolutely declare it impoſſible the public, it is with them to determine
for him to be reſtored to temporary gleams on the propriety of my condućt. If I do
of reaſon. Time, and nature, an abſte not greatly deceive myſelf, I have pre
mious diet, and a total retirement, may ſerved in this affair a temperate medium.
do much ; but my five and twenty years I did not precipitately and at once de
practice gives me no room to think him clare him totally inſane, till the cleareſt,
within the reach of ordinary remedies. repeated, and irreſiſtible proofs, no lon
His relations may be amuſed with hopes ger permitted us to doubt of, or to con.
of a ſudden and ſpeedy cure, and with ceal it; nor have I, from the firſt mo
that intention may be tempted to try moſ ment of my convićtion that it is a con
trums and quack remedies, for in this firmed mania, ever attempted to amuſe
age of mountebanks and credulity, what the family by giving deluſory hopes and
is it which ſome will not promiſe, and ufeleſs medicines, or robbed them (for it
others believe
Some may give, and is little better) by taking fees; and I may
others receive hopes; I frankly declare venture to appeal to the gentlemen who
I can give none. I have, thank God, now attend him, whether they do not,
ſome reputation to loſe; I have lived in to the beſt of their judgment, and bonā
the pariſh of St. James's 29 years this fde, believe that he is, was, and it is
May, and have been able hitherto to main moſt probable will, to the laſt moment of
tain my wife and family in tolerable cre his life, continue a confirmed maniac.
dit by my pračtice, and deſpiſe the inſi
That the public may be aſſured of the
dious arts which have been uſed on this authenticity of this º I have ſub
occaſion to injure me. As to the poor ſcribed my name, as I think an homeſt
unhappy patient, I bear him no ill will ; man cannot be too explicit upon theſe
ſo far from it, that I feel for him the occaſions, and ſhould any farther inform
trueſt compaſſion, and am ready to join ation be wanting, I am to be met with at
with the moſt ſanguine of his phyſicians my, houſe in Piccadilly, from ten to
in their wiſhes (not hopes) for his reco twelve, except on hoſpital mornings, be
very. I viſited him as long as I could, tween two and three at the Smyrna, and
and have forborne it only to avoid the pain at the uſual hours at Batſon's.
which the hearing ſuch rambling ..".
Russ E L WILLIAM son, M. D.
conſiſtent diſcourſe muſt naturally give to
F. R. S. and F. S. A.
a compaſſionate mind. For, and that is
the moſt alarming circumſtance of his
caſe, his thoughts are wholly turned to Extraordinary Laws and Cuſtoms at pre
Jent ſulfifting in the Iſle of Man,
politics, having ever made it my obſerva
tion, that when the mind is ſeized upon
HE government of the iſland conſiſts
by ſuch objećts the diſorder becomes moſt
of a chief governor, who repre
deſperate. His, therefore, is the moſt
inveterate of all the maniacal tribe. It ſents his ſovereign; of his council, who
is indeed the ſtate of the forlorn wretches are the receiver-general, the keeper of
in Moorfields, who, decking themſelves the rolls, and the attorney-general. And
with crowns and ſceptres of É. fancy, beſides theſe, there are two deemſtels,
while they lie ſtretched on their miſera whom the governor calls to his council,
when he thinks proper. There is alſo
ble pallets, that they are guiding coun another
branch of the legiſlature, called
cils, over-awing parliaments, raiſing
taxes, or flattering kings; nor do I per twenty-four keys,
The
-
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vous ſyſtem, or an abſolute wearing out ceive any difference, except that the hu
of nature, from one of which cauſes my manity of the governors of Bethlehem
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of their attention.—Sudden and arbi

common law and chancery; he aſks the trary impriſonments, without any form
opinion of his council in matters which of law, meet with their countenance and

come before him, and approves or rejects encouragement, and are continually prac
it, at his pleaſure.
tiſed, by the meaneſt officers in power,
The deemſters act as judges in criminal on the ſlighteſt occaſions: who, not be
matters, as well as in matters of debt ing accountable for their condućt, become
and treſpaſs; in ſome caſes they preſide the worſt of tyrants. Upon any fancied
over juries, in others they determine indignity offered to theſe wretches, or to
without them; and their judgments may their friends or relations, or for nonpay
be appealed from to the governor.
ment of arbitrary fees, they will forcibly
The twenty-four keys enact ſtatute enter a houſe, even in the night-time,
laws, with the concurrence of the gover (merely ex ºfficio) and drag its owner to
in a miferable fort, and there keep
nor and council, and are ſaid to repreſent
1he people, but it is not by their own im, till cold and wretchedneſs ſhall glut
choice; for the keys are 3ppointed by the the officer's revenge, or extort his illegal

fº

governor, and removed by his order. demand.

From hence it is plain, that the whole
civil power is derived from, and centres
in, the governor.
The laws themſelves are a compound
of ſtatute laws, of breaſt laws, and of
ancient cuſtoms.—The ſtatute laws are,

for the moſt part, looſe, inexpreſſive, and
contradićtory, as well as ſhamefully par
tial ; for, in order that the equity of
the lawgivers may be as conſpicuous as
their wiſdom, they always take care to
exempt themſelves * expreſſly from every
pecuniary taxation.—The breaſt laws are
certain eſtabliſhed rules, which ſeem to

Ex parte judgments, and haſty execu
tions, are what the law, by its conſtant
practice, ſeems to delight in : in all pro
ceedings before the deemſters on bonds,

notes, bills of exchange, and the like, no
plea, or eſſoign, is allowed, on the part
of the defendant, however particularly
his caſe may be irºſ, it is e
nough that his hand-writing is made to
appear, and immediate execution is
thereupon granted ; it is true, that an ap
peal will lie from hence to the chancery;
but you muſt firſt petition the deemſter
for leave to make it, which he is apt to

have been the opinion of magiſtrates, refuſe, when he thinks proper; and if
handed down as explanatory of the laws not, he always ſits in judgment there
themſelves; a kind of cuſtomary max with the governor, and is ſeldom known
ims, vague and undeterminate.—The to fail, in the means of vindicating his
cuſtoms, of which there are thirty-ſix own condućt.
To give another inſtance of theſe ſum
upon record, are, excepting only a few
good ones, weak, ridiculous and illegal. mary adjudications: If you hire a houſe
This inedley of legiſlation will be ſeen for a year, and, before the end of a
belt in its operation on the ſubject; its month, happen to diſagree with your
inconſiſtency will be there diſcovered. landlord, he goes to the deemſier, and
And, indeed, among a people who live tells him, that he ſuſpects you intend to
in ſo ſimple a manner as thoſe of this leave the iſland, without paying his rent;
iſland, the judicial power is always of the deemſter immediately gives a verbal
more importance than the legiſlative ; order to the coroner, to diſtrain for the
as they are leſs governed by laws than whole year's rent : the coroner comes,
cuſtons, which generally admit a great and takes all, or any part of your goods
latitude of interpretation.
away; or locks up the houſe, and ſells
But it is ſtrange, that what ought to whatever he pleaſes, and accounts to you
be mainly attended to, and to be the when he thinks proper; and if you ap
principal object of concern, both with ply to the ſeat of government for redreſs
the legiſlator and judge, I mean the li againſt this outrageous act of violence,
berty of the ſubject, hath never been the matter is referred back to the deem
provided for by theſe laws, nor conſider ſter for his deciſion; which is, to con
ed by the magiſtrates as a point worthy firm his ſentence, and to countenance his
oppreſſion; and effectually cuts off all
* Vide the late tax on dogs, and the hopes of redreſs; for it would certainl
be in vain to return to him for relief,
flatutes at large.
P. p 2
from
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from whoſe judgment you have ſo lately
appealed, and of whoſe juſtice you have
ſuch a melancholy conviction.
In all diſputes between natives and
ſtrangers, by the letter or conſtruction
of every ſtatute and cuſtomary law,
there is an avowed partiality to the na

deſtroy all commercial credit l—There is
another of the like nature, which they
alſo claim; and that is a priority in
the payment of all debts, of what kind
ſoever; from hence it frequently happens,
that fićtitious claims are ſet up, to pro
tect a man's effects from the payment of

tives of the iſland;

any debt, however juſt, to a ſtranger;

-

a mean and ill

or, that the Manks creditor gets his full
demand, and the unfortunate ſtranger
goes unpaid.
Another cuſtomary law, which ſeems
ſhocking to reaſon and humanity, ſub
jećts to impriſonment the widow of a
ſtranger dying inſolvent : it is not e
amount or nature of the debt; and the nough that ſhe hath loſt the protection
defendant is immediately obliged to give of a huſband, together with the means
bail by two natives, or be impriſoned. of livelihood; the meaſure of her diſtreſs
And, what makes the matter ſtill worſe, is not full, 'till ſhe periſhes in a dun
common bail for the appearance of the geon; of which there have been melan
party is not admitted, but it muſt be choly inſtances.
ſpecial bail, to anſwer the event of the
An attempt of late years hath been
ſuit, which is almoſt impoſſible for a made, and is yet, I am told, in embryo,
to relieve the ſtranger, in ſome ſort, from
ſtranger to provide.
It often happens, that one ſtranger, the ſeverity of theſe privileges, (but how
in ſpleen, ſhall arreſt another for five unworthy the means 1) by an ačt of natu
hundred pounds, and get him impriſoned, ralization.—As an Engliſhman, I bluſh
and the priſoner, in revenge, arreſts his to own, that there is a ſpot in Europe,
proſecutor for a thouſand pounds, which where he, with all his boaſted liberty,
brings him to the ſame place; they now ſhall become a ſlave to ignorance and
ſee their folly, and acquit each other. barbariſm; and this ſpot too, in the very
Yet, if, in another caſe, the proſecutor centre of the three kingdoms, where li
happens to be a native, he gains his end, berty is known to flow with the pureſt
for . cannot be impriſoned for debt; and ſtream, the admiration and envy of the
there is no danger here from an action whole world.
for falſe impriſonment; the courts ſel
That great and valuable bleſfing, that
dom giving any damages; and, when wiſe inſtitution of trial by juries, becomes
they do, they are too inconſiderable to here the inſtrument of oppreſſion, ever
be worth ſuing for; a few ſhillings at full of corruption and delay. Traverſes
moſt.
are allowed trom one jury to another,
A ſtranger calls another a rogue, and from four to ſix men, from fix to twelve,
is arreſted for ſlander in five hundred from twelve to twenty four, (as the ſub
pounds damages, and ſent to priſon, for ject of complaint varies) who, after be
want of bail, by two natives (for how ing ſworn, and the cauſe of a&tion read
ſhall they be brought to endanger them to them, are diſmiſſed; and they meet
felves for a ſtrange) and yet if he meet afterwards, at their own leiſure, ſubject
that man on the highway, and beat him to no controul, at ſome alehºuſe, at the
almoſt to death, with any weapons, how expence of the parties, and there drink
ever offenſive, the law inflicts no other and quarrel, and meet again and again,
puniſhment than a fine of thirteen ſhillings and do the like; "till the ſubject may he
and four-pence : a remarkable inſtance forgot before a verdićt is obtained ; or,
of the equality and moderation of theſe what is ſtill worſe, its glaring partiality,
laws naturally introduced by this mode of en
This privilege, which , the natives quiry, gives ſufficient ground for new Ji
claim, of not being held to bail for debt, tigations.
is full of miſchief; it is the ruin of ma
In all breaches of the peace, the laws
ny an unhappy ſtranger who comes a are extremely weak, and the execution
mong them, and is plainly calculated to of them ſhamefully corrupt.—A felon, if
judged policy, which ſhuts the door
againſt all ſocial intercourſe, and every
liberal advantage :
Any ſtranger,
however innocent, may be arreſted at
the expence of two ſhillings, the price of
an action, for any ſum whatever, no oath
being required of the plaintiff as to the

any

º
s
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any body be at the trouble of taking him,
which is ſeldom the caſe, is condemned

*

º

by law to tranſport himſelf to England or
Ireland; and forbid, on pain of death,
to return again to his own country: an
injunction which the law might very
eaſily have ſpared.—Leſſer kinds of theft,
for the moſt part, go unnoticed, as they
have uſually gone unpuniſhed.
All degrees of aſſault are puniſhed, by
a certain fine of thirteen ſhillings and
four-pence; and, though there be an
appearance of lenity in this law, yet ſurely
it is a moſt cruel one; for it is giving the
liberty of doing ill to thoſe who are beſt
able to pay for it.
I cannot omit to mention a cuſtomary
law, which affe&ts all degrees of people,
and is equally ſtrange and oppreſſive. It
gives a power to the deemſters, coroners,
moars, and ſerjeants, (which two laſt
are officers who colle&t the rents of the
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Dear Sir,

Th;
pleaſure I always take in writing
to you wherever I am, and whate
ver, doing, in ſome meaſure diſpels my
preſent uneaſineſs; an uneaſineſs cauſed
at once by the diſagreeable aſpect of eve
ry thing round, me, and the more diſa
greeable circumſtances of the count Al
berti, with whom you were once ac
quainted. You remember him one of
the gayeſt, moſt agreeable perſons at the
court of Vienna; at once the example of
the men, and the favourite of the fair

ſex. I often heard you repeat his name
with eſteem, as one of the few that did

honour to the preſent age, as poſſeſſed of
generoſity and pity in . higheſt degree;
as one who ſhade no other uſe of for
tune but to alleviate the diſtreſſes of man

kind. That gentleman, Sir, I wiſh I
could ſay, is now no more; yet, too un
happily for him, he exiſts, but in a ſitu

barony) of, what is termed, YARDING

ation more terrible than the moſt gloomy

ſervants; by which theſe officers can take

Imagination can conceive.

After paſſing through ſeveral parts of
the Alps, and having viſited Germany,
ſtated wages; ſuch as fifteen ſhilling for I thought I could not well return home
a plowman, ten ſhillings for a driver, without viſiting the quick-filver mines at
eight ſhillings for a horſeman or lad, and Idra, and ſeeing thoſe dreadful ſubter
nine ſhillings for a maid-ſervant; and, ranean caverns, where thouſands are con
what is more ſtrange, this law hath been demned to reſide, ſhut out from all hopes
aided and regulated by ſeveral ſtatutes. of ever ſeeing the chearful light of the
However, the legiſlative body, with their ſun, and obliged to toil out a miferable
uſual ſagacity, have taken care to avoid life under the whips of imperious taſk
the inconvenience of it themſelves, by maſters. Imagine to yourſelf, an hole in
providing, that the houſhold hired ſer the ſide of a mountain, of about five
vants of the twenty-four keys ſhall not yards over; down this you are let, in a
be yarded.—It is obvious enough, that kind of bucket, more than an hundred
this law tends to diſcourage all improve fathom, the proſpect growing ſtill more
ment which the ſervant is capable of, gloomy, yet ſtill widening as you de
either from his maſter's care, or his own ; ſcend. At length, after ſwinging in ter
for, whenever he ſhall diſtinguiſh himſelf rible ſuſpence for ſome time in this pre
for his diligence or fidelity, he is liable to carious ſituation, you at length reach the
be yarded away by one of theſe officers, bottom, and tread on the ground, which,
or perhaps by all of them, in their turn : by its hollow ſound under your feet, and
and his good qualities are to be rewarded the reverberations of the echo, ſeems
with ſtarving wages, and conſtrained ſer thundering at every ſtep you take. In
vitude. This, and many other of their this gloomy and frightful ſolitude, you
cuſtoms, appear to be the remains of are enlightened by the feeble glean of
feudal tyranny, now perverted to gratify lamps, here and there diſpoſed, ſo as that
narrower intereſts, and more ſelfiſh pur the wretched inhabitants of theſe manti
poſes.
ons can go from one part to another
without a guide. And yet, let me aſ
Two Letters from Mr. Everard, F. S. ſure you, that though they, by cuſton,
M. containing an Adventure, of which could ſee objects very diffinétly by theſe
he was a Witneſs, at the Quick-Silver lights, I could ſcarce diſcern, for ſome
Mines of Idra. Tranſlated from the time, anything, not even the perſon who
Carne
Italian, juſt publiſhed.
away any body’s ſervants, and oblige him

or her to live with them, for a year, at

ſ

,

-

-
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came with me to ſhew me theſe ſcenes of
horror.

As Alberti was giving me this account"
a young woman came up to him, who at

From this deſcription, I ſuppoſe, you
have but a diſagreeable idea of the place;
et let me aſſure you, that it is a palace,
if we compare the habitation with the
inhabitants. Such wretches my eyes
never yet beheld. The blackneſs of
their viſages only ſerves to cover an hor
rid paleneſs, cauſed by the noxious qua
lities of the mineral they are employed
in procuring. As they, in general, con

once I ſaw to be born for better fortune;

ſiſt of malefačtors condemned for life to

this taſk, they are fed at the public ex
pence; but they ſeldom conſume much
proviſion, as they loſe their appetites in
a ſhort time; and commonly in about
two years expire, from a total contraction
of all the joints of the body.,

the dreadful ſituation of the place was
not able to deſtroy her beauty, and even
in this ſcene of wretchedneſs, ſhe ſeemed

to have charms to grace the moſt brilli
ant aſſembly. This lady was in fact
daughter to one of the #4 families of
Germany, and having tried every means
to procure her lover's pardon without ef
fect, was at laſt reſolved to ſhare his mi
ſeries, as ſhe could not relieve them.

With him ſhe accordingly deſcended into
theſe manſions from whence few of the

living return; and with him ſhe is con
tented to live, forgetting the gaieties of
life, with him to toil, deſpiſing the ſplen
dours of opulence, and contented with
In this horrid manſion I walked after the conſciouſneſs of her own conſtancy.
I am, dear fir,
my guide for ſome time, pondering on
Yours, &c.
the ſtrange tyranny and avarice of man
kind, when I was accoſted by a voice
L E T T E R II.
behind me, calling me by name, and en
Dear Sir,
quiring after my health with the moſt
cordial affection. I turned and ſaw a
Y laſt to you was expreſſive, and
creature all black and hideous, who ap
perhaps too much ſo, of the
proached me, and with a moſt piteous gloomy fituation of my mind. I own
accent demanding, “Ah! Mr. Everard, the deplorable ſituation of the worthy
don't you know me?” Good God, what man deſcribed in it, was enough to add
was my ſurprize, when, through the veil double ſeverity to the hideous manſion.
of his wretchedneſs, I diſcovered the fea At preſent, however, I have the happi
tures of my old and dear fiend Alberti. neſs of informing you, that I was ſpec
I flew to him with affection; and after a

tator of the moſt affecting ſcene I ever

tear of condolence, aſked how he came yet beheld.

Nine days after I had writ
there? To this he replied, that having ten my laſt, a perſon came poſt from Wi
fought a duel with a general of the Au enna to the little village near the mouth
ſtrian infantry, againſt the emperor's of the great ſhaft. He was ſoon after
command, and having left him for dead, }.} by a ſecond, and he by a third.
he was obliged to fly into one of the fo Their firſt enquiry was after the unfortu
reſts of Iſtria, where, he was firſt taken, nate count; and I happening to over-hear
and afterwards ſheltered by ſome bandit the demand, gave them the beſt informa
ti, who had long infeſted that quarter. tion. Two of theſe were the brother and
With theſe he had lived for nine months, couſin of the lady, the third was an inti
till, by a cloſe inveſtiture of the place in mate friend and fellow-ſoldier to the
which they were concealed, and after a count : they came with his pardon, which
very obſtinate reſiſtance, in which the had been procured by the general with
greater part of them were killed, he was whom the duel had been fought, and who
taken and carried to Vienna, in order to was perfectly recovered from his wounds.
be broke alive upon the wheel. Howe I led them with all the expedition of joy
ver, upon arriving at the capital, he was down to his dreary abode, and preſented
quickly known, and ſeveral of the aſ: to him his friends, and informed him o
ſociates of his accuſation and danger the happy change in his circumſtances.
witneſſing his innocence, his puniſhment It would be impoſſible to deſcribe the joy
of the rack was changed into that of per that brightened up on his grief wors”
petual confinement and labour in the countenance; nor was the young lady’s
mines of Idra ; a ſentence, in my opini emotion leſs vivid at ſeeing her friends,
on a thouſand times worſe than death.

and hearing of her huſband's freedoms.
Some

-

t
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It is neceſſary to the proper form of
Some hours were employed in mending
the appearance of this faithful couple, this republic, that there ſhould be two
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nor could I without a tear behold him

orders in the ſtate, viz. the ſenate and the

taking leave of the former wretched com eople.
The firſt order is neceſſary, becauſe in
panions of his toil. To one he left his
mattock, to another his working-cloaths, a well-conſtituted ſenate there is wiſdom;
to a third his little houſhold utenfils, ſuch and, if this order is prevented by proper
as were neceſſary for him in that ſituation. reſtraint from invading public liberty,
We ſoon emerged from the mine, where they will be the ſureſt guardians of it.
he once again reviſited the light of the The ſecond order is neceſſary, becauſe
ſun, that he had totally deſpaired of ever that, without the people have authority
ſeeing. A poſt-chaiſe and four were enough to be thus claſſed, there can be
ready the next morning to take them to no liberty.
Vienna, where I am ſince informed by a
The form of the republic being thus
letter from himſelf, they are returned. eſtabliſhed, let the debate be in the firſt
The empreſs has again taken him into order, viz. the ſenate; and the reſult in
-

h

favour; his fortune and rank are reſto the ſecond order, viz. the

people,

tho'

red; and he and his fair partner now have with the power of debating likewiſe.

the pleafing ſatisfaction of feeling happi

Let not the number of men that re

neſs with double reliſh, as they once knew preſent the firſt order be above fifty, to
what it was to be miſerable.

I am, dear fir, Yours, &c.
The plan of a democratical Syſtem of Go
ºvernment, for the Uſe of the Corſicans,
by the celebrated Mrs. Catherine Mac
Aulay, now engaged in writing the
Hiſt. of England, of which the third
Vol. has been lately publiſhed.
F all the various models of repub
lics, which have been exhibited for

the inſtrućtion of mankind, it is only
the democratical ſyſtem, rightly balanced,
which can ſecure the virtue, liberty, and

happineſs of ſociety. In ſuch conſtručti
on alone are to be found impaſſable bars
to vicious pre-eminence; and the active

revent

the confuſion

which

§§

prings from aſſemblies too numerous.
Let the order of the people be repreſen
ted by a certain number of men, not un
der two hundred and fifty, elečted out of
this order by the ſeveral diſtrićts or cities
into which this iſland may be divided.
Let the generals, admirals, civil ma
giſtrates, and officers of every important
poſt, be taken out of the ſenatorial order,
i. e. among thoſe who have held the rank
of ſenators, with the privilege of having.
a vote in the ſenate during the time that
they are in office, tho’ not otherwiſe eleēt
ed into that aſſembly. Let the power of
ele&ting theſe magiſtrates and officers be
in the repreſentative body.

ambition of man will ſtimulate him to

Let the ſenate, or its committee, meet
attain excellence, where excellence can thrice every week, or occaſionally, as the

alone procure him diſtinction. The very neceſſity of their office requires. Let the
mature of ſlaviſh dependence and proud repreſentatives of the people meet at ſtated

ſuperiority are equally baneful to the vir times, or occaſionally, as the neceſſity of
tues inherent in mankind; the firſt, by their office requires.
ſedulous attention and mean adulation to
Let there be the power of appeal from
pleaſe its maſter, undermines, and at laſt every court of juſtice to the ſenate, and
fubdues, the innate generous principles then to the repreſentatives of the people.
Let the affairs of commerce, and all
of the ſoul; and the fond delights of ſu
periority extinguiſh all the virtues which matters relative to the ſtate and executive
ennoble human mature, ſuch as ſelf-de
mial, general benevolence, and the exalt

powers of government, be determined by

º:

the
body, after they have
of ſacrificing private views to been firſt debated in the ſenate; but let
not the repreſentative aſſembly have the
public happineſs.
Having endeavoured to ſpecify the ad power of determining peace and war, im
vantages accruing from a democratical re poſing taxes, the makin and altering
ublic, I ſhall enter, firſt, into thoſe laws, till theſe ſubjećts #. been firſt
things eſſential to the proper form of this debated by the ſenate, and propoſed by
ſpecies of government; and, 2dly, into them to the collective body of the people.
that part of the conſtitution which defends Let theſe propoſals be promulged one
month
it from corruption.

ed

|

#.

-

º
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May,

month before the meeting of the repreſen thoſe innovations which ended in anarchy.
tatives towards the paſſing them; that Anarchy produced its natural effect,
the people may have time to deliberate on viz. abſolute monarchy. Thus ended a
influence rai
them, and give what direétions they ſhall government, whoſe
repreſentatives.
Jiudge
§.Droper to their
jº
what relates to fed her citizens to a degree of perfection
beyond the powers of vulgar conception;
the form and eſtabliſhed powers of the and thus ſucceeded a government, whoſe
republic, we muſt conſider that part which baneful influence debaſed its ſubjects
defends it from corruption.
to as low a ſtate of infamy, as that of
This muſt be conſidered under theſe the others had been great and glorious.
two articles, viz. the rotation of all pla A due conſideration of theſe effects will,
ces of truſt, and the fixing the agrarian I hope, make manifeſt the neceſſity of the
rotation and proper agrarian. There re
on a proper balance. .
The rotation of all the places of truſt mains now to ſhew the beſt method of
is ſo ſtrong a preſervative againſt the de fixing theſe regulations.
Firſt, the rotation. Let the whole ſe
cay of a republic, that the Roman conſti
tution, tho' otherwiſe defective, might nate be changed once in three years, by
perhaps have ſtood to this day, had the a third part at a time yearly. Let the
Romans never diſpenſed with that ſalutary vacant poſts be ſupplied from the body
ordinance. This diſpenſation was one of the repreſentatives, by the elečtion of

ºut;

ſº

of the fatal wounds, which hurried on

the people. Let that body undergo the

its diſſolution in the very meridian of its ſame rotation, and be ſupplied from the
glory. The prolongation of the com people. If any of the repreſentative mem
mands of Marius, Sylla, Pompey, and bers ſhould be eleēted into the ſenate, that
Caeſar, were the means which its unna are not by the courſe of the rotation to
tural, and too much pampered citizens go out of the repreſentative council, their
made uſe of to deſtroy it. The downfal places muſt be ſupplied from the people.
of this glorious republic has been a nota Let no member of either the ſenatorial
ble argument, with ſhallow politicians, or repreſentative body, be capable of re
againſt every conſtitution of this kind; election under the ſpace of three years,
but it ſerves wiſe legiſlators cautiouſly to Let the admirals, generals, civil magiſ
avoid thoſe faults which produced this trates, and all the officers of important
fatal effect.
poſts, lay down their commiſſions at the
The examination of the defective part end of the year, nor be capable of re
of the Roman conſtitution will ſhew the elečtion under the aforeſaid time of pro
importance of the ſecond article, viz. the bation. The rotation thus ſettled, we
fixing the agrarian on a proper balance. come to the ſecond conſideration, viz. the
The agrarian of the Roman republic proper agrarian.
Let the agrarian be ſettled in ſuch a
was never fixed on a proper balance;
-

Brutus and Publicola either did not fore

manner, that the balance of land inclines

ſee the evil that ſuch a neglect would pro
duce, or, content with the glory they had
acquired, left this atchievement to ſuc
ceeding patriots.
But this was the capital defe&t which
brought this excellent fabric to decay;

in favour of the popular ſide. To pre
vent the alteration

which time would

make in this balance, let the landed and

perſonal effects of every man be equally
divided at his deceaſe, between the males,

heirs of his body; in default of ſuch

this was the defe&t which the Giacchi heirs, between his male heirs in the firſt

made ſuch generous efforts to amend. and ſecond degree of relationſhip.
Had they ſucceeded in their attempt, the
If any man during his life-time, by
Roman republic might have been as im gift, make a diſtribution of his eſtate or
mortal as time itſelf; for, had the agra effects contrary to the meaning of this
rian been ever fixed on a proper balance, law; let his heirs, by ſuit in the proper
it muſt have prevented that extreme diſ courts of juſtice, obtain a lawful diſtri
proportion in the circumſtances of her ci bution, and let the penalty incurred by
tizens, which gave ſuch weight of power the offender be an immediate diſpoſſeſſi.
to the ariſtocratica? party, that it enabled on of his eſtate and effects to his lawful
them to ſubvert the fundamental princi heirs.

ples of the government, and introduce

Let
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Let no females be capable of inheriting, ladyſhip, I'm ſure your lordſhip was
or bringing any dower in marriage.
ſmuggled.”
The proviſion for every female, who,
through any natural defect, is not capable
Theatrical Intelligence.
of marriage, muſt be made by way of an
nuity by the male heirs neareſt of kin.
INCE our laſt no new piece has been
Theſe, I think, are irreſiſtible bars to the
performed, nor has any intelligence
alteration which time would otherwiſe offered worth communicating; except,
make in the balance.

ſuch as will be unwelcome and diſagreea

If the exigencies of the republic ſhould ble to our readers. We are threatened
ever find it neceſſary to lodge the execu with the loſs of ſome performers, whoſe
tive powers of government in the hands abſence will leave a wide chaſm in our
of one perſon, let there be a law made to theatrical entertainments. Beſides Mr.
limit it to one month. Let the repreſen and Mrs. Yates, who, we are told, in
rative aſſembly have the power of nomi tend to ſpend the next winter abroad,
nating the perſon, and continuing this Mrs. Clive appears no more after this
command from month to month, if the ſeaſon ; and, what will be ſtill worſe in

exigencies of the ſtate demand it 5 but
let not any one perſon be capable of hold
ing this office above ič.
I he remedy of a dićtator ſhould never
be made uſe of, but in the moſt deſperate
caſes; and, indeed, it is not probable
'that ſuch a government ſhould ever be in

the eſtimation of many, Mrs. Pritchard,
alſo, is to forſake the ſtage.
This laſt performer has had ſo long and
ſo high a place in the public eſteem, that
her loſs will be ſenſibly felt by every lover
of the drama; no leſs amiable in private
life, than admired for czcellence in her

a fituation to want it.

profeſſion, the good wiſhes of the public
will accompany her in every ſtation; and
The Smuggled Scotchman. An Anecdote. as many of our readers may be unac
quainted with the circumſtance, that firſt

Nobleman at Paris aſked lady R—
why it was in general remarked
abroad by foreigners, that the Scotch,
who travelled, were men of parts and
learning, while the Engliſh were general
ly wanting in both? Her ladyſhip, with
her uſual vivacity, replied, that only
fools went out of England; but for Scot

brought her merit forth into light, we
have inſerted the following particulars,
which are of undoubted authenticity.
For a ſucceſſion of years this great
performer walked the ſtage, in one grea
ſy ſuit of brick-duſt coloured tabby; an
utterly neglected perſon : ſhe was the
miſtreſs in ſome farce, where the cham

land, none but fools would ſtay in it. A bermaid was the capital character; and if
Scotch nobleman, neither famous for the audience ſpoke of her at all, it was
parts or learning, Lord
, obſer to wonder that the maſter of the play

ved her ladyſhip was right, with regard houſe did not give that decent woman
to the Scotch; for, ſays he, there are (for ſo much they always ſaw in her) a
offices

eſtabliſhed in Scotland, where cleaner gown.

At length, by ſome odd chance, it
every Scotchman muſt apply for a paſſ
port, ere he can leave the country, and came into the thought of thoſe, who
previous to the granting thereof, he is had the condućt of the theatre, to reviſe
examined with regard to his intelle&ts As you like it, a comedy of Shakeſ
and education, which, ſhould they not peare's ; and ſome ſtranger accident put
arrive to the ſtandard fixed for each, no it into their heads, to give this Mrs.
paſſport is granted, but he is ſent back Pritchard the character of Roſalind,
for improvement; on a ſecond applicati doubtleſs entirely ignorant how conſider
on, the ſame form is obſerved ; but able it might be made by a good ačtreſs.
Many things were againſt her in this
ſhould he apply a third time, and then
to make a ſhew of ; a per
be found wanting, he is remanded back part ; no
for life. By this, ſays his lordſhip, ſon that had never ſtruck the young part
your ladyſhip will plainly ſee, none but of the audience, and a modeſty which
men of ſenſe and learning can legally had kept thoſe who are moſt pleaſed with
leave this country. “Then, replied her women in men's habits at a greater di
Q_q
ſtance.
May, 1767.
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ſtance. No arts were uſed to puff her off
to the town ; no ſecret emiſſaries were
diſpatched to coffee-houſes, to whiſper
at the manager's command, that ſuch an
aćtreſs would be capital in ſuch a charac
ter. The play was brought on in com

May,

Out of journals, be ſure, he pick com
mon place ſtuff

For ſome flings at the court, and he's pa
triot enough;
[creed,
Let Collins and Tindal preſcribe him a

To ſettle his faith-'tis but little he'll read-mon courſe, and this ačtreſs under rather In all things beſides, let new modes be
his paſſion,
[tion.”
unfavourable auſpices; but when ſhe ap

peared a new ſpirit ſhone in all her geſ But be his religion—“Old as the Crea
tures; and when ſhe ſpoke I remember Hence, dull as he is, he'll be furniſh'd,
at leaſt,
[prieſt.
the general aſtoniſhment of the audience;
it is not to be deſcribed; it was like that With many a bob at that ſcrub, call'd a
real ſcene in antient Rome, when Brutus, To accompliſh your ſpark, (or he's not
quite genteel)
who had walked about for years as an
unnoticed idiot, broke forth at once, an He muſt pay debts of honour, but no
tradeſman's bill;
hero, an orator and a patriot.
He ſhould ne'er miſs an op'ra, to make
it appear
[good ear;
Receipt to make a pretty Fellow.

Sºwith
it e'erbe your lot to be bleſs'd
a ſon,
Theſe rules well obſerv'd he'll not fail
to be one,

Whom with joy you may view, and
with pride you may own:
Ne'er ſend him to ſchool, and from thence
to a college,
"Twill ſpoil all, if the youth ſhould have
one dram of knowledge:

In romances and plays let him deeply be
read;

He's a man of time taſte, and has got a
To give him the lie who his courage diſ
owns,

[break his bones :

He muſt whip thro' his lungs, or at leaſt
And at all times to prove that he is not
faint-hearted,
He muſt draw on his man, when he's

ſure to be parted.
[ground,
When in any debate he's almoſt run a
Let a wager or oath his opponent confound.
In ſhort, let each hour, inſtead of dull

thinking,

[drinking,

[head. Be devoted to gaming, to whoring, and

And his heels be inſtrućted inſtead of his Till by piſtol or halter he finiſh his race,
But tho' you're to guard againſt Latin And he dies like a dog, who had liv'd

and Greek,

He, like any monſieur, the French lan
guage ſhould ſpeak:
Thus inform'd, and grown up, you
muſt fix him in town,

Where, to greateſt advantage, ſuch ta
lents are ſhewn ;

Ne'er balk his amours, let him kiſs all

like an aſs.

A Sick-Bed Soliloquy.
IS well, I long to be releas'd,
With joy I wait my doom,
Eager to mingle with the bleſs'd,
And taſte a life to come.

Too long I've mourn'd this painful ſcene
Of noiſe, and guilt, and folly,
From Fanny the fair, to brown Beſs in
the ſtreets:
Where heartſome mirth is madneſs ſeen;
Let him whiſper ſoft things as he ſees
And wiſdom, melancholy. .
others do,
Where pigmy ſcience, loud and vain,
he meets,

And be ſure to be falſe, when he ſwears
Diſtracts the doubtful mind;
Where Truth all labour to attain.
to be true;
Let his converſe ne'er fail to be ſeaſon'd
But few muſt hope to find.
with ſlander,
[dre. The good we covet, ſure to miſs,

We weep the ills we fear;
And daintily larded with double enten
His wit, if at all, ſhould but rarely be Deluſive all our hopes of bliſt,
ſhewn,
ſpun :
Our grief; alone ſincere.
And never riſe higher than quibble or Not ſo, my ſoul! where ſhortly thou
Shalt wing thy happier flight;
Now and then of grave authors and
Thy taſk t'explore—thy bliſs to know
books he may prate,
That he knows no more of than his
The ſource of life and light.
There
grandmother's cat;
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There Truth, with ever-open face,
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When Mars, with inſult rude, invades

There, thro’ Eternity's wide round,
No ill; ſhalt thou deplore,
No enmity ſhall ever wound, "
Nor friendſhip cheat thee more.

The virgin muſes peaceful ſhades;
With light'ning arm’d, when angry Jove
Scares the poor tenants of the grove,
I cannot blindly league with thoſe,
Who thus the poets creed oppoſe.
To nature in my earlieſt youth,
I vow'd my conſtancy and truth,

VERSES written in a Cottage belonging to

When in her Hardwicke's much-lov'd
ſhade,

Thy raviſh'd eyes ſhall ſee : '
Hope to fruition ſhall give place,
And doubt to certainty.

General Conway, at Park-Palace, Enamour'd of her charms, I ſtray'd ;
And, as I row'd the woods anong,
near Henley, in Berkſhire.
Her praiſe in liſping numbers ſung :
HE works of art let others praiſe,
Nor will I now reſign my heart
Where pride her waſte of wealth A captive to her rival art.—
betrays,
Far from the pageant ſcenes of pride,
And faſhion, independent grown,
She ſtill my careleſs ſteps ſhall guide ;
Whether, by contemplation led,
Uſurps her parent nature's throne;
Lays all her fair dominions waſte,
The rich romantic wild I tread,
Where nature, for her pupil man,
And calls the depredations—taſte.
Has ſtruck out many a noble plan;
But I, who ne'er, with ſervile awe,
Orwhether, fromyon woodººd brow,
Give faſhion's whims the force of law,
I view the lovely vale below;
Scorn all the glitter of expence,
For when, with more than common care,
When deſtitute of uſe and ſenſe;
Nature had ſtretch'd the landſcape there,
More pleas'd to ſee the wanton rill,
Her Conway caught the fair deſign,
Which trickles from ſome craggy hill,
And ſoften’d ev'ry harſher line;
Free through the valley wind its way,
In pleaſing lights each object plac'd,
Than when immur'd in walls of clay,
It ſtrives in vain its bonds to break,
And heighten’d all the piece with taſte.
And ſtagnates in a crooked lake.
O, Conway! while the public voice
With fighs I ſee the native oak,
Applauds our ſov’reign's well-weigh'd
Bow to th' inexorable ſtroke,
choice,
And Albion's friends, exulting, ſee
Whilſt an exotic puny race
Her fame, her int’reſt, riſe with thee;
Of upſtart ſhrubs uſurp its place;
Fain would my patriot muſe proclaim
Which, born beneath a milder ſky,
The ſtateſman's and the ſoldier's fame,
Shrink at a wintry's blaſt, and die.
I can't behold without a ſmile
And bind immortal on thy brow
The civic crown, and laurel bough.
The venerable gothic pile
But, tho’ unſkill'd to join the choir,
(Which in our father's wiſer age
Who aptly tune the courtly lyre;
Was ſhelter'd from the tempeſt's rage)
Tho', with the vaſſals of thy ſtate,
Stand to the dreary north expos'd,
Within a Chineſe fence inclos'd.
I never at thy levee wait;
Yet it be of my happier lot,
For me each leaden god may reign
To meet thee in this rural cot;
In quiet o'er his old domain;
To ſee thee here, thy mind unbend,
(Their claim is good by poets laws,
And quit the ſtateſman for the friend;
And poets muſt ſupport their cauſe )
While ſmiles unbought, and void of art,
Let Pan be plac'd in paſtures fair,
Spring genuine from the ſocial heart.
And ſeem to watch his fleecy care;
Amidſt her flowers let Flora ſtand;
Happy the muſe, which here retir’d,
By gratitude like mine inſpir’d,
Let Ceres guard her cultur'd land;
Dupe to no party, loves to pay
Their oaks let Dryads ſtill defend ;
To worth like-thine her grateful lay;
Let Naiads ſtill their ſprings attend;
And, in no venal verſe commend
But when old Neptune's fiſh-tail'd train
The man of taſte, and nature's friend.
Of Tritons haunt an upland plain,
And Dian ſeems to urge the chaſe
Cottage, July, 1766.
-

In a ſmug garden's narrow ſpace ;
Q_q 2.

. Histo
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ters are doubtful, or who are of a timid
or wavering diſpoſition : That you bring
Inſtructions from the Town of Bºſton to forward and promote ſuch an order or
regulation, as ſhall make the debates in
their Repreſentatives, March 9.
the houſe of repreſentatives as public as
To james Otis, Thomas Cuſhing, Samuel thoſe in the houſe of commons in Great
Adams, and jobn Hancock, Eſqrs.
Britain : That you be very watchful over
our juſt rights, liberties, and privileges,
GENT LEMEN,
*HE truſt we your conſtituents have and give us notice whenever you appre
repoſed in you, by chufing you to re hend them in danger: And for the total
preſent us in the approaching general aſ aboliſhing of ſlavery from among us, that
AMER IcAN AFFAIRs.

T

fembly of this province, is of ſo import
ant a nature, that nothing ſhort of an en
tire confidence in your wiſdom and inte
grity could have prevailed on us to de
wolve it upon you. And although it is
not cuſtomary for us to give intructions
to our repreſentatives, for their condućt,
in all caſes, or upon all occaſions; yet
we hold the right of ſo doing, whenever
we think fit, to be ſacred and unaliena
ble. The preſent ſituation of this. pro

vince in particular, of North-America in
general, and of Great-Britain and her
colonies as a nation, is ſuch, that not
withſtanding our confidence in your abili
ties, we apprehend it not improper for us
to give you our advice and inſtrućtions,
upon ſome important affairs, which may
come before you in that
aſſembly; and
we expect that you regulate your condućt

you move for a law, to prohibit the im

portation and purchaſing of ſlaves for the
future: That you ſupport and promote
the commercial intereſts of this province,
on all occaſions, as we apprehend the
proſperity and increaſe thereof in a great
meaſure depend upon the flouriſhing ſtate
of its trade; and that you by no means
conſent to the laying any unjuſt burden
thereon, ever giving us the earlieſt notice
of ſuch attempt : That you alſo encou

rage huſbandry, in all its branches, and
that ſpirit of induſtry, frugality, and
ceconomy, which we rejoice to find hath
already taken place, and ſo much increa
ſed among us of late: That you oppoſe
any grants for erecting, maintaining, or
garriſoning, any uſeleſs or unneceſſa

forts or fortreſſes, in any part of this

province; and if any ſuch fortreſſes be
new garriſoned, and maintained at the
In the firſt place. As to this province public expences that you do your utmoſt,
in particular, it is our advice and inſtruc that ſuch grievances may be ſpeedily re
tion, That you endeavour, as far, as in dreſſed: That you, at the ſame time, du
you lieth, to ſupport all the fundamen ly ſupport and encourage our ſeminaries
therein accordingly.

-

-

of learning, by a ſuitable liberality to
tain the authority of government upon the governors and inſtructors thereof,
every occaſion : That you do all in your more agreeable to the importance of their
power to prevent money, on any pretence office, than to the parſimony heretofore
whatſoever, being drawn out of the pub obſerved in grants for that purpoſe; ſince
tal laws of our conſtitution, and main

lic treaſury, contrary to the appropriati ‘we apprehend, that learning is the ſureſ
ons thereof; and that if any ſuch drafts ſupport of our conſtitution,
being
ſhould ever be made, you bear due teſti the handmaid of liberty, while ignorance

#".

mony againſt it : That you be not par is the nurſe of ſlavery.
In the next place, With reſpe&t to
cers of government, but, at the ſame North-America in general, it is our ad
time, uſe all your influence againſt any vice and inſtruction, that you keep up a
-

fimonious in the ſupport of executive offi

one officer's holding two or more places conſtant and friendly intercourſe with
inconſiſtent or interfering with each o the other Engliſh governments on the
ther.

continent : That you conciliate diviſions
That you take particular care in your and differences, if any be now ſubſiſting,
-

choice of counſellors and other officers of or ſhould hereafter ariſe; ever preferring

the government, for the enſuing year, their friendſhip and confidence, to the de
that they be men of integrity, and wiſ. mands of rigorous juſtice without them.
dom, lovers of liberty, and of our civil

In the laſt place, As to Great-Britain

and eccleſiaſtical conſtitutions; not giv and her coionies, as a nation, it is our ad

ing your ſuffrages for any whoſe charac vice and inſtruction, that, on all proper
-

occaſions,

3ob
from
common
report,
which
to
I
gave
occaſions, you openly profeſs our duty and little credit.”
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loyalty to the King, and a conſtitutional
zo.] Friday laſt his excellency the
ſubordination to parliament :"That you
r ſent the following meſſage to
treat his Majeſty's repreſentative, and all governo
ble houſe of repreſentatives,
the
honoura
his other officers here, with due reſpešt;

being at the ſame time vigilant and jea

ºvuz.

lous of our juſt rights, liberties, and pri

“ Gentlemen,

I have before me your vote for diſmiſ.
vileges; in all caſes proteſting againſt ſing
your agent Mr. Jackſon : I am very
and counteračling, with decent firmneſs, deſirous
that Mr. Jackſon ſhould be relea
every attempt in the leaſt to abridge or
from your ſervice. But you ſhould
infringe them : That you endeavour to ſed
on
preſerve that harmony which ought ever confider that payment and diſmiſſi ought

to go together; eſpecially when the for
mer has been ſo negle&ted heretofore. Mr.
Jackſon has ſerved you five years, includ
16. ing the current; the three firſt years as

to ſubſiſt between Great-Britain and her
colonies.”

“Boſton,

-

New-England,

Feb

On Tueſday laſt the houſe of Repre your ſtanding council appointed by com
ſentatives, by a large majority, paſ miſſion under the province ſeal, during
fed a reſolve, that the lieutenant-go which time he was as fully employed as
vernor, not being elected a councellor, your agent, and in the moſt material bu
has by the charter, no right to a ſeat at fineſs jointly with him. In the two laſt
the council-board, with or without a years, beſides a general attention to your
voice, while the commander in chief is in buſineſſes as agent, he bore a conſiderable
in a moſt important ſervice to you
the province. Previouſly to this reſolu part
and the reſt of America. I cannot take
tion a committee was ordered to wait up
on his excellency, with the following upon me to ſay what he expects; but I
know ſo much of his moderation, as to
meſſage.
be aſſured that he will be ſatisfy'd with
“ May it pleaſe your Excellency,
The houſe of repreſentatives beg to be what will be conſiſtent with your honour
informed by your excellency, whether to offer, and his to accept:
FRA. Be RNARD.
any proviſion has been made, at the ex
March 17. Advice is ſaid to have
pence of this government, for his Ma been received, that the colony of Maſ
jeſty's troops lately arrived in this har
s Bay [in New-England] have
{. and by whom and alſo, Whether ſachuſet
your excellency has reaſon to expect the chearfully conſented to ſubmit, in all re
to the commands of his Majeſty,
arrival of any more, to be quartered in
or eſtabliſhing a fund towards quarter
this province.”
ing the military and other provincial af.
-

#.

-

To which his Excellency the ſame day
ſent the following anſwer.

fairs.

March 28. They write from New
“ Gentlemen of the houſe of Repre York, that upwards of zoo ſtills are now
employed there, in making large quanti
ſentatives,
ties of rum, for the uſe # the extenſive
In anſwer to your meſſage of this day, fiſheries to be carried on this ſummer on
I ſend you a copy of the minutes of
council, by which proviſion for the ar the American coaſts. Sir William John
and family, were arrived
tillery-company at the caſtle, in purſu , ſon, his lady,
rk
ance of the late ačt of parliament, was at New-Yo when the laſt letters came
made.

-

away, in order to embark for England,

I intended to lay the matter before you, where they are to reſide for ſome time.”
and had given orders for an account of

* Philadelphia, Feb. 9. Laſt week,

the preſent expence to be made out for Col. George Croghan arrived here from
New-Orleans,
that purpoſe; which having received Illinois, a,by the way of rk.
and New-Yo
And we
ſince your meſſage came to me, I hereby Penſacol
have the pleaſure of being informed, that
continunicate.
I have received no advice whatever, this gentleman had not only happily con
of any other troops being to be quartered firmed the peace he made, the year before,
in this province, nor have I any reaſon

with the numerous tribes which compo

he
to expečl the arrival of any ſuch, except ſed the weſtern confederacy; but thathas
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has adjuſted, on terms very beneficial to the crown of Great-Britain, that her co
his Majeſty's intereſt, the great conteſt lonies are, and ever will be, her ſupport,
which ſubſiſted between the northern and to the utmoſt of their abilities, againſt
the attacks of the moſt powerful, and will
weſtern confederacy.’
never ſuffer her empire to be inſulted with
The ſpeech of the Hon. Francis Fauquier, impunity. From the confideration of the
Eſi, his Majeſty's Lieutenant-Governor true and permanent intereſt of the colo
and Commander in Chief of the Colony my I hope, from the experience I have
and Dominion of Virginia, to the gene already had of the abilities of many mem
ral Aſſembly at Williamſburgh, on the bers of this aſſembly I expe&t, and from
my knowledge of your ſenſe of honour
6th of November laſt.
and gratitude I have a confidence, that
Gentlemen of the Council, Mr. Speaker, you will exert yourſelves to ſhew, that
and gentlemen of the houſe of Burgeſſes. your loyalty to your king, and your af
having any preſfing occaſion for fečtion to your mother-country, ought
my meeting you in general aſſembly not to be impeached. The attachment
before this time, I have followed the bent of your friends in Great-Britain, who
of my own inclinations, which have been have been ſteady to your intereſt, will, as
to create as little expence to the country, I have the greateſt reaſon to believe, de
and as little trouble to yourſelves, as the pend on the return you ſhall now make to
circumſtances of the times would permit the many ačts of kindneſs which you muſt

Nº.

Inc.

Since my calling this aſſembly, ſeveral
important events have happened in Great
Britain, in which you are deeply intereſt
ed. All the papers relating to theſe mat
ters have been tranſmitted to me by his

acknowledge have been ſhewn to you.
The criſis is very great, and if not pro
perly and ſeriouſly attended to, may be
very alarming. My affection to you obli
ges me to mention this, but my reliance

à. i.

on
on you diſpenſes with my
y dwelling
g lon
longer

Majeſty's principal ſecretaries of ſtate,
It is expedient I ſhould alſo recommend
and it is my duty to communicate them
all to you, without reſerve. They con to your confideration and humanity, a
fift of ſeveral reſolutions of the houſe of poor unhappy ſet of people, who are de
commons, and ačts of the legiſlature, by prived of their ſenſes, and wander about
due attention to which you will readily the country, terrifying the reſt of their
colle& the undiſguiſed ſentiments of the fellow-creatures. A legal confinement,
Britiſh nation relative to her colonies; and proper proviſion, ought to be appoint
ſentiments which are not mere ſpeculative ed for theſe miferable objects, who can
opinions, but which have operated ſtrong not help themſelves. Every civilized
ly in your favour. Your grievances have country has an hoſpital for theſe people,
been redreſſed, the ačt you thought op where they are confined, maintained, and
preſſive repealed, and every indulgence attended by able phyſicians, to endeavour
in commerce, which you could with rea to reſtore to them their loſt reaſon.
ſon expect, or even defire, been granted
you. Your mother-country has, on this The anſwer of the houſe of Burgeſſes,
occaſion, not only ačted with her uſual
Sir,
prudence, but alſo the greateſt kindneſs
We his Majeſty's moſt dutiful and loy
and affection towards you her children : al ſubjects, the burgeſſes of Virginia,
and as an indulgent parent has a right to now met in general afmbly, return your
expe&t a return of duty, obedience, and honour our ſincere thanks for your affec
gratitude, from her natural children; ſhe tionate ſpeech at the opening of this ſeſ.
has a right to claim the ſame from you, fion.
her political ones. My long-contracted
As we have ever been truly ſenſible of"
friendſhip for you bids me wiſh, and the the tender regard ſhewn by his Majeſty
experience I have gained of the genius of to the rights and liberties of his people,
the people over whom I have the honour every where, we cannot but think we
to preſide, teaches me to expect, that ſhould, at this time in particular, be
your preſent condućt will do you honour wanting in our duty to the beſt of Kings,
at home, and convince every enemy to if we did not embrace the opportunity
offered
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offered to us by your honour, of grate
You may be aſſured we ſhall give due
fully acknowledging that benign virtue ſo attention to what you have been pleaſed
diſtinguiſhable in him, that of protećting to recommend to us, and that we ſhall
the conſtitutional privileges of his ſub endeavour to conduct ourſelves with as
jećts, even in the moſt diſtant part of his much propriety as poſſible on this critical
realm, the American dominions, ſo late juncture.
ly exemplified to us in his Majeſty's gra
cious aſlent to the repeal of that oppreſ
April 3. We are told from Charles
five act; and at the ſame time declare town in South-Carolina, that Mr. Davis,
our conſtant readineſs to devote our lives the preſent temporary collečtor, has open

and fortunes in defence of his ſacred per ed a political private door to an amazing
ſon, crown, and dignity, againſt all his trade with the Havannah, Martinico,
enemies.
&c. from whence large quantities of gold
We are ſo convinced of an immediate and ſilver have of late been imported into
conne&tion between Great-Britain and the

the colonies.

colonies, that we cannot but wiſh that

Feb. 27. On the application of the
honourable John Stuart, Eſq; ſuperin

no future accident may ever interrupt
that union ſo eſſential to the well-being
of each of them; and as we hope we
have reaſon to conclude, that the parlia
ment of Great-Britain (from the inſtance
lately given in the repeal of the ſtamp
aćt, and the ſeveral laws paſſed in favour
of the trade of North-America) was ačtu
ated by the true principles of fellow-ſub
jects with us, we cannot but wiſh, that
the grateful harmony of an indulgent pa
rent and (ºr iful children may conſtantly
ſubſiſt between us.

-

The ready attachment diſcovered in
the friends to America, has ſo ſenſibly
ſtruck us, that your honour may be aſſu
red no proper acknowledgment ſhall be
wanting on our parts to render ourſelves
truly worthy of every kindneſs which
they have confeſſedly ſhewn, and we hope
our future condućt will merit from them

a continuance of ſuch their particular
friendſhip and regard.
It is with equal pleaſure that we join
with your honour, in obſerving, no en
deavour of the people here (in that peri
od rendered unhappy by the precarious

tendent of Indian affairs in the ſouthern

diſtrict, the general aſſembly of North
Carolina hath granted a ſum of money
for defraying the expences of commiſſi
oners, to be appointed by governor Try
on, to run the boundary line between
that province and the lands claimed by
the Cherokee Indians; alſo a farther ſum

to be laid out in preſents for the ſaid In
dians; and we hear Governor Tryon and
the commiſſioners propoſe to meet the
ſuperintendent's deputy, and the princi
pal Indians, at Saliſbury, in Rowan
county, about the middle of May next,
in order to finiſh that important buſineſs.
Letters from Fort Prince George,
Keowee, ſay, that on the 9th of Ja
nuary, ſeven traders from Virginia,
who were carrying goods into the Che
rokee country, were found murdered
near Keowee.

Thoſe traders had ſent

notice to the ſaid town of their approach,
and a party that in conſequence thereof
was immediately ſent to eſcort them in,

found their dead bodies. The goods

were not touched, only ſome paint is ſaid
to be miſſing. The murder is thought
into) did produce the leaſt violation of to have been committed by Cherokees,
property in this colony; but we muſt hope in revenge for the people they loſt in Vir
that no tacit conſent to that affecting cir ginia about two years ago.
Charleſtown, jan. 23. Letters from
cumſtance which produced the diſtraćtion
of thoſe times will ever be concluded from St. Chriſtophets, of the 8th inſtant, in
that real prudence which only governed form us, that, on the night of Dec. 27.
them in the preſervation of their rights another terrible fire broke out in Bridge

fituation that their liberties were thrown

and liberties.

Whilſt we are thus diſcharging every
duty of gratitude recommended to us by
your honour, permit us not to forget the
cordiality and benevolence which you, Sir,
have conſtantly diſcovered to us during
your adminiſtration.

town in Barbadoes, in the ſtore-houſe of

Paul Bedford and Co. foot of the ſtep
ping-ſtones, which conſumed every houſe
on both ſides the ſtreet quite down to T.

Thomſon's tavern, including every houſe
and ſtore on the right ſide of the green to
Meſi. Worral and Walker's, in whoſe

yard
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yard was a great quantity of lumber, rienced vine-planters, from the Canary
iſlands and Madeira, to go over and ſet
ſom's, where was a vaſt number of caſks, tle in the province of Weſt Florida, for
as well as a large parcel of boards and the culture and plantation of vines adapt
other timber, whereby the range of hou ed to the climate, which, it was expect
ſes leading from the old bridge into town, ed, would turn out to great advantage.
was ſet on fire and conſumed. The houſe George Johnſton, Eſq; governor of Weſt
inhabited by Irenaeus More, Eſq; was laid Florida, arrived in town, on Wedneſday
in aſhes, at five the next morning. Mrs. laſt, from that province.
March 28. We hear that John Elli
Wayles's houſe was blown up at three
o'clock the ſame morning, which preſer ot, Eſq; lately appointed governor of
ved High-ſtreet. Theſe letters add, that Weſt-Florida, will embark for that place
had Mr. John Hill's houſe taken fire, in a few days.
which was every moment expected, the
April 21. They write from Jamaica,
ſmall fragment of the town, left by the that great numbers of the Britiſh ſettlers
ravage of the flames in May, muſt have at Honduras and Weſt-Florida were ar
rived, with their ſlaves and effects, at
been entirely conſumed.
They write from Granada, that the Muſketo-ſhore, where a very lucrative
late ſhocks of earthquakes had occaſioned trade was now carried on to the neigh
the diſcovery of ſome valuable mineral bouring provinces of Truxillo, Cam
ores in the iſlands of St. Vincent and Do peachy, and other principal Spaniſh ports.
minica, which were expected to turn to —It is ſaid a regular form of govern
ment is ſoon to be eſtabliſhed by the ap
good account.
April 21. The demands this year ointment of proper officers, for the co
at Black-river, Muſketo-ſhore;
from North-America, for Birmingham
and Sheffield wares, fall many thouſand ſeveral petitions having lately been pre
Pounds ſhort of thoſe for ſome years pre ſented to the board of trade on that ſub
ceding.
jećt.
April 23. We are credibly informed,
Africa, March 7. They write from
that the extreme vigilance of Admiral Senegambia, that inland caravans were
Palliſer during his ſtation laſt year at preparing to be eſtabliſhed the enſuing
Newfoundland; has utterly diſconcerted ſummer, to penetrate ſeveral hundred
which carried the flames to Mr. Steven

|.

-

the views of the French in their attempts miles into the country; it being fuppoſed,

to carry on any future clandeſtine trade
with the Engliſh; ſeveral of their fiſher
men who carried out little or no proviſi
ons for the voyage, in hopes of being
ſupplied in exchange for brandies and o
ther European goods, having been obliged
to quit the coaſt before the ſeaſon was
half expired.
The poſtſcript of a letter from

from the report of the black traders, that
many valuable mines of gold are to be
found therein.
BRITIs H EAST INDIE's.

March 21.

In a letter lately received

from the Eaſt-Indies, we are informed, "
that lord Clive had been upwards of 7oo

Black-river, Muſketo-ſhore, to a mer miles up the country, to the capital of the

chant in Briſtol, ſays, the moſt pro
per goods now in demand here are, ſilk
ſtockings, white ſuperfine cloth, man
keens, drugs, ſpices, laced hats, muſlins,

Great Mogul, who had not only confer
red on him the title of Omralı, but ſhew

ed him more diſtinguiſhed marks of his
favour than any other whatever. It is

clina ware, repeating watches, necklaces, further ſaid, that his lordſhip had acqui

buttons, buckles in paſte, &c.
red a revenue to the Eaſt-India company
April 28. The Indian nations of of 4,000,oool. ſterl. per ann.
Creeks and Chočlaws continue their hoſ
April 14. The town of St. David,
tilities, and it is highly probable that the which was demoliſhed by the French in
brave Chickeſaws will ſoon likewiſe de the laſt war, is rebuilt and enlarged ; and
the fort is rendered ſo ſtrong, as to
clare againſt the Creeks.
March 26. They write from Penſaco be thought impregnable, againſt any fu
la, that Governor Johnſton had engag, d, ture attempts of an enemy.
at his own expence, a number of expe
Pola N D,
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gularity, and to pay for their ſubſiſtence,

Since the grandees and miniſters have been
ſummoned to a privy-council, to be held
the convoking of a general alºmbly 21 ſt. in the King's preſence, it is obſerv
was the object of the King of Pruſſia and ed, that ſuch an aſſembly had not been
the Empreſs of Ruſſia, in order to relieve called for a long time, which we ſuppoſe
and accelerate the affairs of the Prote is, that the Univerſalia have been deli
fants, which, in order to forward the vered for holding a ſenatus concilium, who
Proteſtant gentlemen in Poliſh Pruſſia, who are to fix a day, for opening an extraor
were in Dantzick, had ſet out for Thorn, dinary diet, from whom the expected re
to affiſt at the general aſſembly to be held lief is to come. The difficulty that ſtands
there, and to unite in a confederacy againſt moſt in the way, is, that ſhould the Diſſi
the Romiſh clergy, who had formed an dents be re-eſtabliſhed, it would ruin
other, which they intend to ſupport with many families,' that are now opulent, as
force ; this has occaſioned the Poliſh gen they would be deprived of the eſtates they
N our laſt it was mentioned how much

tlemen to be attended with their ſervants now hold, taken from the Proteſtants,
properly armed, and the better to ſupport when condemned and baniſhed their coun

themſelves, they have aſſociated at Thorn

try.

The Corſicans who apprehended their
under lieutenant-general Goltz, their mar
ſhal, but not before they had ſeveral deli ſituation and cataſtrophe not to be entirely
berations, when they ſigned a manifeſto,
declaring the motives that had engaged
them in it ; the magiſtrates of the place,
as well as the regencies of Elbing and
Dantzick have acceded; as ſoon as they
had finiſhed their ſigning, they appointed
twenty-four gentlemen of their body, to
aſſiſt their general in the office of mar

neglected in Great Britain, have eſta
bliſhed a regular correſpondence with one
Mr. Boſwell, who, to anſwer the pur
poſe, as regularly communicates it, in the
London Chronicle, under the head of Cor
fican Gazette.
-

By advices of the 4th of April, from

Porto Ferraio, the Corſican troops on the
ſhal, and had reſolved to ſend a ſolemn de iſland of Capreia, conſiſt of 6oo men ;

putation to the King, to notify their en
gaging in this league, and the neceſſity
that obliged them to it, requeſting he
would not conceive any thing to their pre
judice upon that account : it is with im
patience, the reſult of this deputation is
expected. — Five regiments of Ruſſians
have entered Lithuania,where the Empreis
has fixed up ſeveral placards, declarative

that they had been ioined by 100 of the
inhabitants, and that they had ammuni

tion and proviſion ſufficient for three
months. The Genoeſe in Corſica had
made an almoſt general revolt, by which
the natives poſſeſſed themſelves of many
ſtrong holds, and that their commander

had taken fºr. O'Dun, an Iriſh engineer,
with ſeveral French and Engliſh officers

of her intention to ſupport the Diffidents into his ſervice.—From Genoa it is men
in their aſſociation. On the 25th of A tioned, that a general muſter had been

pril, Prince Ripnin received advice, that ordered ; it is ſuppoſed to compoſe a bo
the Ruſſian troops were muſtered at Sluck, dy of troops, to embark for Corſica, as
and that the Proteſtant Greek nobility of it is expected the French forces there will
Lithuania had alſo entered into an aſſoci be recalled, of this the Corſicans ſeem to

ation, and had elected major-general be in expectation, and are preparing to
Grabowſki their marſhal, of this the advantage themſelves of this opportuni
King was immediately acquainted by the ty, as is intinated by their manifeſto.—
Ruffian and Pruſſian miniſters, who, the }. brave people, though ſo long op
day following, preſented declarations on preſſed, live to be admired, and from re
the ſame ſubjects from their courts, ſources the moſt unexpected ſupport them
which were alſo expreſſive of their ſtrong ſelves, of late they have received zoo
deſires of having an extraordinary diet pieces of ordnance, zo,coo weight of gun
convoked, to conſider of the grievances of powder, hnd a large quantity of naval
the Proteſtants. It is not doubted, but ſtores landed by ſome Dutch tranſports.
the Empreſs will carry her point, by a The Corſicans, by the advices laſt receiv
little perſeverance and moderation, which ed, were a&ually preparing to ſtorm St.
ſeems to be her intent, as ſhe has dire&ted Bonifacio by ſea and land.
her officers to ſupport the troops with re
R r
Letter
May, 1767.
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ed with all expedition for the ſervice of
Letterfrom an Engliſh ſoldier, in the Cor the Corſicans.
They write from Peterſburg, that the
fican ſervice, to his couſin at Saliſbury.
factory lately poſſeſſed by the French on
Iſland of Capra this zoth day of March, the
river j. Siberia, but which they
f767.
abandoned
in 1765, has been occupied by
Dir Bob,
ſome Britiſh merchants, in conſequence
This is to let you know I am piur and of the late commercial
treaty between
well, thank God. You knows as how I
empreſs of Ruſſia and his Britannic
never coud be quaiet, bot was allwis a the
Majeſty.
wiſhing for ſomthing to do. . And I had
16. A few days ago a fine frigate, pierc
ini bellifool of it in Germani, and win I
for 36 guns, Swediſh built, arrived at
was diſmiſt the ſervis as laim, I cryd lyk ed
from Stockholm, laden with ſhip
a nu born child to Dr. Armſtrong, and Rochfort
timber
naval ſtores, for the ſervice of
that wurthi ſowl gaiv me a guiny and a France.and
Seven more of the ſame force, are
aiper all full of diricſl.iums how to git mi ſaid to be nearly finiſhed, at different
heeld. So you knows as how I comd ports of the Baltic.
hum and recuvert, and as how I next ein
The expulſion of the Jeſuits from
barkt to Martinico, wer. I heerd mooch
tauk of them there Corſicans, ſo over I Spain, of which we gave ſome particulars
in our laſt, p. 254, has been fince conti
gos, and faith Bob I never was better. nued, by the advices in the London Ga
The General on em Poli is as good a man
zette. At Barcelona on the 3d of April,
as the King himſelf, whom God blis, I the
civil and military power inveſted the
ſhall never ſarv another whyl he his any Jeſuits
college, there; and laſt night an
thing to do.
He ſpeaks to us in Ing
was laid on all carriages, in
liſh; for you muſt know thair ar fyv mor embargo
which the Jeſuits are to ſet out, this
on us Ingliſh, twu on em Scots, but they afternoon,
well guarded, for Tarragona,
call us all Ingliſh here. Wir not liſtit nor
ſworn befor a Juſtis, no, no, all Volon where they are to be joined by all the

f;

teers, and never a laſh, all bold and free

as as many lyons. We haiv littel pai to
fignifi but enuff of good vittals and drink,
ſweet mutton as any on the downs, and
the beſt of wyns as plenty as ſmal bir in
old Ingland. Youll ſee by the paipers
wiv had an expediſhun to the iſland of

reſt of the fraternity in this principality,
in order to be tranſported to Italy in ſhips
of war, that are expected for this purpoſe.
Since the expulſion of this order, ſome

important diſcoveries have been made, by
the arrival of two of them at Madrid,

from Paraguay: one no leſs than the go

ºvernor, and the other the chief juſtice;
thii forts, and ar now ſeeging the Sitedil. they, ignorant of the fate of their bre

Capra. We

landed ſaif and ſoon took

Thair drol littel fellows them Corſicans.

thren, applied for the neceſſary paſſports,

Som on em can taulk to be underſtood, as to convey them to Rome, which were rea

we went briſkly on they cryd well dom dily granted, with expreſs orders to let
Brother Ingliſh, well don Brother free their baggage paſs unſearched, ſo that
men. They fyt powrfuli, but I wiſh we they readily ſet forward on their journey
had Gunner Robiſon and ſom mor of the to Catalonia, where they had no ſooner

arrived, than all was ſeized, and a prize
made of 260 heavy ingots of gold, 13 large
mond weer heer by Jove hid blow the Ge boxes of diamonds and other precious
ſtones, and bills of exchange
train, for thair tillori dos not plai ſo

ſmart as I coud wiſh.
noeſes to hell.

If Duncan Drum

We heer as how a fleet

is cumin againſt us. But we will all dy
cn the ſpot before we give it up. No
mor at preſent but reſts your loving Cou
11n
Sam : Jones.

April 11. This morning M. Roman
zo, agent from Corſica, had a private
audience of the Earl of Shelburne.

An eminent manufacturer at Birming
ham has, within theſe few days, receiv
ed a commiſſion for a large quantity of
muſkte-barrels, locks, &c. to be finiſh

on Rome for
three millions. Thus has his Majeſty re

imburſed himſelf for the expence incur
ed, in pentioning the brethren, until he
can diſpoſe of them. A ſtrong guard is
ſet over them, and this evening(April 2.)
their baniſhment will be proclaimed with
the uſual ſolemnity. The royal edićt for
their expulſion was ſo contrived as to have
effect thro’ the dominions of Spain, in the
ſame day, which the court of Madrid was
obliged to execute, from the diſcovery of
ſome
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ſome dangerous deſigns to the ſtate, by the
ſociety. At Cadiz expreſs orders have been
received, not to ſuffer any of them to ſhip
themſelves or effects, to any of the Indies.
In this port are fitting up a ſmall ſquadron

31 5

fore yeſterday, was arreſted, and ſent
to priſon by the Portugueſe guards, who
ſeized a large ſum of money, which
he was going to carry on board his veſſel;
but the officer was releaſed the ſame even

for the South Sea, intended for Paraguay ing, and the gold was, by the King's
ſituated between Cape St. Antonio, and order, ſent to Mr. Hay, the Britiſh mi
the river of Plate ; and advice has been

diſpatched to the governors of Mexico,

niſter.

According to private letters from Liſ.

Peru, and Chili, and other commanders bon, the laſt memorial of the Britiſh court

in the South Sea. The agents for the ſo is ſaid to have been actually delivered, by
ciety have had directions to make a return the Engliſh miniſter, to his Moſt Faithful
of their effe&ts.

The ſeminaries or colleges poſſeſſed by

Majeſty in perſon, who appeared greatly
affected with the contents.

the Jeſuits, in the different parts of Spain,

Ap.3. An inquiſition was taken at New
In Caffile, 33; bery, Berks, on the body of a child near
Toledo, 30; Andaluſia, 31 ; Arragon, 24; two years old, who fell into the river Ken
in all which places the King's commands net, and was drowned. The jury brought
were executed nearly at the ſame time; in their verdićt Accidental Death. —T hº
greater generalſhip was never executed, body was diſcovered by a very ſingular
than that againſt the fathers, as well thoſe experiment, which was as follows: After
of his dominions, as ſuch as have lately diligent ſearch had been made in the river
arrived from Paraguay, with whom he for the child to no purpoſe, a two-penny
amounted to 1 18, viz.

found ſo great a quantity of diamonds on loaf, with a quantity of quickſilver put
ly, as have induced him to forbid the in into it, was ſet floating from the place

portation of any more, until leave is giv where the child, it was ſuppoſed, had
en, as he is determined to advantage as fallen in, which ſteered its cºurſe down
the river upwards of half a mile, before a
much as poſſible by his prize.
14. They write from Gibraltar, that the #. number of ſpectators,when the body
Spaniſh camp which had lately been form appening to lay on the contrary ſide of
ed at St Rocque, conſiſting of ſeveral re the river, the loaf ſuddenly tacked about,
giments of infantry, was broke up, and the and ſwam acroſs the liver, and gradually
troops marched back to the interior pro ſunk near the child, when both the child
vinces, leaving the uſual garriſon upon and loaf were immediately brought up,
the lines.
with grablers ready for that purpoſe.
zo. The animoſity between the French
15. The ſociety of arts adjudged the firſt
and Spaniards at New Orleans, has riſen premium for landſcape painting to Mr.
to great heights. Don juan Antonio Ulloa, jones, formerly pupil to Mr. Wilſon, the

the Spaniſh governor, has been obliged

ſecond to Mr. john Gardnoe, maſter of an

to retire for ſafety, to the iſland of Baliſe, academy in Kenſington. The me, it of both
at the mouth of the Miſſippi; whither he pićtures appeared ſo equal, that the caſt
was accompanied by M. Aubry, the French ing vote was left to the chairman. There
commandant, who could not reſtrain the were likewiſe given to Mr. Dean, land
inhabitants. When the laſt accounts ſcape painter, zo guineas as a bounty, his

picture having great ſhare of merit.
27. At the ſeſſion at Guildhall, john
Toung was tried for illegally confining Hen
ty Soppitt, a ſailor, at a lock-up-houſe in
Chancery-lane, with a deſign to ſend him
fiderable time flattered themſelves that to the Indies. He pleaded guilty; but
Louiſiana was to be ceded to Great Bri the court finding the a&tion ſo black a
tain ; and now declare that they will, to a gainſt him, he was ſent to Woodſtreet Comp
came away, Don juan remained at the
ſaid iſland, waiting the arrival of a ſtrong
body of Spaniſh troops, to enable him to
carry into execution the orders of his
Catholic Majeſty. The French for a con

man, abandon the country loomer than

ter till next ſeſſions, when judgment is

come under the Spaniſh government.
Their paper-currency, which was four
for one, is fallen to eight for one.
Mar. 24. An officer of the Engliſh
packet-boats, which was going to ſail
from Lisbon for England the day be

to be paſſed.
A machine, of a new conſtruštion, for

the more expeditious and exact ſawing of
timber, is now erecting in a timber-yard

near Limehouſe ; it is to be worked by
R r a

wind,

-
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wind, and is ſaid to be the firſt of the kind Eaſt India company, it was agreed to
allow the govel nment 4oo, oool. per Ann.
erected in this kingdom."

On the 16th of Auguſt laſt, the Pitt, for three years, or half their profits in
Capt. Bothomley, from Rotterdam for An trade for that time,which ever they ſhould
gola, ran aſhore on Cape Bajadore, on prefer.
the coaſt of Barbary ; 25 of the crew go
Wed. 20. His Majeſty went to the
ing aſhore, were ſtripped naked by about houſe of Peers, and gave the Royal aſſent
loo Moors, in which condition they re to 18 bills, of which the following were
mained 14 days, while the Moors were of the number. —The bill for raiſing
getting all they could from the ſhip; and 1,600,000 l. by annuities and lottery, for
them breaking her up, they burnt the the ſervice of the pre:ent year, to be charg
pieces, and ſtove the caſks of liquor as ed to the finking fund.-For redeeming
they came aſhore, for the ſake of the iron certain annuities, in reſpect of navy, vic
and hoops, which were divided among tualling, and tranſport biiis, and ordnance
them with the reſt of the plunder; then debentures.—For redeeming part of the
feparating the crew, they were ſold in the joint ſtock of annuities, charged by ſeve
country for camels, ſheep, goats, &c. A ral additional duties on wines imported,
bout three weeks after, meeting together and alſo on cyder and perry.—For grant
again, the natives concluded to carry them ing additional duties on certain linen cloth
to the Emperor of Morocco. After 49 imported.—For the free importation of
days travel, they arrived at Teredant, and rice, Sago duſt, and vermicelli, for 'a li
were carried before the Baſhaw or gover mited time, from the American colonies.—
nor, who treated them kindly, ſupplying For eſtabliſhing an hoſpital in Cambridge.
them with plenty of bread and grapes. —To prevent extortion by ſheriffs and
After 14 days reſt they travelled in ſeven bailiffs in caſe of execution.—For extend
days to Morocco. The laſt day's march ing the royalty of Edinburgh over certain
Meſſrs. Adams and Hoſier of Santa Cruz lands, &c. and to enable his Majeſty to
ſent two Moors to condućt them; but being giant letters patent for eſtabliſhing a thea
in two parties, only 12 got ſafe, and 12 tre in that city.
were taken by the ſoldiers, and Hugh E

Lift of Births, for the Year 1767.

‘vans was left upon the mountains, but

got ſafe in. After eight days they were
preſented to the Emperor, who appointed
them a houſe emog the jews at Micca
meſſe, with an allowance of two blanks a
day, and liberty to walk about. By pro
ducing a Mediterranean paſs, after five
months they were permitted to go to Sal
!ee, where the Daniſh conſul behaved with
great generoſity and benevolence, ſup
plying them with money and vićtuals.
From thence they travelled to Larach,and
then to Tatuan, and paſſed over to Gib
raltar, from whence ſome came to Eng

HE Lady of Lord Viſc.

APRIL 6.

Hinchinbrook—of a ſon

-

and heir.—Lady of Rt. Hon. Wm. Dow
deſwell, Eſq; of a ſon. —Lady of Sir

Tho.
Greſham,
of a ſon.—Lady of Lord
Garlies,
of a daughter.
t

Liſt of MARRIAGE s for 1767.

H E Right Hon. the

APRIL 16.

Earl of Barrymore—

-

to Lady Amelia Stanhope, third daugh.
of the late Earl of Harrington—MAY S.

At Charles-town, S. Carolina, Anthony
land, and others entered on board a man la Motte, Eſq; to Miſs Dorcas Randall,

of war.

daugh. cf the hon Will. Randall, ſurvey
Thurſ. May 7. was held the Anniverſa or general of his Majeſty's cuſtoms there. ,
ry Meeting of the ſons of the clergy, the —Wil, Rowland, to Mary Matthews at
-

collection announted to 83.8 1.

Upper Ottery, Devon, by which marri

Thu. 14. Arrived at Spithead his Majeſ
ty's Frigate the Æolus from the Weſt Indies,
but laſt from Cadix; ; and has brought
with her eight tons of money for the uſe

age there is a boy, whoſe own mother is
become his grandmother, his father his
brother, and his fitter his mother.—Benj.

Webb, Hamburgh mer. to miſs Newdigate
of Clapham, with 25,000 l.—Rob. Fulton,
At the ſale of medals in Suffolk Eſq; to the widow of the late Admiral
freet, a ſmall gold one of Pompey the Tyrrell.—11. The Rt. hon. the E. of
Great, ſołd for twenty ſeven guineas Angleſey, to the hon. miſs Lyttleton, only
and a half.
daugh. to the Rt. hon. lord Lyttleton.
Lift
Man. 18. At a general court of the
of the merchants.

-

-

-

-

4.
-

*

\
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Vreſſwik. — 15. The lady of the Rev. Dr.
Newcome, bp. of St. David's.-18. Sir
Liſt of Deaths for the Year 1767.
William Gage, bart.—19. The hon. R.
MARch 24. TAcob Tonſon, Eſq; ſta Digby, Eſq; uncle to lord Digby.
tioner and bookſeller.

—Cha. Maitland, Eſq; youngeſt ſon of Lift of Promotions for the rear 1767,
the Earl of Lauderdale.—Hon. Norris

Bertie, Eſq; in France.—APRIL 3. The
Lady of Sir Thomas Goorch, Bart.—

*Hº. Robert Walpole º:
Secretary to the extraordi

5. At Hanau, Charlotte Wilhelmina, nary Embaſſy to Spain.-Sir Lawrence
born Princeſs of Saxe Cobourg Saalfield, Dundas, Vice Adm. of the Iſlands of
counteſs dowager of Hanau.-6. Scroope Shetland and Orkney (Right Hon. James

Egerton, Eſq; firſt couſin to the Duke of E. of Morton, reſ.)—John Elliot, Eſq;
Bridgewater.—8. Baroneſs Paſſarini, aged Vice-Admiral of Weſt Florida, (room of
108, at Rome.—13. Lady Mary Bertie, George Johnſton, Eſlā) —Chaſe Priſe,
eldeſt daughter to the D. of Ancaſter.— Eſq; Comptroller of Fines at the Cuſtom
Lieut. Col. Morris, at Carliſle.—15. The houſe, (room of Edward Stanley, Eſq;
Rt. Hon. Hayes St. Leger, Lord Viſc. Secretary to the Board)—Thomas Da
Doneraile, at Bath.-16. The Rt. Hon. venant, Eſq; Col. of the Coldſtream reg.
William King, Lord King, Baron of (Col. James Craigs, reſ.)—Rev. Mr.
Ockham.—At Bruſſels, Col. Patrick O'- Holwell, one of the Chaplains in Ordi
Brien, a native of Ireland, aged 105.— nary to his Majeſty (Dr. Hervey, pro
Right Hon. Jane Dutcheſs Dowager of moted to the Biſhoprick of Cloyne.)—
Argyle, relićt of John the ſecond Duke ; William Brommel, Eſq; compt. of the
her Grace was of the family of the hawkers and pedlars office (Tho. Perry,
Warburtons, and had been maid of ho Eſq; dec.)—MAY 5. His grace the duke
nour to Queen Anne and Queen Caro of Bolton, gov. of the iſle of Wight, to
line when Princeſs of Wales.—Her iſſue be vice-adm. of ſaid Iſland (Rt. hon. Hans
were the following Ladies, Caroline, firſt Stanley ref.)–7 Zachariah Bailey, Eſq;
married to Francis E. of Dalkeith, and collector of Jamaica, in the room of J. C.
in a ſecond marriage to the Right. Hon. S.Douglas, Eſq:-9 Andrew Forbes, Eſq;
Charles Townſhend, the preſent Chancel. lieut. col. Royal horſe guard, (John Kei
lor of the Exchequer; Anne, married let. Eſq; reſ.)—Wynter Blathwayt, Eſq;
to Wm. E. of Stafford ; Jane, who died major.—Francis Bonham, lieut. col. 3d.
oung; Elizabeth, married to the Right dragoons (Campbell Dalrymple, dec.)
James Stewart Mackenzie, brother —Wm. de St. Anour, major (Bonham,
to the E. of Bute ; Mary, married Ed pref.)—Arch. M'Nab, lieut. col. 41ſt
ward Viſcount Coke, heir app. to Tho foot (Tho. Wildon, Eſq; dec.)— 16–
E. of Leiceſter, and to his mother Marga Preſton, Eſq; major 57th foot (lieut. col.
ret, baroneſs Clifford, who left her a wi Joſ Harriſon, reſ.)–19 Tho. Whitmore,
dow without iſſue.— Mr. Scroggs, provoſt Eſq; major,9th foot (Francis Ogilvie, Eſq;
marſhal to his majeſty.—17 Rob. Betyll, reſ.)—zo The rev. Joſ. Jefferies, ele&t.
formerly a butcher, and contractor with profeſſor of Civil Law at Greſham Col.
the government, worth 50,000 l.—23. (Mr Mace dec.)—Geo. Cornwallis, gov.
The Right Hon. Anthony Brown, Viſc. of Gibraltar, in the room of gen. Irwin.

#.

Montacute, he is ſucceeded in honour
New Me MBERs.

and eſtate by his ſon Anthony.—The Rt.
Hon. Lady Geo. Sutton, wife to Lord

Members
Geo. Sutton, of Kelham Notts, third ſon
to the D. of Rutland.—30. At Bath, Sir Edw. Wills

Place

}

Room of

Chaſe Price,
Leominſter Eſq; a Place,
-

Sol. Gen.'
John Morgan, bart. knight of the ſhire
for the co. of Hereford.— MAY 9. In the Rt. Hon. E. of 7 Bedford
royal hoſpital of Chelſea, Robert Cun
Up. Oſſory, W
ming, aged 116.-At Bath, Arthur Bar
Wiltſ.

Tho. Goddard, c.

Mar. Taviſ.

dead.
3.tock,Robert

nard, Eſq; counſellor at law.—14. The

Rt. hon. Philip Jacob, baron de Soeſdyk,
Van Civon, lord Rhynwick, formerly one
of the ſtates of Holland, and governor of

Sir P
ir PeterLeice

ſter, Bt.

Long, dead.

} Prºfton.
Monthly
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May,

cal and ſuſpeãed books (particularly the

To the Publiſher.
Sir,

As every Writer who takes upon him that
Office, whether for the Entertainment
or Information of the Public, muſt be
well pleaſed to be ſet right in any Par
ticular, he may be miſtaken in ; give
me Leave through the Channel of your
Magazine, to do that acceptable Ser
vice, to the Compiler of Obſervations
on Affairs in Ireland, from the Settle
ment in 1691, to the preſent Time. By
Nicholas, Lord Wiſcount Taaffe.
T is to be preſumed, that the gentle
man employed by lord Taaffe to di
geſt his obſervations on affairs in Ireland,
muſt have miſ-underſtood his lordſhip,
when he contraſts (Page 29. Third
Edition,) the Emperor Charles the
VI. and the preſent Empreſs Queen's
lenity to their Proteſtant ſubjects, with
-

the treatment which Iriſh Roman Catho

Lutheran Bible in the Windiſch lam
guage) and to write his approbation in

tile unſuſpected books: the penalty on
the violators of this clauſe is a fine of

nine florins (1) for each ſuſpeded book

found in their houſes, and (in caſe of
non-payment of the fine) corporal pu
niſhment.

-

The third clauſe forbids all Proteſtant

conventicles, under the penalty of fix
florins on each perſon preſent, and of
corporal puniſhment on the maſter of the
houſe where 'tis held.

. The ſixth clauſe prohibits all converſa
tion on religious ſubjects in public houſes
under a pecuniary fine.

The eighth clauſe dire&s all magiſ.
trates (when any peaſant dies, and his wi

dow is ſuſpected of hereſy) by no means

.

to leave with her ſuch
her children as
are minors, but to ſend them to unſuſ

Pećted places, remote from their friends

lics meet with from Iriſh Proteſtants; for to be educated, and if any of her chil

it can ſcarcely be ſuppoſed that lord Taaffe
(who reſided ſo long at Vienna) could
be ignorant either of the Emperor's edićt
of 1731, concerning the Hungarian Pro
teſtants, or of her preſent Majeſty's pa

dren are of ſuch an age as to have occa
fion for inſtrućtion, they are to be brought
tº her Majeſty's commiſſary for religious
affairs who is to direct what is to be done
with them.

tent of 18th October, 1752, directed to

A ſevere perſecution of the Carinthian

the governors of Carinthia.
That edićt of Charles the VI. (amongſt
other religious regulations) orders all the
Hungarian Proteſtants to obſerve the
Roman Catholic Holydays, and the Pro

Proteſtants follow'd this edićt. It appears
from their remonſtrances (in which they
were joined by the Stirian and Upper
Auſtrian, Proteſtants) to the evangélick
body at the Imperial diet, and from that

teſtant Manufacturers to attend the Ro

body's repreſentations to her Apoſtolic

man Catholic proceſſions.
Under colour of that edićt the Hun

Majeſty, that many of the Proteiiants of

thoſe provinces were impriſoned and ſcour

garian Proteſtants were deprived of about ged for their religion, or for having he
zoo of their churches, and thoſe children

retical books; that they were excluded

forcibly educated Roman Catholics, ei from trades; and even fºom being meni
ther of whoſe parents was of that reli al ſervants; and that many hundreds of
IOM).
them were forcibly tranſplanted into Hun
The Empreſs Queen's above mention gary and Tranſilvania; ſeparated from
ed patent concerns Upper and Middle their wives and children, and their effects
Carinthia; the preamble ſets forth the ſold at a great undervalue.
The evangelic body concluded its re
neceſſity of rooting out the Tares by gem
tle methods, and to that end, the firſt
clauſe ful bids all landlords (and their

preſentations by entreating her Majeſty to
allow the Proteſtants either the private

itewards on pain of loſing their offices,
and of corporal puniſhment) to take any
perſon, as a tenant or ſervant, who does
not bring a certificate from his pariſh
prieſt, that he and his wife are zealous

exerciſe of their religion, or the free

exerciſe of that right which the treaty of
Oſnabruck (a fundamental law of the

empire) gives them, to quit her domini
ons with their effects.

The Empreſs-Queen in a reſcript to
The ſecond clauſe orders all perſons to her aubaſſador at the diet, dated 17th
bring their books to their pariſh prieſt,

Roman Catholics.

and directs him to take away the hereti

(1) About one pound ſterling.’
Sept.
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are
of
force
and
burthen,
and
manned
Sept. 1753, aſſerts indeed that no Proteſ
tant had been impriſon'd or puniſhed cor with fellows ſuitable to the work; not
porally, on a religious account, but juſ long ſince they beat off a king's barge,
tifies the tranſplanting them from Carin and diſcharged ſeveral guns at her.
MAY, Sat. 2. An inſtance of re
thia, &c. to Hungary and Tranſilvania,
as an inſtance of her mildneſs, and her markable fidelity appeared in one Francis
regard to the defence of Chriſtendom, Murphy, a coach-driver, who returned
and inſiſts upon its being her right, his fare without any application, notes to
which, that it is not is evident from the the amount of 1.5ol. left in his coach,
ket book.
36th clauſe of the 5th article of the treaty with a
of Oſnabruck, A. D. 1648, which is,
Sund. 3. In order to aſſiſt the poor of
“Quod fi vero ſubditus
qui poſt the city of Dublin, at this time of ſcarci
“ publicatam pacem, religionem mutabit, ty, the following colle&tions were made in
“ ſua ſponte emigrare voluerit, aut a the different places of divine worſhip, for
“ territorii domino juſſus fuerit, liberum that jº. end, to which ſome indivi.
“ ei ſit, aut retentis bonis aut alienatis duals, moſt liberally contributed ; and it is
“ diſcedere, retenta per miniſtros admi with the utmoſt ſatisfaction we can add,
* miſtrare, & quoties ratione id poſtulat, that peculiar care and attention have been
“ ad res ſuas inſpiciendas, vel perſequen taken, to make effectual this work of cha
“ das lites, aut debita exigenda, libere et rity, by a proper diſtribution.
** ſine literis commeatus adire.”

1.

In Bohemia the laws exclude all Pro.

teſtants from poſſeſſing land.

St. Mark’s,

–

s.

d.

12 oo oo

-

-

It muſt be obſerved that in Auſtria, St. Werburgh's,
Stiria, Carinthia, and Bohemia, her Ma St. John's, –
jeſty exerciſes, the ſole legiſlative power, Chriſt. Church,

–

— 250 17

ut in Hungary and Tranſilvania, [where St. Audoen's
the Proteſtant religion is tolerated] the S. Michael's,
–
flates of the country ſhare that power St. Michan's,
with her.
St. Mary's,
—
Such is her Apoſtolic Majeſty's treat St. Thomas's,
ment of a ſe&t, the head of whoſe religi St. Paul's,
on does not [as Pope Martin 5th did (1) St. Andrew's, , , —
Alexander duke of Lithuania] forbid St. Nicholas Without,
them to keep faith with Heretics, nor [as St. Nicholas Within
Pope Clement the 11th did (2) her Majeſ St. Luke's,
ty's father the Emperor Charles the VIth,] St. Peter's,
direct them to break treaties.
St. Bridget's,
-

3.

13 16 11

-

– 26 4 7f
– 28 10 9

-

-

16

-

-

sh
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-

1.5o oo oo
39 2 3

—
—
—

1

6

-

7

.7z 11 44
22 14 oa
20 7 oo

—

-

-

6

58 12

—

31 18

6

159 18

8

73

8 11

St. Anne's,
— 191 6 7
N o T E.
St. Catherine's and St. Pa
trick's, 9 17 oe
(1) See Cochlei Hiſ Huſſitarum, lib.
—
28 8 9
5. N. B. Cochlaeus was a Popiſh contro St. James's,
verſial writer.
St. George's,
— 23 7 7k
-

}

-

-

-

(2) With regard to the treaty of Al Ringſend,
9
1
z
tranſladt, by which his brother joſeph French Church, – — 33 9 sh
bad reſtored churches to the Sileſian Lu Ditto in Peter Street, — 38 oo zh
therans.
Proteſtant Diſſenters, – 183 16 6
-

Quakers,

To ſuch exceſs has ſmuggling arrived,
that nine hundred mats of tobacco, toge
ther with three fiſhing boats, and a ſloop
of forty tons, taken by the Tartuff cut
ter in the Iriſh channel, have been burnt
in Scotland; this evil ſo prejudicial to
commerce ſeems rather to have encreaſed

-

Roman Catholics,
Mr. O'Neil,
Mr. Monk,

-

82 1 1 oo

-

—

682 1 o

}

1f

ſent to [ 5o oo oc
the

50 oo oo

Conſtitution Club, ) Bank & 50 oo oo
United Brethren, – — 13
1
Total 2788

1 o

than diminiſhed, ſince the alteration in the
Mon. 4. Letters from Bantry of this
government of the Iſle of Man; many
of the veſſels engaged in this illicit trade date, inention the great incroachments of
the

M. y:
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the French or their coaſt, who have laid At Limerick, PooleWeſtroop, Eſq; to miſs

their nets from ſheeps-head point to the Molly Hickman. — 13, George Hum
Durſeys ſo as to form a chain acroſs the phreys of Bunclody, Eſq; to miſs Ruth
harbour interrupting all fiſh that make to Radford.—Robert M'Cauſland, of Dai

the ſhore; ſo that they were apprehenſive
of being much º , and the country
deprived of their uſual ſupply of fiſh.
Thurſ. 7. On the weſtward of the bay
of Galway, fix or ſeven whales have been
ſeen, one for ſome time was aground,
but the tide being then flowing, he got

ſey-hill, co. of Londonderry, Eſq; to
miſs Smith. –16. Robert Carlile, of New

ry, Eſq; to miſs Lombard, daugh. of the
Rev. Dr. Lombard, county of Leitrim.—
23. John Lewis Beaucoup, Eſq; to miſs
Chriſtian Allton.

Lift of Deaths for the Year 1767.
The neighbourhood of Loughcornute,
Kilkenny, the wife of
in the county of Galway, were greatly MAY
William Knareſborough,
alarmed by the ſudden gliding into it, of
about fix or ſeven acres of bog that fur Eſq;-The relićt of capt. Norris, fiſter to
rounded the lough, with a very unuſual the late fir Ralph Gore, bart. ſpeaker of

off.

*A*

noiſe.

the houſe of commons, and one of the
Fri. 8. Alderman Francis Fetherſton, lords juſtices, and aunt to the preſent lord
-

was ele&ted lord mayor, as were Patrick Gore.—George Veſey, Eſq., brother to
Boyd and George Faulkner, Eſqrs. high Agmondiſh: m Veſey, Eſq; comptroller
and accomptant-general of his Majeſty's
ſheriffs, for the year enſuing.
Mon. 18. A whale, in length 85 feet, revenue. — 12. The Rev. Archdeacon
was killed near Caſtletownſend, in the Orr, Rečtor of Roſs, co of Wexford.—

At Limerick, the wife of Andrew Snape
county of Cork.
Tueſ. 19. Letters from Cork mention Hammond, Eſq; commander of his Ma
the uneaſy ſtate of the traders there, from jeſty's ſloop the Savage, on that ſtation.
the threats of a moſt riotous mob, —Mrs. Maſon, wife of Henry Mark
who have declared their intention of de Maſon, Eſq; engineer-general.—16. Tho
ſtroying all woven goods brought from mas Dillon, Eſq; younger brother to the
Dublin, this in reſentment for ſome diſ. earl of Roſcommon.—19. Jocelyn Flood,
putes, that happened between the working Eſq; M. P. for the bor. of Callen.—
people, in the weaving buſineſs of that ci 23. At Ballymohoun, near Athlone,
ty and thoſe in Dublin, which occaſioned David Malone, Eſq;-Wallop Brabazon,
the latter, to refuſe them work. It is to of the co, of Louth, Eſq;—The wife of
be hoped, theſe differences will be accom George Humphreys, of the co. of Wex
modated, and the uſual friendſhip and ford, Eſq;-The Reiićt of Henry Vere
harmony reſtored.
ker, of Roxborough, co. of Limerick,
Wed zo. The tranſports with the fol. Eſq.
lowing regiments, viz. 16th, 18th and

26th,

ſailed from Cove for North-Ame

I IC3.

Lift of Promotions for the Year 1767.

-

MAY 5

Lift of Births for the rear 1767.

Gº Purdon Drew, Eſq;
is appointed a fix-clerk, in

the room of the late Hull Atfield, Ftº;--May 10.7 THE lady of col. Edward 9. The Rev. Mr. Campbell, collated to
Loftus, M. P. for the
the Rećtory of Deveniſh, dioc. of Clogh
bor. of James-town, of a daughter.
er, (Rev. Mr. Waller, dec.)--John Ballie,
Lift of Marriages for the Year 1767. Eſq; appointed Regiſter to the Wolk
-

Houſe (Thomas Faton, reſ)–16. Rev.

MAY 2.

:

FNRY Pringle, Eſq; ma Tho. Craddock, B. L. collated to the
jor of the 56th reg. of foot, united livings of Dumgard Lalaah, in

to miſs Godley of Dominick-ſtreet.—9. dioceſe of Kilmort.
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GENTLEMAN’s and LONDON.

M A G A Z I N E,
For

J U N E,

1767.

Mr. Mac Allſter’s Account of the Scheme projected by France in 1759, for an
intended Invaſion of England with flat bottomed boats. Continued and
concluded from Page 285.
R. Mac Alleſter having long ſoli gave him to underſtand, could never be
cited the French miniſtry for the complied with ; but at the ſame time en
reward of his ſervices, and being at length couraged him, if he had the power of giv
wearied out with fruitleſs promiſes, and ing lights that might be really important
ſtudied delays, began to turn his thoughts and uſeful, to write him a detail of them;
to new projećts, and to avail himſelf of adding, “if they anſwer the expe&tations
the intelligence he had confidently been you ſeem willing to raiſe, you are not
entruſted with by his old friend Dumont. to make the leaſt doubt of the liberality
With this view, he was no ſooner re

and generoſity of the king and his mini.

leaſed from priſon, than he reſolved to
leave France, and return to England by
the way of Holland. On his arrival at
the Hague, he firſt obtained an inter
view with the count d'Affry, the French

ſters in your recompence.”
This encouragement produced a cor

ambaſſador there, to whom he made
known his ſervices, his demands, and his

reſpondence which terminated in the re

ceipt of 100 l. to pay Mr. Mac Alleſter's

charges at the Hague, and to bring a per
ſon from Paris, for whoſe ſafety Mr.

Mac Alleſter was in great doubt,

pro

diſappointments, expecting from the ge vided that perſon remained in Francé af.
ter he ſhould have
made his diſcoveries in
neroſity of the count, ſome preſent gra England.
ſ
tification; but his excellency being un
Mr. Mac Alleſter had thus fan ſettled
willing to advance money without fur
ther information,

Mr. Mac Alleſler de

matters with Sir Joſeph, and waited only
for his laſt orders to proceed to England,
dreſs himſelf immediately by letter to Sir when he was met one evening by M.
Joſeph York, in order to obtain through Prevot, the count d'Affry's ſecretary, who
his means from the Britiſh government, accoſted him in a very fiendly manner,
a more certain recompence for the diſco wondered that he had not ſeen him of late,
veries he ſhould make, which would infal-. and preſſed him to wait upon his excel.
termined to loſe no more time, but to ad

libly, he ſaid, defeat the projected de lency, the count, who, he aſſured him,
ſigns of the French for invading England had often enquired for him, had receiv.
and Ireland, and render their whole en ed ſome favourable letters from court
terprize abortive. For this important concerning him, and was well inclined
ſervice, his demand was only zo, oool. to ſerve him Mr. Mac Alleſter, who
in money, and a penſion of 2 cool. a year; did not doubt but the ambaſſador would
to ſee him, yet not chufing after
which his excellency, by Mr. Delaval beSglad
ſ
what
June, 1767.
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what had paſſed with Sir J. Y. to put bours, &c. deſtined for landing the troops,
himſelf in his power, made a very polite and making the intended invaſion, with
return to M. Prevot's civilities, but ne the report or anſwer of Dumont; toge
ver after ſaw the ambaſſador.
ther with a chart of the coaſt, made in
The time was now come when all purſuance of his inſtructions for direSt
things were in readineſs for Mr. Mac ing the landing the French troops, artil
Alleſter's departure for England. On lery, &c.—The chief objects recommend
the firſt of June (1762) he left the Hague, ed in the inſtructions to Dumont, were
and on the fourth of the ſame month ar

to reconnoitre the different anchorings

rived at Harwich, where he was met by from Arundel to Beachy-head; the ex
a gentleman who welcomed him on his tent of the bays, their ſoundings, anchor
arrival in the name of the Earl of Bute, ings, diſtances from the landing places ;
and who told him, he had been in wait the towns and ports next adjoining to thoſe
ing there for that purpoſe ſeveral weeks, landing places; the capacity of thoſe
invited him to his inn, preſſed him to orts for containing tranſports; the open
ſup, and, in ſhort, appeared, as Mr. ings that led from the . to the inland
Mac Alleſter ſays, aukwardly aſſiduous country ; the nature and circumſtancs of
to ſerve him ; but Mr. Mac Alleſter re the country, whether marſhy, meadow,
ſolving not to ſleep till he had reached arable, or common; whether plaim or
London, ordered a poſt-chaiſe, and with craggy, interrupted by rivers, or covered
his new guide arrived in town about five by woods; whether defended by batteries,
the next morning. He had learned on or open to invaſion, &c. To theſe parti
the road, that the perſon he was in com culars, capt. Dumont had given proper
pany with, was Watſon the meſſenger, attention ; had made an exact chart of
and the apartments provided for his recep the coaſt, towns, and harbours, and had
tion, were rooms in a brother meſſenger's given the French miniſtry the proper ex
houſe, where he ſoon found he was under planations: copies of which Mr. Mac Al
le,
an unexpected and diſagreeable reſtraint. leſter put into the hands of Mr. G
As ſoon, however, as it was thought who ſeemed highly pleaſed with the in
he had recovered the fatigue of his jour formation, and immediately ordered his
ney, he was conducted by Watſon in a coach, that he might wait upon the King.
le's taking
coach to the ſecretary of ſtate's office, Mac Alleſter, on Mr. G
then Lord B–’s, where he obſerved an leave, went into the next room to Mr.

apparatus like that for taking an informa W–d, then under ſecretary of ſtate, and
tion before a magiſtrate, and Mr. J–, had the honour to confer with that gen
his lordſhip's ſecretary, ready to write tleman on the ſame ſubject, and on his
down what he had to deliver, which Mr. leaving him, found himſelf without his
Mac Alleſter thought was not the thing, guide, and entirely at liberty to go where
and therefore told him he was ready to he pleaſed.
give the lights mentioned in his letters, Patiently expc&ing the recompence for
but would deliver his papers and what this important ſervice (about a month af
he had to communicate, to none but his ter the diſcovery) Mr. Mac Alleſter wait
majeſty or miniſters. This interview ed upon Mr. G–le on that ſubječt, and
being therefore ſoon at an end, he was re received an order for 50 l. till his affair
conducted back by Watſon to his former could be ſettled ; and ſoon after meeting

lodgings, where he ſtill continued under Lord B- as he was coming through St.
his former reſtraint.

James's park, he took occaſion to make
About this time, however, a change in himſelf known to him, and to put him in
the miniſtry happened. The Earl of B– mind of his ſervices; who gave him for
was made firſt lord of the treaſury, and anſwer, that his majeſty would generouſ.
the hon. Mr. G
le ſecretary of ſtate. ly and liberally reward him, and that his
To this gentleman, Mr. Mac Alleſter Lordſhip would never oppoſe it. In Au
had the honour ſoon after to be introduc

£wſ Mr. Mac Alleſter quitted his lodg

ed, and to deliver his diſcoveries, “rely ings at the meſſenger's houſe, and lived at
ing intirely upon his majeſty's bounty for large at his own expence.
his recompence.’ Theſe diſcoveries were
In the month of September following,
the inſtructions given to Captain Du he met his old guide Watſon in St.
mont, to examine the coaſts, towns, har James's Park, who told him he had lord
B—'s
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on whom he waited, and by whom two

nothing, and gave him an invitation to ſums were counted down to him, and a
call at his houſe to receive ſome money ; receipt produced, ready drawn, conceiv
Mr. Mac Alleſter did ſo, and received ed in the following terms, “Rec'd, Oét.
fifty ſhillings, with a farther intination “ 23, 1765, by G–C–y's orders, the
to call every Monday merning to receive ‘ ſum of fifteen pounds to be allowed
half that ſum. In this myſterious way : out of Mr. W- the meſſenger's bill
when that ſhall come to be paid; and
of talking, Mr. Mac Alleſter did not
well know what was meant. However, “ alſo a further ſum of ten guineas,
the Auguſt following, he took leave to “ which I hereby acknowledge to be in
write to the E. of B-, and to encloſe a “full of what I am to expect on the
petition to his majeſty graciouſly to order “ account of which the above ſum was
his reward, which petition was ſoon after “ paid to me.” It was no doubt with
returned to him, with a meſſage to wait ſome relućtance, that Mr. Mac Alleſter
upon the Earl of H–, and that his Lord figned this receipt ; but Mr. Larpent hav
fhip would ſettle the matter to his ſatis ing orders to pay him no money without;
fačtion; but on talking with his Lord and the diſtreſſes he was then under, which,
ſhip, he found him unwilling to enter up he ſays, the inviſible well knew, preſſing
on the buſineſs, as it was a work before hard upon him, he did accept the above
his time, the merits of whith he did not ſum of 25 I. 1 os. upon the terms juſt
very well know how to eſtimate.
, now recited; which he thinks no perſon
The next ſtep, therefore, which Mr. of underſtanding will look upon as a juſt
MacAlleſter took, was to inform himſelf and equitable diſcharge, not only for the
from what ſpring the five and twenty ſhil ſtoppages by W-, but for defeating the
lings flowed which Watſon paid him every deſigns of his majeſty's enemies againſt
week, and traced it to the treaſury cham his life, his crown, and his kingdoms.
Whatever the merits of Mr. Mac Al
ber, where he found W-'s quarterly bills
and receipts in the words following: “To leſter's ſervices to the governments of
“keeping Oliver Mac Aileſter priſoner France and England may have been, he
“ from the firſt of July 1762, to the 30th ſeems to have been alike diſappointed by
“ of the September following, both days both in his expectations of reward. Yet it
“ included, with diet, lodging, fire, can is probable, that if the ſums expended
“ dle-light, &c. 30 l. 13 s. 4d.” and on his maintenance, according to his own
that every three months following he had account, during the time of his attendance
given in the like bill ; though Mr. Mac at the two courts, had been at once ad
Alleſter ſays, he aſſured him upon his vanced to him by either, he would have
word, he never was his priſoner, and fur figned a receipt in full without difficulty
ther ſays, that he never dined or ſupped in France; and a ſimilar receipt in Eng
at Watſon's expence, except on the day of land, on the tender of 1 oool. might have
his arrival from Harwich; but acknow been demanded with a better grace, than,
ledges that W. —n may have paid ſome after ſuffering a meſſenger to ſhare the
trifle to Blackmore, his brother meſſen bounty, extorting it from him for the
ger, for the time that he was at his houſe paltry ſum of five and twenty pounds and
a priſoner.
ten ſhillings. But the wiſdom and juſ
He was not a little ſurprized to think tice of adminiſtration are not to be arraign
that his good friend W. ſhould detain two ed on the teſtimony of an intereſted evi
and twenty ſhillings a week out of the dence, who ſeems throughout the whole to
trifle which he ſuppoſed was granted for over-rate his ſervices, and who piobably
his ſubſiſtence till his recompence was ſet would never have thought of England,
tled, yet after complaint made to his ma had France complied with his exorbitant
jeſty's miniſters ſucceſſively for more demands.
than three years; after petitioning his R.
H. the late duke of Cumberland; and af. The following Piece, which firſt made its
ter repeated letters and ſolicitations of va
Appearance in America, was reprinted

rious kinds to other noblemen of great

in London.

humanity, the reſult of all his endeavours

ſuch, as (in the Opinion of ſºme Gentle
tlemen) render it worthy of general At
tention. Fift, as t leads into a Know
S ſ 2.
Hedge

was, an order to receive ſome money of

Mr. Larpent, firſt clerk of the treaſury;

Its Uſe and Importance are
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June,

ledge of a people, notwithſtanding our leſtation of the Indians, ſince French in
Connections, we were hitherto very trigues could no longer be employed to
ignorant of, and an Accºunt of the in
terior Part of their Country, hitherto
unknown, that may be relied on. Se
condly, aſ it ſhews how the People
of it, are beſt to be treated with, whe
ther in Peace or War, and when the

datter is to be purſued, how moſt effec
tually to be undertaken. For this Arti
cle the Publiſher confeſſes an Obligation
to a Gentleman, deſirous to contribute to
the Credit of this Publication, and the

Entertainment of the Public.
An Hiſtorical Account of the Expedition
againſ the Ohio Indians, in the Year
1764, under the Command of Henry
Bouquet, Eſq; Colonel of Foot, and now
Brigadier General in America. Includ
ing his Tranſad?ions with the Indians,
relative to the Delivery of their Pri
ſoners, and the Preliminaries of Peace.
JWith an Introductory Account of the
preceding Campaign, and Battle at
Buſhy-Run. To which are annexed Mi
Iitary Papers, &c. Publiſhed, from
authentic Documents, by a Lover of his
Country.

-

INTRo Duct Io N.

ſeduce, or French force to ſuppoit them.”
“ Unhappily, however, we were diſap
pointed in this expectation. Our danger
aroſe from that very quarter, in which
we imagined ourſelves in the moſt perfect
ſecurity; and juſt at the time when we
concluded the Indians to be entirely awed,
and almoſt ſubjected by our power, they
ſuddenly fell upon the frontiers of our
moſt valuable ſcitlements, and upon all
our out-lying forts, with ſuch unanimity
in the deſign, and with ſuch ſavage fury
in the attack, as we had not experienced,
even in the hotteſt times of any former
war.”

Several reaſons have been aſſigned for
this perfidious conduct on their part;
ſuch as an omiſſion of the uſual preſents,
and ſome ſettlements made on lands not

yet purchaſed from them. But theſe cauſ
es, if true, could only affect a few tribes,
and never could have formed ſo general a
combination againſt us. The true reaſon
ſeems to have been a jealouſy of our grow
ing power, heightened by their ſeeing the
French almoſt wholly driven out of Ame
rica, and a number of forts now poſſeſſ
ed by us, which commanded the great
lakes and rivers communicating with

HE general peace, concluded be them, and awed the whole Indian coun
tween Great-Britain, France and try. They probably imagined that they be
Spain, in the year 1762, altho' viewed in held “ in every little garriſon the germi
different lights by perſons variouſly affe&t- nation of a future colony,” and thought it
ed in the mother country, was nevertheleſs incumbent on them to make one general
univerſally confidered as a moſt happy e and timely effort to cruſh our power in
vent in America.

the birth.
-

By the papers in the Appendix, a ge
long inſtigated and ſupported the Indians, neral idea may be formed of the ſtrength
To behold the French, who had ſo

in the moſt deſtrućtive wars and cruel de of the different Indian nations ſurround
redations on our frontier ſettlements, at ing our ſettlements, and their ſituation

}. compelled to cede all Canada, and re
ſtrićted to the weſtern ſide of the Miſſiſippi,

with reſpect to each other.
The Shawaneſe, Delawares, and other

was what we had long wiſhed, but ſcarce Ohio tribes, took the lead" in this war,
ſeem to have begun it rather too pre
º hoped an accompliſhment of in our own and
tys. The preciſion with which our cipitately, before the other tribes in con
boundaries were expreſſed, admitted of federacy with them, were ready for ac
no ground for future diſputes, and was tion.
Their ſcheme appears to have been .
matter of exultation to every one who un
derſtood and regarded the intereſt of theſe projected with much deliberate miſchief
colonies. We had now the pleaſing pro in the intention, and more than uſual
ſpect of “ entire * ſecurity from all mo ſkill in the ſyſtem of execution. They
were to make one general and ſudden at
N O T E.
frontier ſettlements in the
• The ſeveral quotations in this intro tack upon our
N O T E.
dućtion are taken from the Annual Re
giſter, 1763, which is written with great appears to have been furniſhed with ma

tlegance and truth, ſo far as the Author

terials.

-
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time of harveſt, to deſtroy our men, corn, lanced the fate of the war between them
cattle, &c. as far as they could penetrate, and us!
and to ſtarve our out-poſts, by cutting
Theſe forts, being larger, were better
off their ſupplies, and all communication garriſoned and fupplied to ſtand a fiege
with the inhabitants of the provinces.
of ſome length, than the places that fell.
In purſuance of this bold and bloody Niagara was not attacked, the enemy
project, they fell ſuddenly upon our trad judging it too ſtrong.
The officers who commanded the other

ers, whom they had invited into their coun

try, murdered many of them, and made two deſerved the higheſt honour for the
one general plunder of their effects, to an firmneſs with which they defended them,
immenſe value.
and the hardſhips they ſuſtained rather
The frontiers of Penſylvania, Mary than deliver up places of ſuch impor
land, and Virginia, were immediately tance.
over-run with ſcalping, parties, marking
Major Gladwin, in particular, who

their way with blood and devaſtation

commanded at the Detroit, had to with

where-ever they came, and all thoſe ex ſtand the united and vigorous attacks of
amples of ſavage cruelty, which never all the nations living upon the lakes.
fail to accompany an Indian war.
The deſign of this publication, and the
All our out-forts, even at the remoteſt materials in my hands, lead me more im
diſtances, were attacked about the ſame mediately to ſpeak of the defence and re
time; and the following ones ſoon fell lief of fort Pitt.
into the enemies hands—viz. Le Boeuf,
The Indians had early ſurrounded that
Venango, Preſqu' Iſle, on and near lake place, and cut off all communication
Erie; La Bay upon lake Michigan ; St. from it, even by meſſage. Though they
Joſeph's, upon the river of that name ; had no cannon, nor underſtood the me.
Miamis upon the Miamis river; Ouach thods of a regular ſiege, yet, with incre
tanon upon the Ouabache : Sanduſky up dible boldneſs, they poſted themſelves un
on lake Junundat ; and Michilimacki der the banks of both rivers * by the
Inac.

walls of the fort, and continued as it were

-

Being but weakly garriſoned, truſting buried there, from day to day, with aſto
to the ſecurity of a general peace ſo late
ly eſtabliſhed, unable to obtain the leaſt
intelligence from the colonies, or from
each other, and being ſeparately perſuad

ſtorm of muſquetry and fire arrows; hop
ing at length, by famine, by fire, or by
haraſſing out the garriſon, to carry their

ed by their treacherous and ſavage affail

point.

niſhing patience; pouring in an inceſſant

ants, that they had carried every other . Capt. Ecuyer, who commanded there,
lace before them, it could not be expect though he wanted ſeveral neceſſaries for
ed that theſe ſmall poſts could hold out ſuſtaining a ſiege, and the fortifications.
long ; and the fate of their gairiſons is had been greatly damaged by the floods,
terrible to relate.
took all the precaution which art and
The news of their ſurrender, and the

judgment could ſuggeſt for the repair of

continual ravages of the enemy, ſtruck the place, and repulſing the enemy.
all America with conſternation, and de His garriſon, joined by the inhabitants,

populated a great part of our frontiers.

and ſurviving traders who had taken re

We now ſaw moſt of thoſe poſts, ſudden fuge there, ſeconded his efforts with reſo
ly wreſted from us, which had been the lution. Their ſituation was alarming,
great object of the late war, and one of being remote from all immediate aſſiſtance,
the principal advantages acquired by the and having to deal with an enemy from
peace. Only the forts of Niagara, the whom they had no mercy to expect.
Detroit and Fort-Pitt, remained in our
General Amherſt, the commander in
hands, of all that had been purchaſed chief, not being able to provide in time
with ſo much blood and treaſure.

But for the ſafety of the remoteſt poſts, bent
theſe were places of conſequence, and we his chief attention to the relief of the De
hope it will ever remain an argument of troit, Niagara, and Fort Pitt. The com
their importance, and of the attention munication with the two former was chief.
that ſhould be paid to their future ſup
* The Ohio and Monongahela, at the
port, that they alone continued to awe
ihe whole power of the Indians, and ba junčtion of which ſtands Fort Pitt.
ly
-
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ly by water, from the province of New people, he himſelf was called by the
York; and it was on that account the voice of humanity, to beſtow on thern,
more eaſy to throw ſuccours into them." ſome ſhare of his own proviſions, to relieve
The detachment ſent to the Detroit arri their preſent exigency. However, in 18
ved there on the 29th of July, 1763; days after his arrival at Carliſle, by the
but captain Dalyell, who commanded prudent and ačtive meaſures which he
that detachment, and ſeventy of his men, purſued, joined to his knowledge of the
loſt their lives in a rencounter with the country, and the diligence of the Per
Indians near the fort. Previous to this ſon; he employed, the convoy and carria
diſaſter he had paſſed thro' Niagara, and ges were procured, with the aſſiſtance of
the interior parts of the country, and the
left a reinforcement there.
Fort Pitt remained all this while in a army proceeded.
Their march did not abate the fears of
moſt critical ſituation. No account could

be obtained from the garriſon, nor any
relief ſent to it, but by a long and tedi
ous land march of near loo miles beyond
the ſettlements; and through thoſe dan
gerous paſſes where the fate of Braddock
and others ſtill riſes on the imagination.
Col. Bouquet was appointed to march

to the relief of this fort, with a large
quantity of military ſtores and proviſi
ons, eſcorted by the ſhattered remainder
of the 42d and 77th regiments, lately re

the dejected inhabitants. They knew
the ſtrength and ferocity of the enemy.
They remembered the former defeats
even of our beſt troops, and were full of
diffidence and apprehenſions on beholding
the ſmall number and ſickly ſtate of the
regulars employed in this expedition.
Without the leaſt hopes, therefore, of
ſucceſs, they ſeemed only to wait for the
fatal event, which they dreaded, to aban
don all the country beyond the Suſque

turned in a diſmal condition from the hannah.

Weſt Indies, and far from being reco In ſuch deſpondency of mind, it is not
wered of their fatigues at the ſiege of the ſurpriſing, that tho' their whole was at
Havannah. General Amherſt, having at ſtake, and depended intirely upon the
that time no other troops to ſpare, was fate of this little army, none of them of obliged to employ them in a ſervice which fered to aſſiſt in the defence of the coun
would have required men of the ſtrongeſt try, by joining the czpedition ; in which
they would have been of infinite ſervice,
conſtitution and vigour.
Early orders had been given to prepare being in general well acquainted with the
a convoy of proviſions on the frontiers woods, and excellent markſmen.
It cannot be conteſted that the defeat
of Penſylvania, but ſuch were the uni
verſal terror and conſternation of the in-, of the regular troops on this occaſion,
habitants, that when col Bouquet arri would have left the province of Penſyl
ved at Carliſle, nothing had yet been vania in particular, expoſed to the moſt
done. A great number of the plantati imminent danger, from a victorious, da
ons had been plundered and burnt, by ring, and barbarous enemy; for (except
the ſavages; many of the mills deſtroyed, ing the frontier people of Cumberland
and the full-ripe crops ſtood waving in county) the bulk of its induſtrious imha
the field, ready for the ſickle, but the bitants is compoſed of merchants, tradeſ
men and farmers, unaccuſtomed to arms,
reapers were not to be found.
The greateſt part of the county of and without a militia law.
Cumberland, thro' which the army had The legiſlature ordered, indeed, 7oo
to paſs, was deſerted, and the roads were men to be raiſed for the protection of
covered with diſtreſſed families, flying the frontiers during the harveſt; but what
from their ſettlements, and deſtitute of all dependance could be placed in raw troops,
the neceſſaries of life.
newly raiſed and undiſciplined Under ſo
In the midſt of that general confuſion, many diſcouraging circumſtances, the
the ſupplies neceſſary for the expedition colonel (deprived of all affiſtance from
became very precarious, nor was it leſs the provinces, and having none to expett
difficult to procure horſes and carriages for from the general, who had ſent him the
laſt man that could be removed from the
the uſe of the troops.
The commander found that, inſtead of hoſpitals) had nothing elſe to truſt to, but
expc&ting ſuch ſupplies from a miſerable about 500 ſoldiers of approved º:
-

an
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and reſolution indeed, but infirm, and med two companies of volunteers, and

intire ſtrangers to the woods, and to this did duty with the garriſon till the arrival
new kind of war. A number of them of two companies of light infantry, de
were even ſo weak, as not to be able to tached as ſoon as poſiible from colonel

march, and fixty were carried in waggons Bouquet's little army.
Theſe two magazines being ſecured,
to reinforce the garriſons of the ſmall poſts
on the communication.

the colonel

Meanwhile Fort-Ligonier, fituated be
yond the Allegheney Mountains, was
in the greateſt danger of falling into the
lands of the enemy, before the army
could reach it. The flockade being ve-,
ry bad, and the garriſon extremely weak,
they had attacked it vigorouſly, but had
been repulſed by the bravery and good

verge of our ſettlements, where he could
receive no ſort of intelligence of the num
ber, poſition, or motions of the enemy.

conduct of lieutenant Blane who com
manded there.

The preſervation of that poſt was of
the utmoſt conſequence, on account of
its fituation and the quantity of military
ſtores it contained, which if the enemy
could have got poſſeſſion of, would have
enabled them to continue their attack up
on Fort. Pitt, and reduced the army to
the greateſt ſtreights.

For an objećt of

that importance, every riſk was to be run;
and the colonel determined to ſend through
the woods, with proper guides, a party of
thirty men to join that garriſon. They
ſucceeded by forced marches in that ha
zardous attempt, not having been diſco
wered by the enemy till they came within
fight of the fort, into which they threw
themſelves, after receiving ſome running
ſhot.
Previous to that reinforcement of re

gulars, zo volunteers, all good woodſ
men, had been ſent to Fort-Ligonier by
capt. Ourry who commanded at Fort
Bedford another very conſiderable maga
zine of proviſions, and military ſtores,
the principal and centrical ſtage between
Carliſle and Fort. Pitt, being about 1oo
miles diſtance from each.

This fort was

advanced

to the remoteſt

Not even at Fort-Bedford, where he ar

lived with his whole convoy on the 25th
of July, for tho’ the Indians did not at
tempt to attack the fort, they had by this
time killed, ſcalped, and taken eighteen
perſons in that neighbourhood, and their
ſculking parties were ſo ſpread, that at
laſt no expreſs could eſcape them. “This”
(want of intelligence) “is often a very
embarraſſing circumſtance in the condućt
of a campaign in America. The Indi
ans had better intelligence, and no ſooner
were they informed of the march of our
army, than they broke up the ſiege of
Fort-Pitt, and took the route by which
they knew we were to proceed, reſolved
to take the firſt advantageous opportunity
of an attack on the march.”

In this uncertainty of intelligence un
der which the colonel laboured, he march

ed from Fort-Bedford the 28th of July,
and as ſoon as he reached Fort-Ligonier,
he determined very prudently to leave his
waggons at that poſt, and to proceed only
with the pack horſes. Thus diſburden
ed, the army continued their route, Be
fore them lay a dangerous defile at Tur
tle Creek, ſeveral miles in length, com
manded the whole way by high and crag
gy hills. This defile he intended to have
paſſed the enſuing night, by a double or
forced march; thereby, if poſſible, to
elude the vigilance of ſo alert an enemy,
propoſing only to make a ſhort halt in

alſo in a ruinous condition, and very his way, to refreſh the troops, at Buſhy
weakly garriſoned, although the two Run.
When they came within half a mile of
ſmall intermediate poſts, at the croſfings
of the Juniata and of Stony Creek, had that place, about one in the afternoon,
been abandoned to ſtrengthen it.
(Auguſt 5th, 1763) after an haraſing
Here the diſtreſſed families, ſcattered march of ſeventeen miles, and juſt as they
for 12 or 15 miles round, fled for protec were expećting to relax from their fatigue,
tion, leaving moſt of their effects a prey they were ſuddenly attacked by the Indi
to the ſavages.
ans, on their advanced guard ; which
All the neceſſary precautions were taken being ſpeedily and firmly ſupported, the
by the commanding officer, to prevent enemy was beat off, and even purſued
ſurprize, and repel open force, as alſo to to a confiderable diſtance.
render ineffectual the enemies fire arrows.

He armed all the fighting men, who for

But

-
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• *But the flight of theſe barbarians enterprizing enemy who had ſurrounded
muſt often be conſidered as a part of the

them.

engagement, (if we may uſe the expreſ

“Thoſe who have only experienced
the ſeverities and dangers of a campaign

fion) rather than a derelićtion of the

field. The moment the purſuit ended,
they returned with renewed vigour to the
attack. Several other parties, who had
been in ambuſh in ſome high grounds

in Europe, can ſcarcely form an idea of
what is to be done and endured in an
American war.

To act in a country cul

tivated and inhabited, where roads are
which lay along the flanks of the army, made, magazines are eſtabliſhed, and
now ſtarted up at once, and falling with hoſpitals provided; where there are good
a reſolution equal to that of their compa towns to retreat to in caſe of misfortune;
nions, galled our troops with a moſt ob or, at the worſt, a generous enemy to
ſtinate fire.
yield to, from whom no conſolation, but
• It was neceſſary to make a general the honour of vićtory, can be wanting;
charge with the whole line to diſlodge this may be conſidered as the exerciſe
them from theſe heights. This charge of a ſpirited and adventurous mind, ra–
fucceeded ; but ſtill the ſucceſs produced ther than a rigid conteſt where all is at
no deciſive advantage; for as ſoon as the ſtake, and mutual deſtruction the object :
ſavages were driven from one poſt, they and as a contention between rivals for
ſtill appeared on another, till by conſtant glory, rather than a real ſtruggle between
reinforcements they were at length able ſanguinary enemies. But in an Ameri
to ſurround the whole detachment, and can campaign every thing is terrible; the
attack the convoy which had been left in face of the country, the climate, the
enemy. There is no refreſhment for the
obliged the main healthy, nor relief for the ſick. A vaſt

the rear.

* This manoeuvre

body to fail back in order to protect it. unhoſpitable deſert, unſafe and treacher
The action, which grew every moment ous, ſurrounds them, where vićtories are
hotter and hotter, now became general. not deciſive, but defeats are ruinous; and
Our troops were attacked on every ſide; fimple death is the leaſt misfortune which
the ſavages ſupported their ſpirſt through can happen to them. This forms a ſer
out; but the ſteady behaviour of the vice truly critical, in which all the firm

>

Engliſh troops, who were not thrown in neſs of the body and mind is put to the
to the leaſt confuſion by the very diſcou: ſevereſt trial; and all the exertions of
raging nature of this ſervice, in the end courage and addreſs are called out. If
prevailed; they repulſed the enemy, and the actions of theſe rude campaigns are
drove them from all their poſts with fixed of leſs dignity, the adventurers in them
are more intereſting to the heart, and

bayonets.

-

: The engagement ended only with the more amuſing to the imagination, than the
day, having continued from one without events of a regular war.
“But to return to the party of Engliſh,
any intermiſſion.
* The ground, on which the aćtion en whom we left in the woods. At the firſt
ded, was not altogether inconvenient for dawn of light the ſavages began to declare
-

-

an encampment. The convoy and the themſelves, all about the camp, at the
wounded were in the middle, and the
troops, diſpoſed in a circle, incompaſſed

‘liſtance of about 500 yards; and by
ſhouting and yelling in the moſt horrid

the whole. In this manner, and with manner, quite round that extenſive cir

little repoſe, they paſſed an anxious night, cumference, endeavoured to ſtrike terror
obliged to the ſtricteſt vigilance by an by an oſtentation of their numbers, and
their ferocity.
N.

O.

T

E.

“After this alarming preparative, they

* The above quotation is from the attacked our forces, and, under the fa
writer already mentioned, and ſeems ſo vour of an inceſſant fire, made ſeveral
accurately and elegantly drawn up, from bold efforts to penetrate into the camp.
the account of this engagement, ſent to They were repulſed in every attempt, but
his Majeſty's miniſters, that nothing bet by no means diſcouraged from new ones.
ter can be inſerted in its room. There Our troops, continually victorious, were
are but one or two ſmall miſtakes in it, continually in danger. They were beſides
extremely fatigued with a long march,
which are here corre&cd.
and
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and with the equally long ačtion, of the begin the real attack. The diſpoſitions
preceding day; and they were diſtreſſed were well made, and the plan executed
to the laſt degree by a total want of wa without the eaſt confuſion.
ter, much more intolerable than the ene
* The ſavages gave entirely into the
my's fires.
ſnare. The thin line of troops, which
* Tied to their convoy, they could not took poſſeſſion of the ground which the
loſe ſight of it for a moment, without ex two companies of light foot had left,
poſing, not only that intereſting object, being brought in nearer to the centre of
but their wounded men, to fall a prey to the circle, the barbarians miſtook thoſe
the ſavages, who preſſed them on every motions for a retreat, abandoned the
ſide. To move was impracticable. Ma woods which covered them, hurried head
my of the horſes were loſt, and many of long on, and advancing with the moſt
the drivers, ſtupified by their fears, hid daring intrepidity, gaſed the Engliſh
themſelves in the buſhes, and were inca troops with their heavy file. But at the
very moment, when, certain of ſucceſs,
able of hearing or obeying orders.
• Their ſituation became extremely cri they thought themſelves maſters of the
tical and peºplexing, having experienced camp, the two fin it companies made a
that the moſt lively efforts made no im ſudden turn, and fallying out from a part
preſſion upon an enemy, who always gave of the hill, which could not be obſer
way when preſſed; but who, the moment ved, fell furiouſly upon their right flank.
the purſuit was over, returned with as
* The ſavages, though they found
much alacrity as ever to the attack. Be themſelves diſappointed and expoſed, pre
ſieged rather than engaged; attacked ſerved their recollection, and reſolutely
without interruption, and without deci returned the fire which they had received.
ſion; able neither to advance nor to re Then it was the ſuperiority of combined
treat, they ſaw before them the moſt me ſtrength and diſcipline appeared. On the
lancholy proſpect of crumbling away by ſecond charge they could no longer ſuſtain
degrees, and entirely periſhing without the irreſiſtible ſhock of the regular troops,
revenge or honour, in the midſt of thoſe who ruſhing upon them, killed many, and
dreadful deſerts. The fate of Braddock put the reſt to flight.
* At the inſtant when the ſavages be
was every moment before their eyes; but
took themſelves to flight, the other two
they were more ably conducted.
-

* The

commander was ſenſible that companies, which had been ordered to

every thing depended upon bringing the ſupport the firſt, roſe “from the ambul
ſavages to a cloſe engagement, and to cade,” marched to the enemy, and gave
ſtand their ground when attacked. Their them their full fire. This accompliſhed
audaciouſneſs, which had encreaſed with their defeat. The four companies now
their ſucceſs, ſeemed favourable to this united, did not give them time to look
deſign. He endeavoured, therefore, to behind them, but purſued the enemy till
increaſe their confidence as much as poſ they were totally diſperſed.
ſible.
“The other bodies of the ſavages at
For that purpoſe he contrived the fol tempted nothing. They were kept in
lowing ſtratagem. Our troops were poſt awe during the engagement by the reſt
ed on an eminence, and formed a circle of the Britiſh troops, who were ſo poſted
round their convoy from the preceding as to be ready to fall on them upon the
night, which order they ſtill retained. leaſt motion. Having been witneſſes to
Col. Bouquet gave direétions, that two the defeat of their companions, without
companies of his troops, who had been any effort to ſupport or aſſiſt them,
oſted in the moſt advanced ſituations, they at length followed their example and
Thould fall within the circle; the ti oops fled.
* This judicious and ſucceſsful ma
on the right and left immediately opened
their files, and filled up the vacant ſpace, noeuvre reſcued the party from the moſt
that they might ſeem to cover their retreat. imminent danger. The victory ſecured
Another company of light infantry, with the field, and cleared all the adjacent
one of grenadiers, were ordered “to lie woods. But ſtill the march was ſo diffi
in ambuſcade,” to ſupport the two firſt cult, and the army had ſuffered ſo much,
-

-

companies of grenadiers, who moved on

and ſo many horſes were loſt, that before

the feigned retreat, and were intended to they were able to proceed, they were re
T t
luctantly
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lućtantly obliged to deſtroy ſuch part of repelled and defeated the repeated attacks
their convoy of proviſions as they could of the ſavages, and conducted their con
not carry with then for want of horſes. voy ſafe to Fort-Pitt.
Being lightened by this ſacrifice, they
Moncreif,
“Signed
proceeded to Buſhy-Run, where finding
‘Major of Brigade."
water, they encamped."
To colonel Bouquet,
The enemy loſt about ſixty men on this
occaſion, ſome of them their chief war or officer commanding at Fort-Pitt.
riors; which they reputed a very ſevere
Hiſorical Account of Colonel Bouquet's
ſtroke. They had likewiſe many wound AnExpedition
againſt the Ohio Indians in:
ed in the purſuit. The Engliſh loſt
the Year 1764.
about fifty men and had about ſixty
wounded.
N the preceding introdućtion, ſome ac
count hath been given of the ſudden,
The ſavages, thus ſignally defeated in
all their attempts to cut off this rein treacherous and unprovoked attack, made
forcement upon its march, began to re by the Indians upon the frontiers of Penn
treat with the utmoſt precipitation to their ſylvania, Maryland and Virginia, ſoon
remote ſettlements, wholly giving up after the publication of the general peace,
their deſigns againſt Fort Pitt ; at which at a time when we were but juſt beginning
place col. Bouquet arrived ſafe with his to reſpire from our former calamities,
convoy, four days after the action ; re and looked for an approach of quiet on
ceiving no further moleſtation on the road, every ſide. The principal tranſactions of
except a few ſcattered ſhot from a diſheart the campaign 1763 have likewiſe been
briefly recapitulated, and the leader in
ened and flying enemy.
Here the colonel was obliged to put an formed by what means the editor became
end to the operations of this campaign, poſſeſſed of the valuable papers, which
not having a ſufficient force to purſue the have enabled him to bring the hiſtory of
enemy beyond the Ohio and take advan this Indian war to a concluſion, and fur
tage of the vićtory obtained over them ; niſhed the materials of the following

nor having any reaſon to expect a timely

ſheets.

reinforcement from the provinces in their

Colonel Bouquet, as before mention
ed, not having a ſufficient number of
forced to content himſelf with ſupplying troops to garriſon the different poſts, un
diſtreſſed

ſituation.

He

was therefore

Fort. Pitt, and other places on the com der his command, and at the ſame time

munication, with proviſions, ammunition, to croſs the Ohio and take advantage of
and ſtores ; ſtationing his ſmall army to the deječtion into which he had thrown
the beſt advantage he cºuld, againſt the the enemy, by the defeat at Buſhy. Run,
approach of winter.
was obliged to reſtrain his operations to
The tranſactions of the ſucceeding the ſupplying the forts with proviſions,
campaign, are the ſubjećt of the follow ammunition and other neceſſaries.
In the execution of this ſervice, he re
ing work, and we ſhall conclude this
introduction, by ſhewing the ſenſe which ceived no annoyance from the enemy,
his Majeſty was pleaſed to entertain, of for they now ſaw themſelves not only for:
the conduct and bravery of the officers ced to give up their deſigns againſt Fort
and army, on this trying occaſion.
Pitt ; but, retreating beyond the Ohio,
they deſerted their former towns, and
Head-Quarters, New-York, Jan 5, 1764. abandoned all the country between
O R D E R S.

Preſque-Iſle and Sanduſki; not thinking
• His Majeſty has been graciouſly plea
fed to ſignify to the commander in chief,
his royal approbation of the condućt and
bravery of col. Bouquet, and the officers
and troops under his command, in the
two actions of the 5th and 6th of Au
guſt ; in which, notwithilanding the ma
ny circumſtances cf difficulty and diſreſs
they laboured under, and the unuſual
ſpirit and reſolution of the Indians, they

themſelves ſafe till they arrived at Muſ:
kingam.

f

Here they began to form new ſettle
ments, and remained quiet during the

winter. But, in the mean time, having
ſupplied themſelves with powder, &c.
from the French traders, (and now flat
tering themſelves that the great diſtance
of their ſettlements would render them

inacceſſible to our troops) the enſuing
-

ſpring
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ſpring 1764 preſented theſe ſavage ene
mies afreſh on our frontiers; ravaging
and murdering with their uſual barbarity.
To chaſtiſe them for their perfidy, ge
neral Gage reſolved to attack them on
two different ſides, and to force then

33t.
were to be joined by two hundred friend
ly Indians, and the troops required of
Virginia and Pennſylvania. The Indians
never came, and the Virginians pleaded
their inability to raiſe men, having alrea
dy in pay about 7co militia for the defence
of their own frontier. In Pennſylvania,
a bill for raiſing 1 ooo men was paſſed
May 3oth ; but, with the utmoſt dili

from our fronties; by carrying the war
into the heart of their own country. With
this view, he deſtined a corps of troops
to proceed under col. Bradſtreet, to act gence that could be uſed, the number
againſt the Wiandots, Ottawas, Chipwas could not be tºº. till the begin
and other nations, living upon or near ning of Auguſt.
the lakes; while another corps, under
On the 5th of that month, the men
the command of col. Bouquet, ſhould being aſſembled at Carliſle, one hundred
attack the Delawares, Shawaneſe, Min and eighteen miles to the weſtward of
goes, Mohickons, and other nations, Philadelphia, governor Penn, who had
between the Ohio and the lakes.
accompanied col. Bouquet to that place,
Theſe two corps were to act in concert; acquainted the two Pennſylvanian battali
and as that of col. Bradſtreet could be ons with the neceſſity we were laid under

ready much ſooner than the other, he was of chaſtiſing the Indians “ for their re
to proceed to Detroit, Michilimackinac peated and unprovoked barbarities on the
and other places. On his return, he was inhabitants of the province ; a juſt reſent
to encamp and remain at Sanduſki, to ment of which, added to a remembrance

awe, by that poſition, the numerous tribes of the loyalty and courage of our pro
of weſtern Indians, ſo as to prevent their vincial troops on former occaſions, he did
ſending any aſſiſtance to the Ohio Indians, not doubt, would animate them to do
while colonel Bouquet ſhould execute his honour to their country; and that the
plan of attacking them in the heart of could not but hope to be crowned wit
their ſettlements.
ſucceſs, as they were to be united with
Col. Bouquet's expedition was to pro the ſame regular troops, and under the
ceed altogether by land, and was on that ſame able commander, who had by
account, attended with great difficulties. themſelves, on that very day, the memo
His men were to penetrate through a con rable 5th of Auguſt in the preceding year,
tinued depth of woods, and a ſavage un ſuſtained the repeated attacks of the ſa
explored country : without roads, with vages, and obtained a complete victory
He alſo reminded them,
out poſts, and without a retreat if they over them.”
failed of ſucceſs. When once engaged “ of the exemplary puniſhments that
in theſe deſerts, they had no convoy, would be inflicted on the gricvous crime
nor any kind of aſſiſtance to expect. E of deſertion, if any of them were capa
very thing was to be carried with them— ble of ſo far forgetting their ſolemn oath
their ammunition, baggage, tools, ſtores, and duty to their king and country, as to
-

and proviſions neceſſary for the troops

be involved in it.”

during the whole expedition. And be
fides, they were liable to many embarraſ
ments, and difficulties which no prudence
could foreſee, ſcarce any caution prevent;
ſo that, in this account, fundry things,

Col. Bouquet them aſſumed the com
mand of the regular and provincial troops,
and the four following days were ſpent in
the neceſſary preparations for their march,
the colonel giving the moſt expreſs orders

which, in the uſual method of conduct to the officers and men to obſerve ſtriët

ing military operations, might not be
thought worthy of a detail, may never
theleſs be found highly ſerviceable to thoſe
who may afterwards be employed in this
ſpecies of war, which is new to Euro
peans, who muſt ſubmit to be inſtructed
in it by experience, and in many articles
even by the ſavages themſelves.
Part of the 42d and 6oth regiments
were ordered on this expedition, and

diſcipline, and not to commit the leaſt
violation of the civil rights or peace of
the inhabitants.-He, at the ſame time,

made the moſt prudent regulations for a
ſafe and commodious carriage of the
baggage, taking care to rid himſelf of
all unneceſſary incumbrances.

The 13th of Auguſt this ſmall army
got to Fort Loudoum ; but notwithſtand

ing all the precautions taken to prevent
T t 2

deſer
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deſertion, the Pennſylvanian troops were dians after them with a meſſage, in ſub
now reduced to about 7 oo men. The ſtance as follows—“I have received an

colonel was therefore under a neceſſity to
apply to the government of that province
to enable him to compleat their number
to the full complement: which was ge
merouſly granted by a reſolve of the go

account from colonel Bradſtreet that your
nations had begged for peace, which he
had conſented to grant, upon aſſurance
that you had recalled all your warriors
from our frontiers; and in conſequence
vernor and commiſſioners Auguſt 16th ; thereof, I would not have proceeded
and the army advancing now beyond the againſt your towns, if I had not heard
ſettled parts of Pennſylvania, he made that, in open violation of your engage

application to the colony of Virginia,

ments, you have ſince murdered ſeveral

where (under the countenance of go of our people.
“As ſoon as the reſt of the army joins
vernor Fauquier) the men wanted were
ſoon raiſed, and joined the army at me, which I expect immediately, I was
-

Pittſburg, about the later end of Sep
tember.

-

-

-

therefore determined to have attacked
you, as a people whoſe promiſes can no

Nothing material happened in their more be relied on. But I will put it once
march, from For, Loudoun to Fort Pitt, more in your power to ſave "ourſelves
(formerly Fort Du Qirine) on the Ohio, and yout families from total deſtrućtion,
three hundred and twenty miles wef troºn by giving us ſatisfaction for the hoſtilities
Philadelphia ; at which place col. Bou committed againſt us. ...And firſt you are
to leave the path open for my expreſſes
quet a rived the 17th of September.
During this interval, ſeveral large con from hence to Detroit; and as I am now
voys were forwarded under tº ong eſcorts, to fend two men with diſpatches to colo
and though the enemy continued their nel Bradſtreet who commands on the
ravages all that time on the frontiers, lakes, I deſire to know whether you will
they durit not attack any of thoſe con ſend two of your people with them to
voys, which all arrived ſafe at Fort Pitt. bring them ſafe back with an anſwer
While col. Bouquet was at Fort Lou And if they receive any injury either in
doun, he received diſpatches by expreſs going or coming, or if the letters are
from colonel Bradſtreet, dated Preſque taken from them, I will immediately put
Iſle Auguſt 14th, acquainting him that the Indians now in my power to death,
he (colonel Bradltreet) had cºncluded a and will thew no mercy for the future to

peace with the Dºłºwares and Shawa any of your nations that ſhall fall into
hanºs. I allow you ten days to have
neſe; but colonel Bouquet perceiving my
clearly that they were not ſincere in their my letters delivered at Detroit, and ten
intentions, as they continued their mur days to bring me back an anſwer.”
ders and depredations, he determined to
He added “that he had lately had it
proſecute his plan without emºtion, till in his power, while they remained on the
ine ſhould receive further inſtructions from other ſide of the river, to have put their
party to death, which puniſhment
general Gage ; who, upon the ſame whole
they had deſerved by their former treach
-

principles, refuſed to ratify the treaty,

and 1&newed his orders to both armies to ery; and that if they did not improve
the clemency, now offered to them, by
attack the enemy.

About the time of colonel Bouquet's returning back as ſoon as poſſible with
arrival at Fort Pitt, ten Indians appeared all their priſoners, they might expe&t to
on the north ſide of the Ohio, deliring a feel the full weight of a juſt vengeance
and reſentment.”—
conference; which tratagem the ſavages
We have been the more particular in
had made uſe of before, to obtain intelli
account of this firſt tranſaction with
gence of our numbers and intentions. our
ºrhree of the party conſerted, though the Indians; becauſe the colonel's firm

with apparent reluctance, to come over and determined condućt in opening the
to the Fort ; and as they could give no campaign, had happy effects in the pro

fatisfactory reaſon for their viſit; they ſecution of it, and ſhews by what me.
were detained as ſpic", and their aſſociates thods theſe faithleſs ſavages are to be beſt
reduced to reaſon.
fied back to then towns.

on the 20th of September colonel On the 1ſt of O&tober, two of the Six
Bouquet ſent one of the above three In Nation tribes, an Onondago and Oneida
Indian,

*
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Indian, came to Fort Pitt, and under my's towns, and the clearing roads to
colour of our ancient friendſhip with them, muſt neceſſary require a confidera

them, and their pretended regard to the
Engliſh, endeavoured to difluade the
colonel from proceeding with the army.
They told him that his force was not ſuf
ficient to withſtand the power of the nu
merous nations through whoſe countries
he was to paſs, and aſſured him that if
he would wait a little, they would all
come and make peace with him; at the
ſame time recommending it particularly
to him to ſend back the two Indians de

tained as ſpies. Theſe little arts being
clearly made uſe of to ſpin out the ſeaſon
till the approach of winter ſhould render
it impoſſible to proceed, they made but
little impreſſion. He told them that he
could not depend on the promiſes of the

ble time ; that the troops in thoſe deſerts,
had no other ſupplies to expect but the
ammunition and proviſions they carried
with them ; and that therefore the utmoſt

care and frugality would be neceſſary in
the uſe of them.” He publiſhed the fe
vereſt penalties againſt thoſe who ſhould
be found guilty of ſtealing or embezzling.
any part of them, and ordered his

...;

in the following manner.—
A corps of Virginia i volunteers ad

vanced before the whole; detaching three
ſcouting parties. One of them, furniſh
ed with a guide, marched in the centre
path, which the army was to follow.
The other two extended themſelves in a

line a breaſt, on the right and left of

Delawares and Shawaneſe ; and was de the aforeſaid party, to reconnoitre the

termined to proceed to Tuſcarowas,
where, if they had any thing to ſay, he

woods.

Under cover of this corps, the axe-men,
conſiſting of all the artificers, and two
In the mean time, he was uſing the companies of light infantry, followed in
utmoſt diligence to prepare for his narch, three diviſions, under the direction of the
and was obliged to enforce the ſevereſt chief engineer, to clear three different
diſcipline. One woman belonging to paths, in which the troops and the con
each corps, and two nurſes for the gene voy followed, viz.
ral hoſpital, were all that were permitted
The front face of the ſquare, compo
to follow the army. The other women ſed of part of the 42d regiment, march
in the camp, and thoſe unneceſſary in the ed º a column, two deep, in the centre

would hear them.

garriſon, were ordered immediately down
the country into the ſettlements. Two

path.

The right face of the ſquare, compoſed

ſoldiers were ſhot for deſertion; an exam of the remainder of the 42d and of the

ple which became abſolutely neceſſary to 6oth regiment, marched in a ſingle file in
ſuppreſs a crime which, in ſuch an expe the right-hand path.
dition, would have been attended with

The firſt battalion of Pennſylvanians

fatal conſequences, by weakening an ar
my already too ſmall.
Colonel Bouquet, having at length,
with great difficulty colle&ted his troops,
formed his magazines, and provided for
the ſafety of the poſts he was to leave
behind him, was ready on the 2d of Oc
tober to proceed from Fort Pitt, with
about 1500 men, including drivers and
other neceſſary followers of the army.
The colonel, expreſſing the greateſt
confidence in the bravery of the troops,

compoſed the left face, marching in like
manner in the path to the left of the cen
tre.

The corps de reſerve, compoſed of two
platoons of grenadiers, followed the

right and left faces of the ſquare.
The 2d battalions of Pennſylvanians

formed the rear face of the ſquare, and
followed the corps de reſerve, each in a
ſingle file, on the right and left hand
paths; all theſe troops covering the con
voy, which moved in the centre path.

told them, “he did not doubt but this
A party of light horſe-men marched
war would ſoon be ended, under God, behind the rear-face of the ſquare, follow
to their own honour, and the future ſafe
N

ty of their country, provided the men

O

T

E.

t Theſe were the men raiſed in Virgi
guarded againſt the ſurprizes and ſudden nia to compleat the Pennſylvanian troops,
attacks of a treacherous enemy, who ne and were in the pay of the laſt mentioned

were ſtrictly obedient to orders, and

wer dared to face Britiſh troops in an

province.

open field; that the diſtance of the enº
-

ed
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ed by another corps of Virginian vºlun zen of Worceſter of good ſubſtance. Be
ing put to the college ſchool at Worceſ
teers, forming the rear guard. . . .
The Pennſylvanian volunteers, dividing ter, he was ſoon taken notice of for the
themſelves equally, and marching in a quickneſs and ſolidity of his parts, and
fingle file at , a proper diſtance, flanked had the character of being the brighteſt
boy in it, when he was removed to Ox
theThis
rightwas
andtheleftgeneral
faces oforder
the ſquare.
of march. fold, and admitted a gentleman-commoner
Nor was leſs attention paid to particular of Trinity-college. In the Univerſity, the
matters of a ſubordinate nature: . The ſame good ſenſe grew into a judicious and
ammunition and tools were placed in the elegant taſte of claſſical learning, and he
rear of the firſt column, or front face of would certainly have become equally the
the ſquare, followed by the officers' bag delight and boaſt of that eminent ſeat of
gage, and tents. The oxen and ſheep the muſes, had he ſtaid longer in it; but
àeafter the baggage, in ſeparate droves, he left it without taking any degree.
His father, having always intended to
properly guarded. The proviſions came
fºr to the baggage, in four, diviſions, breed him to his own profeſſion, the law,

or brigades of pack-horſes, each conduct had entered him a clerk to Sir Francis
Winnington for ſome time; after the ex
ed The
by atroops
horſe matter.
were ordered to obſerve the piration of which he was removed to the
moſt profound filence, and the men to Middle Temple. Here two different ta
march at two yards diſtance from one an: lents were obſerved to concur in his ge
... "when the line or any part of it nius, which are almoſt certain indications
halted, the whole were to face outwards; of the poſſeſſor's becoming a great man :
and if attacked on their march, they were To an exquiſite taſte of polite literature
to halt immediately, ready tº form the was joined a turn to buſineſs in the prac
ſquare, when ordered. The light horſe tice of the law. This implied ſolidity of
were then to march into the ſquare, with judgment, and prompted "an induſtrious
the cattle, proviſions, ammunition and application; whilſt the other furniſhed
baggage. Proper diſpoſitions were like delicacy of ſentiment, and an elegant
wi. ſſade in caſe of an attack in the dićtion. Accordingly we find an unwea
night; and for encampments, guards, ried diligence following Mr. Somers thro'
communications between the centrie” all the ſtages of his life, which gave him
ſuch a thorough inſight into the laws of
ſignals, and the like.
rhings being thus ſettled, the army the land, that he paſſed for one of the
decamped from Fort Pitt on Wedneſday greateſt maſters of his profeſſion, at his
Oćtober 5, and marched about one mile firſt appearance in it at the ſame time

and an half over a rich level county, with

he found leiſure to read and digeſt the fi

flately timber, pleaſantly ſituated, with neſt authors both of the learned and mo
plenty of water and food for cattle, which dern languages, and was engaged with ma
my of the politeſt writers of the age, in the
was our firſt day's march,
Engliſh tranſlation of Plutarch's lives in
• [ To be continued. l
proſe, and Ovid's Epiſtles in verſe; in
greatHigh
Stateſman,
john
TFe Life of that Å.
Chancellor
of the firſt, he performed the life of Alci
biades, and in the other, Dido’s Epiſtle

f'ſº

England, illuſtrated with Obſervations to HEneas, and that of Ariadne to The
by Mr. Walpole, ºn the different Cha ſeus. Neither in his profeſſion could ſuch
, afters given of this Lord by Mr. Ad accompliſhments be confined wholly to
the lucrative part of it; on the contrary,
diſºn and Dr. Swift.
he was not ſatisfied with occaſionally look

o HN Lord Sommers was deſcended ing into the hiſtory and original of ſuch
J of reputable parents in the city of particular laws and cuſtoms, as his prac
worceſter, where he was born in the year tice led him to ; he made the knowledge
1652. His father Mr. John Somers, was of the conſtitution in general a diſtinct -

an
Attorney-at-law,
poſſeſſed
of a good
ºffate,
which his Lordſhip
inherite";
and

branch of his ſtudies; ſo that he became

fire. His grandfather was

ly eitcºmed. As, in pleading at the bar,

a maſter in it; and, ſiding againſt the
his mother Mrs. Catherine Ceaverne, was court, he early publiſhed ſeveral pieces in
a centlewoman of a good family in Shrop the political way, which were univerſal
alſo a citi

his
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his oratory was maſculine and perſuaſive, is to have a Prince to govern us gently
free from every thing trivial and affected; and happily; (which is the end for which
ſo his ſtile in writing was chaſte and Princes were appointed) and for theſe
pure, but at the ſame time full of ſpirit ends we judge this man fitter to be our
and politeneſs, and fit to convey the moſt King. Our author then proceeds to an
intricate buſineſs to the underſtanding of ſwer the objećtions, which he reduces to
the reader, with the utmoſt clearneſs and four. In ſpeaking to the third, which is
perſpicuity. One of the firſt of theſe of thoſe who maintain, that, as William
tracts was his hiſtory of the ſucceſſion of the conqueror ſubdued the kingdom, the
the crown of England, written in favour deſcent, being ſettled by him, becomes
of the attempt to exclude the duke of unalterable ; he obſerves, ‘ I hat, grant
York.
ing, for argument fake, the abſolute
In this curious piece he endeavours to conqueſt by King William, yet that
prove the parliament's power to ſettle the Prince did not inſtitute a ſucceſſion by
deſcent ...”. crown, by the conſtitution proximity of blood; and it is plain he ine
of our kingdom. To which purpoſe he ver deſigned the Crown ſhould ſo deſcend,
produces all the remarkable inſtances from but gave it to his ſecond ſon ; and thereby
the earlieſt ages to the reign of King gave an example of excluding and preter
James I, wherein the ſucceſſion by prox mitting the unworthy. To the fourth
imity of blood was broken, and over-rul objećtion, that the fundamental laws of
ed by the ſtates of the realm. He pro the land, againſt which no act of parlia
ceeds to declare, that it was as eaſy to ment can be of force, had ſo eſtabliſhed
thew, that in all other kingdons the next the ſucceſſion, that the courſe of it can
in blood hath been frequently exclud not be altered ; having firſt obſerved, that
ed from the ſucceſſion. As an illuſtrious this argument is anſwered by the forego
inſtance (the reaſoning in it being ſuch as ing hiſtory, he turns it againſt the objec
in his ſentiments extends to all) he recites tors, in aſking them, by what authority
the ſpeech, which the Ambaſſadors ſent:

thoſe laws were made

from the States of France, made to Charles
of Lorrain, when they had ſolemnly re
jećted him, and placed Hugh Capet upon
the throne. They told him, that every
body knew the right of ſucceſſion to the
Crown of France belonged to him, and
not to Hugh Capet; but yet, ſay they, the
very ſame laws which gave you the right

alone, then no doubt but he may change
them too ; if by the people, they run,
before they are aware, into the guilt of
worſhipping that idol, the multitude; and
make a great ſtep towards placing the
government upon contract and conſent.
He then challenges them to ſhew this law;

If by the King

and when the maxim, that ‘ the deſcent

of ſucceſſion, do judge you alſo unworthy of the crown purges all defe&ts whatſo
of the ſame; for that you have not hither ever, is alledged to be a part of this law,
to endeavoured to frame your manners
according to the preſcript of the laws,
nor according to the uſages of your coun
try, but have rather ailed yourſelf with
the German nation, our enemies, and
have loved their vile and baſe manners.

Wherefore, as you have forſaken the an
tient virtue and ſweetneſs of your coun
try we have alſo forſaken and abandoned

he remarks, that the firſt mention of that

maxim is in the year-book of Henry VII,
where the judges declare, that the King
is a perſon able, and diſcharged from
any attainder, ipſo facto, that he took
upon himſelf the government, and to be
King. He remarks—ſhrewdly, that Hen
ry VII. was then King, de facto, and in
poſſeſſion of the throne; and it was ſome

you, and have choſen Hugh Capet for our what of the lateſt to conſider, whether
King ; and this without any ſcruple of he was qualified or not. Certainly, ſays
conſcience at all, eſteeming it better and he, it would have been ſtrange ſelf-denial
more juſt to live under him, enjoying our in the judges, and a neglect of themſelves,
antient laws, cuſtoms, privileges, and li which is not uſual with them, to have al
berties, than under you, the heir by blood, ledged an incurable diſability in the King,
in oppreſſion, ſtrange cuſtoms, and cruel from whom they had their patents and au
ty. For as thoſe who are to make a voyage thority. That not above three years be
at ſea, do not much conſider whether the fore this opinion of the judges, in the
pilot be the owner of the ſhip, but whe firſt of Richard III, the whole Parliament
ther he be ſkilful and wary : So our care did not only give their opinion, but aſſur
cd
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ed Richard, that all learned men of that bound to obey them therein.” In anſwer
time held clearly, that an attainder did to the objećtion, that an act of Parliament
hinder the deſcent of the Crown, and in to diſinherit the next heir is unjuſt,

and

capacitate the attainted perſon to take it ; without a ſufficient ground, Mr. Somers
and, in the following words of the ačt writes thus ; “I will not, at preſent, en

of the 7th Edward IV, George duke of ter into a diſpute, how far the difference
Clarence was attainted of treaſon ; by rea

of religion, which will alſo neceſſarily

ſon whereof all the iſſue of the ſaid George draw on a change in the government,
was, and is, diſabled, and barred of all does juſtify men in ſeeking to preſerve th:
right and claim, that in any caſe he or two deareſt things on earth in an orderly
his iſſue might have or challenge by in and lawful way. I will not, though I
heritance to the crown and dignity royal ſafely might, challenge thoſe men to tell
of theſe realms. After that, continued me, whether ever any ſettled nation, which
they, we conſider, that you [Richard] be had laws of their own, and were not un
the undoubted heir, &c. and ſo they pro der the immediate force of a conqueror,
ceed, in affirming, that all learned men did ever admit of a King of another re
in the laws do approve his title. He con ligion than their own. I will not inſiſt
cludes his anſwer with obſerving, ‘that on it, that the crown is an inheritance ac

either the judges intended no ſuch thing
by their opinion, or elſe at leaſt, that ex
tra-judicial opinions were then as apocry
phal as they have been fince.’ This
fling at the judges will, perhaps, be bet

companying an office of truſt, and, that if
a man's defe&ts render him incapable of
the truſt, he has alſo forfeited the in

heritance. I need not ſay how far a na-.
tion is to be excuſed for exerciſing juſ

ter underſtood, when we conſider the com tice ſummarily, and without the tedious

plaiſance paid by the bench to the crown formality of law, when the neceſſity of
at this time, when the commons voted an things requires haſte, and the party flies

impeachment againſt three of them, for from juſtice, and his confederates are nu
drawing the proclamation againſt petition merous and daring, and the Prince's
ing for a parliament. “But when, con life in danger. But this I will ſay, that
tinues our author, I reflect what ſort of if the Parliament has power in this thing,
men I am arguing with, and how wil which I need not prove by ſhewing, thit
Jingly they uſed to ſubmit to authority, I the ordinary courſe of law allows heirs to
think I ſhall convince them beſt by citing be diſinherited by fines and recoveries;
the opinions of two great men, the one and that the Parliament in all ages his
a cardinal, the other a lord chancellor, frequently done it, by making the ſtrong.
both of them martyrs for the papal ſupre eſt ſettlements, where equity has distated
macy'. I mean Fiſher and Sir Thomas it, though the heirs were never in any
More. It is well known how reſolutely, wife climinal. Theſe, according to Sir
even to death, they refuſed the oath of Thomas More's opinion, the people are
ſucceſſion, which the parliament had fram bound in conſcience to obey; and mut
ed, becauſe therein the King's ſuprema not pretend to inquire whethe, they were
cy was avowed; and therefore they can made upon juſt grounds. For, by the
not be ſuſpected to diſſemble, when, at ſame reaſon, they may pretend that all
the very ſame time, they declared, that, other laws were made without juſt cauſe,
if that ſupremacy was left out, they would and refuſe obedience to any of them ; and
willingly ſwear an oath to maintain the ſurely thoſe that ihou'd do ſo, would be
ſucceſſion of the crown to the iſſue of the an excellent loyal party.”
This was the great political ſubjest from
K.'s preſent marriage, as it was then eſta
bliſhed by Parliament, for which they the year 1678, till the diſſoiution of the
gave this reaſon, that this was in the pow Palliament in 1681 ; which year he had a
er of a Parliament to determine, but not conſiderable ſhare in another piece, int
who was ſupreme head of the Church. tled, “A juſt and modeſt vindication cf
Sir Thomas went farther, and owned a the proceedings of the two laſt Parlia
very ſtrange opinion of their power in ments, in anſwer to K. Charles IId's de
this point, but he ſavs it expreſsly at the clarations to all his loving ſubjests, touch
ſame time, that the Parliament had un ing the cauſes and reaſons that moved him
queſtionable authority, in ordering of the to diſſolve the two latt Parliaments. This
ſucceſſion; and that the people were piece was firſt written by Algernoon Sid
ney,
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ney, but new drawn by Somers, and cor
rected by Jones, Attorney-general to
King Charles. In it, among other things,
is ſuggeſted, that diſſolving the Parlia
ment was an arbitrary ačt, wherein the
King had exceeded the power of his pre
rogative in breach of the conſtitution, di
verſe ſtatutes having provided both for the
holding of annual Parliaments, and that
they ſhould not be prorogued or diſſolved
till all the petitions and bills before them
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diſpenſation of the ſtatute of Edward the
Sixth, touching ſelling of wine, arguing,
“ that there it was the opinion of every
one of the judges, that theie never could
be an abrogation or a ſuſpenfion (which
is a temporary abrogation) of an act of

Parliament but by the legiſlative power :
That indeed it was diſputed, how far the

King might diſpenſe with the penal
ties in ſuch a particular law, as to parti
cular perſons ; , but it was agreed by all,

were anſwered and redreſſed ; and that that the King had no power to ſuſpend
Parliaments ſhould thus meet, and thus any law, of which there could be no diſ

fit, continues he, is ſecured to us by the
ſame ſacred tie, by which the King, at
his coronation, does oblige himſelf to let
his judges fit to diſtribute juſtice every
term, and to preſerve inviolably all other
rights and liberties of the ſubjects.
The ſame year he was the reputed au
thor of another piece, written in defence
of the Grand-Jury, for not finding the
bill of indićtment for high-treaſon againſt
the Earl of Shafteſbury. In the ſame ſpi
rit he appeared counſel for Pilkington
and Shute, ſheriffs of London, Corniſh

and Bethel, aldermen, together with Ford,
lord Grey of Werk, Sir Thomas Player,
Mr. John Jekyl, father of Sir Joſeph
Jekyl, and ſeveral others, who were tried

penſation, but by an act of Parliament.
That

". the laws of all civilized nations,

it the Prince does require ſomething to
be done, which the perſon who is to do it
takes to be unlawful, it is not only law

ful, but his duty, reſcribere Principi :
which is all the Biſhops had done here,
and that in the moſt humble manner.

That the matter of fact, alledged in the
Biſhop's petitions had been proved per
fečtly true by the journals of both houſes;
that there could be no deſign to diminiſh

the prerogative by it, becauſe the King
has no ſuch prerogative. That the peti
tion could not be ſeditious, becauſe it was

preſented to the King in private, and

alone ; nor falſe, becauſe the matter of it
on the 8th of May, 1683, for a riot in was true ; nor malicious, for the occaſi

the city, at the election of the ſheriffs the on was not ſought, the thing was preſſed
upon them ; nor in ſhort a libel, becauſe
preceding year.
As he foreſaw a change in the govern the intent was innocent, and they kept
ment eſtabliſhed by law, would unavoid within the bounds ſet by ačt of Parliament,
ably follow a change in the religion of the that gives the ſubject leave to apply to the
governor, and upon that account had King when he is aggrieved.” What Mr.
psomoted every orderly and legal way of Somers had unged in this ſhort, but very
compaſſing the excluſion of the Duke of juſt argument, made more than ordinary
York; ſo he continued to oppoſe all the impreſſion on the jury ; and it has been
illegal and arbitrary proceedings of King often ſaid that this cauſe was the firſt
James II, and being employed as Coun event that produced him in the world.
With theſe principles and ſuch abilities,
ſel in the trial of the ſeven biſhops in
1688, he argued with great firmneſs of it is no wonder that he was admitted into
ſpeech, and perſpicuity of reaſon, againſt the moſt ſecret counſels of the Prince of
the diſpenſing power uſurped by that un Orange, and was one of thoſe who con
fortunate Prince. Being the youngeſt certed the meaſures for bringing him over.
counſel employed on that ſide, his turn After his arrival in England, he was cho
was to ſpeak laſt of all. But this, which is ſen repreſentative for his native city of
ordinarily a great diſadvantage (eſpecially Worceſter, in the convention which met
where ſome of the moſt eminent lawyers upon the ſummons of that Prince, Janu
are retained, as in the preſent caſe) our ary 22, 1688-9; and, in the conference
young barriſter, by the force of his ex between the two Houſes about the word
cellent parts, converted it into and occa ‘ abdicated,” he was appointed one of the
ſon .." diſplaying his ſuperior merit. managers for the Houſe of Commons :
Among other things he produced the

whereby the Lords were induced to agree

caſe of Thomas and Sorrel in the Exche

to make uſe of that term againſt their own
quer Chamber, upon the validity of the amendment. In the beginning of May,
June, 1767.

U u

1689,
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1689, he was made Sollicitor-general, and being ſummoned by writ, he ſpoke with
knighted. While he had this poſt, came remarkable ſpirit in defence of it. Biſhop
on the trials of the lord Preſton, Mr. Aſh Burnet, who furniſhed this particular,
ton, and Mr. Elliot, for high-treaſon; gives us the ſubſtance of his ſpeech, and
and, in that of lord Preſton, the Sollicitor tells us, he ſaid, if that was not a legal
made a very diſtinguiſhed figure. Hav parliament, they who were thenºnet, and
ing inſormed the jury, that the general had taken the oaths enaëled by that par
deſign of the conſpiracy was to depoſe liament, were guilty of high-treaſon; the
the King and Queen, which was to be ef laws repealed by it were ſtill in force;
fréted by a French army, and a French ſo they muſt preſently return to King
fleet, he proceeds in theſe terms : " It James ; all the money feiſed, collected,
will be eaſily granted, that nothing more and paid, by virtue of that act of Parlia
dreadful can enter into the imagination of ment, made every one that was concern

an Engliſhman, than the deſtruction of
our fleet, and the conqueſt of the king
dom by the arms of France. But yet it
will be part of the evidence that we ſhall
offer to you, that the priſoners and others
of the conſpirators ſeem to be of another
mind; for, among the papers which were
taken with the priſoners, you will ſee
one which is ſtyled, “The reſult of a

ed in it highly criminal. This, continues
the Biſhop, he ſpoke with much zeal,
and ſuch an aſcendant of authority, that
none were prepared to anſwer it. So the
bill paſſed without any more oppoſition.
The right revel end hiſtorian concludes
with a remark, that this was a great ſer
vice done in a very critical time, and
contributed not a little to raiſe Somers's

conference, wherein they pretend to ſhew character.

the poſſibility of reſtoring King James by

On May the 2d, 1692, he was made At

the power of the French King, and yet
to preſerve the Proteſtant religion, and
liberties of the kingdom. They them
ſelves went no farther than to think it poſ
ſible, and I believe it will be hard to per
ſuade any other Engliſhman that it is

torney-general, and was thence advanced

to the poſt of Lord-Keeper of the Great
Seal, on the 23d of March enſuing.

He had now an opportunity of diſplaying

all thoſe extraordinary improvements in
learning and knowledge, which he was
unleſs ſome one inſtance could eminently poſſeſſed of, in the buſineſs of
e given that the French King ever his profeſſion ; yet the temper which he
employed his arms for ſetting up any bo invariably preſerved on all occaſions whilſt
dy but himſelf, his own reiigion, and his he ſat on this bench, rendered him more
own government. I never heard, that he particularly conſpicuous. He was fair
did pretend to form any part of his glo and gentle almoſt to a fault, conſidering
ries upon the virtue of moderation or the dignity of his poſt ; and had all the
ielf-denial : And there can hardly be patience and ſoftneſs, as well as the juſ
imagined a greater inſtance of ſelf denial, tice and equity, becoming a great magi
than for the French King, after he had ſtrate. However, it was not the ability
deſtroyed the Dutch and Engliſh fleets, and unblemiſhed integrity of the judge,

fº

and ſubdued our forces at land, not to that recommended him to that confidence,
make uſe of his ſucceſs, ſo as to add theſe which King William expreſſed for him on
three kingdoms to his conqueſts, and poſ all occaſions: It was the uncommon
ſeſs himſelf of the unconteſted dominion

of the ſea for ever, but only to intitle him,
at ſo great a hazard and expence, to be.
come a mediator between King James
and the people of England, and by his
mediation to eſtabliſh the Proteſtant reli

reach of his capacity for all affairs of
public concern, that made that Prince con
ſider him above all his miniſters; and

ſeveral perſons of real worth felt the hap
py
effects of the ſhare he had in the royal
favour.

gion, and the liberties of the people.
After the death of Archbiſhop Tillot
And yet, abſurd as this ſeems, you will ſon, in 1694, Sir John Somers, who had
find this to be the reſult of one of their held the ſtricteſt friendſhip with him for
conferences, &c.

-

many years, made uſe of his intereſt to

When the legality of the ağ, in the procure an additional annuity for his wi
convention for recognizing their majeſties, dow from the King ; and, a few years af
was called in queſtion by one of the mem terwards, he obtained a handſome allow
bels of the Houſe of Commons, as not ance, to enable Mr. Addiſon to complete
his

-

z
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his education, by making the tour of him privately to diſpatch full powers,
Italy. From 1695, the firſt year after under the Great Seal, with the names in
the death of Queen Mary, he was con blank, to impower his Majeſty to treat
ſtituted one of the lords juſtices of the with the aforc-mentioned count,

The

kingdom, during his Majeſty's abſence order was punctually complied with, and,
abroad, every year as long as he held the the negotiations being immediately en
Great-Seal. This honour was indeed no tered upon, a treaty was concluded. This

-

thing more than an appendage to his place. was the firſt partition treaty ; and in the
In the mean time, the title of it was raiſed next ſeſſion of parliament, which began
into that of lord high-chancellor of Eng Nov. 16, 1699, great complaints were
land, on the 22d of April, 1697, when made in the Houſe of Commons againſt
he was alſo called to the peerage, by the the chancellor; and the houſe having re
title of lord Somers, baron of Eveſham ſolved, on the 6th of December, to puſh
in the county of Worceſter. For the the reſumption of the grants of the Iriſh
ſupport of theſe honours and dignities, forfeited eſtates, by tacking it to the
his eſtate not being ſufficient, his Majeſty land-tax bill; an addreſs was concerted,
made him a grant of the manors of Rey April 10, 17oo, praying, ‘that John Lord
gate and Howleigh in Surry, and another Somers, Lord Chancellor of England,
rant of 21 ool. per ann. out of the fee ſhould be removed for ever from his
farm rents.
Majeſty's preſence and council, which
He was now at the head of the whigs, was then paſſed in the negative. The
and it was reckoned, that the chief parliament being prorogued the next day,
ſtrength of that party lay in his credit his Majeſty, on the 19th, retired to
with the King, and the prudent methods Hampton-Court, where, in a few days,
he took to govern the party, and to mo ſending for the Lord Chancellor, he wiſh
derate that heat and thoſe jealoufies with ed him to ſurrender the ſeals voluntarily;
which his Majeſty had been ſo long diſ which being declined by his lordſhip, the
guſted in the firſt years of his reign. King ſent to demand them, and they
However, his conduct did not eſcape the were accordingly delivered up at the cloſe
cenſure of ſome of his own party, for of that month. This ſtep was the occa
being too compliant with his royal Maſ. fion of his Majeſty's loſing many of his
ter's humours and notions, or at leaſt for friends, eſpecially of the Whig party;
being too ſoft, or feeble, in repreſenting but, though his removal diſpleaſed num
his errors to him. Upon the diſcovery bers, yet it ſeemed not to affect his lord
of the aſſaſſination-plot in 1695, ſuch an ſhip, who retired with content and tem
alteration was made by him in the com per; and upon all occaſions in parliament
miſſion of the peace, as gave great diſ ſerved the King, as if he had not loſt his
guſt to many people ; and, not long af place. On the 14th of April, 1701, the
fer the concluſion of the treaty of Ryſ. Houſe of Commons, having firſt, at his
wick, his influence in parliament began own requeſt, admitted him to ſpeak be
viſibly to decline, his Majeſty being not fore them in his own defence, ſent up
only obliged by the new parliament, an impeachment of high crimes and miſ
which met in December 1698, to reduce demeanors againſt him to the lords, and,
his army to a very low ſtate both in Eng in conſequence thereof, an addreſs was
land and Ireland, but alſo to ſend home preſented on the 23d to his Majeſty, to
his Dutch guards, notwithſtanding the the ſame purport with that which miſcar
great reluštance he expreſſed on that ried in the preceding ſeſſion, and, on the
occaſion. The King, before his depar 19th of May, the articles of his im
ture for Holland the preceding ſummer, peachment were exhibited to the lords :
-

com; municated to the

lord chancellor but,

a propoſition made by count Tallard, to
prevent a war about the ſucceſſion of
Spain, upon the death of the them feeble
monarch of that kingdom; and the chan
cellor received, in Auguſt following, a
letter from his Majeſty, then in Holland,
informing him, that freſh offers had been
made to the ſame purpoſe, and requiring

upon a quarrel between the two
houſes, he was acquitted by the lords,

on the 17th of June, without any further
proſecution of the commons. King
William dying not long after, his lord
ſhip, being in no favour at the new court,
withdrew to a private way of life, paſſing
his time with univerſal eſteem in the moſt

olite and uſeful ſtudies; for he was not
ū 2.
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more conſpicuous as a patriot and a ſtateſ. ation of Dr. Sacheverell; and the next
man, than as a perſon of univerſal know . 171 o, upon the new change of hands,
ledge and learning. As, by dividing his e was diſmiſſed from the preſident's poſt,
time between the public ſcenes of buſi and ſucceeded by the .." of Rocheſter
neſs, and the private retirements of life, the Queen's uncle. After this removal,
he took care to keep up both the great he made a diſtinguiſhed figure in the de
and good man; ſo by the ſame means he bates of the houſe of lords for ſome time,
accompliſhed himſelf not only in the but it was not long before he grew very
knowledge of men and things, but in the infirm in his health, which impaired his
fkill of the moſt refined arts and ſciences.

underſtanding ſo much, as rendered him

He enjoyed in the higheſt perfection two incapable of executing any office under
talents, which do not often meet in the King George I, after whoſe acceſſion,
ſame perſon, the greateſt ſtrength of good therefore, he had no other poſt than a ſeat
ſenſt, and the moſt exquiſite taſte of po at the Council-table, and he attended
liteneſs. Without the hiſt, learning is there upon ſome occaſions till the year
but an incumbrance, and without the laſt 1716, when he was ſeized with an Apo
is ungraceful. My lord Somers was piectic fit, which carried him off the ſtage
maſter of theſe qualifications, in ſo emi of this world, on the 26th of April that
ment a degree, that all the parts of know year. His lordſhip was never married,
ledge appeared in him with as much ad ſo that his eſtate fell to his two ſiſters,
ditional ſtrength and beauty, as they want the youngeſt of whom was married to
in the poſſeſſion of others. If he deli his fried fir Joſeph Jekyl, maſter of the
vered his op non of a piece of poetry, a Rolls and the eldeſt, Mary, was wife
atue, or a picture, there was ſomething to Charles Cocks, Eſq; of Worceſter,
ſo juſt and delicate in his oble vations, as whoſe daughter by her was the lady of
naturally produced pleaſure and aſſent in the Earl of H ºrdwicke, late lord chan
thoſe who heard him.
cellor of England, who was her ſecond
During this retirement, he was choſen huſband.
of the royal ſociety, of which
His lordſhip's charaćter has been repre
e had been long a member; yet he at ſented by two very eminent pencils, but
tended in the houſe of lords, and, perſe under very different principles, dean Swift
vering in his principles, he oppoſed the and Mr. Addiſon. Mr. Walpole has
bill to prevent occaſional conformity, and paſſed a criticiſm upon both, and given
was one of the managers for the lords in us the chief features of his charaćter in
the conference between the two houſes the following terms: “ Lord Somers,
upon it in 1702; and, when it was ſays he, is one of thoſe divine men, who,
brought into the houſe next year, he gave like a chapel in a palace, remain unpro
his vote in the negative. In 17c6, tho’ faned, while all the reſt is tyranny, cor
unpoſſeſſed of any public employ, he ruption, and folly. All the traditional
projećted a plan for uniting the two king accounts of him, the hiſtorians of the laſt
doms, which was generally approved, age, and its beſt authors, repreſent him
and, this being a point which Queen as the moſt uncorrupt lawyer and the ho
Anne had greatly at heart, her Majeſty netteſt ſtateſman, a maſter orator, a ge
took notice of his me it, and appointed nius of the firſt taſte, and as a patriot of
him one of the managers of the Union. the nobleſt and moſt extenſive views; as
The ſame year he preſented a bill for a man who diſpenſed bleſſings by his life,
preventing del.ys and expences in the and planned them for poſterity : He was
proceedings at law i as alſo ſome regula at once the model of Addiſon, and the
tions with regard to paſſing private ačts touchſtone of Swift ; the one from him,
of parliament. Upon a change in the and the other for him. The former,

F.'

miniſterial meaſures in 1708, he was pla however, has drawn a laboured, but
ced at the head of the miniſtry, in the diffuſe and feeble, charašter of him, in
poſt of preſident of the council; and he the Freeholder for May 14, 1716, nei

concurred in rejecting the propoſals for a
general peace, offered by the French in
1709, at Gertruydenberg, and in the
reſolution for carrying on the war. The
ſame year he alſo voted for the condemn

ther worthy of the author nor his ſub
jećt. It is known that lord Somers ſur

vived, the powers of his underſtanding.
Mr. Addiſon ſays, his life, indecd ſeeins
to be prolonged beyond its natural term,
-

under
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under that indiſpoſition which hung upon of his morals, he is charged with being
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the latter part of it, that he might have neither Calviniſt or Catholic; with hav
the ſatisfaction of ſeeing the happy ſettle ing no religion of any kind, and being
ment take place, which he had propoſed really an Infidel. Among other things
to himſelf as the principal end of his Swift makes a like charge againſt lord
public labours.—A very wiſe way, in Somers, in his hiſtory of the four laſt
deed, of interpreting the delay of provi . of Queen Anne, where, in his way,
dence 1 as if a man was preſerved by hea e draws the out-lines of his lordſhip's
The lord
ven in a ſtate of dotage, till an event character in theſe terms: “
ſhould arrive which would make him Somers, ſays he, may very deſervedly be

happy, if he retained his ſenſes! Equally reputed the head and oracle of the Whig
injudicious is another paſſage intended for party. He hath raiſed himſelf by the
encomium, where we are told, that he coincidence of many circumſtances to the
gained great eſteem with Queen Anne, greateſt employments of the ſtate, with
who had conceived, many unreaſonable out the leaſt ſupport from birth or for
prejudices
him. Mr. Addiſon tune: He hath conſtantly, and with great

jº

might as well have ſaid, that the Queen ſteadineſs, cultivated thoſe principles un
had at firſt diſbelieved, and was after der which he grew. That accident,
wards converted to, Sir Iſaac Newton's which firſt produced him into the world,

ſyſtem of comets. Her Majeſty was full of pleading before the biſhops whom
as good a judge of Aſtronomy as of lord king James had ſent to the tower, might
Somers's merit. In truth, Mr. Addiſon have proved a piece of merit, as honour
was ſometimes as weak a writer, when able as it was fortunate; but the old Re

he wrote ſeriouſly, as he was admirable publican ſpirit, which the revolution had
in touching the delicacies of natural hu reſtored, began to teach other leſſons,
mour. He ſays that my lord Somers that, ſince we had accepted a new king
was often compared with fir Francis Ba from a Calviniſtical common-wealth, we

con, and gives the preference to the for muſt alſo admit new maxims in religion
mer, becauſe he, all integrity, did not and government. But ſince the nobility
behave ſo meanly, when perſecuted by and gentry would probably adhere to the
the houſe of commons, as the other un eſtabliſhed church, and to the rights of
der the confuſion of guilt.

This argu monarchy, as delivered down from their
ment is as poor as the panegyric. To anceſtors, it was the practice of theſe po
argue from their behaviour, they ſhould liticians to introduc3 ſuch men as were
have been in ſimilar circumſtances.

If

perfectly indifferent to any or no religi

they are to be compared, the ſuperior on, and who were not likely to inherit
penetration of genius cannot be denied much loyalty from thoſe to whom they
to Bacon; the virtue will all be Somers's. owed their birth.

Of this number was

If he muſt be compared with another the perſon I am now deſcribing. I have
chancellor, it muſt not be with Claren hardly known any man with talents more
don, who was more moroſe and ſevere, Proper to acquire and preſerve the favour

prince, never offending in words

and had leſs capacity, and a thouſand
prejudices. . De l'Hopital, the great
chancellor of France in 1560, ſeems to
reſemble Somers moſt in the dignity of
his ſoul, and the elegance of his under
ſtanding. This chancellor made the

of the

rule of his actions.

violably as if he were in the greateſt aſ

or geſture, which are in the laſt degree

courteous and complimenting, where he
ſet an excellent example to others his col
legues, which they did not think fit to
follow. But this extreme civility is uni
public good of the kingdom, and the verſal and undiſtinguiſhed, and in private
true intereſt of his maſter, the king, the converſation, where he obſervet'; it as in
It was obſerved,

that in his countenance he reſembled Ari

ſembly, it is ſometimes cenſued as for
ſtotle. In religious matters he was ačted mal. Two reaſons are aſſigned for this
by the ſame ſpirit of moderation as lord behaviour; firſt, from the conſciouſneſs
Somers, rather inclined to ſhew favour to,

of his humble original, he keepeth all

than to perſecute, the Hugonots, upon familiarity at the utmoſt diſtance, which
which account he underwent the ſame fate otherwiſe might be apt to intrude; the
with lord Scmers; and in ſpite of the ſecond is, that, being ſenſible how ſub

gravity of his apc&t, and the ſtričineſs ject he is to violent paſſions, he avoideth
all
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all incitements to them, by teaching Yet, continues he, diſtorted as the fea
thoſe whom he converſeth with, from his tures are in this new hiſtory, it is a plea
own example, to keep a great way within ſure to find party malice attempting to

the bounds of decency and reſpect: And

diſcolour rather than to alter them.

it is indeed true, that no man is more apt
to take fire upon the leaſt appearance of
provocation, which temper he ſtrives to
ſubdue with the utmoſt violence upon

lovely does a charaćter burſt forth, when
the greateſt objections to it are, that it

How

was ſteady to its principles, of univerſal
civility, conſcious of an humble birth,

himſelf; ſo that his breaſt has been ſeen of no avarice, of ſatisfied ambition, that

to heave, and his eyes ſparkle with rage, the perſon ſo accuſed did violence to
in thoſe very moments, when his words, himſelf to govern his paſſions, and (one
and the cadence of his voice, were in the can ſcarce repeat ſeriouſly ſuch a charge)
humbleſt and ſofteſt manner. Perhaps preferred reading and thinking to the
that force upon his nature may cauſe that pleaſures of converſation.—The moment
inſatiable love of revenge, which his ous times in which he lived, adds Mr.

*

detractors lay to his charge ; who, con Walpole, gave lord Somers opportunities
ſequently, reckon diſſembling among his of diſplaying the extent of his capacity,
chief perfections. Avarice he has none, and the patriotiſm of his heart. The
and his ambition is gratified by being the excellent balance of our conſtitution ne
unconteſted head of his party. With an yer appeared in a clearer light, than with
excellent underſtanding, adorned by all relation to this lord, who, though in
the polite parts of learning, he hath very. peached by a miſguided houſe of com
little taſte for converſation, to which he mons, with all the intemperate folly that,
prefers the pleaſure of reading and think at all times, diſgraced the free ſtates of
ing; and, in the int rvals of his time, Greece, yet had full liberty to vindicate
amuſeth himſelf with an illiterate chap his innocence, and manifeſt his integrity;
laim, an humble companion, or a favour which could never have ſhone ſo bright,
ite ſervant. Theſe are ſome few diſtin unleſs it had been juridically aſperſed.
guiſhing marks in the charaćter of that In our conſtitution, Ariſtides may be
perſon, who now preſideth over the diſ traduced, clamoured againſt, and, when
contented party; although he be not an matter is wanting, ſevere witneſſes may
swerable for all their miſtakes; and, if be made, propoſed, or voted for remo
his precepts had been more ſtrictiy, fol ving him for ever from the ſervice of
lowed, perhaps their power would not the government; but, happily, the facti
have been ſo eaſily ſhaken. I have been ous, and the envious, have not a power
aſſured, and heard him profeſs that he to condemn by a ſhell (alluding to the
was againſt engaging in that bloody per oſtraciſm of the Greeks) which many of
ſecution of Dr. Sacheverell, as what he them cannot ſign. It was no inglorious
foreſaw was likely to end in their ruin, part of this great Chancellor's #. that,
and he blamed the rough behaviour of when removed from the adminiſtration,
ſome perſons to the Queen, as a great his labours were ſtill dedicated to the ſer
failure in prudence ; and that when it ap vice of the government of his country.
peared, her Majeſty was firmly reſolved In this fituation, above all the little pre
upon a treaty of peace, he adviſed his judices of a profeſſion (for he had no
friends not to oppoſe it in its progreſs, profeſſion but that of Solom and Lycur
but find fault with it after it was made ; gus) he ſet himſelf to corre&t the griev
which would be a copy of the like uſage ances of the law, and to amend the vo

they themſelves had met with after the cation he had adorned. The union of the
treaty of Ryſwic; and the ſafett as well kingdoms, too, was projected by him ;
as moſt probable way of diſgracing the and it was not to his diſgrace, that the
romoters and adviſers.”

princeſs, whoſe prejudices he had con

Mr. Walpole has made this attempt of quered, and whoſe eſteem he had gained,
Swift, not leſs than that of Addiſon, the
ſubject of his ridicule. He obſerves, that
it is a character of lord Somers very dif
ferent from what he had given in his ca

offered him up, as one of the firſt ſacrifi
ces, on the altar of

Utrecht.

Such

deathleſs monuments of his parts and vir
tue diminiſh the regret we ſhould other

talogue, and from the picture drawn of wiſe feel, that, though lord Somers
him in the dedication of a tale of a tub. wrote ſeveral tracts, we are ignorant

º
O

Obſervations relative to Ireland.
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of the titles of many of them. So little
was fame his objećt.
A few years ago, came out a colle&ion
of ſcarce pieces, in four parts, each
conſiſting of four volumes in 4to, from
pamphlets chiefly colle&ted by lord So

drink like an

mers.

eat like an Engliſhman.

But a much more valuable trea

ſure, his lordſhip's colle&tion of original
papers and letters, was loſt by a fire in
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engraved in indelible chara&ters in the

temple of hoſpitality. I will take upon

me to ſay, that the Engliſhman, that can f
drink, will find them as hoſpitable as any
people in Europe; for if he will but

ºh,

he is welcome to
-

I remember to have heard, a very hoſ

É. gentleman

of this claſs, expreſs
imſelf in favour of a ſtranger from Éng
Yorke, Eſq; then his Majeſty's Sollicitor land, that was juſt introduced into the

the chambers of the honourable Charles

general, which happened in Lincoln’s- company, after a little converſation had
Inn-Square, on Saturday morning, Janu removed the ſtiffneſs and reſerve of a
firſt interview--‘‘ Well, Sir, as you
ary 27, 1752.

are come quite a ſtranger to this country,
Obſervations on the general State of Ire it becomes us to make it as agreeable to
There is a jovial
land, with Remarks on its Inhabitants, you as we can.
Manners, Improvements, &c. in a company of us to meet, at the Black
Iletter from an Engliſh Gentleman, on Rock, on Sunday next, where there
his Tour thro’ that Kingdom, to his Ho are five or ſix dozen of claret to be
nourable Friendin London.
emptied will you give us the honour of
your i.". Sir, you'll excuſe
me—I ſhallindeed.
be engaged.”—"Twas
very
inhabitants of this city, (of the hoſpitable
338
higher rank) and the kingdom in
To be ſerious, -for you may think,
general, are genteel, ſprightly, ſenſible,
ſociable, and, in general, treat the Eng Perhaps, that I have too freely given in
liſh with great complacence and affection. to the ill-natured ſtrain, and at the ex
Their dreſs, faſhions and diverſions, are pence of my hoſpitable friends.-I am
taken from them; and whoever ſhall carry very willing to believe, that, in their
over any ſpecies of theatrical entertain own acceptation of the term, as taken

Th;

ment from London, may be ſure to meet

with encouragement, if he has but the
good fortune to ſtand foremoſt in his pro
feſſion, for they have diſcernment.
They pique themſelves much on their
hoſpitality. I have no objection at all,
to allow them all the merit, and import

from the too frequent exhibition of it
amongſt themſelves, they have as much
hoſpitality as any people in the world.
But as, in this view of them, as well as
in every other, I would write with an
honeſt frankneſs; and without reſpect of

perſons, or fallacious colouring,

repre

ance, that is due to this commendable ſent things as I found them; I am very

virtue. But ſhould there be any appear free to ſay, that their hoſpitality ſeems
ance, of this Hibernian hoſpitality, that to , partake ſo much of intemperance,
to a candid ſpectator, ſhould ſeem to be and attended frequently with ſo much
miſcalled, and rather to deſerve the name
of oſtentation, from all of this kind, I

inconvenience, to the party entertained,
as to have given me, from a few trials
muſt beg leave to object, and every de of it, almoſt a diſguſt againſt allowing

gree of its preſumed me it : for I am them any pretenſions to it. The ſum and
afraid, that too much of this hoſpitality quinteſſence of hoſpitality, is expreſſed in
which appears in every province, has that ſingle line of Pope'.
a much greater right to oſtentation,
than to what is commendable.
“Welcome the coming, ſpeed the going
friend.”
If, inſtead of that unbecoming profuſion,
which ſometime appears amongſt the gen By which is implied, an abſence of every
tlemen of the firſt rank in the kingdom, ſpecies of compulſion, or reſtraint, and,
they would in the place of it ſet on foot ſome which is the true ſterling hoſpitality, the
generous and humane eſtabliſhment for making the choice of your gueſt, the
their miſerable poor, whom oppreſſion, meaſure of your friendſhip and entertain

poverty, and want of employment, ren

ment.

But to attempt to ſend him away

der as abjećt as any I have ſeen in my tra drunk, is ſurely ſetting him off with but
vels, their names then would deſerve to be very ill ſpeed. If a temperate man, ac
cepts
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cepts of an invitation, from one of theſe has a natural right, to examine into the
hoſpitable gentlemen, he can very ſeldom
eſcape, but by being abſolutely, and even

merits of it.

But after all, however doubtful he

to a degree of ill manners, peremptory, may be from experience, of the juſtice
without having five times, as much li of their claim, yet, if a requiſite degree
quor poured down his throat, as he would of candour, enters into his examination,
chuſe. To do juſtice to their generoſity, he muſt allow, there is a native ſprightli
however, he is free, and right welcome,
to eat juſt as much as he pleaſes; and
why he ſhould not have the ſame liberty,
with reſpect to drinking, (however hoſ

neſs, and ſociability, a ſpirit ºf gene
rofity and #. in their general
manner, that is conſpicuous and engag
ing, and that cannot fail, to recon

pitable the reſtrićtion, or rather forced mend them to ſtrangers. And whatever
profuſion) may be thought by theſe gen apprehenſions he may have, of the even
tlemen, I own, is to me a paradox in tual inconvenience, he can hardly refuſe,
urbanity. But, ſo far as there is any in to accept of an invitation, given with
tention, of trying the depth or ſoundneſs ſuch appearances of friendſhip, and good
of the conſtitution, or the bottom, as humour.

the expreſfion is, of their unſuſpecting

It is very extraordinary, that in this
large and populous city, there ſhould be
is ſuperlatively contemptible; and to an almoſt total want of good inns, for
raiſe a merit to themſelves, from having the accommodation of ſtrangers and tra
friend, over the bottle, their hoſpitality

made their gueſt moſt nobly drunk, is vellers, ſcarcely one, upon my honour,
betraying, at beſt, but a ſottiſh and in which an Engliſhman, of any ſenſe of
groveling taſte.
You would hardly decency, would be ſatisfied with his quar
think, that from the fimple dićtates of ters, and not above two or three in the
hoſpitality, a gentleman ſhould have his whole city that he could bear to be in ; ſo
horſe and boots locked up for two or that every one that is acquainted with the
three days, and himſelf, by that means, place, gets into private lodgings on their
in a manner forcibly detained, for eight arrival. But this is a circumſtance that

and forty hours, when he only intended, the ſtranger from England, or elſewhere,
and his buſineſs, perhaps, would only ad is often unacquainted with, and con
mit of, his taking a dinner and a chear ſequently frequently meet with difficul

ful glaſs. Yet, inſtances of this I have ties, that at firſt landing, will make it
known, I aſſure you, in this hoſpitable appear an inhoſpitable country. It may
country; to ſuch ridiculous extravagan happen, that he may be in diſtreſs, even
cies, may the moſt commendable virtues for a night's lodging, if the very few to
of humanity, be perverted by a falſe lerable inns ſhould be full. Nor is there
motion of things, ſupported by the autho above one bagnio in the whole city, where
rity of cuſtom. Among the ſenſible part a gentleman that had any regard for his
of the nation, however, the abſurdity of reputation or ſafety, would venture to
deriving ſuch a praćtice of inclination, lodge himſelf; this is in Effex-ſtreet; and
from the dićtates of hoſpitality, is too here it is more than an equal chance, that
glaring, to eſcape dete&tion, or to meet he is obliged to pay a ſhilling for a bed,
with any countenance; with theſe, there about two feet wide, in a room uot much
fore, in every country, it will deſervedly above four, perhaps. This has been m
caſe.' Tis true, you are generally lodged
be exploded.
What I have wrote on this ſubjest, clean and quiet ; and a perſon not more
has been with the utmoſt impartiality, delicate than wiſe, will compound with
and on which I have been more particu theſe inconveniencies, for the want of
lar, becauſe it is a favourite topic among room and elegance. I do not know a
them. It is a point of view, in which city in the three kingdoms, where a large
the natives of every province, appear to houſe, well fitted up, with as many neat
affume a diſtinguiſhing merit. In any apartments as poſſible, could be more
mixed company of different provincials, likely to anſwer the wiſhes or expe&tati
you will ſeldom fail, of having this for ons of the owner, than in this city. E
one of the ſubjects of your entertain very ſtranger, therefore, that propoſes
ment. In ſuch a fituation, the ſtranger making any ſtay in Dublin, if it be but
-

-

for
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for a fortnight, I would adviſe him to great in proſpe&t, but ſo ill ſet out with
have immediate recourſe to the public principle, that they will never extend far
coffee-houſes, of which he will find fe ther, ſuch are many of their inland navi
veral near the Cuſtom-houſe, where he gations, which ſeem to have no other me

may get directions to the private inhabi
tants, who furniſh lodgings ; and almoſt
every one in the public ſtreets, that can
ſpare an apartment, lets it for this uſe, ſo
that in an hour's time, he may, perhaps,
meet with one for a time that will be con
venient.

-

When thus happily ſituated, you may
with as little eaſe, introduce yourſelf into
good company here, as any where I know
of, for there are many public places in
the city, where they are to be met with,

rit, than for a while, ſupporting a num
ber of labourers and projectors, the lat
ter have addreſs ſufficient to ſupport them
ſelves in their appointments, work or
play; ſuch is the happineſs of being well
recommended, for in this country it is no
matter how much your execution contra

dićts your promiſes, it is enough you are

my friend's friend. Surely gentlemen could
not be ſo ſcandalouſly impoſed on, did they
but conſider and exert that knowledge,
which a liberal education muſt have given
and ſo much reſembles thoſe of London, them. I now find from experience, what
as would almoſt perſuade an Engliſhman before I only received as a general obſer
that he was at home. I find the follies vation ; that the univerſity of Dublin
of Cornhill have extended to Eſſex-ſtreet, made good claſſical ſcholars, and pretty
where are to be met every day, your men gentlemen of their pupils; I am ſure, had
of buſineſs, ſet off with their bit of lace, they dire&ted ſome part of their time to
and their tete de mouton, a la mode de Pa an acquaintance with Euclid, applying
ris, not but that you find many among that knowledge to ſome principles of
them (and they too the moſt opulent) who practical mathematics, which are of uſe
preſerve the ſame decency of appearance in life, they could not have been ſo much
they firſt ſet out with, commanding reſpe&t, impoſed on, by projećtors, who have
which ariſes from a knowledge of their talked them into a belief of the greateſt
worth, and not from appearances. I have abſurdities and impoſſibilities, as could
been happy with many of them, but in have appeared. Some few I have met
general, on topics of commerce, I have with, who were not to be impoſed on,
found them very limited in their concep and whoſe knowledge led to a convićtion
tion.
of theſe impoſſibilities, but not of influ
As to the Beau Monde, I found them ſo ence ſufficient to prevent them, by theſe
ſtrangely attached to dice and claret, that few I was let into the ſecret. A job, which
I ſcarce ever ventured amongſt them, ſome is the expedient ſome men have for
of their reſorts are really elegant, ſo that a getting money, and feeding their nume
man may get luxuriantiy drunk, and as rous dependants.
Dear Charles, I did not imagine, that
elegantly loſe his caſh, under the tender
appellation of ſporting it, which ſome at I ſhould ever have introduced into my
home, I underſtand will not ſuddenly for mind, by ſimilar circumſtances, the me
get; I had the good fortune not to be morable tranſaction of the year 1749,
taken in, I will not pretend to ſay I have when Bradſtreet in conjunction with o
not met with any other kind of compa thers, made that ſarcaſtical ſtroke on the

ny ; far otherwiſe, for from invitations, credulity of the Londoners, by propoſing
I have been as happy as ever I was at the New Theatre in the Hay-Market,
in my life, enjoying the ſocial glaſs, that a man ſhould by his dexterity intro
and ſweet converſe, but this under the duce himſelf into a bottle, you muſt re
roof of Friendſhip; for in public, ex member, how often we have been merry
cept at the theatre, every place of enter upon the occaſion with your Right Hon.
taminent leads to the evil juſt mentioned. father. Well may you ſay, what the
In the country I have been no leſs happy, devii have I to do with that piece of non
and could I but have reſtrained their hoſ. ſenſe now * Why, no other than the ill
pitality, I could have no cauſe to com founded ſatisfaction, we generally take
plain. Improvement is making large in finding others as filly as ourſelves ;
ſtrides in this kingdom, and not without for here the majority of a family, ant
taſte : to be particular is what I cannot that too not a very ſmall one, colle&ted
pretend to, however, I find ſome works from different parts of the kingdom have
June, 1767.
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been blown into a bottle, that is, made to times ſeemed to indicate, when we cloſed
believe, that a manufacture for the pur the hiſtorical part of our laſt volume;

poſe, could not be too liberally ſupported, yet it will be allowed, that the beginning
which, as intended, has ſince evaporated of the year 1766 appeared to them with
into ſmoke, while the true ARcANUM, the moſt intereſting events, and threaten
ſunk into the pockets of the projećtors, ed to be an aera of great revolutions. A
and their helpers; of theſe ſpecies there ſpirit of liberty, which no time nor op
are many, but I will forbear to mention preſſion can entirely efface in the human
any more, leſt I ſhould be condemned for a breaſt, dawned forth in regions and a
ſpy, and ſuſpected only of coming to ex mongſt people, where, it might have been
poſe the nakedneſs of the land, and to make imagined, the term was ſcarce ever heard,
but an ill return for the many hearty wel much leſs underſtood.
comes I have met with ; therefore I ſhall
The diſſatisfactions which had unhap
only ſay, that the blunders, for which this pily ſubſiſted between Great-Britain and
country was once remarkable, are an inno her colonies, were not ſubſided, when diſ
cent ſpecies, to thoſe that now charaćteriſe turbances of a moſt alarming nature, and
the kingdom.
which might have been attended with the
Fortifications, Barracks, and Inland. moſt dangerous conſequences, happened
navigation, afford a large field for ex in Spain. Theſe diſturbances appeared
ſº and each have their particu the more ſerious, as they were ſo very
ar undertakers, the fund the public's, unuſual in a nation, which has been al
whoſe caſh is not of equal component ways charaćterized by the moſt inviolable
parts with that of England, for a pound loyalty and attachment to its monarchs.
there will go faither than an hundred
Before the general ſurpriſe which this
here, the ratio I will not pretend to de event naturally occaſioned, could wear
termine, for that, I muſt refer you to off, an account was publicly circulated
ſome particular boards; a reformation is throughout all Europe, of a revolution in
expected and defired, but not that a co the Spaniſh dominions in South America.
nomy, which lately ſettled among us, from A report had been ſpread, circumſtantial
the land of inhoſpitality,
enough to gain no ſlight degree of credit,
I am with reſpect yours, &c. that the coloniſts inhabiting thoſe vaſt
had entirely thrown off the
The Appearance of the Annual Regiſler countries,
of their European maſters, and even
for the laſt 1?ar, gives us the Opportu yoke
to the eſtabliſhment of a regu
nity of laying before our Readers, the proceeded
lar form of government amongſt then
Political State of the different Powers ſelves.
for that Period, which we ſhall do
It is ſcarcely neceſſary to be obſerved,
‘without any Contraclion, as it makes a if ſuch a revolution had reakly taken
‘very acceptable Article.
lace, what a total change it muſt have
introduced
in the political ſyſtem of pow
(The Political History, &c. for er and commerce,
in the old, as well as
1766, continued from page 599, in the new world. Had the defe&tion been
Mag. for O&#. 1766.)
ſo univerſal as it was at firſt repreſented,
there is great reaſon to ſuppoſe, that in
General Affed of Affairs at the Beginning the
preſent ſtate of the Spaniſh monarchy,
of the Year. Commotions and Inſur that crown would have found the greateſt
re&ions in various Parts of the Hºorld. difficulty in reducing the rebels to obedi
State of Europe. France. Cloſe Uni ence. The immenſe diſtance of the ſcene
on of the Houſe of Bourbon ſill conti of a&ion, the difficulty of tranſporting
nues. Proteſtant Syſtem ſtrengthened, troops, together with the various changes
by the Prince of Orange's being of Age, of climate and food, which European ſol
as well as by the late Marriages. Den diers muſt undergo, before they could at
mark. Ruſſia. Germany. Italy. Pre all act, would appear unſurmountable ob
fent Appearance of Things in general ſtacles to ſuch an attempt. To which
Pacific.
may be added, the vaſt extent of the coun
HOUGH the great changes in tries in queſtion; the numbers of their
the general political ſyſtem have inhabitants, inſpirited by the deſire of li
berty,
not taken place, which the aſpect of the
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berty, as well as by a conſciouſneſs of county, and is ſaid to have defeated the
their natural advantages; covered, as Turks in many battles. Our accounts of
they are by immeaſurable ſeas, or by de theſe tranſactions, paſſing through a barba
ſerts, almoſt as boundleſs, and more im rous and confuſed medium, are hitherto,
paſſable. It is poſſible too, that in ſuch and will probably continue for ſome time,
an event they might have ſome foreign imperfect and inaccurate. There are no
ſupport. The commercial world would authentic accounts of national affairs pub
ſcarcely, it is to be feared, have on this liſhed in Turkey. The ſtories of the
occaſion ſhewn an inſtance of diſintereſt victories obtained by this Prince, were
edneſs, which the hiſtory of mankind has probably ſomething exaggerated, and the
not yet afforded, in refuſing ſo many great conſequences which were ſuppoſed
lucrative branches of commence, from to be the reſult of them much more ſo.

which they have hitherto, with ſo extreme
a jealouſy, been ſhut out.
About the ſame period of time, ac
counts were received every day, of in
ſurre&tions among the French in St Do
mingo; provoked, as it was ſaid, by the
tyranny of the count d'Eſtaing, their go
vernor.

It was ſaid, that Heraclius having ſubdu
ed ſeveral of the neighbouring countries,
had extended his conqueſts to the coaſts

of the Black-ſea, had taken the imperial
city of Trebiſonde, and, at the head of
a vaſt army, threatened nothing leſs than

the ſubverſion of the whole Ottoman em

Thoſe who look back upon the pire.

narratives of the late war in the Eaſt In

dies, will ſee, with ſome indignation, the
court of France rewarding, with one of
its beſt governments, a perſon ſo juſtly
obnoxious for violating one of the moſt
ſacred obligations of the laws of war be
tween civilized nations. The diſturbances

The inſurre&tion which happened in
Egypt and Cyprus, ſeemed to confirm,
that the diſtemper was epidemical through
out the greateſt part of the globe.

We

ſhall, under their reſpective heads, give
the beſt accounts we have been able to
collect, of ſuch of theſe commotions as

in their colonies might ſeem naturally and come within the plan of our obſervation;
juſtly enough the effects of ſuch a pro and as the clouds are now diſperſed with.
feeding.
out any conſiderable effects, which, from
-

Inſurre&tions were not confined to the

ſo many different quarters, ſeemed to

weſtern parts of the old and the new darken the political hemiſphere; we ſhall
world. The ſpirit of liberty, ſeemed to now conſider the general ſtate of affairs,
have walked forth over the face of the as they appear at preſent.
earth, and to threaten revolutions in eve

Europe, ſtill fore with the wounds it

ry part. In the eaſt, which had ever been
the natural ſoil of deſpotiſm, the martial
Georgian Prince Heraclius, famous ſome
years ſince for his vićtories over the Per
fians, formed the glorious projećt of at
tempting to deliver his country from the
bondage of the Turks.

received in the laſt war, ſeems as yet de
firous of reſt and peace. There have
been in different periods of hiſtory, and
different parts of the world, ſome very
poor, and very military nations, who had
no other road to riches or conſideration

but war. No experience of the miſchiefs

The Georgians (who are a Chriſtian attending it, can affect people of that
nation) had long ſubmitted to an igno
minious tribute, of delivering up every
year, for the uſe of the Turkiſh ſeraglio's,
a great number of their nobleſt and moſt
beautiful virgins; their country having
in all ages been famous for producing the

character; it would be ridiculous to cau

tion a man againſt danger, wounds, or
even death, who had no poſſible manner

of living, but by encountering them.
To the happineſs of mankind, Providence

has now circumſcribed theſe hungry na
tions within very narrow bounds; like
gians, ſpirited by Heraclius, refuſed to the birds and beaſts of prey, their num
continue this ſhameful tribute, and offer bers are far from being conſiderable, and
fineſt women in the world.

The Geor

ed to commute for it, by paying a certain
ſum of money; which propoſal was re
jećted by the Turks. In the war which
enſued, Heraclius bravely aſſerted the
rights of mankind in the liberties of his

Europe at preſent is infeſted with but few
of them. On a review of the wars of this
century in Europe, and their conſequen

ces, it would be difficult to prove any na
tion at all a gainer by them. Ambition
X x 2.

indeed

*
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what they poſſeſſed on the Miſſippi; and

-

indeed is not very attentive to calculations.

It is, however, to be hoped, that the to the Spaniards, as it is univerſally report
tal want of any brilliºnt acquiſition, may, ed and believed, have relinquiſhed to them
for a while at leaſt, check that ſuit of do the part that ſtill remained in their hands

minion, which has been for now, almoſt of the great and valuable iſland of Hiſpa
an age, ſo very unfruitful. There is but niola. Many have been ſurpriſed, that
one prince now living on the continent of this exchange of territory was not by ſome
Europe, who has been even apparently neans attempted to be fruſtrated by Great
a gainer by conqueſt; and it ſtill remains Britain ; conſidering how much it muſt
doubt, whether, in three ſucceſſive wars, affect our poſitions in the Weſt-Indies,
he has not paid more for his purchaſe than and ſo great and valuable a branch of ou.
it is worth, excluſive of the riſks he has commerce, as the ſugar-trade. ..
a

himſelf run, and which his ſucceſſors will

France ſeems, as well as England, to
probably be liable to, in conſequence of have entirely dropped her tubſidiary con
his victories.

nections in Germany. With her new al
exhauſted ly, the houſe of Auſtria, ſhe, however,
as moſt of the principal powers in Europe keeps upon the moſt friendly terms, and
-

In this ſituation of affairs,

are of men and money, and involved there ſeeins to be a cordial harmony be—
deeply in debt, it is poſſible that they tween them. In the north, her intereſt
may ſuffer mankind to indulge for ſome ſeems to have declined greatly; though
years longer in the bleſfings of peace. it is ſaid, notwithſtanding theſe appearan
Our next neighbour and old rival, France, ces, that her anbaſſador at the court of
ſeems in theie circumſtances,

vaſt

as her

Peterſburgh has lately got leave to fiabl

natural reſources are. The conſequences liſh a factory at Archangel, on the White
of a ruinous war having reduced her very ſea. It is alſo believed that ſhe has at

nearly to a ſtate of general bankruptcy,
nothing but time, together with the ſtriët
eſt occonomy, attention, and induſtry, can
reſtore to their former ſtate, her manufac

tempted to negotiate a treaty of more con
ſequence with Sweden; whereby ſhe has

offered to pay the ſubſidy arrears due

to

that court, upon condition that the Swedes
tures, commerce, marine, and finances. ſhould build her a certain number of Innen
To all theſe points, however, ſhe has with of war at a ſtated price, and ſupply her
equal aſſiduity and ſucceſs been very at for the future, in caſe of war, with a
tentive ſince the peace; in which time ſhe fixed number of ſhips and ſailors, in lieu,
has recovered her trade, in many parts of of the old ſtipulation of land-forces.
the world, to a ſurpriſing degree. It is This ſeems an improvement of her plan
true, her attempts to retrieve her com of northern Politics. Indeed both France
merce, have met with diſcouragements, and Spain, ſenſible of their paſt errors,
and the dreadful hurricanes in the Weſt

and of the great importance of the obſ

Indies, and ſome other misfortunes, have
put them back conſiderably, in ſome ar
ticles of it; but, on the whole, the na
tural advantages of that country, in the
hands of an enterprizing, and induſtrious

jećt, are increaſing their marine, with the

their favour, and they recover apace.

Corſica, ſince their troops took poſſeſſion

not unwearied aſſiduity; in which the

former has been greatly aſſified, as

well

by the Genoeſe, as by the great quantity
of ſhip timber with which they have
people, have had a conſtant operation in ſupplied their arſenals at Toulon, from
The court of France ſeems at preſent to of the Genoeſe part of that iſland.
The affair of the Canada bills, which

lay itſelf out with the greateſt care, to ce
ment and cultivate the ſº ièt alliance and

was the only cauſe of altercation that
family union with the other branches of Tºmained between the courts of Great
the houſe of Bourbon, in Spain and Na Britain and France, has been amicably
ples. The preſent king of Spain, howe ſettled to the ſatisfaction of both. Thº.
ver diſagreeable it may be to the Spaniards the court of Spain has not yet thought
in general, gives cntirely into French mea Prºper to manifeſt that regard to juſtice
fures, and makes a common intereſt of and honour, with reſpect to the Maniſia
the affairs of both nations. Mutual ceſ ranſom, which might have been wiſhed
ſions of lands, it is ſaid, have been made *nd ºxpected, yet it is not probable, that
in America and the Weſt Indies; the it will ſo ſuddenly venture to involve it.
French having given up to the Spaniards, ſelf in a ſecond rupture with Great-Bºi
-

-

tain.
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tain. Spain has already ſuffered by her appearance, thoſe that are the offspring
obſtimacy in that affair, if it be true, as
is generally believed, that it was in con
ſequence of her fears for the vengeance
that night have been taken upon that

which the Princes of that illuſtrious houſe

account, that the flota which had already

The Empreſs of Ruſſia (excepting the

of fear or neceſſity, in deſpotic govern
ments, ſufficiently teſtify the great weight
will ever bear in the reptºtic.

ſailed for Europe, was ſtopt in its voy part ſhe has taken in the affairs of Po
•ge, and remanded back again to its port. land, which we ſhall take notice of in
The detention of their Weſt-India trea the next chapter) ſtill preſerves the ſame
ſure is always attended with ill conſe pacific aſpect towards the reſt of Europe,
quences in that country; nor are theſe and the ſame attention to the intereſt and
confined to the commercial part of the improvement of her ſubjects, which we
nation, the people in general ſenſibly feel have already with pleaſure remarked in
them.

The miſchief however did not our former volumes.

ſtop there; the fleet having afterwards
received orders to ſail for Europe, met
with a violent ſtorm, by which ſome of
the ſhips were drove aſhore, and the reſt
obliged to put back in a ſhattered condi
tion to the Havannah.

Her court is be

come the aſylum of the ſciences, to which
ſhe invites learned men from every part

of Europe. Among the reſt the celebra
ted profeſſor Euler from Berlin is at pre
ſent one of her moſt remarkable gueſts;
on whom her Imperial Majeſty has ſettled

The alliance by marriage, which we a large annual ſtipend, made him a pre
have formerly taken notice of, between ſent of a houſe, beſides many other marks
Great-Britain and Denmark, as well as

of her royal favour and protećtion.

that which took place about the ſame
time, between a fifter of the preſent King
of Denmark and the Prince Royal of
Sweden, by cementing anew, and draw
ing cloſer together the Proteſtant intereſt,

Germany, as well as Italy, afford at
preſent but little room for political obſer
vation. The two great rival powers in

the former, at the ſame time that they
take the greateſt care to complete their

ſeems in a great meaſure to counter armies, and remount their cavalry, ſeem

poiſe the cloſe union of the houſe of Bour for the preſent to have no particular inten
tion to give umbrage one to the other.
Though the death of the late King of The part which the King of Pruffia has
Denmark has hitherto made no viſible al taken, in concert with Ruſſia, Denmark,
teration in the ſyſtem of the north ; yet and England, in the affairs of Poland,
it may not be vain to expect, that a total does not appear (partly through the ina
change will take place in the condućt of bility of the Poles to contend with the
that court. Influenced entirely, as it has great powers in queſtion) likely to be
been for ſome years paſt, by French coun attended with any extraordinary conſe
ciis, we may now hope to ſee an Anglo quences; , , unleſs, the Empreſs Queen,
Pruſſian ſyſtem take place in their ſtead. ſtimulated by her hatred to the King of

bon.

-

It is not to be doubted, but the amiable Pruſſia, ſhould make the Catholic cauſe a

Princeſs whom his Daniſh Majeſty has
eſpouſed, will contribute greatly to in
creaſe theſe good diſpoſitions, as well as
the harmony and friendſhip which ſub

pretext for interfering in favour of Po
land; in which caſe there can be no poſſi
bility of foreſeeing how far the conſe
quences may extend

ſiſts between our court and nation, and

The moſt remarkable incident which

-

thoſe of Denmark.

this year produced in Italy, was the
perpetual Pope's abſºlute refuſal to acknowledge,
Stadtholder of the United Provinces,
by any of thoſe vain titles, which he
ing alſo happily arrived o
pretended to claim in right of his father,
8th March,
to . à: admini
The Prince of Orange,

º,

º;

the eldeſt ſon of the unhappy family of

ſtation upon him, may be Stuart. This example has been follow
looked upon as a great addition and ed, even by theſe Roman Catholic Prin
ſtrength to the Proteſtant ſyſtem. The ces who had formerly given the greateſt
great and voluntary rejoicings which were protećtion to that family ; ſo that as the
jo univerſaily made upon that occaſion father had lived long enough to ſee every
throughout the whole United Provinces, hope of ſucceſs to his claims on theſe
and which exceeded, even as to outward kingdoms extinct and dead, the ſon has
1766.
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already found his very pretenſions diſa occaſion by the parliament of Paris, the

vowed by every power in Europe. The ſudden and unexpected ar- d March
ſuperiors of the Engliſh, Scotch, and rival of the King in that 3 ;:
Iriſh colleges in Rome, having thºught metropolis, gave ſufficient

roper to pay

>

1765.

honours which the cauſe of ſurpriſe and alarm, as well to

W. had himſelfthoſerefuſed and

forbidden, them, as to the Paliſians in general. He
were, upon that account, ſent into exile; was no ſooner arrived in that city, than

while the unfortunate adventurer retired he immediately went to the grand cham
into the country to avoid the mortificati ber of the parliament, to hold a bed of
ons which he muſt have hourly experien
when the chambers being aſſem

º

ced in that capital. On a ſurvey of af led, he told them, “ He was come
fairs in all parts of Europe, on the whole; himſelf to anſwer all their remonſtrances;
that what had paſſed in his parliaments of
appearances are Pacific.
Pau and Rennes, did not any ways re

Diſſºlution of the Parliament of Brittany; late to his other parliaments; that he had
A new Commiſſion appointed in its
room. French King goes to Pariſ, and
holds a Bed of juſtice; annu's the Ar
ret, in Favour of the Parliament of

aćted in regard to thoſe two courts, as
from his authority it behoved him, and
was accountable to nobody–That he
ſhould not have had any other anſwer to

Brittany. Execution of Lally. Cºm:

make to the remonſtrances which had

motion in Sweden, occaſioned by Hoff been made to him on the ſubjećt, if
man. Proceedings of the Diet in that their re-union, the indecency of ſtyle,
Country, &c. Affairs of Poland. the temerity of the moſt erroneous prin
Great Powers Guarantees of the Trea ciples, and the affectation or new ex
ty of Oliva, interpoſe in Favour of the preſſions to charaćteriſe them, did not
fººdents. Violent Heats in the Diet manifeſt the pernicious conſequences of
upon that Subject. Ruſſian Troops en that ſyſtem of unity, which he had alrea
tºr the Kingdom. The Diet breaks up dy preſcribed; and which they wanted
without making the Concºſions required. to eſtabliſh in principle, at the ſame time
they were bold enough to put it in prac
HE diſputes which have ſo long ſub tice ... I will not ſuffer (ſaid his Majeſty)
fiſted between the French King and an aſſociation to be formed in my king
his parliaments, ſeem nearly ſubſided; at dom, which might grow into a confede
leaſt they lie dormant for the preſent. racy of reſiſtance,” &c.
The parliament of Rouen
The unfortunate parliament of Brittany
4.
has been the victim to theſe diſputes, ſent a grand deputation to March
1766
having ſuffered an entire diſſolution. A. the king upon the ſame occa760.
-

new commiſſion, conſiſting of ſixty mem ſion. In their remonſtrance which ac
bers, has been appointed by the King's companied it, they ſtrongly reminded his
authority
in its room. A ſevere proſe Majeſty of his coronation-oath; from
cution was, at the ſame time, carried
on

which they inſinuated a compačt between

againſt the degraded members. Howe the king and the people. In the king's
anſwer

to which, he made uſe of the fol
ver, in the inſtant when ſentence was to
have been paſſed againſt them, the King lowing remarkable diſtinčtion, viz. The
himſelf thought proper, by a politic le oath which I have made, not to the na
nity, to put a ſtop to the protes, and to tion, as you take upon you to ſay, but to
ušfiſh letters of amneſty in their favour. God alone, obliges me, &c. He at the

º, theſe letters they have

leave to retire

ſame time annulled all the arrets that had

to their own eſtates, except M. de Cha been made by that parliament, upon the

lotais, and his ſon, who are exiled to ſubject of thoſe of Pau and Brittany.
The other parliaments of the kingdom The ſpirit ſhewn by the counſellors of
S atntez.
-

the parliament of Brittany upon this oc

were far from being indifferent ſpectatois caſion, is very memorable. They ab
of the fate of their brethren of Brittany;
they made uſe of the moſt unwearied ap
plications, and the moſt ſpirited remon
firances in their favour. During the Wi

gorous exertions that were made on

this

ſolutely refuſed, though ordered by the
king, to reſume their functions; alledg
ing, that as they had taken an oath to
their parliament, they could not plead
before the commiſſion, which the king
had

-

\
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had appointed in its room. In conſe nary act, was to prevent his atteſting his
quence of this refuſal, they were ordered innocence to the people; who were much
to be included in the liſt of thoſe that affected, as well at his ſentence, as the
were to be drafted for the militia; ſuch manner of executing it. The rage of
as the lot fell on, were immediately o the parliament purſued him even after
bliged to join their reſpective battalions, death, and would not ſuffer his being
.# the reſt employed in forming the buried according to his rank. They ai.
city-guard. It remains to be ſeen, in ſo iſſued a ſevere arret againſt thoſe who
what manner the Bretons will acquieſce ſhould conceal any part of his effects.
in the juriſdiction of the new commiſſion, It was remarkable upon this occaſion,
and what farther effects it may produce that no particular crime was ſpecified in
in the temper of the parliaments of that the ſentence againſt Lally, but a general
kingdom.
accumulative charge, in which treaſºn
In the midſt of theſe agitations, the was comprehended, , but the particular
unfortunate Count Lally was tried and overt acts not ſpecified.
condemned by the parliament of Paris,
He made his defence with great pre
for faults laid to his charge during his ſence of mind, eloquence, and preciſion.
command in the Eaſt-Indies. The affairs The public, though far from exculpating
of this extraordinary man had engaged this unfortunate gentleman, thought tney
much of the public attention. The ruin ſaw many circumſtances attending his
of the French power in the Eaſt Indies, trial and execution, which it was impoſi
had involved all who were concerned in

ble not to object to. The incompetency

their affairs in that part of the world in
the moſt furious diſputes. Things were
come to that paſs, that either Lally muſt
ſuffer, or many confiderable perſons, the
moſt ſtrongly allied, and the moſt power
fully protected in France, be expoſed to
infamy and ruin. This was a bad fitua
tion for an unpopular man and a ſtran
ger. This officer petitioned to put off
the trial for only eight days, to give his
judges time to read his defence, which

of the judges, is among this number;

improve our opinion of the coolneſs or
temper of the tribunal which condemned

was refuſed, to one who had been kept a

him. ...Upon the whole, while this trial,

priſoner near three years. Sen
tence was paſſed on him the day
after his trial. In three days after he
May 9 was executed. He was not ap
priſed of the ſentence which was
paſſed againſt him, till within a few hours
of his death. By the arret which the
parliament paſſed on that occaſion, his
effects were confiſcated to the king; ex
cept the ſum of three hundred thouſand
May 6.

as deciſions upon the merits of military

operations, ſeem to be entirely out of
the ſphere of the gentlemen of the lon
robe. The precipitancy alſo of his ſen:
tence and execution, the circumſtances of

cruelty that attended them, and the vio

lent ſpirit of party which appeared thro'
the whole proſecution, do not ſerve to

as well as ſome others, which late

years

have produced in France, give but very
indifferent ideas of the ſtate of juſtice in
that kingdom, they ſerve to make us
more ſenſible of the bleſfings of a free
conſtitution, where the meaneſt perſon

muſt be tried, for every crime, by his
peers, and no ſentence can paſs, without

ſome particular crime is fully proved, the
degree of puniſhment for which is affixed

livres, which was ordered to be diſtribu by ſome known and poſitive law.

ted among the poor inhabitants of Pon . An odd commotion happened this year
dicherry; and ten thouſand more that in Sweden ; which as it was begun with
were to be laid out in bread, for the pri

ſoners in the Conciergerie. This ink.
tunate vićtim of his own pride and raſh
neſs, and of party-reſentment, was gag
ged at the place of execution, under
pretence, that he had attempted to choke
himſelf with his tongue. He had indeed

out any ſeeming plan or deſign, ſo it en
ded without any other conſequence than
the execution of a few of the ring-lead
ers.

One Hoffman, who was what they

call, in that country, a rutthalter, that

is, a peaſant who occupies a farm belong
ing to the crown, and is thereby oblig'd

made ſome fruitleſs attempts upon his to maiutain a trooper and his horſe, i.ad
life, which might have given ſome co been elected by the peaſants of the diſtrict
lour to this proceeding; but it was ſup of Weden, in the government of Eiſs
poſed the real motive to this extraordi bourgh, as their deputy, to repreſent
them
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Swediſh conſtitution), to exclude him

rial on ſome of the king's eſtates. This
tenth had been originally granted, to ena
ble the clergy to exerciſe hoſpitality; but
the other three orders of the diet, being
now of opinion that it was not applied to
that purpoſe, or that the purpoſe itſelf
was no longer of national importance,
they united this revenue to the other

from the ſeat to which he had been ele&t-

funds of the ſtate.

refuſed to admit him, becauſe they knew

he was of a reſtleſs diſpoſition and turbu
lent ſpirit.
It is impoſſible to ſay how far this
reaſon (the only one aſſigned in the pub
lic accounts) was valid, (agreeably to the
i

ed. It is certain that he thought himſelf
They alſo recalled a great number of
highly injured, and determined on re penſions, which had been granted by
venge. For this purpoſe he aſſembled ſix former diets. But occonomy like all o
bundred peaſants, with deſign to march ther virtues, when carried to an extreme,
dire&tly to Stockholm. On his arrival may degenerate into a vice. The diet
before Boras with his troops, he wrote a reduced to a thouſand crowns per annum,

letter to the regency of that town, in the the penſion that had been granted to the
ſame terms which a general makes uſe of celebrated Count Teſlin, who is now in
when he ſummons a fortreſs. But when the 74th year of his age; had been go
he heard that troops were in march againſt vernor to the prince royal, ambaſſador to
him, and had cut off all hopes of a com ſeveral courts, prime miniſter, and was

munication with Stockholm, his heart twice marſhal of the diet; all which offi
failing him all at once, he ſtole away ces he had diſcharged with the greateſt

from his company in a cowardly manner, honour, and was equally eminent for his
and hid himſelf in a wood. The pea talents and integrity. This circumſtance
fants whom he had ſeduced, irritated at is however (it is hoped) ſon:e proof of
his abandoming them on the firſt glimpſe the overthrow of the French faction in
of danger, and being now ſenſible of the that kingdom, as the Count had been al
illuſion, ſeized, and delivered him into

ways the great ſupporter of that party

the hands of the Baron de Poſſe, the go
vernor of thoſe quarters.
That nobleman having made a proper
inquiry into the affair, ſecured twelve of
the ringleaders, and ſuffered the reſt to
return quietly to their habitations. An
extraordinary commiſſion was eſtabliſhed
at Stockholm to try the delinquents.
Hoffman was ſeveral times put to the

and ſyſtem.
A remarkable incident happened at the
breaking up of this active diet. One of
the deputies of the order of peaſants,

torture, which could extort no diſcover

which were found in his cheſt. This man

who had aſſified at it, was on his return

home arreſted by his conſtituents, in or
der to bring him to an account, how he

became poſſeſſed of a large ſum of money,
amounting to ſeveral thouſand dollars,

of accomplices from him; though it is ner of proceſs ſeems very extraordinary,
ſaid he confeſſed, that his deſign was to and tends to excite in a native of this
overturn the whole frame of government. country, an odd opinion of the ſpirit of
At length he and two more of the ring the laws and conſtitution of Sweden.

leaders were hanged; ſome of the reſt

The diffidents of the kingdom of Po

were ſent to work on the fortifications, land, by which name are diſtinguiſhed

and others whipt. A general pardon was

the members of the Greek and reformed

granted to the reſt of the peaſants, many

churches in that country, having laboured

of whom, the account ſays, were drawn under divers oppreſſions and diſcourage
to aſſemble themſelves without well know ments, applied to the great powers, who
are guarantees of the treaty of Oliva, to
ing what purpoſe was intended.
The diet of this year was full of vi uſe their mediation with the king and re
gour. They attended with uncommon public in their favour. In conſequence
diligence to the interior affairs of their of theſe applications, the courts of Pe
country. They made ſeveral ceconomi terſburgh, Berlin, Great Britain, and
cal regulations of great conſequence. Denmark, preſented memorials ſtrongly
One of the moſt conſiderable fell upon in their favour, to be laid before the diet
the revenues of the church. This regu at its opening. It may not be unneceſ
lation deprived the clergy of a tenth, ſary to premiſe, for the better underſtand
which they had raiſed for time immemo ing of the following debates, that,

.

the
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the treaty of Oliva, the diffidents, who only
inſteadtoof mollifying,
ſerved
É. diet, 21ſt Nov.
are a numerous body in that kingdom,
were to be ſecured in the free exerciſe of which fell into violent heat and diſorder;
their religious rites, and in the poſſeſſion and many of the members demanded
of all ſuch privileges as they had enjoyed with great impetuoſity, that the propoſal
before that time. In the changes which of the Biſhop of Wilna ſhould be ſigned.
have ſince happened, in that ſo often un The king finding the members were in a
ſettled kingdom, various conſtitutions, great ferment, attemptcd to adjourn the
according to the temper of the times, ſeſſion to another day; but not being able
have been paſſed againſt the diſfidents, to accompliſh it, his Majeſty retired from
which have been more or leſs enforced, the aſſembly. Then the Prince Primate
in proportion as the ſame temper happen was preſſed to continue the ſeſſions; and
ed to be violent or moderate. The me the marſhal of the diet went ſo far, as
diating powers wanted to go back to the to declare in the name of his party, that
ſpirit of the treaty, without any regard he would not quit the palace till this affair
to thoſe intermediate conſtitutions, which was ſettled. This importunity induced
were not only in direct violation of it, the Prince Primate to retire likewiſe;
but had been made in troubleſome and upon which the nuncio's were ſo irritated,
unſettled times ; while, on the other that they ſuddenly left the ſenate, in or
hand, the Poles infiſted on the ſtrićt ob der to go to their own place of meeting,
ſervance of their laws, of which the and finding the door locked, would have
broke it open, if ſome of the ſenators
conſtitutions are now a part.
The memorials we have taken notice
not interpoſed, and moderated their
of, were unfortunately far from produ ury.
In a few days after, the pro
cing the deſired effect. On
1ſt Sept. º. opening of the diet, the poſal of the Biſhop of Wilna 24th Nov.
1766. Biſhop of Cracovia (or, as lat was again read; and there
ter accounts ſay, the Biſhop of Wilna) was not a member of the aſſembly who
declared in an inflammatory ſpeech, dared, or would oppoſe it; ſo that it was
“That the firſt point of the Pašta con generally approved, and afterwards ſign
venta, ordains the maintenance of the ed. By this decifion, all the conſtituti
Catholic religion ; that, according to the ons againſt the diſſidents, which we have
laws of the kingdom, nothing could be already taken notice of, particularly thoſe
granted to the diffidents; not even the of 1717, 1723, 1736, and 1764, were re
toleration of their worſhip; and that they vived and confirmed.
had violated the laws of the republic, by
Some time before this, a ſtrong memo

º

.

applying to foreign powers for protećtion.
He then read a plan for a law, enjoining
that the republic ſhould never grant to
the diſfidents any other privileges than
what they now enjoy ; and demanded,
whether the two chambers unanimouſly
agreed thereto. The ſtates anſwered him
by a general acclamation. The king,
however, found means to ſuſpend the
execution of this plan for the preſent,

rial was delivered, at the motion of the

Biſhop of Wilna, to prince Repnin, the
Ruſſian ambaſſador, upon the ſubject of
the Ruſſian troops that had entered Po

land; and to

.

upon their immediate

departure out of that kingdom. This
memorial produced no manner of effect,

and ſeemed to be very little attended to;
on the contrary it was ſaid, that orders

were given to quarter ſome of thoſe troops

and had it deferred, till it ſhould come in on the eſtates of the Biſhop of Wilna,
due courſe, along with the other new laws and others, who were moſt remarkable

that were to be propoſed to the diet.
for their violence in the proceedings a
In the mean time, ſome R iſſian troops gainſt the diſfidents.
advanced within a few miles of Warſaw;
The laſt day of its fitting,
h
and new declafations were the diet ſeemed to have reco 29th Nov.
4th Nov. ...de ... the part of the me vered greatly from that heat
diating powers; among which, that of and violence with which it was ſo lately
Mr. Wroughton, the Britiſh miniſter, agitated. The affair of the diffidents
which is remarkable, as well for its was again brought under conſideration,
energy, as the tender and friendly terms on which they ſat ſeventeen hours, and
canne
in which it is expreſſed. Theſe ſteps,
June, 1767.
Y y
-
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came to the following reſolution : “We

June,

ers, who claimed and expe&ted much

have teceived, with all poſſible confidera greater, will be at all ſatisfied with theſe
tion, the declarations which the ambaſſa conceſſions; nor is it well to be conceiv

dor of her Imperial Majeſty of all the ed, confidering the vicinity and power of
Ruſſias, the prince de Repnin; the mi two of them, if they perfiſt in their ſol

niſter plenipotentiary of his Majeſty the

licitations, how the Poles can avoid com

King of Pruſſia, M. Benoit ; the Eng plying with them.
liſh miniſter, Mr. Wroughton ; and the
The ſituation of the King of Poland
Daniſh miniſter, M. de St. Saforin, have upon this occaſion is truly pitiable; bleſ
preſented, in writing, on the part of their ſed as he is with a great and enlarged
reſpective ſovereigns, in favour of the mind, with extenſive parts, and a liberal
Greeks and diſfidents in the kingdom of education, there is little doubt, that he
Poland and great duchy of Lithuania. is in himſelf an enemy to perſecution ;
We aſſure thoſe miniſters, that we will and would wiſh, without any foreign
fully maintain the ſaid diffidents in all application, to be able to redreſs thoſe
the rights and prerogatives to which they grievances, which through his circum
are intitled by the laws of the country, ſcribed power, and the prejudices of his
particularly by the conſtitution of the year country, he is at preſent reſtrained from
1717, &c. and by treaties
As to the attempting.
It muſt add to his ſenſibili
griefs of the diffidents in reſpect to the ty, that, upon this occaſion, he is obii
exerciſe of their religion, the college of ged to differ with thoſe powers whom he
the Moſt Reverend Archbiſhops and Bi is under the greateſt obligations to, who
ſhops, under the direction of the Prince had a conſiderable ſhare in procuring him
Primate, will endeavour to remove thoſe
difficulties, in a manner conformable to

his crown, and with one of whom he has

from thence communicated to all thoſe

under to the Empreſs of Ruſſia, among

had a perſonal acquaintance and friend
juſtice and neighbourly love. The re ſhip.–His anſwer to the miniſter of Ruſ
gulation drawn on this ſubject, ſhall be ſia is remarkable, “I have not forgotten
inſerted in the acts of the metrique, and (ſays his Majeſty) the obligations I am,
who ſhall require it.

We charge the the means which God almighty made uſe
chancellors of the two nations, to reports of to raiſe me to the throne; but when
this reſolution to the ambaſſadors and I came to it, I promiſed the exačt obſer
miniſters above mentioned.”

vation of my religion throughout my

The ſame day the epiſcopal college kingdom. If I was weak enough to
ſigned mine articles, which were depoſited abandon it, my life and my throne would
among the archives, in favour of the be expoſed to the juſt reſentment of my
ſubjects. I am threatened with forcible
means to oblige me to do what is aſked
of their worſhip, in all the places where of me, which would reduce me to an

Greeks and Proteſtants.
diſlidents are allowed

By theſe, the

the free exerciſe

they have been allowed by the laws to extremity equaliy unhappy. I perceive
have churches; they may repair theſe ganger in whatever reſolution I may take,
churches, or build them; but they are

but I had rather be expoſed to ſuch as my

not to enlarge their extent; they are to
be allowed burying-places, but the fune
rals mutt be performed without any cere
monies, except what are permitted by
law. Where they have no churches,
they may have divine ſervice in their own
houſes; and the Greek pricits may bap
tize, marry, and bury, provided they
pay the eſtabliſhed clergy their legal fees,

duty and honour induce me to make choice

C.

of; and from this time I join with my
country, in defence of our holy religi
on.” . A ſentiment ariſing, it is to be
hoped, rather from the neceſſity of his
ſituation, than from Principles favourable

to perſecution.

Great Diſurbances in Madrid. The King
grants the Demands of the Rioter,

This regulation was ſigned by all the
prelates, except the biſhop of Wilna, who
refuſed to do it, and the biſhops of Er
moland and Samogitia, who were not
preſent at that aſſembly. It is far from

and retire privately from that city;
4 freſh Commotion thereupon. Diffur.
bances in many parts of the Kingdom.
Threat of the Marquis de la Mina at
Barcelona. Marquis de Squilacci and

being probable, that the mediating Pow

his Family quit Spain. The King
returns

1767.
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returns to Madrid. Reports of a Re manner of entering into it had been raſh

volution in Peru ; Conſiderations there

and unadviſed.

upon.

The ſame counſels ſtill prevailed; the
foreigners, not content to rule the Spa

T has been obſerved, that it is eaſier niards, wanted to metamorphoſe them

to conquer half the world, than to
ſubdue a ſingle prejudice, or error; mott
nations have a degree of ſuperſtitious
attachment to thoſe habitudes which they

into a new people, to make them French
men, or Italians. Intoxicated by the
power which they poſſeſſed over the ſove
reign, they blindly ſplit upon the rock
derived from their anceſtors, which ſeein which has been ſo generally fatal to fa
ed to come along with them into the vourites, by ſetting the collective body of
world, and with which they have been the nation at nought ; and vainly ima
nurſed, and brought up. Wiſe princes gined that a whole people may be offend
have generally been very cautious how ed with impunity.
they attempted to combat theſe particular
A ſevere edićt was publiſhed againſt
prejudices; though they have, without the wearing of flapped hats, and long
ceremony, frequently overturned the po cloaks; which was put in execution with
litical, civil, or even religious ſyſtem of an ill-judg’d rigour. The miniſter had
their countries; yet, except Peter the alſo granted a monopoly in favour of a
Great, they generally ſuffered the inha certain company, who were allowed an
bitants to wear their beards their own excluſive right to ſupply the city of Ma
way. Of all the nations in Europe, the drid with proviſions, by which means the
Spaniards ſeem the moſt tenacious of prices of bread, oil, &c. were conſide
their old cuſtoms, and of thoſe peculiari rably augmented; and theſe commodi
ties which they inherit from their anceſt ties making the principal part of the
ors; among theſe, a cloak, a long ſword, food of the poorer people, the conſequen
and a flapped hat, have from time imme ces were ſeverely felt, and excited a ge
morial been looked upon as diſtinétions, meral diſſatisfaction.
It muſt be obſerved in juſtice to the
which were the birthright of every true
Spaniard.
Italian miniſter, that ſome of his regula
The preſent King of Spain had receiv tions deſerved praiſe; among which was
ed an early tincture of French manners, that for lighting the ſtreets of Madrid,
together with a ſtrong predilection for for which purpoſe he had above 50oo
£very, thing belonging to that nation. lamps fixed in that metropolis. And if
By his long reſidence in Italy, he had the invincible averſion of the people to
alſo acquired a great affection for the na the miniſter, and attachment to their
tives, as well as modes of that country; own cuſtoms, could have been got the
though there is a wide difference between better of, the prohibition of concealed
the manners of the two nations; yet as weapons, and diſguiſes, would have pre
they agree in being oppoſite to thoſe of vented many of thoſe diſorders, which
the Spaniards, it is no wonder if the pe ſo much diſgrace the police of that city.
On the 23d of March, about
66
culiarities of the latter appeared diſguſt
ing to him. Upon his acceſſion to the four o'clock in the afternoon, a 7”
crown of Spain, he was attended by a young gentleman dreſſed (in defiance of
number of his Italian favourites, who the edićt) in a long cloak, and broad
were followed by ſhoals of their depend beaver, was ſtopt near the palace by a
ents. It was ſoon found that the foreign centinel, whom the gentleman attempted
ers had an entire poſſeſſion of the king's to ſtab for intercepting him ; the centinel
ear; one of them, the Marquis of Squil preſented his muſket at him, but did not
acci, became prime miniſter; and others fire. The gentleman thereupon imme
fucceeded to places of leſs conſequence. diately gave a whiſtle, which ſeems to
Foreign councils produced foreign mea have been a concerted ſignal, and ſome
ſures: the nation was precipitated, much hundreds of people came in a few mi
againſt the ſenſe of all true Spaniards, nutes to his aſſiſtance, who were fired

into a deſtructive war (in which it had no upon by the Walloon guards, and after
manner of concern) with England; the ſeverai were killed, the reit were diſper
conſequences were as diſgraceful, as the fed. They ſoon aſſembled, however,
Y y :
again
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again in prodigious bodies, and overpow comply with theſe demands, and the rio
ered the guards, after an obſtinate en ters retired from the palace. In their
gagement, in which it was ſaid 70 or 8o return they happened to meet the Earl of
of the ſoldiers were killed. They then Rochford, the Engliſh ambaſſador, in
proceeded to the houſe of the Marquis his coach, whom they ſaluted with the
de Squillace, who eſcaped out of it by a general acclamation of Piva la libertad;
back-way, having ſent his carriage, with ſome of them then defired that his Lord
the blinds up, a contrary road, in order ſhip would put on his cloak and beaver,
to deceive the populace ; which ſtrata which he having read.iy complied with,
gem taking effect, they purſued the car they cried out, No French faſhions, peace
riage in hopes of finding the miniſter in with England, and war with all the
it, and were ſo enraged at the diſap world beſide.
The inutineers having diſperſed, and
ointment on coming up, that they tore
it to pieces. They then demoliſhed the retired quietly to their reſpective homes,
Marquis's houſe; after which they pur the city of Madrid was as calm in a few
ſued him to the Dutch ambaſſador's, hours, as if no ſuch diſturbance had hap
whither he had fled for refuge ; but from
This quiet however was not of a
whence he alſo eſcaped on the appearance ong continuance ; the king and royal
of the rioters. The Dutch ambaſſador family having thought proper
having aſſured them, that the Marquis to quit that city, at one o'clock 25th Mar.
was not at his houſe, they proceeded to the ſucceeding morning, re
break all the lamps, and obliged every tired to Aranjuez; whither they were
body they met in the ſtreets, whether on followed by the Walloon guards, who
foot or in carriages to let down the brims had ſuffered ſeverely in the late ſcuffle,
of their hats. They alſo dragged the and were mortally hated by the people.
Nothing could equal the ſurprize and
bodies of the Walloon guards, ſome of
whom it is ſaid were not quite dead, with rage of the people, when they diſcovered
great cruelty and barbarity thro' the ſtreets, in the morning, that the king and royal
and offered them numberleſs indignities; family had retired from the palace. The
theſe guards had fired upon, and killed cried out their fidelity was ſuſpected; and
many of the populace. Towards mid running immediately together in large
night they quietly diſperſed, and the city bodies, they ſtript the invalids of their
ſeemed to have recovered its former tran arms, who quietly ſuffered them to be
taken, without making the ſmalleſt re
quility.
Next day the rioters aſſembled in great ſiſtance.
er bodies than before ; and marched to
A large body of the populace, con
the royal palace, to the number as was fitting of 10,000 men, then ſurrounded
faid of thirty thouſand, where they in the city, and ſuffered neither carriage,
-

I.

-

fiſted on ſpeaking to the king. This be. mule, or man to go out; while the Spa
ing at length complied with, the king
appeared to them about five in the even
ing, in the great balcony in the middle
of the palace. The mutineers then made
the following propoſitions to his Majeſty;
that he ſhould diſcharge his Italian mini
fters, as they were determined to be go
verned only by their own countrymen;
that the ſeveral offenſive edićis lately paſ
ſed, ſhould be repealed, the prices of
bread and oil reduced, and the monopo
ly for ſupplying the city with proviſions
totally
and laſtly, that his
Majeſty ſhould give his royal word, ne
ver after to call any perſon to an account,
for what had paſſed on the preſent occa
fion; and that, upon theſe conditions,
they would diſperſe, and continue good

...

niſh guards kept cloſe in their quarters,
and remained all the time quiet ſpe&tators

of what paſſed. Some of the populace
broke open the drinking houſes, and

inflamed themſelves with ſpirituous li
quors; which made the ſcene the more

terrible to ſuch foreigners, as knew the
dangerous conſequences that attend mobs
in other countries even without intoxica

tion. The danger appeared greater at

night; the women who were particularly
outrageous, carrying lighted torches and
palm branches through the ſtreets. The
general cry was Viva Eſpagna.
In the mean time, the rioters ſent a

deputation to Aranjuez to the king, com

plaining of his doubt of their fidelity,
and deſiring that the court may come

ſubjets. The king. thought proper to back, in order to walk about the town
aş
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as uſual on Holy Thurſday. The depu tion to Squillacci. Several diſorders hap
tation returned with an account, that his pened in different parts of the kingdom;
Majeſty was greatly indiſpoſed, had been libels of an atrocious nature were diſperſ
twice bled, and therefore could not come ; ed and patted up, and every corner re
but that he granted them a general par ſounded with threats of riots and inſur
don, would ſend away Squillace and his rections. In Barcelona, the people went
family for ever, and would appoint Mouſ ſuch lengths, that the Marquis de la Mi
quiz miniſter of the finances; and that na, governor and captain-general of Ca
the only means to induce the King to re talonia, publiſhed a declaration by ſound
turn to Madrid, would be their imme of trumpet, that he had already given or
diate diſperſing and obeying his orders. ders, and was prepared on the firſt ap
This meſſage had a moſt happy effect; pearance of an inſurre&tion, to burn the
the people were thoroughly ſatisfied with whole city, and to bury the inhabitants
it, gave up their arms, and having retir under the ruins of their houſes. The
ed to their reſpective homes, every thing King alſo ſent near 1 o, ooo troops, with
eight pieces of cannon, to be cantoned in
reſumed its former ſtate of quiet.
There were many circumſtances attend and about the city of Madrid; it was al
ed theſe commotions, that ſerve ſtrongly ſo talked, that a French army was to
to mark the charaćter of the nation con march into Spain.
This ill temper, however, was not laſt
cerned in them. Not a ſingle individual
ſuffered in his perſon or property, by the ing; and we ſoon after find the King ad
lawleſs aſſembling of ſo many thouſand dreſſed by the principal cities and towns
people ; except the Walloon guards who of the kingdom ; who promiſed to ſtand
ad violently oppoſed them, and thoſe by and ſupport him with their lives and
particular perſons whoſe obnoxious con fortunes; ſome of them alſo made him
dućt had made them the avowed objects

of the people's reſentment. On the con
trary, they refuſed money from all thoſe
that offered it, and ſaid they wanted no
thing but the blood of Squillace. When
the affair was over, the people went of
their own accord, and ſhaking hands
with the ſoldiers they had taken them from,
returned them their arms.

Others who

É.
of confiderable ſums of money.
ut the moſt extraordinary matter we find
in the whole of theſe tranſa&tions, is, that
the King has ſince received petitions from
every part of the kingdom, and even from
the city of Madrid, to pray, that he would
revoke, without exception, all the par
dons which he had granted during the ci
vil commotions. The King, it is ſaid,
has accordingly revoked ſome particular
pardons; but has not yet thought proper
to revoke the general one. It is much to
be hoped that his Catholic Majeſty will
perſevere in this reſolution, and not ſet
a precedent of ſo dangerous a nature and

were not known, went in companies to the
different public-houſes, and paid for the
liquors that had been conſumed. It was
a rare example, that an enraged, tu
multuous, and numerous populace, dur
ing ſo many days diſturbance, in a great
city, ſhould preſerve an order, condućt, ſo totally ſubverſive of that good faith,
and attention to juſtice, which could

which it is neceſſary ſhould be ſupported

ſcarcely be equalled by the beſt diſciplin
ed army. The behaviour of the Spaniſh
guards, and the invalids, is a leſſon to
princes, that national forces are not to be
depended on, when the ſervice appointed
them is againſt the common intereſt or
opinion of their country.
The Marquis of Squilacci and his fa
mily had ſet out immediately for Cartha
na, under the guard of a ſtrong eſcort,
rom whence he enbarked as ſoon as poſ
fible for Naples. Two officers who had

between mankind.

The King at length return- 4th Dec.
ed to Madrid, after an abſence
of eight months; and was re1766.
ceived by the inhabitants with the greateſt
teſtimonies of joy.
During theſe violent agitations at home,
the following are the circumſtances of a
revolution, which was very confidently ſaid
to have happened, on the 22d day of
Mºy, 1765, in the city of Quito, the
capital of the Spaniſh government of Pe
attended him upon this route, ſaid at ru, and in general of their dominions in
their return, that they found the people South America.
A lady of the city writ, on that day,
every where in commotion, and cry
ing out, “Long live the King, deſtruc a note to Don Juan Diare Henexa, di
rečtor
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re&tor of the cuſtom-houſe, newly eſta finding himſelf in ſafety in his own
bliſhed there, recommending to him to houſe, had retired firſt to a convent of
make his eſcape directly, unleſs he choſe monks; but that he afterwards quitted it,
to loſe his life in a cruel manner.

He

nexa, availing himſelf of this notice, took
refuge with the auditor and the preſident
of the royal audience, in the convent of
St. Dominica. In reality, at the coming
on of night, a large multitude ran and
ſet fire to the cuſtom-houſe, thinking the
direčtor was ſtill there. Sixty perſons pe

in order to go to Houda, having aban
doned all the affairs of his government.
There are circumſtances in this narra

tive that do not appear very probable; to
mention no other, the concurrence of
28oo towns and villages, at the ſame hour,

has a great air of fable. . It is to be pre

ſumed too, that a revolt of this extent
riſhed in the tumult, and the fire conſum could not, at this day, but have been

ed among other things, 14, ooo quadru more particularly known. Armaments
ples in ſpecie. The people aſſembled al would probably have been made in
ſo in all the other quarters of the city; Old Spain; the very means that muſt
and what is incredible, is, that, at the have been neceſſary to have quieted diſ
ſame hour, all the inhabitants of that vaſt turbances of that magnitude, would have
country, compoſed of upwards of 28oo diſcovered them.
cities, towns and villages, were in mo
We may, therefore, reaſonably doubt
tion, and aſſembled in confuſion.
of the veracity of the ſtory in its full ex
The moſt illuſtrious the Biſhop of Qui tent. But it is certainly faët, that the
to, ſeeing with horror a general and pre court of Madrid was made to believe, that
meditated rebellion, propoſed a capitula there were great frauds and abuſes prac
tion, which was accepted only on the fol tiſed in the collection of its American re
lowing conditions.
venue, which by proper attention might
1. That all European foreigners ſhould be much improved. An entire new mode
be obliged to quit the city in eight days. of colle&tion was accordingly projećted,
2. That the artillery, warlike ſtore and and ſome new impoſitions laid. There
arms, which were in the King's maga is room to believe, that the whole pro
zines, ſhould be delivered up to the re jećt, in conſequence of ſome diſturbances,
bels without delay.

has been laid aſide, or at leaſt ſuſpended,

3. That they ſhould ſettle as a funda by order of the court.
It is to be preſumed, that the relin
mental law, an exemption from all man
mer of tribute.
the ſcheme, has been thought
4. That all the ſlaves ſhould be made ufficient to appeaſe the troubles. If ſo,
free, by an indulto general.
we muſt conclude, either that the power
5. That the criminals detained in the of Spain is indeed very weak in her co
lonies, and that ſhe had no hopes of re
priſons, ſhould be ſet at liberty.
In conſequence of the firſt articles all ducing them by any poſſible force to be
the foreigners that were at Quito, quit ſent out, or that the diſturbances were
ted the city.
of no great extent, and that the ſtrength
It was added, that the conſpirators, in of the crown exiſting in the country, was
order to ſhake off entirely the Spaniſh ſufficient to quell them, when the cauſe
yoke, had pretended to elect a King in of complaint was removed.
the perſon of the Count de Herba Flo
It is after all difficult to decide upon a
rida, vice-roy, who in ſpite of his pro queſtion of this nature. Even at the
teſtations, “ that he would rather die, Havannah, the very ſervants of the crown
“ than take away the crown from his have, in more than one inſtance, ſhewn
“ lawful ſovereign,” was forced, with great diſreſpect to the King's commands.
the dagger at his throat, to ſuffer himſelf It were not ſurpriſing, that this ſpirit
to be proclaimed King of Quito.
ſhould be flill ſtronger upon the Spaniſh
The Biſhop of Quito, endeavouring to main, where there are many families of
the old people of the country, who are of
eſcape, was made a priſoner.
This news, it was ſaid, came to the great weight; and indeed ſcarcely any
vice-roy of Santa Fe, by an extraordinary native Spaniard, of any further weight

i.

courier, diſpatched from Santa Martha, on than what he derives from office; which

the 3d of October, 1765. It was farther is certainly ſufficient while peace and good
ſaid, that the vice-roy of Santa Fe, not older prevail, but muſt loſe its conſe
-

quence,
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uence, the moment the laws loſe their
i. In this fituation of things, the
Spaniards perhaps hold but a precarious
power in the new world; but there does
not ſeem ſufficient information of the late
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in the courſe of not a great many years;
and the firſt ſtep of the project, was bum
bling the nobles, who were a barrier a

gainſt the crown, and rendering them de
pendent on the court, by very inſidious

tranſačtions, to decide, whether any event means; till at laſt they became the inſtru

º:

:|
:-

º

has yet occurred, that may be likely to ments of reducing the whole nation to a
ſtate of the moſt abject ſlavery.
endanger their American empire.
The great Queen Elizabeth raiſed the
[ To be continued. I
glory of England above its former pitch,
Remarks on the Principles of the Britiſh and made the people enjoy a happineſs
Government ; Addreſſed to the Guar unknown to their anceſtors under moſt of
dians of the Conſtitution.
her predeceſſors : But her reign will al
ways be numbered among thoſe that were
HAT EVER may, at any time, the moſt dangerous to liberty. She cer
be the opinions or inclinations of tainly ruled as abſolutely as any that
particular perſons, as to miniſters or mi ever ſat upon the throne ; and had the
niſterial condućt, the conſtitution chal weak princes who ſucceeded, equalled her
lenges the chief regard of all, becauſe in the wiſe arts of government, as they
it is the ſecurity of the whole. It happi exceeded her in the fooliſh notions of
ly diſtinguiſhes theſe nations from every prerogative; it is hard to ſay but they
other country in the world; and amply might have been able to improve the ſtock
compenſates the ſuperior advantages of of uncontrouled ſway, which ſhe died in
nature which many have to boaſt of. poſſeſſion of, into a confirmed ſyſtem of
Thoſe who have a due ſenſe of the value arbitrary power. But, happily, for us,
of liberty, would think it by much too not being endowed with her good ſenſe
dear a price for ſome advantages, if the and ſound judgment, nor aſſiſted with
loweſt principle of the conſtitution were ſuch able miniſters, they fell ſhort of the
Íhaken, or the meaneſt right of freedom deſpotiſm to which they ſo eagerly aſpired,
rendered diſputable. But to weaken fun and the tyranny of their ignominious go
damentals, even for the cure of real in vernment ended in the expulſion of their

conveniences, would be the ſacrifice of
folly and madneſs. . It were to betray
the whole of our invaluable privileges, a
profane alienation of our birthright, and
a ſacrilegious attempt to rob our poſterity
of their native inheritance. They who
could be acceſſary to it, would pour con
tempt upon the ſacred blood which our
anceſtors devoted to liberty, and ſhew
themſelves unworthy of the glorious im
munities which thoſe patriots purchaſed
for us at the expence of their lives.
An indiſcreet regard for good Kings,
and ſometimes an intemperate reſentment
againſt bat ſubjects, but oftner than ei
ther, the art and ambition of deſigning
miniſters, have in their turns been dange

race. The matchleſs folly of four ſuc
ceſſive reigns coſt a deluded family the
crown which ſuch princes were not wor
thy to wear; and ſaved to the people,
who ſtrove to hold it upon their heads,
the liberty they had endeavoured to de
ſtroy.
A certain noble Lord who has uttered

many extraordinary things in the ſhort
time he has ſpoke in public, upon obſerv
ing the warm profeſſions of duty and af.
fe&tion to our amiable ſovereign, in which
every part of the kingdom rivalled ano
ther at his acceſſion, ſaid, that it would

be the duty of the peculiar fituation in
which he found himſelf, to prevent the

nation’s complimenting away its liberties
to a King who was ſo much beloved.
The people of Denmark, to be revenged There is no fear that a ſovereign, imbu
of their nobles, ſurrendered their liberties ed with the principles, and enainoured
to the crown, and changed a limited ſo with the glories of this conſtitution, in
vereignty into an abſolute monarchy. the boſom of which he was born, will
Their poſterity drink of the bitter cup ever think of plucking the ſmalleſ part
which they mixed for them in a fit of of ſo rich a plumage. It is to be hoped
rous enemies to the liberties of free ſtates.

paſſion, and curſe the memory of their

too, the miniſter was miſtaken, if he

fore-fathers who renounced their freedom.

thought the people of England would ever
A Richlieu and a Mazarine wrought the put his good offices to the tiial; but his
admini
utter ſubverſion of the liberty of France
-
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adminiſtration, either proper or delegat as well as his own, and was the averſion

ed, has not given the ſtrongeſt proof that of his country he, upon good terms for
to condué! or
they might have been relied upon, if they himſelf, became engaged
tion of
raw un

what a
Ever ſince this favou thers to an approba
rite, whoſe influence did not begin, and experienced miniſter had taken upon him
has not ended with the high office he late ſelf ſolely to decide. The whole powerr
ly reſigned, took the aſcendant at court, of the crown was thrown into the contra
rerogative and the power of the crown, tor's hands, to enable him to make good
had been needed.

É. been ſounded

in a manner of which

-

his bargain : Every one who did not yield,

there is no example, fince the illuſtrious forfeited for himſelf, and for all connect
houſe of Hanover came to the throne, ed with him, whatever they

.

their poſſeſſion of which is a perpetual tri Honours were laviſhed; obſolete places
bute to the paramount rights of the Peo revived ; the number of ſome in being
Ple, by whoſe free choice it was confer doubled, tripled ; and all that could be
Writers have been hired, not to appropriated, excluſively to thoſe who
defend the prerogative, for it was not in had the one thing needful. The freeft
vaded ; not to maintain it, for it was not market ever known was opened for C–e.
diſputed; but to ſcrew it up beyond the Aperte Quisqvis, quod venale habet of.

red.

limits within which the conſtitution has tendit.

circumſcribed it ; and an inclination has

been viſibly manifeſted to extend the roy
al influence and authority in a manner as
dangerous as ſurpriſing. It has become
faſhionable to regret that the prerogative
was in too low a ſtate; and the impru
dence of juvenile politicians, intoxicated
with premature preferment, has not ſcru
pled to avow a deſign formed to raiſe the
power of the crown. When there are
ſuch alarming appearances, the guards of

When the general diſcontent at the
terms of peace firſt broke out, the prero
gative was appealed to as ſufficient to fi
lence every murmur. The word was,

“Prerogative had, given us a peace;”
and it certainly could not have been more
boldly uſed, if it had been abſolute and

uncontroulable. But indeed it was ſpok
en of in that manner, and even the ſub
ſequent approbation of parliament, tho’

not neglected to be procured to the pre
the conſtitution ſhould reſt upon their liminaries, which were afterwards a little
arms, and the friends of liberty have their amended, was repreſented to be of no
moment, only a matter of mere compli
eyes about them.
ment. If the miniſter had truſted to no
-

In that important tranſaction, the peace,
the prerogative was exerciſed with ſuch thing but the goodneſs of the peace he
a diſdain of conſtitutional reſtraints, that had determined to agree to, he might have
it is amazing the nation has acquieſced in been afraid to conclude a preliminary trea
the proceeding. A miniſter, whoſe zºat ty of ſuch ..". without the pre
den political talents had not yet been vious opinion of parliament; and pro
fleſhed, held in contempt the advice of the roguing it, on purpoſe to prevent its in
great council of the nation. When he terpoſition, was really an act of fingular
had not time to learn the courſe by which reſolution.
It is matter of concern, that, by iH
he ſhould ſail, he drove from the helm

the able pilot who had guided the ſhip in
the rougheſt ſeas. He expelled from the
cabinet the old, the experienced and
faithful counſellors, (and if there is any
merit in that) the firm friends of the
Houſe of Hanover, that he might alone,

judged acquieſcence, the conſtitutional
rights, of parliament are rather loſing

and without controul, dićtate in an af
fair where his council ſhould have had

of the crown, that the ratification of par
liament ſhould be obtained. In the reign

ground, in what relates to the adminiſtra.
tion of foreign affairs. The antient u
ſage was to have an expreſs article in trea
ties, when they were made by the ſole a&

very little weight, if it was to depend up of Charles II. parliament took the lead
in the affairs of peace, war, and allian
on trial or proof of his abilities.
An infamous contračt was then made ces; and compelled the crown to abandon
with an Undertaker, to compleat the the unnatural ſyſtem purſued by the bad
work. The miniſter ſtooped to treat for miniſters of that unhappy prince. When
auxiliary force, with a perſon who had our great deliverer was upon the throne,
been the qbject of the royal execration, one treaty, which though of a great
Public
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public concern, was of ſmall importance be denied the gratification of the nobleſt
to the nation when compared with the affections of the human mind Why ſo
late peace, was made without the advice undutiful as to murmur at his confiding
of parliament when ſitting; and the in one whom he diſtinguiſhes with an ex
Houſe of Commons not only complained cluſive ſhare of his perſonal favour and
of it by an addreſs, but impeached the regard? To deſcend into the grounds of
miniſter who put the great ſeal to it, popular prejudices, or general obječtions,
though he had the Sovereign's warrant againſt any one man, is not the preſent
written with his own hand. It was the deſign. But thoſe who talk in the above
general rule of that reign for the crown ſtyle, do not ſufficiently attend to the
to take the advice of Parliament, as to nature of the conſtitution, and the ſtate
peace and war, and to communicate ne of this government. They ill conſult
gotiations with foreign powers, in every the King's real intereſt, the eaſe and
ſtep of their progreſs. The example was quiet of his reign, and manifeſt but
religiouſly followed in the ſucceeding little regard to the advantage of the na
reign, till the Queen got into the hands tion.
of miniſters who were in the intereſt, and
It is an obſervation of Machiavel,
indeed in the ſervice of the Pretender, that Princes are ſeldom ſo judicious in
from whoſe name the idea of arbitrar

the choice of their favourites, as the

power is inſeparable. But even theſe
Prerogative-Miniſters did not dare to
make the infamous peace of Utrecht,
without previouſly acquainting the par
liament with the terms on which the
peace might be made : And it is remark
able that it was in the ſpeech made from

people, but the beſt of them are not to
be wiſhed for. A private perſon, who

-

ſurrenders his heart to the confidence of

one man, puts himſelf into a very dan
erous ſituation. When a prince does
it, he chooſes a maſter for his people as
well as for himſelf. He ſubjećts them

the throne on that occaſion, that the word to one who has not the ſame intereſt that

prerogative, was, for the firſt time, he has in their welfare, and is not under
found in the Queen's mouth. The ob the ſame ties to promote it, which no
ſervation has never failed, that there is Sovereign has a
to do. Kings,
reaſon to ſuſpect an abuſe of the prero as one of themſelves has ſaid, are the
gative whenever it is much ſpoken of. property of their people, and ought not

jº.

The miniſters, however, who in that

to have

wiſhes

º

themſelves.

The

treaty ſacrificed the intereſt of their powers of government never were deſign
country, to the ſcheme of ſetting the ed to be a fund for indulging, even the
Pretender upon the throne, were, not beſt and worthieſt affections of princes,
withſtanding prerogative, and notwith towards the objećts of their greateſt fa
ſtanding the approbation they alſo prºcu vour. Their perſonal likings or inclina
red from a majority made for the job in tions ought never to enter into the diſ
both houſes of parliament, impeached, poſition of the affairs of the ſtate ; nor
and ſome of them attainted for the abuſe ſhould their private friendſhips contend
with the obligations they are under to:
of their power.
The uncontroulable right of the crown, their people. “The relations by which
to appoint the miniſters of ſtate, has been the King ſtands in a gracious aſpect to
of late much inſiſted upon, in writings wards his people (as Charles the Iſt's
on the ſide of adminiſtration. To be parliament told him, when they defired
diſſatisfied with the King's nomination, him to remove his favourite the Duke of
is complained of as an attempt to wreſt Buckingham) ſo far tranſcend, and are
from him the choice of his own ſervants, more prevalent and binding, than any
and to deprive him of the liberty which relation of a maſter towards a ſervant ;
every ſubjećt enjoys. For the people to and to hear and ſatisfy the juſt and ne
ſhew inclinations or predilećtions in fa ceſſary deſires of his people, is more ho
vour of particular perſons, however me mourable than any expreſſion of grace to
ritorious in the eyes of their country, is a ſervant;"—or, it may be added, of fa
called impoſing miniſters upon the King, vour to a friend.
Queen Elizabeth was an excellent ex
retrenching the power of the crown, and
bringing the throne into a ſtate of bon ample of this. She was not without her
dage. Shall the Sovereign, it is ſaid, favourites : but her perſonal regards ne
Z z.
ver
June, 1767.
-
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ver appeared in her choice of miniſters.
There ſeems to be a natural and univer.
ſal antipathy againſt the favourites of
princes ; and they have always been the
cauſe of diſturbance.

the Land-Tax.

June,

ſaid what was true, though he probably
ſpoke it with great hypocriſy, when he
told his parliament, “ that he was but

the ſervant of his people.”

It is moſt

One country is abſurd to draw a parallel between the

not a more natural foil, or a better cli crown's appointment of miniſters and
mate, than another for them, nor do they private perſons chooſing their domeſtics.
thrive better in one age than in another. The King's power of mornination no
Count Bruhl was not Letter liked in Sax body diſputes; but it ſhould never be
ony, nor Madame de Pompadour lin forgot, that even this part of the pre
France, than Cardinal Wolſey, the Duke rogative is liable to a conſtitutional

of Buckingham, or the Duke of Lau controul ; and it will always be moſt
derdale were in England. But favour wiſely exerciſed, when a juſt regard is
ites are more dangerous to their matters ſhewn to the inclinations of the people.
in this country, than in any other; bº. Parliament hºs not only a power to pu
cauſe we are affee people. England will niſh bad miniivers, but, without going

not ſubmit to favouritiſm i for though the

ſo far as that, it has a conſtitutional and

people naturally love their King, they an “tetiual power to remove, from the
£annot bear that he ſhould place one to King's preſence
counſels for ever,
ač as governor over himſelf, becauſe thoſe of whom and
they do not approve:
that governor will moſt likely be a tyrant And the incorrupt proceedings of parlia
to them.
ment will always depend chiefly on the

Favourites were the deſtrućtion of the

ſenſe of the nation.

Stuart family; they will, at all times,
[ To be continued. }
prove the real enemies of their prince :
Subſtance of a Debate agitated in the im
They plant thorns in his crown,
give cauſe for that idea to ariſe in who
the
portant Queſtion of the Land-tax, com
minds of this people.
To reſiſt the aſcendancy of a favour
ite over the King, is, in truth, to pre

municated in a Letter.

-

Th;

gentleman who firſt endeavour
ed to perſuade us that the land tax

ferve his Majeſty's freedom, and to pre
vent the whole kingdom from being in

ought to have been continued at four

ſlavery to a ſubject. For wherever there

ſhillings, contended, that

is a favourite at court, the King

take off ſome of that weight which preſ
ſed the public funds, and to give room
for the moſt brilliant operation of finance,
which this country ever ſaw, it was ne
ceſſaly that four ſhillings ſhould have been
paid for one year longer, to give us dig
nity abroad, ſtability at home, and to
enable us to enter with advantage into
any future war. You will perhaps be
ſurprized that he ſhould imagine his elo
quence capable of perſuading us, that a

may

have the crown upon his head, his hand
may be kiſſed, and the ſword of ſtate

attend his perſon, but the favourite will
be worſhipped. The King, will be but
the picture of Majeſty, the favourite will
be the reality, and engroſs the whole tri
bute of it.

-

-

-

Abſolute monarchs chooſe their mini

in.

order to

govern their kingdoms;
ſters as theythemſelves,
that is, for
and their own
pleaſure; but the Kings of England debt of about five millions could be can
feign for their people. Though the ini celled, public credit reſtored, our fleets
niſters of ſtate are named by the crown, and armies equipped and vićtualled, by

they are the ſervants of the public. The the addition of five hundred thouſand
King wears the crºwn for the public pounds for one year, which you know is
ſervice, and the royal eſtate is not ſo much the produce of one ſhilling in the pound
deſigned to exhibit the Pomp, º. gratify land-tax. But in taking this ground,
prince, as
the pride
of the

to ſuſtain

the

he did not ſo much conſult the propriety

dignity, and uphold the ſplendor of the of his preſent argument as his general
nºtion. James the Iſt, who had as great reputation, and was wiſely unwilling to

a love of abſolute power, and as high. ſtand forth the avowed patron of a per
of petual but then, eſpecially too as he might
his deſcendants, of whoſe ruin he laid be in danger of being diſavowed, even
the foundation, by theſe noxious tenets, caſhiered by his commander in chief.

flown ideas of prerogative, as any

The
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The new recruits had leſs heſitation and

ſeſs the moſt extenſive and accurate know

prudence; they endeavoured to ſupport
the opinion, by avowing principles which
concluded for a perpetual land-tax at
four ſhillings at leaſt. It is true by this,
that they abandoned and betrayed the
firſt ſpeaker, and alienated the minds of
all indifferent men by the roundmels of
their declarations; and ačtually loſt the
end they propoſed, They contended that
the land tax, inſtead of teing conſidered
as an annual ſupply for the ſervice of
the current year, ought to be a perpetual
find for the payment of the National

ledge of finance, undertook to point out
more than one method by which the in
tereſt of that ſum, amounting only at

could not, with prov-ie:y, be jeffened.

colour their defeat, by declaring that a

three and an half per Cent. to 17, 5ool.

might be raiſed, without laying any ſen
ſible burthen upon the ſubjećt. The
ſtrength of theſe arguments was ſo great,
that although the greateſt pains had been
taken to ſummon all the regulars, yet no
greater number

than 188, could be

brought againſt 206. I was one of the
latter, and muſt rely upon your candour

to repreſent my conduct on this occaſion
Debt, and that till this was reduced to in its proper light, ſince however the
about ſeventy millions, the land tax gentlemen on the other ſide endeavour to
All theſe ſentiments were amply con four ſhilling land-tax is a popular nea
futed in the courſe of the debate :

to ſure. My wiſhes were for the relief of
thoſe whoſe arguments concluded for the my country, and I perſuade myſelf, that
perpetuity of a ſo ºr ſhilling land-tax it I never gave a ſtronger proof of my zeal
was re, led, that his tax was firit propo for its welfare, than by the part I have
ſed for othe, p.rpoſes, and ſubmitted to taken on this ſubject.

in other co, fidence; a confidence, which

for near fºur ſcore years had rever been
abuſed; that to continue the impoſition

I am, Sir, &c.

The Daucus, a Cure for the Stone.

at is preſent height during the time of
peace, in order to diſcharge the public

SIR,

June, 1767.

debt, was the moſt dire&t breach of this

Aving been ſeverely afflićted with
faith, and in fa& a new and unprecedent
the ſtone and gravel, for a long ſe
ed tax impoſed for new purpoſes ; and ries of years, and having in vain tried all
that this new impoſition of a tax ſo une the known medicines for this complaint,
quºy laid, doubled the injuſtice, by op I deſpaired of being ever cured ; but be
pºſſing a ſet of men, whoſe patient ac ing happy enough to meet with an ac
quieſcence in the time of neceſſity, merit count of the virtues of the Daucus or
ed the earlieſt relief from the ſtate. In Wild Carrot, in a letter from the Dean
anſwer to thoſe who reſted the ſucceſs of of Kildare, and Thomas Butler, Eſq;

the meaſures of the year, and the reduc printed in 1766, ſee p. 272, I was indu

tion of the public debt, upon continuing
the larger ſum this year, it was replied,
that it was an impoſition on the public
underſtanding, to attempt to perſuade
men that the ſafety of this kingdom de
pended on an addition of 5 co, oool. to a
ſupply all eady much too large for the
peace eilabliſhment of this country, and
more than adequate to the real neceſſities
of the ſtate, though nothing can be ade
quate to the profuſion of its Miniſters :
that this additional burthen was the more

unneceſſary, as the unfunded debt which
had ſo long lain heavy upon the ſtock,
was now provided for ; but that admit
ting the neceſſity of it, it would be more
juſt and equally feaſible, to borrow the
ſum of 5oo, ocol. And the gentleman
who ſpoke with the greateſt weight on
this ſubject, and who was allowed to poſ

ced, from their very particular recommen
dation, to make trial of the Daucus.

But as my ſtomach had been greatly in
jured, by a long continued uſe of ſoapy
medicines and cauſtic lees, it would not

retain the neceſſary quantity; I therefore
employed Mr. Towers, as a chemiſt on

whoſe fidelity I could depend, to draw
me ſome eſſential oil from the Daucus

ſeeds.

I then mixed two ounces of this

oil with a pint of ſpirit of honey, (pre
pared by diſtilling a quart of French
brandy from two pounds of honey,) and
added thereto fix ſpoonfuls of the juice of
winter cherries, and two ſpoonfuls of ho
ney. Of this eſſence I took three ſpoon
fuls four times a-day, for ſix weeks, in a
cup of the Daucus tea ; and am now
[Heaven be praiſed 11 entirely free from
pain, and my health is perfectly reinſtated;
Z z 2
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incumbent upon me to requeſt you wiłł
others (afflićted with this dreadful mala publiſh this letter for the benefit of the
oblige, &c.
dy) may leap equal benefit from the uſe public, whereby you will
Tho. Bu R N ET.

and as I have no reaſon to doubt, but that

of this invaluable medicine, I think it

Lettre du Roi de POLOGNE a Madame
GE of FRIN.

Tranſlation of the Letter from the King of
POLAND to Madam GE OFF RIN.

Warſaw, March 20, 1767.

Warſºvie, le zo Mars, 1767.
MA che Re MAMAN,

MY DEAR MAMA,

-

J E vous écris par eſtafete pourque vous I SEND you this by a meſſenger, that
avertiſfiez de ma part mademoiſelle
you may inform mademoiſelle Clai
Clairon de ne plus ſonger au voyage de ron" from me, that ſhe muſt not think
Warſovie pour cette année.
of coming to Warſaw this year.
Je ne puis aſſez vous dire combien je
I cannot ſufficiently regret the loſs of
regrette le plaiſir que je m'etois promis that pleaſure I had promiſed myſelf in
de la voir et de l'entendre; mais voici ce ſeeing and hearing her. Theſe are the
qui m'en prive. D'es que j'ai vu que les reaſons which deprived me of it; when I
choſes tournoient ici de façon a produire perceived that the preſent diſputes ſeemed
du trouble, j'ai d'abord ſongé à renvoyer diſpoſed to produce trouble, I immedi
mon theatre.
ately intended to diſmiſs my company of
On me dit pour lors que cela deceleroit comedians, but I was told that would too
trop tot mon opinion ſur les affaires ge ſoon diſcover my ſentiments upon general
nerales, et mettroit les eſprits en move affairs, and might agitate the public
ment avant le tems. Je cedois à cette re mind. I ceded to this repreſentation, and
reſentation, ſur tout quand j'appris que eſpecially when I heard that mademoiſelle
Tademoiſelle Clairon conſentoit à venir. Clairon intended to come. At preſent I
Aujourd’hui il me revient que le pub am told, that the public, who are pleaſ
lic, qui s'amuſe de mon ſpectacle, me ed with theſe diverſions, blame me, how
blame cependant du ſoin et de l'argent ever, for throwing away ſo much money
que j'y mets dans ce moment de criſe.
upon them at this critical time. It is cer
II eſt certain que l'epargne de monthé tain, that the ſums expended on my the
atre ne me donnèra pas une armée. II eſt atre will not give me an army ; and yet
certain que le renvoy de ce théatre va me the diſmiſſion of them will be expenſive.
couter §.
Il eſt certain encore que je It is no leſs certain, that I deprive my
me prive d'un delaſſement que j'aime, et ſelf of an amuſement which I love, and
ſur tout que je me prive de mademoiſelle above all things of the pleaſure of ſeeing
Clairon. “Mais n'importe, il faut obeir. mademoiſelle Clairon. “ But it does not
“ a la voix du public, quand il s'agit de “ſignify; we muſt obey the public
“ lui prouver qu'on ſent et qu'on par * voice, when it is neceſſary to prove
“tage ſa peine. Il faut bien que chacun “ that we feel and partake of its trou
“ s'execute dans des tems de malheur, “ bles; each individual mutt ſacrifice
“ct j'en donne volontiers l'exemple.” “ himſelf in time of danger, and I moſt
Adieu, Maman. Je vous embraſſe mille “ willingly give the example.”
fois.

Faites mes excuſes à mademoiſelle
Adieu, Mama, I embrace you a thou
Clairon, mais file calme revient apres l'o- ſand tin.es. Make my excuſes to made
rage, j'eſpere que ſon arrivée à Warſovie moiſelle Clairon; and if a calm ſhould
ſucceed the ſtorm, I hope her arrival at
en ſera une preuve.
Ce ſera la colombe, qui apportera le Warſaw will be a proof of it. She will
rameau de d'olivier.

be the dove that will bring us the olive
branch.
* One of the moſt celebrated French

aćtreſſes of the age.
Tºg
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and indeed when I refle&ed that the yaws,
The Caſe of a Young Lady affitted with though a diſłemper that is unjuſtly attend
Vapours and Melancholy, ſucceſsfully ed with ſome ſort of opprobrium and diſ
treated. In a Letter from a Phyſician grace, as if it could be only brought on
in the Weſt. Indies.
by ačts of lewdneſs and debauchery,
may be acquired by ſeveral cauſes, ſome
Young lady of about twenty years of which ſhe had been liable to, as ſud
of age, of a bilious habit of body, den changes from heat to cold, or a thick
pale livid countenance, and temper ſome foggy air, diet of ſalt, ſmoke-dried, viſ
what inclining to melancholy, after hav cid meats, want of exerciſe, drinking of
ing undergone a great many more hard putlid ſtagnant water, or the like, I could
ſhips for a year or two paſt than ſhe had not help entertaining the ſame opinion,
been formerly accuſtomed to, and having eſpecially as I could not any other way
ſhared deeply in the diſappointments and at that time account for ſuch a phaeno
loſſes with which her whole worthy fa menon. In conſequence of this conjec
mily had been afflićted, became more than ture, I treated her for ſeveral months
ordinarily ſerious and thoughtful, and with mercurial alteratives and diuretic
complained of a violent and fixed pain decoctions, joined to a ſtrićt regimen of
in the place where the cartilage joins to diet, and the other non-naturals, but
the bone of the noſe, which, withºut without any ſenſible good effects; for ſhe
producing either inflammation, tumefac complained of the pain as much as ever;
tion, or change of colour in the place, and her ſpirits, which had been ſomewhat
continued violent almoſt without inter ſupported during the above courſe with
miſſion, according to her account of it, the hopes of a cure, upon finding her
for above twelve months; during which ſelf diſappointed, were § much depreſ.
time ſhe kept her room, and gave her ſed, that her melancholy became more
ſelf up to ğ. and melancholy, con fixed and obſtinate than ever, ſhe not on
tinually dreading the loſs of the part ly deſpairing of relief in this world, but
affe&ted, if not the loſs of her life, de ſometimes doubting alſo of happineſs in
ploring her misfortunes, deſpairing of the next. In about a month after her
all aſſiſtance, and ſhunning all intercourſe beginning the above alterative courſe,
with the world. Her friends could not having more frequent opportunities than
any other way account for the pain ſhe formerly of converſing with her, and no
complained of than from a gentle touch other ſymptom of the yaws occurring than
(for they ſaid it could not be called a only the pain in her noſe, I began to ſuſ.
blow) that ſhe received accidentally on her pećt, that both that and the fear of worſe
noſe above a twelvemonth before I was were only the creatures of her own brain :
conſulted in the matter.

however, as I found both herſelf and fa

I muſt acknowledge I was greatly at a mily ſtrongly prepoſſeſſed with the noti
loſs for a long time what to think of her on of the yaws, I kept my ſentiments of

diſorder; for though ſhe perſiſted in com
plaining of the violence of the external
pain, and the ſoreneſs within-ſide her
noſe, I could not perceive the leaſt fign
of inflammation externally, nor, as #.
as I could ſee, any ulceration on the in
ſide, nor could I learn that ever any

the matter a ſecret for ſome time, and
went on with the alterative courſe, at the

ſame time more ſtrićtly obſerving her
temperament and humour, till finding
the mercurials not likely to ſucceed, and

her diſorder to ſhow itſelf more viſibly
every day to be a diſeaſe of the mind, as
blood or matter had flowed from her no well as of the body, by her being always
ſtril. I was well enough acquainted intent upon one and the ſame thought,
with her general character not to ſuſpect and in ſome ſort delirious, without a
any latent venereal taint, though I was fever, by the pale tawney and almoſt li
not intimate enough in the family to vid colour of her ſkin, ſlow labourin
know her particular conſtitution, humour, pulſe, coldneſs, leanneſs, love of ſolitude,
and way of living. She herſelf, her mo and continued ſorrowfulneſs, I determin
ther, and friends ſuſpected it to be a ed to leave off this method, and try what
ſymptom of what they here call the coun a different one, founded upon the diag
try diſtemper, or the yaws, which is ſaid noſtics, would do for her relief. Her #.
to ſhew itſelf ſometimes firſt in the noſe; mily were by this time convinced as well
as
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as I, by many different figns, that her
pain was only imaginary, and that her
real diſeaſe was a fixed melancholy; but
forbore mentioning their opinion to her
by my deſire, becauſe I knew very well
that reaſoning could never convince her,
but muſt only increaſe her melancholy.

June,

ſhe remains well and free from any relics
of her diſorder to this day, which is above
two years ince her recovery.
This change in her deportment was tº
me really ſurpriſing ; for when I firſt ſaw
her, and during all the time ſhe was un
der the courſe of mercurial alteratives,

A little before that time Dr. Muzzel's

ſhe appeared quite ſtupid, heavy and
treatiſe fell into my hands, wherein he dull, ſtared with her eyes, or moved
highly extols the tartarus tartarifatus in them ſlowly, with a downcaſt, gloomy
melancholic diſeaſes, and adduces ſeveral lock. But after the uſe of the tartarus
inſtances of its efficacy that had occured tartariſhtus ſhe became rather of a ſan

in his praćtice as phyſician to the hoſpi guine habit of body, with a chearful,
lively, open, and ere&t countenance, joy
As I knew the medicine to be altoge conſtantly ſparkling in her eyes, and
ther innocent, and judged from its com health blooming in her cheeks; and ſhe
poſition and ingredients, as well as from is now as chearful and hearty as ever
the ample teſtimony of the learned Boer ſhe was in her life. I have not ſince the
haave and Huxham, that it is well adap above met with any inſtance of ſo con
ted to diſſolve and attenuate the thick firſhed a melancholy on which o try the
tal at Berlin.

ſalutiferous effects of this noble con
humours that obtains in melancholic diſ pound; but, am well convinced, both
orders, I determined to try its effects in from the above caſe and from other tri
the caſe before us, and accordingly gave als I have made with it in leſs obſt, nate

glutinous pitchy crafis of the blood and

a drachm of it three times a day, as Dr. diſorders, that there is not in all the Ma
Muzzel directs, diſſolved in warm water, teria Medica a better medicine for diſ

and ſweetened with honey, which proved ſolving, attenuating, and correcting hit
neither nauſeous to the palate or diſagree viſcid, glutinous ſtate of the blood ni
able to the ſtomach; this, together with humours which the antients have deno

the uſe of a thin moiſtening diet, the
warm bath every night, and the fleſh-bruſh
in the morning, the continued for a week,
in which time ſhe had taken upwards of
two ounces and a half of the prepared
tartar; after which I gave her a gentle
purge of the manna and cream of tartar,
and an anodyne at bed-time. That night

minated the atra-bilis ( And as its ſafety
and innocence are obvious, I think it

can hardly be too much extolled in all

hypochondriac and other diſeaſes depend

ing on a too great viſcidity and gluti:
nity of the fluids, eſpecially if joined
with ſuch medicines as are in their na

tures oppoſite to the known acrimony of

ſhe reſted better than ſhe had done for ſe the diſeaſed habit, and to ſuch methcqs

veral months before, and found herſelf as are repugnant to the known treatment

more lightſome and eaſy the day follow
ing. The ninth day the began the uſe

of the diſeaſe.

of the ſoluble tartar and warm bath a

gain, which we continued for about a

The Caſe of Stephen Blundell, of the
Ship Ranger.

fortnight longer, with only a lenient ca
thattic and anodyne, as above, at the

I

Stephen Blundell, one of his Bri
2 tannic Majeſty's ſubjećts, maſter and
three weeks from the beginning of this part owner of the ſhip Ranger of Poole,
method, the pain, which had continued arrived at Oporto, the 4th of November,
fo long and ſo cliſtinate, quite diſappear 1766, from Newfoundland, with a cargo
ed, and her countenance, which was be of fiſh, which I was to ſell at the maſt,
fore gloomy and overcaſt with ſorrow, remit the proceeds home, and then pro
now ſighted up into cheat fulneſs and ceed for South Carolina, where I was
ſmiles. To complete the cure, I gave chartered to load. Nov. 8th, I hauled
her a corroborative electuarv made with my ſhip to the key, and took the booms
the cortex peruvianus and ſteel, preſcrib on board, in order to begin landing my
ed the exerciſe of riding, and by degrees cargo on Monday the 1 oth. But at mid
changed the warm for the cold bath; night on the 9th, the watch upon deck
which ſo fully confirmed her health, that alarmed me with the cry, for all hand:
end of each week.

In little more than

heigºv
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below to jump up, there being thieves on
board, robbing the veſſel. Amongſt the
reſt I went up, without dreſſing myſelf,
and found my people taking a thief in
over the bow, who had already cut away
my fore-clew-garnet and reeft-tackle fall,
and with them jump'd into a boat, he
had under the bow, with an accomplice,

.
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we were moſt unmercifully beat and brui
ſed with the butt-ends of their muſkets,
myſelf in particular ſo much that I never
recovered the beating while I remained
at Opot to after, then tied our hands to

gether, and thus led and guarded us as
the worſt malefactors to a priſon, where
my unfortunate companions were again
into which the watch had followed, and ſeverely beaten, till I paid two new
taken him out, with the clew-garnet. crowns to the villains there to defiſt.
The accomplice immediately puſhed off From hence we were ſoon after carried,
in the boat with the tackle-fall. I then our hands again tied, to the common goal.
ordered the thief to be taken care of till In this confinement we remained till the

day-light, in order to know who he was, 15th, when my merchant, Mr. Thomas
j
him up, and obtain juſtice, and Stafford, by paying the head priſon-keep
would have put him dewn the ſteerage, er five moidores, repreſenting to the go
but he drew his knife, and became ſo vernor my ill ſtate of health thro’ the beat
unruly that I was obliged to order him ing, and petitioning for my being relea
to be tied to the mizen maſt, whence he ſed, obtained leave to remove me to his
ſoon cut himſelf looſe, when I ordered houſe for my recovery. The 24th, the

his arms to be tied ; but no perſon offer goal-keeper (I ſuppoſe expecting more
ed to ſtrike, or otherwiſe ill uſe him. He money) ſent to demand me back from

proved to be a Portugueſe ſoldier belong my private to the public priſon, whither I
ing to the garriſon. His accomplice had was forced again to go, ill as I was ;
called other foldiers, his counrades, and The ſame day however upon the conſul

about two in the morning (very dark) a
number of them came down to the ſhip,
upon whoſe firſt appearance I cauſed the
planks on the ſtage to be hawled in, to
prevent their getting on board, and mur
dering us all. They aſked for the thief;

and Mr. Stafford's again petitioning the
governor, leave was obtained for my re
turn to my private priſon, where I re
mained, without daring to ſtir out or ſee
after my ſhip or buſineſs, till the 5th of
December, when, upon a new petition

I anſwered that I intended to deliver him

to the governor, ſetting forth that iny imp

up in the morning: Finding they could was unloaded, and ready to proceed up
not get on board, they replied, it was ve on a charter party to South Carolina, I
ry well, and went off. Had I ſeen an was at laſt releaſed from my private pri
officer, or an order to deliver the fellow ſon, and my boatſwain and the other men
up, or known of any guards upon the from the common goal, upon the mode
wall, I would gladly have got rid of him. rate terms of paying every charge they
The 1 oth, a little before ſun-riſe, twelve thought proper to bring againſt me and
Portugueſe ſoldiers came along-ſide in a them, and without any other ſatisfaction
boat, with their muſkets and bayonets ior the inſults, injuries and ill uſage we
fixed; I received them on board, neither had received.

offering, or expe&ting to meet with any
ill-treatment, ſhewed them the thief, and
told them what he had done ; they took

him away without any order, or even

An Account of a Tour through Holland
and Germany in a Series of Letters

from a Gentleman to his Daughter.

an officer above a ſerjeant; after which,

to my great aſtoniſhment, they ſeized me,
Hague, Dec. 4, 1766.
my boatſwain, and a man belonging to
My
dear
daughter,
another Engliſh veſſel, who happened to
be on my deck, dragged us along like
waiting two days at Har
wich for a wind, I arrived at Hel
dogs, and tumbled us head foremoſt into
the boat. I made ſome reſiſtance, by voetſluys, within twenty-four hours after
holding faſt to the enſign ſtaff, but a ſol I ſet ſail.
dier attempting to run me thro' the back
Helvoet is a ſmall fiſhing town, in the
with his bayonet, (which was happily iſland of Voorn ; the public works there,
beat off) I was obliged to ſubmit. As as all over Holland, are very exactly kept
ſoon as they had tumbled us into the boat, up, and the pier into which you enter is

A*.*.

very
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very ſtrong and noble; there is a neat take to be one point of their religion,
fortification, though but ſmall; the ca they are ſo very pun&tual in its obſerv.
nal which runs up the pier is about one ance. After ſupper, madam and her
hundred and twelve feet broad, and on maids entered again with a tea-kettle of
each ſide is a clear walk ſixty feet broad; weak coffee, which they drank without
on the extremity of which all the houſes ſugar, with large pieces of bread, thick
ſtand in a line, ſmall, but exceſſively neat, ſpread with butter and ſlices of cheeſe on
for in Holland, at times, they waſh the it, , with a vaſt quantity of cummim
outſides as well as the inſides of their ſeeds, like plumbs in a pudding.
houſes.

The ſtreet before the houſes is

paved with clinkers, a ſort of coarſe brick,
but ſmaller, and are as clean as any kitch
en in England.
The government is republican, and
the oeconomy of their houſes is a perfect

The 9th of Nov. I ordered a waggon
(which is the ſame in Holland as our poſt
chaiſes, but not ſo eaſy.) A proper of -

ficer is in this country appointed for all
kinds of conveyances; he rung a bell, on
which all thoſe who keep thoſe voitures
epitome of it; great parſimony and great attend ; they threw the die, and the high
-

equality.

For inſtance in the publick

eſt number carried.

When I ſent for the

houſe I was in there was no fire, but in waggon I paid ſixpence for the bell to be
the room where I ſat, till one o'clock; rung, which they divided in the follow
whilſt at breakfaſt the ſervant of the

houſe came in and put the kettle on the
fire, containing a miſerable piece of beef,
for my dinner. The landlady ſat at a ta
ble by me barefooted, that is, in her
ſtockings without ſhoes, her feet on a
ſtove, her knees up to her chin, lolling

ing manner, two-pence to the church,
two-pence to the poor, two-pence to the
man that rings the bell ; beſides this,
I ſent nine-pence earneſt as a depoſit,
which, if I changed my mind was to be
forfeited ; whether this caution is on ob

ſervation of the Engliſh fickleneſs I know

back in her chair, where every one came not, but think it very likely.—The roads

that had any buſineſs with her; theſe being bad, I put my ſervant in the wag
ſtoves are ſmall ſquare boxes, with holes gon with the baggage, and walked to the
at the top, in which is an earthen pan Brill, which is the other ſide of the iſland
with a turf coal, which the women of all about ſix miles diſtant from Helvoet.

It

ranks here make uſe of, and I aſſure you, is a pretty large town, and a meat fortifi
that one night when I ſupped at the Eng cation, but has nothing remarkable in it;
liſh miniſter's, one of our party at a whiſt from thence I croſſed in a boat to ano
table rang for a ſtove, the footman ther iſland called Roſenberg, which is

brought it, and regularly ſtooped down,

ſituated in the mouth of the rivers Rhine

and put her two feet on it; an ill run of and Maes, which here empty themſelves
cards made her change her poſture, by into the ſea.—I walked likewiſe acroſs
which means the ſtove was overſet, the this iſland which is about three miles over,
table was forced to be removed, and I and much more fertile than the other:
was afraid the fireman muſt have been

here appears ſome agriculture; the farms

called in to quench the ladies under gar

were ſurrounded with a ditch, which,

ments; this, though jocoſe is true.
in ſo flat a country, are always full of
But to go i on after I had dined, the water ; the banks are planted as thick as
landlady, her grand-daughter and two poſſible with willows, alders, and other
maids came in with each their ſtove, and aquatics, as well for ſhelter in the winter,
drank tea; they all know the value of as ſhade in the ſummer; for beſides theſe
time here, and think it better oeconomy there is not a tree on the iſland. It is
to let their maids drink tea with them, nine miles in circumference, and extreme

than to dangle and ſquander away their
time in the kitchen ; this is the conſtant
method with the middle rank of people,
and amongſt the higher ones in town

ly pleaſant, and the view of it pleaſed me

as much as Sancho's imaginary iſland
does in deſcription. It raiſed my curioſi
ty to aſk an inhabitant if there was ever
their common room is for the ſame reaſon a gentleman on it Ne mynbeer. (No ſº).
near their kitchen, and in the country Any lawyer Ne mynbeer. Any Phyſici
they even live in it, which anſwers two an Ne mynheer. Happy people thought
ends, to watch their ſervants and keep the I, but unluckily I aſked him, if any par
beſt part of their houſes clean; which I ſon 2 Ma mynheer. tºwa. (Yes, fir, two.)
I ſigned

1767,
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I fighed and left them my pity inſtead of hence is one hour to the Hague, the place
envy. From hence we croſſed to Maiſ where the government preſides, and is at
landſluys, where for the firſt time I was preſent the ſeat of politics in Europe. A
on the continent. It is a large fiſhing deſcription of which place, and its envi
town, and here they cure the herrings to rons in my next. Thus, you ſee, I do
ſend to other countries. It was Sunday, my beſt to amuſe you, and you may de
and I ſaw men, women, and children, pend on veracity, where my genius is de
in the greateſt variety of dreſſes that can ficient in point of deſcription. Pray
be imagined; one would have thought make my due compliments, &c. and be
our fore-fathers, of ſeveral ſucceſſive ages lieve me

were come to life again, ſcarce a dies
one ſees in old pićtures but was there. I
ſaw plenty of freſh herrings on the quay,
I deſired to have ſome for ſupper, and pro
miſed a good repaſt (for I had not eaten
in Holland before, except coffee, bread,
and ſalt butter, at Helvoet) but they
would not let me have any for two rea
ſons, firſt, becauſe it was Sunday, and
by their law they cannot buy or ſell on
that day, and the other was, freſh her
rings are never eaten in Holland, and
they know not how to dreſs them, and

-

-

Your affectionate father,

H.

The Adventures of an adopted Son, a true
Story.

Lady of noble family in Scotland
who in the year 1715 was compel
led to leave her native country, by rea
ſon of her huſband's attachment to the

Pretender's party, retired to St. Ger

main's in Frances, where her huſband ſoon
after died.

The old chevalier behaved

very kindly to her; but being incapable

to endeavour to teach them is vain, for a

of properly ſupporting all thoſe unhappy

Dutchman will not be put out of his way
in any thing. In the inns you muſt take
up with what they have, and at their time,
or have nothing at all.
The next morning, the 10th of No
vember, I ſat out in a boat which they

outcaſts of their maternal iſle, ſhe was in
great diſtreſs, having three ſons to edu
cate and maintain. A dreadful perſpec
tive opened to her view, and ſhe was me
ditating upon her unhappy fate, when a

fugitives, whoſe blind zeal had rendered

call a Treckſchute, at one end of which is widow lady, who had no children of her

a place ſtyled the roof, which holds about own, reſiding near the palace, and poſ
ſix people, a long table in the middle, ſeſſing an ample fortune, remitted her a
for the Dutch generally carry with them, very confiderable ſum of money, and
bread, butter, cheeſe, and a bottle of gave her to underſtand, that if ſhe would
ſweet wine, to employ themſelves on the part with the youngeſt of her ſons, who
water. This roof is of a higher price, was not above two years old, ſhe would
and ſeparated from the other part of the take upon herſelf his education. This
boat, in which I dare ſay ſixty or ſeventy lady had ſeen the child, who was remark
perſons may ſit with luggage, &c. &c. ably handſome and engaging, and ſhe
All this is drawn on the canals by one had often wiſhed that ſhe had been bleſ

horſe on the bank, which a boy rides ſed with ſuch an amiable pledge of her
and trots ali the way.—It is very odd to former love.
The mother was eaſily perſuaded to let
tell you, that this country is below the
waters of the canals which are cut from her have the child, as ſhe was convinced
town to town, and anſwer two ends, to from her general behaviour that ſhe could

drain it, and make a very eaſy, cheap
conveyance for paſſengers, goods, &c. In
England we go on hills to ſee proſpects,
here you go on the water to ſee the coun
try. Two hours brought us to Delft, a
large town famous for earthen ware, and
the murder of the prince of Orange, fa
ther to our king William the third. You
muſt know here they do not ſay ſo many
miles, but fo many hours riding or ſail
ing, an hour is equal to four miles, and
four miles Engliſh a Dutch league; from
June, 1767.
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do much better by him than herſelf was
able. The boy was accordingly put into
her hands, and it was ageeed with the
mother that this lady ſhould adopt him
for her own ſon. The lady's tenderneſs
and affection daily increaſed for the child,
and ſhe continued bringing him up with
this intent.

*

In the mean while a relation of the

Scottiſh lady's died in England, and
having bequeathed her a conſiderable le

gacy, it was neceſſary that ſhe ſhould
A a a
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make her perſonal appearance there, in greateſt misfortune that could happen to
order to receive it. She accordingly ſet her; that ſhe would not even anſwer for
out for Great Britain, with her two eldeſt the continuance of her former diſpoſiti

ſons, leaving her youngeſt in the hands of
this affectionate lady, with the proſpect
of an ample fortune.
The firſt impreſſions he had received in
his infancy were not difficult to remove ;
he ſoon forgot that he was born in Scot

ons, if by undeceiving her dear ſon, he
ſhould ſlacken his regard and duty to
wards her, by, perhape, paying them to
another; and that it was therefore of the

utmoſt cºrequence to both of them that

he ſhould tertain in the ſtate of ignoiance

land, and the aſſiduity of his mºther by wherein he had ocen -ducated ; and there

adoption, in placing hiº, early at a col
lege in Paris, entirely erºticated the re
inembrance of his origin. He there went
through his ſtudies in the ame he was
entered, which was that of his benefac

fore i.e intre...ted, either through favour
or juſtice, to be indulged by her, at leaſt

till her deith, and cºncluded by telling
him, his bio her’s future fate and fortune
were now in his hands.

º

treſs, and no experce was
main
his was too favourite a topic for her
tenance. He was taught all the proper not ſoon after to reſume it.—“Truth and

exerciſes ſuitable to his age, with all the honour, ſaid ſhe, will not allow me to
diſtinction of a young gentleman, heir to deny you, that I could wiſh all the world
a conſiderable iot tune, and without his were equally ignorant as himſelf, with
having the leaſt miſt uit of the change reſpect to his birth ; but you wil be his
that had happined in his deſtiny. He deſtruction it by communicating to him
imagined his benefactreſs to be his no what I have juſt been ſaying to you, I
ther, and ſhe had habituated herſelf to am robbed of any part of that pleaſure
look upon him as her ſon, and finding which I take in concealing it from him.
him anſwer her moſt promiſing expecta Conſider well your conduct, for I have
tions, by the methods that had been ta ſuch delicate notions upon the head as
ken in his education, ſhe was reſolved that will never ſuffer me to put up with ap
he ſhould always remain in this agreeable pearances, or be impoſed upon by decep
critor".

tion.”

He was already, by her interceſſion,
However extravagant theſe notions ap
made a muſqueteer, when one of his bro peared to the Scotch gentleman, he
thers came to Paris, who failed not to thought himſelf obliged to reply, that ſhe
perform what he thought his duty, by required nothing but what ſhe had a right
paying his earlieſt reſpects to this larly, to expect ; and having a ſtrong define to
who had done ſo many generous and good ſee his brother, he proteſted that every
offices to the family. At this interview thing ſhe had been pleaſed to make him
he learnt from her what, indeed, could the confidant of, ſhould remain for ever a
not have been concealed, that his brother profound ſecret, if ſhe thought proper.

was living, and that he was deſerving of After this promiſe, ſhe did not heſitate
the affection which ſhe conceived for him. informing him, that his brother was a
But ſhe did not at the ſame time diflemble muſqueteer, and that he might ſee him at
her capricious turn of mind, by adding, Paris. If indeed the regard he had for
that ſhe had hitherto taken care to con his brother did not weigh with him not to
ceal from him his real fainly, her deſign deſtroy the muſqueteer's fortune, his own
being to keep him, during her life, in perſonal intereſt would have induced him
that deluſion. That to counterbalance to have kept the ſecret. He ſat out with
this deception, ſhe had not only reſolved full reſolution of being filent, no way
to behave, in every reſpect, as a mother miſtruſting his own diſcretion, and rumi
to him, but to bequeath him the ſucceſſi nating, anticipated the pleaſure he ſhould
on of all her fortune; that he already have in playing ſo uncommon a chara&ter
bore her name and arms ; that he believ as he was going to exhibit. . His impati
cd himſelf deſtined by nature to be her ence did not let him long poſtpone his de

heir, and that the force of cuſtom had fired ſatisfaction. Almoſt as ſoon as he
habituated him to pay her every filial reſ arrived at Paris he obtained it ; an acci

pe&t and attention; that the illuſion was

dent was ſo much his friend, that inſtead

ſo agreeable to her, if ever it ſhould be of having only the pleaſure of ſeeing his:
deſtroyed, ſhe ſhould conſider it as the brother, as he propoſed, he ſupped with
-

-

him.

-
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him the very firſt night, being introdu loving him ; it was now that the elder
ced by an Iriſh efficer, who had an inti brother could no longer with-hold the fe
macy at the hotel of the muſhueteers.
cret from him, or refrain from embracing
If he was at firſt excited by nothing him with tenderneſs, at the ſame time
but curioſity, to keep his eyes conſtantly ſubſtituting the word brother for friend.
fixed upon the muſqueteer, he was ſoon He, nevertheleſs, immediately ſubjoined
ſeniºble that the force of nature was ſtill

all the reaſons which ſhould induce both

ſtronger, which recalled his attention of them to act with caution in this reſpect;
againſt his will. During the whole night in imparting to him the diſcourſe which
he could not one inſtant withdraw his had paſſed between him and the muſque
eyes from a face whoſe every feature ava teer's ſuppoſed, mother; and concluded
kened in his heart ſome tender ſentinent. with intinating his fears that ſhe might
His brother, on his ſide, was ſecretly agi behave to her adopted ſon in the manner
tated by the ſame power; but this he at ſhe had threatened, if ſhe perceived the
firſt imputed to that embar aſſius ot which leaſt relaxation on his ſide with reſpect to
the contial, a tentºn of a tranger muſt

tenderneſs and affection.

naturally create; bu finding it increaſe,
V, hatever emotions the muſhueteer felt
with a kind of prejudice in a zoºl of this in his breaſt upon this diſcovery, he pro
very ſtranger, he cºld rº, c. , t for it; nºſed, however, to keep within ſuch
and he at len. . . . . . . . . . t to be out bounds as were preſcribed him; and they
of tho'e ſyriºpatºric pen, hauts which then ſettied in what manner they ſhould
ſometi:ues influence the heart, and which behave. To pay reſpect and regard to an
diſpoſe us to cºve... thoſe we arc unac amiable and generous lady, could not ap
pear a very difficult taſk, which they a
quainted wº.
They retired wi', a ſtrong inclination greed, by oath, never to ſwerve from.
of ine, tºg a '...i... ?’e muſqueteer was Indeed the teſtimonies which ſhe expected
the more ºr tou. for it, as he knew of were ſuch as could no way embarraſs any
no meaſu:cs that were to be kept ; and young gentleman well brought up, as his
the tº e '..e. nº xt day he deſired the Iriſh own diſpoſition, without compulſion,
of ice, v. no had introduced this agreeable would have induced him to offer them.
But the danger lay on another ſide.
c. 11 pºint, to make them better acquaint
td.

ſhus, then, they kept each other's The idea of a mother, whom he had ne

company, whilſt heir mutual inclination verſeen, and who inceſſantiy recuried to
daily encreaſed, and they at length be his mind under every attracting form,
came almod wepa, able; in a woºd, they greatiy diſturbed his tranquillity. The
were for ſome moi, hs the Cºffer and Pol deſire of ſeeing her became an inſupport
Iux of P. ris, and, as a contie l'ation, at . able torment to him.

He opened his

tracted tºe attention of all inquiſitive be mind to his brother upon this head, who
holders. The .h-natured world began to pain'ed to him, in ively colours, his ap
reaſon with reſpićt to a friendſhip that ſo prehenſions, exhorting him to gain more
much reſembl; d a paſſion. At a time el, ſpire over his ſentinents; but this
when ſuch familiarities and affectiºn were counſel was not attended to.

not always founded in innocence, vine
ſlanderous tongues choſe to brand their
connection with an unnatural ſtigma.
Such at leaſt was the pretext of the elder
brother for having revealed the ſecret.

Even the

fruſ lation of all his hopes did not appear
to him as an evil that ſhould divert his

deſign ; but this he thought could never
be the caſe, as he did not imagine that
ſhe, who was, he thought, ſolely actua

Moreover, he had no reaſon to ſuſpect ted by generoſity in all that ſhe had done
that his indiſcretion would have been ſo for him, could ever be offended to ſee

}

fatal to the muſqueteer ; and thoſe who
upbraid him with weakneſs, do not, how
ever, pronounce him criminal for yield
ing to the impulſe of his natural feel
ings.
The muſqueteer was one day expreſſing
his ſurpriſe at the ſtrong inclination he
had of conſtantly being with his unknown

him give way to thoſe ſentiments which
were as juſt as they were natural, eſpeci
ally when he ſhould ſolemnly declare to

her they ſhould no way affect thoſe which
ſhe had a light to expect from him. His
brother exerted all his endeavours to

make him lay aſide this thought, but in
vain; he ſat out with the deſign of open
brother, and at his great propenſity for ing his heart to his benefactreſs, and to
A a a 2.
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June,

intreat her to allow him to make a voy vocal terms, to obey in every thing the
lady whom he ſhould love all his life
age to England.
-

He was received by her with the uſual

time as his mother, and never to under

marks of affection. She had no ſuſpicion take any thing that might give her the
of any thing that had paſſed; and her af leaſt uneaſineſs. He placed his hope in
fe&tion for this dear ſon was now at its eſcaping by this mental reſervation, and
He had, nevertheleſs, ſcarce to find ſome favourable opportunity of
began to explain himſelf ere ſhe diſcover going ſecretly to England.
ſummit.

Peace being reſtored by this happy trea
ed what he was going upon. Her indig
nation was fired to that degree that it e ty, ſome months elapſed whilſt he was
clipſed all her other ſentiments.-‘‘ They concerting his meaſures to make a ſecret
have ruined you,” ſays ſhe, interrupting voyage to England; and he put them in
him, “I from this moment ceaſe to be execution at the time the court was at

your mother, ſince you are no longer ig

Fontainbleau, when he obtained leave of

norant whoſe ſon you are. Go back to, abſence for three weeks, without any one
thoſe who have done you this kind office, of his friends having the leaſt ſuſpicion of
and never appear again in my fight.” So his departure. In fine, fate, who had de
great was her jealouſy, that, upon ſaying creed that he ſhould not inherit this lady's
theſe laſt words, ſhe immediately retired fortune, reſolved that his benefactreſs
to her cloſet, where ſhe locked herſelf in ſhould be taken ill of a violent fever du

all alone, without liſtening a moment to ring his abſence, and thinking, in her
the prayers and intreaties of the youth. lucid intervals, that her end approached,
He at length concluded that his reaſoning ſhe moſt ardently wiſhed to ſee him. He
had deceived him ; but the evil which he was accordingly wrote to, but the letters
began to dread affecting him far leſs than never reached him ; equally fruitleſs was
what he thought the duty he owed to na the ſearch made after him, till it was at
ture, he reſolved rather to renounce his length diſcovered by ſome of the officers
claims to fortune, than to give up thoſe of the corps, that he was gone over to
obligations which he thought incumbent England.
This news, which was too inadvertent
on a youth of family, who ſhould confi
der nothing ſo dear as thoſe who gave ly related to his benefactreſs, no ſooner
him breath.

This reſolution did not, reached her than it threw her into the meſt

however, prevent the renewal of his en violent agonies, in which ſhe expired,
deavours to ſoften a heart whoſe affection revoking her former will in her adopted
he conſidered as placed in the firſt rank ſon's favour, conſidering him as the moſt
after that he bore his real mother. He ungrateful of human beings, and leaving
was beloved by the ſervants, who had her whole fortune to a convent.
been accuſtomed to treat him like their
The mind of the unfortunate muſque
maſter, ſo that by their aſſiſtance he gain teer was greatly agitated at this unexpe&t2 ed admittanee into the lady's apartment, ed ſtroke; every thing now ſeemed to
notwithſtanding the rigorous injunctions ruffle him, though the real ſource of his
ſhe had laid upon her attendants to the uneaſineſs was in his own breaſt, there
i.". At the fight of him ſhe was engendered by his adopted mother's cru
upon the point of flying from the room elty and revenge. As he could not brook
he entered; but he threw himſelf at her an affront, he was always cautious of gi
ving one ; but his diſpoſition now was in
feet, and interrupted her paſſage.
This was a moſt uncommon ſcene ; clined to conſtrue the ſlighteſt infinuation
jealouſy, affection, and rage, by turns into inſult, and being in company where
animated her. However, it at length his own ſtory was told by another officer,
ended in a kind of compoſition on both who did not know him, it was confidered

fides. The lady promiſed to continue
her friendſhip towards him, and to forget
the offence he had given her, on condition
that he would engage not to go to Eng
Hand, and never to call the Scotch lady
(whom ſhe confidered as her rival) mother
in her preſence. On his part the muſque

by him as ſo great an outrage upon de
cency, that he immediately called the of.
ficer out, when drawing, his antagoniſt
fell in the conflict. It was neceſſary for
the muſqueteer to make a precipitate eſ
cape, and he flew to England, where he
ſoon found himſelf deſtitute of money or
teer gave his word, but in the moſt equi protection, and his expectations from the
ſummit
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While he is ſtrutting in his birth-day ſuit,

mean neceſſity of imploring the benevo And loſt in admiration of himſelf,
lence of thoſe, who, becauſe they were And of his tawdry embroider'd coat,
richer, fancied themſelves greater than he. That it is to thy friendly aid he owes
The Needle.

The gaudy trapping of his boaſted dreſs t
Altho' thou haſt thy kind aſſiſtance lent
To deck his perſon; tho' without thy aid,

A Poem.

Conamur tenues grandia.

-

HoR.

He could not ſhine in

well-wrought but

ton-hole,

ONIAN muſes, let my ardent ſoul

or gold:laº'd hat, he ſcarcely deigns to

think
Thine animating, genial fire imbibe,
That there is ſuch an inſtrument in being.
And glow with inſpiration all divine,
But mark the contraſt of this light
While I the merits of the needle fing !
-

But not that wond’rous needle which
dire&ts

brain’d beau !

Obſerve the deep-read ſage, with formal

phyz
The roving mariner thro' ſeas unknown,
And, by a power magnetic, always points And ſolemn ſtep advance; each obje&
round
To frozen Zembla's ſhores; nor do I ſing
That other, knitting-needle hight, though He views with philoſophic eye; his coat

Of an antique cut, and ruſty ſable hue

they

Doubtleſs do both deſerve more copious (As he deduces cauſes from effects)
Does not unnotic’d paſs, but he remarks
praiſe
Than I can well beſtow.

I will confine

At preſent my advent'rous lay to that
Moſt uſeful needle which is chief em

ploy'd
By jantee taylor, or by ſempſtreſs trim;
That curious little cyclop unto which

Each various change it undergoes,

Pro

greſſive
Ev’n from the fleece unto its recent form.
Nor art Thou in this nice review look-d
-

o'er,

But he revolves with ſcrutinizing mind

All owe ſuch univerſal benefits

Thy great utility, for well he knows
Sure it deſerves in gratitude a verſe!
That every manufacturer doth ply
Thou pretty, ſlender, poliſh'd inſtru His lab’ring art in vain, and leaves his
work
ment l
[ſeq
indigeſted maſs, till thou,
Who can commend thee to thy true de A
Or who enough can thy inventor praiſe
(By hand of taylor guided) join each
part,
But thy inventor is (alas!) forgot;

º

He lies obſcur'd in dull oblivion's cave,

And from a ſeeming chaos form a coats

Hid by the gloom of a dark Gothic night. In meditation thus, with arms entwin'd,
Fain would I penetrate th' impervicus And look directed to the ground, he walks

Along the ſtreet, when lot perchance his

ſhade

That veils his name, and call it forth
To ſhine the foremoſt on the liſt of fame.

eye

*
glancing near the kennel's
edge,

But that is now deny'd, nor can the muſe
Dart through the cloud one faint enlight Swept by the careleſs 'prentice from the
ning ray

To guide us in the ſearch; nor will he
A ſtrain fićtitious ; nor a notion broach
Of vain ſurmiſe.

Of

hºme,

He ſtops

chaunt

To thee ſhe turns the

ſtrain,

And ſtrives to make thee live in laſting
verſe.

O unworthy plight !
nor heſitates, but ſnatches

thee

--

-

From thy impending ruin on his ſleeve
He

º

thee with care; with grateful

lcart

Retentiv.

of thy numerous ſervices,

Thou tiny implement, unthinking man

He homeºards bends his ſteps, there to

To thee conveniencies innumerous owes :

repof
His agº, º, and from his feet to clean
The ſi v. tº g dirt; while he is thus em

Without thy aid, could Tinſel ſhine in
lace,
Or cloaths new faſhion'd, in the crouded

loy'd,

Ah fatal

ºn tº the bruſh a chaſm rends
Alas! how little thinks the powdered beau, In his well-º-º-n -oſ. 5 now for thy aid
mall 2
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He calls, and now — (when optics on his But I can ne'er acquire thoſe happy powers,
noſe
That ſtrong expreſſive dignity of tyle,
*

Are placºd with careful, tho' with trem
bling hand,
And yard of worſted's through thine eye

So with a wiſh I here muſt end the ſong.
Where'er thou art; or of what ever ſize,
Whether in huſwife or enamel'd caſe

Adorn'd with gold, or form'd of hum

conveyed)

Thou help'ſt him to repair the hapleſs

bler wood ;

breach.

Whether poſſeſt by Chloe or by Kate;
Nor let us midſt thy qualities forget
Oh mayſt thou ever meet with the regard
How thou thy kind aſſiſtance lend'ſt to That richly is thy due ; and never more
Kate,

Be ſlightly look'd on, or a trifle deem'd :

As by the fire ſhe mends her tatter'd ſhift, But equal to thy great importance, may
Or darns with niceſt art her Roger's hoſe ;
While he in Morpheus' chains faſt bound

Thou ever be each beauteous maid's de
light !

Sits ſnoring by her ſide inſenſible.
May the looſe novel and the vague ro
inance
Now ſhe applies thy point with gentle
touch,
(Inſidious ſappers of the virtuous mind)
And wanton leer, unto his aim, or thigh--- Neglected lie upon the duſty ſhelf!
Up ſtarts the drowly clown; and in re Whilſt thou, alternate with domeſtic care,
And ſocial converſe; a well choſen book,

venge,

Imprints a thouſand kiſſes on her lips.
But ah how bleſt

how happy is thy fate'

And harmleſs mirth, employ their happy
hours;

-

When my Ax paſi's pretty fingers guide And glide them ſmoothly o'er the ſtream
thee

of time.
CLEANTHES.

Through all the mazes of embroidery.
Directed by her lilly hand you lead
The ſilk of vivid hue, with curious art

To form the mimic flower; or through
the thin

Contexture of tranſparent lawn you
pierce;

And follow'd by the fineſt thread, you
-

place
The Bruſſels border, round the flower'd

To M-1 S-H, Eſº;

An Elegy in imitation of MET Astasio.
Ecco qual fero flante,

-

Nice, mia Nice, addio !
I.

A” Thyrſis, ſee how nature lours,

What ſadneſs reigns around !
No happy moment gilds the hours,
No flowrets paint the ground.
Or now aſſiſted by her matchleſs art
The ruffle you adoln, and o'er the wire No verdure cheers the widow’d plain,
Shivers each leaf-ſtripp'd tree,
You fix the ſpreading gauze ; and now
erhaps
No joy is left, if thou, dear ſwain,
ſcarf.

~(on cº ſºon !) you are on

Wilt not remcmber me.

Her kerchief ſtuck, and kiſs that lovely

2.

How deep the ſullen proſpest’s gloom
Big with pale grief and care,
Her ſoft, enchanting love-inſpired bo
No friendly rays the blot illume,
ſom ;
I charge thee not to touch that ſeat of All ſhrink from grim deſpair.
Yet happy were my days ere-while,
bliſs,
Thy converſe gaily free,
Nor with rude ſcratch to wound the throne
ſpot,

-

~

-

-

Could from affliction force a ſmile,

of love.

But were 1 to rehearſe each quality,

* -

Then you remember'd me.

Each various point in which thou doſt

How bright the anº ev'ry dawn
Inſpir’d ſome vivid ſtain,
with thoſe
When pleas'd we tºod the dewy lawn
Remote corroding pain Of that immortal bard whoſe comic lay
Hath fix’d the ſplendid ſhilling on the roll Bright roſe the ſun, his dawn inſpir'd
With ſweet feſtivity,
Of never-dying fame; or I ſhould need
That lively, mooth and eaſy flow of Then thou, by ſacred friendſhip fir’d,
excell,

My verſe ſhould mount to kindred

ſtrains

words

Didlt itill remember me.
Then

In which the Pin by Woty is diſplay'd :
-

|

|
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Them fancy rul'd the gladſome days,
The muſes came along;

Phoebus approv'd the ſprightly maze
The graces tun'd each ſong.
But tho’ no more, ſoft, ſwelling notes
Exalt blythe Jocondry,
Nor more the liquid tranſport floats,
Yet ſtill remember me.
5

In vain for hope my ſpirits range
The flatt’ring phantom flies'
All, all proclaims the hapleſs change

375
Yet while misfortunes throng around
My heart ſtill pants to thee,
Still fain wou'd throb to friendſhip's
ſound

Ah! think'ſt thou ſo of me?
6.

Deluſive dream I can joy forego
The rapture-ſwelling gale :
Or droop to ſadd’ning tales of woe
While mirth and wit prevail :
Yet Thyrſis, tho' the ſprightly bowl
And pleaſures wait on thee,
Let tender pity melt thy ſoul,
Ah! yet remember me !

All conſolation dies.

H. K.

A. B.

Dublin.
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AMER IcAN AFFAIRs.

ſhould ſuffer the whole of the laſt ſeſſion

The Remonſtrance of the Aſſembly of
Boſion, preſented by their Committee, on
the 4th of February, to Governor Ber
nard, with his Anſwer.
May it pleaſe your Excellency,
N reply to your meſſage of the 30th of
January, the houſe of repreſentatives
beg leave to obſerve, that it is by virtue of
the royal charter alone, that the governor
and council have any authority to iſſue
money out of the treaſury, and that only,
according to ſuch acts as are or may be in
force within the province. This clauſe

of the general aſſembly to paſs, without
laying this matter before us; and that it
was again omitted in the preſent ſeſſion,
till the houſe had waited upon your Ex
cellency with their meſſage; an omiſſion
in breach of our privilege.

I

was intended to ſecure to the houſe of re

But, may it pleaſe your Excellency,
it is ſtill more grievous to us to find your
Excellency making mention of a late a&
of parliament, in purſuance of which
your Excellency and the council have

created this expence to the province. One
great grievance in regard to the ſtamp ağ,
was, that it deprived us of the advantage
of a fundamental and moſt eſſential part

preſentatives the privilege of originating,
granting and diſpoſing of taxes: But we
apprehend, it would be of very little va
Jue and importance, if it ſhould ever be.

of the Britiſh conſtitution, the unaliéna

come a ſettled rule, that the houſe are

the worth and importance of this right,

ble right of freedom from all taxation,
but ſuch as we ſhall voluntarily conſent
to and grant.

While we feel a ſenſe of

obliged to impoſe and levy aſſſſments, we cannot but expreſs a very deep con
upon their conſtituents, for the payment cern, that an act of parliament ſhould
of ſuch expences as may be incurred by yet be in being, which appears to us to be
virtue of an order of the governor and as real a grievance as was that which ſo

council, without the knowledge and con juſtly alarmed this continent. Your Ex
Your Excellency, cellency and the council, by taking this
therefore, in giving orders, with the ad ſtep, have unwarrantably and unconſtitu
vice of the council, for naking proviſion tionably ſubjected the people of this pro
for the artillery-companies at the caſtle, vince to an expence, without giving this
a&ted, in an eſſential point, contrary to houſe an opportunity of paſſing their judg
the plain intention of the charter of the ment upon it : And have alſo put it out
province, wherein the powers of the ſe of our power, by an act of our own, to
veral branches of the general aſſembly an e teſtify the ſame chearfulneſs which this.
ſent of the houſe.

declared and limited.

If, however, there

aſºnbly has always ſhewn, in granting

was an urgent neceſity for this procedure, to his majeſty, of their free accord, ſuch
in the receſs of the court, we are very aids as his Majeſty's ſervice has from time
much ſurprized that your Excellancy to time required.
*

To

r
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To this remonſtrance his Excellency
ſent the following meſſage.
Gentlemen of the Houſe of Repreſentatives,
• The charges againſt me and the coun
cil, contained in your meſſage of the 4th

June,

part of this ſeſſion, it was not 48 hours;
and within that time I had given orders

for making out an account of the expence
of the proviſion, in order to lay it before

you, and I actually received it within two
hours after I had your meſſage. This is
inſtant, have had a full confideration; the whole of what you call an omiſfion
the reſult of which is, that the proceed in breach of your privilege.
F. BERNA Rd.
- ings in making proviſion for the king's
troops lately arrived here, appear to be
conſtitutional and warrantable; and are
Letters from Genoa mention, that on
juſtified not only by the uſage of this go the 5th of May they attempted a diſem
vernment, but by the authority of the ge barkation of ſome troops on the iſland of
neral court.
Capraia, 150 of whom being volunteers
The barracks at the caſtle were built by made good their landing, and ſurpriſed a
order of the general court, for the recep piquet guard of the Corſicans of 16 men,
tion of the king's troops, when they without being diſcovered: but the ill-timed
ſhould arrive here, that there might be no zeal and heat of an officer, with a few
occaſion for quartering them upon the in volunteers, to purſue five Corſicans they
habitants. Fuel and candles are neceſſary ſaw at a little diſtance, was the occaſion
to the occupation of barracks; without of their being diſcovered, and giving the
them, no troops could go in, or , ſtay alarm to the whole body of Corſicans,
there, it being an allowance always inci who immediately aſſembled their forces,
dental to their living in barracks. When and marched againſt the volunteers. By
therefore the general court ordered theſe ſome fatality, the ſignal made from
barracks to be built for troops, it muſt the boats, after the volunteers were
have been implied that the incidental ne landed, was not ſeen by the veſſels
ceſſaries ſhould be provided for the troops that had the troops on board, who
when they went into them. Otherwiſe were to ſupport them, for the veſ
we muſt ſuppoſe, that the general court ſels by the current were driven ſome
did not intend that the barracks ſhould miles diſtant from the iſland, ſo that the

be applied to the uſe for which they were corps of volunteers was by this fatality
built.
abandoned, and, being overpowered
The manner of making the proviſion, by numbers, only nineteen of them
and the proviſion itſelf, were agreeable had the good fortune to get back to
to the uſage of this government in the the boats. Two captains, one lieutenant,
like caſes. It conſiſted of fuel and candle one Enſign, and forty one rank and file,
only, which are abſolutely neceſſary, and were killed; four captains, one lieute
always have been allowed in theſe bar nant, fix enſigns, one cadet, one ſer
racks; and it did not include it in the jeant, and ſeventy two rank and file, were

articles preſcribed in the ačt of parlia taken priſoners by the Corſicans, many of
ment.

And therefore it was wholly con them wounded.

formable to the uſage of the government
and the neceſſity of the caſe, but to the
act only as it coincided with it.
As to your complaint againſt me for not
laying this matter before you during the
whole of laſt ſeſſion, and part of this ſeſſi
on, I ſhall only ſtate the facts, and leave
it there. What you call the whole of laſt
ſeſſion, was only the ſix laſt days of it,
when you met, after an adjournment, to
paſs upon the compenſation-bill. As ſoon
as you had finiſhed that buſineſs, you de
fired me to grant you a receſs. I did ſo ;
and told you at the ſame time, that upon
that account I had poſtponed all other

Such as eſcaped were
brought off by col. Matria, under a
continued and heavy fire, who was him

ſelf wounded in two places; this diſap
pointment has been remedied by diſpatch
ing a reinforcement of 4co men, who
are to attempt the relief of the fort, which

has already held out above three months.
This embarkation notwithſtanding it
was made with all poſſible diſpatch, has
not anſwered our expe&tation, as they have
been prevented naking the iſland by con
trary winds, many of the troops have put

into Ferrario, this diſappointment has
deprived us of any hopes, as the Sieur

Ottone made declarations of ſurrendering

buſineſs to the next ſeſſion." As to the if not ſoon relieved.
The
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The Corſicans have removed their pri alſo made their application to the King
ſoners, which amounted to 91, and ſuch

of Sweden, to intreat his Majeſty to em:

as are not of their own country, are treat ploy his good offices in their favour, to
ed agreeable to the rules of war.
which they apprehended they were inti
Out advices from Poland continue to tled, on the conditions of the peace of
mention the good diſpoſition of the Ruſſi Olivia, to which one of his Majeſty's
an troops, and the exact order that is p! edeceſſors, Charles XI. was a contrac
obſerved by them, in their march to ſome tung party.
places of Great Poland, under the con
The expulſion of the jeſuits from
mand of major gen, count d'Apraxin.

Spain, has ſince our laſt (p. 3, 5) been

The confederacy which the Diſidents had
formed (as mentioned p 313) have by
deputation, been ſince taken to the Grod
of Calicz, there to be regiſtered, which
was oppoſed by the officers, affilted by
ſome gentlemen, who were ſo imprudent
as to attack the Cºſſacks of the D.ſidents
eſcorte, but of this they had ſoon reaſon
to repent, they being made priſoners;
of this imprudence, the Ruſſian ambaſſa
dor, has made a proper repreſentation,
requiring ſatisfaction ; we do not hear
that any lives were loſt.
In our laſt, p. 313, 2d col. mention
is made of the King's calling together
the privy-council previous to the Senatus

moſt effectually accompliſhed; thoſe who

were ſent to Carthagena for embarkation,
were detained ſome time, in order for the

courts making ſome neceſſary enquiries
tº corroborate facts, of which as yet,
they had not ſufficient evidence. The
firſt diviſion of thoſe Fathers that arrived
at Civita Vecchia, were in number five

hundred and ſeventy : The Pope with re
hºctance conſented to their landing, and
their being conducted to Ferraro; but
more recent accounts ſay, theſe were no
other than the ſick, and that count Win

dafºki appeared in that port, with a de

tachment of the military, to prevent
theſe ho!y, Fathers making a ſettlement

Concilium, which was opened the 25th of there; this his Holineſs has kept ſtea

May, but held with doors ſhut, compo dily to, both in regard tº the |a and
ſed of eleven biſhops, thirteen Palatiner, ſecond convoy, ſo that they were under a
ſome Caſtellans, and the cuſtomary offi neceility of departing for Corſica, where
cers of the council; as yet, nothing the republic of Genoa conſented, they
more has tranſpired, than that the Ruſſian might fill the places, that were to be va.
Partiſans, were for referring the demands cated by the French troops, but to this
of the Diſſidents, to the ordinary diet, M. de Marbeuf, their commander object
but in compliment to the King, it was ed, ſo that a veſſel had been diſpatched to
unanimouſly agreed, it ſhould be at his meet their convoy, to acquaint them with
pleaſure, who is to fix a day, for convo this his reſolution ; ſince this reſolution,

!.

the diet.

They continue through the Palatinates
of great Poland, to form themſelves into
confederacies, and to elect their marſhals,
who are to meet by the 15th of june, at
Radom near Warſaw, where a marſhal

general

the French King has directed, they might
be permitted to poſſeſs the four Preſidii

in the iſland, as had been ſtipulated by the
republic, with the King of Spain, and
where they arrived the 22d of May, a
mounting to ſix hundred, under

convoy

is to be elected, whom it is ex of three Spaniſh Xebecks.

e&ted will be Prince Radziºvil.

Such of the deputations from theſe ho
dies, as have requeſted an audience from
the King, have been indulged, when a
reply was made to the following effºl:
That his Majeſty could not reſolve on any
thing relative to the objects of their

From Naples petitions have been pre
ſented to his Catholic Majeſty, for the

purpoſe of procuring for the hoſpital for
the ſick, the revenues which the jeſuits
lately had there; and the advices from

Germany ſay, that her Imperial Majeſty
had removed her confeſſor, father Kamp

mullet, who is of that order. In the
bled, that he would take care to propoſe Milaneſe, count de Firmian, has ſeized

queſtions, without the ſtates being aſſem

them at the approaching dict, and with the papers of the Superiors, of which he
the greateſt ſympathy, deciated he would has ſent particular notice to Vienna, to
do every thing on his part as ſoon as poſi this he was lºd, by the appearance of a
ble.

new code of laws theſe fathers had made

The Diſſidents united at Thorn have public, for their governments, which
B b b
oblig
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obliged an implicit obedience, to the firſt Tchaouch Kiayaff was dangerouſly wound
of the order, under the moſt ſacred oaths, ed, as well as ſeveral other principal of
whoſe ſentence was to be final, as it is ficers. The Baſhaw was depoſed the
ſaid, not to be given, until a conſultation ſame day, and thoſe among his offi
cers, who were ſuſpected of having fa
war held with the Almighty.
In France the diſſolution of theſe Fa voured this plot, were exiled. The Aga
thers ſeems to be irrecoverable, as the of the janiſaries is making vigorous re
Parliament there have taken into conſide

ſearches after all who may have been fe

ration, the opinion given by the King's duced into this conſpiracy, and has al
council relative to that order, wherein ready ordered ſeveral great men of Cairo
they are declared, an enemy to ſovereigns, to be puniſhed, who have been found to
and the tranquility of ſtates, in conſe be of the number of the conſpirators.
The duke of Parma has put the biſhop
quence of which, the parliament have
paſſed an arret, obliging ſuch of them of that city under arreſt, on account of
as remained in the kingdom, through the ſome controverſy about juriſdiction; and
indulgence of the edićt of 1764, to depart the biſhops of Placentia and San Domni
within fifteen days under pain of criminal no have quitted their dioceſes, and retired
proſecution, except thoſe who have taken elſewhere until the affair is términated.
the oath directed.

The write from Senegal, that a crew

The arret juſt mentioned excepts againſt of pirates in an armed tehooner, who had
a return upon any pretext whatſoever, committed divers robberies on the coaſt,

forbidding all correſpondence with them,
and that no order ſhall be at liberty, to
give them any protection, and they have
proceeded ſo far, as to requeſt his Majeſty,

finding themſelves purſued by an Engliſh
man of war, and that it was impoſſible
to eſcape her, blew themſelves up by ſet
ting fire to the powder-room, and every

to make their arret a fundamenial law of

one on board periſhed.

They write from Port Royal, jamaica,
good offices with the Pope, to have the that admiral Pye had ordered the com
fociety for ever aboliſhed, as being high manders of his majeſty's ſhips of war on
the kingdom, and that he will uſe his

ly prejudicial to chriſtianity.

the Leeward iſland ſlation, to ſuffer no in
Letters of the 3d of March, from Cai ſult to be given to any foreign veſſel bound
-

ro, the capital of Egypt, adviſe, that that
day being the ſecond feaſt of Bayram,
when all the Beys, and other great offi
cers of the city, go to the caſtle to ſalute
Hamſey Pacha, governor of Egypt, and
pay their compliments to him, according
to the cuſtom of the feſtival, about fixty
erſons, the greater pait of whom be
}. to the grandees, who were exiled
ſome time ſince, having formed a plot to
get rid of ſeveral Heys, at that time in of
fice, introduced themſelves, diſguiſed and
armed into the Baſhaw's hall of Audi
ence; but notwith ſtanding their intenti
on had not tranſpired, they concerted
matters ſo ill for the execution, that it

to the ports within his juriſdićtion, by ei
ther French or Spaniſh Guarda Coſas, if
within five leagues of the land.

They write from Bermudas, that a ve
ry beneficial Whale fiſhery is now carried
on there, which had already produced fe
veral hundred tons of whalebone and

blubber for the European markets.
They write from St. Kitt's, that a
ſchooner of that iſland, had been taken

by a Spaniſh guarda coſta, at the diſtance
of three leagues from the Weſt end of
- Cuba, and carried into the Havannah;

but on a repreſentation made to the con
mander of the leeward iſland ſquadron,
'one of his Majeſty's frigates of war had
been diſpatched by the admiral to demand
the veſſel, and proper ſatisfačtion.
Charles-Town, South-Carolina, june
4. Mr. Hammerer, who engaged in the

proved abortive. The Emir Hatch, or
condućtor of the Mecca caravan, having
obſerved a ſtir among the Baſhaw's peo.
ple, he made a ſignal to the Bºy ; the lat
ter getting up immediately to take leave of converſion of the Cherokee Indians, has
the Baſław, he received a piſtol ſhot, which met with more ſucceſs than could be ex
carried off part of his jaw, however, he pećted. He has been elected Head-man
with the other Bºys made their way thro' of the lower towns. Some of the prin
the conſpirators, ſword in hand with the cipal Indians have given him their children
loſs of only one of their number.

The

to educate, who have made a tolerable

Emir Hatch had his Tchaouch killed, the progreſs in reading and writing.
The
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The laſt letters from Honduras menti Cherokee Indians had lately been inocu
on, that the Dutch of Curacca and St. lated for the ſmall pox in their own coun

Euſiatia had been guilty of many outra
ges in the Spaniſh quarter of the bay, by
ipiriting away their negroes, and entering
their rivers under Engliſh colours, which
had occaſioned the governor of jucatan
to ſeize two ſloops and a ſchooner in Freſh
Water Bay, which were legally con
demned.

-

The following articles are ſaid to be
the conditions which the French King is
determined to impoſe on the republick of
Geneva, notwithſtanding his ſolemn pro
miſes not to encroach upon the ſovereign
ty and independency of the Republick :
1. The juſtification of the leſſer coun
cil, by the Inediators.
2. The puniſhment of the guilty, and,
namely, of the 24 commiſſalies of the
repreſenting citizens, by the magiſtrates;
ſome ſay by the guarantees.
3. The native right aſcertained to the

try, by a physician of that place, who, in
return preſented him with ſuch quantities
of furs, beaver and deer ſkins, as in Eu

rope would amount to ſome thouſand
pounds.
APRIL. Wed. 8. A dreadful ſtorm of

thunder and lightning did conſiderable
damage at Provence in France. The
lightning ſet fire to the royal abbey of
St. James, by which one of the main
beams in the ſteeple was burnt, ſo as
to give way in the angle; two other
churches were ſet on fire in the neigh
bourhood, the bells of one melted, and
the other entirely conſumed.
Mond. 20. The froſt was ſo ſevere in

-

leſſer council.

the province of Dauphiny, that it deſtroy
ed the vines, and totaly cut off the bioſ
ſoms of the early fruit trees.
Sund. 26. The concerto at the Thuil

leries in Paris, was interrupted by a tra
gical accident, which has occaſioned much

4. The Syndics to be ele&ted out of converſation, Mr. H-y, an Engliſh gen
the members of the leſſer council for the tleman, having taken offence at a French
officer's manner of talking to ſome ladies
time being.
5. The repreſentation to be made by that ſat next him, made uſe of ſome rough
only one citizen, or at moſt by a very language, which the officer reſenting,
ſmall number of them, to be limited by gave a ſign for the Engliſh gentleman to
follow him out. In croſſing the benches,
the leſſer council. '
6. The code of laws to be forthwith the Engliſhman ſtruck the officer with his
fiſt, and the officer inſtantly drew his
printed and publiſhed.
7. The laws and cuſtoms have been ſword, and ran the Engliſhman through
the body. The wound, however, was not
rightly interpreted by the leſſer council.
8. The leſſer council allowed to have mortal; and the French in general, ſeem
properly anſwered all former repreſenta to be ſorry that it was not, as the exam
tions.
ple of ſtriking a perſon in a royal palace
9. If the cantons do not agree to the ought, according to their way of think
above, his Majeſty declares, that he will ing, to be puniſhed with inſtant death.
withdraw from the guarantee, and that The gentleman was, however, taken up,
his ambaſſador ſhall be forbidden to hold and carried to the baſtile,where his wound

any conference on that ſubject with the has been ſince cured, and at the inſtance
Swiſs.

of the Britiſh ambaſſador, he has been re
It is added, moreover, that the French leaſed,and conveyed by order of the court,

King cannot, nor will ſee the Genevian to the frontiers of France next England,
affairs terminated by any but himſelf; and the French officer enjoined not to de
part the kingdom for a limited time.
the ſatisfaction he demands, he will find
Frid. May 1. M. Rouffrau, the cele
ways to procure it himſelf.
brated writer, quitted his retreat at Mr.
They write from St. john’s, Newfound Davenport's at Wootton in Derbyſhire,
land, that two French and five New Eng where he has long been hoſpitably enter
land veſſels, had been carried in there by tained, in a very abrupt manner, leaving
his Majeſty's armed cruizers, and were a letter behind him, in which he abuſes
expected to be condemned for illegal his benefactor in the moſt ungenerous
and that ſhould the Cantons refuſe him

trade.

terms.

He has ſince written a letter from

They write from Charles-Town, S. Ca Spalding in Lincolnſhire to the Lord Chan
rolina, that upwards of 9oo Creeks and ceilor, demanding a ſafe conduct to Do
B b b 2
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Tueſ. 5. The colle&tion at the rehear
ſal of the muſic for the feaſt of the ſons

lity he requeſts, as the laſt he ſhall ever of the clergy amounted to 212 l. 1 os. 6d.
require from a country which he is hence the leaſt that has been known for many
forth determined to abandon for ever. years.

-

Thurſ. 7. Was held the anniverſary
“What pity, that a man of refined ſenſe,
ſhould be the ſlave of a diſłempered fºncy! meeting of the ſons of the clergy. The
This day the ceremony of the colona ſermon was preached by the Rev. Dr. Eyré,
tion of their Daniſh majeſties was per and the collection amounted to 16 × 1. 1 os.

formed in the chapel of Chri,jianburg at
Copenhagen, by the biſhop of Sieland. On
that occaſion his majeſty aſſumed the mot
to Gloria ex amore patriae. My glory is
the love of my country. As the kings of
Denmark do not receive the crown from

2 d. At the hall to 490 l. 16 s. 8d.
Several workmen, lately diſcharged

from his majeſty's dock-yards, were paid
their wages at the pay-office in Broad
freet.—In the diſcharge of theſe ſpare
hands, the greateſt regard was had to

any other hands than their own, the cere inerit and c reumſtances. The id!eſt men
mony of putting it on, is performed by were firſt diſcharged; thoſe who kept
themſelves.

public houſes next ; and, laſt of all, thoſe

Sat. 2. The ſeſſions which ended at

who were leaſt but thened with families.

The King of Spain's expulſion of the
the Old Bailey on Wedneſday, ended, when
17 priſoners capitally convicted, received jeſuits from his dominions has recalled
fentence of death; james Simpſon for to mind the predićtion of Bronſ well, arch
ſtealing money; David Roberts for ſteal biſhop of Dublin, in 1558, when Lay
ing a gold watch ; john Benham and mez, general of the ſociety, and in me
William Elliot for houſe breaking : john diate iucceſſor of St. Ignatius, had form
Harris, a boy, for ſhoplifting; Richard ed them into a ſociety.—There has, ſays
£each for houſe breaking; Samuel Knock that prelate, lately riſen up a new frater
and jacob Wood for burglary; john M. nity, a new ſociety of men, called jeſu
Donnell for forgery; Daniel Hobbs for its, who ſhall ſeduce many people; they
the highway; Mary Peck for counterfeit ſhall employ all their talents to deſtroy
ing a marriage certificate in order to re the truth, and they ſhall be near ſuc
ceive a ſeaman's pay; Thomas Smith ceeding ; they are a generation who aſ
for horſe ſtealing; Gorman and ºchn fume ail ſhapes; with Pagans, they will
fon ſailors, for the murder of Griffiths be Pagans; with Jews, Jews; with the
near Holloway; Samuel Collins and Law. Reformed, Reformed; Atheiſts, with A
rence Sweetman for the highway 5 and theiſts; , wholly to diſcover your views,
Thomas Pines for procuring a forged re your deſigns, i. inclimations, the bot
ceipt to be written for 9 guineas for three tom of your hearts ; to render you, in
loads of hay, when only 7 l. los. was paid the end, like the fool who ſaid in his
for the ſame, with an intent to defraud

heart, There is no God. This ſociety

his maſter, feniſºn Shaſtor, Eſq; to whom will ſpread over the whole earth; they
he was coachman, of 1 1. 19 s. in the pur will be admitted into the councils of
chaſe of the ſaid hay ; a fraud which, it is Princes, who will not be the wifer for
feared, has been too commonly practiſed ſo doing; they will bewitch them ſo far,
as to
them to lay open their hearts
with impunity. '
An inhabitant of the Little Old Bailey to them, to entruſt them with their great

§:

acquainted the committee of the Found eſt ſecrets, even without perceiving it;
ling Hoſpital with the crucities practiied they ſhall be deceived in this ſort for hav
upon a girl placed out as an apprentice by ing forſaken the law of their God, neg
that charity, to a woman in that neigh lecting to follow the rules of the Goſpel,
bourhood; and the contents of the infor-. and ſhutting their eyes to the fins of the
mation, upon enquiry, being found to people. But, in the end, to make known
be true, a bill of indictment was this day the righteouſneſs of his law, God ſhali
preferred at the Old Bailey againſt the ſpeedily extirpate this ſociety, by the
it mott,
miſtreſs, in order for trial at the next ſeſ hands of thoſe who
fions. The pc.or creature's arm is wi and who ſerved themſelves moſt by it;

prºj

thered, and ſhe was almoſt ſtarved to ſo that theſe men ſhall become odious to
death.
all, nations, and be in a worſe conditi
-

on
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on than the jews. They ſhall no more
have any fixed reſidence on earth; and
in that time a jew ſhall find more favour
than a jeſuit.
In 1598, theſe fathers
were baniſhed from France, for being
concerned in the aſſaſſination of King
Henry IV. They were driven from En
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form a part : catches and glees are thus
defined :

A CAT ch, is that ſpecies of compoſi
tion, in which the words and muſic are
ſo contrived, that the fenſe of one ine

catches on, or plays into, that of ano
ther ; and by ſo doing, conveys a mean
by Q, Elizabeth in 1602; from the ing and humour which did not occur in
epublic of Venice in 1605; from Poland the curſory reading.
in 1607; from Bohemia, Sileſia, Mora
A GLEE, in the Scotch acceptation,
‘via, and Hungary, in 1619, where how implies ſomething cheal ful, as in the
ever they were again re-eſtabliſhed. They well-known ſong,
were expelled from Portugal and France,
“With tuneful pipe, and merry glee,
and are now baniſhed for ever from the
“Young jockey won my heart.”
monarchy of Spain.
CATCH, by way of Specimen.
The lady of admiral O'Hara was terri
bly burnt, by an accident of her ruffle
The FAMILY QUARREL.
taking fire by the flame of a candle; and
Friend. Good neighbours, be quiet,
her ſon capt. O'Hara, was much ſcorch
let me part the fray;
[away.
ed by endeavouring to extinguiſh the Come kiſs and be friends, drive diſcord
flame.
Wife. He's a puppy, an aſs, a poor
Fri. 8. A correſpondent in the London
frip'ry Jack,
Chronicle, recommends the culture of That gives me no vićtuals, nor cloaths to
my back.
buck, or French wheat, as exceedingly
profitable to the farmer. It will thrive
Huſb. Oh! you vixen, you brawler,
well in ſandy or gravelly ſoils; rolled
how dare you to rail
and ploughed in, when green, it makes If this be the caſe, I muſt lock up my ale.
an excellent manure for three years;
Hºſe. Aye, faſten the door, and pocket
the key,
[up mea
reaped and threſhed, it produces great
increaſe, affords a delicious food for pigs, I can get ale abroad, for you ſhan’t lock
pigeons, and poultry; and, by mixing This Catch gained a Golden Prize Medal,
it with oats, it cleanſes and ſmooths the
in the Year 1764.

#.

coats of horſe, ; in ſhort, in poor land

G L E E, by Mr. BAilpo N.
nothing anſwers ſo well. The time of
ſowing it, is in May.
When gay Bacchus fills my breaſt,
At Ranelagh Houſe was performed the All my cares are lull'd to reſt;
-

much-admired Catches and Glees, ſele&t-

ed from the curious coilećtion of the
Catch-club ; being the firſt of the kind
publickly czhibited in this or any other
kingdom.—The entertainment, conſified
of the favourite catches and glees confi
by the moſt eminent matters of the
aſt and preſent age, by a conſiderable

Fº

number of the beſt vocal and inſtrumen

tal performers.-The cholai and in ſiru
mental parts were added to give the
catches and glees their proper cfie&t in
ſo large an amphitheatre; being compoſ
ed, for that purpoſe, by Dr. Arne. Ti.is
performance was introduced at the deſire
of many perſons of quality; and was for
merly ſo much in faſhion, that in moſt
polite families, after dinner and fupper,
it was a cuſtom to lay the choice it col
lećtion of catches and gets on the table;
and it was thought a deficiency in cduca
tion in thoſe who could not leadily per

Rich I ſeem as Lydia's King,
Merry catch or ballad fing.

Ivy wreaths my temples ſhade;
Ivy, that will never fade :

Thus I fit, in mind eate,
Laughing at the farce of ſtate.
Some delight in fighting fields;
Nºbler tranſports Bacchus yields—
Fili the bowl—I. ever ſaid,
'Tis better to lie drunk, than dead.

This glee gained a Golden Prize Medal,
in the Year 1766.
Tueſ 18. A number of ſubalterns of

the army and marines, on half pay, aſ
ſembled at the Globe Tavern in the Strand,
and deputed Lieut. Carroll to wait on the
Marquis of Granby and Gen. Conway,
to return them thanks for their gracious

reception of their application, for an aug
mentation of their allowance.

Fri. 22. At a court of common coun
cil,

•.
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June,

cil, it was reſolved to agree with the go Rt., Hon. Lord Burgherſh, ſon of the
vernment's propoſals for the purchaſe of Earl of Weſtmoreland, to the Rt. Hon.
Greſham-College for an Exciſe Office. Lady Suſan Gordon.—30. Hon. William
The le&tures are to be read over the Craven, Eſq; nephew to Lord Craven, to
Royal Exchange, and the lećturers allow the Hon. Lady Betty Berkeley, fiſter to
ed a handſome gratification for their the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Berkeley.—Sir
apartments.
Charles Cope, Bart. to Miſs Biſhop,
Thurſ. 28. Several of the lieutenants daugh, of Sir Cecil Biſhop, Bart—Ju NE
of his Majeſty's navy, were deputed by 2. Rob. Clayton, Eſq; only ſon of fir
their corps with a letter of thanks to the Kenrick Clayton, Bart. to Miſs Standert.
hon. Capt. Henry, for his unvarying per —Sir James Langham, Bt.. to miſs Muſ
ſeverance in obtaining for them that ad grave-–3. The Rt. Hon. Lord Walt
ditional ſhilling a day, which is now ham, to miſs Coe.—5. Lieut. Col. Wm.
Skinner, to miſs Suſanna, daugh. of the
given to their preſent half-pay.
Fri. 29. The ballot was declared at late Sir George Warren.—Rt. Hon. Ld.
Merchant Taylor's Hall, upon the queſti William Seymour, brother to his Grace
on propoſed for petitioning the Parlia the duke of Somerſet, to miſs Maltravers,
ment againſt the bill for regulating the with a fortune of zo,oool.—15. Hon.
Eaſt India Comamy's dividend, when the Mr. Damer, eldeſt ſon of Lord Milton,
numbers were,
to miſs Conway, daug. of the Rt. Hon.
For the
244, Againſt it 120. Henry Seymour Conway, Eſq;-The Earl
JUN e, Wedneſday, 3. Their Majeſties of Hopetown, to Lady Betty Leſlie,
honoured the Society of Autiſts of Great dau. of the late Earl of Leven.
Britain with their preſence, at the exhi
bition in Spring Gardens, and ordered
Lift of DEATH's for the Year 1767.

%.

them the ſum of Iool.

Mon. 8. The ſon of his Serene High
meſs the prince of Brunſwick, who has
been ſeveral days under preparation, was
inoculated for the ſmall-pox, at the a
partments in St. James's Palace.
It is ſaid a foreigner lately arrived from
the Eaſt-Indies, has diſcovered the true
ſecret of making China Ware, with the
method of enamelling, as practiſed in
the Eaſt.
The number of veſſels that are to be

HE Hon. Rob. Delap,
Chief Juſtice of the
Common Pleas in Jamaica.—Rt. Hon.

April 20.

Lord St. John, of Rietſoe, at Nice.—

MAY 3. Lady ºf William Millar, Eſq;
of Star in Scotland, and fifter to the Ciſs

of Cromartie.—io. Tho. Jackſon, Eſq;
dep. comptr. of the foreign office in the
general Poſt-office.—20. Lady of Pryſe
Campbell, Eſq; one of the lords of the
treaſury.-12. Lady Mary Lyon, ſiſter to

ſent upon the herring fiſhery this year the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Strathmore.--from Holland amount to 164, and they Miſs Nancy Dawſon, remarkable for her
are to put to ſea the 15th inſtant.
dexterity in dancing an hornpipe.---26.
We are aſſured, by a gentleman of ve At Protzon near Berlin, his Royal High
racity,who arrived in town laſt week from neſs P. Henry, brother to the king of Pruſ
Belliſie, that the French have already fit ſia. --28. At Vienna, the Empreſs conſort,
ted cut there, and in the river Willaine, they were both carried off by the ſmallpox.
upwards of zoo veſſels to be employed - Brice Fiſher, Eſq; member for Borough
this year in the Newfoundland codfiſhery. bridge, Yorkſhire.—29. Anthony Keck,
Eſq; one of the gentlemen of his Ma
jeſty's privy-chanibers, M. P. for Wood
Liſt of BIRTHs, for the rear 1767.
HE Rt. Hon. Ctſs of Errol, of a ſtock. —30. Suddenly, the Hon. John
ſon and heir.—Wife of Richard

Boſcawen, ſecond brother to Viſc. Fal

mouth, a major gen. and colonel of the
Milles, Eſq; member for Canterbury, of 45th
reg. of foot, M. P. for Truro in
a daughter.
Cornwall.—Robert Jenner, Eſq; D. C.
L. Regius profeſſor of civil law at Ox
Lift of MARRIAGEs for 1767.
ford.—The Hon. Mrs. Eliz. Verney,
MAY 2.
Uke of Buccleugh, to la nearly allied to Ld. Verney.—JUNE 6:
dy Betty Montague.-28. In France, Prince of Iſenghein, dean of
the
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the Marſhals of France, Lieut. Gen. of (Geo. Anderſon, dec)— — Hork, Eſq;

the province of Artois, and governor of app. conſul gen. at Liſbon, in the room
the town and citadel of Arras.-The of Sir Henry Frankland.—Thomas M*

Rt. Hon. Lord Hope, eldeſt ſon to the Guire, Eſq; attorney gen. North Caroli
Earl of Hopetown.—10. Tho. Farren, na, (Robert Jones, Eſq.; dec.) -JUN E 15.
Eſq; dep, auditor of the board of Green William Haviland, Eſq; colonel of the
Cloth.—12. Sir John Evelyn, Bart, firſt 45th foot, (Hon. Gen. John Boſcawen,
commiſſioner of the board of Green dec.)

Cloth.-Willian Bower, Eſq; one of the
dep. regiſters of the court of Chancery.
— 1. James Worſdall, Eſq; Painter to
his Majeſty's office of Ordnance.

Iliff of PRomotions for the Year 1767.
MAY 24.

New Me MBERs.
Members

Room of

Place

Col. Gordon, Woodſtock, Ant. Keck, dec.
Hon. Mr.
Gen. John Boſ
Boſcawen,
Truro,
cawen,

}
i.}

Ieut. Col. Robert Sloper, James Weſt, R. Borough-7. Brice Fiſher,

governor of Hurſt Caſtle,

bridge,

}

dec.

Mont HLY CHR on olog ER for IRELAND.
“And where
O much in opinion is that rational remarkable paragraph.
AD and well judged charity of the char “ as it is remarkable that the above
ter. Schools of this kingdom (projected “mentioned loſſes fell only upon the
and patroniſed by Dr. Manle, late biſhop “Proteſtant Shopkeepers of this City,
of Meath) that the Goldſmith's compa “[Cork] the ſeveral goods intended for
my of London dire&ted one hundred pounds “ the Popiſh ſhopkeepers thereof having
to be paid for the purpoſe of their ſup “ paſſed without moleſtation.”--We were
ort; the receipt of which has been ac in hopes that ſuch diſtinctions could not
nowledged, as well as the bequeſt of have been made, and that Proteſtants now
two hundred by the Rev. Timothy Collins a days, would not, as it were, have been
marked for the ſlaughter.
of Buckland in the county of Dorſet.
MAY, Sun. 31. The Right Rev. and
Mond. 8. Was ſhipped for the Planta
Hon. Dr. Hervey, was conſecrated Bi tions a number of felons, amongſt whom
ſhop of Cloyne in Chriſt Church, Dublin, are thoſe deſperadoes, who for a good
by his Grace the Lord Archbiſhop of part of laſt winter infeſted the ſtreets of
Dublin, aſſiſted by the Biſhops of Meath Dublin, much to the terror of the inha
and Ferns.
bitants, until they were ſuppreſſed by the
The governors of the Marine Nurſery aćtivity of the preſent city high-ſheriffs,
received a benefaction of eighteen pounds who iºd a moſt commendable zeal
from the gentlemen of the grand jury of for the public ſafety; nor was the city
the county of Antrim.
judge leſs careful and circumſpect to pre
The Rev. Thomas Campbell, A. M. vent their eſcaping juſtice, before whom
was eleēted an honorary member of the they were brought at no little hazard ; as
Dublin Society, and preſented with their well thoſe againſt whom evidence of rob
honorary medal, in teſtimony of their ap beries appeared, as they of ſingular bad
prebation of his Eſſay on perfecting the character, known diſturbers of the peace,
fine arts in Great-Britain and Ireland.
and of no viſible way of living ; and ſo
ju NE, Wed. 3. The tranſports with the much attention was paid to this particu
1 oth regiment ſailed from Cork with a fair lar, that it has effe&tually reſtored the
wind for Quebec.
dignity and weight that ſhould attend .
A reward of fifty pounds is offered by preſentments from grand juries, and ap
advertiſement, ſigned Adam Newman, plications from neighbourhoods, when
one of his Majeſty's juſtices of the peace, properly ſupported ; this has had ſo good
-

-

-

for the detection and convićtion of one

an effect, as to ſuppreſs that daring im

or more of the perſons concerned in de pudence that for a while bade juſtice de

ſtroying
in our laſt, page 320, where there is this

goods near Cork, as mentioned fiance.
We
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We muſt not omit the neglect of ſome

June.

Donations for the Hibernian School.

county juſtices, who ſuffered the timber

trees (cut down under the pretence of
May-buſhes) to ſtand triumphant in their
neighbourhood, not leſs to the prejudice
of the dignity of the peace, than to
many mutilated improvements (not to
be reſtored during the lives of the
poſſeſſors) until removed by ſome more
ſpirited magiſtrate. —They that receive
the tribute of Caeſar, ſhould give Caſar
Bis due.

One day's pay, 12th dragoons, 17
Ditto,
56th foot.
12

9

Lift of BIRT hs for the Year 1767.
June 6.

HE Lady of the Hon. Ar
thur Trevor,

of a ſon.—

7. The Viſcounteſs Clanwilliam, of a

daughter.
Lift of MARRIAG es for the Year 1767.

This is now become a ſort of traffic, MAY 29.

and trees are a&ually bargained for, as
ſoon as marked, or perhaps pointed out by
the intended purchaſor, as beſt ſerving his
purpoſe, that in Kevan's port of the laſt
year, was publicly ſold for the ſide of a

1
19

T Hacketſtown, co. of
Carlow, Edward Vernon,

Scooly, Eſq; to miſs Trydell.—John
Lewis Fitzmaurice, Eſq; to miſs Chriſtian

Allen.-Ju N E 5. Samuel Onge, Eſq;
to miſs Chambers.-14. Robert Howard,
ladder (ſo tall and ſtately was the tree) Eſq; capt. of the 14th dragoons, to Mrs.
though it was well known to be ſtol Bayly, daughter and heireſs of the late
en from the domain of a gentleman in Montague Lambert, Eſq;---John Ed
that neighbourhood; by this indolence, wards, Eſq; Surveyor of Trim, to miſs
theft is ſuffered to riot in a debauch, and Cheavers.---19. Thomas Paterſon, of
the evil encouraged.
Londonderry, Eſq; to miſs Patton.
The May tree of this year was taken
Lift of DEAths for the Year 1767.
down by the county high-ſheriff, but not
T Tullamore, Thomas
before it ſtood towering many days, an of MAY 28.
Crowe, Efa; late Lt. Col.
fence to public order, and the overs of
improvement. In the diſtrict of Grange of the 14th dragoons.—The wife of Vi
Gorman, a tree was found in the poſicſ cars Fiſher, of Maryborough, Eſq; —
ſion of a perſon, (ſtolen in this oppreſ JUNE 3. The lady of capt. Johnſon, and
five manner, and under the above pre niece of Adm. O'Hara. – Wiian Ac
tence) by the foreman of the grand jury, ton, Eſq; counſelor at law.—The Rev.
ſo that the public may hope to receive Luke Matterion of Finea, co. of weſt
that juſtice, no man has a light to part meath.--The relićt of Lieut. Col. James
with, and by office, is ſolemnly bound Innes; this Lady in the year 1764 er: cted
to procure; ſuch is the malignity of the and endowed a ſchool for the education
evil pointed out, and the neglect of ſome of four boys and as many girls. –1 o.
to prevent it.
Miſs Hannah Hunt, daug. of Alderman
Tueſ. 9. The governors of the Mag Edward Hunt.--Francis Guybon, of
dalene Charity returned their acknow Glaſnevin, Eſq; +Mr. William Daniel,
ledgments to Acheſon Moore, Eſq; for merchant.—16. Jonathan Willington, ef
his generous benefaction of one hundred Ballitory, co. of Tipperary, Eſq; –Joſhua
pounds; and for the ſum of forty three Tench of Wexford, Eſq;-19. The Rt.
pounds, the amount of different benefac Hon. Martha Lady Viſcounteſs Dowager re
tions.
Blefington.
Thurſ. 18. was held the fair at Kil
kenny, where cattle ſold high, and wool Liſt of PR ovotions for the Year 1767.
Illiam Haviland, col. of
at eleven ſhillings and ſix-pence the ſtone. JUNE 8.
Fri. 19. The governors of the H/ork
the 45th foot (Gen.
houſe acknowledge the receipt of fifty John Boſcawen, dec.)—The Rev. Wm.
pounds from an unknown lady, ſubmit Stopford, preſented to the prebend of Ti
ted to the dire&tion of the right on. lady hallan, dioceſe of Clogher.—The Rev.
* Ziratella Denny, who has appointed it to Wm. Jephſon, collated to the Rečiory of
the fund, colle&ting for the purpoſe of fi Lorum, dioceſe of Fermes.—The Rev.
niſhing, a place of Divine Worſhip for Thomas Colclough, preſented to the rec
tory of Dythart, co. of Clare (Rev. Mr.
that foundation.
-

Jephſon pro.)
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(The Political History, &c. for to military affairs, which may probabl
1766, continued from page 359.)
prevent their being ever able to cope :
Europeans in the field.
State of Affairs in Indoffan. The Ma
We have in our two laſt volumes given
rattas make an Irruption in Favour of an account of the ſucceſsful ačtions which
Sujab Daula ; , are routed by General brought the late dangerous war nearly to
Carnac. Sujah Doula ſurrenders him a period : it now remains to ſhew in what
felf a Priſoner to the General, Mir manner it was finally concluded, and the

jaffer dies; is ſucceeded by his Son advantages we have a right to expe&t in
Najiem il Doula. Advantageour Trea conſequence of theſe ſucceſſes.

ty concluded by the Company, with the

It muſt

be confeſſed, that the authenticated ac

young Nabob.

counts of tranſactions in that part of the
world, are far from being ſo clear, full,
HE great acquiſitions of power, do or preciſe, as could be wiſhed; and that

minion, and riches, which have thoſe which come from private hands,
been made in the Eaſt-Indies, and which through the diſſenſions which have ariſen

we hope are now fully ſecured in our among the company's ſervants there, are
poſſeſſion; whether regarded with reſpect much to be ſuſpected of being tinged
to the nation in general, or to the Eaſt with the colours of the parties whoſe
India company in particular, are become hands they came through. It remains,
objećts of the higheſt importance and con that we give the beſt account of things that
We have not been exempt we have been able to procure, and that
from fears, that, by the carrying on of a we cautiouſly abſtain from giving any
continual courſe of war in Indoſtan, we opinion in matters which are ſo far from
might in time have beaten the natives o # being ſufficiently cleared up.
that country into good ſoldiers. The
We cloſed our laſt year's account with

ſideration.

order and diſcipline which Coſim Aly the taking of Eliabad. The traćt of which
Cawn began to introduce, and the firm Eliabad is the capital, is called the Gor
neſs and perſeverance ſhewn by his troop
in conſequence of theſe regulations,
different from any thing that had ever
been obſerved before among them, ſeem

rah country, lying between the rivers

Ganges and Yumna, and extending to

the point where theſe rivers join. Near
this point Eliabad is ſituated. Soon af
ed ſtrongly to countenance this opinion. ter the taking of this place, general Car

But theſe beginnings were not followed. nac aſſumed the command of the army,
There ſeems to be an inferiority of ge having ſuperſeded Sir Robert Fletcher.
nius, a natural imbecillity, in the na He diſpoſed of his troops to the beſt ad
tives of theſe vaſt countries, with reſpe&t vantage, for ſecuring the new conqueſts,
and
C c c
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and quieting the country; in which ope purchaſe their own peace, by delivering
rations we do not find, that he met with him to the vengeance of his enemies. He
any diſturbance or oppoſition worth no determined, therefore, to have the merit
tice for ſome time.
of anticipating his fate. But firſt, with
But this repoſe was of no long conti a ſpirit of fidelity unuſual in that coun
nuance. Sujah Doula the Nabob of Ou try, he permitted Mir Coſfim, and the
de, a man of ſteadineſs, courage, and re aſſaſſin Someraw, who had taken refuge
ſources, was determined not to fall in with him, to eſcape. Having taken theſe
a weak and inglorious manner: aban meaſures, he ſurrendered himſelf, in three
doned by the Mogul, who quitted his days after the ačtion, to general Carnac,
camp after the battle of Buxar, and went without any other ſtipulation in his fa
over to the Engliſh; ſtripped of the name vour, than to await the determination of
and authority of vizier; waſted by fre Lord Clive concerning him.
Thus ended the war, which began on
quent and bloody defeats; he ſtill main
tained his ačtivity and reſolution. He account of Mir Coſim. It was condu&gathered together with great affiduity, the ed on our ſide, with a degree of ability,
remains of his routed armies; and ſeeing bravery, and ſucceſs, which few military
that his own territories were unequal to annals can equal; and ſupported by our

the ſupply of troops, ſufficient, either in enemies, in many parts of it, with a ſpi
numbers or ſpirit, to face the Engliſh, he rit, firmneſs, and diſcipline, unknown in
turned himſelf to the Marattas. The any former period of the Indian wars.
Marattas are a people of the mountainous And thus were the two moſt powerful
country, ſituated ſouth-weſt of his terri princes of Indoſtan reduced to the melan
tory. Of all the tribes originally Indian, choly neceſſity, the one of wandering
they are almoſt the only one which can as a fugitive, cut off by his own cruelty
be in any ſenſe conſidered as warlike. from every hope of peace, or clemenc
They never had been perfectly ſubdued from the conquerors; and the other, af
by the Mogul Tartars, who extended ter the loſs of his country, of being ob
their empire over all the other parts of liged to make the moſt abjećt ſubmiſſion
India. Their great ſtrength is in horſe; to his provoked enemies, of ſurrendeling
with which (eſpecially of late years) they himſelf a priſoner at diſcretion; and of
held all that vaſt peninſula in continual feeling the mortification to be obliged to
alarms, waſted many provinces, and ob await the fate that ſhould be ailotted
liged moſt of them to purchaſe a tempo him, by the ſervants belonging to a com
rary ceſſation of hoſtilities by a ſort of pany of Engliſh merchants; thus afford
tribute, or annual ranſom. Sujah Doula ing a degree of triumph, unknown even
threw himſelf on this alliance as his laſt to antient Rome.
recourſe. But the terror of the Marat
During theſe tranſa&ti-

ons, died Mir Jaffer Aly

tas ceaſed, when they were oppoſed to
the Engliſh arms. General Carnac hav
ing aſſembled his troops, marched imme
on the zoth, diately to engage them, and
having come up with them
May, 1765.
at a place called Calpi, they
were after a weak reſiſtance totally routed;

tjº".

variety of fortunes ; firſt a ſubject, then a

ſºvereign; depoſed; and afterwards again
elevated to the rank, if not the power of
a prince. There were two competitors

for his ſucceſſion, viz. Najiem il

greateſt precipitation, and ſeek for refuge
in their own country.
Foiled in all his military attempts, Su
jah Doula took a reſolution, altogether
worthy of the ſpirit and policy of his
chara&ter. He thought it better to throw
his life and fortune on the generoſity of
a brave enemy, than to wander a forlorn
and fugitive exile, dependent on the un
certain and dangerous hoſpitality of neigh
bours, to whom his ſafety would be a
burden, and who might be obliged to

his eldeſt

****
-

o

Cawn, the Nabob of Ben. ** 1765.
gal; a man who had experienced a great

obliged to recroſs the Yumna with the

\

f

-:-->

Doula,

ſurviving ſon, then about eigh
teen years of age; and a grandſon by
Miran his deceaſed eldeſt ſon, a child a
bout ſeven years old.

It was debated in the Engliſh council
at Calcutta, which of theſe two ſhould

ſucceed. The right of ſucceſſion, ac
cording to the rules eſtabliſhed in Euro
pean countries, was in favour of the lat
ter. The Muſſulman cuſtom was in fa

vour of the former; which permits the
father to leave the ſucceſſion to his own
ſon,

r.
-

:

1767.
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minations, whenever they thought proper

been inveſted with the title of Chuta Na

ready, or ſhould be for the time to come.

to interfere in them ; and alſo receive

their complaints, and pay a due attenti
on to them, upon the miſbehaviour of
ſucceſſor, ſome months before, and had any officers, who either were appointed al

bob, which is only given to the intended
ſucceſſor.

º:
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ſon, in preference to his grandſon in the
elder branch. Najiem il Doula had alſo
the Nabob's nomination upon his death
bed ; had been pointed out by him as his

For theſe reaſons, and others

Notwithſtanding the youth and inexpe

rience of the preſumptive Nabob, he op

drawn from a conſideration of his per poſed the coming into this treaty, as
ſonal charaćter, which rendered him like much as a perſon in his circumſtances
ly to be contented with a moderate ſhare could well do. The being obliged to
of power, in an high ſtation, it was de part with Nuncomar, who had held an
termined in council to ſupport him in the unbounded influence over his father as
ſucceſſion.
well as himſelf, was particularly galling.
Previous to his receiving this honour, The being obliged to accept of a mini
it was firſt debated, upon what terms he ſter, or rather a governor, from the hands
ſhould be admitted to it. The late Na of the people, whom in the world he had
bob had been obliged by treaty, to ſup the greateſt cauſe to be jealous of, and
port an army of about 12,000 horſe, and whom he may well look upon, rather
as many foot; it was alledged upon this placed as a ſpy upon his actions, than as
occaſion, that he had not fulfilled the en a faithful miniſter, or ſervant, was not

gagement; that he had diſbanded moſt of
the troops; that, at beſt, they were but
an uſeleſs burden to him, having never
anſwered any uſeful purpoſe, upon real
ſervice; and that, in conſequence, the
company were, upon that account, ob
liged to increaſe their military eſtabliſh
ment. For theſe, and many other rea
fons which may be eaſily conceived, it
was now thought better, that the Nabob
ſhould not any longer have the trouble of
keeping up an army; but ſhould, inſtead
thereof, ſettle a proper part of his reve
nue upon the company, to enable them
to keep up a ſufficient force, both for his
protection and their own; which would
entirely free him from the expence and
trouble of keeping any ſoldiers, except
a few for parade. To anſwer this pur
poſe it was reſolved, that he ſhould ſettle
a ſum anounting to above 8oo, oool. ſter
ling a year, upon the company, to be
paid out of his treaſury. It was then re
ſolved, that he ſhould diſcard his prime
miniſter and great favourite Nuncomar,
who had alſo held the ſame place with his
father; and ſeceive in his room, a perſon

leſs ſo. He alſo objected to ſeveral of
the regulations that were propoſed, in
regard to the collection of the revenues;

and inſiſted on the ſole and uncontrolled
nomination of his own officers.

His efforts upon this occaſion were
not of the ſmalleſt ſervice to him; and
his attempts to ſoften the deputies, who
had been ſent to negotiate the treaty,
with reſpect to the points he was moſt
anxious about, proved entirely as fruit
leſs; not the ſmalleſt relaxation was to be

obtained; and diſagreeable as the terms
were, he was obliged to ſign the treaty as
it ſtood. This treaty was ſaid to be the
moſt advantageous one that had at that
time ever been made for the company.
This was not the only mortification
which the Nabob was to meet with. The

favourite Nuncomar, who it appears,
notwithſtanding the preſence of the new

miniſter, had as great an influence over
him as ever, was charged with carrying
on a treaſonable correſpondence with Su

jah Doula; and the Nabob was applied
to, that he might ſend him to Calcutta,
to take his trial for treaſon.

This was

appointed by the council; who was to act wounding the Nabob in the tendereſt part,
in the double capacity of miniſter and go and he ſeemed to feel it moſt ſenſibly.
vernor to him ; to inſtruct his youth, and He at firſt abſolutely refuſed to deliver
aſſiſt his inexperience. The council alſo him up ; he then wrote: he intreated:
reſolved, that they ſhould have a nega he prayed; he uſed every method to pre
tive upon the nomination of all the ſu vent it : he even went ſo far as to ſay,
perintendants, and principal officers en that if he muſt be ſent to Calcutta, he
ployed in the collecting or receiving of would himſelf attend him in the journey,
the revenues; that he ſhould take their as well as at the trial.
advice, and have their conſent to ſuch no this occaſion were tº as
C c c 2.

His efforts on

little purpoſe as
they
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they had been upon the former, though ed as a committee, and the council, con

he offered large preſents to ward off the ſiſting of twelve gentlemen, was to ačt.
ſtroke, and Nuncomar himſelf is ſaid to
have offered 140,000 I. ſterling upon the
ſame account; the former inflexibility
was ſtill preſerved, and a ſecond letter
from the council, put the Nabob under a

as uſual.

Theſe powers, which were

looked upon as extraordinary, by ſeve

ral gentlemen, who had long ſerved
with charaćter in the country, occaſioned
great heart-burnings; which were not
neceſſity of ſending his favourite to Cal a little increaſed by ſeveral conſequential
cutta; at the ſame time that means were ſteps which were ſoon after taken.
found to divert him from the reſolution

It is not at all our intention to enter

which he had taken of attending him.
into theſe private altercations, any far
There ſeems no reaſon to doubt, by ther than is neceſſary, in purſuance of our
the information we have received, but the plan, to elucidate the preſent fituation of
charge was well founded againſt Nunco affairs in that country; nor do the lights

mar for treaſon; if a man's taking any that have been hitherto let in upon us,
ſteps to free his country and his ſovereign, enable us to enter into ſuch a ſcrutiny,
deſerves that name. Yet it is probable, with an attention to that impartiality,
that a jealouſy of the great influence which we ſhall ever endeavour to pre
which this miniſter had on the young Na ſerve. Many, heavy charges have been
bob, was the true cauſe, which made it made and retorted; even acts of juſtice
thought neceſſary to ſeparate them. How executed under ſuch extenſive power, are
ever this might be, we find that Nunco ſeldom viewed, without blending the
mar was afterwards diſcharged by the ſe idea of a poſſible wrong, with the pow
lect committee, without even a trial.
er of committing it.
It muſt, however, be allowed, that
Lord Clive arrives in Bengal. Seleč7
Committee effabliſhed; Covenants ſign in the diſtra&ted and deſperate ſtate of the
affairs, at the time that the
ed to prevent the receiving of Preſents. company's
account arrived of Mir Coffim's defection,
Inquiry about thoſe that had been late! and
of the enſuing maſſacre of ſuch a .
received, and Diſputes thereon. The
of their oldeſt and ableſt ſervants;
Jeleči Committee ſend for Gentlemen to itnumber
was natural and juſtifiable, that the
Madras, to fill up the Vacancies in the
ſhould imagine, that nothing
Council at Calcutta. Great Uneaſineſ; company
leſs than the name, charaćler, and fortune
thereat. Peace concluded with Sujab of
Lord Clive, could retrieve them. Nor
Doula. Treaty between the Company
and the
Immenſe Revenue a can we be ſurpriſed, in theſe circumſtan
riſing to the º in Conſequence of ces, that they ſhould endeavour to add all
the late Treaty. Proſperous State of the weight they could to his influence,
and ſplendor, to his appointment; eſpe
their Affairs, &c.
cially as he was to do with people, whoſe
N this ſituation were affairs in Indo ſuperſtition, it is ſaid, ſtamps ſo great a

Mj.

ſtan, when Lord Clive arrived there. value upon thoſe who are looked upon as
fortunate, that, in conſequence thereof,
His Lordſhip
powers
with had
himbrought
from full
the they imagine them to be invincible. Hap

Ma y 3,

1765. company, to ačt as comman
der in chief, preſident, and governor of
Bengal. There was alſo an unlimited
power lodged in the breaſts of a ſelect

py and glorious is it to the nation, that

if we judge by the ſucceſsful events that
have happened in the intermediate time,
we muſt ſuppoſe every Engliſh officer,who
committee, which conſiſted of his Lord has ſince commanded againſt them, muſt
ſhip, and four other gentlemen, to act and have impreſſed them with the ſame ideas.
At the ſame time that choice was
determine in all things of themſelves,
without any dependence on the council ; made of ſo able an officer, it was un
it was, however, recommended to them, doubtedly right that his powers ſhould
by their inſtructions, to conſult the coun be ample. The buſineſs was intricate,
cil in general, as often as it could con the ſcene remote, and the perſons with
veniently be done; but the ſole power of whom he might be obliged to contend,
determining, in all caſes, was entirely in powerful, ſpirited, ačtive, and habituated
themſelves, for ſo long a time as the tou to the higheſt exertions of authority.
The ſelect committee being formed,
bles in Bengal continued; after which pe
imme
riod, they were to be no longer conſiler
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immediately ſet to work upon the plan of made into the manner of obtaining theſe
reformation, and made an entire change preſents, and ſeveral reſolutions were en.
as to the domeſtic diſpoſition and admi tered into thereupon, ſeverely refle&ting
niſtration of affairs. In a country where upon the council, as well as upon the
riches and venality are the diſtinguiſhing gentlemen who had received them.
This increaſed the ill blood which had
charaćteriſtics of the people, where a
ſlack adminiſtration of juſtice, and a re been occaſioned by the withdrawing of
laxation of the laws (weak and imper power from the council, and confidence
fe&t in themſelves) uſually prevail, eſpe from thoſe gentlemen, who before had
cially if protection is weak, and private the principal ſhare in condućting the af.
property precarious, the making of lar e fairs of the country. We have given our
preſents upon certain occaſions, will al reaſons for not pretending to decide on
ways become faſhionable, ſoftening under the merits of this diſpute. It was ſaid
that polite appellation, a harſher, which on one ſide, that luxury, corruption, and
the ſame thing would acquire among a the extreme avidity for making immenſe
poor and virtuous people; where juſtice fortunes in a little time, had ſo totally
was ſtrićtly and equallv diſpenſed, and infected the company's ſervants in that

Private property ſecure.

We find accord

ingly that the cuſtom of making rich
and ſumptuous preſents prevailed in all
ages, antient and modern, among the
eaſtern nations; and ſince of late years,
the Eaſt-India company have become, in
ſo great a meaſure, the arbiters of public
and private property in that part of the
world, it is not to be wondered at, if
their ſervants and officers, upon theſe oc
caſions, came in for a large ſhare of thoſe
cuſtomary oblations. As theſe preſents
had of late been paid in large ſums of
ready money, and ſometimes in perpe
tual aſſignments of revenue, the compa
ny probably thought they might have too
great an influence on the condućt of their
ſervants in their tranſačtions with the na

tives of the country. For theſe or other
reaſons, there were covenants ſent out by
the company, from England, to be ſigned
by all their ſervants, not to accept of any
ſuch preſents for the future. It muſt be
obſerved, that, previous to the ſigning
of theſe covenants, the late treaty had

country, that nothing leſs than a gene
º, and an attempt effectually

ral

to eradicate thoſe vices, could preſerve
the ſettlement from certain and immedi

ate deſtruction. Fortunes, ſays the no
ble lord at the head of the committee, of
1oo, oool. have been obtained within two

years; and individuals, very young in
the ſervice, are returning home with a
million and a half.

On the other ſide, it was ſaid, that
the gentlemen concerned had done the
greateſt ſervices for the company; that
the preſent happy ſituation of affairs in
that country, was owing to their condućt,
ſpirit, and induſtry; that they could not

be bound by covenants which they had
not ſigned ; that the preſents which they
had received, were conformable to the

cuſtom of the country, and that of the
company's ſervants in all former times;
that they were accepted with the greateſt
honour, not having been taken, till the
company's buſineſs which occaſioned them,

was finally ſettled; and that not a fingle

been concluded with the Nabob, and point had been given up in the courſe
ſeveral large
made, in conſe. of the negotiation, that had been origi
quence thereof, to the deputies, &c. The nally intended to be ſupported, though

Fº

receiving of theſe preſents ſeemed not to larger offers had been made for that pur
be affected by the covenants, the figning poſe. They farther obſerved, that theſe
of which was a ſubſequent ačt, execut objećtions, came with a very bad grace
ed ſince the eſtabliſhment of the ſelect from gentlemen, who had themſelves a
committee, and a ſpecial exception made maſſed princely fortunes by the very ſame
at the time, that they were to have no means ; beſides, that the trifling ſalaries
retroſpect to former affairs; but it is alſo allowed by the company, were ſo ſinalſ,
to be obſerved, that the covenants had that no body could pretend to live in that
arrived in the country, though they were country upon them ; much leſs could it be
not executed, ſome time before the date ſuppoſed, that gentlemen would run ſuch

of theſe preſents. Whatever the cauſe riſks of life, health, and property, at ſo
was, or in whatever light matters appear great a diſtance from home, if the com
ed to the committee, a rigorous inquiry pany did not give them other opportu
nitics
was ſet on foot, and a ſtrićt inquiſition
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nities of making their fortunes, in com liged to accompany him, though much
penſation for the ſmallneſs of their ſala againſt his inclination and opinion, as ap
Iſles.
peared by ſeveral of his letters to f
Theſe diſſenſions were ſtill farther in Engliſh commanding officers. We have
creaſed by the ſele&t committee's having already taken notice, that he came over
ſent for ſeveral gentlemen to Madras, to to the Engliſh army ſoon after the battle
fill up the vacancies which had happened of Buxar. In conſequence of this mea
in the council at Calcutta, thereby bring ſure, and of the perſevering obſtinacy of
ing ſtrangers in, over the heads of thoſe Sujah Doula, the council at Calcutta had
whoſe turn it was, in right of ſucceſſion, entered into engagements with the NIo
to have filled ſuch places. It does not gul, to put him in poſſeſſion of that Na
appear what the preciſe motives were for bob's dominions.
this extraordinary and irregular ačt of
Upon Lord Clive's arrival in the camp,
E.". perhaps very good reaſons may he ſoon diſcerned the labyrinth in which
e given for it; but certain it is, that the company's affairs were likely to be
it cauſed very loud complaints to be made involved ; he found that the ſucceſs of
againſt the committee, and it is ſaid, that our arms promiſed nothing but future
a memorial was ſent home to the court of wars; that to ruin Sujah Doula, was to
directors in conſequence of it, ſigned by break down the ſtrongeſt barrier the Ben
all the junior ſervants, and by two of the gal provinces could have againſt the in
ſeniors.
vaſions of the Marattas, Aufghums, and
The powers by which the ſelect com other powers, who had ſo long deſolated
mittee ačted, alſo underwent a ſevere ex

the northern provinces. The Mogul,

amination : by the letter of inſtrućtions whoſe cauſe the company were ſupporting,
from the directors, their power of ačting was found utterly incapable of collecting
was limited to the duration of the trou

the revenues of Sujah Doula's country,

bles in the country, and was then to without the aſſiſtance of their whole force.
ceaſe and determine ; now as the oppoſite Their conneétion with the Mogul could
party ſaid, that the troubles were entirely not have ended here; they muſt have
over before the lctter of inſtrućtions arriv proceeded with him to Delhi, and have

ed, or the committee was formed, they
urged ſtrongly from thence, that the pow
ers under which they pretended to derive
an authority never exiſted. The com
mittee, entrely regardleſs of theſe charg

eſtabliſhed his authority in the empire.
To prevent all theſe inconveniencies,
Lord Clive found it neceſſary to reſtore
his country to Sujah Doula, who alone
was capable of maintaining it; to ſa

es, exerted their authority to the full ex

tisfy the Mogul, by obtaining a more

tent; making little or no uſe of the coun ample revenue for him, which might fur
cil, whom they ſometimes acquainted niſh him with the means of raiſing an
with tranſactions ; but without licence to army to march to Delhi, to take poſſeſſi
on of the capital of his empire; and to
give any opinion upon them.
In the mean time, Lord Clive had obtain for the company from his ma
gone to the army at Eliabad with full jeſty, the office of King's Duan for Ben
powers from the ſelect committee, to gal, and the provinces belonging to it.
him and general Carnac, to conclude a
For the better underſtanding of this
peace with Sujah Doula. We have be paſſage, it will be neceſſary to obſerve,
fore taken notice, that the Mogul was at that by the original conſtitution of the
this time under the Engliſh protećtion. empire of Indoſian, the offices of Nabob
This prince, whom the reader will recol and Duan were entirely diſtinét authori
lcõt to have formerly known by the title ties ; that of the Nabob was chief civil
of Shah Zadah, which ſignifiesThe Prince, governor, and commander of the troops,
had upon the death of the Mogul, his fa with a jaghire, or eſtate annexed to the
ther, who was murdered at Delhi, taken office, as a ſalary; but no power to diſ
upon himſelf the title of Mogul, and poſe of any other branch of the revenues.
ſought the aſſiſtance of Sujah Doula, The office of Duan was to receive the
whom he conſtituted his vizier, to reco revenues and account for them to the em.
wer the throne of his anceſtors. In theſe peror.
Since the irrecoverable ſtroke,
circumſtances, when Sujah Doula under which the Mogul family had received, by
took the Bengal expedition, he was ob the invaſion of Thamas Kouli Kan,

*;

-
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of the diſtant and powerful Nabobs, ſhip, have increaſed the eſtimation of the
among whom were thoſe of Bengal, had clear yearly revenues to two millions ſter
in a great meaſure thrown off all ſubjećti ling, and upwards.
on to them, and ſeized the revenues of
In whatever point of view we conſider
their reſpective provinces. By this revo theſe acquiſitions, whether as national,
lution the Duanage became annexed to or as regarding the company only, they
the Nabobſhip, and the Duan was the muſt be looked upon as of the greateſt
Nabob's creature and prime miniſter.
importance; and muſt be ſuppoſed to
The treaty was concluded upon the have a great weight in the future politi
foregoing principles, and Sujah Doula cal, as well as commercial ſyſtem of the
was again put in poſſeſſion of his domi nation. The ſecurity and permanence
nions, except a ſmall territory which was which the company are likely to acquire,
reſerved to the Mogul, and which was in conſequence of this treaty,is not among
eſtimated at 2 o lacks of rupees yearly, or the ſmalleſt of the advantages belonging
256,ocol. ſterling. The Mogul conſti to it. As they are now to be conſidered
tuted the company, his perpetual duans as a part of the empire, depending only
of the Bengal provinces, for which they on the Mogul, whoſe intereſt it is, as
are to pay him 26 lacks of rupees yearly, far as lies in his power, to ſupport them;
amounting in Engliſh money to 325,000l. as they are now allowed a large revenue,
fterling. The company engage them to enable them to ſupport a force, ſuffi
ſelves to pay to the Nabob of Bengal, cient for their protection; they are no
for the expences of the civil government, longer liable to become vićtims to the
and for the ſupport of his dignity, 53 avarice or caprice of the Nabobs.
Jacks of rupees yearly, amounting in
There is another capital advantage ex
Engliſh money to 662,500 I. ſterling. pećted, and which has been already in
The remainder of the revenues of Ben part experienced, in conſequence of this
gai are allotted to the company, for their ſettlement; viz. that proper inveſtments
expences in ſupporting armies to protećt are to be made from Bengal to China, for
the country. The Nabob and his mini the payment of the great balance that is
ſters are to have the colle&tion of the re always againſt us upon that trade; where
venues, but accountable for them to the by that country will be prevented from
company, as holding the office of king's being any longer the drain of moſt of the
duan. The company alſo guaranty the filver we acquire by all our other com
territories which Sujah Doula and the

Mogul are at preſent in poſſeſſion of.

merce.

The great advantages that were ſecur

There are, beſides, ſome articles in fa ed by this treaty, did not prevent its be

vour of the company's inland trade, ing ſeverely animadverted on, as well as
the makers of it, by the diſcomtented
By theſe meaſures, the Mogul had a party, in Bengal. It was ſaid, that by
certain revenue ſecured; Sujah Doula, breaking the former treaty made with the
whoſe abilities we were ſenſible of, from Mogul, whereby he was to have been
an implacable enemy, is, by every tie put in poſſeſſion of all Sujah Doula's do
of gratitude and intereſt, ſecure as a minions, the national faith and honour,
friend; and the Nabob of Bengal is put as well as that of the company, which
in that fituation, which, by the conſtitu had been ever held ſo ſacred in that part
tion of the empire, he is entitled to. The of the world, was entirely forfeited,
great advantages accruing to the com That by the ſtrength which the Mogul
pany in conſequence of this treaty, will would have gained by that acquiſition,
appear from the words of the Noble his dominions would have been a power.
Lord, whom we have ſo often mention ful and laſting barrier to ours; as the
ed, and who concluded it. He ſays, that advantages he drew from our poſſeſſion
“ the company will thereby be in poſ. of Bengal, would ever bind his friend.
ſeſſion of a clear yearly revenue, exempt ſhip, and aſſure us of his defence. On
from all charges, expences, and dedućti the contrary, that we have now reſtored
ons whatſoever, amounting to 1,700,oool. to power and opulence Sujah Doula, an
ſterling a-year.” Others, who perhaps able, warlike, and politic prince; our
had not ſo good an opportunity of be natural enemy and a ºf one to the
ing maſters of the ſubject, as his Lord emperor; to whom he can never forgive,

&c.
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the agreement he entered into with us,
for taking poſſeſſion of his country. That
the emperor is now, as well by fituation,

fairs. Addreſſes thereon. Both Houſe,

as otherwiſe, in ſo weak a condition, his

adjourn for the Holidays.

meets. The King in his Speech takes

particular notice of the American Af

dominions being almoſt ſurrounded by

thoſe of Sujah Doula, that we are oblig
ed to be at the expence of keeping an ar
my at his capital for his protection againſt
him ; that Sujah Doula, by being put in
poſſeſſion of all the fortreſſes and the in
termediate country, between the Mogul's

T the concluſion of our laſt volume,
we ſaw the nation involved in the

moſt diſtreſsful circumſtances that could

well be imagined ; our manufactures at
a ſtand, commerce almoſt totally anni

hilated, proviſions extravagantly dear, and

dominions and ours, muſt have the moſt a numerous populace unemployed without

obvious advantages over both him and us
in caſe of a war. That by being guaran
ties both of the Mogul’s, and Sujah Dou
la's dominions, as well as by the imme
diate and continual protećtion, which we
are obliged to afford the former, there is
a foundation laid for continual wars, and

the , means of procuring a livelihood.
Such, and ſo gloomy was the proſpect
that opened at home upon us along with
the year: nor did the view become more

pleaſing by extending it acroſs the Atlan
tic, where the colonies exhibited nothing

but ſcenes of anarchy and confuſion,

diſtant military expeditions; which may where licentiouſneſs was carried almoſt
in time prove the ruin of the company's to the higheſt pitch that it could poſſibly
affairs, and the total deſtruction of the admit, without aſſuming another name:
ſettlement. That major Monro might whilſt the profiigate and abandoned (as
long before have made a peace upon as is uſually the cale in civil commotions)
good terms; but that it was inſiſted on as under the ſpecious pretext and maſk of
a previous condition, that Someraw, the liberty, and the common cauſe, gave a
murderer of 72 Engliſh gentlemen, and looſe to their own unruly paſſions, and
Coſfim Aly, the author of the war, ſhould committed all thoſe exorbitances which
have been delivered up ; and that by de the vulgar are ſo prone te, when under
parting from theſe requiſitions, the natio any pretence they are allowed to aſſem
nal honour and juſtice are again be ble in bodies, and through any relaxa
tion of the laws, they have not the fears
trayed.
We ſhall not attempt to anticipate the of immediate puniſhment upon them.
judgment of our readers by pretending to We have before obſerved, that thoſe of an
determine, how far theſe obſervations are higher rank amongſt them did not take
founded on facts and juſtice; or how far any pains to allay the ferment; it is
they may be ſuppoſed to proceed from probable, that many of the more ſerious

private picque, or party-reſentment. We

of them condemned in their own minds

iearn at preſent from India, that Lord ſeveral acts that were committed ; but
Clive has put the troops in that country did not think proper to damp a ſpirit,
upon a new footing, . His Lordſhip has which, however, irregularly or impro
given orders, to build barracks for them perly exerted, they perhaps at that time
in proper places. He has alſo divided thought it conducive to their deſigns to
them into three parts, each of which is to keep alive.
conſiſt of one regiment of European in
#. though a violent reſentment ſup
fantry, one company of artillery, and ſe ported the ſpirit of the coloniſts, they
ven battalions of Seapoys, each battalion could not but ſenſibly feel the inconve
to conſiſt of ſeven hundred rank and file. niencies, which an entire ſtoppage of
One of theſe diviſions is to be ſtationed at trade muſt occaſion among a people who
Eliabad, a ſecond at Patna, and the third had hitherto ſubſiſted by commerce.
at or near Calcutta.

However their warehouſes were full of

Britiſh goods, for which they had not

Diſtreſſed State of the Nation and Colo paid. And the many reſources of ſo vaſt
nies : both involved in the greateſ. Dif an extent of country, abounding in the

ficulties by the new Laws reſpecting the moſt eſſential articles of life, prevented
Colonies. Critical Situation of the them from feeling ſo much immediate
Miniſtry. State of Parties. A pow diſtreſs, as our own manufačturers and
erful Oppoſition formed. Parliament labouring poor at home.
R.
-
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It muſt be obſerved, that the enormous

property, and connections, were very

ſums owing to our merchants, in the co
lonies, added greatly to the difficulties the
public were under, and ſeverely affected
the trading and manufacturing part of the
community. Theſe debts amounting to
ſeveral millions ſterling, the Americans
abſolutely refuſed to pay, pleading in ex
cuſe their utter inability : which plea, it
appears, the merchants admitted to be rea

reſpectable, and therefore truly formida
ble.

Some of theſe gentlemen ſeemed
obliged in honour, as well as through

opinion, and a ſpirit of oppoſition, to em

bark warmly in vindication and ſupport of
meaſures which had originally been their

own, for which it may be ſuppoſed they
had the natural partiality of a parent, and

ſonable.

in defence of which they were determined
As the nation was never perhaps in a to diſpute every inch of ground with the
more critical ſituation, ſo of conſequence miniſtry. Some alſo joined them thro'
no adminiſtration never had greater dif principle.

ficulties to encounter than the new one.

They thought that the inſolence of the

They were under an immediate neceſſity Americans deſerved chaſtiſement, where
of enforcing the ſtamp-act by fire and otherwiſe the hardſhip of their circumſtan
ſword, or elſe of moving its immediate ces might merit relief. Others there were
repeal in parliament. In the former caſe, who gave themſelves no trouble as to the
though there was no doubt of the ability rectitude of the American taxation, but who
of Great-Britain to cruſh, or even extir would have been very glad that their own
pate the colonies ; yet ſuch a deciſion, if burdens at home could be at all lightened,
not looked upon as abſolute ſuicide, muſt by any ſums, that could be drawn in any
at leaſt be conſidered as making uſe of one manner, out of the pockets of the colo.
arm to cut off the other.

miſts; and in general it may be ſuppoſed

Fatal were the conſequences, which it that the lovers and aſſertors of hº pre
was foreſeen and fortold would attend ſuch rogative, naturally chimed in with the
an attempt, and it was obvious, that if reſt, upon their own principles.
There were not a few alſo who firſt
ſuch conſequences ſhould enſue, the firſt
framers and promoters of the obnoxious kept aloof from, and in due time declar
laws, would have been entirely forgot in ed againſt the miniſtry, upon ſome ſymp
the general odium and execration, which toms which appeared early, of their want
would have fallen ſolely upon the mini ing that countenance, which, as it hath
ſters,who, by enforcing ſuch ruinous mea been favourable or adverſe, has deter
ſures, had wrought the deſtruction of their mined the good or ill fortune of the ſe
veral ſucceſſive ſyſtems of adminiſtration
country.
On the other hand, if the a&t ſhould be

for ſome years paſt. This part of the

repealed, a colourable appearance was not 9Ppoſition was, for very obvious reaſons,
wanting to charge them with ſacrificing by much the moſt dangerous.
the dignity of the crown, together with
To balance this powerful oppoſition,
the honour and intereſt of the nation to

the adminiſtration conſiſted of gentlemen,
who though many of them were young in
leſs animofity which it would be ſaid they office, were yet extremely high in eſtima
their own irreſolution, or elſe to a cauſe

bore to their predeceſſors, and a blind tion ; whoſe characters were clear; whoſe
integrity was far above ſuſpicion, and
oppoſition to all their meaſures.
The loſs of their illuſtrious friend and whoſe abilities ſeened to grow with the
patron, the Duke of Cumberland, ſeem difficulties of the buſineſs they were en
ed at this nice period to be truly critical gaged in ; their conſtant adherence alſo
to the miniſtry; his influence, his autho to the cauſe of liberty had procured
rity, his good ſenſe, his patriotiſm, and them the confidence and good-will of
the high regard the public held him in, the public, both of which they enjoy
would have added greatly to their ſtrength ed in a very eminent degree. They had
beſides forme other advantages ; as they
and ſecurity.
Thus ſituated, they had an oppoſition were not bound to the ſupport of unea.
to encounter, conſiſting of gentlemen, ie ſures at all events, merely becauſe they
veral of whom had held the firſt employ had planned or adviſed them; ſo they
ments in the kingdom, and who for abi could weigh matters with coolneſs and
lities, experience, knowledge of buſineſs, impartiality, and judge without preju
d d
dice
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dice or paſſion; at leaſt they had the pitch of enthuſiaſm, while their antago
happineſs not to be obliged to act ſyſte niſts ſeemed to imagine, that a perion
matically wrong.
forfeited every birthright and privilege of
They appear accordingly to have a: an Engliſhman by going to live in A
voided, as well as in matters ſo critical merica. They both alſo proved a great
perhaps they could be avoided, the two deal too much ; while the former ſeemed
extremes, on one of which it was appre to conſider the colonies rather as inde
hended they muſt inevitably have ſtruck: pendent ſtates in a ſort of equal alliance
they neither precipitated affairs in Ame with the mother country, than as domi
rica by the raſhneſs of their councils, nor nions depending upon and belonging to
did they ſacrifice the dignity of the crown her; they furniſhed the ſtrongeſt reaſons,
or nation, by irreſolution or weakneſs; why that irregular ſpirit of enthuſiaſm
and the firmneſs, as well as temper, ſhould be timely checked, by making
which appeared in their diſpatches to the them ſenſible of their dependence.
On the other hand, the enemies of the
different governors, when examined by

the houſe, did them the greateſt honour. colonies, by exaggerating their power,
By preſerving this medium, by ſuſpend: opulence, and population, ſufficiently prov
ing their own judgment in a matter of ed the neceſſity of treating them with
fo great importance, till they had obtain tenderneſs; as, if their calculations were
ed that of the repreſentatives of the na allowed to be well founded, it muſt be

tion, they ſtill left it in the power of impoſſible to retain them long in ſubjec
the ſupreme legiſlature, to uſe healing tion by any other means.
In this ſituation were affairs when the
meaſures, and did not urge their fellow
ſubjects, through deſperation, to the com parliament met in the latter end
D
mittal of ſuch acts as could not be for

of the year 1765. Particular ’7”

given.

notice was taken from the throne of the
-

Notwithſtanding the prudence of this importance of the matters which had oc
condućt, it was ſeverely animadverted on curred in North America, and which were

by the oppoſite party. Theſe gentlemen given as a reaſon for aſſembling the two
would have the moſt coercive means made houſes ſooner than was intended, that
uſe of, for enforcing the new laws and they might have an opportunity to iſſue
regulations in which themſelves had ſo the neceſſary writs on the many vacan
great a ſhare : fully ſenſible of the diſ cies that had happened fince the laſt ſeſ
grace that muſt be reflečted on them by a fion ; and proceeded immediately after the
repeal, it is not unnatural to ſuppoſe, receſs to the conſideration of the weighty
that they wiſhed to ſee the executive pow matters that ſhould then be laid before

er ſo deeply engaged before the meeting
of parliament, that the legiſlative could
not then in honour, recede from the ſup
port of it. Upon this principle, the plan
of moderation that had been adopted, was
oppoſed with the greateſt acrimony, and
the ſevereſt investives pointed at admini

them, for which purpoſe the fulleſt ac
counts of the American affairs ſhould be

prepared for their inſpection.
Moſt of the friends to adminiſtration

had vacated their ſeats in conſequence of
the late changes, ſo that by deaths and
promotions there were 41 ſeats now va

itration, for not having immediately em cant. Some thought it would be unge
ployed troops and ſhips of war, to enforce nerous to make any ſtrictures upon the
the laws in ſuch a manner, as the out

condućt of the miniſters, till they ſhould be
rageouſneſs of the reſiſtance, and the im in a ſituation to vindicate or explain it, in
portance of the authority which was re their proper perſons as members of the
fifted, did, as they aſſerted, indiſpenſa houſe : it appears, however, that others
require.

-

*:
‘. mean time, the American af.
fairs were become a general ſubject of

were of a contrary opinion. An addreſs
having been reſolved in anſwer to the

king's ſpeech, a motion was made by the

diſcuſſion, and numberleſs pamphlets were oppoſition, that his majeſty might be ad

wrote on both fides of the queſtion: in dreſſed to give orders, that copies of all
general both fides were guilty of the letters, papers, orders, or inſtrustions,
fame fault, though in the moſt oppoſite ſent from the ſecretary of ſtate's office, or
extremes; the advocates for the colonies the other principal departments, to the
carried the idea of liberty to the higheſt governors and officers of the crown in
North
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North America, together with copies of
all anſwers thereto, and of all other pa
pers relative to the late diſturbances there,
to the execution of the ſtamp-duty, to the
enforcing of the laws, . to the quel
ling of riotous and tumultuous diſorders,
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eaſy current adds much to the beauty of
the place. Proceeding beyond Logg'stown, through a fine country, interſper
ſed with hills and rich valleys, watered

by many rivulets, and covered with ſtate

ly timber, on a level piece of ground, in
terſperſed with a thicket, affording water
and good food for cattle. This day's
dinary, as it had been declared from the march was nine miles, one half, and fifty
ſhould be laid before the houſe.
This motion ſeemed the more extraor

throne, that the fulleſt accounts of theſe three perches.

affairs ſhould be laid before parliament.
The houſe probably thought the propo
fition not very decent with regard to the
crown, nor candid with regard to the mi
niſtry, in their ſituation at that time. So
that on a ſharp debate the previous queſ
tion being put, it was carried in the ne
ative by a majority of 70 to 35. The
#. having then iſſued the neceſſary
writs, adjourned for the holidays.

joining it very good, the timber tall and

[ To be centinued j

young.—About a mile below its conflu

Saturday O&tober 6th, at about three

miles diſtance from this camp, they came
again to the Ohio, purſuing its courſe

half a mile farther, and then turning off,
over a ſteep ridge, they croſſed Big Bea
ver-creek, which is twenty perches wide,

the ford flony and pretty deep. It runs
through a rich vale, with a pretty ſtrong
current, its banks high, the upland ad

with the Ohio, ſtood formerly a
An Hiſtorical Account of Colonel Bouquet's ence
Expedition againſt the Ohio Indians in large town, on a ſteep bank, built by

the French of ſquare logs, with ſtone

the Tºar 1764.

[Continued from p. 334.]
Oćtober 4th, having pro
ceeded about two miles, they came
to the Ohio, at the beginning of the
-

Tº:

chimneys, for ſome of the Shawaneſe,
Delaware and Mingo tribes, who aban
doned it in the year 1758, when the
French deſerted Fort Du

$º

Near

the fording of Beaver-creek alſo ſtood

narrows, and from thence followed the about ſeven houſes, which were deſerted

courſe of the river along a flat gravelly and deſtroyed by the Indians, after their
beech, about fix miles and a quarter; defeat at Buſhy-run, when they forſook
with two iſlands on their left, the lower all their remaining ſettlements in this part
moſt about ſix miles long, with a riſing of the country, as has been mentioned.
ground running acroſs, and gently ſloping above.
on both ſides to its banks, which are high
About two miles before the army came
and upright. At the lower end of this to Beaver-creek, one of our people who
iſland, the army left the river, marching had been made priſoner by fix Delawares
through good land, broken with ſmall about a week before, near Fort Bedford,
hollows; this day's march being nine having made his eſcape from them, came
miles and a quarter.—

and informed the Colonel that theſe Indi
-

Friday O&tober 5th. . In this day's ans had the day before fallen in with the
march the army paſſed through Loggs army, but kept themſelves concealed,
town, ſituated ſeventeen miles and an being ſurprized at our numbers. Two
half, fifty ſeven perches, by the path, miles beyond Beaver-creek, by two ſmall
from Fort-Pitt. This place was noted ſprings, was ſeen the ſcuil of a child,
before the laſt war for the great trade that had been fixed on a pole by the Indi
carried on there by the Engliſh and ans. The traćts of 1 5 Indians were this
French ; but its inhabitants, the Shawa day diſcovered. We halted within ſeven
neſe and Delawares, abandoned it in the miles one quarter and fifty ſeven perches
year 1750. The lower town extended from big Beaver-creek; the whole march
about fixty perches over a rich bottom to of this day being about twelve miles.
the foot of a low ſteep ridge, on the
Sunday 7th Oétober, paſſing a high
ſummit of which, near the declivity, ridge, they had a fine proſpect of an ex
ſtood the upper town, commanding a moſt tenſive country to the right, which in ge
agreeable proſpect over the lower, and neral appeared level, with abundance of
quite acroſs the Ohio, which is about tall timber. Our encampment here lay at

500 yards wide here, and by its majeſtic the foot of a ſteep deſcent, in a rich val
D d d a

ley,
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ley, on a ſtrong ground, three ſides They halted here having the above-men
thereof ſurrounded by a hollow, and on tioned branch of Muſkingham on the
the fourth ſide a ſmall hill, which was left, and is diſtant ten miles and three
occupied by a detached guard. This quarters from the laſt encampment.

day's match was fix miles ſixty five Saturday 13th. Croſſed Nemenſhehelas
creek, about fifty feet wide, a little above
perches.
Monday 8th O&tober, the army croſſed where it empties itſelf into the aforcſaid
little Beaver-creek, and one of its bran. branch of Muſkingham, having in their
ches. This creek is cight perches wide, way a pleaſant proſpe&t over a large plain,
with a good ford, the country about it for near two miles on the left. A little
interſperſed with hills, rivulets, and rich further, they came to another ſmall river
valleys, like that deſcribed above, and is which they croſſed about fifty perches a
diſtant eleven miles one quarter and forty bove where it empties into the ſaid branch
nine perches from the laſt encampment. of Muſkingham. Here a high ridge on
Tueſday OStober 9th. In this day's the right, and the creek cloſe on the left,
march, the path divided into two branch form a narrow defile about ſeventy perch
es, that to the ſouth weſt leading to the es long. Paſſing afterwards over a very
lower towns upon the Muſkingham. In rich bottom, they came to the main branch
the forks of the path ſtand ſeveral trees of Muſkingham, about ſeventy yards
painted by the Indians, in a hieroglyphic wide, with a good ford. A little below
manner, denoting the number of wars in and above the forks of this river is Tuſ
which they have been engaged, and the carowas, a place exceedingly beautiful
particulars of their ſucceſs in priſoners by fituation, the lands rich on both ſides
and ſcalps. The path after the army left of the river; the country on the north
the forks was ſo bruſhy and entangled, weſt ſide being an entire level plain, up
that they were obliged to cut all the way wards of five miles in circumference.
before them, and alſo to lay ſeveral bridg From the ruined houſes appearing here,
es, in order to make it paſſable for the the Indians who inhabited the place and
horſes; ſo that this day they proceeded are now with the Delawares, are ſuppoſed
only five miles, three quarters and ſeven to have had about one hundred and fifty
warriors. The encampment here was
ty perches.
Wedneſday 1oth. Marched one mile diſtant eight miles nineteen perches from
-

-

with Yellow-creek on the left at a ſmall the former.

-

diſtance all the way, and croſſed it at a
Sunday 14th. The army remained in
ood ford fifty feet wide; proceeding camp ; and two men who had been diſ
an alternate ſucceſſion of ſmall patched by Colonel Bouquet from Fort

#.

hills and rich vales, finely watered with Pitt, with letters for Colonel Bradſtreet,

rivulets, and encamped ſeven miles and
fixty perches in the whole.
Thurſday 11th. Croſſed a branch of
Muſkingham river about fifty feet wide,
the country much the ſame as that deſ.
cribed above, diſcovering a good deal of
free ſtone. They marched this day ten
miles one quarter and forty perches from

returned and reported? — “That within
a few miles of this place, they had been
made priſoners by the Delawares, and

the former encampment.

head men of the Delawares and Shawa

carried to one of their towns ſixteen miles

from hence, where they were kept, till
the ſavages, knowing of the arrival of
the army here, ſet them at liberty, order
ing them to acquaint the colonel that the

Friday 12th. . Keeping the aforeſhid neſe were coming as ſoon as poſſible to
creek on their left, they marched through treat of peace with him.”
much fine land, watered with ſmall rivers
Monday 15th. The army moved two
and ſprings; proceeding likewiſe through miles forty perches further down the Muſ
feveral ſavannahs or cleared ſpots, which kingham, and encamped on a very high
are by nature extremely, beautiful; the bank, with the river at the foot of it,
fecond which they paſſed being, in parti which is upwards of 100 yards wide at
cular, one continued plain of near two this place, with a fine level country at
miles, with a fine riſing ground forming ſome diſtance from its banks, producin
a ſemicircle round the right hand ſide, ſtately timber, free from underwood, j

and a pleaſant ſtream of water at about a plenty of food for cattle,
quarter of a mile diſtant on the left,

-
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The day following, fix Indians came to their intentions, the ſtrićteſt orders
to inform the Colonel that all their chiefs were repeated to prevent a ſurpriſe.
were aſſembled about eight miles from
Wedneſday 17th. The Colonel, with
the camp, and were ready to treat with moſt of the regular troops, Virginia vo
him of peace, which they were earneſtly lunteers and light horſe, marched from
deſirous of obtaining. He returned for the camp to the bower erected for the
anſwer that he would meet them the next congreſs. And ſoon after the troops were
day in a bower at ſome diſtance from the ſtationed, ſo as to appear to the beſt advan
camp. In the mean time, he ordered a tage, the Indians arrived, and were con
ſmall ſtockaded fort to be built to depo dućted to the bower. Being ſeated, they
ſite proviſions for the uſe of the troops began, in a ſhort time, to ſmoak their
on their return; and to lighten the con pipe or calumet, agreeable to their cuſ
voy.
tom. This ceremony being over, their
As ſeveral large bodies of Indians were ſpeakers laid down their pipes, and open
now within a few miles of the camp, their pouches, wherein were their ſtrings
whoſe former inſtances of treachery, al and belts of wampum. The Indians pre
though they now declared they came for ſent were,
Yeace, made it prudent to truſt nothing
-

with

Delawares.
Cuſtaloga, chief of the Wolfe-tribe,
Beaver, chief of the Turky-tribe.

1 5 warriors.

with 20 warriors.

SEN ECAs.

Kiyaſhuta, chief

SH Aw AN Es E.

Keiſfinautchtha,
a chief,
and 6 warriors

Kiyaſhuta, Turtle-Heart, Cuſtaloga and Beaver, were the ſpeakers.
The general ſubſtance of what they “ preſs conſent; their murdering four
lad to offer, conſiſted in excuſes for their “men that had been ſent on a public
ate treachery and miſcondućt, throwing “meſſage to them, thereby violating the
he blame on the raſhneſs of their young “& cuſtoms held ſacred among all nations,
their attacking
men and the nations living to the weſt “ however barbarous;
ward of them, ſuing for peace in the moſt “ the king's troops laſt year in the woods,
bject manner, and promiſing ſeverally to “ and after being defeated in that at
eliver up all their priſoners. After they “ tempt, falling upon our frontiers,
ad concluded, the colonel promiſed to “ where they had continued to murder
ive them an anſwer the next day, and “our people to this day, &c.”
men diſmiſſed them, the army returning to
He told them how treacherouſly they
he camp. —The badneſs of the weather, had violated even their late engagements
owever, prevented his meeting them a with colonel Bradſtreet, to whom they
ain till the zoth, when he ſpoke to them had promiſed to deliver up their priſoners
ſubſtance as follows, viz.
by the 10th of September laſt, and to re
“That their pretences to palliate their call all their warriors from the frontiers,
guilt by throwing the blame on the which they had been ſo far from com
weſtern nations, and the raſhneſs of plying with, that the priſoners ſtill re
their young men, were weak and fri mained in their cuſtody, and ſome of
volous, as it was in our power to have their people were even now continuin
protećted them againſt all theſe nations, their depredations; adding, that theſe
if they had ſolicited our aſſiſtance, and things, which he had mentioned, were
that it was their own duty to have chaſ only “a ſmall part of their numberleſs
tiſed their young men when they did “ murders and breaches of faith; and
wrong, and not to ſuffer themſelves to “ that their conduct had always been
“equally perfidious.
You have,
he dire&ted by them.”
He recapitulated to them many inſtan “ ſaid he, promiſed at every former trea
of their former perfidy—“ their kil “ ty, as you do now, that you would
ling or captivating the traders who “ deliver up all your priſoners, and have
had been ſent among them at their “received every time, on that account,
own requeſt, and plundering their ef ‘ confiderable preſents, but have never
fe&ts; — their attacking Fort Pitt, “complied
with that or any other en
&
4.

which had been built with their ex

‘gagement.

I am now to tell you,
“ there

-
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therefore, that we will be no longer
impoſed upon by your promiſes. This
army ſhall not leave your country till
you have fully complied with every
condition that is to precede my treaty
with you.
“I have brought with me the relati
ons of the people you have maſſacred,
or taken priſoners. They are impati
ent for revenge; and it is with great
dirficulty that I can protećt you againſt

º

their juſt reſentment, which is only re

ſtrained by the aſſurances given them,
that no peace ſhall ever be conclud
“ cd till you have given us full ſatiſ

** {3&tion.”

“ Your former allies, the Ottawas,

“ Chipwas, Wyandots, and others, have
“ made their peace with us. The Six
“ Nations have joined us againſt you.
“We now ſurround you, having poſ
• ſeſſion of all the waters of the Ohio,

“ Miſſiſippi, the Miapis, and the lakes.
“ All the French living in thoſe parts

“ are now ſubjects to the king of Great
“ Britain, and dare no longer aſſiſt you.
It is, therefore, in our power totally
to extirpate you from being a people.—
But the Engliſh are a merciful and
generous nation, averſe to ſhed the
“ blood, even of their moſt cruel ene
“ mies; and if it was poſſible that you
* could convince us, that you fincerely

::

will not ſoon be eradicated.

July,
The firm

and determined ſpirit with which the co
lonel delivered himſelf, their conciouſ

neſs of the aggravated injuries they had
done us,

.#. view of the ſame

com

mander and army that had ſo ſeverely
chaſtiſed them at Buſhy-Run the preced
ing year, now advanced into the very
heart of their remote ſettlements, after

penetrating through wilderneſſes which
they they had deemed impaſſable by re
gular troops
all theſe things contri
buted to bend the haughty temper of the
ſavages to the loweſt degree of abaſement;
ſo that even their ſpeeches ſeem to exhibit
but few ſpecimens of that ſtrong and fe
rocious eloquence, which their inflexible
ſpirit of independency has on former oc
caſions inſpired. And though it is not to
be doubted, if an opportunity had offer
ed, but they would have fallen upon our
army with their uſual fierceneſs, yet
when they ſaw the vigilance and ſpirit of
our troops were ſuch, that they could
neither be attacked nor ſurprized with any
proſpect of ſucceſs, their ſpirits ſeemed to
revolt from the one extreme of inſolent

boldneſs, to the other of abjećt timidity.
And happy will it be for them and for
us, if the inſtances of our humanity and
mercy, which they experienced in that
critical ſituation, ſhall make as laſting
impreſſions on their ſavage diſpoſitions,

“ repent of your paſt perfidy, and that

as it is believed the inſtances of our bra

&{

we could depend on your good beha
“ viour for the future, you might yet
“ hope for mercy and peace.—If I find
&d
that you faithfully execute the follow
“ing preliminary conditions, I will not
“ treat you with the ſeverity you deſerve.
“I give you twelve days from this
“ date to deliver into my hands at Wa
“ katamake all the priſoners in your poſ
“ ſeſſion, without any exception ; Eng

very and power have done ; ſo that they
may come to unite, with their fear of the

“
“
“
“

livered eighteen white priſoners, and eigh
ty-three ſmall ſticks, expreſſing the num
ber of other priſoners which they had in
their poſſeſſion, and promiſed to bring in
as ſoon as poſſible. None of the Shaw"
aneſe kings appeared at the congreſs,
and Keiſfinautchtha their deputy declined
ſpeaking until the colonel had anſwered
the Delawares, and then with a dejected
ſullenneſs he promiſed, in behalf of his

latter, a love of the former; and have

their minds gradually opened, by ſuch
examples, to the mild dićtates of peace
and civility.

The reader, it it to be hoped, will
readily excuſe this digreſſion, if it ſhould
be thought one. I now reſume our

narrative. The two Delaware chiefs, at
“ liſhmen, Frenchmen, women and chil the cloſe of their ſpeech on the 17th, de

dren; whether adopted in your tribes,
married, or living amongſt you under
any denomination and pretence what:
ſočver, together with all negroes. And

“ you are to furniſh the ſaid priſoners
“ with cloathing, proviſions, and horſes,
“ to carry them to Fort Pitt.

“When you have fully complied with

“ theſe conditions, you ſhall then know
“ on what terms you may obtain the
nation, that they would ſubmit to the terms
“ peace you ſue for.”—
This ſpeech made an impreſſion on the preſcribed to the other tribes.
minds of the ſavages, which, it hoped,
"The

ill

º
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The colonel, however, determined to
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Shawaneſe towns of the like import. The

march farther into their country, know colonel, however, having no reaſon to
ing that the preſence of his army would ſuſpect the latter nation of backwardneſs,
be the beſt ſecurity for the performance ſent one of their own people, deſiring
of their promiſes; and required ſome of them
“ to be pun&tual as to the time
each nation to attend him in his march.

fixed; to provide a ſufficient quantity

Kiyaſhuta addreſſed the ſeveral nations, “ of proviſions to ſubſiſt the priſoners?
before their departure, “defiring them * to bring the letters wrote to him laſt
“ to be ſtrong in complying with their -- winter by the French commandant at
Fort Chartres, which ſome of their
“engagements, that they might wipe
“ away the reproach of their former “ people had ſtopped ever fince;" add
º

“- breach of faith, and convince their

ing that, “as their nation had expreſſed

“ brothers the Engliſh that they could
“ ſpeak the truth; adding that he would
* condućt the army to the place appoint
“ed for receiving the priſoners.”
Monday Oét. 22. The army attended
by the Indian deputies, marched nine
miles, croſfing Margaret's creek about
fifty feet wide.
The day following,
they proceeded fixteen miles, one quar
ter, and ſeventy-ſeven perches farther,

“ ſome uneaſineſs at our not ſhaking
“ hands, with them, they were to know,
“ that the Engliſh never took their ene

mies by the hand, before peace was
“finally concluded.”
The day following, the Shawaneſe
meſſenger returned, ſaying that when he

had proceeded as far as Wākautamike, the
chief of that town undertook to proceed

with the meſſage himſelf, and deſired the

and halted one day.

other to return and acquaint the Engliſh
Thurſday 25. They marched ſix miles, that all his priſoners were ready, and he

one half, and fixteen peerches, within was going to the lower towns to haſten
a mile of the Forks of Muſkingham; theirs.
and this place was fixed upon inſtead of
Oštober 28. Peter the Caughnawaga
Wakautamike, as the moſt central and chief, and twenty Indians of that naï
convenient place to receive the priſoners; on arrived from Sanduſki, with a letter
for the principal Indian towns now lay from colonel Bradſtreet, in anſwer to
round them, diſtant from 7 to zo miles;

one which colonel Bouquet had ſent to

excepting only the lower Shawaneſe town him from Fort Pitt, by two of the Indi
ſituated on Scioto river, which was about ans who firſt ſpoke to him in favour of
eighty miles; ſo that from this place the the Shawaneſe, as hath been already unen
army had it in their power to awe all the tioned. The ſubſtance of colonel Brad
enemy's ſettlements, and deſtroy their ſtreet's letter was “that he had ſettled
towns, if they ſhould not
ful “nothing with the Shawaneſe and Dela
fil the engagements they had entered in 4. wares, nor received any priſoners from

ºil,

to.

Four redoubts were built here

oppoſite to the four angles of the camp;
the ground in the front was cleared, a
ſtore-houſe for the proviſions erected, and
likewiſe a houſe to receive, and treat of

peace, with the Indians, when they thould
return. Three houſes with ſeparate a
partments were alſo raiſed for the recep
tion of the captives of the reſpective pro
vinces, and proper officers appointed to
take charge of them, with a matron to
attend the women and children; ſo that
with the officers meſs houſes, ovens, &c.

this camp had the apearance of a little

44

them,--That he had acquainted aii

the Indian nations, as far as the Ili
nois, the bay, &c. with the inſtructi
ons he had received from general Gage
“ reſpecting the the peace he had ſati;
“made ; that he had been in Sanduſk:lake and up the river, as far as navi.
gable for Indian canoes, for near a
month ; but that he found it impoſſi

ble to ſtay longer in theſe parts; ab
: ſolute
neceſſity obliging him to turn

. off the othe way,” &c.

Colonel Bradſtreet, without doubt, did

all, which circumſtances would permit,

town in which the greateſt order and re in his department; but his not being a

gularity were obſerved.
On Saturday the 27th, a meſſenger ar
rived from king Cuſtaloga, informing
that he was on his way witu his priſoners,
and alſo a meſſenger fºom the lower

ble to remain at Sanduſki agreeablº ſo
the original plan, till matters were finai.

ly ſettled with the Ohio Indians, would
have been an unfavourable incident, if
colonel Bouquet had not now had the
chiefs
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July,

chiefs of ſundry tribes with him, and was ſtroy them all, on which they had reſolv
ſo far advanced into the Indian country,

ed to kill their priſoners and fight us;

that they thought it adviſeable to ſubmit that a French trader who was with them,
to the conditions impoſed upon them.
and had many barrels of powder and
The Caughnawagas reported to the ball, made them a preſent of the whole,
Indians on the lakes had delivered but as ſoon as they had come to this reſoluti.
few of their priſoners; that the Ottawas

on ; but that, happily for the poor cap

had killed a great part of theirs, and the

tives, juſt as the Shawaneſe were prepar

other nations had either done the ſame,

ing to execute this tragedy, they received
the colonel's meſſage, informing them
From this time to November the 9th, that his intentions were only to receive
was chiefly ſpent in ſending and receiving the priſoners and to make peace with
meſſages to and from the Indian towns, them on the ſame terms he ſhould give to
the Delawares.
or elſe kept them.

relative to the priſoners, who were now

coming into the camp one day after ano

On this intelligence they ſuſpended

ther in ſmall parties, as the different na their cruel purpoſe, and began to collect
tions arrived in whoſe poſſeſſion they had as many of the priſoners as they had pow
been. The colonel kept ſo ſtedfaſtly to er to deliver; but hearing immediately
this article of having every priſoner de afterwards that one of our ſoldiers had

livered, that when the Delaware Kings, been killed near the camp at Muſking
Beaver and Cuſtaloga, had brought in ham, and that ſome of their nation wis

all theirs except twelve, which they promiſ. ſuſpected as guilty of the murder, they
ed to bring in a few days, he refuſed to again imagined they would fall under our
ſhake hands, or have the leaſt talk with reſentment, and therefore determined once

them, while a ſingle captive remained a more to ſtand out againſt us. For which
Purpoſe, after having brought their pri
mong them.
By the 9th of November, moſt of the ſoners as far as Wakautamike, where

priſoners were arrived that could be ex
pe&ted this ſeaſon, amounting to 206."
in the whole; beſides about 1oo more in
poſſeſſion of the Shawaneſe, which they
promiſed to deliver the following ſpring.

they heard this news, they collected them
all into a field, and were going to kill
them, when a ſecond expreſs providenti
ally arrived from colonel Bouquet, who
aſſured them that their nation was not

Mr. Smallman, formerly a major in the even ſuſpected of having any concern in
the Pennſylvanian troops, who had been the aforeſaid murder; upon which they
taken laſt ſummer near Detroit by the proceeded to the camp to deliver up the
Wyandots, and delivered to the Shawa captives, who had thus twice ſo narrowly
eſe, was among the number of thoſe eſcaped becoming the vićtims of their
whom they now brought in, and inform barbarity.
On Friday, Nov. 9, the colonel, at
ed the colonel that the reaſon of their not

tended by moſt of their principal officers,
bringing the remainder of their priſoners, went
to the conference-houſe. The Sene.

was that many of their principal men, to

whom they belonged, were gone to trade cas and Delawares were firſt treated with.
with the French, and would not return Kiyaſhuta and ten warriors repreſented

for fix weeks; but that every one of their the former. Cuſtaioga and twenty war
nation who were at home, had either

brought or ſent theirs. He further ſaid

riors the latter.

Kiyaſhuta ſpoke—“ With this ſtring

of wampum, we wipe the tears from
that, on the army's firſt coming into the
country, it had been reported among the “ your eyes—we deliver you theſe three
Shawaneſe that our intention was to de
N.

• Virginians

O.

T

E.

Males,
Females and

Children,

Pennſylvanians, Males,
.

.

32
8

“ the Senecas and Cuſtaloga's tribe of
“ Delawares, we gather together and
“bury with this belt " all the bones of

5
4-9

Females and

“ priſoners, which are the laſt of your
“ fleſh and blood that remained among

67

“ the people that have been killed during
“this unhappy war, which the Evil Spirit

Children,

* A belt or ſtring is always delivered
In all zoö

when thus mentioned.
occaſi
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The next conference was on November
“ occaſioned among us. We cover the
“ bones that have been buried, that they 1o, with the Turky and Turtle tribes of
“ ſhay be never more remembered.—We Delawares, king Beaver their chief and
** again cover their place with leaves that thirty warriors repreſenting the former;
“. it may be no more ſeen.—As we have and Kelappama brother to their chief "
“ been long aſtray, and the path between with twenty-five warriors of the latter.
“ you and us ſtopped, we extend this The Senecas and Cuſtaloga's tribe of De
“ belt that it may be again cleared, and lawares were alſo preſent. Their ſpeech
“ we may travel in peace to ſee our ble and the anſwer given, were much the
“ thren as our anceſtors formerly did. ſame as above ; exepting that the colonel
* While you hold it faſt by one end, and inſiſted on their delivering up an Eng
“we by the other, we ſhall always be liſhman, who had murdered one of our
“ able to diſcover any thing that may people on the frontiers and brought the
“ diſturb our friendſhip."—
ſcalp to them ; and that they ſhould ap
The colonel anſwered that “ he had Point the ſame number of deputies and
deliver
the ſame number of hoſtages, for
“heard them with pleaſure; that he re
“ ceived theſe three laſt priſoners they each of their tribes, as had been ſtipulat
“ had to deliver, and joined in burying cd for Cuſtaloga's tribe.
“ the bones of thoſe who had fallen in
November 1 1. King Beaver preſented
“ the war, ſo that their place might be fix hoſtages to remain with col Bouquet,
“ no more known. The peace you aſk and five deputies to treat with Sir Wil
“ for, you ſhall now have. The king, liam Johnſon, who were approved of.
my matter, and your father, has ap This day he acquainted the chiefs preſent
“ pointed me only to make war; but he that as he had great reaſon to be diſſatiſ
“ has other ſervants who are employed fied with the condućt of Nettowhatways,
“ in the work of peace. Sir William the chief of the Turtle tribe who had not
“ Johnſon is empowered for that pur appeared, he therefore depoſed him; and
“ poſe. To him you are to apply; but that tribe were to chuſe and preſent ano
º
before I give you leave to go, two ther for his approbation. This they did
“ things are to be ſettled.
a few days afterwards—Smile not, reader,
1. “ As peace cannot be finally con at this tranſaćtion; , for though it may
“cluded here, you will deliver me two not be attended with ſo many ſplendid
“ hoſtages for the Seneca's, and two for and flattering circumſtances to a comman
“
Cuttaloga's tribe, to remain in our der as the depoſing an Eaſt Indian Na
º
hands at Fort Pitt, as a ſecurity, that bob or chief; yet to penetrate into the
“ you ſhall commit no further hoſtilities wilderneſſes where thoſe ſtern Weſt Indian
“ or violence againſt any of his majeſty's chieftains hold their ſway, and to frown
“ ſubjećts; and when the peace is con them from their throne, though but con
cluded theſe hoſtages ſhall be delivered poſed of the unhewn log, will be found
“ ſafe back to you.
to require both reſolution and firmneſs;
2. “ The deputies you are to ſend to and their ſubmitting to it clearly ſhews
“ Sir William Johnſon, muſt be fully to what degree of humiliation they were
“empowered to treat for your tribes, reduced.
But to proceed. The Shawaneſe ſtill
and you ſhall engage to abide by what
“ever they ſtipulate. In that treaty, remained to be treated with, and though
“ every thing concerning trade and other this nation ſaw themſelves under the ne
“ matters will be ſettled by Sir William, ceſſity of yielding to the ſame conditions
“ to render the peace everlaſting ; and with the oth--tribes, yet there had ap
“ the deputies you are to ſend to him, as peared a dilatorineſs and ſullen haughti
“well as the hoſtages to be delivered to neſs in all their condućt, which rendered
“ me, are to be named and preſented to it very ſuſpicious.
“me for my approbation.”——
The 12th di November was appointed
The colonel after promiſing to deli for the conference with them ; which
ver back, two of their people, captain was managed on their part by Keiſſi
Pipe, and capt. John, whom he had de nautchtha and Nimwha their chiefs, with
N O T E.
tained at Fort Pitt, took the chiefs by
* The chief of the Turtle tribe, for
the hand for the firſt time, which gave
ſome reaſon, choſe to abſent himſelf.
them great joy.
E e e
the
July, 1767.
º

º
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the Red Hawke, Laviſſimo, Benfivaſica, “ papers to have ſubſiſted between our

Eweecunwee, Keigleighgue, and forty
warriors; the Caughnawaga, Seneca and
Delaware chiefs, with about ſixty war
riors, being alſo preſent.
The Red Hawke was their ſpeaker,

“ fathers.”—He promiſed, in behalf of
the reſt of their nation, who were gone
to a great diſtance to hunt, and could not

have notice to attend the treaty, that they

ſhould certainly come to Fort Pitt in the
and as he delivered himſelf with a ſtrange ſpring, and bring the remainder of the

mixture of fierce pride, and humble ſub priſoners with them.
[ To be concluded in our next. I
miſſion, I ſhall add a paſſage or two from
his ſpeech.
The Concubine : a Poem, in two Cantor.
“ Brother,
In the Manner of Spenſer".
“You will liſten to us your younger
“ brothers; and as we diſcover ſomething
(To be given entire, Price 2 s. 6d.)
“ in your eyes that looks diſatisfaction
C. A N T O I.
“ with us, we now wipe away every

“ thing bad between us that you may
“ clearly ſee.—You have heard many
“ bad ſtories of us. – We clean your

“ears that you may hear. —— We
“ remove every thing bad from your

The mirthfull Bowres and flowry Daler
Of Pleaſures Faerie Land,
Mhere Wertues Budds are blighted as
By foul Enchanters Wand.
I.

-

“heart, that it may be like the heart of
“ our anceſtors, when they thought of
* nothing but good.” [Here he gave a
ſtring.]
“ Brother; when we ſaw you coming
“ this road, you advanced towards us
“ with a tomahawk in your hand; but

“we your younger brothers take it out
“ of your hands and throw it up to God

* * to diſpoſe of as he pleaſes; by which

WAKE, ye weſt Windes, through
the lonely dale,
[take :
And, Fancy, to thy faerie bowre be
Even now, with balmy freſhneſſe,
breathes the gale,

[lake;

Dimpling with downy wing the ſtilly
Through the pale willows faultering
whiſpers wake,
[with dew ;
And evening comes with locks bedropt
On Deſmonds mouldering turretts
ſlowly ſhake
The trembling rie-graſs and the hare

“ means we hope never to ſee it more.
“And now, brother, we beg leave that
“ you who are a warrior, will take hold
bell blue,
[new.
“- of this chain (giving a ſtring) of friend
Mullas plaints re
“ ſhip, and receive it from us, who are And ever and anon faire
II.
**. alſo warriors, and let us think no more
O for that namleſſe powre to ſtrike
“ of war, in pity to our old men, women
mine eare,
[once poſſeſt,
“ and children.” —Intimating, by this
hat powre of charme thy Naiads
laſt expreſſion, that it was mere com

}."

to them, and not inability to

ght,

that made their nation deſire

P eace.

Melodious Mulla!
whyleare 1,

when, full

oft

The gliding murmurs ſooth d the

-

gentle breſt

He then produced a treaty held with
the government of Pennſylvania 1701,
and three meſſages or letters from that go
vernment of different dates; and conclud
ed thus—
N

O

T

[oppreſt

Of hapleſs SPENs ER; long with woes
Long with the drowfie patrons ſmyles
decoyd,
Till in thy ſhades, no more with
cares diſtreſt,

E."

No more with painfull

anxious hopes
* Their uſual figure for making peace
accloyd “,
is burying the hatchet; but as ſuch hatch The ſabbath of his life the milde good
ets may be dug up again,
he
man enjoyd:
thought this new expreſſion of “ſending
“ it up to God, or the Good Spirit,” a * The letter Y in all the old Engliſh Poetr
much ſtronger emblem of the permanency
is frequently prefixed to verbs and ºver
and ſtedfaſtneſs of the peace now to be
bal adjectives, but without any parti

P.'.

made.

cular ſignification.

“Now, brother, I beg we who are
“warriors may forget our diſputes, and

pronounced as the Pronoun ye.
e'er while, formerly. * diſguſted.

“renew the friendſhip which appears by

I

It is always to be
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Beauteous and wilde as ever Druid 5

From whence a reverend Wizardo thro'
the ſhade
[ſeemd I ſtrayd.
The muſes wooed him, when each
evening grey
[dreſt, Advaunſt 7 to meet my ſteps, for here me

Enjoyd each wiſh, while rapt in viſions

Luxurious fancy, from her wardrobe
Brought forth her faerie Knights in
ſheen array
[lay,
By forreſt edge or welling fount,where
Farre from the crowd,the careleſſe Bard”
fupine :
[gay,

Oh happy man how innocent and
How mildly peacefull paſt theſe houres
of thine !

VII

White as the ſnowdrop round his tem
ples flowd

[eye,

A few thin hairs; blight in his eagle
Meint * with heavens lightning, ſocial
mildneſſe glowd ;
Yet when him liſt queynt 9 was his
leer and ſlie,

Yet wondrous diſtant from malignitie,
For ſtill his ſmyle did forcibly diſcloſe

Ah! could a ſigh availe, ſuch ſweete calme
The ſoul of worth and warme hart
peace were mine !
honettie :
[beſtows
[I ſtray,
Such winning grace as age but rare
Yet oft, as penſive through theſe lawns
Unbidden tranſportes through my Dwelt on his cheeks and lips, now like the
boſom ſwell ;
[ſurvey
withering roſe.
-

VIII.

With pleaſing reverence awd, my eyes
The hallowed ſhades where SPEN SER

ſtrung his ſhell.
The brooke ſtill murmurs through
the buſhy deil 3,

Still through the woodlands wilde and
beauteous riſe

The hills greene tops, ſtill from her
moſs-white cell

And halfe conceald and halfe reveald

His veſt of ſilk, the faerie Queenes
bequeſt
[was grey ;
What time ſhe wooed him ere his head

Complayning Echoe to the ſtockdove
fighs,
[cktacits.
And Fancy,wandering here, ſtill feels new
V

A lawreli bough he held, and now
[way

addreſt

To ſº eech, he points it to the mazy to
That wide and farre around in wildeſt

Then come, ye Genii of the place | O
conne,
[lay !
Ye wide-wood Muſes of the native
Ye who theſe bancks did whilom con
ſtant roam,
[lome play !

And round your SPEN SER ever glad
Oh, come once inore
magick ray

-

Of ſkyen blue a mantling robe he wore,
A purple girdle looſely tyd his waiſt,
Enwove with many a flowre from ma
my a ſhore,
[his vett, .

and with your
-

Theſe lawns transforming, raiſe the

proſpect lay.

-

[ſire,

I

Younkling, quoth iºlo, where at thy de
The wilderneſe of life extenſive lies,

The path of bluſtering fame and warlike.
[covetiſe,

11 e,

Of cowling 11 powre and lean-bond
Of thoughtleſs mirth and foliys gid
dy joys ;
And whither all thoſe paths illuſive end;
All theſe at my command didactick 1 a
-

myſtick ſcene :
[way,
The lawns alreadie own your vel tual
Proud city's life, with ſeas and wides
atween,
[of Men.

11 ſe,

And ſhift obedient as mine arm I bend.
In one enchanted view the various walks He ſaid, and to the fielde did ſtrait his arm
VI.
extend.

Towrd to the ſkye, with cliff on cliff
ypild,
[role ;

Strait as he wiłłd an arch triumphall

Fronting the funne, a rock fantaſtick
From every lift the pink and priºn, ole

roſe,
[rode,
Where ſtern Ambition in his charet

ſmild,

And redd with bloſſomes hung the
wildings boughs;
[that blows
On middle cliff each flowry ſhrub

X.

Supreme contempt low, d on his
brows,

heavie

[the God :

And graſping at the ſtarres he apd

On Mayes ſweete morns, a flagrant ; The old Britiſh prieſii. 6 an Enchanter.
grove diſplayil,
[choſe ; 7 a coming. 8 mingled. 9 curious.
per
bright. 2 a Poet among the antient plexed. ſquint-yed. 11 inſtructive.
Britons, 1 valley. 4formerly.
E e e z
But
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But while through proſtrate crowds
his horſes trod
The Wizard wavd his hand—down in

the clay

[and blood

Tumbled his car; begrimd with mire
Sprawling beneath his horſes hoofs he
lay,

[herd huzza.

And, thondring in his eares, the rabble

Fleet as he ſpake ſtill roſe the imagerie
Of all he told depeinten (a) to the fight;
It was, I weet 12, a goodlie baronie :
Beneath a greene-clad hill, right faire
to ſee,

The caſtle in the ſunnyvale yſtood;

All round the eaſt grew many a ſhel
termg tree,

And on the weſt a dimpling ſilver flood

XI.

Well worthy meed , quoth I, that Ran thro' the gardins trim, then crept in
to the wood.
Paynin a found;
[hear,
XV.

But certes 3, lever 4 would I ſee and

How oft the gentle plant of generous
ground
[will bear:
And faireſt bloome no ripend fruit
Oft have I ſhed, perdies, the bitter
[dy,

tear

To ſee the ſhoots of vertue ſhrink and

Untimely blaſted in the ſoft greene
ear’: ‘
[villany,
What evil hlight thus workes ſuch
To tell, O reverend Seer 6, thy prompt en

How ſweetly here, quoth he, might
one employ
[houres t
And fill with worthy deed the fleeting
What pleaſaunce mote 13 a learned
Wight enjoy
[bowres,
Emong the hills and vales and ſhadie
To mark how buxom Ceres round

him poures
[corne,
The hoary-headed wheat, the freckled
The bearded barlie, and the hopp that
towres

chauntment tuy.

-

So high, and with his bloom ſalews 14
the morne,
Ah me! how little do unthinking youth
Foreſee the ſorrowes of their elder age! And with the orchard vies the lawnſkepe
to adorne;
Full oft, quoth he, my boſome melts
XVI.
ſtore
XII.

with ruth 7

To note the follies of their early ſtage,
Where diſſipations cup full deepe they
pledge ;
[flight

Ne can the Wizards 3 ſaws 9 diſperſe to
The ills that ſoone will warre againſt
them wage

Ne may the ſpells that lay the church
yarde ſpright
Frce from his concubine the luckleſſe ill

ſtard Wight 19.
XIII.

This truth to tell, ſee, yonder lawnſkepe
riſe,

The fragrant orchard, where her golden
Pomona haviſhes on everie tree,

The velvet-coated peach, the plumb ſo
hore '5,
[*6 to ſee,
The nećtrines redd, and pippins, ſheene
That nod in everie gale with wanton
[laughing ſwain,
glee.
How happy here, with Woodſtocks
AndAvons ſwan of peerleſſe memorie,
To ſaunterthro' the datie ſpangled plain,
When fancys ſweeteſt impe ºf dan is
Spenſer joins the train.
XVII.

[ween,

An ample fielde of Britiſh clime I

A fielde which never by poetick eyes
Was vewd from hence. Thus, tho’
the rural ſcene
[beene,

Has by a thouſand artiſts pencild
Some other may,

from other point,

ex

plore
[ſeene
A view full different, yet as faire be
So ſhall theſe lawns preſent one lawn
ſkepe more,
[Wight-before.
For certes where we ſtand ſtood never
XIV.

In yonder Dale does wonne 11 a gentle

Ne to ſyr MARTYN hight 19 were theſe
unknowne ;

[led,

Oft by the brooke his infant ſteps they

And of the fays, with many a waib
ling tone
. . [morning bed i
And laughing ſhape, ſtood round his
Such happineſs bloomd faire around
his hed,

[to taſte,

Yet tho' his mind was formd each joy
From him, alas ! dear homefelt joy
aunce fled,
[did haſte,
And ſweete content ſtill from his walks
For, ah! his concubine was his continual

peſt.
(a) Deſcribed in colours.
reward. Pagan. 3 certainly. 4 ra:Aer,
* an ºffeveralion, verily. 6 one who ** know. 3 night. 4 ſalutes. 15 grey
Knight—

Jéréteili. 7 pity. * an Enchanter. 9 ſay

headed "bright. 7 ºffſpring. 18 maftir.

ings. ** Perſon, 11 dwell,

*9 called.

XVIII. .
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For, ſooth 11 to tell, her chiefeſt harts
delight
Juſt when he had his eighteenth ſummer
ſeen,
[mown hay,
Was ſtill to count her princely pe
digree
[lin 11 hight,
Lured by the fragrance of the new
Through barons bold up to Cadwal
As careleſſe ſauntring through the elm
fenca green
Thence up to Trojan Brute yſprong of
Venus bright.
He with his book beguild the cloſing

r 767.

XVIII.

f

XXII.

day. . . . . . .
The dairy maide hight KATHRIN
friſkd that way;

r

But, zealous to foiefend 13 her gentle
[bloud,

race

A roguiſh twinkling look the gypſie caſt,

From baſelie matching with Plebeian

For well ſhe knew the lemmans 2 art

She caſt 14 and ſchemd to ſhonne thilk 15

to play;
[paſt
Nathleſle 3 unheeding on his way he
Ne entered in his hart one wiſh or thought

And Kathrins bale 16 in wondrous

unchaſt.

foull diſgrace,
wrath ſhe vowd :

Yet could ſhe not with cunning por
taunce "7 ſhroud 18,

XIX.

Right plump ſhe was, and ruddie glowd
her cheek,
[dight 4
Her eaſie waiſte in milchwhite boddice

[tent,

So as might beſt ſucceede, her good in
But clept 19 her lemman and wild ſlutt
aloud ;

[thewes to repent,

That ſoon ſhe ſhould her graceleſs
Her golden locks curld downe her
ſhouders ſleek,
[the fight : And ſtand in long white ſheet before the
parſon ſhent *".
And halfe her boſome heaving mett
XXIII.
And gayly ſhe accoſts the ſober
Wight,
So ſpake the Wizard, and his hand he
wavd,
[where liſtleſſe 13 lay
Freedom and glee blythe ſparkling in
And prompt **, the ſcenerie roſe,
her eye;
[Knight,
With wanton merrimake ſhe trips the
The Knight in ſhadie bowre by ſtream
let lavd 14,
And round the younkling makes the
clover flye :
[and bye.
While Philomela ſoothd the parting
But ſoon he ſtarten up, more gameſº by
day :
[features gay,
XX.
Here Kathrin him approachd with
And
all
her
ſtore
of
blandiſhments
as
I ween, quoth ſhe, you think to win a
kiſs,
[vain.
and wiles 16;
[ſoft delay
But certes you ſhall woo and ſtrive in
The knight was touchd—but ſhe with
Faſt in his armes he caught her then
And gentle teares yblends 47 her lan
ywis ; ;
[grie then
guid ſmiles,
[reviles.
Yfere 6 they fell; but loud and an And of baſe crueltie th' enamould boy
Gan 7 ſhe of ſhame and haviour wild?

complain,
while baſhfully the weetleſſe 9 boy did
look:
[awkward pain;
With cunning ſmyles ſhe vewd his
The ſmyle he caught, and eke to new
corage took,

[brooke.

And Kathrin then a kiſs perdie,did gentlie
XXI.

XXIV.

Amazd the boy beheld her readie teares,
And, faultering oft, exclaims with
wondring ſtare,

What mean theſe ſighs diſpell thine
ydle feares ;
[clare.
And, confident in me, thy griefes de
And need, quoth ſhe, need I my hart
to bare 23,

[mote *9 be

Fleet paſt the months ere yet the giddy

And tellen what untold well knowne

boy
[ſurely be;
One thought beſtowd on what would
But well his Aunt perceiva his dange

Loſt is my friends good-will, my mo
thers care—

By you deſerted—ah! unhappy me!
rous toy,
,
,
[milie
11
truth. 12 a Britiſh King. 13 preſerve.
And ſore the feard her auncient fa
14 contrived. 15 this. "o diſgrace. 17 be
Should now be ſtaind with blood of
haviour. 18 conceal. 19 called. 29 man
baſe degree :

1 called. * harlots. 3 nevertheleſ. 4 clad.
s to my knowledge. * together, 7 began.
* rudentſ, 9 thougtlºft. 19 likewiſe.

ners. ** diſgraced. ** quickly. 43 care

lºſs. ** waſhed. 15 aluring careſſes.
** ſubtle tricks. *7 conceals. 28 unco
ºver. *9 ºnight.
Left -
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Left to your Aunts fell 1 ſpight and
headlong
rage,
unfelt
with
ſoon
But
wreakful - crueltie.
whyleare 12,
[cheer:
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XXV.

Inflamd, he luſts for the delirious

My Aunt : quoth he, forſooth, ſhall ſhe
command .

[his place,

So burſts the boy diſdeinfull of reſtrent
Headlong attonce 13 into the wylde

No; ſooner ſhall yond hill forſake
career
He laughing ſaid; and would have
Ofjollitie, with feveriſh thirſteybrent 14,
[face And dull and yrkſome hangs the day
caught her hand ;
Her hand ſhe ſhifted to her blubberd
in ſportes unſpent.
With prudiſh modeſtie, and ſobd,
XXIX.
alas !
Now fly the waſſal is ſeaſons wingd
Grant me your bond, or els on yonder
[joy,
with glee ;
tree
Each day affords a floode of roring
Theſe filkin garters, pledge of thy
The ſprings greene months yeharmd
embrace,
with cocking flee,
Ah, welladay! ſhall hang my babe and
The jolly horſe-race ſummers grand
me
employ,
s
And event night our ghoſtesſhall bring all
His harveſt ſports the foxe and hare

.#.

hell to thee.
XXVI.

But the ſubſtantial comforts of the bowl

Are thine, O winter' thine to fire

Ythrilld 3 with horrour gapd the ware

the bo

[mightie ſoul,

£ºnd,

leſs 4 Wight,

cauſe, and ſwell his
With
[rie tree,
As when, aloft on well-ſtord cher Till dizzy through the roome he and his
The thieviſh elfe beholds with pale
cronies 10 rowl.
affright
ſ where to
XXX.
The gardner near, and weets 5 not
Now round his dores ynaild on cloggs
And will my bond forefend othilk 7
[Foxes tail,
of wood

Å.

[peace beſide,
miſerie
That ſhalt thou have ; and for thy
What motes I more ? Houſekeeper
[tied,
ſhalt thou be.
An awfull oathe forthwith his promiſe
And Kathrin was as blythe as ever blythe
ſome bride.
XXVII.

Ah! ſays the Wizard, what may now

Hangs many a Badgers ſnout and
The which had he through many a
hedge perſewd,
Through marſh, through meer, dyke,
ditch, and delve 17 and dale 18;

To hear his hair-breadth ſcapes
would make you pale ;
Which well the groome hight 19 Patrick
can relate,

ſale;

[bore,

Whileas on holidays he quaffs his

His manlie ſenſe that faireſt bloſſoms

And not one circumſtance will he for

availe

His temper gentle as the whiſpering

[hunting ſett.
gett,
[ous lore 92 So keen the braggard Chorle is on his
XXXI.
His native goodneſſe, and his vertu
Now through his veins, all unin Now on the turf the Knight with
flamd before,
ſparckling eyes
[ground;
Th" enchanted cup of diffipation hight”
Beholds the ſpringing racers ſweep the
Has ſhedd, with ſubtil ſtealth through
Now lightlie by the poſt the foremoſt
gale,

-

everie pore,

... [might,

Its giddy poiſon, brewd with magicke
Each budd of gentle worth and better
thought to blight.
XXVIII.

So the Canadian, traind in drery waſtes
To chace the foming bore and fal
low deer,

flies,

[rebound;

And thondring on the ratling hoofs
Now keener ſtill the cracking whips
reſound :

[turous houre :

Daemon to of game! now bleſs thy rap
See, ſee thy Prophets furious flare
around;

[ticke ſtowre : 1

Now to the goal they fly
in fran
At firſt the traders beverage * ſhylie The Knights fird eyes confeſſe the criſis of
-

taſtes;

a cruel. 2 revengeful. 3 pierced. 4 aftoniſh
ed. 5 knows. 6 defend you from: 7 this.
8 might. 9 education. to called. * *

mingled drink.

thy powre.
12 before. 13 at once.

14 burns. 15 feſ?-

ive. “companions. 17 pit. 18 valley.
19 called. *o an evil Spirit. ** emotion.
Soft
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-

XXXII.

So fares it with the Knight; each

Soft as the goſſamer 1 in ſummer ſhades

morning brings
[ſhun,
His deeper.thrall; ne can he brawling
Extends its twinckling line from
For Kathrin was his thorne and birdlime
ſpray to ſpray,
both in one.
Gently as ſleep the wearie lids invades,
XXXVI.
So ſoft, ſo gently pleaſure mines her
[betray,

way:

But whither will the ſmyling Fiend
Ah, let the Knights approching dayes

Or, when atop the hoarie 13 weſtern hill
The ruddie funne appears to reſt his

[buxom MAY

chin,
[ing rill,
When not abreeze diſturbs the murmur.

Though everie bloome and flowre of
Beſtrews her path, to defaris code and

And mildlie warm the falling dews

declare

[unware.

bare

The mazy path betrays the giddy Wight
XXXIII.

-

While thus the Knight perſewd the
ſhaddow joy
[the way,

begin,
[filverie ſkin
The gameſom trout, then ſhews her

As wontonly beneath the wave ſhe
glides,
[ver blin 14,
Watching the buzzing flies that ne

Then, dropt with pearle and golde,

As youthly ſpirits thoughtleſſe led
Her gilden baits, ah, gilded to decoy

diſplays her ſides,

Kathi in did eve and morn before
him lay,
[gay;

Watchfull to pleaſe and ever kindlie
Till, like a thing bewitchd, the care
lefie Wight
º

-

While ſhe with frequent leape the dimp
ling ſtreame divides.
XXXVII.

On the greene banck, a truant I 5
ſchool-boy ſtands;
[play,
Well has the urchin markt her me

Reſigns himſelfe to her capricious
ſwav :
[bound ſpright
Then ſoon, perdie, was never charme

An aſhen rod obays his guilefuſi

In Necromancers 2 thrall 3 in halfe ſuch

Aſkaunce 16, with wiftly 17 look and

pittecus plight 4.

coy delay,
[treacher eyes,
The hungrie trout the glitteraund

XXXIV.

Her end accompliſhd, and her hopes
at ſtay,

hands,
[her way;
And leads the mimicke fly accroſs

Semblaunt 13 of life with ſpeckled

[ſmyle beſtow ;

wings full gay,
[flies,
What need her now, ſhe recks 5, one
Then ſlylie nibbling prudiſh from it
Each care to pleaſe were
thrown Till with a bouncing ſtart ſhe bites the
away,
[maxims moe 7,
truthleſs prize.
XXXVIII.
And thriftleſſe 6 waſte, with many

.

As, what were ſhe the better did
ſhe ſo,
[bent;

She conns 8, and freely ſues her native
Yet ſtill can ſhe to guard his thrall
dom 9 know,
[gown ſhe went,
Though grimd 10 with ſnuff in tawdrie
Though peeviſh was her ſpleen 11 and
rude her jolliment 12.
XXXV.

As when the linnett hails the balmy

Ah,

º

the younker gives the ruth

eſſe 19 twitch ;
The hook ſhe

ils ypight zo
idº
; h:

Deep ſtung ſhe feels, and plonging
where the beech
[affright;
Shaddows the poole ſhe runs in dred

In vain, the deepeſt rocke her late
delight,
[tries;
In vain the ſedgy 21 nook for help ſhe
The laughing elfe now curbs, now

morne,
[rins ſings,
ayds her flight,
[flies,
And roving through the trees its mat
The more entangled ſtill the more ſhe
Lively with joy, till on a luckleſſe And ſoon amid the graſs the panting
thorne
[line clings;
captive lies.
XXXIX.
It lights, where to its feet the bird
Then all in vain it flapps its gaudie
where ...
pity! where that

º

wings ;

[done (a):

The more it flutters ſtill the more fore

1 thin cobwebs that are wafted abroad
in ſummer. 2 a conjurer. 3 bondage.
4 ſtate. 5 thinks, 6 extravagant. 7 more.

ſplightly play,
That

... bounding

io
ºing5.

*3 grey, 14 reſº, is mitching. 16 as if by
chance. 175well known. 18 appearancº.

8 conſiders. 9 bondage. I obedawbed.

19 without compaſſion. 26 placed.
21 overgrown with narrow flags.

11 temper. 12 mirth.(a)occaſioned death.
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The fragrant orchard at her dire 13
command
[the plain;
In all the pride of bloſſome ſtrewd
The hillocks gently riſing through the

APRIL waikd forth — ah! never

In purling ſtreame, ſhe pants, ſhe gaſps
and dies :
[the boyſ
Aie me!

July,
XLIII.

That lately welcomd the retourning ray,
When by the rivletts bancks, with
bluſhes coy,
. . [more to toy

[1etain ;

land

how like the fortune of

Muſt now no trace of natures ſteps

His days of revel and his mights of
moiſe
(hapleſs prize.

The clear canal, the mirrhour of
the ſwain,
[greene,

Have left him now involvd, his lemmams 1

And bluiſh lake no more adorne the

XL.

Two durty watering ponds alone
remain;

His Aunt long pined with very dole z

[had bene,

[rins brood :

to ſee

And what ygoe 14 the place of herbs
Cadwallins bloud debaſed in Kath Is now a turnip fielde and cow yarde
nothing cleane.
With very dole ſhe died; and Kathrin,
free
[withſtood.
From dred of her, now lords it un

XLIV.

An auricient crone 15, yelepd 16 by

See, quoth the Wizard, how diſgraſte

...] rude,

houſe-wives T11 ſº I Fºr,

[afore,

Now lies the park, ſo ſweetly wylde
Each bowely walke and grove by
her tranſmewd 3;

[vet flore,

The bowling greene ſtript of its vel
With graſs-grown pebbles blanck now
yawns 4 forby 5 the dore.
XLI.

All round the borders where the pan
ſie 6 blue,

[fine,

All this deviid 17 for trim oeconomie;
But certes 18, ever from her birth bereft

Of elegance, ills fitts her title high.
Coarſe were her looks, yet ſmooth
he courtefie 19,
[attyre,
Hoydon zo her ſhapes, but grave was her
And ever fixt on trifles was her eye,
And ſtill ſhe ploddeu 21 round the
kitchen fyre,
[and defyre.
To ſave the ſmalleſt cromb her pleaſure

Crocus, and Polyanthus powderd
And daffodils in fayre confuſion grew,
Emong the roſe-buſh roots and eg
lantine 7,
[reſign;
Theſe now their place to cabbages
And tawdrie peaſe ſupply the lillys
ſtead,

-

XLV.

Bow-bent with eld 22, her ſteps were
ſoft and ſlow,
[yhong,
And at her fide a bounch of keyes
Dulneſs and care ſatt on her wiinckled

º:
[from her tongue:
And proverbs teaching thrift 23 dropt
Yet ſparing though ſhe beene her
gueſtes emong,
[mandiſe,
Aught by herſeife that ſhe mote 24 gor
The foull Curmudgeon 25 would have
that ere long,
[ſuffice;
And hardly could her witt her guſt 26

[the vine

Rough artichokes now brittle where
Its purple cluſters round the windows
ſpread,

[the head.

And laiſic cucumbers on dung recline
XLII.

-

The fragrant orchard, once the ſum
mers pride,
[daſied greene, Albee 27 in varied ſtream ſtill was it cove
XLVI.

Where oft, by moonſhine, on the
In jovial daunce, or tripping ſide by
ſide,

[tiſe.

Full many hall this crooked Ronion 28

[were ſeene,

haunts,

Pomona and her buxom nymphes

[kend to :

And cke 29 in many deed her hand is
Of her ſage counſells Kathrin ever

Or where the clear canal ſtretchd out
atweene 3,
[they blede 1 c,

vaunts 31 ;

wend 33;

Defly 9 their locks with bloſſomes would
In ſooth 32 ſhe was her genius rightly
Or, reſting by the primroſe hillccks 13 wºmerciful 14 formerly. 15 am old-we
ſheene 1 1,
[ſhade,
man. 16 called. 17 invented. 18 cer
Beneath the apple boughs and wainut
tain'ſ 19 obliging behaviour. 20 awk
Their holidays they kept, and bade the
war.'. 21 diligent in contriving.
fruitage 12 pred;
22 age. 23 ſavingneſs. 24 might.
25 a covetous hunks. 26 taſie. 27 not
1 harlot. 2 grief. 3 changed. 4 goeſ irre
withſtanding. 28 A fat deformed old
gular. 5 near to. 6 belonging to ſlow
woman. 29 likewiſe. 30 known.
ers. 7 ſweet-briar. 8 between. 9 º'ex
31 boaſis. 32 truth. 33 moved.
trouſly. 1 o plait. 1 1 bright. 12 all
manner of fruit.

-

With
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her ſhe caſt 1 and ſchemd

withouten end,

heed the ſame,

[hoard,

Still how the more to ſwell her private
And how from ſuddein fall her beſt
forefend * :
[plonge her Lord,

In thoughtleſſe mirth and debt to
The Beldame 4 whiſperd ſtill would ſafety

409

Then, nolens volens az, they muſt
And quight 13 thoſe fieldes their yeo
men 4 grandſyres plowd
Eer ſince black Edwards Dayes,
when, crownd with fame,

From Creſfie fielde the Knights old
grandſyre prowd “5

beſt afford.
XLVII.
Led home his Yeomandrie, and each his
His tenants whilom s beene of thriftie
glebe allowd “.

kind,
[day,
Did like to ſing and worken all the
At ſeedtime never were they left be
hind,

[did play,

And at the harveſt feaſt ſtill firſt
And ever at the terme their rents

L

But now the Orphan ſees his harveſt
field,

[fall,

Beneath the gripe 7 of legal rapine”
The friendleſſe Widow, from her hearth
expelld,
[earthen wall :
Withdraws to ſome poor hutt, with
And theſe, perdie 29, were Kathrins
proječts all,
[full ſore
For ſooth;2 to tell, grievd was the Knight
Such ſinfull deeds to ſee; yet ſuch

did pay,
[ral geer 6;
For well they knew to guide their ru
All in a row,
homeſpun
grey,
[of the year,
They marchd to church each Sunday
Their imps 7 yode 8 on afore, the car
his thrall 3",
[nathemore 33
Though he had pledgil his troth 32, yet
les 9 brought up the rear.
XLVIII.
[found: It mote 34 he keep, except ſhe willd the
ſame before.
Ah, happy days but now no longer
LI.
No more with ſociall hoſpitable glee to
Oh wondrous powre of Womans
The village hearths at Chriſtmas tide
wylie 35 art 1
[nay be 2
reſound,
may you ſee,
What for thy witchcraft 36 too ſecure
No more the Whitſun gambolls 11
Certes 37, it never was ſyr Martyns
Not Morrice daunce ", nor May
hart :
daye jollitie 13,
[deawy green;
Himſelfe how dupd 38 himſelfe right
When the blythe 14 maydens foot the
plain did ſee,
[perdie,
But now, in place, hart-ſinking
His word a bubble 39, and his will,
penurie is
[ſeen,
A tranſient puff, that in exertion dies;
And hopeleſſe care on every face is
For preſent peace and eaſe ſtill yield
As theſe the drery 16 times of curfeu

...?".

eth he,

Bell 17 had been.
XLIX.

[wondrous wiſe,

And looks, while thus he yields, moſt

For everie 18 while *9, with thief-like
lounging *2 pace
[lain came,

And dark of look, a tawdry 11 vil
Muttring ſome words with ſerious
meaning face,
[their name;
And on the church door he would fix

1 plotted. * defend. 4 haggard old ‘wo
man. s formerly. 6 implements of buſ
bandry. 7 children. 8 went. 9 old men.
to merriment. " country diverſi
ons. ** antique dances performed by
men and boys in the habits of girls.

As from himſelfe he hopd his griefe and
ſhame diſguiſe.
LII.

His lawyer now aſſumes the guardians
place; ,
[and paſſing ſlie,
Learnd was thilk clerk 43 in deeds,
Slow was his ſpeeche, and ſolemn was
his face
[rankt ſo high ;
As that grave bird which Athens
21 whether one will or no.

43 leave.

*4 freeholders, the firſt degree of the
commonality. 15 valiant. 19 a trađ of

"3 good-humour. "4 innocently merry.

land, granted in thoſe dayſ, as the re

15 extreme want. 16 ſad.

ºvard of bravery. 17 oppreſſion. 28 rob
bery. 39 verily. 32 for truth. 3" bond
age. , 34 veracity. 33 nevertheleſ.
34 might. 35 ſubtle. 39 a familiarity

7 a bell

which was ordered to be tolled in the

reign of William the conqueror, on the
hearing of which, people were to put
out their fires. 18 every one. 19 during
the time. *o ſauntering pace. *' ridicu
Jouſly gay.
July, 1767.
-

with

evil ſpirits.

37 certainly.

3° cheated. , 39 of no ſignificance.
4° this clerk or lawyer.
F f f

Pleaſd
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Pleaſil dullneſs baſking in his gloſſie With inward pain, he looks, and ſilence
[native phlegm,”

eye,

The finyle would oft ſteal through his
And well he guards ſyr Martyns
propertie,

-

guards historgue.
LVI.

See, while his friend entreats and ur
ges ſtill,
[haviour ſhy

-

Till not one peaſant dare invade the

See, how with ſidelong glaunce and

[own juſt claim.
But centes, ſeven yeares rent was ſoon his

He ſieals the look to read his lemmans
will,
[ſpy
Watchfull the dawn of an aſſent to

game :

LI II.

[caſe.

Look as he will, yet will ſhe not
comply.

Still yawns; on everie long-depending

His friend with ſcorne beholds his auk

Thus quickly ſlid the Knights gay

ward pain ;
[dewd eye,
From him even pity turns her tear
And hardlie can the burſting laugh re
ſtrain,
[manly ſtain ".

Now mortgage follows mortgage: cold
delay

bloome away 5

[imps 4 apace;

Kathrin the while brought bantling
While everie day renews his vile diſ

[thrall 5 : While manlie honour frowns on his un

grace,

LVII.

And ſtraſtens ſtill the more his galling
See now what ſcenes his houſehold
hours debaſe,
[hall.
And riſe ſucceſſive in his cheerleſſe 6

Let other ſcenes now riſe, the Wizard

So ſpake the Seer 7, and prompt * the

See there, quoth he, the knight ſupine
ºly laid
[learnd repoſe,

ſcene obayd his call.

Invokes

LIV.

see, quoth the Wizards, how with fol
tering mien 'º
[ceives;
And diſcompoſed yon ſtranger he re
Lo, how with ſulkie look and moapt
with ſpleen
[behaves:

His frowning miſtreſſe to his fiend
In vain he nods, in vain his hand he
waves,

ſaid:
[aroſe.
He wavd his hand, and other ſcenes

…”

the

Ne may the hearty laugh, ne features
The hearty laugh, perdie, does but his
pain betray.

houres

of

[mayde

beſtows.

The melting paſſion of the mott-brown
Glides through his breaſt ; his wan
dering fancy glows,
Till into wildeſt reveries betrayd,
He hears th’ imagind Faire, and wooes
the lovely ſhade.

Ne will ſhe hecd, ne will ſhe ſign obay;
Nor corner dark his awkward bluth
es ſaves,
gay:

houſhold

And auncient ſong its manly joys

LVIII.

Tranſported he repeats her conſtant
vow,
[tide whateer “5,
How to the greene wode ſhade, be
She with her banyſhd love would fear
leſſe goe,
[hardeſt cheer.
And ſweete would be with him the

A worthy Wight his friend was ever
known,

-

(inſpire,

Some generous cauſe did ſtill his lips

He begs the Knight by friendſhips long
agone

Oh Heaven

he fighs, what bleſfings
[fighd,

dwell ſincere

In love like this!—but, inſtant as he

Burſting into the loom, loud in his
[betide

ear
His lemman thonders, ah
-

fell dole 14
An auncient Hind ' ', around whoſe The girl that truſts in man before ſhe
bees his bride
cheerleſie fire
[mans wrong

To ſhelter from his Lawyers cruell ire

Sat grief and paie diſeaſe. The poor
Affects the Knight : his in moſt hearts
deſire
[fuſd, and ſtung
Gleans through his eyes; yet all con
ſhining with humidity.
dulneſ; or

Juggiſlneſs. 3 gates. 4 infants.
5 fore *ondage. 6 void of repoff. 7. a
8 inſtantly. 9 a running man having

cunning man who foretells things.

LIX.

Ah, ſimple me! that little knew to
ſhun

[full cries;

Thy hatefull preſence 1 ſhe diſdein
When ſtrait her imps all brawling round
her run,
[revenge applies:
And, bleard with teares, each for

Him chiefe in ſpleen 15 the father
, means chaſtiſe,

the power of enchantment. ” awk * that which blemiſhes one's reputation.
‘ward carriage.
an old ſervant man
'3 happen what will. 14 cruel ſorrow.
"5 hatred.
But
ºf the family.
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But from his kindlie hand ſhe ſaves
him ſtill ;
[ous wiſe
Yet for no fault, ſee, how in furi

(With burning golde then flames th’
etherial ſteepe,
And oceans wave; like molten 12 ſil

Yom yellow Elfe ſhe litle ſpares to kill ;

verſeem)
Eke 13 had he ſeen, with dimond

And then, next breath, does all to coax
its ſtubborn will.
X.

glittering beam,
"

While yet beneath the moone old

Pale as the ghoſte that by the gleaming
[lerers bed,

inoon

[day,

The ſtarre of morn awake the roſeate 4

Nilus ſtream,

Withdraws the curtain of the mur

Pale through the land refle&s the
gleamy's ray,
As through the midnight ſkyes ap
peares the milky way. ,

So pale and cold at hart, as halfe aſwoon
The Knight ſtares round; yet good
nor bad he ſed,

Though trembling anguiſh in each
feeling bled
[Mam.
And rent with cruell pangs his beſt of

LXIV.

-

Thro' the Columbian world, and ver

[gan :

dant Iles
[quent ſped 16 :
Unknown to Carthage, had he fre
Eke had he beene where flowry ſommer

Such ſcenes ſtill ſhifting ſtill anew be
Small wonder now, paifay *, that he to
paſtimes ran.

At Chriſtmas tide, where other hea
vens are ſpred,

LXI.

Beſprent 7 with ſtarres that Newton

Such now the ſole domeſtick life he
led,

ſimiles

-

-

never red,

Woe to the Wight whoſe hated home
e l

- Where in the north the ſum of noone is

The hallowd temple of content may
While now his days abroad with

Wherever Hannoes bold ambition

no more

Wherever Gama ſald, there had he
beene,
[venly queene.

groomes he wore,
[nie,
- His miſtreſſe with her liefeſt 3 compa-A vile unletterd herd' with deareſt

glee

-

Gama”, the dearling care of beautys hea
LXV.

[ſhame;

Enjoys each whiſper of her neighbours

Eke had he plied the rivers and the

And ſtill anon 4 the flaſk of ratafie

coaſt

Improves their tales, till certes 5 not a
nanne
[Wench, or Dame.
Eſcapes their blaſting tongue, or goody,

mons fleete did guide

A taſk ſo dred even the world conquer
ing hoſt
[vide :
Could not another for ſuch featts pro

One evening tide as with her Crones 6

And often had he ſeen that ocean
wide
Which to his wearie bands 13 th;ike 19

[dall new,

Making ſweete ſolace of ſome ſcan
A boiſtrous noiſe came thondring at
the gate,

youth did ſay

[vew ;

And ſoon a ſturdie boy approchd in
With golde farre glitteraund were
his veſtments blue
[ſheen 7
And pye-ſhapd hat, and of the filver
An huge broad buckle glaunſt in
either ſhoe,
[chiefe” clean,
I ween 9.
LXIII.

Which fight, quoth he, will all your
toils repay :
[Gods did play.
That none mote fee it more als 2.9 he the

deepe,

[team to ;

Where ruddie Phoebus ſlacks his firie

young one.

LXVI.

-

Thro' theſe outlandi:h ſhores and oce
ans dire
A

by my faith. 3 beloved.

ſing toil,

For ten long ſeaſons did the Younk
Thro' ſtormes, thro’ tempeſts and the
battles fire,

Farre had he ſaild, and roamd the fomy

[ſpyd,

None but th’ immortal Gods had ever

And round his necke an India ker
And in his hand a ſwitch: a jollie Wight

-

Where bold Nearche young Am

LXII.

ſhe ſate,

[led,

ſeene :

[hope the while

Thro' cold, thro’ heat, cheerd by the
Of yet reviſiting his natal *' ſoil :
airy. . . melted 13 like wift. 14 bluſh- .

ing as the roſe. 'ſ flaſhing fight. *paſ.

4 by and by. 5 in trafb. 9 goſps. 7 ſhin fed through ſwiftly.
ſpread over.
ed. 8 handkerchief. 9 warrant. ” a ." Camoëns. " a military company.
number of cattle for the purpoſe of 19 this. *e alſº. 'I native.
And
f
•rawing a waggon, &c.
-

-

July,
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To lodge in yonder tenants houſe to
And oft, when flying in the monſoon 1
night;
ale,
The ſkilfull Leache 13 forbids that noiſe
coaſt or Javas ile,
my babes ſhould fright.
When glauncing * over oceans boſome
LXX.
ale,
and to the farme
boy,
the
was
Blunt
broad
with
winds
on
the
hung
The
[fares 14,
nigh
houſe
e
ſail I.
:
and ſteadiLXVI
To wait his brother, at her bidding
Condućted by a goſſip 's pert and ſly :
Hung on the winds as from his ayrie
Kathrin the whiles her malengines 16
[eagle bends,
flight,
[plowmans cares,
prepares.
With white-ſpred wing unmovd, the
Now gan 17 the duſke ſuſpend the
When, on old Snowdons 3 brow prepard
When from his rural ſportes arrives the
[ſcends:
to light,
[bowl he ſhares,
Knight ;
Sailing the liquid ſkye he ſheer 4 de
Soon with his Mates 18 the jovial
Thus oft, when roving farre as wave
His hall reſounds!—amazd the ſtranger
[the boy,
extends,
t
[ſpight zo.
The ſcenes of promiſt bliſs would warm ArreadsWigh
19 rº all as done to him in fell de
To meet his brother with each wiſh

Bºliopia.
m;

w

LXXI.

yblends 5,
And fiendſhips glowing hopes each
thought employ;
s

And now at home arrivd his heart dilate

with joy.

Late was the houre when as the Knight
was tould

[come here ;

Of ſtranger gueſt, go, bid him wel
What ſeeks he there quoth he. Per
die, what would

II.

LXVI
You ſeek ſays to the boy the meſ.
Around the meadows and the park he
[requere.
ſenger.
[ſhade,
looks,
t, quoth he, I but
the
Knigh
ſee
To
To ſpy the ſtreamlett or the elm-tree
Syr Knight, he ſcornes to come; the ſer
Where oft at eve, beneath the cawing
vant ſaid.
[playd :
rooks,
Go, bid him ſtill, quoth he, to wel
He with his Feres" in mery childhoode
come cheer :
But all was changd!—unweetingly 7
But all contrarywiſe thefaytor 21 made,
[breaſt;
diſmayd
md
A cold foreboding impulſe thrills 8 his Till rage enfla the boy; and ſtill his
rage they fed :
And who but Kathrin now is dearm
LXXII.
[gueſt:
ly frayd
Your brother, quoth the hoſteſſe 22, ſoon
Who entering in ſhe kens the ſtranger
[read,
will waſte
Then with ſad mien ſhe roſe, and kindlie
His fayre eſtate; ane certes 23, well I
him embraſt.
He weens 24 to hold your patrimonie 25
LXIX.
[with ſpeed,
faſt.
Great marvell 9 at her ſolemn cheer to
he made;

[Martyn be,

§.

Then, ſobbing deepe, glad will
Faire ſyr, of your retourne, ſhe gently
ſaid ;

But what miſhap! our infant familee,
The deareſt babes, though they were
nought to mee,
That ever breathd, are laid in deadlie

Next morne a Lawyer beeneybrought
And wiſe he lookt, and wiſely ſhook
his head.

Him now impowrd, the youth with
[his ſteed,
rage yblent 26
Vows never to retourne; then mounts

And leaves the place in fancy hugely
ſhent 17 :

All which to Kathrins mind gave won
plight :
drous great content.
t
grea
were your
What ſhall we do!—
courteſie 1*

feriodical winds in the Eaſtern ſea.

"3 phyſician. "4 gentle requeſts. is a pra
ting companion, 16 perſons villainouſly

* move nimbly. 3 a hill in Caernar
vonſhire, ſuppoſed to be the higheſt in
Wales. 4 quick. 5 mixes. “ companions.

employed. "7 began. 18 companions.
9 ſuppoſes. 10 cruel defiance. ** wil

7 unknowingly. 8 penetrates. 9 won
con
der. ** grand entertainments.

ment. *3 certainly. 24 means. 15 inbe
ritance. ** confounded. 17 offended.

dition of body. ** civility.

lain.” a woman that gives entertain
A Petition

*
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Speech in Favour of half-pay Lieutenants.

A Petition of the Lieutenants of his Majeſ

ty's Navy being preſented to the Houſe,
Jetting forth, among other things, that
great Numbers of the Petitioners, be
ing now reduced to half pay, the a
mount whereof is ſo far from being ade
uate to their Station as Officers, that

it will not ſupply them, even ſingly, with
the common Neceſſaries of Life ; and
many of them being charged with Fa
milies, are particularly labouring un
der the moſt mortifying Diſtreſſes; and
therefore beſeeching the Houſe to take
the ſame into Conſideration, and grant
them ſuch Relief as to the Houſe ſhall
ſeem meet ; the Hon. Capt., HER vey
food up, taking them into his Protećli
on, and made the following Speech.
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Sir, in the ſucceſs of this motion, in
my opinion, is comprehended the ve
ry exiſtence of as uſeful a body of men
as any this country has ; in whom, in
war-time, is lodged the honour and ſafety
of theſe kingdoms; by whom the honour
and ſafety of thoſe kingdoms have been
often preſerved; and without whom, nei
ther the beneficial ſervices, nor the great
glory this country has reaped, could have
been obtained.

After this deſcription, I ſhould ſcarce
think it neceſſary to tell gentlemen, that I

mean the Lieutenants in his Majeſty's Roy

al Navy, without whoſe watchful care,
conſtant labour, and intrepid condućt, the
fleet could not have proved itſelf as it has
done, the true defence and ſupport of this
country; and yet this very body of men,
on whom alone our fleet muſt depend,
Mr. SPEAKER,
without whom we could have no fleet, at
E paper which I ſhall aſk leave to leaſt no ačtive fleet, are now ſtarving (or
preſent to this houſe, is on a ſub the major part of them, thoſe that are on
jećt that, in my opinion, ſhould have half pay) for want of ſubſiſtence, hiding

T

been one of our earlieſt cares; and which, themſelves in the remoteſt corners of the

if I had not received repeated aſſurances
of its coming before you in a very dif
ferent manner, with all that weight, dig
nity, and authority, I muſt wiſh to ſee it
accompanied with, I ſhould have much
earlier deſired to have lain it before you ;

country; ſome for fear of jails, which
their neceſſities and their misfortunes,
not their extravagancies nor their faults,
have reduced them to be afraid of; others

to hide their wants from the world, being
aſhamed to appear where they cannot ſup

but as I have loſt all hopes of that ſort port that charaćter, which their long ſer

now, I cannot help

iſiºn. the ſerious

vices, great merits, and delicate ſenſe of

attention of this houſe, for a few mo honour, had juſtly entitled them to.—

ments, to what I think myſelf obliged,
from every ſenſe of feeling, for my King,
my country, and the ſervice I have the
honour to belong to, to recommend to

Theſe, Sir, in a few years, muſt be all
loſt to this country; already but too ma
ny of them have been obliged to ſeek,
with their families, a ſettlement in Ame

your compaſſion as well as to your ju rica. Many are reduced to go even as
ſtice.

ſecond mates, in merchant ſhips, to the

I am ſorry, Sir, this has not an abler
condućtor; I flatter myſelf it will not
want abler ſupporters : But as the cauſe I
am engaged in neither requires art to re
preſent its fituation, nor eloquence to
enforce its equity, I ſhall be the leſs anxi
ous on that head.

moſt diſtant countries, where the merits

of an Engliſh officer are too well known
for them not to meet with every allure

ment and ſeducement for their remaining,
and conſequently for their leaving this
country.

Others have fixed themſelves

I know it carries with

in trades, to endeavour to maintain their
it the good wiſhes of every man that I numerous families; and theſe muſt alſo

ever converſed with upon the ſubjećt with
out doors. I had reaſon to hope it carri
ed with it the good wiſhes of moſt, if not
alſ, his Majeſty's Miniſters; and I have
the ſatisfaction of knowing it had the good
wiſhes of that great and brave Admiral,
whom his Majeſty has placed at the head
of that ſervice, which is ſo much intereſted

be all loſt to the ſervice, on any emergen
cy or ſudden call for them.
I have no occaſion to remind gentle
men when this half-pay was firſt eſtabliſh
ed, nor has the houſe time, at preſent, to
let me enter into a compariſon of that

with the preſent time:-The high price
of every neceſſary of life will ſufficiently

in the ſucceſs of the petition, I beg leave make that felt by every one; but I muſt
to open to you, and lay before you.
beg leave to appeal to gentlemen's atten
tion

º

º
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tion and humanity: what an inſignificant,
inſufficient, totally inadequate pittance,
is two ſhillings a day for an officer, who
bears the king's commiſſion, to ſubſiſt up

July,

ſame calculation, they are one and twenty
years before they can get upon the two
ſhillings and ſixpenny liſt, which conſiſts

of the 130 ſenior.
Tell me where the
on 2–Is there a footman, is there a ſtable. ſervice is that equals this.-Sir, I will

boy in any gentleman's family, who, from go no further; I honour and reſpect the
one confideration or other, has not more gentlemen of the land ſervice ; I know
to maintain himſelf —Sir, it is too me the value of them, and am happy that I
lancholy a ſcene to dwell upon.—I could have been often a witneſs to their great
lay before you many very diſtreſſing unanimity and cordiality; and therefore,
ſcenes, but I will not take up your time, whenever their diſtreſſes are proved to be
as buſineſs of ſuch great conſequence is as great as thoſe I now repreſent, I ſhall
now coming on ; but, Sir, I believe ſcenes be equally zealous and active in their be
of the diſtreſſes that are ſuffered by theſe half.-I think the neceſſities of the one
brave, deſerving officers, are too frequent may be pleaded, and the principles for re
in every county of England, not to be dreſs ſupported, on principles very dif
known to every gentleman preſent, and ferent from the other.

Sir, I ſhall ſay no more at preſent, but
make it evident, how neceſſary it is to
give them ſome immediate and effectual hope for your indulgence to make a re
relief.
ply to any anſwer I may hear to this.
[This ſpeech produced an humble ad
Sir, it was inſinuated the other day,
when I gave notice of this motion, that dreſs to his Majeſty, That he would be
it would open a door to more repreſenta graciouſly pleaſed to take the caſe of the
tions, more claims and ſolicitations of this Lieutenants of his Majeſty's Navy, on
kind; that there would be more applica half pay, into confideration, and to make
tions, and that this might be of bad con ſuch further proviſion for ſo uſeful and de
ſequence.—In the name of God, Sir, ſerving a corps, not exceeding one ſhil
are theſe reaſons founded on equity, com ling a day, over and above their preſent
paſſion, or principles of common juſtice half pay, as his Majeſty in his wiſdom
—Are ſuch as theſe to invalidate what I

ſhall think fit; and that the houſe would

have urged 2–Shall we be afraid to-day make good the ſame.]
of doing what we know to be an ačt of
juſtice, leſt we ſhould be aſked to do an Proceedings of the Congreſ; at New-7'ork,
other ačt of juſtice to-morrow I never
relative to preparing an Addreſs to his
Majeſty, and an Application to both
heard ſuch reaſons in private life; I hope
I ſhall not hear them ſeriouſly urged in
Houſes of Parliament, for the Repeal
of the Stamp-Act, &c.
public life.—But, Sir, I will go faither;
I will be candid enough to ſay, that I
S I R,
Boſton, june 1765.
do not mean to ſhut the door here : no,

Sir, bring me any caſes, ſimilar to theſe
H E houſe of repreſentatives of this
I repreſent to you, and I will give all the
province, in the preſent ſeſſion of
aſſiſtance I can towards obtaining redreſs : the general court, have unanimouſly a
but, Sir, I would endeavour to avoid all greed to propoſe a meeting, as ſoon as
compariſons; they are ever odious ; but may be, of co MMITTEES, from the
in this caſe they are particularly to be houſes of repreſentatives or burgeſſes of
avoided.——But let gentlemen recolle&t, the ſeveral Britiſh colonies on this con
that lieutenants in the navy are not, like tinent, to conſult together on the pre
muſhrooms, to be bred in a night; they ſent circumſtances of the colonies, and the
muſt be of a certain age before they go difficulties to which they are, and muſt
to ſea; muſt be ſix years there before be reduced, by the operation of the acts
they can paſs for lieutenants, and many of Parliament for levying duties and tax
of them many more before they can ob. es on the colonies; and to conſider of a
"in a commiſſion ; and go through very general, and united, dutiful, loyal and
hard ſervice too, before they can be qua humble repreſentation of their condition,
lified or entitled to a rank that can make to his Majeſty and the parliament, and
them of uſe. Sir I take this corps, on a to implore ... The houſe of repre
medium, to be upwards of ten years be ſentatives of this province have alſo voted
forc they are lieutenants; and, on the to propoſe, That ſuch meeting be at the
-

city
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city of New-York, in the province of

Then the ſaid committees proceeded to
New-York, on the firſt Tueſday in Octo chuſe a chairman by ballot, and ‘Timo
ber next ; and have appointed a com thy Ruggles, eſq; on ſorting and count
mittee of three of their members to at ing the votes, appeared to have a ma
tend that ſervice, with ſuch as the other

jority, and thereupon was placed in the

houſes of repreſentatives, or burgeſſes,
in the ſeveral colonies, may think fit to
appoint to meet them. And the com
mittee of the houſe of repreſentatives of
this province, are directed to repair to
New-York, on ſaid firſt Tueſday in Oc
tober next, accordingly.
If, therefore, your honourable houſe
ſhould agree to this propoſal, it would
be acceptable, that as early notice of it
as poſſible, might be tranſmitted to the
ſpeaker of the houſe of repreſentatives of
this province.
Samuel White, ſpeaker.

chair.

Saturday, Oélober 19, 1765, A. M.
The congreſs met according to ad

journment, and reſumed, &c. as yeſter
day. And, upon mature deliberation, a
greed to the following declarations of the
rights and grievances of the coloniſts in
America, which were ordered to be in
ſerted.

The members of this congreſs fincerely
devoted, with the warmeſt ſentiments of

affection and duty to his Majeſty's perſon
and government, inviolably attached to

the preſent happy eſtabliſhment of the pro
In conſequence of the foregoing circu teſtant
ſucceſſion, and with minds deeply
lar letter, the following gentlemen met
at New-York, in the province of New
York, on Monday the ſeventh day of Oc
tober, 1765, viz.
From the province of the Maſſachuſetts
bay, james Otis, Oliver Partridge, and
Timothy Ruggler, Eſquires.
From the colony of Rhode-Iſland, and
Providence plantations, Metcalf Bowler
and Henry Ward, Eſquires.

impreſſed by a ſenſe of the preſent and im–
pending misfortunes of the Britiſh colo
nies on this continent; having conſidered
as maturely as time will permit, the cir
cumſtances of the ſaid colonies, eſteem it
our indiſpenſable duty to make the follow

• From the colony of Conne&ticut, Eli

I. That his majeſty's ſubjects in theſe
colonies, owe the ſame allegiance to the
crown of Great-Britain, that is owing

ing declarations of our humble opinion,

-

-

phalet Dyer, David Rowland, and Wil
diam Samuel jobnſon, Eſquires.
From the colony of New-York, Robert
R. Living ſon, John Cruger, Philip Li
‘ving ſon, William Byard, and Leonard
Liſtenard, Eſquires.
From the colony of New-Jerſey, Ro
bert Ogden, Hendrick Fiſher, and joſeph
Borden, Eſquires.
From the province of Pennſylvania,
john Dickenſºn, john Morton, and Geo.
Bryan, Eſquires.
From the government of the counties
-

of Newcaſtle, Kent, and Suſſex, on De

reſpecting the moſt eſſential rights and li

berties of the coloniſts, and of the griev
ances under which they labour, by rea

ſon of ſeveral late acts of parliament.

from his ſubjects born within the realm,
and all due ſubordination to that auguſt

body the pariiament of Great-Britain.
II. That his Majeſty's liege ſubječts in
theſe colonies, are entitled to all the inhe
rent rights and liberties of his natural
born ſubjects, within the kingdom of
Great-Britain.

III. That it is inſeparably eſſential to
the freedom of a people, and the undoubt
ed right of Engliſhmen, that no taxes be
impoſed on them but with their own con

ſent, given perſonally, or by their repre
lentatives.

laware, Caeſar Rodney and Thomas M."

IV. That the people of theſe colo
nies are not, and, from their local cir
From the province of Maryland, Wil cumſtances, cannot be, repreſented in the
liam Murdock, Edward Tilghman, and Houſe of Commons in Great-Britain.
V. That the only repreſentatives of
Thomas Ringgold, Eſquires.
the people of theſe colonies are perſons
From the province of South-Carolina, choſen therein by themſelves, and that no
Kean, Eſquires.

Thomas Lynch, Chriſtopher Gadſden, aud
john Rutledge, Eſquires.

taxes ever have been, or can be conſtitu

tionally
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tionally impoſed on them, but by their
reſpective legiſlature.
VI. That all ſupplies to the crown be
ing free gifts of the people, it is unreaſon
able and inconſiſtent with the principles
and ſpirit of the Britiſh conſtitution, for
the people of Great-Britain to grant to
his Majeſty the property of the coloniſts.
VII. That trial by jury, is the inherent
and invaluable right of every Britiſh ſub

... July,

admiralty is extended as aforeſaid, and of
the other late ačts for the reſtrićtion of
American commerce.

Upon motion, voted, That Robert R.
Livingſton, William Samuel Johnſon, and
William Murdock, eſquires, be a com
mittee to prepare an addreſs to his Majeſ

ty, and lay the ſame before the congreſs
on Monday next.
Voted alſo, That John Rutledge, Ed

ie&t in theſe colonies.

ward Tilghman, , and Philip Livingſton,

VIII. That the late a& of parliament,
entitled, “An act for granting and ap
plying certain ſtamp-duties, and other du
ties in the Britiſh colonies and plantations
in America, &c.” by impoſing taxes on

eſqrs; be a committee to prepare a memo
rial and petition to the lords in parliament,

and lay the ſame before the congreſs on
Monday next.

Voted alſo, That Tho. Lynch, James

the inhabitants of theſe colonies, and the Otis, and Thomas M'Kean, eſqrs; be a
2/

ſaid ačt, and ſeveral other acts, by ex
tending the juriſdićtion of the courts of
admiralty beyond its antient limits, have
a manifeſt tendency to ſubvert the rights

committee to prepare a petition to the
houſe of commons of Great-Britain, and

lay the ſame before the congreſs on Mon
day next.

Then the congreſs adjourned to Mon
IX. That the duties impoſed by ſeveral day next at twelve o'clock.
late a&s of parliament, from the peculiar
Monday, O&ober 21, 1765, A. M.
circumſtances of theſe colonies, will be
The congreſs met according to adjourn
extremely burthenſome and grievous; and
from the ſcarcity of ſpecie, the payment ment.
The committee appointed to prepare
of them abſolutely impracticable.
X. That as the profits of the trade of and bring in an addreſs to his Majeſty, did
theſe colonies ultimately centre in Great report, that they had eſſayed a draught for
Britain, to pay for the manufactures which that purpoſe, which they laid on the ta
they are obliged to take from thence, they ble, and humbly ſubmitted to the correc
eventually contribute very largely to all tion of the congreſs.
The ſaid addreſs was read, and after
fupplies granted there to the crown.
XI. That the reſtrictions impoſed by ſundry amendments, the ſame was ap
ſeveral late a&s of parliament on the trade proved of by the congreſs, and ordered to
of theſe colonies, will render them unable be ingroſſed.
The committee appointed to prepare
to purchaſe the manufactures of Great
and bring in a memorial and petition to
Britain.
XII. That the increaſe, proſperity and the lords in parliament, did report, That
happineſs of theſe colonies, depend on the they had eſſayed a draught for that pur
full and free enjoyments of their rights poſe, which they laid on the table, and
and liberties, and an intercourſe with humbly ſubmitted to the corre&tion of the
Great-Britain mutually affectionate and congreſs.
The ſaid addreſs was read, and after
advantageous.
XIII. That it is the right of the Britiſh ſundry amendments, the ſame was ap
ſubjećts in theſe colonies to petition the proved of by the congreſs, and ordered to
be ingroſſed.
king, or either houſe of parliament.
and liberties of the coloniſts.

The committee appointed to prepare
Laſily, That it is the indiſpenſable du
ty of theſe colonies, to the beſt of ſove and bring in a petition to the houſe of
reigns, to the mother country, and to commons of Great-Britain did report,
themſelves, to endeavour by a loyal and That they had eſſayed a draught for that
dutiful addreſs to his Majeſty, and hum purpoſe, which they laid on the table, and
ble applications to both houſes of parlia humbly ſubmitted to the correction of
ment, to procure the repeal of the aët for the congreſs.
The ſaid addreſs was read, and after
granting and applying certain ſtamp-du
ties, of all clauſes of any other acts of par ſundry amendments, the ſame was ap
of by the congreſs, and ordered to
liament, whereby the juriſdiction of the proved
The
be ingroſſed.
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The congreſs adjourn to to-morrow the knowledge of divine truths, diffuſed

morning, nine o'clock.

Tueſday, October 22, 1765, A. M.

The congreſs met according to adjourn
innent.

-

through remote regions of ignorance, in
fidelity, and barbariſin; the number of
Britiſh ſubjećts wonderfully increaſed, and
the wealth and power of Great-Britain
proportionably augmented.

That by means of theſe ſettlements,
The addreſs
his compared,
majeſty beingandin
groſſed,
was readtoand
is and the unparallelled ſucceſs of your Ma

jeſty's arms, a foundation is now laid for
rendering the Britiſh empire the moſt ex
To the King's moſt Excellent MAJesty. tenfive and powerful of any recorded in
The PETIT ion of the freeholders and hiſtory. Our connection with this empire,
other inhabitants of the Maſſachuſetts we eſteem our greateſt happineſs and ſecu
Bay, Rhode-Iſland, and Providence plan rity, and humbly conceive it may now be
tations,
>
>
ſo eſtabliſhed by your royal wiſdom, as to
New Jerſey, Pennſylvania, the govern endure to the lateſt period of time; this,
ment of the counties of New-Caſtle, Kent, with moſt humble ſubmiſſion to your Ma
and Suſſex, upon Delaware, province of jeſty, we apprehend will be moſt effectu
Maryland,
ally accompliſhed, by fixing the pillars
thereof on liberty and juſtice, and ſecuring
Moſt humbly ſheweth,
the inherent rights and liberties of your
HAT the inhabitants of theſe colo ſubječts here, upon the principles of the
nies, unanimouſly devoted with the Engliſh conſtitution. To this conſtitution
warmed ſentiments of duty, and affection theſe two principles are eſſential, the right
to your Majeſty's ſacred perſon and go of your faithful ſubjects, freely to grant
vernment, inviolably attached to the pre to your Majeſty, ſuch aids as are required
ſent happy eſtabliſhment of the proteſtant for the ſupport of your government over
ſucceſſion in your illuſtrious houſe, and them, and other public exigencies, and
deeply ſenſible of your royal attention to trials by their peers : by the one they are
their proſperity and happineſs, humbly ſecured from unreaſonable impoſitions;
beg leave to approach the throne, by re and by the other from arbitrary deciſions
reſenting to your Majeſty, that theſe co of the executive power.
}. were originally planted by ſubjećts The continuation of theſe liberties to
of the Britiſh crown, who, animated with the inhabitants of America we ardently
the ſpirit of liberty, encouraged by your implore, as abſolutely neceſſary to unite
Majeſty's royal predeceſſors, and confid the ſeveral parts of your wide extended
ing in the public faith for the enjoyment dominions, in that harmony ſo eſſential to
of all the rights and liberties eſſential to the preſervation and happineſs of the
freedom, emigrated from their native whole. Protećted in theſe liberties, the
country to this continent, and by their emoluments Great-Britain receives from
ſucceſsful perſeverance in the midſt of in us, however great at preſent, are inconfi
numerable dangers and difficultics, toge derable, compared with thoſe ſhe has the
ther with a profuſion of their blood and faireſt proſpect of acquiring. By this pro
treaſure, have happily added theſe vaſt and tection ſhe will for ever ſecure to herſelf
valuable dominions to the empire of Great the advantage of conveying to all Europe,
Britain. That for the enjoyment of theſe the merchandiſes which America furniſhes,
rights and liberties, ſeveral governments and of ſupplying through the ſame cham
were early formed in the ſaid colonies, with nel whatever is wanted from thence. Here
full power of legiſlation, agreeable to the opens a boundleſs ſource of wealth and
principles of the Engliſh conſtitution.
naval ſtrength; yet theſe immenſe advan
That under thoſe governments, theſe li tages, by the abridgment of thoſe invalu
berties, thus veſted in their anceſtors, and able rights and liberties, by which our
tranſmitted to their poſterity, have been grºwth has been nouriſhed, are in danger
exerciſed and enjoyed, and by the inelti of being for ever loſt ; and our ſubord, mable bleſſings thereof (under the favour nate legiſlatures, in effect, rendered uſe.
of Almighty God) the inhoſpitable deſerts leſs, by the late ačts of parliament impo
of America have been converted into flou fing duties and taxes on theſe colonies,
riſhing countries; ſcience, humanity, and and extending this jºifºlićiion of the courts
& s
of
July, 1767.
as follows, viz.

-
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government of
of admiralty here, beyond its antient li Jerſey, Pennſylvania, thele,
Kent, and
mits : ſtatutes by which your Majeſty's the counties of Newcaſt
commons in Britain undertake abſolutely Suſſex, upon Delaware, province of Ma
to diſpoſe of the property of their fellow ryland,
ſubjećts in Anerica,without their conſent,
Moſt humbly ſheweth,
are
and for the enforcing whereof,
HAT his Majeſty's liege ſubjeas in
ation
d
of a ſingle
ſubjecte to the determin
his American colonies, though they
judge in a court unreſtrained by the wiſe
rules of the common law, the birthright acknowledge a due ſubordination to that
of Engliſhmen, and the ſafeguard of their auguſt body the Britiſh parliament, are
entitled, in the opinion of your memori
perſons and
The invaluable rights of taxing our aliſts, to all the inherent rights and liber
of the natives of Great-Britain, and
elves, and trial by our peers, of which we ties
have ever fince the ſettlement of the ſaid
implore your Majeſty's protećiion, are not, colonies exerciſed thoſe rights and liber
we moſt humbly conceive unconſtitutio
nal; but confirmed by the great char ties, as far as their local circumſtances
TeR of Engliſh liberty. On the firſt of would permit.
That your memorialiſts humbly con
theſe rights the honourable the houſe of
commons found their practice of originat ceive one of the moſt eſſential rights of
ing money bills, a right enjoyed by the theſe colonies which they have ever, till
kingdom of Ireland, by the clergy of Eng lately, uninterruptedly enjoyed, to be tri
land, until relinquiſhed by themſelves, a al by jury.
That your memorialiſts alſo humbly
right, in fine, which all other your Ma
jeſty's Engliſh ſubjećts, both within and conceive another of theſe eſſential rights
without tie realm, have hitherto enjoyed. to be, the exemption from all taxes, but
With hearts, therefore, impreſſed with ſuch as are impoſed on the people by the
the moſt indelible characters of gratitude ſeveral legiſlatures in theſe colonies, which
to your Majeſty, and to the memory of right alſo they have, till of late, freely
the kings of your illuſtrious houſe, whoſe enjoyed.
reigns have been ſignally diſtinguiſhed by But your memorialiſts humbly beg leave
their auſpicious influence on the proſperity to repreſent to your lordſhips, that the ast

º

T

º

of the Britiſh dominions, and convinced

fºr granting certain ſtamp-duties in the

by the moſt affecting proofs of your Ma Britiſh colonies in America, &c. fills his
paternal love to all your people, Majeſty's American ſubjectswith the deep
owever diſtant, and your unceaſing and eſt concern, as it tends to deprive them
benevolent deſires to promote their happi of the two fundamental and 'invaluable

i.

neſs, we moſt humbly beſeech your Ma

jeſty, that you will be graciouſly pleaſed
to take into your royal confideration the
diſtreſſes of your faithful ſubjests on this
continent, and to lay the ſame before your
Majeſty's parliament, and to afford them
ſuch relief, as in your royal wiſdom their
unhappy circumſtances ſhall be judged to

rights and liberties above-mentioned, and
that ſeveral other late acts of parliament,
which extend the juriſdićtion and powers
of courts of admiralty in the plantations,
beyond their limits in Great-Britain,

thereby make an unneceſſary and unhappy
diſtinction as to the modes of trial, be

tween us and our fellow ſubjects there,

by whom we never have been excelled in
And your petitioners as in duty bound duty, and loyalty to our ſovereign.
That from the natural connection be
will pray.
The memorial to the lords in parlia tween Great-Britain and America, the
ment was read and compared, and is as Perpetual continuance of which your me

require.

follows, viz.

morialiſts moſt ardently deſire, they con

ceive that nothing can conduce more to
To the right honourable the lords ſpiritual the intereſt of both, than the coloniſts
ritain,
l
in par free enjoyment of their rights and liber
and tempora of Great-B
liament aſſimbled.
ties, and an affectionate intercourſe be
The MEM or i Al of the freeholders and

others, inhabitants of the Maſſachuſett'sBay, Rhode Iſland, and Providence plan
, New
p
tations,

tween Great-Britain and them. But your
memorialiſts (not waving their claim to
theſe rights, of which with the moſt be
coming veneration and deference to the
wiſdom

.*
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Moſt humbly ſheweth,
HAT the ſeveral late ačts of parlia
ment, impoſing divers duties and

peculiar circumſtances of theſe colonies,
on the colonies, and laying the trade
the duties impoſed by the aforeſaid act, taxes
and commerce thereof under very burthen
and ſeveral other late ačts of parliament, ſome reſtričtions, but above all the ačt for
are extremely grievous and burthenſome, granting and applying certain ſtamp-du
and the payment of the ſaid duties will ties,
&c. in America, have filled them
very ſoon, for want of ſpecie, become ab with the deepeſt concern and ſurprize ;
ſolutely impračticable; and that the re. and they humbly conceive the execution
ſtrićtions on trade, by the ſaid ačts, will of them will be attended with conſequen
not only greatly diſtreſs the colonies, but ces very injurieus to the commercial inter
muſt be extremely detrimental to the trade eſt of Great-Britain and her colonies, and t
and true intereſt of Great-Britain.

Your memorialiſts, therefore, impreſſed

muſt terminate in the eventual ruin of the
latter.
-

with a jutt ſenſe of the unfortunate cir

Your petitioners therefore moſt ardent
ly implore the attention of the honourable
pending deſtruštive conſequences which houſe, to the united and dutiful repreſen
muſt neceſſarily enſue from the execution tation of their circumſtances, and to their
of thoſe ačts, animated with the warmeſt
ſentiments of filial affection for their mo earneſt ſupplications for relief, from thoſe
regulations which have already involved
ther country, moſt earneſtly and humbly this continent in anxiety, confuſion, and
entreat, That your lordſhips will be pleaſ diſtreſs.
ed to hear their counſel in ſupport of this
We moſt ſincerely recognize our alle
memorial, and take the premiſſes, into giance to the crown, and acknowledge all
your moſt ſerious conſideration, and that due ſubordination to the parliament of
your lordſhips will alſo be thereupon Great-Britain, and ſhall always retain the
leaſed to purſue ſuch meaſures for reſtor
of their aſſiſtance and
.ing the juſt rights and liberties of the co moſt gratefulIt ſenſe
is from and under the Eng
lonies, and preſerving them for ever in: iſh conſtitution, we derive all our civil
violate, for redreſſing their preſent, and and religious rights and liberties: we glo
preventing future grievances, thereby pro ry in being ſubjeć's of the beſt of kings,
moting the united intereſt of Great-Bri and having been born under the moſt per
tain and America, as to your lordſhips, in fe&t form of government; but it is with
your great wiſdom ſhall ſeem moſt condu moſt ineffable and humiliating ſorrow,
cive and effectual to that important end. that we find ourſelves, of late, deprived
And your memorialiſts as in duty bound of the right of granting our own property
for his Majeſty's ſervice, to which our
will ever pray.
cumſtances of the colonies, and the im

|.

Wedneſday, Oétober 23, 1765, A.

lives and fortunes are entirely devoted,and

M.

to which, on his royal requiſitions, we
The congreſs met according to adjourn have ever been ready to contribute to the
utmoſt of our abilities.

ment.

We have alſo the misfortune to find,
The petition to the houſe of commons
being ingroſſed, was read and compared, that all the penalties and forfeitures men
and is as follows, viz.

tioned in the ſtamp-ačt, and in divers late

To the honourable the knights, citizens, and
burgeſſes of Great-Britain, in parlia
ment aſſembled.
The petition of his Majeſty's dutiful
and loyal ſubjects, the freeholdeis, and

are, at the election of the informer, re

aćts of trade extending to the plantations,
coverable in any court of admiralty in

America. This, as the newly

erected

court of admiralty has a general juriſdićti

on over all Britiſh America, renders his
other inhabitants of the colonies of the Majeſty's ſubječts in theſe colonies, liable

Maſſachuſetts bay, Rhode-iſland, and Pro to be carried, at an immenſe expence, from
vidence plantations,

y

º

New Jerſey, Pennſylvania, the govern

one end of the continent to the other.

It gives us alſo great pain to ſee a mani

ment of the counties of Newcattle, Kent, feſt diſtinčtion made therein, between the

and Suſſex, upon Delaware, Maryland,
|

ſubjects of our mother country, and thoſe
G g g 2.
in
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in the colonies, in that the like penalties manufactures, the demand for which muſt
and forfeitures recoverable there only in ever increaſ in proportion to the number
his Majeſty's court of record, are made of inhabitants ſettled here, with the means
cognizable here by a court of admiralty: of purchaſing them. We therefore hum

by theſe means we ſeem to be, in effect,

bly conceive it to be the intereſt of Great

unhappily deprived of two privileges eſ Britain, to increaſe, rather than diminiſh,
ſential to ſreedom, and which all Engliſh thoſe means, as the profits of all the trade
men have ever conſidered as their beſt of the colonies ultimately center there to
birthrights, that of being free from all pay for her manufactures, as we are not
taxes but ſuch as they have conſented to allowed to purchaſe elſewhere; and by
in perſon, or by their repreſentatives, and the conſumption of which, at the advanc
ed prices the Britiſh taxes oblige the mak
of trial by their peers.
Your petitioners further ſhew, That ers and venders to ſet on them, we even
the remote ſituation, and other circum tually contribute very largely to the reve
ſtances of the colonies, render it imprac nue of the crown.
That from the nature of American bu
titable that they ſhould be repreſented,
but in their reſpective ſubordinate legiſla fineſs, the multiplicity of ſuits and papers
ture; and they humbly conceive, that the uſed in matters of finall value, in a coun
parliament, adhering ſtrictly to the prin try where feeholds are ſo minutely di
ciples of the conſtitution, have never hi vided, and property ſo frequently trans
therto taxed any but thoſe who were ačiu fer, J, a ſtamp-duty muſt ever be very
ally therein repreſented ; for this reaſon, burthenſome and unequal.
we humbly apprehend, they never have
That it is extremely improbable that the
taxed Ireland, or any other of the ſub honourable houſe of commons ſhould, at
jećts without the realm.
all times, be thoroughly acquainted with
But were it ever ſo clear, that the co our condition, and all fačts requiſite to a
lonies might in law be reaſonably deemed juſt and equal taxation of the colonies.
It is alſo humbly ſubmitted, Whether
to be repreſented in the honourable houſe
of commons, yet we conceive, that very there be not a material diſtin&tion in rea
good reaſons, from inconvenience, from ſon and ſound policy, at leaſt, between the
the principles of true policy, and from neceſſary exerciſe of parliamentary juriſ
the ſpirit of the Britiſh conſtitution, may dićtion in general acts, for the amendment
be adduced to ſhew, that it would be for of the common law, and the regulation of
the real intereſt of Great-Britain, as well trade and commerce through the whole
as her colonies, that the late regulations empire, and the exerciſe of that juriſdic
ſhould be reſcinded, and the ſeveral ačts tion, by impoſing taxes on the colonies.

of parliament impoſing duties and taxes
on the colonies, and extending the juriſ
dićtion of the courts of admiralty here,
beyond their antient limits, ſhould be
repealed.
-

That the ſeveral ſubordinate provincial
legiſlatures have been moulded into forms,
as nearly reſembling that of their mother

country, as by his Majeſty's royal prede
ceſſors was thought convenient; and their

-

We ſhall not attempt a minute detail of
all the reaſons which the wiſdom of the

legiſlatures ſeem to have been wiſely and
graciouſly eſtabliſhed, that the ſubjećls in

honourable houſe may ſuggeſt, on this oc the colonies might, under the due admini

caſion, but would humbly ſubmit the fol ſtration thereof, enjoy the happy fruits of
lowing particulars to their confideration. the Britiſh government,which in their pre
That money is already become very

ſent circumſtances they cannot be ſo fully

ſcarce in theſe colonies, and is ſtill de

and clearly availed of, any other way un

creaſing by the neceſſary exportation of der theſe forms of government we and our
fpecie ń. the continent, for the diſ anceſtors have been born or ſettled, and
charge of our debts to Britiſh merchants. have had our lives, liberties and proper
That an immenſely heavy debt is yet due ties protºted. The people here, as every
from the colonies for Britiſh manufactures, where elſe, retain a great fondneſs for
and that they are ſtill heavily burthened their old cuſtoms and uſages, and we truſt
with taxes to diſcharge the arreal ages due that his Majeſty's ſervice, and the intereſt
for aids granted by them in the late war. of the nation, ſo far from being obſtruct
That the balance of trade will ever be

ed, have been vaſtly promoted by the pro

much againſt the colonies, and in favour vincial legiſlatures.
of Great-Britain, whilſt we conſume her

--

That
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and dependance on Great-Britain, as one poſe a meeting at the city of New-York,
of our greateſt bleſfings, and apprehend of committees, from the houſes of repre
the latter will appear to be ſufficiently ſe ſentatives of the ſeveral Britiſh colonies on .
cure, when it is confidered, that the in this continent, on the firſt Tueſday in
habitants in the colonies have the moſt Oćtober next, to conſult together on the
unbounded affection for his Majeſty's per preſent circumſtances of the colonies, and
ſon, family and government, as well as the difficulties to which they are, and
for the mother country, and that their muſt be reduced, by the operation of the
ſubordination to the parliament, is uni aćts of parliament for laying duties and
taxes on the colonies, and to conſider of
verſally acknowledged.
We, therefore, moſt humbly entreat, an humble repreſentation of their condi
That the honourable houſe would be tion to his Majeſty and the parliament,
pleaſed to hear our counſel in
of and to implore relief, came to hand at an

.."

this petition, and take our diſtreſſed and
deplorable caſe into their ſerious confide
ration, and that the ačts and clauſes of
aćts, ſo grievouſly reſtraining our trade and
commerce, impoſing duties and taxes on
our property, and extending the juriſdic
tion of the court of admiralty beyond its
antient limits, may be
; or that

º

the honourable houſe would otherwiſe re

lieve your petitioners, as in your great wiſ
dom and goodneſs ſhall ſeem meet.
And your petitioners as in duty bound
ſhall ever pray.
Then the congreſs adjourned till to
morrow morning, ten o'clock.

Thurſday, October 24, 1765.

unlucky . it being in the receſs of
the general aſſembly of this province; ne

vertheleſs, immediately upon the receipt
of your letter, I diſpatched expreſſes to

the ſeveral repreſentatives of this pro
vince, acquainting them with the pur
port thereof, and requeſting them to
meet at this place without delay, and

accordingly they met here on Monday
laſt, to the number of fixteen, being a
large majority of the repreſentatives of

this province, the whole conſiſting of
twenty-five perſons; but his excellen
cy our governor being applied to, did
not think it expedient to call them to
gether on the occaſion, which is the rea
ſon of their not ſending a committee, as

propoſed by your houſe, for you may
The congreſs met according to adjourn be aſſured, Sir, that no repreſentatives on
ment.

this continent can more fincerely concur

The congreſs took into confideration
the manner in which their ſeveral petiti
ons ſhould be preferred and ſolicited in
Great-Britain, and came to the following

in the meaſures propoſed, than do the re
preſentatives of this province now met
together, neither can any people, as in
dividuals, more warmly eſpouſe the com

determination, viz.

mon cauſe of the colonies, than do the

It is recommended by the congreſs, to people of this province.
the ſeveral colonies, to appoint ſpecial
The gentlemen, now preſent, requeſt it
agents for ſoliciting relief from their great as a favour, you'll be pleaſed to ſend me
grievances, and unite their utmoſt intereſt a copy of ſuch repreſentation as may be
and endeavours for that purpoſe.
agreed upon by the ſeveral committees at
Voted unanimouſly, That the clerk of New-York, and to acquaint me how, and
this congreſs ſign the minutes of their in what manner, the ſame is to be lain
proceedings, and deliver a copy for the before the king and parliament, whether
uſe of each colony and province.
by any perſon particularly authorized for
that purpoſe, or by the colony agents,
By order of the congreſs,
The general aſſembly of this province
Joh N Co TT on, Clerk. ſtands prorogued to the 22d day of O&o-

ber next, which is the time it generally
•

Savannah, in Georgia, Sept. 6, 1765. meets for the diſpatch of the ordinary
buſineſs of the province; and I doubt not
S I R,
the repreſentatives of this province will

(CoPY.)

OUR letter dated in June

then, in their legiſlative capacity, take

laſt, acquainting me, that under conſideration the grievances ſo juſt
the houſe of repreſentatives of your pro complained of, and tranſmit their ſenſe of
-

the
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the ſame to Great-Britain, in ſuch way as not permit us to appoint a committee to
may ſeem beſt calculated to obtain redreſs, attend ſuch meeting, but ſhall be ready
and ſo as to convince the ſiſter colonies to join in any addreſs to his Majeſty and
of their inviolable attachment to the com

the parliament we may be honoured with

mon cauſe. I am, SIR,
Your moſt obedient,
And moſt humble ſervant,

the knowledge of, probable to anſwer the
propoſed end.

ALEx ANDER WILLY.

To Samuel White, Eſq; Speaker
of the Houſe of Repreſentatives

:

Maſſachuſetts, &c.

A. CLARK son, Clerk.

The two foregoing letters are true co
pies from the original.
Atteſt.

John CottoN, Clerk

Adjourned to to-morrow morning nine
o'clock.

New-Hampſhire.
Mr. Speaker laid before the houſe a let
FRIDAY, Očtober 25, 1765.
ter from the honourable Speaker of the
The
honourable houſe of repreſentatives of the ment. congreſs met according to adjourn
province of the Maſſachuſetts-bay, to the
Time not permitting the clerk to make
Speaker of this aſſembly, propoſing a copies
at large, of the proceedings of the
meeting of committees, from the ſeveral congreſs,
for all the colonies, they think
aſſemblies of the Britiſh colonies on the
continent, at New-York, to conſider of it proper, ſhould be furniſhed therewith ;
Reſolved, That the gentlemen from the
a general, united, dutiful, loyal, and hum Maſſachuſetts-bay
requeſted to ſend a
ble repreſentation of our circumſtances, copy thereof to thebe
colony of New Hamp
and for imploring his Majeſty and the par ſhire; the gentlemen
of Maryland to
liament for relief; which being read,
and the gentlemen of South
Reſolved, That notwithſtanding we are Virginia; to
Georgia, and North Caro
ſenſible ſuch repreſentation ought to be Ind.
made, and approve of the propoſed me
Signed per order,
thod for obtaining thereof, yet the preſent
J. Cotto N, Clerk.
ſituation of our governmental affairs will

ºn-

An account of the diſpoſition of the A. Soo granted by ordinance, and received
of the treaſurer, by William Murdock, Edward Tilghman, and Thomas

#:

Ringgold.
To caſh paid the whole
pences of the committee

J. d.

138 14 1

to New-York, there and

back again.
To caſh paid expreſs to New
York, to give notice of
our

a copy of our proceedings
to the Speaker of Virgi
T11a.

gold, C. 5oo, at 5/6 per dwt. as
follows:

-

£. f. d.

409 Spaniſh piſtoles, at 27ſ. 532 3 o
5 Half Johannes, at 57/6. 14 7 6
4 French piſtoles, at 26ſo.
5 6 o

coming.

To paid for expreſs, to ſend

By caſh received of the Treaſurer in

}

1 Moidore,
I

Io

1 Half ditto,

-

-

-

2

3

6

1

1

9

-

To paid for a bill of ex
change, to remit to Char
les Garth,
with1 50l.
the
addreſs
and Eſq;
petitions

247 Io

ſterling, at 65 per cent.
exchange.

-

Caſh remaining in hand 127

piſtoles, and 18ſ.

172

7 8

575

I 9

*-

575

I

9

O&tober 26, 1765.
the province of Maryland, a committee,
had the honour to be appointed to meet committees of the members of
by the houſe of repreſentatives of aſſembly of the other colonies on this

S I R,

Wº

continent,
--
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continent, at New York, the firſt of this that they had reſolved, That notwith

inſtant, to join in a general, and united, ſtanding they were ſenſible ſuch a repre
dutiful, loyal, and humble repreſentation ſentation ought to be made, and approved
of the condition of thoſe colonies, to his

‘Majeſty and the parliament, and to im
plore relief from the grievous burthens
lately laid upon our trade, and the taxes
and duties lately impoſed on us, eſpecially
by the ſtamp-aēt.
Accordingly members from nine colo
-

nies met, to wit, from the Maſſachuſetts

of the propoſed method for obtaining
thereof, yet the preſent ſituation of their

governmental affairs would not permit
them to appoint a committee to attend

ſuch meeting, but ſhould be ready to
join in any addreſs to his Majeſty and
the parliament they might be honoured

with the knowledge of, probable to an

bay, Connecticut, Rhode-iſland and Pro ſwer the propoſed end; and the Speaker
vidence plantations, New-York, New of the aſſembly of Georgia wrote, that a
Jerſey, Pennſylvania, the º of majority of their members had applied to
the counties of Newcaſtle, Kent and Suſ

the governor to call their aſſembly, and

ſex, upon Delaware, Maryland, and
South Carolina, but as you'll find the ad
dreſs, &c. figned only by members from
fix of thoſe colonies, it may be proper to
acquaint you with the reaſons why they
did not all fign, though they all concur
red with the proceedings.
The lieutenant-governor of New-York
prorogued their aſſembly from time to

he did not think it expedient, which was
the reaſon they did not ſend a committee
as propoſed, but requeſted us to tranſmit

time, ſo that their houſe had not an op

portunity of appointing members with full
wers to join, and ſign the addreſs, &c.
et the aſſembly of New-York having,
at their laſt meeting, appointed five of
their members as a committee, not only to
correſpond with their agent at home, but
alſo during the receſs of the houſe, to

a cºpy of our proceedings to them (which
will be done) and that their aſſembly
would meet about this time, and he did
not doubt but they ſhould ačt ſo as to
convince the ſiſter colonies of their invio

lable attachment to the common cauſe:

we alſo underſtood the North-Carolina,
and we know the Virginia aſſembly was
Prorogued, whereby they could not have

the opportunity of joining us; ſo that we
doubt not but the colonies who have not

figned, will very ſpeedily tranſmit fimilar
addreſſes, &c. if their aſſemblies ſhould

not be hindered from meeting; and to this

write to and correſpond with the ſeveral purpoſe, we hope you’ll ſoon hear from
aſſemblies, or committees of aſſemblies on the aſſembly of South Carolina. By the

this continent, on the ſubject matter of
the ſeveral late ačts of parliament, ſo grie
vous and dangerous to their colonies, it
was thought proper to admit this com
mittee to join in the conferences, and
they agreed to what was done, and pro

gentlemen of that colony we were favour

ed with a fight of your late letters, and
informed of your careful and ſpirited

conduct with regard to the intereſts of
that colony, and that, together with your
declaration which we find in thoſe let
miſed to uſe their endeavours with their ters, that you enjoy an independent ſeat
aſſembly to concur alſo whenever they in the Britiſh parliament, induced us (as
ſhould be permitted to meet.
we have no eſtabliſhed agent at preſent,
The South-Carolina aſſembly, not for this province, nor have yet been able
rightly viewing the propoſal (which ori to obtain a law to tax ourſelves for that
ginally came from the aſſembly of the purpoſe) to trouble you with our requeſt,
government of the Maſſachuſetts-bay) as that you will preſent the incloſed addreſs
it was intended that the ſeveral commit

to his Majeſty, and memorial and petiti

tees, when met, ſhould frame and ſign an
addreſs to his Majeſty, and memorial and
petition to the parliament, to be imme
diately diſpatched by the congreſs, in
ſtrućted their members (Meſſrs. Lynch,
Rutledge, and Gadſden) to return their
proceedings to them for approbation. The
Connecticut aſſembly made the ſame re

on to the houſes of parliament, and exert
your utmoſt intereſt and abilities in behalf

of this poor diſtreſſed country, and of

The aſ

this province in particular.
We hope, as there is a change in the
miniſtry, and as the gentlemen in the
houſe of commons may, at their next
meeting, take a more enlarged view of
the true intereſt of Great-Britain and her

ſembly alſo of New Hampſhire wrote,

colonies, they will find it ſo be in ſup

ſtrićtions in their inſtrućtions.

porting
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ing the rights and encouraging the
trade of the latter, and that the happineſs

of the mother-country and her coloniº

muſt be inſeparable, and that we ſhall
obtain relief.

The ſeveral committees agreed to re
commend it to their reſpective colonies,

to appoint ſpecial agents on this occaſion,
and'to inſtruct them to unite their utmoſt
intereſt and endeavours for that purpoſe.

one addreſs, &c. was tranſmitted by the

gentlemen of the Maſſachuſetts goyen
iment, immediately to their agent (Mr.
Jackſon we underſtood) and we expect
the other colonies will have duplicates ſent
to their agents, and we hope will all unite

July,

and which, when compared with the con
dućt of ſucceeding princes, will convince
us, that tyranny, when faintly exerted,
ſerves only to rouze the impatience of the
people; but when let looſe, in all its
terrors, it checks every emotion of mur
mur and complaint.
Sir Thomas More, lord high chancel
lor of England in the reign of Henry
VIII. was born in London in the year
1480. He was the ſon of ſir John More,
knt. who was one of the judges of the
King's bench, and a man of great abili
ties, and integrity. He had alſo much of
that pleaſant turn and gaiety of wit, for
which his ſon was afterwards ſo diſtin

in expence and inſtrućtions, to have able guiſhed ; and as a ſpecimen of it, Camden
counſel before both the lords and com relates, that he would compare the danger
in the choice of a wife, to that of put
phons, as our petitions Pray
we were i. * the diſpoſition ting a man's hand into a bag full of
of
ſomeyou
money
this occaſion,
and ſnakes, with only one eel in it; where
incloſe
a bill upon
of exchange,
on Meſſrs.
he may indeed chance to light of the eel,
Capel and Oſgood Hanbury. for one but it is a hundred to one he is ſtung by
hundred and
pounds ſterling, as a a ſnake. However, he ventured to put
compenſation for your trouble and ex his hand three times into this bag, for he

#.

married three wives; and was not ſo
pence in this affair. We doubt not our ſtung,
but that he made a ſhift to live to
aſſembly will approve of what we do in

this matter; and as they are to meet the almoſt ninety years; and then did not die
laſt of this month, we ſhall lay our Pro of old age, being luſty and ſtrong, as is
ſaid, but of a ſurfeit, occaſioned by eat
ceedings
andfully,
it is probable
they will before
write them,
you more
and fur ing grapes. Sir Thomas was by his
firſt wife. He was educated in London,
niñyou withas ſuch
arguments
mayfurther
appear inſtructions
to them to and
be at a free-ſchool, called St. Anthony's,
proper to be given and urged on this oc where archbiſhop Whitgift, and other e
minent men, had been brought up, and
caſion, in behalf of the colonies.
made a progreſs in grammar learning,
We are,
Your moſt obedient ſervants. ſuitable to his uncommon parts and ap
plication. He was afterwards placed in
Life of sir Thomas More, with his Head the family of cardinal Morton, archbi
elegantly engraved.
ſhop of Canterbury, and lord high chan
HIS great man lived in an age cellor of England ; a method of educa
unworthy of his virtues. and inte tion much practiſed on thoſe times; al
grity. His conſtant regard to juſtice, his though the being taken in, was a favour
*ontempt of money, humility and truege not uſually granted to any but nobleman's
neroſity of mind, entitled him to the pro ſons, and is, therefore, a ſtrong teſtimony
te&ion, as well as the favour of the of fir John More's worth and merit.
crown. His uncommon merit drew him The cardinal was infinitely pleaſed with
from obſcurity ; and his virtues alone his ingenious modeſty, and with the vi
were the cauſe of his ruin had he lived vacity and quickneſs of his wit, of which
in theſe more civilized times, he would he gave ſurpriſing inſtances: one of which
have ſhone forth at once an inſtance of was, that while the players in Chriſtmas
wiſdom, moderation, and uncorruptible holydays were a&ting there, he would.
integrity, and have ſecured to himſelf the ſometimes ſuddenly ſtep in among them,
protéâion of his king, and the applauſe and, without any previous ſtudy, make a
§f his country; but, as it was his fate part of his own, to the high ſatisfačtion
to fall under the ſtroke of a tyrant, by and diverſion of the audience; inſomuch
whom all his virtues were imputed crimes: that the cardinal uſed frequently to ſay to
a tyrant whoſe whole reign was one con thoſe about him, “that More, whoſoever
ſhould
tinued breach of law, truth, and juſtice :
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ſhould live to ſee it, would one day prove the king, ſo that his majeſty might have
a marvellous man.”
an opportunity of gratifying his diſplea
In 1497, he was ſent to Canterbury ſure againſt him. But Mr. More, going
college, now part of Chriſt-church, in from the biſhop, fell into diſcourſe with
Oxford ; where he heard the le&tures of Mr. Whitford, his familiar friend, then
Linacer and Grocyn, upon the Latin and chaplaim to the biſhop, and afterwards a
Greek tongues ; and it was not long be monk of Sion, and to him related what
fore he gave ſome ſpecimens of a maſterly the biſhop propoſed, deſiring his advice.
ſkill in both, by epigrams and tranſlati

Mr.

W. counſelled him not to liſten

ons, which are printed in his works. After to the biſhop's motion : “ for,” ſays he,
two years ſpent at Oxford, where he alſo “my lord and maſter, to ſerve the king's
inade a ſuitable progreſs in the academi turn, will not ſtick to conſent to the death

cal ſtudies, as rhetoric, logic, and philo of his own father.” Upon this, Mr.
ſophy, he was removed from thence to More went no more to the biſhop, and,
New inn, London, in order to apply to for fear of worſe conſequences, had ſome
the law ; and ſoon after was removed to thoughts of going beyond ſea. With .
Lincoln's inn, where he continued his ſtu this view, he ſtudied the French tongue,
dies till he became a barriſter.

It is re

and made himſelf maſter of moſt of the

markable, that this great and illuſtrious
man, when he was about twenty years of
age, began to praćtiſe a monkiſh diſci
pline upon himſelf: for inſtance, he uſ
ed often to wear a ſharp ſhirt of hair next

liberal ſciences, as muſic, arithmetic, ge
ometry, and aſtronomy , and likewiſe
made himſelf a very good hiſtorian ; but
Henry VII, dying, and leaving him free
from any farther apprehenſions, he drop
to his ſkin, which he never after left ped all thoughts of travelling abroad.
entirely off; no, not when he was lord * As ſoon as he had put on the bar
chancellor. This may ſerve to ſhew, that gown, he read a public le&ture in the
no force of abilities, either natural or ac church of St. Laurence Old Jewry, upon

quired, can preſerve ſome men from failing
into the moſt contemptible ſuperſtitions.
At the age of twenty-one, he was a
burgeſs in parliament, and diſtinguiſhed
himſelf remarkably in 1503, by oppoſing
a ſubſidy demanded by Henry VII. with
ſuch ſtrength of argument, that it was
aćtually refuſed by the parliament. As
ſoon as the vote had paſſed againſt it,
Mr. Tyler, one of the king's privy coun
cil, went preſently from the houſe, and
told his majeſty, that a beardleſs boy had
overthrown his purpoſe. The king re
ſented the matter ſo highly, that he would
not be ſatisfied, till he had ſome way re
venged it; and ſince the ſon, who had
nothing, could loſe nothing, he deviſed
a cauſeleſs quarrel againſt the father, and
ſending him to the Tower, kept him
there, till he had forced a fine of Ioo !.

St. Auſtin's treatiſe De civitate Dei :

in

which he did not diſcuſs any points of
divinity, ſo much as explain the precepts
of moral philoſophy, and clear up diffi
culties in hiſtory. He did this ſo incon
parably well, that every body of mote
went to hear him ; and Grocyn himſelf,
who had been his maſter in Greek, alſo
became one of his auditors.

He was

then appointed law-reader at Furnival'sinn, which place he held above three
years; and afterwards took lodgings near
the Charter-houſe, and went through all
the ſpiritual exerciſes of that ſociety, but
without engaging in a vow : for though
he once felt a ſtrong inclination to take
the order of the Franciſcans, as well as

the prieſthood, he had good reaſons for
declining both. One was, the difficulty
lie found, after all the diſcipline he uſed,
to preſerve his chaſtity : for which ſea
ſon, following the advice of Dr. Colet,
dean of St. Paul's, whom he had long
ago choſen for his ghoſtly father, he en
gaged in a marriage with Jane, the eld
et daughter of John Colº, of New-hall
in Eſſex, eſq; and ſettling his wife and
family at Bucklerſbury, he attended the
buſineſs of his profeifion, at his cham

from him, for his pretended offence. It
happened ſoon after, that Mr. More,
coming in a ſuit to Dr. Richard Fox, bi
ſhop of Wincheſter, one of the king's
privy council, the biſhop called him a
ſide, and pretending great kindneſs to
him, promiſed, that if he would be rul
ed by him, he would not faii to reſtore
him to the king's favour ; intending, as
was afterwards conjectured, to draw him bers in Lincoln's inn, where he continu
into ſome confeſſion of his offence againſt cd till he was called to the bench, and
H h h
had
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had read there twice.

This was a very the Engliſh merchants, as their agent in

honourable poſt at that time; and ſome
of theſe readings are quoted by lord
Coke, as unconteſted authorities in the
law. In the mean time he was appointed,
in 1508, judge of the ſheriff's court in
the city of London; made a juſtice of the
peace; and became ſo eminent in the
practice of the law, that there was ſcarce
a cauſe of importance tried at the bar, in
which he was not concerned.

Sir Tho

mas told his ſon Roper, that he earned by
his buſineſs at this time, with a good
conſcience, above 4ool. a year, which is
equal to fix times that ſum now.
In the mean time, he found leiſure to ex

erciſe his talents in polite literature ; and,
in the height of this hurry of buſineſs, he
wrote his Utopia. He wroteit in 1516, tho’
the firſt edition that ſeems to be known any

thing of, was at Baſil, in 1518. In this
ſhort, but extraordinary work, he gave his
mind full ſcope, and confidered mankind
and religion with a freedom which became
a true philoſopher. He feigns Utopia
to be one of thoſe countries then lately diſ

July,

ſome conſiderable diſputes between them
and the merchants of the Steel-yard; and,
about the year 1516, he went to Fian
ders with Cuthbert Tonſtall, biſhop of
Durham, and Dr. Knight, commiſſio
ners for renewing the treaty of alliance
between Henry VIII. and Charles V.
then only archduke of Auſtria. He was.
on ſome occaſion at Bruges, when an ar
rogant fellow ſet up there a challenge,
that he would anſwer any queſtion which
could be propoſed to him in any art what
ſoever; upon which fir Thomas cauſed
this to be put up, “An averia captain
withernamia fint irreplegiabilia?” Ad
ding, that there was one of the Engliſh
ambaſſador's retinue, who was ready
to diſpute with him upon it. But the
braggadocio, not ſo much as underſtand
ing thoſe terms of our common law,
knew not what to anſwer to it; and

ſo was made a laughing-ſtock to the
whole city. , Sir Thomas's parts, learn-.
ing, ability in the law, and dexterity in
the mangement of buſineſs, were now be
covered in America, and the account of come ſo well known to Henry VIII. that
it to be given him by Hythlodaeus, a he ordered Cardinal Wolſey to engage
Portugueſe, who ſailed in company with him in the ſervice of the court. With
Americus Veſputius, the firſt diſcoverer this view the cardinal offered him a pen
of that part of the world : undet which ſion, which ſir Thomas then refuſed, as
character he delivers his own ſentiments not thinking it equivalent to his pretent
and opinions. Before he had finiſhed his advantages : , but the king ſoon after in
Utopia, he began the hiſtory of Richard fiſted upon his entering into his ſervice,
III. but it was never perfected, and is eſ and, for want of a better vacancy, ob
teemed none of his beſt pieces; it is, how igº him, for the preſent, to accept the
ever, in Kennet's Complete Hiſtory of place of maſter of the Requeſts. Within
England. More cultivated an acquaintance \a month after he was knighted, and ap
and friendſhip with the moſt learned men pointed one of the privy-council.
In 1520, he was niade treaſurer of the
of that age, and particularly with Eraſ
mus, who, of all the foreigners, deſerv Exchequer; and ſoon after this bought a
edly held the firſt place in his affections. houſe by the river ſide at Chelſea, where
After they had long carried on a correſ he ſettled with his family, having buried
pondence by letters, Eraſmus came to En his firſt wife, and married a ſecond. With
gland, on purpoſe to ſee his friend up all his excellent endowments for the pub
on which occaſion it was contrived, that lic ſcene of action, fir Thomas was parti
they ſhould meet at the lord mayor's ta cularly formed for the ſweets of private
ble in London, before they were intro life; and the king having once experienc
duced to each other. At dinner, hap ed this engaging part of his new favou
pening to fall into an argument, Eraſ. rite's character, grew, as was the temper
mus ſo ſenſibly felt the peculiar ſharpneſs of that prince, too impatiently eager of
of his antagoniſt's wit, that he could not his converſation. Thus, when the king
help breaking out into this expreſſion, had performed his devotions on holidays,
“ Aut tu Morus es, aut nullus;” to he uſed to ſend for Sir Thomas into his
which More readily replied, “Auttu es cloſet, and there confer with him, ſome
Eraſmus, aut diabolus.”
times about aſtronomy, geometry, divi
Before he entered into the ſervice of

Henry VIII, he had been twice employed,
with his majeſty's conſent, at the ſuit of

nity, and other parts of learning, as well
as about his own affairs.

He would fre

quently
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quently in the night carry him up to his “Would to God you had been at Rome,
leads on the top of his houſe, and diſ Mr. More, when I made you ſpeaker.”
courſe with him about the motions of the

To which ſir Thomas anſwered, “Your

planets; and becauſe ſir Thomas was of
a very pleaſant diſpoſition, the king and
queen uſed to ſend for him after ſupper,
or in ſupper-time, to be merry with them.
Sir Thomas perceiving, by this fondneſs,

grace not offen led, ſo would I too.”
The cardinal, in revenge, moved the king
to ſend him on the embaſſy into Spain,
in 1526; but this alſo fir Thomas found

means to avoid, on account of his health;
that he could not once a month get leave which his majeſty accepted as a ſufficient

to go home to his wife and children, or lea, ſaying, “It is not our meaning,
r. More, to do you any hurt, but to do
be abſent from court two days together,
began ſomewhat to diſſemble his nature, you good ; we will think of ſome other,
and gradually to diſuſe himſelf from his and employ your ſervice otherwiſe.” The
accuſtomed mirth, ſo that he was no more following year he was joined, with ſe
ſent for as before.

There was alſo an

veral other officers of ſtate, to cardi

other motive for the king's fondneſs for
More. About this time, he was pre
paring his anſwer to Martin Luther,
wherein fir Thomas aſſiſted his majeſty,
by caſting that treatiſe into a proper me
thod. It was publiſhed in 1521, under
the title of, Aſſertio ſeptem ſacramento

nal Wolſey, Jin an embaſſy to France;
And, in July 1529, he ſet out with Cuth
bert Tonſtall, on another to Cambray.
Before he went on this laſt embaſſy, the

king ſounded him upon the ſubjećt of his
divorce from Catherine of Arragon, as

he did again after his return ; but did

rum adverſus M. Lutherum, &c. and, not receive either time an anſwer agreea

in 1523, fir Thomas publiſhed, written
by himſelf, Reſponfio ad convitia M. Lu
theri congeſta in Henricum regem An
gliae. Notwithſtanding all this fondneſs,
fir Thomas underſtood the nature of his

ble to his intentions. Yet his majeſty's

fixed reſolution in that point did not him:
der him, upon the diſgrace of cardinal
Wolſey, from intruſting the great-ſeal
with Sir Thomas; which was delivered

maſter very well; as the following rela to him Oétober the 25th, 1530. This
tion ſufficiently teſtifies. Once on a time, favour was the more extraordinary, as he
the king came unlooked for to More's was the firſt layman who enjoyed it; but
houſe at Chelſea, and dimed with him, the truth is, it was apparently conferred
and after dinner walked with him in his with a view of engaging him to approve
arden, for the ſpace of an hour, hold the intended divorce. Accordingly, he
ing his arm about his neck. As ſoon as entered upon it with juſt apprehenſions of
his majeſty was gone, Mr. Roper, ſir the danger to which it would expoſe him.
Thomas's ſon-in-law, obſerved to him on that account; and, after he had exe
how happy he was, ſince the king had cuted all the duties of it for near three
treated him with ſo much familiarity, as years, with a moſt exemplary diligence,
he had never ſeen uſed to any perſon a true magnanimity of ſpirit, and a moſt
before, except cardinal Wolſey, whom incorrupted integrity, he reſigned it, May
he once ſaw his majeſty walk with arm the 16th, 1533. He did it with a view
in arm. “I thank our lord,” anſwered to his own ſafety ; not being able to ſa
Sir Thomas, “I find his grace my very tisfy his conſcience concerning the invali
ood lord indeed; and I believe he doth as dity of that divorce; a confirmation of
favour me as any ſubjećt within which, he was ſenſible, would ſoon be
. . this realm, However, ſon Roper, I may required of him by the nature of his
tell thee, I have no cauſe to be proud office.
After this, he reſolved never to engage
thereof: for if my head would win him
a caſtle in France, it ſhould not fail to again in public buſineſs : he paſſed his

#.
o.”

time at Chelſea, altogether in ſtudy and

In 1523, he was choſen ſpeaker of the devotion, not without ſome preſages of
houſe of commons; and ſoon after ſhew the ſtorm which was gathering over his

ed great intrepidity in fruſtrating a mo
tion for an oppreſſive ſubſidy, promoted
by cardinal Wolſey. The cardinal af
terwards, in the gallery at Whitehall,

head. Anne Boleyn's coronation being
fixed for the 31ſt of May, 1533, all fair
means were uſed to win him over; and,
when theſe proved ineffectual, recourſe

complained of it to him, and ſaid,

was had to threats and terrors.
H h h 2

In the

enſuing
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enſuing parliament, a bill was brought

ſhaken his fortitude it muſt be this,

into the houſe of lords, attainting him,

he only took her up in his arms, and told

as well as his friend biſhop Fiſher and
ſome others, of miſpiiſion of treaſon, for
countenancing and encouraging Eliza
be h Barton, the famous nun of Kent,
in her treaſonable practices: but, upon
examination, his innocence in that matter

ſo clearly appeared, that his enemies were
obliged to ſtrike his name out of the bill.
Several other accuſations were brought

But

her, “ that whatſoever he ſhould ſuffei,

though he was innocent, yet it was not
without the will of God, to whoſe bleſ

ſed pleaſure ſhe ſhould conform her own
will ; that ſhe knew well enough ail the
ſecret ſteps of his heart, and that ſhe muſt
be patient for her loſs.” Upon this ſhe
parted from him; but ſcarce was ſhe turn
ed aſide, before her paſſion of grief and
love became irreſiſtible ; and ſhe again
ſuddenly burſt through the croud, ran
eagerly upon him a ſecond time, took him
round the neck, and hung upon him with
her embraces, ready to die with ſorrow.

againſt him with the ſame ill ſucceſs, till
the act of ſupremacy was paſſed in 1534,
when the oath enjoined by that act being
tendered to him about a month after, he
refuſed to take it. Hereupon he was firſt
taken into the cuſtody of the abbot of This was rather too much for a man to
Weſtminſter ; and, upon a ſecond refu bear ; and though he did not ſpeak a
ſal four days after, was committed pri word, yet the tears flowed down his
ſoner to the Tower of London. His re cheeks in great abundance; till ſhe took

putation and credit being very great in

her laſt kiſs and left him.

In this ten

the kingdom, and much being apprehend der moment his heart may be ſaid to fail
ed from his conduct at this critical con

him ; and it was a ſcene which did him

juncture, all arguments that could be honour. Here was a favourite daughter
deviſed were alledged to him by archbi of very extraordinary accompliſhments,

ſhop Cranmer, and others, to perſuade

and by nature and education modeſt; who

him to a compliance; and many fair pro

without care of her perſon, or any confi
miſes were made from the king, to induce deration of her ſex, moved by the deep
him thereto ; but nothing could prevail. eſt ſorrow and the moſt tender aff:Stion
After he had lain, therefore, fifteen for him, ſurmounted every obſtacle of
months in priſon, he was arraigned and fear, of danger, and of difficulty, to ſee
tied, and found guilty, for denying the him ; who, when ſhe had ſeen him, and
king's ſupremacy ; and accordingly con taken her leave of him in the moſt paſſi
demned to be hanged, drawn, and quar onate and heart diſtraćled ſituation, ſhock
tered, and his head to be ſtuck on a pole off all the regards of modeſty and peril a
on London-bridge. But this ſentence, ſecond time, and, pouring out her ſoul
on account of the high office he had into his boſom, could not be ſeparated
borne, was, all but the laſt particular, from him without force. It was impoſſi
ble for humanity to be more unmoved at
changed by the king into beheading ".
In his way to the Tower, after ſen ſuch a ſcene than only to ſhed filent tears:
tence was paſſed upon him, coming to the ſenſations of his heart muſt have been
Tower-whalf, his favourite daughter, exquiſite, how much foever his fortitude
Mrs. Roper, thinking this would be the enabled him to ſuppreſs them, when he
laſt opportunity ſhe ſhould ever have, heard himſelf addreſſed with that pathe
was waiting there to ſee him. As ſoon tic cloquence which deſcribed all her ago
as he appelied in fight, ſhe burſt through by at once, “My father, oh my father "
the throng and guard that ſurrounded If a few ſilent tears in this diſtreſsful
him ; and having received his bieſling ſcene, owing to the tenderneſs of nature
upon her knees, ſhe embraced him eager in a parent's breaſt, were all the ſigns
ly before them all ; and amidſt a food

of dejection or diſpiritedneſs which fir

of tears and a thouſand kiſſes of tender
mcſ; and aſ Čtion, her heart being ready
to break with grief, the only words that
ſhe could utter we c, “My father, oh

Thomas More ſhewed at a fate which was

ſo deplorable, and yet ſo unmerited—
and it is uncertajn that theſe were all from

my father " If any thing could have

minute of his life

the time of his commitment to the laſt
then he inſtrućled

the world as well by this circumſtance of
*Which was executed July 5, on Tow his leaving it, as by the whole courſe of
er-hill.

his living in it. This great
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will teach a us leſſon of fortitude, under le, princeps illuſtriſme, &c. (qui novur
acrarus regum titulus) amatiſſime. “ —
More,” ſays Biſhop Burmet, “ was the
glory of his age; and his advancement
was the king's honour more than his own,
who was a true Chriſtian philoſopher.
He thought the cauſe of the king's divorce
was juſt ; and, as long as it was proſe
life, did not forſake him in his laſt mo cuted at the court of Rome, ſo long he
ments. Going upon the ſcaffold, which favoured it : but when he ſaw that a

ſufferings for conſcience ſake; of con
tempt of a life of fleſh which is in itſelf
ſhort and tranſitory; and of reſignation
to the will of Heaven under the moſt try
ing afflićtions of mortality.”
That gaiety of ſpirit and innocent
mirth which had diſtinguiſhed him in his

feemed to him ſo weak as if it was ready breach with that court was like to follow,

to fall, he ſaid merrily to the lieutenant he left the poſt he was in with a ſuperior
of the Tower, “I pray you, Mr. lieu greatneſs of mind. It was a fall great e
tenant, ſee me ſafe up ; and for my com nough, to retire from that into a private
ing down, let me ſhift for myſelf.” Af. ſtate of life ; but the carrying matters
ter his prayers were ended, he turned to ſo far againſt him as the king did, was
the executioner, and ſaid with a chearful one of the juſieſt reproaches of that reign.
countenance, “Pluck up thy ſpirits, inan, More's ſuperſtition ſeems indeed con
and be not afraid to do unine office. My temptible; but the conſtancy of his mind,
neck is very ſhort ; take heed, therefore, was truly wonderful "--More received
thou ſtrike not awry for thine own cre ſentence of condemnation with that equal
dit’s ſake.” Then laying his head upon temper of mind, which he had ſhewed in
the block, he bid the executioner ſtay both conditions of life, and then ſet him
till he had removed his beard, ſaying, ſelf wholly to prepare for death; which
“My beard has never committed any was ſo little terrib'e to him, that his or
treaſon;” and immediately received the dinary facetiouine's remained with him
fatal blow. Mr. Addiſon, after deſcant even upon the ſcaffold. In his youth he
ing on this behaviour, obſerves, that had freer, thoughts of things, as appears
“ what was only philoſophy in this ex by his Utopia, and his letters to Eraſ
traordinary man, would be phrenſy in mus; but afterwards he became ſuperſti
one who does not reſemble him as well

tiouſly devoted to the intereſts and paſſi

in the chearfulneſs of his temper, as in

ons of the popiſh clergy; and as he ſerv
ed them when he was in authority, even

the ſam&ity of his life and manners.”
This Sir Thomas More was the author

to aſſiſt them in all their cruelties, ſo he

of many and various works, though no
thing but his Utopia has long been read;
which is owing to their having been
chiefly of the polemic kind, and written

employed his pen in the ſame cauſe. It
does not appear, that any proteſtant was
put to death for his opinions during
More's chancellorſhip; yet it cannot be
denied, that he was very bitter againſt

in defence of a cauſe which could not

be ſupported. His Engliſh works were them, and uſed all means to diſcounte
collected and publiſhed by queen Mary, nance and ſuppreſs them.
1557; his Latin at Baſil, in 1563, and
It is true, he declared upon the ſcaffold
at Louvain in 1566. It is univerſally that he died in and for the faith of the
agreed, that he was ſkilled in every branch church of Rome; but any church might
of polite learning. “More had,” ſays have wiſhed him theirs: and therefore
a learned author, “if ever man had, that church hath placed him, not without
what is called verſatile ingenium, and reaſon, amongſt the brighteſt of her mar
was capable of excelling in any way to tyrs. In the mean time, great as his qua
which he would apply himſelf.” He was lities were, he is charged with having
no bad poet, and might have been a bet had ſome foibles; the principal of which
ter, if he had paid more aſſiduous court to ſeems to have been, too great an affecta
the muſes. He compoſed a poem upon tion of fingularity. He uſed, as Eraſ
the coronation of Henry VIII. which is mus tells us in one of his letters, to
a genteel compliment to that prince and wear his gown awry upon one ſhoulder,
to his queen, and a moſt ſevere ſatire up which made one ſhoulder appear higher
on the reign of his avaricious and rapa than the other. Archbiſhop Cranmer
cious father. He concludes the dedicati too ſeems to have been of this mind,

on of it with theſe emphatical words: Wa

that Sir Thomas was ſomewhat conceit
ed,
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ed, and more than ordinarily defirous of Saviour; and alſo Euſebius's Eccleſiaſti
eſteem : and therefore, in a point where cal hiſtory from the Greek into Latin:
he had once declared his mind, he would but this latter tranſlation was never pub
not vary therefrom, for fear of blemiſh liſhed, being anticipated by Chriſtopher
ing his fame and reputation. The levity ſon's verſion.
Sir Thomas had no children by his
of his wit is cenſured by lord Herbert;
and it is certain, his zeal againſt the re ſecond wife, who ſurviving him was obli
formers tranſported him into ſome unbe ged to quit the houſe at Chelſea, his
coning and unjuſtifiable meaſures.
eſtate being ſeized as a forfeiture by the
Something ſhould be ſaid of his fa crown; but the king allowed her an an
mily, particularly his favourite daugh nuity of zol. for her life.
ter, Margaret, married to William Ro
}. Eſq; of Weſt-hall, in the pariſh of THEATR1cAL INTELLIGEN ce.
liham, in Kent; who wrote the life of
of the BRIT iss
his father in-law, which was publiſhed Riſe and Progreſs
THEATRE.
by Mr. Hearne at Oxford, 1716, 8vo.
She was a woman of fine parts and ami
HOUGH it is generally ſuppoſed
that the dramatic muſe was not ſo
able qualities, and ſeems to have been to
More what Tullia was to her father Ci early in her viſit to us as to ſome of our
cero, his delight and comfort. The neighbours; nevertheleſs we learn, from
greateſt care was taken of her education; William Fitz-Stephen, a monk of Can
and ſhe became learned not only in the terbury who wrote in Henry the Second's
Greek and Latin tongues, but in muſic, reign, that ſhe was no ſtranger to us at
arithmetic, and other ſciences. She the conqueſt: for he tells us in his Deſ:
wrote two declamations in Fngliſh, which criptio mobiliſimae civitatis Londinia’,
her father and ſhe turned into Latin; and “ that inſtead of the common interludes

both ſo elegantly, that it was hard to belonging to the theatre, London had
determine which was beſt.

She wrote

plays on a more holy ſubjećt : , repre

alſo a treatiſe of the Four laſt things; ſentations of thoſe miracles which the
and by her ſagacity corrected a corrupted holy confeſſors wrought, wherein the glo
place in St. Cyprian, reading “nervos rious conſtancy of i. martyrs did ap
This acknowledgment of the
ſinceritatis,” for “nifi vos ſinceritatis.” pear.”
Eraſmus wrote a letter to her, as to a good old monk in favour of the London
woman famous not only for virtue and players, ought to be conſidered as a par
piety, but alſo for true and ſolid learn ticular campiiment, for it ſeems the ſtage
ing. Cardinal Pole was ſo affected with ſcarcely began to raiſe its head in Eng
the elegance of her Latin ſtyle, that he land before it countenanced the groſſeſt
could not at firſt believe what he read to

debaucheries, and ſo far drew the reſent

be penned by a wom ºn. This deſerved ment of government upon it, that, in
ly illuſtrious lady died in 1544, and was the reign of Edward the third, “ a
buried at St. Dunſtan's church in Can company of men called vagrants” (as
terbury, with her father's head in her the performers were ſtyled) was ordered
arms, according to her deſire ; for ſhe by ačt of parliament to be whipt out of
had found means to procure his head, London, becauſe they repreſented a num
after it had remained upon London ber of pieces highly prejudicial to the
bridge fourteen days, and had carefully morals of the inhabitants—The ſeverity
preſerved it in a leaden box. till there with which the a&ors were treated, 'tis
was an opportunity of conveying it to but too likely, had no great effect in cor
Canterbury, to the burying place of the recting their repreſentations, for another
Roper's in the church above-mentioned. rigid act was made againſt them in Hen
Of five children which ſhe brought Mr. ry the Fourth's time, ſtyling them va
Roper, there was a daughter, Mary, gabonds, and prohibiting them from
as famous for parts and learning almoſt ſtrolling into Wales, where they had,
as he ſelf. This Mary was one of the we may ſuppoſe, excited a reliſh for their
gentlewomen, as they were then called, performances—In 1378, indeed, we find
of queen Marv's privy chamber. She ſome traces of a theatre ſupported by
tranſlated into Engliſh, part of her grand authority, for in that year the ſcholars of
father's expoſition of the paſſion of our Saint Paul's ſchool preſented a petition
te
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to Richard the ſecond, praying his ma was Gammer Gurton's needle, written

jeſty “ to prevent ſome unexpert people by . John Heywood, jeſter to Henry,
from preſenting the hiſtory of the Old which, though extremely coarſe, has yet
Teſtament, to the great prejudice of the a confiderable degree of humour—Mr.
faid clergy, who have been at a great ex Henry Parker, ſon to Sir William Park
pence in order to repreſent it publicly at er, wrote ſeveral tragedies and comedies
Chriſtmas.” And, notwithſtanding the during Henry the Eighth's time; and

aët againſt the common players even in John Hoker, brought out his Piſcator.
Henry the Fourth's time, the pariſh or Fiſherman caught.—The next drama
tic writer of any note was Mr. Richard
year of that prince's reign, ačted at Edwards, one of the gentlemen of Queen

clerks of London, in 1409, the tenth

Clerkenwell (which took its name from Elizabeth's chapel, who wrote two come
their performing there) a play, for eight dies, in one of which, Palaemon and
days ſucceſſively, concerning the creation Arcite, the cry of a pack of hounds was
of the world; and the principal nobility ſo admirably imitated, as to give great
in the kingdom were in the liſt of their
auditors. Theſe religious exhibitions
made it again faſhionable to throw the
various paſſages of the Old and New

ſatisfaction to her majeſty and the whole
court ; and after Mr. Edwards, Lord

the reformation it was ſo cuſtonary for

the title of Gorboduc.

Buckhuiſt and Mr. Thomas Norton gave
the world their celebrated Ferrex and
Teſtament into a dramatic form, and at Porrex, which afterwards appeared under

both religions to ſupport their favourite

From this time the dramatic muſe grew

points upon the ſtage, that in an ačt of every day more and more ſtrengthened in

Henry, the 8th to promote the true one, her intereſt, and from the year 1570 to
there is a particular clauſe, forbidding 1629, there were no leſs than ſeventeen.
all players from ſinging any ſongs, or playhouſes erected in London; Queen

performing any interludes, repugnant Elizabeth at Sir Francis Walfingham's
to the eſtabliſhed belief of the kingdom. requeſt, allowing handſome ſalaries to
—Religious repreſentations however were twelve players; and moſt of the principal

not peculiar to the Engliſh theatre—all nobility ſupporting a company of come
the ſtages on the continent gave into the dians for their own private entertainment.
cuſtom as well as the people of this coun —But the period was now at hand, in .
try, and 'tis not above half a century, which the ſtage was to receive its greateſt
fince the paſſion of our bleſſed Lord was ornament; and the world the greateſt ge
exhibited at Vienna, in which there was a

nius that ever exiſted.—Shakeſpear, in

terreſtrial paradiſe; the creation of Adam the year. 1596, being then thirty three
and Eve; their fall; the death of Abel ; years of age, brought out his Romeo
Moſes in the deſert; the travels of Mary, and Juliet, which was the next year fl
Joſeph and the child Jeſus into Egypt; lowed by his Richard the ſecond.—From
and to render the matter more extraordi.

this time the theatre began to flouriſh

nary the child was perſonated by a little
infant, and fed with ſpoon-meat before
the ſpectators—After this, Chriſt, now
become an adult, is ſeen diſputing with
the doćtors in the temple; then playing
in the garden; a little after he is ſeized,

with vigour, and James the Firſt continu
ing the protećtion which Queen Elizabeth
had granted to the comedians, dramatic

exhibitions became frequently performed
at court, and the fine genius of Inigo
Jones was even employed to furniſh out
the neceſſary decorations.—The civil
wars, however, which overturned the
conſtitution, overturned the theatre; and
from the commencement of thoſe unhap
Py diſſenſions till the reſtoration, the en

crucified and buried, which cloſes the

performance—the play conſiſts of five
acts; but the archbiſhop of Vienna had

ſenſe enough to ſuppreſs it, highly never
theleſs to the mortification of the people,
who were greatly delighted with the tertainments of the ſtage were prohibited
grandeur and variety of the repreſenta by the prevailing party, as anti-chriſtian
tion.

*

and diabolical ; but on the reſtoration,

The reign of Henry the Eighth, which Charles the Second granted two pºtents,
gave birth to the reformation, produced one to Sir William Davenant, and the
alſo the firſt thing in our language, which other to Mr. Killigrew, who engaged
appeared any way iike a comedy—this ſome capital performers, and genius e
-

--
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viving with a double energy from the whoſe great abilities as an ačtor, and
late oppreſſion which it ſuffered, the pub whoſe nice attention as a manager, to
lic were continually entertained with new every thing that can ſupport the cauſe of
productions; unhappily indeed, though good ſenſe and morality, have given the
the ſtage became more and more admired Britiſh theatre an evident ſuperiority
during the reign of the ſecond Charles, over all the theatres in Europe. Ano
it became more and more licentious; to ther patent has for many years continu
avoid the imputation of puritaniſm it was ed in Mr. Rich's family, under which
almoſt neceſſary for a man to be profli Covent Garden houſe exhibits; and a
gate; and the writers deſirous of joining third patent (for the ſummer ſeaſon ou!y)
with the humour of the times, many of has been lately granted to the Ariſto
the firſt rate abilities, employed their phanes of the age, Mr. Foote, who has
pens to give thoſe crimes a faſcinating long been deſervedly a favourite of the
appearance, which they ought to have public. Under theſe patents the Britiſh
painted in colours the moſt deteſtable. ſtage is now anſwering the original end
To increaſe the misfortune, the pieces of its inſtitution; and growing every
thus written, without any regard to de

day more able to aſſiſt the great purpoſes

cency or ſhame, were acted by ſuch ex of genius and virtue.—For the honour
cellent performers as Betterton, Kynaſt of the preſent times, no performances are
on, Dogget, Nokes, Sandford, Mo...t- tolerated whoſe ends are not evidently
ford, Mohun, and Hart, with Mrs. moral, and the whole public find infi
Barry, Mrs. Bracegirdle, and other great nitely more delight now, in ſhedding a
actreſſes, ſo that the poiſon became irre benevolent tear of ſenſibility, in their
ſiſtible, and we grew utterly regardleſs of very comedies, than in the unmeaning
conſequences, while it was adminiſtered roar of laughter, which was formerly
ſo exquiſitely.
On the acceſſion of circulated to the prejudice of their prin
George the firſt, when a patent was gran ciples, and the diſgrace of their under
ted to Sir Richard Steele, with Meſſ. ſtandings.-Mr. Foote, fince his open
Wilkes, Cibber, and Booth, the rank ing this ſummer, has played little beſides
produćtions of genius became a little thoſe humorous pieces of his own,
unfaſhionable.—People began to ſee that which are already ſo perfectly known to
there was no great ſenſe in obſcenity; our readers. He has engaged a comic
and that the freedoms taken with religi aćtreſs indeed, a Mrs. Jefferies, to per
on as well as decency, were every whit form at his houſe, who bids fair to be an
as ridiculous as they were criminal ; from acquiſition to the ſtage, if ſhe will con
that time the ſtage has improved conti trive to be perfect in her parts :-She has
nually in morality, whatever it has loſt voice, perſon, eaſe, and vivacity; but
in wit, and amply compenſated for bril the continual occaſion which ſhe has for
liancy of expreſſion by propriety of ſen the prompter, is extremely diſguſting to
timent. Sir Richard Steele dying in an audience of taſte, and throws a very
1729, and the three other patentees diſ great ſhade over her own abilities. Mr.
poſing of their property, the manage Foote himſelf, notwithſtanding his late
ment fell at length into the hands of Mr. misfortune, poſſeſſes as much ſpirits,
Fleetwood, whoſe miſconduct had almoſt and gives as much ſatisfaction, as ever.
roved fatal to the ſtage, when the em —The improvements he has made in his
{. of his private affairs obliging houſe are prodigious; and in a very hu.
him to fell his intereſt in the theatre, morous prologue in proſe, which con
the patent was bought by two bankers, fiſts of an entire a&t, he looks upon the
Meſſ. Green and Amber, who admitted public as anſwerable for the demand of
Mr. Lacey, one of the preſent managers his workmen—on which we have only to
of Drury-lane houſe, into a third ſhare, obſerve, that if his ſucceſs is any way
and inveſted him with the whole power proportioned to the entertainment he fur
of condu&ting the buſineſs. The bank miſhes, thoſe demands muſt be very ſpee
ers failing ſome time after, Mr. Lacey dily diſcharged. .
purchaſed their ſhares, and obtained a
On the 22d Mr. Barry and Mrs. Dan
new pºtent, the old one being on the cer made their appearance in Romeo and
eve of expiration—and to a joint ſhare of Juliet, at Mr. Foote's theatre ; but the
this patent he admitted Mr. Garrick, houſe was far from being full, and the
applauſe
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applauſe which they received, far from A mere involuntary effuſion of mine; a

being extravagant.—Barry, nevertheleſs, kind of poetical diabetes.
played very well, and Mrs. Dancer was
Snar. Equally copious and inſipid.
not without confiderabke merit in many

(aſide.

parts of her character—but though her
form is pleafing, it is not animated; and

Lac. Could I bridle my impulſe,
damme, Mr. Snarl, if I would hitch a

her face is deſtitute of a ſtrong expreſſi rhyme, or clench a couplet again, as long
on, though it is more than agreeable as I liv'd.—No, no, the land of proſe is
her voice too is clear and harmonious, the land of promiſe, aye, and of per
but her long reſidence in Dublin, has in formance too; why I dare ſwear you
meaſure vitiated her accent to a

iſome

make more by a ſingle letter from Leon

London ear——In our next we ſhall ora, or Buckhorſe, or the Cobler of Crip

conſider her, as well as Mr. Barry and plegate, than I do by a quire of epi
his ſon, who is alſo engaged at Mr. grams.
Foote's, with a critical eye, in ſome par
Snar. Our compoſitions are of a dif
ticular charaćters.-For the preſent we ferent kind, and have a different tenden
ſhall cloſe this article with the following cy : your purpoſe, my dear Laconic, is
Occaſional Dialogue, performed at the to amuſe, mine to reform; you tickle
Theatre juſt mentioned, and wrote by its the ear with a rattle, a kind of jingling
manager, Mr. Foote.
chime, which ſuits well enough with wo.
men and children; whilſt I with my flap
An Occaſional Prologue, performed at per rouſe the public attention, and like
the Opening of the Theatre-Royal in another Hercules, my broom in my hand,
the Haymarket. Written by S. Foote, cleanſe this great Augean ſtable from
Eſq.
every nuiſance. To mend the world's a
great deſign Martial and Cato were dif
Scene, the ſtreet.
ferent charaćters, Laconic.
Enter Laconic and Snarl.
Snar.

HAT

maſter Laconic,

whither are you rambling
this evening? To colle&t, I reckon, the
coffee-houſe compliments on your late

Lac. I beg your pardon, my man of
importance. Cato! ha, ha, ha : what,
becauſe you have fill'd up a ditch in Fleet
ſtreet, rouz'd a ſlumbering watchman in
the ſtrand, ſent half a ſcore beggars from
pitch and huſſle to Bridewell, widen'd the
Devil's Gap for the lawyers, and brought

epigrammatical efforts. Well, I muſt
ſay, for a tierſe point, a happy ſurpriſe, a habeas corpus for a dunghill in Hol
or a riſible quibble, there is no man in
this town can match little Laconic.

Lac. O ! fye, Snarl, this amongſt
friends !

-

born.-

Snar.

How !

Lac. Theſe are thy triumphs, thy

exploits, O Cato!
Snar. Nay, ſo much detraćtion itſelf
Snar. . Why, thou little clumſy fet
muſt allow: why, man, you are the ve terer of freeborn Engliſh, thou ſlave to
ry life and ſoul of the Chronicle; ſhut ſounds, thou botcher of ſyllables, thou
but the poets out of their corner, and bawd to an echo; is it for thy circum
we ſhall ſoon ſee an end of that paper.
ſcribed infignificant quill to record the
Lac. I can't but ſay, Mr. Snarl, my public ſervices of a Snarl
conceits are pretty current in town; but
Lac. They might with eaſe be cramm'd
then my genius is cramp'd; I could, per into a diſtich.
haps, produce an epic equal to Virgil,
Snar. Why, thou waſp of the buz
or Iliad, or any of them there fellows of zing creation, that haſt nought of the bee
old; but to what end? Lack-a-day ! I but his ſting, anſwer me: who is it has
ſhould never be read, no man's attention given decency to churches, politeneſs to
holds out now for more than fix or eight play-houſes, ſtability to the ſtocks, and
lines—No, no, poor poetry is but a drug. ſecurity to the ſtate, but a Snarl
Snar. Then why do you deal in it?
Lac. Why, as to the churches, if
Lac. Nature impels :
they all reſemble that where I was on
Whilſt but a child, and yet unknown to Sunday, the reform is not great; the la
fame,
dies curtſy'd and whiſper'd all the firſt
I liſp'd in numbers, for the numbers came. part of the ſervice, and the church-war
dens
I i i
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dens ſhord ſo loud, there was no hearing

Lac. A neighbouring one, the new
the ſermon.
houſe in the Haymarket.
Snar. Thither I am ſteering.
Snar. Some paltry, pewleſs place in
the ſuburbs, which the Gazetteer never
Lac. I ſuppoſe on the ſame deſign as
-

reaches.

-

Lac. The playhouſes ſtill have their
pantomimes ; they have made one im

myſelf, to obſerve *
Snar.

And communicate.

Lac. Why, I think it hard if I don't

provement, indeed, for moſt of their new find food for my muſe.
Snar. And the devil
things are now ſet to muſic; ſo that tho’

is in it, if a new

our ears are wounded, our underſtandings Playhouſe won't furniſh a paper.
are ſafe.
Lac. Allons! but what pretence can
Saar.
Barbarian
unharmonious we have to get on the ſtage
Snar.

Goth !

Here's a letter to introduce a

-

actreſs.
Lac. Change-Alley is ſtill crowded : young
Lac. That will

do.
the ſtocks are a ſtaple commodity, witneſs
Saar... This Foote has given you good
the bulls, bears, &c. and as to the ſtate,
I'm ſure you can't think that ſecure, for food in his time; I remember how brilli
your paper overturns it at leaſt three times ant you was upon his misfortune about a
twelve-month ago.
a week.
Lac. True, true.
Snar. What a little ſatyrical whelp!
Snar. Ah! how ſweetly you rung
Lac. Whelp! ay—
and leg
The critics call me cur from what I write, the chimes upon foot and

ſº

With reaſon too, for like a cur I bite.

and foot.—Ah!—

Lac. Yes, that accident was lucky
compoſed before breakfaſt this morning. enough; it furniſhed our paper in clen
Snar. I believe I had beſt make it up ches and ſtings for more than a month.
with the reptile; nay, Mr. Laconic, —But, won't you knock [Snarl knocks.

There's an extempore for you, that I

you know I never deny'd the fire of your
Snar.

poetry.

Lac. Nor I the force of your proſe :
each ºn his walk, Mr. Snarl; but let us
underſtand one another a little: like other

aćtors, before the public, indeed, we

Enter a Servant. .
Is your maſter within 2

Serv. On the ſtage, fir.
Snar.

Could we ſee him?

Serv. If you pleaſe, fir.
Snar. Lead the way.

ought to preſerve the maſque as well as

[Exeunt.

Curtain draws up.

we can, but when the curtain drops, the

Mr. Foote and Servant diſcovered.

deception ſhould end: my poetical flights
are no more inſpired by one of the nine,

Serv. A couple of gentlemen.
Foote.

than your proſe animadverſions are dićta

fed by public ſpirit.
Smar.
Lac.

-

Nay, but Laconic
The inducement with both is

Shew them in.

Enter Snarl and Laconic.

Snar. Here's a letter; when you have

peruſed the contents, I ſhould be glad of

your anſwer.
Foote. Sir, you ſhall have it.
Snar. I ſuppoſe there's no harm in
Snar. Why, can you think I am in
want of taking a view?
Lac. A dinner ſometimes I do.—
Foote. By no means. [Foote withdraws.
Lac. Ah! pretty enough hark'ee,
What, don't I know the tricks of your
trade, the old plan of plaintiff and defen Snarl, this idiº what order do
dant; Theatricus condemns, Leonora you call it 2
Smar. Chineſe.
def nas, Buckhorſe reviles, Tranquillus

the lame—eating—.

-

Lac. I thought ſo, it looks like a pa
resorts; what the Director aſſerts, a Pro
prietor denies : Whilſt, all the time, goda.
Theatricus, Leonora, Buckhorſe, Tran
Snar. Exactly, damn'd abſurd, and
quillus, the Director, and the Proprietor, quite out of nature.
al, centre in one individual, call'd Timo
Lac. Why the pit’s in the cellar.
{}, … Snarl.
$nar. And the gods in the clouds;
3 nar. Well, well, I ſee you have a and as to the boxes—
Lac. They are puſh'd into the ſtreet:
mind to be pleaſant, but a truce to our

jangling—for what port are you bound

then the ſtage—hold: what have we
here?

Sºar.
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Foote. With power.
Lac. Who are they
Smar. As loud as a trumpet—then ſhe
Snar. Oh! this inſcription will tell us: fings like an angel.
Foote. Indeed :
Priſca-Zounds ! 'tis in Latin! pox take
Snar. And is a perfe&t miſtreſs of
theſe impertinent puppies : what need
any language to Engliſhmen, but Eng muſic.
Foote. Theſe are valuable requiſites for
liſh *—But they muſt be ſhewing their
learning. Hark'ee, Laconic, you under our profeſſion : could I have the honour
ſtand Latin.
of ſeeing the lady ?
Lac. Latin, ad unguem.
Snar. Whenever you pleaſe.
Snar. Who is this ſame laſs we have
Foote. The ſooner the better; to-mor
row.
got here
Snar. At what hour *
Lac. Priſ. comedian.—Oh! are you
Snar. As I live, a couple of ladies".

-

there !—ha, ha, was there ever ſo abſurd

Foote. Betwixt eleven and twelve.

a deſign

Smar. You'll not diſappoint me !
Foote. You may rely upon me.

Snar. What's the matter 2

Snar. Very well;-Come, Laconic :
Lac. To put for a frontiſpiece a pal
try comedian ; it is only Priſcilla, that's —but ſtay—there is one circumſtance it
all.
may be proper to mention, as perhaps it
Smar. Priſcilla who was ſhe
may prove an objećtion.
Lac. She was an ačtreſs in Betterton's

Foote. What is it !

time ; her name is in the old folio editi

Snar. As to the young gentlewoman's
on of Shakeſpear; a good low comedian, colour; the lady's a Blackamoor.
Foote. A black |
but infernally ugly.
Smar. Yes.
Snar: I can't ſay her figure was much
-

in her favour.

Lac. Zounds, Snarl, what, a curl

Lac. No, an abſolute fright, but a pated negro !
Snar. Aye, I ſuppoſe that won't make
any difference
of the company.
Snar. And now for the other.
Foote. None at all : a good ačtreſs,
Lac. A bird of the ſame feather:- like a good horſe, can't be of a bad co
Sublato jure nocendi.-The inſcription lour : I beg I may ſee her.
does not tell us her name, but the hint
Snar. You ſhall : your ſervant.
[Exeunt Laconic and Snarl.
is not a bad one for that gentleman there.
Smar. What is it
Foote. Your very obedient.—Do you
Lac. To beware of a jury.
know who theſe gentlemen are *
Serv. No, Sir, but there is one wants
Snar. Alluding I ſuppoſe to what be
fel him in Ireland.
you without that you know.
Foote. Who is he
Lac. Not unlikely; but he is here :
Serv. The builder.
upon my word, Mr. What-dy'e call-um,
Foote. Oh! bid him come in.
—you have made great alterations here.
Enter Scaffold.
Foote. I hope you approve them
Snar. As to that, we have not had Well, maſter Scaffold, what's the beſt
time to conſider minutely; but what do news with you ?
you ſay to my letter
Scaff. Sarvent, maſter, I hope things
Foote. I am referr'd for the lady's qua are as they ſhould be 2
lifications to you, Sir. I ſuppoſe her fi Foote. Perfectly.
gure—
Scaff. Conweacnt and greable, and
Smar. Is fine.
quite a propos.
Foote. Her age.
Foote. If the public, whoſe ſervant I
Snar. But eighteen.
am, are but ſatisfied, you are ſure of my
vaſt fund of humour.—She was the Clive

-

-

Foote.
Snar.

Flos ipſe.
No, that's not her name.

Foote. Her voice.
Snar. Harmonious.

voice.

Scaff. Why, I don't ſee any fault they
can find; the Orcheſter indeed is rather
too ſmall.

Foote. No, pretty well.
Scaff. Aye, at preſent; but if in the
* Two figures, repreſenting the antient
winter you ſhould chance to have orato
and modern comedy.
I ii z
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Foote. Of that kind.
ris, you will ſcarce have room for the
hapſicol.
Scaff. Ah pox that will ne'er do,
Foote. Oh! that may be eaſily altered. could not you give 'em a chriſtening, or
Scaff True;—well, maſter Foote, let funeral or hey!—aye, that is the beſt
us now talk a little of buſineſs.
Foote. Oh! the deucel

of 'em all; zooks, let them have a crow
nation.
-

Scaff. A pretty long account—here it
1S.
[ſhews the bill.
Foote. Very well; but why do you
bring it to me 2
Scaff. To you ! to be paid, to be ſure.
Foote. I pay you !
Scaff. Without doubt
Foote. No, there you are miſtaken, my

Foote. No.

Scaff. No, why not why then we ſhall
have 'em crowd hither in ſhoals.

Foote. No, no, Scaffold :

No long proceſſions crowd my narrow
[ing queens.
ſcenes,
Lamp-lighting peers, and mantua-mak
good maſter Scaffold, you are much bet
Scaff. Why, as you ſay, that work is
ter off; it is theſe ladies and gentlemen little better than ſtandalous magnation :
who are to be your paymaſters.
hey gad, I have a thought ! odd rot it,
Scaff. What, the gentlefolk above and
'em a pantomine; I likes to ſee that
below *
ittle patch-coated feller ſlap one, and kick
Foote. Aye, the whole public; for if
and then pop he is out of the win
they don't, I am ſure it is out of my ow.

#.
º,

power.

Foote. Nor ſhall great Philip's ſon, thro'
Scaff. Why, I can't ſay but my ſecu
oty crime,
rity is mended, that is if ſo be as how
Sully his triumph by a pantomime.
they be willing—but—ah! this is one of
your ſkits, you will never leave off;—but
Scaff. Philip, pſhaw, I'd never mind
come, maſter Foote, you ſhould not be Philip, nor any of the family: what
long winded, conſider what expedition harm can they do you ? Come do, and
have
all this work here in
we

made:

three months ; a tight job, maſter Foote.
Foote. And you, maſter Scaffold, claim
much merit from that *

I'll bate of my bill:—for, the carpen
ter's credit.

Foote. Your credit

Scaff. Aye, and to puniſh the prig

Scaff. To be ſure.

matical poets, for in that kind of work

Foote. Look into the pit.
Scaff. Well, I do.

you will have no occaſion for them.—
There you know our trade takes the

Foote. I will undertake, that leſs than lead.
Foote. Well, well, we'll feel a little

half that number of hands ſhall undo more

work in an hour, than you can complete for the taſte of the town ; and, if no
1u a Weat.

other method can be found of paying

Scaff. May be ſo, I ſee there is amongſt
them ſome tight likely iads; but, come
maſter, let us now be ſeru: a little
Foote. Upon my word, I am ſerious ;
I conſider myſelf but as a truſtee for the
public ; and what their generoſity beſtows

your bill;—for we, Mr. Scaffold,

may

aſſume what airs of reforming we pleaſe,
the ſtage is at beſt but an echo of the pub
lic voice; a mere rainbow; all its gaudy
colours ariſe from refle&ion ; or, as a
modern bard more happily ſays,

upon me, I will moſt juſtly aſſign over
caſe, let us hear a little of how and

“The drama's laws, the drama's patrons
[live.
“give;
“For we that live to pleaſe, muſt pleaſe to

about it: well now, and what ſcheme,
what plan have you got, to give a jog to

in a hobble.

to you.

Scaff. Aye, why then, ſince that is the

the generous

Scaff. Why then, after all, I find I am

Foote. May be not; come, hope for

Foote. Why, I have ſome things they the beſt, Prompter?
have lik'd, and others that I hope they Prompt. Sir.
will like.

Foote Are the ağors ready to open

Scaff. What, I ſuppoſe men and wo
Prompt. Immediately.
men, and talking ſtuff, that you take out
Foote. Stay, and ſee the reſult of this
•ſ play books.
evening:
Conſult

-
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power to divide, is, that the ſum total of
round,
all the debts which they ſhall owe, do
Not one malignant aſpect can be found, not exceed the value of the principal or
To check the royal hand that rais'd me capital ſtock or ſtocks, which ſhall be and
from the ground.
remain undivided ; and it appears by the
cleareſt evidence, that the company's ef
A Proteſ againſ reſcinding the Eaſt In fečts are amply ſufficient, not only to
dia Dividend, voted by a General diſcharge every juſt demand, but that,
Court, on the ſixth of May, 1767; and after even repaying their capital, there
confirmed by three ſeveral General will remain a very great ſurplus.
Courts held afterwards.
4thly, Becauſe it appears alſo to us,
that the dividend declared on the 6th of
A Paris, Chez j. W. Imprimeur, Rue du May is expedient ; for the dividend be.
Colombier Fauxbourg St. Germain, a ing in fačt the only medium whereby to
l'Hotel de Saxe. 1767.
fix and compute the price of the ſtock, as
Prix, Six Sour.
between buyer and ſeller, juſtice to both
Avec Approbation, & Privilege.
requires ſuch a dividend as will fix that
price as near as may be to the real value
Die Veneris, 269 Junii, 1767.
Conſult with care each countenance a

Contents 59.
Not Contents 44.

of the dividend; 12# is in that reſpect
preferable to a dividend of Io per cent.
to which this bill has arbitrarily reſtrain

ed it.
Diſſentient’,
1ſt,
EC A U S E the bill contain
5thly, Becauſe it appears to us to

ing, in appearance, nothing have been a dividend regularly declar
but matter of future regulation, is ſo ed, the objećtions which have been made
contrived as to operate retroſpectively,
and reſcind a dividend ačtually declared
by a General Court of the Eaſt-India
Company on the 6th of May laſt, of fix
one fourth per cent. for one half year,
ending at Chriſtmas next; this was, in
the argument, avowed to be the princi
pal object of the bill, though the bill it
felf does not even mention that aćt, or
fuggeſt any reaſon for reſcinding it. And

to , it upon this head appearing to us
void of all foundation. We admit, that
the court did proceed without an account
aćtually before them, but the want of

we conceive, that if the meaſure had been

dividend, and acknowledged the ability

this account, ſo far as relates to the pro
perty of the dividend, appears to have

been ſufficiently ſupplied. The directors,
in their negotiations, with the govern.
ment, and their declarations at former

courts, had themſelves propoſed ſuch a

ſubſtantially right, yet this manner of do of the company to make it. The pro
ing it, is unbecoming the dignity of Par prietors, by theſe and other means, had

liament, which ſhould in all caſes go full reaſon to be ſatisfied of that ability.
openly and dire&tly to its object.
2dly, Becauſe this meaſure appears to
us to be as exceptionable in the ſub
ſtance as in the form, being an ex poſſ
fačto law, reſcinding a legal act of the
company, in the exerciſe of its dominion
over its own property, notwithſtanding
their application and earneſt entreaties to
the contrary, without neceſſity or occaſi
on, from any confideration of private
juſtice or public utility.
3dly, Becauſe, confidering the Eaſt
India Company as a national object, and

And the account now produced, exami
ned and proved, does fuity warrant their
proceedings, and verify the ideas they
then entertained and acted on.

6thly, Becauſe the dividend appears to
have been voted by a very numerous court,
and ſo nearly unanimous, that no ballot
was taken, becauſe none was demanded;
and no bailot was de banded, becauſe
there was not a competent number of pro

prietors who diſapproved the meaſure;
and though, for that reaſon, the ſenſe of
the members p. only was taken, by

the members of it as bound to attend to

holding up of hands, it now appears to

the intereſt of the public, as well as their
own, the dividend they had voted, and
which is by this bill to be reſcinded, aº
pears to be liable to no objećtion ; for the
9nly legal reitrićtion in the coinpany's

be beyond a doubt, the confirm delibe

rate ſenſe of the company; having been
reconfidered at no leſs than three ſubſe.

quent courts, convened for the purpoſe of

concerting the Proper meaſures to ſup
Port
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ear at preſent a premium confiderably

votes of the company at large were taken lower, merely from that apprehenſion.
by a regular ballot, and the dividend pre
viouſly voted, was approved and ratified
by a large majority. To the validity of
the ačt of the 6th of May no objećtion
could be ſupported, though attempted.
It was clearly a valid act; and if not va

9thly, Becauſe a legiſlative interpoſiti
on controuling the dividend of a trad
ing company, legally voted and declared
by thoſe to whom the power of doing it
is entruſted, and to whom there is no

ground to impute an abuſe of that power

jid, the bill to reſcind it would be un in the exerciſe of it, and who lent their

neceſſary, for the act of itſelf would be money to the public upon the expreſs ſti
void.
pulation, that they might exerciſe their
7thly, Becauſe every argument uſed to diſcretion with regard to the dividends,
ſhew the impropriety of dividing 12 gap provided their effects, undivided, were
plies with equal force to a dividend of 10 ſufficient to anſwer their debts; is alto
per cent. which the bill allows, and indeed gether without example. And as it tends
to any dividend at all; and would, if ad to leſſen the idea of that ſecurity and in
mitted to be a proper ground for reſcind dependence of the power of the ſtate,
ing this dividend, be equally ſo for reſcind which have induced all Europe to depo
ing every dividend the company has ever fire their money in the funds of Great
made, or probably will ever make. For Britain, the precedent may be attended
it is hardly poſſible, that during the ex with the moſt fatal conſequences to pub
iſtence of the company, its debts can be lic credit.
aćtually paid off, or their caſh in hand
19thly, Becauſe, if a bill reſtraining
ſuffice to diſcharge thoſe debts, and pay the future dividend of the company were
a dividend, and at the ſame time the proper, as has been argued upon, any
trade be carried on to that extent, as will ideas of fixing and preventing a fluêtuation
yield to the company and the public the in the price of its ſtock, that end requires
moſt ample returns. The whole argu only that the dividend ſhould be fixed,
ment in favour of the bill being reduced without any regard to the quantum of it,
to theſe two propoſitions, that the com and may be as well attained by a di
pany ought to diſcharge its debts before vidend of 12 as of 10 per cent. and con
this dividend can be allowed to take ſequently affords no argument for the re
place; and that a dividend ought to be troſpective part of this bill, or for fixing
made upon a caſh account, is alſo con the future dividend below the value of the
tradićted by the uniform praćtice of the ſtocks. But this is in truth ſo far from
company from its commencement.
being the real object of any part of the
8thly, Becauſe this bill cannot be meant preſent bifl, that the ſhort period to which
for the intereſts of the company's credi the reſtriction is confined, cannot but in
tors, and of the proprietors; for it is ob creaſe, inſtead of preventing that fluêtu
ſervable, that the latter, as far as they ation, and encourage, inſtead of checking,
may be ſuppoſed to underſtand, and may the infamous pračtices of the alley. The
be permitted to judge of their own inter paſſions of men will be warmly agitated
eſts, entertain, and have ſtrenuouſly ex during the ſummer, ſpeculating on the
preſſed a very different ſenſe of that mat probability of this reitrićtion being ſuf
ter. And as to the creditors, it is re fered to expire at the opening of the next
markable, that none of them appear to ſeſſions of parliament, or being continu
have called for their money, nor have ed further. The ignorant and unwary
any of them, by any petition to this houſe, are ſure to be the dupes of thoſe who
or otherwiſe, made any complaint, or fig have the good luck to be in the ſecret,
mified any deſire of ſuch an interpoſition and are wicked enough to employ it to
in their favour. On the contrary, it ap their own advantage. But the propoſal
peared on evidence, from the croſs exa made by the company, of ſubmitting to a
mination of the principal witneſs for the reſtriction of dividend at the rate of 12 #
bill, that ſo far from doubting of the ſuf per cent. and extending that reſtrićtion
ficiency of the ſecurity, the greateſt evil during the temporary agreement, would
the company's bond creditors apprehend have obviated all thoſe miſchiefs, and fe
is the being paid off; and that their bonds, cured every good end which may have
which ſome time ſince bore an high pre been propoſed, but can't be attained by
bill ;
mium, though they carry only 3 per cent.

º
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bill; and as the bill, in its regulations
of that property, would in that caſe have
been ſupported by their conſent, it would
have been liable to no objections of in
juſtice or violence.
11th, Becauſe, if at the opening of
the next ſeſſion of parliament, the reſtric
tion is permitted to expire, the whole
eſſ & of the bill, except the miſchiefs it
may produce, will be the keeping back
for four or five months, from the pockets
of thoſe to whom it belongs, a ſum of
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in order to find a pretence, however in
ſufficient, for this limitation.
13th, Becauſe, the inability of the
company, to make the dividends reſcinded

by this bill, has been argued on a ſuppo
fition, that the right to the territorial ac
quiſitions of the company, in the Eaſt
Indies, is not in that company, but in

the public; which method of arguing,
if admitted as one of the grounds of the
bill, we conceive to be inconcluſive as to

the ſubjećt matter, and highly dangerous

40,000l. the difference between the divi. as to the precedent; for the company

dend the company wiſhes, and that which
it is allowed to make by the bill ; this
ſum is ridiculouſly diſproportioned to any
real purpoſe of paying off and reducing
the company's debts; and if, on the other
hand, the reſtrićtion is then to be conti

nued, and the parliament henceforward
to regulate the dividends of the compa
ny, and the whole of their affairs for
that purpoſe is to be from time to time
laid open to public examination, it is not
difficult to foreſee the ruinous conſequen
ces to the company; and as the precedent
will go to the ſubjećting every other com
pany to the ſame ſort of controul, the
ſpeedy diſſolution of them all will be
perhaps the happieſt event the public can
wiſh, that they may not become ſo many
engines of power and influence, the con
ſequences of which it is eaſy to conceive,
and unneceſſary to deſcribe.
12th, Becauſe, the argument in fa
-

being in poſſeſſion, and no claim againſt
them being ſo much as made, much leſs

eſtabliſhed, we hold it highly dangerous
to the property of the ſubjećt, and ex

tremely unbecoming the juſtice and dig
nity of this houſe, by extrajudicial opi
nions, to call into queſtion the liberty of
ſuch a poſſeſſion, and to ačt without
hearing, as if the houſe had decided

againſt it.

14th, Becauſe, the forms of proceed
ing upon this bill have been contrary to
precedent, inaſmuch as it appears by our
journals, that whenever a bill, prejudici

al in its nature, as affecting legal rights
and private property, has come up from
the commons, itating no facts as a ground
for that bill, or ſtating facts, the evi
dence of which does not appear in the
preamble, the invariable práčtice of this

houſe has been to defire a conference
with the other, in order to be informed
vour of this limitation, drawn from a either of the facts, or the evidence to
ſuppoſition, that the company had excee ſupport ſuch facts (if alledged) on which
ded their legal power of borrowing on the bill was originally framed; and the
their bopds, appears to us to be neither commons have on like occaſions done the
well founded nor concluſive; it appears ſame by this houſe; inſtances of this mu
on the natural conſtruction of the en tual application from one houſe to the
grafting ačt, that they have kept within other, appear in the following caſes, viz.
the legal powers given them by that Mr. Duncomb's caſe, March 1697. Di
aët, and which have been recognized, as rećtors of the South Sea company, Aiſla
we conceive, by other acts of parliament; bie and Craggs, July 1721. Sir Thomas
and we cannot comprehend the juſtice, Cooke's caſe, , 1695. Caſes of Kelly,
the policy, or the decorum, of quarrel Plunkett, and biſhop of Rocheñéſ,
ling at this particular time, with the ex March 1722. Bambridge's caſe, April
erciſe of a power publickly exerted, and 1729. Robinſon and Thomſon's caſe,
which has come frequently within the March 1731. Sale of lord Derwent wa
cognizance, without incurring the cenſure ter's eſtates, &c. 1732. Caſe of Sir Ro
of parliament; and as there has been bert Sutton, and others, March 1733.
hitherto no judgment of law, or even Caſe of Al. Wilſon, and the city of E
any ſuit, complaint or petition whatſoe dinburgh, May 1737.
ver, upon this matter, we are fearful,
15th, Becauſe, in the proceedings alſo
left this objection might not ſeem to ariſe on this bill, no council was appointed in
from the illegality of the borrowing, but ſupport of the bill, to ſtate the grounds
from the neceſſity of ſuch a ſuppoſition, upon which it proceeded, and to examine
and
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and methodize the witneſſes, for want of ing from ſuch information, as they were

which the lords themſelves were obliged
to queſtion them, and appear more like
Parties than judges.
16th, Becauſe, alſo in the proceedings

return of an account, declared by Mr.

on this bill, when lords, who declared

Rous to be ſuch, that without it no judg

at that time poſſeſſed of: witneſſes were
diſmiſſed without being heard, and the

bill was paſſed, without waiting for the

themſelves patrons and friends to the bill, ment of the preſent ſtate of the affairs of
had examined two witneſſes, and ſaid, the company could be formed, and which
they were ſatisfied with their exam had been ordered by the houſe; and as
ination, other lords were not permitted the officers informed the houſe might have
to call in any other witneſſes, before the been prepared in a few days. In this
council for the Eaſt-India company, a manner this bill has paſſed, which we are
gainſt this bill, were ordered to proceed. apprehenſive may be found in its conſe
It was ever denied to lords, to bring a quences
to private proper
ty, and very injurious
to
pe

fº to the bar

iº ...”

the two gentlemen who

ad been examined (Mr. Rous, and Mr.
Saunders, the chairman, and deputy Winchelſea and Nottingham,
chairman of the company) although by
the arrival of the ſhip Cruttenden from Scarborough,
Bengal, ſince their examination, , which Trevor,

brought a new and very particular ac

Forteſcue,

count of the flouriſhing ſtate of the com Richmond,
ny's affairs in India, it was very poſſi Dudley and Ward,
le thoſe gentlemen might have changed King,
their opinion; their former evidence hav Weymouth,
ing been merely matter of opinion reſult Gower,
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Fred. Exon,
Temple,
Portland,
Sondes,
Dorſet,

Rockingham,
Albemarle,

Eglintoune,
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Phil ADELPHIA, APRIL zo.

his majeſty's province, ſenſible of your

Overnor Seymour,who
arrived
at Turks-Iſland from England, has
already planned a town there, which is
to be called by the name of Shelburne.
Theſe iſlands lie contiguous to Hiſpanio
la, have a good harbour, and may quick

diſtinguiſhed merit, and the ſignal favours
you have done to the colonies, by em
ploying your great abilities and intereſt

..

in their behalf, immediately after voting
an humble addreſs of thanks to his ma

jeſty, have ordered, that their grateful
ly become a conſiderable place of trade, acknowledgments ſhould be made to their
having the great advantage of the natu generous patron.
“Sir, at the deſire of the houſe of re
ral ſalt-ponds, and the ſalt-ponds at Sal
tortugabeing this ſeaſon rendered entire preſentatives, I have the honour of tranſ

mitting to you their thanks; and in their
ly uſeleſs.
New-York Gazette, April 30.
name beg your acceptance of the incloſed
Boſton, April 13. The folk wing is a vote. I am,

copy of thanks addreſſed to the Right

With the greateſt reſpett,

Hon. William Pitt, Eſq; (now earl of
Chatham) by the ſpeaker of the late houſe
of repreſentatives.

Your moſt obliged,
And moſt obedient humble ſervant,
T. Cushin G, ſpeaker."

The following is a copy of a ſ: by
“'Sir, your noble and generous efforts
in ſupport of the common rights of man the January packet, from the right hon.
kind, and liberties of Great-Britain, and the earl of Chatham to the ſpeaker of the
her colonies, and more particularly in the late houſe of repreſentatives; in anſwer
late ſeſſion of parliament, have very jutt to their addreſs of thanks to his lordſhip.
** Sir, the honour of your letter com
ly enſured you the warmeſt affection and
eſteem of every honeſt and ſenſible Britiſh municating to me a public teſtimony of
ſubjećt.
ſo high a nature, found me in a ſevere fit
“The houſe of repreſentatives of this of the gout, which long diſabled me from
uſing
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uſing my hand. Give me leave now, Sir, two years, himſelf in 10ol, and two in
to offer up my humbleſt acknowledgments, 5ol. each. One Edward Fielding for
and to aſſure you," that, though late,
they are not leſs warmly dićtated by a
true ſenſe of reſpectful gratitude towards
the houſe of repreſentatives of the Maſſa
chuſetts-bay; they will allow me to add.
that I ſhall always eſteem myſelf particu
larly fortunate, whenever the juſt diſ
charge of my duty here meets with ap
probation in America.
“I am with great truth, and diſtin
guiſhed regard, Sir,
Your moſt obedient, &c.
* Bath, Dec. 24, 1766.

charging a young fellow with a robbe
who refuſed to enliſt into the Eaſt India
company's ſervice, received the like fen

tence. And Robert Gow and John Rat

cliffe for attempting to force a youngwo
man at an inn near Fleetmarket, were
found guilty, and are to receive ſentence
next ſeſſions.

While the court was ſit

ting, an over drove ox entered Guildhall.
threw the whole court into conſternation,

but not liking his company, he turned
about, and ran back again without doing
any miſchief. A gentleman paſſing by

CHAT HAM.” at the ſame time and ſeeing the crowd,

aſked what was the matter. “ Nothing,”
Wed. May. 13. Fourteen , Spaniſh replied a fellow humorouſly, “but an ox
veſſels, eſcorted by three Xebecks, arri that is juſt run into Guildhall in a paſſion,
ved at Civita Vecchia with the Jeſuits from to complain to my Lord Mayor of the
the provinces of Arragon and Catalonia, inhumanity of his drivers.”
A cauſe came on to be tried before
amounting to 570 in number. A cou
rier was immediately diſpatched to Rome, Lord Mansfield, in which a poor broom
from whence expreſs order was received maker was plaintiff, and the toll-maſter
not to permit them to land. In conſe of . Hampton bridge, defendant, who
quence of this order, the governor of the had ſeized the plaintiff's horſe for toll
town poſted ſoldiers, and planted batte after he had rode him through the river,
ries of cannon at ſeveral places; and and had ſold him to pay himſelf the pen
theſe diſpoſitions being made known to ny and coſts. ..After a long trial the jury

the commander of the convoy, they ſet brought a verdićt for the

ſail for Corſica, where the republick of
Genoa has offered to receive them.

i.

The Marquis de Courtenveaux, Hono
rary Memb, of the R. A. of Paris, em

Thurſ. 28. The fortreſs of the iſland barked on board a frigate for Havre,
of Capraia, ſurrendered to the Corſicans, to make trial of ſome inſtruments, de
after a blockade of an hundred and two ſigned to facilitate the determination of
days : the garriſon, which conſiſted of 30 the longitude by ſea, and particularly the
ſoldiers, and two or three officers, had watch of the Sieur le Roi, and the Mega
for many days lived upon bread and wa metre, or grand meaſurer of the Sieur de
ter; ſo that they were all much emaci Charmieres. The Sieurs Pengre and
ated: they were treated with the greateſt Meſſier, accompany the marquis in the
humanity by the Corſican officers, and enterprize.
The conſtables at Briſtol diſcovered,
were permitted by their capitulation to go
to Genoa. Among other things that concealed in a box, in the houſe of one
were found in the fortreſs, there were Langford, a night-watchman, a girl
four pieces of braſs battering cannon, and about 18 years of age, almoſt ſtarved,
ſeven ſmaller pieces, with a large quan and quite naked. It appeared that ſhe
tity of bullets, powder, and other mili had been a lodger in the houſe near zo
tary ſtores. Three hundred Corſicans months, but had not been confined to
have been left in garriſon there: the the narrow limits of this box (which is
reſt were immediately ſent back to Corſi about 4o inches long, and 18 broad)
ca. Lond. Gaz.
more than eight months, during which
Mon. june 1. At the ſeſſions at Guild time ſhe has been often without ſultenance
hall, Capt. Young, who was convićted for three days. The poſition ſhe was o
laſt ſeſſions for illegally confining Henry bliged to lie in had ſo contrasted her
Soppet at a lock-up-houſe in chancery limbs that they are quite uſeleſs. They
lane, was ſentenced to ſuffer impriſon alſo found a young woman quite naked,
ment in Newgate for 12 months; and to with only ſhavings to lie on ; who, being

give ſecurity for his good behaviour for
July, 1767.

with child, had fled to this place for
K. k.k

ſhelter.
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Both theſe deplorable creatures young woman, in order to ſave the child,

were carried to St. Peter's hoſpital. inſtantly flung herſelf over after it, and
Langford, his wife and daughter, were both periſhed in the Tweed.
Wed. 17. A cauſe came on in the
ſecured, but the man pieading ignorance,
and the girl confirming it, he was re Common-Pleas, wherein a gentleman of
leaſed.
Norwich was plaintiff, and the commiſ
Wed. 3. It began to ſnow in Derby ſioners of one of the London fine-offices
defendants:
The a&tion was, that the
ſhire, and continued ſnowing all that
day, and moſt part of Thurſday, and gentleman had formerly inſured his houſe
was above half a yard deep.

at Norwich in the ſaid office to the amount

Thur. 4. Being his Majeſty's birth of 5ool. and at the time of the riots
day, the ſame was obſerved with all poſ there, his houſe was wifully ſet on fire,
fible demonſtrations of joy.

Sat. 6. The magiſtrates of Edinburgh
conferred upon Mr. James Craig, archi
te&t, a gold medal, with the freedom of
their city, in a ſilver box, as a reward
of his merit, for having deſigned the beſt
plan of a new town to be built in that
neighbourhood.
The ſeſſions which began on Wedneſ
day, ended at the Old Bailey, when three

and burnt, on which he applied to the
office to make good the inſurance, which

they refuſed, as it was not deſtroyed by
accident; and after a hearing-of ſeveral
hours, a verdićt of 400l. was given in
favour of the plaintiff; but a point of
law ariſing, it is to be decided by the
opinion of the twelve judges.
Tueſ. 23. At the court of Common
Council, it was unanimouſly reſolved,
convićts received ſentence of death; Ed upon the motion of Mr. Deputy Roſie
ward Williams, and Thomas Peak, for ter, that the freedom of this city be pre
burglary; and Joſeph Morehane, for the ſented, in a gold box, to the Rt. Hon.
ſame offence.

At this ſeſſions Charles Chaules Townſhend, Chancellor of the

Preſton and John Williams, for a conſpi Exchequer, as a tribute juſtly due to his
racy to extort money from the marquis of diſtinguiſhed talents, ſo happily em
Carnarvon, were brought in guilty.
ployed, and ſo ſucceſsfully exerted in the
Orders were 1eceived at Chatham to ſervice of his king and country; and as a
take his Majeſty's ſhip Monmouth, of mark of gratitude for the late inſtances
64 guns, to pieces, being, judged unfit of his regard to the city of London, and
for further ſervices. This ſhip was readineſs to promote its embelliſhment,
eſteemed the beſt ſailor in the navy, had a convenience and proſperity; but more eſ
principal ſhare in the actions fought by pecially for his ſedulous application and
the Admirals Anſon and Hawke, when endeavours to promote the trade and na
commanded by the brave Adm. Harri nufactures of this kingdom, to leſſen the
fon, in the war preceding the laſt; was public debt and with this ſalutary view,
in the late war in ſeveral actions com to diminiſh the expences, and improve
manded by the Captains Gardiner and the revenues of the ſtate, without weak
Hervey, the former of whom was killed ening the national force, or laying addi
on board, when engaged ſingly with the tional but thens upon commerce; for his
Foudroyant, of 80 guns. She never gave ſpirit and reſolution in adviſing the late
chace to any ſhip that ſhe did not come up extraordinary, but neceſſary exertion of
with.
power, in favour of the poor, under the
Fri. 12. A ſubſcription was opened alarming proſpe&t of fainine, widont
for carrying Mr. Brindley's plan into attempting to endanger the libel ties of
execution for making a navigable canal his country, by exalting the royal prero
from Birminghain through the principal gative above the law; and laſtly, for his
coal works, to join the Worceſterſhire well tempered zeal in ſupport of the un
and Staffordſhire canals.
doubted legiſlative authority of the king
Mo. 1 s.The maid ſervant of one Mr.Wil and parliament of Great-Britain, over all
ſon, with his child in her arms, went to view parts of his Majeſty's dominions.
At the ſame court alſo a motion was
ſome ſheep waſhed in the Tweed from
Kelſo-bridge; when, forgetful of her made, that a piece of plate of zoo gun
tº uſ, by a ſudden motion, the child neas value be preſented to deputy john
ſprung out of her arms from the lodging, Paterſon, Eſq; as a mark of the Court's
and diopped down into the water. The gratitude for the many ſervices rendered
the
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the corporation by that gentleman, but company, held at Merchant Taylors-hall,

more eſpecially for his late excellent plan it was unanimouſly reſolved to grant a
which was adopted by the city of Lon penſion of 1 50ol. per ann. to gen. Law
don, and now lies ready for the royal rence, during his life, for his many great

aſſent, having paſſed both houſes of par ſervices to the company, the ſaid grant
liament.

to commence from Chriſtmas laſt. The

Wed. 24. At a general court of the
Eaſt-India company, held at Merchant
Taylors-hall, on Wedneſday laſt, for re
conſidering the proſecutions commenced
by the dire&tors againſt ſome of their late
ſervants in Bengal, for preſents received
by them from the Indian powers, and
which, by a former court, were ordered

general enjoyed an annuity of 5ool. a

year before ; and the above grant of
15ool. is an addition thereto.
Sat. 27. A Jew was carried before

the Lord Mayor, charged with hawking
hats for ſale in this city, contrary to law,
which ſubječts all hawkers who preſume

ſo to do in any corporation to the penalty

to be diſcharged ; a queſtion was moved, of 1 zi. or to be committed for a certain
that the ſaid proſecutions ſhould not be time to hard labour in Bridewell. The
diſcharged : debates aroſe, and an a fact being proved, ſecurity was given for
mendment to the queſtion was moved, the Jew’s appearance to anſwer the above
and carried ; but at length the previous charge before a court of Judicature.—

queſtion being put, the ſame was carried
in the affirmative, by a majority of 37.
It is remarkable that the gentleinen pre
ſent, againſt whom the proſecutions were

It is remarkable, that a few years ſince
one John Stiles, a houſekeeper in Lon

don, upon refuſing to pay the penalty of
12]. for being found hawking his goods

conmenced, divided for the main queſti within the city of London, was thereupon

on's being put by ballot, agreeable to the

committed for three months to hard la

directors motion.

bour at Bridewell, altho' he produced
Thurſ. 25. Application having been the copy of his freedom of this city, and
ſome time ago made to the miniſtry, to likewiſe a regular hawker's licence from
intercede with his majeſty to ſpare the life the hawker's and pedlar's office; it being
of one of the convićts under ſentence of then made appear, that no perſons what
death in Newgate, on condition that the ſoever (whether licenſed or otherwiſe)
ſaid convićt ſhould ſuffer the amputation can legally hawk goods within any cor
of a limb, in order to try the efficacy of poration town in this kingdom.
Mon. 29. The duty of 6d. per chal
a certain ſtyptic, prepared by Mr. Pierce,
and one John Benham having been re dron on coals is granted to the city for
prieved, as it was imagined, for that pur 46 years, to redeem the tolls on the
poſe, Mr. Pierce waited upon the ſecre bridges, embanking the river, repairing
tary of ſtate, when he was informed that the exchange, and rebuilding Newgate.
the intention of trying his ſtyptic upon
A letter from Devonſhire ſays, they
John Benham, a convict in Newgate, was have the greateſt appearance in that coön.
entirely laid aſide, his Majeſty being of try of the fineſt crop of corn that has
opinion that it was quite improper to try grown for ſeveral years paſt, but a very
ſuch experiment.
bad one for fruit; that in ſeveral pariſhes
Fri. 26. The court of common pleas they will not be able to make a hogſhead
ordered an attachment againſt an officer of cyder, or perry, owing to the bloſ
of the ſheriff of Middleſex, for arreſting ſoms being deſtroyed by the wind and cold
a gentleman at his houſe late at night, ſeaſon.
without notice, for a debt of 60l. due to

Letters from Pomerania adviſe, that the

his coachmaker, and refuſing, tho' the
coachmaker was preſent, and bail offered,
to wait, but forcibly carried away to,
and detained him illegally till next morn
ing in a ſponging-houſe, contrary to the

cattle there have been inoculated with

ſucceſs, for the contagious illneſs that has
for ſome time reigned in that country.—
This practice was firſt ſuggeſted in this
Magazine.

laws of this realm.

At the gencial court of the Eaſt India
(The Remainder of the Chronologer in our
next.)

Kk k .

To

Lady jane Douglas's Letter to

July,

Mr. Pelham.
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won't ſuffer any bounds to be ſet to my
To the Proprietors.

ratitude; and, give me leave to ſay, my
firit won't ſuffer me to be burthenſome
to his *::::::: longer than my cruel ne

GENTI, E.M. EN,

T He houſe of Douglas,

which has ceſſity compels me.
been for ſo many ages the admira
i little thought of ever being reduced
to petition in this way; your goodneſs
tiºn
of Europe,enough
has of late
extraordinary
for afforded
romanº,ſcene:
and
will therefore excuſe me, if I have miſtak

pathetic enough for tragedy; The moſt en the manner, or ſaid anything improper
Hºking
inſtance of them all is the hard Tho' perſonally unknown to you, I rely
fate .# lady Jane Douglas, only ſiſter of upon your interceſſion ; the conſciouſneſs
the deceaſed
Árchibald
Duke
Pouglas.
. own mind, in having done ſo good
This
Lady having
married
SirofJºh.
Stew
and charitable a deed, will be a better re
art of Grandtully, her enemies inſtigated turn than the perpetual thanks of, S I R,
her brother to treat her with ſuch ſeverity,
that ſhe and her two ſons were in a man"

Your moſt obliged,

ner deſtitute. In theſe circumſtances, Lady
Jane ſolicited the protection of his Majeſ

ty King George the IId. Her letter

Moſt faithful, and
-Moſt obedient ſervant,

to

Mr. Påham upon that occaſion is preſe."
Jane Douglas Stewart."
ea in the proofs upon the great Douglas St. James's Place,
cauſe, and may be recorded as an exam
May 15, 1750.
le of the moſt elegant and moving cºm"
ation that ever flowed from a pen. It is
Such was the chara&er of Lady Jane
in theſe words:
Douglas—ſuch was the nobleneſs of her
Letter of Lady jane Douglas to Mr. ſentiments—yet now, many years after her
Pelham.

• S I R,

• If I meant to importune you, I ſhºuld

death, the world is called upon to attend
to the deciſion of the great Douglas
cauſe, which is nothing leſs than an acti
on of Partus Suppoſitio, attempting to

ill deſerve the generous compaſſion which prove, that this lady was guilty of a con
I was informed ſome months ago you ex tinued courſe of the groſſeſt fraud, and
preſſed, upon being acquainted with my that her only ſurviving ſon, Archibald

jiàreſs. I take this as the leaſt trouble Douglas, of Douglas, Eſq; is an impoſtor
ſome way of thanking you, and deſiring icked up from the ſtreets of Paris. This

ou to lay my application before the King is the great Douglas cauſe, which for a
in ſuch a light, as your own humanity long while was in hearing before the court

will ſuggeſt. I cannot tell my ſtory with: in Edinburgh, and on Tueſday the 7th
July the Judges began to give their
out ſeeming to complain of one of whºm of
I never wil complain. I am perſuaded opinions, which were as follow,
my
brother
wiſhes meupon
well,a but
fromof,
miſtaken
reſentment,
creditor
For the Hamilton | For the Douglas
mine demanding from him a trifling ſº,

The Family
L. Preſident,

he
has paid
ſtopt me.—My
the annuityfather
whichhaving
he had left
al.:
ways
Barjary,
me, his only younger child, in a manner 3; J Alemore,
Elliock,
unprovided for:

; Till the Duke of Douglas is ſet right, *: ) Stonefield,
which I am confident he will be, I am de - || Kennet,
Hails.
ſtitute.—Preſumptive heireſs of a great

Family.
y,

w;

º
s
-,

Lord Strichen,
Kaims,
Auchinleck,
Coalſton,
Pitfour,
Gardenſton.

eſtate and family, with two children I
want brezd.—Your own 'obleneſs of When the above advice came from
mind will make you feel how much it Scotland, Juſtice Clerk and Monboddo
coſts me to beg, though from the King. had not declared, but as it is well known
My birth, and the attachment of my fa they differ in opinion, the deciſion reſts
mily, I flatter myſelf, his Majeſty is not upon the preſident.
unacquainted with ; ſhould he think me
Dorando
an object of his royal bounty, my heart
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could not be offended at an event, of
which he ſhould no ſooner hear, than he

ſhould alſo be informed of its happy con
ſequences.
The Princeſs therefore wrote an aſtec

pearance.

tionate letter to her brother, acquainting
N the rich and beautiful province of him of her fituation, and begging his
Andaluſia lived the Prince of Doran kind protećtion; but alas ! the worthy
do, of the race of the antient Kings of Prince had already been moſt unhappily

I

Arragon. His family had long ſubſiſted impoſed upon.
in ſplendor, and ſeveral branches of it For in the neighbourhood of Dorando
were eſtabliſhed in different parts of Eu lived the Prince of Arvidoſo, who, by an
rope. But Don Carlos ", the latt of the intermarriage of the families, entertained
male line, having in his youth had ſome ſome hopes of ſucceſſion to the eſtate of
difference with his ſovereign, quitted the Dorando. The adherents therefore of the

court, and, taking a diſguſt at the world, family of Alvidoſo did all in their power
£hut himſelf up in the caſtle of hisz an to poiſon the ear and vex the noble ſpirit
ceſtors.

of the unſuſpecting Dorando. The prin
Here he lived in retirement for upwards cipal of theſe adherents were Don Stocac
of thirty years; and, although a Prince of cio, Don Tipponi, and Don Rodon.onta
admirable parts, yet in this gloom of ſoli do. Theſe three never ceaſed to throw
tude his mind loſt its natural vigour; and, the moſt injurious ſuſpicions upon the
indifferent about his affairs, he reſigned charaćter of the abſent Princeſs. They
himſelf to the guidance of people who exaggerated every imprudency in the con
were artful enough to infinuate themſelves dućt of Don Spiritoſo, ſo as to prevent a
into his favour.
my hope of the Prince being reconciled to
Don Carlos had no brothers; but an

his marriage with the Lady Jane. At laſt

only ſiſter, amiable and accompliſhed, edu

the Princeſs went to Paris, where ſhe was

cated by the princeſs, her mother, in the ſafely delivered of two ſons.
This event was an alarming ſtroke to
itrićteſt honour and piety. This Lady t
refuſed many advantageous offers of mar the family of Arvidoſo, with aii its train.
They therefore formed a ſcheme, the moſt
She was unjuſt and cruel both to the Princeſs Do

riage from ſentiments of delicacy rarely
to be found in one of her rank.

often aſked by her brother to marry ; but rando and to her brother, by which they
fhe diverted the diſcourſe by telling him, endeavoured to prevent that Lady and her
that it was his duty to continue his illuſ ſons fºom inheriting the family poſſeſſi
trious line. At laſt ſhe liſtened to the ad ons, and at the ſame time to deprive her
dreſſes of Don Spiritoſo I, a cavalier of brother of the happineſs he muſt have had
good family, ſomewhat advanced in life, to ſee his family carried down by the iſſue
but of very engaging manners. The of his beloved ſiſter.

Princeſs Jane herſelf was then in her forty

This ſcheme was no other than a down

right accuſation againſt the Lady Jane,
ſeventh year
Their nuptials were privately celebrat of what is called in the law Partus Suppo
ed by the Biſhop of the city where they ſitio, counterfeiting a birth. A report.
-

lived : for, underſtanding that the prince

of which they induſtriouſly propagated.

of Dorando had taken up ſome prejudice Few indeed would give credit to ſo black
againſt Don Spiritoſo, they reſolved to an aſperſion.—It was however fatal to the
conceal their marriage, and accordingly repoſe of the Prince of Dolando. For
ſet out for France, taking with them Don theſe deſigning people repreſented him as

na Juſtina, who had lived both with the a kind of melancholy madman, to whom
Princeſs and her mother in the chara&ter

nobody could have acceſs; ſo that they
might have a full opportunity of pract ſing
They reſided for ſome time in a plea upon his mind: Stocaccio, who conſtantly

of a waiting-woman.

ſant village in France, tºil the Princets be
came pregnant, and her marriage coºld
no longer be concealed wine . . the ſame
time ſhe hoped, that ºne l’ ince her brother,
* Archibald Duke ºf Lagas.
ºf Grandtully.

reſided with him in the caſtle, though a
dull animal, had cunning and wickedneſs

enough to effect a thorough cenvićion of
the Princeſs's impoſture, and to repeat it

f Laºſ, Jane Doºgies.

| Sir Jºhn St. ºvert
conti
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continually to her brother. Tipponi told return an anſwer to a pathetic letter which
him a variety of ſtories which he had heard ſhe ſent up to him.—The Prince began to
over his cups; and Rodomontado bluſter relent. He walked through his caſtie mu
ed and ſwore, that the whole matter was ſing with much agitation, while the big
as clear as the ſun in the firmament.

tear ran down his cheek.

But Stocaccio,

“Blow out my brains, moſt mighty Prince, like a hell-hound, dogged him from room
would he ſay, and toſs me from the tower to room, and, with a villainous appearance
of Toledo, if ever a more errant cheat was of concern, bid him be firm, nor weakly
attempted ſince the day that Noah went yield to the whining of a woman, who had
into his ark.”
forfeited every claim to his regard. The
The unfortunate Dorando believed the Prince, overcome with a tumuit of con

barbarous tale. He did not imagine that tending paſſions, retired to his cloſet; and
any man alive could have dated to tell the Stocaccio defired the ſervants to tell the
Prince of Dorando, that his ſiſter was an Lady Jane, that ſhe could have no ad
abandoned and infamous woman, had it mittance there.

not been true beyond a poſſibility of doubt.
He felt the deepeſt anguiſh; but his ſpirit
was rouſed with indignation ; and he re
ſolved never again to ſee his ſiſter, and to
ſhew her every mark of his diſpleaſure.
Having brought him to this ſtate of
mind, the adherents had no difficuity to
accompliſh their deſigns. The gentleſt

Treatment ſo harſh and ſevere from

him who had formerly been a fond bro
ther, was beyond meaſure diſtreſſing to
the Princeſs; but ſhe behaved with calm

neſs and moderation, for her hope was
fixed on Heaven.

Soon after this her youngeſt ſon died.
She was in the deepeſt affliction, and the
hints were ſufficient ; to that the Prince of bitterneſs of her ſorrow ſo affected her ſpi
Dorando ſettled his opulent domains on rits that ſhe never recovered.

When the

the houſe of Arvidoſo, and ſunk a family felt the approach of death,ſhe received the
holy ſacrament with much devotion. She
which had been illuſtrious for ages.
The princeſs Jane immediately return called to her bed-ſide the Prince Ferdi
ed to Spain with her huſband and chil nand, her firſt-born and now only child:
dren.

Her brother had withdrawn from

and, after leaving with him many pious

her even appointments which he had aſ
ſigned for maintaining her court ; and,
had it not been for the generoſity of ſome
of the neighbouring Princes, the Lady

leſſons, ſhe raiſed herſelf a little, as if ani

Jane Dorando muſt have been reduced to
aćtual want.
All who lived under her brother la

mented her ſituation.

They crouded to

ſee the children, and it was univerſally a
greed, that Don Ferdinand, the eldeſt, had
a ſtrong reſemblance to the Prince his un
cle; and that Don Philip, the youngeſt,
was the very picture of his mother. The
honeſt peaſants kiſſed the hands of the
young Princes with the fircereſt marks of
joy and affection, wiſhing that the Prince
could only ſee his nephews, as that would

mated with extraordinary life : “My ſon,
ſaid ſhe, be not caſt down. God bleſs you.
God make you a good and an honeſt man;
for riches I deſpiſe. Take a ſword in
your hand, and you may one day be as
great a hero as ſome of your predeceſſors."
Having thus ſpoke, ſhe reclined her head
with peace and complacency; while Don
Ferdinand ſtood by her like ‘the young
eaglet of a valiant neſt *," in an attitude
as if already facing all the dangers of the
field, and at the ſame time touched with

the deepeſt concern for his dying mother,
who expired a few minutes .
Don Spiritoſo, whoſe liberality of diſ
poſition far exceeded his fortune, was un
be ſufficient to convince him how falſe able to ſupport his ſon ; but a Princeſs of
great worth, the friend of Lady Jane,
were the ſuſpicions againſt them.
But the Prince had received too ſtrong took under her protection the young Don
impreſſions, and was too cloſely watched. Ferdinand, and gave him an education
Often did the Lady Jane write to him in ſuitable to his real birth. And, in what
the moſt moving terms; but all in vain. ever way it is that the qualities of Nobili
She at laſt reſolved to make a deſperate ef ty are tranſmitted, it is certain, that this
fort, and went to the gate of his caſtle Prince, by his ſentiments, his manners,
with her two children. And there did the and his air, could not but be acknowledg
Princeſs Dorando and her ſons ſtand like

the loweſt ſupplicants, till thc Prince ſhould

* Douglas, a Tragedy.
ed
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ed as of ſuperior rank. His uncle how ſhe retired to her room at night, ſhe could
ever remained inexorable, and Don Fer hardly ſleep for refle&ting on her extraor
dimand never flattered himſelf with any dinary reception; but how much was ſhe
ſurpriſed next inorning, when, on con
expectation of happier days.
But Providence, whoſe awful deſigns ing down to breakfaſt, ſhe found the
cannot be penetrated by mortals-Provi Knight her father fitting with the Prince
dence, who is ſometimes pleaſed to inani of l'orando
His Highneſs accoſted her with true
feſt his juſtice, even in this world of im
perfeótion, where we are not always to Spaniſh gallantry : “Donna Eleanora, it
expect it---Providence determined to re would ſeem that Heaven has deſtined you
ward the piety of the Princeſs Jane Do for my happineſs. I ſent an expreſs at
rando, by reſcuing her memory from midnight for your father, whom I rejoice
reproach, and vindicating the honour of to ſee under this roof. If your affections
her ſon, by means the moſt extraordinary. are not engaged, I hope you will accept
Not far from the caſtle of Dorando was the hand of the Prince of Dorando.”
Donna Eleanora was ſtruck with won

the ſeat of a Knight, who claimed a diſ

tant connečtion with the illuſtrious houſe, der. Turning to the Prince: “My affec

having the honour to bear the name; but
he was never allowed to approach the caſ
tle, as he was well known to be inviolably
attached to the family from whence he
ſprung, and had even fought ſeveral duels
with perſons who ſaid in his preſence,

that the Lady Jane had brought home
ſuppoſititious children.
The daughter of this Knight was Donna
Eleanora, of uncommon talents, and all

the high ſpirit of her race. She went to
the caſtle, and was allowed admittance to
the Prince.—Dorando roſe, and received

tions, ſaid ſhe, are no otherways engaged
than to this illuſtrious houſe.

Your

Highneſs does me an honour which I
cannot find words to expreſs.---it ſhall be
the ſtudy of my life to deſerve it.”--His Highneſs's Prieſt was called in to his
preſence, and the ceremony was in medi
ately performed.
The news of this marriage flew over
the country, and filled every honeſt heart
with joy; but it was like a clap of thun
der to the houſe of Arvidoſo. They
feared that their hopes were blatted.
-

The Prince Dorando now reſumed in a
her with an eaſy dignity, as if he had not
been a day abſent from court. ‘Fair La great meaſure his former chearfuineſs ;
dy, ſaid he, how am I ſo fortunate— yet ſomething was wanting to render the
To whom am I indebted for ſo agreeable felicity compleat. The Princeſs Doran
a viſit?" Donna Eleanora told him her do could have wiſhed to have brought the
name and family, and why ſhe had pre Prince a ſon of his own to take up his
ſumned to come into his preſence ; and ſhe ſucceſſion ; but in the mean time ſhe was
ſpoke with ſuch openneſs and unaffected anxious to undeceive him with regard to
vivacity, that the Prince was charmed with his nephew; and, when ſhe deſpaired of
her behaviour.
her own offspring, ſhe became ſtill more
“Ah Prince 1 ſaid ſhe, is it not ſacri anxious. She took every opportunity of
lege to let ſo glorious a ſun ſet for ever ? talking to the Prince • concerning his
Your Highneſs wiłł forgive me for ſiſter, and ſhe convinced him on the falſi
mentioning the name of the Lady Jane. ty of inany of the ſtories that had becn
told him.
—My tears muſt plead my excuſe.”
The Prince fetched a deep figh, and ſtood
It was now ten years fince his nephew's
for a minute or two as if looking towards birth, but Donna Juſtina was ſtill alive in
heaven, but made no reply. She ſtood obſcure apartments at Seville. The
fearieſs and unconcerned, til he recover Prince was prevailed with to viſit her,
ed from his reverie; and them, aiking her and was alone with her for a conſiderable
ten thouſand pardons, he led her to the time, when he examined her as to the

room where dinner was ſerved up.

whole affair, with that keen penetration

Donna Eleanora appeared at table with
fuch gracefulneſs and majeſty, that the
P, ince often fixed his eyes upon her. Af
ter, this they talked together till ſupper,

for which he was diſtinguiſhed. The
accounts which he heard from Donna
Juſtina were ſo direSt, and enforced with
ſuch ſerious and ſolemn aifeverations,

and the Prince ſeemed more and more

delighted with her converſation.

while his trićt attention made it impoſſible
When for her to diſſemble, that the Prince was
much
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much perſuaded of his ſiſter's innocence, doſo and Dorando to feed upon. The
and of the honour of his nephew.
He owned this to the Princeſs, his

gallant Stivalbo, underſtanding iittle of

their language, with true Spaniſh gene

conſort, who inſiſted that he was called rofity, truſted to the reports of theſe gen
upon to ſhew his conviction to the world, try; who, with many bows, ſhrugs, and
and to do juſtice to his injured heir. compliments, pretended they had made
And, when the Prince ſeened ſtill to he aſtoniſhing diſcoveries, till Stivalbo had
fitate, her eagerneſs for the young Don his imagination ſo warmed, that he him
Ferdinand would ſometimes throw her ſelf gave credit to the impoſture, and a
into tranſports of paſſion, which her ene ſuit was immediately raiſed before the
mies repreſented as groſs affectation, but Senate of Seville.
which the Prince ſaw to be real. He
therefore committed to the flames his

In the mean time the Princeſs Dowa

ger was determined to be at the bottom

iſettlements on the houſe of Arvidoſo, of the affair, and ſet out herſelf for Pa

and deviſed his ſucceſſion to his nephew, ris, carrying with her ſeveral Lawyers of
Don Ferdinand.
great eminence in their profeſſion, and
He was often aſked by the Princeſs to remarkable for their honour as private
ſee his nephew, but he would not agree Gentlemen.
to it, crying, ‘Ah Madam . Theſe
While all this was tranſa&ing, it was
wretches—theſe wretches—They have thought proper to call Don Spiritoſo be
planted thorns in my mind, which have fore the Senate of Seville, to have him
taken root for ſo many years, that I can examined, concerning the particulars of
not intirely pull then out, without tear the delivery of the Princeſs, his ſpouſe.
ing myſelf to pieces. Let me alone He was then very old, and brought low
I cannot bear to think of the ſubject. It with ſickneſs; but the livelineſs of his
temper ſtill continued, and he anſwered
epens afreſh the wounds of my heart
I have been impoſ. d upon—I have been every queſtion that was put to him with
unjuſt—i have been cruel—But, God frankneſs and readineſs; at the ſame time
knows, my intentions were upright—l telling the Judges, that he had all his
have made 1 eparation, and my ſoul ſhall life long had an irregular and imperfect
memory, which was now grown ſtill
reſt in peace.”
Soon after this, the Prince Carlos Do worſe; and therefore it would not be
rando died, and was carried in great fu fair, ſhould every advantage be taken of

neral pomp to the tomb of his anceſtors. his inconfiſtencies againſt his ſon, whom
The family of Arvidoſo would not yet he had always acknowledged. Not long
give over their deſigns upon the wealth after this examination Don Spiritoſo di
of Dorando. Its Prince was then in mi ed, and with his dying breath confirmed
nority, and he had ſeveral guardians of theiegitimacy of Don Ferdinand.—Donna
high rank and character, but ſo extra Juſtina alſo died, and ſtept into eternity
vagantly keem to aggrandiſe their pupil, declaring, that the had been preſent at
that they graſped at a tempting appear the birth of the Prince.
During the dependance of this tedi
ance, without perceiving that it was only
a bubble raiſed by the bleath of malig ous proceſs, Don Ferdinand behaved
nity. —They fondly wiſhed to com with a manly compoſure and decent
nº tire a proceſs of Paſtus Suppoſitio, a gravity, which ſhewed his good ſenſe
gainſt Don Ferdinand : and, to make and proper feelings. He one day called
* Quiries for it, they ſent privately to aſide one of his Lawyers. and inſiſted
Pai is Don Stivalbo, a lawyer, who lay with him to tell his real opinion of the
under great obligations to the family of cauſe : “For, ſaid he, whatever opulence
Arvidoſo, and was prevailed with to un I might gain by it, I ſhould be ſorry to
contaminate the blood of a family which
dertake the ungracious taſk.
Don Stivalbo was a man of principle, I revere. But I have another reaſon for
and he reſolved to conduct himſelf with inſiſting to know the event of the cauſe ;
the utmoſt impartiality; but, when he I am yet a young man, and, if you think
arrived at Paris, he was ſoon ſurrounded I ſhall be proved an impoſtor, I would
by French Prieſts, Advocates, and Agents loſe no time, but go immediately to the
of all kinds, who wiſhed no better than Indies, where my diſgrace will not be
ſo fat a ſubject as the domains of Arvi known, and where I may paſs my days
with
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with ſome reputation."—The Lawyer Europe, and mark the fate of nations; I
was greatly moved by this ſpeech of the confeſs, moſt mighty Signors, that I have
Prince, but aſſured him that he need be

at no time been more affe&ted than I now

under no concern.

When the

am by this private queſtion.—Private, did
I ſay ?—I recall the expreſſion—it is a
queſtion of the moſt public nature—in
the event of which every thing that is
dear and valuable to humanity is con
cerned.
What is Spain What is our
country It is not the valleys though ever
ſo gay—it is not the fields, though ever

Senators took their places, not a murmur

ſo rich, that attach us to our native land.

The cauſe was at length ready for de
termination.

Never was there a more

intereſting ſcene. The judgment-hall
was filled with a croud of ſpectators,
moſtly people of rank, who waited in
the greateſt anxiety and trepidation to
hear the fate of Dorando.

was heard, all was fixed attention.—The

—No. It is our family—it is our wives

ſenators ſat for ſome minutes in awful
filence.

—it is our children.—And what have

nors–I cannot, unleſs upon a ſtrong

have choſen—whom I have ſent out—

we before us? A daring attempt to ren
The Chief Juſtice was a Man of great der our children uncertain. If adulter
knowledge in the laws of his country; ers have been thought worthy of death,
of a clear head and a ſound undel ſtand what puniſhment do thoſe deſerve, who
ing. “I find here before me, ſaid he, a would introduce what is ſtill more dan
proceſs, the intention of which is to ſtig gerous to ſociety A few wives may be
matiſe with infamy a Princeſs of the no unfaithful ; but every wife may be at
bleſt blood in Europe. We have the tacked like the Princeſs of Dorando.
continued acknowledgment of parents— Have we not here the conſtant acknow
we have their poſitive and dying teſtimo ledgment of parents undegraded, unſuſ
ny; with the poſitive and dying teſtimony pected, but by vague ſuſpicions muſtered
of a woman who was preſent at the birth up twice ſeven years after the birth of the
of the defendant.—I lay my hand upon Prince And muſt we then prove the
I
my heart, and I judge as I could wiſh to birth of our children I tremble
be judged. Can I then ſuppoſe all this ſhudder at the conſequences. They are
to be a complication of guilt, of delibe big with danger and deſtruction to ...”
rate and downright perjury —No, Sig ty. Shall thoſe brave officers whom I
whom I have inſpirited –Shall thoſe
proof indeed.’
Thus ſpoke the Chief Juſtice, with a ſouls of fire who have carried the Spaniſh
warmth of feeling which went to the arms to the moſt diſtant corners—who
heart of every ſpectator. Several of the have been vićtorious—who have ſhook the
Senators delivered their ſentiments in thrones of Europe —Shall thoſe brave
terms a little different, but to the ſame

officers, nay, ſhall any of the gallant

purpoſe with their head; and only one or ſoldiers who have had children born a
two remained ſtill under the cloud of pre broad:—Shall they, when returned home
judice, but did not venture to ſay one to enjoy the bleſſings of peace, every man
word.
under his own vine, and every man under
Shall they be obli
Stung to the quick, the Arvidoſo train his own fig tree :
gnaſhed their teeth in rage and deſpair. ged to bring legal evidence of the legiti
They however carried their cauſe, by ap macy of the children whom they acknow
peal, before the Grandees of Spain at ledge, before they can be received as ci
Madrid; but it only ſerved to make their tizens 2 And, if a ſucceſſion ſhould open
ſhall we, at the di
deſperate ſcheme fall upon their own to theſe children
heads with redoubled vengeance. That ſtance of twelve, fourteen, or perhaps
illuſtrious aſſembly could hardly hear them twenty years, allow foreign proofs to
with patience.
be imported, to deprive them of their
An illuſtrious Grandee—the greateſt eſtate and their very name 2 No, Signors 1
miniſter that Spain ever ſaw, and whoſe while my blood is warm, I hope Spain
eloquence vied with that of the Orators ſhall never adopt ſuch unjuſtifiable mea
of Greece and Rome, roſe up, and look ſures. I ſpeak with more confidence,
ing around him with a piercing eye—he that upon this occaſion I ſee not the leaſt
thus began : —“Though long accuſtomed doubt. The defendant's honour is clear
to hold with a ſteady hand the balance of ed from every ſtain ; and, as I heartily
Ll l
diſapprove
July, 1767.
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diſapprove of the temerity of the plain proper authority of the grandees of
tiffs, I think we ſhould award the defen

Spain.”

dant very large coſts of ſuit, that thoſe
The whole aſſembly, except a very
who bling ſuch odious actions before us few, unanimouſly agreed with the elo
may ſee what ſort of a reception they are quent Miniſter
and by a great majo
to meet with.-The Court of Seville has rity it was carried, that the plaintiff
been too indulgent.--It is true, the Prince ſhould pay 50,000 zechins as coſts of ſuit.
of Arvidofo is a minor, but let him call

his guardians to account when he comes

Thus was the Prince Ferdinand of Do
lando raiſed to the illuſtrious ſtate of

of age . In this great aſſembly, we are which he had been ſo long deprived. His
moved by no particular confiderations dignity ſat very eaſy upon him, for it was
—we know no private parties
natural to him. Envy and malevolence
our views are enlarged and extenſive gradually decayed; and even his bittereſt
let our ſentence be iſſued with the enemies began to repent.
*
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knowledged the receipt of 50ol. the be
Ju NE 24. HX Egan the quarterly exami queſt of the Right hon. john, earl of
nation of the children of Grandiſon, and preſented their thanks to
the city work-houſe, as well thoſe that are his executrix, the Right hon. the counteſs
apprenticed as the internals. They were of Grandiſon, for her punétual and early
examined in the principles of their belief, diſcharge of the teſtator's will.
and the apprentices preſented certificates
The governors of the Marine Nurſery
of their behaviour; the examination was acknowledged the receipt of 1111. 9s. 3d.
countenanced by the preſence of the Right the amount of the ſucceſs of a lot of
hon. Lady Arabella Denny, and his grace tickets, the property of five gentlemen :
the Archbiſhop of Dublin ; ſuch an ap they, with john Smith, Eſq; received the
pearance added dignity and weight to the governors thanks, the latter for furniſh
procedure, and placed the conductors in ing their ſchool with books and ſeveral
a point of view really commendable, as mathematical inſt uments, neceſſary to
they perſonated him who took infants in inſtrućt the children in the principles of
the ſervice they are intended
his arms that he might bleſs them, and

ºwn,

in order to put forward this work of

or

love, declared that ſuch as did it unto them,
Mon. 13. Was laid the laſt coping
he would accept of as done to himſelf. ſtone of the new light houſe, ere&ted at
It is to be wiſhed this behaviour and the extreme point of the ſouth piles in
example would ſtimulate other gover Poolbeg ; this is a work of the higheſt
nors to the like attention, and merit the utility, tending to the proſperity and en
promiſe of him who never promiſed in creaſe of commerce, and to the preſerva
vain, by inſpecting the morals and pro tion of her hardy ſons, who lead her
greſs of the individuals of a founda through every clime; leſs we ſhould not
tion, that ſeems particularly configned do for them, who in eaſe enjoy the ſweets
to them. They are plants worth their of their adventurous undertakings: this
attention, from amongſt them hath ap pile of building, is a laſting teſtimony of
peared much fair fruit; their cultivati the ability, no leſs in deſign, than execu
on would give ſweet ſoiace to a con tion of the undertaker, Mr. john Smith.
templative mind, and jºys that no man
Fri. 17 At the proceedings of the ſhe
can take from you. Then would the riffs and commons of the city of Dublin in
magiſtrate become the father indeed, and Midſummer-aſſembly it was,
Reſolved, That the thanks of this
appear with the luſtie that attends power,
when ači, g for the good of others, and houſe be given unto our worthy brother,
who perhaps have no other father.--Sure Mr. Arthur Guinneſs, for his ſpirited pro
the ſº aſures of a turtle feaſt, have not joys ſecution, at his own expence, of Robert
like ineſe.
Bray, convićted the laſt ſeſſions of a treſ
Jº 1.x 9. The Incorporated Society ac paſs, highly tending to ſubvert the civil
\
liberty

\ .
2. ~

T---
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and ſend down the ſame to this
liberty of the ſubjećt, ever the darling deration,
houſe.
object of this houſe.
To which no anſwer appsaring, the
-

whereas a petition * of certain of the following meſſage was ſent to the board.
commons, was preſented to this aſlem
bly, praying, that inſtruštions may be

The ſheriffs and commons beg leave to

inform the lord mayor and board of al
given
our repreſentative
parlia
ment, toto procure
a law to limitin the
du - dermen, that they had come to a reſolu
ration of parliaments.

tion not to proceed upon any buſineſs un
til they receive from them an anſwer to

And the petition not coming down their meſſage, touching the petition with
from the lord mayor and board of alder regard to ſeptennial parliaments.
men, the following written meſſage was
which the lord mayor and board
propoſed, unanimouſly agreed to, and of Upon
aldermen after having taken up a con
ſent accordingly.
ſiderable time in conſultation, ſent this
The ſheriffs and commons requeſt, that verbal anſwer to the above-written meſ
the lord mayor and board of aldermen ſage, viz.
will take the petition of certain of the
they had unanimouſly diſpoſed
commons, praying the countenance of this of “That
it.”
aſſembly, in favour of a bill for the limi
Wherefore the ſheriffs and commons
tation of time duration of parliaments in
this kingdom, under their ſerious confi were obliged to reiterate their requeſt in
the following terms:
N O T E.
The ſheriffs and commons requeſt, that
* The bumble Petition of certain of the agreeable to antient cuſtom, the lord may:
Commons, to the Right Honourable the or and board of aldermen will be pleaſed
Lord Mayor, ſheriffs, commons, and to anſwer their written meſſage, in writing.
citizens, of the city of Dublin 5
Upon which a ſecond verbal meſſage
was ſent from the board, couched in the
(See p. 238. in 1766.)
very ſame terms with the former, viz.
Sheweth,
“ That they had diſpoſed of the peti
HAT by the laws and conſtitution tion, and would gº e no other anſwer.”
of this kingdom, new parliaments
Signed by Order,
ought to be frequently called and held,
as may fully appear by ſeveral ſtatutes in
ALFRED HOWARD,
full force in Ireland as well as in Eng
Clerk of the commons.
dand.

That a ſtanding or unlimited parlia
ment is not only contrary to the laws
and conſtitution of this country, but
tends to diſcourage the proteſtant reli
gion, and is ſubverſive of the freedom
and rights of the people.
For theſe and many other reaſons which
muſt occur to your Lordſhip and honours
upon this occaſion, we pray that your in
ſtrućtions be given to our worthy repre
fentative in parliament, that he may uſe

Mr. Publisher,
You are requeſted to give Place to the
following Reflections.
º

Eſtedfaſt and immoveable,” is the

advice of a great man ; but then
this can be only commendable, when ſup
ported on a rational foundation, and we
find it no leſs honourable to depart from
ſentiments perhaps too haſtily taken up,

or from objećts placed in a point to de

his utmoſt endeavours to have heads of a

ceive; to ſuch human nature is liable; but

bill brought into the hon. houſe of com
mons of this kingdom, for limiting the
duration of this and all future parlia
ments; and that your lordſhip and ho
nours do enaët, that a petition to the ſaid
houſe, under the ſeal of this city, be pre
ſented early in the next ſeſſions of parlia
ment, for the purpoſes aforeſaid. And
your petitioners will pray.

to ſtand out againſt ſelf-evident princi
ples, and in contradićtion to the reſt of
the community, ſhews a reſtiveneſs that is
ungraceful, and is departing from the
ſpirit of the advice juſt mentioned.
The limitation of parliaments is no leſs
the voice of the people, than their ſenſe in
the higheſt degree; for in 1766 both

houſes of parliament paſſed a bill for the
L. l l 2

very
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very deſirable end; and deſirable it muſt way appears more conſtitutional, than
be, as it will add dignity to the ſenatori that which has already been ſucceſsfully
al ſlate, and advantage the proteſiant in practiſed, the addreſfing of our repreſen
tereſ,for in what higher ſphere can human tatives; which it is to be hoped will not be
nature be placed,than to have the repeated negle&led by ſuch as would prove them
approbation of the individuals they perſo ſelves friends to the conſtitution.
The recorder of the city of Dublin
nate, by being again intruſted with what
they hold moſt dear; how will our youth was complimented with zool. granted by
emulate to fill theſe ſtations, and by a the aſſembly, as an acknowledgment of
commendable preparation, engage the at his care for the public, and the better
tention of the public, when age renders to ſupport the dignity of his office.
Sat. 18. Ended the commiſſion of Oyer
abilities no more, and brings on a ſtate
only to be made comfortable by reſt, and and Terminer, when Valentine Connor,
a releaſe from fatigue; this reaſon dićtates and Patrick Murphy received ſentence to
and experience makes evident, but did we be executed the firſt of Auguſt, Connor for
ever yet find it verified in pračtice, tho’ murder, and that too, attended with the
loaded with infirmities, and as it were, higheſt aggravation, that is, deliberately,
dead to the community, and even to them and on one, who with up-lifted hands on
ſelves; but ſuch is human nature, that his knees, begged for mercy, which was
to expe&t another condu&t, is to alter our denied him, on this principle, that dead
frame; and ſince it is with human nature cocks told no tales, this declaration he made
we muſt have an intercourſe, let us wave before he gave the fatal blow, when he
the evil, and endeavour to prevent what cleft the ſkull of the unfortunate with a
back-ſword, of which he languiſhed a
is confeſſedly ſo.
To advantage the protefant intereſ,car few days, and died in one of the infirma
ries with it that hope which fills every ge ries; the other for robbing the ſhop of
nerous breaſt; a diſpenſation of liberty,and Mr. Philip Brew, watch-maker; others
a deſire to live in charity with the world; were tried for leſſer crimes, and ſuch as
to forward theſe ends is to ſupport the re were acquitted, but in evidence appeared
ligion juſt mentioned, and that the bill de to be dangerous to ſociety, were called
fired, will have this tendency, give me upon to give that ſecurity the public are
leave to relate a tranſaction, which hap entitled to.—It is to be obſerved, in the
pened upon a particular occaſion. In a courſe of the trial of the inhuman wretch
debate on the expediency of the bill, a juſt mentioned, that not any teſtimony ap
gentleman offered ſome arguments as in peared, as from the deceaſed : ſurely gen
his opinion were not favourable for it, a tlemen of the faculty, who with ſo much
ſtander by uninfluenced, and affected by commendable humanity give their atten
argument and reaſon only,inſtantly declar dance, would do well to extend their con
cd the reverſe would follow, and ſaid, cern a little further, by requeſting the at
ſhould the law take place, he would imme tendance of a magiſtrate to take ſuch
diately lett his eſtate, which is extenſive, to depoſitions, as would be of uſe, when
proteſtant tenants only, whom he would the unfortunate are no more; this would
make fret holders, in order to have weight be giving back to the public the ſecurity
in his county, and ſhare that reſpect and they merit, for their extraordinary libe
influence, which poſteffiens entitle a gen rality in ſupporting theſe foundations, io
tleman to. This was declared from a con

much to their credit.

Mon. 20. The bakehouſe of Mr. Leo
viction of argument, and from the pre
miſes it is evident, that the bill would give mard, in the old Poſt-office yard, was at
him an opportunity of appearing in his the hour of mile in the morning diſcover
country’s cauſe, more than once, in the ed to be cr fire, which, for a while, .
ccurſe of his life.
burnt with great violence, being encreaſ.
A good yeomanry is what this king ed by the combuſtibles, that are neceſſa
dom wants, and this only occaſions that ry to the buſineſs; this is the third acci
delay in improvement, which we find dent of the kind, that has happened with
in ſome parts, where it in no degree keeps in this little while, and in fituations very
alarming, ſurrounded with wale-houſes
pace with that, where it is eſtabliſhed.
Therefore let us ſtrenuouſly perſevere, of great, p, operty, and many of them
in ſeeking what will advantage our coun filled with ſpirits, which if they had taken
fire
try, and ſtrengthen our religion ; not any
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fire muſt have occaſioned a conflagration ;
upon inſpećtion, theſe bake-houſes are ſo
. that their ovens, and ſtock of
furs are together, ſo that the public, with
out ſome relief, muſt ever be in danger
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for the co. of Dublin.—At Rockwood,
co. of Roſcommon, Rob. Waller, Eſq;At Bath, the wife of the hon. William

Moleſworth.-At Liſburn, Rich. Arch
bold, Eſq; a remarkable convert from
from ſuch inhabitants.--This is an object the church of Rome.—July 4. Jona
well worth the attention of the city grand than Willington of Killowan. Eſq;—The
jury, and it is to be hoped will come re relićt of Macnamara Morgan, Eſq;-The
commended from the bench, that a proper Rev. archdeacon Lewis.--The Rev. Ri.
return may be made, and the public Chaloner Cobbe, LL.D. miniſter of Fin
come to a knowledge of their danger, in glaſs, treaſurer of St. Patrick's, and vic.
order to an application for redreſs, where of St. Anne's, Dublin.—7. At Cork,
Miſs Helena Franklin, daugh. of the late
it may be had.
Mr. Rob. Franklin.—Rev. Tho. Mer

Lift of BIRths, for the Year 1767.

rifield, vicar of Carmony, co. of Antrim.
—Mrs. Aldrich, relićt of alder. Aldrich.

JUNE 30.

HE Rt. hon. the counteſs

—At Paris, Michael Reilly, Eſq;-Ric

of Darnley of a ſon and kard Fitzpatrick, Eſq; M.P. for the town
heir.—JULY 1.0. At the palace of El of Galway.—22. His excellency John,

phin, Mrs. Gore, wife of the Rt. Rev. lord baron Bowes of Clonlyon, lord
the lord biſhop of Elphin, of a ſon.—In
Dominick-treet,the wife of John Browne,
Eſq; of a daughter.—At Balls-grove near
Drogheda, the wife of Rob. Ball, Eſq;
of a daughter.

chancellor, and one of the lords juſtices
of this kingdom.—Mr. Peter Vidouze,
clerk to the maſter-general of the ord
nance, and one of the proof maſters. –
At Briſtol, the Rev. Abel Ladaveze, arch
deacon of Caſhell.

Lift of MARRIAGEs for 1767.

Lift of PRomotions for the rear 1767.
June 23. TN London, John Dillon of
this kingdom, Eſq; to a
daughter of governor Drake.—Joſeph
Deane, Eſq; M. P. for the borough of
Enniſteague, to miſs Kity Green, daug.
of John Green, of Greenville, co. of
Kilkenny, Eſq;-Capt. Lawe, late of the
76th foot, to miſs Read, daugh. of Iſaac
Read, of Dundalk, Eſq;-July 3. John
Stirling of Walworth, Eſq; to the only
daugh. of John Blair, of Ballydevil, co.
of Londonderry, Eſq;-7. Capt. Henry
Bayly, eldeſt ſon of Sir Nicholas Bayly,

R*. Wm. Auſten,

pre
ſented to the vicarage of
Dunmore, Muchully, and Kilmodum, di
JULY 3.

oceſe of Oſſory.—9. The Rev. Hugh Ha
milton, D. D. profeſſor of natural philo
ſophy in the univerſity of Dublin, collat

ed to the vicarage of St. Anne's (Dr.
Cobbe, dec.) — 1. Rev. Matt. Green,

preſented to the vicarage of Carmony
(Rev. Tho. Merrifield, dec.)—12. The

Rev. Tho. Smyth, reëtor of Delgany,
app. treaſurer of St. Patrick's, Dublin.

to miſs Champagné–Walter Huſſey, of —The Rev. Tho. Smyth, chaplain to his
Donore, co. of Kildare, Eſq; to miſs grace the archbiſhop of Dublin, preſ: to
Burgh, daugh. of Tho. Burgh, late of the vicarage of Finglaſs, both vacant by
Bert in the ſaid co. Eſq;-Hopton Scott, the death of Dr. Cobbe.—zo. Theophi.

|.

of Ballygannon, co. of Wicklow, Eſq; to
Eſq; app. chief ſec. to his excel
miſs Wrightſon.—14. Rob. Waller, of ency the earl of Briſtol, lord lieutenant
Allenſtown, co. of Meath, Eſq; to miſs of this kingdom (Rt. hon. Aug. Hervey
Shirley, niece to the hon. Mrs. Moore. reſ.)—Rich. Jackſon, Eſq; ſec. for the
—Samuel Owens, jun. of Dundermot, co. provinces of Ulſter and Munſter (Theo.
of Roſcommon, Eſq; to miſs Kitty Wills, Jones, Eſq; pref.)—Mr. John Hay, chief
of Willſgrove in the ſaid county.
compoſer of muſic attending his majeſty's

ſtate, &c. (Matt. Dubourg, Eſq; dec.)—
Lift of DEATH's for the rear

1767.

EWIS Jones, Eſq;-John
Beaſly, Eſq; an eminent
clothier,and in the commiſſion of the peace

Rev. Philip Lefanu, A. M. col. to the
rectory of Mayacomb, dioceſs of Ferns.

Ju NE 24.
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Premiums

propºſed by the DUBLIN Society,
F

O

R

-

AGRICULTURE, PLANTING, &c.

H U S B A N D R Y.
Bog.
effectually reclaiming 1.
the greateſt quantity of
Bog (not leſs than 30 acres) ſo
that in the year 1768, it ſhall
be in tillage or meadow — so
For the next quantity, not
leſs than 25 acres
35
For the next quantity, not
leſs than 20 acres
25
For the next quantity, not
leſs than 15 acres
18
For the next quantity, not
leſs than 10 acres
12
All to be adjudged the 26th

... The above premiums for re- J. s. d.
s. d. claiming bog, were firſt pub
liſhed in July 1765, and it was
then notified that they would be
continued for 5 years from that
o o time,therefore they will be given
for reclaimed bog which ſhall be
o o in tillage or meadow in the year

Fº

-

1769, or 1770.

o o

-

holding above 20 acres, who

o o ſhall effectually reclaim one acre
of red unprofitable bog, ſo that
o o in the year 1770, it ſhall be in
tillage or meadow, the ſociety
will give a premium of 21. 1 os.
The ſum
will be appro
priated in theſe premiums to
each province, and if more than
twenty claimants, entitled to
the ſaid premium, ſhould ap
pear for any one province, then
the ſum of 50l. will be divided
among ſuch claimants, to be
adjudged the 18th of Dee.

-

-

of Jan. 1769.

..F.

Every claimant is to lay before the ſociety, the quality of
the bog before reclaiming, the
ſeveral methods he ſhall have

taken to reclaim the ſame, and
the depth and breadth of the
drains he ſhall have made : No

perſon ſhall be entitled to any
of the above premiums, unleſs
the depth of the bog before re-

1770.

claiming ſhall have been at leaſt
bottom of the bog, nor ſhall any
perſon receive more than one
premium for the ſame ground;
every thing elſe alike, renters
of land ſhall have the prefer-

.

-

-

s

2co

o

o

For making the greateſt num
ber of perches in drains through
unprofitable bog (not leſs than
4 ooo perches) to be at leaſt five
feet wide and 3 feet deep - 16 o o

four feet from the ſurface to the

tnct.

*

For every renter of land, not

For the next number, not
leſs than 3ooo
12
-

-

o

o

o

o

For the next number, not

leſs than zoo.o

-

8

For

-wº

Dublin Society Premiums."
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For the next number, not leſs l.

s. d.

in the manner above-mention--

than 10oo, to be adjudged the
17th of Nov. 1768.

-

o

4.

Mountain.

ed, the greateſt quantity of
land; but no claimant who

ſhall have ſown leſs than 5 a

To the perſon or perſons who
ſhall bring in, improve, and
effectually manure, to the ſa

mium, to be adjudged the 24th

tisfaction of the ſociety, the

of Nov. 1768.

cres, will be entitled to any pre

greateſt quantity of dry moun
tain, (not leſs than 15 acres) ſo
that in the year 1768, it ſhall
22
be in tillage
For the next quantity, not
leſs than 10 acres

15

-

For each of the provinces
reſpectively.
Every claimant muſt lay be
fore the ſociety, the nature of
his mountain land before re

37 Io

reſpectively.

The ſowing of beans or peas
as preparative to wheat, may

IO

O.

o

o

ſucceed to any crop except wheat,
or it may be done on lay ground,

o

clean of graſs or weeds by a
garden-hoe, or by hand: They

the rows or drills ſhould be kept
7 1o

who have no inſtrument but

the common ſwing plough,
ſhould have the rows three feet

aſunder; they who make uſe of

claiming, and the ſeveral me

the horſe-hoe or break, may
have the rows but two feet a

thods he ſhall have taken to re
claim it.

ſunder, or at any other diſtance,
ſo as to give room for a horſe

The like premiums will be
continued

to draw the inſtrument between

for mountain land

the rows, without damaging

which ſhall be effectually re
claimed and in tillage in the
years 1769 and 1770.

the crop. The ſowing of one
acre with beans or peas by hand,
in the manner mentioned, is e
qual to ſix days labour; half a
barrel of beans or peas is ſuffi

ea!.

It has been found that beans

or peas planted in rows or drills
by children, as in a garden, or
by a dibber, or ſown with a
drill plough, will anſwer all the

cient ſeed for one acre.

To the perſon who ſhall in

the year 1768, reap the greateſt
quantity of wheat by the acre,

advantages of ſummer fallow

and from no leſs than 10 acres

ing in preparing land for wheat,
provided the intervals be kept
clean by ploughing them at leaſt
three times, or more, if the
growth of weeds ſhould require

of ground, to be ſown before
the 1ſt of November, 1767,
with no more than 12 ſtone of

ſeed to the acre, half of the
ſeed to be ſown and covered

1t :

with the plough, and then the

The ſociety will therefore
give to the perſon who ſhall in
the year 1768, ſow with wheat
the greateſt quantity of land
(not leſs than 5 acres) on which

other half to be ſown on the

ſame ground and covered with
the harrow, to be adjudged
the zoth of April, 1769. -- 1 5
To the perſon who ſhall in

there had been a crop of beans

the year 1768, reap the greateſt

or peas in rows or drills the
ſame year, a premium of 5l.
and alſo a premium of 10 ſhil
lings for every acre above

quantity of wheat by the acre,
and from no leſs than 5 acres
of ground, to be ſown in like

five, the whole number not ex
ceeding twenty.

November, 1767, to be adjudg
ed the zoth of April, 1769.
To the perſon who ſhall in

This premium will be given
proportionably to each of the
three claimants who ſhall ap

e ,

For each of the provinces

For the next quantity, not
leſs than 5 acres, to be adjudg
ed the 26th of Jan. 1769.

45S

pear to have ſown with wheat,

o

o

7 Io

o

manner, and before the 1ſt of

the year 1768, reap the great
eſt quantity of wheat by the
acre,
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acre, from no leſs than ro acres 1. s. d.
of ground, ſown with not more
than 10 ſtone of ſeed to the a

cre, and which ſhall be covered
with the harrow only, to be ad

judged the 20th of April, 1769,

15

o o

This encouragement for ſow
ing under the harrow on
ly, is offered for each of
the provinces reſpectively.
No perſon ſhall be entitled to
any of the above premiums for

July,
Carrots.

For ſowing in the year 1768, l. s. d.
the greateſt quantity of land
(not leſs than 2 acres) with
carrots, to be made uſe of only
in feeding cattle, giving an ac
count of the ſoil, culture, pro
duce, and their effect on cattle
fed with them

the culture of wheat, who ſhall

not on or before the firſt day of
January, 1768, by letter to
the Society's aſſiſtant ſecretary

o

e

For the next quantity, not
leſs than 1 acre, to be adjudg
ed the 23d of Feb. 1769. , -, 5 o
*...* See a pamphlet lately
publiſhed by the ſociety in

Io

o

London, on the culture of
Carrots, and their uſe in

inform him, that he intends to

of the manner in which he ſhall

feeding cattle.
N. B. This piece may be had at John
Exſhaw's, Bookſeller, printed in a col
le&tion of pieces on Agriculture, and ar

have prepared his ground.

tificial Graſs-ſeeds, with intrućtions for

be a claimant of one or more of

the premiums offered, and alſo

To the renter of land who,

keeping bees in boxes, by which their
in the year 1768, ſhall ſow the
honey may be moſt conveniently taken
greateſt quantity of land with
away, without deſtroying or diſturbing
wheat (not leſs than 10 acres)
the generous animal: in the ſame piece is
and before the 1ſt of Oétober 5 o o given a Sečlion of the bee-houſe as well as
For the next quantity, not
of the boxes, by which it may with eaſe be
leſs than 8 acres,
4 o o conſtructed, all neatly engraved on copper.
For the next quantity, not
A Model of the Box may be ſeen at his
leſs than 6 acres, to be adjudg
ſhop.
Burnet.
ed the 27th of O&t. 1768. -- 3 o o
For each of the provinces re
For ſowing or planting in the
year 1768, the greateſt quanti
ſpectively.
Turnips.
ty of land (not leſs than 3 acres)
For ſowing in the year 1768,
with burnet, giving an account
of the ſoil, culture, produce,
the greateſt quantity of land
and its effect on cattle fed with
(not leſs than 2 acres) with
1t
—
15 o o
turnips, in drills, horſe-hoeing
the intervals
For the next quantity, not
IO.
O.
O.
leſs than 2 acres
For the next quantity, not
leſs than 1 acre, to be adjudged
For the next quantity, not
the zoth of O&t. 1768,
leſs than 1 acre, to be adjudged
the 5th of O&t. 1769. –
5 o a
Parſnips.
Lucerne.
For ſowing in the year 1768,
the greateſt quantity of land
For ſowing or planting in the
(not leſs than 2 acres) with par
year 1768, the greateſt quantity
of land (not leſs than 1 acre)
ſnips, to be made uſe of only in
feeding cat,le, or ſwine, giving
with Lucerne, giving an ac
an account of the ſoil, culture,
count of the ſoil, culture, pre
-

-

roduce, and their effect on cat
Io
tle fed with them,
For the next quantity, not

duce, and its effect on cattle
o

o

fed with it, to be adjudged the
5th of Oct. 1769.
-

5

c

o

Clover Seed.
leſs than 1 acre, to be adjudg
ed the 23d of Feb. 1769. - 5 o o
To the perſon not already en
It has been found by experi
couraged, who ſhall in the year
ence that ſwine will thrive re
1768, ſave the greateſt quantity
(not leſs than 12 Ct. weight) of
markably well by being fed up
on Parſnips,
clean and ſound clover ſeed,
the
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Beech.
the growth of land of his own l. s. d.
holding,
15 o o
For planting out the greateſt 1.
number of beech (not leſs than
For the next quantity, not
7 o o zoo.o) under 5 years old, be
leſs than 8 Ct. weight —
tween the 1ſt of O&tober, 1767,
For the next quantity, not
leſs than 7 Ct. weight, to be
and the 1ſt of April, 1768,
not nearer to each other than
adjudged the 9th of March,

1769.

-

1 5 feet.—A Gold Medal.—
Or if to a renter of land, to be

-

White Clover Seed.

adjudged the 14th of April,

To the perſon not already en
couraged, who ſhall in the year
1768, ſave the greateſt quantity
(not leſs than 2 Ct. weight) of

1768.

clean and ſound white or Dutch

leſs than 1 Ct. weight, to be
adjudged the 9th of March,
5

Trefoyle Seed.

To the perſon not already
encouraged, who ſhall in the
year 1768, ſave the greateſt
quantity (not leſs than 10 Ct.
weight) of clean and ſound tre
foyle ſeed, to be cleared of the
hulls, and the growth of land
no
of his own holding
For the next quantity, not
leſs than 5 Ct. weight, to be
adjudged the 9th of March,
1769.

5

O

©

1768, not nearer to each other

A Gold Medal.—Or if to a

renter of land, to be adjudged
the 14th of April, 1768.
Weymouth Pines.
For planting out the greateſt
-

number (not leſs than 50o) of
Weymouth pines, under 5 years
old, between the 1ſt of Septem

-

For planting out the greateſt
number (not leſs than 1 ooo) of

ber, 1767, and the 1ſt of May,

oaks under five years old, be
tween the 1ſt of October, 1767,

1768, not nearer to each other
than 15 feet—A Gold Medal.
—Or if to a renter of land, to

and the 1ſt of April, 1768,

be adjudged the 12th of May,

not nearer to each other than

1768.

-

Scotch Firr.

15 feet, and engaging to cut
them down cloſe to the ground

For planting out the greateſt

within two years after planting

number (not leſs than 50oo) of
Scotch firs, under 5 years old,
between the firſt of September,

—A Gold Medal.—Or if to a
o

1767, and the 1ſt of May,

For planting out the greateſt

1768, not nearer to each other
than 10 feet, in coarſe moun

number (not leſs than 1 ooo) of

tain land—A Gold Medal.—

Larix, under five years old, be
tween the 1ſt of September,
1767, and the 1ſt of April,

adjudged the 12th of May,

Larix.

Or if to a renter of land, to be
1768.

1768, not nearer to each other

Spruce or Silver Firrs.

than 15 feet—A Gold Medal.
—Or if to a renter of land,

To be adjudged the 14th of
April 1768.
July, 1767.

Q

than 10 feet, engaging to cut
them down cloſe to the ground
within 2 years after planting—

Oaks.

renter of land, to be adjudged
the 14th of April, 1768.

o

Sycamore, Aſh, Norway Maple,
Spaniſh Cheſnut, and black
Cherry.
For planting out the greateſt
number of Sycamore, Aſh,
Norway Maple, Spaniſh Cheſ
nut, or black cherry (not leſs
than 50oo of one kind, or of
all together) under 5 years old,
between the 1ſt of September,
1767, and the firſt of April,

Clover ſeed, the growth of land
IO
of his own holding
For the next quantity, not
1769.

s. d.

o

For planting out the greateſt
number of ſpruce or ſilver firrs
(not leſs than 2000 of either,
or both together) under 5 years
M m in

July,
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old, between the 1ſt of Sep-l. s. d. tioned, the firſt Thurſday in l. s. d.
tember, 1767, and the 1ſt of
May, 1768, not nearer to each
other than 15 feet—A Goid
Medal.—Or if to a enter of

land, to be adjudged the 12th
of May, 1768. The above premiums for
-

planting, are offered for
each of the provinces reſ
pe&tively. . .
N. B. By planting out trees
at the diſtance from each other

required, the Society do not
mean to exclude the planting of
other trees or ſhrubs between

the trees ſo planted, as ſhelter
to them; but no premium will
be granted for the intermediate
planting.
In adjudging the above pre
miums for planting, the Socie
ty expect it ſhall be made ap
pear to them, that the planta
tions are well fenced in and ſe

cured from cattle, and that ſe

every month of May.
Copſing.
To every renter of land who
ſhall before the 1ſt day of
March, 1768, encloſe with a

ſufficient hedge or ditch any
quantity of ſhrub or unprofita
ble wood, the ſociety will pay
half of the expence which the
ſaid renter of land ſhall have

been at in making the ſaid fence
and cutting down the ſaid ſhrub
or unprofitable wood, provided
the ſame ſhall not exceed zol.

the claimant producing certifi
cates from two magiſtrates in his
neighbourhood, as evidence of
what he ſhall have performed.
The ſum of 1 ool. ſhall be

appropriated to anſwer the en
couragement here propoſed,
and if half the expence which
the claimants ſhall be at ſhould
exceed Iool. that ſun ſhall then

red, that the ſaid plantations

be divided among the claimants
proportionably to their merit,
to be adjudged the 17th of

fhall be kept up in good order

March, 1768

for at leaſt ſeven years.

N. B. One half only of
theſe premiums will be paid at
the time of adjudication, and
the other half four years after
ward, on certificates being pro
duced from two magiſtrates in
the reſpective neighbourhoods,
that the ſaid copies have been
preſerved from cattle.

curity ſhall be given, if requi

Nurſeries.
That improvers in all parts of
the kingdom may be the better
ſupplied with trees, the ſociety
will pay for every perſon in each
of the ſeveral counties of Ire

land (the county of Dublin ex
cepted) who ſhall firſt keep a
well incloſed nurſery of foreſt
trees, the trees being of at leaſt

I Co o
-

Ditching.

of 21. for every ſuch acre above

For making the greateſt num
her of perches (not leſs than
zoo) in ditching, between the
1ſt of Ośtober, 1767, and the
1ſt of April, 1768, to be 6
feet wide and 5 feet deep mea

one, the whole yearly rent for

ſured perpendicular, to be as

two years growth, a yearly 1 ent
for three years of sl. for one
acre of ground ſo occupied in a
nurſery, and alſo a yearly rent

o

-

narrow as poſſible at bottom,
and well quicked with white
13. to be adjudged the 5th of
416 o o thorn or crab quicks, with Eng
May, 1768.
N. B. Five of the Grand
liſh elms planted quick-ways in
the face of the ditch, on the
July of the Spring aſſizes where
this encouragement ſhall be
ſame bed with the quicks or a
little above it, and diſtant from
claimed, are to ce; tıfy concern
each other not more than two
ing the condition of the nurſe
perches, with one or two foreſt
ry, and the quantity cf ground

any one nurſery not exceeding

cccupied therein.

The ſociety will pry the a
bove rent on the conditions men

trees of any kind except aſh be
tween the elms;

A Gold
Medal.

-

For
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For the next quantity, not J. s. d.
8 o o
For the ſecond number of A Silver leſs than 8 Ct. weight
perches, not leſs than 1.5o ; - Medal.
For the next quantity, not
For the third number of
leſs than 4 Ct. weight, to be
adjudged the 17th of Nov.
perches, not leſs than 1 oo 5 to
be adjudged the 21ſt of April, A Silver 1768,
5 o o
s.

l.

d.

-

Medal.

1768.

reſpectively.
This encouragement for rai

To the leſſee paying rent,
who ſhall make the greateſt
number of perches in ditching

ſing liquorice was firſt publiſh

as above, not leſs than 200 - 1 2
For the ſecond number, not

o

o

6

o

o

leſs than 150

-

-

For the third number, not

leſs than 1 oo, to be adjudged
the 21ſt of April, 1768. The above premiums for
ditching, are offered for
each of the provinces reſ

-

For each of the provinces

ed in the year 1764, and will
be continued for liquorice raiſed
in the years 1769, 1779, and
1771.

Hºps.
4.

o

o

1769, the greateſt quantity (not

leſs than 8 Ct. weight) of good
merchantable

pectively.

hops,

of

the

growth of that year, a ſample
of Ct. weight to be produced

Rape.
For raiſing and ſaving in the
year 1767, the greateſt quan
tity of rape-feed, from boggy,
ruſhy, or mountainous ground 3 4.

For producing in the year

to the ſociety, to be adjudged
the 2d of Nov. 1769 — — 50 o o
This encouragement for hops
2

6 was firſt publiſhed in the year

For the ſecond quantity - 22 I 5 o 1765, and it was them notified,
that it would be continued for
For the third quantity, to be
adjudged the 28th of Jan. 1768 17. 1 3 five years from 1767; the like
No leſs than 20 acres of rape
premium will the efore be given
ſhall entitle any perſon to the
for hops produced in the years
firſt premium.

Nor leſs than 15 acres to the
ſecond premium.
Nor leſs than 1 o acres to the

third premium.
The like premiums will be
continued for rape-ſeed
raiſed in the years 1768,
1769, and 1770.
Rape Mills.
For the rape mill in each of
the four provinces, which ſhall
firſt be erected before the 1ſt of

Oćtober, 1768, and upwards
of 25 miles diſtant from any
rape mill already erected, the
ſociety will pay a premium of
5ol. provided it ſhall appear
that not leſs than the ſum of

2001. was expended in the erec
ting of ſuch mill, to be ad
judged the 20th of Oct. 1768. 200 O O
Liquorice.
For raiſing in the year 1768,
the greateſt quantity (not leſs
than 12 Ct. weight) of good
ſound liquotice
11 o o

1770, 1771, and 1772.
Hop Poles.

!

To perſons poſſeſſed of hop
yards, who ſhall plant out with
any kind of timber trees any
piece of encloſed ground, for
the purpoſe of raiſing hop poles,
no leſs than a rood being al

º

lowed for each acre of hop
yard, the ſum of 60l. will be
given in premiums, at the rate
31. for each rood ſo planted,
no one perſon being to receive
a higher premium than 12!. to
be adjudged the 7th of April
1768

-

-

-

6o

o

o

To be continued for 5 years
from 1767.

No perſon can be entitled to
any premium, who ſhall not

give ſecurity for preſerving his
plantation for 7 years.
Honey and Wax.
To the perſon who in the year
1768, ſhall collect the greateſt
quantity of honey and wax from
ſtocks of bees of his own pro
M m m z

perty,

July,
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s. d.
ſhall
firſt
import
into
this
king-l.
erty, without deſtroying the 1. s. d. dom,
before the 1ſt of Feb.
i. and ſhall leave a ſufficient
1768, ſtrong able mares from 4
quantity of honey for their win
10 o o to 6 years old, not under 14
– 7 o o hands and a half high, fit for
the plough and other country
Bee-hives.
º, a premium of 51. will be
To the perſon who ſhall make
given for every ſuch mare, the
the beſt and greateſt number of
bee-hives, not leſs than 80 - 3 o o number not exceeding zo; to
be adjudged Feb. 11, 1768.- :
For the ſecond number, not
Draft Stallions.
leſs than 40. To be adjudged
o
o
To the perſon or perſons who
the 13th of O&t. 1768.
2
ſhall import into this kingdom,
Theſe premiums for bee-hives
before the 1ſt day of February,
are promiſed for each of

ter ſuſtenance,

—

-

-

For the next quantity

1768, the beſt black draft ſtal

the provinces reſpectively.

lions, to be under 6 years old,
and at leaſt 15 hands high, a
premium of Iol. will be given
* Inſtrućtions for this purpoſe, whe for every ſuch ſtallion, the num
ther in hives or boxes, are given in a piece ber not exceeding five ; to be
publiſhed by John Exſhaw, in Dame ſtreet. adjudged Feb. 11, 1768. – 50
Breeding Mares.

To the perſon or perſons who

M

A

N

U

F

Iron made with Coak.

Fº

A

I.

s. d.

50

o

making the greateſt

quantity (not leſs than two
tons) of tough bar iron, with
coak only, or Iriſh coal chared,

the iron being equal in good
meſs to that made with wood

charcoal; to be adjudged Dec.
8, 1768.

— —

— —

R

E

S.

making of ſteel reeds for filk 1.
weavers for ſeven years.
And for aſcertaining the
number and goodneſs of ſteel
reeds, for which the above pre
miums will be given, the cor
poration of weavers of the city

s. d.

and that they are of equal good
neſs with thoſe imported.
Wool Combs.

For making three pitched ſteel
wool-coombs of equal goodneſs
with thoſe imported, a premium
of 1 I. will be given for each

For making ſilk-weavers ſteel
reeds, as good and perfectly
made as any imported, a premi
– um of 11. will be given for every
ſuch reed, provided the number

pair, provided the number of

airs ſhall not exceed 30, and if
it ſhould, then the ſum of 3ol.
will be divided in proportion to

fhall not exceed 40, and if it
ſhould, then the ſum of 40 l.

the number of pairs inade by
each claimant; to be adjudged
on the 24th of Nov. 1768, - 30

will be divided proportionably
to the number of reeds made by

the ſociety to take an apprentice,

U

mine the ſame, and certify to
the ſociety the number of them,

manufactured.
Steel Reed.

No perſon ſhall be entitled to
any premium for making ſteel
reeds, who ſhall not engage to

T

o

of Dublin, or ſuch committee
o as they ſhall appoint, ſhall exa

A ſample of at leaſt 1 Ct.
weight muſt be produced to the
ſociety, and ſatisfactory proof
will be required of the quantity

each claimant; to be adjudged
the 6th of O&tober, 1768. – 4o

C

o

o

o

o

Q

Stockings.

For manufacturing knitted
ribbed ſtockings, ſuch as are now

imported, and ſold from 4 s. 4d.
to 6 s. per pair, to weigh 5 lb.

and alſo that he will continue to

per dozen, to meaſure 24 inches

carry on in this kingdom the

from the heel to the top of the

leg,

1767.
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d.

leg, and 10 inches from the toe 1. s. d.
to the hecl, and to be made of

of March, 1768.

-

–

Felts Hatt.

ſoft worſted of 3 threads, ſpun
on the ſmall wheel, one ſhilling

For manufacturing the beſt
Felt hats of lambs wool only, at

will be given as a premium for
every pair of ſuch ſtockings, pro

the diſtance of at leaſt 20 miles

vided the number of pairs ſhall
not exceed 300, and if it ſhould,

from Dublin, new claimants to
make at leaſt zoo, and former
claimants 4oo, ſix hats to be

the he ſum of 15 l. will be di
vided cºproportionably to the
number of pairs ſo manufactur
ed by each claimant 5 to be ad
judged March 24, 1768. - 15

produced by each claimant, and
ſatisfactory proof given that the
remainder are of equal goodneſs

with thoſe produced — — 15 o o

Silken Gloves.

Sizing Paper.
To the perſon well ſkilled in

For manufacturing the great
eſt number of pairs (not leſs
than 4oo) of ſilken gloves or

the finiſhing and ſizing of white,
paper, who ſhall firſt come into
this kingdom, before the 1ſt day
of May, 1768, upon giving

mitts, in a machine to be ere&-

ed in this kingdom, - – 15
For the next number of pairs,
- Io
not leſs than 3oo,
For the next number of pairs,
not leſs than 100; to be adjudg
ed March the 24th, 1768. —

proof of his ſkill, and ſecurity
to continue in this kingdom for

-

ſeven years; and alſo upon his
taking two apprentices, with

each of whom the ſociety will
pay a fee of 10 l to be adjudg

Bone Lace.

ed the 19th of May, 1768. - 4o o o
Gathering Rags for Paper-makers.
To the perſons who ſhall ga
ther in this kingdom, dry ner
chantable linen rags, and ſell
them to the paper-makers, the
fun of 40]. will be given at
the rate of ſixpence in the pound
ſterling, on the value of ſuch
rags ſo gathered and ſold, pro

For the encouragement of
the making of bone lace, by

the Foundling children in the
work-houſe of the city of Dub
lin, 30 guineas will be given to
the moſt deſerving, in ſuch pro
portions and in ſuch manner as

the Rt. Hon. Lady Arabella
Denny ſhall judge will moſt con
duce to the improvement of that
manufacture in the ſaid work

houſe,

–

-

-

vided the ſame ſhall not exceed

-

34.

2.

6

To any manufacturers of bone
lace, except of the city work
houſe, a ſum not exceeding 30
guineas will be given, as the
ſociety ſhall judge the claimants
merit, and in proportion to the
value of bone

|.

3

17

gathered by each claimant ; to

be adjudged the 1ſt of Decem
ber, 1768.
Tanning

which each

ſhall have manufactured, — 34
Thread Lace knit with Needles.

For manufacturing thread
lace, to be knit with needles, the
ſum of 15 guineas will be given
in proportion to the reſpective
merit of the claimants; no leſs

than 4 yards of ſuch lace in
length, and 2% inch. in breadth,
ſhall entitle any perſon to a pre
mium. Regard will be had to
the fineneſs and clearneſs of the

work, and the beauty of the
Pattern ; to be adjudged the 31ſt

16ool. and if it ſhould, then

the ſum of 40 l. ſhall be given in
proportion to the value of rags
...) Iwith
Bog Myrtle.

40

o

For veal ſkins weighing from
2

6

4 to 7 lb. each ſkin, which ſhall
be compleatly tanned with bo

myrtle only, and dreſſed for the
ſhoemaker, the ſum of 30l. ſhall

be given in premiums of not
more than five ſhillings, nor
leſs than two ſhillings for eve
ry ſuch ſkin according to weight 3o a o
For light calf ſkins weighing
from 18 to 26 lb. per dozen,
which ſhall be compleatly tan
ned with bog myrtle only, and
dreſſed for the ſhoemaker, the

ſum of 15 1. ſhall be given in
premiums

Dublin Society Premiums.
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July,

premiums of not more than 10 l. s. d. ful trade or manufacture, ſuchi. s. d.
thillings, nor leſs than 8 ſhil
as making oakum, breaking
lings for every dozen of ſuch
hemp or flax, knitting or net
iſkins according to weight - 15 o o making, the greateſt number
(not leſs than twelve) of blind
Ruſh Matting.
To the perſon who ſhall
perſons of either ſex, - ...— 22 15 e
make and ſell in the city of Dub
The ſum of 51. will alſo be
lin, bull-ruſh broad matting, of
given to be diſtributed among
at leaſt 4 feet wide without few
the blind perſons ſo employed,
ing, a ſum not exceeding 16 l.
in proportion to their merit, by
the miniſter and church wardens
13 s. 4d. will be given at the
of the place were ſuch perſons
rate of four pence per yard for
have been employed; to be ad
fuch matting ſo made and ſold;
to be adjudged Nov. 3, 1768. 16 13 4 judged Dec. 1, 1768. — — 5 o e
Employing the Blind.
For each of the provinces re
To the perſon who ſhall em
ſpectively.
ploy for one year, in any uſe
-

F IN E

AR TS

Hiſtory Painting.
1.
O R the beſt original hiſto
ry piece, painted in oil co

and M E CH AN I C S.

s. d.

um, the ſociety require that it
ſhall be exhibited at the artiſts

lours, on a canvas of at leaſt

exhibition in Dublin in the year

6 feet, four inches, by 4 feet,
6 inches,
For the next beſt,

—

3o
– 15

1768.-The premiums for the
o
o

For the next beſt
Portrait.

—

— 11

o
o

7

%

For the beſt original half
length portrait, painted in oil
colours

— — 11
Drawing.

ed on the Thurſday after the
The drawings and bas relief
which ſhall obtain the premiums
are to remain in poſſeſſion of the
ſociety for two months.
Intaglio.
For the beſt intaglio, cut in an
oval red cornelian from the head

7 6 ſide of the medal, given as an

honorary premium by this ſoci

For the beſt drawing of the
human figure from the living
model at the ſociety's drawing
ſchool—An honorary premium
of a palette of ſilver gilt.
For the beſt drawing of a

ety, the ſame to be left with the

ſociety as their property; to be
adjudged Oct. 22, 1767. — 6 16 e
Figure Drawing.
For the beſt drawing of hu
man heads and figures by a boy
under the age of 18 years, two
full figures and two heads to be
produced,
5 o

group of human figures, not leſs
than five—An honorary premi

of a palette of filver gilt.

For the next beſt

Bas Relief.
For the beſt bas relief in white
marble executed in Ireland, and

ten inches long,

– 22 15
Fer the beſt bas relief cut in

o

wood, to confiſt of at leaſt five

N. B. To entitle any of the

3

o

§

For the beſt invention in pat
tern drawing, e, her in foliages
or flowers, by a boy or girl un
der the age of 18 years, each

figures, the principal figure to
– 6 16

-—

For the next beſt ; to be ad
judged May 26, 1768. – 2 o o
Pattern Drawing.

confiſting of at leaſt five figures,
the principal figure to be at leaſt

be at leaſt 12 inches long,

ſaid performances to be adjudg
ſaid exhibition ſhall be cloſed.

Landſcape.
For the beſt original Land
ſcape, painted in oil colours, on
a canvas of at leaſt 4 feet by 3, 22
-

above performances to a premi-l. s. d.

6

claimant to produce 6 full pat
terms proper for paper hangings,
carpets, damaſks, or ſome other,
article

Dublin Society Premiumſ.
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article in one of the ſeveral ma-l.
nufactures

4

s. d. anſwer in an examination in ar-l.
o
chite&ture, to a committee which

For the next beſt — – 3
2.
For the next beſt,
-

O

For the next beſt

O

I

Architect Drawing.
For the beſt drawing in archi
te&ture, by a boy under the age
—
of 18 years

o

:

s. d"

ſhall be appointed by the ſociety, 2 5
To the boy who Å. anſwer
next beſt ; to be adjudged Feb.

6

4, 1768.

9

-

-

1

2

Machine for cutting Wood Screws.
For the beſt conſtructed ma
8

For the next beſt

chine for cutting Wood Screws
in iron, ſteel, or braſs, of the

For the next beſt; to be ad

various ſizes now in uſe, viz.

3

3.

— 1 2 9 from half an inch to 3 inches in
Architecture.
length; to be adjudged the 26th
To the boy educated in the
of May, 1768. — — — 11 7 6
ſociety's ſchool, who ſhall beſt

judged April 28, 1768.

C H Y M I S T R Y,

Tº

Iſinglaſ.
the

; who ſhall 1.

make before the firſt day
Jan. 1768, the greateſt quan
tity (not leſs than 2 Ct. weight)
of iſinglaſs, equal to any im
ported, – — — . — 5o

s. d.

o

upon his communicating his 1. s. d.
whole proceſs to a perſon or per
ſons appointed by the ſociety,and
provided the ſame ſhall appear
to promiſe public benefit; to be
adjudged Dec. 8, 1768. — 50 o o
Fuller's Earth.

o

To the perſon who ſhall diſ

For the next quantity, not

cover a fuller's earth, which will

leſs than 1 Ct; to be adjudged
Jan. 21, 1768.

&c.

– 22 15

o

Verditer Blue.

compleatly anſwer all the pur
poſes for which fuller's earth is

For 2 Ct. weight of the beſt

uſed, and upon his ſatisfying

verditer blue made in this king
dom, and equal in goodneſs to
any imported to be adjudged
Feb. 4. 1763.
— 34 z 6
Salt Petre.

the ſociety that a ſufficient quan
tity to ſupply the demands for it
in this kingdom may be obtain
ed at a reaſonable rate; to be

adjudged Dec. 15, 1768. — 1 oo o e
N. B. Large lumps of fuller's

To the perſon who ſhall pro
duce I Ct. weight of good ſalt
petre, made in this kingdom,

earth are often found in the

Clonmel tobacco-pipe clay.

(
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Cod, Ling, Heak, and Haddock. 1. s. d. the year 1768, between the firſt 1. s. d.
day of May and the firſt day of
LN OR taking, curing, and
ſelling, between the 1ſt of
September, on the eaſt coaſt of
OSłober, 1767, and the 1ſt of
this kingdom, between the lough
of Carlingford and the hill of
April, 1768, on any of the coaſts
Howth, with ſuch boat in any
of this kingdom, the greateſt
one night, firſt take any quan
quantity (not leſs than 1 tun
tity of herrings, not leſs than 3
weight) of ſound merchantable

H

cod, ling, heak, or haddock, -34 - 6
For the next quantity, not

meaſe, which ſhall be ſold freſh
and ſound in Dublin market — 11

7

6

To the owner of any fiſhing
leſs than 12 Ct. weight ; to be
adjudged April 21, 1768. – 22 15 o boat or wherry, not leſs than 26
feet deep in the keel, who ſhall
Herring Fiſhery.
in the year 1768, between the
To the owner of any fiſhing
boat or wherry, not leſs than 26
firſt day of May and the firſt day
of September, on the caſt coaſt
feet in the keel, who ſhall in
of

Dublin Society Premiumſ.
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of this kingdom, between the 1. s. d. ings at Tinmouth, is by ſitting
hill of Howth and the head of

open and waſhing them with

Wicklow, with ſuch boat, in

ſea water, then drying them in

any one night, firſt take any
uantity of herrings, not leſs
i. 3 meaſe, which ſhall be

ſprinkling them with ſea-water
whilſt they are drying.

the ſun, and now and then

ſold freſh and ſound in Dublin
market,

7 6

-

All matters for which the ſociety offer
after the pub
ication of ſuch premiums, unleſs there be
particular exception in the publication.
The ſociety reſerve to themſelves a
power of giving in all caſes ſuch part only
of any premium as the performance ſhall

F.". muſt be begun

To the owner of any fiſhing
boat or wherry to be built here

July,

w

after, not leſs than 26 feet in

the keel, who ſhall in the year
x768, between the firſt day of
May and the firſt day of Sep
tember, on the eaſt coaſt of this

be adjudged to deſerve, or in caſe of want

kingdom, between the lough of
Carlingford and the hill of
Howth, with ſuch boat in any
one night, firſt take any quan
tity of herrings, not leſs than
3 meaſe, which ſhall be ſold

of merit, no part.
. A candidate for a premium, or a per
ſon applying for a bounty, being detect
ed in any difingenuous methods to im
poſe upon the ſociety, ſhall forfeit all
ſuch premium or bounty, and be incapa
ble of obtaining any for the future; and
7 6 if any perſon ſhall be detected in offering
any forged inſtrument in evidence to the
ſociety, or in committing wilful perjury
in proof of any claim, a proſecution will
be carried on againſt ſuch offender with
the utmoſt rigour of the law.
The ſociety being defirous of avoiding
as much as poſſible the multiplication of
oaths in the diſpoſal of their premiums,
requeſt that the nobility, magiſtrates, gen
try and clergy in their ſeveral diſtricts,will
give their attention when applied to for
certificates of the merit of any candidate
for a premium, to examine the pretenſi

freſh and ſound in Dublin mar

ket,

1I

To the owner of any fiſhing
Boat or wherry to be built here
after, not leſs than 26 feet in

the keel, who ſhall in the year
1768, between the firſt day of

May, and the firſt day of Sep
tember, on the eaſt coaſt of this

kingdom, between the hill of
Howth and the head of Wick

low, with ſuch boat, in any
one night, firſt take any quan
tity of herrings, not leſs than
3 meaſe, to be ſold freſh and

-

ſound in Dublin market; to be

adjudged OSt. 27, 1768.

- I I

Whiteings.

For curing whiteings on any
of the coaſts of this kingdom,
after the manner practiſed at

ons of ſuch perſon, that the ſociety may
7

6 not be under the neceſſity of tendering an

affidavit to him; which they apprehend
has ſometimes occaſioned the miſappli
cation of their fund, and the guilt of
eiti ury.

Tinmouth in Devonſhire, 20 l.

Ali claimants of premiums are requeſt

per cent. will be given on the
value of whiteings ſo cured and
... u, provided the ſame ſhall
not exceed 500 l. and if it

ed to ſend in their claims at lateſt on the

ſhould, then the ſum of 10ol.

ton-ſtreet.

day before ſuch premiums are to be ad
judged, directed to the Rev. Mr Peter

Chaigneau, at the ſociety's houſe in Graf

will be divided in proportion to
the value of whiteings focured

By order of the ſociety.
and ſold by each claimant, to
be adjudged Mar. 16, 1769. 1oo o o PETER CHAIG NEAU, aſſiſtant ſecretary.
The method of culing white

-

----

----
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-
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His Royal IIighneſs GEORGE Prince of Wales
and Prince FREDERICK.
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GENTLEMAN’s and LONDON

M A G A Z I N E,
For

A U G U

(The Political History, &c. for
1766, continued from page 395, and
concluded.)
Parliament meets after the Holydayſ. The
American Affairs again particularly re
commended from the Throne; Addreſſes
thereon. Petitions ſent from the trad
ing and manufaāuring Towns. Great
Debates upon the Right of Taxation.
. The Right of Taxation confirmed and
aſtertained.
HE RE ſcarce was ever any affair
debated in a Britiſh parliament, in
which the public thought themſelves more

deeply intereſted, or for the reſult of which
they felt a more impatient anxiety than
the preſent Nor was the reſt of Europe,
eſpecially the commercial part, inattentive
to the event.

-

S

T,

1767.

manufaştures, (beſides thoſe articles im
ported from abroad, which were purchaſ
ed either with our own manufactures, or

with the produce of our colonies) which
the American trade formerly took off of
our hands : by all which, many thouſand
manufacturers, ſeamen, and labourers had

been employed, to the very great and in
creaſing benefit of the nation. That, in
return for theſe exports, the petitioners
had received from the colonies, rice, indi
go, tobacco, naval ſtores, oil, whale

fins, furs, and lately pot-aſh, with other
ſtaple commodities, beſides a large ba
lance in remittances by bills of exchange
and bullion, obtained by the coloniſts
for articles of their produce, not requir
ed for the Britiſh market, and therefore
exported to other places.
That from the nature of this trade,

The ſecond ſpeech from the conſiſting of Britiſh manufactures export
Jan. 14. throne, as well as the firſt, ed, and of the import of raw matérials
pointed out the American affairs to par from America, many of them uſed in our
liament, as the principal obječt of its de manufactures, and all of them tending to
liberations: both houſes by their addreſſes leſſen our dependence on neighbouring
ſhewed that they looked upon them in the ſtates, it muſt be deemed of the high
ſame important light. Petitions were eſt importance in the commercial ſyſtem
received from the merchants of

Lom of this nation.

That this commerce ſo

don, Briſtol, Lancaſter, Liverpoole, beneficial to the ſtate, and ſo neceſſary
Hull, Glaſgow, &c. and indeed from for the ſupport of multitudes, then lay un
moſt of the trading and manufactur der ſuch difficulties and diſcouragements,

ing towns and boroughs in the king that nothing leſs than its utter ruin was
dom. In theſe petitions they ſet forth apprehended without the immediate inter
the great decay of their trade, owing poſition of parliament.
to the new laws and regulations made

That the colonies were then indcbted

for America : the vaſt quantity of our to the merchants of Great Britain, to the
N n n
annount
Aug. 1767.
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amount of ſeveral millions ſterling ; and
that, when preſſed for payment, they ap
peal to paſt experience in proof of their
willingneſs; but declare, it is not in their
power at preſent to make good their en
gagements, alledging that the taxes and
reſtrictions laid upon them, and the ex
tenſion of the juriſdiction of the vice-ad
miralty-courts, eſtabliſhed by ſome late
acts of parliament, particularly by an act
paſſed in the 4th year of his preſent Ma
jeſty, for granting certain duties in the
Britiſh colonies and plantations in A
merica, and by an ačt paſſed in the 5th
year of his Majeſty, for granting and ap
plying certain ſtamp-duties, &c. in the
ſaid colonies, &c. with ſeveral regulati
ons and reſtraints, which, if founded in
aćts of parliament for defined purpoſes,
they repreſent to have been extended in
ſuch a manner, as to diſturb legal com
merce and haraſs the fair trader:

Aug.

alſo a petition from the agent for the
iſland of Jamaica, ſetting forth the ill
conſequences that had attended a ſtamp
tax, that had been laid on in that iſland

by the aſſembly, and which was ſuffered
to expire, it having been found unequal
and burdenſome in a very high degree.
And he conceived the preſent law for
a ſtamp-duty in the colonies, would be
attended with the ſame, if not greater in
conveniencies.

There were alſo petitions received from

the agents for Virginia and Georgia, ſet
ting forth their inability to pay the ſtamp
duty, &c. It is remarkable that theſe
three were the only petitions delivered
this ſeſſion in the name of any of the
colonies : which muſt be imputed to the
reception their petitions met with the laſt

year, of which we have already taken
notice.

and to

But neither the arguments nor fa&ts
have ſo far interrupted the uſual and contained in the petitions could prevail
former moſt fruitful branches of their on the party who had reſolved on the
commerce, reſtrained the ſale of their pro ſupport of the ſtamp act at all events, to
duce, thrown the ſtate of the ſeveral

remit in the leaſt of their ardor.

They repreſented the petitions as the
provinces into confuſion, and brought on
ſo great a number of actual bankruptcies, effects of miniſterial artifice. And they
that the former opportunities and means argued, even if the diſtreſs of trade, from

of remittances and payments were utter a due exertion of the authority of parlia
ly loſt, and taken from them.
That the petitioners were, by theſe un
happy events, reduced to the neceſſity of
applying to the houſe, in order to ſecure

ment, had been as real and as great as
it was repreſented; yet it were better
ſubmit to this temporary inconveni
ence, than, by a repeal of the a&, to

themſelves and their families from im

hazard the
of the juſt ſuperiority
of Great-Britain over her colonies.

pending ruin ; to prevent a multitude
of manufacturers from becoming a bur
den to the community, or elſe ſeeking
their bread in other countries, to the irre
trievable loſs of the kingdom ; and to
reſerve the ſtrength of this nation entire,
its commerce flouriſhing, the revenues
, increaſing, our navigation, the bulwark
of the kingdom, in a ſtate of growth
and extenſion, and the colonies, from
inclination, duty, and intereſt, firmly at
tached to the mother country.
Such a number of petitions from every
part of the kingdom, pregnant with ſo
many intereſting facts, ſtated and atteſt
ed by ſuch number of people, whoſe lives
had been entirely devoted to trade, and
who muſt be naturally ſuppoſed to be
competent judges of a ſubject which they
had ſo long and ſo cloſely attended to,
(beſides that it ſhewed the general ſenſe
of the nation) could not fail of having

great weight with the houſe.—There was

toº

Thoſe who contended for the repeal
were divided in opinion as to the right of

taxation : the more numerous body, of
whom were the miniſtry, inſiſted that
the legiſlature of Great-Britain had an
undoubted right to tax the colonies; but

relied on the inexpediency of the preſent
tax, as ill adapted to the condition of

the colonies, and built upon principles
ruinous to the trade of Great-Britain.

Thoſe who denied the right of tax
ation, were not ſo numerous; but they

conſiſted of ſome of the moſt diſtinguiſhed
and popular names in the kingdom, a
mong which was that of a noble lord at

the head of one of the firſt departments
of the law, who, by ſome deciſions fa
vourable to liberty, ſtood high in the
eſteem of the public; and a right honour
able commoner, who had long enjoyed
the moſt unbounded popular applauſe,
toge

*
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together with other lords and gentlemen preſentative; and this is that firſt and ge
neral right as Britiſh ſubjećts, with which

of the firſt charaćter *.

Though the urgency of the matter

the firſt inhabitants of the colonies emi

occaſioned the houſe to attend to it with

grated, for the right does not depend upon

the moſt unwearied application,

their charters : the charters were but the

and

twelve, one, or two o'clock in the morn exterior modelling of the conſtitution of

ing, were become common hours of din the colonies; but the great interior fun
damental of their conſtitution is this ge

ing with the members, ſo late it frequent
ly was before they broke up from the
public buſineſs ; yet the nature of their
enquiries, the number of petitions they
received, and the multitude of papers
and witneſſes they had to examine, occa
fioned a delay which could not be reme
died. During which time there were
continual debates, and the oppoſition made
the moſt ſtrenuous efforts for enforcing
the ſtamp act, and by every means to pre
vent a repeal. There were two queſti
ons aroſe in the courſe of this debate.

neral right of a Britiſh ſubjećt ; which

is the very firſt principle of Britiſh liberty,
—No man ſhall be taxed, but by him
ſelf, or by his repreſentative.
That the counties palatine of Cheſter,
Durham, and Lancaſter, were not taxed
but in their own aſſemblies or parliament;

till at different periods in our hiſtory,
they were melted into our preſent form
of parliamentary repreſentation. That

the body of the clergy, till very late, tax
ed themſelves, and granted the king Le

upon which the whole turned. The firſt nevolencies.
That the marches of Wales, had a
was, whether the legiſlature of Great
Britain had a right of taxation over the right of taxing themſelves tiil they ſent
colonies, or not The ſecond was con members of parliament, and from this
fined to the expediency, or inexpediency circumſtance has continued the ſtyle of the
of the late laws. We ſhall give ſome of King's proclamations, and of our acts of
the arguments that were made uſe of on parliament to this day, although unne
both ſides, without preſuming to give ceſſarily, to name eſpecially the principa
any opinion of our own, which in this caſe lity of Wales, and the town of Mon
will be the eaſier excuſed, as it has alrea mouth, as they do that of Berwick.
dy been decided to general ſatisfaction,
That many people carry the idea of a
by the higheſt authority.
parliament too far, in ſuppoſing a parlia
As to the right of taxation, the gentle ment can do every thing; but that is
men who oppoſed it, produced many not true, and if it were, it is not right
learned authorities from Locke, Selden,

conſtitutionally : for then there might be

Harrington, and Puffendorff, ſhewing,
“ that the very foundation and ultimate
“ point in view of all government, is
“ the good of the ſociety.”
That by going up to Magna Charta,
and referring to the ſeveral writs upon re
cord, iſſued out for the purpoſe of raiſing
taxes for the crown, and for ſending re
preſentatives to parliament, as well as
fiom the bill of rights, it appears through
out the whole hiſtory of our conſtitution,

an arbitrary power in a parliament, as

that no Britiſh ſubječt can be taxed, but

ment could not tax the clergy, till ſuch

well as in one man.—There are many

things a parliament cannot do. It can.

not make itſelf executive, nor diſpoſe of
offices that belong to the crown.

It can

not take any man's property, even that of
cottager, as in the caſes of
incloſures, without his being heard. The
the meaneſt

lords cannot reject a money-bill from the
commons, nor the commons erect them
ſelves into a court of juſtice. The parlia

per communem conſenſum parliamenti, time as they were repreſented in parlia
that is to ſay, of himſelf, or his own re ment. Nor can the parliament of Eng
O

T

E.

* The better to underſtand this impor
tant affair, the reader is requeſted to
conſult the debate given in our laſt year's
Magazine, page 68o ; the origin of the
Engliſh conſtitution pag. 141 of this year's
Magazine, and the conduct of the late

land tax Ireland.

-

The charters of the colonies, which are

derived from prerogative, and are in fact
only ſo many grants from the crown, are

not the only rights the colonies have to
being repreſented before they are taxed :
they, as Britiſh ſubjects, take up their
adminiſtration examined, relative to the rights and liberties from a higher origin

American ſtamp-aēt, pag. 146.

than their charters only. They take them
N n n 2

up
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up from the ſame origin and fountain, to their colonies, as well as of colonies,
from whence they flow to all Engliſhmen, which outgrew their mother countries,
from Magna Charta, and the natural ſuch as Carthage, the northern emigrants,
right of the ſubject. By that rule of &c. Precedents were quoted from what
right, the charters of the colonies, like happened in the United Netherlands, and
all other crown-grants, are to be reſtrićt other places, which ſhould ſerve as a bea

ed and interpreted, for the benefit, not con, to warm us from purſuing ſuch mea
the prejudice of the ſubjects. Had the ſures, as brought about thoſe revolutions.
firſt inhabitants of the colonies renounc
Theſe arguments were anſwered with
ed all connection with their mother coun great force of reaſon, and knowledge of
try, they might have renounced their the conſtitution, from the other fide. They
original right; but when they emigrat obſerved it was neceſſary to clear away
ed under the authority of the crown, and from the queſtion, all that maſs of diſſer
the national ſanction, they went out from tation and learning, diſplayed in argu
hence at the hazard of their lives and ments which have been brought from
fortunes, with all the firſt great privileges ſpeculative men, who have written upon
of Engliſhmen on their backs. But at the ſubjećt of government. That the re
the ſame time they were not, and could finements upon that ſubject, and argu
not be bound by penal laws of this coun ments of natural lawyers, as Locke, Sel
try, from the ſeverity of which they fled, den, Puffendorff, and others, are little
to climates remote from the heavy hand to the purpoſe in a queſtion of conſtitutio
of power; and which they hoped to find nal law. That it is abſurd to apply re
more friendly to their principles of civil cords from the earlieſt times, to our pre
and religious liberty. It is upon this ſent conſtitution; becauſe the conſtitution
ground, that it has been univerſaily re is not the ſame : and nobody knows

ceived as law, that no acts of parlia

what it was at ſome of the times that are

ment made here, and particularly thoſe quoted : that there are things even in
which enaët any penalty, are binding up Magna Charta which are not conſtitu
on the colonies, unleſs they are ſpecially tional now, and that thoſe records are
named.—The inhabitants of the colonies

no proofs of our conſtitution as it now

once removed from the domeſtic legiſlati 1S.
on of the mother country, are no more
The conſtitution of this country has
dependent upon it in the general ſyſtem, been always in a moving ſtate, either
than the iſle of Man is, or than, in the gaining or loſing ſomething ; nor was the
feudal ſyſtem of Europe, many ſubordi repreſentation of the commons of Great
mate principalities are dependent on the Britain formed into any certain ſyſtem
juriſdiction of the ſeigneur ſuzerain, or till Henry the 7th. That with regard to
lord paramount; but owing only a li the modes of taxation, when we get be
mited obedience.
yond the reign of Edward the 1ſt, or
It is not meant by what has been ſaid, King John, we are all in doubt and ob
to affect the caſe of any external du ſcurity. The hiſtory of thoſe times is
ties laid upon their ports, or of any re full of uncertainties. In regard to the
ſtrićtions which by the act of navigation, writs upon record, they were iſſued, ſome
or other acts, are laid upon their com of them according to law; and ſome not
merce; for they are in the ſame caſe, as according to law ; and ſuch were thoſe
all other colonies belonging to the reſt of concerning ſhip-money; to call aſſem
the maritime powers in Europe, who have blies to tax themſelves, or to compel be
flut up their colonies from all intercourſe

nevolencies. Other ſaxes were raiſed by

with foreign countries, in the very firſt eſcuage, fees for knights ſervice, and
eſtabliſhment. What is ſpoken of are other means ariſing from the feudal ſy
internal taxes, to be levied on the body ſtem. Benevolencies are contrary to law,
of the people. And that, before they and it is well known how people reſiſted
can be liable to theſe internal taxes, they the demands of the crown in the caſe of
muſt firſt be repreſented.
ſhip money, and were proſecuted by the
Many other arguments were made uſe court. And if any ſet of men were to
of, and inſtances were brought from an meet now, to lend the king money, it
tient hiſtory of the condućt of ſome of would be contrary to law, and a breach
the moſt famous republics, with reſpect - of the rights of parliament.
With
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With reſpect to the marches of Wales,
who were the borderers privileged, for
aſſiſting the king in his wars againſt the
Welch, in the mountains; their enjoying
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feudal dependence. Nothing could be
more different from our colonies, than
that ſhock of men (as they have been
called) who came from the North, and

this privilege of taxing themſelves, was poured into Europe. Thoſe emigrants

-

t

.
.

º
**

º
º
--

but of a ſhort duration, and only during renounced all laws, all protećtion, all
the life of Edward the firſt, till the Prince connection with their mother countries.
of Wales came to be king ; and then they They choſe their leaders and marched
were annexed to the crown, and became under their banners, to ſeek their fortunes
fubject to taxes like the reſt of the domi and eſtabliſh new kingdoms upon the ru
nions of England ; and from thence ins of the Roman empire; whereas our
came the cuſtom though unneceſſary, of colonies, on the contrary, emigrated un
naming Wales and the town of Mon der the ſanction of the crown and parlia
mouth in all proclamations, and in ačts ment. They were modelled gradually
of parliament. Henry the 8th was the into their preſent forms, reſpectively by
firſt who iſſued writs for it, to return charters, grants, and ſtatutes : but they
two members to parliament. The crown were never ſeparated from the mother
exerciſed the right ad libitum : from country, or ſo emancipated as to become
whence ariſes the inequality of repreſen ſui juris.
There are ſeveral ſorts of colonies in
tation, in our conſtitution of this day :
Henry the 8th iſſued a writ to Calais to Britiſh America : the charter colonies,
ſend one burgeſs to parliament. One of the proprietary governments, and the
the counties palatine was taxed 50 years king's colonies. The firſt colonies were
to ſubſidies, before it ſent members to the charter-colonies, ſuch as the Virginia
parliament.
company, and theſe companies had among
The clergy at no time were unrepre their directors, members of the Privy
ſented in parliament. When they taxed council, and of both houſes of parlia
themſelves in their aſſemblies, it was done

with the concurrence and conſent of par
liament, who permitted them to tax them
ſelves upon their petition, the convocation
fitting at the ſame time with the parlia
ment; they had their repreſentatives too,
always fitting in the houſe of lords, bi
ſhops and abbots: and in the other houſe,
they were at no time without a right of
voting fingly for the election of members.
So that the argument fetched from the
caſe of the clergy, is not an argument of
any force, becauſe they were at no time
it.

º
*cº*

**!

º

ing here reſponſible for their proceedings.
So much were they confidered as belong
ing to the crown, and not to the King,
Perſonally, (for there is a great difference,
though few people attend to it) that
when the two houſes in Charles the 1ſt's

time, were going to paſs a bill concern
ing the colonies, a meſſage was ſent to
them by the king, that they were the
king's colonies, and that the bill was un

neceſſary; for that the privy council would

unrepreſented.

take order about them ; and the bill never
The reaſoning about the colonies of had the royal aſſent.
The commonwealth parliament, as ſoon
of antiquity, is a mere uſeleſs diſplay of as it was ſettled, were very early jealous
learning : for the colonies of the Tyri of the colonies ſeparating themſelvés from
Great-Britair, drawn from the colonies

º

ans in Africa, and of the Greeks in

J:ſ:

Aſia, were totally different from our
fyſtem. No nation before ourſelves form
ed any regular ſyſtem of colonization,
but the Romans: and their ſyſtem was a

º

ment; they were under the authority of
the privy-council, and had agents reſid.

them ; and paſſed a reſolution or act,
(and it is a queſtion whether it is now in
force), to declare and eſtabliſh the au
thority of England over her colonies.

But if there was no expreſs law, or
military, one ; by garriſons placed in the reaſon founded upon any neceſſary infe
principal towns of the conquered pro rence from an expreſs law; yet the uſage
vinces. But the right of juriſdićtion of alone would be ſufficient to ſupport that
the mother country over her colonies was, authority. For have not the colonies ſub
among the Romans, boundleſs and un mitted, ever ſince their firſt eſtabliſhment,
controllable.

The States of Holland

to the juriſdiction of the mother country?

were not colonies; but they were ſtates

In all queſtions of property, the appeals
dependent on the houſe of Auſtria, in a of the colonies have been to the privy
council
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council here; and ſuch cauſes have been of the mother country, it is to be feared

determined, not by the law of the colo the inhabitants would ſoon find to their
nics, but by the law of England. The coſt, how little they were aware of the
colonies have been obliged to recur very conſequences. They would very ſoon
frequently to the juriſdiction here, to ſet feel in that caſe, the hand of power much
tle the diſputes among their own govern heavier upon them in their own govern
ments. New Hampſhire and Conneéti ments, than they have yet done, or than
cut, have been in blood about their dif they have ever imagined.
As the conſtitutions of the ſeveral co
ferences: Virginia and Maryland were in
arms againſt each other this ſhews the lonies, are made up of different princi
neceſſity of one ſuperior deciſive juriſdic ples; ſo they muſt remain dependent
tion to which all ſubordinate juriſdićtions (from the neceſſity of things and their
may recur. Nothing could be more fatal relations) upon the juriſdiction of the
to the peace of the colonies at any time, mother country, or they muſt be totally

than the parliament giving up its autho ., diſmembered from it. No one ever
rity over them : for in ſuch a caſe there thought the contrary, till the trumpet of
muſt be an entire diſſolution of govern ſedition has been lately blown. A&s of
ment. Conſidering how the colonies are parliament have been made, not only
compoſed, it is eaſy to foreſee, that there. without a doubt of their legality, but
would be no ſend of feuds and factions with univerſal applauſe, the great object
among the ſeveral ſeparate governments, of which has been"ultimately to fix the
of the colonies, ſo as to centre in
when once there ſhall be no one govern trade
ment here or there, of ſufficient force or. the tº of that country, from whence

authority to decide their mutual differen “they took their origin. The navigation
ces ; and government being diſſolved no aët ſhut up their commerce with foreign
thing remains, but that the ſeveral colo countries. Their ports have been made
nies muſt either change their conſtitution, ſubject to cuſtoms and regulations, which
and take ſome new form of government, cramped and diminiſhed their trade, and
or fall under ſome foreign power. At duties have been laid, affecting the very
preſent the ſeveral forms of their conſti inmoſt parts of their commerce, and a
tution are very various, having been mong others, that of the poſt; yet all
produced, as all governments have been theſe have been ſubmitted to peaceably;
ºriginally, by accident and circumſtan and no one ever thought, till now, of
ces.

The forms of government in every this doćtrine, that the colonies are not

colony, were adapted from time to time to be taxed, regulated, or bound by
according to the fize of the colony, and parliament. A few particular merchants
ſo have been extended again from time then, as now, were diſpleaſed at reſtric
ste time, as the numbers of the inhabit tions, which did not admit them to make
ants, and their commercial connections, the greateſt poſſible advantage of their
out-grew the firſt model. In ſome colo commerce, in their own private and pe
nies at firſt, there was only a governor culiar branches; but though theſe ſº
aſſiſted by two or three council : then merchants might think themſelves loſers,
more were added : then counts of juſtice in articles which they had no right to
were erected, then aſſemblies were crea gain, as being prejudicial to the general
national ſyſtem ; yet, upon the whole,
ted.
some things were done by inſtructions the colonies were benefited by theſe laws,
from the ſecretaries of ſtate : other things becauſe theſe reſtrićtive laws, founded
were done by order of the king and coun upon principles of the moſt ſolid policy,
cil, and other things by commiſſion under flung a great weight of naval force into
the great ſeal. It is obſervable in con the hands of the mother-country, which
-

-

ſequence of theſe eſtabliſhments from time

was to protećt the colonies, and without

to time, and the dependency of theſe go an union, with which the colonies muſt
vernments upon the ſupreme legiſlature have been entirely weak and defenceleſs;
at home, that the lenity of each govern inſtead of which they became relatively
ment in the colonies, has been extreme great, ſubordinately and in proportion,
towards the ſubject ; but if all theſe go as the mother-country advanced in ſupe
vernments which are now independent of riority over the reſt of the maritime
each other, ſhould become independent powers in Europe, to which both mu
tually
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tually contributed, and of which both
have reaped the benefit, equal to the
matural and juſt relation in which they
both ſtand reciprocally, of dependency
on one ſide, and protećtion on the other.

now, and what is the conſtitution now 2

There can be no doubt but that the
inhabitants of the colonies are as much

That if a matter of right has been gene
rally exerciſed, and as generally held to

repreſented in parliament, as the greateſt
part of the people of England are, a
mong nine millions of whom, there are
eight who have no votes in electing mem
bers of parliament: every objećtian
therefore to the dependence of the colo
nies upon parliament, which ariſes to it
upon the ground of repreſentation, goes

be law, as has been proved in number
leſs inſtances, without its ever having
been queſtioned before, it is now the

mother-country, or elſe not belong to
it, at all. That the queſtion is not,
what was law, or what was the conſtitu
tion ? but the queſtion is, what is law

conſtitution. It was alſo obſerved, that
the colonies had gone very great lengths;
and it was even inſiſted, that by appoint
ing deputies from their ſeveral aſſemblies

to confer together, that they had abſo

to the whole preſent conſtitution of lutely forfeited their charter.
Great-Britain. A member of parlia
ment choſen for any borough, repreſents
not only the conſtituents, and inhabit
ants of that particular place, but he re
preſents the inhabitants of every other
borough in Great Britain; he repreſents
the city of London, and all other the

No matter of debate was ever more

ably and learnedly handled in both hou
ſes. It was argued too with moderation
and temper. The ſubjećt was of the
higheſt importance, and it was not with
out difficulties both conſtitutional and po

litical, in the dicuſſion, and in the con
commons of the land, and the inhabit ſequences.
ants of all the colonies and dominions of

Upon the queſtion being put, the pow

Great-Britain, and is in duty and con er of the legiſlature of Great Britain
ſcience bound to take care of their in
tereſts.

The diſtinčtion of internal and exter

mal taxes, is as falſe and groundleſs as
any other that has been made. It is
granted, that reſtrićtions upon trade,
and duties upon the ports, are legal, at
the ſame time that the right of the par
liament of Great-Britain to lay internal
taxes upon the colonies is denied. What
real difference can there be in this diſtinc

tion ? A tax laid in any place, is like a
pebble falling into, and making a circle
in a lake, till one circle produces, and
gives motion to another, and the whole
circumference is agitated from the centre;
for nothing can be more clear, than that
a tax of ten or twenty per cent. laid up
on tobacco, either in the ports of Virgi
nia, or London, is a duty laid upon the
inland plantations of Virginia a hundred

over her colonies, in all caſes whatſoever,
and without any diſtinétion in regard to
taxation, was confirmed and aſcertained,

without a diviſion... And this was, per!
haps, the only queſtion that could have
been thought of, upon which the mini

ſtry, and their antagoniſts in the oppoſi
tion, would have gone together on a
diviſion.

A Bill brought in and paſſed forſecuring
the dependency of the Colonies, &c.

Bill brought in for the total Repeal

of

the Stamp-aēf; great Debate, there.
upon ; the Bill paſſed by a great Ma

jority. , Bill of Indemnity paſſed. Re

peal of the Cyder-Act. Bilſ for open
ing free Ports in the Weſt Indies. Par
liament breaks up ; Change in the Mi
miſtry, &c.

miles from the ſea, where-ever the to
bacco grows.

THEthe grand
committee who had paſſed
reſolutions, on which the fore

Many other arguments were made uſe
of. It was urged, that protećtion is the
round that gives a right of taxation.
That the obligation between the colonies
and the mother-country, is natural and

going queſtion was debated, had alſo paſ

-

fed another for the total repeal of the
ſtamp-aēt ; and two bills were accord
ingly brought in to anſwer theſe purpo
ſes. By the reſolutions on which the

reciprocal, confifting of defence on the former was founded, it was declared,
one ſide, and obedience on the other;

that tumults and inſurre&tions of the
and that common ſenſe tells, that they moſt dangerous nature had been raiſed
muſt be dependent in all points upon the and carried on in ſeveral of the colonies,
in
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in open defiance of government, and in
manifeſt violation of the laws and legiſla
tive authority of this kingdom. That
theſe tumults and inſurrečtions had been

encouraged and inflamed, by ſeveral votes
and reſolutions which had paſſed in the
aſſemblies of the ſaid colonies, derogato
ry to the honour of government, and de
ſtrućtive to their legal and conſtitutional
dependency on the crown and parliament,
&c. By the bill itſelf, all votes, reſolu
tions, or orders, which had been paſſed
by any of the general aſſemblies in Ame
rica, by which they aſſumed to themſelves
the ſole and excluſive right of taxing his
Majeſty's ſubjects in the colonies, were an
nulled, and declared contrary to law, de

Aug.

exempt from a due ſhare of thoſe burdens,
which the public exigencies require to be
impoſed upon the whole, ſuch a partia
lity, ſo directly repugnant to the truſt re
poſed by the people in every legiſlature,
muſt be abſolutely deſtructive of that con
fidence, on which all government ſhould
be founded.

The inability of the coloniſts to com
ply with the terms of the ſtamp-act was
alſo denied; and it was aſſerted as an in
ſtance to the contrary, that of the debt
contraćted by them in the laſt war,
1,755, oool, have been already diſcharged,
in the courſe of three years only ; and
that the much greater part of their re
maining incumbrances, amounting in the
rogatory to the legiſlative authority of whole to 760,000 l. will be diſcharged in

parliament, and inconſiſtent with their de
pendency upon the crown.
The oppoſition, far from being diſpi
rited, ſeemed to gather freſh vigour, and
ſtill oppoſed the repeal in every part of its
progreſs. So many inſtances of the inex
pediency of the ſtamp-duty had already
occurred, that the queſtion was ſcarcely
controvertible; they accordingly changed
their ground, and inſtead of entering into
the merits of that part of the controverſy,
reſted their principal defence upon the
reſolutions, on which the late bill for ſe
, curing the dependency of the colonies had

two years more.

Many other arguments were made uſe
of; the general ſcope and tendency of
which were to ſhew the heavy burthens
with which the mother country was load

ed; the ability of the Americans; their
exemption from all manner of taxation;
and their peremptory and refractory refu
ſal, to contribute in any degree to the Pub
lic expences.
It was ſaid on the other ſide of the

outrageous reſiſtance continued, would
for the future leſſen the authority of Great
Britain, and make it appear even con
temptible. That ſuch a ſubmiſſion of
the ſupreme legiſlature, would be in ef

queſtion, that the firſt three obještions
bore no manner of weight, as every con
ſequence, they preſumed, was already
guarded againſt, by the bill for ſecuring
the dependence of the colonies; which
had alſo ſufficiently provided for the ho
nour and dignity of Great-Britain, and
its conſtitutional ſuperiority over them.
The propriety of all the parts contri
buting to the expences of the whole, is
readily admitted; the fact alledged by

fe&t a ſurrender of their antient unalien

the other ſide, of the heavy debt contrast

been founded.

They argued from thence, that the to

tal repeal of the ſtamp-aēt, while ſuch an

able rights, to ſubordinate provincial aſ ed by the Americans, in the courſe of
femblies, eſtabliſhed only by prerogative; the war, ſufficiently ſhews they contribut
which in itſelf had no ſuch powers to be ed largely to the public expence ; as their
flow. That a conceſſion of this nature being repaid a part of it ſince, is alſo a
carried with it ſuch an appearance of convincing proof, that the parliament
weakneſs and timidity in government, as were of opinion, they had contributed
may probably encourage freſh inſults, and beyond their abilities.
That nothing could be more remote
leſſen the reſpect of his Majeſty's ſubjećts
to the dignity of his crown, and the au from fact, than the aſſertion, that they
paid no taxes. They even paid many
thority of the laws.
It was further advanced, that the power which had been laid on by ačt of parlia
ef taxation is one of the moſt eſſential ment; as they then paid a great variety
branches of all authority ; that it cannot of port-duties, impoſed previous to the
be equitably or impartially exerciſed, if ſtamp-aēt which lay very heavy upon.
it is not extended to all the members of their trade, and tended much to inflame

the ſtate, in proportion to their reſpective their minds againſt that law. That they
abilities; but if a part are ſuffered to be paid many port-duties impoſed by

pº
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cial authority;-many exciſes, a land event that cauſed more univerſal joy,
tax in many provinces;–an heavy poll throughout the Britiſh domini- M
ons, bethan
perhaps any other that **
tax ; beſides a faculty-tax upon all per can
remembered.
I I.
ſonal eſtates and acquiſitions, amounting
in ſome provinces to 5 or 6s. in the A bill was alſo brought in and paſſed; to
pound. So that the aſſertion of their not indemnify thoſe who had incurred June
contributing to the public expence, being penalties on account of the ſtamp
falſe in fact, every argument, built aćt, &c. and a requiſition was
upon ſo baleleſs a foundation, muſt of made by government to the North Ame
courſe fall to the ground.
rican provinces, to indemnify ſuch per
It was alſo hewn, that moſt of the pro ſons as had ſuffered in their property by
vinces in North America are notoriouſly the late riots; by
them a proper
poor —that they were upwards of four compenſation for the loſſes they had }.

..".

millions in debt to the merchants of Great tained : which after ſome time was ac

Britain , who being creditors to ſuch an cordingly done.
The miniſtry, who, in conſequence of
amount, are in reality the proprietors of
a great part of what the Americans ſeem the late repeal, and the apparent ten
to poſſeſs.
dency of their general condućt, were be
hat the ſuppreſſion of manufactures come very popular, brought in a bill for
in that country, and obliging them to the repeal of the cyder-act, for laying
take every ſort which they uſe from Great on another duty in the room of the form
Britain, comprizes all ſpecies of taxes in er, and for entirely altering the mode of
one, and makes them in reality the ſuppor colle&ting it. Few laws had ever been
ters of a great part of the public burdens. paſſed in this country, more obnoxious to
That their great diſtance from hence, the people in general ; but eſpecially to
and the difficulty of making us thorough thoſe of the cyder-counties, than the
acquainted with the minute circum former ačt had been. The reader will
itances of every colony, render us liable ſee in our former volumes, the great
to great miſtakes, and conſequently to oppoſition it originally met with ; the
the hazard of great oppreſſion, whenever number of petitions that were preſented
we attempt to levy internal taxes in that upon that occaſion ; the part which the
country. That our true policy is to ac city of London in particular, as well as
quieſce in the great commercial advan other parts of the kingdom, that were not
tages we derive from the Americans, ra immediately affečted, took againſt it i
ther than to attempt a revenue from thence; together with a ſhort ſtate of the able ar
which, by diſabling the people to make guments uſed on both ſides of this much
returns to our merchants, will put them agitated queſtion.
In conſequence of this general
under a neceſſity to ſet up manufactures
•f their own.—That by the former po diſlike, nothing could be more Apr.
licy, America has been advantageous to grateful or pleaſing to the public,
us, and quiet in itſelf; but that the preſent than the repeal of that law; and the in
ſtate of things ſhews too evidently the ill habitants of the cyder-counties had, upon
this occaſion, a taſte of the ſame pleaſure,
effects of a contrary mode of acting.
Theſe and many other arguments were which their brethren in America about
made uſe of both within doors and without the ſame time enjoyed.
During the long debates that had at
upon this intereſting occaſion; notwith
ſtanding the vigour with which the op tended the repeal of the ſtamp-act, the
poſition was ſupported, the bill paſſed up miniſtry had frequent conferences with
on a diviſion by a majority of 275 to 167, the North American and Weſt India mer
and was carried up to the lords by about chants, by which means they had acquir
two hundred members of the houſe of ed great knowledge of the trade, and the
commons. The eclat with which it was manner of conducting it, in thoſe parts
introduced in the upper houſe, did not of the world. In conſequence of theſe
prevent its meeting with a ſtrong oppoſi informations, and of petitions from ſe
tion there; 33 lords entered a proteſt a veral of the moſt trading towns in Eng
gainſt it at the ſecond reading; as 23 did land, a bill was paſſed, for-opening
at the third; it was however carried thro' free ports, under certain reſtrićti- June
by a majority of 34 lords, and in three ons, in different parts of the Weſt “
-

#.

days after received the royal aſſent. An
Aug. 1767.
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Several new and important regulations the nation, that, notwithſtading theſe ap
were alſo made in the general commer pearances, , a, ſudden and unexpected
cial ſyſtem of the colonies, and ſome re change took place in the miniſtry. For
ſtrićtions taken off, which had been long on the 3oth of July, the duke of Grafton
was appoined to the head of the treaſury,
complained of, as heavy clogs upon it.
This condućt gained the adminiſtra in the room of the marquis of Rocking
tion a great weight with the mercantile ham; the earl of Shelburne, ſecretary of
part of the nation, who could not avoid ſtate, in the room of the duke of Rich
being pleaſed at the attention that was mond; lord Camden, lord high chan
paid to their intereſts, and the regard to cellor, in the room of the E. of Northing
their opinions; ſo different from what ton; the right hon. Ch. Townſend, chan
had been generally praćtiſed by preceding cellor of the exchequer, in the room of
adminiſtrations.
the right hon. Wm. Dowdeſwell; and
Some other ačts and reſolutions were the right hon. Wm. Pitt, (created ſome
paſſed this ſeſſion, which tended in ſome days before viſc. Pynſent, and earl of
degree, either to make the burdens of the Chatham), lord privy ſeal. Many other
people eaſier to be borne, or to ſecure changes took place, both at that time, and
the liberty of their perſons. Of the form ſubſequently, in all the different depart
er, may be reckoned the repeal of the old ments of ſtate.
The patriotic opinion which has been
duties upon houſes and windows, and the
new bill, by which the rates are much conceived of the late miniſtry was much
more equitably ſettled, and eaſier to the increaſed by the diſintereſtedneſs they had
lower and middling ranks of people ; , of ſhewn upon quitting their places; as they
the latter, the reſolutions, which declar retired, without a place, penſion, or rever
ed the taking up of people by general ſion, ſecured to themſelves or their friends.
warrants, or the ſeizing of their papers, The ſenſe which the public held of their
except in ſuch caſes as were preſcribed by ſervices, was alſo fully teſtified, by the
numerous addreſſes, which were preſent
aćts of parliament, to be illegal.
At length, the ſummer being far ad ed to the marquis of Rockingham, upon
'vanced, there was an end put to this vi that occaſion. On the other hand, many
gorous ſeſſion of parliament; in which a of thoſe who were moſt attached to the
more than ordinary ſhare of buſineſs had earl of Chatham, regretted, that inſtead
been tranſaćted, and matters of the great of weakening and dividing an intereſt
eſt conſequence and importance to the na which the public wiſhed to be ſupported,
and contributing to remove a miniſtry, in
tion, agitated and decided.
Hitherto matters had gone on in the which they had placed a confidence; he
moſt ſucceſsful manner with the miniſtry; had not rather by coinciding and acting
they had weathered a ſevere, dangerous, along with them, contributed to give them
and ſtormy winter; they had gained eve that permanency,which was ſo much deſir
ry point they attempted in parliament; ed and wanted. There were other reaſons
and had ſecured the confidence and good which contributed greatly to leſſen the po
will of the public in a very high degree. pularity of which this noble lord had be
They had beſides acquired ſome credit in fore poſſeſſed ſo boundleſs a ſhare; among
their foreign tranſactions; they had con theſe, his quitting the houſe of com
cluded an advantageous commercial trea mons and accepting a peerage, was not the
ty with the empreſs of Ruſſia; they ſet leaſt ; and his ačting along with, and
tled the long conteſted affair of the Cana bringing into place and power, perſons,
da bills, to the ſatisfaction of the owners

who had the misfortune to be ſuppoſed of

of them ; and made ſome progreſs in re a party,which had been long held very ob
viving the long negle&led affair of the noxious, contributed its full ſhare.
Manilla ranſom.
Thoſe who had not conſidered the

fluğluating ſtate of adminiſtration for
ſome years back, might have been apt to
imagine, that in conſequence of ſo fair a
beginning they were ſecurely fixed in
their preſent fituation.

An Hiſtorical Account of Colonel Bouquet's
Expedition againſt the Ohio Indians in

the 2 car 1764. Continued from p. 4oz.
and concluded.

S the ſeaſon was far advanced, and

the colonel could not ſtay long in

It was then, to the great ſurpriſe of theſe remote parts, he was obliged to reſt
ſatisfied
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ſatisfied with the priſoners the Shawaneſe & as poſſible.—That, as to the French,
they had no power over them. They
had brought; taking hoſtages, and laying
were ſubjects to the King of England.
them under the ſtrongeſt obligations, for
the delivery of the reſt; knowing that “We might do with them what we pleaſ
no other effectual method could at pre “ ed; though he believed they were all
“ returned before this time to their own
ſent be purſued.
He expoſtulated with them on account ** country.”—
They then delivered their hoſtages,
of their paſt condućt, and told them—
“ that the ſpeech they had delivered and the colonel told them “ that though
“would have been agreeable to him, “ he had brought a Tomahawk in his
“ if their actions had correſponded with “hand, yet as they had now ſubmitted,
“ their words, You have ſpoken, ſaid “ he would not let it fall on their heads,
“ he, much of peace, but have neglećt “but let it drop to the ground, no more to
“ed to comply with the only condition, “ be ſeen. He exhorted them to exerciſe
“ upon which you can obtain it. Keiſ “kindneſs to the captives, and look up
“ finautchtha, one of your chiefs, met “ on them now as brothers and no
** me a month ago at Tuſcarawas, and g“ longer priſoners; adding, that he in
“ accepted the ſame terms of peace for & tended to ſend ſome of their relations
“ your nation, that were preſcribed to 4. along with the Indians, to ſee their
“ the Senecas and Delawares; promiſing 4. friends colle&ted and brought to Fort
º

-

:

Pitt. He promiſed to give them let

“ in ten days from that time to meet me
g

“ here with all your priſoners—After & ters to Sir William Johnſon, to facili
“waiting for you till now, you are come g tate a final peace, and deſired them to
“ at laſt, only with a part of them, and
be ſtrong in performing every thing
“ propoſe putting off the delivery of the & 4
The Caughnawagas, the Delawares
“ reſt till the ſpring.—What right have
“ you to expect different terms from thoſe and Senecas, ſeverally addreſſed the Shaw
and nephews,
“ granted to the Delawares, &c. who aneſe, as
“ have given me entire ſatisfaction by “to perform their promiſes, and to be
“ their ready ſubmiſſion to every thing “ſtrong in doing good, that this peace
“ required of them —But I will cut “might be everlaſting.
And here I am to enter on a ſcene,
“ this matter ſhort with you; and before
“I explain myſelf further, I inſiſt on reſerved on purpoſe for this place, that
“ your immediate anſwer to the follow the thread of the foregoing narrative
might , not be interrupted
a ſcene,
“ing queſtions.—
1ſt. “Will you forthwith colle&t and which language indeed can but weakly
deliver up all the priſoners yet in your deſcribe; and to which the poet or pain
: poſſeſſion,
and the French living a ter might have repaired to enrich their
“mong you, with all the negroes you higheſt colourings of the variety of hu
“ have taken from us in this or any other man paſſions; the philoſopher to find am
“ war; and that without any exception ple ſubject for his moſt ſerious refle&ti

jº

º:

“ or evaſion whatſoever ?”

-

ons; and the man to exerciſe all the ten

2d. “Will you deliver fix hoſtages der and ſympathetic feelings of the ſoul.
“ into my hands as a ſecurity for your
“. punétual performance of the above ar.
“ticle,
and that your nations ſhall com
“mit no farther hoſtilities againſt the
“ perſons or property of his majeſty's
“ ſubjects "
BeNEvissico replied that “ they a
“ greed to give the hoſtages required,

The ſcene I mean, was the arrival of

the priſoners in the camp. ; where were to
be ſeen fathers and mothers recognizin

and claſping their once-loſt babes; huſ:
bands hanging round the necks of their
newly-recovered wives; ſiſters and bro
thers unexpe&tedly meeting together after
long ſeparation, ſcarce able to ſpeak the
“ and ſaid that he himſelf would imme ſame language, or, for ſome time, to be
“ diately return to their lower towns and ſure that they were children of the ſame
“ collečt all our fleſh and blood that parents . In all theſe interviews, joy and
“: remained among them, and that we rapture inexpreſſible were ſeen, while
-

“ ſhould ſee them at Fort Pitt * as ſoon

feelings of a very different nature were

in the looks of others;–flying
* It will appear, by the poſtſcript to painted
place to place in eager enquiries af
this account, that the Shawaneſe have ful from
O o o z
ter
filled this engagement.
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ter relatives not found ! trembling to re When they once determine to give life,
ceive an anſwer to their queſtions ! diſ they give every thing with it, which, in
tracted with doubts, hopes and fears, on their apprehenſion, belongs to it. From
obtaining no account of thoſe they ſought every enquily that has been made, it ap
for 1 or ſtiff ed into living monuments pears—that no woman thus ſaved is pre
of horror and woe, oi, learning their un ſerved from baſe motives, or need fear
the violation of her honour. No child
happy fate
The Indians too, as if wholly forget is otherwiſe ueated by the perſons adopt
ting their uſual ſavageneſs, bore a capital ing it than the children of their own bo
part in heightening this n.oſt affecting dy. The tº petual ſlavery of thoſe cap
frene. They delivered up their beloved tivated in war, is a motion which even
captives with the utmoſt reluctance; ſhed their barbarity has not yet fuggeſted to
torrents of tears over them, recommend them. Every captive whom their affec
ing them to the care and protection of tion, their caprice, or whatever elſe,
the commanding office. Their regard leads them to ſave, is ſoon incorporated
to them continued all the time they re with them, and fares alike with them
mained in cºmp. They viſited them ſelves.
Theſe inſtances of Indian tenderneſs
from day to Jay j and brought them
what corn, ſkins, hoiſes and other mat and humanity were thought worthy of
ters, they had beflowed on them, while particular notice. The like inſtances
in their families ; accompanied with other among our own people will not ſeem
preſents, and all the marks of the moſt ſtrºnge; and therefore I ſhall only men
fincere and tender affection. Nay, they tion one, out of a multitude that might
did not ſtop here, but, when the army be given on this occaſion.
marched, ſome of the Indians ſolicited
mong the captives, a woman was
and obtained leave to accompany their brought into the camp at Muſkingham,
former captives all the way to Fort-Pitt, with a babe about three months old at her
and employed themſelves in hunting and breaft. One of the Virginia-volunteers
-

bringing proviſions for them on the road.

ſoon knew her to be his wife, who had

A young Mingo carried this ſtill further, been taken by the Indians about ſix
an inſtance of love which would months before. She was immediately de
make a figure even in romance. A young livered to her over-joyed huſband. He
woman of Virginia was among the cap flew with her to his tent, and cloathed

id:

tives, to whom he had formed ſo ſtrońg her and his child in proper apparel. But
an attachment, as to call her his wife. their joy, after the firſt tranſports, was
Againſt all remonſtrances of the immi ſoon damped by the reflection that another
ment danger to which he expoſed himſelf dear child of about two years old, capti
by approaching to the fiontiers, he per vated with the mother, and ſeparated
fiſted in following her, at the riſk of be from her, was ſtill miſfing, although ma
ing killed by the ſurviving relations of ny children had been brough in.
many unfortunate perſons, who had been
A few days afterwards, a number of
captivated or ſcalped by thoſe of his na other priſoners were brought to the camp,
tion.
among whom were ſeveral more children.
Thoſe qualities in ſavages challenge our The woman was ſent for, and one, ſup
juſt eſteem: . They ſhould make us cha poſed to be hers, was produced to her.
ritably confider their barbarities as the ef At firſt fight ſhe was uncertain, but
fe&ts of wrong education, and falſe noti viewing the child with great earneſtneſs,
ons of bravery and heroiſm ; while we ſhe ſoon recollečted its features; and was
ſhould lock on their virtues as ſure marks ſo overcome with joy, that literally for
that nature has made them fit ſubjects of
her ſucking child ſhe dropt it
cultivation as well as us; and that we are rom her arms, and catching up the new
called by our ſuperior advantages to yield found child in an extaſy, preſſed it to her
them all the helps we can in this way. breaſt, and burſting into tears carried it
Cruel and unmerciful as they are, by ha off, unable to ſpeak for joy. The father
bit and long example, in war, yet when ſeizing up the i. ſhe had let fall, fol
ever they come to give way to the native lowed her in no leſs tranſport and affec
dićtates of humanity, they exerciſe virtues tion.
which Chriſtians necd not bluſh to imitate.
Among

#.";
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Among the children who had been car
ried off young, and had long lived with
the Indians, it is not to be expected that
any marks of joy would appear on being
: to their parents or relatives.
Having been accuſtomed to look upon
the Indians as the only connexions they
had, having been tenderly treated by
them, and ſpeaking their language, it is
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from the overjoyed relations of the cap
tives, whom he had ſo happily, and with
out bloodſhed, reſtored to their country

and friends. Nor was the legiſlative
art of the provinces leſs ſenſible of his
important ſervices. The aſſembly of
Pennſylvania, at their firſt ſitting, una
nimouſly voted w him the following ad
dreſs.

no wonder that they conſidered their new

ſtate in the light of a captivity, and part In Aſſembly, January 15, 1765, A. M.
ed from the ſavages with tears.
But it muſt not be denied that there To the Honourable Henry Bouquet, Eſq;
Commander, in Chief of bis Majeſty's
were even ſome grown perſons who ſhew
Forces in the Southern Department of
ed an unwillingneſs to return. . The
America,
Shawaneſe were obliged to bind ſeveral
of their priſoners and force them along The Addreſs of the Repreſentatives of the
to the camp; and ſome women, who had
Freemen of the Province of Pennſylva
been delivered up, afterwards found
nia, in General Aſſembly met.
*
means to eſcape and run back to the In
dian towns. Some, who could not make

S I R,

their eſcape, clung to their ſavage ac
quaintance at parting, and continued ma
my days in bitter lamentations, even refu
ſing ſuſtenance.
For the honour of humanity, we would
ſuppoſe thoſe perſons to have been of the
loweſt rank, either bred up in ignorance
and diſtreſſing penury, or who had lived
ſo long with the Indians as to forget all
their former connections. For, eaſy and
unconſtrained as the ſavage life is, cer
tainly it could never be put in competi
tion with the bleſfings of improved life

HE repreſentatives of the freemen of
the
of Pennſylvania, in

-

}..."

general aſſembly met, being informed
that you intend ſhortly to embark for
England, and moved with a due ſenſe of
the important ſervices you have rendered
to his majeſty, his northern colonies in
general, and to this province in particu
lar, during our late wars with the French
and barbarous Indians, in the remarka

ble vićtory over the ſavage enemy, united
to oppoſe you, near
in Au
guſt 1763, when on your march for the
and the light of religion, by any perſons relief of Pittſburg, owing, under God,
who have had the happineſs of enjoying, to your intrepidity and ſuperior ſkill in
and the capacity of diſcerning, them.
command, together with the bravery of
Every thing being now ſettled with the your officers and little army; as alſo in
Indians, the army decamped on Sunday your late march to the country of the ſa
18th November, and marched for Fort vage nations, with the troops under your
Pitt, where it arrived on the 28th.

The

regular troops were immediately ſent to
garriſon the different poſts on the commu
nication, and the provincial troops, with
the captives, to their ſeveral provinces.
Here ended this expedition, in which it is
remarkable that, notwithſtanding the ma
ny difficulties attending it, the troops
were never in want of any neceſſaries;

continuing perfectly healthy during the
whole campaign; in which no life was
loſt, except the man mentioned to have
been killed at Muſkingham.
In the beginning of January 1765,
Colonel Bouquet arrived at Philadelphia,
receiving, wherever he came, every poſ
fible mark of gratitude and eſteem from

j.

direction; thereby ſtriking terror through
the numerous Indian tribes around you;
laying a foundation for a laiting as weli
as honourable peace with them; and reſ

cuing, from ſavage captivity, upwards of
two hundred of our chriſtian brethren,
priſoners among them : theſe eminent ter
vices, and your conſtant attention to the
civil rights of h.s majeſty's ſubjects in
this province, demand, Sir, the grateful
tribute of thanks from all good men ;
and therefore we, the repreſentatives of
the freemen of Pennſylvania, unanimouſ

ly for ourſelves, and in behalf of all the

people of this province, do return you
our moſt ſincere and hearty thanks for
theſe your great ſervices, wiſhing you a

the people in general; and particularly ſafe and pleaſant voyage to England, with
a kind
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a kind and gracious reception from his
majeſty.

Aug.

I fincerely wiſh proſperity and happi
neſs to the province, and have the honour
to be, with the greateſt reſpect,

Signed, by order of the Houſe,

Gentlemen,
Your moſt obedient, and
moſt humble ſervant,
-

Joſeph Fox, Speaker.
The Colonel's Anſwer was as follows,

Henry Bouquet.
February 4, 1765.

viz.

Soon afterwards the Colonel received a

To the Honourable the Repreſentatives of very polite and affe&ionate letter from
the Freemen of the province of Penn
Governor Fauquier, dated 25th of De
ſylvania, in General Aſſembly met.
cember, incloſing reſolves of the honour
GENT LEMEN,

able members of his Majeſty's Council,

and of the houſe of Burgeſſes, for the
and dominion of Virginia.
W M 7ITH a heart impreſſed with the colony
Thoſe reſpectable bodies unanimouſly
moſt lively ſenſe of gratitude, I returned
thcir thanks to him for the ačti
return you my humble and fincere thanks, vity, ſpirit and zeal, with which
he had
for the honour you have done me in your reduced
the Indians to terms of peace,
polite addreſs of the 15th of January, and compelled
thoſe ſavages to deliver up
tranſmitted me to New-York by your
ſo many of his Majeſty's ſubjects whom
ſpeaker.
had in captivity. They further re
Next to the approbation of His Sacred they
queſted
the Governor to recommend him
Majeſty, and my ſuperior officers, nothing
could afford me higher pleaſure than your to his Majeſty's miniſters, as an officer
of diſtinguiſhed merit, in this and every
favourable opinion of my condućt, in the former
ſervice in which he has been en
diſcharge of thoſe military commands
with which I have been intruſted.

gaged.

The Colonel, in his anſwer, acknow
Gratitude as well as juſtice demand of
me to acknowledge, that the aids granted ledged the ready aſſiſtance and counte
which he had always received from
by the legiſlature of this province, and nance
the conſtant aſſiſtance and ſupport afford the Governor and colony of Virginia in
on the King's ſervice; and men
ed me by the honourable the Governor carrying
and Commiſſioners in the late expedition, tioned his particular obligations to Col.
have enabled me to recover ſo many of Lewis, for his zeal and good condućt du
the campaign.
his Majeſty's ſubječts from a cruel capti ring
The honours thus beſtowed on him,
vity, and be the happy inſtrument of re
own modeſty made him deſirous of
ſtoring them to freedom and liberty : To his
transferring to the officers and army un
therefore,
gentlemen,
you
is the greater der his command ; and indeed the mutu
ſhare of that merit due, which you are
al confidence and harmony ſubſiſting be
generouſly pleaſed on this occaſion to im tween
him and them, highly redound to
pute to my ſervices.
Your kind teſtimony of my conſtant the reputation of both. He has taken
every occaſion of doing juſtice to the par
attention to the civil rights of his majeſ ticular
merit of Colonel Reid who was
ty's ſubjects in this Province, does me ſecond in command; and alſo to all the
fingular honour, and calls for the return officers who ſerved in the expedition, re
of my warmeſt acknowledgments.
well as provincials".
Permit me to take this public opportu gulars asreader
The
will obſerve that the pub.
nity of doing juſtice to the officers of the
bodies who preſented theſe addreſſes to
regular and provincial troops, and the lic
Colonel, not only wiſhed to expreſs
volunteers, who have ſerved with me, by the
their own gratitude, but likewiſe to be
declaring that, under Divine Providence, º recommending
him to the
in
repeated

the

ſucceſſes of his Majeſty's

advancement his ſervices merited.

And

arms againſt a ſavage enemy, are princi

pally to be aſcribed to their courage and
reſolution, and to their perſeverance un

der the ſevereſt hardſhips and fatigue.

* The Pennſylvania troops were com
manded by Lieutenant Colonel Francis,
and Lieutenant Colonel Clayton.
ſurely
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ſurely it is a happy circumſtance to ob
Lawaughqua, the Shawaneſe ſpeak
tain promotion, not only unenvied, but er, delivered himſelf in the following
even with the general approbation and terms.good wiſhes of the public. It ought, “Fathers, for ſo we will call you
however, to be mentioned, that on the “ henceforward ; liſten to what we are

firſt account his Majeſty received of this “ going to ſay to you.
expedition, and long before thoſe teſti
“It gave us great pleaſure yeſterday
monies could reach England, he was gra “ to be called the children of the great
ciouſly pleaſed of his own royal goodneſs “ King of England; and convinces us
and as a reward of the Colonel's merit, “ your intentions towards us are upright,
to promote him to the rank of Brigadier “ as we know a Father will be tender of
General, and to the command of the & his children, and they are more ready
ſouthern diſtrićt of America. And as he “ to obey him than a Brother. There.
is rendered as dear, by his private virtues, “ fore we hope our Father will now take
g

to thoſe who have the honour of his more “ better care of his children, than has
“& heretofore been done.

intimate acquaintance, as he is by his mi
litary ſervices to the public, it is hoped
he may long continue among us; where

&

. . his experienced abilities will enable him,

º

and his love of the Engliſh conſtitution

&

entitle him, to fill any future truſt to
which his Majeſty may be pleaſed to call
him.—
P

O

S

T

S

C

R

I

P

T.

&

:

“You put us in mind of our promiſe
to Col. Bouquet; which was to bring
your fleſh and blood to be delivered at
this place. Father, you have not
ſpoke in vain — you ſee we have
brought them with us, -except a few
that were out with our hunting parties,
which will be brought here as ſoon as

“ they return.

T was mentioned in this account, (ſee
“They have been all united to us by
p. 474.) that the Shawaneſe brought “ adoption ; and although we now deli
only a part of their priſoners with them to “ver them up to you, we will always
Col. Bouquet at Muikingham, in No “ look upon them as our relations, when
vember laſt; and that, as the ſeaſon was “ever the Great Spirit is pleaſed that we
far advanced, he was obliged to reſt ſa “ may viſit them.
“Father, we have taken as much
tisfied with taking hoſtages for the delive
ry of the remainder at Fort. Pitt, in the “g care of them, as if they were our own
“fleſh and blood. They are now be
enſuing ſpring.
The eſcape of thoſe hoſtages ſoon af “ come unacquainted with your cuſtoms
terwards, as well as the former equivo “ and manners; and therefore, we re
cal conduct of their nation, had given “ queſt you will uſe them tenderly and
reaſon to doubt the fincerity of their in “ kindly, which will induce them to live
tentions with reſpc&t to the performance “ contentedly with you.
“Here is a belt with the figure of our
of their promiſes. But we have the ſatis
fačtion to find that they punétually have “Father the King of Great-Britain at
fulfilled them.

Ten of their chiefs, and “ one end, and the Chief of our nation,

about fifty of their warriors, attended “at the other. It repreſents them hold
with many of their women and children, “ing the chain of friendſhip; and we
met George Croghan, Eſq; deputy agent “ hope neither fide will ſlip their hands
to Sir William Johnſon, at Fort-Pitt, the c“ from it, ſo long as the Sun and Moon
9th of laſt May; together with a large ‘ give light.”
The reader will further remember that
body of Delawares, Senecas, Sanduſky
and Munſy Indians; where they deliver one of the engagements which the diffe
ed the remainder of their priſoners, rent Indian Tribes entered into with Co
brightened the chain of friendſhip, and lonel Bouquet, was to ſend deputies to
gave every aſſurance of their firm inten conclude a peace with Sir William John
tions to preſerve the peace inviolable for ſon. This has alſo been punctually ful
tver.

filled ; and we are aſſured that Sir Wil

There is ſomething remarkable in the liam “ has finiſhed his congreſs greatly
appellation they gave to the Engliſh on “ to his ſatisfaction, and even beyond his
this occaſion ; calling them Fathers in “ expectations.” Thus every good con.
ſtead of Brethren.
ſequence has enſued from this important
expedition,
-
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expedition, which our fondeſt wiſhes raiſes his courage, and fits him for war,
could have induced us to expe&t from the in which he uſes the ſame ſtratagems and
known valour and ſpirit of the able com cruelty as againſt the wild beaſts; making
mander who had the condućt of it; and

no ſcruple to employ treachery and perfidy

we now have the pleaſure once more to to vanquiſh his enemy.
behold the temple of Janus ſhut, in this Jealous of his independency and of his
weſtern world !
property, he will not ſuffer the leaſt en
croachment on either; and upon the
Refteåions on the War with the Savages ſlighteſt ſuſpicion, fired with reſentment,
of North-America.
he becomes an implacable enemy, and

Th;
long continued ravages of the
Indians on the frontiers of the Bri

flies to arms to vindicate his right, or re

tiſh colonies in America, and the fatal

civilized nations are both natural and ac

overthrows which they have ſometimes
our beſt diſciplined troops, eſpecial
y in the beginning of the late war, have
rendered them an objećt of our conſider
ation, even in their military capacity.
And as but few officers, who may be
employed againſt them, can have oppor

fº

venge an injury.

The advantages of theſe ſavages over
quired. They are tall and well limbed,

remarkable for their activity, and have a
piercing eye and quick ear, which are of
great ſervice to them in the woods.

Like beaſts of prey, they are patient, .
deceitful, and rendered by habit almoſt
inſenſible to the common
of hu

*::::

tunities to obſerve the true cauſes of their

manity.

Their barbarous cuſtom of

advantages over European troops in the ſcalping their enemies, in the heat of ac
woods, it is with the utmoſt pleaſure that

tion ; the exquiſite torments often inflict
I now proceed to lay before the public
by them on thoſe reſerved for a more
the following valuable papers, which I ed
deliberate fate; their general ferocity of
mentioned " to have been communicated

manners, and

the ſucceſſes wherewith

to me by an officer of great abilities and they have often been fluſhed, have con
long experience, in our wars with the ſpired to render their name terrible, and
Indians.
As ſcarce any thing has yet been pub
liſhed on a ſubject now become of the
higheſt importance t to our colonies,
theſe papers will undoubtedly be an ac
ceptable preſent to the reader, and the
remarks contained in them may be more
and more improved by the future care and

ſometimes to ſtrike a panic even into our
braveſt and beſt diſciplined troops.
Their acquired advantages are, that

they have been inured to bear the extremes

of heat and cold; and from their infancy,
in winter and ſummer, to plunge them
ſelyes in cold ſtreams, and to go almoſt
naked, expoſed to the ſcorching ſun or

attention of able men, till perhaps a nipping froſts, till they arrive to the ſtate
compleat ſyſtem is at length formed for of manhood. Some of them deſtroy the
the condućt of this particular ſpecies of ſenſation of the ſkin by ſcratching it with
the ſhort and ſharp teeth of ſome animal,
Of the Temper and Genius of the In diſpoſed in the form of a curry-comb,
dians.
which makes them regardleſs of briars
HE love of liberty is innate in the and thorns in running through thickets.
ſavage; and ſeems the ruling paſ Rivers are no obſtacles to them in their

war.

a'

They either ſwin over,
or croſs them on rafts or canoes, of an
and wants, being few, are eaſily gratifi eaſy and ready conſtrućtion.
ed, and leave him much time to ſpare,
In their expeditions they live chiefly by
which he would ſpend in idleneſs, if hun
ger did not force him to hunt. That ex hunting, or on wild fruits and roots,
with which the woods ſupply them almoſt
erciſe makes him ſtrong, active and bold, *:::
where.
* See the introdućtion.
... They can bear bunger and thirſt for
t It will appear by the account of In ſeveral days, without ſlackening, on that
wild excurſions.

ſion of the ſtate of nature.

His deſires

-

dian tribes and towns annexed to theſe

account, their perſeverance in any propo

papers, that the enemies we have to deal ſed enterprize.

with are neither contemptible in numbers
or ſtrength.

By conſtant praćtice in hunting, they
learn to ſhoot with great ſkill, either with
-

w

bows,
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bows, or fire-arms; and to ſteal unper a death hammer, which is a ſhort club
ceived upon their prey,
the traćts made of hard wood.
of men and beaſts, which would be im
Their uſual utenſils are a kettle, 4.
perceptible to an European. They can ſpoon, a looking glaſs, an aw!, a ſteel
run for a whole day without halting, to ſtrike fire, ſome paint, a pipe and to.
when flying from an enemy, or when bacco-pouch. For want of tobacco,
ſent on any meſſage. They ſteer, as if they ſmoke ſome particular leaves, or
by inſtinét, through trackleſs woods, and the bark of a willow ; which is almoſt
with aſtoniſhing patience can lie whole their continual occupation.
days motionleſs in ambuſh to ſurpriſe an . Thus lightly equipped do the ſavages
enemy, eſteeming no labour or perſeve lie in wait to attack, at ſome difficult
paſs, the European ſoldier, heavily ac
sance too painful to obtain their ends.
They beſmear their bodies with bear's coutred, harraſſed by a tedious march,

F.

greaſe, which defends them againſt rains and encumbered with an unwieldy con
and damps, as well as againſt the ſtings voy. "
It likewiſe
Experience has convinced us that it is
fupples their limbs, and makes them as not our intereſt to be at war with them;
ſlippery as the antient gladiators, who but if, after having tried all means to
could not be held faſt when ſeized in avoid it, they force us to it, (which in
all probability will often happen) we
fight.

of Muſkitoes and Gnats.

Plain food, conſtant exerciſe, and liv

ſhould endeavour to fight them upon

ing in the open air, preſerve thcm healthy more equal terms, and regulate our man
oeuvres ſuitable to the enemy we are
and vigorous.
They are powerfully excited to war by to engage, and the nature of the country
the cuſtom eſtabliſhed among them, of we are to ačt in.

paying diſtinguiſhed honours to war
A P P E N D I X.

riots.

They fight only when they think to
have the advantage, but cannot be forced Names of different Indian Nations in North
to it, being ſure by their ſpeed to elude
America, with the Numbers of their
the moſt eager purſuit.
Fighting Men ; referred to in the Note,
Their dreſs conſiſts of the ſkins of

page 48o.

ſome wild beaſt, or a blanket, a ſhirt

TH

either of linen, or of dreſſed ſkins, a
E following liſt was drawn up by
breech clout, leggins, reaching half way
a French trader, a perſon of conſi.
up the thigh, and faltened to a belt, with derable note, who has reſided many years
mokawſons on their feet. They uſe no among the Indians, and ſtill continues at
ligatures that might obſtruct the circula Detroit, having taken the oaths of alle
tion of their blood, or agility of their giance to the King of Great-Britain. His
limbs. They ſhave their head, reſerving account may be depended on, ſo far as
only a ſmall tuft of hair on the top; matters of this kind can be brought near
and ſlit the outer part of the ears, to the truth; a great part of it being deli

which, by weights, they give a circular vered from his own perſonal knowledge;
form, extending it down to their ſhoul and not any thing can ſo effºtually lead
to it, as a thorough knowledge of the
They adorn themſelves with ear and people we have 'to engage, both as to
noſe rings, bracelets of filver and wanp their numbers and manners : of the lat.
um, and paint their faces with various ter we have been very particular, and as
colours. When they prepare for an en to the former the following liſt will beſt
gagement they paint themſelves black, point it out.
and fight naked.
Warriors
Their arms are a fuſil, or rifle, a Conawaghrunas, near the falls of

ders.

powder horn, a ſhot pouch, a toma

St. Louis

-

-

hawk, and a ſcalping knife hanging to Abenaquis,
their neck.

:* l{ St. Lawrence

Michmacs,

When they are in want of fire-arms,
they ſupply them by a bow, a ſpear, or * Chalas,
Auguſt, 1767.
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Nipiſſins,
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living towards the 4oo

}
gonquins, 3 liver

heads of the Ottawa

ins

Ouachtenons,

Heads, near the above

—

— 2500

‘....} nearandtheMichigan
Lakes Superior 5ooo
Ottawas,
90o

Meſſeſagues, or river Indians, being
wandering tribes, on the lakes
Huron and Superior, – — 2000
Powtewatamis, near St. Joſeph's and .
-

wº:

Oat Indians,

..";

-

35o

º:

Chickaſaws,
Natchez,
Chaćtaws,

150
25oo
75 o

Mobile & Miſſiſippi, 130
45oo

56, 5oo

:

lin, relative to the Repeal of the Ame.
rican Stamp-Aéï before the Hon. the
Houſe of Commons.
From this Examination the Reader m

5oo

55o

-

lakes of the ſame
-

-

o

15oo

I 5oo

-

Sioux, of the meadows) towards the 25oo
heads of the

Sioux, of the woods ) Miſſiſippi, 1800
Miſſouri, on the river of that name 3ooo
—

–

-

The Examination of Dr. Benjamin Frank

Chriſtinaux, ) far north, near the 3300

* Grandes Eaux

Carolina,

Cherokees, behind South Carolina

35o

Aſſinipouals
name,
Blancs + Barbus, or White Indians

{

Catawbas, on the frontiers of North

700

-

with beards,

6co
8oo

º:-

falling into Miſſiſippi on the eaſt
Affinaboes,

-

ans bay

near

South of Puans

-

25o
gene
—

N. B. Such in this liſt as are marked
with an "aſteriſm are unknown to us.

Maſcoutens,
bay,
Ouſconſins, on a river of that name,
ſide,

ral, on the Illinois river
* Pianria

155o
--~ 3oo

-

Wiandots, near lake Erie

Les Puans,
Folle
avoine, or

3oo
4-oo

on the Ouabache

Peanquichas,
Kafkaſquias, or Illinois in

-

Six Nations, on the frontiers of
New-York, &c.
—

-

{

Aug.

3oo

Les Tetes de Boule, or Round

Detroit

Kickapoos,

-

-

Oſages

1 ooo

Jºrm a clearer and more comprehenſive
Idea of the State of America, of the Ex
pediency or Inexpediency of the Mea
ſures in Queſtion, and of the Charađer
and Conduct of the Miniſter who pro
poſed it, than from any other Piece that

*4 yet appeared ; it is with a ſingular
Pleaſure we lay it before the Public, in
Order to convey an Acquaintance with
a Proceeding that ſo highly concerns

them; this we ſhall not do by a partial
Repreſentation, but give the Piece En

tire (Price 1 s.) In our laſt are to be

Canſes,
Panis blancs, S. ſouth of Miſſouri

6oo
16oo

net the Proceedings of the Čolonier re

zooo

Panis piques,

17oo

lative to the ſame important Point, and
that too given Entire, theſe are not

Padoucas,
Ajoues, north of the ſame —
Arkanſes, on the river that bears

5oo

tº be met with in any other Colle&ion;

I loo

the ſame Attention will be always

furſued, particularly in Regard to

Picce, that may be worthy the Attent;their name, falling into Miſſiſp.
on of the Reader, whether from their
pi on the weſt ſide —
2000
Merit or the Importance of the subjeń.
Alibamous, a tribe of the Creeks, 6co
* Ouanakina.
Unknown, unleſs 3oo In the Piece now given the Queſtionſ are
put ºith great Sºbtilty and judgment,
* Chiakaneſſou, I the author has 350
*Machecous,
* Caouitas,
* Souikilas,

tribes of the 7oo

and they are anſwered with ſuch deep
and familiar Knowledge of the Subject,

Creeks,

ſuch Preciſion and Perſpicuity, ſuch

put them

for

$oo
2OO

Miamis, upon the river of that
name, falling into lake Erie,

35o

Delawares (les ſoups) on the Ohio

Goo

Shawaneſe on Sioto

5oo

N

O

-

T

E.

t They live to the northweſt, and the
French, when they firſt ſaw them, took

them for Spaniards.

Temper, and yet ſuch Spirit, as do the
greatºff, Honour to Dr. Franklin, juſ:Jying the general Opinion of his cha
raēter and Abilities, and clearly diffin
guiſhing the much contefied Points of in
ternal and external Taxes.

& Wºº
is your
place of abode *

name, and

A. Franklin, of Philadelphia.
Q. Do
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Q, Do the Americans pay any confi ing, in many caſes, to much more than
derable taxes among themſelves 2
that of the ſtamps themſelves.
A. Certainly many, and very heavy
Q: Are you acquainted with New
taxes.

- What are the preſent taxes in Penn
ſylvania, laid by the laws of the colony
A. There are taxes on all eſtates real

foundland 2
A. I never was there.

Q: Do you know whether there are any
poſt-roads on that iſland 2

A. I have heard that there are no roads
and perſonal, a poll tax, a tax on all of.
fices, profeſſions, trades, and buſineſſes, at all; but that the communication be
according to their profits; an exciſe on tween one ſettlement and another is by
all wine, rum, and other ſpirits; and ſea only.
a duty of ten pounds per head on all ne
Q. Can you diſperſe the ſtamps by poſt
in Canada
groes imported, with ſome other duties.
A. There is only a poſt between Mont
Q, For what purpoſes are thoſe taxes
laid :
real and Quebec. The inhabitants live
A. For the ſupport of the civil and ſo ſcattered and remote from each other,
military eſtabliſhments of the country, in that vaſt country, that poſts cannot be
and to diſcharge the heavy debt contract ſupported among them, and therefore they
ed in the laſt war.
cannot get ſtamps per poſt. The Engliſh
Q: How long are thoſe taxes to con Colonies too, along the frontiers, are very
tinue?
thiniy ſettled.
A. Thoſe for diſcharging the debt are
Q. From the thinneſs of the back ſet
to continue till 1772, and longer, if the tlements, would not the ſtamp-act be ex
debt ſhould not be then all diſcharged. tremely inconvenient to the inhabitants,
if executed 2
The others muſt always continue.
A. To be ſure it would ; as many of
: Was it not expected that the debt
the inhabitants could not get ſtamps when
would have been ſooner diſcharged 2
A. It was, when the peace was made they had occaſion for them, without tak
with France and Spain—But a freſh war ing long journies, and ſpending perhaps
breaking out with the Indians, a freſh three or four pounds, that the crown
load of debt was incurred, and the taxes, might get ſixpence.
of courſe, continued longer by a new
Q: Are not the colonies, from their
law.
circumſtances, very able to pay the ſtamp
not all the people very able to duty.
A. In my opinion, there is not gold
pay thoſe taxes
A. No. The frontier counties, all along and ſilver enough in the Colonies to pay
the continent, having been frequently ra the ſtamp duty for one year.
Q, Don't you know that the money
vaged by the enemy, and greatly impo
veriſhed, are able to pay very little tax. out
ariſing
from the ºſtamps was all to be laid
in America
-

-

$ii.

t

And therefore, in conſideration of their

diſtreſſes, our late tax laws do expreſsl
A. I know it is appropriated by the aët
favour thoſe counties, excuſing the º to the American ſervice; but it will be
ferers; and I ſuppoſe the ſame is done in ſpent in the conquered Colonies, where
other governments.

i. ſoldiers are,

not in the Colonies that

Q: Are not you concerned in the ma aV 1ſt.
nagement of the Poſt-Office in America?
Q, Is there not a balance of trade due
A. Yes. I am deputy poſt-maſter ge from the Colonies where the troops are
neral of North-America.
poſted, that will bring back the money

Q: Don't you think the diſtribution of
ſtamps, by poſt, to all the inhabitants,

to the old Colonies

-

A. I think not.

I believe very little
I know of no trade

very pračticable, if there was no oppoſi

would come back.

tion *

likely to bring it back.

A. The poſts only go along the ſea
coaſts; they do not, except in a few in
ſtances, go back into the country; and if
they did, ſending for ſtamps by poſt would
occaſion an expence of poſtage, amount

come from the Colonies where it was

I think it would

ſpent directly to England; for I have al
ways obſerved, that in every Colony the
more plenty the means of remittance to
England, the more goods are ſent for,
P P P 2.
and
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and the more trade with England carri
cd on.

Aug.

A. Yes, I have heard that it has been

greatly obſtructed by ſome new regula

-

Q, what number of white inhabitants tions, and by the Engliſh men of war
and cutters ſtationed all along the coaſt in
do you think there are in Pennſylvania
Á. I ſuppoſe there may be about America.
160,000.

-

Q: What number of them are quakers
A. Perhaps a third.

Q: Do you think it right that America
ſhould be protećted by this country, and
pay no part of the expence
-

A. That is not the caſe.

Q: What number of Germans ?

The Colo

A. Perhaps another third; but I can nies raiſed, cloathed, and paid, during
not ſpeak with certainty.
the laſt war, near 25,000 men, and ſpent

Q. Have any number of the Germans
A. Yes, many of them, both in Eu
rope and America.
- -

-

many millions

Q: Were you not reimburſed by parlia

ſeen ſervice, as ſoldiers, in Europe 2
-

ment :

A. We were only reimburſed what, in

Q: Are they as much diſſatisfied with your opinion, we had advanced beyond
our proportion, or beyond what might

the ſtamp duty as the Engliſh 2

A. Yes, and more; and with reaſon, reaſonably be expected from us; and it

as their ſtamps are, in many caſes, to be was a very ſmall part of what we ſpent.
Pennſylvania, in particular, diſburſed a
Q: How many white men do you ſup bout 500,000 pounds, and the reimburſe
ments, in the whole, did not exceed
poſe there are in North-America?
double.

A. About 300,000, from ſixteen to 60,000 pounds.

fixty years of age.
Q. You have ſaid that you pay heavy
Q: What may be the amount of one taxes in Pennſylvania ; what do they a
imports into Pennſylvania from mount to in the pound 2

#.

ritain *

A. The tax on all eſtates, real and per

A. I have been informed that our mer

little that is wanted in Britain. I ſuppoſe

ſonal, is eighteen pence in the pound,
fully rated; and the tax on the profits of
trades and profeſſions, with other taxes,
do, I ſuppoſe, make full half a crown in
the pound.
Q: Do you know anything of the rate
of exchange in Pennſylvania, and whether
it has fallen lately 2

it cannot exceed 40,000 pounds.
Q_How then do you pay the balance r

A. It is commonly from 170 to 175.
I have heard that it has fallen lately from

chants compute the imports from Britain
to be above 500,000 pounds.
Q: What may be the amount of the
produce of your province exported to
Britain

-

A. It muſt be ſmall, as we produce

A. The balance is paid by our produce 175 to 162 and a half, owing, I ſuppoſe,
carried to the Weſt-Indies, and ſold in to their leſſening their orders for goods;

our own iſlands, or to the French, Spa and when their debts to this country are
niards, Danes and Dutch ; by the ſame paid, I think the exchange will probably
carried to other colonies in North-Ame be at par.
rica, as to New-England, Nova-Scotia,
Q: Do not you think the people of
Newfoundland, Carolina and Georgia; America would ſubmit to pay the ſtamp
by the ſame carried to different parts of duty, if it was moderated

Europe, as Spain, Portugal and Italy. In
all which places we receive either money,

A. No, never, unleſs compelled by
force of arms.

bills of Exchange, or commodities that

Q_Are not the taxes in Pennſylvania
laid on unequally, in order to burthen
gether with all the profits on the induſtry the Engliſh trade, particularly the tax on
of our merchants and mariners, ariſing in profeſſions and buſineſs 2
thoſe circuitous voyages, and the
A. It is not more burthenſome in pro
made by their ſhips, center finally in Bri portion than the tax on lands. It is in
tain to diſcharge the balance, and pay for tended, and ſuppoſed to take an equal pro
Britiſh manufactures continually uſed in portion of profits.
Q: How is the aſſembly compoſed Of
the province, or ſold to foreigners by our
traders.
what kinds of people are the members,
ſuit for remittance to Britain ; which, to

º:

-

Q: Have you heard of any difficulties
lately laid on the Spaniſh trade 2

landholders or traders *
A. It
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A. It is compoſed of landholders, mer the ſame number to pay for them. In
1723, the whole importation from Bri
s.Are not the majority landholders ? tain to Pennſylvania,was but about 15,000
pounds ſterling; it is now near half a
A. I believe they are.

chants and artificers.

Q: Do not they, as much as poſſible,
ſhift the tax off from the land, to eaſe that,

and lay the burthen heavier on trade?
A. I have never underſtood it ſo.

million.

Q. In what light did the people of
America uſe to conſider the parliament of

I Great-Britain 2

never heard ſuch a thing ſuggeſted. And
indeed an attempt of that kind could an
ſwer no purpoſe. The merchant or tra
der is always ſkilled in figures, and rea
dy with his pen and ink. If unequal bur
thens are laid on his trade, he puts an ad
ditional price on his goods; and the con
ſumers, who are chiefly landholders, fi
mally pay the greateſt part, if not the

A. They confidered the parliament as

the great bulwark and ſecurity of their
liberties and privileges, and always ſpoke
of it with the utmoſt reſpect and venera

tion. Arbitrary miniſters, they thought,
might poſſibly, at times, attempt to op

preſs them ; but they relied on it, that
the parliament, on application, would al
ways give redreſs. They remembered,
whole.
with gratitude, a ſtrong inſtance of this,
Q: What was the temper of America when a bill was brought into parliament,
towards Great-Britain before the year with a clauſe, to make royal inſtrućtions
1763 *

laws in the Colonies, which the houſe

A. The beſt in the world. They ſub
mitted willingly to the government of the
crown, and paid, in all their courts,
obedience to ačts of parliament. Nume
rous as the people are in the ſeveral old
provinces, they coſt you nothing in forts,
citadels, garriſons or armies, to keep them
in ſubjection. They were governed by
this country at the expence only of a little
pen, ink and paper. They were led by
a thread. They had not only a reſpect,

of commons would not paſs, and it was

but an affection, for Great-Britain, for
its laws, its cuſtoms and manners, and
even a fondneſs for its faſhions, that

greatly increaſed the commerce. Natives
of Britain were always treated with parti
cular regard; to be an Old England-man
was, of itſelf, a character of ſome reſpect,
and gave a kind of rank amongſt us.
Q: And what is their temper now
A. O, very much altered.
Q: Did you ever hear the authority of
arliament to make laws for America

queſtioned till lately
A. The authority of parliament was al
lowed to be valid in all laws, except ſuch
as ſhould lay internal taxes. It was never

diſputed in laying duties to regulate com
merce.

Q. In what proportion hath population
increaſed in America 2
A. I think the inhabitants of all the

thrown out.

-

§ſ.

have they not ſtill the ſame
reſpect for parliament
A. No ; it is greatly leſſened.
Q: To what cauſes is it owing
A. To a concurrence of cauſes; the
reſtraints lately laid on their trade, by
which the bringing of foreign gold and
filver into the Colonies was prevented;
the prohibition of making paper money
among themſelves; and then demanding
a new and heavy tax by ſtamps; taking
away, at the ſame time, trials by juries,
and refuſing to receive and hear their
humble petitions.
Q_Don't you think they would ſubmit
to the ſtamp-act, if it was modified, the
obnoxious parts taken out, and the duty
reduced to ſome particulars, of ſmall mo
ment 2

A. No ; they will never ſubmit to it.
Q: What do you think is the reaſon
that the people of America increaſe faſter.
than in England 2
A. Becauſe they marry younger, and
more generally.
Q: Why ſo :
A. Becauſe any young couple that are
induſtrious, may eaſily obtain land of their
own, on which they can raiſe a family.
Q: Are not the lower rank of people

provinces together, taken at a medium, more at their eaſe in America than in
double in about 25 years. But their de England 2
mand for Britiſh manufactures increaſes
A. They may be ſo, if they are ſober
much faſter, as the conſumption is not and diligent, as they are better paid for
merely in proportion to their numbers, their labour.
but grows with the growing abilities of
Q: What
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s what is your opinion of a future afterwards to be raiſed in the Colonies by
tax, impoſed on the ſame principle with a general tax, to be laid on them by ačt
that of the ſtamp-act; how would the A of Parliament. This occaſioned a good
deal of converſation on the ſubjećt, and

mericans receive it?

A. Juſt as they do this. They would the general opinion was, that the parlia
ment neither would nor could lay any tax

not pay it.

Q. Have not you heard of the reſolu on us, till we were duly repreſented in
tions of this houſe, and of the houſe of parliament, becauſe it was not juſt, nor

Lords, aſſerting the right of parliament agreeable to the mature of an Engliſh con
relating to America, including a power ſtitution.
Q Don't you know there was a time
to tax the people there 2
A. Yes, I have heard of ſuch reſolu in New-York, when it was under confi

deration to make an application to parlia
Q: What will be the opinion of the ment to lay taxes on that colony, upon a

tions.

Americans on thoſe reſolutions

deficiency ariſing from the aſſembly's re
A. They will think them unconſtitu fuſing or neglecting to raiſe the neceſſary
tional and unjuſt.
ſupplies for the ſupport of the civil go
-

Q: Was it an opinion in America be
fore 1763, that the parliament had no

right to lay taxes and duties 2
A. I never heard any objećtion to the
right of laying duties to regulate com
merce; but a right to lay internal taxes
was never ſuppoſed to be in parliament,
as we are not repreſented there.
: On what do you found your opini
on, that the people in America made any
ſuch diſtinčtion ?

vernment 7

A. I never heard of it.

Q. There was ſuch an application un
der conſideration in New-York; and do
you apprehend they could ſuppoſe the

right of parliament to lay a tax in America
was only local, and confined to the caſe

of a deficiency in a particular Colony, by
a refuſal of its aſſembly to raiſe the neceſ.
ſary ſupplies

A. They could not ſuppoſe ſuch a caſe,

A. I know that whenever the ſubject as that the aſſembly would not raiſe the
has occurred in converſation where I have

neceſſary ſupplies to ſupport its own go

been preſent, it has appeared to be the
opinion of every one, that we could not
be taxed in a parliament where we were
not repreſented. But the payment of du
ties laid by ačt of parliament, as regula
tions of commerce was never diſputed.
Q_But can you name º aćt of aſſem

vernment. An aſſembly that would re
fuſe it muſt want common ſenſe, which
cannot be ſuppoſed. I think there was
never any ſuch caſe at New-York, and that

it muſt be a miſrepreſentation, or the fact
muſt be miſunderſtood.

I know there

have been ſome attempts, by miniſterial
bly, or public act of any of your govern inſtructions from hence, to oblige the aſ
ments, that made ſuch diſtinčtion ?
ſemblies to ſettle permanent ſalaries on
A. I do not know that there was any; governors, which they wiſely refuſed to
I think there was never an occaſion to do; but I believe no aſſembly of New
make any ſuch ačt, till now that you have
attempted to tax us ; that has occaſioned
reſolutions of aſſembly, declaring the diſ
tim&tion, in which I think every aſſembly
on the continent, and every member in
every aſſembly, have been unanimous.
. . What then could occaſion conver
ſations on that ſubjećt before that time *

York, or any other Colony, ever refuſ

ed duly to ſupport government by proper

allowances,
from time to time, to public
officers.
. S. But in caſe a governor, ačting by
inſtruction, ſhould call on an aſſembly to

raiſe the neceſſary ſupplies, and the aſſem
bly ſhould refuſe to do it, do you not

A. There was in 1754 a propoſition think it would then be for the good of the
made (I think it came from hence) that People of the colony, as well as neceſſary
in caſe of a war, which was then appre to government, that the parliament ſhould
hended, the governors of the Colonies tax them *
ſhould meet, and order the levying of A. I do not think it would be neceſſary.

troops, building of forts, and taking eve If an aſſembly could poſſibly be ſo abſurd
ry other meceſſary meaſure for the general as to refuſe raiſing the ſupplies requiſite
defence; and ſhould draw on the treaſury for the maintenance of government among
here for the ſums expended, which were them, they could not long remain in ſuch
a ſitua
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a ſituation; the diſorders and confuſion ſurpriſing progreſs already. And I am of

occaſioned by it muſt ſoon bring them to opinion, that before their old clothes are
reaſon.

-

worn out, they will have new ones of

Q. If it ſhould not, ought not the
right to be in Great-Britain of applying

their own making.

a remedy ?

in Noi th America

Q. Can they poſſibly find wool enough

A. They have taken ſteps to increaſe
A. A right only to be uſed in ſuch a
caſe, I ſhould have no objection to, ſup the wool. They entered into general
poſing it to be uſed merely for the good combinations to eat no more lamb, and
very few lambs were killed laſt year. This
of the people of the colony
Q. But who is to judge of that, Bri courſe perſiſted in, will ſoon make a pro
digious difference in the quantity of wool.
tain or the Colony
And the eſtabliſhing of great manufacto
A. Thoſe that feel can beſt judge.
Q, You ſay the colonies have always ries, like thoſe in the clothing towns here,
ſubmitted to external taxes, and objećt to is not neceſſary, as it is where the buſineſs
the right of parliament only in laying in is to be carried on for the purpoſes of
ternal taxes; now can you ſhew that there trade. The people will all ſpin, and
is any kind of difference between the two work for themſelves, in their own houſes.
Q. Can there be wool and manufacture
taxes to the Colony on which they may
be laid
enough in one or two years 2
A. I think the difference is very great.
A. In three years, I think, there may.
An external tax is a duty laid on commo Q: Does not the ſeverity of the winter,
dities imported; that duty is added to the in the Northern Colonies, occaſion the
firſt coſt, and other charges on the com wool to be of bad quality ?
A. No ; the wool is very fine and
modity, and when it is offered to ſale,
makes a part of the price. If the people good.
Q. In the more Southern Colonies, as
do not like it at that price, they refuſe it ;
they are not obliged to pay it. But an in in Virginia, don't you know that the
ternal tax is forced from the people with wool is coarſe, and only a kind of
out their conſent, if not laid by their own hair
A. I don't know it. I never heard it.
repreſentatives. The ſtamp-act ſays, we
fhall have no commerce, make no exchange Yet I have been ſometimes in Virginia.
of property with each other, neither pur I cannot ſay I ever took particular notice
chaſe nor grant, nor recover debts; we of the wool there, but I believe it is good,
ſhall neither marry nor make our wills, though I cannot ſpeak poſitively of it;
unleſs we pay ſuch and ſuch ſums, and but Virginia, and the Colonies ſouth of
thus it is intended to extort our money it, have leſs occaſion for wool; their win
from us, or ruin us by the conſequences ters are ſhort, and not very ſevere, and
they can very well clothe themſelves with
of refuſing to pay it.
Q. But ſuppoſing the internal tax or linen and cotton of their own raiſing for
duty to be laid on the neceſſaries of life the reſt of the year.
Ši. not the people in the more
imported into your colony, will not that
be the ſame thing in its effects as an in Northern Colonies obliged to fodder their
ternal tax *
ſheep all the winter
A. In ſome of the moſt Northern Colo
A. I do not know a ſingle article im
ported into the Northern Colonies, but nies they may be obliged to do it ſome
what they can either do without, or make art of the winter.
themſelves.
Q. Conſidering the reſolutions of par
Q, Don't you think cloth from England liament, as to the right, do you think,
if the ſtamp-aēt is repealed, that the
abſolutely neceſſary to them
A. No, by no means abſolutely neceſ. North-Americans will be ſatisfied ?
A. I believe they will.
ſary; with induſtry and good manage
ment, they may very ...if ſupply them
Q: Why do you think ſo *
ſelves with all they want.
A. I think the reſolutions of right will
: Will it not take a long time to eſta give them very little concern, if they are
bliſh that manufacture among them; and never attempted to be carried into prac
muſt they not in the mean while ſuffer tice. The Colonies will probably confi
der themſelves in the ſame ſituation, in
greatly
that
A. I think not. They have made a
-

---
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A. I have heard ſo.

that reſpect, with Ireland; they know you
claim the ſame right with regard to Ire
• Was it not at that time a very un
land, but you never exerciſe it. And popular law
A. I believe it might, though I can
they may believe you never will exerciſe
it in the Colonies, any more than in Ire ſay little about it, as I lived at a diſtance
land, unleſs on ſome very extraordinary from that province.
occaſion.
Q: Was not the ſcarcity of gold and
Q. But who are to be the judges of ſilver an argument uſed againſt aboliſhing
that extraordinary occaſion ? Is not the the paper ?
A. I ſuppoſe it was.
parliament 2
A. Though the parliament may judge
- What is the preſent opinion there
of the occaſion, the people will think it at
of firſt
that law Is it as unpopular as it was
can never exerciſe ſuch right, till repre
w

ſentatives from the Colonies are admitted

A. I think it is not.

into parliament, and that whenever the
Q. Have not inſtrućtions from hence
occaſion ariſes, repreſentatives will be or been ſometimes ſent over to governors,
dered.
highly oppreſſive and unpolitical ?

Q: Did you never hear that Maryland,
during the laſt war, had refuſed to fur
niſh a quota towards the common de
fence 2

A. Yes.

Q. Have not ſome governors diſpenſed
with them for that reaſon 2

A. Yes; I have heard ſo.

A. Maryland has been much miſrepre
Q: Did the Americans ever diſpute the
ſented in that matter. Maryland, to my controuling power of parliament to regu
knowledge, never refuſed to contribute, late the commerce 2
A. No.
or grant aids to the crown. The aſſem
blies every year, during the war, voted
Q. Can any thing leſs than a military
conſiderable ſums, and formed bills to force carry the ſtamp-act into execu
tion
?
raiſe them. The bills were, according
to the conſtitution of that province, ſent
A. I do not ſee how a military force
up to the council, or upper houſe, for can be applied to that purpoſe.
concurrence, that they might be preſent
: Why may it not
a military force ſent into
ed to the governor, in order to be enact
ed into laws. Unhappy diſputes between, America, they will find nobody in arms;
the two houſes ariſing, from the defects what are they then to do? They cannot
of that conſtitution principally, rendered force a man to take ſtamps who chuſes
all the bills but one or two abortive. to do without them.
They will not
The proprietary's council rejected them. find a rebellion; they may indeed make
It is true, Maryland did not contribute one.
its proportion, but it was, in my opinion,
Q. If the aët is not repealed, what do
the fault of the government, not of the you think will be the conſequences?
A. A total loſs of the reſpect and af
people.
Q: Was it not talked of in the other fe&tion the people of America bear to this
provinces as a proper meaſure to apply to country, and of all the commerce that
parliament to compel them
depends on that reſpect and affection.

§: ś.

A. I have heard ſuch diſcourſe; but as

Q: How can the commerce be affect

it was well known, that the people were ed 2
A. You will find, that if the ači is not
not to blame, no ſuch application was
ever made, nor any ſtep taken towards it. repealed, they will take very little of your
Q: Was it not propoſed at a public manufactures in a ſhort time.
meeting 2
Q: Is it in their power to do without
A. Not that I know of.

them 2

Q: Do you remember the aboliſhing of
the paper currency in New-England, by
ačt of aſſembly
A. I do remember its being aboliſhed,
in the Maſſachuſett's Bay.
-

A.' I think they may very well do
without them.

Q, Is it their intereſt not to take
them?

A. The goods they take from Britain

Q: Was not Lieutenant-Governor Hut are either neceſſaries, mere conveniencies,
chinſon Principally concerned in that tranſ or ſuperfluities. The firſt, as cloth, &c.
action ?

with
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with a little induſtry they can make at before the aët, ſend his letter by a ſervant,
home; the ſecond they can do without, a ſpecial meſſenger, or a friend, if he
till they are able to provide them among thinks it cheaper and ſafer.
themſelves; and the laſt, which are much

the greateſt part, they will ſtrike off im
mediately. They are mere articles of
faſhion, purchaſed and conſumed, becauſe
the faſhion in a reſpected country, but
will now be deteſted and reječted. The
people have already ſtruck off, by general
agreement, the uſe of all goods faſhiona
ble in mournings, and many thouſand
pounds worth are ſent back as unſalea

Q. But do they not conſider the regu
lations of the poſt-office, by the act of
laſt year as a tax *

A. By the regulations of laſt year the
rate of poſtage was generally abated near
thirty per cent. through all America;
they certainly cannot confider ſuch abate.
Inent as a tax.

Q. If an exciſe was laid by parliament,

which they might likewiſe avoid paying,
ble.
by not conſuming the articles exciſed,
Q: Is it their intereſt to make cloth at would they then not object to it
home *
A. They would certainly object to it,
A. I think they may at preſent get it as an exciſe is unconnected with any ſer
cheaper from Britain, I mean of the ſame vice done, and is merely an aid which
fineneſs and neatneſs of workmanſhip; they think ought to be aſked of them,
-

-- -

but when one confiders other circum

ſtances, the reſtraints on their trade, and

and granted by them, if they are to pay
it, and can be granted for them by no

the difficulty of making remittances, it is others whatſoever, whom they have not
their intereſt to make every thing,
impowered for that purpoſe.
Q, Suppoſe an act of internal regula . Q. You ſay they do not object to the
tions conne&ted with a tax, how would right of parliament, in laying duties on
they receive it?
goods to be paid on their importation;

A. I think it would be objećted to.
now, is there any kind of difference be
Then no regulation with a tax tween a duty on the importation of goods,
would be ſubmitted to ?
and an exciſe on their conſumption
A. Yes; a very material one; an ex
A. Their opinion is, that when aids to
the Crown are wanted, they are to be aſk ciſe, for the reaſons I have juſt mentioned,
ed of the ſeveral aſſemblies, according to they think you can have no right to lay
the old eſtabliſhed uſage, who will, as they within their country. But the ſea is
always have done, grant them freely. yours; you maintain, by your fleets, the
And that their money ought not to be ſafety of navigation in it, and keep it clear
given away, without their conſent, by of pirates; you may have therefore a na
perſons at a diſtance, unacquainted with tural and equitable right to ſome toll or

Šà

their circumſtances and abilities.

The

duty on merchandizes carried through that

granting aids to the Crown, is the only part of your dominions, towards defray
means they have of recommending them ing the expence you are at in ſhips to
ſelves to their ſovereign, and they think it maintain the ſafety of that carriage.
extremely hard and unjuſt, that a body of Q: Does this reaſoning hold in the caſe
of a duty laid on the produce of their
men, in which they have no
tives, ſhould make a merit to itſelf of giv lands exported And would they not
ing and granting what is not its own, but then objećt to ſuch a duty
A. If it tended to make the produce ſo
theirs, and deprive them of a right they
eſteem of the utmoſt value and import much dearer abroad as to leſſel, the de
ance, as it is the ſecurity of all their other mand for it, to be ſure they would object
rights.
to ſuch a duty; not to your right of ſay

...

-

Q. But is not the poſt-office, which ing it, but they would complain of it as
they have long received, a tax as well as a burthen, and petition you to fighten it.
Q_ Is not the duty paid on the tobacco
a regulation ?
A. No ; the money paid for the poſt exported a duty of that kind
A. That, I think, is only on tobacco
age of a letter is not of the nature of a
tax; it is merely a quantum meruit for a carried coaſtwife from one Colony to ano

ſervice done; no perſon is compellable to ther, and appropriated as a fund for ſup
pay the money, if he does not chuſe to porting the college at Williamſburgh, in
receive the ſervice. A man may ſtill, as Virginia.
Q_q q.
Auguſt, 1767.

Q: Have
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Q: Have not the aſſemblies, in the whole, have not thought it worth while
Weſt-Indies the ſame natural rights with to continue in the office, and I think it
thoſe in North-America?
impoſſible to find ſub-diſtributors fit to
be truſted, who, for the trifling profit
A. Undoubtedly.

Q_And is there not a tax laid there on
their ſugars exported 2
A. I am not much acquainted with the
Weſt-Indies, but the duty of four and a
half per cent. on ſugars exported, was, I
believe, granted by their own aſſemblies.

that muſt come to their ſhare, would in
cur the odium, and run the hazard that

would attend it; and if they could be
found, I think it impračticable to prote&
the ſtamps in ſo many diſtant and remote
places.
Q: How much is the poll-tax in your Q. But in places where they could be
protected, would not the people uſe them
province laid on unmarried men?
A. It is, I think Fifteen Shillings, to rather than remain in ſuch a ſituation, un
be paid by every fingle freeman, upwards able to obtain any right, or recover, by
law, any debt
of twenty-one years old.
. What is the annual amount of all
A. It is hard to ſay what they would
do.. I can only judge what other people
the taxes in Pennſylvania?
A. I ſuppoſe about 20,000 pounds will think, and how they will act, by
what I feel within myſelf. I have a great
ſterling.
Q, Suppoſing the ſtamp-act continued, many debts due to me in America, and I
and enforced, do you imagine that ill-hu had rather they ſhould remain unreco
mour will induce the Americans to give verable by any law, than ſubmit to the
as much for worſe manufactures of their ſtamp-aēt. They will be debts of honour.
own, and uſe them, preferably to better It is my opinion the people will either

of ours ?

continue in that ſituation, or find ſome

A. Yes, I think ſo. People will pay way to extricate themſelves, perhaps by
as freely to gratify one paſſion as another, generally agreeing to proceed in the
courts without ſtamps.
their reſentment as their pride.

Q: Would the people at Boſton diſ.
continue their trade 2

Q: What do you think a ſufficient mi

A. The merchants are a very ſmall
number, compared with the body of the
people, and muſt diſcontinue their trade,
if nobody will buy their goods.
Q: What are the body of the people in

litary force to protećt the diſtribution of
the ſtamps in every part of America :
A. A very great force; I can't ſay
what, if the diſpoſition of America is for
a general reſiſtance.
Q: What is the number of men in

the Colonies 2

America able to bear arms, or of diſci

A. They are farmers, huſbandmen or plined militia
A. There are, I ſuppoſe, at leaſt—
planters.
Q: Would they ſuffer the produce of [Queſtion objećted to. He withdrew.
their lands to rot *
Called in again.]
A. No ; but they would not raiſe ſo Q: Is the American ſtamp-act an equal
much. They would manufacture more, tax on that country
A. I think not.
and plough leſs.
. Would they live without the ad
Q: Why ſo

miniſtration of juſtice in civil matters, and
ſuffer all the inconveniencies of ſuch a

fituation for any conſiderable time, rather
than take the ſtamps, ſuppoſing the
ſtamps were protected by a ſufficient force,
where every one might have then
A. I think the ſuppoſition impractica
ble, that the ſtamps ſhould be ſo protećted
as that every one might have them. The
aćt requires ſub-diſtributors to be ap
pointed in every country town, diſtrićt and
village, and they would be neceſſary. But
the principal diſtributors, who were to
have had a confiderable profit on the

A. The greateſt part of the money muſt
ariſe from law-ſuits for the recovery of
debts, and be paid by the lower ſort of
people, who were too poor eaſily to pay

their debts. It is therefore a heavy tax
9n the poor, and a tax upon them for be
ing poor.

Q. But will not this increaſe of expence
be a means of leſſening the number of
law-ſuits 2

A. I think not ; for as the coſts all fall

upon the debtor, and are to be paid by
him, they would be no diſcouragement to
the creditor to bring his action.
-

Q: Would
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Q: Would it not have the effect of ex the Colonies acquieſce in the authority of
ceſſive uſury
the legiſlature ? What is your opinion
Y. Yes, as an oppreſſion of the deb they would do
tor,

A. I don't doubt at all, that if the le

Q: How many. ſhips are there laden giſlature repeal the ſtamp-act, the Colo
annually in North-America with flax nies will acquieſce in the authority.
ſeed for Ireland 2
Q. But if the legiſlature ſhould think
A. I cannot ſpeak to the number of fit to aſcertain its right to lay taxes, by
ſhips, but I know that in 1752, 10,000 any act laying a ſmall tax, contrary to
hogſheads of flax-ſeed, each containing 7 their opinion, would they ſubmit to pay
buſhels, were exported from Philadelphia the tax?
to Ireland. I ſuppoſe the quantity is
A. The proceedings of the people in
greatly increaſed ſince that time; and it America have been confidered too much
is underſtood that the exportation from together. The proceedings of the aſſem
New-York is equal to that from Phila blies have been very different from thoſe
delphia.
of the mobs, and ſhould be diſtinguiſhed,
Q: What becomes of the flax that as having no connection with each other.
grows with that flax-ſeed?
-The aſſemblies have only peaceably re

A: They manufacture ſome into coarſe, ſolved what they take to be their rights;
and ſome into a middling kind of linen. they have taken no meaſures for oppoſition
Q: Are there any ſlitting-mills in by force; they have not built a fort, raiſed
America?
a man, or provided a grain of ammunition,
A. I think there are three, but I be in order to ſuch oppoſition.—The ring
lieve only one at preſent employed. I leaders of riots they think ought to be

ſuppoſe they will all be ſet to work, if
the interruption of the trade continues.
Q_Are there any fulling mills there
A. A great many.
Q: Did you never hear that a great
uantity of ſtockings were contra&ed for,
or the army, during the war, and manu
factured in Philadelphia

puniſhed; they would puniſh them them

ſelves, if they could. Every ſober, ſen
fible man would wiſh to ſee rioters pu
niſhed, as otherwiſe peaceable people have
no ſecurity of perſon or eſtate. But as to

an internal tax, how ſmall ſoever, laid by

the legiſlature here on the people there,
while they have no repreſentatives in this
A. I have heard ſo.
legiſlature, I think it will never be ſubmit
Q. If the ſtamp-act ſhould be repealed, ted to.—They will oppoſe it to the laſt.—
would not the Americans think they They do not confider it as at all neceſſary
could oblige the parliament to repeal eve for you to raiſe money on them by your
ry external tax-law now in force
taxes, becauſe they are, and always have
A. It is hard to anſwer queſtions of been, ready to raiſe money by taxes
what people at ſuch a diſtance will think. among themſelves, and to grant large ſums
Q. But what do you imagine they will equal to their abilities, upon requiſition
think were the motives of repealing the from the crown.—They have not only
aćt *
granted equal to their abilities, but, dur.
A. I ſuppoſe they will think that it ing all the laſt war, they granted far be
was repealed from a convićtion of its in yond their abilities, and beyond their pro
expediency; and they will rely upon it, portion with this country, you yourſelves
that while the ſame inexpediency ſubſiſts, being judges, to the amount of many
you will never attempt to make ſuch ano hundred thouſand pounds, and this they
ther.
did freely and readily, only on a ſort of
Q: What do you mean by its inexpe romiſe from the ſecretary of ſtate, that
it ſhould be recommended to parliament
diency
A. I mean its inexpediency on ſeveral to make them compenſation. It was ac
accounts; the poverty and inability of cordingly recommended to parliament, in
thoſe who were to pay the tax; the gene the moſt honourable manner, for them.
ral diſcontent it has occaſioned; and the America has been greatly miſrepreſented
impračticability of enforcing it.
and abuſed here, in papers, and pam
Q. If the aët ſhould be repealed, and phlets, and ſpeeches, as ungrateful, and
the legiſlature ſhould ſhew its reſentment unreaſonable, and unjuſt, in having put
to the oppoſers of the ſtamp-aēt, would this nation to immenſe expence for their
Q_q q 2.
defence,
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defence, and refuſing to bear any part of here as foreigners; but they do not con
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that expence.

The Colonies raiſed, fider themſelves as ſuch.

They are zea

paid, and clothed, near 25000 men dur lous for the honour and proſperity of this
ing the laſt war, a number equal to thoſe nation, and, while they are well uſed,
ſent from Britain, and far beyond their will always be ready to ſupport it, as far
proportion; they went deeply into debt as their little power goes. In 1739 they
in doing this, and all their taxes and were called upon to aſſiſt in the expediti
eſtates are mortgaged, for many years to on againſt Carthagena, and they ſent 3ooo
come, for diſcharging that debt. Go men to join your army. It is true Car
vernment here was at that time very ſen thagena is in America, but as remote from
fible of this. The Colonies were recom the Northern Colonies as if it had been in
mended to parliament. Every year the Europe. They make no diſtinétion of
king ſent down to the houſe a written wars, as to their duty of aſſiſting in them.
meſſage to this purpoſe, ...That his Maº I know the laſt war is commonly ſpoke of

ſenſible of the zeal here as entered into for the defence, or
jeſty, being highly
and vigour with which his faithful ſub for the ſake of the people of America. I
think it is quite miſunderſtood. It began
jeas in North-America had exerted them: about
the limits between Canada and
fºlves, in defence of his Majeſty's juſt
rights and poſſeſſions, recommended it to Nova-Scotia, about territories to which
the houſe to take the ſame into confidera the crown indeed laid claim, but were
tion, and enable him to give them a pro not claimed by any Britiſh colony; none

per compenſation. You will find thoſe of the lands had been granted to any Co
ineſſages on your own journals every year loniſt; we had therefore no particular
of the war to the very laſt, and you did concern or intereſt in that diſpute.

accordingly give zoo,000 pounds annur
ally to the crown, to be di ſtributed in ſuch
compenſation to the Colonies. , This, is
the ſtrongeſt of all proofs that the Colo
nies, from being unwilling to bear a ſhare

As to

the Ohio, the conteſt there began about

your right of trading in the Indian coun
try, a right you had by the treaty of
Utrecht, which the French infringed;
they ſeized the traders and their goods,
of the burthen, did exceed their propor which were your manufactures; they took
tion; for if they had done leſs, or had a fort which a company of your mer
only equalled their proportion, there chants, and their factors and correſpon
would have been no room or reaſon for dents, had erected there, to ſecure that
compenſation.— Indeed the ſums reim trade. Braddock was ſent with an army
burſed them, were by no means adequate to retake that fort (which was looked on

to the expence they incurred beyond their here as another incroachment on the
proportion; but they never murmured at King's territory) and to protećt your trade.
that, they eſteemed their Sovereign's ap: It was not till after his defeat that the

probation of their zeal and fidelity, and Colonies were attacked. They were be
the approbation of this houſe, far beyond fore in perfe&t peace with both French and
any other kind of compenſation; there Indians ; the troops were not therefore
fore there was no occaſion for this act, to

ſent for their defence.

The trade with

force money from a willing people; they the Indians, though carried on in Ame
had not refuſed giving money for the rica, is not an American intereſt. The
urpoſes of the aël no requiſition had people of America are chiefly farmers and
É. made; they were always willing and planters; ſcarce any thing that they raiſe

ready to do what could reaſonably be ex

or produce is an article of commerce with

peaed from them, and in this light they the Indians. The Indian trade is a Bri
wiſh to be conſidered.
tiſh intereſt; it is carried on with Britiſh
Q_But ſuppoſe Great-Britain ſhould manufactures, for the profit of Britiſh
be engaged in a war in Europe, would merchants and manufacturers; therefore
North-America contribute to the ſupport the war, as it commenced for the defence
of it 2

of territories of the Crown, the property

A. I do think they would, as far as
their circumſtances would permit. They
conſider themſelves as a part of the Britiſh
empire, and as having one common in
tereſt with it; they may be looked on

of no American, and for the defence of a

trade purely Britiſh, was really a Britiſh
war—and yet the people of America made
no ſcruple of contributing their utmoſt
towards
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towards carrying it on, and bringing it to employed in the war, was greater than
that of the regulars. I am not certain,
a happy concluſion.
§. you think then that the taking but I think ſo.
-

-

poſſeſſion of the King's territorial rights,

Q_Do you think the aſſemblies have a

and ſtrengthening the frontiers, is not an right to levy money on the ſubjećt there,
to grant to the crown 2
A. I certainly think ſo; they have al
ways done it.
Britiſh and an American intereſt.
Q: Are they acquainted with the de
Q, You will not deny that the preced:
ing war, the war with Spain, was entered claration of rights And do they know
into for the ſake of America; was it not that, by that ſtatute, money is not to be
occaſioned by captures made in the Ame raiſed on the ſubject but by conſent of par
American intereſt ?

A. Not particularly, but conjointly a

liament 2

rican ſeas 2

A. Yes; captures of ſhips carrying on
the Britiſh trade there, with Britiſh ma

*

A. They are very well acquainted with
it.

º then can they think they have

nufactures.

Was not the late war with the In a right to levy money for the crown, or

dians, ſince the peace with France, a war for any other than local purpoſes 2
A. They underſtand that clauſe to re
for America only 2
A. Yes; it was more particularly for late to ſubjects only within the realm ;
America than the former, but it was ra that no money can be levied on them for
ther a conſequence or remains of the for the Crown, but by conſent of parliament.
mer war, the Indians not having been The Colonies are not ſuppoſed to be
thoroughly
and the Americans within the realm ; they have aſſemblies
bore by much the greateſt ſhare of the ex of their own, which are their parliaments,
pence. It was put an end to by the army and they are, in that reſpect, in the ſame
under General Bouquet; (ſee the account ſituation with Ireland. When money is
of this expedition p. 324.) there were not to be raiſed for the Crown upon the ſub
above 3oo regulars in that army, and ject in Ireland, or in the Colonies, the
conſent is given in the parliament of Ire
above 1 ooo Pennſylvanians.

F.

Q: Is it not neceſſary to ſend troops to

land, or in the aſſemblies of the Colonies.

America, to defend the Americans againſt They think the parliament of Great-Bri
the Indians ?

tain

. give that conſent till

A. No, by no means; it never was ne it has repreſentatives from America; for

ceſſary. They defended themſelves when the petition of right expreſsly ſays, it is
they were but an handful, and the Indi to be by common conſent in parliament,
ans much more numerous. They conti and the people of America have no repre

nually gained ground, and have driven ſentatives in parliament, to make a part
the Indians over the mountains, without of that common conſent.

any troops ſent to their aſſiſtance from this Q. If the ſtamp-aēt ſhould be repealed,
country. And can it be thought neceſſary and an ačt ſhould paſs, ordering the aſſem
now to ſend troops for their defence from blies of the Colonies to indemnify the ſuf
thoſe diminiſhed Indian tribes, when the ferers by the riots, would they obey it

A. That is a queſtion I cannot anſwer.
Q. Suppoſe the King ſhould require
it; they are very able to defend them the colonies to grant a revenue, and the

Colonies are become ſo populous, and ſo

ſtrong There is not the leaſt occaſion for

ſelves.

arliament ſhould be againſt their doing

Q: Do you ſay there were no more than it, do they think they can grant a reve
3oo regular troops employed in the late nue to the King, without the conſent of
Indian war *
the parliament of Great-Britain *
A. Not on the Ohio, or the frontiers

A. That is a deep queſtion.—As to my

of Pennſylvania, which was the chief part own opinion, I ſhould think myſelf at li.
of the war that affected the Colonies. berty to do it, and ſhould do it, if I liked
There were garriſons at Niagara, Fort the occaſion.
Detroit, and thoſe remote poſts kept for
Q: When money has been raiſed in the
the ſake of your trade; I did not reckon Colonies, upon requiſitions, has it not
them, but I believe that on the whole the been granted to the King 2
number of Americans,or provincial troops,
A. Yes
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A. Yes, always; but the requiſitions

have generally been for ſome ſervice ex
preſſed, as to raiſe, clothe and pay troops,
and not for money only.

Aug.

A. I believe they would.
Q: Why do you think ſo *

A: I can ſpeak for the Colony I live
in : I had it in inſtrućtion from the aſſem

-

Q. If the aët ſhould paſs, requiring the bly to aſſure the miniſtry, that as they al
i. ways had done, ſo they ſhould always

American aſſemblies to make

| tion to the ſufferers, and they ſhould diſ think it their duty to grant ſuch aids to

obey it, and then the parliament ſhould,

the crown as were ſuitable to their cir

by another ačt, lay an internal tax, would
they then obey it
A. The people will pay no internal
tax; and I think an ači to oblige the aſ
femblies to make compenſation is unne
ceſſary, for I am of opinion, that as ſoon
as the preſent heats are abated, they will

cumſtances and abilities, whenever called
upon for the purpoſe, in the uſual conſti
tutional manner; and I had the honour of

communicating this inſtrućtion to that ho
mourable gentleman then miniſter.
Q: Would they do this for a Britiſh

concern; as ſuppoſe a war in ſome part of

take the matter into confideration, and if Europe, that did not affe&t them *

it is right to be done, they will do it of

A. Yes, for any thing that concerned
the general intereſt. They confider them
Q: Do not letters often come into the ſelves as a part of the whole.

Hº!

-

-

ſt-offices in America, dire&ted to ſome

: What is the uſual conſtitutional

manner of calling on the Colonies for

inland town where no poſt goes
A. Yes.
. Can any private perſon take u
as dire&ted

aids 2

A. A letter from the ſecretary of ſtate.
Q: Is this all you mean, a letter from
A. Yes; any friend of the perſon may the ſecretary of ſtate *
do it, paying the poſtage that has accrued.
A: I mean the uſual way of requiſiti
Q. But muſt not he pay an additional on, in a circular letter from the ſecretary
poſtage for the diſtance to ſuch inland of ſtate, by his Majeſty's command, recit.

º, *. . ãº,

town 2

A. No.

f

ing the occaſion, and recommending it to

-

the Colonies to grant ſuch aids as became
Q. Can the poſt-maſter anſwer deliver their loyalty, and were ſuitable to their
-

ing the letter, without being paid ſuch

abilities.

Q: Did the ſecretary of ſtate ever write

additional poſtage 2

A. Certainly he can demand nothing, for money for the Crown
where he does no ſervice.

A. The requiſitions have been to raiſe,
Q, Suppoſe a perſon, being far from clothe and pay men, which cannot be done

home, finds a letter in a poſt-office di without money.
rećted to him, and he lives in a place to
Q: Would they grant money alone, if
which the poſt generally goes, and the called on 2
letter is directed to that place, will the
A. In my opinion they would, money
poſt-maſter deliver him the letter, without as well as men, when they have money,
or
can make it.
his paying the poſtage receivable at the

Q_If the parliament ſhould repeal the

place to which the letter is direéted?

A. Yes; the office cannot demand ſtamp-aēt, will the aſſembly of Pennſyl

poſtage for a letter that it does not carry,
or farther than it does carry it.

vania reſcind their reſolutions
A. I think not.

-

Q. Are not ferrymen in America ob
Q. Before there was any thought of the
liged by act of parliament, to carry over ſtamp-aēt, did they wiſh for a repreſenta
the poſts without pay 2
A. Yes.

tion in parliament?
A. No.

$.

you know that there is, in
A. They do not conſider it as ſuch, as the Pennſylvania charter, an expreſs reſer

Q_Is not this a tax on the ferrymen?

they have an advantage from perſons tra vation of the right of parliament to lay
taxes there *

velling with the poſt.
A. I know there is a clauſe in the char
* If the ſtamp-aēt ſhould be repealed,
and the crown ſhould make a requiſition ter, by which the King grants that he
to the Colonies for a ſum of money, will levy no taxes on the inhabitants, un
leſs
would they grant it *

1767.
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leſs it be with the conſent of the aſſembly,
or by ačt of parliament.
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A. I don't know that they do; Ibe

lieve not.

Q: How then could the aſſembly of Q. If the ſame Colony ſhould ſay nei
Pennſylvania aſſert, that laying a tax on ther tax nor impoſition could be laid, does
them by the ſtamp-act was an infringe not that province hold the power of par
ment of their rights?

A. They underſtand it thus; by the

liament can lay neither

A., I ſuppoſe that by the word impoſiti

ſame charter, and otherwiſe, they are in on, they do not intend to expreſs duties
titled to all the privileges and liberties of to be laid on goods imported, as regulati

Engliſhmen; they find in the great char:
ters, and the petition and declaration of

ons of commerce.

Q: What can the Colonies mean then
rights, that one of the privileges of Eng by impoſition as diſtinčt from taxes
# ſubjećts is, that they are not to be . A. They may mean many things, as

taxed but by their common conſent; they impreſſing of men, or of carriages,

quar

have therefore relied upon it, from the tering troops on private houſes, and the
firſt ſettlement of the province, that the like , there may be great impoſitions that
parliament never would, nor could, by are not properly taxes.
colour of that clauſe in the charter, aſ
Q: Is not the poſt-office rate an inter
ſume a right of taxing them, till it had nal tax laid by ačt of parliament 2

qualified itſelf to exerciſe ſuch right, by
admitting repreſentatives from the people

A. I have anſwered that.

Q Are all parts of the Colonies equal

to be taxed, who ought to make a part of ly able to pay taxes 2
that common conſent.

A: No, certainly; the frontier parts,

: Are there any words in the charter which have been ravaged by the enemy,
that juſtify that conſtrućtion ?
are greatly diſabled by that means, and
A. The common rights of Engliſhmen, therefore, in ſuch caſes, are uſually fa
as declared by Magna Charta, and the pc voured in our tax-laws.
tition of right, all juſtify it.
Q. Can we, at this diſtance, be compe
Q, Does the diſtinction between inter tent judges of what favours are neceſſary
-

nal and external taxes exiſt in the words
of the charter 2

A. No, I believe not.

A. The parliament have ſuppoſed it,
by claiming a right to make tax laws for
America ; I think it impoſſible.

Q. Then may they not, by the ſame , Q: Would the repeal of the ſtamp-aēt
interpretation, object to the parliament's be any diſcouragement of your manufac
right of external taxation?
tures? Will the people that have begun
A. They never have hitherto. Many to manufacture decline it?
arguments have been lately uſed here to
A. Yes, I think they will; eſpecially
ſhew them that there is no difference, and if, at the ſame time, the trade is opened
that if you have no right to tax them in again, ſo that remittances can be eaſily
ternally, you have none to tax them ex made. I have known ſeveral inſtances
ternally, or make any other law to bind that make it probable. In the war before
them. At preſent they do not reaſon ſo, laſt, tobacco being low, and making little
but in time they may poſſibly be convinc remittance, the people of Virginia went
ed by theſe arguments.
generally into family manufactures. Af.
... Do not the reſolutions of the Penn
terwards, when tobacco bore a better

ſylvania aſſembly ſay all taxes
price, they returned to the uſe of Britiſh
A. If they do, they mean only internal manufactures. So fulling-mills were very

taxes; the ſame words have not always

much

diſuſed in the laſt war in Pennſylva
the ſame meaning here and in the Colo nia, becauſe
bills were then plenty, and
mies. By taxes they mean internal taxes; remittances could
eaſily be made to Bri
by duties they mean cuſtoms; theſe are tain for Engliſh cloth and other, goods.
their ideas of the language.

Q: If the ſtamp ačt ſhould
* Have you not ſeen the reſolutions would it induce the aſſembliesbeofrepealed,
Ameri.
of the Maſſachuſett's bay aſſembly *
ca
to
acknowledge
the
rights
of
parlia
A. I have.
ment to tax them, and would they caſe
Q: Do they not ſay, that neither ex their reſolutions 2
ternal nor internal taxes can be laid on

them by Parliament

A. No, never.

Q: Is there no means of obliging them
to eraſe thoſe reſolutions

A. None
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A. None that I know of ; they will bearer of this, ſhall think neceſſary.—
never do it, unleſs compelled by force of And then, and not till then, the pacquet
arms.

will be unſealed, and the ſeveral warrants

Q_Is there a power on earth that can delivered to you.
force them to eraſe them *

. It is expected, and will not be doubted,
A. No power, how great ſoever, can but that you will carry yourſelf, in the
force men to change their opinions.
conduct of this buſineſs as your duty re
Q: Do they conſider the poſt-office as }. it is neceſſary that it be done with
a tax, or as a regulation ?
ecrecy, till the moment of apprehenſion,
A. Not as a tax, but as a regulation left the perſons, conſidering the power
and conveniency; every aſſembly encou and number of their followers and ad
raged it, and ſupported it in its infancy, herents, ſhould make any attempt to
by grants of money, which they would obſtrućt the courſe of it. To prevent
not otherwiſe have done ; and the people which, col. Maſſey will give you a ſuffi
have always paid the poſtage.
cient force, on which only, I would have
Q: When did you receive the inſtrušti you depend, not taking to you any of
ons you mentioned 2

your own followers,

A. I brought them with me, when I
the deputy pro
came to England, about 15 months ſince. Tovoſt
Marſhal at
- When did you communicate that
Montreal.

I am, Sir,
Your humble ſerv.

WM. HEY, C. J.
A. Soon after my arrival, while the
ſtamping of America was under conſidera To the Provoſt Marſhal of the Province of
Quebec, or to his Deputy, or Depaties
tion, and before the bill was brought in.
for the ſame, and to all Conflables, Bai
Q: Would it be moſt for the intereſt of
Jiffs, and other Peace Officers.
Great-Britain, to employ the hands of
Virginia in tobacco, or in manufactures 2 Quebec, ſſ. W M 7 HERE As George
A. In tobacco, to be ſure.
>
Magovock, late ſol
Q: What uſed to be the pride of the dier in the 28th regiment of foot, hath
Americans ?
made oath before me, Will. Hey, chief
A. To indulge in the faſhions and ma juſtice, in and for the province of Que
nufactures of Great-Britain.
bec, that capt. Diſney, together with ſe
veral perſons, did, on or about the 6th of
Q: What is now their pride :
A. To wear their old cloaths over a Dec. 1764, feloniouſly, and of malice,
gain, till they can make new ones.
fore-thought, and by lying in wait, aſ
ſault, wound, and cut off part of the ear
withdrew.
of Tho. Walker, Eſq; of Montreal, in
province, with an intention in ſo
The Trial of Capt. Daniel Diſney, Town this
doing, to disfigure the ſaid Thomas Wal
Major of Montreal; with all the Let ker.
ters and Papers, relative to that Affair.
Theſe are therefore to command you
Held at Montreal, Feb. 28, 1767.
forthwith to apprehend the ſaid cap. Diſ
[ Entire, Price 1 s. I
ney, and him ſo apprehended in ſafe cuſ
tody, to convey either to the civil, or mi
Quebec, Nov. 15, 1766. litary goal of Quebec, as to you upon
the confideration of the premiſes, ſhall
S I R,
appear moſt expedient, there to remain,
H E bearer of this letter, has in his until he ſhall by due courſe of law be de
cuſtody ſeveral warrants, for the livered therefrom.
Given under my hand and ſeal at tle
apprehenſion of perſons concerned in the
Aſſaſſination of Mr. Walker, in Dec.
bec, this 12th day of Nov. 1766.
1764, which you will execute with pri
WM. HEY, C. J.
vacy, diſpatch and reſolution; and that
Saturday
Morn. Quebec.
you may the better do it, you are requir
S I R,
ed to go immediately, upon the receipt
of this letter, to col. Maſſey, who will
T is with pain and anguiſh of mind
give you, by the governor's order, the
that I am conſtrained to tell you, I ex
military aſſiſtance, which he, you, or the pećt Mr. Walker every moment to demand

inſtrućtion to the miniſter

I

that
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will eaſily make appear; in the mean
time, we will only ſay, that he has alrea
dy received a part of his reward in oppo
fition to his majeſty's inſtructions, as the
reward or any part thereof, is only to be
paid on convićtion, he is diſcharged, be
he would give me leave to bail them, but ing called in our warrant late ſoldier, and
he moſt poſitively refuſed it, and repeat has been theſe four months in Walker's
ed the ſubſtance of his affidavit, that he keeping ; all theſe conſiderations induced
was in danger of his iife, and ſhould not us to defire to be condućted to Quebec,
think it worth a day's purchaſe, if they, (notwithſtanding the diſagreeable time of
or any of them, were at their liberty; the year) to be admitted to bail, this we
under ſuch circumſtances, and for that eaſily took for granted, confidering our
the law where a feiomy of this kind is po charaćters, beſides murder can be bailed,
fitively charged, is moſt direét againſt it, that even high treaſon can be bailed, yet
I have, and muſt continue to refuſe to to our unſpeakable ſurpriſe we are told,
bail them, at the ſame time this rigid ob Sir, you ſay, it reſts with Thomas Wal
fervance of my duty, is a very ſevere af ker, a d now pronounce it impoſſible;
that the gentlemen in your cuſtody be
removed to the goal, and that if he does,
I cannot refuſe it : I had him at my
houſe yetterday for more than an hour,
and I ſupplicated more than if it had been
my own caſe, I ſhould have done, that

flićtion to me.

I recommend to you to

Sir, we are all men of honour, have been,

ſee that the goal is put in a condition as and ſo will prove ourſelves to be, to the
fit to receive them as it poſſibly can be, moſt partial, happy, how ſoon the oppor
and till that is done, let him be ever ſo tunity may offer, we are ready, and our
Fº in his demands, and though injured honour longs for the period, and
am not perhaps quite juſtified even in beg, Sir, you will commit the informer,
that, I will readily conſent, that they that we may be ſure of meeting him at
ſhall continue where they are, but it can the hour of trial.
We are, Sir,
not be extended beyond to-morrow even Nov. 12, 1766.
To the hon.
ing.
I am,
your moſt obedient ſer.
John Frazer,
Wm. Hey, Eſq;
To the deputy proyour humble ſer.
voſt marſh. at Quebec.
WM. H.E.Y.
St. Luc La Corne,
John Campbell,
S I R,
Dan. Diſney,

E RE we are, ſix gentlemen, ih obe

Simon Evans,

Joſ. Howard.
dience to your warrants, although
neither unknown or unconne&ted, yet have
Gentlemen,
Quebec, Sat. Night.
we been apprehended, not as mere vaga
A M the moſt unhappy perſon in the
bonds would, but like ſo many malefac
tors, from undemiable proofs, in the moſt
world, if I ſhould have miſtaken my
opprobrious and violent manner, all man duty upon this occaſion, for it has been
ner of delicacy and decency laid afide to againſt every wiſh, and defire, and feel
it
wards us, as men which muſt be deemed ing, that the human heart can

º

inhuman and cruel, when confidered, that ſelf with, that I have been inforced to this
five of the ſix are married men, and that ſeeming ſeverity.—Upon ,the beſt atten

tion and conſideration that I can give any

a time was pitched upon, when we could
be torn out of the arms of our wives, and
they frightened out of their ſenſes, not
only our houſes being ſurrounded at two
o'clock in the morning, but even our
beds with ſcrewed bayonets. But upon
what proof are we apprehended ? upon the
bare oath of a ſoldier; we have all expe

oath, if I complied with your deſires, yet
I am not ſo tenacious of my own opinion,
as not to be open to convićtion; and

rience enough in the world, to be con

therefore, if it is the opinion of any gen

thing, and I had reſolved it in my mind,
long before I had occaſion to expreſs it,
I am convinced I ſhould depart from my

duty, and break a ſacred, a very ſacred

vinced of the depravity of the human tleman of the profeſſion, as I am told it
heart, and we all know the ſoldiery well is, that I ought to admit you to bail, I
enough to be convinced, that but too of will be very ready to hear their reaſon,
ten, the moſt infamous villains are to be and ſubmit to them, if they are convinc
found in that claſs; ſuch to be the cha ing, with the greateſt pleaſure imagina
raēter of this fellow, in proper time, we ble.—For the circumſtances of ſeverity
R r r
and
Aug. 1767.

s
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and indelicacy attending your apprehen
fion, nothing in my warrants gave a coun
tenance to it, and the letter accompany

ing them to Mr. Gray, grounded upon
apprehenſions, declared to me (perhaps
unreaſonable ones) of eſcape or reſiſtance,
meant no more than a caution of the offi

cer, to be upon his guard againſt either

Aug.

tenant in his Majeſty's 48th Regiment;
and joſeph Howard, Merchant, all of
this City of Montreal in the Province
aforeſaid.
She weth,

Th; T your memorialiſts,

to their
great ſurpriſe, were ſeiſed and tak

—the circumſtance you mention of the in en out of their beds, in the middle of

former being deſcribed as a late ſoldier,
aroſe from no particular knowledge of
his diſcharge (and I have ſince been in
formed, that he is ſtill a ſoldier) but
merely fºom my own obſervation, that he
was not in the dreſs of a ſoldier, with re

gard to his charaćler, my private ſenti
ments may perhaps, differ very little from

yours, but I cannot be at liberty to in:
dulge them, it will be a very material
circumſtance for you, to avail yourſelves
of at the proper time, and you ſhall have
every opportunity of doing it; but in the
mean time, his being a ſoldier, is no
proof of his diſhoneſty, nor can I deter
mine him to be ſo upon common fame.
I have detained him under my warrant
in the goal, that he may be forth coming
at the time.—Your trial ſhall be as ſpeedy
as poſſible; I will be ready at an hour's
notice to go up to Montreal, where by
the king's poſitive inſtrućtions, it can on

the night, of the 18th inſtant, by Edw.
Wm. Gray, Eſq; provoſt marſhal, in and
for the diſtrićt of Montreal, aſſiſted by a
party of ſoldiers, with fixed bayonets,
and by them hurried down to
where they are now in cloſe cuſtody, of
the deputy provoſt marſhal of the province
aforeſaid, by virtue of ſpecial warrants,
iſſued and ſigned by the honourable Wm.
Hey, Eſq; chief juſtice of the province

$º

aforeſaid.

That your memorialiſts further ſhew;
that they have applied to his honour the
ſaid chief juſtice, to admit them to bail,
being adviſed that he had, and has an
undoubted power and authority, to take
bail in all caſes of what nature ſoever, and

more eſpecially in the caſe of your memo
rialiſts.—But the ſaid chief juſtice has
thought proper to refuſe that indulgence
to your memorialiſts, though your me
morialiſts offered, and ſtill are ready and

ly be had.--That you will acquit your willing to give any bail or ſecurity, that
{éives with honour I do moſt ſincerely
wiſh ; as a gentleman I believe it ; but as
a magiſtrate I am compelled to doubt it;
in the mean time, there being a poſitive
abſºlute change of a capital offence, with
an additional affidavit, that the proſecu
tor's iſºe would be in danger, if vou were
ſuffered to be at large.—I cannot per
mit it.
I am, gentlemen,
To Joh Frazer,
”. obedient,
Eſq;
• humble ſervant,
WM. HEY.

To the Honourable Guy Carleton, Eſq;
Brigadier General of his Majeſty's For
cer, Lieutenant Governor and Comman
der in chief, in and over the Pro

‘vince of Quebec, Chancellor and Vice
Admiral of the ſame.
The bumble Memorial of john Frazer,

Eſq; fohn Campbell, Eſq; now a Cap

his honour the ſaid chief juſtice might
require.

That your memorialiſts being thereup
on greatly diſappointed and diſtreſſed, did

apply to the deputy, provoſt marſhal, to
aſſign and appoint them a private room
as a goal, and not to ſend them to the
common public goal, amongſt the refuſe
of mankind, (which goal is ſo out of re
pair, as your memorialiſts are informed,
as to be inſufficient to preſerve your me
morialiſts from the injuries and inclemen
cy of this rigorous ſeaſon, by means
whereof the lives of your memorialiſts
muſt be in the moſt imminent danger)
which he the deputy provoſt marſhal con
ſented to do, by virtue 6f his ſaid office,
and at his own riſque; but has fince in
formed your memorialiſts, that he is ob
liged to ſend them to the common goal,
there to remain till their day of trial, by
virtue of an order from his ſuperiors.
That your memorialiſts, conſcious of
their own innocence in regard to the
crime they are charged with, wiſh for no

tain in his Majeſty's 27th Regiment,
Daniel Diſney, Eſq; now a Captain in
his Majeſty's 44th Regiment; St. Luc
La Corne, Eſq; Simon Evans, a Lieu thing ſo ardently, as an opportunity of
acquitting
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acquitting themſelves from the infamy
We are ſo well convinced of thoſe gen
and diſtreſs they at preſent labour under. tlemens honour, that all and every one of
Your memorialiſts therefore (the pre us, do hereby offer to become their bail,
miſes confidered, and for as much as your to the utmoſt extent of our fortunes (nay,
memorialiſts are without redreſs, unleſs

even with our lives) as well for their aft:

by the humane and generous interpoſition
of your honour) humbly pray, that your
honour will be pleaſed to admit your me
morialiſts, to be enlarged till the day
of trial, upon their giving ſuch bail, as
to your honour ſhall ſeem meet, not on
ly for their appearance and ſtanding their

Pearance to take trial, as for the ſafety of
Mr. Walker's perſon, from any hurt
from them, in conſequence of their en

every poſſible management in favour of

trial at Montreal for the crime laid to

theſe gentlemen will be employed, their

their charge, but alſo, for their Peaceable
behaviour and good demeanour towards
all his Majeſty's liege ſubjects, but more
eſpecially to Thomas Walker, Eſq;
And your memorialiſts ſhall ever
pray, as in duty bound,
John Frazer,
Quebec, the 23d
John Campbell,

before, untainted characters and the pub
lic voice, make us confident, that none

of November,
1766.

St. Luc La Corne,

largement.
From your honour's known clemency
-

and moderation, we flatter ourſelves, that

ever was better applied.—All which, is

with the greateſt reſpect, humbly ſub
mitted to your honour's judicious conſi
deration.

We have the greateſt confidence that
the petition of theſe gentlemen will be
granted.

Daniel Diſney,
Simon Evans,

Joſeph Howard.

To

the Hon.

23d Nov. 1766.
CŞuebec,
Carleton, Eſq;
7

Lieutenant Governor, &c.

S I R,

John Frazer, Eſq; Capt. Campbell
W E have the honour to preſent the Toçãpt.
Diſney, Mº’s.. . . . .
Lieut. Evans, and Mr. Howard.
petition of John Frazer, John
Campbell, Daniel Diſney, St. Luc La
Gentlemen,
Corne, Eſquires, meſſieurs Simon Evans,
and Joſeph Howard.
At the ſame
HAVE received your memorial,
time, that we expreſs our abhorrence of | chiefly ſetting forth, that the chief ju
the breach of public order, in the outrage Itice had refuſed to accept of bail, and
committed on the perſon of Mr. Walker; ſuffer you to be at large 'till the time of
and our wiſhes for a diſcovery of the per your trial; therefore praying I would in

I

petrators of it; we cannot be unmoved, terpoſe my authority, accept of ſaid bail,
when we conſider the circumſtances of and grant, you that liberty which he has
thoſe gentlemen, now torn from their refuſed I fincerely lament (and am con
families, and impriſoned on ſuſpicion vinced the chief juſtice doth alſo lament)
thereof.

that the circumſtance of your caſe will not

Until we hear the crime proved againſt ſuffer him to enlarge you, conſiſtently
them, we cannot help
ourſelves with his duty, and the ſolemn oath he has
for men, who from their families, ſtati taken to adminiſter equal law and impar

º

ons, ſervic-s, and eſtabliſhed charaćters

tial juſtice, as unfortunately the perſon to
until this ſurpriſing ſtroke) ſtood in the whom the king has deligated his authority

higheſt degree of eſtimátion and reſpect in in theſe matters, has found himſelf obliged
this province, we not only feel for them, in compliance with his duty to make is
but their families; with what afflićtion

final declaration; my interpoſing my

do his majeſty's new ſubjećts behold the authority and arbitrarily wreſting yoã
grey heirs of their countrymen, thus ſo out of the hands of the chief juſtice of
unexpe&tedly, perhaps irretrievably af the court of King's bench, would be irrel
fronted.
gu aſ, illegal, and in my opinion, what
We therefore, moſt earneſtly intreat would merit his majeſty's higheſt diſplea.
you, Sir, to interpoſe your authority, mi ſure. As to the other Points in your
tigate the rigour of the law, a diſpenſation memorial, the humanity of the chie ju
even from which, would be in this caſe (if ſtice, will undoubtedly bring on yºur
in any) we humbly conceive, juſtifiable. trial, as ſoon as may be, and in the mean
R r r 2

while,
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Diſney,

&c.

Aug.

while, order your confinement to be made complice, and the form of the warrants,
as little irkſome to you as poſſible ; to

varying only the names, is in theſe words.

willingly
his Majeſty's Goal in
ſubſcribe my wiſhes, and defire that it To the Keeper ofQuebec.
may be ſo; this deſire being underſtood Quebec,
into your cuſtody,
in no wiſe to interrupt the free courſe of
the body of John Frazer,
juſtice, nor in the ieaſt to interfere with Eſq; who ſtands charged
before me, Wm.
thoſe officers in the execution of their du
ty, to whoſe care you are, or may be Hey, C. J. of the province of Quebec,
whoſe humane intentions, I

*R*.

upon the oath of G. M. late a ſoldier in

committed.

the 28th regiment of foot, for havin
I am, with the moſt ardent wiſhes, with
divers other perſons, on the .#
for a ſpeedy and open manifeſta
tion of your innocence, Gentlemen, of Dec. 1764, feloniouſly, and of malice
afore-theught, and by lying in wait aſ
Your moſt humble ſervant,
ſaulted, wounded, and cut off part of the
GUY CARLeto N. ear of Thomas Walker, Eſq; with an

º:
>

-

intention in ſo, doing, to disfigure the
ſaid Thomas Walker.
C A S E.

Given under my hand and ſeal, &c.
John Frazer, Eſq; John Campbell,
Eſq; and others, were arreſted by ſpe

cial warrants, iſſued and ſigned by the

This is a matter which I have had too
much occaſion to conſider, and I have con

honourable William Hey, Eſq; chief fidered it in every light and upon every
juſtice of the province of Quebec, found principle, from the moment that I found
of º M'Govock, ſo many gentlemen of rank and fortune
late a ſoldier in the 28th regiment of involved in it. ... I knew it was a queſtion,
ed on a

dº

foot.—For that they did, on or about the that muſt infallibly ariſe upon their ap
6th day of December, 1764, feloniouſly,

prehenſion, and I thought it my duty, to

and of malice afore-thought, and by ly weigh with great deliberation, what con
ing in wait, aſſault, wound, and cut off, dućt I ought to hold whenever that event
part of the ear of Tho. Walker, Eſq; ſhould take place, and to conſider the rea
with an intention in ſo doing, to disfigure ſons and grounds of the law upon this

W.

the ſaid Tho.
in the ab
Are caſe
the priſoners in the above

"...,

uere
Quere,

We are clearly of opinion
they are,
William Gregory,
John Morriſon,
Edward Antill,
— Johnſon.

The ſeveral gentlemen now in cuſto
dy, under different warrants of commit

ment iſſued by me, and ſtanding charged

ſubjećt, and upon what principles the
pračtice of the courts at Weſtminſter, has
been eſtabliſhed in caſes of this kind;
throughout the whole courſe of this in
quiry, I have ſtem nothing to occaſion a
ſingle doubt, the law itſelf plain, clear,
and manifeſt, and the practice without a
fingle deviation from the earlieſt times,
down to the revolution, at that time, and
ever ſince running in one uniform courſe
of oppoſition, to the demand that is now
made on behalf of theſe gentlemen, that
they be admitted to bail, after this very
careful inquiry and under this convićtion
of the illegality of granting it, and if I

upon oath with being concerned, in the
attempt upon Mr. Walker, in Dec. 1764,
having been deſirous that it ſhould be ar am miſtaken, it is the moſt unfortunate of
gued before me by their council, whether . all errors (it would be a breach of that ſa
under the circumſtances of their caſe, they

might be admitted to bail, it has accord
ingly been argued ſolemnly by four gen
tlemen of the law on their part, and by
two on the part of the Crown, and it
now ſtands for my opinion, upon this
fingle queſtion, whether to admit them

cred oath, contained in the 7th chapter
of the 18th E. 3. which I have taken, to
do equal law and execution of right to all
the king's ſubjects rich and poor, without

having regard to any perſon) if I was to
admit them to bail.

It is the opinion of L. Coke, in his

to bail or not.

comment upon the ſtatute of Weſtminſter,
They are committed upon the oath of that all offences were bailable at common
George M*Govock, ſoldier, and an ac law ; this is a matter ſo involved in the
darkneſs
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darkneſs and obſcurity of times, whoſe hi
ſtory comes down to us under great diſad
vantages,that it is difficult now to form any
very preciſe opinion upon it, if it was ſo;
two reaſons may perhaps be aſſigned for
it, firſt, that almoſt every offence might in
thoſe times be commuted and anſwered,
by a pecuniary ſatisfaction to the king
and the party; and, 2dly, That the or
der and civil polity of the kingdom was
ſuch, that a whole community from the
nature of the government, was always re
ſponſible for the a&t of the individual, who
made a part of it: homicide was, how
ever, in Glanville's time, and poſſibly
long before, ſpecially exempted by ſtatute,
the writ de homine repligiando, did not ex
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To the firſt I anſwer, that I, by no
means take upon me to determine that,
the caſe is within the aët, but there is

matter enough ſet forth in the warrant of
commitment, to put them upon their tri

al for that offence; the caſe is certainly
doubtful, and in this ſtate of the proceſs,
it would be indecent and an high preſump
tion in ine to give any opinion about it.
The next conſideration ariſes from the

character and reputation of the gentlemen;
if by this is intended, that they can give
ſufficient bail, I have not the leaſt doubt

about it, the two gentlemen who came
firſt to me in their behalf and offered them.

ſelves for that purpoſe, I know to be men,

whoſe fortunes and honour I would rely

tend to ſome caſes, and there were others upon, for every thing they thcught pro

as appears by the ſtatute of Weſtminſter,
which not being deſcribed ſufficient, cer
tainly gave occaſion to the ſheriffs to com:
mit great abuſes, in letting thoſe to bail
who were not bailable, and keeping thoſe
in priſon, who were in order. 7th, It
recites to gain of the one party, and to
grieve the other.
To remedy this inconvenience and re
dreſs this injury, the ſtatute of Weſtmin
ſter was made, by which it is now pretty
clearly aſcertained for what offences bail

per to anſwer for, but the queſtion is not
with reſpect to ſufficient or not ſufficient
bail, but whether I can admit any ; I muſt
aver that I cannot, and if the whole

F. to a man ſhould offer themſelves,
could not think myſelf at liberty to vary
my anſwer.
The third conſideration ariſes from the

circumſtances and fituation of the witneſs;
of that I cannot judge; he is a legal wit.
neſs, and the jury alone can determine

what degree of credit his teſtimony

ſhall be taken, and for what it ſhall be re ought to bear when he cones before them :

fuſed.——And though this ačt does not
extend to the judges, but they may, and
do exerciſe a diſcretionary power of bail
ing in all caſes, yet it muſt be obſerv
ed, that in the exerciſe of the power, they
conſtantly adhere to the deſcriptions in that
ſtatute, and never depart from them, but
upon very ſpecial occaſions. It will be
material therefore, to enquire what the
circumſtances ought to be, to induce me
to exerciſe this power, for power (that is
a poſitive will without diſcretion) the law
knows not of reſiding in any judge or any

I am very tender of ſaying any thing,
that can poſſibly prejudice one way or the
other; yet it is obvious to remark, that
in a caſe of this nature, it is from accom

plices alone, and of courſe wicked men,
that any proſecutor can expect to draw
the truth, and I know not, but believe

the contrary, that it is from this man's
teſtimony alone, he hopes to inveſtigate

the truth of this black affair; it might
be detrimental to him, to produce the
whole of his evidence before me, in this

ſtage of the caſe, more may yet remain

court, and where it is ſaid in Coke's 2d In to be produced at the proper time, and I

ſtitutes, that the court have ſuch a power, ſhould prejudice then and every other
reaſonable proſpect he may have of diſcloſ.

it means no more than that the miniſterial

officer, and all others, who ačt in obedi

ing this matter, if I ſhould take upon

ence to it, cannot be queſtioned for any me to ſay he is wholly without credit.
thing done by virtue of it.
Every circumſtance to invalidate this,
What then have been the arguments or any other teſtinony that may be pro
which have been urged to prevail upon me duced, or that may tend to manifeſt the
to admit theſe gentlemen to bail
innocence of the accuſed perſons, will
1ſt, That the caſe is not within the Co have its proper weight before the court
ventry Aét.
and the jury at the trial ; in the mean
2d, That the parties are of great rank, time, the impropriety of my entering in
to any thing of that kind is obvious, and
quality and condition.
3d, That the witneſs is infamous.
if it wanted authority fron caſes, is well
ſupport
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ſupported by the following, which I have

.

from a number that might be

cited.

In Salkeld 104, a man being indićted
for murder, it was moved to bail him,
becauſe the affidavit did not ſeem ſuffici

Aug.

Captain Frazer, &c. (and ending with)
“ and in my Opinion, would merit Bis
“ Majeſty's bigheſt Diſpleaſure.”
E X T R A C T.

A" TER

ent to prove him guilty, but, ſays lord

explaining my opinion of
the requeſt, I muſt ſay a word or

Holt, the evidence affects him and that

two as to the meaſures taken to enforce

is enough, the allowing the favour of it that many perſons who have ſubſcrib
bail may diſcourage the proſecution, there ed, did not know the evil tendency of in
fore it is not fit that the court ſhould de terfering in numbers in the free courſe of
clare their opinion of the evidence before juſtice, I ſincerely believe, both from the
hand—for it muſt prejudice the priſoner good opinion I have of them, and their
on one ſide, or the proſecutor, on the own declarations ſince; but it is not a lit
other.
tle ſurpriſing that the gentlemen who have
A&tous caſe, as reported in Sir John the honour to be of the council, ſhould not
Strange, is this, he was keeper of a pri know that law and juſtice were to be ob
fon, and four times indićted for murder tained for the ſake of juſtice and law alone I
by keeping priſoners in a noiſome and of I did not expe&t that any of them ſhould
fenſive room, he was acquitted of them all, particularly exert themſelves to procure
and the ſame proſecutor indićted him numbers; ſhould appoint them to aſſem

#. from divine

again for a fifth, and the court refuſed to

ble about the time

bail him, though the proſecutor had all
the marks of malice and reſentment, and
great improbability of being ſupported.
In Greenwood's caſe, who was indićted
for a highway robbery, eight gentlemen

ſervice on Sunday; ſhould take poſt in
the ſtreets, and importune people return
ing to their homes, with an intent to go
in numbers to the lieut. Governor, and
in a manner to enforce ſuch a requeſt.

of the firſt diſtinčtion made affidavit, that

That Mr. Mabane, then one of the

they ſpent the whole day with him, in council and judge of the common pleas,
which the robbery was charged to be com ſhould tell me for excuſe for this conduct,
mitted, but the court refuſed to ſee them. that he thought the greater the number,
And I remember a gentleman whoſe the more likely he was to ſucceed, as if by
name was Home, of a good family and a numbers he thought to intimidate, and ſo
moderate fortune, brought up from Lan make me ſwerve from my duty, as he had
caſhire to the court of King's Bench, to done from his ; this as it direétly tends to
be bailed for murder.

His council of.

overturn law, juſtice, and good govern

fered to prove that it was a malicious pro ment, appears very extraordinary from a
ſecution ſet on foot by his brother, who counſellor and a judge.
wanted his eſtate, and who had been
I muſt juſt add for your information,
heard to ſay, he would ſwear his life Sir, had I thus wreſted this power out of
away falſely, and though theſe ſtrong cir the hands of the chief juſtice, I ſhould
cumſtances were offered in proof, lord have been guilty of diſobedience to the
Mansfield ordered him to be remanded,

ſpirit and meaning of the twentieth ar

without aſſigning his reaſons, which he ticle of his majeſty's inſtrućtions, which
ſaid muſt prejudice.
you have had ſome time in your hands.
For theſe and many other reaſons which

The readineſs with which almoſt all de

might be offered, I am clearly of opinion fiſted from coming upon hearing my opi
theſe gentlemen cannot be admitted to mion upon ſuch a proceeding, is a proof
bail.
to me of the good intentions, even of theſe
Nov. 26, 1766.
WM. Hey, C. J. I don't know, and their future condućt,
I hope, will confirm it to all the world.
Nov. 29, 1766, Quebec. Be pleaſed to communicate the above to
To Lieut. Col. Erving, Major of the 15th gentlemen who have ſubſcribed,
Regiment of Foot.
I am, Sir, &c.
S I R,

-

GUY CARLeto N.

The following: Extrač of my Letter to
Copy
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Copy of a Letter to the Lieut. Governor, innocence, made the leaſt exception to a
from Lieutenant Col. jones of the 52d ſingle ſentence.—They thought it would
be but juſtice to thoſe gentlemen, to give
Regiment; Lieut. Col. Erving, of the the
ſtrongeſt teſtimony of their #.
15th Regiment ; and Captain Morris,
of the 27th Regiment, in Anſwer to his and the eſteem in which they ſtood in the
to Colonel Erving of the 29th of No country 3, they, thought it humanity to
ºvember.

S I R,

W. H the reſpe&tful attention due

alleviate the odium which their unhappy
ſituation muſt throw on their charaćters,
and to obviate as far as in them lay, the
ill conſequences likely to enſue on their
affairs and intereſts.

to a letter from you, we have
In fine, that it was a proper occaſion to
peruled that ſent to lieut. col Erving, and inform thoſe who had not opportunities
directed to be communicated to all that

of being acquainted with this province,

ſubſcribed a petition in behalf of the gen
tlemen brought priſoners from Montreal.
Leſt any unfavourable in preſſion might
have been conveyed, left the filence even
of thoſe amongſt the preſenters, not par
ticularly charged, ſhould countenance
ſuch impreſſion, we beg leave to lay be
fore you the whole of our proceedings and

that an impreſſion very different had been

what may have been given in England.
To lay open theſe their ſentiments, they
flatter themſelves would not be unaccepta

intentions, which we flatter ourſelves would

motives for every poſſible indulgence, they

made here, in regard to the perpetrators
of the outrage on Mr. Walker, from

ble, and as they thought it incumbent up
on them to propoſe the moſt perſuaſive

be ſome apology, even had we been igno hoped every becoming meaſure for juſti
rantly led into a breach of a poſitive fying ſuch indulgence would be pleaſing,
law.
they never preſumed in what manner au
Saturday night it was told, the gentle thority was to be interpoſed, if the law
men confined were not to be bailed, and did not allow bail to be taken, ſome mi

that it was expe&ted they would be ſent
back priſoners the next afternoon; that
having no other reſource, they intended
applying to the governor, by memorial,
and would be obliged to their friends to
preſent it.
They found on this occaſion more
friends than they expe&ted; all were
touched with their very particular circum
ſtances; all freely offered their ſervice (few
or none who had an opportunity declin
ed) the memorial was a requeſt to the go
vernor, to interpoſe, whether by cauſing
bail to be accepted, or otherwiſe; we

tigation of the priſoners confinement was
hoped for.—Theſe were the views in
which we gave the evidence of our ſince
rity, as well as dependance on thoſe gen
tlemens honour, in offering the moſt un
limited zeal we could for them. "

By authority, we meant no other than
the authority uſually veſted in governors,

neither did we conceive, that word impli
ed any thing arbitrary.—Were we miſ
taken in ſuppoſing an authority which did
not exiſt, or of deſiring an application
(did it exiſt) that was improper ? A
word or hint from our governor, our ge

were not informed, for none of us read it, neral, and our friend, would have been
but heard it was drawn up with proper taken as a rebuke; but had what was

advice; it was decent to accompany it
with a petition; ſeveral motives for ſo
doing offered; no time was to be loſt: as
ſoon as a fair copy could be made out, it
muſt be delivered : the expreſs was zeal
for our friends, for gentlemen unexpect
edly thrown into the moſt mortifying cir

convenient or legal been done, we ſhould
have come off thankful ; leſs we could
not do, for what we felt for our friends and

brother officers, how afflicting muſt it
ever have been to our remembrance, (when
they ſhall have triumphed over ſcandal,im
priſonment, attended with variety of vexa

cumſtances men could fall into; yet ſo tions) had we done leſs, we muſt have ap
unanimous were all, that none of the va peared lukewarm and unbecomingly in

rious perſons who read and ſigned it,

different.

-

inj

(as for what we know)
Theſe were our thoughts, theſe our mo
moſt unconnected by any, but the ties of tives, and ſeemed to be of all that ſigned,

all

humanity, and an opinion of the perſons if from their ſpeech and behaviour we
are:
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H E chief juſtice gave a long and
no communication before, and very little
particular charge to the grand jury,
even in common diſcourſe with any of and then adjourned the court till Tueſ
them.
day morning.
Tueſ. Mar. 3, 1767.
We declare that we never had any in
Two bills of indićtment were preferred
timation that our petitioning would be ill
received.—The town major ſent to give againſt lieut. Simon Evans, of the 28th
notice of our intention, brought back no regiment, and capt. Diſney, of the 44th
ſuch meſſage; major Mills, indeed ſaid, for two ſeveral capital crimes, viz. burg
it would be diſagreeable to go in num lary, and on the Coventry ast, for break
bers, it was inſtantaneouſly decided, a few ing open the houſe, and cutting off the
only ſhould #. moſt ſeemed willing to right ear of Thomas Walker.
be of theſe few ; we thought it would
The jury aſſembled in the afternoon,
be wanting due reſpect, to ſuffer a pe and ſat till nine in the evening.
tition, to which our names were ſigned,
Thurſday 5.
to be preſented to the governor, by per
The jury went to court and delivered
ſons of inferior rank.
The bare expoſition of theſe our mo the indictment againſt lieut. Evans, in
tives and proceedings, will we hope be dorſed, ignoramus.
their apology, the ſpring of then all was
Friday 6.
zeal for our brother officers, whoſe for
A meſſage was ſent to the grand jury
tunes, lives, and honour, are cloſely at aſſembled, that the C.J. wanted them in
tacked, even this ſhould never lead us to court; they accordingly repaired thereto,
an undutiful ačt, for we were, and remain
and the judge began by aſking if they
with unalterable obedience to public au were ready to return the bill againſt capt.
thority, and with the higheſt reſpect,
Diſney, being anſwered they were not
ready, he continued and told them “he
Sir, your moſt obedient, &c. &c. was miſtaken in the charge given them
Valentime Jones, lieut. colonel of the on the opening the court, that he had
then ſaid they were to obſerve, that they
52d regiment.
P. E. Erving, Lieut. col. major of the were to find a bill true as to the whole,
and that they could not find part and re
15th.
Apolles Morris, captain, commanding ject part, which he now found to be an
error, part might be found and part re
a detachment of the 27th regt.
jected, and he deſired they would obſerve,
Montreal, Sat. Feb. 28, 1767. that there were two ſeparate crimes laid in
the indićtment againſt lieut. Evans,” they
The Supreme Court was opened this Day, replied, “they had indorſed the bill ig
for the City and Diarićt of Montreal, moramus, on the whole ; whereupon Mr.
by the honourable WILLIA M H E Y, Walker got up, and with the greateſt ve
Chief juſtice.
nom ſaid they had been partial, that they
are to judge, for on theſe matters we had

had brow beat and refuſed to hear the

The Grand jury were called, and the fol. King's evidence, and ſaid, he would call
lowing Gentlemen were ſworn.
the witneſſes to prove it. One of the
jury ſaid to the judge, that if he thought
Names of the Grand jury.
they were unworthy of the charge, that
they wiſhed he would diſmiſs them, that
Samuel M*Kay,
Piſcaté Bellêtre,
oath, to keep the King's council, their
Lewis Mettral,
Contrecour,
own, and their fellows, prevented them
jacob jordan,
—La Bruere,
james Porteous,
Neverville, Ch. from juſtifying themſelves againſt ſuch
vile infinuations. The attorney general
Samuel Mather,
—Normanville,
ſaid, if they would not find a bill on three
john Jenniſon,
—St. Ours,
poſitive evidences, he need give them no
Iſaac Todd,
—Niverville,
more. The judge ſaid,that as a gentleman
Thomas Lynch,
—Dumas,
and a judge, he looked upon then as pro
john Livingſton, —De Gaily,
per and fit perſons for the diſcharge of
William Grant,
—Bailly.
their duty, but that they might have been
Moſes Hazen,
miſtaken and have examined improper evi.
dences;
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dences; that he had power to diſcharge ty) we threw out the bill unanimouſly, as
them on their own requeſt, but did not we now repeat in our own vindication,
care to do it, as it would be impoſſible to ignoramus. This we did, on cool and

get another jury, that there were bills rea mature conſideration, founded on the
dy for them, and hoped they would pro truth, and nothing but the ſure truth,
ceed on them, that he would take time to on juſtice and equity, and our duty
conſider of their requeſt, and hoped they to our fellow ſubjects and our own conſci
ences,

would alſo, till next morning; the grand
Little could we apprehend, that our
jury then retired.
Šaturday 7. The judge ſent a meſſage impartial condu&t could have been at
for the jury to come to court, where Mr. tended with ſo ungrateful a return, but
William Grant, with feeling and energy, with ſome we find impartiality is conſtru
ed injuſtice The reflections Mr. Walker
made the following ſpeech :
has dared to make on ſo reſpectable a bo

dy, are as ill grounded as inalicious : our
amaze and ſurprize at ſuch an unjuſtifia
HE charge you were pleaſed to fa ble accuſation, muſt have conveyed to
vour us with, on opening this Su you a faint idea of the diſtreſs of our in
preme Court, gave us, and the public, nocent minds; and the ſudden defence
the moſt pleaſing ſatisfaction, and the fa we were called upon, to make in our juſ
vourable opinion you were pleaſed to con tification, and in oppoſition to ſuch baſe
ceive of the choice made of us, to fill aſſertions, we hope, ſufficiently perſuad
the important office of grand jurors, con ed you, Sir, and our fellow citizens, of
vinced us, that from the character given our honour, juſtice, and integrity, ſenti
ou of each member, you were aſſured of ments which we are determined to ſup
}. honour, candour, and uprightneſs ; port without hope or fear.
which we flatter ouſelves we have deſerv
We muſt beg leave to give our free
ed, by our paſt and preſent condućt, in thoughts to your lordſhip, on this attempt,
private and in public.—Though not alto made on the deareſt privilege of a Britiſh
ether movices in the execution of the of ſubječt, of which juries are the guardians.
fice intruſted to us, by our King and —An attempt to our knowledge hitherto
country, we hearkened with the moſt ſeri unprecedented. Juries are the baſis of Bri
ous attention, to your explanation of our tiſh liberties, and inſtituted to prevent
duty, in the diſcharge of that important oppreſſion and unjuſt proſecutions, this
truſt, and we proceeded with the greateſt precious jewel is at preſent depoſited with
alacrity and unanimity to the execution us, it is the moſt valuable inheritance
of it.
handed down by our anceſtors, which
An indićtment was laid before us, in we are bound to tranſmit to poſterity.
behalf of the crown, againſt lieut. Simon
As to the gentlemen who compoſe this
Evans, of the 28th regiment, in which grand inqueſt, the Canadians are men
he was accuſed of two ſeparate capital who ſerved their country (while under
crimes, you were pleaſed to mention to us, the dominion of their former ſovereign)
in the moſt poſitive terms (in the charge with the greateſt honour; they are men of
you gave us) the manner we were to con the moſt diſtinguiſhed fortunes in this co
dućt ourſelves, as to finding or rejećting lony, and the Engliſh are alſo of irre
of bills, and you obſerved to us, that we proachable character and conſiderable pro
My Lord,

muſt find them in full, and that we could
not find them in part.

perty.

In ſupport of this bill, there appeared
ſeveral witneſſes on the part cf the crown,
who were all by us regularly and ſeparate
ly examined with the moſt mature delibe

aſperſed by a public attack, and the vile
reflection unjuſtly thrown upon us, is yet

Our honour is inſulted, our charaćter

freſh in the minds of each individual,

and in no ſhape redreſſed.
ration, and the nice reflection which ſo
The judge ſaid, he apprehended they
ferious a matter required. In conſequence meant, that he ſhould commit Mr. Wai

of the evidence offered us in behalf of the

ker to priſon, which, if they did, he did
crown alone (for we deſpiſe the baſe aſ not think himſelf authoriſed; he indeed
fertion thrown upon ‘is, of having heark was very ſorry and much concerned at
ened to evidence inconſiſtent with our du

Aug. 1767.

hearing Mr. Walker ſay what he had ſaid .
S ſ ſ

-
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the day before; that if they had been un
truly accuſed they had other remedy, and
when he ſhould fit as judge upon it, he
would then give his opinion; that it is
true, a judge ſitting on the bench, may

Aug.

ter before nine in the morning, capt. Diſ
mey was ſoon after brought into court,
and being arraigned, pleaded not guilty,

the pannel of the jury was called, captain

Diſney deſired to have a jury half French
and half Engliſh, alledging, that he had
him ; that he, as a gentleman and a lived amongſt them for ſix years, and had
judge, muſt render them the juſtice to received ſo much politeneſs from them,
think, they were men of honour and in that if he excluded them, it would ap
tegrity, ſuch as he directed might be pear he was afraid to truſt his life in
commit a man for an inſult offered to

ſummoned on this occaſion, and made no

their hands; the judge over-ruſed his de

manner of doubt, but that they had act
ed agreeable to their conſciences, but that
they might have been miſtaken, for altho’
they might be certain themſelves of a
perſon's innocence, yet if by witneſſes
there ſhould appear probable cauſes to find
a bill, they ought to do it, againſt ſuch
perſon, he therefore deſired they would
continue to do their duty. On which
they retired.
Monday 9.
The jury went to court, and the fore
man preſented the bill againſt capt. Diſ

ſire, by ſaying that an Engliſh jury would
ſave very much the time of the court, as
it would be very neceſſary to interpret to
the French jurors, the Engliſh evidence.
w

Jurors Names.
Cox,

Vanderheyden,

Oakes,

Morriſon,
Wier,
Holmes,

Neagles,
Meredith,

Pattelſon,

Young,

De Sevilles,

Doumoulen.

The attorney general then opened the
cauſe, and being ready to produce his
man, by Mr. Grant, then declared to evidence, Mr. Walker ſtood up, and
the judge and the court, that their opi ſwore poſitively, that capt. Diſney was in
nions had been given on the bill, before his houſe when the fact was committed,
Mr. Walker's attack on Friday. The that he knew him notwithſtanding his
attorney general moved, that the other diſguiſe of a crape over his face, as he
gentleman, named in the pannel, might then knew him at the bar.
be ſworn to fit with them. The judge
Mrs. Walker ſaid the ſame thing, and
ſaid he could not order them, but if they further, that he had on a Canadian gown,
deſired it they might; the attorney gene and that it could not be above three mi
ral accordingly called over the liſt, Mr.Er nutes during the perpetration of the fact,
matinger was the firſt aſked, who ſaid he or four at moſt, that ſhe went back to
deſired to be excuſed, as did Mr. Wade, the court yard crying murder the whole
Rowelle and Knipe; the others were not time, and thought lieut. Hamilton was
the firſt man that entered.
preſent.
Then Mr. Boome, Piſtolet, and St.
The grand jury aſſembled in the after
noon, and received a bill againſt Mr. St. Ange, were called, and what they ſaid,
ney, indorſed billa ºvera, and the fore

Luc La Corne.

proved only the condition in which they

Upon a meſſage from the judge, the
jury went to court, and returned the bill
againſt Mr. St. Luc La Corne, Ignora
mus. Whereupon the attorney general,af
ter ſpeaking to Mr. Walker, ſaid he had

found Mr. Walker lying on the floor.
Magovock, the ſoldier, on whoſe oath
capt. Diſney, and the other five gen

ſome time to conſider of them.

only one of them was not blacked, then
ſaid there were two, afterwards ſaid there

tlemen were apprehended, gave a ſong

rigmercle account of the affair; he ſaid
no more bills to preſent, and therefore poſitively it was before 8 o'clock, that
the grand jury might be diſmiſſed. The he, with the party, went to Mr. Wal
judge ſaid the crown officers told him, ker's, that it was near nine when he
they had no more buſineſs for the grand was on the parade with capt. Payne and
jury, and if they had nothing to preſent lieut. Evans, that they did not ſtay at
he would diſmiſs them; he was anſwered, Mr. Walker's but a quarter of an hour,
they might have ſome preſentments to that the whole party were blacked, when
make, and muſt beg leave to take they left ſergeant Meas's, afterwards ſaid
Wedneſday 11.

The court being opened about a quar

were three.
That
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That he carried intelligence from Mr.
Walker's to ſergeant Meas's, to captain
Payne, and lieut. Tottenham, and that he
was only out of the houſe, with the firſt
intelligence two minutes.
He afterwards abſolutely ſaid, he did
not carry intelligence any further than to
captain Payne, who was ſtanding at Bel
iair's door, oppoſite to Mr. Walker's.
Said he went to Caſe's, and only ſtaid
there about ten minutes, or a quarter of
an hour.
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James Caſe ſwore he ſaw M*Govock
the night of the affair, ſtaid in his houſe
from between 6 and 7, till between 7 and
8, about an hour; was a little in liquor,
but not drunk; he aſked to ſtay at his,
Caſe's houſe, which he refuſed ; then

went out, talking with one Johnſon, in
the high ſtrees leading to the parade,
about half an hour or three quarters of
an hour, met with five men on the pa
rade, knew capt. Payre and lieut. Evaus,
alſo ſergeant Rogers following them to

Said poſitively capt. Diſney had on a lieut. Tottenham's ; does not know what
they had been a doing, but they were diſ
Q: Did he ſee any perſon on the pa guiſed.
rade?
Henry Merts, and M.Carty, ſwore a
A. Only one ſoldier. That he came number of armed perſons went up the
out of Walker's with the party, and as ſtreet towards Mr. Walker's; Merts ſaid
he was going at a ſmart pace to the pa he knew Aſhman, Coleman, and Meas;
rade, he ſaw capt. Falconer, and lieut. thinks M*Govock was there, but was
Keough, of the 44th, with ſome ſoldiers muffled up, and did not ſee his face.
The priſoner then came on his defence,
fanding as a watch ; ſaw that capt. Fal
coner had a dagger in his hand, and a was allowed council; Meſſrs. Gregory,
Piſtol under his blanket coat, and lieu Morriſon, and Antily.
tenant Keough a ſword and a ſtick.
The defence Mr. Gregory opened, by
Being aſked, whether they were of the ſaying, there was a vaſt variety of con
tradićtions in the evidence, that little cre
party, could not ſay poſitively,
Why then did he think they kept guard, dit could be given to it, but that he would
becauſe they came out of Meas's with the call a number of creditable witneſſes, to
party ; he was deſired to give a reaſon prove the alibi of capt. Diſney; in doing
for his being diſguiſed, that he might which the whole proſecution muſt drop;
appear immediately after the affair with and then Mrs. Landrieve, Mrs. Camp
bell, juſtice Robertſon, and Mrs. How
out ſuſpicion.
In ſhort, the chief juſtice himſelf, find ard, appeared ſucceſſively, and gave a
ing ſo many palpable falſhoods and per moſt coherent, particular, and poſitive
juries, declared he gave no manner of account of capt. Diſney's being with them
credit to his ſtory, and was perſuaded he, from about five in the evening till half
Magovock, knew nothing of the matter. after nine, when general Burton's ſervant
Mr. Lilly, at that time Mr. Walker's came for him; that they were at ſup
clerk, was called upon, and gave a moſt per when Mr. Howard informed them
diſtinét and particular account of the of what had happened to Mr. Walker.
tranſaction to his knowledge, whereby no
Lieut. M'Kay, Mauren, and Farrell,
perſon in particular was accuſed; the time late ſergeants in the 4th battalion of royal
when they came in till he ſaw them go Americans, proved M*Govock to be of a
out, might amount to ſeven or eight mi vile charakter.
1) utes.
Mrs. Ermatinger ſaid ſhe ſaw Mr.
William Fountain, a ſervant of Wal Walker two or three days after the af
ker's, was examined, and gave a particu fair, and in converſation, aſked if he
lar account of the manner the people knew any of the ruffians, he ſaid he did
came in, but could not ſwear poſitively nor, unleſs it was lieut. Scott.
to any perſon ; thinks, for the height
Here the priſoner reſted his defence;
and corpulence of a perſon that purſued the attorney general replied with modera
him, that it was captain Frazer, but can tion, except an oblique cºex on on the
not be poſitive.
witneſſes for the prisoner, having ſworn
Mrs. Wiggans called, to prove a con poſitively, that capt. Diſney was not out
verſation with ſergeant Meas's wife, deni of the room or rooms of the houſe, which
blanket coat.

ed any ſtich.

Mrs. Caſe called to the ſame purpoſe,
denied any ſuch,

cloſe obſervation could hardly be expected.
S ſ ſ 2.

The
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The chief juſtice ſummed up the evi
dence; explained the law; repeatedly
told the jury, he could give no credit to
M“Govock's teſtimony, and ſaid, the ma
terial evidence againſt the priſoner reſting
entirely on Mr. and Mrs. Walker's rela
tion and certitude of capt. Diſney being
in the houſe ; if they '. perſuaded of
the truth of Mr. and Mrs. Walker's evi

Aug.

good repair, particularly that leading to
Long Point, that to La Chine, and that
from La Prairie to St. John's j and it
would be alſo of public utility, that a
road ſhould be made from St. Thereze to

St. John's, in the pariſh of Chambley.
3d. That a quantity of powder is now
depoſited in a vault under the King's ma
gazines, which in caſe of fire, might en
danger the whole town; the jury do there
fore preſent, that a proper powder houſe
be built to lodge the ſame in, as ſoon as
the ſeaſon will permit.
4th. That from the inſufficiency of the
public priſon of this town, many priſoners
have eſcaped; it is therefore highly ne
ceſſary, that a proper priſon be provided,
containing a ſufficient number of apart
ments, to ſeparate debtors from crimi

dence, they them would find capt. Diſney
guilty; but if, on the contrary, they
ſhould be ſatisfied of the alibi of capt.
Diſney proved ſo poſitively by him, then
they would weigh both evidences in their
conſciences, and acquit or find guilty,
the priſoner, as that would direct them.
The jury retired, and ſoon returned
with a verdićt ; not guilty; which the ac
clamations of the people (ever in court)
ſoon made known in the remoteſt parts of nals, and them from women; it would
the town.

be likewiſe expedient to have a houſe of

Tueſday, Mar. 12.
The three gentlemen againſt whom no
bills were preferred, viz. capt. Frazer,
capt. Campbell, and Mr. Howard, mer
chant, as likewiſe the two againſt whom
bills were preferred, but not found, were
called into court, and (after a ſhort ſpeech
made by the judge, ſetting forth, that he
could not detain them
longer upon
what evidence appeared againſt them) they
were diſcharged by proclamation.
The court then adjourned till five in
the afternoon, at which time the grand
jury, among other preſentments, made

corre&tion, for the puniſhment of vagrants,
idle and diſorderly perſons, and that a pro
per place be provided for holding the Su
preme Court and Aſſizes.
5th. That divers idle perſons, not hav
ing any fixed reſidence or place of abode,
do go about the country as pedlars, com
mitting divers diſorders and impoſitions on
the ignorant country people, to prevent
which, all ſuch pedlars ſhould be ſtrićtly

º,

examined, and only ſuch licenſed, as may
appear to have no other way of gaining a
livelihood.

6th. That the general licenſing little
tipling houſes, to retail ſpirituous liquors
ſavages and other diſorderly perſons in
Province of Quebec, diſtrićt of Montreal. to
this town, and that of Trois-Riviers in
The JU Ro Rs of our Sovereign Lord the particular, is produćtive of miſchief, and

the following, viz.

KING.

if not reſtrained, may cauſe great danger
to the inhabitants.

P R E S E N T,

1ſt.

T HAT
it has been repreſented to
them, That the ſtreets of this

town have been much negle3ed during
this preſent winter, the ſnow and the ice
having rendered them almoſt impaſſable
and dangerous for his majeſty's ſubjcóts
to walk on ; the jury do therefore pre
fent, that proper regulations may be made,
to oblige the inhabitants to keep the ſame
in good repair, or that ſome other me
thod may be ordered, effectually to keep
the ſame in repair.
2. That the ſurveyor of the high roads
may have poſitive . ućtions, and be du
ly empowered, to cauſe all public roads
and bridges to be kept in conſtant and

7th. That by the alibi of major Diſ.
ney, proved yeſterday in court, Mr. Tho.
Walker, and Mrs. Walker his wife, have

º

been
of perjury, for that they did
on oath, poſitively ſwear that the ſard
major Daniel Diſney, in diſguiſe, was in
the houſe of the ſaid Thomas Walker,
on Thurſday the 6th of December, in the
year one thouſand ſeven hundred and fixty
four, between the hours of eight and
rine o'clock in the evening of that day.
8th. That George Magovock, now,
or late a ſoldier, in his Majeſty's 28th
regiment, is guilty of wilful and corrupt
perjury, for that he, at ſundry times and
places, being under oath legally admi
niſtered, did commit perjury, and parti
cularly

|
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cularly yeſterday, being the eleventh in his warrant for apprehending them, and
ſtant, in open court poſitively ſwear he keeping them ſafely in the goal of the
was preſent at the aſſault committed on ſaid province, and that your excellenc
Mr. Walker, the 6th of December, 1764, may as ſoon as conveniently may be, .
and that he did carry intelligence of ſaid ter they ſhall be thus apprehended, ſend
aſſault, from the ſaid Walker's houſe, to them under a ſufficient guard (in which
captain Payne and lieutenant Tottenham, he fears from the number and deſperation
who were then at the houſe of Sergeant of the criminals, the militar power muit
Meas, and for that, the ſaid George Ma of neceſſity be called in to i. aid of the
govock, did then, and there, utter di civil), to ſome convenient place on the
vers other wilful and corrupt perjuries.
boundaries of New York and this pro
vince, at which place I will, upon receiv
SAM. M*KAY, ing proper notice for that purpoſe from
Montreal, March
Foreman.
12, 1767.
your excellency, ſend a ſufficient guard
to receive them from the hands of the of

Quebec, Oét. 18, 1766. ficers of New York, and conduct them
place of cuſtody in this
A Copy of Lieutenant Governor Carleton's to ſome proper
The perſons he thus deſires to
Letter to Governor Moore,
e apprehended are theſe.—Hugh Scott,
lieut. and paymaſter of the 28th regt.
S I R,
lieut. Dow of the ſame, lieut. Harding of

F.

I Send incloſed to your excellency a de

the ſame, James Rogers, now or late a

poſition made upon oath before Mr. ſergeant in the ſame, ſergeant John Meas,
Hey, the chief juſtice of this province, by ſergeant William Bran, and ſergeant ma
one George Magowock, a ſoldier in the jor Humphrys, all of the ſaid regiment;
28th regiment, that was himſelf concern Daniel Aſhman, Philip Caſtles, Thomas
ed in the wicked attempt upon Mr. Wal Donnely, John Roſburne, John Swan,
ker's perſon, at Montreal on the 6th of and John Clarke, all private ſoldiers of
December, 1764.
w
the ſame regiment.
He begs of your excellency and the
In this depoſition he lays open the
whole of that baſe tranſaćtion, and charges chief juſtice, or other proper magiſtrate
a great number of perſons with a ſhare of of the province to be ſudden and ſecret
the guilt of it, as your excellency may ſee in the buſineſs of apprehending theſe cri
minals, that none of then may, by hear
upon a peruſal of it.
Theſe perſons Mr. Walker is deter ing of the matter before-hand, take mea
mined to proſecute, in order to bring at ſures to elude the hand of juſtice, that
leaſt, thoſe that appear to be the moſt he thinks has now almoſt overtaken
guilty of them, to that ſentence and pu them.
niſhment which the law ſhall be found
As ſoon as they are in ſafe cuſtody,
-

-

to have appointed for ſo atrocious a

be ſo kind as to let me know it, that I

may immediately take the proper mea
Thirteen of thoſe accuſed perſons are ſures with your excellency for convey
at preſent in the province of New-York, ing them into this province in order to
and I therefore, at Mr. Walker's requeſt, their trial.
As the crimes theſe perſons have been
tranſmit the encloſed original depoſition,
made before chief juſtice Hey, to your accuſed of, is generally thought to come
excellency; together with the recogni within the Coventry act, and conſequent
zances that have been entered into by Mr. ly to be a capital felony, and as they
Walker, and meſſrs. Alexander Mºkenzie, will be indićted upon that act, he pre
and Eleazer. Levy, two very reputable ſumes your excellency, and the magi
merchants of this city, to his majeſty to ſtrate of your province, can have no
proſecute theſe thirteen criminals at the doubt about the legality of apprehending
firſt court of juſtice for criminal matters them, and conveying them hither in the
crime.

that ſhall be held at Montreal in this pro manner that has been requeſted.

And

vince, to the end that your excellency he doubts not your excellency will be
may deliver this depoſition to the chief glad of an opportunity of thewing the
juſtice, or other proper magiſtrate of the ſame zeal for diſcovering and puniſhing

province, and recommend to him to iſſue the perpetrators of this baſe and cruel
action,

-
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A Narrative of the Douglas Cauſe.

As g

aćtion, as has been ſhewn by his Ma pany her from Scotland.—They ſpent the
jeſty himſelf in his gracious proclamation, following winter at Utrecht and the
and by all his Majeſty's principal ſervants Hague; and, in the end of April, 1747,
in Great Britain.
ſet out for Aix-la-Chapelle, where they
Your Excellency's
continued to reſide till the firſt of June,
moſt obedient and
1748. In all theſe different places Sir
Sir Henry
moſt humble ſervt. john and lady jane cohabited as huſband
Moore.
and wife; yet in ſo private a manner,
In our laſt we gave ‘what then appeared that the intimacy of their connection was
of the Douglas Cauſe, which was much not generally known ; for the ſame cauſe
obſcured by the Manner of relating it that rendered their departure from Scot
(Dorando, a Spaniſh Tale) and the land neceſſary.—An event, however, ſoon
leaving out the Names of ſome of the happened, which made ineffectual any
moſt reſpeciable Perſons, whoſe Evi further precaution, and obliged them at
dence can be the only ſure Guide, to un once to pull off the maſk.- Lady jane,
fold this intricate Affair. But in order in the end of the year 1747, proved with
to make good the Deficiency juſt menti child. An event, big with ſuch impor
oned, ‘we ſhall preſent our Readers tant conſequences, occaſioned an imme
•with a Narrative of the Cauſe, which diate alteration in their plan. Their mar
has juſt appeared, in a Letter to a riage was now no longer to be concealed;
Friend. This, as uſual, we ſhall not and lady jane, hoping that her brother
could not be offended at an event, of
abridge, but give entire, Price 1s. 6d.
which he ſhould no ſooner hear, than he

ſhould alſo be informed of its happy con
ſequences; wrote to lord Crawford, then
with the army, begging him to acquaint
the duke of Douglas of her ſituation.—
Meanwhile her friends at Aix la-Chapelle,
obſerved with pleaſure the progreſs of her
and mother to Archibald, had, in the pregnancy. Of the number of theſe were
ear 1736, been privately married, at lady Wigton, Miſs Primroſe, Mrs. Greig,
}. houſe near Edinburgh, to colonel Mr. and Mrs. Hepburn of Keith, and
Stewart of Grandtully, a gentleman of Mrs. Hewit, who all particularly depoſe
good family, ſtrict honour, and engag that lady Jane had the appearance of a
ing manners.-He was then pretty far woman big with child.
Mr. Hepburn of Keith depoſes, “ that
advanced in life, and lady jane herſelf
was in her forty-ſeventh year.—Unlucki lady Jane was at the Hague in the year
ly for the new married couple, the duke 1746, where the deponent ſaw her and
N 1761 the late duke of Douglas died,
deviſing his eſtate to Archibald Stew
art. Douglas his nephew ; at the ſame
time revoking a prior deed of ſettlement
in favour of the family of Hamilton.
Lady jane Douglas, ſiſter to the duke,

I

had conceived ſome unaccountable um Sir John Stewart; that he afterwards

-

brage againſt Mr. Stewart, which, as
ſady jane was entirely in the power of
her brother, made it neceſſary to conceal
their marriage from him for ſome time.
Judging, however, that it could not long
femain a ſecret, whilſt they reſided in
Scotland, they reſolved to ſet out for
France.—Accordingly, Lady jane, at
tended by Mrs. Helen Hewit, as her com
anion, a gentlewoman of character, who

|.

ſaw them at Aix in the ſpring 1748; that
lady jane appeared to the deponent to be
thinner in the face, and not ſo well as

when he had ſeen her at the Hague; that
he took notice of this to Mrs. Hepburn his
ſpouſe, who ſaid, “don’t you obſerve
that ſhe is with child "

And that he ac

cordingly looked at her more narrowly
next day, and ſhe did appear to be with

child; and that ſhe endeavoured to con
been much about the marchioneſs, ceal her bulk, by a looſe dreſs.” Mrs.

Hepburn of Keith depoſes to her having
ſien lady Jane and Sir John at the Hague,
at Aix-la-Chapelle, and at Liege; “that
when ſhe ſaw lady jane at Aix, ſhe ob
ſerved a very great difference from the
appearance ſhe made at the Hague; that
her huſband, colonel Stewart, who, to her face was very thin, her waiſt very
ſave appearances, was unwilling to accom thick, her checks fallen in, and her eyes
large :

her mother; and two maid-ſervants, Iſa
bel Walker, now Mrs. Glaſs, and Fºy
Caw, ſet out from Drumſeugh, near E
alinburgh, the 16th or 17th of Auguſt,
1746, ſix days after the marriage being
joined ; at Huntingdon, in England, by

i
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large : from all which the deponent had “ that while they ſtaid at Aix-la-Chapelle,
not the leaſt doubt of her being with
child.—Depoſes further, that afterwards,
when the deponent ſaw lady jane at Liege,
ſhe appeared juſt like a clue, with a capu
chim about her,which ſhe commonly wore,

there were many Scots people there, par
ticularly lady Wigton and Miſs Primroſe,
who lived with her, and one Mrs. Greig,
lady Wigton's woman ; that there was al
ſo there a lady of diſtinčtion, madam

and ſeemed to have no affectation to ſhew, Obean, whoſe huſband had a houſe at

or diſcover her being with child.” The
latter part of Mrs. Hepburn's depoſition
is remarkably ſtrong, and deſerves parti
cular attention; — depoſes, “ that one

Bruſſels; that madam Obean preſſed lady

oned.”

Aix, concurs with Mrs. Hewit and the

jane to go to Bruſſels, to be delivered in
her houſe, which ſhe would have done,

had not that lady's huſband been called
morning ſhe ſaw lady jane fitting upon to Vienna, and ſhe obliged to follow him—
her bed-ſide without her gown, and her that during this time, the deponent had
waiſtcoat drawn about her : that her occaſion frequently to converſe with the
breaſts were quite expoſed : and that, ladies above-mentioned, who all took
from what the deponent obſerved of them, notice of lady jane's pregnancy; that
it was impoſſible that any perſon who ſaw lady jane was about eight months gone
her in that ſituation, could doubt of her with child before ſhe left Aix-la-Chapelle;
being with child; that this was the more and at that time, both her belly and
obſervable to the deponent, as the ap breaſts, particularly the latter, were ſo
pearance of the lady when ſhe ſaw her at remarkably big, that moſt people thought
the Hague was remarkably ſlender, and ſhe carried twins—that lady jane was
had not the leaſt appearance of full breaſis ; naturally remarkably ſlender, and had
depoſes that ſhe came in by ſurprize upon ſcarce any breaſts at all.” Mrs. Tewis,
lady jane in the morning above-menti at whoſe houſe lady jane lodged while at
-

Lady Wigton, Miſs Primroſe, and Mrs. above-mentioned witneſſes in every parti
Greig deponed to the ſame purpoſe.
cular. In ſhort, never was pregnancy
One part of Mrs. Hepburn's depoſition, proved by ſuch a number of witneſſes as
reſpecting Effy Caw, one of lady Jane's is that of lady jane at Aix-la Chapelle,
maid-ſervants, muſt not be omitted. De Sedan, Rheims, or where-ever, ſhe hap
pones, “ That Effy Caw was diſmiſſed pened to be before her ačtual delivery.
Before we leave Aix la-Chapelle, I
lady jane's ſervice, on returning to Eng
land, as the deponent thinks, and came ſhall give a ſhort extract from one depo
to Scotland, and applied to the deponent ſition more produced in the ſervice; that
for ſervice; that ſhe recommended her ac of Iſabel Walker, one of the maids, which
cordingly to wait on her, the deponent's is very ſtrong, and reſts unconfuted.
niece, miſs Bruce ; and afterwards ſerved This witneſs, as well as the others, was
the deponent's daughter-in-law Mrs. Hep likewiſe examined in the preſent ačtion;
burn, with whom ſhe went to England, when her depoſition agreed remarkably
where ſhe died : and when in this ſervice, with that delivered at the ſervice.

the deponent heard her frequently declare,
She depoſes, “That when lady jane
that, if ſhe was to ſtep the next moment was in the ſeventh month of her pregnan
into eternity, ſhe would declare, that lady cy, ſhe was become ſo unwieldy as not to
jame, her miſtreſs, was with child : and be able to go to bed without aſſiſtance;
as there was ſomething ſaid at that time which ſhe, the deponent, gave her, and
of the childrens not being lady jane's, by means of a ſtool ſhe ſtept in and out
ſhe wiſhed that her oath might be taken of bed. Depones, that lady jane was
concerning that matter ; and the depo uncommonly big ; and that, from the
nent had the umore regard to this, that ſhe appearance of her belly and breaſts, which
ſeemed to be a little piqued at lady jane's the deponent had ſo frequent occaſion
diſcharging her from her ſervice. De to ſee, it was impoſſible for her to have
poſes further, that Effy Caw told her, been deceived or miſtaken of the condi
the reaſon why ſhe was ſo poſitive of lady tion of lady jazze, who was naturally
jane's being with child, was, that when flat-breaſted, and very thin : but, when
in lady jane's ſervice ſhe uſually dreſſed with child, continues the witneſs, her
and undreſſed her.”
breaſts roſe to be pretty large.”
Mrs. Hewit, at the ſervice, depoſes,
What
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What then do theſe ſtrong depoſitions
prove Without all diſpute, the exiſtence
of the pregnancy at Aix-la-Chapelle.
Theſe win, lies do not depoſe to equivo
cal appearances ; they do not merely tell

It is, however, unfair in the Purſuerr
to take advantage of every dubious cir
cumſtance of conduct, by aſcribing to it
motives, which have manifeſtly no foun
dation in proof.
us that ſhe appeared to them to be with
But without inquiring into motives,
child, without aſſigning the reaſon for which, at beſt, can be but conjećtures,
their belief. They give as their cauſe of let us proceed to the facts to eſtabliſh the
knowledge, the uſual appearances, and pregnancy.
theſe, it is to be remarked, are aſſigned
At Liege, where Lady jane ſtayed ſome
by perſons who had the neareſt inſpection days in her way to Rheims, the pregnan
of her perſon, as Mrs. Hewit and Iſabel cy is indiſputably proved by Mrs. Hep
Walker, who dreſſed her; and Mrs. Hep burn, whoſe depoſition we have inſerted
burn, who coming in one morning, by already; by Mr. Byres of Tonley, who
in
ſurprize, ſaw her breaſis uncovered and makes uſe of very ſtrong
unuſually large, that, as ſhe ſtrongly ex aſſerting his belief that Lady jane was
preſſes it, it was impoſible that any per with child; and by Chevalier Douglas,
ſon who ſaw her in that ſituation could who, as appears from proof, adviſed Mr.
doubt of her being with child.
Stuart to carry Lady jane to Paris,
And now that Lady Jaze's pregnancy where the beſt aſſiſtance could be procu
is proved by ſuch a number of unexcep red; and it is moſt probable, this advice,
tionable witneſſes, it is incumbent upon joined to the information Lady jane re
the Purſuers in the preſent ačtion, either ceived at Rheims of the want of proper
to falſify theſe witneſſes, and ſo deſtro aſſiſtance for women in her condition, in
their evidence; or, which is equally . that city, firſt ſuggeſted the journey to
ficult, evince that the Defender is not the Paris which has furniſhed ſuch matter of
fruit of that pregnancy, by proving an miſrepreſentation and triumph to the Pur
abortion. On the contrary, I ſhall en Juers. At Rheims, where they arrived
deavour to eſtabliſh Mr. Douglas's filia about the middle of june, Lady jane's
tion, by tracing Lady jane's pregnancy pregnancy was obſerved by the Abbé Hi
in its progreſs, from the firſt of June, bert who walked with her every evening;

eº

when ſite left Aix, to whe fourth of july, by Lieutenants M'Kenzie and M'Clean,
when ſhe arrived at Paris, at the houſe two Britiſh officers, who, having been

of Mr. Godefroi, ſix days before her de
livery.
The approaching congreſs rendering
Aix an inconvenient place of reſidence,
determined Mr. Stewart and his family
to remove to France.—It appears, indeed,
from proof, that, prior to this reſolution,
Mr. Tewis, a relation of Mrs. Tewis,
at whoſe houſe Mr. Stewart lodged, had
written at the deſire of Lady jane, to a

taken priſoners by the French, reſided in
that city ; and by ſeveral others. It is
remarkable that Lieutenant

M'Kenzie

concurs with Mrs. Hewit in affirming,
that Lady jane was ſo big before ſhe ſet
out for Paris, that he and M'Clean were

obliged to lift her into the coach.

Lieu

tenant, now Major M'Clean, indeed, re

members not a fingle circumſtance about
Lady jane, farther than that he ſaw her

nobleman then at Vienna, for the uſe of and Colonel Stewart at Rheims in 1748.

his country houſe, in the neighbourhood
of Aix-la-Chapelle, where Lady jane in
tended to lye-in. But, before his anſwer
arrived, they had changed their mind,
and removed to Rheims. What was the
cauſe of this ſudden alteration; whether

Lady jane ever ſeriouſly meant to be de
livered at that nobleman’s cattle, or had

then planned the journey to Paris ; and,
are queſtions, , though material to the
what were the motives of that journey ;

—But M'Clean's want of memory can
never affect the credit of concurring wit
neſſes. The pregnancy, then, is brought
down, by Mrs. Hewit and Mr. M'Ken
zie's ſtrong depoſitions to the time when
ſhe entered the ſtage-coach at Rheimr.—
And let the paſſengers in that ſtage-coach
depoſe as much as they pleaſe to their ig
norance of her being with child, it is evi
dent that ſhe had the appearances of preg
nancy, either real or affected, when ſhe

cauſe, abſolutely incapable, at this diſt entered the ſtage-coach; and, ſuppoſing
ance of time, of a ſatisfactory or proba an impoſture, theſe appearances could not
ble anſwer.
have been ſo ſuddenly removed; ſo that
the

-

-
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the depoſitions of theſe paſſengers amount ſyndic at Rheims, put up at the houſe of
to no more than this, that they paid ſo Mr. Godefroi, the Hotel de Chalons, Rué
very little attention to a perſon whom they St. Martin. Mr. Godefroi was made ac
had never ſeen before in their life, that it quainted by a letter from Mr. Maillefer,

is impoſſible for them to ſay whether ſhe
was with child or not. Beſides, as Lady
Jane wore a long cloak, and was often
dreſſed in a hoop, it is not at all ſurpriſing
that people who knew nothing about her,

that a Scotch gentleman and his Lady
were to arrive at Paris on the 4th fron

Rheims, who would uſe his houſe till they
were provided with lodgings. Here they
continued till the 7th, when Lady jane,
or her connection with Mr. Stewart, did probably perceiving her delivery ap
not pay that minute attention to her per proaching, and ſenſible that a public inn
ſon, which might be expected from thoſe was the moſt improper place in the world
only with whom ſhe was intimately ac for a woman in her condition, renoved

quainted; and who, by comparing, in

to the houſe of one Madame la Brun in a

their own minds, the difference of her quarter of the Fauxbourg, and was there
ſhapes, at different times, could form a delivered on the 10th of july, by Pierre

rational judgment of her ſituation.

For la Marre, an accoucheur, or man-mid

it is to be obſerved, that all the witneſſes wife, with whom Madane la Brun was

concur in allerting, that Lady jane's acquainted, of two ſons; the youngeſt
bulk of body, breaſts, &c. was not very weak and ſickly—the other a ſtrong heal
remarkable till the ſeventh month of her thy child.

We ſhall, perhaps, have oc
Mrs. Hewit expreſsly depoſes, “ that,
caſion to apply this obſervation in the fe upon the 1 oth of July, Lady jane was
pregnancy.

delivered at Paris, of two ſons; and that

quel.

It was upon the ſecond of july, 1748, ſhe, the deponent, was preſent at their
that Colonel Stewart, Lady jane, and birth, and received them both into her
Mrs. .Hewit, ſet out for Paris in the lap, when they came into the world.”
Rheims ſtage-coach, which ſets out at two
I ſhall ſuffer this depoſition to paſs
in the morning; the two maid-ſervants without any comment.
being left behind, at Rheims, for reaſons
In this houſe they ſeem to have refided
which are not now obvious ; though the for about ten days after the delivery,
Purſuers find no difficulty in accounting when Lady jane was obliged to remove,
for this laſt circumſtance. “Lady jane,” though with hazard, to another houſe, on
ſay they, “ within a few days of her pre account of bugs. The houſe to which
tended delivery, ſets out for Paris in the they now removed was that of Mr. and
common ſtage coach, a moſt uneaſy car Madame Michelle, called the Hotel d'An
riage, through a mountainous ſtony coun jou, Rue Serpente, Fauxbourg St. Ger
try.—She is ſo well too as to be able to main, where Lady jane lay for ſome
fit up till two in the morning, when the time, having not yet recovered her
ſtage-coach ſets out; and, by the depo ſtrength. It muſt be obſerved, that the
ſitions of the other paſſengers, is chea ful youngeſt of the children, being very weak
and healthy during the diſagreeable and and ſickly, was ſent by the man-midwife,
hazardous journey-They ſet out in the immediately after the delivery, to the
moſt private manner, leaving their maid country to be nurſed. The Defender be
ſervants behind them, whom, in a mat ing ſtrong and healthy, continued with
ter of ſuch conſequence as that they had his nother at La Brun's : and upon her
embarked in, it would have been dange removal to Michelle's, followed her thi
rous to do.”

Whether theſe ſurmiſes are

ther with his nurſe.

He does not appear,

well grounded I do not pretend to deter however, to have been very fortunate,
mine. It is not my intention in this nai in the article of nurſes, whom he chang
rative to refute every aſſertion of the Pur ed more than once—and the differences,

ſuers, which is unſupported by proof.- with reſpect to the number and other cir
I but relate facts—let them ſpeak.
cumſtances of theſe nurſes, in the depo
As Rheims is three days journey from ſitions of Mrs. Hewit and Sir John are
Paris in the ſtage, Mr. Stewart and his wonderfully exaggerated by the Purſuers.
Lady arrived there on the 4th of july in To ſay the truth, I ſhould have been
the evening; and, in conſequence of a much rather inclined to ſuſpect a conni
lecommendation from Mr. Maillºfer, the vance between the witnelles, had they
T t t
consuried
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concurred in every circumſtance, however followed with ſuch happy conſequences,
trifling, at the diſtance of fifteen or ſix if, on this occaſion, the generous effuſi
teen years. They muſt have had but a ons of his own breaſt had remained free
confuſed idea of the whole tranſaction, and uncontrouled. But, alas ! the Duke

unleſs the material part of it, the actual of Douglas ſaw no longer with his own
delivery ; and when there was confeſiedly eyes; he had already been moſt unhappi
ſuch a number of nurſes, a confuſion was ly impoſed on.
This nobleman, having in his youth
to be apprehended and expected—it was
unavoidable.
had ſome difference with his ſovereign,
Before we leave Michelle's, it is of con quitted the court in diſguſt, and retiring
ſequence to obſerve that the witneſſes, to Douglas-Caſtle, lived there for up
even thoſe produced by the Purſuers, be wards of thirty years, a prey to melan
longing to that family, depoſe, that du choly, which the gloom of ſolitude ſel
ring the time ſhe was in their houſe, La dom fails to inſpire. The hopes of the
dy jane had all the appearances of a wo— family centered in himſelf and Lady Jane
man lately recovered from childbirth, or his ſiſter—the former had expreſſed an

ſome other illneſs.--It is alſo clearly in inſuperable averſion to marriage—the lat
proof, that ſhe recovered every day after ter, from ſentiments of delicacy had re
ſhe went to Michelle's and at Dammar fuſed many advantageous offers. As the
tin, a village about ſeven leagues from family of Hamilton ſtood next in order
Paris, on the road to Rheins, whither of ſucceſſion, the birth of Lady jane's
ſhe was adviſed to go by the man-midwife children particularly affected them, as it
for the benefit of air ; from whence, af fruſtrated at once the vaſt hopes they had
ter ſtaying a fortnight, they ſet out for entertained of adding to their own do
Rheims, the Defender accompanying mains, already opulent, the princely for
them.—As for the youngeſt boy, he was tune of the antient and illuſtrious houſe
left, on account of his weak ſtate of of Douglas. What them was to be done,
health, at Paris, under the care of the to ward off a blow which ſtruck at the

nan-midwife, who, every fortnight ſent root of all their fond expectations, and
an account to Sir john of the ſtate of his blaſted them in a moment They had
health.
but one card to play; and it was nice and
And now having brought them back delicate. A report was propagated and
to Rheims, where they arrived Auguſt the induſtriouſly ſpread through the country
16t', 1748, N. S. let us enquire what that Lady jane, through averſion to the
effect Lady jane's letter had on the Duke family of Hamilton, had been guilty of
her brother, informing him of her mar the crime of partus ſuppoſititio, or counter
riage and pregnancy,
the mediation of feiting a birth—that her children had been
Lord Crawford; and what were the ſen picked up in the ſtreets of Paris—that
timents of her friends in Britain upon an for this purpoſe ſhe had gone abroad with
event of ſuch conſequence to the illuſtri. Mr. Stewart, who, in conjunction with
ous houſe of Douglas. Before I enter her, was introducing a ſpurious ſuppoſi
upon this part of the narrative, I would titious race into the family of Douglas.
premiſe, that, previous to their leaving The partiſans of the family of Hamilton
Paris, Sir john had acquainted ſeveral of did not fail to ſound in the ears of the
his and lady Jane's friends, both in unſuſpecting Duke an alarm ſo capable of
France and Britain, of her deiivery. routing the lion in him. They had, in
Theſe letters are moſtly of date the 22d deed, prepared him for this their laſt
of july, twelve days after the delivery. game, by throwing the moſt injurious ſuſ
Lady jane, too, upon her recovery, picions on the character of Lady jºine, in
wrote a ſecond letter to the Duke her bro her abſence, by repreſenting her as a tſu),
ther, acquainting him of her good for deep and diſſembling; by ſetting in the
tune, and begging his kind protection to moſt ſtriking point of view, her late im
he ſelf and infant family.
prudence, in marrying without his advice
In all probability theſe 'etters of Lady or conſent; and by aggravating every lit
jane, with the repreſentations of Lord tle fault in the conduct of Mr. Stewart,

§

Crawford in her favour, would have ſo as to render him the more obnoxious,

ſoon determined the Duke to forgive, in and to prevent any hope of the Duke be
a beloved liter, a ſtep which had been ing reconciled to his marriage with his
fitter.
-
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filter. Thus prepared, the fatal rumour the ſame witneſs, “ her foot ſlipt in the
could ſcarce fail of having the deſired ef ſtreet, as ſhe was walking home from a
fečt. He really believed that his fier viſit to Lady Wigton; and, being ſlightly
had counterfeited a birth. As who, hurt, ſhe miſcarried the next day at the
thought he, would be bold enough to tell houſe of Mrs. Mayette, a widow, with
the Duke of Douglas that his ſiſter was in whom they lodged.” This miſcat iage
famous, had not her infamy been proved is proved by many witneſſes, who all
beyond the poſſibility of a doubt. His agree with Mrs. Hewit in the neceſſary
noble ſpirit was rouſed with indignation particulars.
at the low and illiberal ſcheme, unwor

Their affairs rendering their return to

thy of the meaneſt of the name of Dotºg
ta: ; and he reſolved never again to ſee his
ſiſter, and to ſhew her every mark of his
higheſt diſpleaſure.
This was the very point which the mi
nions of the rival family had been labour
ing to obtain. For having once brought
him to believe that Lady fame was infa

Britain neceſſary, they ſet out in Novem
ber, 1749, to Paris, to bring from thence
their youngeſt ſon Shºlto, who was now
about ſixteen months old, and, by the
attention of the ſurgeon, cohſiderably
better in point of health.

-

At Paris they

ſtaid a very few days, and then ſet out for

Rheims, and ſoon after for Lºndon, where
mous, and her children ſuppoſititious, the they arrived a week before Chriſtmas.
conſequence was unavoidable, a ſettle
The firſt effect of the too eaſy creduli

ment in favour of the Hamilton family, ty of her brother, was the depriving La
the next in order of ſucceſſion.

A ſettle

ment was accordingly made to the utter
cxcluſion of Lady Jane's children.
With whatever ſucceſs theſe deſigning
men had praśliſed upon the noble ſpirit of
the unſuſpecting Douglas, the injurious
ſtory gained little credit with others.
People were too well acquainted with the
-

character Lady jane had always maintain
ed, to believe, upon the authority of a
vague and uncertain rumour, that ſhe
fhould, all at once, plunge into vice,
and, contrary to the uniform tenor of
her condući, be guilty of a crime which,
if detected, muſt bring diſgrace and infa
my upon herſelf, as well as upon the il

dy jane of her annual penſion of 300
pounds, and this about
months after
the birth of her children, which was at
his pleaſure, as her father had left her em.

!.

tirely dependant on him ; this misfortune
muſt have brought lier to great diſtreſs,
had it not been for the compaſſion of Lord
Morton, who knowing her ſituation, moſt
generouſly remitted her three hundred and
fifty pounds.
The diſtreſs to which this unhappy La
dy was reduced, during a reſidence of two
years and ten months at London and Chel
ſea, exceeds deſcription. She knew her
enemies had been buſy with her reputati
on—ſhe was aware of the arts that had

luſtrious houſe, whoſe honour ſhe meant been uſed to deſtroy her in the opinion of

to ſupport. Colonel Stewart too was her brother—the Duke had been groſsly
well known to be a gentieman of the abuſed—But how to undeceive him *—He
niceſt ſenſe of honour: and utterly devoid' was inexorable—he was inacceſſible. To
of a fraud of this nature.

add to the keenneſs of her afflićtion, Mr.

We ſhali now return to Mr. Stewart, Steward had contračted debts, and was
whom we left juſt arrived at Rheins from conſined within the rules of the King’sParis in Auguſt, 1748. In about three Bench ; whilſt he ſelf and helpleſs chil
weeks after the defendant, now about two dren were piniºg in actual vant.

To a .

months old, was publicly baptized, in woman of Lady jaze's ſenſibiºty and ex
that city—Lord Blantyre, and Baro. Ma quiſite feelings, what a te: rible ſituation I
cilicoat, Lady hºgton's huſband, being She bore it, however, with that compo
godfathers : ſad, Higton, and Mrs. 44 ſºre, that dignity and elevation of mind,
arews, proxy for the Marchioneſ of Lo which are ever found inſeparable from
thian, godmothers. The ext, ačt fºom true greatneſs. It was during this me .
the regiſter of baptiſms in proceſs is dated lancholy period that ſhe wrote to Mr.
Pelham the letter, which has al eady ap
September the 22d, 1748.
** About a month after the chriſtening,” peared in our Magazine, page 444.
This letter had the deſired effect--Ang,
as Mrs. Hezvit depoſes, “ Lay jazz
proved again with child; but, when the lay jame, hoping to undeceive her prº
ther, made a journey into Scotland, in
was near three months gone,” continues
t t 2 dia.
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Aug. 1752, accompanied by her children,
Mrs. Hewit and Iſabel Walker; Mr.
Stewart ſtill remaining in London. . In

Aug.

which it is clearly proved ſhe expreſſed
upon that melancholy occaſion, was ſo
ſtriking, that the Purſuers ſaw the neceſſi
ty of diminiſhing its effect, by pretend

Scotland the reſemblance of the Defendant
But
Pur
to the Duke his uncle was univerſally al ing it to be
lowed; and Sholto the youngeſt, to have ſuers ſay, that ſhe affe&ted to die likewiſe

..

.#.

that of his mother. Lady jane, truſting —And that ſhe died of grief and a broken
in her innocence, expected the very fight heart, particularly for ğ. loſs of her ſon,
of her children muſt convince the Duke appears from proof
And Mrs. Hewit,
that his ſuſpicions were falſe, made an to that effect, depoſes, “That lady jane
effort to be admitted into his

|..".

was attended in her ſickneſs at London, af

She accordingly went to Douglas caſile ter Sholto's death, by Mr. James Pringle,
with her two ſons, but was refuſed ad ſurgeon to the guards; and afterwards by
mittance—Iſabel Walker, who accompa Mr. Fordyce.—That theſe gentlemen told
nied her, depoſes, “That, upon her aſk the Deponent, that lady jane's diſeaſe was

ing admittance, lady Jane was directed

a broken heart.”

to go to a terrace walk, to wait the re
In Auguſt, 1753, lady jane returned
turn of the meſſage which ſhe had ſent to to Scotland; and reſigning herſelf up en
the Duke, informing him that ſhe and tirely to a fixed and ſettled melancholy,
her two ſons were come to wait on him—
cccaſioned by a train of ſuch very uncom
That the meſſage was brought her there, mon misfortunes, wiſhed for death to put
and was, that the Duke would by no an end to her woes. Feeling her end
meins ſee her—Adds, that, upon lady approach, ſhe ordered her ſon Archibald,
jane's receiving this meſſage, ſhe was the Defendant, to be brought to her;
greatly diſtreſſed.”—It is not to be ſup and after adviſing him to bear with a
poſed that the Duke, if left to himſelf, manly courage, the loſs he was juſt about
could have refuſed to his ſiſter the oppor to ſuſtain, “My child,” ſaid ſhe, “God
tunity which ſhe now requeſted, to vindi bleſs you ; God make you a good and ºn
cate her injured honour. But the inhu honeſt man ; for riches I deſpiſe. Take
man Stockbriggs, a name odious to the a ſword in your hand, and you may one
Defendant, by an artful dexterity which day, be as great a hero as ſome of your
had been long practiſed, rouſed his re predeceſſors.” . With theſe words the pi
ſentment, and ſtified every tender emo ous lady jane breathed her laſt.
tion of the 1elenting and much deceived
Thus died, in the fifty-fifth year of her
Duke.
age, lady jane Douglas, whoſe misfor
Few ſituations can be pičiured, or con tunes could not be exceeded. If indeed,
crived more affecting and diſtreisful than from view of intereſt, ſhe was tempted
that of lady jane at this juncture—Re to deviate, all at once, from the “ on
fººd admittance to her brother's preſence, ward path of ſincerity,” and deſcend to
ſpurned from his very gate, whither ſhall arts little compatible with her uſual dig
jøe fly But, alas ! ill-fated woman nity of ſentiment, never was woman more
the meaſure of her woes was not yet full. miſerably diſappointed. She, in that caſe,
the purpoſe for which ſhe had undertaken no doubt, hoped to reconcile the Duke
a journey into Scotland, being thus de to her marriage, and to re-eſtabliſh her
feated, lady jane, accompanied by Mrs. ſelf in his good opinion : he was inexora
He-vit, returned to London in the end of ble, he would not ſee her. It was natu
April, 1753, leaving the children at Edin ral for her to think, that, upon an in
burgh, in a houſe near the meadow, un creaſe of her family, her allowance would
de, the care of Iſabel Walker, Mr. Loch, be increaſed—the penſion of three hun
and Mr. Colvill.
dred pounds a year, which her brother had
Two days after her departure from duly paid her, even during his diſpleaſure
Scotland, the younger boy, Sholto, caught on account of her marriage, was immedi
a fever, of which he died. This was ately withdrawn; and ſhe and her chil
a terribie ſtroke to poor lady jane, dren were reduced to ačtual want.
who had littie need of ſuch an addition
Lady jane, through a noble pride, had
to her griefs.

Certain it is the death of

declined to take any ſtep towards proving

her ſon affected her inore than all her o

the birth of the Defendant, after her ar.

ther afictions : nay, the lively grief

rival in Britain.

She knew it was in
cumbent
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cumbent upon thoſe who called it in queſ to Scotland, the firſt thing he did, was,
tion, to prove that the child was an im to execute a bond for fifty thouſand marks,
poſtor; “which, ſhe knew was impoſſi in favour of Mr. Douglas his ſon, which
ble, for Mr. Stewart owned the child as he wrote all over with his own hand, from
his, and knew it, and God knew that the the ſcroll made of it by Mr. Loch, his
child was hers, as well as ſhe herſelf agent; who, with his ſon, and Sir john's
did.”——Mrs. Greig's depoſition. She ſervant, were witneſſes. Mr. Loch af.
made no ſecret, however, to her friends,

firms, that Sir John at firſt propoſed to

of the place of the birth, and of the grant bond for a larger ſum, to which he
man-midwife who aſſiſted at it. In a objećting, as being too great a burden
long converſation which Mr. Loch, wri upon the eſtate, Sir john anſwered, that
ter in Edinburgh, depoſes to have had he was reſolved to provide for the Defen
with lady jane upon the ſubject of her dant, not as a }*. ſon of the fami
children, ſhe gave him a particular and ly of Grandtully, but as the iſſue of his
full hiſtory of the delivery, which he marriage with lady jane Douglas. Mean
took down from her own dićtion, in a time the ſuſpicions of the Defendant's
ſcroll which is in proceſs. The ſcroll ſets birth increaſed daily—and thoſe very cir
forth, “that lady jane Douglas was de cumſtances, which, to the unprejudiced
livered in the houſe of Madame la Brun, and diſintereſted, impreſs convićtion of
Sanbourg, St. Germain, Paris, the 10th lady jane's innocence, were uſed, by art
of july, 1748; that Mr. Pierre la Marre, ful miſ-conſtrućtions, as ſtrong arguments
a man-midwife, aſſiſted her at the birth ; of the reality of the impoſture.
Madame la Brun and her daughter, a wi
Among the numerous miſrepreſentati
dow lady that lodged in the ſame houſe, ons made to the Duke of his ſiſter, by a
noble lord *, was a letter, which for aſpe
and Mrs. Hewit, being preſent.”
In Auguſt 1750, lady jane wrote to 1jty cannot be exceeded, a copy of which
Mrs. Tewis, in whoſe houſe ſhe had lodg could not be procured.
ed at Aix in 1747, and 1748, informing
By theſe means the Duke was prevailed
her of the illiberal ſuſpicions which had on to confirm the deed of ſettlement in
been induſtriouſly laid and propagated by favour of the Hamilton family. The
her enemies, in order to deſtroy her with matter was, now, become highly ſerious;
the Duke her brother, and ruin her poor and lady Schaw, zealous for the intereſt
helpleſs children. She concluded with of the Defendant, reſolved to make en
begging her to make a judicial declara quiry into the truth of the birth, in or
tion of all that ſhe knew of her pregnan der to undeceive the Duke.
cy and ſituation while at Aix-la-Chapelle.
Accordingly, in May 1756, Mrs. Na
Mrs. Tewis immediately ſent her three pier, lady Schaw's grand-daughter, hav
motorial declarations emitted at Aix, by ing a converſation with Sir john on the
herſelf and two others, which were pro ſubječt of the Defendant’s birth, laid be.
duced in this a&tion, and indeed are ſo

fore him the neceſſity of taking ſome

ſtrong and convincing, that the proof of ſteps in order to remove the doubts which
pregnancy might reſt upon them alone.
had been entertained of lady jane's deli
On the death of lady jane, lady Schaw, very. She therefore begged him to give
widow of Sir john Schaw, of Greenock,

her, in writing, an account of the parti

Bart, and grand-mother to the hom. Mrs.
Napier, took the Defendant under her
»rotection. This lady, whoſe memory
}. Douglas will ever gratefully revere,
not bearing to ſee the ſon of her late

culars relating to the birth—as the name
of the houſe, ſtreet, midwife, &c.—aſ.

friend left deſtitute, and well convinced

ſuring him that immediate enquiry ſhould
be made into every circumſtance.

Sir

John, whoſe memory, naturally imper
feet, was now, much impaired by age

of the falthood of the malicious reports and diſtreſs, told Mrs. Napier, that, about
which had been raiſed to his prejudice, the time of lady Jane's lying-in, they had
generouſly took him into her houſe, and changed houſes ſo often, that he could
ave him an education ſuitable to his birth
and rank. Mr. Stewart ſucceeded to the

not, with certainty, fix at preſent upon
the houſe where the delivery happened;

eſtate of Grandtully, by the death of his
brother Sir George Stewart. Mr.Stewart,

• Under the charaćter of Rodomantado,
now Sir john Stewart, when he came in Dorando the Spaniſh tale, p. 445.
but
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but that he would endeavour, when at ladyſhip's return to England from France;

home, to refreſh his memory, and give

but that the letter had not come to the la

her a note of all theſe circumſtances. But

dy's hand.
Be that as it will, the enquiry was not
further proſecuted at this time; and a
train of events, which followed, proving
favourable for the Defendant, ſeemed to
ſuperſede the neceſſity of ſuch an enquiry.
The family at Douglas-caſtle i. un
dergone a remarkable revolution. Stock
briggs, (the inveterate enemy of lady

the lady infiſting on a memorandum of
ſuch names as he could then remember,
he wrote, in her preſence, a note, dated

May 13, 1756, in which, among other
names, Michelle's is aſſigned as the place
of delivery. It will be remembered that
they did not come to Michelle's until after
the delivery. But it will be remembered,

that, this liſt of names was inſiſted on jane and her children) were dead; the
Duke had overcome his averſun to ſocie
he had no diſtinét remembrance of the ty, and married ; and the influence of the

from Sir john, when he acknowledged

place where the delivery happened, re
queſting time for recolle&tion. This note
was ſent by Mrs. Napier to lady Fanny
Stewart, the wife of Sir james Stewart
of Goodtrees, Bart. who was then at Spa,
with a requeſt, that ſhe would get ſome
enquiry made into thoſe particulars for
eſtabliſhing the reality of Mr. Douglas's

adherents of the family of Hamilton, was
At the perſuaſion of
is Dutcheſ, the Duke left his retirement,
and reſided, during the winter, at Edin
burgh. He enlarged the circle of his ac

#. diminiſhed.

quaintance; dive!'ed himſelf of the con

tracted ideas which he had acquired dur
ing his ſeceſs ; and perceived how much
birth. Sir james immediately wrote to he had been abuſed by the minions who
M. john Gordon, Principal of the Scots poſſeſſed his ear. At this favourable
college at Paris, requeſting him to make juncture, the Dutcheſ commenced a pow
the enquiry ; and, for that purpoſe, ſent erful advocate for the Defendant.—She
him a copy of Sir John's note, wherein, explained to her huſband the motives of
as was obſerved, the houſe of madame the partiſans of the Hamilton family, to
Michelle was ſpecified as the place of de raiſe reports ſo injurious to the unfortu
livery Enquiry was accordingly made nate lady jane ; and convinced him of
at Michelle's by Principal Gordon—but the falſity of many of the ſtories that
the reſult was not ſatisfactory.

He learn had been told him—She concluded with

ed that Sir joln and lady jane had actu urging him, in the moſt affecting manner,
ally lodged there—that the had, when to acknowledge his nephew, and cancel
there, the appearance of a woman recent the ſettlement which had been extorted

ly or lately delivered ; but that no de
livery had happened in that houſe. This

from him.

But the Duke's prejudices were too

account was tranſmitted to Sir james deeply rooted to be removed at once.—

Stewart, and by him to Mrs. Napier,
and lady Schaw.
Mean while, Sir John, refle&ting upon
the particulars of the birth, diſcovered a
material error in the note of May 13, de
livered to Mrs. Napier. He therefore
made out a new note of particulars, and

The Dutcheſ; continued her importunities
—the Duke was diſpleaſed, and a miſun
derſtanding enſued. On recollection,
however,

i. found

he had been in fault,

—he was reconciled to his Dutcheſ, and
promiſed to make enquilies concerning
the birth. Mrs. Hewit, who accompa

gave it to her, and in all probability, nied lady jane to Paris, and was pre

iong before lady Fanny's letter arrived, fent at her delivery, was now living, in
giving an account of the finitieſs enqui hired apartments at Edinburgh. — The
lies at Michelle's. In this ſecond note, Duke ſaw and converſed with her often;
madame la Brune’s houſe, Fauxbourg, and from her ſtrong, uniform, and con

St. Germain, is ſpecified as the place of
delivery, the ſame which had been ſpeci
fied in 1752 by lady Jane in Mr. Loch's
ſcroll, which ſcroll Sir j2km never ſaw.

fiſtent account, was, at length, convinc
ed of his filter's innocence and honour,

and the legitimacy of the Defendant. The
generous Douglas, after dropping a tear
Mrs. Nakier, upon this ſecond note, in to the memory of his unfortunate and
tended to have wrote a ſecond letter to much-injured fitter, immediately cancel
lady Fanny Stewart; nay, I think, ſhe led the writings by which he had ſettled his
depoſes, that ſhe actually did before her eſtate on the Hamilton family, and

º
c
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ed it to his nephew Archibald, the De diſcoveries in France, which, he doubted
jendant.

The Duke did not long ſurvive this ſet
tlement; and Mr. Douglas was ſerved
heir to his deceaſed uncle. In ſerving
heir, or proving propinquity, it is com
mon to bring a proof of what is called
Habite and Repube, only; that is, a proof
that the claimant is generally believed
to be the ſon of ſuch and ſuch parents.
In the preſent caſe he thought it his du
ty to do more in regard to his mother,
whoſe chara&ter had been aſperſed, he

not, would turn out to the account of

his pupil As the names of la Brun and
Pierre la Marre, had been ſpecified in
the ſervice, one as the woman in whoſe

houſe the delivery happened, and the
other as man-midwife, Mr. Stewart had

made all diligent enquiry for them : firſt,
by himſelf, and afterwards, with the affi

ſtance of the Inſpector of Police. Theſe
enquiries, however, were without ſuc
ceſs : and, as the Police of Paris is rec

koned very exact, it was concluded

therefore brought not only an ample proof that la Brun and la Marre were imagi
of Habite and Repute, but of the preg mary perſonages.
About this time, too Mr. Stewart
mancy at different places, and the actual
delivery at Paris, by the teſtimony of a heard of the note which Sir john had giv
witneſs who was preſent at the birth. en to Mrs. Napier, aſſigning Michelle's
Upon ſuch proof was the verdict of the as the place of the delivery.—This was a
jury founded, “ſerving the Defendant conſiderable re-inforcement.—He accord
neareſt and lawful heir of tailzie, and ingly repaired to Michelle's, without de
proviſion in general, to the deceaſed Ar lay, and calling for their Livre des Lo
chibald, Duke of Douglas, his uncle.”
geurs, for 1748, which all perſons who
entertain ſtrangers, or who keep hotels,
So much for the facts ſtated by the Defender. lodgings, or furniſhed apartments to let,
It might have been expe&ted, that the are obliged to have, he found an entry,
Defender's title was now aſcertained, be dated july 8, 1748, in theſe words, “ coi.
yond the poſſibility of a doubt. The Tu Fluratl, a Scotſman, and his lady.”—R
tors, however, of Duke Hamilton, ſaw immediately occurved to Mr. Stewart,
things in another light; and zealous for that this entry reſpected Sir john and
the intereſts of their Pupil, were reſolved his family—he thought he could diſcover
to take the advantage of the late extraor his hand-writing; and the diſguiſe of
dinary reports, ſo diſhonourable to the the name was a very natural circum
Defendant. For this purpoſe they de ſtance, upon the ſuppoſition of an im
puted Mr. Andrew Stewart, one of their poſture.-In any event, the diſcovery was
number, a man of the ſtricteſt honour, too material to be neglected. He point
to go privately to Paris, and, from cir ed out the account to Mr. and Madame
cumſtances he had collected at the ſer Michelle, who agreed that it muſt relate
vice, to make enquiries concerning the to the perſons he was in ſearch of.
truth of lady Jane's delively. Mean Here then was a clear and due&t proof
time, claims were entered to the Duke of

of the impoſture—an alibi upon the day,

Douglas's ſucceſſion, not only by Mr.
Douglas, his nephew, who was ſerved
heir, but alſo by Duke Hamilton, and the
Earl of Selkirk. —In this competition,
the court of Seſſion pronounced an interio
cutor, or decree, dated December 9,
1762, finding, “that Archibald Douglas,

of the pretended delivery : for it ap
peared, by Michelle's book, that they

as heir of line, is called to ſucceed to

ſtayed there ſome weeks.

One circum

ſtance, however, attended this entry,
that was not quite ſatisfactory—As it
was placed immediately after another of

a ſubſequent date.

It was not eaſy to ob

viate this cucumſtarº, but by ſuppoſing

the late Duke of Douglas in his whole it interlººed ; and Mr. Stewart fancied
eſtate ; and that the brieves, at the in he could trace evident in ºrks of inter
ſtance of the Duke of Hamilton, and the lineation. In the courſe of the enqui

Earl of Selkirk, for ſerving them heirs
in ſpecial to the ſaid Duke, could not pro
ceed; and remitting to the macers to diſ
miſs the ſame accordingly.”
Whilſt this proceſs depended in Scot
Land, Mr. Andrew Stuart had made ſome

ries reſpecting ſa 'y ſcº, and he ſitu
ation, while at thei, houſe, the name
of Godºro' was inentioned, as a perſon

in whole houſe the had lo!ged before
her arrival at the Hotel d'Adjou. This
was the firit time Mir. Stewar. had heard
of
º
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of the name of Godefroi ; for, though ſatisfied with Godefroi's account. Was
it was mentioned in a paper produced it to be expected, that a man, who, by
at the ſervice, of which Mr. Stewart the way, as he particularly depoſes in
had the inſpection, it had not ſtruck this cauſe, ſeldom kept the houſhold ac
him at the time, nor occurred to him counts, ſhould, upon looking into a book
afterwards. He was reſolved, now, how which he had not ſeen for years, apply
ever, to leave nothing uncanvaſſed—he a blank account to a particular com
found out Godefroi's, the Hotel de Chaa pany, for no other reaſon than that he

lons, and enquiring for his Livre d'In
Jpecteur, in which are inſerted the names
and country of all perſons who put up
at his hotel, though but for a night,
he could find no entry about the be
ginning of july, 1748, that ſeemed to
have any relation to Sir John and his
family. Thinking he had been miſin
formed, Mr. Stewart was juſt going
away, when Godefroi, to whom he had

remembered it to be the company of a
gentleman who had lodged afterwards in
his houſe, by the name of Colonel Stew
art, and whoſe account happened to be
on the oppoſite page The account, which
begins thus, Monſieur
font en
trés a ſouper, was ſcored off after the
7th ; for which circumſtance Godefrai,

or his wife, as readily accounted, by
ſaying, that they intended to have re

communicated what he wanted, told him moved that night, and had ačtually hir
that he had another book, which, for ed lodgings, which being buggy, they

his own intereſt, he was obliged to
keep more exačtly than the other, be
ing his Livre des Depenſes, or book of
expences.—Then when a perſon ſtays a
very ſhort time in his houſe, his name

had declined entering, till they ſhould
be cleaned. Highly improbable and un
ſatisfactory, as Godefroi's hiſtory of the
blank accompt was, Mr. Stewart re

ry article of expence, however trifling,
muſt be inſerted, under its proper date,
not only for his own information, but
for the ſatisfaction of his gueſts ; as their
bill at leaving the houſe was always
tranſcribed from the Livre des Depenſes.

cient : but particular circumſtances re
tive account, though at the diſtance of
fourteen years. But how do you recon
cile this with Michelle's entry : The rea

We omitted to mention, in the former

ſon aſſigned by Godefroi for ſcoring off

ſolved to canvaſs the matter further.—
is often negle&ted to be inſerted in the The inn-keeper might be miſtaken; but
Livre d'Inſpecteur; but that this is never he had no motives to deceive. His cauſe
the caſe with the other book, where eve of knowledge was uncertain and inſuffi

lating to Sir John and his family, might
have aſſiſted him in giving ſuch a poſi

part of this narrative, a journey which the accompt after the 7th, furniſhed
Sir John had made by himſelf, upon him with the means. Some of the peo
buſineſs, from Dammartin to Paris, the

ple at Michelle's had affirmed that lady

8th of Auguſt, 1748, a few days before Jane, immediately after entering their
their return to Rheims.

At this time

hotel, had gone with her family into

he had lodged at the houſe of Mr. Gode the country, to bring a child from nurſe,
froi to the 12th, and then returned to whence the did not return for ſome days.
Dammartin. Upon looking into the Li This ſeemed to tally with Godefrci’s ac
vre des Depenſes for 1748, Mr. Gode count : on which an hypotheſis was
froi ſhewed Mr. Stewart the entry for framed, in which lady jane was ſop
Sir john by himſelf at the time now poſed to have entered Michelle's the 8th,
mentioned; and, immediately oppoſite as the entry expreſi's ; to have imme
to it, pointed out a biank account from diately returned to Godefroi's, 'fraid there
the 4th to the 14th of faly, which he till the 14th, and then returned to Mi
remembered belonged to the ſame per chelle's again. The abſurdity of this
ſon and his family who had lodged with hypothetis was too palpable to elude the
him in Auguſt, by the name of Colonel obſervation of the vigilant Mr. Stewart.
Stewart. Here was a terrible dilemma. —Accordingly it was adopted but for a
The alibi ſeemed to be proved by the very ſhort time : and a diſcovery being
entry at Michelle's—and, if what Co.te made by the Defender's agents, after the
froi ſaid, could be depended on, ano commencement of this proceſs, that the
ther alibi was as cleariy proved at his ently at Michelle's was erroneous—that
Hotel. Mr. Stewart, however, was not it was not written by Sir jobn, as had
-

been
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been thought, but by a girl, Mary, who he had already procured, was told that
had inſerted the 8th for the 18th—and

the Curé of St. Laurent at Paris had gi

that the name Fluratl was not a diſguiſed ven him the hiſtory of an enlevement,
name aſſumed by Sir John, but a corrup which ſeemed to agree remarkably in time
tion of his real name of Stewart : the and other circumſtances with that ſuſpect
Purſuers were obliged to change their ed by Mr. Stewart. The latter liſtened
hold once more, and betake themſelves to the ſtory with great attention, and pro
to Godefroi's books alone. But this ma curing a dire&tion to the Curé, ſet out
terial alteration did not happen till ſome immediately for Paris. The account
time after the commencement of the ac which he received from the Curé was in
tion of redućtion : for, in the condeſ ſubſtance as follows: That an elderly

cendance of fa&ts offered to be proved by gentleman, anſwering to the deſcription
the Purſuers, which was given in to the of Sir John Stewart, had applied to him
Court of Seſſion july 9, 1763, they nei in November, 1749, for a litt of the poor
ther fix the alibi at Godefroi's or Mich of his pariſh, pretending that a foreign
elle's; but affirm “ that they were at the lady of quality in his pariſh, of a very
houſe of Mr. Godefroi, and at the houſe charitable diſpoſition, was willing to be
of Mr. Michelle at times and during pe at the expence of maintaining and edu
riods inconſiſtent with the poſſibility of cating a child of any poor perſon, and
lady Jane's having been delivered at the had employed him to aſk a litt for that
purpoſe; but the gentleman declining to
houſe
of Madame la Mr.
Brun Stewart,
upon the 10th
of jaly, 1748.”
not tell the lady's name, the curate diſmiſſed
finding any materials for his purpoſe at him without granting his ſuit.—That,
Paris, viſited Rheims, Aix, Sedan, and upon this denial, the gentleman, as the
$very place where Lady jane was ſaid to curate was afterwards informed, applied

have been during her pregnancy, and

for a liſt to Les Saeurs de la Charité de la

Previous to her arrival at Paris in july, Paroiſſe de St. Laurent, and obtained it.
1748.
—That, having thus got a liſt of poor
By ſearching the regiſters at the Coach families, and having found a woman to

offices,

he diſcovered the names and deſ.

attend him in his ſearch, he went to ſeve

cription of thoſe who had accompanied ral houſes enquiring for children—That,
her through the different ſtages in her when he came into any houſe where there
journey from Aix to Paris. Many of were only female children, he took little

theſe he found out; and, by their ac

or no notice of them—That he came, at

counts, was convinced that Lady jane laſt, to the houſe of a poor man and wo—
had not even the appearances of pregnan man (Sanry) who had eight or nine chil
cy depoſed to by the witneſſes in the ſer dren ; that he fixed his eyes upon one of
vice, in that journey ; and, that, of the youngeſt, a boy of a fair complexion;
courſe, theſe appearances were but ill and, upon being informed that he was
founded.
born in 1748, he immediately made choice
In this opinion he was confirmed by of him—That the parent of the child
the ſimilar accounts of the Miſs Hiberts conſented, being deceived by the ſtory
at Rheimr, at whoſe houſe Lady jane which he had trumped up of the charita
lodged before ſhe went to Paris to be de ble lady–That, accordingly, the boy
livered; and of Miſs Sautrez, a man was carried to the houſe where the gen
tua-maker in the ſame city, who had ta tleman lodged ; where were two ladies—

ken Lady Jane's meaſure for ſome gowns,

That, concerned for their child, the pa

which ſhe had fitted up for her after the rents returned the next day, and found
French faſhion. This laſt ſeemed a very him well cloathed and tenderly uſed—
material witneſs, as ſhe mutt have had That the gentleman told them his name
occaſion to examine Lady jane's ſhapes was Duvernes, , of the kingdom of Ire
with greater attention. The evidence land, and that he generally reſided at St.
was now growing upon him. But the Germain en Laye in the neighbourhood

º

diſcovery was ſtill to come. of Paris--That, returning ſoon after to

r. Stewart inentioning to a gentleman the ſame houſe, they were told that the
at Rheims the intention of his journey to ſtrangers had ſet out that morning with
France, the ſtrong ſuſpicions that the De the child in a coach, and that they ſaid
Jendant was an impoſtor, and the evidence they were going to St. Germain en Laye
U u u
—That,
Auguſt, 1767.
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—That, after ſearching for them in vain
In the mean time, a petition was given
in St. Germain en Laye, and ºveral other in for the Defendant, complaining of the
places, the father of the cºils, applied to proceedings carried on in France. Mr.
the Curé, and elated the whole circum Audrew Stewart, , it ſeems, had, upon
ſtances to him; that the Curé applied to report of the Curé of St. Laurent and
the Lieutenant de Police for his aſſiſtance the Saury people, by the advice of coun
in diſcovering thºſe ſtrangers; in conſe ſel, actually commenced proſecution, be
quence of which enquiry was made, but fore the Tournelle Criminelle, or criminal
without ſucceſs.
court of the parliament of Paris, againſt
This ſtory ſeemed to agree, in every Sir John Stewart and Mrs. Hewit, for
circumſtance, with Sir john Stewart's alledged ſuppoſition of children. The in
ſecond journey to Paris, in November, tention of this criminal proſecution was,
1749, to take, as was pretended, his ſon to aſcertain the fact of the enlevement of
Sholto figm nurſe. It was, therefore, Sanry's child, beyond the poſſibility of a
full time to commence the proceſs; and doubt ; and to make further diſcoveries

Mr. Stewart, having firſt teen ſome of corroborative of the impoſture. In the
the Sanry people, and heard the Curé's Tournelle proceſs, the Sanry witneties
account confirmed, wºote to Scotland a were examined ; Michelle's and Godefroi's
full narrative of the diſcoveries he had books were produced—and the ſucceſs of
made ; and adviſed that a reduciion of the Inſpector of Police in finding out Ma
the ſervice on the head of falſhood ſhould dame a Brun and Pierre la Marre was

be immediately begun.

enquired into.

The preſent act, ºn was accordingly

Theſe proceedings were repreſented as

commenced, in the form of a ſummons, unfair, unprecedented, and highly injuri
in December, 1762 ; and a condeſcendance cus to the Djender—It was ſaid that, by

of facts offered to be proved by the Pur the very nature of a plainte, the witneſſes
fuers, founded on the above diſcoveries were led in giving evidence : and the
of Mr. Stewart, was preſented to their alarming influence which this might have
on the witneſſes to be examined in this
Lordſhips on the ninth of July, 1763.
In educing a ſervice, it is neceſſary ei cauſe, was ſtrongly inſiſted on. Their
ther to falſify the evidence, or to demon Lordſhips, after hearing counſel and ad
ſtrate that the proof was intrinſically in viſing on this important queſtion, pro
ſufficient to dićtate the judgment which nounced an intel locutor of date Auguſt
had been pronounced by the jury. In 11, 1763, expreſſing their diſapproba
the preſent action of reduction, it was tion of Mr. Andrew Stewart's conduct
offered to be proved that Sir john and in commencing ſo illegal a proſecution in
Lady jane had actually been guilty of the France, and deſiring that the depoſitions
crime of ſuppoſititio partus—By which of the Tournelle witneſſes might be can
means Mrs. He wit’s teſtimony was fal ceiled, before they be admitted as witneſ
ſified—'I hat to ſupport this impoſture, ſes in the preſent action. At the ſame
the accomplices had found it neceſſary, to time their Lordſhips allowed the Purſuers
forge four letters from Pierre la Marre, a proof of the facts in their condeſcen
the pretended Man-Iſidwife, which, be dance ; and the defendant an exculpatory
ing produced at the ſervice, had influenced proof; and commiſſioners were appointed
i.e. jury in returning their vei dict—That by the court for that purpoſe.
the appearances of pregnancy depoſed to
The Tournelle proceſs was ſtill carrying
by the witneſſes in the ſervice were ato on with great rigour, and a monitoire had
gether equivocai–And in fact, were aſ actually been publiſhed, poſted up in all
funed, or rejected, at peaſure. In a the public ſtreets of Paris, and read in
word, that clear and moſt ſatisfactory all the churches, repreſenting that certain
evidence could be brought, that the ſer perſons, deſcribed by their ccuntry, ages,
vice was erroneous in every particular. figure, and many other circumſtances,
Could this be ploved, the conſequence had, in the year 748, carried off, from
was unavoidable.

Mr. Douglas was no

Paris, a male child, born that year; and

longer nephew to the Duke of Douglas, admoniſhing thoſe who knew any thing
not could he ſucceed to the eſtate, as not

of ſuch an enlevºment to make their Re

poſieſſing

ºvelations to their reſpective Cures, in or
der to produce a diſcovery.

the character in which it had

been deviſed to him.
w

-

-

It
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Oğober by the King and council; by
It was upon a repreſentation of this in which
it was ordained “ That the cri

jurious proceeding of the Tournélie Cri
minelle, that the Lords of Seſſion pro

minal ačtion before the Tournelle ſhºuld

nounced the interlocutor of the eleventh

be purſued and continued till it be con

of Auguſt, ordering an immediate ſtop to cluded by a judgment definitive; when
that proceſs, and incapacitating the wit an authenticated copy ſhould be tranſ
neſſes who had been examined in it to mitted in a ſ—aled bag to the Court of Seſ
give evidence in this cauſe, till their for ſian in Scotland, in order that the judges
might make ſuch uſe of it as they ſhould
mer depoſitions were cancelled.
The Monitoire had, however, by this think proper in the civil proceſs; and
time, produced a remarkable diſcovery. that four of the French gentlenen, nam
One Mignon, a glaſs-grinder at Paris, ed by the Defendant, and three of the
gave in a revelation to the Curé of his five named by the Purſuers, ſhould exe
Pariſh, importing, that, in July, 1748, cute the commiſſion of the Court of Seſ.
and about the middle of that month, a ſon within the kingdom of France, in
lady and gentleman, anſwering exactly the manner preſcribed by that commiſ
to the deſcriptions of Sir john and Lady ſion.”
The commiſſion of the Lords of Seſſion
jane in the Monitoire, had carried away
a ſon of his, on pretence, “ That the being altered in every material point by
new-born ſon of a Lady of their acquain this arret, the Dºers of the Defendant
tance had juſt died, unknown to his mo declined acting under it—and gave in a
ther; that they were obliged to keep it a petition to the court in Scotland, dated
ſecret from her for ſome time, as ſhe was December 1ſt, 1763, praying their Lord
indiſpoſed ; and this they could not do, /hips to find, that there could be no fur
unleſs they could procure a child to paſs ther procedure, within the dominions of
upon the mother as her own.” That he France, upon their Lordſhips commiſſion,
conſented, upon condition they would re as new-modelled by the French King';
turn the child ſoon, which they promiſed, arret ; on this petition an interlocutor
but that he had never ſeen the gentleman, was pronounced, December 9th, prohibi
lady, nor his child, fince. Revelations ting and diſcharging the Purſuers, and
were likewiſe tranſmitted by ſeveral wit Mr. Andrew Stuart their agent, from
meſſes, who had known Mignon's child, proceeding, upon the aët and commiſſion
or were privy to its enievement in 1748. formerly iſſued, to examine any witneſſes
Theſe revelations were removed into the in France, till the court ſhould fignify its
Tournelle, and were ſtrongly corroborative further directions concerning ſuch an ex
f
of the charge againſt Sir joha and Mrs. aulli nation,
-

Hewit.

In conſequence of their Lordſhips inter
locutor of the eleventh of Auguſt, Mr.
Andrew Stewart preſented a requete to
the Tournelle on the thirty-firſt of Auguſt,
praying for a cancellation of the Tour
meſſe depoſitions; or, if that was impoſ
ſible, for inſpection. But this could not
be procured without letters patent from
the King. An arret, therefore, was pro
mounced by the court, ordaining an ap
plication to be made to his majeſty for
that purpoſe. On the twelfth of Septem
ber Mr. Stewart preſented a requete to
the French King in terms of the arret of
the Tournelle, praying for the inſpection
only of the Tournelle depoſitions: and,
on the twentieth of 0&ober, another re

quete, in name of the Defender, was pre
fented to the King, praying for cancella
tion only. Upon theſe requetes, an arret
was pronounced on the twenty-eighth of

This interdićt was, however, ſoon re

moved, and the proof, upon the former
ast and commiſſion, allowed to proceed,
with and under the conditions therein

contained. Copies of the whole plaintes
given in by Sir Hugh Dalrymple and in
name of the Duke of Hamilton, and his

Tutors, were, at the ſame time, ordered.
to be produced by the Purſuers for the
inſpection of the Defendant's Doers.
This decree of the court is dated Decem
ber 21.

A petition was given in for Mr. Doug
las, of date December 22d, ſetting forth,
“that it was equally neceſſary for the De
fender to have inſpection and copies of the
declarations or Reveia, ions emitted before

the Curés, as to have copies of the Tour
nelle depoſitions; that the Monitoire was
an infamous paper diſperſed through the
ſtreets of Paris, and deſcribing Sir john,

Lady Jane, and Mrs. Hewit particular
U u u z

ly,
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ly, by their ages, ſtature, country, &c. have furniſhed witneſſes to this impor
that, where a crime is committed, as in

the caſe of murder, it may be very pro
per to ſet forth the fačt particularly in the
Monitoire, and call upon all perſons to re
veal to the Curé, what they know of ſuch
a murder; but if a crime is only ſuſpect
ed, as in the preſent caſe, it muſt be ex
ceedingly improper to ſet forth, in the
Monitoire, that ſuch a crime has ačtually
been perpetrated, and to mention the
evidence from whence the proof of the
fišt is inferred; and then to require per
ſons to eveal what they know of theſe
faćts; that it muſt be alſo improper to
deſcribe the perſons ſuſpected of the crime,

tant cauſe.

Mean while Mr. Douglas, having the
verdićt of a jury in his favour, was put
in full poſſeſſion of the eſtate of his de
ceaſed uncle. An attempt, indeed, was
made by the Purſuers, after the com
mencement of this action, to have the
eſtate ſequeſtrated, till a deciſion ſhould
be obtained; but it proved abortive.
The ſuite of Mr. Andrew Stewart's
diſcoveries in France hindered us from

obſerving, in its proper place, that the
Purſuers, immediately after the com
mencement of this ačtion, preſented a

point them out.” The petition concludes
with praying their Lordſhips to allow in
ſpection to the Defendant of all the reve

petition to the Lords of Seſſion, ſetting
forth, that Sir john Stewart was pre
paring to leave the country; and as his
account of ſalty jane's delivery was of
conſequence, they prayed that he might

lations or declarations emitted to the

be examined by the court, and that the

in ſuch a männer as to lead witneſſes to

Curé; ; and in the mean time, to grant declaration which he emitted might be
an interdićt, prohibiting the Purſuers ſealed up, to lie in retentis, till a proof

from proceeding in taking their proofs
until judgment is given upon this petiti

ſhould be allowed and taken. Sir jobs
was accordingly examined three ſucceſ

on, in caſe their Lord bip: ſhall order it five days in December 1762. He had juſt
to be anſwered.

recovered from a dangerous fit of ſick
Their Lordſhips, by an interlocutor of neſs; ſo that his memory, naturally none
date December 24, 1763, refuſed the pray of the beſt, was greatly impaired. This
er of this petition; upon which Mr. he ſignified to their Lordſhips, his exami
Douglas entered an appeal to the Houſe of ners, and hoped that they would not take

Lords, from this interlocutor, and that of advantage
December 21ſt, in ſo far as it removes

the interdićt of the 9th of that month,
and allows the proof upon the act and
commiſſion formerly granted, to proceed :
and in ſo far as it only obliges the Pur

fuers to comply with the conditions con

..

little inconſiſtency in
which want of memory, age, weakneſs
of mind, or diſtance of time, might in
volve him.

His declaration, afterwards

produced in the proof, is uniform in the
leading points : in leſs material circum

ſtances, ſuch as the Defender's nurſes,

tained in the former ast and commiſſion,

&c., it is often inconſiſtent with itſelf,
and with the depoſition of Mrs. Hewit.
mined in the Tournelle, or, at leaſt, re This declaration was ſealed up, in terms
of the petition, till the ſummer-ſeſſions,
quiring cancellation of their evidence.
taken in foreign
In conſequence of this decree of the 1765, when the
Lords, the Tournelle proceſs was diſmiſſed, countries being ſoon expe&ted at Edin
and, by a new interlocutor of the court burgh, the Purſuers thought it of con
of ſeſſion, a proof was allowed, and com ſequence, to procure ſuch a material piece
miſſioners oppointed for taking it in ſeve of evidence; and herefore preſented a pe
ral different countries. The proof once tition, praying, that certain parts of the
begun was carried on with vigour. Re proof which had been taken to lie in re
poſitories were ſearched ; , all letters, pa tentis, particularly the judicial declarati
pers, and writings that had the ſmalleſt on of Sir john Stewart of December
conne&tion with the cauſe were traced and
14, 15, and 16, 1762, might be opened
exhibited. In ſhort, no expence or trou and taken into the printed proof. This
ble was ſpared on either ſide. Evidence petition produced anſwers, replies and
was procured, by virtue of their lord duplies; but the court deferred adviſing
ſhip's commiſſion, in Portugal, France, it, firſt till the proof was reported, and
Germany, Scotland, and England. In afterwards, till it ſhould be printed. This
, act, moſt of the countries in Europe queſtion was reſumed on the 6th of March,
without incapacitating the witneſſes exa

p.

1766
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1766, when, after a long and intereſting the tenth, the day of the pretended deli
debate, counſel being previouſly heard
at great length, an interlocutor was pro
nounced, ordaining Sir jobn's declarati
on to remain ſealed till the 15th of April;
and allowing either party, after that day,

very—and lady jane's equivocal appear
ances of pregnancy—that of the Defen
der, to eſtabliſh his filiation, by proving
the pregnancy, delivery, and recovery of
lady jane.
A ſtrong part of the Defender's proof
upon applying to the Lord Preſident, and
obtaining his Lordſhip's authority, to has not yet been mentioned. — In the
have acceſs to it. Againſt this decree an courſe of their enquiries at Paris, the

appeal was entered for Mr. Dougla: ;
but was afterwards withdrawn.

agents for the Defender, diſcovered a

The

houſe, in an obſcure quarter of the Faux
bourg, where a madame la Brun, agree
ing with the deſcription given by Sir jobn
terwards printed in the Purſuers proof.
Sir john Stewart did not long ſurvive and lady jane, had lodged—they have
this judicial declaration. Before he died, likewiſe indiſputably proved, by the de
he drew up a declaration properly atteſt poſitions of Menager, ſurgeon to the
ed, in which he calls God to witneſs, in Prince de Turenne, and others, that in
the moſt ſolemn manner, that the defen 1748, there did exiſt, at Paris, a Pier
re la Marre, a man-midwife—that this
dant is his and lady jane's ſon.
By the interlocutor of Auguſt 19, 1764, Pierre la Marre did, in that year 1748,
the proof to be taken was appointed to and in the month of july, deliver a fo
be reported February 1, 1765. The time reign lady of quality, at the houſe of a
for reporting, was, however, afterwards madame la Brun, of two male children,
declaration was opened April 30, and

af

prorogued till the ſummer ſeſſion the ſame the eldeſt of whom returned to Rheims
year. In December following the proof with his inother 5, the youngeſt being put
was ordered to be printed forthwith, ſo
as to be given in ſoon after the Chriſt
mas vacation. It was not, however, giv
en in to their Lordſhips till the end of
February, 1766, a delay which is very
eaſily accounted for by its enormous bulk.
It is printed in large quarto, and amounts
—that for the Purſuers to one thouſand

by him to nurſe. The nurſe of Sholto,
at the Hauteborne has been likewiſe
found.
But to return to the proceedin
-

The memorials, which

º: ..º.

be given in on the twenty-ſeventh of
September, 1766, were, by neceſſary
delays, kept back till the twenty-fourth
and eighty-four pages—that for the De of january following. Their length in
fender to one thouſand and thirty-ſix.
deed, accounts ſufficiently for the time

The pleadings on the proof, or the taken up in getting them ready—that for
hearing in preſence, were delayed till
june following ; againſt which time, ſhort
caſes were ordered to be given in, ſtating
the heads of argument which either par
ty were to inſiſt upon in the pleadings.
This order was complied with ; and on
the firſt of july, a few days after the
caſes were given in, the pleadings began.
—They continued till Auguſt 1, when
the court appointed memorials on theſe

pleadings to be given in on the twenty
ſeventh of September—propoſing to ad

the Purſuers amounting to between eight
and nine hundred pages, and that for

the Defender to between ſix and ſeven .
hundred pages, large quarto.
The Lords, conſidering the ſize of the
memorials, and the great importance of
the cauſe, delayed adviſing it till june
following; and, in the mean time, ap
pointed the parties to make ſuch obſerva
tions on each other's memorials, as they
ſhould think proper. In june, 1767, ad
ditional memorials were given in by both
parties; Mrs. Iſabel Walker, now Mrs.
Glaſs, who attended lady jane to France,

viſe the cauſe on the twenty-fifth of No
ºvember following.
The proofs on which the pleadings and was examined in court ; and the cauſe
memorials were founded, are nothing was once more delayed to be adviſed till
elſe than the depoſitions of witneſſes for the ſeventh of july, when the lord Prºfi
eſtabliſhing the fačts which have been dent opened the debate with a very ele
mentioned in this narrative—that of the gant ſpeech, declaring for the redućtion
Purſuers, to eſtabliſh the enlevements, of the ſervice. Lord Strichen ſpoke next
and their application to Sir John and on the oppoſite fide. The debates continued
tady Jame—the alibi at Godefroi's, on till Tueſday the fourteenth, when, by the
Preſident's
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icions which had been entertained of the

Preſident's caſting vote, (ſee p. 444,) the
cauſe was determined in favour of the Ha

impoſture, properly enough ſucceeded the

milton family. From this decree of the
Court of Seſſion, Mr. Douglas has entered
an appeal to the Houſe of Lord: ; and the
deciſive ſentence of that right honourable
houſe is expected with impatience.
Thus I have given a full and conciſe
narrative of the facts which gave riſe to
this important cauſe; and the different
proceedings in England, Scotland, and

Defender's ſtate

had been induſtriouſly propagated to her

order, too, was the moſt natural which

led, by a final deciſion, eſtabliſhing the

---

... . relative

to the

pregnancy and delivery of his reputed
mother, and the motives of the Hamil

ton family, to encreaſe the reports which
diſadvantage.
It remains to be obſerved, that a ver

dićt, founded on the evidence produced at
the ſervice, having been pronounced in fa
France, from the commencement of the vour of Mr. Douglas, the facts depoſed to
proceſs of reduction before the Court of by the witneſſes, muſt remain unſhaken
Seſſion, in December 1762, to the late till the evidence is falſified, the ſervice
deciſion of that court, in july laſt.—The remedred erroneous, and the verdićt annul
preſented itſelf. The allegations of the truth of the Purſuers allegations, and the
Purſuers, for diſproving the Defender's reality of the impoſture. This remark
filiation, being the reſult of the enquiries deſerves attention, as it accounts for the
made in France, in conſequence of the ſuſ ſeeming partiality in the narrative.
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An adt to enable his Majeſty to put the

We D Nesd AY, JUNE 29.

H E royal aſſent was given by com cuſtoms and other duties in the Britiſh
dominions in America, and the execution

miſſion to the following bills.

An ačt for granting certain duties in of the laws relating to trade there, under
the Britiſh colonies and plantations in the management of commiſſioners to be
America; for allowing a drawback of appointed for that purpoſe, and to be re
the duties of cuſtoms upon the exporta fident in the ſaid dominions.
An act to amend and enforce the a&s

tion from this kingdom of coffee and

cocoa nuts of the produce of the ſaid co
lonies or plantations ; for diſcontinuing
the drawbacks payable on China earthen
ware exported to America; and for inorc
effectually preventing the clandeſtine run:
ning of goods in the ſaid colonies and

of the

eighteenth, twenty-firſt,

and

twenty-ſecond years of the reign of his
late Majeſty King George the Second,
for the more effectual preventing the
fraudulent importation and wearing of
cambrick and French lawns.

An act for allowing further time for
An act for encouraging and regulating inrollinent of deeds and wills made by

plantations.

-

-

the trade and manufactures of the iſle of

Man, and for the more eaſy ſupply of

Papiſts,
and for relief of Proteſtant pur.
chaſers.
And to ſeventeen

the inhabitants there, with a certain quan

publick and twenty

tity of wheat, oats, bailey, meal, and private bills.
flour, authorized by an act made in this
Ju I.Y. 2. His . Majeſty gave the
ſeſſion, to be tranſported to the ſaid royal aſſent to the following bilis.
iſland.

An act for granting to his Majeſty a

-

An ačt for amending certain laws re certain ſum of money out of the finking

lating to the revenue of the poſt-office; fund, and for applying certain monies,
and for granting rates of poſtage, for the therein mentioned, for the ſervice of the
conveyance of letters and packets between year 1767; , and for impowering his
Great. Britain and the iſle of Man, and
within that iſland.

Majeſty, with the advice of his privy

council, to permit the importation of
An act for regulating certain proceed any ſort of corn, or grain, duty free,
into
this kingdom, for a longer time than
ings of the general courts of the united
-

permitted y any aćt of this ſeſſion of

company of merchants of England ua

is

ding to the Eaſt-Indies.

Parliament.
An ''

*
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An ačt for taking off the inland duty
of one ſhilling per pound weight upon
all black or Singlo Teas, conſumed in
Great-Britain ; and for granting a draw
back upon the exportation of teas to Ire

And although, from the nature and ex
tenſiveneſs of the ſeveral objects under
your conſideration, it could not be ex
pected that all the great commercial in
tereſts ſhould be compleatly adjuſted and
land, and the Britiſh dominions in Ame regulated in the courſe of this ſeſſion,
rica, for a limited time, upon ſuch in yet I am perſuaded, that by the progreſs
demnification to be made, in reſpect there you have made, a ſolid foundation is laid
of by the Eaſt India company, as is for ſecuring the moſt conſiderable and
therein mentioned; for permitting the eſſential benefits to this nation.
exportation of teas in finalier quantities
As no material alteration has happened
-

than one lot to Ireland, or the ſaid do

in the ſtate of foreign affairs ſince' your

minions in America, and for preventing firſt meeting, I have nothing to commu
teas ſeized and condemned from being con nicats to you on that ſubject. The fixed
ſumed in Great-Britain.
objects of all my meaſures are, to pre
An act for eſtabliſhing an agreement ferve the peace, and, at the ſame time,
for the payment of the annual ſum of to aſſert and maintain the honour of my
four hundred thouſand pounds, for a li crown, and the juſt rights of ny ſub
mited time, by the Eaſt-India company, jects.
in reſpe&t of the territorial acquiſitions
Gentlemen of the Houſe of Commons,
and revenues lately obtained in the Eaſt
I thank you for the neceſſary ſupplies
Indies.

-

An act for reſtraining and prohibiting
the governor, council, and houſe of
repreſentatives, of the province of New
York, until proviſion ſhall have been
made for furniſhing the King's troops
with all the neceſſaries required by law,
from paſſing or aſſenting to any ačt of
aſſembly, vote, or reſolution, for any
other purpoſe.
An act for further continuing an act in

which you have ſo chearfully granted to
the publick ſervice; and my particular
acknowledgments are due to you, for the
proviſion you have enabled me to make

for the more honourable ſupport and
maintenance of my family.
My Lords and Gentlemen, X
The great attention which you have
-

ſhewn to the particular purpoſe for which
I called you ſo early together, and the
very wholeſome laws paſſed for relieving

the laſt ſeſſion of parliament, intitled, my ſubjects from the immediate diſtreſs
an act to amend, and render more effec which the great ſcarcity of corn threat

tual in his Majeſty's dominions in Ame
rica, an act paſſed in this preſent ſeſſion
of parliament, intitled, an act for pu
miſhing mutiny and deſertion, and for the
better payment of the army and their

ened to bring upon them, give me the

moſt ſenſible pleaſure. I rely upon you
for the exertion of your utmoſt endea
vours to convince my people,

that no care

has been wanting to procure for them
quarters.
every elief which has been poſſible ; and
And to one publick and two private that their grateful ſenſe of proviſions ſo
bills.
wiſely made for their preſent happineſs
and laſting proſperity cannot be ſo fully
When his Majeſty cloſed the ſeſſion expreſſed, as by a ſtrict obſervance of
with the following moſt glacious ſpeech : that order and regularity, which are
equally neceſſary to the
of all
My Lords and Gentlemen,
good government, as well as to their
HE advanced ſeaſon of the year, own real welfare.
joined to the confideration of the
inconvenience you inuit all have felt from Then the Lord Chancellor, by his Ma
ſo long an abſence from your ſeveral
jcity's command, ſaid :
countries, calls upon me to put an end
My Lords and Gentlemen,
to the preſent ſeſſion of parliament;
It is his Majeſty's royal will and plea
which I cannot do, without returning ſure, that this parliament be Prorogued
you my thanks for your diligent applica to Monday the 31 it of Auguſt next, to
tion to the public buineſs, and the proofs be then here held , and this parliament is
you bave given of your affection for me, accordingly prorogued to Monday the
for my family, and for my government 31ſt day of Auguſt next.
Kift
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–6. Lieut. col. Crowe, of the 14th reg

Lift of Births for the Year 1767.
- MAY

*Cº. of Dundonald,

of dragoons.—10. Nat. Jardine, linen
of draper at Cambridge, ſuddenly. His bro

a ſon.—Lady of Sir John ther a few months ago died in the ſame

Sebright, bart. of a ſon.-31. Princeſs

manner.

Theſe wretches were partners

of Brazil, of a prince.—Lady of Lord in trade, but ſo penurious, that they de

Willoughby de Brooke, of a daughter.

nied themſelves the neceſſaries of life #

—June 15. Lady of Sir Gervas Clifton, they were peſtered with vermin, had no
bart. of a ſon.— 31. Dutcheſs of Athol, bed to lie on; and periſhed for want of
of a ſon.—July 2. The Lady of Sir help, becauſe they would not pay an apo
George Armytage, bart. M. P. for the thecary. When the firſt died, it appear
ed he had robbed the other of 10ool, and
city of York, of a daughter.
perhaps had the laſt died firſt, the like
Lift of MARRIAges for the Year 1767. fraud would have appeared againſt him.
Ju N E 5.

L'º Col. Skinner,

to —The laſt left his fortune to a ſtranger.

miſs Warren, daughter of —Rev. Rich, Lyne, reštor of Eyneſbury

and Rippon in Huntingdonſhire, fellow
Seymour, brother to the duke of Somer of Eton college, and one of his majeſty's

the late fir Geo. Warren.—Lord William

ſet, to miſs Maltravers, with zo,oool. chaplains in ordinary.—At Bath the lady
—16. Wm. Jernegan, Eſq; eldeſt ſon of Sir Ralph Milbank, bart.—13. Sir
Henry Poole, bart. one of the commiſfio
of fir John

Jernegan, bt. to miſs Dillon,
daughter of Lord Dillon.—23. The Rt.

Rev. Dr. Newcome, Lord bp. of Dro
more, to miſs D'Oyley, daugh. of the
late fir Tho. D'Oyley, bart.—27. Henry
Hamilton, Eſq; M. P. for Londondeiry,
to miſs Cockburne.—July 8. His ex

ners of exciſe.—At New York, Joſeph

Otway, Eſq; dep. gov. of Maſſachuſetts
bay.—Mrs. Lawton, relićt of the late

Henry Lawton, Eſq; and mother to the
counteſs of Northampton.-21. Rt. hon:

Ld. viſc. Chetwynd, of the kingdom of
cellency count Bruhl, to the counteſs of Ireland.—25. Capt. Serle, barge-build
Egremont.—18. His grace the duke of er to his majeſty.—Lady viſcounteſs dow.
Chandois, to miſs Major, of Savage-gar ager Bleſfington, aged 84. —27. John
Gunning, Eſq; in Somerſet-houſe, aged
79, father to the late counteſs of Coven

dens.

Lift of Deaths for the Year 1767.
June 21.

H E Prince primate of
Poland.—The hon. lieu.

try, and the preſent dutcheſs of Hamil
ton.

Lift of ProMotions for the Year 1767.

gen. Tho. Brudenell, governor of Wind
APT. Edward Hawke,
for cattle, and uncle to his grace the D. of JUNE 20.
major 3d foot, in the
Montague.—July 1. The Rt. hon. lady
dowager King.—Sir Benet Garrard, bt. room of major Charles Mawhood, Lt.
one of the cuiſitors of the court of chan. Col. of the 19th foot.—Major Arthur
—Lady Amyand, relićt of fir Geo. A Brown, Lieut. Col. 28th foot, in the
inyand.—1.Major gen. John Furbar, 1ſt room of Sir John St. Clair.—Capt. Char
maj. of the 3d. reg, of f, guards.—Hon. Taffel, major of the 28th foot.—Major
col. John Mordaunt, only brother to the John Fletcher, Lieut. col. 32d. foot, vice
earl of Peterborough.-Benjamin Good William Mac Dowall. — 26. Archibald
win, Eſq; who had retired from the gro Montgomery, Eſq; M. P. for the ſhire
cery buſineſs with a fortune of 30,0col. of Air, and bro. to the earl of Eglin
—5. The right hon. James earl of Mo ton, col. of the 51ſt reg, of foot (hon.
ray, knt. of the Thiſtle, and one of the gen. Brudenell dec.)—Alex Chorley,
fixteen peers of Scotland; he is ſucceeded Eſq; app. a commiſſioner of the vićtual
in his title and eſtate by his eldeſt ſon ling office (James Fitzroy, Eſq; dec.)—
Fran. lord Downe,who, in 1763, married 27. Will. Hunter, Eſq, major of the 36th
a daugh. of lord Gray's.-At Barbadoes, foot.—Dudly Acland, Eſq; major of the

the hon. John Lyte, judge of the com

8th, foot.

*...* The Iriſh Chronologer in our next, with the Remainder of the Engliſº.
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The late Expulſion of the jeſuits from Spain, and which but a little while

ſince was effected in Portugal and France; Kingdoms where for rears they
held a ſuperior Power, guiding the Conſciences of Men in Matters both
Temporal and Religious, which they with infinite Induſtry converted to the
Purpoſes of their own Emolument : this they at length extended to an
Height, alarming to different crowned Heads, and made Royalty tremble:
bow theſe Purpoſes came to be effe?ed, the following Accounts of their Set
tlements in the Spaniſh Indies will ſhew ; they point out a Polily and Oeco

nomy, big with. Deſign, and no leſs the Reſult of deep Penetration than
Sagacity, but in the End led to the Dºſiručion that has now befallen them.
F all the ſettlements that have been were inade) from the foot of the moun
made in the Indies ſince the con

tains of Potoſi. The air there is tempe

rate, the land fertile, the Indian inhabi
there neither has been, nor ever will be, tants laborious and tractable; and there

queſt of that vaſt country by the Spaniards,

any ſo confiderable, as that which the muſt undoubtedly be plenty of gold and
Jeſuits have formed there. The firſt be filver mines. Thoſe Indians might be
ginning of this ſettlement was only 50 brought with eaſe to ſubmit themſelves,
families of wandering Indians, whom the could a method be found to improve and
Jeſuits were at the pains of colle&ting to cultivate them. The Jeſuits have not been
gether, and fixing upon the banks of the able to extend their miſſion that way, for
river Japſur in the heart of the country; want of fathers; otherwiſe they would
but it has increaſed in ſuch a manner, receive an augmentation of more than
that it contains at preſent above 3oo, ooo 60,000 families, and 3oo leagues of
families, poſſeſſed of the fineſt part of all ground.
the continent, ſituate zoo leagues ſouth
To reſume the thread of our account,
from the Portugueze Pauliſts, and ſepa and the ſituation of the Jeſuits country,
rated from them by the river of Loru it is, as above obſerved, zoo leagues

guay, which falls into the great Pa.

ſouth of the Pauliſts, 2 co north of the

rava and Japſur, and theſe again diſcharge province of Buenos Ayres, 180 from that
themſelves into the river of Paraguay. of Tucuman, and 1 oo from Paraguay.
This laſt takes its courſe, according to Theſe three provinces are ſeparated from
the diſcoveries of the Jeſuits in 17oz the kingdoms of Chili and Peru by the
and 1703, (which are the beſt that ever chain of mountains called La Cordillera,
X x x
and
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and were of themſelves a kingdom before dians are obliged to carry proviſions,
ſtuffs, and generally every thing without
the conqueſt of the Indies.
The country of the miſfion is fruitful, exception ; they not having the liberty ſo
being watered with a great number of ri much as to eat a chicken of their own
vers, which form iſlands in many places. brood ; ſo that all thoſe multitudes of
They have plenty of timber and fruit Indians may juſtly be reckoned as ſo many
trees, excellent pulſe, bread-corn, flax, ſlaves to the Jeſuits for their bread; and
indigo, hemp, cotton, ſugar, piemento, that verſe of Virgil cannot be more pro
ipecacuanha, galapa, machecacuana, a perly applied, than to them :
root they call lautrabanda, and many Sir vo; non vobis fertir aratra, boºves.
other ſimples of great uſe in pharmacy,
Let it be conſidered at the ſame time,
particularly the . Paraguay. Their
Savanna's, or meadow-lands, are full of what vaſt advantages thoſe ſovereign fa
horſes, mules, cows, bulls, and flocks thers muſt needs make of the labour of
of ſheep; and more than all theſe, their ſo many hands, and what a trade they
gold and ſilver mines are very conſider drive to all parts of the Indies, with the
able. It is true, the good fathers will above-mentioned commodities, particular
not own it; but there are too many proofs ly the herb Paraguay, of which they vend
an immenſe quantity, there being none
of it, to leave any room for doubt.
The people are good-natured and quiet, but what comes from the Jeſuits country,
handy and laborious; and are brought up or from the province of Paraguay. That
to all ſorts of trades. They are at preſent herb is drank almoſt like tea ; the Spani
divided into 42 pariſhes, from 1 to 10 ards and Indians, as well maſters as ſlaves,
leagues apart, lying along the river of Pa uſing it morning and evening. It is com
raguay; and in every pariſh there is a Je puted, that the ſale of that herb, at firſt
ſuit, who has the ſupreme command, and hand, comes to above a million of crowns
is obeyed with the exacteſt regard and a year; and the Jeſuits have the beſt part
awe. He puniſhes the leaſt fault, if he of it; which, with the other commodi
ties they vend to equal advantage, and
pleaſes, with the utmoſt ſeverity.
The ordinary chaſtiſement there, is a with the gold-duſt, which the Indians go
certain number of laſhes with a whip, in and gather up in the waſhes where the
proportion to the nature of the crime. waters have been, after their rivers are
The Caciques and others, who are in the ſunk below their banks again, bring in
beſt poſts of the government, whether ci to the Jeſuits the revenue of a ſovereign.
vil or military, are not exempted from For the forming a truer idea of this mat
it : but which is very particular, he that ter, be it ſuppoſed, that each family of
has been ſeverely whipt, comes and kiſſes Indians does not produce to the Jeſuits
the father's ſleeve, acknowledges his fault, above 50 livres a year, all expences borne;
and thanks him for the correction he has why, even at this rate the general pro
received. Thus doth one ſingle man duce of 300,000 families will appear to
command 1 o, ooo families, more or leſs ; amount to 5 millions of crowns; but this
and it is certain, there never was known hint is ſufficient to convince any one, that

a more ſubmiſſive people, or a more per
fe&t ſubjećtion.
The ſame method of governing has
been introduced - into all the pariſhes"of
the miſſion. But that is not all : this entire
fubmiſſion is attended with ſuch a con

tentment of mind, (which the Jeſuits have

taken care to preſs upon the Indians, in
conſideration of the felicities of another

they get a great deal more. However, if
you'll believe thoſe good fathers, their
miſſion coſts them a great deal of pains,
and brings them but little profit : but
this muſt be taken in the ſenſe they ge
nerally ſpeak, the interpretation whereof
is nunquam ſatis.
The gold and ſilver, coined and un
coined, which the Jeſuits ſend by eve
ry opportunity into Europe; the nuagmi
ficence of their churches, where maſſy
gold and ſilver are glittering on every

life, whereof they pretend to grant them
ſhares in this) that the Indians are very
happy with bare food and raiment, and
do not repine at the good fathers reaping ſide ; and their confiderable commerce,
all the benefit of their labours; for which is known to all the Spaniards, ob

which purpoſe they have large ware lige men to form a different judgment.
houſes, in every pariſh, whither the In
It
~
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It may not be amiſs to give here a de
feription of the church and apartment of
the father of one of the pariſhes, from
the mouths of two Frenchmen belonging
to the ſhip of monfieur de la Solliette
d'Eſcaſeau of Nantes.

That ſhip being in the port of Maldo
mades, weighed anchor, and ſet ſail, when
the ſaid two Frenchmen, one a captain of
arms on board, and the other a ſergeant,
happened to be on ſhore, and at ſo great
a diſtance, that they came too late for the
boat, which was gone off. Not knowing
what to do in this caſe, all the coaſt be

ing deſart, they reſolved to advance into
the country, though they had no other
Muſtenance than what their fuſees brought
them. Having marched three days, they

.. .
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and civil officers; on the right, another
for the military : but all in general are
placed agreeably to their rank.
The facing of the altar is very ſumptu
ous. In the firſt place are three large
pićtures in frames of maſſy gold and fil
ver.

Above them are carved works and

baſs reliefs in gold; and higher yet, quite
up to the roof, is a ſculpture of wood en
riched with gold. On the two fides of
the altar are two pedeſtals of wood cover
ed with plates of gold engraven, on
which ſtand two ſaints of maſſy filver.
The tabernacle is of gold. The pyx,
wherein the holy ſacrament is kept, is
made of gold, and ſet round with eme
ralds and other precious ſtones. The
foot and ſides of the altar are adolined

met Indians with beads about their necks, with cloth of gold laced.

who received them very kindly, and made
a thouſand ſigns of friendſhip to them ;
for they naturally love the French, and
diſtinguiſh them from all other nations.
They even condućted them to one of the
pariſhes belonging to the miſſion, above

In ſhort, the
candleſticks, and other veſſels of gold and
ſilver, with which the altar is ſet off at

ſuch times as the ſervice is performed with
a great number of wax-candles, make a
ſhew almoſt beyond all imagination.
There are two other altars on the right
20o leagues #. the place where they and left, adorned and enriched in pro
firſt met, and lived by the way upon wild portion to the great one ; and in the body
cows, which the Indians take at pleaſure of the church towards the baluſtrade, is a
with incredible dexterity, by throwing a ſilver candleſtick of thirty branches en
nooſe over their heads at four or five yards riched with gold, with a great filver chain
diſtance; after which they hamſtring which reaches quite to the roof. By this
them, and ſtick them in the throat. Our deſcription one may form ſome judgment
two Frenchmen being arrived at the miſ of the riches of that miſſion, if all the
fion, were well received by the Jeſuits, forty-two pariſhes are upon the ſame
at whoſe houſe they tarried four months, foot, as it is reaſonable to believe.
without ever going abroad, and then re
The preſbytery, or father's houſe, con
turned to Buenos Ayres with a detach fiſts of ſeveral ſpacious halls adorned with
ment of Indians which the governor de a great many pictures and images, in
manded. The account they give, is which the Indians wait till the father
this ; the pariſh-church there is long, and comes out of his apartment to give au
proportionably broad; the principal en dience. There are moreover large ware
trance into it, is a portico, and an aſcent houſes, to which the Indians bring all the
of ſeveral ſteps, at the top of which are fruit of their labour. The reſt of the
eight ſtone pillars wrought with a good houſe contains walks, gardens, and di
ſhew of art, which help to ſupport the vers lodgings for the domeſtic Indians;
front of the portico. Over the entrance the whole, with the church, making a
of the church, is a very ſpacious lobby walled incloſure of about 6000 perches
for the muſic in divine ſervice, which ſquare.
The 42 Jeſuits, who have each their
conſiſts of fixty perſons, voices and inſtru

ments. There is alſo a particular place pariſh to govern, are independent one of
for the women, ſet round with a baluſ another, and are anſwerable to none but
trade.

the principal of the convent of Cordoua

The reſt of the church is full of ſeats, in the province of Tucuman, who makes

where the men place themſelves accord a progreſs once a year to viſit the miſſi
ing to their poſts and ages. The great ons, guarded by a great number of In
altar is ſhut in by a baluſtrade of India dians. Upon his arrival, the Indians
wood very curiouſly wrought. On the ſhew all poſſible demonſtrations of joy ani
left of the altar is a ſeat for the Cacique reſpect. The principal of them do not
X x x 2.
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approach him without trembling, and or other hot liquors. Herein the good
hanging down the head; and the com fathers copy after the law of Mahomet,
mon ſort are upon their knees, with their who forbad them to his followers, left
hands croſſed, as he paſſes along. . Dur being inflamed, they ſhould be apt to
ing his ſtay he makes the Jeſuit of every raiſe commotions, give diſturbance to his
pariſh give him an account of all that deſpotic government, and perhaps ſhake
hath been brought into the ſtore-houſes, off the yoke he had lain upon their
and of the conſumption thereof fince his necks.
laſt viſit.
They marry the Indians young, for
All the merchandizes mentioned toward the ſake of procreation; and the firſt ca
the beginning of this relation, are carried techiſm they teach their children, is the
by water from the miſſions to Santa Fé, fear of God and of the Jeſuit, the con
which being the ſtaple for them, the or tempt of temporal goods, and a plain and
der hath an attorney-general there; and humble life. Theſe, it is owned, are pi
from Santa Fé they are carried to Buenos ous diſpoſitions; but then it is no leſs
Ayres by land, where they have likewiſe certain, that the good fathers find their
an attorney. From thoſe two places they account in ſuch political inſtructions.
diſtribute their goods into the three pro
The military government is as well
vinces of Tucuman, Paraguay, and Bue eſtabliſhed there, as the civil. Every
nos Ayres, and into the kingdoms of Chili pariſh is obliged to maintain a num
and Peru; and we may ſately affirm, that ber of diſciplined troops both of horſe
the miſſion of the Jeſuits alone drives a and foot, in proportion to its ſtrength.
greater trade than all the three provinces Each regiment conſiſts of ſix companies of
together.
fifty men, a colonel, fix captains, fix
The chief buſineſs of the Caciques, or lieutenants, and a general officer, who
civil magiſtrates, is to learn the number exerciſes them every Sunday after veſpers.
of families, to make known to all of Thoſe officers, who are brought up to
them the orders and intentions of the fa

arms from father to ſon, are very expert

ther, to viſit houſes, to examine every

in diſciplining their men, and in leading
them when they march in detachments.
It is upon no other occaſion that the pa

one's work according to his abilities, and

to promiſe as a reward to him who doth
moſt and the beſt, that he ſhall kiſs the
father's ſleeve, which is held in great ve

riſhes have a communication, but only to

their Indians from running into any diſ

ception from having any communication

form an army, which the ſenior general
neration by thoſe Indians, as being the officer commands under the dire&ion of
firſt ſtep towards attaining to the beati a Jeſuit, who is generaliſfimo. The arms
tude of the next life. There are other of thoſe Indians are fuſees, ſwords, bay
inſpectors for the country, to whom the onets, and ſlings, with which they throw
Indians are obliged to declare every thing ſtones of five pounds weight, and are very
thev get, even to a ſingle egg, which they dextrous at that weapon.
muſt not diſpoſe of; they being to carry
The miſſions together can aſſemble
ail, without exception, into the magazines, 60,000 men in eight days time. Their
upon very ſevere penalties. There are pretence for maintaining ſo great a num
alſo diſtributors, who give out to every ber is, becauſe the Portugueſe Pauliſts
family, according to its number, twice a make excurſions into the country, to take
week, whereon to ſubſiſt ; and this is away their Indians : but this doth not go
done in wonderful order, in the Jeſuits down with the more knowing Spaniards,
preſence; to whoſe praiſe it muſt be ſaid, who are convinced that the Jeſuits keep ſo
that their labours are endleſs, ſince they many troops on foot, for no other end
are vigilant, in the laſt degree, to prevent than to hinder all the world without ex
order: not but that they are made ample with their miſſion.
amends too, by the vaſt profit of the
Their precaution in not teaching the
work of ſo many hands.
Indians the Spaniſh tongue, and in mak
There were formerly two Jeſuits in ing it a caſe of conſcience for them not
every pariſh ; but ſince their great acceſſi to converſe with the Spaniards when they
ons, the e can be but one, till they get go to work in the towns for the king's
ſome more over from Spain.
ſervice, is decisiative enough of the true
The Indians do not drink any wine, deſign of the father Jeſuits. The foreign
tºs,
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ers who are driven by any accident into taining gold and filver; but the governor.
their miſſions, as the Frenchmen above being gained by the Jeſuits, gave out that
mentioned; nay, the Spaniards them he had made a proof, and found they
ſelves, who are ſometimes obliged to touch would not anſwer the labour. However,
upon them, paſſing to and fro upon the Dom Pacheco, who had reſerved his own,
river of Paraguay, do not ſtir without was convinced that this was a meer decep
the walls of the preſbytery : but if the tion of the Jeſuits, to prevent a ſettlement
Spaniards do intreat for leave to take a on the fide of their miſſion.
Some pieces taken out of thoſe mines
walk in the town, be ſure the Jeſuit is al
ways at their fide; and the Indians being have been brought to France, where
forewarned, ſhut their doors, and are me they have been tried, to know their va
ver ſeen in the ſtreets. Whence it is plain, lue ; but they were taken from the very
the Jeſuits have very good reaſons for ſurface of º: earth with pick-axes only.
uſing ſo much circumſpection with regard The aforeſaid Dom Pacheco, who is cº
even to their own countrymen. They lebrated for the moſt experienced miner
have, moreover, the precaution to make that hath been in Peru there many years,
detachments of 5 or 6000 men, by batta affirms, that there is no better earth in

lions of 4 or 50o, to ſcour the country the world to ſearch, than that rcund the
along the coaſt, from S. Gabriel's iſles to mountains of Maldonades, and the rivers
the mountains of Maldonades, and the thereabout, in which he doubts not but

river they call Rio de los Patos, to cut gold-duſt might as eaſily be found, as by
off all communication betwixt thoſe lands

the Portugueſe Pauliſts, and in as good

and the Europeans or people of the coun quantities. The Indians of S.Dominick de
try, for the ſake of the gold and filver Suvillant have ſeveral times brought ſuch
mines, which are there in abundance.

gold to Buenos Ayres, which they found

We will here give ſome inſtances of the
excurſions of thoſe Indians along the coaſt
The ſhip Falmouth of S. Malo being caſt
away near the iſles of Flores in the year
1706, the Indians plundered a part of her
cargo, which the governor of Buenos Ay
res cauſed them to reſtore, which is depoſi
ted in the fort. The Atlas, which periſhed

in the territories of the miſſion; whence
we may conclude, that there is a great

qeal of it, becauſe this gold was taken by
ſtealth by the young Indians, who are
not ſo ſcrupulous as the others.
In the year 1706, the ſieur de la Solli

ette d'Eſcaſeau of Nantes, having caſt
anchor in the port of Maldonade, was

at the Caſtiles in December 1708; whoſe accoſted by the Indians of a detachment

officers having ſaved ſome of their goods, who came under a chief upon that coaſt,
and ſails to make tents, were ſtripped of to get cows together, and drive them
all by the Indians, in their march over to the miſſions. Monſieur d’Eſcaſeau
land to the Maldonades, in order to come

having made them a preſent, they pro

back by ſea, and take up their ſilver which poſed to him, in return, that if he would
they had happily buried, to the value of advance ſo far into the country, to a
place they pointed to him, he ſhould find
above zoo, ooo crowns.
There are conſiderable mines at the ſilver mines eaſy to be come at ; which
foot of the mountains of Maldonades, proves, that thoſe mines do not lie deep
twenty-four leagues fom the port, and in the earth, and alſo that they are
fourteen from Montevide, which were plenty.
diſcovered by Dom Juan Pacheco, inhabi
The Jeſuits have always been appre
tant of Buenos Ayres, and antient miner henſive of the diſcovery of thoſe mines by
of Potoſi. He gave advice thereof to Dom the Spaniards, and will do all that is in
Alonſo Juan de Valdes Inslau, governor their power to prevent the working them,
of Buenos Ayres, who made a detach becauſe the making a ſettlement upon that
ment of fifteen men, under the command

coſt would, prejudice the good fathers,

of Dom Joſeph de Vermude, captain of who would be obliged to furniſh Indians
foot, and engineer at Buenos Ayres. to labour in them. They have even
Theſe embarked with Dom Pacheco, and

deſtroyed all the horſes on that ſide, to

croſſing the river, they marched to the make it the more incolnmodious for peo
head of the mountains of Maldonades, ple to ſettle there.

where they ſearched the earth, and re
turned with ſtones from the mines con

-

It remains now to make a juſt applica
on of the conduct of the Jeſuits in the
Particulars
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particulars above recited, and to ſhew the ſergeant major to make an attack at

that their ambition of ſovereign power,
and their inſatiable deſire of heaping up
immenſe riches, are the only objećts they
purſue. The methods they take in e
ducating and governing their Indians,
from whom they ſqueeze all the fruits of
their labour, leaving them nothing but
the neceſſaries of a frugal life; the care
they take to hinder their communication
with the Spaniards; their circumſpection
when at any time either Spaniards or fo
reigners are driven by accident into their
miſſion; the number of armed men they
continually keep on foot; their perpetu
al ſcouring the coaſt by detachments, to
prevent peoples ſettlement on it; all theſe
are plain proofs, that they aim at mak
ing themſelves independent, and not on
ly conceal the advantages of the country
they are poſſeſſed of, but even of what
they have not in poſſeſſion. Neverthe
leſs, that country belongs without all
diſpute to the king of Spain, as lord and
ſovereign of the Indies : nor ought ſuch
a number of people to be reduced under
any other obedience than his alone. They
ought to be free, to have lands, and the
diſpoſal of their crops and labour. . By
this means they would become a colony
in form, every man would improve his
talent, with the gold and filver mines of
the country, money would be coined,
and all together would cauſe a circulati

four o'clock in the morning; but the In
dians refuſed to obey, becauſe they had
not the Jeſuit's order, and were even up
on the point of revolting, when the Je
ſuit (being ſent for) arrived, under whom
they ranged themſelves, and executed the
order from his mouth. Hence you may
judge, how jealous thoſe fathers are of
their authority with regard to their Indi
ans, even to their forbidding them to obey
the king's officers, when it is plainly for
his majeſty's ſervice.
The capitation tax of a crown a head
which the Jeſuits ought to pay the king
yearly for every Indian, is not only ex
hauſted by the payment of the Indians
employed in his majeſty's works, but
there is hardly a year that the king is not
made a debtor, for three reaſons equally

on of trade there as well as in other co

him down fifteen hundred, and ſo many

fallacious.

The firſt is, that the Jeſuits

do not give in an account of half their
Indians for their capitation. The ſecond,
that the governor of Buenos Ayres, who
ought once, in the five years of his go
vernment, to viſit the miſſions, and take

an account of the Indians, is prevented
by the Jeſuits, who making him a preſent
of a round ſum of money, the end of
his viſit is loſt, and he contents himſelf

with the Jeſuits own liſt of their fami
lies.

The third reaſon is, that when a

detachment of five hundred Indians is

employed in the king's works, they ſet

lonies, the king's authority would be his majeſty pays. Thus is his Catholic
acknowledged, and his dominions pre majeſty ſerved in the Indies, where his
ferved : but nothing of all this ; the Je revenues are conſumed in feigned em
ſuits have made themſelves abſolute lords ployments, fraud, and plunder. Theſe
and maſters over all thoſe reduced Indi

abuſes do however deſerve the moſt ſeri

ans, together with the country they poſ ous attention; ſeeing the king's revenues,
{eſs, their fruits and labour, and extend which ought to amount at leaſt to thirty
themſelves farther and farther every day, millions of livres, (were his majeſty faith
without title or permiſſion. The Indi fully ſerved) are brought to nothing, or
ans have nothing of their own; the Je to very little, becauſe the governors and
ſuits have all ; and thoſe poor people, who treaſurers have a good underſtanding,
have a right to be free, having volunta and only contend who ſhall plunder
rily ſubjected themſelves, are treated like moſt. What remains therefore, (to an
true ſlaves ; and, in ſhort, 3oo, ooo fa ſwer the end of this relation) but to find
milies, and more, work for forty Jeſuits, means of reducing the Jeſuits to their du
and own and obey none but them. One ty, to bridle their abſolute power, and
circumſtance which makes good this aſſer to turn ſome part of the profits which ac
tion, is, that when the governor of Bue crue to them from the labour of ſo many
mos Ayres received orders to lay fiege to hands, to the king's advantage nothing
S. Gabriel, in which a detachment of can excuſe the Jeſuits from ſubmitting
4oco Indian horſe aſſiſted, with a Jeſuit to it, unleſs they will give marks of their
at their head, the governor commanded diſobedience and wicked intent though,
after

*
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after all, we are perſuaded, that they'll ceal from the eyes of the world, were
raiſe obſtacles, and alledge ſpecious pre diſcovered by faās no leſs ſtrange than
texts, to avoid ſubmitting, untill the laſt notorious, both in the ſouthern ſettle
ments, on the rivers Paraguay and Ura
extremity.
To this relation, which we have taken guai; and in the northern, on the Black
from Frezier's voyage to the South Seas, River, and the river Madera.
In the woods near to thoſe two rivers
we ſhall add what has been lately publiſh
ed by the Portugueſe, and at the command of Uraguai and Paraguay, a powerful
of their king, under the title of a brief republic was erected, whith had ſettled
-

1oo, ooo ſouls in habitations on the banks

relation, &c.

of thoſe rivers.

Theſe unfortunate Indians were as poor
A brief Relation of the Republic which the
jeſuits bave eſtabliſhed in the Ultra and miſerable, being treated in every reſ
marine Territories of Spain and Por pećt like ſlaves, as the Jeſuits were rich
tugal; and of the War they have kin and happy by the produce and revenue of
died and ſupported againſ the Troops the territory.
Theſe

of thoſe two Crowns.

Pier.

had ſucceeded in this

Tranſlated from the original Portugueſe, great enterprize, under the ſanétified pre

publiſhed by Command of the King of

tence of the converſion of ſouls; and

making uſe, direétly or indireétly, of
other means no leſs plauſible than artful,
HILST a negotiation was de they laid down the following regulations,
pending, relative to the executi as the baſis and eſſential foundation of
on of the treaty ſigned Feb. 16, 1750, their clandeſtine uſurpation.
The firſt was not to ſuffer any biſhops,
for ſettling the limits of the conqueſts, the
Portugal.

-

court of Liſbon received, and immediate governors, or other miniſters, or officers,
ly communicated to that of Madrid, un whether eccleſiaſtical or ſecular, to ſet

#. intelligence that

the Jeſuits had
acquired ſo much power in that part of
Spaniſh and Portugueſe America, that
war muſt be declared againſt them be
fore that treaty could be executed, or its
end obtained.

Though the aſſurances received of theſe
inconteſtible fačts were wholly uncontro
vertible, thoſe Jeſuits took every method
to conceal them from the knowledge of
the two crowns. They infinuated, by
themſelves, or by their emiſſalies, both
at Liſbon and at Madrid, that the treaty

t

ſ

would be attended with infinite inconve

:
g

foot in theſe countries : they even extend
ed this prohibition to private perſons, na
tives of Spain, with a view to keep every
thing impenetrably ſecret that paſſed in
that country. . None were admitted to the
knowledge of the government and in
tereſts of the republic, but ſuch prieſts of
their own order, as they thought might
help to ſupport this great enterprize.
With a very ſtrange fraud they further
prohibited the uſe of the Spaniſh lan
guage within the precinéts of this repub
lic. The language called Guarani alone
was permitted, in order to render all

niencies, and could never be executed ; communication between the Indians and

their chief aim being to get it annulled.
At the ſame time, in order to accompliſh
their ends more certainly, they endea
voured to deſtroy the good underſtanding
that has always ſubſiſted between the two
courts, fearing that the execution of the
treaty on foot would diſcover their deep
and pernicious projećts, which they had
already in a great meaſure executed.
The inviolable good faith of the two
monarchs of Spain and Portugal pre
vailing, however, againſt theſe baſe arti

Spaniards impoſſible, and wholly to de
prive the latter of the knowledge of what
paſſed with regard to the former in thoſe
unhappy countries.
In fine, by catechiſing the Indians in
their own manner, they imprinted on the
minds of theſe fimple creatures, a blind
and unlimited obedience to all the orders

of their miſſionaries, however ſevere and
intolerable, as one of the inviolable prin
ciples of the Chriſtian religion, to which
they were admitted ; and by theſe means

fices ; as ſoon as their armies were arrived

they have kept theſe unhappy mortals ſo
in the neighbourhood of the lines of li many years in the moſt extraordinary ig
mitation, the pračtices which theſe fa norance, and the moſt cruel and inſup
thers had hitherto laboured in vain to con portable ſlavery.
I
n
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In fact, theſe unhappy Indians being and ſupported by theſe fathers againſt the
ignorant of any power in the univerſe; two crowns".
ſuperior to the Jeſuit fathers, believed
When the troops of the two Kings
that they were the deſpotick matters of were ready to march in the year 1752, to
both their ſouls and bodies : being igno make an exchange of the villages on the
Iant likewiſe, of any king whom they eaſt ſide of the river Uraguai, and the co

were bound to obey, they thought that lony of St. Sacrament, the Jeſuits in
there was no ſuch thing as a free and rea poſed upon the two courts, by praying
ſonable ſubjection, but that the whole that proper time might be allowed the
world was in bondage. In fine, not Indians of thoſe villages to gather in
knowing that there were any

other laws

the fruits of the earth, and remove to

beſides the will of thoſe prieſts, whom the new habitations aſſigned them. This
they called their holy fathers, they held it delay being granted by the two kings,
as a certain and infallible maxim, that the event quickly ſhewed the fathers had
petitioned for it only to get time to arm,
it indiſpenſibly behoved them, to obey, and
to confirm the Indians in the revolt
without heſitation, whatever they com
which they took advantage of to main
manded.
By means of this abſolute monºpoly tain their uſurpation of the country.
No room being left for any farther
of both ſoul and body, they eſtabliſhed
among theſe Indians, maxims no leſs op pretext, the commiſſaries of the two

poſite to civil ſociety, than to

Chriſtian

charity.

In the firſt place, they made them be.
lieve that all the white men, not of the

clergy, are people without law and with

out religion, who worſhip no other God
but gold, who are poſſeſſed with the devil,

and neceſſarily enemies not only of the
Indians, but alſo of the holy images

which they worſhip; ſo that if theſe
white men ſhould ever enter their terri
tories, they would deſtroy all by fire and
fword; that they would begin by deſtroy
ing the altars, and afterwards they would
put their wives and children to death.
In conſequence of theſe notions, they
have made theſe Indians look upon it as
their eſſential duty, to bear an implaca
ble hatred to the white ſeculars, to be in

defatigably induſtrious to ſearch for them,
in order tº kill them, and to put them

to death without mercy wherever they
can meet with them, always taking care
to cut off their heads, to prevent their

courts reſolved to advance into the coun

try, in order to execute the exchange
agreed on. They expected that every
thing would paſs with the greateſt ſince
rity and quietneſs; but they found ſo
much oppoſition, that Gomez Fieira
D'Andrada, the Portugueze general, ex
preſſed himſelf in the following terms,
in a letter to the Marquis de Valdelirios,
the Spaniſh general, dated the 24th of
March, 1753. “Your Excellency, if I
‘ am not much deceived, will be fully
convinced both by the letters and ad
vices you have received, and by the
arrival of father Altamirano, [not a

Jeſuit, but the Catholic King's com
miſſary] that the fathers of the Society
are a&tual rebels. If their holy fathers,
as they are called, be not removed
from the Indians, we ſhall meet with

nothing but rebellion, inſolence, and
contempt. . . . Theſe things, of which
the bare mention fills one with horror,

we are now certainly aſſured of, by
the perſonal knowledge we have had of
them in this campaign."
The rebellion had been formally de
iſe again by diabolical art.
in the month of February, before
º: time they inſtrućted theſe clared
Gomez Freira wrote in this manner.

coming to life again; the Jeſuits making
them believe that otherwiſe they would

nº

exerciſe of arms. They

Indians in the
introduced artillery amongſt them, and

engineers diſguiſed under the
prieſts, in order to form camps,

N

O

T

E.

habit of
and for

* Here the author relates what paſſed
on the ſouth of the river Uraguai ſince
tify difficult paſſes, as is done in Europe. 1752, between the rebels and the Spaniſh
In conſequence of all theſe peniciºus
precautions, we have ſeen a war kindled and Portugueſe armies.
All

*
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All the people of the colony had revolted,
ſo that ſome military officers going to the
poſt of St. Thecla on the affair of the
regulation of the limits, in hopes that
every thing would be done peaceably,

The Portugueſe General decamping
from Rio-grande de San-Pedro on the
28th of June this year, arrived on the
3oth of July at the fortreſs of the river
Pardo. As ſoon as he had paſſed it, the

found there on the 28th of February

rebel Indians came to meet him, and to

ſome Indians, who diſputed their paſſage.
The officers having threatened them with
the indignation of their ſovereign, the
rebels made anſwer, that the King was
at a great diffance, and that they knew
no body but their holy father which
obliged the detachments that followed the

haraſs him in his march, which however

he continued, having the enemy ſtill in
fight, till the day that he wrote the fol
lowing account :
‘ On the 7th of September, being ar
rived at the principal poſt held by the
Jacui, which they refuſed to give up,
commiſſaries to retire to Colonia and
I found their camp fortified with a dou
Montevidio.
ble entrenchment. Having ordered
them to march out, they acquainted
The two principal Commiſſaries Go
mez Freira d'Andrada, and the Mar
me, that their quarter-maſter-general,
named André, was in the place, who
quis de Valdelirios, being alſo thoroughly
-

undeceived, had ſeveral conferences to

.

4.

had orders to hinder the

}.

gether at Caſtillos and Martingalacia, ‘ from advancing without his permiſſion.’
in the months of September and Octo
Thus the war was briſkly carried on
ber, and to the end of the year 1753, and till the 16th of November the ſame year,
the beginning of 1754 ; wherein they when the general found himſelf obliged
took a reſolution to march with their to agree to a truce with the Indians, till
two armies to evacuate the country by his Catholick Majeſty's pleaſure ſhould

force of arms, which they executed ſoon
after.

be known.

By this truce the Portugueſe general
This reſolution ſoon appeared the more was not to advance farther into the cour:neceſſary, as, whilſt the armies were try, nor the Indians to commit hoſtili
preparing to march, a great number of ties in the territories he occupied.
Indians went twice with four pieces of
The Spaniſh army, which had ſet out
cannon to attack a Portugueſe fortreſs on at the ſame time from St. Tecla, was
the river Pardo.
likewiſe forced to retire along the banks
Being defeated and put to flight, and of the river De la Plata, having met with
the garriſon having made 50 priſoners, a much ſuperior force of rebel Indians.
advice thereof was ſent to the Comman Theſe Indians had alſo carried off every
dant of the fortreſs, and to Gomez Fre thing that might have ſerved for the ſub
ira d'Andrada, by letters dated the 2 oth ſiſtence of the troops. They obſerved
of April, and 21ſt of June 1754, in excellent military diſcipline, of which
which were the following particulars :
moſt certainly they are of themſelves to
• The Indian priſoners declare that tally ignorant.
the Fathers came with them to the
The news of theſe ſtrange events being
-

river Pardo, and ſlaid on the other ſide arrived at the two courts, that of Madrid

of it. They ſay, that they belong to ſent orders to the Marquis de Valdeirios,
the four villages of St. Lewis, St. which he communicated to Gomez Freira
Michael, St. Laurence, and St John. d'Andrada by the following letter, dated
One of then ſaid that in the village of Feb. 9, 1756.
St. Michael there are fifteen pieces of
* You, excellency will ſee by the let
cannon."

Being aſked, why, after killing a Por
tugueſe, “ they immediately cut cºf his

º

* head they anſwered, that their holy
• fathers told them that it often happen
• ed, that a Portugueſe after receiving

;

* got away, and that the ſurett wav to
* prevent this was to cut off his head.”

* ſeveral mortal wounds recovered and

Sept. 1767.

ter which I have the honour to w, ite

you, that the King is fully informed
that the Jeſuits of this province are the
ſole cauſe of the revolt of the Indians.

The ſtrongeſt thing I can ſay to you
concerning the reſolution his Majeſty
has taken is, that he has turned away
his confeſſor, and cide ed a reinforce

ment of 1000 men.
Y y y

iiis Majeſty has
‘ alſo
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‘ alſo given me poſitive orders to exhort the neighbouring towns : but they found
the Provincial, and reproach him to the paſs defended by a very regular in
his face with diſ-ifestion, and to tell trenchment filled with Indians, and
him that if he doth not immediately planted with cannon. Nevertheleſs the
deliver up the people peaceable, with Indians were routed and put to flight by
out the ſheding of one drop of blood, the ſmart fire of the field-pieces, and the
his Maj, ſºy will coulder his refuſal as bravery of the regulars of the combined
a manifeſt proof of his diſloyalty, and at my, who attacked them in flank. Not
will proceed again it him and all the withſtanding this vićtory, the army was
other fathers, according to the rigour forced to halt till the 3d of May, in or
of the civil and canon law, and tº cat

der to open themſelves a way.

them as guilty of high tº eaſon, and

As ſoon as they began their march
again, they diſcovered above them ano
ther body of 3000 Indians, with whom
the advanced guards had ſeveral ſkirmiſhes
ſpilt.”
The court of Liſbon ſent correſpond till the 10th of May.
ing inſtructions to Gomez Freira d'An
The combined army advanced to the
hold them anſwerable before God for
all the innocent blood that ſhall be

dada; in which he was ordered to aſſiſt river Churichy, where they found the
the Spaniſh General with all his forces rebels intrenched to diſpute their paſſage.
in cariying the treaty of the limits into But being vigorouſly attacked they fled.

execution, and putting an end, as ſoon General Gonez Freira concludes the
as pºſſible, to this ſcandalous rebellion. journal of this day with theſe words :
The two Generals had agreed, before * This plan ſhews that their defence was
theſe orders arrived, to join their forces ‘ well concerted ; if the Indians were

again at Sanéto Antonio o Velle, in order “ the authors of it, we may reit aſſured,
to enter the rebels country, and reduce “ that inſtead of the Catechiſm, they
them to reaſon.

The two ai mies joined

accordingly on the 16th cf January 1756.
Having decamped from Sanéto Antonio,
they continued their match the 1ſt of Fe.
bruary. At this time they miſled a
party of 16 Caſtilian ſoldiers, who had
advanced to get intelligence. It was

“ have been taught Military architec
* lure."

The two armies being at length ar
rived at the town of St. Michael on the

16th of May, found there a ſcene of
horror, which Gomez Freira repreſented
to the court of Liſbon, in a letter dated

thought at firſt that they had deſerted ; June 26, 1756, in the following terms:
but it was ſoon after diſcovered, that,

* On the 13th and 14 h the rain was

having met a numerous body of Indians,

very violent, but not ſufficient to quench

who appeared to be friends, they were

the devouting flames that conſumed the

invited by them, with a white flag, to

town. On the
and took every
the fire, which
houſes to aſhes,

receive ſome refreſhment; but they had
no ſooner gone up to then, than they
were cruelly mºſhched, and ſtripped of
every thing. The two combined ºn u,ies

16th we got up to it,
meaſure to extinguiſh
had reduced many fine
and burnt violently at

the Sacriffie. All we could do was to ſave

continued their march, and were con

the church, which was truly magnifi

ſtantly haraſſed by the ºbe's till the 19th
of February, when they found them ad
vantageouſly intrenched on a httle hill.
Th; combined alºny, nevertheleſs, at

cent : but we could not prevent the
outrages which the rebels had commit

fed on ſome images, nor their impiety

tacked and defeated them after an obſti

in deſtroying even the tabernacle, from
which, however, the Jeſuits had re

nate engagement, in which i zoo were
ſlain on the ſpot, and ſeveral pieces of

could not enter ſuch a magnificent

cannon taken, belides arms,

church without being filled with af

&c.

colours,

-

After this ſignal defeat, the Indians

moved the conſecrated veſſels.

We

toniſhment and anguiſh at the propha
nations we beheld.

did not dare to riſk another battle till the

* This night the General ſent the

22d of March, when the combined army
encamped at the foot of a very high and

Governor of Montevideo with four

alºnoſt inacceſſibie motintain, which how

of cannon, Goo Spaniards and
. pieces
zoo Portugueſe commanded by Lieu

ever they aſcended, in order to get to ‘ tenant Col. Timeyda, to ſurpriſe the
* town
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‘town of St. Laurence. They entered

It was expected, that, ſeeing them
it at day-break without being perceived, ſelves wholly overcome, they would re
and found in it a conſiderable number member what they had ſaid at firſt, that
of families, and three Jeſuits. In the the del y they had aſked was only to give
chamber of one of them, Father Tedeo the Indians time to remove to the weſt
a moſt turbulent man, were found ſe fide of the river Uraguai, and ſettle there ;

veral papers that give great inſight into or, at leaſt, that they would alledge they
A fourth had done all in their power to induce
Jeſuit, who was the mutinous of all, them to it but, on the contrary, they

the riſe of the rebellion.

and had animated the Indians to ſtand

took meaſures, that, in ſuch circum

upon their defence, retired on our ap ſtances, could never have been expected.
They manifeſted the moſt fooliſh auda
proach, beyond the mountains, with
the inhabitants of St. Michael of which
he was curate.

ciouſneſs in their rebellion : the town of

St. Nicholas again revolted in the end of
• Theſe fathers muſt be ſenſibly af. the year 1756, and ſurpriſed and ſtopped
fe&ted by the loſs they have ſuſtained ; a body of horſe that were going to join
for the Indians paid them implicit obe the Spaniſh General ; who immediately
dience to that degree, that at the in ſent thirteen hundred troopers to chaſtiſe
ſtant of my writing, father Francis the rebels. The commander of this de
Xavier Lamp, the curate of St. Lau tachment engaged them, and killed a
rence, commanded the Indians to fall captain and ſome ſoldiers.
down, and immediately they threw
Their boldneſs was afterwards ſo great
themſelves on their faces on the ground, and reprehenſible, that, forgetting all
and received five and twenty laſhes that was paſt, they made the Indians,
with a whip; then getting up, they who eſcaped from the engagement juſt
thanked him for his goodneſs, and mentioned, take refuge in the woods on
kiſſed his hand.”
the eaſt ſide of the river Uraguai, whi
The Portugueſe General fixed his ther a great number of other Indians
quarters at St. Michael's, and the Spa flocked; ſo that in the month of May, of
niſh General took up his quarters at St. the preſent year 1757, they amounted to ,
John's. Whilſt the troops were lodged 14, ooo, brought together from all the
in thoſe towns, they found three papers towns of thoſe cantons. Thus they have
written in the Guarini language, which obliged the two kings to continue the
diſcovered many of the views of the Je war, in order to bring them back to their
-

ſuits, and the tricks they had made uſe duty.
* The Fathers have not ačled with

of to ſtir up the Indians to revolt. Theſe
papers conſiſt of the inſtructions given
by the paſtors of the revolted villages to
the captains of their forces, when they
ordered them to join the rebel army, and
of two letters written in February 1756,
by thoſe ſeditious leaders. The objećt
of theſe ſacrilegious and ſeditious papers
was to imprint on the minds of theſe
wretched Indians, all the impoſtures they
had formerly made uſe of towards them,

more moderation in the northern part of
Spaniſh and Portugueſe America, as far
as their ſtrength would allow them to in
fringe and violate all law eccleſiaſtical
and civil.

Theſe fathers having, by their in
trigues, concealed from the court of

Liſbon their projećts of conqueſt, which
they long covered with the holy pretence
of propagating the goſpel, and the ca
and to fill them with an implacable ha tholic faith, eaſily obtained ſeveral pii
tred of all the Portugueſe and Spaniards, vileges, and a variety of to'erations, by
and to make them indifferent about the means whereof, whilſt they multiply'd
means they uſed, provided they obtained and accumulated their abuſes in the pro
their ends.
vinces of Grand Para and Maranho, they
After the two Generals had forcibly made themſelves abſolute maſters of the
taken poſſeſſion of ſeven villages on the whole power, civil and eccleſiaſtical.
eaſt ſide of the U. aguai, the Jeſuits who
N O T E,
ruled there, foreſa … that they would
* Here begins a recital of the fa&ts re
be compelled to make their ſubmiſſion ;
they made uſe, however, of the ſtiangeſt lative to what hath paſſed, fince 1744,
ſubterfuges to evade it,
between the rebels and the Portugueſe.
Yy y 2
They
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They reduced the people to the hardeſt
ſlavery, and yet made them believe that
they were moſt zealous for their liberty ;
and not only got poſſeſſion of all their
lands, and their produce, but alſo ap
plied to their own profit the manual la
bour of the inhabitants; allowing them
only what was barely ſufficient to ſupport
life, and a wretched covering for their

Sept.

to conceal them from the Kings of Por
tugal, the Pope himſelf, in the year 1741,
gave notice of them to Don John V. of

glorious memory.

His Majeſty, filled

with a moſt ardent and exemplary zeal
to propagate the catholic faith, and pro
mote the common welfare of his ſubjects,

immediately acquainted his moſt holy fa
ther, Pope Benedict XIV. the preſent

nakedneſs.

head of the univerſal church, that he

To ſtrengthen this inhuman and inſup
portable deſpotiſm, they have eſtabliſhed
in this country the ſame maxims which
they practiſe in the ſouthern parts. They
abſolutely forbad the Portugueſe to ſet

would co-operate with his holineſs, in
the moſt efficacious manner, to redreſs all
the grievances of the Indians with reſpect
either to ſpirituals or temporals, and re
ſtore their liberties.

foot in the towns of the Indians, left the

In conſequence thereof, the pope iſſued
truly apoſtolic bull,
dated December 20, 1741, which through
out the whole of it, contains ſuch fignal
that formidable and

manners of the latter, as they pretend,
ſhould be corrupted. They alſo foubad
the uſe of the Portugueſe language in the
Indian towns, in order to prevent all cor
reſpondence between thoſe Indians and
the whites who are ſubječts of his Moſt

proofs of the wiſdom and prudence of
that great pontiff.

The King of Portugal ſent the moſt
Preciſe and poſitive orders to theſe pro

Faithful Majeſty.

By theſe pernicious maxims, and others

vinces, that the deciſion of his holineſs

of the ſame nature already mentioned,

ſhould be punctually executed; but all

theſe plieſts ſupport their impious uſurp this was nothing. When Don Michel
ation of the Liberties of thoſe wretched du Bulhoens, biſhop of Grand Para, of
mortals ; regardleſs of the cenſures ful the holy order of the preaching friars, a
minated by the bulls of our moſt holy moſt zealous and exemplary prelate, be
fathers the popes Paul III. and Urban gan to carry the pope's bull into execu
VIII. and ſtill more regardleſs of the tion, ſo great an oppoſition was raiſed
laws made in the reign of King Don againſt him, that he could do nothing;
Sebaſtian, and all his ſucceſſors, for bid

and he was afraid of giving notice of

ding the making ſlaves of the Indians.
From uſurping the liberties of the In
dians, they proceeded to uſurp the agri
culture and trade of thoſe two provinces,
notwithſtanding the expreſs prohibition

this ſcandalous diſturbance to the court
of Liſbon, leſt it ſhould make a fatal im

preſſion on the King's mind, who was
then labouring under the malady which
put an end to his days on the 31ſt of

of the canon law, and the formidable July, 1750.
Such was the ſituation of thoſe fathers
Apoſtolic conſtitutions againſt the trading

of regulars, and eſpecially of miſſiona
lies. In contempt of theſe ſacred laws,
the fathers of the Society have engroſſed
all the trade of thoſe provinces; having
appropriated to themſelves, by violence,
every ſort of trade, even that of the ne

at Grand Para and Maranho, when his

preſent moſt Faithful Majeſty, by his
inſtructions, dated April 30, 1753, no

minated Franciſco Xavier de Mendoga

Fuſtado (captain-general of theſe pro
vinces) to be his principal commiſſary

ceſſaries of life, exerciſing infinite mo and plenipotentiary for the conferences

nopolies condemned by the laws of God on the regulation of the limits in thoſe
and of nature.
parts; and ordered him to go to Rio
-

The multitude of complaints by the
Portugueſe, to which ſuch extortions
muſt neceſſarily give riſe, made ſo much
noiſe, and ſo often manifeſted the ex
treme miſery to which theſe prieſts had
reduced the country, by depriving the
Portugueſe of working hands, and con

Negro, to prepare quarters, and lay up

proviſions for his Catholic Majeſty's com
miſſaries, and proceed with them to the

regulation of the confines in the manner
preſcribed by the treaty.
And as it was already well known at
the court of Liſbon, that the fathers of
fequently of agriculture and trade, that, the ſociety had made themſelves abſolut:

in ſpite of all tie ºfforts of thoſe fathers’ maſters of the liberty, the labour,
-

.
the
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other officers of the province, aſſuredly

ievere reprehenſion. But his
thing could be done effectually without merited
Moſt Faithful"Mäjeſty's clemency

gain
themſelves the cultivation of the lands, ing the aſcendant, and that pious mo

them, ſince they had appropriated to

and all the trade; his moſt Faithful Ma narch hoping that the exceſs of his royal
jeſty ordered the captain-general to write goodneſs would cover the Jeſuits with
in the moſt preſſing manner to the vice

ſhame, and induce them to

change their

provincials in Grand Para and Maranho, conduct, his Majeſty contented himſelf
to contribute their utmoſt, with the In with ordeling the vice-provincial of
di.ns in their ſervice, to accommodate Grand Para, to be
exhorted to

º;

the principal commiſſ...ry in the beſt man put a ſtop to theſe diſorders

And by a

ner on his journey to the place where the letter dated March 3, 1755, he com
conferences were to be held.

manded the fathers Antonio Joſeph, Roch

How thoſe fathers obeyed this order Hunderfund, Theodore de la Croix, and
we ſhall now ſee.

On the one hand,

Manuel Gonzaga, who had given the

they ſtirred up the Indians of thoſe
parts where the conferences were to be

greateſt candal, to be ſent out of the coun
try. By another letter he commanded
held, and made them deſert; employing the Carmelite friars to be reinſtated in the
for this ſervice the intinuations of the adminiſtration of the towns on the river

fathers, Antonio Joſeph, a Portugueſe, Javari, from whence the vice-provincial's
and Roch Hunderfund, a German, whom

couſin had forcibly driven them away,

they had previouſly placed in thoſe coun to

the great ſcandal of the whole

tries. On the other hand, they ſent ano country.

ther father of their ſociety, Manuel dos
Sanétos, couſin to the vice-provincial, to
the ſettlements on the river of Javari, to
declare war againſt the monks of Our
Lady of Mount Carmel (who ruled with

Whilſt this was doing at Liſbon, his
Moſt Faithful Majeſty's principal com
miſſary, having ſurmounted the difficul

edification the miſions in thoſe coun

capital of Grand Para for Rio Negro on

ties that were purpoſely raiſed to em
barraſs and retard him, ſet out from the

tries) to excite commotions in the coun the 2d of October 1754. During the
try, that it might be ruined, and ren whole courſe of this voyage he was in
dered uninhabitable.

º

º

They alſo ſtirred

ceſſantly embarraſſed, through the in

up the Indians of the capital of Grand trigues, and other praćtices ſtill more
Para itſelf, and made them leave the blameable, of the ſociety, as related in
work they were doing for his Majeſty the authentic journal of his voyage. It
and for the expedition to Rio Negro. may be proper to copy ſome parts of it
“They, moreover, inſulted his Moſt to give a clear idea of what paſſed in it;
Faithful Majeſty's miniſters and officers both in regard to the Indians, and with
in all parts of the country, threatening regard to the proviſions and neceſſaries
to employ all the credit of their Society for the expedition.
againſt them in Portugal, and inſtigat
With reſpect to the Indians, ‘ On the
1 oth of Ośtober at ſix in the morning,
ing the people to moieſt and obſtruct
them in the execution of their orders ;
we ſet out (ſays the journal) from the
and uſing every method to perſuade them ſaid river, for the village of Guaricu,
that they (the Jeſuits) claimed no more
where we arrived at eleven. Though
than their predeceſſors had always en-. it was one of the moſt populous of the
joyed. In ſhort, they unpeopled the whole canton, we found it deſerted.
There were in it only father Martin
ſettlements along Rio Negro, and car
ried off all the bread and other provi Sehºvari, companion to the miſſionary,
ſigns, from theſe and ſeveral other towns;
ſo that neither rowers could be found,

nor proviſions for the troops that were to
march to the place of the conferences,
and from thence to the frontiers where
the limits were to be marked out.

three old Indians, ſome little boys,
and a few Indian women, watermens
wives.

* We had the greateſt difficulty to find
* fix Indians to navigate ſome canoes.
* His excellency was forced to ſend ſome

Such ſtrange behaviour, the truth of ‘ ſoldiers to fetch them from the plan
which was unanimouſly certified by let “tations and woods whither they had
ters from the biſhop, the governor, and * fled. Thoſe we got told us that the
* whole
-
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whole nation had left their habitations

‘
by the counſels and inſtigation of the ‘
fathers, who in a manner forced them “
to it.
‘
-

• On the 11th, at half an hour after

one, we arrived at the village of Aru

Sept.

ſow the ſeeds of any farinaceous or any
eſculent roots or herbs; telling them
that in caſe of urgent neceſſity they
would permit them to ſeek food in the

* woods."

Such was the charity which the miſſio.

cara, where we found Manoel Ribeiro, naries practiſed in almoſt all the villages

:

a miſſionary, and a few more people, depending on them. They had moreover
than in the other , but wanting ſome taken the precaution to employ the Indi.
Indians to row our canoes, we were ans in their private affairs, to hinder them
forced to fetch them fi on the woods, from providing grain for meal; and ex
as before.
preſly forbad them to ſell any to the
• On the 26th in the morning, upon whites, as appeared by what paſſed at the
muſtering the Indians belonging to the village of Arucara, one of thoſe which
canoes, we found that ſix and thirty are governed by the Jeſuits. Some ſol.
had deſerted the preceding night. Theſe diers of the garriſon of Macapa, who
deſerters ail belonged to towns govern came there on purpoſe to buy meal, went
ed by Jeſuit miſſionaries.
to hear maſs on Whitſunday. After
* Near the fortreſs of the river Tapa maſs was over, Manuel Ribeiro, the miſ.
jos is a very populous town governed by fionary, ſpoke to the people in their
the Jeſuits of the ſociety. Father Joa own language, from the place where
chim de Carvalho is its miſſionary. Yet others are wont to explain the holy doc
we found in it very few people, and, trines of religion, and exhort to the pric.
-

:

eighteen Indians having deſerted here, tice of virtue, and forbad them to ſell
his excellency was obliged to ſend to the any meal to the ſoldiers, or to the town

villages of Cumaru and Bobari, on the of Macapa, on pain of being ſeverely
fame river, for others.'
puniſhed.
It was diſcovered at the ſame time, that
In ſhort, according to the atteſtations
had committed an atrocious
in this journai, no leſs than 165 Indians
deſerted during the voyage, by the inſti aćt of high treaſon, in arrogantly aſſim’
gations of the Jeſuits. So that the king's ing to make treaties with the Indian na
commiſſary, in his letter of July 6, 1755, tions depending on the crown of Portu
fpeaking of the deſerted towns, whoſe in gal, in their own name and by their own
habitants had fled into the woods, con authority, without the intervention of the
cludes his letter with the following paſ captain general, and the miniſters of his
ſage :
Moſt Faithful Majeſty. From this abº.
• From this village I went to Aruca minable exceſs they proceeded to another
* ra, diſtant ſomewhat more than three ſtill more horrible : for they ſtipulated as

º:

* leagues : there I found little difference ; a condition in the ſaid treaties, that they

* indeed the caſe was the ſame in every
* village : I mention this here once for
* all, to ſave repetition.’
What was done with regard to laying
up proviſions according to his majeſty's
orders, will appear from the following
extraćt of a letter from the biſhop of

ſhould have the ſovereign dominion over
thoſe Indians, to the excluſion of the

king of Portugal, and his officers. It
was alſo diſcovered, that they had oblig.
ed theſe ſavages to deteſt the ſecular white

men, to avoid any communication with
them, and to contemn the orders of

Grand Para to the court of Liſbon, dat the governors, and

th

members of the

ed July 24, 1755. This prelate govern
ed the capital in the abſence of the gene

ſtate.

ral.

from all theſe inconteſtible fasts, that the

• The diſobedience of the miſſionaries,

His Moſt Faithful Majeſty perceiving
diſorders under which his dominions la:

and their want of charity in this article, boured in thoſe parts, were ſo inveterate,

were carried to ſuch a length, that in
all the villages of the river Tapajos,
which alone is ſufficient to ſupply pro
viſions to both ſides of Rio Negro, the

that they required the moſt powerful re:

medies, ſent orders to the biſhop of Grand
Pala to publiſh, without loſs of time, the
pope's bull of December 20, 1741, which

miſionaries forbid the inhabitants to declares all the aforeſaid Indians to be

fººt,
*
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cation on all who practiſe, defend, teach, frontiers. In the month of January 1756,
or preach the contrary. His Majeſty al they had built a city called Borba a Nova,
ſo publiſhed, on the 6th and 7th of June, on the ſpot where the village of Troca

1756, two laws, renewing and confirm no ſtood. This place is occupied by fa
ing all the laws and ordinances of his au ther Anſelm Echart, a German, who ar
guſt predeceſſors in favour of the liberties rived in the country ſome months before
of the Indians.
as a miſſionary, in company with ano
He alſo commanded the captain-gene ther German Jeſuit called father Antony
ral of thoſe parts, ſpeedily and faithfully Meiſterbourg ; they had two pieces of
to carry into execution what he had, in cannon with them. Theſe two Jeſuits
concert with his holineſs, ordered to be have committed as many diſorders, and
done in this matter.
been guilty of as many irregularities, as
The captain-general being abſent when would fill a volume. Indeed, to judge
theſe orders arrived, the biſhop, who go from their behaviour, one would ſuppoſe
verned in his room, poſtponed the carry them to be engineers in the diſguiſe of
ing them into execution till he ſhould re prieſts. In this preſſing exigency, the
turn.
captain-general and the governor, being
But the fathers of the ſociety, finding ſenſible of the neceſſity of applying a
that, contrary to their expe&tation, the ſpeedy remedy, returned to the city of
governor had ſurmounted all theſe diffi Para, to authorize by his preſence the
culties that attended the expedition to publication of the biſhop's mandate, for
Rio Negro, had recourſe to other me carrying into execution the buil of our ho
thods, which defeated the prelate's cir ly father the pope, of the zoth of De
cember, 1741, and of the two ordon
cumſpection and prudence.
The firſt was, to make ſome even of

nanges of the King, of June 6 and 7,

the officers revolt againſt their general : 1756.
as appears by the following paſſage in his
Theſe two publications were made with
letter of the 7th of July, 1755, wherein, the uſual ſolemnity, on the 28th of Ja
after aſſigning the true cauſes of the mu nuary, 28th and 29th of May, of the
tiny, he ſays,
Preſent year 1757, to the great ſatisfacti
* This father Alexio Antonio, obſti

on of the inhabitants of the capital, who

mately perſiſting in the ſame ſentiments, hoped that the grievances under which
mixed with ſome of the officers, and

they had laboured ſo many years would

under the pious pretext of cauſing them now have an end.
to perform the exerciſe of St. Ignatius,
But all this was not ſufficient to coun
kept them in the college at his devotion. teract the ſeditious intrigues above relat
—And he and his brethren perſuaded ed. And tho’ they could not ſhake the ho
them that I marched from Para without nour and fidelity of the officers of the
his Majeſty's orders; and, that I had, troops, they had an effect upon the com
of my own authority, expoſed my peo mon men, of whom ſix and twenty deſert
ple in the woods, in which, beſides a ed as ſoon as the governor and captain
thouſand other inconveniencies ſcarce

general quitted the banks of Rio Negro.

ſupportable, they muſt in a little time Theſe fellows plundered the king's ma
have died of hunger; and all this be gazines, and carried away not only the
cauſe I would have it ſo ; ſince the re military ſtores, but alſo the proviſions of
gulation of the limits neither could nor every kind; and after ſacking many pri
would ever take place.”
vate houſes, fled with their booty into the
This practice of debauching the offi miſfion of the Jeſuits of his Catholic Ma
cers is proved by ſeveral other letters, con jetty's dominions in the province of Oma
taining a recital of many other under hand guas, where they remained when the laſt
meaſures taken by them to ſow ſedition letters came from Para, which are dated
among the regular troops.
on the 18th of June. As we have received
From artifice theſe Jeſuit fathers pro no later accounts, we are forced to ind
ceeded to open force, which they have this relation hare.
employed to ſupport themſelves in thoſe
cantons, in the ſame manner as their Spa
Coy
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General] to come to it; for he it is and
Copy of Inſtrušions given by the jeſuit; to his people who through the operation of
the Indians, under their Obedience (but the devil bear us ſuch hatred.

This

Subjects of Spain) when they marched Gomez Freira is the author of all our
trouble, of all our diſtreſs, by his im
to join the Army.
poſitions upon his king and our good
ESUS. In the firſt place, we ought king. It is God, even our Lord, who
daily, when we awake, to teſtify that hath given us theſe lands: this Gomez
we are the children of God our Lord, doth all he can to take them from us, to

and of the moſt holy Virgin our Lady : impoveriſh us. To effect this, he hath
ſtirred up ſeveral falſe witneſſes againſt
whole hearts to our Lord, to the moſt us and againſt our holy fathers, who,
holy Virgin, to St. Michael, to the holy he hath preſumed to ſay, ſuffer us to die
Angels, and all the ſaints of the celeſtial without the holy ſacraments. Theſe
court; imploring that they would heark things ought to convince us, that it is
en unto us, and conſider our miſeries by not for the ſervice of God that the people
which we are overpowered ; and delyer come hither. In no part of the ſervice of
us from all evils, ſpiritual and temporal. our good king have we come ſhort. As
We ought alſo to preſerve the pious cuſ often as it hath pleaſed him to employ us,
tom of reciting the moſt holy roſary of we have executed his orders with our
our Lady; a piece of devotion ſo agree whole hearts: Whereof we have given
able to her, that thro’ her means we ſhall abundant evidence in expoſing our lives
undoubtedly obtain that mercy, of which and ſpilling our blood at his command,
our miſery ſtands in ſo great need. And as often as the Portugueſe colony hath
thus we ſhall accompliſh our deliverance been beſieged; and this ſolely to obey
from all the evils with which we are his will, having no greater pleaſure than
threatened.
to do what he commanded. We might
As often as we meet thoſe people whom cite as teſtimonies thereof the governor
we abhor, we are to invoke the protecti Dom. Bruno, and his ſucceſſors. And
on of Our Lady the moſt holy Virgin, when our good King commanded us to
of St. Michael, St. Joſeph, and all the go to Paraguay, thither we went with
ſaints of our habitations. They will many others, who performed ſignal ſer
hear us if we call upon them with fer vices both in the colony and in Paraguay,
and to recommend ourſelves with our

vour.

us

and who are at preſent ſoldiers in our ar

would ſpeak to us, we ought to excuſe
ourſelves from entering into converſation
with them ; taking eſpecial care to avoid
the Spaniards, and ſtill more the Portu
gueſe : for the Portugueſe are the cauſe

And when thoſe who hate

my. Our good King hath always looked
upon us with etteem and tenderneſs, in

of all our calamities.

conſideration of the ſervices we have ren

dered him in obeying his orders. Ne
vertheleſs you bid us relinquiſh our

Call to mind that lands,

the labours of our hands, our

in former times they murdered our fore
fathers. They mafiacred many thouſands
on all fides, not ſparing even the inno
cent. They have offered a thouſand in

goods, and in ſhort, all the inland terri
tories of the country. This order you
give us is not of God, but of the devil.
Our good King hath always walked in
ſults, and committed a thouſand outrages the ways of God, and never turned aſide
to
thoſe of the devil. This we have been
againſt the images of the ſaints that adorn
the altars of God our Lord. In the ſame always told. Though we be poor and
lo
manner they want to treat us at this day, unfortunate, our King hath
wherefore we ought to ſtudy above all ved us as his ſubjects. Never did our
things to avoid coming into their pow good King tyrannize over us, or do us
er.
any prejudice, having always a deep
If it ſhould happen that they ſhould ſenſe of our calamities.
Being truly perſuaded of all theſe
want to have a parley with us, let there
not be more than five Spaniards at moſt. things, we cannot believe that our good
Let there be no Portugueſe : For if there King bath commanded the unfortunate
be any Portugueſe, no good will be done. to be injured in their properties, and
Suffer not Gomez Freira [the Portugueſe driven from their habitations, whilſt it

*.
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will we never believe them, when they
ſay to us, “You Indians, give your
“lands, and all you have, to the Portu

In the Manner of Spenſer, continued
from page 412, and concluded.

“gueſe.”

C. A N T O

No, never will we believe

them. That ſhall not be. In caſe they
will purchaſe them at the price of their
blood, we will offer the ſame price to
keep them. We are twenty nations uni
ted to meet them ; and with the greateſt
alacrity will we expoſe ourſelves to the

II.

In muſefull flownd 1 Syr Martyn rews

His yºuthedeſ 2 thoughtleje ſtage;
But du/ipation haunts him to

The blº/omes of old age.

loſs of our lives, rather than deliver up

I.

our lands. Why doth not our King
give the Portugueſe Buenos-Ayres, Santa
Fé, Corientes, and Paraguais ? [towns
belonging to Spain..] Muſt this rigorous
order fall, upon the poor Indians, who

Withwizard
gracefull pauſe awhile the
ſtood,

are commanded to abandon their houſes,

their churches, in ſhort, all they have,
and all that God hath given them. A
few days ago, we thought you came in
the name of our good king, and there
fore we conſulted what to do.

We will

not go where you are, becauſe we diſtruſt
you ; for which we have great reaſon,

Then thus reſumd, as he whoſe
homeward way
[dant wood,

Lies through the windings of ſome ver.
Thro' many a mazy turn and abour
[MAY,

gay

He ſues, the flowery ſteps of jollie
While thro’ the openings many a lawn
ſkepe new
ſaitray,
Burſts on his fight; yet, never once
Still home he wends 3 ; ſo we our theme
purſue,

ſeeing you have deſpiſed all our argu Thro' many a bank and bowre cloſe fol
ments. We will not yield up theſe
lowing ſtill our cue 4.
lands, though you falſely alledge we
II.
promiſed to do it f. If notwithſtanding
you are deſirous of entering into confer
Sooth d by the murmurs of a plaintive
tnce with us, let four Spaniards only
ſtreame, ,
[ſhed;
come, no harm ſhall be done to them.
A wyrd romantick dell ; its fragrancé
The father of the Indians [the jeſuit,
Safe fivrn the thonder ſhowre and coach
head of the miſſions] who knoweth their
ing beame
language, will ſerve as interpreter, and
then every thing will be done, becauſe

Their faerie charmes the ſummer

in that mannel matters ought to be
treated, according to the ordinance of
God, otherwiſe matters will be tranſacted

bowres diſpiaid;
Wyld by the bancks the baſhfull cow
tips ſpread,
[feat
And from the rock above each vied
The ſpotted foxgloves nuns :::e pur

as the devil would have them.

Our reſolution the refore is, not to go
and live where you would have us. Ne
ver have we made any ir, uption into
your lands to kill, or impoveriſh you,
as the infidels do, and as you yourſelves
do; you who come to reduce us to mi
ſery, as if you knew not the ordinances
of God, and what our good King hath
commanded concerning us.

N o T E.

ple head,
Licet :
And lowlie vilets kiſt the wanderers

Sue never, Hyulas bees royd through a
wilde to ſweet.
III.

As winds the ſtreamlett ſerpentine a
long,

So leads a ſolemn walk its darkling
[among,
ww.t

Thºp. le-leavd palms and darker limes
+ This alludes to the delay which the

To where a grotto ione and ſec, ct
lay :

jeſuits demanded, under pretext of giv
ing the Indians time to gather in their
fi uits.

Sept. 1767.

1 Sorrow.

4 tale,
Z z z

2 7%uth.

3 moves.

5 valley.
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Sept.
VII.

The yellow broome, where chirp the
linncts gay,
[ſtreakd ſkyes
Waves row.nd the cave; and to the blue

A ſhatterd rock town es up in frag
ments grey :
[ſkepe eyes,
The ſhee-goat from its height the lawn
And calls her wanderd young, the call
each banck replies.

Thus as he ſpake the magicke lawn
ſkepe roſe,
[clad hill;
The dell, the grotto, and the broome
See, quoth the wizard, where the knight
[whiſpers ſtill ;

beſtows

An houre to thought and reaſons

Whilſt, as a nightly viſion boding ill,
Seen with pale Glymps by lonly wan

IV.

dering Swayne,

Here oft the knight had paſt the ſom

TRUTH, gleaming through the fogs

[hoode roſe,

iners inorije

What time the wondering boy to man
When fancy firſt her lawnſkepes gan 6
adorne,
[flowres diſcloſe,
And reaſons folded budds their

of biaſt will,
Frowns on him ſterne, and honeſt

SHAME gins 8 ſayne

In her reflective glas his lifes ignoble
ſtraine.

What time young tranſport thro’ the
ſpirits flows,
[ſeen before,
When nature finyles with charmes un
When with unwonted hopes the bo
ſome glows,

*-

While wingd with whirlwind ſpeed the
thoughts explore
The endleſſe wylde of joys that youth be

VIII.

His earlie hopes ſhe ſhews and ſhews
againe :
[nant vewd
How of haſt thou, ſhe cries, indig
The titled Cypher and his ſolemn
traine,
The buſie face and dull ſolicitude

-

That, ever plodding in important

holds in ſtore.

mood,
V.

Has not a ſoul to reach one noble aim,

The Dryads of the place that nurſt the
flowres,

[cinths bell,

"And hung the dewdrop in the Hy
For him employd their vertue-breathing
powres,
[excell.
And Cambrias genius bade his worth
His youthfull bleaſt confeſt the won
drous ſpell ;
[deſign,
His generous temper warmd with fayre
The friend and patriot now his bo
ſome ſwell,
The lover and the father now combine,

And ſmyiing viſions form, where bliſs
and honour join.

With not one talent, yet would lewdly
For his vile leaden buſt the ſacred wreath
of fame *
IX.

Who to the patrons lawrells would aſ
pire
[rear
By labouring in the Britiſh clime to

Thoſe arts that quencht prowd Romes
Patrician fire,

And bowd her prone beneath the Go
thick ſpear;
[peer 1

Illuſtrious cares

VI.

Of theſe lovd Reveries 7 this the lovd

[bliſs decoy,

reti tat

Nor, ſoul, nor wiſh—whoſe vacant
mind endewd
[claim

befitting patriot

Italian fing-ſong and the Eunuchs
ſquali ;
[ly ear
Such arts as ſooth d the baſe unman
Of

º and Perſia

bending to their

Muſt now no more with dreams of
a

2.

Yet here he liken ſtill himſelfe to meet,

Though woes, a gloomy train, his When freedome bled unwept, and ſcornd
was glorys call.
thoughts employ :
[boy
X
Oh loſt to peace, he ſighs, unhappy
While
theſe
thy
breaſt
with ſcorne indig
Oh loſt to every worth that life a
nant fird,
[diſcioſe :
dorns !—
What other views before thee would
Oh lot to peace, to chegance and joy!
As fancy painted and thy wiſh inſpird,
Th’ aerial genius of the cave returns,
What,
glorious ſcenes beneath thy
Whiles in the babbling rill the plaintive
ſhades aroſe :
Naiade moury's.

Britannias Guardians here diſpell
6 Began.
thoughts.

7 fancies, irregular

her woes,

3 Bºgins.
Forming
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Forming her laws, her Artes, with
godlike toil;

There Albion, ſmyling on their
learnd repoſe,

-

Sees manly genius in their hiſuence
ſmile,

And ſpread the hallowed ſtreames of ver
tue round the ile.

XIV.

The mothers baſeneſſe in their deeds
he ſees,
[his breaſt :
And all the wounded father ſwells

Suddein he leaves the cave and mant
ling trees,
And up the furzie hill his foot
ſteps haſte,

XI.

How bleſt, ah Heaven

ſelfe-ap

While ſullenly he ſoothes his ſoul

ſing higher,

to reſt :
[gains,
Meantime the opening proſpect wide he

ſuch

proving houres,

Such views ſtill opening, ſtill extend.
Cares whence the ſtate derives its firm
eſt powres,

Where, crownd with oake, with

And ſcenes where friendſhip ſheds

His Britiſh chaplett, buxom ſummer

-

her pureſt fire
And did, ah ſhame! theſe hopes in
vain expire

*

meadow flowres ydreſt,
reigns,
And waves his mantle greene farre round

the ſmyling plains.

A morning dreame!—As the lorn 9
ſpendthrift ſtands,

Who ſees the fieldes bequéathd him
His own no more, reapt by the ſtran
gers hands,

YV.

[by his ſire, .
Still as he ſlow aſcends the bounteous
farms,

[riſe,

And old grey towres of rural churches

-

So languid muſt I view faire honours fer

The fieldes ſtill lengthening ſhew their
crowded charms

tile lands.
XII.

Silence
would then enſue Io; [he
perhaps
reclind
lay,

In fayre perſpective and in richeſt
guiſe :
-

His ſweeping Scythe the white

**

º

On the greene margin of the tream:

ſleevd mower plies,

While ſoftlie ſtealing on his languid \ The plowman through the fallow 12
guides his teame,

mind

Th’ ideal ſcene would hold a mo

Acroſſe the wheaten fielde the milk
mayde hies,

ments ſway,

And the domeſticke houre all ſmyles
diſplay,
[inſpires :

To where the kine, beſide the reedy
ſtreame,

Where fixteſteeme the fond dif.ourſ: With frequent lowe to plaine 13 of their
Now through his hart would glide
the ſprightlie ray,
[pureſt fires,
Where married love bids light his
Where elegance preſides, and wakes the
young deſires.
XIII.

Strait to his brawling Lemman 11 turns
his mind;
[lours rite,
Shockd he beholds the odious co.
Where ſelfiſhneſſe, with pride and ſpleen
combind,

Form the companion whom he muſt
deſpiſe,

Incapable of ſweete affe&ions ties,

ful udders ſeeme.
XVI.

-

See, now the Knight arrives where erſt
14 an oak

[long repell,

Pan 15 AEols bluſtering ſtormes did

Till witchd it was, when by an head
long ſhock,

As the hore fathers of the village
tell,
With horrid craſh on All Saints eve
it fell :
[lings roſe,
But from its trunk ſoon ſprouting ſap

And round the parent ſtock did ſha

dowy ſwell;
[ed boughs
Growling, indelicate—Stung to the hart
Now, aged trees, they bend their twiſt
His indignation heavesin #ifled fighs; And
by their moſs-greene roots invite the
But ſoon his paſſion burſts with ſudden.
ſwains repoſe,
ſtart :
*
His children ſtrike his thoughts with lively
12 land that has been Jºme time at reſt,
pierſant ſmart.
aſter producing a crop. 13 complain.

3 ºff, forſaken. 10 fºllow,

14 formerly, is maſſer,
11 barlot.

Z z z z
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Sept.
YX.

XVII.

With what ſuperiour luſtre and com

Here on a bending knare 16 he penſive
lcans,
[raunge his eyes.
And round the various lawnſkepe

There ſtretch the corny fieldes in various

[ſhine !

mand

May ſtedfaſt zeal in Albions ſenate
What glorious lawrells court the pa
triots hand :

How baſe the hand that can ſuch

greens,

Faire as the fight. There, to the
peacefull ſkyes

The darkning firrs and dewy poplars
|lea 17,
Behind the wood a black and heathy
riſe.

With ſheep faire ſpotted, farre ex
tended lies;
With here and there alonlieblaſted tree;

And from between two his appears the

meed 19 decline !
And was, kind fate 1 to ſnatch theſe

honours mine [bloomd for me;
Yes! greene they ſpied and fayre they
Thy birth and duty bade the chiefe
be thine;

-

Oh loſt, vain tº fier, loſt in each degree!
Thy country never turnd her hopefull
eyes on thee.

duſkie ſea.

XXI.

XVIII.

Bright through the flecting clouds the .
ſunny ray

Shifts o'er the fieldes, now gilds the
woody dale,
The flockes now whiten, now the ocean
bay
,

Beneath the radiance giſtens clear
and pale,

Yet, how the fielde of worth luxurious
ſmiles!
[contains

Nor Africk yields, nor Chilys earth
Such funds of wealth as crowne the
Plowmans toils,

And tinge with waving gold Britan
nias plains ;
Even on her mountains cheerfull

plenty reigns,

And wildlie grand her fleecy wardrobe

And white from farre appears the
frequent ſail,
By traffic ſpread. Moord where the
land divides,
[gale,
The Britiſh red-croſs waving in the

Hulky and black, a gallant warre ſhip

ſpreads.

[man gains,

What noble meed the honeſt ſtateſ

Who through theſe publique nerves
new vigour ſheds,
And bids the uſefull artes exalt their

drooping heads.

rides

XXII.

And over the greene wave with lordlie
port preſides.
YIX.

Who, founding on the plough and hum
ble loome
[every tide,

His country's greatneſſe, ſees, on
Her fleets the umpire of the world

Fixt on the bulwark of the Britiſh

aſſume,

powre

And ſpread her juſtice as her glories

houre,

Oh wonder of the world, and faireſt
pride,
[mourn

[full languid air;
Long gazd the knight, with fret
Then thus, indulging the refle&tive
Pours forth his ſoul, Oh, glorious
happy care
To bid Britannias navies greatly
dare,

And through the vaſſail 18 ſeas trium
phant reign,
To either India waft vićtorious warre,

To join the Poles in trades unbounded
chain,

And bid the Britiſh throne the mighty
whole ſuſtain.

wide

Britannias fleet; how long ſhall pity
And ſtain thy honours: From his
weeping bride
And ſtarving babes, how long inhuman
torn

Shall the bold ſailor mount thy decks with
hart forlorn
XXIII.

Sad on the ſhrouds the wretched father
fighs,
[ſees)

(Keen-eyd humanity his anguiſh

And fixing on the land his earneſt eyes,
16 knotty arm of a tree. 17 ground in
cloſed. 18 obedient.

19 reward.

Down

1767.
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The huntſman from his ſtand his arts

had ſpyd,

manly knees.

Ah! hither turn, ye ſonnes of court

Had markt his doublings and his

[intreſt plead :

lie eaſe,

And let the brave mans wrongs, let
Say, while his arme his country's fate

ſhrewd intent,

How both the bancks he traſte, then
backward plyd

-

His track ſome twentie roods, then bound
ing prong aſide.
Say, ſhall his heart for his lorn 21 fa
decrees,

XXVII.

milie bleed 2

Eke 27 had he markt where to the

His wrongs unnerve his ſoul, and blaſt
eacn nighty deed.

broome he crept, ſhare was laid;
Where, hearkening every ſound, an

XXIV.

Whatever party boaſts thy glorious
[decree

name,

O Thou reſervd by heavens benign
To blaſt thoſe Artes that quench the
Britiſh flame,
And bid the meaneſt of the land be

free;

Then from the thickeſt buſh he ſlylie
*

lept,
And wary ſcuds along the hawthorne
ſhade,
[his head
Till by the hills ſlant foot he earths

Amid a briarie thicket : Emblem meet

Of wylie ſtateſnan of his foes adred;

Oh, much humanity ſhallowe to thee!
And ſhall the palm unenvied ſtill re

He oft miſguides the peoples rage, i
weet 28,

[veritie, On others, whilſt himſelfe winds off with

mainl

Yet, hear, ye lordlings, each ſe
And every woe the labouring claſs ſuſ

ſlie deceit.
XXVIII.

The cunning huntſman now cheers on

tain

Dpbraids the man of powre, and blaſts his
honours vain.

his pack,

[ſlain :

The lurking hare is in an inſtant .

XXV.

Then opening"oud the beagles ſent the

While thus the knights long ſmotherd

fires brºke forth,

[he hears

The rouſing maficke of the horne
Shrill echoing through the wold 22,
and by the north
Where bends the hill the ſounding
chace appears;
The hounds with glorious peal ſalute
his ears,
[ling lay 23;
And wood and dale rebound the ſweſ

The youths on courſers fleet as fallow

track
[through the plain
Right to the hill, while thondring
With blythe huzzas advaunce the

jovial train, [cowherds and boys
And now the groomes and Squires,
Beat round and round the brake 29;
but all in vain
Their poles they ply, and vain their
oathes and noiſe,

Till Plonging
in his den the terrier fiercely
Jo
y S.

XIX.

deers

Pour through the downs, while, fore
moſt of the fray 24,
Away the jolly huntſman cries; and
echoe founds, away !
XXVI.

Expelld his hole, upſtarts to open ſky
The villain bold, and wildly glares
around.
[knees to fly i
Now here, now there, he bends his
knees to fly;

Now han 25 the beagles ſcourd the

As oft recoils to guard from back

buſhy ground,
Till where a brooke ſtrays hollow
through the bent 26,
When all confuſd, and inufing wyldlie

His frothie jaws he grinds—with

ward wound;

-

-

º

horrid ſound

-

round,

In vain their fretfull haſte explord
the ſent :

But Reynards cunning all in vain
was ſpent,

The pack attonce 30 ruſh on him:
forning ire,

Fiers at his Throte and fides hangs
many a hound ;

His burning eyes flaſh wylde red ſparck
ling fire,

21 loſſ. 22 a plain. 23 ſong. 24 ſcuffle, 27 alſo. 28 much the ſame as ween, to be
ſtruggle. 25 preterit plu. of the verb to
of an ºpinion. 29 fern, brambles.
|

£ave, 26 declivity of a bill.

30 together.

-

Whiles
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whiles weltring on the ſwaird 31 his
breath and ſtrength expire.

Sept.

-

Theſe modern ravings of philoſophy
Made drunk, the cavil, the detected
ly,

The º of ignorance and gloſs unfair,
Straight to ſyr Martyns hall the hun
Which honeſt dullneſs would with
ters bend,
[crownd hill,
ſhame deny;
The knight perceives it from his oake
The hope of baſeneſs vaumpt in can
Down the ſteep furzie height he ſlow
dours air :
gan wend 32,
[nating ſtill ; Good Heaven are ſuch the friends that
With troublous thoughts keen rumi
to my hearth repair.
While griefe and ſhame by turns his
XXXIV.
boſome fill.
[moſt ſpray,
The man of worth ſhuns thy repute
And now, perchd prowdlie on the top
leſſe dore,
[head,
The ſootie blackbird chaunts his veſ
Even the old peaſant ſhakes his ſilverd
pcrs 33 ſhrill,
[ber grey,
Old Saws 34 and ſtories babling ever
Whiles twilight ſpreads his robe of ſo
more,
[be fled !
And to their bowres the rooks loud caw
And adding ſtill, Alas, thoſe dayes
ing wing their way.
Here indignation pauſd, when, up
XXXI.
the glade,
Pale through the trees his houſhold
And bright behind the Cambrian moun
XXX.

tainshore
[ſtant Eaſt
Flames the red beam, whic on the di

ſmoke aſcends;

Wakd at the fight, his brothers

wrongs upbraid
The horned moone, led by her ſtarte,
looks o'er
[increaſt
His melting hart, and griefe his boſome
rends :
ſcomfort lends.
The bending forreſt, and with rays
Aſcends, while trembling on the dap And now the keene reſolve its gleaming
XXXV.
pled weſt
[away;
Perdie 35, now were I bent on legends
The purple radiance Whifts, and dies
The willows with a deeper green im

preſt

[gleamy ray

Nod o'er the brooks; the brooks with

Glide on, and holy peace aſſumes her

ſhould ſee,

woodland ſway.
XXXII.

All was repoſe, all but ſyr Martyns
breſt;

[chivalrie,

fine

My Knight ſhould riſe the flowre of
Brave as Syr Anthegal or Valentine,
Another Saint George England then

[tuous riſe.

Britannias Genius ſhould his Sabra bee,
Chaind to the rocke by Dragon to be
ſlain,

[ſhould free,

But he the virgin Princeſſe ſoon
There, paſſions tearing guſts tempeſ
Are" theſe, he murmurs, theſe my - And ſtretch the monſter breathleſs on
friends ! the beſt
the plain ;
[riſe again.
That croud my hall ! the ſonnes of Bribery, the Dragon huge, ſhould never
XXXVI.
madning noiſe,
[vel dies;
Whoſe warneſt friendſhip with the re Eke 36 ſhould he, freed from enchaun
ters ſpell,
[charms,
Whoſe glee it were my deareſt peace
Eſcape his falſe Dueſas 37 magick
deſtroy,
[wrongs deſpiſe ;
And follie quaid 38, yelepd 39 an Hy
Who with my woes could ſport, my
dra 4o fell 41,
Could round my coffin pledge the cup
Receive a beauteous lady to his arms,
of joy,
-

And on my crimes cven then their baſe

tongued witt employ.
XXXIII.

Whoſe converſe, oft as fulfom Bawdrie
fails,

While Bardes and minſtrales chaunt
the ſoft alarms
[thrall 42

Of gentle love, unlike his former
Eke ſhould I ſing, in courtly cunning
terms,

Takes up the barkings of impiety,
The Scepticks wild disjointed dreams 34 ſaying. 35 An affeveration,-veri
ly. 36 Aſſo. 37 Duenna, an old ‘wo
retails,
man emplºyed to guard a young one.
38 conquered. 39 called. 4o a water
31 ſurface of the ground
32 began to
w;0 ve.
33 Evening ſong.
ſerpent. 41 fierce. 42 bondage.
-

The
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Still
change
thy
bluſhing
hue,
the
God
The gallant feaſt, ſervd up by Sene
ſhall 43,

-

•

*

To knights and ladies gent 44 in painted
bowre and hall.
XXXVII.

Her limbs; and now, with ſuddein

-

But certes 45, while my tongue fayre
truth indites,

deſs cryd:
[invade.
Forth with a freezing languor gan 56

[tell,

leaves arrayd,
A Ruſſian Poppy ſhe tranſmewd 57 re
mains;

[fade,

And does of human frailtie ſoothly 46

The various colours ever rife and

Unmeet 47 it were indulge the daintie 48

The tints ſtill ſhifting mock the pain

flights
Of Phantaſie, that never yet befell.

Uneath 49 it is long habits to expell,
Ne 50 may the beſt good hart its bliſs
[well

ſecure,

Ne may the livelie powre of judging
In arduous worthy deed long time en
dure,
[footing ſure.
While Diss IPATION once has fixt her
XXXVIII.

Such was the powre that angrie Jove
beſtowd
[thus is told.
On this faire nymph : the hiſtorie

ters pains;

And ſtill her drowfie moode the beauteous

nymph retains.
Meanwhile his new-born elfe 58 Favo
nius bore,
[away :
Soft lapt, on balmy pinions farre

And with the fawns, by Peneus flowry
ſhore,

[did play,

-

From earlieſt youth the laughing imp
For ever flutteri

ng, debonair and gay,
And reitleſſe, as the dove Deucaſion
ſent
[wray 69

To Diams care her life her mother owd:

To ſpy if peering 59 oak did yet be

Faire Dian found her naked on the

Its braunching head above the ſtooded

wold 51,

[lie cold,

bent 61,

[was ſpent.

Some peaſants babe expoſa to dead But ydlie beating round the day in vain
XLII.
And gave her to a ſatyrs care to rear;
Then, when the nymph was fifteen
When now the nymph to riper yeares
ſpringtimes old,
gan riſe,

Equipt her with the bow and huntreſſe

To fayre PARNAssus groves ſhe

ſpear,
[welcome fere 52.
And of her woodland traine her made a

took her flight;
There, culling flowretts or a thouſand
dyes,
(londs dight 62;

XXXIX.

But ill her mind receivil chaſte Phoebes
lore 53,
[behind ;

Fain would ſhe at the chace ſtill lag
One ſultry noone, as Phoebe ſped a
fore 54,
[clind,
Beneath a leafy vine the nymph re
And, fan my breaſte, ſhe cried, oh
Weſtern wind l
[came.
Soon at the wiſhd-for word Favonius

From that day forth the conſcious
nymph declind
[dame,
The near inſpection of the ſovereign
Till mid the chace, one morne, her

[throes 55 betrayd her ſhame.

Still did her head with tawdry Gir.
As ſoon the wreath ill ſorted would
ſhe quight 63:
[hill,

Neó4 ever did ſhe climb the twyfortkt
Ne could her eyen explore its cloudy
height,
Ne did ſhe ever taſte the ſacred rill
From inſpirations fount that ever doth
diſtill.

-

XLIII.

Her ſprightly Levitie was from her ſyre,
Her drowſy dulneſs from her mother
ſprong ;
ſpyre,
This never would allow her mind' aſ

That never would allow her patience
XL.

Her throes with ſcorne the taunting Dry
ads eyd,

[down her head;

long.

Thus as ſhe lightly rowd the lawns
[feat

among,

The nymph changá colour, and hung

High Jove beheld her from his ſºrry
And

calld

er

Diss IPAT Ios i

43 fterward. 44 elegant, polite. 4.5 cer
wilde and young.
[fite,
tainly. 46 truth. 47 unbecoming.
Still ſhalt thou be, he ſaid; and this tly
48 curious. 49 not eaſy. 50 nor. 51
a plain. 52 companion. 53 inſtruºi 56 began. , 57 tranſfºrmed. 53 fairy.
on, advice. 54 ſped efore, went ha
59 digniſed. 6o ºftover. 61 decli
fily on before. 55 pains ºf childbirth.
‘vity. 62 adora. 63 leave. 6+ nor.
On
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On man thy ſleights employ, on man
that P
prowd ingrate
65.
§

/

-

Long had the knight to her his powres

-

reſignd;

XLIV.

[ſpred,

In wanton dalliance firſt her nett ſhe
And ſoon in mirthfull tumult on his

All happineſſe he claims his virtues due,
And holds him injurd when my care

mind
[he ſped 76
She ſoftlie ſtole; yet, while at times
To contemplations bowre, his fight

[would enſue;

denies

Sept.
XLVII.

The fondling wiſh, 'whence ſorrow

And idle ſtill his prayers invade my

ſhe fled,

[riſe
But bold and arduous muſt that virtue
ſkies:

[bide 77,

Ne on the mountainett with him durſt
Yet homewards ſtill ſhe mett him

Which I accept, no vague inconſtant

in the glade 78,
blaze.
[eyes
And in the ſocial cup did ſlily glide,
Then be it thine to ſpred before his And ſtill his beſt reſolves eftſoones 79 ſhe

Thy changing colours and thy wyld
fire rays,

ſcatterd wide.
XLVIII.

-

And fruitleſe ſtill ſhall be that virtue thou

And now, as ſlowly ſauntering up the

, canſt daze 66.
XLV.

dale 80.
.

He homeward wends 81, in heavie
muſefull ſtowre 82,

So ſwore the God, by gloomy Styx he
[flew .

ſwore ;

The ſmooth deceiver gan 83 his hart aſ
[powre;

ſail :

The fates aſſented, and the daemon
[eſt blue;

His hart ſoon felt the faſcinating S4
Old Cambrias genius markt the fatal

was ſtarrd with dewdrops, and of pal
Faire round her head playd many a

And tore the girlond from her ſea

Right to the ſeats of men. The robe
ſhe wore

houre,

[greene hair;

The conſcious oakes above him ruſt

beauteous hue,

ling lowre,
[gloomy air
And through the braunches fighs the

As when the rainbow through the beam
flowres plays;
-

The fleeting tints the ſwaynes with As when indignant Jove rejećts the Fla
the rays;

wonder view,

And ween 67 to ſnatch a prize beneath
But through the meadows dank 68 the
beauteous meteor ſtrays.
XLVI.

So ſhone the nymph, and prankt 69 in
pleaſures guize 7o
With wylie traines the ſonnes of
earth beſett;

[dies

Goodneſſe of hart before her yawns and
“And friendſhip ever feels the drow
*

“ ſie fitt

mens 85 prayer.

º

XLIX.

-

The Dryads of the grove that of had
firi

-

All by the filent hill or murmuring
Forſake him now ; for all as loſt they
deem.

“ ſerve a whitt 7.1.”
And ſtill behind her march RE Mo Rs E

and SHAME,
[remitt,
That never will their yron ſcourge

Whenſo 72 the fiend 73 reſigns her

ſlitie,

So home he wends; where, wrapt in jol
His hail to keepen holiday mote 86
ſtem,

“Juſt when its powre to ſerve could

[venlie dream,

His opening mind with many a hea
That oft his evening wanderings had
inſpird,
[ſtream,

[was he,

And with the hunters ſoon full blythe

The blytheſt wight 87 of all that blythe
fom companie.
As when th’ autumnal morne with rud
dy hue
[with ſilver hore 90,

thralls 74 to them.

$ad caſe, I weet 75, where ſtill oneſelfe

Looks though the glen 88 beſprent 89

muſt blame. .

76 hoſted. 77 dwell. 78 a paſſage thro'
65 ungrateful.
68 damp.

67 think.

66 chill.

69 arrayed.

7o

dreſs.

71 a ſmall part. 72 when

tºwer.

73 a Jizy-

enſlaving.

75 know.

74 power of

a wood. 79 immediately. So bottºm,
between two hills. 81 goes. 82 emoti
on. , 83 began. 84 bewitching. 85
certain iao atrous prieft:
86 might.
87 perſºn. 38 valley. 89 ſprinkled.
99 grey.
Acroſs
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And loathlie vermin ever crept the
flore ;

dew,

The younkling fowler gins 91 the

Yet all in fight, with towpes and
caſtles gent 1,
[dore,
fieldes explore,
And, wheeling 92 oft, his pointer
A beauteous lawnſkepe roſe afore 2 the
veres 93 afore,
The which to vew ſo fayre the capuves
And off, ſagacious of the tainted gale,
grieved ſo, e.
-

The fluttering bird betrays; with
thonding rore
[the dale;
The ſhott refounds, loud echoing thro'

, But ſtill the younkling kills nor partridge,
ſnipe, nor quail.
LI.

'

Yet ſtill the queint 9.4 excuſe is at com
[terd by,

mand ;

The dog was raſh, a ſwallow twit
The gun hung fire, and keenneſs ſhook
his hand,
[his eye.

* IV.

All by the gate, beneath a pine ſhade
bare,
[were ſpred;
An owl-frequented bowre, ſome tents
Here fat a pleaſie 3 with eager furious
ſtare
[haife dead,
Rattling the dice; and there, with eyes
Some drowſie di onkards, looking
black and red,

Dozd out their days; and by the path

way green
[leſſe ſped 4,
A ſprightºe troupe ſtill onward heed
In chace of butterflies alert and keen;
So can the knight his mind ſtill ſa
tisfye :
[hight 95, Honours, and wealth, and powre, their
butterflies I ween 5.
A lazie fiend, SELF IM post rio N
LV.
Still whiſpers foºne excuſe, ſome gil
And oft, diſguſtfull of their various
den lye,
ſoutright;
cares,
[pace;
Himſelfe did gilde 96 to cheat himſelfe
Into
the
cave
they
wend
6
with
fulien
God help the man bewitchd in ſuch ungra
Each to his meet 7 apartment derniy 8
tious pight.
fares.
[moſt bace,
And there the wind or buſhes inurt

LII.
On Diss IPATIo N ſtill this treaclior

Here, all in raggs, in piteous plight 9

Obſequiouſly behind at diſtance due;

The dronkard ſitts. There, ſheit 13
with foul diſgrace,
The thriftleſie 11 heir ; and o'er his

And ſtill to Disco NT ENTs accurſed
gates,
[two

Red with his friends hart gore, in

waits,

recking blade

[woefull cace

The duelliſt raves; and there, on vet.
The hous of ſorrow, theſe ungodlie
chie bed 12,
Conduct their fainty 97 thralis—
great things to do
[find Crazd with his vaine purſuits, the mani
ack 13 bends his head.
The knight reſolvd, but never yet could
LVI.
The proper time, whilſt ſtill his mi
ſeries grew :
[mind
Yet round his gloomy cell, with chalk,
he ſcrawls
[gallow tree;
And now theſe Daemons of the captive
Ships, coches, crownes, and eke 14 the
Him to the dery 98 cave of Disco NT ENT
reſigud.
All that he wiſhd or feard his ghaſtſie 15
walls

LIII.

-

Deep in the wyldes 99 of faerie lond it
lay :

[rudely rent,

Wide was the mouth, the roofe all

Some parts receive, and ſome exclude
the day,
[went :
For deepe beneath the hill its caverns
The ragged walls with lightning
begins.
92 circular motion. 93 ggain
g
9
backward and forward. 94 old. 95

called.

96 contribute.

97 low ſpi

rited. , 98 gloomy, horrid.
uninhabited.

Sept. 1767.

-

The gameſter hangs in corner murk 16
and dread ;

99 places

[ous knee;

Nigh to the ground bends his ungrati
1 Fire.

ſeemd ybrent 1oo,
91

Preſent him ſtill, and mock his miſerie.
And there, ſelf-doomd, his curſed
ſeiſe to flee,

2 before.

4 haſle. 5 deem. 6 go.
ting. 8 ſadly, 9 ſlate.

3 a crowd.

7 befit
Io made

odious. 1 1 waſ eſtal. 12 a bed of peas
fraw. 13 one pºſſeſſed. 14 likewiſe.
15 looking fright/uly. 16 dark.

1oo burnt.
A a a a
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His drooping armes and white-reclin
Such was his life; and thus of things
he deemed ;

ing head

Dim ſeen, cold horror gleams 17 athwart 18 And ſuchlich was his cave, that all with
th’ unhallowed inade.
ſorrowes teemd 32.
LVII.

LX.

,

Near the dreare 19 gate, beneath the
lifted zo rock,

[ſatt,

The keeper of the cave all haggard 21
His pºning corſe a reſtleſſe ague ſhook,
And bliſle, ºng fores did all his car
kas frett :
[debate;
A!! with himſelfe he ſeemd in keen
For ſtill the muſcles of his mouthe he
drew,
[deepe regate 23

To this fell Carle 33 gay Diss IPAT1
o N led,

[leſs knight.

And in his Purlieus 34 left the hap
From the dile 35 cave fain would the

knight have fled,
And

fain

recalld the

treachrous

nymph from flight :
But now the late obtruder ſhuns his

Ghatly and fell 22 ; and ſtill with

fight,
[den,
And dearly muſt be wooed ; hard by the

He lookd him round, as if his hart

Where ſocial Bacchus had his tents

ypight 36,
[gain,
A tranſient viſit ſometimes would he
His former deeds, and mournd full ſore
While wine and merry ſong becalmd his
his ſores 24 in vew.
did rew

inward pain.
LVIII.

Yet not himſelfe, but heavens great
King he bland,
[raign ;
And dard his wiſdom and his will ar

For boldly he the ways of God blaſ
phemd,
[lie plain 25,
And of blinde governaunce did loud
While vild 26 ſelf-pity would his
eyes diſtain 27 ;
[ground,
As when an wolfe, entrapt in village
In dred of death ygnaws his limb in
twain,

[bleeding wound :

And views with ſcalding teares his
Such fierce ſelfe-pity ſtill this wights
dire 28 Portaunce 29 crownd.

LXI.

Yet, ever as he raiſd his ſlombering
head,

[near ;

The drery 37 tyrant at his couch ſtood
And ay 38 with ruthleſſe 39 clamour
gan 4o upbraid,

And woºdes that would his very hart
ftrings tear.

See now, he ſayes, where ſetts thy
wain carter :

Approching Eld 41 now wings its cheer
leſſe 42 way,
Thy fruitleſſe autumn gins to blanch
-

thy heare,

And aged winter aſks from youth its
ſtay 5
[unhonourd gray.

LIX.

Near by there ſtood an hamlett in the But thine comes poore of joy, comes with
daie,
[had wonne :
Where, in the ſilver age, CoNT ENT
This now was his ; yet all mote 30
nought avail,
[ſhun;
His loathing eyes that place did ever
But ever through his neighbours
lawns would run,

worthleſſe traine

Thy kindneſſe flowd, and ſiill with
ſcorne repaid :

[remain,

Even ſhe on whom thy favours heapt

Where every goodie fielde thrice good
lie ſeeind.

LXII.
Thou haſt no friend —ſtill on the

[begone 31 ;

Such was this weary wight all woe
17 ſine with appearance of light.
18 acroſs.

19 diſmal.

or rent.

21 termented with ter

20 cleft

Even ſhe regards thee with a boſome
dead

To kindly paſſion, and by motives led
Such as the planter of his negroe deems;
What profit ſtill can of the wretch be
made

22 bloc.).
23 lamenta 32 overflowed.
33 cruel clown.
24 expe.?ed puniſhments.
34 Incloſures.
35 terrible.
36
25 complain.
26 'vile.
27 tinge.
placed.
37 diſmal.
38 ever.

r0,r.

tion.

28 ſº.

29 behaviour.

31 loſ' in grief.

30 anght.

39 relentleſ.

4o began.

41 age.

42 without comfort.
Is
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Is all his care, of more he never dreams:

So, farre remote from her, thy troubles
ſhe eſteems.
LXIII.

Thy children too ! heavens ! what a
hopeleſs ſight!
Ah, wretched ſyie! —but ever from
this ſcene
[flight,
The wretched ſyre precipitates his
And in the bowls wylde fever ſhuns
his teene 43.

So paſs his dayes, while what he might
have beene

Its beauteous views does every morne
preſent :
[SPLE EN
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T may be proper, for the benefit of
Engliſh readers, to inform thein, that
the court of ſeſſion in S, otland owes its

inſtitution to James V. (father to the un
fortunate Mary Queen of Scots (a prince
violently addicted to the forms of French

government, fºom which he borrowed
that of this judicatory, which conſiſts of
a lord Preſident, who is the ſame as a

chief juſtice in our courts, and fourteen
ordinary judges, who are called ſenators
of the college of juſtice, or lords of coun
cil and ſeſſion, and by cuſtom ſtiled lords,
which titles they bear with the addition
of that of their eſtate. Many great Eng
liſh lawyers have been known to lament
the obſtinacy of the Scots, at the time of

So paſs his Dayes, while ſtill the raven
Croaks in his eares, The brighteſt ſenſe the union of the two nations, in retain
miſpent
[content. ing their national courts and forms of
Begets an hoarie age of griefe and diſ law, and in excluding trials by juries in
matters of property. It has been obſerv
LXIV.
ed, that it is next to impoſſible, in ſo
But boaſt not of ſuperior ſhrewd ad narrow a country as Scotland, to find fif
dreſſe,
[mayd, teen judges, moſt of them men of family
Ye who can calmly ſpurn the ruind and fortune, ſo entirely unconne&ted
Ye who unmovd can view the deepe with the great cauſes that come before
diſtreſſe
[head, them, in point of conſanguinity, intereſt,
That cruſhes to the duſt the parents or affection, as to be perfectly indifferent
And rends that eaſie heart by you about the event, or impartiaſ in the de
betrayd,
[eſchew 44; ciſion. To this account of the proceſs
Boaſt not that ye his numerous woes of the law in Scotland we ſhall add a
Ye who unawd the nuptial couch in genealogical account of the family, now
vade,
[to vew ; ſo much the public attention.
Boaſt not his weakneſſe with contempt
William, the XIth earl of Angus,
For worthy is he ſtill compard, perdie 45, and undoubted chief of this noble fami
to YOU.
ly, was, by his majeſty king Charles I.
tlignified with the title of marquis of
43 grief.
44 eſcape.
45 verily.
Douglas, by letters patent, to him and
to his heirs male whatever.

The Speeches, Arguments, and Determi
nations, of the Right Hon. the Lords
of Council and Seſſion in Scotland, up
on that important Cauſe, wherein his
Grace the Duke of Hamilton and others

This mar

quis of Douglas was twice married, firſt
to Margaret, daughter to lord Paiſley,
and ſecondly to lady Mary Gordon,
daughter of George marquis of Huntley.
By his firſt wife he had a ſon, Archibald
earl of Angus, grandfather to the late
duke of Douglas; and by his ſecond
wife, another ſon, William Douglas,

were Plaintiffs, and Archibald Doug
las of Douglas, Eſq; Defendant.
With an introdućtory Preface, giving
an impartial and diſtinct Account of earl of Selkirk, who afterwards became
this Suit. By a Barriſler at Law. duke of Hamilton, and was the great
8vo. Price 4!. Almon.
grand father of the preſent plaintiff Geo.
N. B. From the Introdućlory Preface James, duke of Hamilton.
we ſhall ſelect ſome Particular, which are
Archibald earl of Angus firſt ſon, and
not ſo fully related in the Narrative given heir apparent, died before his father, and
in our laſt Magazine. The Speeches and was ſucceeded by his ſon James, who
Arguments, &c. we intend ſhall cloſe became ſecond marquis of Douglas.
this Account, and this we ſhall do without James marquis of Douglas was twice
any Abridgment for the ſatiſaćion of our married, firſt to lady Barbara Erſkine,
readers.
daughter of John earl of Mar, by whom
A a a a 2.

he
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he had a ſon James, earl of Angus, a ſacrament in one of the churches of the
young hero, hºt who was unfortunately city of Edinburgh. Upon the very day
ſlain at the battle of 8 einkirk, in the 21ſt the expired, or the day before, ſhe called
year of his age, anno 1692.
the defendant, her only ſurviving ſon, to
James mºſqu's of Douglas married ſe her bed-fide, and there having ſolemnly
condly, lady Mary Kerr, daughter of bleſſed him, and having expreſſed the
Robert marquis of Lothian, by whom waſ melt auxiety and concern . his wel
he had a ſon Aichibald, afterwards crea

fare, recommended him to God as her

ted duke of Douglas by queen Anne, and ſon, in the moſt tender and pathetic man
ner.

a daughter, lady Jºe Douglas. .

Thus died lady Jane Douglas.”

The mal quis of Douglas died in 17 oo,

“Sir John Stewart and Mrs. Hewit have

leaving his ſon and daughter both infants.
Lady Jane Douglas was univerſally
acknowledged to be one of the moſt ac
compliſhed women of her age or country,
remarkably handſome in her perion, li
beral in her mind, and engaging in her
manners. It was then thought, that ſhe
would prove one of the happieſt of her
family, and be courted by perſons of the
firſt rank. But ſome ſtrange fatality
having prevented a moſt advantageous
match taking place betwixt her and a

both died during the dependance of the

nobleman of the firſt rank and fortune in

Scotland ; lady Jane was ſo much piqued
with ſome private incidents in this affair,
which happened in the year 1721, that
fiom that time till ſhe was pretty far ad

preſent ſuit.

“A few days before his death, which
happened in June 1764, Sir John emitted
a ſolemn declaration in preſence of two
miniſters and one juſtice of the peace,
declaring and aſſerting as ſtepping into:
ete nity, that the defendant and his de
ceaſed twin brother were both born of the

body of lady Jane Douglas his lawful
ſpouſe, in the year 1748. Mrs. Hewit, .
whom the plaintiffs charge with being an
accomplice in the fraud, died laſt ſummer
of a lºngering illneſs, and to the laſt
perſiſted, that all ſhe had ſworn about the
birth of the defendant was truth, except
ing ſome miſtakes and errors as to names

vanced in life, ſhe ſeemed reſolved to re and dates, which ſhe corrested in a letter

fuſe any other offers that might be made
her. However, it ſo happened, that in
the month of Auguſt 1746, lady Jane,
being then in the 48th year of her age,
was privately married to John Stewart,
Eſq; who afterwards became Sir John
Stewart of Grandtully.
The warmeſt friends of lady Jane
could not approve of this ſtep, as "Ir.
Stewart was a younger brother, had nei
ther eſtate nor profeſſion, and could not

to a reverend clergyman of the epiſcopal

retend to maintain her ſuitable to her

caſting vote, I think it proper now to
give you my opinion, and to lay before

Fº

rank.

Hire follows what was not ſo farticu
larly mentioned in the Narrative.
“ Lady Jane came from London to
Edinburgh ſoon after the death of her

oungeſt boy, in a very decayed ſtate of

}.

when it appears ſhe inade one

other vain effort to be admitted to the
reſence of her brother the duke.

§.

In

that year, this unfortunate

communion, to whom, when viſiting her

in the way of his profeſſion, ſhe again
and again affirmed ſolemnly, that what
ſhe had ſworn as to the birth was true.”

The Lord Preſſ ſºnt ſpoke fºſſ, and deli
ºvered himſelf to the following Purpoſe.
IN C E it may happen, my lords,
that this great cauſe may, by a di
viſion of your lordſhips, come to my
º

S

you fully the regions ºf it. In order
to bring the caſe diſtinctly before your
iordſhips, I ſhali firſt fiate the principles
upon which the deciſion will proceed ;

and theſe are contained in the 3S:h page
of the defendant's incºmorial, and which
is there expreſſed in the following words:
1 he memorialiſt does not pretend to ſet

lady died at Edinburgh in a mºſt wretch

up the acknowledgment of parents as
of itſelf a prºbatio probatºr of filiation,

ed apartment, where ſhe had lodged for
ſome time before, deſtitute, not only of

in the preſent caſe; but he contends

every thing ſuitable to her high rank,
but even unprovided with the common
neceſſaries of life. A few days before
her death, though then reduced to the
latt extremity with pain, ſhe took the

nor is there the eaſt occaſion to do ſo

that a proof of ſuch acknowledgment,
or even of habite and repute, is good
preſumptive evidence, and ſuitcient

ground for a jury to ſerve him. Soch
* Iti Vice

-

i

.
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ſervice may indeed be challenged upon
evidence offered, that the child is ſup

g

poſititious; but ſo long as clear and un

&

deniable evidence is not brought of the
challenge, the verdict and proof on
which it proceeded will ſtand in full

&

force.”

º

• In conſidering this great cauſe, I
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inconſiſtency in the ſtory of the preg
c

nancy from firſt to laſt.

Why not diſ

cover it in a more ſolemn manner to her

friends

Why, oſtentatiouſly tell it to

g

one, when with art ſhe concealed it

c

from another 2 Why was the marriage
and pregnancy, ſo purpoſely kept con
cealed; and why was ſhe aſhamed to

º

muſt notice that there are two kinds of

º

evidence; 1ſt, Direct or demonſtrative,
which excludes the poſſibility of the caſe
being otherwiſe than it is repreſented
by that evidence: 2d, Circumſtantiate

º

c

º

•

or moral evidence, which is all that we

&

can expect in ſuch caſes as this before

-

us; and therefore I kay it down as a

:

diſcloſe it to all the world 2 Or if ſhe

was near the time of her delivery when
at Reims, why did ſhe not lay in there,
where ſhe could have ſo able aſſiſtance?
cr why, if ſhe had reſolved to leave

Reims and to go to Paris, did they

leave their two maid ſervants, Iſabºt
Walker and Effy Caw, behind them at
rule to take the evidence without en
Reims’ By way of excuſe for their
i
quiring into the bare poſſibility of the & leaving Reims, where they might have
thing being otherwiſe. The ſimple fact t had the beſt aſſiſtance, Ms. Hºwit has
before us reſolves into this queſtion, Is told us the wonderful ſtory of a lady
the defendant the ſon of lady Jane º (whom he would have us believe was
Douglas, or not And I am ſorry to g Mrs. Andrieux, though it is clear it
ſay it, that my opinion in this great « was not ſhe) giving lady Jane the advice
cauſe, after the utmoſt pains and atten • to leave Reims on account of the un
tion which I could beltow, is clearly
ſkilful practitioners there : And this
againſt the defendant; and that by the º ſtory, according to Mrs. Hewit, was
evidence brought, I am fully and clearly
told lady Jane about the 6th of June
convinced, that he is not the ſon of &c and yet ſhe does not leave Reims iii
lady Jane Douglas. If the ſtory ſhall & the 2d of July. And as an excuſe for
-

…

.

be involved and attended with conceal

leaving the ſervant-maids at Reins, the

ment and myſtery, and the tale told by
the parties neither conſiſtent nor uni

g

form, this ſhould awaken the attention

º

of judges, and lead us to weigh the

c

whole of theſe circumſtances in the ba

º

º

ſame witneſs has told us, that they had
no money to carry them to Paris, though

it is clear they might have been trait.
Pºrted thither for the paltry expence
of twelve ſhillings. But i their mo

&
lance of juſtice, which I'm afraid in & ºney was run ſhort at Reims, and Paris
the preſent caſe will weigh down this c was the place of their deſtination, wh
defendant. Let us only conſider the
linge at Reims, and be ſpending their
conduct of lady Jane and fir John, and tº laſt ſhilling in a place, where, if the
ſee whether this will quadrate with the critical hour ovértook her, ſhe might
notion of a real birth, or a deſign of º have been in ſo great diſtreſs for wint
impoſiure. It is clear to me that their c of able aſſiſtance I beg leave to ob
conduct is, upon the ſuppoſition of a c ſerve anºther thing here, which is, that
true birth, improbable to the laſt de Mrs. Hewit has told us, that when
gree. We ſee lady Jane, when very & they got to Paris they were run to their
far advanced in her pregnancy, under c laſt guinea, whereas this is poſitively
taking a long, tedious, and fatiguing g proved to be falſe, by the letter of cre
journey, and at the ſame time conceal º dit given
Meſſrs. Khar and
ing from the generality of her acquain c company, at Aix-la-Chapelle
tance, the object of that journey, º Meſſrs. Paniers, bankers . ºf...".
though it appears that ſome of her & 1979 livres, and which letter of credit
º

4.

º

friends, ſuch as Mr. Hepburn of Keith,

knew that Paris was the real place of

º

deſtination ; and yet no.withitanding
this, we ſee her lingering away her

time at a moſt critical period, for a

was payable either at Reims or Paris,
or any where elſe, when they ſhould
pleaſe to draw for it. Here it is worthy

g
4.

delicate lady with child, at Liege, Se

c

dan, and Reims. There is a ſtrange

-

of remark, that both Sir John and Mrs.
Hewit have ſaid, that they got this

money only upon the 19th July, the
very day of the Pretºnded birth. No
“mention
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mention at all of this at Godefrois;

but if we conſider the reaſon of fixing
upon this ſpecial day, and ſaying, that
the money was paid when in La Brune's,
we ſhall find the falſehood neceſſary to
carry on the ſtory. I have ſaid there
were concealments and myſtery in this
affair from firſt to laſt; and I muſt now

recall your lordſhips attention to a train
of this kind on the part of ſir John,
and of lady Jane, both when at Reims
and at Paris. It was amazing, that
when at Reims, and when the preg
nancy was by their account ſo much ad
vanced, that a delivery next day would
have been no ſurprize, that they ſhould

to their account, left at nurſe with a
woman whom they knew nothing about,
and under the care of Pier La Marre,

whom they themſelves acknowledge
they did not know where to find ;
would they not at leaſt have told the
chevalier Johnſton of this And before
they entruſted their fickly tender child
into the hands of abſolute ſtrangers,
would they not have inſtructed him to
go and ſee it, or at leaſt to have an
eye upon the management he was to be
under When to all this I join, that
all the letters wrote at that time by
them from Paris to Britain, and elſe

Mr. Mallifer and his family, perſons
of high rank and charaćter, and who
ſeem to have ſhown great reſpect to

where, are falſely dated from Reims,
and have a direct tendency to make
every mortal believe they were then at
Reims, what concluſion can I poſſibly
draw, but that a ſtory ſo unfairly told,

wards them, and revealed it to ſo many

cannot be conne&led with truth 2

others When an Abbe Hibert is daily
walking with her, and by degrees let
into the ſecret, why was the ſame de
gree of confidence not ſhown to Mr.
Mallifer and his family, from whom
they were to have letters recommenda
tory to Paris Why not acquaint Mr.
Mallifer of the real deſign in going to
Paris; at leaſt why give him a É.
retence for their going to Paris, which

deed the falſehood appears ſo glaring,
that it at once lays the foundation for

have concealed the whole affair from

is clear from Mr. Mallifer's letter to

its own detection.

In

I have, in what I

have ſaid formerly, choſen to dwell
moſtly upon the proofs ariſing from
the res geſtar, or condućt of the parties
themſelves; becauſe I muſt own, that

I do not reſt very much upon many
parts of the parole evidence in this cauſe,
either upon the one fide or other. I
go on therefore to obſerve Sir John

Monſ. Godefroi at the Hotel Chaalons,

Stewart's own accounts of the matter,

wherein Mr.

and the falſehoods and forgeries prac
tiſed by him in order to gain belief to
his ſtory. Leaving the ſtory of Pier

Mallifer recommends

them to Monſ. Godefroi as Scots peo.
ple of quality “going to Paris to buy
things;” and therein begs of him the
favour to take care that they be not
impoſed upon.
• When they arrive at Paris, the ſame
concealment and myſtery runs through
the whole of their conduct.

Does Sir

John call for his countrymen there :
Does he call for Sir William Stewart,
or for the chevalier Johnſton, Mrs.

Hewit’s couſingerman No: He keeps
himſelf entirely free of the haunts of
his countrymen, though, if they were

run to the laſt guinea, as Mrs. Hewit

pretended, ſurely never man ſtood more
in need of a friend. This is a ſtrong

La Marre to be talked of afterwards,

the firſt account of the matter given by
Sir John Stewart of this matter, was in
a note written by his own hand to lady
Shaw in the year 1756, wherein he ex
preſsly avers the delivery to have hap
pened in the houſe of madame Mi
chelle, and at the ſame time Mrs. Hewit

writes the Duke of Douglas a letter,
expreſsly fixing upon the ſame houſe
as the ſcene of the birth.

There was

then no mention of a La Brune's, and
indeed this was never the houſe pitched

on till after they both knew, that
upon much enquiry by Sir James

circumſtance indeed, and is not at all

Stewart and principal Gordon, the houſe

redargued by any thing the defendant

of madame Michelle had been found

has ſaid upon the ſubject, more eſpeci
ally when we conſider Sir John Suew

out, and that no delivery had happen

art's remarkable fondneſs for his coun

ed there. Then and no ſooner was it,
that Sir John Stewart alters his tone,

tryinen. Even after the 10th of July,

writes a ſecond note, transferring the

when their ſecond child was, according

Tcene to La Brune’s in the Fauxbourg,
* and

/
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he had ſigned the declaration ſo far as

and rearing up there the ſame number
of perſons as were ſaid to have been
preſent when the delivery was averred

any thing in which he had been miſtak

º

to have been in Michelle's ; and in this

en, but he never once retračted either

º

ſtory does Mrs. Hewit afterwards join
with Sir John. Here come in properly
the famous four forged letters from
Pier La Marie, which appeared firſt to
me upon Sir John Stewart's judicial
declaration before your Lordſhips: it

as to the cauſe of his acquaintance with
La Marre, or his being a Walloon, or
indeed as to any other of the particulars
of that long ſtory told concerning La

º

will be remembered, that it was upon

on, I proceed now to conſider lady

e

croſs-queſtioning him, that the impro
bable account which he there gives of

g
t

&
g

g
º

t

g

~g

theſe letters, led to the full diſcovery

g

of the forgery. But why forge letters
to ſupport the truth Could not La
Marre himſelf be got 2 or might not
certificates from him have been eaſily

º
&
&

emitted, we then allowed him to retraćt

Marre.

* Leaving here Sir John's declarati
Jane's account of the matter, which

ſhe gave to the late counteſs of Stair.
It is true, the counteſs herſelf being
dead, we can have no other proof of
this account given by lady Jane, but
what is contained in the oath of the hon.

Mrs. Primroſe,

the counteſs's own

º

obtained

But, ſays the defendant,

daughter, who has expreſly told us the

&

though I plead the acknowledgment of
my parents as the legal preſumption of
my birth, yet I do not adhere to the
circumſtantiate account given of that
birth by my parents. Strange indeed
that the acknowledgment of the parents
ſhould be pleaded by the ſon, and yet

whole converſation as it was related

º
g
º
g

to her by her mother the counteſs of
Stair herſelf. We have no reaſon there

fore to doubt this evidence, when we

g

indeed no wonder that the defendant

g

ſhould endeavour to ſhake himſelf looſe

&

of this declaration, becauſe it is no doubt

conſider the ſenſible and prudent beha
viour of the counteſs of Stair upon all
occaſions, which would naturally lead
her to talk with lady Jane of the extra
ordinary ſtory of the birth. What then
appears upon the oath of miſs Primroſe?
Lady Jane giving as a reaſon for her not
coming to Britain to be delivered of

º

g
c
º
&

that that ſon ſhould tell the court that
his father had averred falſhoods. It is

the foundation of the ſtrongeſt parts of
the evidence againſt him. In this, how

and that that might have endangered

g

ever, the hand of Providence remarka

both her life and that of the children

º

bly appears, ever watchful over the in
tereſts of truth, and diſcovering the
train of falſhoods by means of thoſe
very perſons who at firſt invented them.

ſhe was pregnant with : giving us a rea
ſon for the extraordinary ſtep of leaving

&

g
g
g

s'
g
º
&
g

Who but the parent could be examined

in this cauſe upon the particulars con
cerning the birth itſelf? Who knew any
thing of the matter but Sir John and
Mrs. Hewit only For the many falſe

g

hoods contained in Sir John's declara

&

tion, and more particularly for the ſto
ry told by him of Pier La Marre, which
is proved to be utterly falſe in every fin
gle inſtance, the failure of memory upon

g
g
g
g

the part of Sir John, as is alledged, is by

&

no means a ſufficient excuſe ; for Sir

&

John is exaët and pointed in the whole
of that account: more pains could not
be taken by judges than were taken
with him upon that occaſion : not only
were the queſtions put to him in writ
ing, and he allowed plenty of time to
give his anſwers alſo in writing, but
after the firſt day's examination, when

º
g
&

g
&
g
&

theſe children, that ſhe was ſick at ſea,

Rheims, where ſhe could have had ſuch

able aſſiſtance, the very wonderful ſto
ry about the unknown lady, who gave
her advice to do ſo, on account of the

danger of her being abuſed by the un
ſkilfulneſs of the pračtitioners there.
And when lady Stair with great propri
ety noticed to lady Jane the air of con
cealment, and of myſtery attending the
delivery at Paris; and that all things
conſidered, her delivery ſhould have ra
ther been in a royal manner; what ex

cuſe does lady Jane make to lady Stair?
Says ſhe, that was not poſſible for me
to do, becauſe I was not in Paris above

half an hour before the delivery hap
pened. What can be a more falſe ac
count of the matter than this 2 And to

what can we attribute the anſwer given

by lady Jane, but that ſhe was ſudden
ly ſtruck with the propriety of the ob
ſervation made by the counteſs of Stair
** as
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as to her delivery, being ſo concealed • madame Schole and madame Gillºſ
and myſterious, and that it ſhould ra: “ſene, with the laſt of whom, particu
ther have been after the royal manner *

-

In which laſt obſervation, I ſuppoſe the

-

counteſs of Stair alluded to the famed

-

flory of Conſtantia, wife to Henry the

-

ſecond, who hearing that there were
ſuſpicions propagated, as if ſhe intend

-

ed to procure a falſe birth, cauſed a roy

º

-

al tent to be erected in the midſt of the

• army encamped in the plains ºf Paler:
• mo, and was there publicly delivered of

-

* her child.

-

• I come now to another particular of
• the conduct of Sir john Stewart and

• adv jane, and that is their never doing
• any thing to prove the birth, after .
• were acquainted of the doubts and ſuſ
“ picions waich were
• cerning it.

entertained con

-

-

-

-

• It aſpears from the oath of Walter

º

• he heard theſe reports at a very early
period, about three or four weeks after
he received the letter acquainting him
of the birth; and it appears alſo from
clear and undoubled evidence, that
lady jane, and Sir john were very early
acquainted of theſe diſadvantageous re
ports. Upon being ſo acquainted of
theſe reports, it was ſurely natural for

• innocent people to have prºduced a
vindicate their

“...proof, in order to

º
-

• Put, then, all theſe circumſtances in
the conduct of the parties together,
and what can we think, but that the

ſtory is not true

But yet, what I have

hitherto ſaid, by itſelf, is not ſufficient to

prove the reaſons of redućtion, for ſtill
the defendant may alledge, that it is
offible, that he might have been born
in the houſe of a madame La Brune

upon the 10th of July 1748. No doubt
it is ſtill poſſible, but then the ſuppo
by any evidence whatever, and is alſo
fully contradićted and redargued by the
plaintiffs. However, we ſhall proceed
to examine this matter more accurately;

&
-

º
-

and in the firſt place, conſider the proof
brought as to the houſe. And upon
this point, I am clear, that the defen
dant has not only failed in proving the

-

exiſtence of the madame La Brune, in

&

whoſe houſe the delivery is ſaid to have
happened, but that the plaintiffs have
brought ſufficient evidence of the abſo
lute non-exiſtence of ſuch a perſon.

4.

•' haracter and the intereſt of their chil

.

• Hewit’s oath, which I believe to be
• falſe. Various pretences have been
• uſed for their not getting theſe neceſſary
• proofs. , Lady Jame thought herſelf

have been to madame Tewis.

ſition of the defendant is unſupported

own

• dren; but what proof did they ever
• produce Four forged letters, and Mrs.

1748, that they ſet out fur Paris, and

to whom, therefore, the ſymptoms of
pregnancy, and more particularly the
bulk of lady jane, muſt have been
more apparent than they poſibly could

-

• Colvie, couſin to Mrs. Hewit, that
•
•
•
•
•
*
•
•

larly, they lodged until the 21ſt of May

4.
º

There is indeed one of that name diſ

covered, who was a Garde Malade, or
ſick nurſe, but does this perſon in the

4.

-

leaſt anſwer the preciſe and pointed de
ſcription given of their madame La
Brune, both by Sir jobn Stewart and

• fronted, and her honour attacked.
• True, it may be ſo-But why not, then:
• do ſomething to defen" that honour and

-

Mrs. Hewit 2 not to ſay that it is

-

to aſcertain without doubt the birth of
her children for whom ſhe had ſo great
regard? Why was a madame Tewis
applied to, to prove the pregnancy,
when they had at Paris a Pier la Marre

-

highly incredible, that a lady of lady
jane's high rank ſhould, after having
come to Paris to be delivered, take up
her reſidence in ſo wretched an apartment

•
•
•
•
•

-

4.

thoſe of the Garde Malade, when it is

-

in proof they had money enough to hire
more reſpectable lodgings. ... But, be

-

ſides all, there is another ſufficient rea

4.

ſon to prevent the application of this

• who was the mannidwife, and a ma

• dame La Brune, and her daughter who
• were both witneſſes to this alledged de
, livery 3 or if they wanted fully to

-

La Brune, who was the Garde Malafe,

-

to the preſent queſtion, and that is,
that this woman herſelf was only a
lodger, in the houſe of one madame

º

aſcertain the pregnancy by the beſt evi

º

• dence that could be cºpećted, why
.

• apply only to madame Tewis, who

.

was their firſt landlady at Aix la Cha
c

• pelle, and whoſe houſe they

left as early
-

• as the 5th January 1748, when they had

Traverſ. Sir John has ſaid, that the
madame La Brune, in whoſe houſe the

delivery happened, was recommended
to him by Monſ. Godefroi, whereas
• Godefra,

I
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4.

Godefroi abſolutely denies that he ever
g

:

gave ſuch a recommendation. Sir john
has alſo ſaid, that ſhe was recom

removed from La Brune's ; and after.

mended to them by La Marre; but this
is incredible, becauſe it is acknowledged

miniſter, corre&ting this, and fixing the

wards in her letter to Mr. Harper, the

by Sir john himſelf, that he never

fixth day after the birth, as the time of
removal from La Brune's to Michell's,

ſaw Pier La Marre at the houſe of

can we think all this condućt confiſt

madame La Brune till the day of the
delivery.
* I come now to another material par

ent with the truth? But ſtill ſays, the de
fendant, in ſpite of the evidence now
Produced, the delivery may be true as

-

:

ninth day after the delivery, that they

ticular in this cauſe, and that is, the
very ſuſpicious appearance of Sir John
Stewart and lady Jane at the time of

it is ſet forth to have happened; as
there is no piece of evidence' which di

their going to the hotel D'Anjou kept

When they

having ſo happened. But in my opinion
there is ſuch evidence produced by the

come there, which, according to Mrs.
Hewit’s firſt account, was upon the 9th.

Jroi's books, confirmed by the united teſ.

g

by madame Michelle.

rectly excludes the poſſibility of its
Plaintiffs; and what I mean is God.

day after the delivery in La Brune's,

timony of him and his wife. The books

they appear there without either nurſe
or child; and what follows 2 they are
to go next day to the country to bring

themſelves, in my opinion, remain lia
ble to no ſolid objection, and deſerving

the greateſt credit. But when to th;

in their child; accordingly they do go

we add their oaths, in which there ap

to the country, and return again with
a child and a nurſe, the child almoſt
ſtarved to death for want of milk, and

Pears no ſuſpicion of perjury, and in
which they ſet forth ſo ſtrong a cauſe of
remembrance as monſ. Mail ſer's letter,

the nurſe a poor wretched, thief, who

recommending them to their houſe, can

appears to have been ſuddenly picked
up upon the ſtreets of Paris, upon ſome .

we poſſibly believe that all this is a
miſtake 2 If we do ſo, it is ſuppoſing

emergency when hurry and confuſion

every thing on one fide, againſt cle:

would not allow them time to get a
better one. In ſhort, I would try to
find one unſuſpicious circumſtance, but
cannot. The time of the delivery is
fixed for the loth of July. Here, the
letters wrote by Sir john and Mrs.

Hewit, and dated the 10th and 11th of
july, without making any mention of
the delivery at all, fall properly to be
conſidered.

And whatever may be the

and convincing evidence brought upon
the other ſide. I told you before, that

I reſerved the evidence as to the exiſt.
ence of the Pier La Marre, to be talked
of afterwards, I will notice that

now,

and I muſt ſay, that it was the evi.
dence brought by the defendant, that
has ſatisfied me to be of opinion, that

the ſtory of Pier la Marre's being the
accoucheur is a mere fiction. For what

effect of the defendant's arguments as

is the deſign of the defendant's evideº

to the reſt of them, yet it ſtands ac

upon this head? is it not to redargue
that of Sir john Stewart, which is juſt

knowledged, that there was one of

thoſe actually wrote upon the tenth.
And if we can fix one to be of that
date, how is it poſſible to imagine,
that this ſhould have taken no notice

of the delivery, or at leaſt of the ap
proaching delivery, when by Mrs.

in ſo many words telling your lordſhips,
that you are not to believe his accounts
of La Marre, but that the defendant

has now found cut another La Marrº,
As to the oath of Menager, wherein
he relates a converſation with fa Marre,

Hewit’s account, lady jane had been

of his (La Marre's) having delivered a

ill the whole night before the delivery :

foreign lady of twins, whatever truth
be in it, it cannot ſuit with the account
of lady jane Douglas's delivery. In
point of time, it is clearly long prior
to her delivery, and is fixed to have
been in the year 1747. This circum

When to this circumſtance of the let

ters, we add the different accounts
given by Mrs. Hewit about the time
between the delively and their removal
from La Brune's; when we ſee her con

tradićting herſelf upon this particular;

ſtance appeats ſo convincing upon this

when we find her ſwearing ſolemnly

point, that the e is no need to bring out

repeated times, that it was upon the

any other circumſtances, of which tiere

September, 1767.
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are many. Having now run through
moſt of the capital points in this great
cauſe, I ſhall ſpeak a little of the en
levement of Mignon and Sanry's chil
dren. The firſt of theſe certainly hap
pened very oddly, at the very time
when Sir john and lady jane are able
to give no account of themſelves, and
when they appeared at the houſe of
Michelle, under ſuch ſuſpicious circum
ſtances as I have formerly noticed.
The whole ſtory told by Sir jobn
Stewart and Mrs. Hewit, about the
manner of their going out to bring
their firſt child to Michell's, is incon

ſiſtent, contradictory, and ſuſpicious
throughout. Will they only give a
reaſon why they did not go to Monſ.
Godefroi's upon their return to Paris
in the year 1749, in order to bring away

Sept.

to commit this crime, yet I cannot but
obſerve, That their profeſſed view ſeems
to have been, by means of falſe children,
to get poſſeſſion of the eſtate of Doug
las; a great part of which, it is clear,
lady jane thought would at any rate
deſcend to her and her children. 4thly,

º
º
4.

&

As to the death-bed declarations, upon

º

which ſo much weight has been ;
by this defendant, I am old enough to
have ſeen, That where perſons have
once committed deſperate crimes, they
too often carry them on even to death :
perhaps hoping for that mercy from

º
&
º
&

their Maker, which the enormity of

º

their crimes would not allow them to

-

receive here. 5thly, As to the preg
nancy, I do not think the proof brought
in ſupport of this by the defendant,

º

º

ſufficient to ballance the whole of the

&

their ſecond child; or can they ſo much

as tell us where they were in Paris dur
ing the time they were ſearching after
their ſecond child No—they cannot
tell where they lodged, it was ſome
where or other in Paris, but of that

place, or ſtreet, or houſe, they can give
no ſort of deſcription. At this very
critical period, was the child of Sanry
ſtole from its parents, under a falſe
pretence. And the foreigners, who ſo
took the child, told its parents they
would hear of them at the inn called

other proofs brought by the plaintiffs.”
Upon the whole, his lordſhip was clear
for ſuſtaining the reaſons of reduction.
Immediately after the lord prefident
had finiſhed his ſpeech, it was agreed by
their lordſhips, That they ſhould deliver

their opinions according to ſeniority,
and therefore lord Strichen, the ſenior

judge, being called upon to give his opi
nion, delivered himſelf as follows.

* The proof of the pregnancy ſtrikes
me ſo ſtrongly in this cauſe, that I own
I cannot get over it. And more parti

I do not ſay, that

cularly, I lay a great deal of weight

the plaintiffs have brought the fact
of the enievements direétly home to
Sir John and lady jane; I only ſay,
that alongſt with ſuch a concatination
of other circumſtances they have con
fiderable weight upon my mind.
* Theſe are the material things upon
which I ground my opinion, and I ſhall
now conclude with a few general ob
ſervations upon this cauſe, 1ſt, I think
the condućt of both parties in their
management of the cauſe has been
blameleſs. As to the cry about the
plaintiffs changing their ground, and

upon the earl of Crawford's letter to
the duke of Douglas upon this ſubjećt.

reſorting to the evidence of Monſ. Go

over. . If then pregnant, it is clear,
that ſhe muſt have been delivered, or

Croix de Fer.

defroi's books, after they had founded
on Michelle's, I think it nothing to the
purpoſe. 2dly, I have given all the
weight, to the trađatus parentum,plead
ed for by the defendant, which I think

it deſerves. 3dly, Though I do not
chuſe to enter upon the motives that

might induce lady Jane and Sir John

I cannot but think that pregnancy may
be proved, ſo as to infer an abſolute
certainty of the fast. We know the
ſeaſons of the weather by general ob
ſervation, and why may not the ad
vancement of pregnancy be aſcertained

by fimilar obſervation I ſee it proved
beyond, controverſy, That lady jane
gradually ...] in her ſize : Iſabel

Walker, depones to this ſo explicitly,
and I believe with ſo much honeſty,
That I own it is a thing I cannot get
elſe have had either a miſcarriage or
an abortion, which, if ſo, it was un

doubtedly incumbent on the plaintiffs
to prove it, as the pregnancy once fully
aſcertained, lays, the preſonption for
a full birth. This being the caſe, I
cannot think that the defendant is
* bound
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* bound to prove his own birth t” This birth. Much has been ſaid about the

muſt reſt upon the acknowledgment of falſe accounts given by Sir John stewart,
his parents, and upon their uniform trac concerning the particulars of this birth;
and the inference drawn from Sir John
It is incumbent upon the plaintiff, to diſ Stewart's account of the matter, is, that
prove the birth by clear and poſitive evi the defendant is not his ſon. But I
dence ; and none ſuch, in my opinion, humbly apprehend, that Jad Sir john,
have they been able to bring. On the at the time of his declaration, even ac
contrary, the defendant, beſides the di knowledged that the defendant was not
rečt and poſitive teſtimony of one wit his ſon, that this would not have been
neſs, has brought an incredible weight ſufficient to have ſet him aſide, after he
tatus or treatment of him as their ſon.

of circumſtances corroborative of the

truth of his birth.

had attained the poſſeſſion of his eſtate,

If to this we add, in conſequence of his own acknowledg

that the whole ſtory of impoſture as ſet ment of him as his ſon. Upon this
forth by the plaintiffs is highly impro point, I refer to the great lord stair,
bable, we ſhall ſoon find the balance in who expreſſes himſelf in the following
cline to the defendant. Let us examine words, “Filiation is preſumed from mar.
this ſtory of the plaintiffs, and ſee if ‘riage, whereby the children are pre
they have probability on the fide of ‘ſumed to be the lawful children of thoſe
their hypotheſis. Was it credible, that * who are proved to have been married;
when lady jane and Sir John were ſo ‘ which is yet more pregnant and fa
poor, that it is proved they could ſcarcely * vourable on the part of the children,
maintain themſelves, they ſhould burden * to give them the right of aliment and
themſelves with the danger of ſo much ‘ſucceſſion, and is the probation of the
and the more poverty, provide * marriage betwixt thoſe who are pre
or the children of other people? Was ‘ſumed parents, which is ſo ſtrong a
it credible, that when one child might * preſumption *, that the mother ac
have ſerved the purpoſe, they would have * knowledging another father, than he

#."

burdened themſelves with two P or that

‘ that is married to her, will not preju

they ſhould have taken a weakly tender
º to ſupport a ſtronger one? Is it to
be believed, that after they had got the
impoſture of the firſt child accompliſhed,
they would have remained ſo long in and
about Paris, appearing in public, and

* dice the children, much leſs will the
* aſſertion of the father, that the chil

‘dren are not his, though he condeſcend
* upon another to be the true father :

* Yet, if both the married perſons do

‘ acknowledge, that the child is not pro

expoſed to the view of every perſon that *
might be in ſearch of them * or upon *
leaving Paris, is it credible, that they *
would have gone to Rheims, and remain *

ed there for the ſpace of fifteen months
It was ſurely much more natural for
them to have left France altogether, after
having committed ſo great a crime. But
not only do they remain quietly and
peaceably ſo
at Rheims, but they
even go back to Paris a ſecond time, to
pick up a ſecond child; which ſecond
child, when they did find, correſponded
exačtly to the accounts which they had
given of him, fifteen months before
they ſaw him, or knew any thing about
him. Such is the ſtory as ſet forth by
the plaintiffs; improbable it is, ſurely, to
• the laſt degree.
On the other hand, the condućt of Sir
john Stewart and lady jane Douglas is
very conſiſtent with the notion of a true

º;

create betwixt them, but by another as
father, who ſhould alſo acknowledge
the ſame and own the child, it would

elude the preſumption; but if both
* married perſons had owned and treated

“ the child as theirs, the concurring teſti
‘ monies of all the three, would not pre
* judice the child in the rights of ſucceſ.
* fion to his reputed father and mother."
The concluſion which we draw from

any falſehoods and contradićtions, which
may appear in Sir John's account of the
matter, is, that the defendant is not his

ſon; but we ſee, upon the above great
authority in law, that had Sir jobn and

lady jane both owned that he was not
their ſon, after having treated him uni

formly as ſuch for any length of time,
N

O

T

E.

* Lord Stair's Inſtitutions of the laws

of Scotland, Book 4. Tit. 45. .
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he muſt, nevertheleſs, have been main
tained in the poſſeſſion of his eſtate.

defendant has brou ght

in

Scpt.

ſupport of

liis

birth.

This being the caſe, I ſhall make a few.

Much ſtreſs has been laid upon an al
obſervations upon the other parts of the ledged detection of falſehood on the part

proof brought by the plaintiffs, no part of Sir jobn Stewart and Mrs. Hewit,
of which, excepting that by Monſ. Go in ſaying, that they were in want of
defroi's books, and his oath, is totally in money at Paris. It is true, that it is
conſiſtent with the truth of the birth, or in proof, that Sir John Stewart had

exclude the poſſibility of it. It is merely
of the negative kind, which can ſeldom
redargue direct poſitive teſtimony. I
apply this obſervation, particularly to
the proof attempted to be brought of the

letters of credit for a pretty conſiderable
ſum, but how do we know that Sir jobn
had this money free in his pocket after
he received it? very probably he had not,

as he was a thoughtleſs diſſipated man;
nonexiſtence of a La Marre and a La and therefore, the inference drawn from

Brune, againſt which negative proof, this letter of credit upon Paris is too
we have the dire&t and poſitive teſtimony ſtrong.

That they were in want of

of Sir John Stewart and Mrs. Hewit, money when in Paris, is poſitively ſwore
that La Brune's houſe was the place of to by both Sir john and Mrs. Hewit.

the delivery, ſhe herſelf one of the wit That it may have been ſo, I can eaſily
meſſes to it, and La Marre the accoucheur. believe. It will account for very many
The defendant has ſhown clearly there things in their condućt, which may now
was a La Marre, an accoucheur in Paris appear ſurpriſing to us.
at the time, and that he delivered a fo
As to the two enlevements, neither of
reign lady of advanced age of twins, them applies to Sir. john Stewart; it is
who (as La Marre ſaid) would be people conjećture merely. Upon the whole, I
of great wealth and rank in their own am clearly, for aſſoilzing the defendant.

country; and that the one of them was
ſtrong and healthy, the other weak and
ſickly. Taking, then, all theſe things

together, it is not only poſſible, but
highly probable; that the whole account
given by Sir John Stewart and lady jane

Wedneſday, july 8, 1767,
Lord K.A 1 M s ſpoke as follows.
Shall give your lordſhips the reaſons
of my opinion in this cauſe as ſhortly

Douglas is true. The plaintiffs lay great as poſſible.
The filſt light in which I view this
ſtreſs upon Godefroi's books, together
with the oath of him and his wife, and matter is, whether, if Mr. Douglas,
aſſert, that they have thereby proved (whom in this argument I call by that
the alibi fºom the fourth to the four name to diſtinguiſh the perſon) were
teenth of faly. I muſt here obſerve, that now requiring to be ſerved heir to the
we ought to have had the books, them: duke of Douglas, we would ſerve him

ſelves produced by the plaintiffs, and heir If this was the ſtate of the queſ.
that the producing a notorial copy of tion now, I own I ſhould be much dif
as I was exceedingly ſtruck
them is not enough. But, however, let ficulted; circumſtances
that were men
the
us look into the entries made in theſe with

books, we ſhall ſee ſo many blanks, ſo
much indiſtinctneſs and inaccuracy, that
without believing implicitly in Monſ.
Godefroi's memory, we cannot pay re

gard to them. They have ſworn indeed,
poſitively, that the blank article of the
4th of july, does relate to Sir John
Stewart and his company. But in this

it appears to me, they are very probably
both' miſtaken. But however that be,

tioned yeſterday with ſo much weight
from the chair.

But the fact is, that

Mr. Douglas, is already ſerved heir by
a verdićt of the jury; and therefore the
queſtion is, if the proofs brought by the
plaintiffs be ſufficient to void that verdićt,
and to turn him out of the poſſeſſion of
his eſtate, in which he is now ſo firmly
ſettled In my opinion, the proof brought
by the plaintiffs is not ſufficient for this

the proof by their oaths fingly ſuppla purpoſe, though perhaps it might have .
tory of their books, which I ſee are been ſufficient to prevent his being ſerved
liable to ſo much error, will not be ſuf.

heir at firſt.

There is one thing which runs through
direct and circumſtantiate, which the all the Proofs in this cauſe, and to no
ficient to ſet aſide the whole evidence

tice
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tice which is very material; that is, a the difficulties muſt vaniſh. Of the
certain confuſion naturally ariſing from pregnancy, I think, there is the moſt
enquiring into ſuch a number of facts compleat evidence that can be produced.
that have happened at ſuch a diſtance of I have always thought, from the begin
time. And therefore we ſhall be very ning of this cauſe, that the ſtreſs of it

apt to err if we draw ſtrong conſequen would lie here and therefore, to do away
ces from fačts, which, for the reaſon I the proof of the pregnancy, I expected

have given, cannot be compleatly aſcer that the plaintiffs would have brought a
tained. I will give ſome inſtances of proof .F. miſcarriage by lady jane.
this. There is evidence brought, that But we are not now, in ſo ſtrait a caſe :

lady jane and Sir John Stewart brought the ſervice has aſcertained the eſtate of
their French ſervant to the borders of the defendant, in which he muſt be con

France only, and that they there dropped tinued; and that ſervice held pro veri
him. This, when it was firſt alledged, tate, except the plaintiffs could have
might be conſidered as a very ſtrong brought direct and poſitive evidence of
circumſtance to prove a fraud. Where the contrary. What always touched me
as now it comes out clearly, that that the moſt in this cauſe, was the forged
fervant was a French deſerter, and

ſo

letters. Yet I own I cannot give this

dared not enter the kingdom of France. circumſtance, ſo much weight as to con
In this caſe therefore we ſhould have

clude from it, that the whole is abſo

been miſtaken, if we had drawn the

lutely falſe. I am far from thinking

conſequence which the fact, as at firſt that the evidence of Sir john Stewart was
ſet forth, ſeemed well to bear. I will not good againſt his ſon; but then I can
mention another thing which ſtrikes, me explain the whole of that evidence ſo as
in the ſame view. I mean that of lady to make it not abſolutely ſubverſive of

jane's loitering ſo long upon the road the truth of the birth. The forgery of
when drawing ſo near to the time of her the letters was no doubt an unjuſtifiable
delivery. Upon the ſuppoſition of a true circumſtance in the condućt of Sir john,
birth, ſhe muſt have had her reaſons for but then I ſee that theſe letters were

doing ſo, which perhaps now, cannot meant as an interim proof to the duke
appear to us, for the reaſon which I have of Douglas only ; for it is clear to me,
mentioned before.

On the other hand, that there was a La Marre, and that Sir

if we ſuppoſe an impoſture intended, it
is clear, that the ſooner they accompliſh
ed it the better. And her loitering ſo
long upon the road, when ſhe pretended
to be ſo big with child, could have no
other tendency than to blow up the whole

john did, at ſome time or other, corre

ſpond with him. The forgery of the
letters then was a circumſtance of con

dućt highly blameable insirjohn Stewart,
though I do not think it was much un
like the Tournelle proceſs, which to me

ſcheme they had laid. It is proved, that ſeems to have been intended by the plain
they left their maid ſervants at Rheims,
and yet it is ſaid that theſe maid ſervants
were accomplices. But taking it, that
they were not accomplices, why not en
truſt the affair to them, particularly to Iſa

tiffs to ſtab the defendant behind his

back. To me nothing can appear in a
more odious light than this Tournelle

Proceſs does, though I do not ſay that

the gentleman who conducted it had any

bel Walker, when ſince it appears that

fraudulent intention in ſo doing. The
(upon the ſuppoſition of an impoſture. I plaintiffs managers ſeem from the very
mean) ſhe has aétually perjured herſelf,
and endangered her ſoul for the ſake of
the defendant. So ſtanding the affair,
I want ſomething whereby I can explain
the condućt of the parties conſiſtently

beginning to have been convinced of the

impoſure, and therefore it would appear
that they thought every thing lawful that
would lead to a dete&tion.

with a real birth, and avoid what ap

Lord Auchi NLEck gave his opinion

pears to me a danger of drawing ſtrong

for the defendant, to the following
purpoſe.

conſequences from facts which cannot be

clearly ſettled. The proof which the
Have conſidered the cauſe with all
defendant has brought of lady jane's
the attention in my power, and am
pregnancy, is juſt what I wanted. For
Aot at all ſurpriſed that your lordſhips
if one holds this Proof to be true, all ſhould
differ in opinion about it, when
I conſider
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I conſider the immenſity of the proofs,
and the long laboured argument upon
theſe proofs.
In conſidering this cauſe I endeavour
ed to take care not to be as it were

Sept.

ſpace of many years together, with the
warneſt affection on the part of lady
Jane; and what was very remarkable,
though in very great poverty, neither
Sir

§l.

nor her, were ever heard to

#.

their giving theſe children a
drawn off at the tangent, and was al
are of the very little they had. The
ways willing to liſten to any further evi
dence that could be got. I was there defendant muſt be a ſtranger to the cir

fore very glad to have Iſabel Walker ex

cumſtances of his birth, and ſo cannot

amined again. To the queſtions which be anſwerable for the condu& of his ma
I thought material, this witneſs anſwer nagers. It is not in this caſe as upon a

ed pointedly and diſtinétly; and though

criminal indićtment, where the guilt of

ſhe underwent an examination of two

the priſoner may often appear from his

days from the plaintiffs, with the ſpe

behaviour, from his looks, and from the

cial view, as appeared, of making ; ſhape of his defences.
Theſe are the general principles, which
contradićt her former evidence, yet, ex
cept in one trifling inſtance, ſhe kept applied to this caſe, will, in my opinion,
her temper, throughout the whole, and dire&t the deciſion of it. However, i
had to me ſo ſtrong an appearance of in muſt obſerve farther, that I could have

tegrity, . . that I do believe that every

wiſhed that we could have had a more

thing ſhe has ſwore is agreeable to full, clear, and ſatisfying evidence than
truth. Before I enter into the cauſe, I we have ; and farther, that this proceſs
muſt premiſe a few general obſervations. had taken riſe at a time when there were

In all queſtions about filiation, ſceptical no bye motives to bring it, inſtead of its
people may have opportunities of raiſing being brought immediately after the de
abundance of doubts; as it is poſſible fendant had defeated duke Hamilton in
that wives may be unfaithful, nurſes point of law. I own that I cannot get
falſe to their charge, and that they may out of my view the method in which
both conſpire to bring in falſe children. this proceſs was raiſed and condu&ed.

Yet, though ſuch things may happen in This is material, becauſe it will account
almoſt every poſſible caſe, yet the law will for many fingularities occurring in this
determine ſuch queſtions Nº. general cauſe. Inſtead of applying for an aa
rinciples, requiring a legal certainty in and commiſſion from this court to bring
#.
..., ; the abſtraćt. ..". of the impoſture, the plain.
Of this daily inſtances occur in this court. tiffs were pleaſed to bring their crimi
And in the caſe of alledged baſtardy par nal action before the parliament of Paris,
ticularly, the law will take its courſe, and , procured a monitoire important,
and hold the child to be lawful, except
there be abſolute impoſſibility of its be
ing the child of the huſband. Indeed,
if we had not theſe rules, every thing
would run into abſolute confuſion.

I

would obſerve further, that if a perſon
is acknowledged by a married couple to
be their child, this is legal evidence of
it; and ſuch a train of acknowledgment
muſt be held to be a probatio probata or
pro veritate, till the contrary be proved
by clear and undoubted evidence. The
longer it is before the challenge of ſuch
a perſon's birth is
the harder it
is to get the better of this legal pre

º

which treats Sir jobn Stewart and Mrs.

Hewit as already convićted of the ſup
poſitition of children. And under the

word Quidam, makes the thing as plain
as if they had put in the initials of their
names. . I did not condemn this proceſs
before the Tournelle, becauſe it was un

faſhionable, but becauſe it was unjuſt
and oppreſfive to the laſt degree; and I
think I can give pointed evidence, that
this my opinion was well founded. I
ſhall give two or three inſtances which
will

j,

explain what I mean.

In a converſation betwixt miſs Louiſa
Hybert at Rheims, and Mr. Andrew

ſumption. If the caſe of Douglas had Stewart, it appears, that at firſt the lady
been like that of Kinnaird, the argument told him that ſhe obſerved the pregnancy;
from the parents acknowledgment would whereas, after the Tournelle proceſs, and
not have applied ; but here there is a the publication of the monitoire, ſhe
long courſe qf acknowledgment for the retraćted this notion, and ſwore the

:

re

º:

º
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rea contrary. Another inſtance of this heads. , 1ſt, Things excluſive of the truth
appears from the condućt of Francoiſe of the birth, ſuch as lady jane's age,
la Marre, brother to the famous Pier letters of falſe dates, the enlevements,
la Marre. Mr. D'Anjou, procureur for non-exiſtence of la Marre and la Brune,
the plaintiffs in Paris, in his private me &c., . And 2dly, The alibi in monſ.

morial ſays,

that Francoiſe la Marre Godefroi's upon the 10th of july. The

told him, that his brother Pier la Marre plaintiffs have now given up the point of
was intimate with a Madame la Brune, the age, though it was upon that alone

and that he had taught her midwifery. that the ſuſpicions firſt roſe; but they ſay
From a ſecond note or jotting of Mr. that ſhe had only the appearance of preg

D'Anjou's it appears, that the other nancy; Well, take it ſo; it is clearly
party had been with Francoiſe la Marre, proved that ſhe had ſuch an appearance;
and that he told them every thing but and from all the circumſtances I am ful
the information of his brother's acquain ly convinced it was a real pregnancy. If
But after all,

no appearance of pregnancy had appear

when this Mr. Francoiſe la Marre is
ſwore upon our ačts and commiſſion, he
ſays he knew nothing at all about his
brother's acquaintance with la Brune.

ed at all, then the cauſe muſt have gone
clearly againſt the defendant. None of the

tance with la Brune.

Madame Michelle is another inſtance of
the miſerable bad effe&ts of this Tour

other circumſtances which are brought by
the plaintiffs are, I think, proved, ex
cept that of the forgery of the letters,

which always ſtuck ſtrongeſt with me.

nelle proceſs. Upon her being firſt diſ Here comes in a queſtion, What ſhall be
covered ſhe ſaid, That when madame the conſequence to this defendant, if his
Stewart-Douglas came to her houſe, ſhe father did not act the proper part The
had all the appearance of a woman re people upon the other ſide have at times
cently delivered. In ſhort, if I could not ačted properly neither; for inſtance,
believe the witneſſes adduced after the the Tournelle proceſs, and all the conſe
Tournelle proceſs, and the proceedings quences of it. In the condućt of which
upon it, I would fairly acknowledge cauſe there is ſomething that does not a
that the pregnancy is diſproved by theſe little reſemble la Marre's letters. Of
witneſſes. Madam Sautry, the mantua this I ſhall give the following ſtrong and
maker at Rheimr, makes ſtrong endea pregnant inſtance. At firſt the plaintiffs
vours to diſprove the pregnancy; ſhe thought proper to place the ſcene of the
even meaſures lady jane to make ſure alibi in the houſe of Michelle upon the
work of it.

When we look into the

eighth day of july, and this they did up

plainte to the parliament of Paris, they
appear to be ſatisfied that lady jane had
every appearance of pregnancy; but af
ter the monitoire appeared, the memories
of the witneſſes underwent a great altera
tion. Some of them being very much
weakened in this particular, when others
were as much improved.
Having thus taken a general view of
the proof brought by the plaintiffs in
this cauſe, I have only to add, that I
pay no great credit either to the books
of police, or to thoſe of the hotels in
Paris. The plaintiffs at firſt ſet forth,
that theſe books were infallibly ſure, and
liable to no errors or miſtakes ; where
as to me it really appears to be a battle
of books betwixt the reſpective hotels.
Such is the evidence upon which we
are to determine this great cauſe, ex
cepting ſomewhat as to the condućt of
parties. The proof againſt the defen
dapt may be reduced to two general

on the authority of Michelle's books, and
alledged that the article of monſieur Flu

ratt and his family wrote in that book
upon that day, was of the hand-writing
of Sir John Stewart himſelf. This being
the caſe, the plaintiffs thought proper im:
mediately to get this book of Michelle's

locked up in the Tournelle, in order, it
ſeems, that the defendant might never ſee
it. Inſtead of producing the book itſelf,
the plaintiffs have brought a long oath
concerning this book, and more particu
larly concerning this article the date and

hand-writing of the entry concerning
monſ. Fluratt and his family. This gentle
man,who depones in a moſt pointed man
ner upon his bare memory as to the dates
and hand-writing of the articles of this
book, is one Maitre Dureſſeau, a man
who has a great, many ſounding titles,
Conſeiller du Roi, and I know not all
what. He depones, That ſo far as he
-Cal)
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can remember, the article which goes be therefore they take up an apprehenſion
fore that of monſ. Fluratt is of a date an that the blank article of the 4th of july,
terior to that of the 8th of july; and that in their livre D'pence, relates to him and
he remembers to have aſked of Michelle lady jane and Mrs. Hewit.
Upon the whole, my opinion is, that
of whoſe hand-writing was the article of
monſ. Fluratt : And that Michelle an as the defendant is now in complete poſ
ſwered the deponent, “That this article ſeſſion of his eſtate, and as the evidence
was neither of his hand-writing nor that againſt him is neither unſuſpicious nor
of his wife's ; and that he preſumed it concluſive, that therefore he falls to be
was of the hand-writing of the perſon aſſoilzied.
who called himſelf Fluratt. However,
[ To be continued. J

the plaintiffs having changed their ground
as to the alibi, and transferred it to monſ. An impartial Account of a late intereſſing

Godefroi's ; then Michelle's book itſelf

is produced, though it ſeems it could
not be got before; when, inſtead of the
dates and hand-writing being as repre
fented by this officer of the police, it ap
pears clearly that they are both eſſential

Conference; with the ſeveral Particu
lars previous and ſubſequent.
“ This Self-command of Charles was
“ united to perfeół Candor and Sin

“ cerity; otherwiſe it had merited
“ but ſmall Praiſe.”
Hume's Hiſtory of the Stuarts, firſt
Impreſſion: left out in all future

iy different. What then can be ſaid to
be the deſign of all this

No other ſure

ly than to impoſe upon your lordſhips by

Editions.

repreſenting the alibi to have been at Mi
chelle’s. This was at leaſt a wrong ſtep,
weeks before the riſing of par
as much ſo perhaps as the fabricating of
liament, Mr. C–nw—y declared to
the four letters, which may be compared ſeveral of his friends a reſolution he had
to the pia fraudes which were frequent of taken to reſign; becauſe, as he ſaid, his
old, and which happened although the ſituation was become extremely diſagree

Sº

people that uſed them were in the main
jupporting a thing that was right. Yet I

able to him, he was overruled in his opi
nion of meaſures which he did not

º:

do not vindicate Sir john for this ſtep, but and becauſe he was by his office neceſſa
I cannot carry the thing ſo far as to make rily obliged to ačt in oppoſition to his
it overbalance the weight of unſuſpicious friends, with whom he wiſhed to be re
evidence which the defendant has pro united. And he made the ſame declara
duced.
tion, or ſomething not very unlike it,
I come now to touch ſhortly upon the to a Great Perſonage; but at the ſame
roof of the alibi at monſ. Godefroi's. In time ſaid, he would ſtay, till a ſucceſſor
inſtructing of which I think the plaintiffs was appointed. In conſequence of this
have totally failed, and I muſt continue declaration, he ceaſed to tranſact any bu
to think ſo, except I can believe that he ſineſs in his office, and circular letters
and his wife have memories ſuperior to were ſent to the ambaſſadors for four
joſeph Scaliger's. They have indeed weeks together, ſignifying that he was
moſt unaccountable memories, according out of employment.
to their own account of the matter ; for
A few days before the riſing of parlia
they even remember what coat Sir John ment, the l—d preſident (l—d N—rth
j. in the year 1748. I am however —g—n) decared to the ſame Great Per
unwilling to believe them to be perjured, ſonage, his reſolution to reſign, on ac
but I

ºil. that

they had their memo

count of his ill ſtate of health, and real

ries refreſhed by the monitoire, as many inability to attend the public buſineſs;
others ſeemed to have had theirs weakened and adviſed the Great Perſon to ſend for

by it. They have been miſled by their
books, which they think all very accurate,
though it is proved to demonſtration they
are liable to many errors and miſtakes.
And becauſe they had marked Sir John
Stewart's name in the livre D'Inſpecteur,
* Wide purſuers proof, page 887.

the D. of B–df—d, l—d T–mp—e,
and Mr. G–nv–le, &c. whom he had

before publicly declared were equal to
their

º

This, though an expected event, bore
no relation to the preceding declaration
of Mr. C —nw—y, nor were the two
perſons in the ſmalleſt degree conne&ted.
A few

1767.
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A few days after the riſing of parlia fition, and turn to the proceedings of the
ment, the Great Perſon wºote a letter

Court.

-

-

In conſequence of the verbal anſwer
with his own hand to one of his principal
ſervants, who lay ſick at Hampſtead, ac received from Hampſtead, the Favour
quainting him of his reſolution to make ite applied to his former aſſociate lord
ſome alterations in his ſervants, and de

H–lf—x, who had ſo materially aſſiſted

firing his aſſiſtance or advice. The ſet him in procuring an approbation of the
vant ſent a verbal anſwer to this effect, late peace, and other meaſures. That per
“ That ſuch was his ill ſtate of health, ſon ſent him his advice on Sunday morn

the Great Perſon muſt not expe&t from
him any further advice, or aſſiſtance, in
any arrangement whatever.”
*
It being now certain, that application
muſt be made to ſome part of the oppoſi

ing (July the 5th): ſoon after the receipt
of whico, the Favourite ſet out for Rich

mond ;

and it was remarkable, and

much taken notice of at the tine, that a

Great Perſonage did not come to town
Whatever was the plan then
dreaded nothing ſo much as a diviſion of adopted for a new arrangement of mini
them, and therefore had for ſome time ſters is not exactly known ; and if it
ſtrongly recommended a firm union a were, might be more decently gueſſed,
mong them againſt the ſecret defigns of than related. Certain it is, that that pait
the Favourite ; whom, it is ſaid, he ſuſ of the oppoſition uppoſed to be the feaſt
tion, that the duke of N–w-–tle, who that day.

pected would attempt to repeat his old

hoſtile to the Favourite, was immediate

trick of dividing them.

His grace con ly applied to. The Duke of G –ft—n
verſed with the friends of all the leaders wrote a letter, by order of the court, to
in oppoſition ; and preſſed with particu the marquis of R—ck–g—m, “requeſt
lar aſſiduity and extraordinary ardour, ing his lordſhip's return to court, to aſſiſt
the great and indiſpenſable neceſſity of a in the preſent critical fituation of affairs.”
faithful and ſteady adherence to each This naturally brought on an interview
other. He ſhewed the advantages which between the duke and the marquis; when
muſt reſult from ſuch an union, and he among other things, his grace ſaid,
exhibited the wretched and ruined ſitua

“That he was tired of his office, and
tion into which any part of thcm muſt wiſhed his lordſhip inight be his ſucceſ
inevitably fall, if they ſuffered themſelves for.” Lord R—ck—g—m aſked, “Whe
to be ſeduced from their friends. His ther his grace ſaid this from his own, or
grace took infinite and incredible pains to from the authority of an higher power.”
unite the houſes of Ruffel and Went.

The duke ſaid, “ he could not anſwer

worth; leſt by the ſecret machinations of that queſtion.” The conference broke
the Favourite, (againſt whoſe pernicious off; but, two days after, was renewed;
influence no adminiſtration has hither to when lord R.—ck—g—in aſked the duke
's
been able to ſtand, the moment he chuſes “, whether he was treating with the
to become their enemy) either of them miniſter, or with the duke of G-ft—n.”
's
ſhould be over-reached, or drawn in by Time duke anſwered, “ with the
a principle of miſtaken duty ; when in minister" Lord R.—ck–g—m then ſaid
reality it is a much more eſſential duty, “, he would not conclude upon anything
and a matter of firict juſtice, to enquire without the advice and participation of
on Saturday,
after the author of the public grievances, his fiends "
than to connive at the protcétion afforded July 11, he ſet out for Iſoburn; where he

A.J.

him.

With a view to the final accom

found lord Alb–In–l who had ſtopped

pliſhment of this union, ſo extremely in the e in his way to Buxton, for his health :
terciting to the welfare of the country, when the above particulars were laid be
the lords G – wir, W–y—th, and fore his grace the duke of B-df—d,
Mr. R—gby, dined with his grace at who ſaid “ that as the Great Perſonage
Cl—r—nt ; and a few days afterwards had made choice of the marquis of
r, he ſhould
(July 5, 1767) the marquis of R—ck R—ck—g—m for his m
—g—m, and ſeveral of his friends, din readily acquieſce in that nomination, for
ed likewiſe with his grace at the ſame the ſake of putting an end to parties, and
of reſtoring un, nurity, ſo peculia, yet
place.
At this period we will leave the oppo tential at this time to tº manageinent of
St Pt. 1767.
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the public buſineſs; but though he re of the idea of a comprehenſive ſyſtem, and
nounced all pretenſions to any place or hoped it was net meant to exclude his
emounent for himſelf, yet he did not friends, and thoſe about his perſon : for
mean that his friends ſhould for that rea the reſt, he entirely agreed.”
Which
ſon be excluded : on the contrary, he ſti anſwer being given to loru R-ck—g—in,
pulated, that they ſhould be conſidered in he ſent for the duke of B–df—d to Lon
the new arrangement; and upon that don, who arrived on Sunday evening the
condition he chearfully offered his ſup

19th.

On Monday July the zoth, it was a
port to the adminiſtration. And he add
cu, that if the Great Perſonage had made greed, that there ſhould be a meeting of
clºse ºf hºmſelf to treat with, he ſhould the ſeveral perſons in town at Newcaſtle
have ºx, tied the ſame kind of renuncia houſe that day, and accordingly there
tion from his is rºlſhip, regarding himſelf came the dukes of B–df—d, N–w—le,
perſon, ly, and his triends ſhould, in like R—chm—d, and P−tl—d; the marquis
n:::::::: have been taken care of. How of R–ck—g—m ; the earl of S-w—ch;
ver his gº ice ſaid, 'That all this was viſcount W-y—th; Mr. D–wdeſ—il,
coi.ditionally only, for he would not a Mr. R.—gby, and admiral K–pp—l.
Mr. R.—gby read a letter from Mr.
gree is anything without firſt conſulting
łord 'I'-mp—e and Mr. G–nv–le.” G—nv–le, “ wherein that gentleman
Accordingly Mr. R.—g—y went over to promiſed his ſupport to the new admini
tlem, and their joint anſwer was, an ſtration, out of office, provided the de
exačt concurrence with the duke of pendance and obedience of the colonies
13 –df-d, into whoſe hands they com were aſſerted and maintained.” Much

mitted the entire management of this ne
gotiation : they ſaid, “ They would take
nothing themſelves, for the ſame lauda
ble reaſons which had influenced his grace,
and they only deſired, as he had done,
that their friends might be confidered,
and upon that condition they promiſed to
ſupport the new adminiſtration with all
their power and ability.” . It muſt not
be forgot, that the duke of N–wc—ſtle
ſaid preciſely the ſame. Thus theſe four
great and reſpectable perſons, of acknow
ledged ability and great experience, agreed

altercation inſtantly aroſe upon reading
this letter. The marquis of R-ck—g—m
was warm.

The duke of B–df—d re

markably cool and temperate. At length
lord S-dw—ch ſaid, “ that it was need

leſs to debate about that letter, for he
was certain they all meant the ſame thing;

that their condućt, reſpecting the colonies,
muſt be regulated by the future behavi

our of the colonies, and not by any regard

or retroſpect to former tranſa&tions. If
the colonies, added his lordſhip, are du
tiful and loyal, there will be no occaſion
to ſacrifice themſelves in order to reſtore to exerciſe any extraordinary power over
tranquillity to the public, unanimity to them ; and if they ſhould be otherwiſe,
the
's counſels, and eſtabliſh an able he did not doubt but all preſent, as well
and permanent adminiſtration, compoſed as their friends, would join in every proper
of men of talents, judiciouſly ſelected and neceſſary meaſure to enforce obedi
from all parties. Lord R–ck—g—m ence.”. This reaſoning being approved
impreſſed with this idea, and following, of, and all uniting in the ſame ſentinents,
as he had done, in his conferences with Mr. D—wdeſ-II took up the letter, and
the duke of B–df—d, the advice and di ſtruck out the two words aſſerted and

e&tion of his good and worthy friend lord maintained, and put in ſupported and
Alb–m—l returned to London; with full eſtabliſhed. Here all altercation upon this

powers to treat upon the formation of a ſubject entirely ended, Mr. R—gby fold
new adminiſtration, upon a broad and

ed up the letter, and put it into his

comprehenſive ſyſtem. The D. of G–ft—n
was made acquainted with this, and de
ſired to report it to a Great Perſonage,
which he did on the 15th of July. The
Great Perſonage took two days to conſider
of it. On Friday the 17th, an anſwer

pocket; and there was not another word
uttered concerning it.

was ſtaid to be returned to the Duke of
G—ft—n to this effe&t, “ . That the

-

They then came to the arrangement of
men to the great offices; the ſubject up
on which they had met. The marquis
of R–ck–g—m propoſed himſelf for
firſt lord of the treaſury, with the powers

uſually annºxed to that poſt, and Mr.
Great Perſonage adopted and approved D-wdeſ—il for his chancellor of the ex
chequer;
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chequer; to all which the duke of abilities, and employ all his good offices
B—df—d agreed. The marquis next in crºſſeavouring to reconcile the parties
propoſed Mr. C–nw—y for ſecretary of who had diffel cq ; he urged again, and
ſtate, and miniſter of the houſe of com again, the neceſſity of their agreeing up
mon; *. To which the duke of B–df—d on this great, this important occaſion :
ſaid, “ that he had for two ſeſſions ſeen he trembled for the miſchiefs and dangers,
ſufficient proofs of Mr. C–nw—y's ina which muſt ariſe from a diviſion of their
bility in a civil capacity, ever to agree to ſtrength and intereſts ; and concluded
that propoſal; that he thought the mili with repeatedly ſupplicating, in the ſtrong
tary was Mr. C–nw—y's proper line; 'eſt terms, that they might be brought
that he had always entertained a very high together again to his houſe that evening.”
opinion of him as a military officer; that Lord S-dw-ch waited on the duke of
he had not the leaſt objection to Mr. B—df—d, and the duke of N–w—le
C—nw—y's being amply provided for on went himſelf to the narquis of R–ck
the military eſtabliſhment; nay, to his —g—m. Accordingly the following five
being gratified to the utmoſt of his wiſh met at Newcaſtle-houſe that evening; viz.
es.”
the dukes of B —df—d and N—wc—ſtle,
The marquis of R–ck—g—m ſaid, the marquis of R —ck—g—m, Mr.
“ that it was a propoſal from which he D—wdeſ—II and Mr. R—gby. When
could not recede;” and other words to the marquis inſiſting on the propoſal he
the ſame effect. Upon which Mr. R—gby had before made reſpecting Mr. C-nw-y,
ſaid, “that they ſtopped at the threſhold, and declaring he would not agree to any
and that it was needleſs to go any further arrangement in which Mr. C–nw—y
-

-

into the matter.”

-

was not included in that capacity,

and

The parties broke up, without any o the duke of B–df—d refuſing to agree
ther condition being ſo much as menti to it, the conference finally broke off.
oned.
Next day, Wedneſday, the marquis of
Next morning (Tueſday, July 21.) the R—ck—g—m waited on a Great Perſon
earl of S-d—ch having occaſion to make age ; and, it is ſaid, acquainted him,
a viſit to the duke of N–w—le, his grace that he had met his friends, who had a
took the opportunity of reſuming the ſub greed to the propoſal of his being firſt
jećt of laſt night's conference : “he ear lord of the treaſury, but that they had
neſtly conjured his lordſhip to exert his differed in providing for Mr. C–nw—y,
and that in conſequence of that differ
N O T E.
ence, he had no plan of adminiſtration
* This officer is but of modern inſii to lay before him. The Great Perſon
tution; and, to the inexperienced reader, age thanked his lordſhip for the pains he
may require ſome explanation. The firſt had taken, and the regard he had ſhewn
we find upon record, is he, who, in Nov. to his ſervice; but added that be never
1755, couched his firſt written inſtructi knew the treaſury was deſigned for his
lordſhip *.
ons in the following words :
-

From

-

“ SIR,
N

O

T

E.

“ The king has declared his intention to
make me ſecretary of ſtate, and I (ve
* Immelintly after the marquis of
ry unworthy as I fear I an of ſuch an
R--ck--g-m's coming out, lord H.--if--x
undertaking) muſt take the conduct of was
introduced to the Great Perſonage,
the houſe of commons. I cannot there
fore well accept the office till after the and his loºd:lip had the honour of a
private conference, which laſted a conſi
firſt day's debate, which may be a dcrable
time.
warm one. A great attendarce that day
“Though
the wings of prerogative
of my friends will be of the greateſt have been clipped,
the influence of the
conſequence to my future fituation, and crown is greater than
it was in any
I ſhould be extremely happy, if you period of our history.ever For
when we
would, for that reaſon, ſhew you; ſelf
conſider, in , how many boroughs the
amongſt them, to the great honour of, government
has the voters at its com
&c. &c,
macd; when we conſider the vaſt body
H. F.”
of perſons employed in the collection of
-

C c c c 2

the

-
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From the concluſion of this anſwer

Sept.

It is to the honour of the oppoſition,

it is clear, that either the marquis of that all finiſter efforts, and temptations,
R—ck—g—m greatly miſtook the D. which were repeatedly held out to differ
of G –ft—n in the conferences he had

with his grace; or, that his grace was
not ſufficiently candid and explicit in his
converſations with the marquis. The
latter is ſaid to have been the caſe ; upon

ent parts of them, in order to divide

then, were ſteadily repelled, and uni
formly refuſed.

It is to be lamented,

that they were not able to compromiſe
their own differences: though it is not
which the reader will make his own re-. difficult for a man of penetration to ſee,
marks.
...that if the reſpectable perſons who met
The marquis of R—ck—g—m waited at N–wc—ſtle-houſe had agreed, there
on the D. of B–df—d (Thurſday July was ſtill a poſſibility of other obſtacles
23.) and expreſſed his deſire that no being ſecretly thrown in their way, which
difference might ariſe between them on might, have afterwards appeared in ano
account of what had paſſed, but that ther place. And it is ſhrewdly imagined,
they might continue in the ſame union that this negotiation was not intended to
and friendſhip as before ; which was ac ſucceed, when it was found, they were
not to be divided. Certain it is, that an
cepted.
On Friday July 24, Mr. C–nw—y unhappy ſuffering country is ſtill de
attempted to renew the negotiation with prived of the much wiſhed-for ſervices of
the marquis of R–ck—g—m exclu its real and moſt able friends; of that
fively; but the marquis refuſed to leave deſirable union, which alone can give
his friends.
ſtability to government, and can relieve,
All negotiation being now at an end, or rather reſcue, us, from the all-con
the leading perſons in adminiſtration met ſuming hand of a wicked FAvou Rite.
-

to conſider on what ſhould be their fu

A. B.

ture condućt. They all agreed to remain
in their places.
N

O

T

To the E D I T O R.

E.

S I R,

Aug. 19, 1767.
the revenue in every part of the king Olſerving that you have advertiſed for
dom, the inconceivable number of place
your next Magazine an Account of the
men, and candidates for places in the
Conference at N–w—le Houſe, I have
cuſtoms, in the exciſe, in the poſt-office,
ſent you a ſhort Paper, which ought is
in the dock-yards, in the ordnance, in
accompany the Account of that famous
the ſalt-office, in the ſtamps, in the navy
Conference, aſ it throws a very can
and viðualling-office, and in a variety of fiderable Light upon one Part of it; and
other departments : when we conſider
contains a very extraordinary Fa&ſub
again the extenſive influence of the mo ſequent to it. If the Contents or Sub
ney-corporations, ſubſcription-jobbers, ſtance of this Paper are not included in:
and contračters; the endleſs dcocndence

created by the obligations conferred on

what you have promiſed, pleaſe to in
ſert it immediately after ikat Account

the bulk of the gentlemen's families

in your next.

throughout the kingdom, who have rela
I am your Friend, and a ly, ſº
tions preferred, in our navy, and nume
Jºſher to your work.
rous ſtanding army; when, I ſay, we
confider how wide, how binding a de
URING the winter there was a fe
pendence on the crown is created by the
cret league concluded between a
above-enumerated particulars;” and the noble marquis in oppoſition, and two
great, the enormous weight and influence perſons in high offices of great truſt and
which the crown derives from this ex confidence; whereby the two laſt en
tenſive dependence upon its favours and gaged to oppoſe and ſubvert the meaſures
power; any lord in waiting, any lord of of adminiſtration, in order to open the
the bed chamber, any man, may be ap way for his lordſhip's reſtoration to of—
pointed miniſter.
fice ; and, of courſe, to obtain greater
A doctrine to this c{fešt is ſaid to have
been the advice of L-d H–lf-x.
-

emoluments for themſelves.

On the

queſtion relative to reſtraining the divi
dend
i.
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dend of the Eaſt India Company, it is with thoſe whom he betrayed into the
memorable, that they both ſpoke and di belief of his being their friend; and
vided againſt their colleagues in office, thinking them the moſt likely to gratify
and with the friends of the marquis. his inſatiable luſt of lucre; determined,
But they were defeated by the influence what in him will be recorded the moſt
and management of the Favourite, who extraordinary ačt of his life, to throw
was vindićtive againſt the Eaſt India Com aſide his diffidence, and to tell his maſter
pany becauſe they had not complied with he would reſign. But before he had got
1767.

the enormous demands of his miniſter, in to the door, his natural diffidence and

order to diſcharge the
's debt. For
that is the ſecret and true motive of the
Thane's enmity to the company, and
likewiſe of all thoſe who ačt by his di
rećtion. But though theſe two perſons
had ventured to appear in oppoſition to
him, on this meaſure, it muſt not from

timidity returned; his ſpirit, which was
no more than affected, forſook him; he
humbly repreſented the peculiar ſituation
he was in, over-ruled in his counſels,
aëting againſt his friends, and concluded
with a requeſt to reſign, to which he
added, an earneſt ſolicitation to remain,

thence be concluded, that they are uni
till a proper ſucceſſor was ap
formly in oppoſition to him ; on the pointed. This ſudden, and yet, in ſome
contrary, they have ſince made atone meaſure, expected ſtep, throwing the ad
ment for this offence, and are become miniſtration into a kind of convulſion,
perfectly obedient, and quite reſigned to the bowels of which had, for ſome time
his will. He needs but hold up his fin before, been much diſordered; brought
ger, and a ſpirit of jealouſy will glow in on the negotiation for a change of mini
their breaſts, which ſhall appear moſt ob ſters. That negotiation failing, and the
ſequious.
firſt of theſe perſons not having been in
The Thane's vićtory on that day de cluded in the marquis's liſt of promoti
layed the expected conſequences of the ons; that perſon, in reſentment for this
league. And the two perſons in office, negle&t of his merits, and the ſervices
affecting independence, promiſed to re which he had performed, during the
ſign, becauſe they were reſponſible for winter, to forward the ſecret deſigns of
meaſures which they were not allowed the marquis, and which he modeſtly
to guide. They were exceedingly preſſed eſteemed much greater than thoſe of Mr.
to a performance of this promiſe. Two C-y ſome few days afterwards ſhook hands
ſuch reſignations muſt neceſſarily throw with his ſuperior, in office : the very man
the adminiſtration into confuſion ; and as whom he had oppoſed, and who had ta
effectually open a door for the marquis, ken ſo forward and public a part in the
as obtaining a majority at Weſtminſter. Eaſt India queſtions, as to be ſtyled the
But one of theſe perſons, who is too manager of them ; tho' in fact he was
true a courtier ever to pay the ſmalleſt no more than the favourite's agent. And
regard to his promiſes; who is as re this agent, to complete the duplicity of
markable for breaking them, as he is his charaćier, which was ſufficientiy che
for his levity in making them ; whoſe quered before to make every great and
profeſſions of fidelity are like profeſſions good man avoid him, and in compliment
of virtue in the proſtitute, made only to his new ally, who was already begun
to aggravate the ſin of hypocriſy; and to laugh at this act of his deſpicable
whoſe innumerable breaches of faith, folly, and ſign the declaration of freſh
with all ranks of men, are become pro inconſtancy ; has made a full renuncia
verbial : this perſon as uſual, and as tion of all his errors in the Eaſt India
might have been expe&ted, deſerted the buſineſs; has engaged to unſay, and to
engagement he had ſigned; laughed at undo, every thing he had ſaid, and had
all the promiſes, threats, and aſſurances done before ; and in all reſpects whatſo
he had made of reſigning ; flew to the ever, excepting in his moſt dutiful and
embraces of the Thane; and has ob

humble ſubmiſſion to the Thane,

tained a peerage for his L–y.
The other, too inſignificant to be in
dependent ; and too avaricious not to
court emolument from any quarter;
feeling himſelf under ſome engagement

which they are equaliy bound, to act di
rečtly contrary next winter, to what he
did the laſt.—But here it may be aſked

in

who is to read the recantation of the Com

mander in Chief of the Army, the Se
cretary

574
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cretary at War, one or two of the Vice the next thing you ought to endeavour
Treaſurers of Ireland, and the many to acquire is, his confidence; and having
others who ſupported the M–r in that obtained both, it will then be time to
meaſure of reſtraining the Eaſt India di conſider how you are to maintain yourſelf
vidend ? it is ſaid of ſome of them, that in the poſſeſſion of them. Without con
they did not act in conſequence of any fidence, your adminiſtration neither can
direétions, but from an opinion of their nor ought to be of long continuance; for
own, which they had formed when the it is not becoming the dignity of a great
m—r was ſo much fretted by the vigour prince to intruſt his authority where he
of oppoſition, and ſo much bewildered does not beſtow his good opinion, nor
by his total ignorance of every part of can any miniſter ſafely exerciſe the pow
the ſubječt, that, ſo far from being ca er of the crown, who has not the hearty
pable to give inſtrućtions to others, he ſupport of his ſovereign. Want of con
was not able to underſtand himſelf. Per fidence has been generally aſſigned as the
haps they were not without a ſuſpicion of cauſe of the frequent changes we have
the verſatility of his genius; and the illi lately had, and every diſcarded miniſter,
beral turn of mind he diſcovers in the one only excepted, has ſent it abroad a
diſtribution of rewards ; which he con mong the people, that he was prevented
fines to the miſerable ſycophants of a doing them the good he meant them, by
miſtreſs, the wretched hungry circle of a predominant influence in the cloſet, and
fupper party. And if it ſhould be true, meanly courted the regard of the public,
as hath been reported, that this miſtreſs by imputing to others the miſcarriage or
is allowed to nominate, that the m—r projects, which perhaps he never had
(I beg pardon, the agent) always ap formed, and the ill ſucceſs of meaſures
points agreeably to that nomination, and which his own weakneſs had ruined. The
-

that the perſon thus favoured, makes her friends of Mr. Grenville endeavoured to

a preſent; what words can be ſevere
enough for ſuch proſtitution What
ſhould we ſay, if we ſaw the court of a
Prince, himſelf conſpicuous for virtue,

place the ſtamp ačt to the ſame account,

but that gentleman was candid enough to
take that unpopular meaſure on himſelf.
The charaćter of the k—, has, upon all

and zealous to encourage it, contaminated

theſe occaſions, been very rudely treat

with ſuch a m—r

ed, and men who were admitted to his

And what ſhould we

think of a Favourite, who pretended to privacy, under the moſt ſolemn obligati
be the fiend of that Prince, and to have ons of ſecrecy and fidelity, have made no
a real concern for his honour, if, to ſerve ſcruple to repeat private converſations,

particular purpoſes, he ſelected for his and inform the populace of the inmoſt
ſervice, and placed about him in the tranſactions of the cabinet. Thus has
moſt intimate ſituations of acceſs and

the veil of government been drawn aſide,

confidence, one of the moſt abandoned and the myſteries ſuppoſed to be conceal.

protligate charaćters of the age 2 This
agent of the Favourite is miſtaken, if he
thinks he has bargained for more than
his few immediate dependents. Thoſe,
whom he lately flattered and cajoled, and
whom he has now deſerted and betrayed,
have too much ſpirit, and too great a re
gard to conſiſtency, ever to ſubſcribe to
his infamous conditions; and they deſpiſe
the paltry trick by which this already
tottering adminiſtration has been formed.
O. P.

ed behind it, expoſed to the public ridi
cule. The people now ſee, that ſecrets

of ſtate, of which they had formed ſuch
exalted ideas, are no more than family

diſputes; and the debates of a cabinet

council, which they ſuppoſed diſplayed the
deepeſt reaſoning and moſt profound wiſ.
dom, little better than the converſation

of their own club, or of the pariſh offi
cers, preparing matters for the veſtry;
and hence men who formerly would have
lived content with very ſubordinate offi

To whoever ſhall be Miniſter next.

ces, are now candidates for the higheſt
poſts in government. And of every ad

MY Lo RD, or SIR,

on board, and no one to throw the wa

miniſtration it may be ſaid, as the ſailors
do of a ſmall crew, they are all officers

IS majeſty having now committed ter out of the long boat. Placing the

to you the exerciſe of his power, great affairs of the nation in the hands of
young
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young and unexperienced men, has great
ly contributed to leſſen the people's re
ſpect for government, and to deflroy all
ideas of ſubordination among the ſervants
of the crown. Young men may have

Aminiſcation.
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ter, however, does his duty; the other is
a traitor to the conſtitution. A pacific
prince can only be flattered by increaſing
his revenue or extending his authority,
and the people are too jealous both of

more genius, and perhaps better judg their liberties and property to ſuffer a mi
ment than their ſeniors; yet men of riper
years unwillingly allow them the aſcen
dant. Nothing but the moſt uniform ſage
condućt can remove ſuch prepoſſeſſions,
and the young man who would poſſeſs
authority, as well as power, muſt bring
the people to believe he wears a grey head
upon green ſhoulders.

without the other, and neither can be had

niſter they hate to compliment his maſter
with much of either. The higher he
grows in the prince's favour, the more
ſuſpicious will the people be of him, and
the greater ſhare of the adminiſtration he
engroſſes to himſelf, the more frequent
muſt be his exertions of authority, and
the oftner will the people contemplate him
as the author of the reſtraints they feel, and
an enemy to the licentious freedom the
pant after. In a country where public af
fairs are the general topic of converſation,
and the preſs circulates the frceſt reflecti
ons upon every meaſure of government, it
much behoves an unpopular miniſter to be

without a permanent adminiſtration. Men
who are not ſecure of continuing in of

careful of his condućt. All his ačtions
will be viewed thro' an unfavourable me

Uniform meaſures, and conſiſtent mini

ſters, are the deſiderata both of king and
people, for by their means, and by theirs
alone, can dignity be reſtored to govern
ment, and ſtable advantages procured to
the nation.

The one cannot be obtained

fice, will never think of extenſive or dur dium, and enemies will not be wanting to
able meaſures, and they muſt be ſuch paint them in the moſt ſhocking colours.

by which the public can be benefited. An Innocence can alone ſupport him, and it
adminiſtration therefore who ſhall poſſeſs will hardly juſtify him. He muſt truſt to

the confidence, as well as power of the events, as well as rely upon the integrity
crown, and who ſhall derive their in of his intentions; for whatever falls out

fluence with the people from their pro amiſs will ſurely be imputed to his inſidi
perty and characters, and wherein the ous purpoſes. Even the natural effects of
chief place ſhall be given to the beſt abi the ſeaſons will be ſuppoſed to proceed
lities, is the adminiſtration which the con from his malignant influence, and the ve
ſtitution, as well as the neceſſities of this ry miſchiefs, which perhaps he has been
country, requires. This is the objećt I labouring to avert, will be charged to
wiſh you to have in view, and manfully the accounts of his ſecret machinations.
reſt upon your king and country for ſup If the righteous favourite therefore ſhall
port, in thus labouring to ſerve both ; hardly be ſaved, how much leſ; the
neither meanly ſkulk behind the throne, wicked and the ſinner! It is not however
nor inſult it. Seek not the ſecret partia probable that he will be innocent. Re
lity of the prince, nor aim at being the ſentment at the calumnies thrown out
idol of the people. Do the nation's buſi againſt him will prompt him to alienate
neſs, complying chearfully with the k—'s the affections of the prince from his
will, or refuſing with reſpectful perſeve people, and regard for his own ſafety
rance, maintaining order and obedience will excite him to corrupt the moſt po
to the laws with an inflexible hand, and pular leaders. By making his own cauſe,
tenderly indulging the innocent prejudices the cauſe of his ſovereign, he will toirit
of the people. The conſtitution of this him up to rigorous exertions of his au
country is a limited monarchy. The king thority againſt the miniſter's opponents,
is ſolely intruſted with the executive pow and the hatred which was at firſt levelled
er, and the miniſter, who is the delegate at him only, is at length converted into
of the ſovercign, muſt maintain the autho diſaffection to his maſter.
rity of government, at all hazards. The
Happy if the miniſter's blood makes
people, who are to be ruled, will always ſufficient atonement for his crimes, and
inurmur at reſtraint, and the miniſter who ſtill happier will it be, if the ſacrifice of
counives at their licentiouſneſs, or ſuffers

him ſtays the rage of the people, and pre

them to trampie upon all dignity, will ſerves the conſtitution from violence,
be popular ; while he who exacts obedi
Auguſt 20, 1767.
ence to the laws will be hated.

The lat

Head.
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at ſuch pariſh meetings, as aforeſaid,
Heads of the 47 to explain, amend, and agreeing upon one able perſon, with a
reduce into one A37, the ſeveral Sta ſalary, for executing the ſaid office, may
tutes now in being for the Amendment return his name, with the liſt aforeſaid, to
and Preſervation of the Public High the juſtices, who may, if they approve of
him, confirm his election by warrant, as
‘ways of this Kingdom.
aforeſaid. His ſalary to be paid out of the
This A3 is of ſuch general Concern that penalties, and forfeitures, and the com
every Houſholder ſhould be appriſed of
its Contents, and though calculated for poſition money ariſing from this ačt.
Regulations.
England only, may afford ſome uſeful
Hints.
That no tree, buſh, or ſhrub be per
Y the firſt clauſe the conſtables, mitted to grow within fifteen feet of
headboroughs, tythingmen, church the centre of any public road. The
wardens, ſurveyors of the highways, and owner negle&ting to take the ſame away
houſholders in every pariſh, are required within ten days after notice given by the
to meet on the 22d of Sept. next, at ſurveyor, to forfeit 1os.
eleven o’clock in the forenoon, and ſo
Occupiers of land next adjoining to
in every ſucceeding year, unleſs the ſame any highway, are to keep their hedges
ſhall happen on Sunday, and then the cut, pruned, or plaſhed, and all boughs
next day to return ten ſufficient perſons and branches trimmed (except of timber
to the juſtices, at a ſpecial meeting to be trees) that hang over any highway not
held for that purpoſe, on the firſt Monday being 30 feet wide ; and alſo to make,
in October, or within fifteen days after, cleanſe, and keep open all ditches, drains,
for them to appoint one or more of the and water-courſes, and to lay trunks,
faid ten perſons by warrant, to execute tunnels, platts, and bridges, where ne
the office of ſurveyor of the highways ceſſary, on penalty of 1 os. after notice.
for the year enſuing ; which warrant is
All perſons are forbidden to lay ſtones,
to be left at the houſe of the perſons ſo manure, or any kind of rubbiſh what
appointed, within three days after it is ever, within 15 feet of the centre of any
ſigned, who are to give notice in writing, road, on penalty of loſing the ſame.
or in perſon to one of the juſtices, of their
Waggons, carts, ploughs, and car
acceptance of the ſaid office, within ſix riages of all kinds, are to be removed out
days after being ſerved with the ſaid of the highways as ſoon as poſſible. If
warrant of appointment, on the forfei any unneceſſary delay is made in ſo do
ture of 51. And in caſe of negle&t or ing, ſo as to obſtruct the free paſſage of
refuſal of any of the ſaid perſon, ſo by the road, the penalty is 10s.
warrant appointed, the juſtices, or two of
Surveyors are to view the roads, trunks,
them, may chooſe others out of the ſaid tunnels, platts, bridges, cauſeways, and
liſt, in room of defaulters. And in caſe pavements, within their reſpective diſtrićts,
no ſuch liſt is returned, or the perſons and where faulty, give notice to the re
appointed die during the time of their ſpective occupiers, who are to repair the
office, the juſtices may appoint whom ſame immediately, which if they neglect
they think proper in their room.
to do, after twenty days notice, the ſur
Qualifications of ſurveyors are, 1. re veyor may cauſe the ſame to be done, and
ſidence, and 1 ol. a year eſtate ; or 2. charge the occupier with the expence, who
perſonal eſtate of 1 col. ; or 3. occupiers forfeits beſides, a penny a foot for all ſuch
of 30l. a year; or 4. for want of ſuch, ground ſo repaired or amended
other ſubſtantial inhabitants.
Hedges &c. are to be pruned between
Liſts of the perſons returned at ſuch the laſt of September, and the laſt day of
pariſh meetings, are to be left at their February.
Timber-trees growing in hedges, not
reſpective houſes, that they may have
due notice to attend the ſeſſions, either to to be cut down, unleſ; where the rad.: is
accept, or ſhew cauſe for not accepting ordered to be emiarged. Nor any oak
the ſaid office. ---- Conſtabics, &c. ne growing in the road, except in ºf il,
giećting to make ſuch liſts, or to return May, june, and july; nor any aſh, cim,
them to juſtices when made, forfeit 4os. or other trees, except in December, ja
each.
nuary, and February.
Where
Two thirds of the perſons aſſembled
-
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Where old ditches, drains, &c. are the owners leave.

And alſo may take
not ſufficient to carry off the water from materials for the ſame purpoſe, from any
the highways, ſurveyors may carry the common, waſte, river, or brook, within
ſame through any of the adjacent or other their reſpective diſtricts, and may cauſe
grounds, keeping the ſame always clean ſtones to be gathered off lands. They
and ſcoured, and making good damages may alſo take materials for the roads out
done to the owner or occupier.
of incloſed grounds, making ſatisfaction
Surveyors are empowered to widen all and fencing off holes, &c. out of which
roads leading to market-towns, to zo ſuch materials are dug.
feet, where fences will admit of the ſame,
Sums for repairing the highways, are
and to make horſe cauſeways where ne by this ačt, to be levyed by an equal
ceſſary 3 feet wide at the leaſt. And pound rate, in like manner as the poors
where the road, upon view, ſhall appear rates, but not to exceed 6d. in the pound
mot to be of ſufficient width, juſtices may in any one year.
cauſe the ſame to be enlarged, ſo as mot
Regulations for Statute Work.
to exceed 30 feet; they may not, how

Every perſon keeping a team, draught,
ever, iſſue any order to pull down any
building, take away any garden ground, or plough, ſhali, fix days in every year,
court-yard, park, or paddock; but they ſend one wain, cart, or carriage, furniſhed
may give olders to grub up any hedge, after the cuſtom of the country, with
fill up any ditch, remove any pollards, oxen, horſes, or other cattle, and all
&c. making good damages according to other neceſſaries for the purpoſe, with two
a rate to be ſettled by a jury of twelve able men to each wain or cart, who ſhall
lawful men. All timber that may be work eight hours each day as the ſurveyor
in the way, to be felled by the owner ſhall direét; and every perſon renting or
in one month after notice, or the ſame to occupying 5ol. a year ſhall do the ſame;
be done by the ſurveyor, who is to leave and ſo for every 50l. a year he may rent
9r occupy more, and alſo one labourer
the timber in the owners grounds,
Highways, bridges, pavements, &c. for every intermediate 1 ol. a year, which
(repaired by charitable donations) if out he may occupy more than 50ſ. and under
of repair may be preſented by the ſur rool, a year; and all perſons occupying
veyor to juſtices at their ordinary ſeſſions, Iol. a year, and having no wain, ſhall
who are empowered to order the ſame to ſend a labourer to work fix days as be
be done, by the truſtees, and in caſe of fore ; and ſo for every 1ol. a year in
default to proceed by indićtment at the progreſſion, till it amounts to 50l. a year.
And every perſon being of the age of
public expence.
Juſtices may upon their own view pre 18, and under 65 (not being an appren
ſent defaulters, and proceſs againſt them tice or menial ſervant) ſhall, by them
may be carried on at the public expence; ſelves or ſome other, perform ſtatute work
-

juſtices have likewiſe power to compel in like manner, on the days allotted for
ſurveyors to perform their duty, and to that purpoſe, and ſhall find his own tools,
cauſe them to mend thoſe roads firſt, that or compound.

are moſt out of repair,
Where highways meet, juſtices are to
cauſe ſtones or poſts to be erected, and
the names of the towns to which they

No cart to have leſs than

three horſes, or four oxen and one horſe,
or two oxen and two horſes, unleſs where

they uſe carts with one horſe, in which
caſe two is to be ſent for one.

And if

lead, to be marked upon them in large carts are not wanted, for every cart re
letters; and alſo graduated poſts or ſtones mitted, three men ſhall be ſent.
to be ſet up at the entrances of all dan
Surveyors to give four days notice at
gerous waters, denoting the height to the houſe of every perſon, of the duty
required, and the time when it is to be
which they uſually riſe".
Surveyors may carry away rubbiſh performed ; and ºf carts are not wanted,
from any quarry for the uſe of the roads, three men are to be ſent for every cart
but muſt not dig in any quarry without remitted, or 4s. 6d. to be paid in money.
N

O

T

E.

Defaulters to pay 1os. for every cart;

* In turnpike roads, all this is to be and is. 6d. for every man per day.
dome by the commiſſioners.
D d d d
Com
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now in being for regulating turnpikes, in
to one act", ſuch waggons muſt be drawn
by four horſes only, or ſix oxen in pairs
and two horſes, or eight oxen in pairs,
and one horſe; and ſuch carts by three
horſes only, or ſix oxen in pairs and one
horſe, or four oxen in pairs, and two
horſes, on the turnpike road: ; on forfei

Compoſition allowed.
where pariſhes conſiſt of two hundred
perſons or more, liable to do ſtatute work,
ſurveyors are required to give notice in
the 3. on the firſt or ſecond Sunday
in every january, that perſons ſo inclined
may compound for their ſtatute work for
the year enſuing ; and the place appointed ture of zos. and the horſe, &c. that ſhall
for paying the compoſition money is then exceed the limited number.
to be ſpecified, and a ſufficient time al
No waggons with tire of leſs breadth
lowed for the payment; after which no than two inches and a half when worn,
compoſition to be allowed for that year, or ſet with roſe-headed nails, muſt be
unleſs to ſuch perſons as ſhall afterwards drawn by more than three horſes, on for
come to be º and then only four feiture of the horſes, &c. above that
teen days is allowed, after coming into numbert.
The name and place of abode of the
poſſeſſion.
The compoſition by this ačt is from owner ſhall be placed in large legible
3s. to 6s. for every cart, &c. at the diſ letters, upon ſome conſpicuous part of
cretion of the juſtices; 3d. for every 1ol. every waggon, wain, or cart, before uſed.
a year; and for every renter of 31, a And if it be a ſtage waggon, or cart, the
year, and under 12l. 6d. and for every following words Co M M on St A G E
other inhabitant, 4d.
WAGG on, or CART, as the caſe may
N. B. In pariſhes where notice of be. Penalty for omiſlion, 4os. 1
compoſition is not given in the church
Drivers riding on their waggons or
as aforeſaid, perſons may compound two carts, or, being empty, refuſing or ne
days before the ſtatute work is required glecting to turn out of the way of any
to be done, and in caſe the juſtices have coach, chariot, chaiſe, loaded waggon,
not ſettled the rate of compoſition, as or other loaded carriage, or by wilful
they are required to do, at their firſt miſbehaviour or negligence, cauſing any
meeting in Oé?ober, the ſurveyor is to hurt or damage to any perſon or carriage,
take no more than 4.s. 6d. for a cart, &c. forfeit for every offence, not being the
and the above rates for labourers reſpec owner, los. and, being the owner, zos.
tively.

Surveyors are required to keep regular
accounts of all compoſitions, penalties,
forfeitures, and alſo of all expences; and
to make their books up at the end of every
year, in like manner as other pariſh of ficers are required to do. All monies
ariſing from the execution of this fact, are
to be applied to the uſe of the truſt.

Regulations for Wheel Carriages.
nine inch wheels may

Waggons with

be drawn by eight horſes, and carts with
wheels of like dimenſions with five horſes

on the public roads. On turnpike roads
the horſes muſt draw in pairs, except
where there is an odd horſe, and except
alſo where the number of horſes ſhall not
exceed four.

waggons with wheels of leſs dimen
fions than mine inches may be drawn

with ſix horſes, and carts with four, on
the public roads, but by the ſtatute made

this year, for reducing the general laws

N

O

T

E.

*No broad wheel waggons by this laſt
mentioned act muſt paſs any turnpike road
20 miles from London, except they are ſo

conſtructed that no pair of ſuch wheels
ſhall be wider than four feet ſix inches,
meaſured on the ground (except ſuch as
ſhall roll a ſurface of 16 inches ;) and
that they be no more than nine feet, mea
ſured from the centre point of the fore
axle to the centre point of the hind axle,
on the forfeiture of 51.
f No narrow four wheel waggon ſhall
paſs any turnpike if drawn by horſes in
pairs, (except ſuch as may be laden with
fiſh, poultry, calves, or lambs.)
| Timber carriages, carrying for hire
have been adjudged within this regula
tion, but as no mention is made of any
ſuch throughout this act ; Quere, Whe
ther they can be included in the gene
ral deſcription of waggons, wains, or
-

caſts

-

-
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Account of Brownrigg’s Treatment of her Apprentices.
579 1767.
beſides being anſwerable for damages. without even water to drink, ſupplying
In caſe of non-ability to pay, impriſon that want from the hogs trough. They
ment for one month.
had not laid in a bed during the whole
The rates of tolls at turnpikes, the diſ time. Their miſtreſs, who practiſed mid
cretionary powers ofjuſtices, the forms of wifry, uſed frequently, and without any
feizing, ſuing for, and levying penaltieſ, cauſe, to tie them up by their hands,
are purpoſely omitted in this abſtrad; but ſtretched out, to a ſtaple fixed in the ceil
the duty io be performed, the manner of ing, after ſtripping them ſtark naked,
complying with the aël in the conſtruction whip them till her ſtrength was exhauſt
of carriages, and the number of cattle ed, and they were covered with wounds;
-

allowed for drawing them, are particu

after which ſhe faſtened their leather bo.

larly ſet down.

dice upon them, which cleaving to their
lacerated fleſh, eat into their bodies, till

the inhuman woman renewed her cruel
Exemptions here follow :
Broad-wheel waggons when loaded, ties, which, we may naturally ſuppoſe,

are limited to fix tons weight; but broad were every time more intolerable than
wheel waggons having their axles of ſuch the preceding. The eldeſt, who was ſe
different lengths, that the narrower pair venteen years of age, ſhe ſcourged no
of wheels be no more than four feet two leſs than fix times the Friday before the
inches meaſured at the ground, and that diſcovery, whereby, and by her former
both pair ſhall roll one ſingle ſurface of uſage, ſhe was one continued fore, co
16 inches, may carry any weight, and vered with gaſhes from head to foot, her
are to pay but half the toll of other fleſh ſeemed putrified, and appeared ra
ther as if cut with knives than whips.
broad-wheel waggons at all turnpikes.
Broad-wheel carts, when loaded, are Her head was ſwelled to an enormous
limited to three tons, and narrow-wheel ſize, her eyes imperceptible, and her

waggons to the ſame weight. But car
riages employed only in huſbandry, or
carrying only manure for land, hay,
ſtraw, fodder, or corn unthreſhed, are
exempt from theſe regulations till Micha
2 elmas 1769. , Carriages -carrying one
ſtone, block of marble, or piece of metal

ſpeech gone. An iron collar that was
put about her neck, had tore that and
her ſhoulders in a terrible manner.

The youngeſt, thirteen years old, is
alſo a miſerable ſpectacle. She declared
to an acquaintance of the writer of this,

that ſometimes after they had been whip.

or timber, ammunition or artillery, are ped, the blood which ſtreamed from their

likewiſe exempted, and may carry any wounds formed puddles underneath them
weight, and be drawn by any number of where they ſat in the cellar. The man
is ſaid not to have whipped them, but
horſes.

was only acceſſary, as knowing and per
A Narrative of the cruel Treatment of mitting it.
When the miſtreſs went into the coun
Mary Clifford by her Mſireſ; Mrs. E
try, ſhe cauſed them to be chained up
lizabeth Brownrigg.
in that filthy place, till her return, which
S I R,

I SEND you

for your publication a
drawing which I made on the ſpot of
the place of confinement of the two poor
who lately ſuffered ſo much from
their inhuman miſtreſs and her family.
The drawing is an exact repreſentation
of what you would ſee and hear concern
ing them, were you to take the ſame
pains that I have done. The two unfor
tunate girls had been confined for more
than a year, moſtly in the cellar, where
hogs were kept, and employed there in
grinding colours for their maſter : their
only food was a piece of bread a day,

#.

they dreaded more than death,which would

have put a period to their ſufferings. The
eldeſt ſon is ſaid to have aſſiſted the mo
ther in whipping and inſulting them.
Would any one believe this cruči woman
has been mother of nineteen children, and

by her agreeable, and even tender carriage,
was reſpected by every body Still lon
ger would this diabolical tragedy have
been acted,

had not theſe two poor

wretches been providentially diſcovered

by a journeyman baker in the neighbour
hood, who looking from a window, per
ceived ſomething like human

*ppearances,

very bloody, at a trap door, (whither
D d d d 2

they
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*hey had crawled for freſh air) which was uſage that day five ſeveral tines after
ſuppoſed to be opened to give vent to the wards ; that the deceaſed continued bleed
ing, from her head and ſhoulders, fºom
ſtench of the hog-ſtye.
The eldeſt girl died in St. Bartholo that time till the 4th inſtant, when ſhe
mew's hoſpital on Sunday. We are fil was conveyed to the workhouſe, no dreſ
led with aſtoniſhment and ſorrow, that fings having been applied to her wounds.
there ſhould exiſt among the human ſpe On Monday the third inſtant, upon
cies, a wretch, who inſtead of nouriſh the deceaſed being diſcovered by Mr.

ing and ſhewing kindneſs to theſe deſti Deacon's apprentice, the pariſh officers
tute innocents, could, with a heart ſteel were applied to, on whoſe coming James
ed againſt every tender and humane ſenti Brownrigg denied her being in the houſe,
ment, thus gratify her diabolical appe inſiſting ſhe was at Stanſtead in Hertford
tite, in cruelly and wantonly tormenting ſhire, and had been there a fortnight 3
them. Inſtant death had been mercy com and after the houſe was ſearched ſeveral
pared to this. But let us quit the pain times in vain, and the ſaid James Brown

giving deſcription, nor doubt but that
the juſtice of our laws, ſo eminently di
ſtinguiſhed for their humanity both to the
accuſed and the aggrieved, will avenge
the cauſe of the injured, for the impartial
deciſion of which it is our duty to wait
till it can take place.
James Brownrigg, a painter in Fleur de

rigg having been confronted by Mr. Dea
con's apprentice, and threatened to be

carried before a magiſtrate, he at length
produced the deceaſed, who appeared in
a moſt ſhocking condition, and was un
able to ſpeak. The ſurgeons proved the
wounds and cuts to be mortal. The jury,

after ſome time withdrawing, brought in

Luce court, was committed to Woodſtreet their verdićt, charging both Brownrigg

compter for cruel uſage to two girls, his
apprentices. His wife, who made her
eſcape, is ſaid to be the chief inſtrument,
but he, it ſeems was acceſſary. The
barbarity of this man and his wife
to theſe poor orphans, we have juſt re
lated, occaſioned an inquiſition to be tak
en on the body of Mary Clifford, when it
appeared, by the evidence of the ſurviving
apprentice, Mary Mitchel, that, about a
year and a half ago,the deceaſed came up
on liking, and continued upon trial about
a month, during which time ſhe eat and
drank as the family did; that, ſoon after
her miſtreſs, Elizabeth Brownrigg, be
gan to corre&t the deceaſed ; firſt with a
walking cane, at other times with a horſe
whip, or a poſtilion's whip, ſtripping her
quite naked, tying her hands a-croſs with
a cord ſometimes fixed to a water-pipe
and ſometimes to a ſtaple in a beam in the
kitchen under ground, ſtriking her over
all parts of her body and head, under pre
tence that ſhe had not worked hard e

and his wife with wilful murder.

Elizabeth Brownrigg, who, with John
Brownrigg her ſon, had fled from juſtice,
being charged on the coroner's inqueſt
with the wilful murder of Mary Clifford,
her apprentice, was taken at a chandler's
ſhop at Wandſworth, and brought to the
Poultry-Compter. In order to ſecrete
themſelves they paſſed for man and wife,

lay together in the ſame bed, and kept
themſelves very retired. The maſter of
the ſhop, however, reading the advertiſe
ment deſcribing their perſons, and offer
ing a reward for apprehending them,
thought he could perceive ſome finilitude
between the perſons deſcribed, and his
lodgers; and, without taking any notice
of his intentions, ſet out for London,

and acquainted Mr. Owen, church-war
den of St. Dunſtan's, with his ſuſpicions,
who, with two conſtables, immediately
ſet out for Wandſworth, where they found
the mother in bed, and the ſon walking
about the room. They were ſo diſguiſ

nough ; that particularly on the 31ſt of ed that the conſtables who were well ac
July laſt, her miſtreſs obliged the deceaſ. quainted with them before, could hardly
ed to ſtrip herſelf naked, and then tied know them. Upon entering the priſon
her up to the ſtaple in the beam, and beat the mother fell into fits, which has oc
her with a whale-bone riding-whip, on ſe caſionally attacked her ever ſince.
veral parts of her body, and, with the butt
John Brownrigg, eldeſt ſon of Brown
end, divers times about the head, the blood rigg, the painter, was examined before
uſhing from her head, and other paris the lord mayor, relative to the murder of
of her body; that ſhe repeated ſuch ill Mary Clifford; when the ſurviving ap
Pisulics
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prentice depoſed, that about fix months their trials Saturday the 12th inſtant,
ago the ſaid John beat the deceaſed, with which continued from eight o'clock in
the buckle end of a thick leather belt, till the morning until fix in the evening,
the blood ran from her head, neck, and when the jury, after ſome ſtay, acquitted

James and John Brownrigg, and found
Elizabeth guilty of murder. She receiv
ed ſentence to be executed on Monday,
and her body directed to be delivered to
the ſurgeons. In her way to execution
ſhe was attended by two clergymen, a
cellar juſt after his mother had been horſe mongſt a numerous crowd of ſpectators:
whipping the deceaſed, who was then nak her behaviour was decent, and had the
ed, when the former told him, that tho’ appearance of a diſpoſition very diffe
ſhe had beaten the girl ſeverely, yet ſhe rent from that which brought her to
could not make her do any thing, and her unhappy fate, and ſo ſhocking
bid him whip her; whereupon he gave to human nature; were we to refleck
the deceaſed about twenty cuts with the on the many cruelties that have of
laſh of the whip; after which the mother late brought individuals to an untime
and ſon went away, leaving the poor ly end, and as it were ſubverted the
creature naked. The witneſs having add diſtinguiſhing charaćter of the nation,
ed, that the ſon had not, to her know who before, even in tranſgreſſion of the
ledge, beat the deceaſed after the laſt men law, did it with an humanity peculiar
tioned time, and it being the opinion of to themſelves, and with a diſpoſition
the ſurgeons that the wounds which occa very diſtant from that now the obj, ºt
fioned her death, were thoſe which ſhe of public juſtice. This evil, ſo contra
received on the 31ſt ult. and the whip ry to the national caſt, can only be at
pings given by the ſon, being before that tributed to the free uſe of ſpirituous li
time, he was not judged acceſſary to the quors, that at preſent prevails; how
murder; but was remanded to the Comp unhappy is that country, who, from ſitu

ſhoulders (ſeveral wounds ſhe had before
received being juſt ſkinned over,) becauſe
ſhe did not turn up a bedſtead, though (as
appeared to the deponent) ſhe had not
ſtrength to do it; and that about three
months ago the ſaid John came into the

ter, till it could be known whether the

ation is neceſſitated to indulge its peo

ſº officers had any other charge againſt

ple in riot and debauchery, to the de

im. It appeared in the courſe of this ſtrućtion of every thing valuable to ſup
examination, that Elizabeth Brownrigg port its funds.
began to beat the deceaſed, at about one

James Brownrigg, and his ſon John
month after her being bound apprentice, have bills of indictment found againſt
and from that time the wounds of the them for aſſaulting Mary Mitchel, in
unhappy girl were never ſuffered to heal ſtripping and whipping her; and are to
thoroughly, but conſtantly kept open by be tried next ſeſſions.
repeated ſeverities.
John Brownrigg was again carried be A ſhort View of the preſent State of the
fore the lord mayor, charged with a miſ
Iſle of Man ; humbly ſubmitted to tºe
demeanor in beating the ſurviving girl,
Conſideration of the Right Honourable
apprentice to his father; when it appear
the Lords of his Majeſty's Board of Trea
ed, on the oath of the girl, that he had
ſury. By an impartial Hand.
whipped her naked three ſucceſſive days
[ Entire, Price 1 s. J
with a horſewhip, twice by order of his
mother, and the third time of his own
accord, becauſe ſhe had eaten two or

T is a ſerious truth, that human nature

was plunged, for many ages, into a
three cheſnuts which lay in her way, and ſtate nearly approaching to that of brutes,
afterwards he drove her up ſtairs naked and in ſome reſpects much inferior; and,
and bleeding, to ſhew his mother what in all countries that are civilized, not
he had done. He was recommitted to the merely a long ſpace of time, but adven
Poultry-Compter; upon hearing of which titious circumſtances, and happy events,
his mother again fell into fits (having together with the gradual improvements
been free from them two days before) and of ſkill and policy, have conſpired to raiſe
continues ill.
mankind to the enjoyments of rational
Theſe inhuman creatures were called to

and ſocial life.
It
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It happens to have been the fate of this for the common intercourſe of life; that
little iſland, for the ſpace of above three they muſt ſupply each other's neceſſities,
centuries, to have been reſcinded, as it

by exchanging commodities, and relapſe

were, from its neighbouring country—to at once into poverty and barbariſin.
A little refle&tion on the nature of man
have loſt the protećtion of majeſty, and the

bleſſings which flow from a well-eſtabliſh in general; on the deſire of knowledge,
ed government. Its fate hath been yet
harder; by having, amidſt the ravages of
war, been deſpoiled of its antient records;
exiſting for a while without fundamental
laws; at length recovering them, by oral
tradition, from the mouths of ignorant

when once the ſeeds of it are ſown; on the
experience of paſt ages, and the natural
tendency of all human affairs; will evince

at once the weakneſs of this apprehenſion.
The communication which they have
had of late years, with their neighbour

men; and thus putting them together, ing countries, and the converſation of

a crude and indigeſted heap. Add to ſtrangers reſiding in their own, have open
ed their minds, enlarged their ideas, and

this, that no attempts have been at any
time made, by its Lords, to improve their
country; to extend their traffic; to en
courage their induſtry.-Shut out, as it
were, from all ſocial advantages; depriv

given them notions of trade, of agricul
ture, and manufactures; in which they are
daily improving, as their ſeveral abilities
will permit. The merchants, who have

ed of the means as well as the privilege of enriched themſelves bytrade, are now pur

commerce with its neighbouring countries; chaſing large tracts of uncultivated land,
they have enjoyed unnoticed, the bounties and improving them at great expence; an
of nature, dealt to them with too frugal a emulation ſeems to riſe among them who
hand.—Of late years, ſome few adventu ſhall be the greateſt and the beſt farmer.
rers amongſt the natives, having been The growth of wheat, and of flax, and
ſhewn the way by ſtrangers living with the manufactory of linen cloth, in the laſt
them, allured by glaring profits, and demi year, were treble of what they have ever

been before ; and the produce of the next
tempted to carry on a clandeſtine one; year, by all appearances will exceed this
but this trade, for the wiſeſt reaſons, hath tenfold. This ſpirit will naturally dif
been totally ſuppreſſed by the legiſlature fuſe itſelf through the country, and warm
of Great-Britain.
the breaſt of every individualſ; the plea
The increaſing profits of this clandeſtine ſures of gain drawn from induſtry, are
ed the benefits of a fair trade, have been

-

-

trade had drawn many foreigners hither, particularly ſweet, and the proſpect of it
and invited more and more of its natives peculiarly alluring. Naked and wild as
to embark in it; and ſome few of them, the country now is, not one third of it

perhaps a dozen at moſt, had enriched

known to culture, it will ſoon wear a dif

themſelves conſiderably, when an abſo ferent face, when the love of improve

lute ſtop was put to it.--This trade em ment, by theſe examples, ſpreads amongſt
loyed ſome hundreds of the poorer ſort, its inhabitants—and ſpread it now muit,
#. branches; and it introduced till ſome degree of perfection is attained.
luxury and plenty, and made money cir How far indeed, the aſſiſtance of the le
culate in the principal towns of the iſland : giſlature of Great-Britain may increaſe
but the far greater number of people who and accelerate their improvements; ho."
inhabited villages, the mountains, and far indulgences in trade, when they are
the vallies, were ſtrangers to the trade ſeen to deſerve them, may open their views,
and its advantages.—An induſtrious har enlarge their plan of manufactures, and
dy race, patient operum, parvogue aſ tend to the earlier increaſe of people and of
Jueta, whoſe moſt luxurious draughts wealth, is left to the wiſdom of the Britiſh
in

were milk, and whoſe daily food was parliament to determine. It muft, howe

ſought for in the boſom of the deep.
It is now feared, by many amongſt
them, who have been taught to live other
wiſe, that they muſt again return to their
primitive ſtate—be replunged into their o
riginal ignorance and ruſticity ; that for

ver, be preſumed, that an iſland, ſituated

as this is, and capable of affording ſo many
advantages to Great-Britain, by its nurn.
ber of inhabitants (near twenty-five thou
fand) —by its ſkill in maritime affairs, –

by its fiſheries, -by its growing induſtry.
want of trade, they muſt want alſo ſpecie by its unſhaken loyalty, at all times, to
the
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worthy of the legiſlature's more immediate dent adminiſtration of them. To encou
care. Enough hath been done to reſtrain rage its growth, the road to juſtice muſt
its illicit trade; an effe&tual ſtop is put to be open and free; ſhe muſt be eaſy of ac
it by the regulations already made; ſo ef ceſs; ſteady in opinion, ſlow to anger;
fe&tual as to make the revival of it impoſ an enemy to oppreſſion; and abhorrent of
fible; but, what is yet more effectual than all guilt. Her influence muſt extend itſelf
the ſevereſt laws, is the proſpect of their over the whole ſyſtem of government; ſhe
own intereſt, which is now ſeen in their muſt preſide in the courts of law ; ſhe

muſt be ſeen in its judgments; ſhe muſt

obedience to them.

The effects of a trade in oppoſition to
the laws of Great-Britain have been viſi

bly injurious to the general good of the

be felt in its executions.

To obtain this wiſhed-for happineſs, we
muſt look into the nature of the conſtitu.

country; true it is, that it hath enriched tion, and the ſyſtem of laws founded on
a few, a very few, whilſt it hath taken off it; we muſt ſee what it is Poſſible to do
hundreds from their natural bent of in and what is already done.
º

duſtry, and rendered them, by luxury and

The government of the iſland conſiſts

extravagance, unfit almoſt to return to of a chief Governor, who repreſents his
better means of ſubſiſtence. It hath called

Sovereign; of his Council,who are the Re

away the attention of the moſt confidera

ceiver General, the Keepe. of the Rolls

ble amongſt them from their country's in and the Attorney General. And Señº:
tereſt, to the purſuits of their own private theſe, there are two Deemſters, whom the
gain; and they have been contented to ſee governor calls to his council, when he
around them barren mountains, and un thinks proper. There is alſo another
cultivated deſarts, whilſt they have enjoy branch of the legiſlature, called the Twen
ed the proſpect of real or imaginary wealth. ty-four Keys.
The Governor preſides in the courts of
A more pleaſing ſcene is now in view.—
common law and chancery; he aſks the
country; and, ſince traffic is no more, opinion of his council in matters which

The native merchant will not deſert his

is now beginning to cultivate his land; come before him, and approves or rejects
nature pleads hard for his native ſoil : it, at his pleaſure.
and the joys of improving it exceed all.
The Deemſters ačt as judges in criminal
he hath ever known : a national ardor be

matters, as well as in matters of debt and

gins to prevail, in the place of an unna treſpaſs; in ſome caſes they preſide over
tural commerce. He now looks about juries, in others they determine without
him, and wiſhes to ſee every thing flou them
and their
pealedi from
to thejudgments
governor. may be ap
P

riſh, which may tend to the common hap
The Twenty-four Keys enaët ſtatute
laws, with the concurrence of the gover-nor and council, and are ſaid to repreſent
and permanent. He is deſirous to intro the people, but it is not by their own

pineſs and comfort. Whilſt he ſtudies to

make his own and every one's property
more valuable, he wiſhes to ſee it ſecure

duce plenty and peace with it; and, with choice; for the Keys are appointed by the
this view, he looks towards the laws of governor, and removed by his order

his country, as the ſole foundations on
which he can ſecure property and quiet
poſſeſſion.
Public tranquility (ſays the great Mon
teſquieu) is the natural end of a ſtate that
has no foreign enemies, or that finds itſelf
ſecured againſt them by barriers. This va
luable bleſling ſurely exiſts in nature; but,
from the weakneſs of human wiſdom, the

From hence it is plain, that “ the whi.
civil power is derived from, and Centies
in, the governor.”
The laws themſelves are
a compound
of Statute Laws; of Breaſt Laws;
and of
antient Cuſtoms.-The
Laws and
are,
moſt part, looſe, Statute
inexpreſſive,

for the

as well as ſhamefully par
contradićtory,
tial 5. for, in order that the equity of the

depravity of laws, and the war of paſſions, lawgivers may be as conſpicuºus as th:
is too ſeldom found; and when found, too wiſdom, they always take care to excmpt*

rarely preſerved.

It is a child of liberty,

which muſt find its nouriſhment in the eſ

ſence of the conſtitution ; which muſt be

reared by wiſe and ſalutary laws, and

* Wide
late
ſtatutes
at the
large,

tax on dogs, and the
them

º
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themſelves expreſly from every pecuniary proper; and if not, he always ſits in judg
taxation.—The Breaſt Laws are certain ment there with the governor, and is ſel
eſtabliſhed rules, which ſeem to have been dom known to fail, in the means of vin

the opinions of magiſtrates, handed down dicating his own condućt.
as explanatory of the laws themſelves; a
To give another inſtance of theſe ſum
kind of cuſtomary maxims, vague and mary adjudications : if you hire a houſe
indeterminate.—The Cuſtoms, of which for a year, and before the end of a month,
there are thirty-ſix upon record, are, ex happen to diſagree with your landlord, he
cepting only a few good ones, weak, ri goes to the Deemſter, and tells him, that
diculous, and illegal.
he ſuſpects you intend to leave the iſland,
This medley of legiſlation will be ſeen without paying his rent: the Deemſter im
beſt in its operation on the ſubject; its in mediately gives a verbal order to the coro
conſiſtency will be there diſcovered. And, ner, to diſtrain for the whole year's rent :
indeed, among a people who live in ſo the coroner comes, and takes all, or any
fimple a manner as thoſe of this iſland, the part of your goods away; or locks up the
judicial power is always of more import houſe, and ſells whatever he pleaſes 5 and
ance than the legiſlative ; as they are leſs accounts to you when he thinks proper :
governed by laws than cuſtoms, which and if you apply to the ſeat of govern
generally admit a great latitude of inter ment for redreſs againſt this outrageous
pretation.

act of violence, the matter is referred back

But it is ſtrange, that what ought to be to the Deçmſter for his deciſion ; which
mainly attended to, and to be the princi is, to confirm his ſentence, and to counte
pal object of concern, both with the le. nance his oppreſſion; and effectually cuts
gºtiator and the judge, I mean the liber off all hopes of redreſs: for it would cer
ty of the ſubjeći, hath never been provided tainly be in vain to return to him for re
have ſo
for by theſe laws, nor conſidered by the lief, from whoſe
magiſtrates as a point worthy of their at lately appealed, and of whoſe juſtice you
tention.—Sudden and arbitrary impriſon have ſuch a melancholy conviction.
ments, without any form of law, meet
In all diſputes between natives and
with their countenance and encourage ſtrangers, by the letter or conſtruction of
ment, and are continually practiſed, by the every ſtatute and cuſtomary law, there is
meareſt officers in power, on the ſlighteſt an avowed partiality to the natives of the
occaſions; who, not being accountable for iſland;—a mean and ill-judged policy,
their condućt, become the worſt of ty which ſhuts the door againſt all ſocial in
rants. Upon any fancied indignity offer tercourſe, and every liberal advantage : —
ed to theſe wretches, or to their friends Any ſtranger, however innocent, may be
or relations; or for non-payment of arbi arreſted at the expence of two ſhillings,
trary fees; they will forcibly enter a houſe, the price of an action, for any ſum what
even in the night-time, (merely ex officio) ever, no oath being required of the plain
and drag its owner to priſon in a miſerable tiff as to the amount or nature of the debt;
fort, and there keep them, till cold and and the defendant is immediately obliged
wretchedneſs ſhali glut the officer's re to give bail by two natives, or be impri
ſoned. And, what makes the matter ſtill
venge, or extort his illegal demand.
Ex parte judgments, and haſty execu worſe, common bail for the appearance of
tions, are what the law, by its conſtant the party is not admitted, but it muſt be
practice, ſeems to delight in ; in all pro ſpecial bail, to anſwer the event of the
ceedings before the Deemſters on bonds, ſuit, which it is almoſt impoſſible for a
notes, bills of exchange, and the like, rio ſtranger to provide.
It often happens, that one ſtranger, in
plea, or cloin, is allowed, on the part of
the defendant, however particularly his ſpleen, ſhall arreſt another for five hun
caſe may be circumſtanced ; it is enough dred pounds, and get him impriſoned ;
that his hand-writing is made to appear, and and the priſoner, in revenge, arreſts his
immediate execution is thereupon grant proſecutor for a thouſand pounds, which
ed: it is true, that an appeal will lie from brings him to the ſame place; they now
hence to the chancery ; but you muſt fit it ſee their folly, and acquit each other.
petition the Deemſter for leave to make it, Yet, if, in another caſe, the proſecutor
which he is apt to refuſe, when he thinks happens to be a native, he gains his

i.

º
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for be cannot be impriſoned for debt; ſort, from the ſeverity of theſe privileges,
and there is no danger here from an action (but how unworthy the means () by an

for falſe impriſonme: ; ; the courts ſeldom aćt of naturalization.---As an Engliſh
giving any damages; and, when they man, I bluſh to own, that there is a ſpot
o, they are too inconfiderable to be in Europe, where he, with all his boaſted
worth ſuing for ; a few ſhillings at liberty, ſhall become a ſlave to ignorance
moſt.
and barbariſin; and this ſpot too, in the
A ſtranger calls another a Rogue, and very centre of the three kingdom, where
is arreſted for ſlander in five hundred liberty is known to flow with the pureſt
pounds damages, and ſent to priſon, for ſtream, the admiration and envy of the
want of bail, by two natives (for how whole world.
-

**

That great and valuable bleſſing, that
ſhall they be brought to endanger them
ſelves for a ſtranger) and yet if he meet wiſe inſtitution of trial by juries, be
that man on the highway, and beat him comes here the inſtruinent of oppreſſion,
almoſt to death, with any weapons, how ever full of corruption and delay. Tra
ever offenſive, the law inflićts no other verſes are allowed from one jury to ano
niſhment than a fine of thirteen ſhill

ther, from four to ſix men, from ſix to

ings and four pence; a remarkable in twelve, from twelve to twenty-four, (as
fiance of the ejuality and moderation of the ſubjećt of complaint varies) who, af
theſe laws :
ter being ſworn, and the cauſe of action
This privilege, which the natives read to them, are diſmiſſed ; and they

claim, of not being held to bail for debt, meet afterwards, at their own leiſure,
is full of miſchief; it is the ruin of many ſubjećt to no controul, at ſome alehouſe,
an unhappy ſtranger who comes among at the expence of the parties, and there
them, and is plainly calculated to deſtroy drink and quarrel, and meet again and
all commercial credit !---There is ano

again, and do the like ; ’till the ſubjećt

ther of the like mature, which they alſo
claim ; and that is a priority in the pay
ment of all debts, of what kind ſoever ;
from hence it frequently happens, that
fictitious claims are ſet up, to protect a
man's effects from the payment of any

may be forgot before a verdict is ob
tained ; or, what is ſtill worſe, its glar

ing partiality, naturally introduced by
this mode of enquiry, gives ſufficient
ground for new litigations.
In all breaches of the peace, the laws

are extremely weak, and the execution of
that the Manks creditor gets his full de them ſhamefully corrupt.—A felon, if
mand, and the unfortunate ſtranger goes any body be at the trouble of taking him,
which is ſeldom the caſe, is condemned
unpaid.
Theſe privileges are part of their cuſ by law to tranſport himſelf to England
tomary law ; and tho' it is a maxim, I or Ireland; and forbid, on pain of death,
think, that all cuſtoms, which are mani to return again to his own country : an
feſtly abſurd or unjuſt, ſhall be exploded; injunétion which the law might very
(non diurnitas temporis, (ſays ny Lord eaſily have ſpared.----Leſſer kinds of
Coke) ſed ſolidita; rationis conſideranda theft, for the moſt part, go unnoticed,
eſ.) Yet, theſe have ever been ſupported, as they have uſually gone unpuniſhed.
All degrees of aſſault are puniſhed, by
by the courts of judicature of this iſland.
---Another cuſtomary law, which ſeems a certain fine of thirteen ſhillings and
ſhocking to reaſon and humanity, ſub four pence; and, though there be an
jects to impriſonment the widow of a appearance of lenity in this law, yet
ſtranger dying inſolvent : it is not enough ſafely it is a moſt cruel one ; for it is
that ſhe hath loſt the protection of a huſ giving the liberty of doing ill to thoſe
band, together with the means of liveli who are beſt able to pay for it.—It is an
hood ; the meaſure of her diſtreſs is not obſervation, (I think, of my Lord Ba
full, 'till ſhe periſhes in a dungeon ; of con) that thoſe laws are the ride?
which there have been melancholy in which lay the moſt terrille conſtraint on
ſtances.
iniquity, and thereby prevºlt the mºltipli
An attempt of late years hath been cation of crime: ; a maxim of juriſpru
made, and is yet, as I am told, in em dence, which has been terribly miſtaken
bryo, to relieve the ſtranger, in ſome in this country.
E e e e
I can
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debt, however juſt, to a ſtranger; or,

-

-

-
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I cannot omit to mention a cuſtomary
law, which affects all degrees of people,
and is equally ſtrange and oppreſſive. It
gives a power to the Deemſters, Coroners,
Moars, and Serjeants, (which two laſt
are officers who colle& the rents of the

barony) of, what is termed, YARDING
ſervants; by which theſe officers can take
away any body's ſervant, and oblige him
or her to live with them, for a year, at
ſtated wages; ſuch as fifteen ſhillings for
a plowman, ten ſhillings for a driver,
eight ſhillings for a horſeman or lad, and
nine ſhillings for a maid-ſervant; and,
what is more ſtrange, this law bath been
aided and regulated by ſeveral ſtatutes.
However, the legiſlative body, with their
uſual ſagacity, have taken care to avoid
the inconvenience of it themſelves, by
providing", that the houſhold hired ſer
vants of the Twenty-four Keys ſhakl not
be yarded.---It is obvious enough, that
this law tends to diſcourage all improve
ment which the ſervant is capable of,

Sept.

of ſome leading man of their council,

whoſe notions have been rigidly confined
to the laws of his own country, as his
education hath ſeldom been out of it.
And this reaſon will appear more obvi
ous, when you look into their courts of
judicature, and ſee their modes of prac
tice; an incoherent motley jargon, ſtolen,
without judgment, from the pleadings of
Engliſh lawyers, and put together with
out form, and without meaning.---Look
farther into the internal police of the
country; at the capital itſelf, under the
very eye of government, and it ſhould
ſeem as though government were aſleep :
no regular market for the convenience of
its numerous inhabitants; no aſſize of

bread to eaſe the poor; no ſtandard
weights or meaſures to guard againſt the
rapacious tradeſman; nothing but diſ
order every where; and monopolics and
extortion flouriſh uncontrouled.

When laws are thus partial and defec
tive, property muſt be ever inſecure; when

either from his maſter's care, or his own ; the weakneſs of adminiſtration renders the

for, whenever he ſhall diſtinguiſh himſelf
for his diligence or fidelity, he is liable to
be yarded away by one of theſe officers,
or perhaps by all of them, in their turn ;
and his good qualities are to be rewarded
with ſtarving wages, and conſtrained ſer
vitude. This, and many other of their
cuſtoms, appear to be the remains of feu
dal tyranny, now perverted to gratify
narrower intereſts, and more ſelfiſh pur
oſes.

Theſe are a few, amongſt the many in
ſtances of oppreſſion, of fraud and in
juſtice which theſe laws admit of, and to
which they give a ſam&tion. How ſtrange
is it that they ſhould have ſubſiſted ſo
long ! How ſtrange, that the rulers of
the people, whoſe duty it was to amend
their laws, to poliſh their manners, and

comforts of life ſmall and precarious,
how ſhall induſtry prevail, or ſcience hope
to flouriſh *

After all that hath been ſaid, there yet
remains a wound in the conftitution, the

moſt difficult to be healed of any yet de
ſcribed.---That avowed enemy to liberty
and peace, The Spiritual Court, exults
here in all its fullneſs of power, and
wonted deſpotiſm : To ſay where it en
croaches on the temporal courts, and ty
rannizes in its own ; where it ſtrides over

the boundaries of property and of law,
and triumphs in its ſtrength ; is purſuing
a torrent from the mountains and deſcrib

ing its deſolation.

It deals out its ana

themas, without diſtinétion, on the moſt

tlifting occaſions; and by its cenſures,
penances, and excommunications, ter.i-

to civilize their cuſtoms, ſhould have fies the multitude to obedience.

made it their only cale to hand down ſo
many Gothic inſtitutions to this enlight
ened age ---To gueſs at a reaſon for it
(and I can find but one) it is owing to
the accident of their governors having
been, for the moſt part, military gentle
men, unacquainted with the principles
and nature of law ; and inſtead of bring

'Till very lately, for non-payment of
tythe, the delinquent was excommunica
ted; which, I believe, after proper cita
tions, is the practice of other ſpiritual
courts; but here the matter went a ſtep
further; if, in cleven weeks after, he
did not procure abſolution, which may
be called payment of the money, he was
ing inſtruction with them, they have delivered over, body and goods, to the
come hither to be inſtructed ; inſtead of lord of the iſland ; who, being luckily
governing, they have become the pupils endowed with ſome chriſtian principles,
hath renounced a right fou: ded on ſuch
* Vide Stat. 12 June, 1661.
hurlid perſecutivn.
One

|
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One inſtance of the over-weaning pride etly to the penances indišted. A une
of the members of this court is reinark. lancholy reſemblance of inquiſitorial
able; a perſon, under cenſure for non power
payment of tythe, was ſworn on an in
From hence it is plain, how ſtrargely
queſt in a court of law, where one of the the end of all government is perverted,
Vicars General happened to be preſent; when the eccleſiaſtic and civil power go
who officiouſly objected to the man's qua band in hand to ruin the peace of the
ification; and upon the judge's reprov ſubject; and when, what one cannot eifest
ing the vicar for his interfering ; he ar by its tyranny and uſurpation, the other
rogantly told him that “were he himſelf ſupplies by its weakneſs and partiality.
“ under the church's diſpleaſure, he

How can a country poſſibly flouriſh in

“ ſhould not preſide in that sourt.” The this ſtate of bondage how ſhall it grow
judge wanted juſt the ſame degree of ſpi in arts and wealth, 'till liberty once rears
iit, as the vicar did of decency and mo its head, freed from the ſhackles of ſlaviſh
deration.
cuſtoms, and arbitrary law examples
In teſtamentary matters, they have the are frequent ; and we need not go very
fole direction of one half of the teſtator's far back into our own hiſtory, to ſee the
effe&s, which they are pleaſed to call effects which wholeſome laws and good
“ The Dead Man's Part;” a diviſion government have upon the minds of the

which I could never find any reaſon for, people : they inſenſibly change their man
unleſs it be, that no man living dares ners, and give a new turn to their ſpirit
call them to an account.
when the policy of government calls for
In criminal matters, as perjury, formi war, they are emulous to diſtinguiſh them
cation, ſabbath-breaking, and the like, ſelves for their country's good; when the
they judge without diſtinction, and puniſh arts of peace prevail, the ſame ſpirit ačtu
without mercy; having all the while a ates the huſbandmen, manufačturers, and
great veneration for their fees, which merchants, and prompts them to imitate
every perſecution naturally tends to en their neighbours with rival induſtry, in
hance.
every occupation. From hence too, lite
In all diſputes for tythes, the vicars ge rature is encouraged to raiſe its head, and
neral are the ſole judges ; and, in caſe of diſſipate the clouds of ignorance and bar
diſobedience to ſummonſes, or contempt bariſm.
of orders, the party offending is hurried
Such are the advantages which muſt
away to a horrid dungeon, under the naturally accrue to this country, when the
graves of the dead, in an old church, government of England ſhall think pre
upon a little iſland in the ſea, into which per to attend to its happineſs; when it
-

the tide often flows : and here he muſt ſhall amend its laws, as well as reſtrain

ſtay, 'till a bond is procured, with ſuf its trade, and make its inhabitants wiſer,
ficient ſureties, that he will ſubmit qui as well as better, ſubjects.
-

-
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ſplit the captain's ſkull with an axe, as
W O Engliſh ſchooners, laden with he lay aſleep, and afterwards diſpatched
beef, pork, flour, cured fiſh, and live the mate.
ſtock, from the continent, have been
9. The intended marriage between
ſeized by order of the governor of Mar the prince Stadtholder, and the princeſs
tinico; altho’ the poor inhabitants are in Frederica-Sophia Wilhelmina, of Pru'a,
the greateſt diſtreſs for want of provi was publickiv declared at the Hague. The
ſions.
prince Stadtholder, as he was taking the
At Philadelphia, Stephen Porter was diverſion of hawking, caught a heron,
apprehended and committed to goal for with a braſs inſcription round his leg, ſet
the murder of Capt. Weft-oat, of Briffol. ting forth, that he was taken and releaſed
Porter had been guilty of ſome offence by the elector of Cologne, in the year
on ſhip-board, for which the captain beat 1737.
him. Porter, in revenge, on the night
Sat.11. His Royal Highneſs the duke
following, with three others of the crew, of York arrived at Bruſſels, under the title
E t c e z

of
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of earl of Ulſler, and in the evening went frocks to have narrow lappels down to the
to the comedy, where he was received by waiſts, ſlaſh cuffs ike the commanders,

prince Charles, who had already enter: without lace, inſtead of roll cuffs, and in
tained the prince and princeſs of Brunſ all other reſpects as now won.
Sun. 19. The princeſs Poniatowſki, ſi
wick with all imaginable magnificence.
A young man in France, being lately ſter to the king of Poland, arrived at St.
attacked by a fever, became delirious, james's.
zo. His Royal Highneſs the Duke of

and afterwards raving mad. In this con
York who lately ſet out on his travels
dition, the only objects of his fury were through
and Germany, had an in
his parents; and he was at length ſo terview France
with the king and queen of
ſeemingly ſenſible of his error, that he
talked of nothing but expiating his ſins France, at Compeigne, to whom he was .
by fire; and for that purpoſe, having raiſ introduced by the title of E. of Ulſter.
A collier, burthen 150 tons, was burnt
ed a pile of wood, he found means to
light it, and to throw himſelf in ; but at Blockhouſe Point, near Portſmºuth, on
the torments he felt in the flames, ſoon account of brandy and tea being found
brought him to himſelf, and he endea buried under her cargo of coals. At the
voured to ſave his life, but too late ; for ſame time and place a ſmuggling ſloop
though he had ſtrength enough to get out, was burnt, and ſtrićt orders are given to
yet he was ſo terribly ſcorched, that he the officers of the cuſtoms to ſuppreſs the
infamous practice of ſmuggling.
died the next day in great agony.
Thurſ. 30. The dragoman of the Bri
Wed 15. Lord Clive arrived in town
from Portſmouth, where he landed the day tiſh conſul at Aleppo, by birth a ſubject
before, from on board the Britannia In of the Sultan, having incurred the diſplea
diaman, from Bengal, in perfect health, ſure of his ſuperiors, he was lately impri

general Calliot and governor Palk, arrived

ſoned, and his commiſſion demanded from

in town at the ſame time.

the conſul, on pain of cutting off his

Fri. 17. Lord Clive waited on his ma head; on which the conſul found it ne
ceſſary to comply; but at the ſame time,
A cauſe was tried in the court of King's preferred a complaint to his Majeſty's am

jeſty, and was moſt graciouſly received.

Bench, between Edward Lumſdon, an e

baſſador, at Conſtantinºple, who having

le&ed freeman of Morpeth in Northumber preſented a memorial to the Porte on that
land, plaintiff, and Chriſtopher Fawcet, occaſion, was anſwered haughtily, that ſuch
ſteward of the court-lect of the lord of the

were the orders of the ſovereign.

manor, defendant, on a mandamus for
refuſing to admit the plaintiff to his free
dom, which was determined in favour of
the plaintiff; by which decificm the peo
ple of Morpeth are reſtored to their antient
right of electing their own members. Thir
ty-two other cauſes depended upon this

Sat. Auguſt 1. A dividend warrant,
dated in 1698, for 70 ol, being a year's
intereſt on 10,000l. Bank-ſtock, was pre
ſented at the Bank for payment, but, be
ing of ſo early a date, the books were to
be examined before the claim cculd be
confirmed.

Tueſ. 4. At Saliſtury aſfizes a very
Sat. 18. Admiralty-office. It is his ma intereſting cauſe was tried, in which two
jeſty's pleaſure that the embroidered uni cheeſe-factors were plaintiffs, againſt the
form cloathing of flag-officers; of cap hundred of Chippenham, for a load of
tains, commanders, and lieutenants of his cheeſe, value fixty pounds, which was
majeſty's fleet, be diſcontinued ; and that forcibly taken away upon the king's
the frock uniform cloathing of the ſaid highway, by a company of rioters. Af
officers be likewiſc altered, and worm as ter, a long trial, the jury found for the
follows. The admirals frocks to have plaintiffs.
Sat. 8. The Britannia, with zoo Pa
narrow lappels down to the waiſt; ſmall
boot cuffs : a ſingle lace inſtead of treble latines on board, arrived at Portſzouth,
Jace down the ſide ſkirts; a plain muſ in her way to America. Theſe Palatines
quetaire lace, but in all other reſpects the are a very religious, quiet people, and
ſame as now worn. The captains and leave their country for the ſake of enjoy
commanders frocks to have narrow lappels ing the liberty of worſhipping God after

verdićt.

º

down to the waiſts,

and in all other re

ſpects as they are now.

their own manner.

The lieutenants
-

Mon.
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Mon. 31. The inſtrućtions given by one of the coheireſſes of the late Sir Peter
the biſhops to the clergy of their ſeveral Warren.—SEPT. 2. Rt. hon. L. Adam
dioceſes, in conſequence of a motion in Gordon, to her grace Jane, dutcheſs
the houſe of Lords, to take an account dowager of Athol.—Henry Pelham, Eſq;
of the number of Catholics in their re a com. of the cuſtoms, to miſs Harding,

ſpective pariſhes, has nothing alarming

niece to the lord chancellor.—18. William

in it. A like order was given in 1746, Clayton, Eſq; M. P. for Great Marlow,
to the clerks of the peace, when by a —to the Right hon. lady Fermor, ſiſter
lift then delivered, the whole landed pro to the earl of Pomfret.

perty they were poſſeſſed of, amounted to
Lift of DEATH's for the Year 1767.
384, 1661. 14s. iod. f. If a like account
JUNE
22,
Auguſta Wil
ſhould be now given in, it will at once
helmina, aunt of the reign
be ſeen whether they increaſe in property
or not.
ing princeſs of Anhalt Bernbourg.—Ju
A filver ſtatue of the goddeſs Cybele, LY 1. Ann, lady of the hon. William
weighing 36 pounds, of excellent work Moleſworth.-7. Helen, counteſs Dowa
manſhip, was lately taken out of the Ty ger of Glaſgow.—12. Col. York, in the
Portugueſe ſervice. He commanded the
ber, three miles below Rome.
Tueſ. 11. The Duke of York was moſt artillery at the fiege of Quebec, and con
magnificently entertained at Chantilly, by veyed them up a precipice where a ſingle
the king and queen of France, to which man could not mount without the help of
entertainment the Prince of Conde, by buſhes –Poor Joe all alone, a remarka
the king's order, invited more than 3oo ble old man, aged 1 os. He was well known
of the principal mobility of that king in the royal army in the laſt rebellion, and
employed as a ſpy in the rebel army, in
dom,
Thurſ. 27. Ninety-three Palalines, en which he uſed to ſell gingerbread and
gaged in the ſervice of Dennis Rolle, Eſq; whiſky. He died at Ware, and though
embarked on board a ſhip at Plymouth for he never had any ſettled habitation, is
that gentleman's plantations in Eaſt Flo ſaid to have died worth 30.ool. which he
rida.
has left to charitable uſes.—17. Rev. Joſ.
Browne, D. D. provoſt of Queen's col
lege, Oxford.—Tho. Coates, Eſq; vice
Lift of BIRT its for the Year 1767.
admiral of the red, member for Bedwin,
ADY of the hon. Col. Fitzroy, of a and a brother of the Trinity houſe.—26.
daughter.—lady of viſcount Wey Rt. Hon. Counteſs dow. of Suffolk, aged
mouth, of a daugh.-Marchioneſs of Ta 86–28. The marquiſs of Lothian, knight
vittock, of a ſon.—lady of lord George of the antient order of the thiſtle in Scot

Pºiº

-

Sackville, of a ſon and heir.

Liſt of MARRIAG es for the rear 1767.
JULY 20.

H

O N. col. Blackwell—to

land.—AU G. I. The celebrated Albinus

at Paris, one of the moſt ſkilful anatomiſts
in Europe.—2. Cha. lord Kimaird at Dri
mie in Scotland.—Sir Wm. Sinclair, a

celebrated phyſician. — 9. Major Far

miſs Johnſon of Conduit quhar, formerly of the Scots regiment in
ſtreet.—Col. Blackwood—to miſs Janſſen the Dutch ſervice.—12. Lady of gen. Ir

of Cheſhunt.—24. The princeſs Louiſa win, gov. of Gibraltar.—14. Lady of
Henrietta Wilhelmina, of Brandenburgh, John Buller, Eſq; one of the lords of the
—to the reigning prince of Anhalt Deſ admiralty, and member for Eaſt-lowe in
ſau.-26. Rt. hon. Sackville Tufton, E. Cornwali.-19. Will. Sharpe, Eſq; firſt
of Thanct—to the hon. miſs Polly Sack clerk in ordinary to his majeſty's privy
ville, daughter to lord John.—27. The E. council. zo. Lady Mary Eliz. Bouveries
of Dalhouſie, -to miſs Glen, niece to go only Daughter of the E. of Radnor.—22.
vernor Glen.—29. James Hamilton, Eſq; The hon. and Rev. Mr. Allen Bathurſt,
one of the cquerries to his royal highneſs ſon to lord Bathurſt, ſuddenly.—The prin
the duke of York,+to lady Baker.—Cha. ceſs Maria-Louiſa-Gabriella, ſecond dau,
Howard, Eſq; preſumptive heir to the D. to his Sardinian Majeſty.—28. At the
of Norfolk,--to niſs Coppinger, an heireſs. Hague, Jacob Erant, baron de Waſſeneer;
Lieut. col. Wm. Skinner--to miſs Warren, he married lady Amelia Bentinck, daugh.
. . to
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to Harry, and fiſter William duke of vis, one of the four principal clerks of the
Portland.—In Scotland, lady Don, relićt
treaſury, vice Tho. Bradſhaw.—Richard
of the late Sir Alexander Don, bart.— Hopkins, Eſq; clerk of the green cloth,

Lady Mackenzie, wife of Sir Alexander. vice Sir John Evelyn, dec, -AUG. I.
—Sept. 4. Right hon. Charles Townſ Hon. capt. Wm. Southwell, from half
hend, ſecond commiſſioner of the Treaſu pay, -deputy judge advocate and com
ry, chancellor of the Exchequer, a Privy miſſary of the muſters in the iſland of
councellor, M. P. for Harwich, and on Minorca, vice lieut. Zachariah Moore,
ly brother to lord viſc. Townſhend.-19. dec. -18. The right hon. Caroline Camp
At Bath, the lady of Sir Jarrit Smith, bt. bell, wife of the right hon. Char. Townſ.
—The lady of Sir William Calvert, knt. hend, Eſq; to the dignity of a baroneſs
late one of the aldermen of London.-13. of Great-Britain, by the ſtile and title of
Sir George Saville, bart.-Hon. Charles baroneſs of Greenwich, in the county of

Goldſborough.-16. Rev. Dr. Gregory,

Kent.—22. Lieut. col Rob. Skeene to be

dean of Chriſt Church, Oxford.

baggage maſter general, and inſpector of

Lift of ProMotions for the Year 1767.
OBE R T Vanſittart, Eſq;
JULY 4.
LL.D. app. the King's
rofeſſor of the civil law in the univerſity
of Oxford.—6. Geo. James Williams,

the roads in North Britain, vice William

R

Eſq; pay-maſter of Nova Scotia, and
George Cooke, Eſq; agent to the in
valids (John Luke Nicoll, dec.)—Charles
Bambridge, Eſq; computer of the off-rec

Caufield, dec.--SEPT. Stephen Cotterell,

app. firſt clerk in ordinary to the privy
council (.wm. Sharp, Eſq; dec.)—Phili
Sharp, keeper of the council records (his
brother William, dec.)—8 Hon. Wm.
Spry, Eſq; judge of all America, vice
admiral of the iſland of Barbadoes, (Geo.
Pinfold, dec.) — Henry Hulton, John
Temple, Wm. Burch, Charles Paxton,
and John Robinſon, Eſqrs; commiſſioners.
James Porter, Eſq; comptroller. Charles

konings in the general pay office, (John
Luke Nicoli, dec.)—Edward Sleech, Eq;
deputy clerk of the Pell office.-8. Tho Steuart, Eſq; paymaſter, all for the ma
más Belt, Eſq; M. P. for Canterbury, nagement of his majeſty's cuſtoms in A

deputy-warden of the Cinque Ports, in merica.-Sir Wm. Trelawny, bart. vice
the room of Sir James Gray, bart.-15. admiral of Jamaica, (Wm. Hen. Lyttle

John Wells, Eſq; firſt major 3d. foot ton, Eſ]; reſ.)—9. Rt. hon. Lord Manſ
guards.-Bernard Hale, Eſq; 2d major field, ſworn chanc. of the Exchequer, pro
Kwelis pro.)—William Fawcett, Eſq., tempore.—1o. John Elliot, Eſq; vice-ad
capt. (Hale pro.)—George Haſtings, Eſq; miral of Weſt Florida, (John Johnſton,
capt. lieut. (Fawcett pro.)—Rich. Stone Eſq; reſ.)

hºwer, Eſq., app. a conimiſſioner of Ex
cite (Sir Henry Pooie, bart. deg.)-31.

NEw MEMBERs.

Lord Townſend, app. d. lieu. of Ireland,
Member

(E. of Briſtol, reſ.)-Th9. Bradſhaw, Eſq;
appointed ſecretary to the treaſury, vice John
Cha. Lowndes, Eſq; reſ-Ant: Lucas, ſon of Chauncey
Eſq; commiſſioner of Exciſe.—Wm. Da

Place

Room of

º: }:
Weſ.

Townſhend.

lawny, gov.
of Jamaica.
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Aucust, Sunday 2.

height of four, and as ſuddenly came
to its former level, and this ſoon after its

HE Rev. john Dempſey, of the pa being high water; in this ſudden agita

º

riſh of Great Connell in the
tion of the water, ſeveral veſſels were
ilkenny, a popiſh clergyman, public forced from their moorings, which it
. the eſtabliſhed church, is imagined was the effect of an earth

i. ſº i.

in the church of Rathcool.

Tueſ. 8. In the evening a remarka
ble agitation was perceived in the river
Liffy, when it ſuddenly ſunk to the depth
of two feet, then immediately roſe to the

quake in ſome diſtant part, as the like
appeared in the river of Cork, when that
at Liſbon happened in 1756.
, Mon. 11. The corporation of Cutlers,
Painter-Stainers, and Stationers, deſirous
of

1767.
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of teſtifying their gratitude, unanimouſ
ly reſolved, That the freedom of their
corporation be preſented to john Lodge,
Eſq.; deputy clerk and keeper of the Rolls,
as a teſtimony of their ſenſe of the ſervice
he has rendered the city, in affording eve
ry aid in his power to aſſert and maintain
her rights, privileges, and franchiſes.
- A Tetter from Carlingford of the
8th inſtant mention the following par
ticulars in regard to an engagement in
the bay of Dundrum, between the barge
of Malahide, and three ſloops, each of
which exceeded the barge in men and
guns, which laſted four hours, when
William Stafford in his Majeſty's ſervice

Leinſer;

591

and the unalterable attachment

and filial affection Your Grace has ever

ſhewn for Liberty and Your Country give
the moſt pleaſing hopes.
With ſentiments truly reſpe&tful, we,
therefore, entreat Your Grace will ſecond

our application to His lordſhip, the moſt
noble, William, marquis of Kildare, that
he may appear for a city, the ſecond in his
majeſty's dominions, by undertaking whoſe
intereſts, he may not only do honour to
his country, but encreaſe his own.
The tender of our ſervice on this occa

fion is the higheſt we have to make : and
can only be encreaſed by the manner we

offer it, unaſked, unſolicited : And, if
was killed, two others wounded, and a it be accepted, we ſhall reſt ſatisfied, that

lad's thigh broke; the king's boat was we have diſcharged our duty, in requeſt
boarded by the ſmugglers, who deſtroyed ing a perſon to repreſent us in the great
rigging, in order to render council of the nation, who is deſerving of
her incapable of purſuing, which, when the confidence we place in him.
they effected, they put to ſea; Mr. Ar
thur Luſk, who had the command of the To which his Grace was pleaſed to return
the following anſwer.
king's boat, was alſo wounded in the
breaſt with a muſketball.
“I am particularly obliged for this fin
Sept. Sat. 19 At the aſſizes at Cork, gular mark of favour the citizens of Dub
one Phelix M'Carthy, a baker, was found lin are pleaſed to ſhew me and my family.
guilty, and fined fifty pounds, for at I ſhall reflect on it with the moſt pleaſing
tempting to bribe the chief magiſtrate conſciouſneſs, as in ſome meaſure mel ited
there.
by my actions; and it ſhall be my ſtudy
Mond. 21. The maſter, wardens, and to preſerve a continuance of it.
“The bill for the limitation of parlia
ſeveral brethren deputed by the corpora ments
always had my earneſt wiſhes, and
tion of Cutlers, Painter-ſtainers, or Guild
of St. Luke the Evangeliſt, Dublin, wait that for regulating the corporations of the
ſhall engage my peculiar attention ;
ed upon his Grace the Duke of Leinſier city,
and as to the application to my Son, being
with the following addreſs.
myſelf ſo much intereſted in it, I hope Ye
her ſails and

To his Grace 7ames, duke of Leinſter.

will excuſe my not giving an immediate
anſwer.”

May it pleaſe your GRACE,

The requeſt of this body with that of

HE mark of favour with which Your

many others has been fince gratified by the
Grace was pleaſed to diſtinguiſh the appearance of an advertiſement the 29th,
Guild of St. Luke, by ſuffering your name declaring the marquis of Kildare a candi
to be enrolled in the records of our ſociety,

date to repreſent the city in parliament.

leads us with the greater confidence into
ſupport of the fºllowing
your preſence; and whither could we Collections for theSchool.
come, with ſo much aſſurance, as where

ability and inclination are united, particu Moi'ſlowl,
Preacher, Bp. of Kildare
9.

º
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larly at a time, when we have the moſt ar.

dent wiſhes to offer, not only for ourſelves, Finglaſs
Archd. Mann, ,
but for the whole kingdom *
September 6. $47 2 9
A bill for the limitation of parliaments
Liſt of BIRT Hs for the 17tar 1767.
is what the united voice of the nation de
lady of Sir John
clares for; and we, as citizens of the ca AU G.

* Th;

pital, entreat your further aſſiſtance and

Blunden, of cattle B, on

countenance for obtaining a bill to regu den, co. of Kilkenny.--SEPT. 5. The
late her corporations. Purſuits like theſe lady of Sir Edw. Newenham, of a ſon. –
muſt illuſtrate the annals of the houſe of

11. -of Rich. St. George, of the ca. of
Kilkenny,
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Sept.
Kilkenny, Eſq; of a daugh.-26.--—of Eſq;-At Paris, Char. Cecil Calvert, Eſq;
Char. Tottenham, Eſq; M. P. for the bo. –22. Paul Spencer, co. of Londonderry,
of Clonmilies.
of Edward Herbert, Eſq;-Capt. Cromie, who with his horſe
M. P. for Tralee.
was drowned in a pond in the Phoenix
Park, where he attempted to give his
Lift of MARRIAGE's for the Year 1767. beaſt water.—26. The Rev. Mr. Cod
dington, re&tor of Carrickmacroſs in the
JULY
Lowther, Eſq; dioceſe of Clogher.
M. P. for the borough
of Ratoath to Miſs Ponſonby.—Au G. I. Lift of PRomotions for the Year 1767.
Henry L’Eſtrange, Eſq; to miſs Wallis,
ENRY Beven, Eſq; elec
fiſter to Sir Wm. Oſborn, bart.—14. Ed JULY 28.
ted high-ſheriff of the
ward Nangle of Kildalky, co. of Meath,
to miſs Jane Waller.—Wim." Odium of city of Dublin, in the room of George
Eſq; reſigned, who paid a fine
the king's co. to miſs Betty Odlum of Faulkner,
Killmurry.—Rob. Kelly of the queen's of 1151. 13 s. for the uſe of the blue-coat
co. Eſq; to miſs Iſabella Prior.—27. Gil hoſpital.31. Theophilus Jones, Eſq; app.
bert Purdon, Eſq; to miſs Ann Parker.— a privy counſellor.—Au G. 16. The Rt.
and hon. Dr. Harvey, bp. of Cloyne,
Auguſtine Fitzgerald, Eſq; to miſs Eliz. Rev.
and Arthur Upton, Eſq; app. privy
Harte.—29. James Kellet, co. of Meath, councellors.-The
Eſq; to miſs Eliz. Caddington. —SEPr. mas Lord Howth Right honour. Tho
granted the dignities of
1. Rob. Chriſtie, Eſq; to miſs Maria Fra
a viſc. and earl, by the title of viſc. St.

* Gºº

zier.—23. John Shee, of the co, of Kil Lawrence and earl of Howth.-The Rt.

kenny, Eſq; to miſs Power of the co. of
Waterford.—Eland Moſſom, jum. of the

co. of Kilkenny, Eſq; to niſs Hannnah
Barker, daugh. of Sir Wm. Barker, of
the co. of Tipperary, bart.
Lift of DEAths for the Year 1767.
OS. Bennet, Eſq; Recorder

August.

of Cork.-At Bath, the

lady of Walter Atkins, Eſq;-In En
gland, Daniel Hays, Eſq; his eſtate in
the co. of Limerick he has bequeathed for
the ſupport of the infirmary in that coun
ty.—At Bath, the counteſs dowager of
Drogheda.-Tho. Ormſby of the co. of
Sligo, Eſq;-On his paſſage to America,
Capt. Hugh Antrobus.-14. The lady of
the Rev. and hon. Maurice Coſby.-Pa
trick French of the co. of Galway, Eſq;
—Lieut. Charles Stanhope of the 49th
reg. foot.—Arthur Padmore, Eſq; M. D.
—19. The wife of Arthur Merwin of the
Naul, Eſq;-Tho. Shervington, Eſq; –
Peter Ruttledge, Eſq; —Henry Bevan,
Eſq; –Wm. Ouſley, Eſq; —Dominick
Sarsfield, Eſq counſellor at law.—The
wife of Edwin Sandys Reynolds, Eſq;—SEPT. The lady of Sir Wm. Parſons,
bart.—The relićt of Nathaniel Taylor,

hon. Charles baron of Colloony, the dig
nity of an earl, by the title of earl of Bei
lamont.—Conſtantine Phipps, Eſq; the
dignity of a baron, by the title of baron
Mulgrave of New Roſs in the county of
Wexford.—24. Hugh Carlton, Eſq; coun
cellor at law, ele&ted recorder of Cork,
(Joſeph Bennet, Eſq.; dec.)—The Rev.
Rob. Gorges, preſ to the vic. of Dun
boyn and Kilbride, dioceſs of Meath,
(Rev. Mr. Knowles, dec.)—Lord Fred.
Campbell, ſon to the duke of Argyle,
app. ſecretary to his excellency lord
Townſhend, lord lieutenant of Ireland.—

Rev. Dr. Young, and the hon, and Rev,
Mr. Cornwailis, chaplains.—Maj. Staun
ton, ſteward of the houſhold; col. Bur

goyne, major Rooke, and captains Beau
din, Fleming, and Manly, aids de camp.
—Mr. Bowden, maſter of the horſe.—

Tho. Smith, Eſq; deputy uſher of the
black rod to the houſe of lords.—Sz PT.
2. Rev. John Dalton Hawood, preſ, to the
vic. of Cahir, and the rec. and vic. of St.

John Baptiſt Grange, dioceſe of Liſmore
(Dr. Tho. Dawſon, dec.)—The Rev.
Dr. John Foſter, preſ. by the provoſt and
Fellows of Trinity College to the rec. of
Omagh, county of Tyrone (Dr. James
Eſq;-Samuel Lucas of Mount Lucas, Knight, dec.) and the Rev. Dr. Mercier
king's co. Eſq;-Rich. Maunſell, Eſq; ſucceeds to the living held by Dr. Foſter.
—Edward Taylor of the king's county, —The Rev. Dr. Mann, archdeacon of
Eſq;-15. John Stephenſon, co. of Ard Dublin, coll, to a canonry in the cathedral

stagh, Eſq;—Th9. Blake, co. of Mayo,

of Kildare.
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The Speeches, Arguments, and Determinations, of the Right Hon. the Lord,
of Council and Seſſion of Scotland, upon that important Cauſe, wherein his
Grace the Duke of Hamilton and at “ers were Plaintiffs, and Archibald
Douglas of Douglas, Eſq; Defendants. Continued from Page 568.
Iord Coalion gave his Sentiments in the proof; I only ſay, That it is legal evi
dence, as much as if the dire&t birth had
following Manner.
been proved by witneſſes; and, that, un
N delivering my opinion in this cauſe, til it ſhall be redargued by a clear and
I will not run over the whole of the

poſitive proof of the contrary. So ſtand

arguments ſtated upon either ſide, but ing the law as I apprehend, the defendant
will endeavour to take one cloſe connected is entitled to found upon the acknow
view of the whole. The queſtion now ledgment of his parents, and the habite
before us, falls to be determined upon and repute following therereon as proba
rinciples of law, of importance not on tio probata. The conſequence of which
y to this country, but to all mankind ; is, That the onus probandi muſt fail whol
and of theſe principles the firſt is, that ly upon the plaintiffs in this cauſe. I am
there is no direct proof neceſſary to eſta alſo equally clear, that before the plain
bliſh filiation. Accidents innum rable and tiffs can prevail here, they muſt bring
unavoidable may prevent a claimant from ſuch evidence to your lordſhips, as would
bringing direct evidence of his birth, have been ſufficient to have convicted Sir
more eſpecially if the ſame has happened john, lady jane, and Mrs. Hewit of
when his parents were travelling abroad the capital crime of ſuppoſitio partus; and
in a foreign country. Yea, I will ad if ſuch ſtrong proofs are neceſſary only
venture to ſay, That of all the numerous to ballance the legal preſumption for the
audience now preſent, there is not, per birth of the defendant, much ſtronger
theſe proofs be, where there is both
haps, one in a hundred able to bring muſt
compleat legal evidence of the preciſe time a direct ..". circumſtantiate proof of the

and place, and other circumſtances at birth, as is the caſe here. I ſhall conſi
tending it. For this good reaſon, thers; der firſt the proof ſo brought by this de
fore, it is, That the law has required no fendant, and then the proofs brought by
other of a perſon's birth, but the acknow the plantiis, upon which they would
ledgment of the parents, and the habite have us to ſet his proof aſide. The de

and repute conſequent upon that acknow

fendant’s proof naturally divides itſelf in

ledgment. I do not mean to ſay, that to two principal parts, the proof of lady
ſuch may not be defeated by a contrary jane's Pºgnancy, and the proof of the
Oćtober, 1767.
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delivery. And firſt, as to the pregnancy; Do&tor Menager, and Madame Garnier
in ſpite of all the plaintiffs have advanced the nurſe of the ſecond child. It would

as to the uncertainty and fallibility of have been, indeed, next to a miracle, if
ſuch proof of pregnancy, I muſt, accord Sir john Stewart, in order to accompliſh
ing to all the lawyers opinions. I have this alledged impoſture, ſhould have pitch
ever read upon this ſubjećt, hold preg ed upon a Pier La Marre, to be the
nanc

to be a thing capable of a certain,

proof; and whatever a ſceptical phyſician

fićtitious accoucheur, who, as he himſelf
told to Dočtor Menager, had about that

may have given as his opinion, in this time delivered a foreign lady of high
cauſe, as to the uncertainty of the proof rank, and of an advanced age, of twins,
pregnancy, yet I regard not his opi
nion either, for the reaſon which I have
now given.
This being the caſe, I go on to enquire

the youngeſt of whom was intruſted to

Douglas is proved and that it is proved,

Marre, and that he told her to take ex

of

his (La Marre's) care to be nurſed. But
this is not all; you have Madame Gar
nier herſelf ſwearing expreſly, That ſhe
whetheror not the pregnancy of lady jane nurſed a child given to her by Mr. P. La
-

I am clear, from the oaths of Mrs. Hew ceeding great care of the child, becauſe it
it and Iſabel Walker, and from the de was belonging to foreigners, people of
clarations of the other maid Effy Caw, diſtinétion; and might be a ... in
who died before ſhe could be put upon his own country. If, to all this, we add,
oath in this cauſe.

And all their evi the accidental manner in which both

dence ſtands ſo ſtrongly ſupported by the Dočtor Menager and Madame Garnier
oath of Mrs. Hepburn of Keith, and ſo the nurſe were diſcovered, it muſt eſtabliſh
pointedly confirmed by a number of other the credibility of their teſtimony be
reſpectable perſons who had the moſt in ond doubt. And I am really convinced,
timate acquaintance with, and moſt fre
hat if Giles and Francoiſe La Marre,
quent opportunities of ſeeing lady jane had ſpoke out the truth, the evidence
at that time; that I can have no doubt of upon theſe articles which I have narrated,
the matter. Againſt this the negative would not have been liable even to the
evidence brought by the plaintiffs can ſhadow of an objećtion. But even, ſup
never be held ſufficient. And indeed, it poſing that there had been leſs proof of
does appear, that the plaintiffs them the aër of delivery, either by witneſſes
ſelves were convinced of the pregnancy : or by circumſtances, it falls to be no
not only from their firſt plainte to the ticed, That the two proofs of pregnancy
parliament of Paris, but alſo from the and delivery mutually aſſiſt each other,
teſtimony of Sir William Stewart in this and eſtabliſh the one great point ſought
cauſe; who depoſes, That in a converſa after, viz. that there was really a deli
tion which Mr. Andrew Stewart had
very. Yea, had there been no proof at
with the honourable Mr. Murray at Pa all brought of the a& of delivery, and
ris, he (Mr. Andrew Stewart) owned which may have been the caſe often, as
to Mr. Murray, “That he had all the the ačt of delivery is often tranſient and
proofs in the world of lady Jane's preg even in a moment; yet, as ſhe is clearly
nancy, but none of her delivery.”
proved to have been pregnant when ſhe
I come now to confider the proof of went to Paris, the law would have pre
the delively itſelf This, indeed, reſts ſumed, That ſhe was there delivered ac
upon the teſtimony of Sir jobn and Mrs. cording to the account ſhe herſelf gives
Hewit, who were the only witneſſes us. As the proof of the circumſtances
that can be found to the act of delivery. before, ſo the proof of what happened
But then it falls to be noticed, that their

after the delivery convinces me, that

direét and poſitive harmony to the fačt there is no falſehood in this caſe. We
is confirmed by a train of ſuch circum have lady jane diſplaying upon every
theſe circumſtances fall

ſtances, and

in

occaſion the

fºr: maternal affe&tion

fo exactly with the account given by Sir for theſe children. You have the depo
yohn and Mrs. Hewit, that they afford fitions of, I believe, a hundred of wit
convićtion to my mind, as ſtrong as if meſſes, that the ſecond boy Sholto was
ſo many more witneſſes had ſwore dire&l the very pi&ure of lady jane. A cir
to the fact. The circumſtances .
cumſtance which has its weight with me,
I mean, are contained in the oaths of conſidering the ſenſe and
charaćter of the
people
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people who affirm it, and as I ſee that that he was habite and repute a thief, or
every lawyer who has wrote upon ſuch ſuch like circumſtances. In order to free
queſtions as this, treats of the ſimilitude himſelf from the charge attempted to be
of features as being a preſumption to eſta proved againſt him by ſuch a train of cir
bliſh a real birth.
cumſtances, the priſoner at the bar gene
The plaintiffs have, in order to ſup rally alledges that he came by the goods
in
a lawful manner. And if he ſhall be
port their plea, found it neceſſary to
diſcredit the teſtimony of the witneſſes able, by the teſtimony of two unſuſpected
who had depoſed to the pregnancy 3 and witneſſes, to prove this fa&t, the whole
more particularly they have attacked circumſtantiate evidence reared up againſt
with all their force the credibility of him falls to the ground at once; and
Mrs. Hewit and Iſabel Walker, two that for this good reaſon, that theſe cir
perſons who it is in proof had al cumſtances, though they be fully proved,
ways maintained chara&ers free of the are not inconfiſtent with the alledgeance
leaſt exception. Both theſe witneſſes of the priſoner proved by direct teſtimo
were examined in your lordſhips pre ny. If then we ſhall take a view of the
ſence, Mrs. Hewit ſeveral times, and various circumſtances adduced by the
Mrs. Walker once; and in my opinion plaintiffs, we ſhall be convinced that
delivered their teſtimonies with ſuch con they might have all happened conſiſtently
ſtancy and firmneſs as nothing but truth with the defendant's hypotheſis.' . For
could inſpire, ſº which led me firmly many of the moſt material of theſe ſuſpi
to believe all that they reſpećtively cious circumſtances the defendant has
ſwore. There are indeed in their ac been able to account; and though they
counts of the matter a few trifling con had not been accounted for, yet they did
tradićtions and variations in ſome of the not apply. As to the declaration of the

moſt minute matters of their detail :

defendant's father, Sir john, I ſhall only
which, inſtead of being either wonderful barely mention, that through the whole
or ſuſpicious, is a circumſtance which of that examination, Sir john ſhewed

may naturally be expećted to happen af. not the leaſt conſciouſneſs of guilt. As
ter ſo long an elapſe of time, and inſtead
of leſſening (in my view) encreaſes the
credit due to their ſtory. . . I therefore
hold the proof which the plaintiffs have
brought to be by no means ſufficient to

to the four letters from Pierre la Marre,
which are alledged to be forged, I muſt
obſerve in the firſt place, that I am not
ſatisfied that theſe letters were reall

forgeries by Sir jobn. And adly, That

diſcredit the teſtimony either of the one or though we ſuppoſe them to be forged, yet

. the direct and circum
the other of theſe capital witneſſes. I have
thus run through the bulk of the proof ſtantiate evidence brought by the defen
brought by the defendant, and which it dant, and which does not reſt upon any
this cannot

is to be conſidered he was not obliged to after act or deed of his father Sir John.
bring, and ſhall therefore proceed to As to the alibi in Godefroi's, I pay no
examine with as much accuracy as I can regard to his books; and though theſe
the proof brought by the plaintiffs. The are ſupplied by his oath, in which it is
plaintiffs proof is not pretended to be highly probable to me he is miſtaken, yet
aired or poſitive, it is circumſtantiate they are not ſufficient to defeat the whole
wholly. I have ever confidered it as an of the evidence on the ſide of the de

uncontrovertable principle of law, that
whe, ever there is a proof upon one fide

fendant.

I now draw towards a concluſion, and
by credible witneſſes (which is the caſe have only to add a few general observa
here) this cannot be ſhaken by a proof of tions. The ſyſtem of the plaintiffs ap
circumſtances, when theſe circumſtances ars to me incredible in all its parts.
are not inconſiſtent with, nor excluſive
Jane is clearly proved to have been
of the principal alledgeance eſtabliſhed by capable to have children, Way not then
witneſſes. I will give one inſtance in the have children Is it at all credible that
proofs which the law admits in the caſe upon their return from Rheims to Paris,
of theft. This crime is generally proved when they had only picks 4 up one child,
by a train of circumſtances; that the that they ſhould have given out to their
perſon charged with the theft was found friends there and elſewhere, that they had
with the ſtolen goods in his poſſeſſion, two. . Yea, might not this cucunſtance,

*.
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taken by itſelf, have aforded ground for ing carried them too far. We can get
an almoſt immediate detection ? When but few rules of law to apply to ſuch cir
come to Rheims, they give out that their cumſtan late caſes; but the following
ſecond child, whom according to the rules ſeem to me to be well founded in
plaintiffs they had not yet pºcked up, reaſon and ſenſe : 1ſt, It is not ſufficient
was a ſickly, ten-ic, infant. But this is for the defendant to ſav, that as he ſtands
not all, for at the diſtance of ſixteen in poiletion upon a verdict, therefore he
months after this, the chºid they bring is obliged to bring no further evidence;

with them from Paris was found exactly 2dly, Neither are the purſuers to be ex
to anſwer the deſcription given of lin. cuſed from their proof. It is incumbent
Upon the ſuppoſition of an impoſture, upon them to point cut what defects
this is all trutv miraculous.
there may be in the evidence upon which
Lady jane Douglas's private letters to the verdict proceeded, and to bring what
Sir joha and her other friends upon the farther evidence of its falinood they can :
ſubject of her children, are wrote in a and upon the whole of that evidence we

ſtyle ſo affectionate and tender, ſo uncon muſt pronounce judgment accordingly,
ſtrained and natural, that they affold taking into our view every fact and cir
full convićtion to me of two things : cumſtance more or leſs material, as they
1ſt, That they were never intended for ſtand more or leſs connected with the
ublic inſpection ; and 2dly, That they material object in view ; that is, the birth
of the defendant. From the very nature
#. from an innocent mind oppreſſed of
the evidence, the plaintiffs were led to
with misfortunes, though free of guilt.
Shail we then, my lords, after ſo clear a controvert the pregnancy, becauſe preg
proof on the part of the defendant, upon nancy is inſeparably conneéted with the
which he has been in poſſeſſion of his delivery, and yet I do not think that the
ſtate to the age of manhood, deprive plaintiffs have fully diſproved the preg
him of his illuſtrious birth and princely nancy. Indeed the appearances of preg
eſtate; and, upon a motiy collection of nancy at leaſt, are eſtabliſhed without
inconcluſive circumſtances, ſend him back doubt when at Aix and Liege; but from
to be accounted the ion of an infamous the time that lady jane leaves Liege,
beggar, who has perjured herſelf in the that appearance becomes more uncertain,
face of your lordſhips ? One thing more, and grows more feeble, as they advance
and I have done. The proceedings in nearer to Paris, the place of their deſti
France, in conſequence of the Tournelle nation. Indeed lady jane paſſed quickly
and monitoile, ſtruck me with through a ſtrange country, which is a
orror and indignation ; and mºre parti circumſtance that may account for peo
cularly I was ſhocked to ſec a Britiſh 1st ple's inattention to her; and as to thoſe
and commiſſion gambled by an arret of who have ſworn ſo point diy to the preg

ſº

nancy, they might be deceived with the

the French king.

Upon tie whºle, I am convinced that appearance, and think it real. Perhaps
this dº rendant is the ſon of lady Jane an actual and real pregnancy cannot be
Douglas, and therefore that he falls to certainly proved ; there are many diſeaſes
that unitate pregnancy; and when to
be aſſo. Zied.
this I add the 11ſque that lady jame run
9th July.
by long journies, rough and bad roads,
Lord Bajarg ſºłe firſt this Day, as and bad nº achines, I am led to conclude,
that no.witſ ſtanding the º of
follows :
pregnancy,
which is proved, yet the de
N giving my opinion upon this cauſe,

I

fendant is of thereby relieved of bring
I do not think it neceſſary to recapitu ing
probable evidence of his birth.

tuſ te much ; it will be ſufficient to

trace

ſome of the outlines of the proof, and to
draw the conſequence from theſe fasts ſo
eſtabliſhed. The queſtion before uS is a
point of fact merely; that is, Whether or
hot the defendant is ty: ſon of lady jane
Douglas # Upon whom the ontº probandi

It is remarkable in going over this
proof, that lady fame ſtººd no leſs than
nine days at Sedan. We have the evi
dence of Mrs. Hewit and of Mrs. Glaſ;
as to what happened there, and which
evidences contradict each other to the

is to be iaid, is a prelia'nary point, laſt degree, though both of them ſeem to
of a
upon which I cannot agree to adopt the agree in lady Jane's being in danger
Iniſcar
-

arguments on either ſide,

both ſides hav-.
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clearly in proof, that if this la Marrs
did really deliver a foreign lady in the
way ſet forth by Menager, it muſt have
been in the year 1747. For we have it
clearly aſcertained by the evidence of
The evidence of the birth divides it Monſ. Giles, That doctor Menager was
ſelf into two claſſes, 1ſt. That evidence attending the army during the whole of

miſcarriage when there. From that time
on till they arrived at Paris, it is agreed,
that lady jane had no difficulty in per
forming her journey, nor any threatnings
of her approaching delivery.

the year 1748. I do indeed reſt more
and Mrs. Hewit, and from letters wrote upon the evidence of Gues, than upon

ariſing from the teſtimony of Sir john

by them and by la Marre. 2dly, The that of Menager and madame Garnier.
teſtimonies of doctor Menager and ma The conſequence of which, is, That
dame Garnier. This is the whole of Menager's oath applies to an earlier pe
the defendant’s evidence of his birth, and riod. The defendant ſets forth, that he

with great regret, I muſt give it as my was born upon the 1 oth July 1748, in
opinion, That it does not appear to me the houſe of a madane la Brune. Of
ſufficient for the purpoſe. If we take this the defendant has produced no ſuf
one claſs of his evidence without the ficient evidence ; he muſt ſtand upon the

other, it is clearly not ſufficient ; if we evidence I mentioned before ; and there
join then together, they mutually con fore, all theſe objections to the evidence
tradict and deſtroy each other. The of Sir john and Mrs. Hewit ſtrike in
proof of the forgery of the four letters property here. The circumſtances, fi
from Pierre la Marre, does, in my opi tuation and buſineſs of the la Brune,
nion, deltroy any credit due to the teſti in whole houſe, ſays the defendant, lady
mony of Sir join Stewart and Mrs. Jane may have been delivered, are totally
Hewit as to him. The plaintifis have en different from theſe condeſcended on by
deavoured to prove, that lady jane knew Sir john and Mrs. Hewit, repeated
of the forgery, and that ſhe ruited much times, as well upon declaration as upon
upon theſe foul letters to prove the birth. thir oaths. From theſe things, therefore,
But I own, I do not think they have I muſt draw the concluſion, That the de
fendant has brought no evidence to thew,
ſucceeded in this.
The ſecond branch of the evidence for that iady jane was delivered in the houſe
the birth conſiſts, of the evidence of of a la Brune, and by a Pierre la Marre.
As to the alibi in Monſ. Godefrai’s, I
doćtor Menager and madame Garnier.
I am unwilling to give way to the idea, think his books are good evidence of this;
that any witneſs is willingly perjured. it is at leaſt moral evidence of it, all that
I believe the accounts that doćtor Me can be expected in ſuch a caſe, and there

nager gives of his converſation with la lies no probability at all upon the other
Marre ; I believe that la Marre was ſide.

If Sir john and lady jane had been
for ſome years in the Hotel Dieu ; and
that he afterwards praśliſed as a ſurgeon now pleading for themſelves againſt this
in a very low ſphere, and was a good evidence, they would have had nothing
deal employed in ſecret ſervices. But to ſay, except they could have produced
then it is clear, that this la Marre can as ſtrong evidence to ſhew, that they
not be the ſame one, that Sir John were actually at this time in the houſe
Stewart deſcribed ſo particularly. Doc of a madame la Brune. But when to

tor"Menager's friend, la Marre, was not this evidence by Monſ. Godefroi's books,
a Walloon, neither could he be a ſurgeon we add the obſcurity and concealment,
of a regiment in the year 1721, becauſe and want of truth in the accounts given
he was then but a mere boy.

It was

of this whole matter by Sir john, lad

very natural for ſo obſcure a man as the
1a Marre ſwore to by doćtor Menager,
to boaſt of his great practice, but it would
be drawing too ſtrong conſequences from
the ſtory which he told about the foreign
lady, whom he brought to bed of twins,
to fix that foreign lady to be lady jane
Douglas. This is not the only objection
to the application of this evidence to

Jane and Mrs. Hewit, the evidence is %
ſituated, that upon the ſide of the de

the preſent queſtion, for it appears

dence

fendant's birth, there remains but a bare

poſſibility; whereas, upon the fide of

the plaintiffs, there is a great weight
of probability, and even of moral cer
tainty. Much has been ſaid about the
Enlevements, though I am far from

thinking, that there is any dire&t evi
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dence againſt Sir John and lady fame
upon this article. The only propoſition

ſhould ſuſtain the reaſons of reduction.

eſtabliſhed by that part ºf the proof, is
‘Fhat Mignon and Sanry had in the
month of july 1748, and November

I Have formed

1749, a child carried off by each of

From all this, then I conclude, that we

Lord Alemore ſpoke next as follows.
an opinion conformable
to that now given. I attended with

them by foreigners; but then, upon this all the care I could to the ſentiments of
point, I muſt join the effed of the plain thoſe judges who gave their opinions
tiff's proof to the defects, of the detºn yeſterday upon the other
of the queſ
dant's proof, and then take the cumular tion from me. They ſide
made me exa
amount of the whole. I have ſpoke, ſo mine again the grounds of that opi
far, and have given my reaſons for
nion which I am now to give; and after
conſidering their arguments as much as
againſt the defendant. But, I own,
have ſome doubts, as this is a circum I could, I found my ſentiments rather
ſtantiate evidence againſt him, Whether confirmed than ſhaken. Though my opi
as he is free of all blame from any irre nion is clear in this cauſe, yet I muſt own
gularity or crimes committed by his pa it is a difficult cauſe. This, anongſt other
iſents, whether, therefore, he may not be things, has b. en owing to the art and

ºf

entitled to lay hold of the mere poſſibility

abilities of the defendant’s council, who,

of the fact as ſet forth by him.; and ** in attempting to ſhake the circumſtantiate
eſpecially as he is now in poſſeſſion at his evidence brought againſt him, took theſe
ate by a verdićt. However, to this, I circumſtances one by one, and then drew

fee one objection, that as a child owes

their concluſion, that this was all that

his birth to his father, ſo he muſt take the plaintiffs had proved. Whereas in
his flate alongſt with the accounts given ſtating their own proof, what was but a
by his parents; and, in fact, the defen preſumption in one page, was in the next
dánt's whole plea hangs upon the acknow poſitive evidence, and then roſe to a de
ledgment of his parents.

-

-

monſtration.

All this perplexed me a

here were ſome other things which good deal, and I was therefore obliged
at preſent ſeemed to be ſpecious upon the to return to the general view of the whole
fide of the defendant; particularly, it was proof in this cauſe.
aſked, what could be Sir John and lady
There have been ſome little points of
ane's motives for this impoſition of thiſ law attempted to be brought into this
ãren what their motives might be is cauſe, though the queſtion before us is a
impoſſible to know exačlly, without know point of fact entirely, upon which any
ing the characters exactly; and whatever man may judge. It is a jury-cauſe :
wºre their characters, it is certain, That and it is a cauſe where every body will

the argument of the defendant, that up judge for themſelves, and alſo judge thoſe
on the ſuppoſition of an impoſture, it was who judge it. Much has been ſaid upon
bringing a necdleſs burden and inconveni the defendant's ſervice, and his poſſeſſion
ence upon them, will not apply. For if conſequent upon it : I think he was right
the conſideration of inconvenience could ly ſerved upon the proof as it then ſtood,

have had any weight with lady Jane, it and would then have had the ſame opi
would have prevented their marriage al nion myſelf. By the poſſeſſion of the
together. Lady jane, in her letters, uſes eſtate in conſequence ..}. ſervice, the
a certain myſterious way of writing alongſt defendant has been enabled to ſupport his
with the warmeſ affection towards theſe defence; but farther than this, what can
children. For this affection towards chil that ſervice entitle him to in this cauſe *
dren not her own, it is indeed very diffi It is of no weight as to the evidence, be
cult to account 4 but we muſt confider cauſe we are to judge of the point of fačt.

that lady jane was a lady of great huma —lt cannot have more force than the de
mity and charity, which in ht i. creet of an inferior court under your
lead her to contract an affection for thºſe lordſhip's review. It muſt ſtand or fall

children, whom ſhe had deprived of their upon its own grounds, and can never be
true parents. She was alſo thought awo held as a probatio probata. We fit here,
man of high ſpirit and honour, which as come in place of the grand jury of
might lead her to compleat, by every Poſ error, to conſider whether this verdićt

fible means, a ſcheme, bad as it was, ſhould be reduced or, not. Surely
which ſhe had once taken in hand.

*:
t

:
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the thing under redućtion muſt ſtand or
fall according as it appears to us now. I
give all the force poſſible to the arguments
drawn from the acknowledgment of pa
rents, but this is not what we all depend
upon; we have all habite and repute, the
uncontradićted voice of a whole neigh
bourhood or country, beſides the acknow
ledgment of our parents. But this ha
bit and repute the defendant has not in
this cauſe; on the contrary it appears, that
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their maids at Rheims, they give a pre
tence which is alſo proved falſe, that they
had not money to carry them to Paris.
They arrive at Paris upon the evening

of the fourth of july, and put up at the
Hotel Sbaloons, a reſpectable inn, to which
they had been recommended by monſ.
Maillifer at Rheims.

Inſtead of remain

ing in this inn, or even giving monſ. Gode
Jºroi or his wife the leaſt notice of the real

intention of their coming to Paris, or en
quiring of them for the ableſt aſſiſtance,
they ſuddenly leave his houſe and hire
It may be aſked, whether lady Schaw, lodgings at a madame la Brune's, where la
who took the defendant into her family dy jane is delivered of twins a few days
upon the death of lady jane, had a firm afterwards, in preſence of that madane
confidence in the truth of the birth, when la Brune, her daughter, and a Pierre la
ſhe deſires Mrs. Napier to write to Sir Marre, who was the accoucheur. Who
james Stewart in France, and ſays, that was this Pierre la Marre P Says Sir jobs
ihe gives her a clew to unravel this dark Stewart, he was a Walloon ſurgeon, whom
ſtory. Let us examine Mrs. Napier's he had ſeen at Liege in the year 1721,
letter to lady Frances Stewart, and we but who was then in Paris upon an af
ſhall there find her expreſſing her fears leſi fair, en epineuſe. This whole account
a failure in ſucceſs make things leſs clear given by Sir jobn, the defendant now
than they now are. Lord Cathcart in gives up. But can he give it up without
his depoſition ſays, that he had heard the giving up his cauſe Sir John had brought
birth often doubted, on account of the lady jane to Paris to be there delivered
myſtery and concealment. But even ſup by the very ableſt hands, and yet he en
poſing that the defendant had been in poſ truſts her to the care of a wandering ſur
ſeſſion of a general habite and repute, it is geon, whom he had not ſeen ſince the
but a preſumption, and therefore muſt year 1721, and who was obliged to be
yield to proof. And this proof muſt, in concealed in Paris upon account of a
the nature of things, be a proof of all tickliſh affair. Did S. john know where
the doubts of his birth were coeval with
the birth itſelf.

fačts and circumttances.

And as

the la Marre lived in Paris P No.—He is

one or the other preponderates, ſo are we
bound to give the cauſe.
I will now proceed to ſtate ſuch parts
of the proof as to me appears moſt ma
terial. I take up lady jane Douglaſ and
Sir jobn Stewart at Rheims, where I
think there appears enough upon the face
of their own condućt to

#:

prevented from telling Sir john that, on
account of the tick!ith affair he came on ;
though at the ſame time he is to be met
on the moſt public walks in Paris, in the
Luxemburg or Thuilleries. Would then
Sir john have known where to find this
accoucheur if he had wanted him ſudden

the con

ly If lady jane, for inſtance, had
cluſion, that it was a ſcheme of impoſiure been ſeized with her pains in the night
they were going on. At Rheims, which No.—Sir john declares he would not have
is one of the moſt populous towns in known where to find him; and that if this
France, lady jane had an opportunity of had happened,he muſt have ca:led another.
getting the ableſt aſſiſtance; and befides When to this we add Mrs. He wit’s ac
the advantage of ſeveral Britiſh people count of the matter, that lady jane ne
there, to whom ſhe daily appeared, and ver ſaw la Marre titl the critical time, I
by whom ſhe was much beloved. In this can appeal to the underſtanding and feel
fituation lady jane paſſes a whole month ings of the heart of man, that this tory
at Rheims, but at laſt when the critical has no truth in it. It far exceeds proba
period muſt have been very near, ſets out bility; it is even improbable to the laſt
for Paris, attended only by Sir jobn and degree ; ſo much that it is impoſſible theſe
Mrs. Hewit. For ſo unſeaſonable a jour things could have happened upon the ſup
ney ſhe can give no reaſon; ſhe gives on poſition of a true birth. Lady jane had
ly a falſe pretence, that there was no ſlaid a whole month at Rheims, tho' it is
proper inſ. to be had in Rheims. now in proof that Paris was the real place
of
And for the extraordinary ſtep of leaving
-
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of deſtination. Would it not then have been who had no milk to give the child, and
much more proper to have gone ſtraight who had the king's mark upon her as a
to Paris? None of the witneſſes at Rheims common thief.

mention the leaſt of any complaint made by
her, that there was no good aſſiſtance likely
to be got there; and there is not the leaſt
evidence of the ſtory told, both by lady.jane
and Mrs. Hewit, concerning the advice
iven her by an unknown lady, to leave

Mrs. Hewit has ſaid,

that during the whole time lady Jane was
at Michelle's, the never went abroad;
whereas it is clear, that ſhe went in a
coach to ſee the moſt remarkable ſquares

in Faris

and that ſhe went alſo to ſee

**ſailies. Though during all this time

heims on account of the unſkilfulneſs of ſhe never once went to ſee her ſecond

the praćtitioners, Mrs. Andrieux never
gave her any ſuch advice; for it appears,
that ſhe never took her even to be pregnant.
However, if they left Rheims to go to Paris

child, though it was ſo ſickly and tender,

and though, according to the account
given of it now by the defendant, it was
within half a league of Paris. There is

for the beſt aſſiſtance, it was natural and one thing very material to be obſerved in

proper for them ſurely to have taken the this cauſe, and this is, that they never
very firſt advice there; as leaſt, it is not wiote to any perion of the birth till the
to be expe&ted that Sir john would have 22d of july, Was it natural for them to

have concealed ſo joyful an event for the
ſpace of twelve days would they not
ing their maids at Rheims. They give rather have taken the very earlieſt oppor
me a reaſon which I prove to be falſe. tunity of communicating to their friends
After this, is their deſerting Rheims to ſuch joyful intelligence #
taken ſo inferior a man as la Marre was.
I ſtill demand the reaſon of their leav

I come now to examine the evidence
The delivery is ſaid to have happened brought by the plaintiffs, which to me

be accounted for to the mind of man

in the houſe of madame la Brune, and

clearly diſproves every part of the ac

we have a moſt pointed deſcription given counts given by lady jane, Sir john, and
of her, of the houſe, and of her family,

both by Si: 7ahn and Mrs. Hewit. Yet
they could give no deſcription of the houſe
ſo as to find out in what place it lay. In
ſhort, this great event of the birth hap
pened in a place which no body could
ever either find out or hear of, and which

Mrs. Hºwit. . It appears from monſ.
Godefroi's books, and he and his wife

have alſo ſworn it directly, that Sir john
and his company came to his houſe the
4th of July, and continued there till the

13th or 14th. If this be good evidence,
what becomes of the birth upon the 16th

never had any exiſtence; though it is of that nonth According 'to common
certain, that the greatneſs of the event rules it is ſufficient evidence, and there
muſt have rivetted it eternally in their fore the defendant has made his chief
minds.

I obſerve, that wherever there

attack upon this evidence. But none of

was a real place, thither they have been you lordſhips have ſaid that monſ. Go
effectually traced; but to la Brune's houſe dºſroi is not a credible witneſs; you have
they have not been traced, becauſe there only ſaid that he may have been miſtaken
was no ſuch perſon. Upon the ninth day in trutting too much to the accuracy of
after the birth, according to the account

given by them, they change their lodg
ings, on account of buggs; and when
they appear at Michelle's upon that
day, they have no child with them at
alſ. Where were their children They

his books. I have confidered all the ob
jections brought againſt theſe books, and

I think they have, like fire to gold,
brought them out more clear. When

then we have ſuch evidence, why ſhould

we not believe it Does it not at leaſt
were ſent to nurſe." What was the rea remain good till it is contradićted Where
ſon of this, of ſending them both away is it contradicted By whom is it con
they knew not where? According to their tradišted Only by Sir John Stewart
own account, the eldeſt was ſomewhere and Mrs. Hewit, whom your lordſhips
in the country towards St. Germaine, ſee evidently convićted of telling the moſt
and they are to go next day from Mi manifold falſhoods To thoſe who ſhall
chelle's in order to bring home this child. tell me, that, notwithſtanding, they be
Accordingly they do go away, and re lieve the evidence of theſe two perſons, I
turn again, bringing with them a child can ſay nothing more to them it muſt
in all appearance much older than their be a clear cauſe.
child could be, under the care of a nurſe
On
-
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St. Germaine : when we take a view of

chelle's ; but from the 14th to the 18th the

ſtrange indifference towards their
They have not been younger child for the whole time they
traced, nor ſeen, nor heard of. In this were in Paris particularly.—What ſays
period there was no birth, and yet when humanity here Your lordſhips have heard
they come to Michelle's, they ſay they much of the affection of lady Jane for theſe
had a child at nurſe, whom they go for children, but this ſeems to have been tak
next day, and bring back with them. en up at a proper time, after they came
And having got this child into Michelle's, to Rheins. There was, indeed, a good
they immediately write the letters of the reaſon why lady jane did not go to ſee
zzd of july, wherein they fix upon the him ; that was becauſe ſhe had no ſecond
moth day of the month as the time of the boy then exiſting. How then was this
birth. Change of houſes muſt have ne boy purchaſed Upon this point the cal
ceſſarily taken place to accompliſh an im culation of Sanry's enlevement is wonder
poſture. It was not neceſſary, upon the fully exact. It is brought to have hap
ſuppoſition of a true birth. Let nobody pened either upon Sunday the 16th or
ſay there was not time enough to pick up Sunday the 29th of November, 1749.
a child, when you have it proved to you The deſcription of the perſons applying
that in that time the child of Mignon was for a child upon that occaſion is wonder
aćtually ſo picked up. Having thus got fully like that of Sir john Stewart and
poſſeſſion of a child, could they have re his company. They aſk for a child of
turned to the ſame houſe where they were fifteen months old. They refuſe ſeveral
formerly No.—This would have direét of a leſſer age, and at laſt pitch upon a
blown up the ſcheme of impoſture. boy of eighteen months old. All theſe
hey muſt neceſſarily, therefore, have circumſtances tend to one point, and meet
pitched upon ſome other houſe to take like ſo many lines at the point of a circle.
this child to when they ſhould find him ;
Much has been ſaid of the ſtrong af
and the houſe they went to for that pur fection ſhown by lady jane upon all oc
poſe was the lº. of Michelle. I have caſions for theſe children. But this af
ſaid, that when they made their appear fe&tion may be accounted for either na
ance with their child at Michelle's, it was turally or artificially. Lady jane was a
a ſtarved infant, upon the breaſt of a woman of much humanity, and when ſhe
where were they

#

º:

common thief.

Was this like the nurſe conſidered that the infants ſhe had taken

for the child of lady jane Douglas P. Mrs. away from their real parents, muſt now
Hewit has herſelf confeſſed that they be be dependant upon her, the tenderneſs
ſpoke no nurſe before-hand, and the rea ſhe was poſſeſſed of might naturally yearn
#. as ſhe ſays was, becauſe lady jane was upon ſuch a thought; but however that
not ſure it ihe would bring forth a living may have been, it was not to be expected
child. Strange indeed! that iady jane, at that they would be aiding to their own.
ter having put herſelf to ſo much expence, dete&tion of the crime f impeſture, b
and after having travelled ſo far, ſhould ſhowing upon any occaſion a want of af-.
at laſt grudge an expence which the wife fection for their children. But had theſe
of the meaneſt mechanic never grudges. children really been their own, they neg
How much more like a boy picked up, and

a nurſe haſtily found on the ſtreets, were
the child and nurſe brought to Muc.elſe’s,
than to the deſcription of the nurſe and
child of lady jane Doºglas !

l'éted the proper occaſion for ſhowing a
real fondnes for them, by renoving the
ſuſpicions ſo univerſally propagated to
their own diſhonour, and to the evident
danger of their children's intereſts.

But

Madame Michelle in an hour's time

what is their condućt here inſtead of ap
found out a gocq nurſe for them; ſo plying to the la Brune or Pierre la Marre,
might they themſelves if they had con to get proof of the birth from them, they
ſulted any perſon of their acquaintance in make a faint attempt to prove the preg
Paris. Theſe things are all inconſiſtent nancy by the declaration of madame Tew
with a true birth, and probative of a is, and forge letters as coming from the
falſe one.

ſ

When to all this we add, that

Pierºe la Marre.

Where did ever a true

the child of Mignon was carried off from ſtory need ſuch a continued ſcene of falſe
its parents at the critical time, when they hood to ſupport it
But it was ſaid that
pretend to go and bring their child from Sir John forged theſe letters only with a
G ggg
view
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view to cheat the duke of Douglas. But take it away where it is real. Much has
why cheat the duke of Douglas or a been ſaid about the pregnancy in this
ny other man ruto the belief of a thing, cauſe, and if we could believe Mrs. Hew
which, if true, might have been con it and Iſabel Walker, lady jane when at
Aix-la-Chapelle was abſolutely a monſter.
vincingly proved 2
In ſhort, one certificate from Pierre la Yet it is very remarkable, that at this
Marre and madame la Brune would have time, as afterwards, ſhe always wore a
been a mark of ſtronger affection to her particular dreſs calculated as it ſeems to
children than any which lady jane has diſguiſe her ſhape. Even ſuppoſing, that
ſhown. I ſhall now ſay a very little as Mrs. Hewit and Iſabel Walker were cre
to the proof of the pregnancy : this, as dible witneſſes, it is a proof of opinion
deſcribed by Iſabel Walker and Mrs. only, and it by no means follows, that
Hewit, muſt 1,...e been obſerved by cve

ſhe was really with child. It was an ap

ry body; but their teſtimonies are ſo
ſtrongly contradicted by others of more
credit, that it has no weight with me.
Lady jane ſeems indeed to have had the
appearance of pregnancy; but when we
conſider how many ways there are of ſi
mulating a pregnancy, and that this was
as neceſiary as the other circumſtances
mentioned before, to carry on the impo
ſture, the appearance of pregnancy depoſ
ed to has no weight in this caſe Upon
the whole I ſincerely compaſſionate this
unfortunate defendant : I hope the ſame
generous lady who has hitherto ſo well
ſupported him will continue her protećti

pearance ſuddenly aſſumed, and yet what
is very remarkable, during the whole

time of lady jane's pretended pregnancy,
ſhe never conſulted any phyſician, man
midwife or ſurgeon. A thing inconceiv
able to me, if ſhe had really known her
ſelf to be with child. In other particu
lars too of her condućt, there appear no
marks of that care and fear for herſelf

Lord Elliock gave his Opinion next as

which naturally attends women; and eſ
pecially one of her delicate conſtitution in
ſuch a condition. She makes the long
and difficult journey betwixt Aix-la-Cha
pelle and Rheims without any apparent
hazard or complaint, except once at Se
dan, where, as Mrs. Hewit ſays, ſhe
was in danger of being delivered.
When they ſet out from Rheims to Pa
ris, ſhe ſtill continues to travel (though
within a few days of her delivery) in the
common Voiture after ſitting up moſt of
the night before ſhe ſets out, and during
the reſt of the time of this journey, un
dergoes much more fatigue than one in

follows.

the ſituation ſhe is deſcribed to have been

on and kindneſs to him, but he muſt ex

cuſe me if I cannot, in oppoſition to my
duty to mankind, my country, and my
ſelf, find him to be the ſon of lady jane

Douglas. I think that he is not her ſon,
and therefore that the ſervice ought to
be reduced.

HIS is not a queſtion of law but in, could be well expected to bear.
of fact, and therefore I think prin
This ſtep of their leaving Rheins at ſo
ciples of law have been introduced here critical a period, was of all other the
ſomewhat improperly. The defendant ſtrangeſt, and which cannot be accounted
in this cauſe is not well founded in his for upon any other ſuppoſition but an
legal arguments from habite and repute. impoſture ; as the reaſon they gave for
Habite and repute is public notoriety, it it, being that of want of abie aſſiſtance
is the uncontrad Čled, uncontroverted there, is clearly diſproved by numbers
voice of a man's whole neighbours, re of credible witneſſes. They left their
lations and acquaintarces. It is not the maids at Rheims too, under the falſe pre
bare acknowledgment of the parents that tence of want of money to tranſport them
founds this habite and repute, becauſe, to Paris. But why did they not ſend
when a child is born in any family, there back to Rheins for the maids when
are a number of people in the family they were in Paris, ſo many days before
who muſt neceſſarily have many marks the delivery happened, and when it is
of obſervation. It has been ſaid, that clear fºom their own account, that they
the acknowledgment of parents beſtows had got money. Sir jokn, Mrs. Hewit,
filiation : but it is nature that bellows fili and Iſabel Walker, ſeem all to have ſworn
ation; and the acknowledgment of pa falſely upon this point of the money.
rents can neither beſtow it where it is

not rcal,

nor their contrary averments

This is proved by written evidence upon
the
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the ſide of the plaintiffs, a non memini when the four forged letters were put into
is not ſufficient excuſe, for all that they his hand again to conſider, he then made
ſwear here upon being carefully examin ſeveral corrections upon that part of his
ed, will appear to be artfully intended declaration relative to theſe ie ters.
as a corroborative to that fact of the

birth's happening upon the 10th of july.

:

It is

not poſſible to think, that Sir john could
after the defendant's ſervice (upon which

The defendant's filiation comes to a

occaſion, he was, no doubt, conſulted

narrow point, which is this, Whether he
was born of the body of lady jane Dou
glas, upon the 19th of july, 1748. This
indeed, is the ſole point at iſſue betwixt
the parties. I obſerve, that in the whole
accounts given of the alledged birth by all
the three perſons concerned, they as long
as they could keep in the general. They
never ſpecify even the town in which the
birth was ſaid to have happened : And
even when lady jane came to be upon her
death bed, and was preſſed by Mrs. Grieg
to get the proof of the birth eſtabliſhed
for the ſake of her children; ſhe gives

by the defendant's council) forget every
one circumſtance concerning ſo impor

her not the leaſt ſatisfaction as to the

particulars of the birth, but returns this
general anſwer, “Let them that doubt
it, prove it.”
Certainly, the duke of Douglas was
very much intereſted to know the particu
lars of the birth; and yet, in the letter
which lady jane wrote to him from Da
martine, and which is falſely dated from
Rheims, they only acquaint him in gene

tant an affair as the birth of his ſons.

And yet, when he was defi: ed by the
Hon. Mrs Napier in the year 1756, to
give her a note of the particulars con
cerning the birth, he then fixes it down
to have happened in the houſe of Ma.

dame Michelle, and tile' very firſt time
that he ever takes it into his head to

name the houſe of la Brune as the place,
was ſome months after this period, when

he found out by the return of Sir James
Stewart's letters from Paris, that Ma

dame Michelle and her family denied
that any delivery had happened there :
and it was after this time too that he

was obliged to name Godefroi's as a place
they had been in. Sir jºin in his letter
to the Dutcheſs of Douglas, wherein he

When we examine lady jane's pocket
book, we find the following note of the

narrates the particulars of the proof
which he could bring of the birth, and
more particularly concerning the preg
nancy at Aix la Chapelle expreſ!y men.
tions Lord Blantire as being at Aix-la
Chapelle at that time, though it is con
feſſedly clear he was not there. It is ex
ceedingly remarkable, that though Sir
john pretends, that this want of nie
mory hindered him from particularly
deſcribing the ſtreet in which Madame
la Brune lived : yet, he remembers
particularly well the ſituation of the

birth, “Archibald and Sholto were born

coffee-houſes and taverns which he was

ral of the birth, and do not ſo much as

mention the town in which it happened.
On the contrary, from its being dated
from Rheims, and from the ſtrain of the

whole letter, any body would have thought
that the delivery had really happened at
Rheims.

on the 10th of july, 1748.” But no in uſe to frequent.
mention either of the houſe or of the town.
Mrs. Hewit in her letters from Paris to

What can be more wonderful added to

all this, than the account given by Sir
the maids at Rheims, gives no particular john of his accidental meeting with his
place as being the place of the birth ; old fiend la Marre, who had come up
though, afterwards in the letter to the to Paris upon an affair en epineuſe, this
Duke of Douglas in the year 1755, the was a ſtrange ſecurity indeed, for the
pitches upon the houſe of Michelle; tho’ ſucceſsful delivery of lady jane Douglas.
afterwards ſhe agrees with Sir john to Sir john Stewart has ſaid, That he went
transfer the ſcene to la Brune's. When firſt to Paris by himſelf in the month of
Sir jobn Stewart emitted his declaration, june, or in the end of May, 1748. And
he was particular and pointed concernin that he ſtopped at the houſe of monſ. Go
the houſe of la Brune, being the place .# defroi, where he continued ſeveral days;
the birth; and indeed, in every other par but yet this journey of Sir john's is
ticular of his ſtory ; and he delivered the proved to be an abſolute fajſhood as well
whole of that long declaration with firm as the letters. It is by the defendant
meſs, and had no defe&t but only deafneſs, himſelf confeſſed, that Sir john did not
G g g g 2
then
and upon the laſt day of his cxamination,
-
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then make a journey to Paris. It appears ence: I, think ſhe was a non-entity as
clearly from proof, that the ſuſpicions
of the truth of the birth were very early
notified to lady jane and Sir john, and
that they received theſe ſuſpicions as
being an attack upon their honour, yet
there was no attempt made to bring any
ſort of proof. Why did they not bring
ſnch proof

When madame la Brune

and la Marre were both alive, why

much as la Marre was. I am not moved

with the defendant's having found out
a woman of the name of la Brune, and
who was a 6ardes Malades ; as ſhe does

not anſwer, in any one particular, the
deſcription by Sir jobn, of the woman

in whoſe houſe the birth is pretended to
have happened.

This proof ſo far as it goes, is to me

did not they get certificates of the birth convincing and credible, that there was
no delivery at all ; but the evidence of

from them *
It is remarkable that the fourth of the

forged letters is ſaid to have been brought
from la Marre to Sir john by a Monſ.
Du Bois, a painter. Iſabel Walker ſwears
poſitively, that ſhe ſaw this letter deli
vered to Sir John when in Mr. Murray's,
St. James's Place, London, but that ſhe
does not know by whom the ſaid letter
was brought. She further ſays, that
Sir john, upon reading it, damned la

the alibi in Godefroi's, put the thing paſt
all doubt. It is clear, poſitive, direct
and credible, both upon the books and
the oaths of him and his wife.

Whoſe child the defendant is, is a

queſtion not neceſſary to be here diſcuſſed,
though it is moſt probable to me, that
he is Mignon's ; at leaſt, all the circum

ſtances of the firſt appearance of the

child and its nurſe at Michelle's, makes
Marre, and threw the letter into the it rather more credible to me, that other
fire; but that lady jane ſnatched it up, ways, That Sir John ſtole Mignon's
ſaying ſomething to this purpoſe, that child, as alſo the child of Sanry in No
the letter ſhould be kept more carefully, ºc":ber 1749, which happened upon
becauſe it might be of conſequence.
the fourth day after they arrived in Paris,

For my own part, I am clear that when they went upon the falſe pretence
lady jane knew of the forgery of theſe of their bringing fº to Rheims their
letters as well as Sir john.

This ap ſecond twin.

Since I have mentioned

pears to me to be clear from the parti the ſecond child, I muſt obſerve, that
culars of the converſation which lady doğtor Menager has in his oath raiſed
jane had with Mrs. Menzies upon her a fabric that cannot ſtand; becauſe he
intended journey to Douglas-Caſile; and ſwears, that la Marre told him, he was

ſhe expreſsly mentions to Mrs. Memºirſ, beſpoke to the foreign lady ſome time
as a proof of the birth, letters which ſhe before hand, and as to madame Gar
had from the doćtor who delivered her, nier, I no more believe that ſhe was the
and which letters ſhe ſaid the had then nurſe, than I do that la Marre was the

in her pocket. Theſe letters could be

accoucheur.

no other but the forged letters now in
Thus I am clear, that the crime of
proceſs.
impoſition of children was really com
I have ſaid that the propoſition main mitted by lady jane and Sir john. I
tained by the defendant is, that he was do not chuſe to enquire into their motives
-

-

born of ſady jane Douglas in the houſe for this crime; though I can eaſily ſea
of madame la Brune, on the 10th, July,
1748. What then is the evidence he has
brought of this . It cannot be the four

one that would influence them very
much. And that is, to get money from
her brother, the duke, on account of her

forged letters,

having children; and in fact, I ſee that

neither can he reſt upon

Sir john's accounts of it, becauſe they this ſcheme was immediately attempted
to be put into execution.
are proved to be abſolutely falſe,
As to the houſe of madame la Brune,
As to the pregnancy upon which the
defendant has founded ſo much, I am
there
is
no
proof
brought
of
there
ever
having been ſuch a houſe; on the con clear, that it is diſproved by the plain
trary, I think the written evidence pro tiffs. And therefore, upon the whole,
duced by the plaintiffs, that the madame I am clear of opinion the ſervice falls to

la Brune ſpecially deſcribed by Sir John

be reduced.

-

and Mis. Hewit, never had any criſt
Loraſ
*

!
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at Paris, they make no enquiries after
their countrymen there, which is very
natural to expect they would have done;

1oth July.

Eord Stonfield ſpoke firſt this Day, to the

more eſpecially, it was natural for them

following Purpoſe :
to enquire after Sir William Stewart,
HE bulk of the proof and memo whom they had ſeen at Spaw, and
rials in this cauſe renders it difficult the Chevalier johnſon, who was Mrs.
to form an opinion upon it. I have Hewit’s couſin-german. When they
conſidered it with all the attention in my ieave the Hotel Chaloms, they repair
power, and have formed my opinion to the houſe of a madame la Brune, as
they ſay, and on the ſixth day after the
againſt the defendant.
I did not expe&t to hear in this cauſe delivery they remove from this houſe,
the proceedings in France and the Tour: and take up their lodgings at madame
melle proceſs compared to forgery and Michelle's ; and when they firſt appear
I have no ſuch here they have no child with them, but
the blackeſt crimes.
opinion of the proceedings in France. having gone out next day to bring their
I think the conduct of the gentleman child in from the country, as they pre
who managed theſe proceedings upon the tended, they return in the evening with a
art of the plaintiffs, does honour to half ſtarved child, and a nurſe who had
no milk, and was branded as a common
É.i. and his profeſſion.
I think that the point of law has been thief. In the mean time, their ſecond
pleaded too high by both ſides, I mean child, though weakly and tender, is de
as to the queſtion upon whom lies the ſerted from its birth, never once ſeen by
onus probandi. Such ſervices generally lady Jane herſelf during the ſpace of

T

-

fixteen months.

proceed in a very ſlovenly and looſe man

If we examine the accounts of la
ner. Hence, ſays lord Stair, they are
eaſily reduced. It is therefore ſufficient Marre, they are ſo vague and abſurd,

to bring againſt a ſervice what may pre that they merit no faith. There is a
ponderate on the part of the plaintiffs. wonderful contraſt between Sir john's
And thus far they are obliged to prove, account of him, and the defendant's ac
count of him now in proceſs. And I

and no farther.

-

The firſt point of this cauſe is the ap

cannot think the defendant is at all aided

pearance of lady jane's pregnancy, by doctor Menager's account of la
which appearance is very ſtrongly proved; Marre's converſation with him about
but then this proof is very inconſiſtent, the delivery of the foreign lady; and as
and contradićtory to the notion of a real to madame Garnier, the pretended nurſe,

pregnancy. Pregnancy requires a '. ſhe ſeems to have borrowed the nurfing
ſome other child, and applied it to
particular inveſtigation, and is very dif of
this. And it is remarkable, upon her
ficult to prove. At any rate, the whole

of this evidence amounts to the appear oath, that though ſhe ſwears that ſhe

ance of pregnancy only, and if to this often ſaw la Marre, yet ſhe cannot
we add the way and manner in which deſcribe him in the leaſt degree.

lady jane performed her long and tedious As to Godefroi's books, it is my opi
journey from Aix-La-Chapelle to Paris, nion, that when theſe ſtand ſo clearly
without taking thoſe precautions which ſupported by his oath, they carry con
would have been neceſſary upon the ſup vićtion that there was no delivery upon
poſition of her, being ſo, near the point 1 oth july, 1748.
of delivery. All theſe circumſtances de
note rather a feigned than a real preg
nancy. They go to Paris accordingly,
without making known to any of their
moſt intimate acquaintance at Rheims,
the real objećt of their journey. They
even make uſe of a falſe pretence to
Monſ. Mallifies, and obtain a letter from
him, recommending them to Monſ. Go

As to the enlevements, I ſhall only
obſerve, that they are very remarkable
in time, and ſuſpicious in circumſtances.

defroi, as people that were going to Paris

What concluſion can we draw from all

When to all this, we add, that they
faiicly dated all timeir letters from Rheim,
when they were truly in Paris, and that
the flu ain of moſt of theſe letters tended
to make their friends believe, that the

delivery had ačtually happened at Rheims,

to make purchaſes. When they arrive this, but that the ſtory was falſe :

Lady

-
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Lady jane and Sir John were early
applized of the ſuſpicions of a falſe
birth, and yet they never took any ſteps
to prove the truth of it, excepting only
one feeble attempt to prove the pieg
nancy, at its ºn tPallible ſtage, by the
declaration of madame Tewis.

Laſt of all come the forged letters,
which finiſhes the evidence againſt the
detendant, and compleats the ſtory. At
tempts have been made to excuſe this
forgery, but theſe attempts are vain, be

OSt.

acknowledgment of the defendant's pa
rents, and the habite and repute follow
ing thereon, was ſufficient for him to
attain the poſſeſſion of his ſtate. I don't
chuſe to diſpute points that will not be
much controverted, but when I ſpeak of
the acknowledgment of parents, I mean
an acknowledgment of parents ſupported
by the fama conſenſiens, or the habite
and repute of the place of the birth,
whether it be at home or in a foreign
country.

cauſe the queſtion will for ever recur,

The empire of Great Britain is now
Why uſe ‘...." to ſupport truth I extended over a large ſhare of the globe.
muſt own the ſtrongeſt proof on the part Many thouſands of Britiſh families have
of the defendant is lady jane's private tranſmigrated to America, the Eaſt In
letters ; b at then when we confider, that dies and elſewhere.

A man in America

very probably length of time might make has his children acknowledged there to
her contract an affection for theſe chil he his lawful iſſue, but upon his coming
dren, the proof of that affection which home with his family to Britain, he finds
appears in theſe letters cannot much be the birth denied here. The reaſon of
depended on.
this perhaps may be, that a great ſuc
I therefore think the reaſons of reduc ceſſion might probably devolve upon theſe
tion fall to be ſuſtained.
children, and that ſome other people hav
ing hopes of the ſame ſucceſſion may have
Lord Pitfour next delivered his Opinion deſignedly raiſed theſe ſuſpicions about
for the Defendant, to the following the birth And that theſe ſame people
tell us he muſt prove his birth and the
Purpoſe :
whole circumſtances attending it.
T ſeems to me, that the rules of law

Such notions of law would indeed be

are likely to be altered, in determin
ing this caſe, and where it will end no
body knows. The birth-right of the
ſubject is of all other rights the moſt ſa
cred, and indeed the foundation of all
temporal bleſfings. It is from this that
all the joys and the advantages of rela
tion and of conſanguinity do flow, and
it is upon this that citizens are entitled to

very extraordinary.
When my birth is challenged, and I

the participation of public honours, and
the encreaſe of their own fortune and
rank. On all theſe accounts, therefore,

this right of birth, or ſtate of a man,
is moſt cautiouſly guarded by the law.
The ačk of delivery is often tranſient,

am in poſſeſſion by the acknowledgment
of my parents, and have the habite and
repute of the country wherein I was born,
there muſt be demonſtration before I can

be turned out of poſſeſſion. In the pre
ſent caſe the defendant has not only the
acknowledgment of his parents, but the
univerſal voice of the country he was
born in, inſomuch, that of eighteen Bri
tiſh witneſſes then reſiding in France, and
acquainted with lady jame, never one of
them heard the lºaſt ſuſpicion of the
birth till they returned home to Great

and over in a moment. Witneſſes are Britain. At home indeed falſe impreſ
therefore ſeldom called, and ſometimes ſions had been carefully made, founded

it is impoſſible there can be any witneſſes principally upon the age of lady jane,
at all; and for this reaſon the law does and the improbability, ſaid from thence
not require a proof by witneſſes. , Nay to ariſe, that ſhe could have children.
farther, the more a proof againſt the Whereas it is in proof, that ſhe was ca
poſſeſſio ſtatus ſhall encreaſe, the ſtronger pable to have children for two years after
hold the law gives to the perſon who the defendant's birth. And in particular
claims his filiation.
there is one miſcarriage after the year
I am far from thinking that there is 1748, proved by three or four witneſſes.
any kind of evidence brought by the What ſhall we ſay to all theſe things
laintiffs ſufficient to remove the defen Were common reports to have any effe&
§. from the poſſeſſion of his ſtate. The upon this cauſe ---they had no effect
upon
º
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For fourteen years after the and ſhy when the curioſity of her domeſ

birth, even at the time of the ſervice,

tics and friends prompted them to ſatisfy

the plaintiffs themſelves were over

themſelves how the matter ſtood as to

ſº

with conviction, and acknow her pregnancy. , Iſabel Walker, whoſe
edge they were ſatisfied with the force teſtimony I do firmly believe, ſolemnly

of the evidence.

ſwears, that “ſhe felt the children move

Whatever falſe rumours may have been
raiſed of purpoſe to detraćt from the cha
raēter of lady jane Douglas, when ſhe
was unluckily thrown off by her brother;

in lady jane's belly ” Madame Tewis's

}.

declaration, I think too, good evidence
of the ſame fačt; as I do likewiſe that of

Effy Caw.

Becauſe theſe declarations

his majeſty, as the common father of on account of Mrs. Tewis and Effy Caw

is people, was graciouſly pleaſed to be being dead before they could be put
ſtow upon her a penſion towards the upon oath, are the beſt evidence poſ
maintenance of her and her children,

fible. In ſhort, there is no fingle teſti

which circumſtance is ſurely ſtrong and mony, upon this point of the pregnancy,
corroborative of the general belief of the but what is corroborated by others. And
birth.

when to all this we add Mr. Andrew

Lady Schaw's enquiry, by the means
of Mrs. Napier, has been founded on
againſt the defendant, in order to redar
#. the habite and repute which he pleads.
ut I apprehend that lady Schaw's en
quiry cannot be viewed in this light. It ra
ther appears, that the reaſon of her mak
ing enquiries was, to get ſome proper evi
dence to oppoſe to any attempts of the
plaintiffs in an after-time, and by no
means to ſatisfy herſelf.
Nothing can interrupt the Paſºſo Sta

Stewart's own confeſſion, that there
were all the proofs in the world of her
pregnancy, why ſhould we doubt ſo
much evidence 2

I cannot underſtand the argument, that

the proof of pregnancy is not ſufficient
to infer the conſequence of the birth. I

think quite otherwiſe. If pregnant, ſhe
muſt have been delivered ; and therefore

there is a high probability at leaſt that
the whole account of the delivery, given
by the parties, is true. It is a talis qualit

tus till the action is ačtually brought proof, the beſt proof that the nature of

againſt the perſon claiming upon .
poſſeſſion ; and if we do not adhere to
this ſalutary rule, in the caſe now before
us, we ſhall encroach on the birth-right
of all mankind. And therefore it has
been improperly enough ſaid, that points

the thing will admit of, after ſo long a
lapſe of time. . If the proof had been
brought ſooner it would have moſt likely
been much ſtronger on the ſide of the

defendant. By the common courſe of
things, as well as by accident, he muſt

of law are not to be treated of here. The

have been at great loſs in bringing a

whole doćtrine of law concerning the
Poſſeſſio Status, and habite and repute,
come properly in here; theſe doćtrines
of law being founded upon common
ſenſe and the neceſſary ſecurity of the
ſubject.
I come now to ſpeak of the proof
which the defendant has brought of his
birth. And 1ſt, as to the pregnancy,

ºf
ſo late. Many of his witneſſes
ave died, and others of them have
changed the places of their abode, and
cannot now be diſcovered. Why, then,
was not this ačtion brought ſooner *

What excuſe for this? Why did they
keep it in petto P Why did they keep
the challenge ſo long in their pockets?
Yet ſuch are the facts, and therefore the

this muſt have great influence in this

law makes a leſs proof neceſſary now

cauſe; the witneſſes who depoſe to it are
very many in number, people of reſpect
able charaćters, not acquainted with one
another, and who had no intereſt what
ever to give a falſe account. Had this

than it would have exacted before from
the defendant. The whole ſtory con
cludes, not with the idea of impoſture,
but remarkably well with that of a real
birth.

Much has been ſaid about their

pregnancy been like that of lady Kinnaid, going in a ſecret manner to Paris, with
which was ſhewn upon every occaſion out letting their friends know; though it
with the groſſeſt affectation, we might is clearly in proof that the Chevalier Dou
have had reaſon to doubt of it : but ſo glas gave it as his advice to lady jane
far was lady jane from publiſhing her to go to Paris to be delivered.

pregnancy, that ſhe ſeemed to be baſhful
As
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As we have had ſo much evidence of

O&.

no convićtion, nor the leaſt danger of

the pregnancy, which is a gradual advanc convićtion to the parties in the caſe now
ing thing, why ſhould we infilt for ſuch before us; and when to this we add, that
pointed evidence as to the act of delivery, their charaćters are proved to have bee
to which there cannot be ſo much evi

not at all of the infidel caſt; what con

cluſion can we poſſibly draw, but that
they died aſſerting the truth? And when
to this we ſtill add the great diſtreſs and
affliction which both lady jane and Sir
john were almoſt always under, and at the
ſame time ſee them upon every occaſion
expreſſing the mod tender olicitude for
gradually, according to the advancement the welfare of their children, who in they
were then ſcarce able to maintain ; all this
of the pregnancy.
Much has been ſaid about la Brune's behaviour ſpeaks out ſtrongly, that they
Jhouſe, and particularly about the extraor were indeed their own children.
In oppoſition to thºs, it has been ſaid,
dinary account of their having left it ſo
ſoon after the birth. Whereas, we ſee in that lady jane deſerted her youngeſt child
proof, that the real motive of leaving it from its birth, and that ſhe never went once
ſo ſoon was, becauſe they were peſtered to ſee it during the long time ſhe remain
with bugs. And accordingly, when they ed in Paris, and at Dammarine. But in
'come to madame Michelle's we find them anſwer to this, I obſerve, that the plain
anxiouſly enquiring of her if her houſe tiffs are not entitled to plead ſo high upon
was free of that vermin. And afterwards this point; I will preſume that ſhe did ſee
we find them complaining of their being her child, although it cannot be now
troubled with them there too.
proved poſt tantum temporis.
Another argument has been uſed by the
But, ſay the plaintiffs, Sir john is charg
ed with being the contriver, and Mrs. plaintiffs, viz. That ſhe had no nurſe be
Hewit with being an accomplice in this ſpoke; to which I anſwer, That la Marre
fraud, and therefore you are not to believe himſelf beſpoke a nurſe, as is clear from
any account they give. But if this charge the teſtimony of madame Garnier, who
brought againſt Mrs. Hewit (and Iſabel was he ſelf the nurſe of Sholto.
It has been ſaid by the plaintiffs, That
Walker too) of being accomplices in this
alledged fraud, ſhould be ſufficient to de the la Marre now founded on by the de
ſtroy their credibility, then the plaintiffs fendant is a new la Marre, and that he
might have had a clear cauſe of it, and cannot be the la Marre which Sir John
dence expected as to pregnancy; becauſe
this by i. common courſe of nature may
be gradually traced, and ſo liable to the
obſervation of many witneſſes every day,
whereas that is a fingle act, and often over
in a moment. Upon theſe principles, the
law makes the preſumption of a birth riſe

uſed the ſame freedom with the defen

ives an account of. It is curious to ob

dant's other witneſſes, and ſo ſet them aſide ſerve the condu&t of the plaintiffs upon this

altogether,

great point of their cauſe. At firſt, in their

In curroboration of the truth of the teſ. condeſcendance, they denied p in blank,

timony imited by Sir John and Mrs.
Hewit, and of the uniform account giv
en by lady jane, That theſe children
were truly her’s, you have the ſolemn

that there was any perſon

.# that

name

who was a ſurgeon or accoucheur in Paris
in the year 1748. And now that an ac
coucheur of that name has really been
death-bed declarations of all the three. In found out, the plaintiffs take hold of the
the preſent age, infidelity and ſcepticiſm particular deſcription given by Sir John
are accounted faſhionable; but I will aver, Stewart of the la Marre, whom he conde
that this is more owing to pride and affec ſcended on as being the accoucheur; and

tation than to any convićtion poſſible to the becauſe this la Marre does not in every
mind of man, That there is no future particular agree to Sir jobn's deſcription,

ſtate of rewards and puniſhments; and I the plaintiffs infer the ſtrong concluſion,
that it is impoſſible that the la Marre now
who are ſo execrably worthleſs, and inſen found out could have been the accoucheur
ſibly hardened, as to make a joke of eter to lady jane Douglas. The plaintiffs have
nity. Some malefactors there may have particularly laid hold of two circumſtances
been, who, after have been fully con in Sir john's account of la Marre; one
do believe that there are but a very few

vićted of crimes, may have gone to death of which is, that he was a Walloon; and
publicly denying them. But there was the other, that la Marre had been intro
f
duced
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duced to Sir john at Liege in the year fore give my voice for aſſoilzing the de
1721, by one col. Fountain. . As to the fendant.
firſt of theſe circumſtances in Sir john's
Lord Gardenſion ſpoke next as follows.
deſcription of la Marre, the plaintiffs are
IS is a very extraordinary and a
clearly under a miſtake; for as the la
very fingular cauſe ; Duke Hamil
Marre founded on by the defendant, was
born at Montrieul ſur la Mer, he might ton has nothing to gain, and the defendant
readily enough, in reſpect of his country, has every thing to loſe.
be termed a Walloon, or at leaſt Sir john
My opinion is for the defendant; I will
might very naturally take him for a Wal deliver it with brevity and preciſion; and
loon. And as to the other circumſtance as the grounds of it are few and ſimple, I
about Sir jobn’s having ſeen him at Liege will not take up a large field, but only
in the year 1721 ; this is evidently an er ſtate ſome points on both ſides, which have
ror in point of time only, which it is not at led me to form this opinion. But firſt, I,
all ſurpriſing Sir John ſhould have been will beg leave to ſtate ſome preliminary
guilty of, if we conſider the great variety obſervations, which appear to me to be of
of queſtions put to him, and his age and in great importance. And, firſt, I can by no
firmities at the time he gave his declaration. means agree with thoſe of your lordſhips,
It has been argued by the plaintiffs, that who have given your opinion, that the
the ſtory told by madame Garnier of the law has nothing to do in the preſent caſe:
manner of that child's being brought to it appears quite contrary to me; I look
her houſe, cannot apply to the child of la for light to the law, and more particular
dy jane Douglas, in ſo far as madame ly to that great branch of it contained in
Garnier depoſes, That the child which Pier the title de probationibus, in which there
da Marre delivered to her to be nurſed, are principles enough to determine us in
was brought to her houſe at night with our judgment of evidence in every poſſible
flambeaux, or torch-light, from which, ſay caſe. Secondly, I do'own it as a principle
the plaintiffs, it is clear, that this could of law clear to me, that wherever a per
not have happened in the middle of ſum ſon is acknowledged and entertained by
mer, as there would have been no occaſion his reputed parents from infancy to man
for flambeaux. But if we confider the hood, he cannot be turned out of the poſ
length, narrowneſs, and dirtineſs of many ſeſſion of his ſtate without a clear, diſtinét,

TH

-

of the lanes and ſtreets in Paris and its and demonſtrative evidence.

environs; and alſo that it is not ſo long
By theſe rules the preſent caſe falls to
light there as it is here at that ſeaſon of the be determined, tho' I confeſs I will con
year, we ſhall find the circumſtance of the ſider the queſtion as if it had come firſt be
child's being brought by flambeaux not to fore ourſelves, and without any regard to
be inconſiſtent with the motion of the the verdić formerly pronounced for the
child's having being carried to the haute defendant. In ſo far, the efore, I am a con
borne, late in a ſummer night : and when vert to an opinion delivered yeſterday; but
to all this we add the preciſe and pointed upon theſe firſt principles which I have
converſation which Pier la Marre had laid down, the proof againſt a defendant
with Dr. Menager upon the ſubject of his in ſuch a queſtion, muſt appear without
(la Marre's) having delivered a foreign any uncertainty, and there muſt be no
lady, of an advanced age, of twins, and room left for the calculation of chances.
This appears evidently to me to be
that theſe twins would be heirs to a great
eſtate in their own country, and that it was well founded in humanity, expediency, and
a great affair for him. And when we con

law.

As to the firſt of theſe, the huma

*. alſo madame Guinett's evidence, who

nity, it is ſo obviouſly on the ſide of this
poſitively ſwears, That ſhe frequently ſaw defendant, that I need only but mention
Pier la Marre viſiting the child when it it : the expediency is alſo ſo manifeſt, that
was under madame Garnier's care, is it it would be needleſs to inſiſt on it.—The

poſſible to figure a ſtronger circumſtantiate ſecurity of families and the peace of ſoci
evidence in any caſe whatever than this evi ety ſpeak it out abundantly plain. And
dence brought by the defendant to ſupport as to the law : the law of this country,
the truth of his birth
I am clear it is as and of every other country in the world,
ſtrong an evidence as we can at ſo great a does uniformly require in all proofs of
diſtance of time poſſibly expect, and there the kind before us, the moſt clear and
H h h h.
convins
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convincing evidence againſt the rights of of friends, domeſtics and acquaintances,
filiation.
A ſecond propoſition I will lay down
without arguing for it, which is, that where
ſuch a queſtion as this is brought ſo late,
the evidence of ſuch witneſſes as may be
now dead, will, when reported upon oath
by others, have the ſame ſtrength as if
-

theſe others had been alive now, and had

or by that of ſtrangers It is by the firſt,
ſurely; becauſe the law expects the beſt
cauſes of knowledge from thoſe who in
the chara&ter of domeſtics, attendants and

friends, are moſt frequently about the per
ſon, and have the beſt opportunities to
know. Accordingly, in the cauſe before
us, you have clear and
evidence,
by ſuch perſons, that lady jane Douglas
was really pregnant. Her pregnancy, then,
ſo clearly aſcertained, is truly a proof of
the delivery; becauſe if ſhe was pregnant,

ſº.

been legally examined themſelves. My
third general obſervation is, That I ſee
no improper thing, nor ill condućt on
the part of the defendant in this cauſe:
whereas on the part of the plaintiffs, I ſee ſhe muſt have been delivered.
This therefore brings me to mention,
moſt improper and moſt illegal condućt. I
ſee the Tournelle proceſs, and Monitoire, that beſides the proof I have noticed, there
and all their miſerable effects. I do not is a poſitive proof of the birth of the de
blame Mr. Stewart for his condućt in fendant, by two witneſſes. I mean, Sir
theſe matters: he is a man of honour and john Stewart and Mrs. Hewit, both of
of character, and was inſtrućted to carry whom were called as witneſſes, not by the
on theſe French proceedings by the reſt defendant, but by the plaintiffs. When to
of the tutors of the noble plaintiffs; but this is added the ſtrong circumſtances in
however that be, I will define the Tour the behaviour and condućt of Sir jobs
nelle proceſs to be what I really think it and lady jane towards the defendant,what
was, “ an indire&t pračtice to prejudice doubt can remain that he is really their
the cvidence, and to deprive the defen ſon? Amongſt a number of other circum
dant of a fair trial.” - I pretend not to the ſtances, I ſhall mention theſe following.
ſpirit of prophecy; but it is long ſince I Their private correſpondence ſtrikes me
have ſaid that the plaintiffs will find the ſtrongly, and it is not credible to me that
Tournelle proceſs to hang about their all the ſcene therein exhibited could be diſ
necks like a mill-ſtone, for in vain (as was ſimulation. It is the ſame thing in my view
ſaid in another place) are judges wiſe and as if two alledged confederates in a crime
upright, if the channels of juſtice ſhall by had been overheard talking together in the
ſuch means as this be corrupted
very next room, and had we ſo overheard
As to their Monitoire, it was ſuch a one them, breathing ſuch ſtrains of truth, ſin
as was never ſeen but in the caſe of Calas, cerity and affection towards their ſons,
which proved fatal to an innocent family, would we not believe it But even ſup
and is a reproach to the annals of juſtice. poſing we ſhould diſbelieve this, could
I come now to ſay a few things upon the we carry the ſuppoſition ſo far as to be
evidence produced in this cauſe ; and, 1ſt, lieve that lady jane would abſolutely
I obſerve, that taking the whole of the de break her heart, and die for love and af
fendant's evidence by itſelf, it ſeems to me fe&ion to a child not really her own 2
impoſſible that there could be a ſtronger And yet that grief for the death of her

proof brought of the birth after ſo long a

ſon Sholto was the more immediate cauſe

time, and upon ſo unexpected a chailenge.
To me it is juſt as credible that a wo
man of fifty years of age, of ability (as is
clearly proved here) ſhould have children,
as that a woman of twenty-five years

of her death, is proved by the teſtimony of
reſpectable witneſſes. But ſtill more, when
I ſee her in the pangs of death, pouring
out her bleſfings on her then help;eſs
fon, the defendant, can humanity allow

ſhould have them.

me to believe that all this was faiſhcod

I cannot doubt that pregnancy is a thing and hypocriſy Can we believe that when
capable of proof: it is held to be ſo in the ſhe was praying with her laſt breath for
law of Scotland, and in the civil law the defendant, as her ſon, that ſhe was
likewiſe. And if it is capable of proof, it then, when juſt going to appear before
is ſurely proved in the caſe before us. her maker, taking-H 1 M witneſs to ſolemn
Pregnancy may be forgot, or it may be falſhood Thus much for the proof on the
remembered as it happens; but what proof fide of the defendant.—I now come ſhort
cfit can you expcćt 2 is it by the teſtimony ly to touch upon that brought by the
Plaintiffs.
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Farther, madame Godefrci has ſworn,
plaintiffs. Theirs is a circumſtantiate evi
dence wholly,and many of the circumſtan That when ſhe applies a blank article in
ces are of no weight at all : I am ſenſi her book of expenre to her book for the
ble, however, that when men have once Inſpecieur of police, it is conječture mere
formed an opinion of guilt, they are oft ly, upon her part. This aſſertion of his
en apt to look at every thing as through a wife's invalidates monſ. God froi's poſitive
jaundiced eye, which makes every thing aſſertion, which he has expreſsly ſwore to
of the ſame colour with itſelf. I will how in very different terms. Fourthly, It is in
ever conſider ſome of the moſt material this ſingle inſtance only that nonſ. Gode
parts of this large circumſtantiate evidence froi can take upon him to fill up any
upon the fide of the plaintiffs. And 1ſt, blank articles in his books, though there
I mention Godefroi's books, with the oaths are ſome of theſe entered only ayear or
of him and his wife. Firſt, as to his books, two ago. For all theſe reaſons, "I think
I declare fºom the bottom of my heart, there is not the leaſt proof of the alibi in
that they have no credit with me. When the houſe of Godefroi.
I conſider the nature of a tavern reckon

ing or bill, extracted at the diſtance of fif

I now come to mention ſome other cir
cumſtances, ſuch as the concealment and

teen years, I can have no notion of giving myſtery which was alledged to attend the
mighty credit to this ſort of written evi whole of the conduct of Sir John and la
dence. We have all heard of a perſon in

dy Jane. It was here uſed as an argument

Ilondon, known by the name of mother
Douglas : ſhe, it ſeems, kept her books
likewiſe, upon which her repreſentatives
are now proſecuting ſome reſpectable per
ſonages in this country. It is not to be
credited that ſuch perſonages ever fre
quented her houſe. But tho' they had ſo
frequented her houſe, they would have
ſurely paid off their bills, and will not
now be condemned upon the written evi

to infer fraud, that during the time of her

pregnancy, lady jane almoſt always wore
a particular dreſs, and never went without
a hoop. But it is inconceivable to me how

this circumſtance can ever be founded up
on to prove an impoſture. To me it ap
pears directly contrary; for ſurely if her
pregnancy had been entirely affected, in

ſtead of concealing, ſhe would have taken

every opportunity of ſhowing it. Another
circumſtance pleaded by the plaintiffs, was,
I muſt obſerve that Michelle's books That lady jane never called for the ad
were found to be erroneous, and therefore vice of any phyſician, ſurgeon, or accou
left off altogether by the plaintiffs, who cheur during the whole time of her preg
then, for the firſt time, reſorted to thoſe nancy. As to which, I beg leave to ob

dence of tavern books.

of Godefroi; whereas to me both theſe

ſerve, that however odd the plaintiffs may

grounds appear equally tenable, and you think this, yet Scots ladies will not ſurely
may lay hold either of the one or other, think ſo. They are generally pretty eaſy,
and flee of apprehenſions upon this point,
as you pleaſe.
There is one reaſon indeed why Mi and can do without a phyſician at their
every hour of the day.
chelle's books appear more credible than bed-ſide
Much ſtreſs has been laid upon the cir
Godefroi's, which is, that where people
of their journey to Paris, which
go only to eat for a day or two, as at Go cumſtance
has been repreſented as the object of their
defroi's, there the date is of no ſort of mo ſecret
deſtination from firſt to laſt; where
ment; but where they go to lodge for a as it is in proof, That lady jane was re
time, as was the caſe in Michelle's, there
ally adviſed by the chevalier Douglas to
the date is of moment.
go to Paris to be there delivered.
I obſerve, thirdly, That theſe witneſſes
The circumſtance of their employing ſo
are tainted by the Tournelle proceſs : ma obſcure a man as la Marre, after they had
dame Godefroi's oath is utterly incredible, ſaid that they went to Paris for the beſt
becauſe ſhe perfiſted in ſaying, when ſhe aſſiſtance, has been alſo laid hold of by the
was firſt enquired out, That ſhe could not plaintiffs; whereas Sir John expreſly
recollect any one thing about Sir john ſwears, that he deſired la Marre to have
Stewart and his company. When after other aſſiſtance ready at hand, which la
this I ſee her come and join in telling ve Marre would have got, had he not eaſil
ry many material circumſtances along accompliſhed the delivery himſelf.
with her huſband, can I think her a cre
dible witneſs :
H h h h a

Much
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Much has been ſaid alſo of the circum

ſtance of the younger child's being ſent
into the country, and about lady Jane's
never having ſeen him there. To which
it is anſwered, that the child being ſickly
and tender, did upon that account want
freſh air; and that it is not in proof that
lady Jane never went to ſee him.

O&t.

Diſſentient’
1ſt.
E CA U S E we think that the

declaratory bill, we paſſed laſt
week, cannot poſſibly obviate the grow

ing miſchiefs in America, where it may
ſeem calculated only to deceive the peo

ple of Great-Britain, by holding forth a
deluſive and mugatory aſfirmance of the
I now come to mention ſome other cir legiſlative right of this kingdom, whilſt
cumſtances; the firſt of which is, that of the enacting part of it does no more than
their leaving their maid-ſervants at Rheimſ, abrogate the reſolutions of the houſe of
and to which I do own I ſee no reaſonable

or ſatisfactory anſwer.

As to the forgery of the letters, I ſee no
evidence of a forgery, in ſo far as Sir
john ſaid they were copies of letters. But
even ſuppoſing them to be forged, I cannot
carry it ſo far as to deprive the defendant
of his ſtate upon that account merely.
Had the parties been all now alive, they
might have been able to account for many

repreſentatives in the North American
colonies, which have not in themſelves

the leaſt colour of authority; and de
clares that, which is apparently and cer

tainly criminal, only null and void.
2dly, Becauſe the particular objections
which have been made to the ſtamp ačt in
North America, and which have been

adopted in the courſe of the debates up
on this bill for repealing it, are, in fact,
circumſtances in their conduct, which are contradišted by undeniable evidence up
feemingly ſuspicious to us, in the ſame on our table : it having been urged firſt,
manner as the circumſtance formerly men that all the money to be collested by this
tioned cº their having dropt their man-fer tax was to be annually remitted hither,

vant at Liege has been accounted for. And
when to this we add the trange and fin
gula, charaćters of Sir foln Stewart, the
principal actor, we need wonder the leſs at
many of theſe circumſtances. I ſhall now
conclude with obſerving, that if the plain.
tiffs prevai in this ſuit, the defendant's
caſe will indeed be ſingularly liaid: for in
the firſt place he has never had a fair trial
for his bºth-right. I do not mean here, but

and that the North American colonies

would thereby be drained of all their ſpe

cie; and, ſecondly, that the inſtitution
of vice-admiralty courts in thoſe colonies,

for the recovery of penalties upon revenue
laws without juries, is a novel practice,
by means of which his majeſty's ſubjects,
in thoſe dominions, “would be deprived
of one of their moſt valuable liberties, tri

als by juries, and in this reſpect diſtin

in France And, 2dly, of all the numerous guiſhed from their fellow ſubjects in
caſes of farius ſup; Jºio, there is none ſi Great-Britain ;” and would likewiſe be
milar to this; none of thoſe children were liable to the greateſt inconvenience, vex
poſſeſſed of their filiation; in none of thoſe atton, and injuſtice, through the option

caſes was there the ſame ſtrong proof of left to any proſecutor to call them from
regnancy, nor ſuch direét and circum one end of that extenſive continent to the
tantiate evidence of the aëual delivery. other; and through the temptation to the
[ To be continued. J
judge, to condemn rather than to acquit,
from his being paid by poundage of the
Every Body mºſt have heard of the great condemnation-money : whereas, with re
Oppoſition made in the Hºuſe of Lords, gard to the firſt of theſe objećtions, it ap
againſt the Refeal of the American pears, by the minute of the late board
Stamp-A&#. The Grounds of that Op of treaſury laid before this houſe, and
poſition will appear from the Peruſal of dated on the 9th day of July laſt, that
the fulleſt directions had been ſent to the
the following Protºſ i
ſeveral officers of the revenue, “that, in
Die Lunae, 170 Martii, 1766. order to obviate the inconvenience of

The order of the day being read for
the third reading of the bill for repealing
the American ſtamp-act, after ſome de
bate, the queſtion was put, Whether the
ſaid bill ſhall paſs it was reſolved in the

liament, ſhould, from time to time, be

affirmative.

Paid to the deputy pay-maſter in America,

.

.

.

-

bringing into this kingdom the money to
be raiſed by the ſtamp duties, all the pro
duce of the American duties ariſing or to

ariſe, by virtue of any Britiſh act of par
-

to
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to defray the ſubſiſtence of the troops,
and any military expences incurred in the
colonies :” And, with regard to the fe
cond objećtion, it is manifeſt, from ſun
dry acts of parliament, that a juriſdićti
on has been aſſigned to the judges of thoſe
courts, for the recovery of penalties upon
the laws of revenue, and of trade, with

out juries, for near a century paſt, from
the conſideration (as we apprehend) that,
in ſome of the colonies, they are the on
ly judges not elected by the people; and
ſo far it is from being true, that the ſub
jects in North America, by being depriv
ed, in theſe caſes, of trials by juries, were,
in that reſpečt, diſtinguiſhed from their
fellow ſubjećts in Great-Britain; that,
in this very inſtance of the ſtamp duties,"
the penalties, which by the American
ſtamp ačt were recoverable without a jury
before a judge of the vice admiralty court,
are, by the laws now in force for colle&ting
the ſtamp duties in Great-Britain, recover
able alſo without a jury, before two juſti
ces of the peace, with the like powers in
both caſes, which we earneſtly wiſh were
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the preſent adminiſtration to the gover
nors of the colonies in North America,

of the timely care which had been em
raiſed on
oth theſe heads; eſpecially as it is no

[...] to obviate the objections

torious, that the meaſures to be purſued

in conſequence of that minute and repre
ſentation, had been fully opened and ap
proved in parliament, at the time when
the ſtamp act was propoſed ; and as the
total neglect of it has given occaſion to
great clamour and diſſatisfaction in the

colonies. We cannot help further ob
ſerving, that as the ſtamp ačt was not
to take place till the firſt of November,
if the parliament had been called early,
their determinations, either for enforcing
or repealing that law, would, probably,
have delivered the merchants and manu

facturers here from all the difficulties and

diſtreſs to which they have been, for ſo
many months, expoſed : nor would the
diſorders in America, where all govern
ment is proſtrate, have riſen to ſo great a
height, or taken ſo deep a root.
3dly, Becauſe the argument which has
not ſtill more neceſſary for the colle&tion been uſed in favour of this bill of repeal,
of the public revenue in America than in that the experiment of the ſtamp act has
Great-Britain ; and which we ſhould be been tried, and has failed, is extremely
deſirous, if poſſible, to alleviate in both ill founded; as it manifeſtly appears,
countries.

With this view, and to take

from the whole tenor of the papers laid

away all juſt occaſion for diſcontent, we before us, that if this experiment had
were very glad to find, by the repreſen been properly tried, with the ſame zeal
tation from the late commiſſioners of the for its ſucceſs with which it was firſt pro
treaſury to his majeſty in council, dated poſed, it would not have failed in any of
on the 4th of July laſt, that the ſtrićteſt the colonies : and that this was the opi
attention had been given by that board, nion of the greater part of the governors
to prevent the inconvenience and injuſtice in North America, and of many of the
above-mentioned, by a plan to eſtabliſh moſt intelligent and reſpectable perſons
three different courts of vice admiralty at in thoſe provinces, for ſome time after
the moſt convenient places, with proper this act was paſſed, is evident, beyond a
diſtricts annexed to each; and to give the doubt, from the letters of the former, now
judges ſufficient and honourable ſalaries upon our table, and from the latter hav
in lieu of all poundage and fees whatſo ing applied for, and accepted the office
ever. But we cannot obſerve, without of diſtributors of the ſtamps under that ačt,
the higheſt concern and ſurpriſe, that this which they certainly would not have done,
repreſentation, founded upon a clauſe in and thereby have expoſed their lives and
ferted in the ſtamp ačt for this very pur fortunes to the violence and outrages which

|. and

expreſsly calculated to relieve

they have ſince undergone, if they had

is majeſty's ſubjects in North America
from many unneceſſary hardſhips and op
preſions, to which they are now liable
by many other laws, ſtill ſubſiſting,
ſhould be totally diſregarded for ſeveral

then thought the ſucceſs of this meaſure in

months, and be ſuffered to remain uncxe

any degree precarious: 'mor have we heard
of any impračticability attending this law
in Jamaica and Barbadoes, and ſome o
ther of the Weſt. India iſlands, or in thoſe
of our colonies in North-America, where

cuted in every part of it, even to this it has been executed.
day; and that no notice whatever ſhould
4thly, Becauſe a precedent of the two
be taken, in any of the diſpatches from houſes of parliament lending their power,
from

.*
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from motives of fear or impatience un ſhips from the colonies. with unſtamped
der a preſent uneaſineſs, to overturn, clearances, to an entry, in dire&t viola
in one month, a plan of meaſures under tion of it, which, from the papers upon
taken with their warmeſt approbation our table, appears to have been done;
and concurrence, after the moſt mature we ſhall then give our approbation to

deliberation of two years together, for
the improvement of our revenue, and
the relief of our people, will effectually
diſcourage all officers of the crown in
America, from doing their duty, and

executing the laws of this kingdom ; and

is enough to deter future miniſters, in
any circumſtances of diſtreſs or danger
to their country, from oppoſing their for
titude and zeal for the ſervice of the pub
lic, to ſtrong combinations of private
and particular intereſts, to the clamour

an open breach of the firſt article of that
great palladium of our liberties, the bill
of rights; by which it is declared, “.. that
the pretended power of ſuſpending of
laws, or the execution of laws, by re
gal authority, without conſcnt of parlia
ment, is illegal " Laſily, if we ground
our proceedings upon the opinion of thoſe
who have contended in this houſe, that
from the conſtitution of our colonies

they ought never to be taxed, even for

their own immediate defence, we fear
of multitudes, or the malice of faction ; that ſuch a declaration, by which near a
which muſt neceſſarily bring on ſuch a fifth part of the ſubjects of Great-Bri

weakneſs and puſillanimity in the admi tain, who by the acts of parliament to re
miſtration of government, as will ſoon ſtrain the preſſing of ſeamen in America,
end in the downfal and ruin of the are already exempted from furniſhing
ſtate.

-

men to our navy, are to be for ever ex

Laſtly, Becauſe the repeal of this empted from contributing their ſhare to
law, under the preſent circumſtances, wards their own ſupport in money like
will, we fear, not only ſurrender the ho wiſe, will, from the flagrant partiality
mour and eſſential intereſts of the kingdom and injuſtice of it, either depopulate this
now and for ever, both at home and kingdom, or ſhake the baſis of equality,
abroad, but will alſo deeply affect the and of that original compact upon which
fundamental principles of our conſtitu every ſociety is founded : and as we be
tion : for if we paſs this bill, againſt lieve that there is no inſtance of ſuch a
our opinion, from the threats and com permanent exemption of ſo large a body

pulſion publicly avowed in our colonies, of the ſubjects of any flate, in any hiſtory,
and enforced by the moſt unjuſtifiable antient or modern, we are extremely ap
means within Great-Britain, we diſclaim prehenſive of the fatal conſequence of

that legiſlative authority over the ſub this unhappy meaſure ; to which for theſe
jects, which we own ourſelves unable to reaſons, in addition to thoſe contained in
maintain. If we give our conſent to it the * of the 11th of this month,
here, without a full convićtion that it is our duty to the king, and juſtice to our
right, merely becauſe it has paſſed the country, obliges us to enter this our ſo
other houſe, by declining to do our duty lemn diſſent.

on the moſt important occaſion which can
ever preſent itſelf, and where our interpo Temple,

Leigh,

fition, for many obvious reaſons, would Abercorn,
be peculia, ly proper, we, , in effect, an: Marlborough,

Bridgwater,

nihilate this branch of the legiſlature, and Sandwich,
vote ourſelves uſeleſs. Or, if by paſſing Char. Carliſle,
this bill, we mean to juſtify thoſe who Weymouth,
in America, and even in Great-Britain, W. Glouceſter,
have treated a ſeries of Britiſh acts of par Buckinghamſhire,
liament as ſo many atts of tyranny and R. Dureſne,
oppreſſion, which it is ſcarcely criminal Scarſdale,
tº reſiſt ; or thoſe officers of the crown, J. Bangor,
who, under the eye, and with the know Dudley and Ward,

Groſvenor,
Powis,

ledge of government,

have taken upon

Suffolk and Berk-

ſhire,
themſelves, whilſt the parliament was fit
ting, without its conſent, to ſuſpend the
execution of the ſtamp act, by admitting .

Gower,

Trevor,
Ker,

Lyttleton,
Eſſex,
Ferrers,

Aylesford,
Were,
Eglingtoun.

-
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Deſdemona's honour is extremely fine,
and the manner in which he pronounces

THEATRICAL INTELLIGENCE,

the words

(Continued from page 437.)

“ Not mov’d, not much mov’d,”

Agreeable to our Promiſe, we ſhall prº is exquiſite beyond conception.---So alſo
reed in our Examination into the Me
is the delivery of the following ſpeech,
rits of Mr. Barry, Mrs. Dancer and where
Deſdemona, when he comes to
Mr. Barry the younger.

M”.many
Barryvaluable
is by nature
poſſeſſed of
..
for

kill her, aſks, with ſurprize, if Caſſia
had been murdered, and he exclaims,

the ſtage, and perhaps it would not be

“Had all his hairs been lives, my

going too far if we aſſerted, that his ſº
ºceſs in the theatre has been more owing

great revenge
“Had ſtomach for them all.”

to theſe qualifications, than to any ex
traordinary degree either of genius or
induſtry---his perſon is manly and ma
jeſtic; his face is ſtrong and expreſſive 3

-

Rage, perhaps, was never expreſſed more
forcibly than he expreſſes it on this oc
caſion ; and though the poet has been
remarkably fortunate in the choice of ſo

and his voice, when exerted in any ſavage a metaphor, yet Mr. Barry gives
vehemence of paſſion, has not only a it a horror that chills us to the very
'force but a ſweetneſs, which darts with

and terrifies the imagination with
a lightning-like rapidity, and inſtantly heart,
the
moſt
dreadful ideas of carnage and
ſtrikes the ačtor's whole feeling upon the blood.
-

-

‘boſom of an auditor.---But though Mr.
There is likewiſe another paſſage i
Barry
poſſeſſes this fine perſon, we do not
think he is maſter of much elegance; tho’ Othello, a little after he ...; H.
wife, of which too much cannot be ſaid
“he boaſts ſo fortunate a ſet of features,
by any man of candour and ſenſibility;
we do not think he has much variety in and this is where Emilia demanding
this lines; and though we own his voice to be admitted, he debates with himſelf
to be ſo uncommonly happy, we muſt about the propriety of letting her in--nevertheleſs give it as our opinion, that “If ſhe comes in (ſays he) ſhe'll ſee
"he does not often exert it very judici my. wife i” then recoilećting the crime
ouſly ; in the converſation ſcenes, of which he has firſt perpetrated, he cries,
comedy there is a ſtiffneſs about him
“My wife I my wife I I have no.
unbecoming the man of faſhion whom

he generally perſonates ; , and in the

wife,”

leſs animated paſſages of his moſt ca and breaks into the moſt piercing la
pital tragic parts there is a negligence mentation for the woman whom he has
in his manner which renders his reci paſſionately loved.—Here Mr. Bar
tation frequently cold and unaffecting; alſo deſerves the univerſal applauſe, for
in ſhort we have never ſeen him in any the excruciating tenderneſs of his feel
charaćter, where faults did not greatly ings, if I may beg ſuch an epithet as
excruciating, and indeed for the credit
outweigh his perfections; candour, how of
the public taſte it muſt be acknowl
ever, obliges us to acknowledge, that
that he never pronounces this
though he makes us wait a great while ledged
for a ſtroke, yet when it comes it is a pathetic exclamation without receiving it.
however, we except theſe paſſiggs
maſterly one; where he diſcovers a andIf,perhaps
another or two, there i.
beauty, it is a beauty of an irreſiſtable
kind, and ruſhes upon the boſom with very little in Mr. Barry's Othello be
yond the abilities of a moderate per
an energy unutterable.
Othello has long been conſidered as former; his ſpeech to the ſenate is evi
one of Mr. Barry's principal parts, and dently miſconceived; for though he per
indeed it is but juſtice to acknowledge, ſonates a brave rough ſoldier, whoſe
that there are ſome particular paſſages arms from the time of “ having ſeven
thro' this celebrated charaćter in which

years pith" till a little before his mar

he merits the higheſt admiration of the riage with Deſdemona, had uſed
public. His diſtreſs between doubt and
“Their deareſt action in the tented
field;"
tenderneſs, confidence and reſentment,
when Iago firſt gives him a ſuſpicion of yet Mr. Barry labours after the touches
of
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of the maſterly orator, and is as cau
tious in the delivery of his periods, as
a cunning Marc-Antony playing upon
the paſſions of a Roman rabble, and
firing an ignorant mob, with a poliſhed

plauſibility to revenge the fall of his
newly ſlaughtered friend.
Othello,
though painted a man of excellent un
derſtanding, is frank to an extravagance;
it is this very openneſs which leads him
principally into all his errors, and before
the ſenate he ſcorns to reſt his cauſe upon
aught but its honeſty; ſo far is he from
ſecking a ſmoothneſs of expreſſion, that
he calis a lord of great influence in the

Intelligence,
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or underſtanding; but if we view him
through the other ſcenes of Romeo,
there is but little opportunity to pay
him any extraordinary compliment; the
garden ſcene gives Juliet a conſtant ſu
periority over the actor, and Mr. Barry
increaſes this ſuperiority by a cuſtom he
has of puffing and blowing with all the
vehemence a Falſtaff might be ſuppoſed
to uſe after a fatiguing clamber to the
top of the monument.---His ſcene alſo
with the Friar, when he receives the news
of his baniſhment, is ill-conceived ; and

during a long, ſpeech reflecting, upon
the cruelty of his ſentence, he ſo be

ſenate, who accuſes him of a very cri labours the unfortunate ſyllable ed, that

minal action, by the familiar epithet of a reader of compaſſion would almoſt
“Old man, and declares, “ that he ſhall wiſh the two poor letters which com
little grace his cauſe, by ſpeaking for poſe it were fairly turned out of the
himſelf.” On theſe accounts we ſhould alphabet : this ſyllable is the laſt in the
imagine, that Orhello's action would be word baniſhed, and it muſt be acknow
as unaffe&ted as his language; and that ledged, unleſs the word is allowed its
he would aim at very little ſpeciouſneſs three ſyllables, the meaſure of the line
of accent when he diſclaimed all pomp will be deficient a foot---but Mr. Barry
ſhould conſider that the only uſe of
of phraſeology.
In Romeo, as in Othello, Mr. Barry's meaſure is to render poetry harmonicus;
reputation rather ariſes from ſome happy and that if he violates the cuſtomary
burſts of voice in a few particular places, mode of pronunciation without affecting
than in any general merit which he this end, this minuteneſs of his juſtic
diſplays through the character; in fact in a particular word, neither does great
he ſhews little remarkable in the part, honour to his own accuracy, nor any
till the church-yard ſcene in the laſt great ſervice to his author---in the pre
aćt, there in the cloſe of his threat to ſent caſe, ſo far from rendering his au
Balthazar, where he exclains, bidding thor harmonious by the deviation from
cuſtom, he makes him abſolutely diſa
him depart—
greeable; and we have baniſh-ed ſo re
“But if thou jealous doſt return to peatedly echoed in our ears, with a ſtrong
pry,
“ In what I farther ſhall intend to emphaſis on the laſt ſyllable, that having
diſuſed this mode of ſpeaking for many
do,
years in this country, it becomes totally
“By heav'n I'll tear thee joint by ridiculous
to our imagination.
joint,
Indeed if Mr. Barry always paid a
“And ſtrew this hungry church-yard religious regard to the ſtričineſs of pro
with thy limbs.
nunciation ſomething might be ſaid in
“The time and my intents are ſa his favour ; but if upon one occaſion he
vage, wild,
adds an improper ſyllable to a line with
* More fierce, and more inexorable
a view of harmonizing his author, we
far
can ſee no reaſon why on another he
“ Than empty tygers, or the roar fhould not ſuppreſs a ſyllable to anſwer
ing ſea.”
the ſame purpoſe, eſpecially where he
In this paſſage Mr. Barry is admirable; can do it with the greateſt propriety; in
we hear the ſea abſolutely roaring in Jaffier for inſtance during his firſt ſcene
his voice, and his auditory are always. with Pierre, when he curſes his father
filled with an aſtoniſhment that can be in-law on account of his obſtinacy, to
only equalled by their ſatisfačtion.---In fill up the harmony in the following line
the dying ſcene alſo, with Juliet, to de he makes aches a word of two ſyllables.
“ May Aches rack his bones.”
ny that he has great excellence would
be only to betray 9 want of candour This error it muſt be acknowledged is
-

a general
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a general one with moſt, if not all the guſting through a certain unfortunate
actors we have ever ſeen in the charac accent contracted in the kingdom ſhe
ter, nevertheleſs there is ſcarce a perſon lately came from.---Yet upon the whole,
entruſted with a meſſage in any of our there is an amiable ſomewhat in this lady's
theatres, who is not ſenſible the word is manner and appearance, which conſtantly
pronounced akes, and is always uſed in pleaſes, and we never ſhew any marks
real life as a mere monoſyllable---Nay of reſentment at her performance, even
ſo univerſally is the pronunciation of it where we cannot juſtify the ſmalleſt de
ſettled, that we believe the firſt phyſician gree of approbation---Of all the claiac
in England, would not know what to ters in which we have hitherto obſerved
preſcribe if a man told him he had h's her, we think her Deſdemona by much
(the expreſion to which Mr. Barry the moſt unexceptionable---There is an

ſoftems the word achs) in his bones, and

invariable ſimplicity in this part to which

requeſted the favour of his advice---But ſhe is happily ſuited, and the only feel
the ſtage is often extremely attentive to ings which ſhe has occaſion to aſſame
an auther in trifles, when in caſes of are the feelings of innocent diſtreſs--conſequence they treat him with the But when ſhe attempts Juliet or Belvi
greateſt freedom---and Mr. Barry per dera ; when ſhe aims at any caſt of play

haps forgets, while he is ſo highly exact ing which requires an exertion of powers,
her paſſion very frequently riſes into tur

to the language of his author in a ſingle
line that there are whole ſcenes cut away
as well in the Romeo and Juliet, as in
the Venice Preſerved, without any vene
ration to the memory of the writers---

a maſter as Mr. Garrick to correct the

We are not ſaying but what both plays

firſt of theſe errors; and an engagement

bulence, and her pronunciation has ſo
very much of the foreigner, like Fogard's,

that we cannot help wiſhing ſhe had ſuch

are much amended by the liberty; but for a few ſeaſons in London, that ſhe
ſurely, if it is juſtifiable to omit paſſages might be able to recover the accent of her
of conſiderable length for the ſake of own country.
improvement, it muſt be alſo juſtifiable
'Tis very remarkable in this lady, with
to onlit or to alter an accidental line reſpect to this diſagreeable accent, which
where it tranſgreſſes the cuſtomary man ſhe has contracted in our filter nation,
ner of expreſiion, or injures the neceſſary that it always tinctures ſpeeches which
ſmoothneſs of the verſification---Upon are very much animated, or which re
the whole with regard to Mr. Barry, if quire no animation at all; for inſtance,
we were to ſpeak in general terms, we

when Beividera reproaching her huſband

ſhould careleſsly ſay, as we ſaid of him
in Romeo laſt month, that he played

exclaims

very well; but when we enter more mi

for having delivered her up to Renault,

nutely into his merits there is a neceſſity

“What was he to whom laſt night
thou gav'ſt me *

for being more particular ; we therefore
think that his warmeſt admirers, when

or when Jane Shore, coldly talking with

they go to ſee him perform, expect ra Alicia about the perſonal accompliſh
ther to find two or three capital paſſages ments of her paramour ſays
executed in an exquiſite manner, than to
“The royal Edward was indeed a
find a whole character ſuſtained with ſpi
wonder”
rit and propriety ; for our own parts we
“The
goodly pride of all our Eng
look upon his acting like a voyage for a
liſh youth ;”
diamond to Go!conda, in which there is
a deal of trouble and fatigue to be en in theſe paſſages ſhe always lowers her
dured, but in which if we have courage voice, and runs into the Iriſh pronunci
enough to perſevere, we are commonly aſion with as natural a facility, as if ſhe
rewarded with a brilliant in the end.
was born in the ſame town with the
Mrs. Dancer we have already informed reverend gentietnam whom we have men
our readers, poſſeſſes a ple...ſing perſon, tioned a lit is higher ; and as if this was
though ſhe boats but little animation ; the very firſt time the had honoured us
an agreeable face, though it has not much by a vºit to England---but now we have
expreſſion ; and a muſical voice, though mentioned Jane Shore, we cannot avoid
her pronunciation is often rendered diſ doing juſtice to a very capital ſtroke of
I i i i
acting
Oct. 1767.
-

-

O8.
the
merits
of
Mrs.
Dancer,
whom
we
acting in Mrs. Dancer's performance of
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that chara&ter, where Haitings attempts thii, k rather more than a middling ačtreſs;
to force her to a compliance with his we have little more to ſay in the preſent

wiſhes, after he has ſpoken in her favour
to the protector.----The merit of this

paper, than to take ſome notice of the
younger Mr. Balry ; and to mention the

ſtroke conſiſted in her manner of pro reception which the mock tragedy of the
nouncing one word ; bºt there was a Taylors has met with at our ſummer

of genius even in this, that greatiy
ſurpaſſed the capacity of an ordinary
but it

theat, e.

Mr. Thomas Barry is in his perſon tall

our hearers will recolle&t, and extremely thin; has a face without
that, when Hattings prepares to uſe vio meaning; and a voice without force;

aëticſs

lence, Jane Shore kneels down, and

from the accounts we had received of

ſwears never to reſume the licentiouſneſs

this young gentleman in ſeveral Iriſh
letters, we expected but little from him ;
ſpeaks upon her kneeling, we think is and indeed he did not give us much ;
* Never”--be this as it may, never do nevertheleſs, he ſurpaſſed our hopes, and
we remember to have heard a word de convinced us that where an actor is per
livered in a manner, that had a more feet in his part, and decent in his deport
of her former conduct; the firſt word ſhe

forcible effect ; it ſeized the whole audi

ment, a good-natured audience will al

ence as if they had been one individual, ways overlook a number of natural im
and produced an approbation that did as perfections.--The induigent reception
much credit to the taſte of the town, as

which he has met with, ſhould therefore

honour to the merit of the actreſs---could

be a leſion to our inferior performers;
ſhe play the whole part as ſhe played this and the gentlemen who are confined by
fingle paſſage, ſhe would bid fair for their talents to third and fourth-rate cha
a very exalted rank in the Britiſh Theatre raciers ought to conſider, that though
---but here ſhe ſeemed to have exhauſted they cannot give the public either figure
her abilities, and retained little or no

or voice, they may at leaſt give their par

power to ſupport the ſubſequent ſcenes of trons attention and memory.
the character----the place however in
As to the mock tragedy, like all other
which ſhe appeared moſt reprehenſible pieces of burleſque, it is only to be re
to us was the laſt aSt ; in this her face liſhed by thoſe who are converſant with
was properly enough painted to expreſs the works of our theatrical writers, and
the greatneſs of her miſery ; but though who by remembering where alluſions a e
faintneſs and famine ſat upon her looks made, can eaſily diſcover the objects of
her ſtep was firm ; and ſhe knocked at ridicule; we have ſeveral pieces of fine
Alicia's door with a ſtrength, which was burleſque in our language, which are not
ſcarcely poſſible for a delicate woman to often played becauſe they are not pro
maintain almoſt in the agonies of death ; periy underſtood by the majority of the
but miſconceptions of this kind we have ſpectators. Among theſe we may rec
often ſeen in Jane Shores, and do not re kon the Rehearſal; the What dye call
colle & any actreſs who has done ſo much it; and Tom Thumb ; the Rehearſal
iuſtice to this character as Mrs. Yates -indeed has of late years been often repre
in this paſſage of it, if we remember ſented ; and always to crouded audiences
right, ſhe is particularly fine; when ſhe ---but theſe audiences went much more
approaches Alicia's door ſhe reaches at to ice the excellence of one inimitable
the knocker ; but unable for want of

actor, than the humour of the piece;

ſtrength to effect her purpoſe at the firſt and the moment he reſigned the principal
effort, ſhe is obliged to make a ſecond, character, that moment the Rehearſal
and even then ſucceeds with the greateſt was forgotten by the public---the Taylors
difficulty imagirable----This little cir therefore, though it has merit, cannot
cumſtance the critics may call a ſtage expect a better fate than other produc
trick if they think proper : but every tions of a ſimilar kind, though ſupported
ſtroke of acting may be called a ſtage with all the drollery of Mr. Foote in a
trick too, which gives the audience an
part; and uthered in by a pro
exquiſite ſatisfaction; and is highly pro ogue of Mr. Garrick's, which contains

|.

per for the ſituation of a character.

the uſual wit and vivacity of its cele

Having thus examined as accurately
as the nature of our plan will admit into

brated writer.
t

-
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His hair-breadth 'ſcapes, his deſperate de
lights,
[nights,
Patridge-ſhooting, an Eclogue. To the
Honourable Charles Yorke. By Francis His clamorous days, his bacchanaiian
Fawkes, M. A.
I envy not : une no ſuch tumuits pleaſe ;
[ Entire, Price 1 s. J
To hardy hunters I relinquiſh theſe.
But come, thou peaceful pointer, meek
and bland
[hand;
ROM AEtna's mountains, and Sici
lian plaims “,
[fºwains, Obſequious to my eye, my voice, my

The groves of Pindus, and Arcadian Together let us beat theſe gameful fields,
My ſportive muſe, on rural pleaſures bent, Try what the open, what the covert

Now roves ſequeſter'd in the fields of Kent.

yields ;

Will Yorke a moment from the bar with The ſtanding corn, the ſeedy clover ſhun,
draw,
And vindicate the honour of the gun.
When now the temperate ſun ſhines
Awhile ſuſpend the buſineſs of the law
mildly clear,
[year;’
Trembling I'll wreathe this paſtoral chap
let round
[crown'd ; “And Libra weighs in equal ſcales the
Thy brows, already with the laurel Of Ceres boon the yellow fields are ſhorn,
For thou haſt ſhown, inſpir’d by warmth And every barn is ſtor'd with Autumn's
divine,

[dawn,

corn :

That Themis is a ſiſter of the Nine.

Let the keen ſportſman riſing win the
Fear not to daſh the dew-drops on the

Hear then, while I adventurous explore
lawn,
A path by poets never trod before.
On the ſtream's margin let the fiſher But not unſocial; let the cheerful friend,
ſtand,
Alike equipt, the ſylvan ſport at end,
The taper angle trembling in his hand,
Experienc'd well to take unerring aim,
Retrieve loſt birds, or mark the ſcatter'd
His cool amuſement ſobelly purſue,
game ; .
And ſoak his footſteps in unwholeſome
-

dew ;

I envy not the purchaſe of his pains,

Yet who enlivening converſe can ſupport,
And cheer with that the intervals of ſport ;

The cold he catches, or the fiſh he gains. See, how with ioy clate the pointers bound,
What pangs it gives the ſoft impaſſion'd And courſe the plain in many a feſtive
round !
[play,
heart,
With fly of nature, or with fly of art,
Conſcious of game, before their lord they
To cheat the dappled tenants of the brook, And wanton in the beauty of the day.
And tear their ſtomachs with the torturing Vain is the ſportſman's toils to hunt the
hook'

meads,

More cruel ſtill, uncertain prize to gain,
To rack the worm with agonizing pain!
Me no ſuch harſh, tormenting pattimes
pleaſe ;
To pale-ey'd fiſhers I relinquiſh theſe.
-

º

When now the covey in the ſtubble feeds ;
Try then the fields be pangled all with
dew,
[grew :
Where late the wheat, or bearded barley

-

The buſy dogs, inquiſitive around,

Let the mad hunter, with his hounds Sagacious quarter every inch of ground,
Fleet o'er the furrows the ſoft breeze in
and horn,
hale,
[gale;
Rage o'er the plains, and flight the bluſh

ing morn,
And raptur'd own the partridge-tainted
Thro' woods, bogs, hedges the hare's But when warm ſcents aſſure the covey
windings trace,

near,

[with fear.

And triumph in the glories of the chaſe : They hunt with caution, and they point
Or, with his ſtancher hounds of mottled Lo! faithful Phyllis on the riſing lands
hue,
Crceps wary, ſtep by tep, aud cow’rs, and
ſtands !
[train
The fox, ſly felon of the night, purſue
O'er the ſteep hill, broad ſtream, or length True to their guide, the ſtanch obſervant
en'd down,
[own tº Stop ſhort, and fix like ſtatues on the
Riſk his ſteed's neck, and diſlocate his
**

N

O

T

E.

plain :

i.

Can Rºſtbrack's art, or Wilton's ſoft ad.
Such keen, attentive attitude expreſs

* The author had juſt finiſhed a tran One leg held up, with ſtiff-erected tails,
They ſnuff the vapour, and enjoy the gales,
ſlation of the Idylliums of Theocritus.
I i i i z
Sportſ
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Sportſmen, walk up—with carion flying If freſh and active
change,
the game —

6-o

O&.

-

ſtill, our beat we

[aim

r

riſe--now take your certain And ſeek the woodland wilds where phea
fants * range :
calm and compos'd ; let cach man ſingle
one,
[gun : Th’ attendants ſet our coupled ſpaniels
free,
Nor maim the covey with the ſcattering
And lo! a brace falls headlong to the Eager alike, for game and liberty.
ground ;
[deling ſound. See how tranſported o'er the fields they
ſpread ;
[thread :
shot dead, they heard not the gun's thun
To ſeize the game the ready pointers ſtand, Some force the copſe and ſome the thicket
Then pleas'd reſign it to the maſter's hand : With noſtrils curl’d, they wag the pliant
tail;
Couch'd on the ground, by diſcipline ſub
dued,
[lentw'd. Their merry notes avow the recent trail.

Flutte, ing they

They wait with patience fºr the charge
Lét not the belles, too delicate, report

But lo! at hand a field of fable hue,

Where ſtałky beans thick rang'd in order

grew ;
Faife of the gun, and term it cruel ſport :
The ſpaniels thither puſh in haſte away;
The
riſing
pºrtridge,
as
in
air
he
wheels,
Receives the death-wound, which he never For there the pheaſant ever loves to ſtray.
feels :
[breath, Hark! hark! they queſt: we briſkly mend

But tender Cynthia, with the ſweeteſt
our pace,
Bids Rufo whip he ſucking pigs to death ; Leſt the keen dogs too 'diſtant

[chaſe.
ſtart the

Truſts twelve dear linnets to a careleſs Fix'd in attention now our joy runs high,
page,
[cagº; And expeciation ſhal pens every eye,
who ſtarves the lovely ſongſters in the Till bright in varied plumes, on whirring

Or, more amazing, the good-natur'd fair

wings,

[fant ſprings;

From his rough haunt the gay cock-phea

Lets Danion die in abſolute deſpair.

Away, my dogs! the covey ſtill purſue,

Chuckling he mounts, he tow’rs, with

pride clate,
To the cloſe covert of the cople they flew,
There we retrieve, and ſpring them one by But feels, alas! the fiery wound of fate.
* † Ah! what avail his gloſſy varying
One,
‘ dyes,
sweet tranſport to the lovers of the gun
Lo truſty Don, ſuſpicious of the copſe, “His purple creſt, and ſcarlet-circled eyes,
Tries every track—and now aſſurd he “The vivid green his ſhining plumes un
ſtops—

[train

* fold,

True to their guide, the ſtanch obſervant * His painted wings, and breaſt that flames
‘ with gold :'
stop ſhort, and ſtand like ſtatues on the
Yet ſhall theſe varying dyes of ſpangled
plain.
ſheen,
[green,
Now let the vigorous ſons of ſport divide,
And cloſe beſiege the copſe on every ſide : Theſe plumes diſtinči with gold and vivid
Upſprings the bird, the ſhot far ſwifter Form'd to a muff, on Laard's love!y arm,
-

-

Inflame our boſoms, while her hands they

flies

Arreſts im in his courſe, he falls, he dies :

wal in.

-

Frough enough no longer we purſue
True to its aim, has pierc'd his tender The ſcattered covey in the tainted dew.

Upſprings his mate--one fatal cºrn of lead,
head;

N

O

T

E.

See, how he wheels, he tow’rs, and mounts
on high

Then leaves his life aloft, down-tumbling
from the ſky.

Again we charge, and new excurſions
make ;
[brake,
We ſearch the furze, the ſtubble, and the

* The pheaſant is a native of the coun
try about hafts, a river of Colchis, which
rºs on mount Caucaſus, and in its courſe
forms a ſmall iſland, called alſo Phaſis ;
whence pheaſants, according to Iſidorus,
were firſt brought into Europe, and thence

the Grecians called qaza'ss. Colchis
The thiſtly paſtures, and the graſly plains, by
And birds abundant recompenſe our is the Mingreſia of the noderns, and lies

upon the Euxine or Black-Sea.
f Theſe inimitable lines are by Mr.
Our nets grow heavy, and our ſhot-bags Pope. See Windſor Foreſt.
light.
*No
pains ;

[flight ;

The ſhot glanc'd ſudden intercepts their
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No more we charge, nor new excurſions time afterwards, the ſalary of miniſter
[the brake. plenipotentiary.

mºre,

To deſcribe all the in

Nor beat the copſe, the bean-field, nor famous jobs, by which ſeveral parts of
O pieaſing ſpoit far better priz'd than this paitry and contemptible adminiſtra
[of health, tion have been formed, would be no way

wealth

Thou ſpring of ſpirits, and thou ſource difficult; but would really pleſent ſuch a
Tāou giv'it, when thus our leiſure we picture of corruption and proſligacy, as,
employ,

To life the eliſh, and the zeſt to joy.
O may I ſtill, on ural pleaſures bent,
Rove devious in ſequeſter'd fields of Kent;
Eaſe, ſtudy, exercile ſucceſſive blend,
Nor want the tieſling of a cheat ful friend!
Forbear, my dogs! now mid-day heats

for the credit of our county, and the ho
nour of mankind, I wiſh could be buri

ed in eternal oblivion. With reſpect to
this particular diſmiſſion, which com
pleated his plan, there was no other rea

ſon, than an unneceſſary promiſe of the
poſt of treaſurer of the houſhold to ano
ther, who aiready held places under the
prevati,
The ſcent grows languid in the ſultry gale; government to a very conſiderable annount,
Herds ſeek the ſhades where cooling foun and who had deſerted his relations and na
tains well,
tural friends, to pay homage and adora
And ſweet the muſic of yon noon-tide bell. tion to this new miniſter. This is the
avowed, or publicly aſſigned motive.
An Account of the Cauſe and Manner of Fame reports another; with what truth,
the extraorºa, D ſºft a of lord the knowledge and judgment of the rea
E--ge—ºr frcin the Poſt of Treaſu der muſt determine. Being in ſtrong and
perfect union with the Scottiſh Thane, he
rer of his M-y’s Houſ/old.

had taken it into his head to imagine,
O form a clear idea of the true cauſ that the treaſurer of the houſhold did not

es or motives fºr this extraordinary wiſh well to that union.

There was an

diſmiſſion, it is neceſſary to take a ſhort uniformity of condućt, and an integrity
retroſpect of the principle u, on which of principle, in that officer, which drew
the earl of Ch–th--in formed his admini upon him the ſuſpicions of the miniſter:
ſtration.

He determined to make him

and he reſolved not to have any in his

ſelf the firſt and only man of importance ſervice, who ſhould preſume to have an
in it, and therefore he collected a num opinion, or a principle of his own, or
ber of the moſt weak and necdy men who had the leaſt regard to honour, con
he could find to fill the offices of govern ſiſtency, or friends; lord E—ge—be's
ment, whoſe venality, or whoſe igno ſtaff was therefore deſtined for the right
rance would make them perfectly obe hon. John Shelly; not ſo much becauſe
dient to his will. Men of ability, ho the miniſter had promiſed it him, for he
nour, and property, he took particular is as regardleſs º his promiſes, as he is
care to avoid ; he therefore quarietied changeable in his friendſhips; but be
with his neareſt relations, his beſt friends, cauſe he had a mind to make a vain and
and all thoſe who had talents to ſupport wanton diſplay of his power, and to ex
his adminiſtration. With a vanity and hibit a freſh mark of his proud, habitu

preſumption th: t was equally inſolent and ai inſolence, in order to terrify the whole
ridiculous, he deeued himſelf, alone, all court into an abſolute and ſlaviſh ſubmiſ

ſufficient. Where he had pied, lections, he
ſcandaiouſly laviſhed enormous ſums. He
mained a miniſter plenipotentiary to the
court of Ruſſia, which coſt upwards of
ten thouſand pounds, without knowing
whether it would be agreeable to that
court, to conclude a treaty which was al
ready concluded: and when it was

ſion to his will.

So much for the motive-—The particu
lars of the diſmiſſion itſelf, which follow,
in the manner that they have been relat
ed within the circle of a few friends, are
curious, new, and intereſting.
About the 20th of November, 1766,

the miniſter ſent a note to lord E–ge.

known, that a miniſter in that charaćier -be, acquainting his lordſhip, “That
would not be received at Peterſburgh, a great perſonage had determined upon

making ſome alterations in his ſervants;
a miniſter hither, the perſon appointed and that he [the miniſter] ſhould be glad
continued to enjoy, for a conſiderable to ſee lord E-ge—mbe in Bond-ſtreet,
or
becauſe that count would not ſend ſuch
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or would wait upon his lordſhip in Up
per Groſvenor-ſtreet.” Lo, d E-ge—be

directly waited upon the miniſter in Bond
ſtreet. The miniſter began with high

ly commending his lordſhip's abilities,
his virtues, his integrity, and recited
the contents of his letter.

Then, after

Oğ.

attachment of the people; and ačting up
on theſe principles,” ſaid he, “I dare
look in the face the proudèſt connections
of this country : " " They parted.
Two days after, lord E–ge—mbe re
ceived a note ſignifying a great perſon's
deſire of his ſtaff. On Monday the 24th

of November, 1766, he waited on the
he ſaid, “He was very ſorry for it, great perſon, who ſaid, “ that he was

many pauſes, and inarticulate ſounds,

was extremely concerned it ſhould hap very ſorry to part with his lordſhip, of
m—but—it was neceſſary–a–.” Here whoſe ſervices he had a very high opini
as well as of his lordſhip's abilities,
º, d E—ge—mbe ſtopped him ſhort, and on,
bluntly demanded “ if his poſt was deſ and attachment to his perſon, and eſpeci
timed for another.” The miniſter, after ally becauſe his lordſhip had no mixture
a little pauſe, and uttering a few more of factious principles in his diſpoſition,
broken ſentences, acknowledged that it But,” ſays he, “My miniſters tell ºne
was, and that it had been ſo for ſome it muſt be ſo;" and added, “ that the
time. Lord E-ge—mbe them proceeded idea of the bed-chamber was purely his
to remind him of the meaſures of the late own.” Lord E-ge—mbe returned “the

oppoſition; “that he had, for four years, great perſon his ſincere and moſt humble
thanks for the good opinion he was pleaſ
ed to entertain of him ; and expreſſed the
great obligation he was under for it, and
the more ſo,” added he, “for not prefing
the bed-chamber upon me; all which
queſtions upon the ſubjects of the liberties more than pay me for the ill uſage of
and intereſts of his country; and expreſ your miniſters.” The ſtaff was given up,
ſed his aſtoniſhment that this treatment and Mr. Shelly appointed treaſurer of
ſteadily and uniformly ſupported thoſe
meaſures; meaſures which he [the mini
ſter] had approved and adopted ; and
which were now happily effected, that
he had never deſerted any of the great

ſhould be the reward of a condućt that

had manifeſtly the approbation of it, and

the houſhold.

Next day the earl of Beſborough, who

was agreeable to the ſpirit and principles was one of the joint poſt-maſters, offered
of the miniſter, while in oppoſition.” to make room for lord E. by reſign
The force of theſe truths, and this con

ing that poſt in favour of his lordſhip,

cluſion,...obviouſly made an impreſſion up and taking the bed-chamber, which had
on the miniſter; and he ſaid, “that been offered to that lord.

But this ob

however unwilling a great perſonage was liging offer was rejected. Upon which
to encreaſe the number of his lords of the duke of Portland, the earls of Beibo

the bed-chamber, yet he [the miniſter] rough and Scarborough, and lord Mon
would nevertheleſs venture to place his ſon, reſigned the next day, which was
lordſhip upon that liſt.” Lord E-ge Wedneſday, November the 26th, 1766.
—mbe directly made anſwer, “ that how And theſe reſignations were immediate
ever willing he really was to hold ſome ly followed by thoſe of Sir Charles Saun

place, in order that he might continue in ders, Sir William Mieredith, admiral
office with his friends, and ſupport the Keppel, &c.
meaſures of government, yet, after this
Read in our loft, p. 569, col. 2. line 6.
reſign that which he held, to any but the lord H-il—d for lord H-If—x, ſo in P
Great Perſonage himſelf.” And added, 571, 572.
“ that it was extremely impolitic thus to
To the Editor.

uſage, he would not take any place, nor

turn out perſons of rank; perſons of
great parliamentary intereſt." The mini
iter burſt out; “Oh tº ſaid he, “if that
be the caſe, let me feel myſelf / I deſpiſe

S I R,

the laſt number of your monthly
I.publication,
you have prefixed to the

I do not account of the late political Conferences,
want your aſſiſtance " And added, ſome detail of that negotiation which was
“ that he truſted to the uprightneſs of
his meaſures, for the ſupport and confi * Words which he afterwards repeat
dence of the K-g, and the favour and ed in another place.

your parliamentary intereſt

the
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the prelude to the meeting at Newcaſtle.
houſe.
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I underſtand that this was the ſubſtance

The occaſion of my giving you of the anſwer given, which ſpeaks ſuffici

the preſent trouble, is to ſet you right ently for itſelf, and which is the more
in that part of your narrative which re neceſſary to be known, becauſe many
lates to lord T. nip-e and Mr. G--nv--e. have concluded, from your narrative,

P. 570. Speaking of them, you ſay, (which has been re-printed in almoſt eve
“ Their joint anſwer was an exact con ry news-paper in the kingdom) that it
currence with the duke of B–df—d in was only a ſquabble about places, where

to whoſe bands they committed the entire as lord T–mp—e and his brother ex
management of this negotiation. They preſsly renounced offices for themſelves,
ſaid they would take nothing themſelves, and contended only for meaſures, for
for the ſame laudable reaſons which had ſuch meaſures, as they thought eſſential

influenced his grace, and they only de

to the credit and welfare of this coun

fired as he had done, that their friends try, promiſing a chearful ſupport to an
znight be conſidered, and upon that condi adminiſtration ačting upon theſe princi
tion, they promiſed to ſuppºrt the new ples.—They were indifferent as to the ar
adminiſtration with all their power and rangements of particular men, and anxi
ability.”
ous only, for what is indeed only of mo
Thro' what channel ſuch a miſrepre ment, the ſafety and proſperity of their
fentation of the conduct of the noble earl country.

and his brother has come to you, it is in
material to enquire. The fact is, that

PU B L I C U S.
P. S. Yotºr account of the conference

upon an overture made by the marquis of itſelf, I believe, is accurate enough, as
R--ck--g-m to the duke of B--dt--d to well as the ſubſequent facts.
make a part of an adminiſtration deſigned
to be formed.—His grace, with a firmneſs Lord Ch—th—m's Speech on the declara
and dignity highly becoming, “Plled,
tory Bill of the Sovereignty of Great
that he and lord T--imp---e and Mr.
Britain over the Colonies. See Maga
G—nv–le were one, and that he would
zine for November laſt, p. 680.
not proceed without conſulting them.
My Lord,
—The inform stion given conce ºng the
lan was, that as to meaſures, particu
W H E N I ſpoke laſt on this ſub
Anerical, meaſures, lord R-ck—gject, I thought I had delivered
—m hoped they might be ſettled to the my ſentiments ſo fully, and ſupported
joint ſatisfaction of the duke of B–df—d, them with ſuch reaſons, and ſuch autho
i. T–inp--e, and M1, G—nv–le, rities, that I apprehended I ſhould be un
and as to me: , lord R.—k--g---m de der no neceſſity of troubling your l—dclared for a wide and comprehenſive ſy ſh–ps again. But I am now compel
ſtem.--The anſwer returned to this coin led to riſe up, and to beg your further
munication by lord T-mp—e and Mr. indulgence ; I find that I have been very
G--nv–le was, that they concurred in injuriouſly treated ; have been conſidered
the idea of a comprehenſive adminiſtra as the broacher of new-fangled doćtrines,
tion, as the likelieſt to be permanent, and contrary to the laws of this kingdom,
that they were ready to ſupport an admi and ſubverſive of the rights of p—rl—t.
niſtration, though out º (Mr. My l—d, this is a heavy charge, but
G—nv–le having before inſiſted that more ſo when made againſt one ttationed
his name ſhould not be mentioned for any as I am in both capacities, as peer and
office, having determined long ago not judge, the defender of the law and the
to be obviºuded on the k—g) provided conſtitution. When I ſpoke laſt, I was in
they adopted ſuch meaſures as could fa deed replied to, but not anſwered. In the
tisfy them, and particularly the capital intermediate time, many things have now
meaſure of aſſerting and eſtabliſhing the been ſaid. As I was not preſent, I muſt
ſovereignty of Great-Britain over Ame beg leave to anſwer ſuch as have come to
rica, faſtly, that if this were the caſe, my knowledge. As the affair is of the
though they did not mean to take places utmoſt importance, and in its conſequen
themſelves, they would uſe their beſt of. ces may involve the fate of kingdoms, I
fices with their friends to accept of ho took the ſtrićteſt review of my arguments;
nourable and becoming ſituations in go I re-examined all my authorities; fully

i.

vernment.

determined,
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determined, if I found myſelf miſtaken, on are coeval with and eſſential to this
publicly to own my miſtake, and give conſtitution. I wiſh the maxim of Ma
up my opinion : but my ſearches have chiavel was followed, that of examining
more and more convinced me, that the a conſtitution, at certain periods, accord
Britiſh parliament have no right to tax ing to its firſt principles; this would
I ſhall not therefore correct abuſes and ſupply defects. I wiſh
conſider the declaratory bill now lying on the times would bear it, and that mens
your table; for to what purpoſe, but loſs minds were cool enough to enter upon
of time, to conſider the particulars of the ſuch a taſk, and that the repreſentative
bill, the very exiſtence of which is ille authority of this kingdom was more
gal, abſolutely illegal, contrary to the equally ſettled. I am ſure ſome hiſtories,
fundamental laws of nature, contrary of late publiſhed, have done great miſ
the Americans.

to the fundamental laws of this conſti

chief; to endeavour to fix the AEra when

tution ? a conſtitution grounded on the the houſe of C-min—s began in this
eternal and immutable laws of nature ; a kingdom, is a moſt permicious and de
conſtitution whoſe foundation and center ſtructive attempt ; to fix it in an Ed
is liberty, which ſends liberty to every ward's or Henry's reign, is owing to the

ſubject that is or may happen to be with idle dreams of ſome whimſical, iii-judg
in any part of its ample circumference. ing antiquarians: but, my L–ds, this
Nor, my l—ds, is the doćtrine new, 'tis
as old as the conſtitution; it grew up
with it, indeed it is its ſupport; taxation
and repreſentation are inſeparably united;
God hath joined them, no Britiſh p-rl--m—t can ſeparate them ; to endeavour to
do it, is to ſtab our very vitals. Nor is

is a point too important to be left to ſuch
wrong-headed people. When did the
houſe of c-min—s firſt begin when,
my L–ds it began with the conſtituti
on, it grew up with the conſtitution ;
there is not a blade of graſs growing in
the moſt obſcure corner of this kingdom,

this the firſt time this doćtrine has been

which is not, which was not ever repre

mentioned; ſeventy years ago, my l–ds,
a pamphlet was publiſhed, recommend
ing the levying a parliamentary tax on
one of the colonies; this pamphlet was
anſwered by two others, then much read;
theſe totally deny the power of taxing
the colonies; and why becauſe the
colonies had no repreſentatives in parlia
ment to give conſent; no anſwer, public
or private, was given to theſe pamphlets,
no cenſure paſſed upon them ; men were

ſented ſince the conſtitution began; there is
not a blade of graſs, which, when taxed,
was not taxed by the conſent of the pro
prietor There is a hiſtory written by
one Carte, a hiſtory that moſt people now

not ſtartled at the doctrine, as either new

or illegal, or derogatory to the rights of
p—rl-m—t. I do not mention theſe
pamphlets by way of authority, but to
vindicate myſelf from the imputation of
having firſt broached this doctrine.

My poſition is this—I repeat it—I will
maintain it to my laſt hour,-taxation

and repreſentation are inſeparabie;—this
poſition is founded on the laws of na
ture; it is more, it is itſelf an eternal
law of nature; for whatever is a man's
own, is abſolutely his own ; no man hath.
a right to take it from lim without his
conſent, either expreſſed by himſelf or
repreſentative; whoever attempts to do
it, attempts an injury; whoever does it,
commits a robbery; he throws down and
deſtroys the diſtinction between liberty
and ſlavery. Taxation and repreſentati

ſee through 5 and there is another fa

vourite hiſtory, much read and admired.
I will not name the author, your L–dſh—s muſt know whom I mean, and you
muſt know from whence he pilfered his
notions, concerning the firſt beginning
of the houſe of c-min—s. My L-ds,
I challenge any one to point out the time
when any tax was laid upon any perſon
by parliament, that perſon being unrepre
ſented in parliament. My L-ds, the
parliament laid a tax upon the palatinate
of Chelter, and ordered commiſſioners
to collest it there ; as commiſioners were

ordered to colle&l it in other counties;
but the palatinate refuſed to comply;
they addreſſed the king by petition, ſet
ting forth, that the Engliſh parliament
had no right to tax them, that they had a
parliament of their own, that they had
always taxed themſelves, and therefore
deſired the king to order his commiſſion
ers not to proceed. My L-ds, the
king received the petition; he did not
declare them either ſeditious or rebellious,

but allowed their plea, and they taxed
then
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themſelves. Your l—dſh—ps may ſee anſwer; I therefore paſs it over with
both the petition and the king's anſwer contempt. The fore-fathers of the A
in the records in the tower.

The clergy mericans did not leave their native coun

taxed themſelves: When the parliament try, and ſubject themſelves to every dan

attempted to tax them, they ſtoutly refu

ger and diſtreſs, to be reduced to a ſtate

ſed; ſaid they were not repreſented there,
that they had a parliament of their own,
which repreſented the clergy; that they
would tax themſelves: they did ſo. Much
ſtreſs has been laid upon Wales, before
it was united as it now is, as if the king,
ſtanding in the place of their former
rinces of that country, raiſed money by
#. own authority: but the real faët is
otherwiſe; for I find that, long before

of ſlavery : they did not give up their
rights; they looked for protection, and
not for chains, from their mother coun

try: by her they expected to be defended
in the poſſeſſion of their property, and not
to be deprived of it: for, ſhould the

preſent power continue, there is nothing
which they can call their own ; or, to
uſe the words of Mr. Locke, “What
property have they in that, which ano
Wales was ſubdued, the northern coun ther may, by right, take, when he plea
ties of that principality had repreſenta ſes, to himſelf.”
tives and a parliament or aſſembly. As
to Ireland, my l—ds, before that king Continuation of the Remarkſ on the Bri
dom had a parliament as it now has, if
tiſh Government. (See p. 36.2 )
your l—dſh—ps will examine the old re
cords, you will find, that when a tax was
HE tools of miniſters may ſay or
to be laid on that country, the Iriſh ſent
write what they pleaſe as to the
over here repreſentatives; and the ſame inſignificancy and uncertainty of what is
records will inform your l—dſh--ps, what called the voice of the people, when they
wages thoſe repreſentatives received from are not able to corrupt or filence it; but
their conſtituents. In ſhort, my l—ds, the people of England, while they re
from the whole of our hiſtory, from the main free, will always know their own
earlieſt period, you will find that taxation importance; and they muſt be ſatisfied.
and repreſentation were always united; That was the language held in parlia
ſo true are the words of that conſummate
ment when it was ſtruggling againſt the
reaſoner and politician Mr. Locke. I favourites who incloſed the throne in the
before alluded to his book; I have again reign of Charles the IId: A very differ
conſulted him; and finding what he ent ſtile from what is now talked, when

writes ſo applicable to the ſubjećt in hand, attempts are made to perſuade us that the
and ſo much in favour of my ſentiments, people are nothing, and have no voice.
I beg your l—dſh--ps leave to read a little —Their cries do reach the throne; and
of his book.
when they become loud enough, which
“The ſupreme power cannot take from will not readily happen without ſome real
any man, any part of his property, with cauſe, the ſtouteſt miniſter about it muſt
out his own conſent;” and B. II. p. bend to them. If parliaments ſhall ever
136–139, particularly 14o. Such are become too obſequious to the court, it
the words of this great man, and which muſt be the voice of the people that will
are well worth your l—dſh—ps ſerious ſave the conſtitution ; and it will be able
attention. His principles are drawn from to do it, ſo long as the people chooſe
the heart of our conſtitution, which he their repreſentatives. Miniſters will al
thoroughly underſtood, and will laſt as ways find, that the confidence of the

long as that ſhall laſt; and, to his im public is the ſureſt foundation of their
mortal honour, I know not to what, un power. It cannot be otherwiſe while
der Providence, the revolution and all its the great ſprings of government continue

happy effects, are more owing, than to
the principles of government laid down
by Mr. Locke. For theſe reaſons, my
l—ds, I can never give my aſſent to any

in the people, and in thoſe elected by
them. Prerogative is the very worſt
bottom the ministry can ſtand upon; and
experience has ſhewn how dangerous it is
bill for taxing the American colonies, in this country for princes to allow them
while they remain unrepreſented; for as ſelves to be captivated with high noti
to the diſtinction of a virtual repreſenta
tion, it is ſo abſurd as not to deſerve an

OŠtober, 1767.

ons of it, or for miniſters to act upon
them.
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They, whoſe only offence was the
It requires but a little attention to the
nature of human affairs to perceive, that credit of their perſonal talents, and the
the power and influence of the crown is merits of their public ſervices, which
mere apt to increaſe than diminiſh even others could not rival, and therefore
in the beſt reigns; and in proportion as wiſhed to deſtroy, have experienced all
theſe gain ground, the ſecurities of na the inſolence of abuſe, and impudence of
tional liberty are weakened. But it is as ſatire, which the auts of enmity, edged
natural for liberty to be jealous, as it is with pay, and unbridied by truth, could
for power to be tenacious ; and open at pour forth. Neither dignity nor fame
tempts to extend power are always dan have defended, nor private ſituation pro
ge 33s, nor will they often fail to prove te&ted, againſt the malignity of deſpair;
fatal to the inſtruments of them. If that but conſcious virtue was able to repel the

jealouſy, which is one of the characteriſ

moſt venomous darts with its own unbor

tics of freedom, departs

from us, we

rowed nail, and the true ſuperiority of

give up one of the ſtrongeſt out-works of
the conſtitution ; and by becoming leſs
attentive to warnings, muſt loſe half of

ſoul, which always attends it, held in
contempt the impotent efforts of ſlander,

our defence againſt encroachments.

They who have been the inſtruments of

which could

not make itſelf be

felt.

Prerogative is miſunderſtood when it is all this, are known to have been employ
thought to be ſome peculiar right,"or ed and paid by thoſe who ought to be
intereſt, which the crown has above, or aſhamed of having any ſuch ſervice done

them. Places, penſions and rever;ions
oppoſed, to the rights and privileges of to
have alike been the rewards of flatterers
the people. It is not an abſolute power,
or ſomething ſo very near it, as not to be to the favourite, and abuſe of the late
Summa ſcelera peraguntur curs
diſtinguiſhable from it, which was the king :
motion James I. had endeavoured to e pramio.
Can there be a worſe ačt, or a greater
itabliſh, as his three ſucceſſors, deſcended
from him, alſo did. It is, in reality, no cruelty to a king, than for a favourite to
incre than that ſhare of the government, perſuade him, that perſons the moſt at
which is veſted in the crown, as the tached to him and his family, are his
balance of the conſtitution, and for the enemies; to rob his Majeſty of the plea
of knowing he has the affection of his
general welfare of the community. It ſure
is itſelf, in every part, a truff for the beſt ſubjects; to taint his mind with
peºple, not a perſonal or pati iunonial pro prejudices againſt thoſe who are devoted
perty or eſtate of the prince; the Hºople to him in the higheſt degree, as if they

ſakes, will al
ways ſupport the prerogative, in its juſt
extent. But it is one of thoſe things
therefore, for their own

were the moſt undutiful ſubječts of his
government, and the bittereſt enemies of
his crown 2

that have a ſort of attracting quality, and
ſeems in its nature to tend towards growth A Letter to a noble Lord; publiſhed where
Lord North accepted half a Bed in the
or increaſe; and therefore, when prero
Pay-Office.
ative becomes the language of the court,

it is full time for liberty to take the a
OUR lordſhip's letter informs me,
laim. The rights and privileges of the
that you have been earneſtly preſ
eople ſhould then be diligently enquired
into, that no advantage may be gained ſed to accept of a lucrative office, which
over them by ſurprize. For as my lord is ſuitable to your credit, and the profit
Coke obſerves, “When any antient law convenient to your fortunes. I muſt
or cuſtom is broke through, and the hope, that the emolument is not neceſſa
crown poſſeſſed of a precedent, it will ty to your circumſtances; for in that caſe

be found very difficult to reſtore, the it were an idle waſte of words, toattrouble
ſubjects to their former freedom and ii you with an opinion you are not liber
ty to follow ; and were my judgment
of the preſent, delegated for
your acceptance, you would be ſtill
or deputed, adminiſtration, has, by the leſs in want of the reaſons upon which

.

beºrtv." honour

irarum indulgentes miniſtri, been aſſerted

that judgment is founded.

The domeſ

with violence, under colour of acting by tic arguinents for it would be ſufficient.
I flatter myſelf you are not one of thoſe
the authority of the law.
quari, ºr
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uorum virtutibus obſ'at res anguſia domi.
#. in truth, my Lord, be that as it
may, as far as I am able to form any
opinion of this matter, you cannot, muſt
not accept of the employment now ten
dered to you ; you cannot do it if you
confider your own credit and dignity,
muſt not, if you reflect upon what you
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your lordſhip to conſider, whom it is
that you are now deſired to join.

It is

the very party, in which Mr. Pitt de
clared,

the latter end of the winter in

1766, that he could place no confidence.
It is the very party, whoſe ſolicitations you

refuſed in the ſpring of that year; though

you diſclaimed at that time every private
engagement that could influence your con
“Confider a little the ſtate of parties; duct, yet you wiſely thought, that ſo

owe to the public.

the ſituation of this country ; the temper

of the late negotiation; the little likeli
hood of permanency, unleſs, paradoxi
cal as it may ſeem, the frequency of the
late changes may have lulled individuals
into ſecurity; — and you will not be
without reaſons to give a ſanction to your
refuſal.

-

fundamental a difference ſubſided in your
public opinions, that it was unfitting for
you to lend your name to titat adminiſtra

tion, whoſe meaſures you diſapproved.
Are you more likely to agree with them,
as

, than vou were as

they altered their conduct

? Have

Or do you

mean to give up your opinions: What

“ when firſt the aſſurance of a change material change is there, as to the abili
of adminiſtration was received, I felt the ty and experience accuing to govern
Pleaſure which every thinking and unbiaſ ment 2. They all nean to hang upon
ed man muſt feel ; for I thought that a mi their lucrative poſts, by knees, and
niſtry inexperienced, factious, and whoſe hands, and head, till at length they ſhall
abilities and intentions were eſteemed be forced to let them go ; but your lord
ſlight and evil, were to give place to a ſhip, who has not that quality of adhe
more extenſive and capable ſyſtem. Glut ſion to gainful office, will leave them to
ted as men were with changes even to ſa themſelves ; and their ſalaries to be paid
tiety, which had wearied out their love them out of the money, which the papers
of novelty; and the quick ſucceſſion of have conſtantly aſſured us, was left by
which, had given to every thing the ap Mr. Pitt in the treaſury; as the entire
pearance of deluſion ; there was a gene fees of his poſt of ſecretary of ſtate. I
ral hope expreſled, that at length we preſume, upon the ſame unqueſtionable
ſhould ſee all the abilities, integrity and authority, that diſintereſted patriot has
experience of this country called around depoſited, in the ſame fund, the penſion
the throne, and engaged in the ſervice of of three thouſand pounds per annum,
their country : that for this purpoſe, all which was granted him five years ago;
party diſtinctions were to be aboliſhed, and the public will be pleaſed to hear,
all reſentments ſacrificed, all proſcripti that the profits of the office of privy ſeal,
ons removed, and the efforts of all the

which are full four thouſand pounds per

king's ſubjećts united, at a juncture, annum, are applied in the ſame manner,
when all their efforts are no more than

with the ſuins above-mentioned.

Your

neceſſary ; and when dangers hang over lordſhip was not one of thoſe, who, the
this country, which thoſe who know the moment the door was a-jar at St. James's,
moſt of her ſituation, fear the moſt,

eagerly thruſt in, in ſpite of every en

“Your lordſhip may yourſelf judge
what degree either of credit, or of perma
nency, is likely to be derived to a go
vernment, undertaken in a ſpirit of mo
nopoly, under the guidance and direction

gagement ; and though your letter in
forms me, that you conſider yourſelf as

of one man, who does not venture how

under no private tie, yet to the public
who has ſeen you act (ſuch has been the
unhappy complexion of our times) in
the ſpace of three years with three dif
ferent treaſuries, there may aliſe ſome
ſuſpicion of obligation; which, whether
it exiſts or no, it is upon every account

ever to put himſelf reſponſibly at their
head; and holding out a language of ani
moſity and proſci ºption, at a time when
we are almoſt ruined by our party ſubdi. well worth your while to examine. A
viſions.
Is this the Æiculapian hand, far her objection may be made to your ac
that is to heal the diſorders of our ſtate 2 ceptance at this time, from the little
This the promiſed balm to our broken likelihood there is of your permanency in
and wounded conſtitution ? It becomes office.
-
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“ Your lordſhip will give theſe rea moſt exačt, with the moſt ſcrupulous di

ſons the weight they ſh: il deſerve, and ſtinction, and maintained them with true
if they affect you, as I own they have magnanimity. We ſee clearly what we
done me, you will not, by a premature have a right to enjoy ; but if the conſti
acceptance of an office, upon the preſent tutional means of enjoying it are ſo elud
ed, that we find ourſelves no better than
ſlaves, much more miſerable will we be,
ing a part of an adminiſtration, which I than when it remained doubtful, whether

indigeſted narrow proſcriptive and unpo

pular pian, preclude yourſelf from mak:

doubt not will ſoon be formed upon an we had any ſuch right at all : and much
leſs mortifying to a patriot of the laſt cen

extenſive conciliating bottom.

“ Depend upon it, men will in gene

tury would have been an encroachment

ral revolt at an idea of ſo much haugh upon liberty, by the ſtroke of general
tineſs and defiance as prevails at preſent, warrants, than it proved to the well-in
and will unite at leaſt when awakened to formed, ſeverely perſecuted, forſaken,
it by a ſenſe of public danger, in order to Wilkes, whoſe public feelings were ex
ſecure to this country national reſpect a quiſite; who believed that innocence
broad, and to themſelves private eaſe and might have been ſecured by law, and that
liberty, ſince the glorious revolution, could
happineſs at home.”
never want friends in England.
It is not, however, the exertion of pre
An Exhortation to the Engliſh Conſtituents

directed

by the ſound unbi

upon the Approach of a General Elec

rogative, as

tion.

aſſed judgment of our king, that we com
plain of, but as dićtated by the dark,
vindićtive paſſions of an over-ruling fa
vourite, whoſe malignant influence the
ordinary courſe of juſtice has no ſtated
methods of reſtraining ; becauſe the law
has never fooped ſo low, as to ſuppoſe that
the Royal confidence could be thus abuſed.

Y X 7 HY,

upon the preſent occaſion,
I do not addreſs myſelf to the
conſtituents of Great-Britain in general,
muſt be obvious to all who recollect,

that, out of ſixty-one members, ſent up

to parliament from Scotland, (except two

or three, whoſe propenſity to venality was It was the wiſdom, therefore, of former
ſomewhat checked by their obligations to ages to reſort, upon caſes of ſuch uncom
the late duke of Cumberland, or by their mon difficulty, to parliament. Before
reſentment of the many ſeverities they that awful tribunal were the moſt haugh
had ſuffered from the tyrant houſe of ty criminals made to tremble, few of
Stuart) the whole body, as one man, has whom were ever known to eſcape the na
always voted with the miniſter, eſpeci tional vengeance ; and of this our hiſ
ally ſince their countryman has aſcended torians have produced many inſtances,
the throne of favouritiſm. When Eng down from Peirce Gaveſton, to the in
Jand, therefore, beſtowed upon that di famous, and ever to be deteſted, lord
ſtrict of our iſland, an eleventh part of chancellor Jeſſries.

the legiſlature, ſhe did in effect make a

Yet, when we come to refle&t upon the

ſacrifice of ſo much to certain corruption, repeated ſhocks, which the conſtitution

and eſtabliſh an army of northern janiza has endured within theſe laſt ſix years;
lies for court-ſervice. How fruitleſs, then, upon that heavy bondage, which the nor

would it be for the advocate of liberty to thern Thane has impoſed on this groan
make any application to thoſe, who have ing nation; the betraying of its intereſts,
proved themſelves, at all times, its moſt by a peace far leſs advantageous than
what the enemy was ready to grant;
inveterate enemies 2
But to the Engliſh conſtituents let me the ignominious treatment of many pa

proclaim, that it is not an enquiry into

triotic noblemen of fair and unblemiſhed

the original of our conſtitution, an exa
mination of the rights of the people, nor
to trace with a legal preciſion, the long
conteſted boundaries of privilege and pre

reputation, to an almoſt total baniſhment

of them from the royal preſence; the
cruel perſecution carried on againſt the
moſt deſerving ſubjects; the voice of diſ
content calling in vain for vengeance up
regative, that ought to form any part of on
the author of all theſe evils : When
their preſent concern. Our anceſtors
we
attend, I ſay, to all theſe circumſtan
the
with
have already delineated theſe
ces,

1767.
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ces, and ſtill behold our haughty oppreſ
ſor as firmly eſtabliſhed in the uncon
trouied power of harraſſing us, as in the
very firſt year of his doinination ; the
dignity of pariiaments, my fellow con
ſtituents, muſt fall in your eſteem ; and

occaſion". , Let your high ſpirit appear
in the diſdain, with which you treat all
thoſe who ſhall preſume to ſuſpect you
capable of being corrupted ; for how ri
diculous is it in the man, who betrays the
liberties of himſelf and his country, to

we muſt be inclined to think, that the om

pique himſelf upon his honeſty, in ſelling

nipotence aſcribed to theſe aſſemblies by
the great lord Burleigh, is now no more.
But this concluſion is not to be haſtily
drawn; becauſe, in reality, they ſtill en
joy the power, however the inclination
to exert it may be wanting. You have
ſeen them, however, though veſted with
this power, look tamely on, and ſuffer
many violations of the liberty of the ſub
jcćt to cſcape unpuniſhed, and the long
liſt of public grievances to paſs unredreſ
fed. You have ſeen them ſtill ſupport
ing the deſpicable farce of debate, in or
der to amuſe and impoſe upon you, but
ſubjecting themſelves in truth to the
will of that deſpot, who ſcatters, amongſt
his hungry ſycophants, the ſpoils of his
plundered country. The exertion of in
fluence with a prince is a tranſaction of ſo

a yard of cloth or a pound of ſugar?
What folly in the man, who is bullied
and terrified out of his natural right,
by a baſe, cowardly Scot, to value him
ſelf upon conquering an half-ſtarved, mi
ſerable, ſlaviſh Frenchman You ſay you
are a wiſe and diſcerning people : bring
the reſt of the world to entertain the ſame

opinion, by making your votes fall upon
your deſerving neighbours and country
men, on whoſe reſolution and integrity
you may rely; and entruſt not the care
of your deareſt concerns in the hands of

ſtrangers, w.io purchaſe you but as the

materials of a profitable court commerce.
Let the vain Weſt-Indian, whoſe viſionary
fortune is mortgaged to the London mer
chant for double, perhaps, of its real va
lue; let him, I ſay, find his hopes of
rivate, ſo dark a nature, as renders it diſincumbering that fortune, by the ſale
incapable of being proved, with that de of his conſcience, totally diſappointed.
gree of evidence which our laws require Let the titular lord of a neighbouring
to the convićtion of a delinquent in a
N O T E.
court of juſtice. The evidence, at beſt,
* “ From the influence of the feudal
can be but preſumptive; and preſume we
muſt, moſt ſtrongly, that as evil cannot ſyſtem, which prevailed at the time when
flow from a good, a gracious King, it the commons firſt became a part of the
muſt proceed from , the dark intrigues legiſlature, and which continued for a
and contrivances of a favourite, Ion
long time after, none but freeholders,
obnoxious to the people, and the
and the members of cities and boroughs,
of univerſal deteſtation. But it is a par were allowed to give their votes in the
liament alone, which can make uſe of elećtion of repreſentatives. From this in
this evidence; and if you are ſo unfor cident it has happened, that not one tenth
tunate as to commit this important charge part of the people are concerned in that
of executing your juſtice upon ſuch moſt important of all tranſačtions, the
dangerous criminals, to men, who have choice of thoſe who are to maintain them
no other deſign in aſſuming ſuch a truſt, in the enjoyment of their property, their
but that of ſelling it j if you ſhould de lives and liberties.
“ The reformation of this cuſtom
liver yourſelves over to another ſeven
years thraldom, you will then forget ought to have taken place with the chan
that you ever had a conſtitution; and if ges of the times, and when villainage ſub
Providence ſhould afterwards reſtore your fided, and all Engliſhmen became alike
freedom, you will be at a loſs how to free, all ſhould have poſſeſſed alike the
move out of the Scottiſh harneſs.
privilege of freemen: a circumſtance,

o:

You have, I know, the ambition of which, had it been properly attended to,

being thought a brave, an honeſt nation,
and affect to hold all others in contempt,
when ſet in competition with you. Let
that boaſted honeſty diſplay itſelf in reſiſt
ing a temptation, by which you muſt ex

would have prevented, in a great degree,
the effects of bribery and corruption in
parliamentary elections; becauſe the im
menſe number of elečtors would have ren

dered the purchaſe of them too expenſive,
Pećt to be aſſaulted upon the approaching except in a very few places.”
-

iſland,
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iſland, whoſe influence at home (in eſta jećts, amongſt whom the northern Thane
bliſhing penſions to pay thoſe who vote reigns abſolute; thoſe, who would rather

for the miniſter here) is always employed
in the enſlaving of this iſland, return to
his harraſſed tenants, and lay himſelf
down at full length beneath the ſhade
of an Hibernian peerage. Nor ought

live under the prince of darkneſs, if he
was a Scotchman, than ſee the kingdom
of Jeſus Chriſt eſtabliſhed upon earth. It
is in the gloomy north that the ſtorm ga–
thers, which is likely to blaſt your conſti
the London merchant to meet with more tution. From thence do the ſwarms be
favour in your eyes, who ſhould learn gin to move, which are to devour your
to confine himſelf within the ſphere of liberties: and if ever you were rouſed in
his own calling ; for he who is ſo ac to circumſpe&tion, you have now cauſe
cuſtomed to the laying out of his mo to be ſo, at the great, the enormous
mey advantageouſly, ſhould not be ſuf number of Scottiſh candidates for Eng
fered to carry along with him into parlia liſh boroughs; men, who, not contented
ment, that illiberal ſpirit of traffic, which with poſſeſſing every thing they think
muſt debaſe the deliberations of our na
worthy of their acceptance, in all de
tional aſſemblies, and ſink them below partmen
ts of office, are now determined
the brawlings of a common council. I en to ſeize upon the legiſlature of the whole
tertain no prejudice againſt merchants; I kingdom, leſt a poſſibility ſhould remain
remember Sir John Bernald, and I cannot of making a parliamentary enquiry, at
forget that he was a rarity : but the dig any future time, into the profligate ad

mity and duty of a legiſlator, are rather miniſtration of the earl of
merchant. The profits of
The wiſdom of our lords has given
a well protećted trade are, believe me, a ſuch a conſtrućtion to the Aét of Union,
-

too high for a

ſufficient ſpur to induſtry; and although as to prevent this foul northern inunda
ſome, whom this addreſs may reach, may tion from breaking in upon the Engliſh
be of that profeſſion, yet muſt candour nobility, and has preſerved as much pu
oblige them to confeſs, that, after a ge rity in the
upper-houſe, as is conſiſtent
neration or two, when proper education with that incorporating ačt. But to what
ſhall have worn out thoſe ſelfiſh habits,
purpoſe were theſe fences raiſed by one
which trading families muſt neceſſarily branch of the legiſlature, if the other lies
contračt, it will be then time enough to expoſed to theſe hungry invaders; and if
ſee the deſcendants of thoſe families in the purſes of the Engliſh ſubjects are at
parliament. Beſide, what has a London the diſcretion of men, who will empty
merchant to do with an election in Cum them moſt willingly to enrich their crav
berland or Cornwall?? and from what
ing countrymen, and employ all the pow
can he form any hopes of ſucceſs, but from er, which a ſervile majority can poſſeſs,
his money : Cnuſe then, my fellow con in extinguiſhing every ſpark of virtue,
flituents, a parliament as different from truth, and liberty, in this once free and
the laſt, in moſt reſpects, as you poſſibly happy kingdom. By the artifices of the
can ; then may your pretenſions to ſupe favourite Scot they have crept into the ad
rior honeſty and ſpirit be really allowed ; miniſtration ; and by this laſt effort they
otherwiſe the impartial world will loºk are meditating how to perpetuate them

upon you as the degenerate progeny of a ſelves, without fear of controul, in what
worthy people, who, having no merit they look upon as the natural appendage
whatſoever of your own, are proud, info of Scotland.
lent, and aſſuming, upon the credit of Although our kings have the diſpoſal
your anceſtors; and many amongſt you of offices, yet does the law ſuppoſe, that
muſt ſee, how applicable to you are the they are given to ſuch as are moſt inti

following lines of the Roman ſatyriſt, mately concerned in the happineſs of that
when ſpeaking to his baſe, Ploititute

and

country to which theſe offices relate. Can

abandoned countrymen

a highlander be more anxious for the life,
the liberty, and the property of an Eng
— Sed te cenſºri laude tworum,
Pontice, noluerim, ſic ut nihilipſe future liſhman, than an Engliſhman himſelf?
Laudis agas.-

or will he, with more firmneſs, with
ſtand the influence of a miniſter, when

But your great danger is to be appre exerted to the oppreſſion of innocence,

bended from that part of your fellow ſub

than a native of South-Britain? which has
the
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the better right to a lucrative employ

her poor Apprentice Girls, yet we ſhall

men the man, from whoſe conſumpti
on, out of whoſe eſtate, out of whoſe
induſtry, the revenue ariſes, by which

fantial Account of her Behaviºur and

the expences of that employment are

de

were carried to, became incredible, and

frayed 2 or a native of a country, who

in every Degree improbable, had they

has neither property nor connexion where
that employment is exerciſed ? and is it

not been put paſt Doubt, by a mºſt clear
Evidence on Trial, and the Declaration

reaſonable, that an highlander ſhould eat
up the profits of a ſalary, which is paid

of a Mind, brought back by Reflection,
to a Conſciouſneſs of its Crimes, which
for a while had forſaken it from Imat
tention, and a Manner of Life, that
led from the Paths of Religion, and a
Thought on Providence, by forſaking

introduce here the following ‘very circum
Crimes, which from the Extent the latter

or of the exports and impºrts ºf Lon
don, Briſtol, or Liverpool It may,
with as much reaſon, be admitted, that

the drone has a right to the honey of the
bee; or that a mangy horſe ſhould be let
in upon the paſtures of the laborious

the Houſe of Gºd on his Sabbath, ap
pointed jor his Worſhip, which in her
early Days, /he ſaid, ſhe had been ob
ſervant of, when ſhe lived with Sa

ſteer, or the generous ſteed : yet will a

wicked
miniſter,
in inſiſt
oppoſition
to diſcre
reaſon
and common
ſenſe,
upon the
tionary power of prerogative in this, as

tisfaction to herſe'ſ, and in Credit in
the World. To the Neglect juſt menti
oned, ſhe attributes her preſent melan

well as in all other caſes.
The diſtribution of the legiſlative pow

choly State, as by Conſtitution and turn
of Diſpoſition ſhe had experienced in her
early Days better Things, when ſhe

er, however,
to any body ſhould
ºf mºn,bebe:
longing
to a community,
in
proportion to the concern, which that bo
dy is ſuppoſed to have for the public

eſtabliſhed a Reputation that gained her
Notice and Eſleen, and declared the only
Comfort ſhe could draw from her thert

good; that is, in proportion to their pro

perty ; for upon property does that con
cern generally depend As to this point,
the framers of the Aćt of Union have
been already too indulgent to the Scotch;

the Uathinking, that paſſed away Life

and did ſurely never intend, that they

would be fatal, and which ſhe requeſt
ed for their Souls Sake, they would

unhappy State, was, that her Example

and Confeſſion night turn the Hearts of
in an Inattention, that in the End

ſhould intrude upon the legiſlature of
South-Britain. They beſtowed upon them

turn from.

what they thought ſufficient; and altho' The Ordinary of Newgate's Account of
they are not expreſsly reſtrained from re
reſenting Engliſh boroughs, yet it muſt
E. a caſus omiſus, and the intention was,

the Behaviour, Confeſſion and dying
Words, of Elizabeth Brownrigg, ºwl,
was executed at Tyburn, on Monday,
Sept. 14th, 1767.

that
thây ſhould be reſirained, 'Tis your
buſineſs, therefore, my fellow-conſtitu

S ſoon as I was informed of Mrs.

ents, to ſupply the deficiency in the let
ter of that ſaw, and ſee it executed ac:
cording to its true ſpirit; to reject thoſe
invaders of your liberties, and tempters

,

Brownrigg's commitment to New
gate I attended her, and endeavoured by

the moſt mild and pathetic means to con

of your innocence, although ſupported vince her of her deplorable ſituation, but
by all the countenance of adminiſtration, all my endeavours for ſome time were

and ſtrengthened with the money of the ineffectual, but on my repeated attend
Tr-— ; and to be well aſſured, that if ance on her, for wiſch I took every op
they eſtabliſh a Scottiſh majority at this portunity, and uſing my utmoſt endea
elećtion, you may bid adieu º liberty, vours to impreſs in her mind the awful
neſs of death, and the certainty of eter
and
dear. for
ThetheThane
will whatever
no longeryou
havehold
occaſion
aſſi

nal puniſhment for the impenitent, ſhe,

ſtance of the once popular great common appeared to be much affected, and began

er, but will reign ſole monarch of the to acknowledge her guilt, and with ago
ny and diſtreſs cried out, “O Lord God,
iſland.
“ cleanſe me from this horrid fact, and
let the biood of Chriſt ſpeak better
Notwithſtanding
gave
in Cruelties
ºur lºſ', ““ things
fone Particularsweof the
horrid
for me than the blood of that
“inaccent.

inflicted by Mrs. BR own Rico, **
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“ barbarouſly murdered " And turn grace; I have finned, O Lord, I have
ing to me ſhe ſaid, “Do you think that finned, and I acknowledge mine iniqui
“God can forgive ſuch a wicked crea ties : wherefore I humbly beſeech thee
“ture as I am?” I aſſured her that forgive me, O Lord, forgive me, and
mercy always attended thoſe who truly deſtroy me not with mine iniquities. Be
repent, and are weary and heavy laden not angry with me for ever, by reſerving
with the burden of their fins; that Chriſt evil for me; neither condemn me into
invites ſuch to come unto him and find the lower parts of the earth. For thou
reſt unto their ſouls.

I alſo reminded

art the God, even the God of them that

her that God had ſhewn mercy to Ma repent and in me thou wilt ſhew all thy
maſſes, who had filled the ſtreets of Jeru goodneſs: for thou wilt ſave me that
ſalem with innocent blood, and told her, am unworthy, according to thy great
if ſhe lamented her caſe as he did, ſhe mercy. Therefore I will praiſe thee for
might obtain mercy; and I recommended ever, all the days of my life: for all the
to her frequently to repeat the following powers of the heavens 3. praiſe thee, and
thine is the glory, for ever and ever.
prayer of Manaſſes :
“O Lord, Almighty God of our fore Amen.”
fathers Abraham, Iſaac, and Jacob, and
This prayer, ſhe frequently repeated
of their righteous ſeed; who haſt made with remarkable fervency, and ſeemed
heaven and earth, with all the ornament to receive ſome conſolation therefrom :

thereof; who has bound the ſea by the But on the day before ſhe was tried, ſhe

word of thy commandment, who hºſt ſhewed ſome appearance of confuſion;
ſhut up the deep, and ſealed it with thy but being ſomewhat conſoled with prayer
terrible and glorious name; whom all and admonition, ſhe gave me the fol
men fear, and tremble before thy pow lowing account : That ſhe was married

er; for the majeſty of thy, glory cannot to her preſent huſband James Brownrigg
be borne, and thine anger threatening to about the year 1745, by whom ſhe had
wards finners is inſupportable; but thy ſixteen children, three of whom are now
merciful promiſe is unmeaſurable and living; to whom (and indeed the ſame is
unſearchable; for thou art the moſt high well authenticated) ſhe behaved with
Lord, of great compaſſion, long-ſuffer great tenderneſs, and in all reſpects ſhew
ing, very merciful, and repenteſt of the ed the utmoſt conjugal affection and love
evils of men. Thou, O Lord, accord to her huſband and children.

She ſaid :

ing to thy great goodneſs haſt promiſed “She had for many years feared God,
repentance and forgiveneſs to them that and walked in his ways; and had not
have finned againſt thee; and of thine only the form of godlineſs, but experi
infinite mercies haſt appointed repent enced much delight in the ſervice of
ance unto finners that they may be ſaved : God, and found the ways of wiſdom to
Thou therefore, O Lord, thou art the be pleaſant, and all her paths peace;
God of the juſt, haſt not appointed re that ſhe attended public worſhip at every

pentance to the juſt, as to Abraham, opportunity; and when ſhe had a large
and Iſac, and Jacob, which have not family of ſmall children was conſtantly,
finned againſt thee; but thou haſt ap for ſeveral years, at the early ſacrament
pointed repentance, unto me, that am a of Bow-Church, and conſtantly read
finner; for I have ſimmed above the num prayers in her family; but that ſhe had
ber of the ſands of the ſea. My tranſ lately neglected the ſame, by which
greſſions, O Lord, are multiplied, and means, and frequently breaking the ſab
I am not worthy to behold and ſee the bath, ſhe believed to be the firſt inlet to
height of heaven, for the multitude of the wickedneſs ſhe had unhappily fallen
mine iniquity. I am bowed down with into ; and that having left her God, he
many iron bands, that I cannot lift up had hardened her heart, and permitted
mine head, neither have any releaſe : for

her to commit, thoſe acts of cruelty for

I have provoked thy wrath, and done which ſhe was juſtly proſecuted.”
After her trial was over, which was the
evil before thee. I did not thy will, nei
ther kept I thy commandments: I have 9th inſt. and ſhe had received that ſen
fet up abominations, and have multipli tence which her crime merited I attended
ad oftences. Now therefore I bow the her in the cells, when ſhe appeared quite
reſigned
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reſigned and perfe&lly at eaſe : She ſaid,
although Mary Mitchell, the ſurviving
child who was evidence againſt her, had
ſworn many things that were not true,
yet that the material part of her evidence

to have atted with great ſkill and huma
nity. She was alſo a faithful wife, and
a tender and affectionate parent.
It appears to be about four years ſince
Brownrigg took the houſe in Fetter-lane,

was not to be contradićted, and acknow where the cruelties were committed ; at

ledged that her ſentence was juſt, and this time he kept a horſe, and had a lodg
that ſhe deſerved to ſuffer long ago for ing at Mr. Norton's, over againſt Can
her cruelty to the poor girls; and added, nonbury-lane, Iſlington.
“Dear Sir, O that I had had half the mercy
In the month of February 1765, Mary
towards the poor girls which I experi Mitchell, a poor girl of the precinét of
enced from the judge who tried me, or White Friers, was bound an apprentice
the council who pleaded againſt me! in to Brownrigg, by the overſeers, and was
that caſe I never ſhould have come to an

untimely end. But, thanks be to God,
that my huſband and my child are ac
quitted, for they knew nothing of my
Jaſt cruelty till after it was committed,
and when it came to his knowledge he
came to a reſolution to ſend the girl into

then about 14 years of age.
About three months afterwards, on

the 15th of May, Mary Jones was alſo
bound apprentice to Brownrigg, by the
governors of the Foundling Hoſpital,
being alſo about the age of 13.

It appears that theſe poor girls were
at this time treated with great cruelty;
her, and uſe every poſſible means to re what in particular were Mitchell's ſuffer
the country, and have a ſurgeon to attend

cover her: but that his good intentions
were fruſtrated by the diſcovery made by
Mr. Deacon's ſervants;” and added,
“ that her huſband did not deny the girl
to the pariſh-officers from any conſciouſ
neſs of guilt in himſelf, but to ſcreen

ings does not appear, but the ſufferings

of Jones were very great: Mrs. Brown
rigg uſed to lay down two chairs on the
kitchen floor, in ſuch a manner that the

ſeat of one might ſupport the back of the
other, and then faſtening the girl down,

her, who he feared would appear in a ſometimes naked, and ſometimes with her

very unfavourable light ſhould the giri coats pulled over her head, ſhe uſed to
be produced.” And then ſhe gave me whip her tiil her ſtrength was exhauſted :
the following detail of the ſeveral ačts of at other times, when the girl has been
cruelty ſhe had exerciſed towards the un waſhing the room or ſtairs, her miſtreſs
happy girls who had been apprenticed to has found fault with her work, and tak

her; which are fully ſet forth in the fol ing her up in her arms, has repeatedly
lowing Narrative given by the OR DI plunged her head in the pail of water that
ſtood by.

in a R Y.

By ſuch treatment the girl received
Elizabeth Brownrigg, about 20 years
ago, being then about 27 years of age, many hurts in different parts of her body,
lived as a ſervant in the family of Mr. particularly in the head and ſhoulders,
R
, in Preſcot-ſtreet, Goodman's- from the edges and bale of the paii; and
fields; and about this time James Brown was beſides kept in continual terror by
rigg, who had ſerved his time to a plaiſ threats of drowning, her miſtleſs often
terer and painter in the ſame neighbour calling on Mary Mitchell to find her a
hood, married her.
tub of water for that purpoſe.
Where Mitchell ſlept at this time we
Soon afterwards they ſettled at Green
wich, in Kent, where he carried on the are not told, but Jones ſlept in a hole
under a dreſſer, in the ſame room with

buſineſs of a painter, and after about five
years they removed to London.
. Their family encreaſed very faſt, for
‘they have had 16 children, of whom
three ſons only are now living. Mrs.
Brownrigg therefore learnt midwifry
under Dr. K.

, and about two years

ago, was, by the overſeers of the pariſh
of St. Dunſtan's in the weſt, appointed to
act as midwife to the poor women in the

Brownrigg and his wife, and facing the
feet of their bed : this room was even

with the ſhop, the door of which open'd
into the ſtreet; and one Sunday morn
ing, as ſhe lay ſilently depioring her mi
ſerable condition, and ready to die by
the conſequences of her paſt ſufferings,
and apprehenſions of future, ſhe caſt her
eye upon the key of the ſhop door, which

workhouſe, in which capacity ſhe is ſaid hung againſt a poſt, and perceiving that
Oct. 1767.
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her maſter and miſtreſs were both faſt began to uſe her with great cruelty, fre

aſleep, ſhe had reſolution to make one quently beating her over the head and
effort for liberty and life, and riſing ve ſhoulders, ſometimes with a horſewhip,

ry ſoftly, ſhe was fortunate enough to

and ſeveral times with a hearth bruſh.

It was this girl’s misfortune, either by
This happened after ſhe had been natural weakneſs or bad nurfing, to wet
bound about two months, in July, when the bed; for this reaſon ſhe was ordered
ſteal into the ſtreet without diſcovery.

the days were long, and it was probably to lie on a mat, in a place called a cellar,
very early in the morning. When, ſhe which had been a coal hole, and is de
got into the ſtreet ſhe was at a loſs where ſcribed as a cold dark place, about as big
to go ſhe had no home but the Found. as a cloſet, under the ſtairs; the mat
ling Hoſpital, and thither ſhe did not after ſome time was taken away, and a

know her way : however, ſhe aſked of ſack, with a little ſtraw in it ſubſtituted
every one ſhe met, and at laſt of a man in its place ; ſometimes there was nothing
who was ſo kind as to conduct her to

the gate.

but a few rags, and ſometimes only the
bare floor; as to covering, ſhe had ſome

She was inſtantly admitted, and hav times her own cloaths, ſometimes a bit of

ing told her ſtory, and ſhewed her wounds blanket, and ſometimes ſhe was quite
and bruiſes, one of which was upon her naked ; it does not appear that ſhe had

eye, and had ſo injured it that for ſome any other food than bread and water, and
days it was feared ſhe would have loſt it, ſhe had not enough even of that.
Once when ſhe was famiſhing for hun
ger, ſhe broke open a cupboard where
• That Mr. Plumptree, the hoſpital vićtuals were uſually kept, but found none;
• ſollicitor, do write to James Brown and once, when ſhe was fainting with
• rigg, a painter in Fetter-lane, who had thirſt, ſhe broke down ſome boards to
• a child, Mary Jones, apprenticed to come at water. For the firſt of theſe
• him by this corporation, and acquaint crimes ſhe was made to ſtrip naked, and
• him, that if he does not forthwith make continued to waſh naked a whole day,
• ſatisfaction for the abuſe to the ſaid being every now and them beaten with
“child, this corporation will proſecute the ſtump end of a riding whip; for the
• him with the utmoſt ſeverity.”
other offence a jack-chain was put round
What particular ſteps were taken by her neck, and the end faſtened to the
the parties in conſequence of this order yard door; it was ſtrained as tight as it
does not appear, but ſoon after Brown could be, without choaking her; and
rigg was ſummoned to attend the cham when ſhe had paſſed the day in this con

the following order was made by the
Governors.

berlain of London, before whom the dition, ſhe was ſent down into the cellar

matter was ſettled, and the girl diſchar when it grew dark, with the chain ſtill
on her neck, and her hands tied behind.
ged from her apprenticeſhip.
Mitchell was now left alone, and con her, to paſs the night, without bed or
tinued patiently to drudge and to ſuffer covering, in the cellar.
till about the middle of February follow
It was common for both the girls,
ing, when ſhe had ſerved about one year Mitchell and Chſford, to go about the
of her time; and then ſhe alſo found houſe quite naked; for Brownrigg be
means to run away : ſhe was however ing by their indentures obliged to find
found in the ſtreets by Brownrigg's them cloaths, uſed frequently to order
youngeſt boy the ºne day, and brought them to be taken off, upon diſcovering
back to her confinement : from this time

any little rent, hole, or other ſign that

fhe was never ſuffered to ſtir out of doors, they were wearing out.

and ſhe was frequently tied up and whip
ped naked.
About the ſame time Mary Clifford,
a third apprentice, was bound to Janes
Brownrigg, by the overſeers of White
Friers precinét ſhe was a month upon
liking, and during that time was well
treated, and eat and drank as the family
did, but ſoon after ſhe was bound they

Mitchell, in
particular, ſcarce ever wore ſtockings, and
had generally nothing upon her body
but an old rag of a waiſtcoat, which did
not cover her behind.

As the priſoners were tried for the mur
der of Clifford, and Mitchell was the

principal evidence, little appears concern
ing Mitchell in particular; ſometimes
however ſhe was locked with Clifford into
the
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the cellar, to paſs the night, and both ſors into her mouth, cut her tongue in
were conſtantly left locked into that diſ two places.
The account of what happ med on the
mal cell, from Saturday to Sunday night,
while the family were at their country day when the fatal wound was given, is

lodgings in Iſlington ; during all this

in ſubſtance as follows.

time they had no ſuſtenance but a piece

On Friday the 30th of July, about ten
o'clock in the morning, Mrs. Brown

of bread, for water itſelf was not added.

The office of goaler ſeems in general
to have been performed by the eldeſt ſon,
though ſometimes the priſoners were lock
ed up by others; once in particular, by
one É.i. an apprentice boy, who in

rigg having threatened the girls all the

dition ſhe ordered him to continue the

ſuch perſon lived there.

week, went down into the kitchen and

tied Mary Clifford naked up to a ſtaple;
her head and ſhoulders were then fore,
and ſcabbed over in many places, but
his examination ſwears, that when he notwithſtanding the ſtate of her body, her
locked them in, Clifford was quite naked. tyrant whipped her with a horſewhip,
They were ſo often and ſo cruelly in the preſence of Mitchell, till the blood
whipped and beaten, that their bodies, followed the ſtrokes; ſhe was then let
eſpecially their heads and ſhoulders, were down, and ordered to waſh, naked and
almoſt one intire ſcab, the ſkin being wounded as ſhe was, and while ſhe was
broken a-freſh as faſt as it healed, for ſtooping down to the tub, her miſtreſs
the miſtreſs never left off whipping till ſtruck her over the head with the but end
ſhe drew blood.
of the whip.
She was tied up five ſucceſſive times
In order to inflićt this diabolical pu
niſhment, the firſt expedient was to ſtrip in this dreadful day, ſtill naked and bleed
them quite naked, and then tie their ing, and ſtill covered with new wounds
hands up to a water pipe, that was car by the whip.
ried along the kitchen cieling; this pipe
She was now mortally wounded, yet
however at laſt giving way, a ſtaple was ſhe crept about till the 4th of Auguſt,
by the huſband, at the wife's deſire, made when ſhe was diſcovered in the following
faſt to a beam, and the cord that tied manner.
them was put through it.
Clifford's father about four years ago
Clifford was alſo ſometimes beaten with married a ſecond wife; he went away
great cruelty by John : he one day order however and left her, upon which ſhe
ed her to put up a bed, which ſhe attempt delivered up the child to the pariſh, and
ed to do but was not able, upon which went into Cambridgeſhire. She was ab
he beat her with the buckle end of a ſent when the girl was bound apprentice,
leathern belt, till ſhe was covered with but returned about laſt Midſummer;
blood, and then put the bed up himſelf. having learnt to whom the girl was ap
John alſo found her at another time nak prerticed, ſhe went twice to Brownrigg's
ed and bleeding, having been tied up and and enquired for her, but was both times
whipped by his mother, yet in this con anſwered by the apprentice boy that no
-

After ſeveral other ineffe&tual enqui
able, and, ſtrange and horrid as it may ries, both by herſelf and perſons whom
ſeem, he complied.
ſhe ſent, Brownrigg, the huſband, abſo
Some a&s of cruelty are alſo mention lutely denying that any ſuch perſon was
ed of another kind: Mrs. Brownrigg in the houſe, threatened the woman to
would frequently fix one of her hands on ſend her before the lord Mayor, fur be
each of Mitchell's cheeks, and draw them ing troubleſome.
down her face with ſuch force as to oc
Upon this ſhe went away; but as ſhe
caſion the blood to ſtart from her eyes.
was going from the houſe, Mrs. Deacon,
Mitchell alſo, having complained to a the wife of a baker that lived next door,
lodger, the only one who appears to have having heard high words, called her in,
whipping, becauſe ſhe was no longer

been in the houſe during Clifford's time

and enquired what was the matter up

of ill uſage, the woman, upon ſome diſ
agreement with the miſtreſs, reproached
her with the ſubjećt of the girls com
plaint, upon which Mrs. Brownrigg ran
to the girl, and thruſting a pair of ſciſ

on hearing the ſtory, Mrs. Deacon told

her, that her family had frequently heard
groans and moanings in Brownrigg's
houſe, that ſhe ſuſpected there were ap.
prentices who weie cruelly treated, and
L i ! I 2

that
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one of the overſeers, then ſent for a

farther diſcoveries, taking a direction to conſtable, and ſearched the houſe, but

find Clifford's mother if any diſcovery

without ſucceſs.

ſhouki be made.

Upon examining Mitchell, the girl that
was produced, her cap was found to be
bloody, her head wounded in many

About this time Brownrigg, the huſ
band, having befn concerned in a ſale at
Hampſtead, bought a hog, and had it
driven home to his houſe. This hog
was kept in a covered yard, where there
was a ſky-light, and this it was found
neceſſary to open, in order to let out the
finell which proceeded from keeping the
hog in ſo cloſe a place. The removal
of the ſky-light gave Mr. Deacon's fa
mily an opportunity of ſeeing what paſ
ſed in Brownrigg's

tº: and,

places, and her ſhoulders covered with

the ſcabs of wounds that were healing.
Mr. Grundy perceiving how this girl had
been ill-treated, carried her away to the
workhouſe, wholly regardleſs of Brown
rigg's bluſtering, who ſaid ſhe was his
apprentice, and bid him remove her at
his peril.

When they came to take off her lea

they be ther boddice, for the had no ſhift, it

ing upon the watch, it happened that ſtuck ſo faſt to the wounds, that the ſkin
the apprentice, William Clipſon, being and eſchar came away with them ; when
on the 3d of Auguſt at a two pair of they were off, and ſhe was aſſured ſhe
ſtairs window, which looked down on the ſhould refºrm to her tormentors no more,
ſky-light, ſaw Mary Clifford, her head, ſhe begun to give an account of her ſuf
back, and ſhoulders being uncovered, ferings, and declared that Clifford was in
bloody, and cut in a ſhocking manner. the houſe, for that ſhe had parted with
Clipſon then went down to the one pair her juſt before ſhe was herſelf produced.
of ſtairs window, and crawled out of it
Mr. Grundy not doubting the truth of
upon the leads over the yard, and laying Mitchell's account, went back to Brown
himſelf acroſs the ſky-light, had a fuller rigg’s, and telling him he would carry
view of the poor dying wretch : he ſpoke him before a magiſtrate on ſuſpicion of
ſeveral times, but received no anſwer : murder, ſent for a coach.
he then to attract her notice threw down

Brownrigg's neighbours came about

two or three pieces of mortar, one of
which falling upon her head, ſhe looked
up, and attempted to ſpeak, but was able
only to utter a groan. This was over
heard by Mrs. Brownrigg, but without
pity, for Clipſon ſays, ſhe ſpoke to her
in a ſharp manner, and aſked what was

him and offered bail, a lawyer alſo was
ſent for, who endeavoured to intimidate

the overſeer and conſtable, but Grundy
continued ſteady in his purpoſe; he ſaid
he would anſwer what he ſhould do, and
that as the crime Brownrigg was taken
up for was murder, no bail could be tak
the matter with her.
en. Matters now took another turn; as
The poor girl then drew back out of it was before Brownrigg's intereſt to con
ſight, and Clipſon acquainted the family ceal the gill, that it might not appeal ſhe
with what he had ſeen.

had been ill-treated, it was now become

Intelligence was ſoon ſent to the mo his intereſt to produce her, that it might
ther-in-law, who on the next day, Fri be known ſhe was alive. The ſon there
day the fourth of Aug. came with the fore, by the father's order, brought her
overſeers, and went into Brownrigg's from a cupboard under the beauiet in
houſe, and Clipſon with them. They the dining room, where ſhe had been

enquired for Mary Clifford, and Brown

hidden.

rigg, the huſband, told them ſhe was in
No words, ſays honeſt Wingrave in
Hertfordſhire, attending one of the chil his narrative, can ſo powerfuſly deſcribe
dren who had the hooping cough. Clip the ſhocking appearance which this mi
ſon then ſaid, he had ſeen her in a de

ſerable object made, as the filent woe

plorable condition the day before, upon with which every perſon preſent was
which Brownrigg ſwore by God ſhe was ſtruck, and the execrations which follow
not in the houſe; after ſome altercation ed, againſt thoſe who had reducert her to

he produced Mary Mitchell, and again

that condition.

Her head was ſwelled to

ſwore there was no other girl in the almoſt double the natural ſize, and her
houſe. Clipſon inſiſted Mitchell was not neck ſo much, as that ſhe could neither
the girl he had ſcen; and Mr. Grundy, ſpeak not ſwallow ; her mouth flood
optm,
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open, and the ſurgeon who examined her which he readily agreed to do : and then
, depoſed, that ſhe was all one wound from Mr. Owen ſent for Mr. Wingrave. Mr.
her head to her toes, that her ſhift ſtuck Deacon, Dunbar, and Wingrave imme
to her body, that ſhe was in a fever, and diately ſet out, and when they got to the
the wounds were beginning to mortify houſe, Wingrave went directly to the
room, and Mr. Deacon, who followed
from negle&t.
Brownrigg and the girls were then car at ſome diſtance, aſſured him they were
ried before a magiſtrate, who ſent the of. the people he wanted. They were brought
fender to priſon, and the ſufferers to the to town in a coach, without the leaſt ſuſ
hoſpital. The wife and ſon had made picion who they were, and conſequently
their eſcape ſoon after the officer firſt without any tumult or crowd.
came to the houſe.
However notwithſtanding the crime the
On Sunday following, Auguſt the 9th, priſoner was convićted of, is one of thoſe
Mary Clifford died, and the coroner's ju humanity is moſt affected with, and mov
ry brought in their verdićt wilful murder, ed to a reſentment not eaſily abated, yet it
againſt James Brownrigg, the huſband, muſt have been a moſt pleaſing fight to the
and Elizabeth his wife. It appeared that great aſſemblage of perſons who attended
the eldeſt ſon John had cruelly treated their trials, to behold, not only the judge
the girl, therefore he was included in an who tried them, but even the council for
advertiſement for apprehending the mo the proſecutors, in the midſt of their zeal
ther.

for juſtice, uſing with humanity every

About this time intelligence was given
that Mrs. Brownrigg and her ſon had
taken places in the Dover ſtage, by the
names of Hartly, and this was found to
be true, though they did not think it ſafe
to undertake that journey, and therefore

means in their power to guard the minds

loſt their earneſt.

It was alſo afterwards

of the jury from the pernicious conſe
quences of prejudice, and to direct their
attention to the evidence produced, as
the only legal foundation for their ver
dićh.

Happily for the two perſons acquitted,

known that they had taken a coach in the jury were compoſed of men of ſenſe
Jewin-ſtreet, which ſet them down in and virtue, capable and inclined to reſiſt

Eaſt-Smithfield, and that they took a
lodging in a bye ſtreet near Nightingale
lane, where they lived on bread and wa
ter, (being afraid to ſtir out to purchaſe
other food) till Tueſday the 11th. In
Ragg fair they purchaſed ſome apparel,
left the deſcription given in the advertiſe
ment of what they wore, might produce
a diſcovery. They lodged one night at
a place unknown, and the next day they
took a lodging at Mr. Dunbar's, who
keeps a chandler's ſhop in Wandſworth.
On Saturday the 15th of Auguſt, three
days after Mrs. Brownrigg and her ſon

the torrent of public prejudice; their
verdićt is a laſting proof of their inte
grity and juſtice, and gave entire ſatiſ
faction to the court and all who were
preſent.
-

After ſhe had given the account juſt
related, which ſhe did freely and vokin

tarily, ſhe ſeemed to be confiderably
eaſed... and applied herſelf with great
contrilion and earneſtneſs to prayer.
I aſked her if the report was true that
her huſband and ſon john had exerciſed
epeated cruelties on the poor girls, and
ſhe aſſured me, as ſhe was a dying woman,

had been at Wandſworth, Mr. Dunbar

the did not know that her huſband had

met with a news-paper wherein he read

ever beat or

the advertiſement.

From a concurrence

whipped them, or exerciſed
any cther cruelties towards either of

of many circumſtances, it ſtruck him im them, nor did he know the purpoſe for
mediately that his lodgers were the per which ſhe deſired him to drive the hook
ſons deſcribed, and he went to town the into the beam. She ſaid that her ſon
next day and gave information againſt John had beat them three different
them.

-

-

Mr. Owen, the churchwarden, imme
diately ſent to Mr. Deacon, their next
door neighbour in Flower-de-luce court,
who knew them, and aſked him to ac

times with much ſeverity, but by her
particular orders, and that one time in

particular, when Mary Clifford was be
come emaciated with hunger and ill
treated, ſhe ordered her to turn tºp a bed,
company the conſtable to Wandſworth, which being ungºls to do for want of
ſtrength,
-
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ſtrength, ſhe ordered her ſon to beat her neſs in her; and this ſhe aſſured me
till ille did, and that he accordingly did would be confirmed not only by the of.
beat her with a belt, with a buckle at the ficers of the pariſh of St. Dunſtan, but
end of it, till the blood guſhed from alſo by her neighbours, and many others
various parts of her body, and fell in now living ; and indeed I have no ſort
itreams upon the floor, but ſaid that of reaſon to doubt the truth of it, and
ſhe was pretty well recovered from theſe therefore cannot help lamenting the de
wounds before ſhe had any further pravity of the age in inventing and pro
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beating.

pagating ſuch horrid untruths, which have

It having been repreſented that ſhe had with too much ſucceſs been impreſſed
been accuſtomed frequently to take a into the minds of the people, in preju
number of pariſh children apprenticed dice of this unhappy family. But, thank
to her, and that many of them had diſ God, juſtice in the midſt of public pre

appeared unaccountably, although pro judice has been preſerved, and that
pagated with much virulence, was ut part of this unhappy family who were
terly falſe, and with a ſolemnity that
mone could diſcredit, aſſured me that ſhe
never had more than three apprentices,
as have been mentioned in the narrative,
and to accommodate unhappy women in
their lying-in, and to provide for their

not really guilty in a degree public cla
mour would make us believe, have been

acquitted, although the grounds for put
ting them upon their trial were fully ap
proved by the court.

Though theſe people lived in cre

children for certain ſums, and that ſhe dit, and Mrs. Brownrigg had a watch,
had deſtroyed ſeveral of thoſe children, and ſome other trinkets which ſhe car

as well as many others in their birth, for ried off with her, yet in priſon her di
rewards, and being deſired by authority ſtreſs was ſo great, that ſhe was oblig
to make an enquiry into thoſe facts, I ed to borrow a few half-pence of a wo
laid before her the heinouſneſs of thoſe man who was priſoner in the ſame room
crimes, and the injury it would do her im with her.
mortal ſoul if ſhe was guilty of any ſuch,
I viſited her on Sunday morning, and
and ſhould die without a due repentance ſhe informed me, ſhe had ſpent the
of them, and that the firſt ſtep to re preceding night in fervent prayer; ſhe
-

pentance was a confeſſion of her guilt ;

wiſhed the time was come when ſhe

and obſerved, as ſhe had found ſo much

was to pay the debt juſtly due to her
eaſe in unburthening her mind, reſpect crime; ſhe ſaid that ſhe did not think
ing her treatment of the poor girls, ſhe her ſufferings would atone for her fins,
would find that ſatisfaction confiderably but knew ſhe muſt be ſaved by the
augmented by laying open every guilty ſufferings and merits of Chriſt or pe
aćtion which oppreſſed her mind. But riſh eternally. She attended chapel in
ſhe aſſured me, in a manner that forced the morning, where her huſband and
belief, that all ſuch ſtories were intire ſon were permitted to be with her.

I

ly groundleſs, and mere inventions to preached }. Pſalm li. 12. “ Deli
blacken her character, already ſufficient ver me from blood-guiltineſs,
O God
ly darkened by the load of iniquity ſhe of my ſalvation.” She ſeemed very at
was really guilty of, and for which ſhe tentive and much affected; and after
acknowledged ſhe was moſt deſerved ſervice there was a very moving ſcene
ly to ſuffer ; ſhe admitted that ſhe often between her and her huſband and ſon.
had unfortunate women to lie-in at her
On my viſiting her in the afternoon
houſe, but that ſhe never undertook to I found her in great diſtreſs of mind,
provide for their children, they being al crying out, “What muſt I do to be
ways taken away and provided for by ſaved " I gave her the bett inſtrusti
their friends, and ſhe heard no more of on in my power, which
ſhe thankful
them; and that ſhe never had a child
received. After praying with her a
dead in her houſe but one, which was ly
confiderable time ſhe ſeeined much coin
ſtill born ; and that, during her whole forted, and ſaid, ſhe had a ſtrong hope
practice, only two women had died un God for Chriſt's ſake would recover her
der her care, and that not through any ſoul.
neglect, or want in judgment or tender
Morning

1767. The Ordinary of Newgate's Account of Mrs. Brownrigg.
Morning of Execution.
I attended her ſoon after five, when
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cruelties of which ſhe had been guilty,
that thoſe who were near the coach I was

ſhe in, when ſhe was carried to execution, cried

was brought into the preſs-yard. She out, they hoped I would pray for her
ſeemed much reſigned, and joined me for damnation, for ſuch a fiend ought not to
ſome time in prayer. Afterwards we be ſaved.
went up to chapel; where her huſ: It was undoubtedly a principle of vir
band and ſon were again permitted tue to abhor cruelty, but to preclude the

to be with her, and joined in receiv mercy of the Almighty was certainly more
ing the holy ſacrament. After which ſo, and the beſt of mankind have no ground
ſhe prayed with the utmoſt fervency, of hope but the gracious promiſe that ex

crying, “ Lord, deliver me from blood: tends to the worſt, “ All manner of ſin
“guiltineſs. I have nothing to plead “ and blaſphemy ſhall be forgiven unto
“ or recommend me to thee but my “ man.” She was executed on Mon. the
• miſery; but thy beloved ſon died for 14th of Sept. and her body was carried to
“ ſinners, therefore on his merits I re Surgeons-hall to be anatomized,
“ ly and depend for pardon.” She
It is ſcarce poſſible to quit this horrid

ſeemed quite compoſed and reſigned, and ſubject without obſerving, that the facts
continued in prayer with her huſband which have now been demonſtrated were

and ſon upwards of two hours, when in the higheſt degree improbable. Who
ſhe took leave of them, which exhi could have believed, that two wretches
bited a ſcene too affecting for words of the age of 15 or fixteen years, could,
to deſcribe, and which drew tears from in ſuch a metropolis as London, and ſuch
all preſent. , Her huſband aſſured her, a neighbourhood as Fetter-lane, con
that if it pleaſed God to releaſe him tinue to ſuffer as Mitchell and Clifford
from his confinement, which he truſted

ſuffered for two years, without diſcove
he would from a manifeſtation of his ry or eſcape, eſpecially as there was no
innocence, he doubted not of being a other, ſervant in the family but the ap
ble to ſupport and maintain their two prentice boy to go on errands. Let us
younger children, and deſired her not not then too haſtily conclude, on other
to be affected on their account.

She

occaſions, that what does not appear

begged him to ſeek a releaſe from the probable is neceſſarily falſe, nor haſtily
priſon of fin; and as for her children, rejećt every propoſition for which we
God was all-ſufficient, and hoped he
would

cannot fully account. , Let our enquiry

not ſuffer them to be uſed as

be cool, critical, and deliberate; and
ſhe had treated the unhappy girls put as evils multiply, beyond probability,

under her care. Her ſon fell on his knees,

let our vigilance be not only conſtant

and begged his mother to give him her but ſcrupulous, not reſting in ſlight ap
bleſfing; on which ſhe fell on his face and pearances, but puſhing on to fa&ts,
kiſſed him, while her huſband fell on his which the law ſhould controul :

“ for

knees, on the other ſide, praying, That “by a neglect to puniſh the multitude
God would have mercy on her ſoul. ** are led to do evil.”
She ſaid to him : “Dear James, I
At the place of execution ſhe was

“beg that God, for Chriſt's ſake, would quite compoſed, and aſſiſted in prayer;
“ be reconciled, and that he will not and at her requeſt I ſung the follow
“ leave me nor forſake me in the hour

ing verſes, taken from the vth pſalm :
“ of death, and in the day of judg “O thou that hear'ſt when finners cry,

“ ment.”

She then took a laſt fare “ &c.”

wel of them, and came down to the

She being very weak, ſhe deſired me
preſs-yard: Where, after joining in pray to acquaint the ſpectators, That ſhe ac
er for ſome time, ſhe was put into knowledged her guilt, and the juſtice
the cart, and conveyed to the place of of her ſentence. And her laſt words were,
execution.
“Lord Jeſus, receive my ſpirit I”
The crowd that waited in the ſeſſions
This is all the account given by me,
houſe yard during her trial, teſtified their
joy by a ſhout when ſhe was convićted ;
JOSEPH MOORE,
and ſuch was the indignation they felt at
Ordinary of Newgate.
the horrid, deliberate, and perſevering
When

Grants fºr the Year 1767.
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N A. V Y.

When voted.

Jan. 25.
-

maintaining 16,000
Fº
cluding 4,287 marines,

men for ſea ſervice in-

£.
832,oco

–

-

Jan. 29. For the ordinary of the navy and half-pay — —

4.og, 177

Feb. 19. For buildings and repairs of ſhips, for 1767 – For purchaſing hemp to
the magazines —

298,144

April 13. To pay off the remainder of navy annuities,

1,741,776 ro 11

º

For paying off the navy debt,

-

3ozooo

—

300,000

-

-

O R D N A N C E.

Jan. 17. For ordnance for land ſervice,
For ditto, not provided for, in 1766,

169,600 o 2
51,190 6 6

-

-

—

-

L. A N D - S E R W I C E,

Jan. 27. For 16,754 men for land-ſervice

For general and ſtaff-officers,

-

593,986 15 7

-

12,203 18 tº:
For forces in the plantations, &c.
405,607 - 11:
For detraying the charge of difference of pay between the Bri
tiſh and Iriſh eſtabliſhment of fix regiments of foot, ſerv
— —
7,201 14 1
ing in the iſle of Man, Gibraltar, &c.
For penſions to reduced officers widows,
1,526
For reduced officers of land forces and marines — — 135,299 & 4
—

-

— —

-

-

-

-

For allowances to reduced horſe-guards, &c. — — —

2,103 11 :

For defraying the charge of full pay for 1767, to officers reduc

ed with the 10th company, and who remained on half-pay
on 24 Dec. 1765,

Feb. 19. Extraordinary ſervices not provided for, –
For Chelſea penſioners,

5,633 3 4
315,917 16 5

—

106,083 : 6

-

-

S U N D R Y

—

S E R V I C E S.

Feb. 12. For paying off exchequer bilis made out by virtue of the
a&t of laſt ſeſſion

-

-

-

To make good money iſſued purſuant to addreſſes,
March 29. For Nova Scotia for 1767,
For ditto, in 1760, not provided for
For Georgia,
-

-

For Eaſt Florida,
For Weſt Florida,

-

1,800,000
12,951 2 3
4,866 3

-

—-

4,750

-

-

-

For expence attending general ſurveys in

North America

For Senegambia,

-

24. For the marriage portion of the Queen of Denmark —
31. Towards making a more commodious paſſage to the houſe
of commons,

691 3
3,986

-

—
For maintaining the African forts and ſettlements
April 9. To make ſatisfaction to Dr. Swinton for damage done him

in the time of the rebellion, ,

4,800

1,601 14
5,550

40,000
2,000
13,000
7oo

23. For paying off one-fourth part of wine annuities, eſtabliſh
ed by A&t 3. Geo. 3.
875,000
28,000
—
May 5. To the Foundling Hoſpital,
More for apprenticing children,
1,500
June 15. Towards ſatisfying expences incurred on account of Sene3,500
gal after 29 Oct. 1765,
-

-

-

-

Towards

l
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Towards better enabling his majeſty to defray contingent expences of the forces in North America,
-

-

l.

4.

4.

2,000

D E F I C I E N C 1 E. S.

April 9. To replace to finking-fund the like ſum iſſued for paying 4
per cent. annuities, ended 29 Sept. 1766, in reſpect of na
vy, vićtualling, and tranſport bills, &c.
1oq,506 11 10
To ditto, for paying the charges of management of the
ſaid annuities for one year, ended 29th Sept. 1766, 1,592 1 9;
To ditto to diſcharge from 29 Sept. 1766, to 25 Dec. fol

lowing, the annuities attending ſuch part of the joint
ſtock as was redeemed purſuant to act of laſt ſeſſion, —
8,708 17 7:
To ditto, to make good deficiency on 5th July 1766 of du
ties on offices, and penſions, &c.
49,660 9 2:
To ditto, for making good the deficiency on 1 oth of O&t.
1766, of additional duties on wines, cyder, and perry, - 12,758 13 7
13. To make good deficiency of laſt grants,
129, 144. 2 3
-

-

-

Alſo, the pay and cloathing of the militia for 1767, charg
ed on the land-tax eſtimated at,

-

-

Deficiencies land-tax and malt in 1765 eſtimated at

–

8o, ooo

3oo,ooo

Total 8,908,728 o 6;
W A Y S and M E A N S for 1767.
Nov. 27. By malt duties continued,
–
75o, ooo
Mar. 2. By 3s. per pound on land,
1,500,000
9. By loans or exchequer bills,
1,8co, ooo
April 16. By annuities and a lottery charged on the finking fund 1,500,ooo
Money remaining in the exchequer on April 5, 1767 – 469,147 14 of
-

Out of the growing produce of the ſinking fund

– 2,016,121 io 3:

Other monies remaining in the exchequer for the diſpoſition
of parliament
Savings ariſing upon grants for the pay of ſeveral regiments
-

-

-

-

7.

35,202

9

2.

upon reſpited pay, and by, off reachings and ſtoppages
made for proviſions delivered to the forces in North Ameri
ca, &c. applied towards discharging of extraordinaries in
261,571 13 of

1766,

By ſavings on widows penſions applied to ditto

-

7,844 17

9

Out of monies for defraying the expence of North American

colonies applied towards defraying military expences there
in 1767,

-

-

Militia money granted laſt year,
By monies for maintenance of French priſoners,

—

—

—

1 Io, ooo
1 50,000

o
o

o
o

181, ooo

o

o

-

Total 8,774,838 4 6#
Note, April 2 and 16 ſeveral additional duties were granted on ſtraw hats, &c. and
on materials for making them, and on linen cloth and drillings, were carried to the
ſinking fund to make good the payment of the annuities upon the £1,500,000.
£. 84,604 3s. 3d. of the two ſevenths exciſe was carried to the aggregate fund.
The monies paid into the exchequer on 5 April 1768 of duties on gum ſeneca and
um arabic to be applied towards making good the ſupply, eſtimated at £12,000.

Note alſo, 5 and 7 May additional duties were granted on linen cloth, drilling,
foreign canvas, and lawns imported.
Oćtober, 1767.
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State of the National Debt.
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An Account of all the PUBLIC DE B TS, at the receipt of his Majeſty's Exch E
QUER, ſtanding out January 5, 1767, (being Old Chriſtmas Day) with the an

nual Interºſi or other Charges payable for the ſame.
Principal debt. Annual intereſt, or
other charges pay

E x C H E Q_U E R.

able for the ſame.
J.
d.
l.
J.
l.
Annuities for long terms, being the remainder
of the original ſum contributed and unſub
ſcribed to the South-ſea company, - . — 1,836,275 17 10%| 136,453 12

d.

3

Ditto for lives, with the benefit of ſurvivor

ſhip, being the origmal ſum contributed,
Ditto for two and three lives, being the ſum
remaining after what is fallen in by deaths,
Exchequel bills made out for intereſt of old bills

IoS, Ioo — —

72,805 14 103
2,2'oo — —

7,567 — —
8,861 12 —
-

-

-

Annuities for lives with the benefit of ſurvivor

ſhip, granted by an act 5 Geo. III. being
the original ſum contributed,
-

18,000 - -

540 - -

Note, The land taxes and duties on malt, be

ing annual grants, are not charged in this
account, nor the 1, ooo,oool. charged on
the deduction of 6d. per pound on penſions,
nor the 1, ooo, oool. borrowed anno 1766,
charged on the ſupplies, anno 1767.

~

EA ST-INDIA Company.

By two ačts of parliament 9 Will. 3. and two
other acts 6 and 9 Ann, at 3 per cent. per
-

3,200,000

annum,

Annuities at 3 per cent. per ann. 1744 charged
on the ſurplus of the additional duties on low
wines, ſpirits, and ſtrong waters, – — 1,000,ooo

- ||

97,285 14

+

-

30,401 15

8

BANK of ENGLAND,
On their original fund at 3 per cent. from the
1ſt Auguſt, 1743,

-

For cancelling exchequer bills 9 George I.
Purchaſed of the South-ſea company, T –
Annuities at 3 per cent. charged on the ſur
plus of the funds, for lottery, 1714, Ditto at 3 per cent. charged on the duties on
coals, ſince Lady-day, 1719,
Ditto at 3 per cent. 1746 charged on the duties
-

1 oo, ooo - -

3,200,000
5oo, ooo
4, oooºooo

15,000 — —

121,898

1,250,000

-

1,750, ooo

-

5:

3

7,500 – —
52,500 - -

on licences for retailing ſpirituous liquors,
fince Lady-day, 1746,
Ditto at 3 per cent. charg
ed on the ſinking fund,
by the acts 25, 28, 29,

986,8co

-

— |

29,604 – -

-

32, and 33 Geo. II. &

4 & 6 Geo. III. – 34,627,824 5 1. i
} 35,127,814
Ditto at 3 per cent. chargces and penſions, &c. by
the a&t 31 Geo. II. and
duty on houſes and win-

dows by act 6 Geo. III.

1 1,072,588

5

s

|

ed on the duties of offi

-

5oo, coe

J
Ditte
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4.
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d.

4.

d.

585,456 14

o

53,343 I 5

o

I.

Ditto at 3 per cent charg
ed on the ſinking fund

by the act 25 Geo. II. 17,701,323 16.4
19,183,323 16 4.
Ditto at 3 per cent, charg
ed on the ſaid fund by
the aët 5 Geo. III.
1,482, ooo
Ditto at 3 h. per cent. charged on the ſaid fund
by the ačt 29 George II.
1,500,000 — —
-

Titto at 3 h. per cent. charged on the duties on
offices and penſions, by ačt 31 Geo. II. and
4,500,000
duty on windows by the act 6 Geo. III.
Ditto at 4 per cent. charged on the ſinking
2O,24-o, ooo
fund by the acts of the 2d of Geo. III.
Ditto at 4 per cent. charged on the additional
duties on wines, by the ačt 3 Geo. III.

- -

160,031

- -

820,985 – —

3,500,000 — —

141,968 15 -

Ditto at 4 percent. reſidue of 3,483,5531. 1 s.
1 od. charged on the ſinking fund in lieu of
navy bills, &c., reſubſcribed after paying off
5ol. per cent of that capital purſuant to the
acts 5 & 6 Geo. III.
1,741,776 Io 11

5 —

70,650 16 2.

-

Memorandum. The ſubſcribers of Iool. to the

lottery 1745 were allowed an annuity for
one life of 9 s. a ticket, which amounted to
22,500 l. but is now reduced, by lives fallen
in, to 17,314.l. 1.5 s. and the ſubſcribers of
100 l. to the lottery 1746, were allowed an
annuity for one life of 18 s. a ticket, which
amounted to 45,000 l. but is now reduced
by lives fallen in, to 34,465 l. and the ſub
ſcribers of Iool. for 31, per cent. annuities,
anno 1757, were allowed an annuity for one
life of 11. 2s. 6d.

which

amounted

to

33,750l. but is now reduced by lives failen
in to 31,5581. 1 5s. and the ſubſcribers of
1ool. for 5 per cent. annuities, anno 1761,
were allowed an annuity for 99 years of
11. 2s. 6d. amounting, with the charges of
management, to the bank of England, to
130,0531. 1 os. 3 d. and the contributors
to 12, ooo, oool. for the ſervice of the year
1762, were entitled to an annuity for 98

years of 1 per cent. per ann. which with the
charges of management to the bank of Eng.
amount to the ſum of 121,687 l. los. which

annuities for 99 and 98 years were conſoli
dated by the act 4 Geo. III. all which an
nuities are an increaſe of the annual intereſt

but cannot be added to the public debt, as
no money was advanced for the ſame.

335,079 io

SOUTH-S E A Company.
On their capital ſtock and annuities 9 Geo.I.
Annuities at 3 per cent, anno 1751, charged
on the finking fund,

asoa5.399

13 11: 765,326

2, 1 oo.o.o.o — –

64, 181

3

3 1:
5 —

t

130,842,412 19
Mmmm 2

1 2. 4,707,223

7

4
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Miſcellaneous

Tº
prize-queſtion of the royal ſo
ciety of ſciences in Hanover for the

Articler.

O&t.

from La Vera Cruz; who had forced ah

the French inhabitants to quit the city

, current year is, “What are the reaſons and iſland of New Orleans, and had even
which, in European ſtates, hinder the ſol diſcharged the officers of that nation from
diery from being employed in time

of

his Catholic Majeſty's ſervice.

peace, as they were formerly among the The Aſſembly of Boſion in New England
iromans, in works of public utility Was
the cuſtom of the Romans more agreeable

to policy and the public good than ours?
would there be any inconveniencies in

it to the military as now conſtituted 2

having met the 28th of May, it was
opened by their Governor, with the
following Speech.
Gentlemen of the Council, and Gentlemen
of the Houſe of Repreſentatives.
At the opening of this ſeſſion I have
nothing from the immediate command of

And, if there would really be inconveni
encies, what are the means for remedy
ing them "
His Catholic Majeſty's letter of the his majeſty to lay before you. I there
4th of Aug. to the Pope, on his expul fore cannot employ the preſent opportu
nity better, than by recommending to
fion of the Jeſuits.
you to endeavour to reſtore to this general
“ Moſt Holy Father,
court the mutual confidence and unani
Your holineſs is well perſuaded, that mity which prevailed in it, until they
the firſt obligation of a ſovereign is, to were interrupted by the late popular un

watch over the quiet preſervation of his

eaſineſs.

And I muſt at the ſame time

dominions, and the good behaviour and

aſſure you, that I ſhall heartily concur
interior peace of his ſubječts. To fulfil with you in all meaſures which ſhall be
this duty, I have found myſelf under a conducive to ſo ſalutary an end.

preſſing neceſſity to reſolve upon the im
I do not, however, mean to decline the
mediate expulſion, from my dominions, full exerciſe of the conſtitutional powers
of all the Jeſuits who are eſtabliſhed in with which I am inveſted. They are de
them ; and to tranſport them into the do rived from the ſame fountain with your
minions of the Church, to be under the own privileges ; and therefore I truſt,
immediate, wife, and holy direction of that the free uſe of them can never give
your bleſledneſs, the moſt worthy father juſt cauſe of offence. But as I deſire to
and maſter of all the faithful.
temper my authority with all poſſible mo
It might be thought a want of due deration, I ſhall be obliged to you for
conſideration, to burden the Apoſtolic every opportunity you ſhall give me to
Chamber, by obliging it to maintain theſe make evident this diſpoſition.
fathers, whoſe lot it has been to be born
The buſineſs of this ſeſſion is general
my ſubjećts, if I had not, as I have done, ly ſhort ; and the ſeaſon of the year re

made a preventive diſpoſition to furniſh quires that it ſhould be ſo. You muſt
each perſon, for life, with a ſufficient ſa have obſerved how very expenſive unne
lary to maintain him.

ceſſary diſputation is ; and therefore I
On this ſuppoſition, I beſeech your ho hope you will avoid it; that the public
lineſs, to regard this my reſolution, fim buſineſs may be done with all proper diſ
ply, as an indiſpenſable forecaſt and du patch, and you may return to your homes
ty, taken up with previous mature ex as ſoon as may be.
amination, and profound meditation. In
FRA. BERNARD.

doing me this juſtice, your holineſs

will

aſſuredly lend me your holy and apoſtolic The Addreſ of the Hon. Houſe of Repreſen
benedićlion upon this, as I defire you, up
tatives, of the Province ºf Maſſachuſets
on all my actions, directed, in the ſame
Bay, in New-England, to his Excellency
manner, to the great honour and glory
Governor Bernard, in Anſwer to bis
of God.”
Speech at the opening of the Seſſion.
Letters from Mobile in Weſt Florida,
mention, that, on the 4th of March, 7oo
May it pleaſe your Excellency,
Spaniſh troops arrived at New Orleans,
on board two men of war from the Ha
“Having duly confidered your ſpeech
vannah, and two days after 3oo ſoldiers at the opening of this Seſſion, the
Houſe

º
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Houſe of Repreſentatives beg leave with thing as an indiſcreet uſe of legal power,
great fincerity to ſay, That there is no of which this houſe have a right to form
thing which they more ardently wiſh for their own judgment.
than a mutual confidence in the ſeveral

branches of the General Aſſembly, and a
happy unanimity in ſuch meaſures as ſhall
beſt promote the proſperity of his Ma
jeſty's government, and the peace and
welfare of his ſubjects in this province :
at the ſame time we muſt freely declare
to your Excellency, that during the
whole period of that general calamity
and diſtreſs, which you chuſe to denomi
nate “ a

populár uneaſineſs,”

we do not

recolle&t a fingle ačt done by the repre
ſentative body of this province, which
could have the leaſt tendency to interrupt
a general harmony, ſo eſſentially neceſ.
ſary for the valuable purpoſes of govern
ment; nor can it, in our opinion, with
out great injuſtice be ſuppoſed, that had
there been in reality nothing more than a
groundleſs popular uneaſineſs, it would

Your Excellency tells us, that you de
fire to temper your authority with all
poſſible moderation ; whether you have
not already, , ſince the opening of this
ſeſſion, miſſed the faireſt opportunity of
making evident ſuch a diſpoſition, is a

matter
that is now open to the judgment
of the world.
You have not been pleaſed to point out
the buſineſs of this ſeſſion; but ſtrongly
recommend to us to ſhorten it, as the
ſeaſon of the year requires ; we are ſenſi
ble, there are matters that

immediately

concern his Majeſty's government of this
province, which properly now come be

fore us ; theſe we ſhall diſpatch in as
ſhort a time as will admit of a due deli

beration upon them : unneceſſary diſpu

tation we ſhall avoid. Your Excellency
tells us we muſt have obſerved how very

have been ſuffered to intermix with their

expenſive it is ; if you refer to the diſi
public councils, and occaſion a breach of putes of the laſt year, we do not judge
confidence.
them, ſo far as we have obſerved, to have
We are obliged to ſay, that there is the been unneceſſary, or protracted beyond
deepeſt concern among the people of this due bounds: we are ſorry there was oc
province, that after they have ſhewn every caſion given for them ; but, in our opi
poſſible mark of loyalty, it has yet been nion, the late Houſe of Repreſentatives
repreſented to his Majeſty, that a degree are not chargeable with it. As the rights
of ill temper remains in his colony of of this people are now entruſted to us,
Maſſachuſets Bay. The letter from the it is our indiſpenſable duty to maintain
Secretary of State, which your Excellency and defend them : we hope none of them
communicated to the laſt Aſſembly, leaves will be drawn into queſtion; but ſhould
no room to doubt but that ſuch repre that be the caſe, we are bound in con
ſentation has been made. Permit us, Sir, ſcience to contend for them, and there

juſt to obſerve, that nothing will tend fore we ſhall not think the diſpute on our
more to conciliate the minds of this peo part unneceſſary, or the time employed in
ple, than to give us the opportunity to it miſpent.”
make it evident to our conſtituents, that

, The governor was pleaſed to prorogue

you have had no hand in ſuch repreſenta the great and general court the 25th in
tion. Such a meaſure might tend to re ſtant, to the 2d of September next, hav
move that concern, and reſtore unanimity ing firſt figned the following among
to this General Court ; and we rely upon other ačts, viz.
“An act for granting the ſum of
that aſſurance you have given us, that you
will heartily concur with us in all mea 13ool. for the ſupport of his Majeſty's
government,
ſures which ſhall be conducive to ſo ſalu

An act for ſupplying the treaſury with
tary a purpoſe.
You are pleaſed to make an open and the ſum of 125,856 I. to be applied for
expreſs declaration, that you do not mean the redemption of government ſecurities,
to decline the full exerciſe of the conſtitu that will become due in the year 1768.
Boſion, July 2. A committee from the
tional powers with which you are veſted.
We are fully convinced of it : nor have honourable his majeſty's council waited
we the leaſt deſire that you ſhould ever on the houſe of repreſentatives, with a
decline a deliberate and wiſe exerciſe of meſſage importing, that all matters what
thoſe powers. Your Excellency will how ever asted upon by the general court,
ever allow us to ſay, that there is ſuch a that are in their nature ſeparate and di
ſtinčt
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fin&t ačts, in order that each branch of tian, and to the laws and liberties of the
the legiſlature might act with the utmoſt people.

feedom, otherwiſe they might be neceſ

6. That ſuch perſons are endeavouring

fitated to conſent to a thing they utterly

to innovate and alter the civil conſtitution

diſapprove, for the ſake of another that
merits their approbation, and to which
the public good demands their aſſent;
and expreſſing their votes, that the ho
nourable houſe have no deign by ſome
late proceeding, to infringe on the right
of the board, to judge of every matter
that comes before them, upon its own
circumſtance; nor will ever ačt upon
principles, which the houſe would un
doubtedly and very juſtly cenſure in the
other branches of the legiſlature.
The following reſolutions of the houſe
of aſſembly at Penſacola, Weſt Florida, on
the 3d of April, were ordered, mem. cou.

eſtabliſhed by his majeſty in this province,
to alienate the minds of the people from

his honour's adminiſtration, to deſtroy
public peace and harmony amongſt us,
and throw every thing into anarchy and
confuſion.

7. That his honour the lieutenant

governor be humbly requeſted to re
move ſuch perſons from his preſence;
and that, in conformity to his Majeſ
ty's inſtructions, he make choice of ſuch

able and diſcreet perſons to fill up the va
cancies in his Majeſty's council, as are
moſt capable to aid and aſſiſt him in his
adminiſtration.

to be communicated to the lieutenant

governor by the ſpeaker, when the houſe
attended his honour.

By order of the Committee,
Alex. MooRE, Chairman.

Reſolved, 1. That the houſe will on
all occaſions ſupport and maintain his ho The Speech of the Lieutenant-Governor an
mour the lieutenant-governor's admini
kis Diſſolution of the Aſſembly.
ſtration, in conformity to his majeſty's
intentions; and that they will, as far as Mr. Speaker, and Gentlemen of the Aſ.
in then lies, endeavour to render them

eaſy, happy, and honourable to him ; and
that they will at all times maintain the
juſt prerogative of the crown, as well as
the rights and liberties of the people.
2. That the pretending or attempting
to exerciſe the government of this pro
vince, or the iſluing proclamations or or
ders in the name of the governor, with
out the advice and conſent of his majeſty's
council, is contrary to his moſt gracious
majeſty's royal inſtructions, and a dan
gerous and unwarrantable innovation in
the conſtitution.

3. That the obliging the members of
the aſſembly to meet at the expiration of
every prorogation, when the public buſi
neis does not require it, is attended with
many inconveniences, beſides giving un
neceſſary trouble to the members.
4. That theſe irregularities ſeem to pro
ceed from his honour the lieutenant-go
vernor’s being adviſed thereto, by ſome
weak or evil diſpoſed perſons.
5. That whatever perſon or perſons
have adviſed his honour the lieutenant
governor to exerciſe the civil government

Jembly,

“When I called you together for the

diſpatch of public buſineſs, I met you
with a heart truly diſpoſed to join you in
promoting the welfare and happineſs of

this infant colony; but, on reading your
journals, I find much of your autºnion
taken up in unworthy attempts to throw
reflections upon my conduct, and the
opinions of his majeſty's council; the
moſt inſolent and ſhameful reſolutions

that any aſſembly ever preſented to a go
vernor ; , and, I ſuppoſe, your journals
followed, from my paſſing over your dar
ing reſolutions unnoticed.
“But be aſſured, that my moderation

proceeded only from my wiſhing to have
you carry through the public buſineſs
with alacrity and reputation to this colo
ny, and not in ſwallowing up, in the

moſt ſurprizing manner, the very means
which ſhould be applied to its ſupport.
“What muſt other colonies think of

you, when they know how you tax the
ſubjećt merely for your own benefit and

advantage: , I ſincerely hoped your jour
nals would have produced to the world a

of this province, without the aid, advice,

laſting monument of diſintereſtedneſs, by
and aſſiſtance of his majeſty's council, giving
up for the improvement of the co
are enemies to his majeſty, to his honour lony, the great ſalaries which you have
the licut-nant governor, to the conſtitu taken to yourſciyes.
“Such
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“Such grievances called aloud for re with diſpatches from captain Parry to the
dreſs, and I will redreſs, and make them Spaniſh governor, met with the iike treat
publicly known, that the people may ment ; and, his majeſty's packet, the
have an opportunity of contributing to Hiiiſborough, having touched there to
their own happineſs hereafter, by a more water, received ſeveral ſhot that were in
tended to ſink her, and it was with diffi
“. I do therefore, in his majeſty's name, culty ſhe eſcaped.

proper choice of their repreſentatives.

by and with the advice of his majeſty's
By a veſſel from Porto Prince in Cu
council, diſſolve this preſent aſſembly, ba, we are aſſured, that all the jeſuits in
and you are hereby diſſolved accordingly.” that iſland had been ſeized a few days
His majeſty's ſhip Cygnet, Philip Du before ſhe ſailed, together with their pa
rell, Eſq; commander, having touched pers and effects, to a very conſiderable
at the Havannah in her way from Penſa amount, and carried to the Havannah,
cola, was fired at by the Spaniards from in order to be ſent from thence to Old
the Moro caſtie, and a 24 pounder beat Spain; they had not the leaſt notice or
through her larboard ſide. Captain Du apprehenſion of this extraordinary revo
rell complained of the inſult, was anſwer lution, till they ſaw themſelves ſurround
ed, that the king's orders were to let no ed in their convents, &c. by a number
Engliſh ſhip into the port. The Adven of ſoldiers, and their perſons and proper
ture frigate a few day after, being ſent ties ſecured.

H IS T O R I C A L

C H R O N I C L E.

SATURDAY, JULY 24.
the principal officers concerned; but the
HE iſland of Cephalonia, a Greciar: fact was, that an application having been
iſland, was almoſt overturned by made in favour of Charles Harrington,
an earthquake, many of the inhabitants condemned for burglary at the ſame aſ
were ſwallowed up, and thoſe who re ſizes, the ſecretary by his majeſty's order,
mained alive are reduced to the utmoſt ſent a reference of the caſe to the judge
diſtreſs.

who tried him, and at the ſame time

SAT. Aug. 1. The cardinals Albani
and Orſini, miniſters plenipotentiaries, the
one from Vienna, the other from Naples,
notified to the pope the approaching mar
riage of the Arch-ducheſs Joſepha, with
the king of the Two Sicilies.
Tueſday 4th. The French troops in
Corſica delivered up the forteſſes of Cal
vi and Adjaccio to the Genoeſe, and em
barked on board ſome Spaniſh tranſports

a reſpite, to prevent accidents from any
delay in receiving the judge's report. No
application, however, had been made for
Goodere; but the judge in reporting on

for France.

The troubles in Corſica, it .

is computed, have already coſt the Ge
noeſe nine millions ſterling, and they are
now leſs likely to ſubdue that brave peo

ple than they were at the beginning of
the war with them.

Paoli, their chief,

the caſe of Harrington, was alſo prompt
ed by his humanity to mention that of
Goodere, whoſe crime appeared to his
lordſhip leſs flagrant than that of Har
rington; he therefore recommended it
to his majeſty, in caſe he ſhould think
proper to ſhew his royal clemency to
Harrington, to extend the ſame mercy to
Goodere. This report of the judge was
not received at the ſecretary's office ti!!
Friday, the very day on which Gowdere
unfortunately ſuffered.

Mon. 31. A comet was obſerved at Li
is making great preparations for war.
He has already obtained poſſeſſion of Al ºverpoole in the ſouth eaſt quarter of the
gagliolo, and is actually beſieging the hemiſphere, about 53 degrees above the
two fortreſſes which the French have eva horizon. Its tail deſcribed an angle of
30 degrees, and its direction was towards
cuated.
Friday 28. John Goodere and 7ame: the Pſ: iadeſ.
Tu Es. Sep. 1. jºhn Fiſher, Eſu, was
Butcher were executed at Chelmyard for
horſe-ſtealing. The next day a reprieve by inqueſt choſen mayor of Yºrº, ºth.
cane down for Goodere; on which a re The inqueſt, conditing of twelve men,
port was ſplead to the diſadvantage of were ſhut up in the Gaithal; tiree days
-

-

and
t
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and three nights before they agreed upon jaghire be granted to his lordſhip, and
their choice.
his perſonal repreſentatives; which after

Sat. 5. By an order of council the free
importation of corn, &c. was further ex
tended from the 10th inſtant, till zo days

ſome debate was carried in the affirma
tive.

The queſtion, That the dividend for

after the next meeting of parliament. And the half year from Midſummer laſt, to
the prohibition of exportation is cxtended Chriſtmas next be five per cent. was bal
to the ſame time.
lotted for, and carried by 157 againſt 43.
Mon. 7. Gen. Monkton's regiment of
foot, (the 17th) arrived at Saliſbury, hav
ing landed a few days before from New
Tork. It conſiſted of 11o men and 17 of

ficers only, the general having permitted
all who choſe it to enliſt into other regi
ments. ' The reſt, chufing to ſtay in A
Žnerica, enliſted.

Tueſ. 8. The Rt. Rev. Dr. Terrick,
biſhop of London, attended by the proper
officers, conſecrated All-hallows, London
wall church; after divine ſervice the ho

ly communion was adminiſtered, and then
his lordſhip, under a tent erected for that
purpoſe, pronounced the ſentence of con
ſecrating the church-yard.
Sat. 19. At Worceſter fair old hops
ſold from 51. 10s. to 7 l. 10 s. There
were only eleven pockets of new hops, the
quality of which was very bad, the price
7 l. to 9 l. Laſt year's fair near 3ooo
pockets were ſold, and the duty amount
ed to upwards of 21, oool. but this year

From the LoN Don GAze TTE.

h'hitehall, Sept. 29.
On Sunday laſt Captain Wrotteſy arriv
ed here from Monaco, with the melancho
ly account, That his royal highneſs Ed
‘ward Auguſtus, duke of Pºrk and Alba
my, died at that place on the 17th inſtant,
about eleven o'clock in the morning of a
malignant fever, after a ſevere illneſs of

fourteen days, to the great grief of their
majeſties and all the royal family. The
body was opened and embalmed; and
was ordered by commodore Spry to be
put on board his Majeſty's ſhip Montreal,
captain Coſby, to be brought to England.

Lord Chamberlain's Office, Sept. 28, 1767.

Orders for the court's going into
mourning on Sunday next the 4th day of
Oétober, for his late royal highneſs Ed
‘ward Auguſtus, duke of York, next bro
ther to his majeſty, viz.
The ladies to wear black filk, plain
it will not be 3ool. The failure of the muſlin or long lawn, crape or love hoods,
fruit is as great as that of the hops. black glazed gloves, black paper fans, and
Cheeſe ſold from 24s. to 27 s. the long black ſilk ſhoes.
hundred.
Undreſs, black or dark grey unwater
Mond. 21. A proof was made at Wool ed tabies.
•wich of ſome curious new invented ſhells,

The men to wear black cloth, without

which take fire without burſting. The buttons on the fleeves or pockets, plain
exačtneſs with which theſe bombs are
muſlin or long lawn cravats and weepers,
thrown, and the blaze of light they afford, crape hat-bands, and black fords and
is wonderful.

Tueſ. 22. Being the anniverſary of their
majeſty's coronation, the court was very

buckles.

-

Undreſs, dark grey frocks.

numerous and brilliant, and the ladies The Earl Marſhal's Order for a general

*all appeared in dreſſes of the manufacture
of Great-Britain.

A grand Greſham committee was held
at Mercer's hall, when it was reſolved to

pull down the weſt end of the Royal Ex
change, and to rebuild it in a grand man
ner, after a plan laid before them by Mr.
Robinſon.
Hºd. 23. At a general court of the

proprietors of the Eaſi-India ſtock, a mo

Mourning for his late Royal, Highneſ;
Edward Auguſtus, Duke of York and
Albany.
In purſuance of his Majeſty's com
mands, theſe are to give public notice,
that it is expected, that, upon the pre
ſent occaſion of the death of his late Roy
al Highneſs Edward Auguſtus, Duke of
Tork and Albany, all perſons do put them
ſelves into decent mourning; the ſaid
mourning to begin on Sunday next the

tion was made by Sirjames Hodges, That
in confideration of the important ſervices 4th day of Ocſober.
of lord Clive to the company, an addi
SCARBOROUGH, M.
tional term of ten years in his lordſhip's
Sept. 2 9, 1767.

JWar
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men were employed a month in ſtocking

War Office, Sept. 29, 1767.
it. The whole tree was valued at 140 l.
From Edinburgh there is an account of
His Majeſty does not require, that
the officers of the army ſhould wear any an uncommon phaenomenon that ap
other mourning on the preſent melancho peared upon the water of Iſla like a houſe
ly occaſion, than a black crape round on fire, and then aſſuming a pyramidi
their left arms, with their uniforms.
cal luminous form, rolled along the water
with amazing impetuoſity till it reached
By his Majeſty's Command,
BARRINGTON.

the water of Erick, where it diſappeared.
In its paſſing it did conſiderable damage,
and deſtroyed an arch of the new bridge

Admiralty Office, September 29, 1767. building at Blairgowrie.
His Majeſty does not require that the

An infallible remedy for an Ague.

officers of his fleet or marines ſhould wear

Half a quartern of green uſquebaugh,

any other mourning on the preſent me
a table ſpoonful of lemon juice
lancholy occaſion, than a black crape with
round their left arms, with their uniforms. when the fit comes on.
The palm tree, known by the name of
Ph. Stevens.
the Palma japonica, which flowered and
produced fruit in the garden of the Schom
Wed. Sept. 30. The accounts of the bruan at Vienna in 1765, and which is
harveſt from all the northern parts of Eu now 1 13 years old, has again bloſſoined
rope are extremely favourable; ſo that, this year, as has likewiſe another of the
without ſome extraordinary cauſes, the ſame ſpecies, 56 years old. The foreign
Price of grain muſt fall confiderably be and rare plant, called the Arbor Draco
fore the winter. [From the London Ga mis Cluſii has likewiſe bloſſomed, and the
zette.]

fruit, about the bigneſs of a cherry, and
Apples that ſold laſt year at half a of an orange yellow colour, ſhews fair to

crown a buſhel in Covent Garden mar

ripen which it is ſuppoſed is the firſt time
ket, are now ſold for ten ſhillings.
they have arrived at ſuch perfection in
The French are actually repairing the Europe.
harbour of Dunkirk, under pretence of [Remainder of the Chronologer in our next.]
improving their inland navigation. Peo
Liſt of B1RTHs for the Year 1767.
ple there talk of an approaching war.
HE hon. Mrs. Blount, lady
The Spaniards in the bay of Honduras, O3. 2.
have murdered ſome of the baynien.
of Sir Waiter Blount, bart."
By a letter from a member of the im of a ſon and heir. – 5. The lady of Lord
perial academy at Peterſburgh, the em Archibald Hamilton, of a ſon and heir.
preſs of Ruſſia has already given orders
for providing inſtruments for obſerving Lift of MARRIAges for the rear 1767.
the next tranſit of Venus over the ſun, O.º. 8.
HE Right hon. Lord Viſc.
(june 3, 1769,) with all poſſible accura
Palmerſton, to miſs Poole.
cy at eight different places in her domi —At Boſton, New-England,
the Hon.
nions : an example that cannot fail of Martin Howard,
Eſq; Chief Juſtice of his
exciting a proper emulation in all the Majeſty's
province of N. Carolina, to
princes of Europe.
A great mortality prevails in the Bri miſs Abigal Greenleaf.-9. The Right
tiſh ſettlements on the African coaſt; hon. the Earl of Harborough, to miſs
and a number of troops are preparing to Cave, daugh. of Sir Tho. Cave, bart. .
embark to ſupply the place of thoſe that
Lift of DEATH s fºr the Year 1767.
have been carried off.
An oak tree was lately felled near Sept. 18.
R. Stephens, inſpector
Ludlow in Shropſhire, the produce of
general of the Exciſe for
which were 37 tons of timber, 43 cords

diſilling. - 19 At Bath, The lady of

of wood, 200 park pales, and five cords Sir Rich. Bedingfield, bart. and ſiſter to
of brackets. A bough broke off before Lord Viſcount Montague —23. Sir John
the tree was cut down, which weigh Stonehouſe, Bart.—At Edinburgh, Eli
ed ſeven tons and an half, and three
Oct. 1767.

º

zabeth, lady Balmerino, widow of James
N n n n
-

lord
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lord Balmerino, one of the Senators of

O&t.

of the privy council.—His grace Alexan
der duke of Gordon, and the Right hon.

the college of juſtice.—Oct. 1. At Bath, Thomas Earl of Strathmore, elect. of
the Rev. Francis Potter, archdeacon of
ent Scotland in
n
Wells.-2. Luke Robinſon, Eſq; one of the fixtee peers to repreſ
the curſitor barons of the court of Chan

the houſe of lords (Earls of Hyndford and

ay, dec.)—Col. Beauclerck, app.
cery.—John Harris, Eſq; maſter of the Murr
nor of Fort William in Scotland.-houſhoid to his majeſty, M. P. for Aſh gover
as Harriſon, Eſq;—a commiſſioner
Thom
.
as,
nd
n.—11
bart.
Thom
Sir Edmo
burto
of bankruptcy (William Melmoth, Eſq;
Surveyor-general of his Majeſty's woods, dec.)
–13. Rev. Dr. Wm. Markham,-M. P. for Glamorganſhire.—13. Sir John dean of Chriſt
Church, Oxford (Rev. Dr.
Aubrey, bart. — zo. Near Edinburgh,
Sir David Cunningham, bart. lieutenant Gregory, dec.)–14. Brackley Kennet,
general of his majeſty's forces, and col. Eſq; elected an alderman of Lond—1on,
(Francis Cockayne, Eſq; deceaſed.) 5
of the 57th foot.
Rev. Thomas Fothergill, D. D.—pro
ns
Lift of PRomotio for the 1%ar 1767. voſt of Queen's college (Rev. Dr. Browne,
October. QTEPHEN Cotterel, Eſq; app. dec.)
one of the clerks in ordinary
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cemented, as to render the work tenable
againſt the fury of the ſea, which is
particularly violent there in ſtormy wea
arriv at Cork from Quebe
The hon. Mr. Dillon, eldeſt ſon to ther. On the baſs juſt deſcribed is erect
of 24
Jord Dillon, united himſelf to the eſta £d a comical tower to the height ar
the ſtones of which are circul and
bliſhed church, in the pariſh church of feet,
cut to different radiuſes; aſcending with
St. Martin'ſ in the Fields, London.
diameters, to the number of
Wed. 30. Alderman Francis Fetherſon reduced
-five
: this tower conſiſts of five
thirty
was ſworn lord mayor of the city of Dub floors, inclu
ding that on which an oëtal
lin, and Patrick Boyd and Henry Bevan,
gon lanthorn is erected, with eight great
Eſqrs; ſheriffs for the enſuing year.
Oct. Wed. 14. His Excellency lord windows, covered with a dome, in which
the
Viſcount Townſhend arrived to take upon are conſtrušted ſixteen ventilators,
aid with
him the governinent of this kingdom, ac whole of which is to gbe overl
companied by his lady, and the Right copper, and terminatin in a gilt ball,
which an antient ſtaff paſſes,
hon. Lord Frederick Campbell, his prin through aying
of a flag from half flood
cipal ſecretary, who was immediately for diſpl
ſworn one of his majeſty's moſt hom. to balf ebb. To this building is connect
a key or wharf, extending 315 feet,
privy council, the Rev. Dr. 1%urg, his §d
32 broad, and 17 high, alſ ſolid.
firſt chaplain, and—Lee, Eſq; his pri byThis
work, the commencement of
vate ſecretary. On his Excellency's ar
rival in the harbour he was ſaluted by which we have already mentioned, was
three rounds from the cannon erected on lighted up the 29th of September, 1767.
is evident to thoſe who are ac
the light houſe in Poolbeg, which began Its uſe
to be conſtructed in 1762, under the care quainted with the danger of the harbour
the undertaker and projector
of the Ballaſi-office committee; the difficul of Dublin : ious
Mr. Smit5, whoſe ability
ties that attended this building have been is the ingen
deſign and integrity in execution, does
very great, which could be only wrought in
at during the time of low water, whea him great honour, and could we be equal

SUNDAY, SEPT. 27.
y-ſeventh regiment of foot
Th; twent
c.
ed

ly ſucceſsful in the other public works in
they were frequently prevented, by blow the
kingdom, particularly our navigati
ing weather and a turbulent ſea. The
we ſhould not be ſo ſarcaſtically dealt
baſs is of an hexagonian figure, near 40 ons,
with
as we are by ſtrangers that come
with
ſolid
and
24
over,
built

feet
high,
amongſt us, but with how much equity
ſtones cut into parallelograms and poly let thcic works declare. *
gons, dovetailed, and io cramped and
His
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dom and zeal, to make further proviſions
His Excellency George, Lord Wiſ. if the neceſſary ſupport of government and
count Tow Nsh END, Lord Lieutenant
General, and General Governor of

the ſafety of this country ſhall lequire
it.
-

IRELAND, His Speech to both Houſes
My Lords and Gentlemen,
of Parliament, at DUBLIN, on Tueſ
The
proteſtant charter-ſchools have,
day the 20th Day of October, 1767.
from their firſt inſtitution, met with the
conſtant aſſiſtance and protection of par
My Lords and Gentlemen,
liament; the ſame diſpoſition, I am per
is with great ſatisfaction that, in ſuaded, will ſtill continue, as they are
obedience to his Majeſty's commands, the great ſources of induſtry, virtué and
religion,
I now meet you here in parliament, being true
The linen Manufa&ture calls likewiſe
confident, that the end of all your con
ſultations, will be to ſupport the honor for your utmoſt attention, and it would
of the crown, and the juſt rights and li be a pleaſing circumſtance to me, if dur
ing my adminiſtration, I cculd ſee fo
berties of the people.
As nothing can be more conducive to reigners entirely prevented from interfer
theſe great ends, than the independency ing in any article of this important con
and uprightneſs of the judges of the land, ſumption.
You may depend upon his majeſty's
in the impartial adminiſtration of juſtice;
I have it in charge from his majeſty to racious diſpoſition to conſent to all ſuch
recommend this intereſting object to par aws, as ſhall be for the welfare and true
liament, that ſuch proviſion may be made intereſt of this kingdom.
On my own part you may be aſſured,
for ſecuring the judges in the enjoyment
of their offices and appointments, during that I will with the utmoſt ſatisfaction,
their good behaviour, as ſhall be thought concur with you in everything that may
promote the publick good; and upon all
moſt expedient.
I ſhall be happy to co-operate with you occaſions contribute my beft endeavours
in this great work ſo graciouſly recom for advancing the happineſs and proſperi
mended by the king, and in whatever ty of the people of Ireland.

I.

-

may tend to the effectual and expeditious
diſtribution of juſtice, throughout

every

The humble ADDRess of the Lord, Spiri
tual

º:

and
in Parliament aſ
ititution and beſt ſecurity is a government
femi-led, to his Excellency GeoR GE,
Lord Piſcount Tow Nsh END, Lord
by law.
Deeply intereſted as we are in the do
Lieutenant General, and General Go
meltic happineſs of our moſt amiable ſo
ºvernor of IRE LAND, on Thurſday the
vereign, you cannot but reflect with plea
22d of Octºber, 1767.
ſure on the increaſe of his maſtſty's fa
mily by the birth of a princeſs royal, and
May it pleaſe your Excellency,
affectionately attached as we muſt be
E his Majeſty's moſt dutiful and
to every branch of that illuſtrious houſe,
loyal ſubjects the Lords ſpiritual
I am perſuaded you feel moſt ſenſibly
the affecting event of the death of his and temporal in parliament aſſembled,
royal highneſs the duke of York, whoſe beg leave to return your Excellency our
many and eminent virtues had juſtly en hearty thanks, for your moſt excellent
deared him to his Majeſty and all his ſub ſpeech from the throne,
We ſhall endeavour in all our proceed
jećts.
ings, to confirm the favourable opinion
Gentlemen of the Houſe of Commons. your Excellency is pleaſed to entertain of
us; and to convince your Excellency,
I have ordered the proper officers to that the ſupport of the honor of the

part of this flouriſhing country,whoſe con
-

--

º

º

prepare and lay before you the neceſſary

crown, and the juſt rights and liberties of

eſtimates, and have no other ſupplies to the ſubject, are the great objects of our
aik but ſuch as have been uſually given ; deliberations.
*
truſting, at the ſame time, to your wiſ
N n n n 2

His
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Convinced by the experience of his
His Majeſty's paternal care of us in
providing for the impartial adminiſtration majeſty's goodneſs to us, we entirely de
of juſtice, by ſecuring to the judges the pend on his gracious diſpoſition, to con

~

enjoyment of their offices and appoint

ſent to all ſuch laws, as ſhall be for the

ments during their good behaviour, is
fully proved, by his being graciouſly
pleaſed to recommend to us the faming
fuch laws, as may tend to that ſalutary

welfare and true intereſt of this kingdom:
and fully aſſured, that your Excellency
will concur with us, in every thing that
may promote the publick good, and our
happineſs and proſperity : we on our
parts, think it our duty to aſſure your Ex
cellency, that we ſhall uſe our beſt endea
vours to render your Excellency's admi
niſtration, eaſy and honourable.
To which Addreſs his Excellency has been
pleaſed to return this moſt Gracious An

purpoſe ;

and we have an entire reliance

on your Excellency's aſſurance, that you
will co-opperate with us in ſuch laws,
as may beſt promote the effectual and ex
peditious diſtribution. of juſtice ; thoſe
great objećts of all well conſtituted go
vernment, and on which the happineſs
and proſpel ſty of ſociety ſo greatly de
pend.
We ſhall always moſt ſenſibly feel,

Jºwer, viz.

-

º

Return my thanks to your lordſhips

for this affectionate addreſs, and for
meſtic happineſs of our moſt amia the very obliging manner in which you
ble ſovereign, and his illuſtrious con expreſs your good opinion of me. I will
ſort ; and we therefore reflect with the always endeavour to preſerve it by mak
utmoſt pleaſure, on the increaſe of his ing his majeſty's ſervice and the intereſt
majeſty's family, by the birth of a prin of this kingdom the objects of my ut

whatever may contribute to the do

moſt care and attention.

ceſs royal.

Senſible of thoſe impreſſions of hu
manity and tenderneſs, which moſt affect
To the King's mºſt Excellent Majeſty.
his majeſty on the recent and melancholy.
humble ADDREss of the Knight,
event of the death of his royal highneſs TheCitizens,
and Burgºſes, in Parliament
the duke of York; we beg leave to aſ
aſſembled.
fure your Excellency, it adds greatly to
that concern which we ſhali always feel,
Moſt Gracious Sovereign,
on any diminution of his illuſtrious fa
mily; but which muſt moſt ſenſibly affect
E your majeſty's moſt dutiful and
us, when we recollect that his royal high
loyal ſubjects, the commons of
neſses many eminent virtues, had ſo juſtly Ireland in parliament aſſembled, beg
endeared him to his majeſty and ail his leave to aſſure your majeſty of our firm
ſubječis.
and inviolable attachment to your ma
Your Excellency's warm recommenda jeſty's ſacred perſon, royal family, and
tion of the ſupport of our proteſtant char government ; and to return your ma
ter ſchools, and your attention, to what jeſty our moſt unfeigned thanks for the
ever may contribute to the encourage confidence which your majeſty has been
ment and extention cf our linen manu graciouſly pleaſed to repoſe in us; the
fačiule, fully convince us, that with continuance of which we ſhall endeavour
the government of Ireland, your Excel to deſerve, by taking every meaſure, to the
lency has adopted the true and real in utmoſt of our abilitics, that may tend to
ter, ſts of it. And we citecn it a parti ſupport the honour of the crown, and
cular inſtance of his majeſty’s goodneſs to the juſt rights and liberties of the people.
us, that he has intruſted the government

We are perfectly ſenſible the abilities,up

of this kingdom to your Excellency, who rightneſs, and independency of the judges
is deſcended from a noble man who ſo of the land, are conducive to thoſe great
eminently ſupported the intereſt of his ends ; and filled with the warmeſt ſenſe of
illuſirious houſe, on which our happi your majeſty's paternal attention to the
neſs entirely depends, and who has happineſs of your faithful ſubjects of this
himſelf ſo greatly contributed to the ex kingdom, we ſhall moſt chearfully and
tention of his majeſty's dominions in A gratefully concur in the important meaſure
hatrica.
ſo graciouſly recommended to us by your
majeſty,
-

-
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majeſty, for ſecuring the judges in the
enjoyment of their offices and appoint
ments during their good behaviour.
We are perfectly ſatisfied, the part
that nobleman will take, to whom your
majeſty has been pleaſed to commit the
government of this kingdom, cannot fail

ry for the welfare and true intereſt of this
kingdom, calls for our warmeſt acknow
ledgments.

-

We beg leave humbly to aſſure your
majeſty, that we conſider it as a particu
lar inſtance of your majeſty's great at
tention to the welfare of this kingdom,
to promote the important work recom that you have been graciouſly pleaſed to
mended by your majeſty, as well as what appoint, a chief governor, whoſe experi
ever eiſe may tend to the effectual and enced abilitics, as well in the cabinet as
expeditious execution of the laws, ſo eſ

in the field, give us the higheſt expecta

ſential to the happineſs of this kingdom,
whoſe conſtitution and ſecurity, we are
fully ſenſible, is a government by law.
Permit us to congratulate your ma
jeſty upon the further addition to your
illuſtrious houſe, by the birth of a prin
ceſs royal ; an event which muſt give the
higheſt ſatisfaction to a people ſo deeply
intereſted in the happineſs of ſo excellent
a ſovereign, adorned with every virtue
that conſtitutes the great king, and the
amiable father of a family.
Our condolence for the melancholy e
vent ſo recent and affecting, we know
not how to offer to your majeſty : unwil
ling to renew your majeſty's fraternal

tions, that his Excellency will, in every
circumſtance ſupport the honour of the
crown, and the juſt rights and liberties of
your majeſty's faithful ſubječts of Ire

Ireland, in parliament aſſembled, beg

grief, we ſhall forbear to expreſs our

leave to attend your Excellency with our

feelings for the loſs of ſo amiable a prince,
whoſe eminent virtues had juſtly endear
ed him to your majeſty and all your ſub
jects.
We have ever eſteemed the proteſtant
charter ſchooles as great ſources of in
duſtry, virtue, and true religion, and ſhall

ſincere thanks, for your moſt excellent
ſpeech from the throne, and to expreſs

land.

To his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant.
The humble Addreſs of the Knights, Citi

zens, and Burgºſes, in Parliament aſ:
ſembled,

May it pleaſe your Excellency,

W:loyal
his majeſty's moſt dutiful and
ſubjećts the commons of
our ſatisfaction in his majeſty's affe&io
nate regard for the proſperity of this
kingdom, ſo warmly ſhewn by the ap
pointment of a chief governor, who de

ſcended from anceſtors diſtinguiſhed

by
be ever ready to grant then ſuch aſſiſtance their inviolable attachment to the cauſe
and protection as may be found neceſſa of liberty, and the great ſupport of it,

ry for their proper ſupport and advance the ſucceſſion in the illuſtrious houſe of
ment.

And we ſhall with the utmoſt aſ

Hanover, inherits the ſame principles

fiduity, endeavour to put an effectual and ſteadily adheres to the ſame ſenti
ſtop to every inconvenience that has hi

... reto impeded the improvement of that
moſt important branch of our trade the
linen manufacture; and ſhall be happy
to ſee foreigners intirely prevented from
interfering in any article of it.
The great affection which your loyal

inents.

When we refle& on the important ſer.

vices and great military experience of
your Excellency, for many years in dif

ferent parts of the globe, and on your
happy ſucceſs in raiſing the fame, and ex

tending the dominions of Great-Britain,

and faithful commons of Ireland have

when we now ſee the ſword of juſtice en
ever teſtified for your ſacled perſon, and truſted to the ſame perſon, who has
the ſucceſſion in your illuſtrious houſe, conſtantly uſed the ſword of war, for the
will always induce them to the utmoſt of honour of his ſovereign, and the glory
their abilities to #. ſuch ſupplies as of his country, we muſt look up to your
may be neceſſary for the ſupport of your Excellency with the higheſt expectation
majeſty's government, and the ſafety of and confidence, and when we recolle&t
this kingdom.

the conſiderable ſhare which you have

Your majeſty's gracious diſpoſition to taken, in planning and carrying into exe
conſent to all ſuch laws as may be ſaluta cution in England, an effectual national
militia,
,-
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militia, we cannot but acknowledge, that
the civil power could not be more ſafely
or uſefully delegated than to your Ex
tellency.
Happy in uniting a paſſion for glory

government, and ſafety of this kingdom
ſhall require.
The proteſtant charter ſchools well de
ſerve our conſtant aſſiſtance, as great
ſources of induſtry, virtue, and true re
with a love for the laws, and zeal for the ligion, and we ſhall eſteem ourſelves pe
ſeeurity of the conſtitution, your Excel culiarly happy in diſtinguiſhing your Ex
lency has given us a moſt favourable pre cellency's adminiſtration, by ſo ſingular
ſage of your future adminiſtration, by a benefit to the linen manufačture of this
your early attention to the impartial di kingdom, as the prevention of foreign
ſtribution of juſtice ; and we ſee with ers from interfering in any article of that
joy and veneration, the warm regard and important branch of our trade.
concern which animate his majeſty's royal
But moſt particularly, we beg leave
breaſt for the ſecurity of the rights and to make our moſt ſincere acknowledg
liberties of his faithful ſubjećts of Ireland, ments for your Excellency's declarations
in his majeſty's gracious recommendation of his majeſty's gracious diſpoſition to
to us, to make a proper proviſion for ſe conſent to all ſuch laws, as ſhall be for

curing the judges in the enjoyment of

the welfare and true intereſt of Ireland,

their offices and appointments, during
their good behaviour, a work which we
ſhall proceed upon with the moſt grateful
ſenſe of his majeſty's paternal affection
for our welfare, as a ſecurity long and
ardently wiſhed for in this kingdom, to
the religion, the laws, the liberties, and
properties of the ſubjećt, the accompliſh
ment of which will be a ſtrong mark of
his majeſty's juſt confidence in us, and

and of your own warm wiſhes, to con
cur in every thing that may promote the
public good.

ſuch ſupplies as the neceſſary ſupport of

miniſtration.

Fully confident from theſe aſſurances,

that this nation will, under your Excel
lency's government, be made happy in
the acquiſition of every law which can
promote the honour of the crown, and
advance the happineſs and proſperity of
the people of Ireland, we on our parts
will remain an honourable memorial of ſhall make it our ſtudy to contribute every
thing in our power to the eaſe, the honour,
your Excellency's adminiſtration.
We ſhall chearfully concur in granting and the dignity of your Excellency's ad
Vacant Seats in Parliament on opening the Seſſion.
Hon. Nich. Loftus,

Fethard,
Dublin,

james Grattan, Eſq;
Alex. M. Aulay, Eſq;
Edmond Malone, Eſq;

Granard,

Anthony Foſier, Eſq;

Louth Co.

Thomaſlown,

now Earl of Ely.
Dead.
Dead.

A judge.
Chief Bar. of the Excheq.

Rickard FitzPatrick, Eſq;

Galway,

Sir john Mcade, Bart.
Rt. Hon. Ben. Burton,

King's Co.

Dead.
now Viſc. Clanwillian.

Catherlough Co.

Dead.

Jocelyn Flood, Eſq;

Callen,

Dead.

Leave is given to bring in heads for a The following Addreſſes ſhew how much
a Bill for the Limitation of Parliaments
bill for limiting the duration of parlia
is the Dºſire of the Kingdom.
ments, when Charles Lucas, Eſq; M. D.
repreſentative for the city of Dublin; An Addreſs of the Freeholders of the Coun
Henry Flood, Eſq; member for Callen,
ty of Meath to the Right hon, Hercules
and William Ponſonby, Eſq; repreſenta
Langford Rowley and Gorges Low
tive for the city of Cork, were directed to
ther, Eſqrs. Knight of the Shire for ſaid
repare the ſame: as were heads of a
County.
É.
for making judges commiſſions, quam
diuſ benegeſſºrint, the hon. Barry Max
Gentlemen,
well, member for Armagh, Will. Stew

art, Eſq; repreſentative for the county of

T your ele&ion we enjoined you to
inſiſt on a bill for limiting parlia
Tyrone, and Sir Lucius O'Brien, bart.
member for Ennis, were directed to pre ments to ſeven years at the utmoſt,-tho’
we
pare the ſame.
*
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we are convinced of your fidelity, we lic, where the general voice of the king
muſt obſerve that the frequent miſcarri dom incites us to it, if we failed to
age of ſuch bills paſſed by the honoura follow the example of other counties, eſ
ble houſe of commons, does further de pecially when we conſider that we have
monſtrate the neceſſity of ſome efficacious the peculiar honour of having for one of
law for limitation.
our repreſentatives the ſpeaker of the
No man diſputes our right to free and houſe of commons, and when we recol
frequent parliaments; a right interwoven le&t, with as much honour to him, as
with our conſtitution,-Parliaments freely with ſatisfaction to ourſelves, that he
and frequently choſen are the original has publicly declared his ſentiments in
ſhare of the people in the legiſlature, the favour of this meaſure.
ſoul and ſpirit which gives real weight to
From the above conſiderations we hope,
that we ſhall not be thought officious in
government.
this
our addreſs, but on the contrary
The power of changing deputies is our
principal freedom, the bulwark of all our that you, gentlemen, will ſhew your ap
liberties;–the free exerciſe of this pow probation of it by doubling your endea
er is liberty ; the ſuppreſſion of this vours to effectuate the ſucceſs of that
exerciſe, the ſuppreſſion of liberty, yet conſtitutional and neceſſary law.
Give us leave at the ſame time to re
is the ſeventh year of this reign now ex
piring without any ſtatute obtained to commend to your particular attention,
prevent repetition of the dangerous griev the eſtabliſhment of a national militia in
ance tending to alienate the truſtee from this kingdom.
his conſtituents ;-connected, they mu

tually proſper;-moſt ſo when cloſeſt con
nected:—The ſame fate both muſt ſhare ;

John Shepherd, High Sheriff.
William Evans Morres, Foremax.

ſtand or fall together. For your preſer
, vation and our own, we muſt conjure you, The following Anſwers were communi
cated to John Shepherd,
Sheriff.
pherd, Eſq; High
Hig
to redouble your attention to a bill, at

all Times defireable for ſtrengthening the
proteſtant intereſt.
Dear Sir,
Dublin, Sept. 8, 1767.
To what end have you been elected,
if not to make our higheſt concern your
Have the favour of your letter of the
5th inſtant tranſmitting to me the ad
principal care in parliament 2–Can taxa
tion be your firſt thought, and our rights dreſs of the high ſheriff and grand jury of
your laſt – If you, tax us, let the reſti the county of Kilkenny, in favour of a
tution of our freedom animate us to bear bill for ſeptennial parliaments, and I re
it.—Truſt implies confidence of juſtice, queſt that you will do me the honour to
parliamentary truſt beſpeaks redreſs and acquaint the grand jury, in the manner
protection, the very end for which parlia which you ſhall judge moſt proper.
That not only my ſentiments are
ments were inſtituted, and due to ſub
in favour of that important bill, but that
jests truly loyal.
it is my determination to exert my utmoſt
Trim, Auguſt 1o, 1767.
endeavours, to promote in all places, the
The Addreſ of the High Sheriff and ſucceſs of a law, which has been ſo ſtrong
Grand jury of the County of Kilkenny. ly recommended to me by my conſtitu
ents, which is ſo univerſally and ſo earn
To his Excellency John Ponſonby, and eitly deſired by this nation, and which, I
James Agar, Eſqrs Knights of the think to be ſo eſſentially neceſſarv to the
Shire for the County of Kilkenny.
liberty and happineſs of the people.
I have ever been a warm friend to a
E, the high ſheriff and grand jury
of the county of Ailkenny, take well regulated militia, and whenever a
occaſion once more to addreſs you our plan properly ſuited to the particular cir
repreſentatives in favour of a ſepten cumſtances of this country, ſhall be pro
nial bill; for however ſome influence, poſed to parliament, I ſhall give it all the
and aid in my power. I am, dear
which we moſt ſenſibly feel, and as ſin attention
Your moſt obedient
cerely lament, has fruſtrated our hopes Sir,
humble ſervant,
heretofore, yet we ſhould think ourſelves
greatly wanting in our duty to the Pub
7. Po’ſony.
-
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Gowran, Sept. 10, 1767. this kingdom.

I A M favoured, through you, with the

james Bailie, Sheriff.
Francis Anneſſy, Foreman.
addreſs of the high ſheriff and grand
[To be continued.]
jury of the county of Kilkenny, requeſt
ing my attendance in parliament, to pro Collections for the Support of Charity
Schools.
mote a bill for the limitation of parlia
ments for ſeven years.
Hibernian School, one day's 1. s. d.
Give me leave to aſſure you, Sir, and
pay of the 55th foot, — 18 9 &
through you the grand jury and body of St. Patrick's pariſh, dean Cor
this county, that from the earlieſt period
bet preacher, Sept. 25. – 41 16 2.
in which this bill was firſt moved in the
Lift of BIRT hs for the Year 1767.
houſe of commons, I have ever been a
lady of Sir Robert
ſtrenuous ſupporter and promoter of it,
Staples, bart. of a ſon. —
and ſhall, as you deſire, double my endea
vours to get that conſtitutional and ne Of Francis Flood, of Huntingbrook, Eſq;
ceſſary law paſſed, through that part of of a daughter.
the legiſlature, where you have done me Lift of MARRIAGEs for the rear 1767.
the honour to ſend me.
H E Rev. Dr. Law, to
A well regulated militia is much to be SEPT. 26.
miſs Span.—Sam. Smith
deſired by every well-wiſher to the liber
ty of his country, and whenever a proper of Ballidona, king's co. Eſq; to miſs
bill, that ſhall anſwer the circumſtance Martha Weſtrop, of the co. of Limerick.
and ſituation of this country, is brought —9. William Handcock, Eſq; M. P. for
into parliament, I ſhall give it all the aid the bor. of Athlone, to miſs Suſannah
Lloyd, daugh, of Owen Lloyd of Rock
in my power,
ville, co. of Roſcommon, Eſq;
I am, Sir, with great regard,
- Your moſt obedient, and
Lift of DEATH s for the Year 1767.
SEPT E M BER.
H E wife of William
Very humble Servant,

ocre. Tº

james Agar.

Cooper, Eſq; —James

Eſq; eldeſt ſon of Stafford Huf
The Addreſ of the High Sheriff, Grand Huſſey,
ſey, Eſq; baron of Galtrim.—At Li
jury, and Freeholders of the County of merick,
Andrew Creagh, of Coonagh.
Down.
Eſq; –Capt. Thomas Wilſon, late of the

To the Hon. Henry Seymour Conway, and
Bernard Ward, Eſqrs. Knights of the
Shire for the County of Down.
Law for limiting the duration of
parliaments, muſt come ſo recom
mended by every principle of conſtitutio
mal liberty, that we cannot doubt of its
receiving your moſt ſtrenuous efforts to
obtain it.

royal Iriſh Dragoons.—At Cork, Alex
ander Parris, of Barbadoes, Eſq;-At
Tralee, Arthur Denny, Eſq; provoſt
of that town.—Richard St. George, of
Kilworth, Eſq;-The Rt. hon. Benja
min Burton, one of his majeſty's moſt
hon, privy council, a commiſſioner of the
cuſtoms, knight of the ſhire, and gover

nor of the co, of Carlow.—zo. Hugh

We ſhould not now think it neceſſary Crofton, Eſq;
to repeat to you our earneſt wiſhes on this Lift of PRomotions for the Year 1767.
H E Right hon. Nicholas
ſubject, after the favourable opinion you OCT. 2.
were pleaſed to expreſs of ſuch a law, at
Hume, earl of Ely, app,
the reſpective times of your elections, but one of the governors of the co. of Fer
that we hold it to be our indiſpenſable du managh, and colonel of militia dragoons
ty, to let no public occaſion eſcape with of that county.—9. Bowen Southwell, eſq;
out expreſſing them, and we cannot (tho’ Gentleman uſher of the Black rod.—The

ſo often diſappointed) but hope that our Rev. Dr. Young, and the hon. Mr. Corn
moſt gracious ſovereign, out of his pater
mal regard to the ſatisfaction of his ſub
jećts in general, will at length, from our
ſpirited and loyal perſeverance, be induc
ed to comply with the juſtice of our de
fires, and to gratify his loyal ſubječis of

wallis, -chaplains in ordinary to the lord
ligutenant.-19. Charles Tottenham, eſq;
M. P. for the Borough of Clonmines, one of his aid-de-camps—The Rev. Sir
Robert Pynſent, bart. preſented to a liv
ing in the dioceſe of Cloyne.
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GENTLEMAN’s and LONDON

M A G A Z I N E,
For N O V E M B E R,

1767.

The Speeches, Arguments, and Determinations, of the Right Hon. the Lord,
of Council and Seſſion of Scotland, upon that important Cauſe, wherein his
Grace the Duke of Hamilton and others were Plaintiffs, and Archibald

Douglas of Douglas, Eſq; Defendants. Continued from Page 612, and
concluded.

july 1o.
allowed in this cauſe. The conſequence of
Lord Kennet ſpoke firſt this Day as fol this is, that the onus probandi lies upon the
plaintiffs,who muſt therefore bring a clear,
lows.
convincing, and demonſtrative evidence to
HIS cauſe being of ſo great im ſupport their challenge of the birth.
portance and expectation, it is high
When I lay down theſe principles, I do
ly reaſonable that each of your lordſhips not, as was hinted yeſterday, º the ſe
ſhould give his opinion upon it. My plan curity of the ſubjects birth-right, ſince it
is to deliver my opinion upon the princi is clear, that every perſon muſt remain
pal points of the cauſe, moſt of which have in the poſſeſſion of his ſtate upon the legal
been already ſtated with great propriety preſumptions for filiation, till it be clear
by thoſe of your lordſhips that have ſpoke ly and convincingly proved, that ſuch
before me.
perſon is not entitled to that filiation.
An objection has been moved for the
I do not think myſelf capable to per
ſuade any of your lordſhips to be of my defendant on account of the lateneſs of
opinion. And tho’ I thought I could do bringing the preſent action againſt him;
ſo, yet I would be very far from deſiring it. but upon a littie conſideration, this objec
My opinion is then for ſuſtaining the tion flies off, as it is clear, that the plain
reaſons of redućtion.
tiffs had no right to bring ſuch an ačtion
The firſt queſtion before us is, upon till after the death of the Jºe of Douglas.
whom lies the onus probandiº upon And as to the diſtance of t.:e ſo much
which I obſerve, that when a perſon claims, complaimed of by the defendant, it is re
he muſt prove his propinquity, or at leaſt ally as great a loſs to the plaintiffs as to
he muſt have the acknowledgment of pa him ; and indeed I rather think it had
rents, and a habite and repute general and been happy for this detendant if the ac
uncontradićted. Such a proof as this, tion had been ſtill later; and that Sir john
however, cannot be called a probatio pro and Mrs. Hewit had both of them been
bata. Neither is the acknowledgment of dead before they could have been exa
parents a preſumption juris et de jure : mined in the cauſe.
for then no proof at all would have been
O o o o
Of
November, 1767.
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Of all cwidence to prove a crime, ſuch they have ſaid as to the prodigious bulk
as that of the ſuppoſitio partuſ, the cir of lady jane even be ‘ore ſhe left Aix
cumſtantiate evidence is the moſt con la-Chapelle. For if the bulk had been
vincing; and what is more, the leaſt ſuſ as both theſe witneſſes repreſent, it is in
credible to ſuppoſe, that ſo many wit
picious.
In judging of ſuch a proof, the whole meſſes, to whom lady jar daily appeared
circumſtances muſt be taken together. throughout her journey, ſhould never
Some by themſelves may appear trivial, have obſerved it. Mrs. Hewit depoſes,
which, when joined to others, appear That when they were at Rheims, lady
ext edingly material. I conſidered the jawe was ſo very unwieldy, that ſhe
plaintiffs proof even with a prejudice for never went abroad but once : Whereas
the defendant, and I examined his proof the Abbe Hibert walked with her often in
to find out circumſtances to make me be the moſt public places and walks about
lieve that he was the ſon of lady jane; Rheims.
At the ſame time, as it is certain, if
which I ſincerely declare I much wiſhed
to be the caſe. But motives of compaſ lady jane had been pregnant, ſhe muſk.
ſion cannot now have weight with me; have been delivered; I thought if I could
for when I fit as a judge to determine a find out a real bulk when ſeen without
caſe of property like this, I muſt go on her cloaths, it would go far to inſtruct
in the ſtraight road of evidence, without the defendant's plea.
turning either to the right hand or to the
With this view, therefore, I carefully
left.
confidered the evidence of madameTewis,
The pregnancy of lady jane
Mrs. Hewit, Iſabel Walker and Mrs.
is in courſe the firſt objećt of proof in Hepburn of Keith. As to madame Te
this cauſe, and I muſt acknowledge, that ‘wis, ſhe appears to me to have declared
I think there is a clear proof of the ap things which could not poſſibly exiſt at
pearances of pregnancy; but then I con that time, at ſo fallible a ſtage of her
fider, that ſuch appearances are often ve pregnancy. But it is my opinion, that
ry deceitful, and that they cannot be well having been drawn in to expreſs her
diſtinguiſhed from an affected pregnancy. ſelf too ſtrongly upon this point to Sir
Of this we have many inſtances in that George Colquhoun and colonel Douglas,
famous title of the Roman pande&ts, de ſhe was thereby obliged to repeat the
ventre inſpiciendo.
ſame afterwards in her judicial declara
* The proof of pregnancy brought for tion.
the defendant, is a proof of opinion by
The amount of Mrs. Hepburn's oath,
the witneſſes merely ; who, I dare ſay, is, that upon coming one day into lady
have depoſed according to their own be jane's bed-room when ſhe was dreſfing,
lief; though I think their depoſitions not ſhe obſerved her breaſts to be of ſo large
ſufficient to eſtabliſh the truth, that lady a fize, that ſhe had no doubt of her
jane was really pregnant. It deſerves being with child. But theſe marks are
attention upon what different grounds the ſtill too fallacious, and therefore I was
different witneſſes formed their opinion of willing to take in here the declaration of
the pregnancy; and more particularly Effy Caw; but then this declaration of
Sir William Stewart and his lady ſay, hers amounts to an opinion only, and
they thought lady jane pregnant, be that opinion formed without any oppor
cauſe ſhe was pale of complexion, and tunity to know.—
Iſabel Walker and Mrs. Hewit have
had frequent vomitings. As to the pale
neſs of her complexion, that appears to gone much farther upon the fide of the
have been natural to her ; and as to the defendant, but then they have ſwore to
vomitings, it is in proof, by the oath of many things which are not true. Iſabel
Iſabel Walker, that ſhe had been often Walker, particularly, is incredible when
troubled with theſe even before ſhe left ſhe ſwears as to the height of the beds,
Scotland. Mrs. Hewitt and Iſabel Wal and that upon that account, lady jane
ker are, no doubt, the capital witneſſes was obliged to uſe a ſtool to get into
for the defendant upon this point of the them. This witneſs has ſworn, that
pregnancy. But then, their teſtimonies lady jane employed no mantua-maker

ºf:

appear to me highly ſuſpicious in many at Rheims. And ſhe has depoſed very
reſpects, and in none more than in what Particularly, but very incredibly, as to
her
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her converſations with Mrs. Andrieux muſt go a great length to diſprove the
there. She is alſo no leſs incredible, as birth. I have heard it ſaid, that the de

to what ſhe relates of a converſation fendant has proved his birth by the dire&t

teſtimony of two witneſſes, Sir joka

which ſhe ſays, ſhe over-heard betwixt
lady jane Douglas and the late lord
Preſtongrange upon the ſubject of the
birth of the children. Perhaps, my
lord might ſay to lady jane, that ſhe was
not bound to prove the birth, but ſurely
his lordſhip would never adviſe her againſt
providing herſelf with proofs to be uſed
afterwards, if there ſhould be occaſion

proved the falſehood of it by contiary

for them.

evidence.

Stewart and Mrs. He wit.

I own, I

cannot underſtand this argument. If it
be a good one, the e is a ready way laid
to accompliſh an impoſture at once : but
ſuppoſing, that not only two, but twen
ty witneſſes had ſwore directly to the
birth; yet ſtill, the plaintiffs might have

I have mentioned the accounts given
by the parties themſelves: with reſpect
to lady jane, we ſee her always ſpeak
ing in general ; the only time ſhe came
to particulars, was in a converſation with
for them the caſtle of the count de Salm, the counteſs of Stair, as it ſtands depo
where lady jane might have had every ſed to by her daughter the Hon. Mrs.
thing convenient for her approaching de Primroſe. Lady jane well knew, that
livery ; and that Mrs. Tewis did ac there was plenty of good aſſiſtance to be
cordingly write to her friend the Great had at Rheins. And therefore, to excuſe
Bailiff of the count, deſiring accommo the ſtrange ſtep of her going to Paris,
dation for Sir John and lady jane in the ſhe tells the counteſs of Stair that ſtrange
caſtle of Bedbur. It might have been ſtory about the advice given her by an
expected, that Sir john and lady jane, unknown lady to leave Rheims directly.
as they had agreed to petition the count As the profeſſed intention of their going
de Salm for this favour, would have to Paris, was to have lady jane deliver
waited for his anſwer; but inſtead of ed by the ableſt accoucheur there; and
that, they ſuddenly leave Aix-la-Chapelle as lady Stair obſerved to her, that ſhe
under pretence of the imminent hazard ought to have had ſome of the Britiſh
of an approaching delivery, and ſet out people then at Paris witneſſes to the
for Rheims, where, nevertheleſs, they delivery, ſhe has an excuſe ready at
continue to remain for the ſpace of a hand, which is, that ſhe was delivered
month. How ill then does this agree with within half an hour or within an hour,
their pretence for not ſtaying but a few after their arrival in Paris.
Sir john Stewart in his account of
days at Aix la-Chapelle, when they might
have got their anſwer from the count de the matter ſolemnly ſays, that he went
Salm ?
previouſly to Paris in the month of
After having remained ſo long at May or June preceding the birth; and
Rheims, they ſuddenly ſet off for Paris, yet, this is clearly proved to be a falſe
Lady jane and Sir John gave many
different pretences for their leaving Aix
la Chapelle. There is one circumſtance
particularly that ſtrikes me ſtrongly. I
ſee that Mrs. Tewis offered to procure

and leave their maids behind them at hood.

And as this is the caſe, can we
Rheims, at a time when of all others they preſume any part of the accounts given
had the moſt need for their attendance.

º:
º:

by Sir John to be true : It is acknow
For this ſtrange conduct, in their not ledged by Mrs. Hewit, that there was
taking the maids alongſt with them, the no nurſe be ſpoke, and ſhe gives this
want of money was given as a pretence, ſtrange and unaccountable reaſon for it,
which is clearly proved to be falſe, for that lady jawe did not know if the
Sir john had at that time a credit for no would be brought to bed of a living
leſs a ſum than zooo livres.

I now come to the proof of the deli
very. The defendant was not bound to
prove the delivery, and it lies upon the
to prove the falſehood of it.
at then, if the only three perſons con
cerned ſhall be found to give inconſiſtent
and falſe accounts of this matter, this

..".

child.

Sir John Stewart ſays, that he would
not have known winei e to have found out

la Marre, if he had been wanted ſud

denly; and that if this had been the
caſe, he muit have cºlled another.

He

afterwards attempts to nake this ſome
what better, but in reality makes it
O oo o z
worſe,
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worſe, becauſe he depoſes, that when
they came back from Paris to Rheims, in
the year 1748, that he did not even then
know how to find out la Marre.

Nov.

pearance; and ſome of the witneſſes,
particularly madame Blainville, gives it
as their opinion, that the child brought

there muſt have been much older than
Mrs. Hewit has ſaid that lady jane ten days.

had no ſick muſe, and yet Iſabel Walker
ſays Mrs. Hewit wrote her they had a
ſick nurſe. Again, it is ſaid that the
Pierre la Marre never came to ſee lady
ane but once. This is extraordinary

They have told us that this ſecond boy
was put to nurſe under the care of la

Marre : and yet, by their own account,
they know not where to find either la
Marre, the child, or its nurſe. It is

indeed; and the more particularly ſo, as, extremely odd that nobody ever ſaw this

according to their own accounts, he had
the care of the ſecond boy, who was a
weakly ender infant.
The defendant has fixed madame la
Bruſſie's, as the place of the delivery.
When Mrs. Napier puſhed Sir John
Stewart to give lady Schaw an account
of the particulars of the birth, he then
fixes the delivery to have happened in

ſecond child, till he ſuddenly made his
appearance at Rheims. Why not deſire
the chevalier jobnſion, then at Paris, to

enquire after the child who was ſo fickly
and tender *

Sir john declares that he knows no

thing of the place where they reſided in
Paris in 1749, and wherein they were
three days before ſeeing their ſecond

the houſe of madame Michelle; and at child. For this a bad memory is no ſuf
this time too, Mrs. Hewit writes her ficient excuſe. I had not the honour to

letter to the duke of Douglas, fixing up
on the ſame houſe of Michelle as being
the place, though ſhe has ſince ſworn,
repeated times, that ſhe could never re
member French names.

Mrs. Hewit has expreſsly depoſed,
that the whole time they were at Mi
chelle's, lady Jane never went abroad,
either to Werſailles or to any other place,
whereas you have it in proof that ſhe made
two ſeparate journeys while ſtaying at

ſit alongſt with your lordſhips when Sir
john gave his declaration, but I have
heard that he was allowed to retraćt, but

that he did not, upon any part of the
accounts given by him. However this
be, there is a remarkable inſtance of Sir

john's attention and diſtinčtneſs in his
letter to Monſ. Mallifer, at Rheims.
It appears clearly in proof, that both

Sir John and lady jane were very early
acquainted with the ſuſpicions of the

Michelle's; and in particular, madame birth, yet they took no care to remove

Blainville ſwears expreſsly, that ſhe went
in the very coach with lady Jane to ſee
the palace and the gardens at Verſailles.
It muſt be held to be very extraordinary,
that ſhe was abie to go to Verſailles, and

theſe. They ſaid that their honour was

called in queſtion: but this was only a
pretence; for why not ſend to Paris for
proofs of the delivery, when it is clear

they ſent to Aix-la-Chapelle for proofs

to walk about the e, and yet that ſhe of the pregnancy
Or why attempt a
never went to ſee the ſecond boy, who proof of the pregnancy at its moſt fallible
was at nurſe hard by her. It has been ſtage, when they might have a&ually

faid, that there is no proof that lady Jame produced proofs of the delivery itſelf? or
But this is at leaſt they might have kept ſome of
a miſtake; for Mrs. Hewit expreſsly de the many genuine letters which it is ſaid
poſes that lady jane never, went to ſee they received from la Marre. Or, at
Sholto at all, “ becauſe ſhe was weak leaſt, why did Sir John forge letters as
“ and fickly the whole time they were coming from la Marre * Surely, if he
“ at Michelle’s.”
could have got real ones, he would have
When they come firſt to Michelle's, never fabricated falſe ones.
let us obſerve their condu& here. They
The madame la Brune, in whoſe houſe
talk as if lady jane had been lately deli the delivery is now ſaid to have happen
vered in the country, and they ſet out ed, is not to be found in any of the
for the country under the pretence of books either of the police or the capita
bringing their child from ſome place to tion : the only madame la Brune, who
wards St. Germaine. And when they re it is now ſaid by the defendant may have
turn with their child next day, the people been the perſon, is a garde malade, and
never went to ſee this child.

at Mickelle's are ſurprized with its ap ſo does not anſwer the deſcription ſo
point
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pointedly given by Sir john ; and indeed been canvaſſed, the more exa& do they
it is not credible that Sir jobn Stewart, appear to me.

And when Sir john has

whoſe charaćter was never that of a mi himſelf admitted, that he ſtaid there three

ſer, ſhould, when he had money in his days, it is ſurely moſt probable, that
pocket, have allowed lady jane Douglas there would be an account opened for
to have been delivered in ſo wretched a them in theſe books.
•

p:

º

º

ſº

;

Great cries have been raiſed againſt the

place

I do not think it however concluſive Tournelle Proceſs, and indeed the houſe

againſt the defendant, that la Marre of lords have in ſo far condemned it; yet
cannot now be found out; it was his I cannot ſee it was of ſuch hurt to the
ſtrongeſt argument, that he was not now defendant as was ſet forth. The Parlia
obliged to produce him ; he ſhould have ment of Paris is a court of honour and
therefore reſted here, for he is not in the dignity. What then could induce them

Jeaſt aſſiſted by this proof of a Lewis to do any thing bad of itſelf againſt the
Pierre de la Mart. Sir john's deſcription defendant? I am not moved with the ar
of his la Marre muſt make it clear be gument drawn from the plaintiffs firſt
yond controverſy, that this Lewis la founding their argument of the alibi
. Mart cannot be the ſame man. When upon the books of Michelle; for when
we conſider the converſations which Dr. thoſe books were found to be erroneous,

Menager had with Giles and Moureau, why not reſort to Godefroi's, which are
we ſhall be convinced that Giſes's teſti

not ſo 2 And as to the Monitoire, it does
againſt this part of the evidence
mony is more credible than Menager's; not
at all.
the manner of this la Mart's ſigning his
As to the enlevements, altho' the
name is proved, by his contraćt of mar
riage, not at all to coincide with that of Mignons may have ſworn falſely as to
his ſubſcription of the four pretended ſome particulars, yet it is clear they ſpoke
letters.
truth as to their having a child taken
If la Marre did not deliver lady jane, away. The time of this enlevement is
then there is no weight due to the teſti critical,—it is ſurpriſingly near.
As to Sanry's child, this does not de
mony of madame Garnier; but, beſides
this, when we conſider the difference in pend ſo much upon parole evidence, but
the accounts given by Sir john, and upon the evidence of the church records.
thoſe of madame Garnier, we cannot This enlevement is brought with moſt
poſſibly make them tally together in any ſurpriſing exactneſs to the very period at

like

-

one particular.

Madame Garnier did

which Sir jobn Stewart, lady jane and

not know whoſe child it was ſhe was nur

Mrs. Hewit are in Paris, and when they
ſing; only ſº.e ſays ſhe was informed it can give no account of themſelves what

was to be a rich child in its own coun

ever.

try. This then cannot apply to the ſe
There is no proof in the memory of
cond child of lady jane Douglas, and man of any enlevement having been ac
if we examine the whole of madame compliſhed in Paris.
Garnier's accounts as to the time of the
As to the death-bed declarations, I ſee
child's coming and going away from her, lady Jane behaving with tenderneſs to the
we ſhall find, that in point of time, her defendant on her death-bed, but what ſhe
accounts can no ways ſuit thoſe given by ſaid at †. time cannot properly be called
Sir john and Mrs. Hewit of the ſecond a declaration.
bow.

As to Sir john Stewart's declaration,
it is indeed much more formal ; but we
the condućt of the parties concerned ; but often ſee that people who have committed
I own I cannot lay out of my view the great crimes will go to death averring
proof of the alibi in the houſe of Gode falſehoods.
froi. Godefroi and his wife do not de
Upon the whole, I ſtrongly feel for this
poſe altogether from memory, and their defendant, but ſhould feel more to deli
books are further ſupported by Sir jobn's ver what were not the real ſentiments of
own admiſſion. That he and his com my heart.
pany did actually come there upon the
Eard
4th july. The more theſe books have

five hitherto reſted my opinion upon

Nov.
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Lord Hales ſpoke next to the following whole of this ſcene, and muſt
Purpoſe.

attribute

it to the amazing aſcendancy which Sir
john ſeems to have got over the mind of

N judging of a cauſe of this nature, this unhappy lady.
Having made theſe obſervations, I now
we muſt act according to ſtrong pro
babilities and moral evidence. The cha proceed to examine the evidence brought
racters of parties concerned, muſt, in ſuch in this cauſe. And 1ſt, As to the Preg
an evidence as this, have ſome weight. many. The appearance of this is proved
And if I could perſuade myſelf of a good indeed by ſtrong teſtimony. I obſerve,
charašter on the part of lady Jane Dou that ſeveral of the witneſſes give as their
glas, I ſhould think it ſtrong on the reaſon for thinking lady jane pregnant,
#. of the defendant. But I cannot be That ſhe was weak and pale; tho’ it is
ieve the opinion of ſome of the witneſſes, very certain that ſhe was ſo by her na
who have depoſed ſo favourably for her tural conſtitution. Several of the nuns
upon this particular, becauſe there is at Aix-la-Chapelle have depoſed ſtrongly
much evidence of her want of truth to the pregnancy, tho’ they are ſurely
upon almoſt every occaſion. Thus, when not the beſt evidences to eſtabliſh a fact
in her letters to one friend, ſhe is profeſ of this ſort.
Mrs. Grieg I eſteem a very honeſt evi
fing the ſtrongeſt attachment to the Pro
teſtant religion, and telling them that dence, but one who is over-run with pre

ſhe was going to a country where ſhe
might have the free exerciſe of that re
ligion; ſhe has in the mean time reſolved
upon going into the very heart of France,
where ſhe knew ſhe could have no op
portunity at all of hearing Proteſtant mi

judices; and I have the ſame opinion of
miſs Primroſe. Much has been ſaid

vation.

may have been deceived in their notions

about the milcarriages by lady jane; and

more particularly, the defendant has
founded ſtrongly on the depoſition of the
nurſe, Manger, and of madame Rutlidge.
miſters.
That mentioned by madame Manger is
Her converſation with the late counteſs now given up, and the defendant ſup
of Stair, as it ſtands depoſed to by the poſes, that ſhe may have miſtaken the
honourable Mrs. Primroſe, is another fla Catamenia for a miſcarriage.
grant inſtance of the truth of this obſer
It is very poſſible that honeſt witneſſes
In her letters to Mrs. Carrſe, which of the pregnancy, by entertaining a ſort
are dated from Holland, ſhe not only in of belief, that ſome great event or other

the moſt ſolemn manner denies her mar was to follow, ſuch as is mentioned in
riage with Mr. Stewart, altho' ſhe had Sir William Stewart's and the Earl of

been married to him ſeveral months, but Dumbarton's letters to lady jane.

Lady
likewiſe throws out a deal of ſcurrility Catharine Weenyſ is an unſuſpected evi
upon her own couſin Mrs. Stewart, for dence, and yet ſhe obſerved nothing of
her having repeated the news which ſhe the pregnancy j on the contrary, her
had heard of that marriage. There are whole depoſition tends the other way.
ſeveral other inſtances .# this deceit in The counteſs of Wigton does not ſay,
her conduct, in ſome of her letters to that ſhe herſelf perceived any thing; ſhe
her brother the duke of Douglas, and in only believed it becauſe ſhe heard it com
feveral other parts of her epiſtolary corre monly reported ſo by others. Mrs. An
ſpondence. I admit, that nevertheleſs dreux at Rheims had no motion of the
the private correſpondence between her pregnancy, neither had general M'Lean,
and Sir john, is amongſt the ſtrongeſt the miſs Hiberts, nor madame Sautry the

parts of the evidence on the fide of the

mantua-maker.

defendant; yet there is one thing exceed
ingly remarkable, that in none of theſe
letters to one another do they ever com
plain of the ſuſpicions propagated againſt
the birth, nor unburden here what na
turally would have been expected to have
been uppermoſt in their minds.
... I am at a loſs to account for the part
that lady jaue acted throughout the

give full credit to Iſabel Walker, the

At the ſame, if I could

cauſe would incline to the ſide of the de

fendant; but I cannot be ieve her evi

dence, becauſe ſhe ſwears to things which
I think incredible. A ſtrong inſtance of
this, is, that ſhe does not remember any

one thing about the chevalier johnſton,
tho' he went over in lady jane's compa

ny in the pacquet-boat to Holland. Her
conver
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converſations with madame Gillſen in of mind throughout the whole of that
German, and with madame Andreux in declaration. And in fact, Sir john uſes

French, I cannot give credit to ; and it with the greateſt propriety, ſometimes
is truly amazing, that her curioſity ſhould poſitive aſſertion, ſometimes a non memini,
never have led her ſo much as to look in and ſometimes expreſſions of doubt. Sir
to Sir john Stewart's declaration, nor john had pretended to Mrs. Napier, that
Mrs. Hewit’s oath, altho' ſhe had ſent he was very apt to forget names and
her from Edinburgh the papers in this dates, though he had a good enough
cauſe.
memory as to facts. But the truth is,
But theſe are not the moſt material that, upon confidering the declaration it
particulars to diminiſh the credibility ſelf, it does appear, that he had a very
due to this witneſs. In the former oath good memory, both as to names and
ſhe ſwore * expreſsly, that ſhe had her dates, for in that declaration he does
hands upon lady jane's naked beliy, give us no leſs than twenty-five different
and found her with live child; whereas, names and dates. The only time that he
in her laſt oath lately emitted in your ſeems to be at a loſs for names and dates
Lordſhip's preſence, ſhe ſays, that it was is, when he comes to be examined abour
not her naked belly that ſhe felt when the la Brune's houſe, about her lodgers,
ſhe found the child move, but above her about the nurſe of the child, and the
ſhirt, as ſhe thinks. She further ſwears, banker from whom he got the money at
that ſhe had never before felt the motion

Paris. Mr. Hepburn of Keith has in his

of a child in any other woman.
oath depoſed pretty ſtrongly as to Sir
Is it not wonderful, that this witneſs john Stewart's want of memory, and
-

had not the ſame opportunity of making particularly gives one inſtance of it, which

.
º:

this trial afterwards, when the pregnancy happened at Boulogne; but this is by no

º

º

was much more compleat. Had ſhe fix
ed upon a more early period, the diffi
culty would have been charged, but not
done away. Another particular in which
I think this witneſs has gone too far, is
in what ſhe has depoſed as to the letter
from Mrs. Hewit at Paris; I am per

means ſufficient evidence in oppoſition to
ſo much to the contrary appearing on the
face of his own declaration.
At to Sir john's deſcription of Ia
Marre, the accoucheur, it is the moſt
wonderful that was ever heard. He con

cealed his lodgings even from Sir John,

ſuaded there never could be any ſuch let and yet he frequented coffee houſes and
ter, or at leaſt, it muſt have been a letter the moſt public walks in Paris. And yet
º

wrote betwixt the 22d and 26th day of notwithſtanding all this, Sir John gets
july. Another circumſtance in which his addreſs, and ſo ſends him letters di
this witneſs appears to me to have gone rected to the care of the poſt-office in

.

too far, is in what ſhe has depoſed as to

Paris, which he receives and anſwers.

the letter from la Marre, received by Sir
yohn Stewart when in Mr. Murray's,
St. James's Place. The account given
of it by her is not credible ; and I am
perſuaded the letter ſhe alludes to, is the
famous fourth letter dated 9th 7une 1752,
whereas they had left Mr. Murray's in
September 1751.
Sir john's declaration and la Marre's
letters are amongſt the capital parts of
the proof in this cauſe. 1ſt, As to his
declaration, there can no pretence of
his vivacity apply here to palliate his

It has been ſaid by Sir John and Mrs.
Hewit, that they were obliged to leave

º

falſehood.

the madame la Brune's houſe on account

of bugs; but it is alſo ſaid, that they left
the houſe they were in becauſe it was a

ſmokey houſe. Which was this ſmokey
houſe? It was not la Brune's ſurely, it
was on account of bugs they had left
this houſe; and it could not be Mi

chelle's, for they only here complain of
the bugs.

According to Sir John Stewart's ac

counts, the ſecond child was ſent to nurſe
On the contrary, there is the within two or three leagues of Paris, on
the road to Amiens; and when he was

ſtrongeſt proof of a ſtate of recollection

examined afterwards upon oath, he de
N

O

T

E.

poſes, that the child was a little way
from Paris.

In ſhort, his whole account

* Here his lordſhip ſpoke latin: it is
of la Marre, and every thing concerning
ſuppoſed becauſe there were a great many him,
is abſurd, from beginning to end..
ladies in the court.
I

>
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If, as Sir jobn ſaid, la Marre came firſt believed genuine, and was thereby
from Liege, why not go to that place to convinced that the defendant was the ſon
enquire for him The power of the par of lady, jane : but now that they are
liament of Paris did not extend here, and proved falſe, and fabricated, they have
Sir john was in abſolute ſafety to go. It great weight with me to believe that he is
had been alledged that Sir John was in not her ſon.
no miſtake when he called la Marre a
I will not pretend to go through the
Walloon, as he was from Montreuil ſur maſs of proof before us, and therefore
Mer; but ſuppoſe Sir john had ſaid la will only ſtate a few other obſervations
Marre was a Roman, it might have been upon the remaining part of the evidence.
ually well argued he was right.
Mrs. Hewit’s memory, inſtead of being
* º: łº, mentioned la Marre's weak
like Sir john's, as was alledged, is
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letters: as to theſe four which are for

really, amazing, for ſhe forgets only five

ged, Sir john's alledgeance was, that dates in twenty. What are theſe five r
they were copied from the originals by They are all contained in the compaſs of
Mr. Clinton at London. And this again time taken up in the laſt part of their
Mr. Clinton denies.
journey, and the time between their
In the fourth of theſe letters, which I

leaving Godefroi's and their coming to

have mentioned before, there is a great Michelle's. But at any rate, at the time
deal of art diſplayed by Sir john. In ſhe wrote the letters to the maids at
the firſt place, it is evidently intended to Rheims, her memory muſt be preſumed
ſerve as a certificate from Pierre la Marre, to have been clear, and yet here ſhe is
although in the form of a letter. It detected in contradićting herſelf about
would have been more dangerous for Sir the ſtory of the nurſes, more particularly
jobn to have forged a certificate with all as to madame la Favre and Manger.
the ſolemnities, than to forge a fingle In her letter of the 27th july, ſhe would
letter. 2dly, It was neceſſary that the inſinuate to the maids that the eldeſt
Pierre la Marre ſhould be dead when he

child had had only one nurſe before they

was called for to be produced, and there
fore Sir jobn makes him to ſay in that
letter, that he was going again to Naples
(on account of the air) as his health was
not yet confirmed. . And 3dly, Sir jobn
makes the letter to be delivered by a pri

met with la Favre, and yet afterwards
ſhe ſays they had three nurſes before

Manger, who came immediately after
la Favre. Though, as ſhe ſays, “baſe

“ jades, they would not come alongſt

“with us.” When Mrs. Hewit came to
vate hand, one Monſ. du Bois, a minia be examined herſelf, ſhe gave a different
ture painter, in order to ſave the danger account of the nurſes, and her letter of

from that queſtion, How could you get the 12th of Auguſt is utterly irrecon
a foreign letter delivered in England cilable with the whole of her account
without its having the poſt-mark upon given upon oath. Mrs. Hewit has de
it

It is remarkable too that in this let

ter la Marre makes his enquiries after
the youngeſt child by the name of Sholto
Thomas; though if he had really ondoyed
him, it is well known, that, upon ſuch
occaſions, the accoucheur never does give

º that

the had no converſation with

ady jane about the perſon who was to
deliver her; but is it poſſible to believe
this

were it true, it would be a moſt

fingular anecdote in the hiſtory of hu
man nature.

the child a name.

I come now to a part of the evidence
Sir john has ſaid, that he never could which I think unexceptionable and con
find out this Monſ. du Bois who brought cluſive againſt the defendant; I mean
the letter; but Sir jobn could not but Godefroi's books, from which the fol
know that if he went to a * certain cof lowing particulars are clear.
fee-houſe in London, he would have im
Imo, That three people were entered

mediately heard of any French artiſt into thoſe books on the 4th of july, at
whatever who had come over to follow four livres ten ſous.

his buſineſs in England.
Theſe four letters now in proceſs I at

2do, That the account relates to a gen

tleman who was the head of a family.
And
-

* Here loſt the name which his lordſhip
'mentioned.

3tio, That this company had no ſer
vant alongſt with them. In all which
Parti
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particulars the account exactly agrees to enlevement, the witneſſes here are under
Sir john Stewart and his company.
no ſuſpicion whatever.
The defendant's hypotheſis is, that
Upon the whole, his lordſhip gave
this account may relate to a different his opinion for ſuſtaining the reaſons of
company, who were in the houſe upon reduction.
the ſeventh of {{ But ſuppoſing that
this company had eſcaped two viſa'ſ of
Tueſday 14th july.
the inſpecteur, there is ſcarcely one ſingle The Lord juſtice Clerk - ſpoke firſ; this
inſtance of an entry in the police books
Day, to the following Purpoſe.

for two or more perſons without a cor
reſpondent entry in the houſhold-book.
As to the parole teſtimony of Gode

ITupon
is now my duty to give my opinion
this very important cauſe,
the

froi and his wife, they had a good cauſe
-

moſt important, taken in all its circum
of remembrance. Sir john Stewart and ſt ºnces and conſequences, that ever came
lady
had been recommended to before this court.
\

lº

them by Mr. Mallifer, ſyndic of Rheims;

The rights of filiation, ſhould no

and beſides this, it was a very remarka doubt be ſtrictly guarded and ſecured

ble thing to ſee Britiſh people coming to againſt challenge, and on the other hand,
Paris before the proclamation of peace.
And when to this we add the pointed de
º:
º:

zº

º

that ſame right ſhould be equally guar

*ded againſt impoſture and ſuppoſition of

ſcription of Sir john's language and children. The plaintiffs in this cauſe have
manner, we have no reaſon to think they an eſſential intereſt, and have been found
have been in a miſtake.
to have a good title to purſue.
The ſituation of the defendant, and
If upon their leaving the Hotel Chaa
lons, they could have pointed out the the importance of this deciſion are too
Brune's,
ta
or if they could have affecting not to be felt by every body.
brought any circumſtances whatever to Sorry I am, therefore, that I muſt now
ſhew that ſuch a woman ever exiſted, it
would have derogated much from the

give my opinion againſt him; an opinion
which I hope will appear to all, and par
teſtimony of Godefroi. But no perſon ticularly to thoſe who know my particu
whatever of the name of la Brune has lar regard for the noble perſonage who
been found out or heard of, in the leaſt patronizes his defence, to flow only from
correſponding with the accounts given the deepeſt convićtion, and from my re
of that houſe by Sir john and Mrs. gard to the rights of ſacred juſtice.
Hewit. By their accounts one would
This being ſo late in the debate, and

think that the la Brune, in whoſe houſe

ſo much having been ſo well ſaid by

the delivery is pretended to have hap others of your lordſhips, it would be im

pened, was like that of Michelle, a re proper for me now to take up the cauſe
ſpectable houſe; not that of a garde ma in the ſame extenſive view which other
Iade, which is the aſylum of the looſe ways I ſhould have done.
and the wretched, a fit enough place for I will, therefore, in the firſt place, pro
Mignons to go to, but not for Douglas.
ceed to lay down a few of the principles
The non-exiſtence of the madame la

of law and the rules of evidence, upon

Brune is evident; in ſhort, it was neceſ which, in my opinion, this caſe falls to

ſary in this caſe, as in all others of im be determined. The firſt point which
poſture, to ſubſtitute fictitious perſons, has occurred in this debate, is, “ Cui in
and make them ačt their part in the ſame.

cumbet probatio º' The arguments upon

This was particularly done in the famous which, I think, have been ſtrained too
caſe of George Pſalmanaffar, and was one far by the council upon both ſides. The
great means of his detection, as it was
N

likewiſe in the caſe of count Wincentio—

O

T

E.

count de la Tory.

* The Lord Juſtice Clerk is one of the
As to the two enlevements, whatever officers of ſtate for Scotland, and preſides
obječtions may lie againſt the teſtimony in the high juſticiary court in the abſence
of madame Mignon, yet the whole cir of the juſtice general ; and as he is
cumſtance of her child's being carried off always one of the lords of ſeſſion, he is
is proved by others; and as to Sanry's in this court called by that title.
November, 1767.
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Maintiffs and the defendant have now

Nov.

and notwithſtanding the cleareſt and moſt

joined iſſue upon the fact ; therefore if poſitive evidence of all the facts which
the plaintiffs have not brought evidence I have mentioned, “ The jury acquitted
ſufficient to prove the poſition which they “ the priſoner.” Upon ſo ſtrange a ver
, maintain, then the ſervice muſt ſtand; but dićt your lordſhips, members of that
if upon the whole of the proof, we ſhall high court, (I mean all of you who were
be convinced, that the defendant is not then preſent) declared your opinions ſe
the ſon of lady jane Douglas, then the riatiºn, That this verdićt was given in
ſervice muſt fall.
the face of moſt compleat evidence.
In all actions whether criminal or civil,
It was ſaid by ſome of your lordſhips,
we have two kinds of evidence to judge * That a dire&t proof by two or more
of, either direéſ or circumſtantiate.
* credible witneſſes, cannot be redargued
In the caſe before us, the proof is cir ‘ by a proof of circumſtances not incon
cumſtantiate, and therefore each circum
ſtance muſt be proved by one or more

* ſiſtent with or excluſive of the truth of

anlount.

Mrs. Hewit, and, who think, that the

“ the allegiance maintained by the per
witneſſes, or by witten evidence: And • ſons accuſed.' I readily adunit the juſ
we muſt in the next place join the whole tice of this general propoſition, and to
of the circumſtances together, and then be ſure ſuch of your lordſhips as admit
draw our concluſion as to the total the credibility of Sir jobn Stewart, and
-

It is admitted by all lawyers, that a
circumſtantiate evidence may give as full
convićtion to the minds of judges as any
other proof whatever. And it is like
ways admitted that no part of ſuch a
proof will go ſo far to convince judges,

whole of the plaintiſts proof is not in
conſiſtent with their alledgeance, muſt
apply the principle to the deciſion of this
caſe ; but ſuch of us as think the plain
tiffs proof not compatible with their
oaths, cannot give this propoſition room
as the evidence drawn from the oaths, here; it is impoſſible for us to do ſo
It has been admitted, that the mere ac
condu& and behaviour of the parties
themſelves; and this, becauſe the facts knowledgments of parents was not ſuf
being clearly aſcertained, the only queſ ficient for the defendant, but it was ſaid
tion remaining is, as to the concluſion that he had the habite and repute of the
from thence to be drawn.
country of his birth. I underſtand well
We have heard it ſaid, that your lord the weight of the argument from habite
ſhips muſt have demonſtration before and repute, when a child is born of a
the defendant can be turned out of the marriage in the country where his parents,
oſſeſſion of his ſlate : but demonſtration his friends and his connections reſide;
implies the phyſical impoſſibility of the or if in a foreign country where it ſhall
contrary, which can occur in no caſe of appear, that his parents have eſtabliſhed
evidence. The term may indeed be often ſuch a connection. But what is the ha
applied figuratively to proofs, but lite bite and repute contended for here
rally taken, it is an abuſe of words. We What is its ſtrength Is it the habite
have indeed ſten caſts where there was a and repute of their friends and neigh
moral impoſſibility of the priſoner's in bours at Paris
They had none ſuch
nocence, and yet, we have ſeen juries there, for they kept themſelves con
acquit ſuch a one. Such a caſe was that cealed. What then does it come out to
of Reid, who was lately tried before the be Not even the habite and repute of
criminal court, for the crime of ſheep the family where the birth happened (for
fealing. This Reid, was a poor man of no ſuch family has been found out) but
a very ſuſpicious charaćter. He was only that of the family of madame Mi
found with the exačt number of ſheep chelle. But who of that family was ever
in his poſſeſſion upon the road leading to queſtion the truth of the account
from the very farm from off which they given by a ſtrange lady of her having
were ſtole, and he pretended not to bring had a child And, is it poſſible, that
any proof whatever, that he had attain any judge can lay weight upon this as
ed the property of them in any lawful being habite and repute?
way. A council at that bar, who likes
When, after returning to Rheims the
to diſtinguiſh himſelf upon ſuch occaſi ſame argument holds good, they came
ons, patronized the priſoner's defence, there amongſt ſtrangers who had no in
tereſt
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tereſt whatever in the matter ; why but I have too much liberality ever to re
then ſhould ſuch people either enquire or fie&t on the honour of ſo reſpectable a
doubt P ,

court as the parliament of Paris.

Theſe

Much has been ſaid of the danger of witneſſes were ſubject to the juriſdiction
putting Britiſh people, who have tranſ of that high court, were examined ac
migrated to the colonies abroad, to prove cording to law and rule; how then can
their birth; but this alarming conſide ſuch teſtimonies be compared to thoſe of
ration does not ſtrike in here, becauſe a ſlave under his matter's rod

the habite and repute ariſes to them from

What were the grounds upon which

their reſidence in ſuch colonies, and from

all this prejudice was founded ? They

the knowledge of their relations, their
friends and their neighbours founded up
on that reſidence. But will this apply
to the preſent caſe ? where the, parties
concerned have, by their own liberate
aći, ſhut out the poſſibility of any habite

were theſe principally, that the witneſſes
were examined in private before the

Tournelle; and that they were thereby
tied down to tell the ſame ſtory again.
I can have no idea, that the ſtrong opi
nion which I now notice could be found

and repute whatever ?

ed upon the witneſſes complying with
Much has alſo been ſaid of the great the law of their country. How can this
delay of the plaintiffs in bringing this infer any ſuſpicion of falſe ſwearing 2

aćtion.

If this obſervation was true, it Or why, becauſe a witneſs is once ſworn,

would ſtrike me in
light. Suppoſe that
Hamilton had taken
this birth, I will not

the
the
up
ſay

very contrary
late duke of
a ſuſpicion of
whether action

ſhall his after evidence upon oath be
thereby diſcredited. In England, wit
meſſes who have ſworn in one court, are
ſworn again in another. This is the

at his inſtance would have been ſuſtained

caſe in all jury-trials in that country,
or not ; but at any rate it was not rea and it is the caſe in this country too,
ſonable to expect, that when the duke where we have witneſſes examined in the
of Douglas did not challenge the birth, court of ſeſſion, though they had emitted
the duke of Hamilton ſhould.

On the

other hand, to be ſure, the defendant

their teſtimony formerly in that of the
juſticiary. This is a thing that was ne

might have brought a declarator of his ver doubted of before; it has occurred
birth. Yet I do not impute it to him in this very cauſe, for there are ſeverals
that he did not do ſo, but I impute it to

of the witneſſes who after having ſworn

Sir john and lady jane; that when they to eſtabliſh the defendant's propinquity
were repeatedly warned of the flagrant upon his ſervice, have been again an
ſuſpicions, they did not take the com again examined upon your lordſhips com
mon and neceſſary methods of removing miſſions.
the ſuſpicions, and ſecuring evidence of
I recolle&t, that there was a period
the birth. If this defendant had been when this Tournelle proceſs had well
generally received as the ſon of lady nigh obſtructed the courſe of juſtice.
jane Douglas, there would have been no Much outcry was raiſed againſt it, both
room for ſuch an imputation ; but when, here and in another great houſe; and
from the beginning, the birth was ſuſ therefore it is not to be wondered at if
pe&ted, not only by the duke of Douglas, there were ſome ſtrong ſpeeches made upon
but by many others, the delay of bring the occaſion : but without propheſying,
ing an action to have the matter cleared as my brother has done, I can ſay this
up, muſt be imputed, not to the plain upon the judgment of the houſe of peers
tiffs, but to Sir John Stewart and lady itſelf, that that court relaxed the ſeverity
of your lordſhips judgment, and that
jane Douglas.
Much has been ſaid on the part of the the idea of the defendant, as to this
defendant, on account of the Tournelle Tournelle proceſs, was there treated with
proceſs, and the witneſſes examined by contempt. . If theſe Tournelle witneſſes,
the Tournelle, inſtead of being “omni had been picked off the ſtreets of Paris,
exceptione majores,” were ſaid to be it would have been a ſtrong thing in
“ omni reputatione minores ;” theſe were deed; but they all happened to be un
too ſtrong expreſſions, and I cannot but ſoſpicious, becauſe lady jane and Sir
diſapprove of them. I am ſure I never john have confeſſedly committed the in
was attached to arbitrary proceedings, ſpection of their conduct to them. I
PP p p 2
muſt
z
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muſt therefore, in order to have a com the proteſtant religion, and ſeems to be

piete view of this matter, find out the uneaty till ſhe can get to Geneva, or
ſources of this alledged corruption, and ſome other place where ſhe might have
bribery, and ſlaviſh fear. I cannot be the free exerciſe of it; while in the mean
lieve that the noble and honourable guar time ſhe goes into the very heart of
dians of the duke of Hamilton would have France, where ſhe could have no oppor
either corrupted or concuſſed the wit tunity at all of the exerciſe of her own
meſſes. To me it is more difficult to be religion. But above all, this falſehood
lieve, that theſe perſons would thus wick and duplicity of conduct appears in the
edly conſpire againſt the young defen forgery of the letters; in which, I think,
dant, than that lady Jane and Sir john lady jane was concerned alongſt with
ſhould have conſpired together to bring Sir john.
But cui bono P and with what motive
in an impoſtor. No jealouſy can be en
tertained of Mr. Andrew Stewart, who did they agree to impoſe children on the
carried on the whole affair in France. He world 2 I am at no loſs to ſee theſe : the

has already got an honourable teſtimony uſe immediately made of the children to
from the bench. I back that teſtimony get money from the duke of Douglas,
as to his whole condućt in this cauſe ; ſpeaks out the deſign; and it is moſt
and I do believe that the records of court Fº likewiſe, that lady jane be
cannot ful niſh us with a more honoura ieved that the dignity and eſtate of
ble inſtance of candour and openneſs Angus would undoubtedly deſcend upon
than what he has ſhown in theſe proceed her and her iſſue. As to the motives for
ings. His charaćter ſtood the ſcrutiny this terrible action, I do not believe they
and examination of all his private me had the ſame views of the crime that your
morials and papers concerning his enqui lordſhips have. They might colour it
ries in France ; a trial, which, it is be over, with public ſpirit, a deſire to keep
lieved, no agent ever underwent before. up the family of Douglas, and a reſent
In what I have further to ſay, I will ment againſt the duke of Hamilton.
not however rely much upon the Tour
Lady jane was clearly paſt the period
nelle witneſſes, on account of the clanour

which has been carried ſo extremely high
againſt theſe pi occodings. I would have
inclined to have given my opinion upon
one general view of the evidence; but
becauſe all your lordſhips have given the
particular grounds of your opinions, I
ſhall alſo give mine. The firſt thing which
I take into my conſideration is, the cha
raēters of lady jane and Sir John. I will

of having children, according to the com
mon courſe of nature. This, therefore,
ſhows that it was at leaſt an extraordinary

thing. I therefore differ from one of your
lordſhips,who, upon the account of the ha
bility to have children, thought there was
nothing at all ſurpriſing in lady jane's ac
tually having children. And I do aver,

that there is not one woman in ten thou

ſand, yea not one in twenty thouſand, who
not however go deep here, as I do own produces children at the age lady jane
that this is a fort of evidence which fel

dom weighs far with ºne, as people who
are honeſt themſelves ſeldom ſuſpect o
thers. Several witneſſes have ſworn very
favourably for lady Jane upon this point

was, whatever ſigns they may have of
capability. I only mention this, becauſe
it ſhould have led us to be more attentive
to the particular circumſtances of the al

ledged pregnancy.
As to the proof of the pregnancy, I
ſce ſo much real evidence of the falſe think it not ſatisfactory; it amounts to
hood and duplicity of her character, that the appearance of pregnancy only ; there
I cannot lay any ſtreſs upon theſe witnciſcs is a bulk depoſed to by the witneſſes, but
opinions.
no evidence of her being actually and
of her charašter; but I do own, that I

Her letters to Mrs. Catſe, wherein ſhe tº uly with child.

The uncommon fize

ſo much abuſes N1, s. Stewart for telling of lady Jºne's belly and breaſt, reſts on
a thing which ſhe he ſelf knew to be the evidence of Mrs. Hewit and Iſaber
truth, and the whole of her converſati Hºer; neither of whom I

on with lady Cather in. H' fºſs at Aix ia.
Chapelle, are extremely ſirong upon this
point. In all her letters to her friends in
Scotland ſhe is full of the greateſt zeal for

believe.

And as to what is ſwore by the other
witneſſes, and more particularly by Mrs.
Hepburn of Keith, it goes no further than
to prove certain external appearances. I
there
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therefore leave it here, and acknowledge,
that there were the external appearances
of pregnancy. Shali I hold theſe ap
pearances then to be aſſumed No. Shall

ſufficient to tranſport their maids to Pa
ris, (and it would have only required the
trifling ſum of twelve ſhillings to do ſo)
it is proved that they had plenty of no

I hold them

ney to make them live eaſily, although

to

be real 2

No ;

but

I will enquire afterwards if we can have
room upon the other proof, and ſo join
the proof which I have already treated
of to that other proof which may occur

perhaps not enough to ſupra; t Sir John
Stewart in his diſſipated courſe of life.
It was upon this point noticed, that the
defendant is not obliged to account for
on the fide of the defendant; but if the condućt of his parents.
This may be true in all common caſes,
from all circumſtances taken together,
I can have no convićtion at all of the but not in thoſe of the laſt importance to
birth, but quite the contrary, then I muſt the world, in which moſt, if not all men,
hold the pregnancy to have been aſſumed agree in their notions of propriety of con
and falſe, ſuch as muſt precede every dućt. As they travelled along in the
impoſture of children.
ſtage-coach to Paris, there was not the
Having ſaid ſo much, I will conſider leaſt obſervation made of her pregnancy,
ſlightly the other circumſtances, the prin nor did ſhe ever diſcover the leaſt of that
cipal of which is their own condućt at anxiety natural to a delicate lady, mak
Rheims. Sir john and lady jane had ing ſo far a journey at ſo critical a period.
made a long and unſeaſonable journey There was ſurely no motive to conceal
from Aix-la-Chapelle to Rheims, under her pregnancy, if it was true. Yea, upon
the preſence of her being to be there de that ſuppoſition it was moſt natural to
livered; and yet they loiter away there expe&t, that ſhe would have explained to
for the ſpace of a month, without mak the reſt of the company her mctives for
ing their purpoſe known to any perſon the journey to Paris, as they might (and
they were acquainted with at Rheims, or no doubt were able to) have given her
even without ſo much as once calling for ſome advice as to her condućt there. Na
the advice of any phyſician or accoucheur. ture dićtated this, and anxiety and ho
When at laſt they ſet off by themſelves nour likewiſe. Theſe circumſtances are
for Paris, there is no mention made of indeed amazing, and ſhow to me clearly,
getting any recommendations to the beſt that the neceſſity of the appearances of
aſſiſtance at Paris; although that has pregnancy, formerly aſſumed, being now
fince been given as the pretence for their over, lady jane deſignedly kept every
going there. Not one letter from any thing as cloſe as ſhe could.
perſon whatever, but that from monſ.
Upon the evening of the 4th of july,
Mallifer. It is an amazing affair, never they arrive at the houſe of monſ. Gode
once to have mentioned to him their real froi in Paris; a reſpectable houſe, and of
deſign in going to Paris; and that they all other lodgings the moſt adapted to the
ſhould have given monſ. Mallifer a falſe purpoſe of lady jane Douglas's delivery,
account of that deſign. I will not en as they had come there ſpecially recom
large upon the ſuſpicious circumſtance of mended by monſ. Mallifer at Rheims.
their having left the maid-ſervants at Or if lady jane had thought proper to
Rheims, becauſe this was owned by one quit that houſe before her delivery, it was
of your lordſhips, who ſpoke on the other natural to have expected, that ſhe would
have acquainted Mr. or madame Godefroi
circumſtance. The fact, however, ſtands of this reſolution, and deſired their ad

ſide, to be a ſtränge and an unaccountable

uncontroverted, and the only diſpute is vice as to the proper place ſhe might go
as to the concluſ on which it will bear. to for that purpoſe. And it ſurely would
In all the proofs of partus ſuppoſitio, have been natural too, to have ſpoke
this of the actors dropping their com ſomething to Mr. Godefroi about the
mon attendants, has commonly occurred Pierre la Marre, who was an abſolute
as a capital circumſtance. Sir John and ſtranger to 1 dy Jane, and who it is now
Mrs. Hewit acknowledge the fact, and ſaid had been ſpoke to before-hand to
they ſaw the neceſſity of accounting for accompliſh the delivery. But inſtead of
it ; and they did accordingly give an ac all this, there is no talk at monſ. Gode
count of it which is falſe. Inſtead of froi's, either of a pregnancy or of a fu
their not having ſo much money as was ture delivery. There is not even the ap

º

pearance
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pearance of pregnancy here, about which Stewart's letter to the earl of Crawfºrd,
we have heard ſo much when at Rheims. written at Paris upon the 10th of 7uly 5
As to the madame la Brune's, to and from another letter of the 26th of

which it is pretended they went, and the ſame month, both which are falſely
where it is ſaid ſhe was delivered, upon dated from Rheims. And when to this
the tenth of the month, was it not to we add lady jane's letter to her brother

have been expe&ted that Sir john Stewart the duke, not only falſely dated from
fhould have been able to give ſome ſatis Rheimr, after the pretended delivery, but
factory account of this matter? But in wherein ſhe ſays, that “ſhe had come
deed if ever there was ſuch a houſe, it is to remain there on account of the cheap
inconceivable that it has not ever been neſs of the place and the ſalubrity of the
diſcovered.

A train of circumſtances led air;" can we think that all theſe circum

to ſuch a diſcovery ; the appearance of ſtances are of no importance in a proof
ſtrangers, and more particularly Britiſh of a moſt complicated fraud and im
people of rank, muſt have attraćled, the poſture ?
attention of almoſt the whole little ſtreet
There is ſtill one other capital circum
in which the madame la Brune is ſaid to ſtance which affects me ſtrongly in this
have lived.

cauſe, and for which there has been giv

When to this we add Sir jobn's note en no ſhadow of excuſe ; and that is,

to lady Schaw, and Mrs. Hewit’s letter tho' the delivery is ſaid to have happened
to the duke of Douglas, in both of which upon the 10th of july, yet no notice is
not the houſe of la Brune, but that of given of it by letters till the 22d of that
Michelle's, is fixed down for the place of month. Try if you can find any excuſe
delivery, it is clear that all this ſtory for ſo ſtrange a proceeding ! Can you take
about the la Brune is a perfect fiction. the hurry they were in as the leaſt excuſe
But what I think the ſtrongeſt part of for this neglect No: they would have
the proof of the falſhood of the delivery been naturally and powerfully prompted
is, the many letters wrote by Sir john immediately to communicate to all their
and Mrs. Hewit, bearing date the 10th friends ſo joyful an event as the birth of
and the 11th of july, in which there is twins.
not the leaſt mention made of any thing
As to the alibi, in Godefroi's, I am
like a delivery. Suppoſe the defendant's clearly of opinion, that the evidence
hypotheſis juſt, that theſe letters, bearing thereof is concluſive againſt the defen
date of the 10th, were actually wrote dant, notwithſtanding all that I have
upon the 9th, what then the letter of heard thrown out againſt that evidence.
the eleventh ſtill remains, and ſtrikes It is clear that they all were there from
ſtrongly by itſelf. Will an after-correc the fourth of july to the thirteenth or
tion remove the difficulty No, it makes fourteenth. There is no competition as
it worſe; becauſe, if it was a real birth, to the place of their reſidence during this
what reaſon could there be of making period, which indeed would have made
any correction as to the day and hour in a great odds upon this argument.
As to the evidence of madame Mi
the letter of the twenty-ſecond of july P
When to this we add, that all and each chelle and others of her family, they are
of their letters, wrote from Paris to their abundantly partial to the defendant; and

friends in Germany and Britain, were yet this whole evidence gives ſuch a pic
falſely dated fºom Rheims, is it poſſible ture of the ſituation of lady jane upon
circumſtance ſhould
to conceive that this

her coming to that houſe, as is utterly in
not have great weight in the cauſe And credible upon the ſuppoſition-of a recent
indeed a ſong train of letters written by delivery.
them from Rheims to Britain ſhow clear
Inſtead of lady Jame's being ſo weak
ly, that this of the falſe dates was done of and ill as not to be able to go even once
deſign. Their not ſaying that the birth abroad from Michelle's, (which Mrs.
had happened at Rheins makes, the thing Hewit has expreſly depoſed) you have it
ſo much the worſe : for the whole ſtrain eitabliſhed by the moſt credible teſtimo
of theſe letters is to make their friends, nies, that ſhe took two ſeparate jaunts
eſpecially thoſe in Britain, believe, that during that time, and that one of theſe
the delivery had ačtually happened at was to ſee Verſailles. What a pisture

Rheims. This appears from Sir John does this give of the perjury committed
by
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by Mrs. Hewit and Sir John Stewart, this part of the evidence ſhould by no
and how well does it account for lady means be treated like a luſus ingenii in
jane's never going once to ſee her poor, this high court. What a ſtrange view of
fickly, ſecond child For is it credible, this cauſe is it, to ſuppoſe that theſe par
that, while ſhe was thus taking jaunts of ties, when conſcious of a true birth,

F.".
.

round Paris, ſhe ſhould not

would have both (for Sir John and lady

ave found time to have ſeen her own
child 2
As to the enlevements : I deſiderated if

jane are clearly confederates) joined to
ſupport that birth by forged and fabricat

ed evidence; firſt thereby to impoſe up

there had been any ſuch thing as this on the duke of Douglas, and thereafter
proved to have been accompliſhed in the upon all the world, by handing down
memory of man, and I find there is no this falſe evidence to lateſt generations
proof of any ſuch ; and though I am by See what deep wounds ſuch a thing may
no means clear, that theſe enlevements have given to the law! and it is no ex.
are dire&tly brought home to Sir John cuſe for this, that Sir John may pretend
Stewart; yet, when we take the whole he was ºnly conveying to the judges by
of theſe circumſtances alongſt with the means of forgery what he knew to be
other evidence which I have formerly ſtat true. For the whole evidence ſhows that
ed, it conveys a belief to me, that theſe there never were any original letters from
children were diſpoſed of to Sir John and which theſe could have been taken.
It was ſaid, that though the defendant
lady jane.
As to the new man-midwife, Louis

founds upon the acknowledgment of his

Pierre de la Mart: I muſt acknowledge, parents, yet that, as he does not reſt the
that when I confidered this part of the whole of his plea upon this, the accounts
evidence, I did not think that the defen given by his parents cannot hurt him. But
dant had been drove to the deſperate ne is it poſſible to maintain that there is any
ceflity of rearing up a different man-mid weight due to the evidence of a parent
wife. It is not poſſible to conſolidate whº has been guilty of ſuch repeated
theſe two perſons together: they are dif falſhoods, and who has in this very cauſe
ferent perſons clearly and totally, in age, forged and uſed falſe evidence for the
in name, and country. The account which perverting of juſtice
the defendant now gives of this matter is
deſtroyed by the inherent circumſtances Lord Monboddo ſpoke laſ, upon this Cauſe
of madame Garnier's oath, who I do be

to theyollowing purpoſe.

lieve to have been no more the nurſe to

the ſecond child, than this Pierre la

I A M not

Mart was the accoucheur.

anything I can ſay in this debate can
have the effect to alter the opinions given

I now come to ſpeak a little of the con
dućt of the pretended parents themſelves,
after the ſuppoſed delivery.
It appears that they were very early in
formed of the ſuſpicions of the birth, and
yet that they never took any prudent ſtep
to remove them. All that they did was
to procure from madame Tewis a decla
ration of the appearance of pregnancy at
its moſt fallible ſtate.

vain enough to think that

by any of your lordſhips; but yet," as I
have a full convićtion, that the defendant

isthink
really
the ſon of lady jane Douglas, I
it incumbent on me upon this occa
fion to give the reaſons of this my opini
on at ſome length.

...The plaintiffs have now taken up a ve
different ground from what they at firſt
maintained. . At firſt the whole of their

As to the opinion ſaid to have been proof was ſaid to be founded, firſt, upon
º

given to lady jane by lord Preſtongrange,
that ſhe was not obliged to bring any
proof of the birth, I do not believe the
teſtimony of Iſabel Walker upon this
point; and this becauſe Sir john and la
dy Jane's joint letter to madame Tewis
ſhews to me, that they wanted to have

the books of Michelle; ſecondly, upon
the age of the child brought to her houſe:

thirdly, upon there being no accoucheu:
in Paris in the year 1743, of the name
of la Marre; and, fourthly, upon the ſuſ.
picions in France at the time. Theſe Were

the capital circumſtances laid down in the

had a proof of the whole, if they had plaintiffs original condeſcendence. But
dared to go to Paris to ſeek it.
now we have got a new cauſe, and there
As to the forgery of the letters, I think is no veſtige remaining of the old one.
This
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Now,

This new cauſe is founded, firſt, on the

Blenville and madame Michelle, are ſtrong

condućt of the parties themſelves; ſecond
ly, on the alledged alibi in the houſe of
Godefroi ; and, thirdly, upon the enleve
ments. Upon this I would obſerve, that
the changing of ground gives at no time
a very favourable opinion of a cauſe, and
that particularly in the preſent caſe, it
fhews that the plaintiffs themſelves had

evidences for the defendant, as to his ha.

bite and repute there.
The next point of law which falls to be
treated of is, that of the acknowledgment
of the parents. It has been ſaid, That
this muſt go for nothing, becauſe Sir
john Stewart has prevaricated, or told
falſhoods upon oath. But this is con
no confidence in Mr. Godefroi's evidence, founding the teſtimony of Sir john with
when they at firſt placed the alibi in the the aët of his acknowledgment. It would
houſe of Michelle. Yet after all, there is be hard indeed if a man brought to be
no ſuch clear, plain, and convincing evi examined in court in the fituation Sir
dence brought as ſhould take away a man's john then was, ſhould by miſtakes, or
even by telling falſhoods deprive his real
birth-right from him.
There are ſeveral very material points ſon of his birthright. Sir john's declara
of law which I will beg leave to notice, tion was obtained by ſurprize from your
before I proceed to ſtate the evidence: lordſhips, and he was under a fit of fick
And, firſt, as to the onus probandi. This neſs when he was brought to be examin
the plaintiffs in their memorial lay wholly ed before you. But even ſuppoſing your
upon the defendant. This is indeed a moſt lordſhips ſhould give all the weight to this
dangerous doctrine; and if this was law, plea of the plaintiffs which they delirt,
no man whatever can ſay that he has a ſtate what does it amount to ? Only to a few
at all. The acknowledgment of the pa miſtakes in his deſcription of the Pier la
rents, and the habite and repute, is the Marre. The miſtake about his being a
charter of every man's birth-right. Po Walloon is trivial ; it is juſt as if we
fitive evidence is confined to a very few ſhould call a man on the other ſide of the
fačts, and in proportion as by length of water of Tay a Perth-man. But ſurely
time ſuch poſitive proof may be diminiſh the uſe made of this and of other ſuch
ed, the legal preſumption for filiation does miſtakes cannot deſtroy doctor Menager's
encreaſe. But yet in the preſent caſe, this teſtimony, nor that of madame Garnier.
But even ſuppoſe that Sir joln had
defendant reſts not upon that legal pre
ſumption, but has brought both direét and been willingly perjured, - what then?
circumſtantiate evidence of his birth : Would his perjury have a ſtronger effºt
which being the caſe, he cannot be turned againſt the defendant than that of any
out of poſſeſſion but by demonſtrative evi other witneſs And yet it is certain, that
dence. I am here aware of the obſervati though a third perſon, who was a witneſs,
on made by one of your lordſhips, that had perjured himſelf upon the ſide of tº
literally taken, there can be ſuch thing as defendant, it would have had no clied
a demonſtrative proof; but what I call at all upon his general plea.
demonſtration muſt exclude the poſſibility
The next queſtion in point of law, is
of the thing being otherwiſe. Yet I do what are to be the effects of the delay on
not deny, that a circumſtantiate proof the part of the plaintiffs, in bringing thiſ
may be here admitted, but it muſt be ſuch aćtion ? Surely both the duke of Hamiltºn
a one as is ſufficient to exclude the poſ. and Sir Hugh Dalrymple might ha"
fibility of the real birth. Another point of brought their ačtion immediately upon th:
ław, is as to the habite and repute. It birth of this defendant. And as they did
was ſaid, That there was no habite and not do ſo then, the effect of this delay
-

repute to a perſon born in a foreign coun will at leaſt be to receive good evidence
try. This appears to me to be a very
dangerous miſtake. I cannot confine the
habite and repute to the voice of the fa
mily, fiends and relations at home, fince
it may ariſe from the voice of friends,
neighbours and acquaintances abroad.

for the defendants, ſuch as that of ma"
dame Tºwis and Effy Caw, who are now

dead themſelves, but whoſe evidences tº
reported upon oath by others. This sº
cruel caſe indeed

When the defendant

was a poor man the plaintiffs never *
And in the caſe before us, it is clear there tempted to controvert his birth, they have
were no ſuſpicions head of in France. only attempted this when he ſucceeded to
Even the plaintiffs own witneſſes, madame the eſtate of Douglas. The plaintiffs co"
plai",
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plain, that by the lateneſs of this action ever miſtakes Mrs. Heavit may have fal

they have loſt proof, but whom then Jibi

len into,

imputet, and upon this account it is not
now incumbent upon the defendant to
bring any proof at all in this cauſe.
The plaintiffs have tried to diſqualify
fome of the witneſſes, as being accem
plices in this alledged impoſture; but this
they cannot be allowed to do: and indeed
if this was law, who could ſtand againſt
it The plaintiffs might as eaſily aave
extended the ſame charge of accomplices

that after ſo long a time moſt witneſſes
would have done the ſame If the la

is it not abſolutely certain,

Brune had been found out and had been

examined as a witneſs, and had fallen in

to miſtakes, then the plaintiffs would have
pleaded that ſhe was perjured likewiſe.

But in fast the witneſſes concur in every
material circumſtance, which is enough ;

and therefore though they may have dit
agreed in the minutiae of their evidence,
againſt the la Brune and la Marre, in they are not upon that account the leſs
order to have prevented them from being credible. It has been ſaid, that Mrs.
held credible witneſſes, if they had been Hewit is perjured, becauſe ſhe ſwears,
now alive, and found out, as throw that 1, dy jane never went from madane
out the charge againſt Mrs. Hewit and Michelle's houſe epon a jaunt to Wer
Iſabel Walker. What reaſon can there be ſailles. But I muſt obſerve, that we have
for diſqualifying Mrs. Hewit and Iſabel only, in oppoſition to Mrs. Hewit, on this
Walker from being credible witneſſes, on point, the ſingle teſtimony of madane
account of this charge thrown out againſt Blenville, who it is not at all improbable
them

None of them ſhewed the ſmallett has been here in a miſtake herſelf.

I come now to conſider the defendant's
appearance of guilt upon any of their ex
aminations. Å. to Iſabel Walker, ſhe evidence, which is partly direct, and part
was a perfeót model for a witneſs. It has ly circumſtantiate.
been alledged that this witneſs is not cre
To diſtinguiſh evidence from ſuſpicions,
dible, becauſe in her laſt examination in is our chief buſineſs in the preſent cauſe.
preſence, ſhe has depoſed, “That ſhe And here indeed is the great difference
never read either Sir John Stewart's de betwixt a learned judge and a common
claration or Mrs. Hewit’s oath,” altho’ man. The latter haſtily takes up his ſuſ

ſhe had the whole of the proofs in her

icions, and from them as haſtily draws

cuſtody. But it is to be remarked, that !. concluſions. And if judges ſhall leave
people, who have ſomething to do, will the open road of evidence, and hunt after
ſeldom dip into ſuch large volumes as ſuſpicions, who can ſtand before them *
thoſe now under our conſideration.
Many arguments have been drawn from
Mrs. Hewit has indeed fallen into ma the conduct of the defendant's parents,
ny miſtakes in her evidence, but theſe, in: but there is a great danger left we ſhould

ſtead of proving the impoſture, prove be miſtaken in forming ſuch arguments.

againſt it; for upon the ſuppoſition of an

The defendant cannot account for the

impoſture ſhe would have been much
better prepared to have told her tale. In
one of her letters to Iſabel Walker, Mrs.
Hewit recites the whole circumſtances of
the affair. What could be the uſe or it
tention of this letter, upon the ſuppoſition

whole of the conduct of his parents; al
though ſome of the most ſuſpicious parts
of their alledged condućt has been hap
pily accounted fºr ; ſuch as that of the
ſtrong fact (termingly fraudulent) of their
having dropt their French man-ſervant at
Liege. There is another inſtance, where

of their both being accomplices together
Upon ſuch a ſuppoſition this condućt be

in the plaintiffs themſelves muſt confeſs

twixt the two is abſolutely incredible. they were miſtaken, in judging of the
Much has been ſaid of the preſumption of condućt of Sir Jºhn. It was by the plain

fiaud ariſing from Mrs. Hewit’s cor
retting the dates of ſome of her letters to
Iſabel Walker; but it may be aſked,
what could be the uſe of this to Iſºbel
Walker, her own accomplice
Inteed
the ſtyle and manner of the whole of Mrs.

titfs averred, that Sir john, who was then
commoniy called colonel Stewart, had

been ſeveral days in Paris, under a feign
ed name, whereas it now comes out, that

the perſon they thought was Sir jºz,
was really colonel Stewart of Ardhiel.
Hewit’s letters is ſo unaffected and na It has been ſaid, why did they not en
tural, that it goes very far to perſuade quire afer the Pier la Marre; but here
one of the truth of the birth. But what it is to be obſerved that they did not get
• ‘Nov. 1767.
Q_{l q q.
the
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Nov.

the return of their letter, containing ma

ment of it to have wrote their friends im

dame Tewis's declaration as to the preg

mediately after the birth.
Much weight has been laid upon Sir
john Stewart's note to Mr. Napier,
whereas the tendency of this is to ſhew
there was no impoſture at all. If you hold
it to have been an impoſture, you muſt
neceſſarily ſuppoſe a plan; and if there
was a plan, it was one eſſential part of it
to fix upon a certain houſe as being the
ſcene of the pretended delivery. That
place and houſe therefore Sir john never
can be ſuppoſed to have forgot; or if he
could be ſuppoſed to have actually forgot
it, the immediate danger of a deteåion:
would have readily prevented him from
ever fixing the ſcene of delivery to have
been in a public houſe like that of Mi

nancy, until after the death of lady jane.
And for their having not gone ſooner in
queſt of la Marre, many ſubſtantial rea
ſons may be given. Sir John was, for
two or three years, in priſon in England;
and lady jane remained under the great
cſt poverty, and oppreſſed with afionts
and afflictions of every kind. But it has
been ſaid, why did they forge letters to
ſupply the want of real ones 2
Theſe letters can with no propriety be
ſaid to be forged evidence, becauſe they
were never uſed.

Mrs. Menzie's (upon

whoſe teſtimony the plaintiffs affirm, that
lady jame knew of the forgery, and that
it was theſe very letters which ſhe was to
carry and to ſhew to her brother) is a very
fuſpicious evidence; and although ſhe was
above all exception, it does not appear
from what lady jane ſaid to her, that it
was any of the four letters then ſaid to be
forged, which ſhe had at that time in her
pocket.
It is clear, that Sir john had received
ſeveral letters from la Marre. If it was a

forgery, then it is a very bungled one in
deed,

It is clear, that theſe ſetters ſaid

chelle's.

But it has been ſaid Sir john Stewart
afterwards corrected this note, when he

found out that there had been enquiries
made after Michelle's houſe, and the time

of this corre&tion is ſaid to have been after
Mrs. Napier received the anſwer from
lady Francis Stewart, and which was af
ter her inlaying upon the 5th of Auguſt
1756. But in fact lady Francis Stewart's
letter is only dated at Aix-la-Chapelle the
28th of Auguſt, and ſo could not reach
Edinburgh by courſe of poſt till the mid
dle of September, before which time Sir

to have been forged were ſo many copies
from originals. This appears by a va
riety of particulars, and eſpecially from
the miſplacing of ſeveral words, which john Stewart had correčted the miſtake
ſhews that the perſon who wrote them had as to the houſe of Michelle's being the
copied them from others line for line.
place of delivery.
.
I come now to make a few general ob

Much has been ſaid about the non

ſervations upon the cauſe. Upon , the
ſuppoſition of an impoſture, the day fixed
for the birth was by much too early. A
gain, the leaving of the maids at Rheims
is to me a proof that there was no fraud

exiſtence of the madame la Brune, where

as I confeſs it is moſt clearly proved to
me by the oath of doćtor Menager, that
there was one of this name, who was very
intimate with the Pier la Marre. She,
at all in the matter. Theſe maids were however, has not been found out: in the
both, according to the plaintiffs plea, ac courſe of nature ſhe may be dead as well
complices, why not then carry them as her daughter by her looſe way of liv
alongſt with them to Paris 8 . Why two ing. There has however been diſcovered
witneſſes more, ſweating poſitively to the a madame la Brune living in the Rue Do
actual delivery, would have put it beyond minic, Fauxburg, St. Germaine : this wo
doubt. This was not acting the part man was a Garde Malade, and may have
completely. In the ſame light I view all been the perſon. What then is the a
the imprudencies on the part of Sir John. mount of the evidence upon this head It
Upon the ſuppoſition of an impoſture, he is only this, that no body has been found
would have been exact and pointed as to whom the madame la Brune even told
to the very hour where the birth was, and any thing of the matter. Much has been
his not having been ſo exact and uniform, ſaid on the general condućt of the parties.
can be accounted for upon no other ſup But it was ſurely very proper for lady
poſition but that of innocence. Again, jane to go abroad, and it was very pro
had there really been no impoſture in the per for her to go to Aix-la-Chapelle, be
caſe, it was neceſſary for the accompliſh cauſe it appears ſhe was in bad health. It
wººds

º

.
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was alſo very proper for her to quit plaintiffs have ſaid, that Sir john and lady
Rheims on account of the unſkilfulneſs of jane concealed their going to Paris;
the accoucheurs there, which is indeed whereas, on the contrary, they toid it to
proved by madame Mallifer's evidence every body; to Mr. M'Lean and Mac
Kenzie; and ſtill more, they went thither
upon this point.
Much has been ſaid about their deſir in the public Voiture. Iſabel Walker and
ing their letters to be directed for them at Effy Caw, the two maids, have been ſaid
Rheims, when they were truly at Paris, but to be accomplices in the fraud; but it is
then it is to be conſidered, that Rheims was proved that lady Jane treated them very
the place of their reſidence, and that they ill afterwards; and that ſhe actually turned
had a houſe taken there, in which they had off Effy Cazv from her ſervice. Upon the
left their maids. Much has been ſaid about ſuppoſition of an impoſture, Sir John and
F.". and improbability in this cauſe; lady jane muſt have been expert hypo
ut ſure I am, that the plaintiffs account crites indeed, and of this there is a re
of the impoſture is of all other things the markable example in the ſtory of the beg
moſt improbable. It was ſurely highly im gar at Liege, as it ſtands related by Mrs.
probable, that lady jane, who (it is prov Hepburn of Keith in her oath.

ed) had the capability of having children, Sir John Stewart upon no one occaſion
ſhould bring in two beggars brats who ever changed his name; he did not run for
might cut out her own eventual iſſue: , it it after he had ſtoie the children in Paris,

was ſurely highly improbable too, that
they ſhould ſuppoſe two at one time, and
thereby lay themſelves to ſo great a dan
ger of detection. But it has truly hap
pened, that the proof found out as to
the nurſe of the youngeſt child, has ſup
ported the birth of the eldeſt.
But to proceed upon the plaintiffs ac
count of the matter; they, when they had
only one child procured, gave out that
they had two, and of the one they had
not got, they give infallible marks ſixteen
months before they brought him to

but inſtead of doing ſo, goes back to
Rheims, where they reſide fixteen months,
and then return again to Paris without
fear or dread.

I now come to ſpeak of a material arti
cle in this cauſe, and that is Godefroi's
books. In what I am going to lay, I
will diſtinguiſh his parole evidence from
that of his books, and hope to convince
your lordſhips, that he is not worthy of
credit. In the firſt place then, I ſay it ap
pears, that Mr. Godefroi was inſtructed to
give evidence. It was otherways impoſſible
Rheims, and when he arrives there he is for him to apply the blank article in his
book to Sir john Stewart without know
the very picture of lady jane.
Is this all poſſible then, upon the ſup ing theſe two things, firſt, that Sir john
poſition of an impoſture ? But ſtill farther, Stewart was the gentleman that arrived
what was the method they took to accom at his houſe upon the 4th of July, and
pliſh this ſuppoſition ? They take a ſpe 2dly, he muſt have been told, that Sir
cial recommendation to the houſe of Gode John Stewart had ačtually a third perſon
froi, and yet they have the day of delivery with him. This man Godefroi actually for
to be one of thoſe days they were a&tually gets his own hand writing, and he ſays,
reſiding with him. This is indeed incre that it was that of his wife. Upon his firſt
dible, and therefore it would appear, that examination, he aëtually forgets that he
monſ, d'Anjou, the plaintiffs procureur, had two books, tho' it afterwards comes
in his memorial, ſays, that they went out, that he kept two. But then when he
to a private houſe, and that they did not goes to his livre logeur, he finds no third
leave that houſe ſo very ſoon as within perſon there : therefore it is clear, that he
muſt have been informed by ſome per
eight days after the pretended delivery.
Much has been ſaid about lady jane's ſon or other,that Sºr John Stewart had wo
having concealed her pregnancy, from ſome other perſon; alongſt with himſelf. 2d)
perſons, by wearing a particular dreſs, but I ſay that Mr. Godefroi has varied in #:
this was unnatural and meanleſs upon the tale; and for the proof of this, I appeal

fuppoſition of a fraud; but upon the ſup to the expoſé de faits, kept by mon'ſ D,
Anjºu. 34 y. I ſay that Mr. Godefrai

poſition of her being really with child, it
may be accounted for by one of theſe two
ways, either from her baſhfulneſs, or from
lier deſire to conceal the marriage. The

has ſworn falſely, in ſo far as he ſwears
that his books contained the names of all
the perſons who came to his houſe. Mi
Q_l q q 2
chelle's
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chell.'s books were at firſt ſtrongly found
ed on by the plaintiffs , and to make theſe
books a pear accurate and ºxaºl, ironſ.
Duriff, a ſeens to have perjured himſelt.
I Go uſpict many bad plactices with

Nov.

places, it is clear, that ſomewhat muſt have

happened, and what it could be but a real
delivery cannot eaſily be imagined.
As to the evidence of Dr. Menager, the
ſtory told to him by Pierre la Marre, of

theſe witneſſes in Paris, by whom theſe

his having deiivered a foreign lady of

practices were carried on ; I am not con
cerned to enquire, but I have ſo bad an
opinion cf the paintºs proof, that altho’
they had prov d twise as inuch, I would
have paid no ort of regard to it
As to Mr. Goºf… sºcoks themſelves,
they are far from being accurate or exact
as he depoſed they were, for the defendant
has clearly proved, that there are many
names entered in his livre du Dispenſe,

twins, ex&stly correſponds to the delivery
of lady jane Douglas. Menager's teſti

which are not to be found in his livre Lo

geur, and that theic are ſix at lead, in his
livre Logeur, that are not inſerted in his
divre du Dupenſe ; particularly one monſ.
de Saraffin is ente, td into the book of ex

pence,
eighteen davs before
into the livre Lageur.

he is entered
t

As to the enevements, I remember,

mony ſtands uncºntradicted by any one

witneſs. Some of your lordſhips hinted,
that Menager was not to be believed, be

cauſe he ſaid, that ia. Marre gave lectures
u; on midwifery; but his own brother
Francois la Marre ſays the ſame thing. If
Menager is perjured, he muti have been
corrupted.

Then, who was it that cor

rupted hin, who of the Britiſt agents was
iikely to corrupt him In what he has
ſaid, he was ſupported by Giles, as the
converſation betwixt Giles and him, ſtands
confirmed by monſ. Moreau; altho' Mr.
Giles was afterwards pleaſed to deny upon
oath what he had formerly ſaid. "
Madame Garnier the nurſe, by the

that the oldeſt council for the plaintiffs, whole of the accounts ſhe gives, eſtabliſhed
in his pleadings only urged them as cir beyond doubt, that the converſation which
cumſtances. As to Mignon's child, ſome la Marre had with Dr. Mº, ºr about
of the witneſſes ſay, that it was three the youngeſt of the twins which he had
months old at the time of its being taken under his care, does really relate to the
away. And as to Sanry's child, neither youngeſt child of lady Jane Douglas. In
the deſcription of the perſons, nor the ſhort, this is the moſt concluſive circum
time anſwers to Sir john Stewart.

I will now run over the capital circum
ſtances of the defendant's proof of the
regnancy as well as the actual delivery.
K.
of your lordſhips have denied, that
there were the appearances of pregnancy;
and that they were naturally, I think, is
clearly proved. Mrs. Hepburn of Keith
muſt be perjured with the irſt, if the preg
nancy was not real. In the condition lady
ſº was when Mirs. Hepburn came into
|cr room, the muſt have obſerved every
thing about her.
This proof of the pregnancy is confirm
ed by a proof of her capacity to have chil

ſtantiate evidence that ever was.

It is of the effence of a circumſtantiate

evidence, that the different witneſſes ſhould
ſwear to different facts, which tho' inde
pendant of each other, all tend to the ſame

point. Such a chain of evidence as the one
now before us could not lºave been formed

by chance. And if Dr. Tºi, ºrager and ma
dame Garnier had been corrupted, each
of then would have ſaid much

º

This not only ſhows the high probabi
lity of the defendant’s alledgeance, but
alſo the high improbability of the piaintiffs
ſtory. Sir John names la Marre as being
the accoucheur from the very beginning :
dren, and of miſcarriages afterwards. And the plaintiffs denied the exiſtence of ſuch a
becauſe there are a few contradištions at one ; but now he is found to have astu

tending theſe miſcarriages, will we there ally been a proStifing accouchctºr in Pa
fore ſay there were none Upon this point ris in the year 1748, and to have had con
of fact, the witneſſes cannºt be inſtaken, verſations with his brethren of the pro
witho perjured they may be. When to feſtion about his having delivered a for
all this, we add the appear ºre of her re reign lady, of an advanced age, of twins.
convakſ, crice upon their going to Ali
Sir jºhn and lady jane further told,
chclie's; and when we compºſe the depo that they had left their youngeſt ſon under
ſitions cf madame Michelle and madame his charge ſomewhere in the neighbour
Elen ville with thoſe of the witnciſes who hood of Paris. Lady jøre named Aleni-ſaw lady Jane at dia, Liege and other elºntaine as the place the child was left
at .

º
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Rutlidge ſays, that lady

ſkeleton of his adminiſtration, he retir
jane named the place, though ſhe has ed, for a few weeks, to Bath, towards
the latter end of September 1766. Dur
forgot the name.
at.

Madame

Are all theſe things then poſſible upon
the ſuppoſition of an impoſture ? I wiſh
that the plaintiffs had here given us a cal
culation of chances upon all theſe won
derful circumſtances.

ing his reſidence there, the D. of B–df—d
came to the ſame place, purely for the
ſake of drinking the waters. This was
no ſooner made known to him, than he

For if all theſe

determined upon a negotiation with that
particulars be true, as I have no doubt noble duke. In all probability he conſi
they are, then Sir john's contradićtions dered, that, having broke with his near
and falſhoods are of no importance.

eft relations and beſt friends, in a man

Upon the whole, his lordſhip declared, ner that was every way ſcandalous, and
that he had not even a ſuſpicion remain ungrateful, and juſtly apprehending a ſpi
ing in his mind of the truth of the de rited reſentment in return ; no ſtep could
fendant's birth.
be more politic, than to weaken their

ſtrength, by detaching from them their
principal ally. And although the in
tereſt of this very ally had been warmly
recommended to him by his noble bro
ther-in-law, who propoſed the plan, and
pointed out the neceſſity of forming a
powerful and permanent adminiſtration;
and which plan, lord Ch—m then haugh
tily rejećted; yet he now thought it no
in the following words. “The lords hav meanneſs, no inconſiſtency in principle,
ing confidered the ſtate of the proceſs, the to court, and to cajole by falſhood and
writs produced, and teſtimonies of the flattery, that very intereſt, the offer of
witneſſes adduced, and heard parties pre which he had treated, but a few months
curators thereon; and having adviſed the before, with the higheſt contempt and in
fame with the memorials, obſervations, dignation. His reaſon for refuſing it
and other papers given in by each party, before was, becauſe he thought himſelf
they ſuftain the reaſons of reduction, and alone ſufficient; and warmly reſented,
reduce, decern and declare accordingly.” that any perſon but himſelf ſhould pre
For the Plaintiffs.
For the Defendant. ſume to have an opinion of what was ne

The whole fifteen judges having thus
given their opinions, and the court being
equally divided upon this important queſ
tion, the lord preſident proceeded to ſtate
the vote, ſuftain or repell the reaſons of
redućtion ? And it carried by his lord
fhip's caſting voice, Sustain. And then
the judgment of the court was wrote out

ceſſary for the public intereſt, or requiſite
The lord Preſident.

Lord Strichen.

Lord Barjarg.

Lord Kaims.
Lord Auchinleck.

Lord Alemore.
Lord Elliock.

Lord Stanfield.
Lord Kennet.
Lord Hales.

Lord juſtice Clerk.

Lord Coalfton.
Lord Pitfour.

Lord Gardenſion.
Lord Monboddo.

to form an adminiſtration; and his rea
ſon for courting it now was, the malice
he bore to, and the jealouſy he entertain
ed of the ſtrength and abilities of his re
lations.

Of the latter he could not de

prive them ; and he therefore formed a
deſign to ſtrip them, in ſome meaſure, of

the former. This is the true and origi

nal motive of his application to the duke
Subſtance of two remarkable and intereſt of B–df—d, when at Bath. Thus it
ing Conferences at Bath and in London, is obvious, that principles, ſentiments,
* between the D. of B–dſ—d and the and meaſures, are, with him, no bars to
E. of Ch—m.
the accompliſhment of any factious deſign
he has in view : for the duke of B–df—d

HE principle, upon , which lord and his friends had upon ſeveral occaſions
Ch—m formed his adminiſtration, ſhewn, that they held ſentiments and
having been ſo faithful!y explained in principles, and recommended meaſures
your laſt, I will not trouble the public very different from thoſe avowed and
with any other introduštion to the ac pračtiſed by lord Ch–m. To obtain
count of theſe conferences, than a view of this alliance, he thought it no ſhame, nor
the particular motives which occaſioned indeed, the leaſt hardſhip, to renounce
them.
any or every opinion he had formerly
When the E. of Ch–m had finiſhed the ſupported. And without further delay
i

he
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he ſet about framing a new ſet of prin naturally have been attended to in ſuch a
tiples, which were perfectly agreeable, to coalition) not to lay before his grace his
º

the uniform condućt and conſtant decla ſuſpicions of the fraud and hypocriſy,
rations of the noble duke, whoſe aſſiſt which were to be expected from a mini
ſter, whoſe views never extended farther
ance he was going to ſolicit... .

In conſequence of an application made than his own particular intereſt, or the

by lord Ch—m, they met, when that gratification of ſome favourite paſſion;
lord ſaid, that he ſhould be extremely and he ſtrongly recommended, with a

glad, and particularly happy to ſee the warmth and integrity not very common,
k—'s adminiſtration countenanced and the abſolute neceſſity of a firm adherence

ſtrengthened by his grace's approbation

to their friends.

and intereſt. And, he added, that, hav
When this ſecond application was
ing made this declaration, he would ve made, the ſcene of politics was removed
ry frankly acquaint, his grace with the from Bath to London. And it was about
meaſures he intended to purſue.
the 27th or 28th of November 1766, that

Firſt, he intended to keep the peace in lord Ch—m applied to lord G–er on the

violate, and to have a very watchful eye ſubject of filling one of the offices va.
over the princes of the continent, to ſee cated by the reſignations at that time.
The anſwer of that lord at an interview
that they did the ſame.
Secondly, he would have no conneéti with the miniſter was, that he would not
ons with the continent, nor enter into accept of any employment without con
any ſubſidiary treaty with any of the pow ſulting the duke of B–df—d. And his
-

ers there.

lordſhip in conſequence of this applica

Thirdly, he intended to obſerve ſuch tion went down to Wooburn to conſult
a ſtrict and rigid ceconomy, as even the his grace upon the ſubjećt.
The miniſter, fluctuating between the
moſt frugal miniſter ſhould approve of.
Theſe were his words.

hope and the fear of gaining or loſing

To all which the duke of B–d- this alliance, reſolved upon making the
f—d made anſwer, that theſe were the moſt abject and ſlaviſh ſubmiſſion to the
meaſures for which he had always de Thane. It was the only certain means

clared; that they were his meaſures; and he had left of retaining that mockery of
he would certainly ſupport them, whe power, which he then enjoyed. He ſup
ther his friends were in or out of office. plicated that intereſt with a degree of hu
And he made this ſhort remark, that the miliation, that was below the dignity of
miniſter had come into his meaſures ; a man, and was both ridiculous and con
not he into the miniſter's.
temptibie in a miniſter. It was treated
No propoſitions were made on the ſub however in the outſet as it deſerved. Lord

ject of arrangements.
The next reſolution taken by
miſter, was to diſplace lord E. a
lar account of which was given
laſt number. In conſequence

-

the mi
particu
in your
of that

L–d refuſed the poſt of maſter of the

horſe, which was offered him by the mi
miſter on the 29th of November.

But

not to be foiled in a point, upon which

his very exiſtence as a miniſter depend
ſtep, the miniſter determined to apply a ed, he made a ſecond attempt, and choſe
ſecond time to the duke of B–dſ—d. another part of that intereſt upon which
to make it. The Thane, who was tho

The above conference was therefore only
a prelude to what was to follow; and 1t
was artfully contrived, to disjoint the
powers in oppoſition, and particularly to
create a jealouſy between the duke and

roughly apprized of the whole tranſaction,
finding him the moſt ſubmiſſive, docile
creature, he had ever yet met with, gra
ciouſly condeſcended to take him into al

his friends. But the inſidious deſign was

liance; for hitherto he had ſuffered him

eaſily ſeen through. And one ſpirited to act only in ſubordination, and at hum
commoner, who is deſervedly honoured ble diſtanc; and, in order to ratify this
with the friendſhip and confidence of his union, the Thame gave leave that ſome
grace, had too much good ſenſe, and of his truſty dependents ſhould take of
ºven in theſe times, however unfaſhiona fices, particulariy two or three of ſuch
ble it is, too great a regard for the ho perſons as had been diſmiſſed by thoſe mi

sour of his noble friend (and that too niſters, whom the Thane had excommu
againſt his own intereſt, which would uicated for diſputing his ſupremacy.
-

On

|
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On Monday December the firſt, the ſult, his grace, that he (the miniſter)
duke of B–df—d and lord G–er came weakly and falſely imagined his former
to London. That evening the duke of language had detached the duke of
B—df—d had a conference with the mi B–df—d from his friends; and that he
miſter at his houſe in Bond-ſtreet; when

would accept of any terms, rather than

ſome arrangements of men were mention return to that intereſt, which the mini
ed, and the propoſitions made at Bath ſter very falſely ſuppoſed the duke had
concerning meaſures were more particu entirely abandoned. Then they came to
the three propoſitions made at Bath con
larly conſidered.
The duke of B–df—d aſked an Eng cerning meaſures; when it appeared, that
liſh peerage for the marquis of L
the miniſter had totally changed his ſen
>
and ſome of the vacated offices for his

friends; but nothing for himſelf.
The miniſter rejected the propoſal of
the peerage with the higheſt indignation.
And as to the offices ; he had given the
poſt of firſt lord of the admiralty to Sir
Edward Hawke ; Mr. Jenkinſon was to
be one of the lords commiſſioners of that

board ; and lord le D

was deſtined

for the poſt-office. There remained then
very few vacant offices for the D —'s
friends. And it ſhould ſeem by the mi
niſter's filling ſeveral of them, during
the time that lord G—er was gone to con
N

O

timents, and that he was now the very
reverſe of what he had been in the former

conference. . He condemned the peace,
and declared for a connection with Pruſ

fia. And then, ſo far from complying
with his other propoſition concerning an
obſervance of ſuch a ſtrict oeconomy, as
even the moſt frugal miniſter but cannot ap
prove, and which was the more neceſſary
on account of the public incumbrances;
he practiſed, on the contrary, the moſt
enormous and unheard-of prodigality of
the public treaſure *.

The language now held, and the con
T

E.

* A few of this miniſter's extraordinary grants, &c. it will not be im
proper here to recapitulate.
Suppoſing one
with another at
Io years pur

chaſe, would
be

A Penſion to lord N
when
P—t. Per annum

he ſhall reſign the poſt of lord

£.

£

4ooo

40,000

I 35o
35

12, ro

The reverſion to the ſame of the Hanaper for two young lives
after the demiſe of the duke of Chandos; ſalary ſuppoſed
to be per annum,
The
of a teller

-

...

of the Exchequer for lord C–’s
ſon. Salary about per annum,
A penſion to lord Con the Iriſh eſtabliſhment, in caſe
-

35oo

3,500
35, ooo
-

he ſhould loſe his poſt of lord chancellor before there is a

vacancy in the Exchequer for his ſon; per ann.

—

1.5oo

15,000

A penſion to col; Ligonier for life, on England, per ann; – 15oo 15,ooo
to lord H
, which, if

A ſurrender of the b– of O

ſet up to ſale, would in ail probability fetch

30,000

30,000.

Io, ooo

Io, ooo

To an ambaſſador to Ruſſia, who never went thither, ſaid
to be

.

º

:

-

To a lord lieutenant of Ireland, who never went thither,
at leaſt
–
18, ooo 18, ooo
Annual charge of a nominal miniſter to the court of Turin,
another year

reſident in England,

2OOO

-

4.oOo.

An additional penſion to prince Ferdinand, on the Iriſh eſta
bliſhment, per ann.

-

-

zooo

20,000
--

£,

200,ooo
dućt
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dućt now purſued, by the miniſter, were After a convenient Time ſpent in faring
ſo different from what, when at Bath,
at one another, up gets Tilbury.
he had with ſo much ſeeming ſincerity,
Thus
from my Lord his Paſion broke;
held and promiſed to purſue, that no per
He f-rted firſt, and then be ſpoke.
ſon, who had approved of the one, could,
without the moſt ſhameleſs diſregard to Tilbury. T N the name of the devil and
principle and conſiſtency, approve of the
his dam, can any body tell
other. The duke of B–df—d with a what accident brings us five together.
Caution. For my own part, my lords,
ſpirit and probity that does honour to his
though I ſpeak
charaćter, ſteadily adhered to his former I humbly apprehend
opinion of meaſures; and abſolutely re with infinite diffidence—I ſay, my lords,
fuſed to recede from what he apprehend I will not pledge myſelf for the truth of
ed to be for the intereſt of the public. my opinion—but I do humbly conceive
The noblemen parted. And the earl of —with great ſubmiſſion—that we are met
Ch—m was left to the dominion and ma

together with a view, and in order to

magement of the Great Tormentor, the confider whether it might not be adviſe-.
Scottiſh Thane.
able to give ſome inſtructions to this no
The miniſter, having failed in this at ble lord for his government in ***, or
tempt, and dreading the power of the op whether we ſhould leave the dire&ion of
poſition, determined to make a ſecond ef his conduct to the ſame chance, to which,
fort to divide that intereſt; and he, thcre under our ſovereign laird the earl of
fore, in the ſpace of a few weeks, offer B— (they all bow their beads) he owes
ed that very peerage to the marquis of his appointment. I may be miſtaken,
L
, which, when ſo lately aſked my lords, but I— I– [Looks round him,
by the duke of B–df—d, he had refuſed Ampers, and ſits down.
with the higheſt indignation. The mar
Tilbury, Blaſt me if I care whether he
quis accepted the offer ; which is a ſuffi has any inſtructions or not. But who
cient explanation of the union between the devil's to draw them up 2
them.

Malagrida, with a complacent ſmile.]

With ſuch a miniſter, no principle of That's a taſk, way lords, which I believe
honour, no regard to conſiſtency, no at no man here is better qualified to execute
tachment to friends, nor promiſes to the than myſelf. Your lordſhips well know
public, are of the ſmalleſt avail, if op that I am far from being vain of my ta
poſed to his intereſt, his ambition, or his lents; yet I believe I may affirm with
reſentment. It was juſtly ſaid of Sylla, out preſumption, that mature has done
that, to any one of theſe, he was al more for me, without any effort of my
ways ready to ſacrifice the commonwealth. own, than other men uſually derive from
And it were happy for us if no one in education and experience. My lord H–d,

our days imitated the infamous example.

who certainly had ſome reaſon to know

I am, Sir,

me, has done me the honour to ſay, that
7 our Friend, and humble Serv. I was born a jeſuit, and that if all the
good qualities, which make the ſociety
AN on Y Mous. of Jeſus reſpeštable, were baniſhed from
the reſt of the earth, they would ſtill find

Grand Council upon the Affairs of **** room enough in the boſom of Malagri
after eleven Adjournments.
da. His lordſhip ſagaciouſly obſerved,
mine was a ſort of underſtanding
Hill-Street, O&#. 7, 1767. that
more united with the heart than the head;
PR E S E N T,
and that my ideas of men and things de
pended not ſo much upon the improve
Tilbury . . . . . fieddled,
ment of my brain, as upon the original
judge jefferyes,
colour and conſiſtence of my blood; con
Cauticſ, without Foreſ;ht,
ſequently—But this is a ſeducing ſub
Malagrida,
jećt, upon which perhaps—I fea
I
Boutdeville . . . . ſulky,
am too willing to expatiate. To return
A Chair left empty for the High T–r, then to the noble lord's inſtructions 5–1
detained by a Hurry of Buſineſs at ſhould be happy to know what your lord
Newmarket.
fhip's ideas are upon this moſt important
-

queſtion,

Grand Council on Affairſ of Importance.
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queſtion, that, when I have heard all gal reſtraints; and for my own part— I
your opinions, I may with greater de will ſpeak boldly, my lords—I always do
when the liberties of my fellow-ſubjects
cency follow my own.
Tilbury. Blaſt me if I know any thing are in queſtion—I never conſider my own
of the matter—[falls aſleep.
charaćter in what I ſay either in c-l or
Caution. The very learned lord, who p—t; -I think, that to give any poſi
ſlumbers upon the ſopha, having, with tive inſtructions to a chief governor might
his uſual candor, confeſſed his uſual ig have the odious appearance of invading
morance upon the arduous ſubjećt of our the natural rights of the * * *. It is
preſent debates, it may ſeem preſumptu their claim, it is their birth-right, my
ous in a man of my inferior qualifications lords, to talk without meaning, and to
even to form, much more to deliver any live without law. This is the ſort of liberty
opinion upon it. " For this reaſon, my which our anceſtors fought for, and which
lords, although I venture to ſpeak firſt, I every true Engliſhman ought to revere.
fhall take care not to hazard any thing God forbid, my Lords, that any thing
deciſive. I have already had the honour done by a Britiſh c-1 ſhould tend to the
of giving inſtrućtions to governors; and, diminution of privileges, which the * * *
excepting my noble colleague, with whom juſtly think invaluable. Beſides, my lords,
I agree, that he owes as much to nature I have too much reſpect for the uncom
for the accompliſhments of his pind as ion talents of the noble lord himſelf to
for thoſe of his perſon, I believe few men wiſh to confine him by any opinions of
ſucceed better at the ambiguous. It is my ours. Let him but follow the dićtates of
fort, my lords ; –I always contrive to his own genius, and I will venture to
leave the perſon I inſtruct at full liberty ſay that the * * * will have no reaſon to
to ačt as he thinks proper, and entirely at envy the government of England;
his own peril. Poſitive inſtructions are at leaſt he may be aſſured of our hearty
too apt to endanger the ſafety of thoſe endeavours and concurrence to prevent
who give them. Mine, I am determined any ill blood upon that ſcore, between the
ſhallendanger nothing but the ſafety of two nations.
the ſtate. But ſince the noble lord abſo
SU LKY, in an attitude copied from Mr.
lutely inſiſts upon being inſtructed ſome Sparks.] I was quiet enough at R––,

way or other, my friendſhip for him,

when I was told I was " " " of * * *.

which he may believe is full as ſincere as For a man to be told that he commands a
what I felt for his brother—poor C– 1 * * * or an army, when he dreams of no
and art thou gone !
ſo is my friend ſuch matter, forms a ſituation too diffi
ſhip;-—I ſay, my lord, ſince his lord cult for ſuch a head as mine. My lords,
ſhip can have no doubt about the warmth I ſpeak from experience. Upon another
of my friendſhip for him, he may at all occaſion, indeed, I found the buſineſs
times rely upon my aſſiſtance and con done to my hand, by a perſon who ſhall
currence, and—and— it is unneceſſary I. be nameleſs. But, alas ! I find things
believe to explain what —[/impers at in a very different condition at preſent. I
perceive that I am no more a ſtateſman
Su!y, and ſits down.
judge jefferyes with dignity.] My than a general, and that my predeceſſor,
lords, your lordſhips know that the great inſtead of doing any thing himſelf, has
eſt part of my life has been dedicated to only bequeathed to me the diſgrace of
the ſtudy of the common and ſtatute law not being able to perform, what he was
of my country :
you will not wonder ſo vain or ſo ſimple as to promiſe.—Then
therefore at my appearing a ſtrenuous ad to be left to my own guidance —If my
vocate for the natural liberties of mankind, poor dear brother had lived, you would
ſuch as they poſſeſſed them before the ex not have treated me ſo ſcurvily—Surely
iſtence of poſitive laws in this country or your lordſhips forget that theſe are a wild
any other. Now, my lords, if I am not barbarous people, and how dangerous it
ill informed, the *** are already in this is to truſt to their reſpect for the perſon of
deſirable ſtate of emancipation. By the a * * *.—In ſhort, my lords, if you do
moſt authentic accounts, they actually not think proper to grant then a habeas
approach as near to a ſtate of nature, as corpus, at leaſt grant me one, and as ſoon
can be effected by the abſence of all le as poſſible. I thail never be eaſy until I
November, 1767.

R

r r

find
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find my body once more before you. In late, I thank you. [Aſide. This filly
the mean time I believe I had beſt fol puppy takes me for his ſchoolmaſter, and

low my lord B–’s advice—

fancies I am obliged to hear him repeat

Omnes. Lord B––.
lowed. What is it 2

his taſk to me.—[Exit farting and blaſ
phening.
Caution. Pray ſpare me, my lord; you
know my friendſhip: I would ſtay to
hear you if it were poſſible. [Aſide. I
ſee this will never do; ſo I'll e'en try to

It muſt be fol

Sully. To carry over with me a bat
talion of gallant diſintereſted highlanders,
who, if there ſhould be any diſturbance,
may take to their broad-ſwords. Where
plunder's to be had, they'll take to any renew with the R–ms. [Exit talking to
thing. I have ſeen it tried with attoniſh himſelf.
jefferyes. Change of place, my lord, as
ing ſucceſs; and ſure never was man in
ſuch a TAKING as I was.
well as change of party, is the indefeaſible
Caution. The expedient, I confeſs, is right of human nature. It is a part of the
admirable; but pray, my lord, how do natural liberty of man, which I am deter
you intend to provide for all theſe ſweet mined to make uſe of immediately. Exit.
blooded children.

Sulky. My ſecretary has got a liſt of
the employments in ***, and aſſures me

Malagrida to Sulty. Won't you hear
me, my lord

Sully. It is unneceſſary, my dear lord.
that I ſhall be able to provide for as ma I ſee your meaning written in your face.
ny more.

[Aſide. What the devil ſhall I do now *

Jefferyes, growing peeviſh and impa
tient.] To conclude, my lords. If what
I have juſt now had the honour of throw
ing out ſhould not be conſiſtent with the
noble lord's ideas, or with his plan of
government; he has my free conſent to

A ſick man might as well expect to be
cured by a conſultation of quack doćtors;

they talk, and debate, and wrangle, and
the patient expires. However, I ſhall at
leaſt have the ſatisfaction of drawing their
pictures.

I believe the beſt thing I can

conſult with my lord G–
adopt a very different ſyſtem. Inſtead of Sdo will beHisto charaćter
is known and re

rmitting the * * * to live without any
aw whatever, let him govern them by ſpected in ***, as much as it is here;
edićts from the caſtle. For my own part, and I know he loves to be ſtationed in
I hate medium in government. I am all the rear as well as myſelf. Exit.
for anarchy, or all for tyranny. The
Malagrida ſolus. What a negro's ſkin

*** p—y c-1 are as good judges of the

º

plea of
and I dare ſay as ready
to make uſe of it, as any other c—l.
You have my authority and example, my
lord, in ſupport of ſuſpending powers;
and, provided you are a little cautious in
the objećt of your firſt experiment, you
may carry this wholeſome maxim to as
great a length in ***, as with the bleſ
ſing of God (turning up his eyes to hea

muſt I have, if this ſhallow fellow could

ſee my meaning in my face —Now will
I ſculk away to—, where I will betray or
miſrepreſent every ſyllable I have heard ;
—ridicule their perſons,—blacken their
characters, and fawn upon the man who
hears me, until I have an opportunity of
biting even him to the heart.-Exit.

Oratory and Faàion : A ſhort Eſſay.
HERE are as many ſpecies of ora-A dog barks, and wakens Tilbury, who
tory, as there are different geniuſes
arts up.
amongſt men; the commanding and vio
Tilbury. Zounds, my lord, do you lent, the florid and infinuating, the ener
gic and reaſoning, the ſarcaſtic and hu
keep bull-dogs in your houſe
Malagrida. No, my lord; it is a mon morous, &c. &c. &c.
If l–C–, who is by nature haugh
grel. Your true Engliſh bull-dog never
quits his hold ; but this cur plays faſt and ty, and impatient, was to attempt an
looſe, juſt as I bid him ; he worries a oration in a mode foreign to his genius,
man one moment, and fawns upon him he would appear vapid and puerile;
the next. But, my lords, I hope you whereas he has generally ſucceeded in his
- are not going away before I have finiſhed own natural manner, which is fierce and
my ſpeech. It is a maſter-piece, I'll imperious; he commands obedience with
promiſe you, and has coſt me infinite out giving leiſure to enquire; inſtanta
jabour to get by heart.
neous ſubmiſſion is what he expects ; and
is
Tilbury. No, d-n me, ’tis a little too
•ven) I intend to do here.

y
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his boldneſs ſurpriſes his auditors into an
immediate proſtration, and damps all
oppoſition : even nonſenſe and abſurdity,
darted from his lips, like lightning,
deprive men of their intelleśtual faculties;
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ble faculties; and yet with all theſe, (de
ficient in conſtancy and firmneſs) he has
hitherto done as little good, as miſchief,

to his country. . His heart is often pene
trated with the love of virtue, and poſſ.ſ.

and they dare not venture a moment to ſed at times of the nobleſt feelings of
queſtion the divinity; for, according to patriotiſm ; for as he has ſtudiº, cvery
the old poet,
thing, he cannot but perceive the beauty
As charms are nonſenſe, nonſenſe is a
chai m.

of truth, and that the primary virtue of
a ſocial being, is to promote the happi

meſs of the community of which he is a
In ſhort; he claims infallibility, like member; and though this is a duty he
lord Peter in the tale of a tub; and who frequently wiſhes to perform, it is always
ever preſumes to conſult his own ſenſes, with a proviſo, that it doth not interfere
he ſends to d-n—n without the leaſt ce

with his love of midnight roar, his pro

remony.

penſity to joke, fun, and the laughable

Others there are of a ſmoother caſt, who bagatelles of life, which governs all his

never offend, and yet never perfeótly aëtions, and predominates in the minuteſt,
leaſe; for though their elocution is flow as well as the moſt important affairs; in
ing, eaſy, and agreeable, it is too feeble curing a lady's lap-dog of a fit of the
to rouſe the paſſions, without which the

cholic, as in conſulting the ſafety of a

heart can never be deeply affected.
The cool and reaſoning genius will ap
ply himſelf to the underſtanding, and en
deavour, by ſober ſenſe, and juſt dedućti
ons, to gain your aſſett; and he will

great empire. There never was a ſtronger
Proof of the imperfection of human ºa
ture; this moment, great,
d, and

wiſe; the next, capricious, whimſical and

abſurd. If his mind could be wholly

ſucceed with the few, who are capable of bent to the advancement of the nationiſt
judging, and not under the infection of intereſt, he would be more than man ;
venality, or prejudice : but, alas ! the

but as it is, the country may rejoice, that

number of theſe is ſo very few, that ... º.º. ºn an º'ºw in his femperament :
he will meet with little ſucceſs; and of for if ambition and the lºſt of power had

courſe, with as ſmall honour, profit, or
applauſe.
There is a levelling principle in the
mind of man that delights in abuſe, and
inve&tive; and if this cruel weapon is
ſharpened with wit, ridiculc, and ſatire,
it never fails to engage the attention, and
-

wholly engroſſed him, ſuch talents could
ſcarce hºve failed to undermine all the
pillas of liberty, and entirely to eraze,

from the minds of the people, every prin.
ciple of patriotim and of virtue.
Quinti,ian ſays, Oratorem illum per

fºur dico qui je t'y, bonus vir non po
;-and perhaps the idea of this writer
to command the approbation of a popu tº
days, have been looked up
might,

lar aſſembly.

Hence it follows, that men of the beſt

a

his

on as juſt ; for then it was the univerſal

hearts, and ſoundeſt judgments, are ſel opinion, that it berty could not be ſup
dom ſeen to attain any great degree of ported without virtue, nor virtue ſubſiſt
1 eputation in the oratorical world. Truth without wiſdom and knowledge; and the
and juſtice are the deities they adore ; inference was therefore not very unnatu
and when the altars are pulled down, it ral, that the art of communicating, with
is in no fort ſurpriſing, that the prieſts of energy and clearneſs, ſuch wiſdom and
the temple ſhould be treated with a con
temptuous neglect.
º
º

º

º

In theſe our days, a genius hath aroſe,
with ſuch powers of intelle&t, that hiſto
ry affords no equal to him: he is com
pleat in every part of oratory; finiſhed
in every branch of ſcience; his elocution
nervous, yet poliſhed; his wit prompt,
and fine ; his humour delightful, and his
ſatire keen and cutting: in a word, his
knowledge is as unlimited as his admira

knowledge could be poſſeſſed only by a
Virtuous inlan.

But we find, that what was con

fidered as good logic in one age, may
juſtly be eficerned bad logic in another,
for that liberty doth, and may ſubſiſt
without virtue, is now evident to the

moſt careleſs obſerve

how long it may

continue to do ſo, is indeed another queſ.

tion, which the pretent and future race
of B–h min–rs, would do well to con
ſider,
R r r r z.

Nov.
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ſider. My buſineſs at this time is only that luxury muſt fall, or fačtion muſt
to delineate the preſent ſtate of oratory ſtand. The overthrow of the former,

in theie nations, and the motives that would of courſe prove the death of the
exiſt for the cultivation of that talent. latter; but, in the preſent ſituation of
In all countries, we find that great things, liberty ought to look upon faction,
wealth produces great follies, but in free as her beſt auxiliary, and, as a proof of
countries more than in any othel ; be this, be it never forgot, that the initant
cauſe it is dificult (coniſtently with li faction died in luxurious Rome, liberty
berty) to circumſcribe either the vices or was heard of no more.
It is evident therefore, that, under our
fºibits of mankind, and to keep them
within the bounds of a regular police. preſent happy ſyſtem, the incitements to
Every man in a free country thinks, he has the ſtudy of oratory are ſufficiently ſtrong

a light to diſpoſe of his own property in

to call forth the utmoſt efforts of our riſ

whatever manner he pleaſes: and there
fore when ſuch a country becomes rich
by conqueſt, by commerce, or by any
other means; the paſſions of individuals

ing youth. It muſt be acknowledged,
however, that every new office will ſtill
prove a further ſpur to animate their en
deavours; the more uſeleſs theſe offices

riſe in proportion, fly out into a thouſand are, the better; theie cannot be too great
irregularities, and the wildeſt and mºſt a number of them; the motives to fac
abſurd diſſipations; and hence may be tion will be thereby cheriſhed and ſtrength
deduced all thoſe extravagant caprices, ened, and the baſis of liberty proportiona
and contradictory humours, which ſo bly widened.
A rotation of power is the very ſoul
eminently diſcriminate the preſent times
from thoſe of our forefathers; which were and eſſence of freedom ; and the nume

diſtinguiſhed by a grave and uniform de rous rotations we have had of ſate, de
portment, joined to a laudable ambition monſtrate moſt clearly, that the liberty
of gaining, by every manly virtue, the of England is now at the utmoſt height.
affections of their friends, their neigh And yet, that this admirable ſyſtem is
bouns, and their countrymen ; whereas entirely owing to the vices of the people,
modern aethics may be fully comprized whoſe appetites for pleaſure cannot be
gratified by the products of a virtuous in
in theſe few words;
duſtry, a moment's confideration will ful

Regard nothing but thyſelf.
ly evince; for whence ariſes the conſtant
And in conſequence of this ſhort, and ſtruggle between min—rs that are in, and
moſt incomparable code of morality; we patriots that are out 2 from no other mo
find almoſt every man ſtriving for him tive, (I ſpeak with regard to ninety-nine
ſºlf, without the leaſt concern for the na in a hundred) but that the outs want the

tional welfare; and yet, even, from this places of the ins, and the ims cannot well
ſyſtem, much public good is often pro {pare them, and therefore will not tame
duced ; for the ſame powers that can ly give them up, till drubbed into a re

º

erſuade,

can likewiſe diſſuade ; the
that can defend, or varniſh

ſignation ; and thus the national liberty
is firmly ſecured, ſo long as this happy

over, the vileſt meaſures of a miniſter,
can likewiſe, when in oppoſition to that
fame min–r, be the means of protećting
the libertics of Britain and its great char

reciprocation of drubbing; and being
drubbed, continues regular and periodi
cal ;

and it muſt be confeſſed, from the

experience of ſome years paſt, that this is
ter from violation. Ambition, avarice, not merely a viſionary or ideal plan ; as
envy, malice, and all the blackeſt affec we ſee the outs always fly to the ſtandard
tions of the human heart, ſtand forth, in of liberty, and fight under the banner of

an age of luxury, the beſt props of a the conſtitution, till they have routed the
free conſtitution.

Call this fastion, if ins, and taken poſſeſſion of their ſtrong
you pleaſe. I grant that it is ſo; but holds; and from that inſtant the expelled
whilſt virtue lies proſtrate, and good can placemen repair to the deſerted banner of
be extra &ted from evil, we ſhould erect a liberty, and fight as bravely in her cauſe,
ſtatue to fa&tion, in every great town and as if they had never combated in any
city in the kingdom, as the bona dea of other ; and thus each fide is perfectly ac
G—t Britain.

For moſt certain it is, quainted with all the manoeuvres of the
other,
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other, which makes generalſhip and ſtra fuſed what it was not in the power of
tagem of ſo little conſequence, that num gov—t to grant; and as country gentle
men, if that were the caſe, moſt certainly
bers ſeldom fail of proving vićtorious.
In theſe conflićts, as I before obſerved, would not, from a ſpirit of pride, ava
rice, or ambition, mortgage and ruin
Self!—dear, dear ſelf!
their eſtates, to fit for three ſeſſions only
unconneéted with children, relations, in p—t. The conſequence muſt be, that
friends, poſterity or country, is the ſole men of the firſt rank and fortune, diſtin
objećt in the minds of ninety-nine in a guiſhed for their integrity and under
hundred. The buſineſs of both parties, ſtanding, would be ſolicited by the body
(excepting a very few indeed) is to de of the people, to take upon them, (as in
ceive; and the ačting under a maſk, is antient times) the burden of ſerving their
the moſt ſpecious, as well as the higheſt country in p—t; and they acting an in
compliment, that, in the preſent circum dependant, would, for their own, and
ſtances of the nation, can be paid to the their children's ſake, ačt a virtuous part;
deluded people : for, to palliate with art, by which means the Britiſh gentry would
and flowery elocution, what can't be be recalled to their proper ſpheres, and
openly defended, carties an appearance, the gentlemen of moderate fortunes re
at leaſt, of ſome reſpect to the conſtitu main, where they ought to remain, at
tion, which could not ſubſiſt a moment, their country houſes; where they would
if all men, by their words, as well as preſerve order, and encourage induſtry.
aćtions, proclaimed a contempt of it.
Then, and only then, faction would ſink
From what has been ſaid, it is pretty into deſpondence; the wheels of g—t
manifeſt, that the preſent ſyſtem of Br—h move with facility, and p—e and people
politicks, if we could be ſure of its per proceed, with an equal pace, in all mea
manency, is not a bad one; but from ſures, tending to the dignity and intereſt
the
of all human affairs, it is of the whole B–h empire. The ſavings
certainly poſſible (many wiſe men think to the nation, by the overthrow of all
probable) that this great ſtruggle of par kind of peculation, by an amputation of
ties may at length end, either in deſpo all unneceſſary places and offices, and
tiſin on the one hand, or confuſion, per by an uniform and invariable ſyſtem of
haps, abſolute anarchy, on the other.
oeconomy in all disburſements from the
If any men therefore are to be found treaſury, could not fail, in a ſhort time,
not wholly diveſted of ſenſibility, and to eaſe the nation of a great part of that
oſſeſſed of thoſe feelings, which former heavy debt, with which it is now encum
y ačtuated the minds of Britons; they, beled. And many other reſources, which
perchance, may not be offended at any now lie hid, would be then called forth,
hint intended for the ſervice of the king by a wiſe and prudent parliament, to re
and the people; and for the preſervation ſtore our trade and conſtitution, and to
of our conſtitution to the lateſt poſterity. render us as virtuous, as we have of late
It is therefore ſubmitted to the delibe appeared great and powerful.
rate refle&tion of the preſent min—rs, as
Whether all this may not be looked
well as of the preſent patriots, (if any upon, and treated by min—s, as well as
ſuch are to be found) whether it would by others, who have unjuſtly aſſumed to
not be a more eligible ſyſtem for p—e, themſelves the title of patriots, as the
nobles, gentry, and commonaſty, to re crude reverie of a moſt diſtempered brain,
ſtore the conſtitution, as near as we ſafe I know not; but I flatter myſelf there
ly can, to its firſt principles, by repealing are ſome, perhaps more than is generally
the ſeptennial, and enacting a triennial imagined, who will view it though a
law for parliaments; and alſo by aboliſh fairer perſpective.
AN ANTIENT BRIT on.
ing all uſeleſs and ſuperfluous offices and
places, as well as all peniions, and other

ºfty

-

douceurs, not beſtowed on account of real

Two letters which paſſed between two
merit and ſubſtantial public ſervices; and
whether, if theſe things were done, fu authors, who ſeem to underſtand how
ture min–rs would not find themſelves to puſh and to parry.
eaſed of much diſagreeable trouble; as A Letter to Mr. Wilkes, from the Rev.
no one could be then angry at being re
Dr. John Douglas, author
amphlets,

#:
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Rev. Dr. Douglas's Letter to Mr. Wilkeſ.—The Anſwer.

Nov.

Pamphlets, relative to the Impoſure of for undoubtedly the author of the obſer
Archibald Bower, and other excellent

vations has no chance of favour from

Pieces.

any of the preſent powers; and if he is
the unlucky Mauduit, he has overthrown
all the merit he might with ſome derive

S 1 R,

O U will excuſe the trouble I give
you, becauſe it is on an affair of
infinite concern to my character, and I
think you have it in your power to do me
juſtice. A report has been ſet about,
that I am the author of the obſervations
on the Spaniſh papers, which, if it gains
credit, will be as prejudicial to my inte
reſt, as it is abſolutely unſupported by
truth. You may pleaſe to remember you

from the conſiderations. I hope that your
other friends will exert themſelves with
the ſame zeal on this occaſion, as I aſſure

you I ſhall, for I am, with real regard,
Sir, your very humble ſervant,
Joh N WILkes.”
S I R,

Yout, inſerting the following queries,
will oblige your conſtant reader,
A. Y.

told me in the park, the very day after

the pamphlet appeared, that you heard I Intereſting ºutries neceſſary to be laid
had writ it. It is become neceſſary for
before the Public.
me, by the advice of my moſt reſpectable
HO
came into office with the
friends, to trace this groundleſs ſtory to
m— of R
m in July 1765,
the fountain-head, and therefore I apply
to you, begging you would recolle&t who upon the humble hope of being approved
told you I was the author, that ſo I may of, and dire&ted by Mr. P-- ?
When the D. of G– reſigned in the
be able effectually to ſtop the progreſs of
ſpring of the year 1766, upon finding no
a report, which if, at firſt, propagated ſerious
intention in the adminiſtration to
only wantonly, will, I fear, if not traced

W

to its ſource, in the end, have the ſame
bad effects, as if it had coine from the

bring in Mr. Pitt; Who was it that re
tained his office, contrary to the public

moſt determined malice.

and profeſſed principles, upon which that

I am, Sir,
Your moſt obedient,
And moſt humble ſervant,
Half moon-ſtreet,
Jo HN Dou G LAs.

office was accepted

Piccadily, April

In July 1766, when the m— of R—
was diſmiſſed, and Mr. P-t was made

—y ſ—l, and a peer in confideration of
his ill ſtate of health; Who was it that
ſtill adhered tenaciouſly to his office, and

1, 1762.
who ſubmitted to the earl of Ch–m in

The Anſwer.
July, after having refuſed to admit Mr.
P— into gov
t in March 2
Wincheſter, April 6, 1762.
In November 1766, when the earl of
SI R,
C
, accompanied by forty horſe, pre
HAD the honour of your letter at Ba
fingſtoke in my march to this place. ceded by four k—'s meſſengers, and fol.
When I was laſt in the fooliſh circle at lowed by ſeven poſt-chaiſes, drawn each
by fourn,horſes,
made his public entry into
the Smirna, the obſervations on the Spa L
in order to aſſert the diſpenfing
miſh papers were talked of, and as you power, and to diſmiſs lord Edg
e :
know the ſages there pretend to infinite
Who was it that ſtill perſevered in his
ſagacity, they were generally given to office,
tho’ the friends he had conſtantly
you, tho' a few aſcrib'd them to Mauduit,
the author of the famous conſideration... profeſſed to regard, and to ağt with, had
I am entirely ſatisfied with your authen juſt been diſgraced, and treated with the
tic aſſurances on this ſubječt, and on moſt inſolent contempt
In June 1767, Who was it that de
every occaſion will contradićt ſo ground clared
his intention of reſigning, and then
leſs a report. There is not a man in the
country, who more honours your ſuperior immediately negotiated for a new plan,
literary abilities than I do, nor more the ſize qué non of which was the extir.
warmly wiſhes, for the dignity of our pation of thoſe with whom he had acted
church, to ſee them rewarded in an emi

N

O

T

E.

nent, and diſtinguiſh'd manner. I ſhall
* The obſervations on the Spaniſh pa
be ſtrenuous in contradišting the report, pers are generally given to Mr. Wilkes.
for
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A Letter from the Chev. D'Eon, to Mon. De Guercy. ,

for a twelvemonth paſt, and the eſtabliſh

68,

yourſelf of crimes with which you ſtand

ment of himſelf in an office, which he has charged.

not yet perſuaded himſelf to quit, and in . On the firſt of March, 1765, the grand
a power to which he has been already jury of London found, on oath, a bill of
found moſt unequal, during the laſt indictment againſt you, for endeavouring
ſeſſion ?
Who was it that was ſo little mindful

to aſſaſſinate me; for which you ſhouli
have been tried at the Old Bailey.

When the grand jury found this bill,
of the intereſt of his colleagues, as to
mutter only ſomething in behalf of the to your eternal diſhonour, your public
remains of lord Ch
m’s friends, and character of ambaſſador ſheltered you
ſo very mindful of his own intereſt, as to from all further Proceedings on the ſub
inſiſt by his proxy (the D. of R.) upon a ject. It was to me of great importance
to unveil your criminal conduct towards
continuance in his lucrative poſt
If one and the ſame name can be ſet

me; I have ſucceeded, and that ought to

down, as an anſwer to each of theſe que ſatisfy me.
However, your fears, occaſioned un
ries, it were ſuperfluous to go on, and
aſk, What ſuch a man is, or what he

doubtedly by a conſciouſneſs of

guilt,

deſerves. He muſt ſurely be more for operated ſo ſtrongly, that you did not
tunate, than even a third office could

make him, if, in this age, he eſcape either
the appellation, or the treatment, which
ſo unworthy a conduct merits.
Tranſlation of a Letter from the Cheva
Iier D'Eon, to Monſieur Le Count De
Guerchy.
S 1 R,
London, Auguſt 5, 1767.

think yourſelf ſafe, though ſcreened be.
hind your public character. You ſeemed
to fear, that the nation, where you lived,

would riſe up in arms againſt you. You
apprehended, that the laws of nations

would appear as a mere phantom, when
put in competition with ſo odious a crime,
ſo well atteſted. And you ſought, by an

act of power, to elude that juſtice which

T is agreed on all hands, that ſelf your conſcience feared, but which

you

defence is a fundamental principle in would not have feared, had you been in
, nature, and that it diſpenſes with, and nocent, and if you had the leaſt know
over-rules all other conſiderations.

º:

ledge of the rights of your ſtation.

Whoever has any knowledge of our . You have had recourſe to one of thoſ,
differences, and conſiders with what vio aćts of authority which the kings of En
lence you attacked me, cannot be ſur gland are averſe to exerciſe, becauſe they
prized at my endeavouring to defend my are contrary to the executive part of the
ſelf whenever occaſion offers. I appre laws of the realm. But what will not
hend, no man of feeling can heſitate a pity do? You begged a Noli Proſequi of
moment in acknowledging my right to the king of the country in which you re
do myſelf juſtice. I could have wiſhed ſided : That is, an ambaſſador of France,
to have employed this right; but the not thinking himſelf ſafe in England,
means are not in my power. This in under the title of the Auguſt Monarch
deed, is my misfortune, but your hap whom he there repreſented, inplored the
pineſs.
pity of a foreign Monarch; what igno
Were I to adviſe with men of honour, rance not to ſay meanneſs.
I ſhould be induced to take a ſtep worthy
But was not this kind of condućt of
of my own way of thinking, and agree your's, diametrically oppoſite, to your
able to military men, as you and I are. character? What could you hope from
But the laws of all countries, and parti it 2 You put yourſelf upon the footing of
cularly the laws of England, conſtrain thoſe conquered gladiators, who ſeeing
me to refle&t, that I was a citizen before I themſelves defenceleſs, and at the mercy
was a ſoldier.

Be not alarmed, Sir! It is not a cap
tain of dragoons, nor a knight of St.
Lewis, who aims at rouzing your cou
rage (perhaps in vain) but a citizen, who
begs, both for your own ſake and his,
that you would come forth, and clear

of their adverſaries, implored the cle.
mency of the Roman people. They ob
tained their lives indeed; but they were
diſgraced for ever. I ſhall not draw the

conſequence which naturally follows;
and which, even in ſpite of yourſelf, ha!
already wrung your heart.
Theſe
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Theſe ancient republicans, in this in my witneſſes were in their accuſation
ſtance, ſpared innocence oppreſſed; and againſt you; and if they would not ſay
their ſentence was immediately executed. any thing until you had done, I muſt
It is undoubtedly, in conſequence of the freely own to you, that it was meant to
ſame wiſe principle, that a king of En lead you to give the finiſhing ſtroke to
gland, when he performs thoſe acts of the indiſcretion, or rather the abſurdity
clemency, does not order them abſolutely; of your proceedings. You fell into the
and to prove that he never means by this ſnare ; for guilt is ever blind. And what
to authorize the crime, there is a tribu was the conſequence Either that ast of
mal * to determine upon their legality, clemency, the Noli Proſequi, which you
by examining the nature of the evidence, aſked with ſo much earneſtneſs, was not
which draws thoſe favours from the granted; or if it was granted, juſtice was
throne.
ſo much aſhamed to appear on your ſide,
You muſt remember, Sir, that you that it is to this day a profound ſecret.
But had it been granted, which yet
ſubmitted yourſelf to that tribunal; you
acknowledged its authority; and although was never declared, the queſtion then
an ambaſſador, you retained counſel to would turn upon the protection you de
defend yourſelf againſt the king of Eng rive from your title, and not upon the
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land, whom from that time you conſi

reality of the crimes, with which you

dered as an adverſe party, as he muſt of ſtand charged: Kings, it is true, may
conſequence be againſt the leaſt, as well cover the guilty under the robe of ma.
as the greateſt criminal in his own domi jeſty; but however powerful they are,
nions. What will the interpreters of the they can never change the nature of fačis.
law of nations ſay, when they ſhall ſee I go further, and ſay, that if a king is
the title of the extraordinary ſummons forced to exert the utmoſt of his power
which was ſerved againſt you: The King to prevent a criminal from being proſe
againſt CLAUDE. Louis FRAN cois cuted, that ačt itſelf is a public acknow
Reg Ni ER Count DE GUERC HY.— ledgment of the reality and blackneſs of
Can it be poſſible to miſtake the Ambaſ the crime.
So that, Sir, after theſe facts, you
ſador by a name ſo plainly ſpecified?

ought to confider me not as an enemy,
. But to come to the main point ; You who perſecutes you with vengeance, but

What can they ſay ?

have then been heard in your defence, as as a man jealous of your reputation, who

owns, that whilſt you were ambaſſador,
N O T E.
* By tribunal is meant the reference you ought not, could not acknowledge
to the king's attorney and ſolicitor gene. any Engliſh tribunal; but that, being
ral, who, upon a Noli Proſequi being re now no more than a private man, as I
queſted, iſſue their ſummons to the ad am, you cannot live with honour, with
verſe party to appear before them, to out requiring that the Engliſh laws ſhould
ſhew cauſe why ſuch writ ſhould not be pronounce ſentence upon the odious
ranted.—Philip Carteret Webb, then ſº crimes, of which the jury, in the face of
world, have deciared you guilty.
. for the Treaſury, ſerved ſix diffe the
rent ſummons on Mr. D'Eon and his You owe that authentic deed to yourſelf;
witneſſes: In conſequence of which, Mr. to the king you have repreſented ; to me,
Blackſtone, ſolicitor general to the Queen, who accuſe you ; and to all the world
and P. C. Webb attended for the count who condemns you, and cannot but lock
de Guerchy; and thoſe firm fricnds of upon you with deteſtation.
is only in England, that you and I
liberty, Mr. Serjeant Glynn, and Mr. canIt be
allowed to claim,
obtain the
Dunning, for the chevalier D'Eon.—And juſtice due to us both. Itand
is the theatre
after many learned arguinents, at two
different meetings at Sir Fietcher Norton's of your crimes, and ought to be that of
chambers, then attorney general, it is your chaſtiſement ; and if you chuſe
another place, you muſt do it to avoid the
imagined, a Noli Prof. ºui was refuſed, proofs, and to elude the force of my ac
as it never appeared that it was granted. cuſations.
Thanks to your uſurped in
The writer of this letter appears to have tereſt; thanks to the affection of your

a pretty good idea of the Engliſh conſti friends, whom you always ... as
you ever did the king and the public;
ſtand the practical part of the law.

tution, but cannot be ſuppoſed to under

thanks

º
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thanks to my French name, which I ſhall
never be aſhamed of : England is the
only country where I can be in ſafety,
and, therefore, the only one where I ought
to expect you, and the only one, if you
are reaſonable, where you ought to enquire after me.
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where the witneſſes can be produced. As
to me, what pains have you not taken to
obtain, from the king of England, the
declaration of my being no longer in the
ſame charašter 2 Weil then, I am no
longer a miniſter; and henceforwald, this
is the only country where I can acknow

Come, and come with firmneſs. It is ledge any judge. Beſides, what ſecurity
here that the laws pay no regard to titles
or honours, and where they protect the
virtuous citizen, be his dreſs what it will,
as they puniſh without diſtinétion, and

can ſo deipotic an intereſt as your's give
me, were I to proſecute you in France
If juſtice could ſuperſede that intereſt, I
ſhould certainly avail myſelf of it, if I

with the utmoſt rigour, whoever violates could. Let us ſuppoſe for a moment,
them in committing ačts againſt the laws, that all my complaints were laid open to
againſt the ſtate, or againſt any indivi- the ſupreme tibunal of France. No

dual : Rank and dignity here will ſcreen ſooner would my accuſations againſt you
no man from the hand of juſtice.
I can never perſuade myſelf, that your
indifference about ſuch an accuſation, can
be confidered as a triumph, even by yourfelf; for, after all, the annals of England
will hand down this ſcandalous anecdote
to the lateſt poſterity; and our deſcendants, after having read it, will eagerly
turn over the leaves t
nd out ſome
traces of your condemnation, or juſtification; and will ſee, with pity for me, that
I could not purſue you whilſt you were inveſted with a public chara&ter; and with

be made, and no ſooner would you be in
irons, than that tribunal itſelf would ſend
you back here, to draw up the form and
ſtate of your crime, and to hear the
evidences who live here, to enable them
to pronounce judgment againſt you.
It follows then, cf courſe, Sir, that the
Old Bailey, having, agreeable to the laws
of the country, taken cognizance of your
crime, has the ſole right and power to
pronounce ſentence againſt you.
In a word, Sir, in this caſe, we are

both citizens of London. I ſubmitted to

contempt for you, that having no regard the laws of England, which I honour and
for your family, or your title, you ran reſpect; and you, who as ambaſſador,
away from this country, as ſoon as you had obeyed them, can you now refuſe
ceaſed to be an ambaſſador.
obedience to them in a private capacity ?
Confider, now Sir that if your title
I do not imagine, that valuing yourſelf
has not had ſufficient weight with me to upon your rank as lieutenant general,
prevent my carrying on a proſecution you will pretend that private points of ho
againſt you; if, in ſpite of the prejudices nour ſhould prevail over public inſtitu
which that title creates in your favour, the tians, made for the peace of the ſtate. If

crimes were ſo fully proved, that the it were ſo, I ſhould certainly be obliged
grand jury of London unanimouſly de- to leave it to you, and although injured
clared you were, upon clear cvidence, firſt, I ſhould refer the whole to
convićted of the facts alledged againſt prudence, and gallant deciſion.

your
-

you ; you have nothing to do but to come

This language, Sir, will ſurprize you;
here, and ſubmit yourſelf to the ſentence and you will aſk yourſelf, is this then
of an Engliſh tribunal; to piead your in- that D'Eon, who has alarined me ſo
nocence in oppoſition to me, who inſiſt much is it that man who tºked of no
upon the truth of the facts alledged againſt thing but giving military ſatisfaction ?

you, and who deſire nothing more than And who was perpetually for the method
to be in a ſituation to prove them a ſecond inviolably obſerved by all brave and cou
time.

-

You will, perhaps, Sir, alledge, that
you and I, miniſters of the king of France,
have no other tribunal than that Mo
narch's. Firſt, as to you, you are no
longer a miniſter. Secondly, the place

rageous ſoldiers, as the only means of

determining our differences 2 Yes, Sir, it
is the very ſame man; but a little of that
ſºft, milk), and quiet blood for which
your panegyriſts have to often praiſed
you, runs in his veins; and is neverthe

where the crime was committed, is the leſs the blood of that D'Eon, and of a

only place where the trial ſhould be car- captain of dragoons.
ried on ; becauſe it is the only place
November, 1767.

-

-

I am no it anger to what you can ſay
ſ' ſ ſ

in
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But be this however as it may, you
no doubt, of more quick diſpatch than will ſay, Mr. De La Chetardie had not
the labyrinth of the civil laws. The reſource to the laws of Ruſſia, nor to the
crimes committed againſt me, exaſperat authority of the Empreſs. Honour, and
ed me at firſt ; but having afterwards con honour alone prompted him. He fought;
ſidered them at leiſure, they now excite and Mr. D'Aillon wounded him. An
nothing in me but contempt for their excellent example this to come from you !
author.
What anſwer then can be made to you,
I know you can produce a thouſand Sir. Full of admiration at that truly ge
examples of princes, generals, and lords, nerous action, I will tell you, that you
who, either being injured in their own make me call to mind, with inexpreſſible
reputation, or
the reputation of pleaſure, that that nobleman, ſo far from
others, have preferred (to do themſelves carrying his complaints to Verſailles, en
right) the laws of honour to the laws of deavoured to ſtifle every circumſtance that
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in favour of the laws of honour, which

.#

the land.

could ſerve to confirm the truth of the

Henry 4, Prince of Bearn, granted report, which ſuch a duel could not fail
them to a private gentleman againſt him
ſelf; and when afterwards he aſcended

to occaſion.

Mr. Amelot, then miniſter of foreign

the throne of France, he even then acted affairs, was made acquainted with the
as a ſecond to Roſni.
matter, and deſired to be informed of the

The great Condé; did he not obſerve particulars. I ſhould like to hear, from
the ſame condućt himſelf, in his park of your mouth, the anſwer. You muſt own
Chantúly, towards an officer of his army. it is worthy to be engraved in letters of
Louis the 14th, being in the army at gold, in the archives of courts of honour.
Flanders, a Gens d'arme mounted upon
“I cannot anſwer (Mr. De La Che
a run away horſe, paſſing by the king, tardie writes to Mr. Amelot) for public
could not help puſhing him with great reports, and gazette news. I am
violence. The king, in the ſudden vio fe&tly ſatisfied with Mr. D'Aillon. If I
lence of his anger, held up his came to was not able to go to court for three
ſtrike him. The Gens d'arme thinking weeks, it was owing to the misfortune of
himſelf injured, preſented the butt end being wounded in the hand and face, by
of his piſtol to his majeſty, ſaying, Sire, the burſting of a bottle, which they had
ou have this inſtant robbed me of my put too near the fire. This abſence from
take my life—The king an court has given my enemies occaſion to
fwered, “brother ſoldier, forget what I ſpread falſe reports, which buſy people
-

}.

have done, and I will remember to make

have eagerly collected, with a defign to

you amends.’. He accordingly raiſed
him very ſpeedily in the ſervice.
You may quote the brave count D'Ar
mentieres, lieutenant general, and knight
of the king's orders, giving thrice ſatiſ
faction, ſword in hand, to a knight of

injure me.”

you will ſay, not with his predeceſſor,

the contraſt.

and conſequently his equal ; but with
Mr. D'Aillon, his ſecretary to the em
baſſy, for ſome extraordinary expences
during his abſence. I ſee, Sir, a diffe
rence, without your telling it me. Your
firſt complaints were owing to expences;
but they were neceſſary and avowed. I

In a word, Sir! I am very ſenſible
that daily experience will furniſh you with
a thouſand examples to authorize the laws
of honour amongſt military men. The

I cannot but admire an ačtion ſo glo
rious in all its circumſtances; eſpecially
as you help me to recolle&t, that Mr. De
La Chetardie continued his friendſhip
and protection to his rival ſo warmly,
St. Louis.
that he was afterwards appointed miniſter
You may ſet forth too the admirable plenipotentiary from France to that very
conduct of the marquis de la Chetardie, court. How delightful is it to hear you
a general officer as you are, an ambaſſa recount this noble ačtion . The bare re
dor as you are, and graced, as you are, cital from your mouth, would almoſt
with a reſpectable order. He quarrelled, tranſport me ſo far, as to make me forget

duke of Pequigny, whom you have per
ſecuted ſo cruelly, on account of ſome
marks of eſteem which he ſhewed me, did

was as much an oeconomiſt as I could be, not diſdain to meaſure his ſword, in 1764,

but not enough, it ſeems, to your liking. with a plain citizen of Geneva upon Do
wer

tº:

:
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yer Sands. The count De Chappe De
Baſtignac, colonel of a regiment of dra
goons of his own name, determined, in
1765, a private quarrel he had with an
officer of his regiment, in the wood of
Boulogne, near Paris. And has not
Poland given, within theſe few years, an
example the more conſpicuous, as the
royal authority ſeemed to give it appro
bation *

How many inſtances of foreign lords
could you give me, as well as of illuſtrious
Frenchmen, who, jealous of their honour,
have ſacrificed favour, intereſt, dignities,
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In ſhort, Sir, determine the way in
which we ſhall decide our diſpute. I have
nothing to do but to obey your com
mands.—

Here, Sir, is a ſhort account of our
quarrel.—

You came to England Oét. 17, 1765,
and, in the preſence of the duke of Pe
quigny, and your aid de camps, by way
of firſt compliment, you treated me as an

inſignificant captain of dragoons, and a

man out of his ſenſes; declaring, that
you would ruin me to all intents and
purpoſes. I was then miniſter; and I
riches, wives, children; and who would anſwered you, that I neither feared threats
have ſacrificed a thouſand lives to preſerve nor death; and that I was not a man that
their reputation | Yes, Sir, I know that turned my back. This was not ſurely
you will infer from all this, firſt, That the language of a man who was in fear,
men of the higheſt rank have believed, or of one of a ſavage diſpoſition, as you
that the civil laws, are not againſt the were pleaſed to repreſent me.
laws of honour. Secondly, that they pre
I was ſtill a miniſter, when you owned,
ferred the laſt. Thirdly, that titles and at my lord Halifax's, that I did not af
riches never appeared to them an obſta front you, when I offered to give you
cle, whenever any differences happened ſatisfaction; and I cannot conceive what
amongſt ſoldiers. But, Sir, it is your ſort of fear you could be in, to aſk for a
particular decifion I wait for, and I can guard of ſixty ſoldiers for your defence,
not but approve it. You think yourſelf when, a minute after, you invited me
a great Lord: You ſay you are a general to go home with you in your coach. I
officer : You have lately been the organ was alone with you, and took that op
of a powerful monarch, although you are portunity to convince you, that I was
not either a duke, or a marſhal of France, not afraid. You may remember it.
as you hoped to be, and as you pretended
As ſoon as I was no longer miniſter,
publicly here to be ſure of. The firſt and your coadjutor, you declared every
titles, real, or pretended, claim my re where, that I had inſulted you. When I
ſpect; and as much as I deſire not to was no longer miniſter, and was defence
break in upon the laws of the country leſs, you aſſumed an unuſual boldneſs.
where I live, I own, that an authority like I think, I hear you ſay to yourſelf, He
your's, would eaſily ſhake the ſubmiſſion cannot any more offer or demand military
I owe to thoſe laws; eſpecially, if you ſatisfaction of me, without utterly ruin
were to tell me, that you have no other ing himſelf. I am, alone, the King's am
way to deſerve the flattering praiſes which baſſador; and I have the means of ven
Henry the 4th gave ſo often to the con geance in my hands.
On the 27th of Ośtober, when I was
ſtable Montmorency. “ He can neither
read nor write, but he is brave.” Are ſtill miniſter, the Sieur de Vergy cause,
you then more illuſtrious than all thoſe by your orders, to inſult me in my own
great men whom you have quoted * Cer houſe; and the next day, the 28th, I wis
tainly you are not a prince of the blood, poiſoned at your table, to which, alth."
no more than I am.
you had invited me, you did not ce:s
Votre nobleſſe eſt mince
yourſelf.
On the 31ſt of October, you gas c, to
Car ce n'eſt pas d’un prince,
Guerchy, que vous ſortes.
the above-mentioned De Vergy, poſitive
Gentilhomme de verre, *
and repeated orders to aſſaſſinate i.e., your
Si vous tombés a terre
coadjutor; telling him the means now to
Adieu a vos qualités.
ſucceed, and promiſing to ſend him in the
N O T E.
night, as a courier to Calais.
* In France, none but poor gentlemen
I do principally inſiſt on theſe two pur
are allowed to work in the glaſs manu ticulars. They have been ſuºted to
factory. They go by the name of glaſs an Engliſh jury, who have found yºu
S ſ ſſ a
gºiºs
gentlemen.
-
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guilty. Come and ſhew that I have im of this letter, will be ſufficient
poſed upon them. It is my part, in ma
nifeſting your crimes, to make you ſen
fible of my ſentiments.
If you will give me notice of the ſeſ.
ſons, in which you chuſe to add to the
number of priſoners, and to have your

Nov.
time for

you to determine upon what you will do.
There are but two ways. The laws, or
arms. If after this time, thus limited, I

ſhould receive no anſwer from you, I ſhall
be confirmed in my opinion, that your

heart is callous, and that the world alone
cauſe tried at the Old Bailey, you may ; muſt be left to judge between us.

but bring with you the Sieur Chazal,
(your old maſter of the horſe) accuſed of
having adminiſtered poiſon to me by your
orders, and who, although newly inar
ried here, in London, has left his wife;
and diſappeared from this country, the
moment I began my criminal proceſs.
Far from hindering ſuch as are my wit
neſſes in France to come to England, you
ought to uſe all your authority to oblige
them to come, that their teſtimony may
ſet my complaints, and defence, in the
cleareſt light. After you have taken all
theſe ſteps, addreſs you ſelf to a certain
inhabitant of London, protected by you,
and a fricnd of Mr. Monin's, who pro

miſed a particular fricnd of mine, who
had the original affidavits againſt you in
his cuſtody, a large ſum of money, and
mighty favours, to get them out of his
hands.

He knows where he lives, and

by him I can have your letter.
In order to enable you to make your
defence (if poſſible) I here ſend you a
copy of the indićtment againſt you, found
by the grand jury of London, with the
Certiorari, which you aſked, to carry
your cauſe from the Old Bailey to the
King’s Bench.
You will alſo find annexed a copy of
fix ſummonſes, which you
the
attorney-general to ſend me and my wit
meſſes, on account of the Noli Proſequi,
which you applied for with ſo much ear

Extrađ of a Letter from Mr. Wan

º

Bookſeller to Mr. Chevalier D'Eon.
S I R,
Amſterdam, Sept. 23, 1767.
news of the count De Guerchy's
death reached us when half your
letter was printed off. Shall I, after this
unforeſeen accident, continue or ſuſpend
the impreſſion 2. It is unlucky for you,
that he died ſo ſoon ; all Europe had
fixed then eyes upon him, to obſerve

Tº:

what part he would chuſe in the cruel al--

ternative into which you had precipitated
him. In a word, Sir, as I have no other
deſire than to ſerve an illuſtrious perſon
perſecuted, I wait with impatience for
freſh orders from you, that I may com
municate them as ſoon as poſſible to my
printer, who is as zealous to ſerve you
as I am myſelf.-&c.
Anſwer of Mr. Chevalier D'Eon, to Mr.
Wan ——, Bookſeller.
S 1 R,

London, O47, 1, 1767.

Have received your letter, dated 23d
of September, and cannot ſufficiently
thank you and your partner for the zeal
you expreſs in ſerving (through me) de
fenceleſs and oppreſſed innocence : I was
informed, almoſt as ſoon as you were, of
the death of the count De Guerchy; as
he is dead, God have mercy on his ſoul.
But for me, I am living; and I owe to
neſtneſs; and which you could not ob the king my maſter, to my country, to
tain by law, (nothwithſtanding your own my family, and to the charaćter with

º

intereſt, and the intereſt of your court, which I was inveſted in England,
whoſe majeſty and dignity you have ſo
often prophaned) to eſcape the laws of
England, and the juſt puniſhment that
awaits you.
You know, long ago, the number and
nature of the affidavits made againſt you
before the grand jury, and the king's
bench. When you are to receive judg
ment, you will then be made acquainted
with the particular and ſecret affidavits of
my other witneſſes before the court,
which is to pronounce your ſentence.
Three weeks or a month from the date

my

open, entire juſtification. It gives me
infinite pain, that the count de Guerchy
did not live a few weeks longer to have
given, or to have refuſed me public ſa
tisfaction; ſo, Sir, whether my enemy
be alive or dead, continue to favour me,
as you have begun. I will pay you
whatever it coſts: expence is no object
to me where true glory is concerned. If

any of the Guerchy family take it ill that
I am zealous to juſtify myſelf, he has
nothing to do but to come and make his
complaints to me; I am ready to anſwer
him,

º
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ing
no
leſs
than
immediately
hanged.
him, and make him pay the old debts of

º

the deceaſed.—&c.

The King againſt De Guerchy.

Names of the Grand jury, who in Feb.
1765, at the ſeſſions held at juſtice Hall
in the Old Bailey, found a bill of in
diétment againſ the defendant, for ſo
Iiciting one De Vergy to aſſaſſinate and
murder the Chevalier D'Eon, with

their places of abode and occupations.
John Dyer, of Bartholomew Lane, Mer
chant.

Joſeph Denniſon, of Princes Street, Mer
chant.

But the great
repreſenting the
impracticability of ſuch a propoſal, and
that no one, not he himſelf, was, by our
laws, exempt from their reſentment,
when found offending againſt them; it
was then inſiſted, they ſhould be all im
priſoned. But this being alſo objected
to, a third expedient was by him ſug.
geſted, viz. that they ſhould, every man
of them, be diſmiſſed from their employ
ments. To humour ſo ſenſible a requeſt,
and to pacify his rage, this was not ob
jećted to ; nay, the thing was declared
already abſolutely done, not one of them
then remaining in office as grand jury

John Wilſon, of St. Mildred, Druggiſt. men.—With this aſſurance, the extraor
Benjamin Eyre, of Princes Street, Ware dinary perſonage was not only highly ſa
houſeman.
tisfied, but returned home greatly plea
Thomas Greenhill, of Saint Mildred, ſed; rejoiced with his family; and diſ
Stationer.
patched immediately a courier to France,
ohn Peake, of St. Mildred, Box-maker. with the news of this vićtory over the
dmund Bick, of St. Mildred, Wax grand jury of the city of London.
chandler.

-

John Mazareene, of St. Bartholomew, A Letter to the Right Honourable the
Shoe-maker.
Marquis of Granby, Commander in
ohn Paul, of the Poultry, Furrier.
Chief of the Army. Concerning the
Regulations lately effabliſhed, relative
illiam Remnant, of Chancery Lane,
Plumber.
to the Sale of Military Commiſſions.
Holly Spearing, of New Street, Shoe
Sic multa quae honeſta natură videntur
Lane, Cooper.
Henry Joſeph, of the ſame Street, Pew effe, Temporibus funt non homeſia.
Cic ERo de Office. 3. 25.
terer.
(Entire Price Is.)
William Strahan, of the ſame Street,
-

Printer.

My Lord,
T ſeems to me that the regulations,
Thomas Matchwick, of Shoe Lane, Lea
which have lately taken place con
ther ſeller.
cerning the purchaſe and ſale of com
Thomas Colley, of Fleet Street, Watch miſſions in the army, are of ſuch a nature,
maker.
that their conſequences are not only more
William Richardſon, of Saliſbury Court, extenſive and important than is generally
Printer.
imagined, but alſo of a tendency extreme
ly different from the integrity of intenti
on with which, I doubt not, they were
Anecdote extraordinary.
planned, and, I am confident, they were
ſeems when the extraordinary per authorized. For it happens but too fre
ſonage, againſt whom the extraordi quently, that projects the moſt happily
‘mary indiëtment, was preferred was in calculated for the corre&tion of particular
formed of its being found a true bill abuſes, are however, in their application,
againſt him, by a grand jury of the city found to be attended with effects of a
of London, he was ſo incenſed, that, nature more dangerous than thoſe evils,
in great rage, he repaired to a very . againſt which they provide a remedy.
great perſonage, who referred him to New abuſes often ſpring from the correc
Thomas Croſs, of the ſame Street, Sword
cutler.

I.

a noble duke then in office, to whom tion of the old. And this event muſt
in high terms, and with loud menaces, ever prove the reſult of all changes in

he inſiſted on all perſons concerned troduced into the affairs of public admi
therein (eſpecially the grand jury) be ſtration, where the view takeu of things
-

has

Nor,
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has been but partial and confined to one “the future, upon any plea to be ad
point; not comprehending, as it ought “mitted to ſell it ; or, if he choſe to re
to do, the mutual relations of the ſeveral “tire upon Half pay, to receive any mo
parts of government. For government “ney, in exchange : And alſo, if any
is a complicated machine, all whoſe “one had not purchaſed all the commiſ
ſprings and movements have a reference “ſions which he had ſucceſſively held, he
to each other's action. And therefore “ was not permitted to ſell any but thoſe
“ thoſe only are entitled to propoſe chan “which he had actually bought; or, if
ges,’ as the illuſtrious Monteſquieu ob “be choſe to retire upon half-pay, to
ferves, “who can with one glance of ge “receive more in exchange than a fum
nius comprehend the whole conſtitution “ proportionable to the purchaſes he had
of a ſtate.”

“ made".”

Now, my lord, it appears to me that
the regulations above-mentioned partake
of the nature of thoſe changes which are
taken from too partial and confined a
view of things; that they are inadequate
to the end propoſed; and are alſo attend

had not purchaſed their commiſſions,
however worn out with age and infirmi

All thoſe

therefore, who

ties, however meritorious their ſervices,

however incapaciated from diſcharging
the duties of their profeſſion, were now
debaried of every mode of retreat fruin

ed with ſome more remote conſequences

the army, ſave that only of reſigning

and colateral effects of a very pernicious
tendency. It is in order to evince and
illuſtrate this my opinion, that I have ta
ken the liberty of addreſſing your lord
ſhip: And if I ſhould be happy enough
to ſucceed in this attempt, I do not appre
hend that you will deem it an unſeaſona
ble intruſion upon your patience and lei

their commiſſions for half-pay; which
certainly nothing but an extreme neceſſity
could ever make adopted. Theſe regu
lations were however uſhered with very
ſpecious and ſeducing promiſes of advan

ſure.

But if, on the other hand, I ſhould

tage. As they would in time, if ſteadily
adhered to, entirely aboliſh the pračtice
of ſelling commiſſions, which has been
generally conſidered as a great abuſe; it
was ſet forth, that no longer opulence
ſhould uſurp the place and reward due to
merit only; long and faithful ſervices

unfortunately fail, and after a fair hear
ing it ſhall be found that I have been
combating the fantoms of imagination, I
muſt then ſue to your indulgence, and ſhould be now recompenſed ; not only
take ſhelter under the ſame reëtitude of wealth was to be proſcribed, but favour
intention with which I was before wil alſo, that darling minion, was to be diſ
ling to cover from cenſure the ſuppoſed carded from the precincts of courts and
errors of others.
public offices; merit however humble
The regulations which I propoſe to and indigent was aſſured of the protection
offer to your lordſhip's confideration, are of power, and together with juſtice, was
by no means thoſe which aſcertain the to be re-inſtated in all the rights they
‘value of commiſſions; and which, being poſſeſſed in the golden days of ancient
directed by juſt and rational principles, tlines.
attain the end propoſed of corre&ling the
Such, and ſo ſpecious were the colour
abuſes conſequent upon the too vague and ings given to this eſtabliſhment : And
indeterminate eſtimation formerly cm indeed I know no topic on which more
ployed. The officers of the army, and plauſible arguments may be advanced,
more particularly thoſe who are yet to and rhetoric more happily diſplayed. It
enter into the ſervice, are much indebted is affirmed to be the cauſe of juſtice and
to the watchful attention ſhewn in their of merit.

The beſt affections of the

behalf by the auguſt authority which di heart are engaged in its favour: And the
rečied the eſtimate to be made, and alſo

ſophiſms, and fallacies of argument em

to the care and judgment diſplayed by ployed to ſupport it are moſt apt to im
thoſe who executed that commiſſion. poſe, where theſe affections chiefly pre
Happy had the alterations ſtopped here !
vail,
-

But a more conſiderable innovation was
N

O

T

E.

ſoon introduced, by which an almoſt en
tire ſtop was put to the ſale of military
* See lord B--n's letter to the judge
commiſſions. “Any officer who had not advocate, and regulations lately publiſh
“Purchaſed his commiſſion was not, for ed by authority in Ireland concerning
the purchaſe of commiſſions in the army.
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vail, namely, in thoſe generous minds
where the love of juſtice, and the deſire
of rewarding merit glow the ſtrongeſt.
Let not then any bluſh at having yielded
to ſo fair an illuſion; nor be aſhamed if

they find themſelves obliged to retract ſo
honeſt an error.

For it muſt be acknow

ledged, that it were infinitely better if
merit were the only reward to preferment.
And if ſuch a valuable end could be at

tained by the above regulations, blaſted
be the tongue or the pen that ſhould pro
fane them, and impiouſly dare to crown
the god of wealth with the laurel of vir
tae

It is undeniable that thoſe men
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ſhould be given to deſert alone. Happy,
if we could reſtore things to their firſt
principles | But this is at preſent rather
to be wiſhed, than expected : It is rather
an Utopian or Platonic ſcheme invented
for the amuſement of the imagination,
than capable of being reduced into a ſo
lid and pratticable eſtabliſhment. It is
true indeed that by aboliſhing the ſale of
commiſſions, “the dire&tion of all prefer
ment will be thrown more amply into the
hands of miniſters, who may, if they
pleaſe, employ this acceſſion of power
to the beſt advantage, by conſulting de
ſert alone in their recommendations.

I

ought to be raiſed to the honours and preſume not to cenſure the preſent or any
dignities of a ſlate whoſe abilities render former miniſters, nor would I chuſe to
them moſt capable of executing the du draw my inferences from the examples of
ties annexed to them, and whoſe former individuals, but from the nature of things
ſervices claim a public recompence. Ca in general, and from the reigning man
pacity, loyalty, and diligence, are un mers of the times. It is from conſidera
doubtedly the beſt titles to reward and tions of this general mature, that I am
diſtinétion ; and the greatneſs of nations inclined to expect little public advantage
has chiefly depended upon their wiſe diſ from the change thus introduced into the
tribution of honours according to theſe mode of obtaining promotion. Your
principles. But it is much to be feared, lordſhip well knows that before theſe
left the preſent ſtate of human nature ad regulations took place, gentlemen enter
mit not any perfection in the diſpenſing of ing into the ſervice were not without hopes
public rewards. The ſale of offices is an that provided they diſcharged the duties
abuſe that has crept in with the corrupti of their profeſſion without exception,
on of the times. The giving them to fa they might by means of their patrimony,
•vour is another abuſe, and of a more airive at ſome promotion independently
dangerous nature; becauſe more difficult, of miniſterial influence. But now every
perhaps impoſſible to be corrected. Be other road to preferment is blocked, ſa
fore therefore we proſcribe the former and ving this of favour, And I may freely
leſs abuſe, we ſhould previouſly inquire, aſk your lordſhip (whoſe character, if it
whether thereby a greater latitude and were not too rare, would furniſh a ſtrong
ſcope would not be given to the latter argument againſt my preſent reaſoning)
and more conſiderable; whether by ſhut ‘by what means is miniſterial favour ge
ting the door againſt purchaſe, we ſhould nerally obtained 2' I appeal not to your
open it to merit, or whether favour will own breaſt, but to your knowledge of the
not yet joſtle merit out of his right; and world, when I aſk, whether in general
laſtly, we ſhould inquire, whether, while the publick good prevails over confidera
this abuſe is remedied, other evils of more tions of private intereſt ? and what pro
important conſequences may not thence bability there is that a miniſter ſhould
ariſe, and thus new and more dangerous prefer the general utility to the irrefittible
monſters iſſue from the decollated trunk defire of ſtrengthening his power, and
of the old one
Theſe are the queſtions lengthening or confirming his train of
which muſt be determined before the dependants; particularly when this is to
expediency of the regulations can be aſ be effected, not by any one flagrant and
certained. Their juſtice and equity will alarming abuſe of power, but by many
be the next obječts of our enquiry.— filent and leſs ſtriking inſtances, though
To proceed then :
perhaps in their nature no leſs pernicious :
I have already acknowledged, my lord, And laſtly, if any ſuch extraordinary
that the ſale of commiſſions, as indeed of miniſter ſhould ariſe, and continue in
all offices, is an abuſe, and a deflection power, in ſpite of the diſadvantages at
from the original deſign and inſtitution of tending ſuch a condućt, who can war
government, which require that they rant for ſuch ſingular integrity, ſuch un
biaſſed
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biaſed firmneſs in his aſſiſtants in the in

eyes round my acquaintance, I cannot
ferior departments of the miniſtry, thro' find the mode of their appointment writ

whom lecommendations muſt come 2–

ten in their behaviour: nor have I ever

It is an approved maxim of policy that heard that the circumſtance of having
all “ eſtabliſhments and laws ought to be purchaſed a commiſſion was conſidered to
adapted to the manners and circumſtan give any exemption from the ſame diii
ces of the times.” For ſince in human gence and duty which are required of
affairs the beft is not always to be attain others. Upon the whole then, it appears
ed, we ſhould conſider not only what is that “the appointment by purchaſe is
good, but what is practicable, and ſuita not more injurious to merit than that by
ble to the imperfections of our ſituation. intereſt, and even, from the difference
The preſent queſtion then is not whether of the mode of recommendation, bids
the practice of purchaſe be the beſt poſſi fairer, for the preference in this reſpect.”
ble method of advancement, but whether I ſhall afterwards have occaſion to point
in our preſent ſituation it ought to be out to your lordſhip how much prefera
roſcribed. And ſince there appears but ble it is in other reſpects; and the evils
#. hope that in our days a miniſter which would follow its abolition. I will
ſhould ſo far neglect his particular inter at preſent only obſerve that “the preju
eſt, as to overlook every conſideration dice which prevails againſt the purchaſing
but merit, in the appointment to offices, of commiſſions” is taken from a too ab

but on the contrary, it too frequently
happens, that perſonal attachments, con
nexions of family or party, an obſequi
ous and ſervile obſervance, flattery, and

ſtracted view of things, and without at
tending to our preſent manners and poli
tical circumſtances.

I cannot however

forbear reminding your lordſhip that an

other mean arts obtain the favour and

equal or a ſtronger prejudice prevailed in
patronage of men in power; whereas, in a neighbouring kingdom againſt a ſimilar
the caſe of purchaſe, the recominendati or indeed a more ſtriking abuſe, namely,
on of the perſon to ſucceed the officer the ſale of judicial offices, as well as of
who deſires to retire from the ſervice, military employments. Much might be

coming from the commanding officer of ſaid againſt the practice of putting up to
the regiment, who from his ſituation and ſale magiſtracies which are entruſted with
experience muſt beſt know who are moſt the important charge of the depoſit, and
worthy of promotion, and alſo being par
ticularly concerned in the reputasion of
the regiment, obliged in ſome meaſure to
Tive in ſociety with the officers under his

expounding of the laws.

Yet before we

paſs judgment let us liſten to the ſage and

judicious author of the ſpirit of laws,
whom I chooſe to quote in order by his
command, and to ſhare a common fate arguments as well as by ſo reſpectable an
of honour and diſgrace, will be more authority; to unpoſſeſs the mind of the
watchful to recommend none but ſuch as prevailing prejudice againſt purchaſe in
he has reaſon to believe will not diſhonour certain ſituations; and alſo becauſe his

the corps; we cannot therefore heſitate reaſoning may with great juſtneſs and
to give the preference to the latter mode true analogy be applied to the preſent
of recommendation. For it cannot be queſtion.
denied that there are always enough of
“Convient-il que les charges ſoient
each next inferior rank, not only able to “ venales Elles ne doivent pas l'étre
purchaſe but deſerving of that indulgence. ‘ dans les etats deſpotiques, ou il faut
And if it ſometimes has happened that “ que les ſujets foient places ou déplaces
perſons unworthy have purchaſed ; have “ dans un inſtant par le prince. Cette

all thoſe who have received their promo

“ vénalité eſt bonne dans les etats mo

tion otherwiſe been found upon trial de “ narchiques, parcequ'elle fait faire
ſerving of the preference ſhewn them, and “ comme un metier de famille ce qu'on
have they always done honour to their “ne voudroit pas entreprendre pour la

patrons?' I have never heard that any
diſtinction can be made betwixt the me

“ vertu ; qu’elle deſtine chacun a ſon
“ devoir, et rend les ordres de l'etat

rit and diligence of ſuch officers who “ plus permanens. Suidas dit trés bien
have owed their preferment to purchaſe, “ qu'Anaſtaſe avoit fait de l'empire une
and thoſe who have obtained it by other “ eſpece d'Ariſtocratie en vendant toutes
means, I acknowledge when I caſt my “ its magiſtratures—Platon ne peut
“ ſouffrir
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Mais Platon

could

arrive.
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From what has been

“ parle d'une république fondée ſur la ſaid, I think, my lord, we are warranted
“ vertu, & mous parlons d'une monar to conclude, that ‘ the regulations will
“ chie. Or, dans une monarchie, où not procure greater promotion to the per
“& quand les charges ne ſe vendroient pas ſons for whoſe benefit they are ſaid to
par un réglement public, l'indigence have been inſtituted, and are therefore in
& l'avidité des courtiſans les vendroi
ent tout de méme : le hazard donnéra

adequate to the end propoſed of reward
ing merit and ſervice.”

4.

des meilleurs ſujets que le choix du
prince. Enfin la manière de slavancer
par les richeſſes inſpire I’induſtrie ;
“ dont cette eſpèce de gouvernement, a
“ grand beſoin".” Another celebrated
political author t conſiders this venality
of judicial offices and military employ
ments as highly beneficial, and regrets
º

The next point which I propoſe to of ,
fer to your lordſhip's confideration is the

effect which may be ſuppoſed to enſue
from the regulations with regard to mili

tary diſcipline. And I think it will ap
pear upon inquiry that in this reſpect

they are nothing more deſirable than in
that which we have juſt examined. It
that an inſtitution which would have done has been already obſerved, that in conſe
honour to politics ſhould have been intro quence of them, promotion will be much
duced by the avarice of princes and the leſs frequent. But it is well known that
the mind is apt to fall into a certain ſtill
neceſſity of the times.
But, my iord, let us place this queſ neſs and inactive languor, unleſs it be
tion in another point of view; and I will ſometimes arouſed by reward and advan
take upon me to affirin, that “the regu tage, or at leaſt kept awake by hopes and
lations by aboliſhing the ſale of commiſ expectations. And in no proteiiion is
ſions, are ſo far from being of ſervice to this energy and activity of ſoul more
thoſe officers who are unable to purchaſe, requiſite than in that of arms. For its
and for whoſe benefit they are ſaid to be emoluments are too inconſiderable to
eſtabliſhed, that they will be even to them keep up that neceſſary ſpirit; and the
of the greateſt detriment in point of pro other advantages gained by it are not of
motion. For when the ſale of commiſ that ſtamp and validity to paſs current
ſions is permitted, it occaſions ſuch a riſe with any but minds heated with ſome
in every corps, that thoſe who themſelves ſpark of martial emulation, nor do they
cannot purchaſe, receive however this ad perhaps ſeem to counterbalance its toiſs
vantage from the purchaſing of others, and its dangers, to the eye of unimpaſſi
that they are ſoon brought up near the oned reflection. To arrive at excellence
head of their eſpective ranks, ready for in any profeſſion, a certain degree of ar
any promotion that may happen in the dor and ambition is requiſite ; but in this
ordinary courſe. But when a ſtop ſhall of arms particularly, ſome portion of
be put to the ſale of commiſſions, there theſe is neceſſary to ſuſtain the chara&er
will be upon the whole infinitely leſs pro even of mediocrity: Some who enter in
motion throughout the army. For thoſe to the army, ſoon diſcover that they poſ
who would willingly quit the ſervice up ſeſs not enough of this high-tempered
on receiving an equivalent, will not how ſpirit to qualify them for the military
ever, without any ſuch equivalent, re character; whether that deficiency pro
ſign their *mº. Thus the officers ceed from a certain poverty of the origi
unable to purchaſe will ſuffer in the ge mal conſtitution, or from ſome default in
neral languor of promotion which muſt the early inſtitution, or from the want of
enſue. It is true there is one circum animating example. Others poſſeſs it
ſtance, and one only, by which a few only during certain periods, and under
more opportunities will be given of ſuc certain circumſtances, as when youth and
ceſſion than at preſent; and that is, that healthy vigour inſpire them with a deſire,
a greater number will then die in the ſer and as it were a longing for the exertion
vice of old age, than has hitherto hap of their native ſtrength and courage.
pened ; as the liberty of retreat has been There are few, very few, who retain it,
generally granted before that accident I do not ſay unimpaired, but in any con

ſiderable degree, through all the changes
* Eſprit des Loix, lib. v. cap. 19.

of circumſtance and ſituation.

ºf Mr. Beaumele.
Nov. 1767.

guor attending ill health, the infirmities
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of age, the change of taſte or of ambiti deſcribed, and will ſlacken every nerve
on into another channel, the love of eaſe of diſcipline.” Our arms will be cover
and retirement, of pleaſure or of novel ed with the ruft of indolence, or corroded
ty, domeſtic concerns, and a thouſand by the malignancy of diſcontent, and
other avocations, paſſions and purſuits, wielded by feeble, aged, ſpiritleſ; and
contribute in many to extinguiſh this wnwilling bands. It is needleſs to deſ
flame of military enthuſiaſm. But can cribe the evils and dangers which muſt
any thing be more impolitic than to chain ariſe from ſo weak and undiſciplined an
men to a profeſſion which requires a pe army. They muſt have already riſen
culiar ſpirit, when either that ſpirit does frequent to your lordſhip's imagination,
not ſubſiſt, or is already exhauſted and are of too alarming a nature, not to
This political ſoleciſm is however effected be preſent in every mind. How with
by the above regulations, which prevent ſuch an army ſhall we aſſert our rights
officers from quitting the ſervice when of commerce or of empire, when inva
they find themſelves incapacitated for it. ded by foreign ambition ? how reſtrain
And this incapacity may proceed as well the uſurping ſpirit of our turbulent and
from the mind as the body, as appears warlike neighbours ? how defend our na
from ſeveral of the inſtances juſt menti tive ſoil, our altars, our hearths, and
oned.

It may perhaps upon a ſuperficial view
be imagined that much advantage may be
drawn to the diſcipline of the army by
thus retaining officers who have acquired
knowledge in their art by long experi
ence. Yet if it be conſidered how fimple
the principles of our art are, and how
eaſy a competent knowledge is to be ac
quired for any under the rank of a gene
ral officer; and alſo how eſſential ſpirit,
aćtivity, and emulation are, it will, I
think, be granted, that nothing can be
more prejudicial to diſcipline than this
feheme of rendering the profeſſion of an
officer as it were perpetual and unaltera

our invaluable conſtitution? Or howeven

ſhall we with ſafety enforce the execution
of our laws 2

Nothing can be conceived more con
temptible and even ridiculous than “the
ſtate to which the army would be redu
ced, if theſe regulations were to be ad
hered to for any length of time. For
it were eaſy to ſhew, by calculations
drawn from the probabilities of lives,
and making allowances for the accidents
incident to the profeſſion, that when the
regulations ſhall have taken place ſo long,
as to have had their full effect, before

any can be promoted to the rank of
captain, they muſt be confiderably ad
ble. Thus, my lord, if you refle&t on vanced in years, and even the greateſt
thoſe feats of arms which ſparkle with part of that rank will be incapable of the
the greateſt luſtre in hiſtory, you will duties of it; that none can arrive at the
find that by far the greateſt part have ſtation of field officer before old age, nor
been atchieved by occaſional and tempo can aſpire to a regiment, and much more
rary armies.
It appears then, that to a general's ſtaff, till like Neftor he have
“ inſtead of that ačtive and ardent ſpirit outlived ſeveral generations of men. We
of emulation which ought to animate the read in ancient hiſtory of the glorious
officers of an army, a general remiſſneſs deeds of veteran troops, and particularly
and liſtleſneſs will pervade, and as it were of the Roman emeriti. But no nation
benumb their faculties.”
has ever yet tried what an army of inva
Further, if we conſider that numbers lids and dotards can do. That experi
will be retained in the ſervice contrary to ment is reſerved to the wiſdom of theſe
their inclinations, when their health and times. The compaſſion which they will
age render them unequal to the neceſſary inſpire rather than terror, and the rever
fatigues, when their attention is engaged ence due to age, may, perhaps, diſarm
on other purſuits and occupations, when the generous foe. Nor is this repreſent
their minds have been chagrined with diſ ation exaggerated. For it appears, that
appointment, in ſhort, when their duty it has been foreſeen, and expected that
is become a burthen, and no longer a ſuch a conſequence would enfue, from
pleaſure to them, we may preſage that this circumſtance, that a remedy is actu
the ſpirit of diſguſt will mix its influ ally provided, namely, “that the young
ence with the lethargic diſpoſition above “ and healthy ſhall do the duty of j
-

-
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better ſuit other climates, where military
dently implies, that it is intended that ſervice is ſo highly rated, that every gen.
officers ſhall be kept in the ſervice, when tleman confiders it as an eſſential and
“old and the infirmit.”

Which evi

they are no longer capable of diſcharg
ing the duties of it.
I will now beg your lordſhip will ſuffer
me to examine ‘the expediency of the
regulations confidered in a civil or politi
cal view,’ that is, with regard to their
effects upon the conſtitution. And here
perhaps ſome reflections will be offered
which may be thought not unworthy of
the general attention, by thoſe even who
caſt too careleſs an eye upon ſubjećls be

:
:
º

incumbent duty upon him to ſerve at leaſt

for ſome years; and where military
ſubjećtion is eaſily borne, as it rather adds
to, than derogates from, the civil privi

leges. But, my lord, the caſe is widely
different with the Engliſh gentry. Their
civil advantages and independency are ſo
great, that they can ſcarcely be taught to
brook the yoke of military ſubordinati
on ; nor do they, like the nobleſſe of
ſome other countries, think themſelves

longing to the army, which they ſeem to bound by a point of honour to engage
in the ſervice. On the contrary, it is
neceſſary to encourage them to enter into
it, by rendering that yoke as light as the
neceſſity of ſubordination will permit;
by a more liberal ſpecies of diſcipline;

regard, as by the letter of our conſtitu
tion it undoubtedly is, a temporary and
occaſional eſtabliſhment; not ſufficiently
conſidering, that it is however, by a
kind of political neceſſity, rendered per
manent and engrafted as it were on the
being of the ſtate; and that, therefore,
whatever concerns its mode of appoint
ment is by no means unimportant to the
public.

The political conſequences of putting a
ſtop to the ſale of commiſſions are, 1.
That as officers are not allowed to quit
the ſervice without great diſadvantage,

and by allowing them hopes of promo
tion, independantly of miniſteriaſ influ

ence; and laſtly, by leaving them the
liberty ef retreat from the army without
entirely reſigning the fruits of their ſer
vice; The neceſſary conſequences then
of the regulations will be that “gentle
men of family and fortune will decline
engaging in the army, and their places
will be filled up by thoſe whoſe ſole de

they will confider themſelves as enlifted
for life, and will be entirely cut off, as it pendance is on the miniſter, and who
were, from the civil ſtate, to which they therefore have no views or intereſts but
have no expectation of returning, and his. However obvious the dangerous
may therefore have views and intereſts tendency to the conſtitution may be, of
independant of, and contrary to thoſe of theſe political conſequences, the import
the body of the people. ,
ance of the ſubjećt will, I hope, ſuffici
2. As they are thus chained to the ſer ently apologize for my attempt to remind

*

vice for life, being denied the privilege your lordſhip of it.
of retiring upon equal terms, they muſt
It is an acknowledged and fundamental
of courſe be more dependant upon, and maxim of policy in every free govern
more pliable to, the will and controul of ment, ‘ to prevent as much as poſſible,
the crown or the miniſter.
the ſeparation of the civil and military

3. But this dependency of the army ſtates; , and this has been particularly
will be greatly encreaſed from the third attended to by the guardians of the Bri.
political conſequence, which is, that
* men of family and fortune will decline
eagaging in a profeſſion,’ which they can
never quit without giving up all the ad
vantages acquired by time and ſervice;
in which promotion is ſlow to all but

tiſh conſtitution. For when theſe ſtates

miniſterial minions and dependants, and

fional intereſts, at the expence of the pub

are rendered diſtinét and ſeparate, it is
nuch to be apprehended, left the latter
ſhould employ that force, with which it is

entruſted for the protection of the whole,
to promote its own particular and profeſ.

which, for ſeveral reaſons eaſily to be lic. . For men, at all times, and more
collected from what has been ſaid, muſt particularly when united in their collec
greatly fink in the eſtimation of men. tive capacities, as diſtinčt orders and bo
Regulations of this kind might perhaps dies, invariably purſue their own inter

eſts, or what appears ſuch to them. No
+ See the above quoted letter to the political maxim then can be more un
judge advocate.
doubted than that the intereſt of thoſe
T t tt 2
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them ſeparate, and ſubordinate to differ

ſtate, ſhould be united with the intereſt of ent provinces, by which they are render
the whole. For this purpoſe, moſt free ed a mutual check to each other's uſurp
flates, particularly thoſe moſt eminent in ation; and laſtly, by the policy Holland
ancient hiſtory, took eſpecial care to keep employs of quartering her army in ſuch
the civil and military orders united, or towns, that in caſe of mutiny or revolt,
rather to conſider the whole but as one ſhe can at any time lay them under wa
order, a once partaking of the nature of ter, and deprive them of ſubſiſtance.
both. The ſoldier was blended in the ci The means by which amongſt us, it has
tizen, the cticer in the magiſtrate.

Mi been endeavoured to counteraćt the dan

litary ſervice was but for a period; du
ring a year, or the preſent exigency.
And as every one was ready to take up
arms in caſe of neceſſity, ſo they were
laid aſide, when that neceſſity paſſed.
An army of citizens could never think
of infringing the public liberty : For
their charaćter as an army was only inci
dental and temporary; their character as
citizens unalienable and perpetual. 'Tis
true, indeed, that when conqueſt had
flown upen the wings of the Roman ea
gle to diſtant provinces, over the Alps,
and beyond the Mediterranean ſeas, it
was found neceſſary to continue the com
mand to the generals, and prolong the
duration of their armies.

gers of a ſtanding military force, have
principally been, by giving them a legal
eſtabliſhment but for a ſhort period, at a
time, and thus reſerving in the hands of
the civil flate the right of diſbanding
them ; by intermingling them as much
as poſſible with their fellow-ſubjects;
and conneSting the intereſts of both, by
allowing them to hold civil offices, and
ſeats in the national councils. But by
no means are the dangers attending a

ſtanding army ſo effe&tually prevented, as
‘ by placing them under the command of
officers of family and fortune, whoſe ci
vil intereſts either on their own account,

or of thoſe with whom they are ſtrictly

Then it was connected, are held too ſacred to be ever

that the military profeſſion began to be violated by them for any precarious mi
ſeparated from the civil. Then too it litary advantage. Such can never be in
was, that the Roman liberty fell a prey duced to ſubvert the liberties of their
to the ambition of individuals, who found country. Their ſole dependance is not
means to disjoin and ſet at variance the upon their commiſſions, or the favour of
intereſts of thoſe two orders, by offering the miniſter: they have a ſafe and honour
to the ſoldiery the plunder of the com able retreat from the ſervice, and will
monwealth; and thus raiſed themſelves be ready to reſiſt the diſturbers of the
to ſupreme dominion on the ruins of their conſtitution. The army of the parlia
country. But the manners of the preſent ment in 16— would never have conſent
times, the ſpirit of commerce, and other ed to ſubvert the liberties of the people,
circumſtances, admit not ſo equal a mili or elected the tyranny of ore, had not
tia, ſo perfect an union as obtained in Cromwell by an artful ſtroke of policy,
the antient republics; but require that previouſly ſeparated the civil and military
we ſhould entruſt our defence to ſºldiers orders, and excluded from the latter the

by profeſſion. And if, notwithſtanding members of parliament by the memora
this dangerous expedient, there are ſtates ble ſelf-denying ordinance. For the army
which ſtill retain their freedom, it is to was no ſooner commanded by men who
be obſerved, that they owe this to ſome had no ſhare in the public deliberations
particular advantage derived from their of the ſtate, and whoſe property was in
ſituation, or policy, by which the dan conſiderable, than they aſſumed a ſupe
gers naturally flowing from a ſtanding riority over the civil power, and became
army are prevented or mitigated. Thus fit inſtruments for the uſurpation of their
the Venetian republic is no leſs careful to leader. I do not mean that little regard
exclude from her capital her own than is to be paid to ſuch perſons of interior
foreign arms; and is principally indebted rank as ſignalize themſelves. I know
to her ſituation for her ſecurity from both. that both juſtice and policy require that
And the united provinces alſo avail them ſingular merit, however humble its or:ſelves of the advantageous ſituation of gin, ſhould be honoured and exalted in the
their principal towns; and retain their public view, for an encouragement, and
armies in a due obedicnce, by keeping :pār to the emulation of others, to aſpire
to

º
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to the ſame rewards by a ſimilar condućt.
Yet it is always to be remembered, that
the beſt ſecurity we have that no attempts
be made by the army to infringe the
rights of the people, is that in general it
be officered by men of fortune and fami
ly; who will ever venerate the altars of
liberty, which they will gladly conſider
as a refuge and ſanétuary from the rod of
military diſcipline when wielded by too
ſevere a hand. It may indeed be alledg
ed, that this ſecurity is of no effect; be
cauſe the entire diſpoſal of the army be
ing veſted in the crown, whatever future
prince or miniſter ſhould deſire to invade
the conſtitution by military force, may at
any time model it to his will, by diſmiſ
fing all ſuch as he ſuſpects unfavourable
to his deſigns. To this objećtion, it may
be anſwered, that whenever any ſuch
ſchemes ſhall be attempted to be put in

7or

I have obſerved that they are of general
diſſervice to the whole officers of the ar

my; and I may now add, that ‘ they
are in a peculiar manner diſtreſſing to
thoſe who are beſt entitled to ind,igence
and compaſſion, from their length of ſer
vice, their age, infirmities or families."
as they preclude all means of retreat from
the army upon equal terms, and thus de

bar them from the recompence to their
public toils, which every other profeſſion
draws from private induſtry, namely,
ſome proviſion for the ſupport of their
old age and families. For it is well
known that the pay of every commiſſion
under that of the colonel of a regiment,
is nothing but a mere ſubſiſtence, and
can with difficulty ſuſtain the reſpective
ranks. If we confider that the preſent
pay of officers is the ſame as was eſtab
liſhed nearly a century ago; how much
execution, the intention will be made ob the value of money has ſunk ſince that
vious by ſuch preparation and new mo time, and how much the manner of liv
delling, and the nation will have time to ing among all ranks and orders of men
take the alarm, and put itſelf upon its has become more expenſive; we may ea
uard. Whereas if ſuch an innovation fily obſerve that little, if indeed any
in the army ſhould at preſent take place, thing can be ſaved from their ſcanty ſub
when we are lulled by the confidence ſo fiſtence by way of hoard againſt an evil
juſtly repoſed in a prince, who has in day. It is not, my lord, my own cauſe
every perſonal ačt ſhewn the higheſt ve I plead; it is not my particular intereſt
neration for the conſtitution, and in ſome (for happily my ſituation in no wiſe cor
inſtances conſiderably improved and reſponds to thoſe I deſcribe) but the dic
ſtrengthened it, whoſe generous pride is tates of juſtice and humanity, which
that he is the king of a free people, and prompt me to make theſe repreſentations
from whom no attacks can in the moſt to your lordſhip, whoſe acknowledged
remote degree be ſuſpected, we may yet generoſity of nature cannot fail to be
in ſome future time, and under other touched, when your reflection paints to
auſpices, have occaſion to lament, “that your mind, a “numerous train of men,
under the beſt of princes, the axe was grown white under arms, who having
too heedleſly ſharpened for others to ſtrike ſpent the beſt of their days in the defence
with it at the root of liberty."—I think and aggrandizement of their country,
then, my lord, I have ſufficiently demon and who certainly deſerve at leaſt to paſs
ſtrated the inexpediency of the regulations their feeble age in peace and eaſe, obli
in 7ueſtion, by ſhewing them inadequate ged ſtill to drag on the miſerable remains
to the end propoſed of rewarding merit, of their lives, under the load of military
hurtful to military diſcipline, and in their hardſhips, under thoſe toils, thoſe watch
political conſequences dangerous to the ings, and thoſe dangers, which they
freedom of the conſtitution. It remains chearfully ſupported in their youth and
to confider them with reſpe&t to juſtice vigour; but which their nerveleſs limbs
- and equity.
now ſink under; the living monuments
Nothing ſurely could be more juſt and of the ſeverity’ (to give no harſher term
noble than the end held forth to the pub to what has in any meaſure received the
lic for the regulations, namely, that ſer ſančiion of authority) of the above-men
•vice and merit, however unfriended, un tioned regulations. protected, unpatronized, ſhould be pro
Such, my lord, will the conſequences
moted in their turn. Bnt I have alrea be if theſe regulations be impartially ad
dy ſhewn how little of this valuable pur hered to. But if favour and interºft be
poſe is to be expected from that quarter. allowed to ſuperſede them ; and if they
-

-
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are to be conſidered in the 'light which opinion which I ſet forth at the beginning

the Scythian philoſopher Anacharfit re of this letter concerning them, I am per
garded the Athenian laws, only as cob ſuaded that you will deem it no unwor
webs to reſirain ſmall flies, while the thy occaſion of employing that confidence

great cnes burſt their way through; as is which the king ſo juſtly repoſes in you,
much to be apprehended in the preſent “in ſubmitting to his majeſty their evil

ſtate of things; they will have this conſequences and pernicious tendency."
additional effect of adding another advan
tage to the minions of favour, over the
riendleſs ſons of merit.

I believe I need not endeavour to juſti

fy, the ‘propriety of this addreſs parti
cularly to your lordſhip.” For who ſo fit

And now, my lord, I have finiſhed to determine concerning the effects of
my inquiry concerning the regulations. new eſtabliſhments on military diſcipline,
I have endeavoured to ſhew, that “they or to repreſent the caſe of aggrieved offi
“are inadequate to the end propoſed of cers to his majeſty, as that perſon whom
“rewarding merit and ſervice; that he has been pleaſed to appoint their chief?

“ they are prejudicial to the officers of

And it is not without reaſon that I con

“ the army in general, and even to thoſe
“who are unable to purchaſe, for whoſe
“relief they are ſaid to have been in
“tended; but above all, highly injuri
“ous to ſuch as are incapacitated from

ceive the fondeſt hopes of ſucceſs from
ſuch a repreſentation, whether I confider

“your lordſhip's diſpoſitions to the ſer
vice,” which will animate and intereſt you

in the cauſe; or the ‘princely virtues

“further ſervice; that they are extreme which adorn that throne' before which it

“ly hurtful to the diſcipline of the army
“by infuſing a certain
and oſci
“tancy inſtead of that active and emu
“lous ſpirit which fits ſo well upon the
“military charaćter; that they are dan
“gerous to the freedom of the conſtituti
“on by excluding from the army men of
“fortune and family, and by encreaſing
“ the dependance upon the crown or the
“miniſter: and laſtly, I have ſuggeſted
“to your fordſhip's
the mi
“ſery to which many officers will be re
“duced by being thus chained to the
“ſervice beyond the period of their youth
“ and vigor; obliged to undergo fatigues
“which have already worn then out,
“ and to be expoſed to dangers from
“ which their languid and nerveleſs limbs
“can no longer extricate them:” and I
may add, that to crown the wretchedneſs
of many, who in their better days were

º,

º

is to be offered, where “juſtice wields the
ſceptre, and every nicer feeling of huma
nity dwells even under the purple robe of
royalty i' nor can I conceive that the

prince, whoſe ſole aim is to diſpenſe hap
pineſs to his ſubjects in general, ſhould
withdraw his favour and protećtion from
that part of them, “who are in a more
peculiar manner devoted to his ſervice,
and who ſo lately contributed to exalt the

glory of his arms above that of any other
period.”
I might have drawn other reaſons for

the propriety of this addreſs from your
lordſhips general and acknowledged cha
racter, but I would not offend your ears
with even a juſt panegyric; though I

might ſhelter myſelf from all ſuſpicion
of adulation, under the anonymous cha
raēter I have upon this occaſion aſſumed.

I muſt however obſerve, in concluding,

uſed to brave death when dreſſed in all

that although anonymous, there are not
his terror and pomp in the front of battle, any ſentiments in this letter but ſuch as
they will now ſink under the apprehenſion
of an accident which muſt leave their I would openly avow, and which, if it
were required, I would willingly fiep
wives and children, whom a participation forth
to vindicate and defend. Nor are
of toils and miſeries has endeared beyond there any I would more chearfully ac
the common ties, expoſed to the numer knowledge, than that I am, with the tru
ous calamities which follow in the train
eſt reſpect,
of want.
My Lord,
Such, my lord, appear to me to be the
Your lordſhip's
conſequences which will naturally reſult
Moſt obedient,
from theſe regulations. If therefore I
And moſt humble ſervant,
am fortunate enough to ſucceed in evin

An OFFIC E R.

cing to your lordſhip's ſatisfaction, the
The
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The following Memoirs of the Court of ſome years paſt been afflićted, are ſuffici
Portugal, it is expected will make an ent to fill our minds with equal terror
acceptable Article in this Colle&ion, and aſtoniſhment. We have ſeen every
pointing out the Occaſion of the unhappy ſpecies of political and natural evils unit.
Influence, that now affects the Com ed in its deſtruction. Earthquakes, aſ.
merce of Great Britain, who in Times ſaſſinations, impriſonments, executions
of Diſtreſs, moſt generouſly lent her Aſ: and murthers, have without interruption
Aftance, and ſhould in return enjoy thoſe filled the horrid ſcene, and repared us
Privileges that by Treaties, She is en to expect ſome more ãºf ſucceeding
titled to ; but ſuch is the Influence of cataſtrophe. To know the cauſes of ſuch
Favourites, who, regardleſ of a Na a ſucceſſion of diſaſters, might be matter
tion's Honour, and their Monarch's In

t

of uſeful, enquiry and example.

But

terºff, ači from Diſpoſitions deſiručive ſuch are the interior regulations of go
of both.
vernment in that country, and ſo little
is its intercourſe, with other nations, ex
Memoirs of the Court of Portugal, and of cept in the common courſe of commerce,
the Adminiſtration of the Count D'Oey that the public has remained hitherto as
rat. Taken from a Series of original much in the dark concerning the cauſe of
Iletters. Written in French.
the political as of the natural evils which
have ſhaken this ſtate.
Preface, by the Editor.
Theſe extraordinary events have had
WAS entertained ſome months ago, in common this further particularity, that
on a foreign tour, with the peruſal they may be ſaid to have happened at a

I

of a ſeries of letters, which contained ſe

veral anecdotes concerning the affairs of
Portugal; theſe letters containing, like
wiſe, matters of a private nature, the own
er did not chooſe they ſhould be printed.
That the public therefore might not be
deprived of the knowledge of what in
fuch caſe would probably have never come
to their notice, I prevailed on the owner
to permit me to take an extraćt of them,
in doing which a relation of the family
who had reſided in Portugal was of no
ſmall aſſiſtance to me.

There is one thing neceſſary to be re
marked by every reader before he enters
upon the following memoirs, which is,
that by the long reſidence of the Moors
formerly in Portugal, and afterwards of
the Portugueſe in India, the latter have
acquired a ſtrong taint of the African and
Aſiatic manner of thinking and acting,
cuſtoms which ſtill prevail, and appear

time, when, according to human appear
ance, they were all leaſt to be expected,
as the ſeaſon was moſt remarkably ſerene
and temperate when the earthquake hap.
Pened, and the government of the king
tion was become more ſtable, conſequent
ly bore the appearance of greater tian
quillity than had been known for many
years; when of a ſudden it was involved

in afflićtion and diſtreſs as it will proba
bly never, recover. But although the
cauſes of theſe extraordinary commotions
which diſturbed that part of the earth,
may be far beyond the reach of human
ſagacity, the origin of the political diſtreſ.
ſes of that kingdom, is by no means im
penetrable to perſons who have been wit
neſſes to thoſe events, and who have been
able to obtain a true and exačt account of

the occurrences which preceded them. It
ſhall therefore be the buſineſs of the fol

lowing ſheets, not only to give an account
in all their ačtions : unleſs theſe circum of the ſtate of affairs at preſent in Por
ſtances therefore be remembered, it will tugal under the adminiſtration of the Con
be difficult to account for the fingularityof de d'Oeyras, but alſo to take a ſurvey of
numberleſs adventures herein mentioned, the occurrences of the former reign.
Don John the Vth, on his acceſſion
as probably no perſon of any other nation
in Europe would have ačted in the like to the throne, found his kingdom involv
manner on the ſame occaſions.

ed in war; and though by the aſſiſtance
of his allies it was then carried on upon

Memoirs of the Court of Portugal.

an offenſive plan againſt Spain, the inve

terate enemy of his crown, yet, by the
viciſſitudes common to human affairs,
the little ſtate of Portugal has for that war might have taken a contrary turn,

H E various calamities with which

and
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and have proved ruinous in the greateſt
degree, as Spain had never poſitively re.
nounced her claim to that kingdom, till
the peace of Utrecht : nor were the in:

Nov.

of the Bragança family that in fačt was
truly ſovereign of Portugal; for though
the throne had been filled by three pre

ceding monarchs of that houſe, they had

tereſts of Portugal till then finally, and not only been in continual conflićt with

totally ſettled. And the ſovereigns of Spain, but the nobility likewiſe, availing
that kingdom were then, for the firſt themſelves of the ſhare they had borne in
time, admitted to ſign the common trea ſetting Don John the IVth, when duke
ty jointly with the other great powers of of Bragança, on the throne, and after
Europe, by which the court of Liſbon wards in placing Don Peter in his bro
became poſſeſſed of the high footing it ther's ſtead ; the laws, through the timi
has ever ſince retained.
The riches dity of the firſt, and the affection of the
which flowed into Portugal from the new latter, had been ſuſpended ; ſo that the
diſcovered mines of Brazil, gave that ſo taſk of fixing the royal prerogative re
vereign all poſſible means of ſupporting mained unperformed till the time of the
his grandeur, and the diſpoſition of his late ſovereign, who accompliſhed it with
mind was proper for employing it. Con out bloodſhed, and left it complete to
ſcious of the importance of being proper his ſon and ſucceſſor Don Joſeph, his pre
ly repreſented in foreign courts, he not ſent moſt Faithful Majeſty.
only was careful in the choice of ſuch Whenever we ſee the ſalutary effects
perſons as he ſent out on embaſſies, but of wiſe councils, it is natural to think
he allowed greater ſalaries than any other we ſhould ourſelves, in the like caſe,
monarch to his miniſter. In the interior have adviſed the like meaſures, conclud
government of the kingdom he conſult ing they were ſo obvious, that none other
ed maily, and never gave up his whole could have been adopted, but from the
confidence to any particular perſon. The greateſt ſtupidity or villainy.
wars in which Portugal had been engag
The long and uninterrupted peace
ed for many years, had introduced nuin which Portugal cnjoyed under that "mo
berleſs abuſes. The nobility, in particu march, the quiet poſſeſſion of Brazil, and
lar, had ſeparated their intereſts both her valuable treaſures, are by ordinary
from thoſe of the crown and the people ; minds regarded as matters of courſe ;
and keeping cloſely connected in the ſame but men, better acquainted with the
cauſe, were in a manner ſubject to no world, will eaſily perceive, that the leaſt
law, but held the ſovereign at defiance, miſconduct might have made a very great
and the people in ſlavery. The people, alteration in thoſe matters; and when
on the other hand, having little or no they conſider the diſtance of theſe colonies

property, were eaſily tempted to tranſ. fron the mother country; the immenſe
riches they produce; and the inability of
Portugal to defend them againſt an inva

greſs the laws, as they could readily find
protećtion for their perſons, under the pa
tronage of the great. All theſe evils
were however happily ended by a maſter
ly piece of policy; for by encouraging
commerce, the people became opulent,
and capable of living in a degree of
ſplendor unknown to former times, while

has not been by force that they are pre
ſerved, it muſt have been by the moſt pru

individual.

of their countries; by which means the

der; they muſt readily perceive, that as it

dent and refined policy.
Accordingly, that wiſe and great mo
narch ſaw plainly, that the riches of his
the nobility, to keep up the ſame degree colonies might naturally create a jealouſ
of diſtinction they had been uſed to, fell in ſome ambitious neighbour, from .
into extravagances, whereby they embar power, being greater than that of Portu
raſſed their affairs, and brought them gal, he ſhould not be able to defend
ſelves more to a level with the reit of the them. He happily concerted a plan there
nation than they would otherwiſe have fore whereby it became the intereſt of all
been. So that this wiſe ſovereign, witn to join in his views; for reſerving the
out violence, became polieſied of the commerce of Brazil to his ſubječts alone,
maſtery, and had the happineſs to ſee the be opened the ports of Portugal for the
laws duly executed throughout all his do admiſſion of ſtrangers of all nations;
minions without diſtinction of perſons, both as places of reſidence for their ſub
according to the privileges due to every jects, air, as marts for the productions
This monarch was the firſt

ſeveral
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ſeveral ſtates of Europe, contented with
the ſhare they enjoyed in theſe particulars,
not only left Portugal in quiet poſſeſſion
of her colonies, but were even brought
to think they could be poſſeſſed by no
other power, ſo much to the general ad
vantage of Europe. By theſe wiſe mea
ſures did that great monarch procure
peace and tranquillity to his ſubjects;
afford them the means of increaſing their
fortunes ; and ſecure the friendſhip of
foreign nations : while, by the increaſe
of the royal revenue, he had an oppor
tunity of indulging his munificence and
love of his people. Every place that he
viſited was made to profit by his preſence;
and all the different parts of his kingdom
received alternately marks of the royal fa
vour; witneſs the library at the univerfi

ty of Coimbra; and the hoſpital at the
Caldas, or hot baths of that country :
while the noble ſtructure of Maffra, at a
ſmall diſtance from Liſbon, and the pa

lace and gardens of Neceſſidade, will be
laſting marks of his magnificence, that
have eſcaped the effects of the earthquake.
If the buildings for the patrial chal church
have proved leſs durable, that circum
ſtance is owing to the effect of other coun
cils, which have with great pains, and at
a great expence demoliſhed thoſe ſiruc
tures, which were formed capable of a
long duration; and the conſiderable re
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a diſagreement with Spain, a naval force
was thought neceſſary to the happy con
cluſion of that affair, a fleet of twenty
ſail of men of war of the line was imme

diately granted on the firſt application,
and ſent out with the unmoſt expedition.
Thus that great and wife monarch, be
loved by his ſubjects, and eſteemed by for
reigners, continued long an ornament and
bleſſing to his people in general : unfor
tunately for himſelf and them, a violent
ſtroke of the paſſey rendered him incapa
ble of conducting the affairs of the nati
on as before. Then it was that people
began to perceive the wiſdom of former
meaſures, by a compariſon with thoſe that
ſucceeded."

-

During the king's illneſs, the queen
conſort was appointed regent. His preſent
moſt Faithful majeſty, then prince of Bra
zil, whether from the known filial duty
and ſubmiſſion he always bore his parents,
or from a mildneſs of temper natural to
him, was not included in the regency.
The princeſs was eminent for her virtue;
but being rather diſpoſed for the retire
ment of a contemplative life, than for the
hurry of buſineſs, the whole conduct of
affairs was entruſted to a perſon of the no

ble family of Moſcoſo, a man of a buſy

temper, who having acquitted himſelf
with diligence and integrity in the ma
nagement of ſome internal regulations,
venues he eſtabliſhed for that church, are reſpecting convents, and ſuch like mat
now of great benefit to the ſtate. This ters, had in the end been called to court.
wiſe monarch, though he maintained a This perſon, known by the name of Frey
good harmony with all the ſtates of Eu Gaſpar, having in his youth embraced a
rope, yet was cloſely connected with ſuch monaſtic life, and become a friar of the

only as were neceſſary to the advantage order of St. Francis, he had contraćted
of his kingdom ; ſuch as England and principles very different from what might
Holland, the two principal maritime pow have been expected from his birth, and
ers at that time who could ſecure his na poſſeſſed none but ſuch as were to be ac
vigation; and Spain, who by her vicini quired in a convent where he had been ac
ty might be hurtful. The preſerving the cuſtomed to rail againſt the magnificence
cloſeſt friendſhip with England, was of of courts, and the ſhow of grandeur ſo
the greateſt importance; yet the effecting neceſſary for the diſtinction of different
it was attended with no ſmall difficulty, ranks of men.
as the Engliſh were by treaty entitled to a
His manner of thinking having been
part in the Brazil trade, which he found there fixed to the regulations nece ary for
was on all accounts neceſſary to be kept a private community, unluckily the ſame
in the poſſeſſion of his own ſubjects only; narrow principles prevailed, and were
but ſuch was the eſteem in which he was adopted by him in his adminiſtration of
held, that the Engliſh nation were not on the public concerns. Incapable of com
ly brought to ſuſpend their claim, but they prehending the wiſdom of the gland and
even continued with equal ardour to cul enlarged plan on which his ſovereign had
tivate the friendſhip of Portugal, as if the proceeded, he thought every thing iott to
treaties between them had been fully and the kingdom which went out of it, on
ſtrictly obſerved ; inſomuch, that when on any account whatever, even though for the
U u u u
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purchaſing of neceſſaries: “ All that is cuſtom officer, depending on the increaſe
“ uſeful, and all that is neceſſary,” ſaid and decreaſe of the whole revenue; it be

he, “ may be found within the kingdom, cane their intereſt to value all goods as
“ and people ought to be content with high as poſſible, that their ſalaries might
“ the productions of their own country.” riſe with the revenue ; nor did the prefi
The monk, accuſtomed to abhor the dent confine himſelf to theſe regulations
ſplendor of dreſs, immediately endeavour only, but endeavoured, by an affected
ed to ſuppreſs in the great world, what he ſhow of zeal for the royal intereſt, to ren
had been taught to hatc in a cell. A law der himſelf ſtill more acceptable, and ad
was publiſhed to prohibit nºt only me vance his fortune.
With this view he entered into a re
chanics and artizans, but even perſons of
the higheſt rank, from wearing gold or ſearch concerning paſt tranſačtions, that
ſilver in their clothes, and ſilks of more ſome pretence might be found for
than one colour; all foreign made penalties; but no foundations for ſuc
buckles, buttons, &c. were prohibited ; exačtions appearing, that all the trouble
with numberleſs other articles, moſt of might not be loſt, an artifice was thought
which could not be made in the kingdom, of, which ſerved as a colour for palliat
and many of which, for the convenience ing an oppreſſive demand, previouſly in
of individuals, were become neceſſary; tended to be made on foreigners. It was
but, according to the maxims of this ad obſerved, in the courſe of this ſearch,
miniſtration, every thing that was fo that the quantity of white ſugars was
reign was to be ſuppreſſed. An outcry leſs in the exports than in the imports;
was railed againſt all foreigners that reſid and that the quantity of brown ſugars
ed in the kingdom ; if any of them lived was º larger; an account
with the appearance of greater opulence therefore was made of the fuppoſed dif

.#

than others, it was attributed to the ference, and the ſame levied on the deal

wealth acquired by impoſitions on the
ſtate; while others, of a more retired
way of life, were regarded as perſons
who impoveriſhed the ſtate by locking up
the wealth they acquited ; and the worſt

ers in ſugar ; not according to what ap
peared in the cuſtom-houſe books, but in
proportion to the amount of their reſpec
tive dealings: and here it mntt be remark

td, that if this obſervation afforded ground
of names were thought moſt expreſſive of for a demand of any ſort, that demand
the qualitics of the moſt reſpectable mer ought to have been made on the officers
who had erroneouſly rated the impoſts;

chants. .

* The preſident of the cuſtom-houſe; one

and not on the merchants, who were ob

Antonio da Coſta Freire, a man of great liged to pay as the cuſtom-houſe officers
fubtilty and addreſs, had railed himſelf charged; for the merchants report was

by ſeveral mean and low practices to ſa
vour.

He was of too

not truſted; but the officers bored all

unbounded an the cheſts, in order to diſcover whether

ambition not to join the common cry on the ſugars were of a better or worſe qua
this occaſion; and uſed all foreigners who lity; ſo that if any miſtake was commit
came before him, in ſo ſhameful a man ted, the error, in that caſe, was the king's
mer, that captains of ſhips could not be pricers, and on them it ought to have fal
induced, unleſs through abſolute neceſſi len ; but the whole of this affair was car
ty, ſuch as the entrance and clearances ried on in ſo arbitrary a manner, that no
of their veſſels, to approach an officer, poſſibility of making any defence could
whoſe unmannerly expreſſions and haugh be obtained, without firſt ſubmitting to
a ſequeiiration of effects, to thrice the
ty.behaviour were inſupportable.
New regulations for oppreſing foreign value of the ſum demanded.
trade were every dav invented, new valu
The preſident of the cuſtoms, however,
ations of imports brought into practice in a ſubſequent adminiſtration, fell by a
inſtead of the rates antiently eſtabliſhed like deſpotic order; he was arreſted, and
at the cuſtom-houſe. For the further confined to a dungeon, without being e
increating the amount of theſe impotts, wer admitted to a trial.
the ſaiaries cf the ſeveral office s were a
Thus the health of the ſtate declined,
boliſhed, and a certain portion of the an as the king's illneſs advanced; relief was
nual income appropriated towards ſupply wanted, but none was to be found, tho’
ing the ſame ; ſo that the income of every every one pretended to a concern and an
-

officious

-

-
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officious attention for ſetting things upon
a better footing; for in reality each re
garded only his own private intereſts, or
ambition; and as a pretence to patriotiſm
was the beſt cloak for concealing their
deſigns, each endeavoured to recommend
himſelf by railing at foreign connections,
and to give proof of his abilities by pro
ducing ſchemes for aboliſhing them: the
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marriage with a lady of quality, fiſter to
the late count Daun, commander of the

Auſtrian army; and in this alliance he
was protected by the queen conſort of
Portugal, who being herſelf a German
by birth, was glad of drawing the ladies
of her country to Portugal. Caliaris,
captain of the queen's guard, who had
married a German lady, of the family of

reſident of the cuſtom houſe was not a

Holſtein, was likewiſe greatly aſſiſtant
ittle active in this reſpect; but the per in concluding this match. Carvalho, af
ſon who made the greateſt efforts for ſuc ter his marriage, being returned to Liſ
ceeding, was the preſent prime miniſter bon, exerted his utmoſt abilities to obtain
ef Portugal, now Conde d'Oeyras, but employment; the queen conſort, and Ca
then known by the name of Sebaſtian Jo liaris, his patron, were definous of pro
ſeph de Carvalho. Though maturally of moting his intereſts; but the old king,
a violent, overbearing temper, he knew weak and infirm as he was, declared him
how to diſſemble when it ſuited his in ſelf ſtrongly againſt him, and would by
tereſt, and that by a pliant behaviour it no means conſent to the admitting him in
was neceſſary to obtain the friendſhip or to any ſhare of the adminiſtration. It was
protećtion of thoſe above him. This man in vain that his friends repreſented the
was born at a little village called Pombal, experience he had obtained in the two
in the neighbourhood of Coimbra, where great courts in which he had reſided, and
his father had a farm; his uncle, who the neceſſity there was of employing a
had entered into the eccleſiaſtical ſtate, perſon who underſtood their conne&tions

went to Liſbon, where he got preferment, and intereſts; tired with importunities,

and by degrees was advanced to a place the king at length declared himſelf to this
at court, where he was made Sumiller da effect : “Why will you be always peſ

Curtina : in this poſt he was not unmind tering me about this man; do you want
ful of his brother at Pombal, but by de to fill my kingdom with troubles and ſe
grees got him advanced to the high em dition ; you think perhaps I am not ac
ployment of Dezembargador, in the city quainted with the extent of his capacity ;

of Oporto ; and being himſelf a ſingle

but I am, and know that he is fit for no

man, carefully provided for his brother's thing but the governing of a chandler's
family. . The eldeſt ſon, Sebaſtian, was ſhop, or at beſt for the chicanery of the
ſent by him to the univerſity, and from law, and would ſhortly ſet you altogether
thence called to Liſbon, where he was at variance; beſides, I know the hard
neſs of his heart, that it is covered with

placed as an upper ſervant to a noble fa

mily; ſome time after he obtained a com
miſſion in the army, but having gained
the affections of a young lady of quality,
whom he married, the lady's relations
were ſo enraged, that he was forced to
hide himſelf to avoid the effects of their

reſentment; for which purpoſe he retired
to the neighbourhood of Pombal till mat
ters were accommodated, when he returned

again to Liſbon; there gaining advance
ment by the credit of his uncle, and the
honour of the alliance he had contračted,

hair;” a Portugueſe phraſe, ſignifying
much the ſame as when in Engliſh we
ſay, as hard as a ſtone. Thus all efforts to

bring him in were for ſome time in vain ;
but afterwards a more favourable oppor
tunity preſented itſelf. The deceaſe of
the old king, having given room to the
ſucceſſion of his ſon, his preſent moſt
Faithful majeſty, it was found expedient
to ſupply the many vacancies that had
happened during the ſickneſs of the for
mer ſovereign ; accordingly Carvalho was
appointed ſecretary of ſtate, jointly with
Diego de Mendonça, natural ſon to a per

- he was ſent to the court of England with
the character of envoy, where, having
reſided ſeveral years, he was at length ſon of the ſame name, who had former
recalled, not without ſtrong marks of diſ ly been honoured with that office, and in
like on the part of the Engliſh miniſtry : which he had ſhown ſuch great abilities,
he was afterwards ſent to the court of Vi that he had acquired the nick-name of
enna, where (his former wife having Sete Cabicas, or Seven Heads.

been dead ſome years) he contračted
U u u u 2

His
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His ſon, the new ſecretary, was a man
of great matural parts, and of improved
abilities; but of a quiet, eaſy temper,
delighting rather in the enjoyment of the
ſociety of men of learning, than in the
purſuit of ambitious projects; yet always
aſſiduous inv promoting every opportuni

ſovereign was deſirous ſhould be ſooneſt
diſpatched; and forwardmg, with parti
cular affiduity, whatever might conduce
to his maſter's recreation. Accordingly,
an opera houſe was thought of, and erect
ed at an immenſe expenſe; muſicians of
the greateſt eminence were ſought for, and
ty of increaſing the public welfare, and obtained; but the acquiſition of a parti
§ continuing a harmony between his ſo cular eunuch, famous for his voice and
vereign and his people ; principles which manner of finging, was a work of coſt
he had adopted from his father, and had and time; for the crafty Italian knew ſo
himſelf adhered to, without entering in well how to make his bargain, that he
to projects that had nothing but their obtained no leſs a ſalary than three thou
novelty to recommend them ; ſatisfied ſand moidores for one year's performance;
with the uprightneſs of his intentions, he beſides houſe rent, table, equipage, &c.
choſe rather to recommend himſelf by the Parties of pleaſure alſo were continually
prudence of his counſels, than by a time going on, particularly to a country place
up the river, called Salvaterra; for de
ſerving affected aſſiduity.
Carvalho, by a different behaviour, ſoon fraying of which, Carvalho was ever care
otthe ſtart of his colleague ; he had ſtu ful to find the neceſſary ſums; while at
died the temper of his new maſter while proper opportunities, he conveyed to his
prince, and had diſcovered that the ſame majeſty numberleſs plans for increaſing
mild diſpoſition which induced him, then, the revenues, trades, and navigation of
not to interfere in the government, now his kingdom, at the expence of foreign
made him regard the trouble and pains ers. . Thus the king was perſuaded, that
that would ariſe from royalty, with diſ his ſubjećts welfare was in good hands,
leaſure; as they muſt neceſſarily deprive and that he himſelf had been fingularly
ſº
of the time he choſe to ſpend in the happy in finding out ſo able and diligent
amuſements of muſic, hunting, horſe a miniſter; while under the pretence of
manſhip, &c. in which he was well ſkil ſupporting the rights of the prince, the
nobility were kept low; and under the
led, and uſed to be much employed.
Carvalho, availing himſelf of this diſ maſk of patriotiſm, the ſubtile favourite
poſition in his ſovereign, made his court oppreſſed the foreign merchants through
to him by flattering the king's incli the fides of the natives, whom he likewiſe
nations, and propoſing ſuch ſchemes as equally injured; that all ſtates being kept
were moſt likely to conduce to the effect low, he might rule without oppoſition.
ing his purpoſes; he therefore failed not Carvalho's plans were not confined to the
to ſhow that, the kingdom being in pro interior ceconomy of government; mini
found peace, and the revenues of the ſters were ſent to all the courts of Eu
crown large, nothing was more reaſona rope; not only becauſe they conduced
ble than that his majeſty ſhould indulge to the diſplay of the grandeur of their ſo
himſelf in the enjoyment of pleaſures, vereign, but likewiſe as they gave an

which were not only innocent in them opportunity of forming intrigues, from
ſelves, but were likewiſe conducive to ci whence difficulties might ariſe, which

would render his ſervice more neceſſary.
That ſuch was the plan of this mini
ſter will appear from the ſurvey of the
ſubſequent tranſactions; for having gain
ed the entire confidence of his ſovereign,
and himſelf would, in ſuch a ſituation, he has had full liberty to follow his evn
be equally happy : but that if any one inclinations, and execute his whole ſcheine
was bold enough to oppoſe theſe inea with the moſt unlimited controui; it muſt
ſures, ſuch miniſters ſhould be choſen as not therefore be expected to meet here
knew how to ſupport the dignity of Ma with the grand ſchemes of a Richiºen;
vilizing the manners of his ſubjects; and
that, by appointing proper miniſters for
the tranſacting of public affairs, his ma
jeſty acquitted himſelf ſufficiently of the
charge of his duty; as both his ſubječts

jeſty, by a proper exertion of its autho

much leſs to find the amirable and recon

rity; giving the king to underſtand, he ciliatory diſpoſition of a Smily, and the
only was that perſon, by a cloſe applica public ſpirit of that able and good man;
rion to ſuch buſineſs as he imagined his on the contrary, the following occurrences
will

w

:

:
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will only ſerve as woeful mementoes to be
avoided by others. The kingdom of Por
tugal, by the conſtitution of the realm, is
ſubjected to a limited monarchy. The ſo
vereign on great occurrences, ſuch as the
levying of taxes, &c. always uſed to con
ſult his Cortes, and no proclamation or
decree of the king, that was to take place
for more than a year, was valid, unleſs it
had firſt paſſed thro' the tribunal of the
Dezembargo do Paço, and been regiſtered
in the chancery court of the kingdom.

when oppreſſed, could not ſupport them
ſelves; and when the nobility came to be
oppreſſed in their turn, they received no
help from the people. Each ſtate was
ſucceſſively oppreſſed, and both brought

The Cortes conſiſted of the three ſtates,

the whole legiſlature, by degrees, fell to

under the moſt deſpotick government;

the power of the clergy likewiſe fell with
that of the people; for their weight,
conſiſting only in the influence they had
on the mind of the ſubječt, that ...

became of no effect, when the power of
exerting it was loſt; thus the power of .

or orders of the people, divided into no the ſovereign. This had been perceived
bility, clergy, and commonalty; all of by the late king, who had indulged that
whom were repreſented by deputies, cho power in ſome inſtances relative to pri
ſen out of each ſtate.
yate inclinations, but had not exerted it
The Cortes were continued long after in publick tranſactions; the count d'Oey
the acceſſion of the Bragança family to ras, by his experience of foreign coun
the throne; till they appointed each of tries, and particularly of England, per
them a member to repreſent them ; by ceiving the ſtrength of ſuch a ſituation
which means the power and authority of of affairs, exerted it in its fulleſt force;
the whole body, fell into the hands of ſo that Portugal is become the ſeat of
three perſons only; theſe by degrees deſpotiſm in Europe, being governed
came under the power of the king : ſo with as uncontrouled a ſway as any part
that at preſent the three eſtates of the of Barbary; for nothing is more frequent
kingdom, or Junta dos tres Eſtados, as than orders from the crown, with this re
it is called, are no more than a tribunal markable injunction, “notwithſtanding
governed by three perſons, named by the all laws to the contrary.”
king for that purpoſe.
The new reign was ſcarcely begun,
#. great hereditary poſſeſſions of the when the miniſter laid hold of an oppor
Bragança family, which the ſovereigns of tunity of diſplaying his arbitrary diſpo
that line enjoy in their own right, and ſition.
the diſpoſal of the revenues belonging to
Some of the young nobility, being
ſeveral orders of knighthood of eccleſi gone to a feſtival at a country village,
aſtical inſtitution, which had been largely called Odevellos, about two leagues from
-

endowed, and of which the ſovereign

Liſbon ; a running footman belonging

was become poſſeſſed, by unting the
maſtery in the throne, have altogether
enabled the monarchs of that kingdom
to defrºy the neceſſary charges of go
vernment without freſh ſupplies from the
people; nay, the amount of the royal re

to one of them, was bit by a dog as he
went along ; upon which the footman,
making a lunge with his ſtaff, ſtabbed the
dog with a ſpike that was at the end of

power, they thought themſelves capable

court of the affair, which was there re

it.

The townſmen, enraged, aſſembled

to revenge the death of their dog; and
venues has increaſed to ſuch a degree by the young noblemen took the part ºf their
the increaſe of the wealth of Brazil, that footman : an uproar enſued; the head
above one thud of the property of the borough appeared; and, definous of ſup
whole kingdom is ſuppoſed to centre in porting his townſmen, pretended, not
the crown; ſo that by weight of property only to arreſt, but even to confine ſeve
the king has been able to arrive at the ral of the nobility. The extravagant and
height of power within his dominions. abſurd exerciſe of authority, which this
In this he was not a little aſſiſted by the partial headborough made uſe of, produ
imprudent behaviour of the nobility, ced only ſcoffs and lidicule, and no harm
who, at the acceſſion of the Bragança happened, ſave only that the headbo
family, never eſtabliſhed any conſtitution rough's ſtaff was broke in the ſcuffle.
Complaint, however, was made to
of government, but, as by their own

of protecting themſelves, took no care of preſented as an inſult on majeſty, and
the people; by which means the people, though under any other adminiſtration,
er
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or in any other kingdom, this adventure
would only have been laughed at, or at
moſt met with a reprimand ; yet here it
was confidered in a ſerious light, and the
young mobility concerned were treated as
ſtate c, iminals, inſomuch that after being
all impriſoned, ſome of them were ba
niſhed to diſtant provinces, and others

tranſported to the colonies. This rigor
ous treatment upon ſo trifling an occaſi

on, ſhown towards perſons of the firſt

the pračtice of thoſe nations which made
the greateſt figure in commerce, and ow
ed their glory to it. That Holland had
an Eaſt India company, and a Curaço
company. That England in particular
encouraged companies, there being in that

kingdom a South-ſea company, an Eaſt
India company, a Hudſon's-bay compa
my, and an African company, beſides
companies for inſuring of ſhips and hou
ſes; as alſo for the bank, or depoſit of
the public credit. That it was from the

rank, inſpired every one with horror,
from the dreadful proſpect which ſo deſ reſource the government found in theſe
potic a meaſure afforded at the beginning eſtabliſhments, England had been-able
of the adminiſtration; fearing, as it af to raiſe ſuch incredible ſums. That his
terwards proved, that it was only the Faithful majeſty's colonies were produc
prelude to greater misfortunes. Freſh tive of much more wealth than thoſe of
cauſe of afflićtion ſoon followed. The England, and conſequently, if properly
riches of Portugal ariſe from its colonies managed, might yield greater ſupplies;
in Brazil, and the commerce carried on that though, by reſerving this trade to
to that country : This commerce had al the advantage of theſe companies, a
ways been open to all Portugueſe ſub ſeeming prejudice aroſe therefrom to his
jećts who thought fit to engage therein ; ſubjects in general; yet it was only ſo in
for the better condućting of it, convoys appearance, every one being at liberty to
of men of war were appointed at proper partake of the advantages of thoſe com
times, for the different parts of Brazil; panies by purchaſing ačtions, and be
and the merchant ſhips deſtined for thoſe coming a proprietor in them. To this
ports, uſed to depart with the reſpective was added a pretended patriotic zeal for
convoys in fleets : In the ſame manner reſcuing, as it was termed, the kingdom
on their arrival at the ports of Brazil, from the power of foreigners, as thereby
publication was made of the number of the trade being managed by fewer per
days the men of war were permitted to ſons, the foreign commodities neceſſary
remain; to the end that ſuch ſhips as for Brazil, might not only be purchaſed
were to return to Europe, might be rea at a lower price, but alſo thoſe of Brazil
dy with their cargoes to partake of the ſold for more than had been uſual.
Theſe were the reaſons alledged by the
opportunity of going and returning in
miniſter; if it be further confidered, that
fleets, eſcorted by ſhips of war.
Theſe fleets were four in number.
ſuch inſtitutions muſt afford great op
One went to the port of Rio de Janeiro. portunities of creating dependents, by
One to Bahia, or the bay of All-ſaints. the diſpoſal of directorſhips, and by re
One to Pernambuco and Paraíba.
ceiving gratuities for favours; as alſo
One to Maranham and Grand Para.
that it brought the management of affairs
This manner of trading was to be more immediately under the dire&tion of
aboliſhed, and the commerce of Brazil, the miniſter than it had been before ; it is
which before had been open to all the evident, that motives, of a private nature

ſubjećts of Portugal, was to be confined were not wanting, and probably were
to the whole and ſole uſe of excluſive more cogent than the pretended ones al
companies, who alone were to be permit ledged.
ted to trade to thoſe countries.
This plan was firſt to take place in the
Monopolies of ſo extenſive a nature, diſtricts of Maranham and Grand Para,
as they deprived many of an advantage the moſt ſoutherly ſettlements, that the
which was conferred on a few, muſt be others might be taken in ſucceſſively.
diſpleaſing to the public; and therefore it The true reaſon, however, of beginning
was naturally to be ſuppoſed would meet with theſe diſtrićts was, that the above
with oppoſition. Care, however, had colonies, though young, were in a moſt
been taken to prepoſſeſs the ſovereign in thriving condition; the ſoil of the coun
their favour, by aſſuring him that this try being very rich, and producing almoſt
manner of trading was countenanced by ſpontaneouſly cacao and cotton, Ipecacu
-

ana,
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ana, ſarſaparilla, and numberleſs other ſenting in the moſt reſpectful terms the
drugs, to be had there only for the trou prejudice that might ariſe from ſo haſtily
ble of gathering them in the woods, in concluding a matter of ſuch great im.
ſomuch that many perſons engaged in that
trade had got fortunes in a ſhort time.
This had occaſioned ſo great an increaſe
in the navigation to thoſe parts, that
from the whole commerce being carried
on in three ſhips only, in leſs than five
years time, the number had been aug

Portance to the royal revenue, the na
vigation of the kingdom, and the concern

mented to fourteen.

As the fate of fu

the greateſt deteſtation; that even the In

ture undertakings, therefore, would de

dia and Hudſon's bay companies were

of all traders employed in that, branch
of commerce. They obſerved, that the
praštice of England was ſo far from ta
vouring meaſures of this ſort, that mo

nopolies of all kinds were held there in

pend greatly on the ſucceſs of this firſt much complained of; and that none were
tryal, it was thought proper to begin permitted for engroſſing the commerce,
with the choiceſt and moſt promiſing part carried on by the ſubjects of that king
of the Brazil commerce; accordingly a dom, from one part of the king's domi
royal decree was iſſued, aſſigning over nions to the other ; but on the contrary,
the trade to and from Grand Para and that the trade of the Weſt Indies, Ame.
Maramhan, to the whole and ſole uſe of rica, and colonies, was always open and
an excluſive company, and prohibiting free, as that of Brazil had till then been.

all other perſons whatever from engaging
This petition of the Junta, though
therein. A charter of privileges was drawn up in the moſt reſpe&tful terms,
likewiſe formed on ſuch favourable con and preſented with the greateſt ſubmiſſi
ditions, that part of the duties formerly on, was treated as an infamous and
paid by private adventurers, while the ſeditious libel ; the authors of it were
trade lay open, was now abated in fa arreſted, and caſt into ſeparate dungeons,
vour of the company, with many other where they were confined for ſeveral days,
advantages of the like nature. Direc without being allowed the leaſt commu
tors were alſo appointed, and a judge nication with their friends or neareſt re
conſervator inſtituted, who alone was to

lations. Tranſportation, or a public

determine in all cauſes, relative not only
to the company and directors, but even
to the proprietors of the company's ſtock.
However ſpecious this ſcheme had been
made to appear, people acquainted with

whipping, were talked of as the ſlighteſt
puniſhments they were to expect, to which
it was added, that ſome would infallibly
be put to death. Such was the ſituation

the name of commerce were ſoon able to

ed till the earthquake, when being releaſ
ed from their confinement by the fall of a
part of the priſon, and the deſertion of
the guards, they had an opportunity of
throwing themſelves at the king's feet,
and thereby obtained pardon, on the
promiſe of a more circumſpect behaviour
for the future. A lawyer and a counſel
lor, who had been conſulted in drawing
up the petition, were tranſported to the

fee through it; and indeed the loſs which
enſued to a great number of people,
made it but too ſenſibly felt, as by this,
Grand Para charter, ſome thouſands of

perſons were deprived of their liveli
hood.

At this period there was a junta, or
board of commerce, compoſed of mer
chants eminent for their abilities and in

tegrity. To this board had belonged,
from time immemorial, the regulation of
all colony affairs; and though ſometimes
things had been propoſed in a higher
council for the advancement of theſe

countries, yet matters uſed always to be
tranſmitted to this board, and nothing
was determined on till the opinion of the
junta had been returned; no ſuch con
ſultation, or communication, however,

in which theſe unfortunate men remain

coaſt of Africa : Thus ended the only
oppoſition that was made to ſo pernicious
a ſcheme, and the miniſter remained tri

umphant ; the violent treatment of thoſe
who had ačted thus from a principle of
duty, deterred all others ever after from
interfering, people thinking it both un
ſafe and unprofitable in ſo deſpotic a
government, and under ſo cruel an ad
miniſtration, to deliver their ſentiments,
when they differed from thoſe of the mi

was obſerved in regard to the Grand Pa
ra company. The junta, therefore, con niſter, whoſe power became every day
fidering the importance of the affair, more confirmed and eſtabliſhed.

drew up a petition to the king, repre

\
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Now

The earthquake of the 1ſt of Novem copper-plate print, repreſenting David
ber 1755, which proved ruinous to thou playing before Saul to relieve him from
fands, afforded, however a favourable the evil ſpirit. That ſuch prints bear
opportunity for the exertion of the talents an alluſion to the ſubject to which they
of the miniſter, whoſe power flouriſhed are prefixed, is generally underſtood;
amidſt the miſery of his country. The yet that by this emblem, the miniſter
directors of the grand Para company intended to declare, that he was engaged
were ſet to work for carrying that ſcheme in expelling a daemon out of his royal
into execution. The Junta of commerce maſter; or that it was meant to ſhow,
which had been ſo troubleſome was diſ

ſolved, and another, compoſed of mem
bers of a more pliant diſpoſition, was
formed, with powers of ſo extenſive a
nature, that they could take cognizance
of any buſineſs which the miniſter ſhould
think fit to commit to them; by theſe
means alſo he leſſened the power of ano

how great a power he had over his affec
tions, cannot be poſitively averred ; but
certain it is, that a print of this nature,
prefixed to ſuch a work, affords room

not at all unfavourable to ſuch a ſuppo
ſition.

Ideal ſchemes of grandeur were laid

down, which procraſtinated the raiſing of

ther ancient tribunal, called the Concelho, new buildings, but no aſſiſtance was af.
forded to the citizens of Liſbon for alle

da Fazenda; which being compoſed of
men of learning and capacity, who had
acquired their places by many years ſer
vice in various poſts of truſt in the king
dom, had been always reckoned of great
weight; but by this new regulation they
became of very little conſequence, the
aćtive part of their office falling into the
hands of the Junta.
To this Junta was likewiſe committed
the judgment and determination of all
bankruptcies. It was inveſted with a
power of granting certificates, and of
abſolving the bankrupt without controul
from the reſearches and oppoſition of the
creditors: This partial behaviour, calcu
lated for ſcreening the natives againſt the
juſt demands of foreigners, was never
theleſs the only meaſure exerted in their
favour, and that evidently at the expence
of public faith, and the juſtice due to
other nations: Mean while the king's

viating their diſtreſſes which then bore

hard upon them ; the only aid they re
ceived, aroſe from the preſent ſent by the
Engliſh nation, the benefit of which was
alſo greatly diminiſhed by the manner in
which it was diſtributed.

The new Junta, to ſhow their zeal for

the royal ſervice, and how widely they
differed in ſentiments from the members
of the old Junta which had been abo.
liſhed, preſented a petition, requeſting his

majeſty to accept of a free gift of 4 1-2
Per cent; to be levied at the cuſtom-houſe,

on all imports; which his Majeſty ac
cepted.

Shop-keepers, and retailers of all kinds,
were now compelled to purchaſe licences
for exercifing their occupations, or ſub

mit themſelves to a yearly payment ac
cording to their employments : The mi

attention was amuſed with an infinite

niſter ſtill carefully attending to the
maxim he had conſtantly in view, to keep

number of laws and decrees, which the

the people low, that they might be hun.

miniſter was every day prepaving and
publiſhing; by theſe it was pretended the

ble and obedient.

The diſpoſition of matters relative to
collecting the public revenues, and the
ſpired with a ſpirit of induſtry; but ſo keeping of the treaſures ariſing therefºom,
little were they ſuited for that purpoſe, have been in all ſtates regarded as ob
that they produced no other effect, than jećts worthy the attention of every mini
by the load of impoſitions contained in ſter ; the favourite, therefore, took that
them, to render the people ſtill more diſ branch of adminiſtration under his own
pirited, and conſequently more fitted for cognizance, eſtabliſhed a new office,
a ſlaviſh ſubjection. As theſe new regu called the Erario, in which not only all
lations, however, were compoſed in a the public accounts were, from that time
very pompous ſtyle, and made ſtrong de forward, to be given; but alſo all pub
clarations of their being calculated for lic revenues paid in, and all expences of
the public good, they were colle&ted to the kingdom defrayed Of this Erario
gether, and publiſhed in a large volume, the miniſter was appointed grand-treaſu
under the title of Providentias; the fron rtr, and a favourite of his, ſub-treaſu
tiſpiece of this work was adorned with a
rcr;
people were to be new modelled, and in
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rer; ſo that the whole public revenue of his humanity would undoubtedly have
the nation, collected into one ſpot, is induced him to relieve.

now under the management of theſe two

The reſidence of the kings of France

men ; the other members of the Erario at Verſailles, was alledged as an exam

being only ſo many clerks and tellers, ple for his Portugueſe majeſty's reſiding
who ſettle the accounts, and deliver the at the miſerable habitation of Ajuda ;

produćt to the grand-treaſurer and ſub and here the artful miniſter had frequent
treaſurer: This buſineſs had been per opportunities, at leiſure, to lay before

formed in ſeveral diſtinët departments, him his plans, which, though under a
all which were accountable to one office, continued cloak of patriotic ardour,
or chamber of accounts, called Cazados were calculated only to create diſturban
Contos; which office was now aboliſhed ces, and render himſelf more neceſſary.
on the eſtabliſhment of the new Erario. The diſtreſſes, of Portugal alſo were aſ

One very hard circumſtance in this affair ways lamented, and as conſtantly attri
was, that the employments of the Caza buted to her connections with foreign na
dos Contos, having been hereditary, they tions, inverting the ſyſtem obſerved by
were moſtly held by perſons who had re the old king, during the happieſt period
ceived them by ſucceſſion : Theſe were of that monarch's reign, and chooſing
now all left to look out for ſome other rather to truſt to the contrivance of an

manner of livelihood, the poſts of the artful behaviour for the preſervation of
Erario having been filled up with fa the independency of the kingdom, than
vourites of the treaſurer, moſt of whom to the more ſolid baſis of a mutual ad

were taken from the Junta of commerce,
which had ſo opportunely made the offer
of the free gift of 4 1-2 per cent. on the
imports of the kingdom.
A hall or academy of commerce was .

vantage, according to the new ſyſtem of
Politics. The inactivity of Spain was
ſufficient to free him from any apprehen
ſon, from that quarter. The views of
Holland were engaged in channels which

likewiſe eſtabliſhed, called Aula de Com afforded ſufficient employment; and the

mercio, and profeſſors named who were maritime force of that Republic was not
to teach the rules of book-keeping, now formidable as in former times, A
rules of tare and trett, and ſuch other

proper management of France and Eng

mercantile branches of knowledge. Peo land was therefore conſidered as the only

ple
were invited to ſend their ſons there, objećts of attention ; and by the jealouſy
and great encouragement was promiſed to ſubſiſting between thoſe two nations,
ſuch as ſhould reſort to it, and follow they were thought to be as eaſily mana
the courſe of life pointed out by this ged as others; for if the trade of France
eſtabliſhment. Thus Liſbon became ſpe

culatively the Parnaſſus of commerce;
while practically it was only the ſeat of
oppreſſion. Public acts were held at the
college, and ſpeeches compoſed and deli
vered in public in praiſe of the miniſter
and the undertaking, the only produce

to Portugal was leſs than that of Eng
land; ſo likewiſe were the expectations

of Portugal from that quarter; and if
the naval force of England rendered the

friendſhip of that nation a proper ſup
port to the independency of Portugal,
the amount of her commerce to Portu

which has been known as yet to have ari gal, ſecured a continuance of that friend
ſen from this fantaſtical eſtabliſhment.
ſhip, while the commerce carried on by
The miniſter, nevertheleſs, in the the French, and the flattering hope of
midſt of his ſecurity was fearful, leſt the an approaching increaſe were ſufficient to

benignity of his ſovereign ſhould

be

hold France not indifferent to the in

wrought upon to pay a favourable at tereſts of the Portugueſe, though other
tention to the complaints of the people, wiſe cloſely connected with Spain: By
if their groans, reached the royal, ear. loading therefore the commerce both of

To prevent this, the king's reſidence England and France with new oppreſſi
was no longer to be held at Liſbon, but ons, the miniſters of each nation were
his habitation removed to a bleak hill of filenced with an affected notion of pre
difficult acceſs, about three miles diſtant ference, any complaint gave occaſion to

from that city, that his Majeſty might diſplay : For when the French com
not become a witneſs to diſtreſſes, which plained, they were told that the Engliſh,
though entitled to their trade by treaty,
November, 1767.
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were not ſo overbearing as the French ;
and if at any time complaint was made
by England, the anſwer was, that France
was ſeſs exorbitant, and would be glad
to

enter into the ſame engagements

which England made ſo light of. Thus
the intereſts of each was played off againſt
the other, and the ſucceſs with which
this artifice had been attended, eſtab

liſhed the reputation of the prime mini
ſter's abilities, who on theſe accounts was

deemed capable of overcoming the great
eſt difficulty by his counſels and addreſs.
The regulations for the imports were
reckoned ſufficient to make them every
day decline; meaſures therefore were ta
ken reſpecting the exports. As the Eng
liſh merchants at Oporto carried on a

Nov.

thought fit to exert the powers of the
company to its utmoſt extent. Yet, what
ever prejudice the Engliſh received from
this eſtabliſhment, they alone were not the
ſufferers; for if the proprietors of the
ſmall diſtrict allotted for the Engliſh, were
benefited by this reſtrićtion in their fa
vour, in the advanced prices they obtain
ed for their wines; in all the province
beſides, the inhabitants were hurt by be
ing reduced to the neceſſity of ſelling to
the company only. The boatmen, car
men, coopers, and other artizans, who,

while they dealt with foreigners, could
obtain high wages, and prompt payment,
were to expe&t a great change when they
came to deal with a company endowed
with ſuch cxtenſive privileges, and ſup
conſiderable commerce in wines, which ported by a favourite prime miniſter.
were ſent by them to England, and other This the unhappy inhabitants ſaw with
parts of the Britiſh empire; that this afflićtion, yet nobody of property durſt
branch of commerce might be made ſub venture to petition, or draw up an ad
ſervient to the views of the miniſter, a dreſs for obtaining relief: Things were
new company was eſtabliſhed in that city, left therefore to take their courſe, till at
under the title of a company for encou ‘length, the day appointed for the com
raging and improving the agriculture of mencement of this diſtreſsful ſcheme be
vineyards in Alto Douro ; and to it was ing arrived, which was to afflićt the whole
granted the excluſive privilege of dealing province of Oporto with a monopoly of
in wine, both in that province, and in wine, the natural drink and ſtaple com
the whole diſtrict, for the compaſs of modity of the country, from dealing in
three leagues round Oporto : By theſe which many of the inhabitants enjoyed a
means the company became the ſole pur comfortable livelihood, and of which they
chaſers and venders of wine all over the

province, one ſmall diſtrict excepted,
which was reſerved for the Engliſh trade,
but which was very inſufficient for that
purpoſe. . The company, however, being
calculated for a check on the Engliſh

were now to be diveſted; ſeveral of the
coopers, and others of the lower claſs of

people, who ſaw themſelves on the point

of being deprived of their daily ſubſiſt
ance, roſe, and broke the windows of the

director of the company; but without do

trade, it was authorized to ſuperintend ing further miſchief, cried God ſave the

the Engliſh traders, to call them before king, and ſeparated to their reſpective
its board, to interrogate them at their dwellings, after they found that no ſuſ
pleaſure, to taſte, to value their wines, penſion of the dreadful edićt was to be
and mark the valuation on their caſks: obtained by enticaties.
No ſooner was the news of this tranſ
It had alſo the privilege of preſſing into
its ſervice, boats, and carts for carriage, aëtion arrived at court, than it was re
garded as a traiterous inſurrection. Par
which in that province are
very ſcarce, with other immunities, whic ties of ſoldiers were ſent down to Oporto,
always gave it an advantage over the and quartered on the imbabitants, and in
Engliſh traders, who were under the ne dulged in all ſorts of exceſſes over the

º

ceſſity of paying a high price for the wine

citizens, who were now conſidered as re

they purchaſed, while the company, by
the extent of its juriſdiction, and being
the ſole purchaſers, were able to obtain
theirs at an eaſy rate.
Accordingly ſuch have been the effects

bels: Nor were the foreigners reſiding in
that town ſpared, but all the inhabitants
were expoſed to the moſt ſcandalous in

ſults from the ſoldiery; particularly the
Engliſh, though they had no hand in the
of this inſtitution, that ſome of the En uproar, becauſe it was ſuppoſed they muſt
gliſh traders have been ruined by it, and wiſh well to it.
others greatly diſtreſſed; all likewiſe muſt
[ To be continued )
be highly injured, whenever it may be
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SUNDAY, Sept. 20.

Royal Highneſs, in his former tour to
N Auto de Fe was celebrated at Liſt Italy) was waiting there, in expectation
bon, at which eleven men and three of the honour of a viſit from him, and

women received ſentences leſs rigorous

the Duke was the rather

inclined

to

than would have been inflićted on them

º

accelerate his journey thither, as in that
for the ſame offences in the temporal Prince's palace he might naturally look
eourts. Since the acceſſion of his preſent for an aſſiſtance and accommodation ſu
majeſty to the throne of Portugal, the cuſ. perior to what he could reaſonably hope
tom of burning heretics has been diſuſed. to meet with in common places. The
Mond. 28. During the courſe of the weather happened to be uncommonly hot,
duke of York's illneſs, he behaved with which not a little incommoded his Royal
the greateſt fortitude, and died with the Highneſs : He nevertheleſs arrived at Mo
moſt exemplary piety and reſignation. naco in good ſpirits, but yet feveriſh, and
As ſoon as his royal highneſs was dead, with an head-ach, the latter of which he
the prince of Monaco told his officers and attributed principally to the intenſe heat
ſervants, that he muſt then acknowledge of the ſun that whole day. The next
the rank of his unfortunate gueſt by day the Duke was worſe, and rook to
ſuch reſpect and honours as he was able his bed entirely. In hopes of a recovery,
to pay to his memory : which were exe and unwilling to unneceſſarily alarm the
cuted accordingly.
King, his royal parent, and relations, the
Duke enjoined his attendants, on no ac
The Particulars of this melancholy Event count,
to write concerning his illneſs to
‘we ſhall give in the following Letter England.
All poſſible advice and affi
from Monaco.
ſtance was given, but to no purpoſe ;
ſ IS Royal Highneſs had danced gather the fever was unconquerable. His Roy
too much at the chateau of a
al Highneſs now ſaw the danger of his
of faſhion, and this had not only fatigued ſituation; and he ſaw it with a fortitude
him, but occaſioned a very ſtrong per and reſignation rarely to be met with,
ſpiration. As ſoon as the ball was finiſh where bloom of youth and dignity of
ed, the prince gave orders for his carri ſtation are united l Convinced, that with
ages to be got ready immediately, to ſet out ſome unexpe&ted turn in his diſtem
off for Toulon, from whence he was di per he muſt die, his Royal Highneſs, with
ſtant ſome three or four leagues. The the utmoſt calmneſs and compoſure of
gentlemen of the train, colonels Morri mind, adjuſted every ſtep conſequent of
fon and St. john, and capt. Wrotteſley, the fatal event himſelf. His Royal High
earneſtly repreſented to his Royal High meſs ordered that capt. Wrotteſly ſhould
neſs the neceſſity of his remaining where bring the news to England, and in what
he was, if not to go to bed, yet till method it ſhould be diſcloſed. The cap

#.

he was cool and had ſhifted himſelf: tain was firſt to wait on Mr. Le Grand,

The prince declared there was no actual of Spring-gardens, and with him to go to
occaſion for ſuch caution, that he would Leiceſter houſe, and then to Glouceſter
wrap himſelf up in his cloak, and that houſe, and having communicated the e
would be ſufficient ; he did ſo, and ſtep vent to the Dukes his brothers, to proceed
ped into his carriage.—This was on the to their majeſties, ſubmitting it to the
29th of Auguſt. The next day his Royal King and Queen in what manner and by
Highneſs complained of a ſlight chilli whom it ſhould be imparted to his Royal
neſs and ſhivering; the indiſpoſition, how Parent. After his Royal Highneſs had
ever, appeared to very trifling, that he ſettled this arrangement, he ſeemed re
went at night to the comedy; but before markably eaſy. He declared himſelf per
it was over, his Royal Highneſs found fečtly reſigned to the divine will; and
himſelf infinitely worſe, and was obliged he ſpoke of his diſſolution with all the pi
to withdraw. He was feveriſh, thirſty, ety and reſolution of a Chriſtian and a
and complained of an immoderate heat all man; ačting up to thoſe exalted charac
over his body. By proper care, and ters to his lateſt breath. His Royal High
drinking plentifully, the Duke was great neſs, through the mercy of the Great
ly better in the morning, and therefore ſet Creator, was ſenſible to his laſt moment;
forward for Monaco, the prince of which and the very morning of his death dićtat
(who was perſonally acquainted with his ed a letter to their majeſties, his illuſtri
X x X x 2.

ous
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ous Parent, and the Royal family; deſir
ing the writer to expedite it, as he had
but a few minutes to ſpare, and thoſe to
employ in ſtill more momentous concerns.
Before his Royal Highneſs died, we are

Nov.

clergyman with the greateſt devotion, and
his whole deportment was ſo pious, grave,
manly, and ſolemn, as to draw tears from
the greateſt part of the numerous ſpecta
tors.

told, that he ordered all the gentlemen Trial of William Gueſt for High Trea
of his retinue to his bed-ſide, where he

took a very affectionate leave of them, and
deſired, that as he could not poſſibly live
many hours longer, his bliſters might be
taken off to give him a little eaſe in his

Jon, in filing, impairing, &c. the car
rent coin of this Kingdom.
O HN Leach, a teller at the Bank,

depoſed that Mr. Gueff had been there

laſt moments, which, it is ſaid, was done between two and three years; that he had

accordingly.
Oct. Thurſ. 1. A ſteward belonging
to M. Buſſy, of France, has diſappear
ed, after robbing him of 5 or 6oo, ooo
livres.

Fri. 2. Agnes Doughal was found guil
ty, at the ſeſſions of juſticiary for Glaſ
gow, of cutting her child's throat ; , but
fome diſpute ariſing between the ſheriff of
the county, and the magiſtrates of the ci
ty, concerning the right of attending her
execution, the ſame has been ſuſpended.
His Pruſſian majeſty ſent the order of
the Black-Eagle of Pruſſia, with a fine
diamond-ſtar, [valued at 40,000 l.] to his
Serene Highneſs the Prince of Orange ;

ſeen him pick new guineas from the old
ones; that this being Mr. Gueff's fre
quent praćtice, it had created a ſuſpicion
in his (Mr. Leach's) mind, which ſuſpi
cions he communicated to ſome others;

that on the 4th of july Mr. Gueft paid
ſome money to Richard Still, ſervant to
Mr. Corner, a dyer on the bank-ſide;

that ſeeing Mr. Gueſ take ſome money
out of the drawer, and put it among the
reſt on the table, when he had paid the
man, Mr. Leach followed him out, and

begged the favour of the man to walk
into the pay-office, and let him tell the
money over, which he did, and out of
thirty guineas, three of them ſeemed to
and in the evening, the marriage of her be newly filed; that the man ſaying this
royal highneſs the princeſs Frederica-So was all the gold he had about him, Mr.
phia Wilhelmina of Pruſſia, with that Leach carried the three guineas to Mr.
was ſolemnized, in the palace at Robert Bell, who looked at them : Mr.

;

erlin, when the nuptial benediction was Leach deſired the ſaid Mr. Bell would

given by the Rev. Mr. Sack, firſt chap
laim to the king of Pruſſia. The en
tertainments that ſucceeded, were ſplen
did, gay, and magnificent.
Wed. 7. The Right hon. lord Mans
field reſigned the ſeals as chancellor of
the Exchequer, which were delivered to
lord North.

carry them up to Mr. Race the caſhi
er, but did not go up with him then ;

that theſe guineas appeared to him, as
if the right milling had been taken off,
and then filed. Being aſked whether it
was not common to take ſome money out

of the drawer in their payments at the
bank, Mr. Leach replied, that it was
ſometimes, but very ſeldom done there;
that this was not the whole of the money,
but part; that it was mixed with the money
upon the table; that they put their guineas

The firſt ſtone of the intended bridge
over the river Tyne, at Hexham, was
laid by Sir Walter Blackett, who walked
at the head of the proceſſion of the prin.
cipal gentlemen of that town and neigh in one drawer, ſilver in another, moidores
bourhood.
in another, and ports in another; that Mr.
Wed. 14. Wm. Gueff, for filing gui Race weighed the three guineas in his pre
neas; john Spires and Wm. Bryan, for ſence, which together weighed fifteen
the highway; and Thomas Davis for penny weights, nine grains; whereas the
burglary, were executed at Tyburn. Mr. weight ſhould have been fixtºn penny
Gueff was drawn in a ſledge to the gal weights, four grains and a quarter, which
lows, and after the three others were tied made a difference of nineteen grains and
up, he got into the cart; he was not tied a quarter, that is, three ſhillings and a
up immediately, but was indulged to penny according to the ſtandard: One of
pray on his knees, attended by the Ordina the guineas (a George II.) weighed five
ry, and another clergyman of the church penny weights three grains and nineteen
of England: He joined in prayer with the fixteenths; two of his preſent majeſty
wanted
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wanted about ten pence, the other thir vant in the bank ; that he was preſent at
teen or fourteen pence.

the ſearch of Mr. Gueff's houſe; aſked

Richard Still depoſed to the guineas him for the keys of his book-caſe and a
being paid, and taken from him, in the cupboard, telling him he was going to
ſearch his houſe, there being warrants

manner above related.

Mr. Bell, a teller at the bank, confirm.

ed their being brought to him, and car
ried by him to Mr. Race, who having
looked at the edges, cloſed them in a pa
per, and wrote 4th of july on them,
then bid him carry them to Mr. Leach
and deſire him to keep them in his cuſto
dy, which was done.
Mr. Race, the chief caſhier, depoſed
to the guineas being brought him by the
laſt evidence, with his delivery of them
to Mr. Bell again, who teſtifies to his
own re-delivery of them to Mr. Leach,
and the latter to their having been in his
cuſtody ever fince.
Mr. Thompſon, one of the caſhiers,
depoſes to the manner of locking up the
tellers bags every night, and that hav
ing received orders from Mr. Race to
inſpect into Mr. Gueſt's bag of the 4th
of july, and one or two of the tellers
to be preſent with him, the bag was ac

but againſt him ; that Mr. Gueſt replied,
he did not know what authority an body
had to ſearch his houſe, and

...

to

deliver his keys, and that he found all
the things there above depoſed, which

had continued under ſeal of the grand
jury, the day before the trial came on,
and that they were under the ſeals of the
grand jury. [Among theſe things was a
bag with a hundred guineas, and two
bags of gold filings, weighing four pound,
eleven ounces, and 19 penny weights. The

cheft of drawers in which they were found,
is deſcribed at large in the Seſſions Paper,
and is of very curious contrivance. On

the teeth of one of the files was ſome yel
low ſtuff.]

-

Joſeph Nichols depoſed, that he is one
of the moniers at the Mint, where he has

been employed twenty years, apprentice
ſhip and all; that one of the tools

pro

duced was capable of milling money

cordingly examined in the preſence of round the edges; and having looked at
Mr. Lucas and Mr. Kemp, who told the the three guineas paid Still, the hundred
money over, when the whole ſum was
uineas, and the forty guineas found in
18ool. 16 s. 6d. in ſeveral bags, that
Tr. Gueſt's bags, ſaid they had artificial
is to ſay, thirteen bags in all ; that there edges, and appeared to be freſh filed,
was one bag in which were forty gui which might be done with the inſtrument
neas which ſeemed freſher than the others before produced, and was not done at the
upon the edges; that theſe guineas were Mint at the Tower.
compared and examined with caution and
Mr. Chamberlaine produced three gui
-

deliberation ; ſealed by Mr. Kemp and

-

neas, on which Mr. Nichols put edges in

himſelf; not opened till that morning, his preſence, with the inſtrument found
and kept locked up by the two keys of in the priſoner's room, and ſaid they were
the caſhier and teller.

Mr. Lucas and Mr. Kemp, both tel
Jers in the bank, confirmed the teſtimo

quite plain, before. , Being compared, by
Mr. Nichols, with the others found in the
priſoner's room, the latter ſaid they were

ny of the preceding witneſs, with the ſo near alike, that he believed them all to
appearance of the forty guineas on the be done with the ſame tool.
edges, and their deficiency in weight,
Humberton depoſes to taking three ſmall
which Mr. Kemp ſays, was from 8 d. to parcels of filings out of thoſe found in
14 d. one with the ether, and that there Mr. Guéſ's room, and delivering them
to Mr. Chamberlaine, who delivered the
was a deficiency in every one of them.
Mr. Sewallis, belonging to the bank, ſame to Mr. Lucas, which laſt again
depoſes to having ſearched the houſe of ſwears to having received, aſſayed them,
Mr. Gueff, in july laſt, that in a two and found them agreeable to the ſtand
pair of ſtairs room was a mahogany ard, and thinks they might come from
neſt of drawers, the top of which was the filings of our guineas.
forced open in the preſence of Mr. Hull,
Samuel Lee, a teller at the Bank, thinks
Mr. Humberton, and the lord mayor’s

it was the latter end of March the pri

officer, and there they found a vice, files, ſoner had a bar of gold, between five
and other things.
and fix inches long, under two inches
Mr. Humberian ſwears that he is a ſer

wide, and better than half an inch deep;
that
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Now,

that he aſked the priſoner how he came until fourteen days after the commence
by it, who ſaid, he had it from Holland. ment of the next ſeſſion of parliament.
To this Lee ſaid, he thought it was not
Mon. 26. Diſpatches of importance
like a regular bar of gold, it had a deal were received at Mr. ſecretary &nway's
of copper on the back. Gueſt replied, it office, from the hon. Roger Hope Eliºt
muſt be filed off, and that all bars of fon, Eſq; lieutenant governor of jamai
gold were ſo. —Mr. Lee being aſked whe ca i and alſo from admiral Pye, comman
ther he had ſeen any bars of gold before, der of his majeſty's Leward Iſland ſqua
ſaid he had ſcores of times, but never any dron in the Weſt-Indies.
with ſuch a ſcum.
An expreſs arrived with advice that
Thomas Troughton, a jeweller, depoſes the archducheſs Maria joſepha, who was
to having ſold two ingots of gold for Mr. betrothed to the king of the Two Sicilies,
Gueſt, one about forty-eight ounces, the died of the ſmall pox at the palace of
other about forty-ſix ounces, which ap Schonbrun, the 15th inſtant at ſeven in
peared like bars of gold that came from the morning.
abroad, and that he underſtood them as
fuch.

The firſt of theſe was ſold the 12th
Liſt of Births for the Year 1767.
june laſt ; the other about ſix months
ago. Says they were about a foot long, O37. 17.
of capt. Dalrymple of
and had no appearance of copper or filing.
a ſon. — 21. Counteſs of
Efther Collins, ſervant to Mr. Gueſ, Cork and Orrery, of a ſon.—Lady Aſh
ſwears to have looked once into his book
brooke, of a ſon.—Nov. The lady of

L”.

caſe, in his abſence, when open, and to the hon. Mr. Fox, at Holland-houſe, of
have ſeen there a glaſs cup with ſome a daugh. —21. Lady Caroline Edwards,

ellow duſt in it, and by the cup was a of three boys, all likely to do well.
file like that produced in court.
Priſoner, in his defence, ſaid he was

innocent of the matter laid to his charge.
Robert Fratley, optical inſtrument mak
er ; john Hunter, converſant in the
mathematical and clock way ; George
Hodgſon, clock maker, all for the priſo
ner, depoſe, that the inſtrument produc
ed as above in court, is fit for milling
many other things beſides guineas; and
the ſecond ſaid it was the greateſt improve
ment he had ever ſeen.

Lift of MARRIAGEs for the Year 1767.
Oct. 11.

HO. Allen, Eſq; of Bed
ford row, to miſs Sarah

Holroyd of Southampton-ſtreet. — 14.
John Reymer, Eſq; to miſs Suſan. Ford
ſhem, of New Bond ſtreet.—15. Mr. Da
vid Barclay of London, to miſs Rachael
Lloyd of Birmingham, quakers.-18.
Tho. Prieſtly, Eſq; from Jamaica, to
miſs Henrietta Carteret, of Glouceſter.

Several perſons, and among them ſome —His Grace the duke of Gordon, to
of rank, appeared to Mr. Guºſi's cha miſs Jane Maxwell, daugh. of Sir Tho.
raćter.

Maxwell, bart. of Monreath. – Rev.

Thurſ. 15. The journeymen weavers Mr. Goodriche, prebendary of York, to
in Spittal fields have aſſembled in a rio miſs Ann Harland, 15ooo 1.-19. Wm.
tous manner, cut the work out of ſeveral Henderſon, Eſq; of Swallow ſtreet, to
looms, and done other damage, on ac miſs Sally Acland of Groſvenor ſtreet.
count of the prices of their work being –29. And. Richardſon, Eſq; to miſs
reduced. The guards were called in to Harpur, of new Ormond ſtreet.—Rev.
quell the rioters, but the damage they Mr. John Walter, to miſs Beaumont of
had done is ſaid to exceed 1 odol.
Bingham, in Nottinghamſhire.—21. At
Fri. 25. An order of council was iſ. Paris, William Knight, Eſq; brother to
ſued, importing, that his majeſty having the earl of Catherlough, to miſs Iſabella
received information that the price of Panchard — Thomas Winterton, Eſq;
wheat in the port of London, has been, to Miſs Serjeant of little Ruſſel ſtreet.-for two ſucceſſive market days, above 48s. 84. Mr. Mills of the Temple, to Mrs.
the quarter, his majeſty therefore prohi Vincent, the celebrated finger.—Rev. Mr.
bits the making, extrašting, or diſtilling Bathurſt, to miſs Booker of Northfleet in
of any kind of low wines or ſpirits from Kent.-25. Samuel Stedman, Eſq; of
any wheat, wheat-meal, wheat-flour, and Oxendon ſtreet, to Miſs Playdell.
wheat-bran, or any mixturc therewith,
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Salignac
Marquis
de
ſtocks,—11.
in
the
Lift of Deaths for the Year 1767.
de Fenelon, formerly governor of Mar
Ather Rabo, the jeſuit, who laſt ſum timico.-28. The Rt. Hon. Cha. Bennet,

mer went from Quebec to diſcover if E. of Tankerville, and baron of Oſſul
any navigable river communicated from ſton.—At Newport, Rhode-iſland, the
the weſtward of lake Superior, in Canada, hon. Gideon Wanton, Eſq; –At Boſton,
to the S. Sea.—Peter Dubart, Eſq; the New-England, Jeremy Gridley, Eſq; at
greateſt proteſtant French merchant in torney general for that province, and a
Canada.-Sir Cha. Hotham, bart. neph. member of the general court there—At
to the E. of Cheſterfield.—Jenny Came Bruſſels, col. Butler, aged 98, a native
rom at Ghent, famous for her attachment of Ireland, and many years in the Hun
to the young pretender.— Capt. John garian ſervice.--Nov. 7. Henry Dennis,
Bull in South Carolina, the laſt ſurvivor Eſq; an admiral on half-pay.
of all thoſe gentlemen who made the ex Lift of PRomotions for the Year 1767.
pedition into the Cherokee country in
duke of Bolton app.
1715.-July 5. John Key, aged 85, in Oct. 27.

Tº:

vice admiral of the iſle
Penſylvania. Wm. Penn, the firſt propri
tor gave him a lot of ground in compli of Wight (Rt. hon. Hans Stanley, reſ)
ment, being the firſt child born in Phila –Major general Irwin, col. of the 57th
delphia.—zo. Mr. Tho. Warren, at War foot (Sir David Cuningham, bart. dec.)

minſter, Wilts, aged near 8o. Being long Nov. 7. Lord Bottetourt, a lord of the
afflićted with the ſtone, he deſired to be

bed chamber to the king.—19. Hon. col.

opened, and there were found in him 125 Henry St. John, lieutenant col. of the
ſtones.—Oct. 7. A black-ſhoe woman

37th foot.-Col. Shirley, governor of the

on Towerhill, poſſeſſed of near 7ool.

Bahama iſlands.

Mont HLY CHRoNoLog ER for IRELAND.
The Addreſ of the High Sheriff and Grand We cannot but lament the frequent
jury of the County of Dublin, at the miſcarriage of this bill (ſo often paſſed by
Quarter Seſſions, held at Kilmainham, the Hon. Houſe of Commons) but our
the 7th of O&t. 1767.
reliance on the diſpoſition of our moſt
ſovereign, the father of his peo
gracious
Dom
Compton
the
Sir
Right Hon.
To
inſpires
us with the greateſt hopes,
Ple,
Anthony
Bra
Hon.
the
and
ville, Bart.
he will be induced to gratify the
bazon, Eſq; Knights of the Shire for that
united voice of a faithful, dutiful, and
faid County.
loyal people.
Our confidence in you leaves us no
S I R S,
room to doubt of your zeal, and be aſ
ULLY convinced of our undoubt ſured, that your utmost endeavours to ob
ed right to free and frequent parlia tain this ſalutary, this conſtitutional law,
-

ments (the bulwark of our conſtitution) is the moſt grateful ſervice
and that a bill for the reſtitution thereof, der to your country.

you can ren

by limiting their duration to ſeven years
Reſolved, that the high ſheriff and
at fartheſt, would have the moſt ſalutary. foreman of this jury, do wait on our re
effect; by promoting the Proteſtant reli preſentatives with a copy of the above
gion, and eſtabliſhing a Proteſtant yeo addreſs.
William jones, Sheriff.
manry throughout this kingdom ;.
We the High Sheriff and Grand Jury
Joſeph Deane, Forenians
of the ſaid county (not doubting but your
M: ſumºer Sefton:, 1767.
fentiments coincide with ours in favour of
ſo advantageous a bill) do moſt earneſtly To Charles Lucas, M. D. Repreſentative
in Parliament for the City ºf Dublin.
requeſt, and expect, that you will give
your conſtant attendance in the enſuing
S I R,
ſeſſions of parliament; and uſe every
E the Sheriffs and Grand Jury of
conſtitutional, ſpirited, and loyal effort,
the city of Dublin, do think it a
to obtain ſo important a law.
duty
-

W
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duty incumbent on us thus publickly to utility of a law for the limitation of parli.
declare, that we are firmly perſuaded a aments, and deſirous of co-operating as
bill for limiting the duration of parlia far as is in our power, with the ſeveral
ments, would be of the greateſt utility other counties in this kingdom, who have
and advantage to this kingdom, and be publicly teſtified their deſire of obtaining
a means to ſtrengthen, preſerve and ſup a law º, that purpoſe, do moſt earneſtly
port the Proteſtant intereſt.
recommend to you, to uſe your utmoi
To obtain ſuch a ſalutary law, we endeavours at the enſuing ſeſſion of par.
requeſt, and recommend to our repreſen liament, to obtain a law for limiting the

tative in parliament, Dr. Charles Lucas, duration of parliaments to ſeven years at
to renew his endeavours in the approach moſt, which we conceive to be the great
ing ſeſſion for promoting the ſame j and eſt ſervice you can render the conſtitution,
do aſſure him, we ſhall confider ſuch ſervice and eſtabliſhed religion of this kingdom.
as the beſt he can render to his country.

Ordered, That a deputation of the To Francis Leigh and John Graham,
Repreſentatives in Parliament
grand jury do wait on our worthy re Eſqrs.
the County of the Town of Drog
preſentative, Dr. Charles Lucas, with the for
heda.
above addreſs, and that the ſame be in
ſerted in the public news-papers.
E, the Mayor, Sheriffs, Recorder,
Aldermen, Freemen, and Free
JWilloughby Lightburne,
Thomas Emerſon,
holders of the county of the ſaid town,
Henry Hart, Foreman.
ſenſible of the great advantages which
ariſe to this kingdom, fron a law
To the Right Hon. Henry Seymour Con muſt
for
the
of parliaments, do moſt
way, and the Hon. Hugh Skeffington, earneſtlylimitation
recommend to you, to uſe all
Refreſentatives in Parliament for the conſtitutional
means in your power, that
County of Antrim.

}sheriff.

a law for limiting the duration of parlia
Carrickfergus, Summer-Aſſizes, 1767. ments to ſeven years, at moſt, may be

W.gentlemen
the Sheriff, Grand Jury, and
freeholders, of ſaid

paſſed the next ſeſſion.

county of Antrim, take this public oc
caſion of repeating to you, our repreſen:
tatives, our earneſt deſires, that heads of
a bill, for limiting the duration of parlia:

to repeat to you our ſentiments on this

We ſhould not now think it neceſſary
ſubject, after the favourable opinion you
were pleaſed to expreſs of ſuch a law at
the time of your election, but that we

ments in this kingdom, may be paſſed are deſirous of joining with the general
voice of this nation, in ardently wiſhing
into a law.—Our reliance on the amiable that
law, calculated for ſuch noble pur.
diſpoſition of our moſt gracious ſovereign, poſes,a and
on ſuch conſtitutional
encourages us to hope, that the ardent principles, founded
may be obtained.
wiſhes, and perſevering efforts of every
we likewiſe earneſtly requeſt, that
real friend of the proteſtant intereſt of this youAnd
will uſe your utmoſt endeavours to
country, and of the freedom of our con obtain a law, for the eſtabliſhment of a
ſtitution, will at laſt be crowned with ſuc
ceſs. To obtain this, we expect you regular national militia, ſo eſſentially ne
to the preſervation of our preſent
will, in the approaching ſeſſion, exert eve ceſſary
happy conſtitution in church and ſtate.
ry ſpirited, loyal endeavour; and be aſ Dated
this 12th of O&t. 1767.
füred we ſhall ever conſider ſuch conduct

The lord-mayor, ſheriffs, and commons
as the beſt ſervice you can render to us,
of Dublin, came to the following reſolution
and your country.
in Oé?, Aſſem. That the obtaining a law
Samſon Moore, Sheriff, for
limiting the duration of parliament, un
Dunluce, Foreman.
der proper qualifications, would be of the
To the Hon. Lord Viſount Sudley, and higheſt advantage to this kingdom in ge-.
Veſey Colclough, Eſq; Knights of the neral, and to the city of Dublin in particu
lar; and that it will be adviſeable for this
Shire for the County of Wexford.
city to take all conſtitutional meaſures for
Gentlemen,
the procuring ſuch a law. See p. 451.
E the Grand Jury and Freehol
ders of Wexford at the ſummer *...* The Remainder of the Iriſh Chrone.
aſſizes aſſembled, ſenſible of the great
loger, Births, &c. in our next.
-
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Memoirs of the Court of Portugal, and of the Adminiſtration of the Count
D'Oeyras. Taken from a Series of original Letters. Written in French.
(Continued from Page 714, and concluded.)
N the city of Oporto is a ſupreme court, others. The jeſuits, a powerful body,
of judicature, called the Relaçam and
before this court the rioters were brought;
but after the judges had taken cognizance
of the matter, aggravated to the utmoſt
pitch by the court lawyers, they did not
find that the offence amounted to treaſon,

or rebellion, nor that it was to be puniſh
ed otherwiſe than as an ordinary riot; the

conſequence was, that the judges were
ſuſpended, and others ſent from Liſbon,
who attainted upwards of three hundred
of the rioters, of whom three and twenty
were hanged, drawn and quartered;
among theſe was the mayor of Oporto
himſelf: Fifty or ſixty more were whip
ped and tranſported; and even thoſe who
were pardoned were ignominiouſly led
round the gallows before they were diſ
miſſed.

Thus did the miniſter revenge an inſult
on the director of a company, which, for
his patronage, is ſaid to allow him a
quarter of a moidore on every pipe of
wine, amounting in the whole to no leſs
than five thouſand noidores per annum.

For his plans, being ſupported with
power, were carried into execution, tho’
contrary to the inclination and opinion of
all true lovers of their country ; and every

when the count was firſt called to the ad

miniſtration, had appeared greatly in his
favour; but the monopoly of Grand
Para interfering with their intereſts, they
not only diſapproved of that eſtabliſh
ment, but thinking themſelves above the
power of the minitier, thought themſelves
under no neceſſity of concealing their ſen
timents; this unuſual want of precaution
in that ſociety, coſt them dear. An in
queſt was ſent over, and ſet up in Grand
Para, for enquiring into the moſt ſecret
practices of that religious body, under
the eye of the miniſter's brother, who was

governor of that province. A report
prejudicial to the character of theſe fathers
came to Liſbon; but what were the con
tents of this report remains a ſecret.

However, ſoon after it was received, the
king's confeſſor, who was a jeſuit, and
divers of his brethren were arreſted and

thrown into priſon, and the confeſſors of
all the royal family changed, and taken
out of other religious communities; and
in the end the whole body expelled the
kingdom. What greatly facilitated the
execution of this project, againſt ſo po
tent a body, was that in all countries of
Europe the clamour was generally againſt
them. This ſtep of the miniſter was

one was intimidated with the rigour of
the puniſhment they had ſecn inflicted on therefore a high piece of policy, as by
Y y y y
theſe
December, 1767.
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theſe means he not only rid himſelf of a fiſted all of one floor, without a ſtep in
powerful enemy, but alſo plainly diſplay any part of it.
At laſt it was roundly aſſerted that the
ed his ability of doing the ſame towards
any other body of the ſtate, as the people, king had been ſhot at, in his chaiſe, by
notwithſtanding their bigotted opinion of the Tavoras, by night. Several perſons
this community, could no way, relieve thereupon reſorted to a little fort at Jon
them againſt his power, enforced by the queira, near the river fide, between Be
lem and Liſbon, where in fact they ſaw
royal authority.
But how offenſive ſoever this ſociety a chaiſe, which was ſomewhat ſhattered
had rendered itſelf, to the more improved in the wood work and leather. This
-

countries of Europe, yet in Portugal, it

chaiſe was ſaid to be that in which his

muſt be acknowledged, they were a very majeſty rode, when this attempt was made
uſeful body of men, as they inſtrućted on his life. The chaiſe was ſoon after
the youth in grammar and claſſical learn removed to a court-yard of the palace

ing; and in Grand Para, they had civi

called Patio das Vaccas.

lized many of the natives, and were mak

In regard to the attempt, it was then

ing great progreſs in the uſeful work of

ſaid to have been made near a convent

diſpoſing all the inhabitants to the recep called Calvario, on the road from Liſbon
to Belem; but the church, which is now
tion of European ways of thinking.
On the deitrućtion of the jeſuits, the building, in commemoration of his majeſ
Dominicans were by law authoriſed to § deliverance, is in another place, at a
take under their care the inſtruction of iſtance between Belem and the palace;
the Portugueſe youth, but they have hi and this, by the court, is declared to be
therto excuſed themſelves.
the ſpot on which the affair happened :
At this period the minds of the people but, as nothing was ever poſitively known
were perplexed with a variety of oppreſ concerning it, except what appeared from
five novelties.

Trade was embarraſſed, the accounts

ji.

by the court, in

the nobility diſtreſſed, and the ſovereign vindication of the ſentence paſſed on the
diverted by a round of amuſements from Tavoras, all that can be done is to pre

inſpe&ting into the ſtate of his kingdom;

ſent the readers with a narrative of theſe

a jethargic ſpirit ſeemed to have taken faćts, in the manner as ſet forth in that
oſſeſſion of the Portugueſe, when a new ſentence, together with the moſt authen
incident alarmed the city of Liſbon, now tic reports which prevailed at that time,
deſtined, as it were, by Providence, to without pronouncing for or againſt the
exhibit a circle of tragical woes.
reality of this ſuppoſed treaſon. But
On the news of the death of the queen here it may not be amiſs firſt to give ſome
of Spain, fiſter to his preſent moſt faithful account of the offenders.
The marquis of Tavora was head of a
majeſty, all the foreign miniſters
to court to pay their compliments of con moſt illuſtrious family, deſcended from
dolance to the royal family; but to their the kings of Leon. At the time Portugal
great ſurpriſe, were told the king was en was regained from the Moors, his prede
cerado, or ſhut up, on account of her ceſſors had made an invaſion of that part
death. The term uſed on this occaſion where the family had ever ſince remained,
appeared new, notwithſtanding the at on the banks of the river Tavora, and
tendants of the royal perſon in the palace the conquered country continued in their
declared, that it was uſual for the princes poſſeſſion, both. as to the income, ap
of the royal houſe of Portugal, to retire pointment of magiſtrates, and ſuch like
into privacy on the death of ſo near a ačts of ſupreme authority; ſo that it was
relation.
not till the reign of the laſt ſovereign that
This account of the reaſon why the the king's cfficers had been ever admitted
king was not to be ſecn, appeared the to execute an authority there. The mar
more extraordinary, inaſmuch as his quis himſelf had been viceroy of India,
m jeſty had been a ſhooting after the news and was at this time general of the caval
arrived. Soon after it was given out that ry. The young marquis, his ſon, was
his majeſty had diſlocated his arm, by a married to a relation of great beauty.
fall in the palace. This report ſeemed The duke d'Aveiro den Joze de Maſce
equally unaccountable, as the palace con renha by name, was ſecond brother of

º:

that
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that family; his elder brother, the mar
quis of Govea, great ſteward of the
houſehold, entertained a paſſion for a
young lady, who for the ſake of certain
family connections was however married
to another nobleman. The two parties
kept up an affection for each other. The
lady, when at court, often uſed to ſteal
privately to the apartment of the great
ſteward, where having one evening re
maimed longer than uſual, the ſervants
and equipage went away, thinking their

laid claim to the eſtate and title of that

could colle&t at ſo ſhort a notice, and

match ſhould not take place.

family, which was adjudged to him.
The duke d'Aveiro had married a ſiſter

of the marquis of Tavora, and had a fa

mily; he intended to have married his
eldeſt ſon to a ſiſter of the duke of Cada

val; the king had conſented to the match,

and every thing was agreed on between
the two families, ſo that nothing was now
wanting but to finiſh the clothes, equi
page, and furniture, of the contracted
couple, which were preparing. For the
miſtreſs had returned home with ſome duke d'Aveiro being a perſon of a very
other lady. This accident occaſioned ter magnificent diſpoſition, had ordered every
rible refle&tions in the mind of the lady, thing in the richeſt taſte; for which large
who immediately returned to her lover ; ſums of money had been advanced to the
they both foreſaw the moſt dangerous workmen of whom they had been beſpoke,
conſequences; whereupon they both went and every thing was in great forwardneſs,
home to the houſe of the marquis, who when a meſſage was ſent from court, or
providing himſelf with what money he dering a ſtop to be put to them, as the
with the beſt equipage he could get, im
mediately ſet out for Spain. The lady's
family, led by the injured huſband, went
the next day to the palace to obtain an
order that the parties might be ſtopped.
The order was given, but the marquis
being a favourite of the king, the ſove
reign is ſaid to have added “ don't kill
my horſes.” The fugitive couple thus
arrived ſafe in Spain. I he lady was diſ
poſed in a convent, where ſhe ever after
remained; the marquis went on to Ma
drid. Thinking that no place of ſafety,
the lady's relations having followed him

The miniſter uſed to declare that it

was not proper this marriage ſhould be
concluded; for, he ſaid, if the duke de
Cadaval ſhould die without iſſue, the .

eſtate would come to the fiſters, and from
them, poſſibly, to the Aveiro family, ſo
that ſuch an inheritance would be too
confiderable. For theſe reaſons the whole

affair was overturned at once; the duke

d'Aveiro and the favourite remaining in
an open and declared enmity to each
other; by which however the duke's in

tereſt ſuffered, as he was then ačtually
ſoliciting the confirmation or continuance
thither, he ſet out from thence for Em of certain commendas which had always
gland, and reſided ſome years in London, been granted to the Aveiro family, but
where he kept the famous Polly Peachum which had not hitherto been beſtowed on
of the firſt Beggar's Opera. A gentle him. It was alſo ſaid that it was in part
man of the lady's family went over after owing to this affair that the former was
him to London, and repaired immediate overturned in his deſign of the marriage;
ly to the houſe of the Portugueſe envoy, for the favourite, perceiving the greatneſs
who gueſſing at his intention, demanded of the duke's pretenſions, thought they
of him if his errand was not to murther might be made a means of raiſing his own
the marquis? which he making no ſecret family, as by his friendſhip the duke
to own, the envoy informed him of the might be aſſured of all he could wiſh;
certain danger that would ariſe from ſuch and that in conſequence thereof the duke
an action ; and ſo diſſuaded him from it. had received the moſt flattering promiſes;
The marquis afterwards went to Venice, that on the ſtrength of theſe promiſes the
where he had two children by a celebrat favourite thought he might venture to
ed dancer there ; and ſeeing no proſpect propoſe an alliance between them, by de
of returning to his native country, he manding a daughter of the duke for his
agreed to relmguiſh the eſtate and title to ſon, when of age, and that meeting with
his brother, Don Joze, on condition of a repulſe in this reſpe&t, he afterwards
receiving a certain yearly income. Don thwarted the duke in all his pretenſions.
Joze being thus made marquis of Govea,
During the abſence of the old marquis,
Earl of Santa Cruz, &c. and the old duke whilſt he was at his vice-royalty at Goa,
ſome reports had prevailed, not very fa
of Aveiro dying ſoon after, the marquis
º
Y y y y 2
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vourable to the young marchioneſs. Theſe
reports coming to his ears on his return,
had occaſioned great uneaſineſs in the fa
mily, and the lady having been in rom
pany with the duke's family at Salvater
ra, a country village, where the king
uſed to go every year during the time of

Aveiro, the marquis's brother-in-law,

that reſpect greatly cenſured by the Ta
voras, as it was ſuppoſed his m—y had
there an opportunity of converſing with
her. The duke alſo having preſented the
lady with a very fine horſe, ſeveral orna
ments and other things of value, as a
preparation for the party of divertion, was
by the Tavoras ſuppoſed to have for
warded theſe meetings ; in vindication,

ing the mules, they turned ſhort about,
and went off, full gailop, the way they
came ; upon this the other conſpirators
purſued the chaiſe, and having fired upon
it from behind, repaired to the duke de
Aveiro's houſe, where they were over
heard talking about the matter by a per
ſon who had an intrigue with one of the

had conſpired to murther the king. For
this purpoſe they had engaged two of their
ſervants to look out for his majeſty, and

give then notice of his coming. On the
approach of the chaiſe, the duke d'Aveiro

attempted to fire, but his blunderbuſs
the carnival ; the duke's condućt was in only flaſhed in the pan, which frighten

houſemaids, and who was at that time
therefore, of his honour in that reſpect, actually concealed in the apartment in

which they met after the rencounter.
All things however remained ſtill quiet,
excepting that troops were put in march
from every quarter towards Liſbon, under
pretence of employmg them to clear the
ſtreets of the city. But this artifice was
ſpeedily ſeen through, and it was uni
verſally expe&ted, that as ſoon as a com
petent number of troops were arrived,
ſome real or pretended delinquents would
be taken up. The conſpirators, had they
was ever made for the authors of the been really ſuch, muſt have been as ſen
murther.
ſible of this as any other perſons what
Certain it is, that, whatever ſtories ever ; yet ſo little were they on their
were given out concerning an ambitious guard, that the Tavora family, on the
deſign of attempting to aſcend the throne, very night in which they were arreſted,

it is pretended that the Tavoras required
he ſhould deſtroy the lady, and that for
this purpoſe the two ſervants were en
gaged. What ſtrengthens this conjecture
is an event which happened about the
ſame time. A gentlewoman who waited
on the lady was miſſed from the houſe
that very night the attack was made, and
her body, with the head cut off, found
ſoon afterwards buried in a dunghill, at
the extremity of the town; yet no ſearch
-

either in the duke d'Aveiro, or the mar

went to a ball, given by the Engliſh
quis of Tavora, they are entirely ground factory. During the ſupper, a gentle:
leſs; neither do people think that the man having remarked that they were ſtill
king was the object of their vengeance ; in an outer room, ſuppoſing they had
but the

young marchioneſs : Many cºr been neglected, accoſted them, and en

cumſtances perſuade a belief of this. For treated them to excuſe the overfight, if
certain it is, that the chaiſe in which this any had happened; but the marquis an

adventure happened, was the ſame which ſwered, that they remained there

by

was allotted to the ſervice of a royal do choice. At the ſame inſtant another gen

meſtick, and wherein that lady was ſup tleman, who came in late, went up to
poſed to be often conveyed; the domeſtic the marquis, in order to pay his com
alſo was actually in the chaiſe when the pliments to him. The maiquis aſked the
misfortune happened; and the ſervants of latter what news, who replied, that he
the duke which were concerned, tho' by knew of none, and that he ought rather

the credit of their maſter they might ex to have put that queſtion to his excellen
Pećt to be protected from puniſhment, for cy, as he had ſeen ſeveral parties of ſol
an attempt of the lady, could never think diers in the ſtreets as he came along,
they could be ſcreened from the puniſhment marching towards different parts of the
old marquisbutſaidordered
he knewhis
ºf
that muſt enſue ſuch an attempt on the town;
nothingtheparticular,
pe, ſon of the ſovereign. Be theſe matters

as they will, it is declared in the ſentence
publiſhed by the court, that the marquis
of Tavera, once vice roy of India, his
lady and two ſons, with his ſon-in-law,
the count of Atouguia, and the duke de

younger ſon to take his carriage, and en
quire into the occaſion of the troops being
in motion at thoſe late hours. The young

nobleman ſoon returned, and told *
º

father
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Much about

father that he had met a kinſman of theirs, to my king and country.

a captain, who informed him that he had the ſame time, a brother of the marquis,
orders to march to Belem. No alteration

who was a canon of the patriarchai

of temper appeared in the nobleman, and church, was alſo arreſted, and iodn after
the ball went on as uſual.

-

.
º
.

Soon after

another brother, colonel of a regiment,

wards the marquis retired with his ſons. and who was then at Chaves.
The duke d’Aveiro was at a country
The marquis of Tancos, governor of
the province, and another nobleman, ſeat of his called Axeitam, on the fide of
were at the ſame ball, and had orders, as the Tagus, oppoſite Liſbon, about two
was afterwards reported, to watch the leagues from the river. He ſoon receiv
ed the unwelcome news of what had paſ
Tavora family.
An Engliſh officer, who had been at ſed, yet attempted not to make his eſ
the ball, on his way home, obſerved a cape : A party of ſoldiers were ſent over
party of foldiers inveſting the house of the the next day, who about ten o'clock in
count de Villa Nova, brother to the mar-, the forenoon, environed the houſe, and
quis of Tavora, who was immediately brought him away priſoner : When he
arreſted. At eight o'clock the marquis was arreſted, he defired leave to dreſs
de Lorno and the count Datouguia, the himſelf, and, it is added, ſhifted from
two marquis's ſons-in-law, were taken one room to another, as if he had been
into cuſtody at their reſpective houſes, in inclined to make off. It is certain, how
different parts of the city, by two ſeveral ever, that he ſubmitted quietly to the ar
parties of ſoldiers.
reſt, and that no oppoſition was made,
The party deſtined to inveſt the old excepting by ſome of his ſervants, who
marquis of Tavora's houſe, ſome how or ſtruck one of the ſoldiers with a ſtick at
other mºttook their way, and did not ar their entry; and indeed all theſe great
-

rive there till ten o'clock : That old no

perſons, of the firſt families in the king

bleman, having ſet out early the ſame
morning for taking a bath, was by the
way, informed of what had happened by
a ſervant of the marquis of Lorno, who
had ſeen part of this dreadful ſcene, and
had heard the reſt. The marquis order
ed his driver to go directly to the palace,

dom, were taken up with as much eaſe
and quietneſs, as if they had been ſo

º
*

º

where he demanded an audience of the

many private perſons.

-

The lºdies of the above noblemen, and
their children, ſome of whom were in

fants yet in arms, were ſoon afterwards
ſeiſed and impriſoned ; the ladies in con
vents, and the others in goals
-

The two ſervants, who are ſaid to have
king. The unexpected arrival of this
nobleman cauſed ſome confuſion ; the watched the king, had places in the

marquis of Tancos, who was at that cuſtom-houſe, and were on the quay when
time in the palace, being a military man, the officers came to arreſt them : one of
and governor of the province, pretended theſe fled into a little adjoining coffee
to a right to arreſt him : This was diſ. houſe, where he was taken; the other.

puted by the Coregidor do Paço, or chief Polycarpio by name, made a puſh into a
magiſtrate of the palace, who alledged narrow ſtreet, turned the corner, and en
that it was his buſineſs.

The marquis tirely eſcaped, not having been ſo much

de Tavora continued walking up and

as heard of ſince.

down an outward chamber till they could

Soon afterwards ſeveral jeſuits were
ſettle the diſpute ; to put an end to which, taken up ; one of theſe was confeſſor to
don Lewis da Cunha, ſecretary of ſtate, the marchioneſs of Tavora, and known
who had tormerly been envoy in England by the name of father Malagrida.
was ordered to demand the marquis's
A commiſſion of inqueſt as iſſued for
ſword, and to make him priſoner, which taking cognizance of this affair, the count
he delivered up with great compoſure. d'Oeyras was appointed chief, or judge,
The words of the marquis on this occa and a Dezembargador as clerk or ſcri
fion, however contradictory to the ſen

tence, or to autward appearances, ought

ventºr.

An order was publiſhed at the ſame

not to be omitted. Sir, (ſaid he) the time, commanding every one to declare
ſword I now deiiver up to you, has often what they knew of the affair, under pain
been ſerviceable in the hands of my an of ſevere puniſhment.
ceflors; and ever ſince it has been in my
The witneſſes were all examined pri--

poſſeſſion, it has always been kept loyal

-

vately
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vately by thoſe two magiſtrates, and a band went out Viceroy to India, ſhe ac
verbal proceſs was drawn up by them for companied him to his government, and
the inſpection of another court, before to her counſels was greatly owing the
of the meaſures purſued under
which the culprits were to be tryed, and
which, confidering the quality of the pri lis adminiſtration.
When ſhe retired from the preſence of
ſoners, ought not to have been confined
to one court alone, but ſhould have been her judges, a couple of friars beſet her,
brought before three : To avoid this, a admoniſhing her to ſpend the ſhort time
number of judges were appointed, who, ſhe had to live in prayer and meditation ;
during the interval of the tryal, were all ſhe interrupted their admonitions, by
conſtituted judges of the three courts; ſo demanding who had ordered them to
that though the form of law was in that come to her, adding that ſhe had not ſent
reſpect obſerved, yet in reality the courts for them; they anſwered, that her cir
were reduced to one, as the ſame perſons cumſtances required their attendance:
You are miſtaken, fathers, replied the
were made to act in three at once.
In former reigns, it had been cuſtomary, marchioneſs, your coming is premature,
on the tryals of peers, to name ſome of depart till I call for you; though my
the nobility to hear the cauſe jointly with time here be ſhort, I have ſomewhat ſtill
the Dezembargadors. This, however, to do before I can give myſelf up entirely
was not done; but the parties accuſed to the concerns of another world.
The friars ſtrove in vain to combat the
having been put to the torture for ob
taining confeſſions, the whole was tranſ firmneſs of her mind; ſhe perfitted in her
aćted with the greateſt privacy, till ſen reſolution, and the dignity with which
tence was paſſed, when ſome were con ſhe expreſſed herſelf at length overcame
demned to be ſtrangled, others to be their obſtinacy.
Being left alone with her woman, the
broke on the wheel, and others again
burnt.
marchioneſs delivered divers meſſages to
In Portugal criminals have a right to be communicated to ſeveral perſons of
claim an embargo, or reviſal of the firſt diſtinction of her kindred and acquaint
fentence. Accordingly, when the mar ance, and gave orders about ſundry fa
chioneſs of Tavora's ſentence was read mily affairs; then taking off her brace
to her, they told her ſhe had a right to lets, the only things of value which had
this embargo.
been left her, ſhe gave them to her wo
The marchioneſs replied, with an he man as a reward of her ſervices.
After ſhe had thus diſburthened herſelf
roic air, that from the diſpoſition of her
judges, ſhe perceived a reviſal would an of the cares of the world, ſhe deſired the
ſwer no end, but that of giving freſh company of the friars, and attended in
trouble to perſons who were reſolved to the moſt ſerious manner to the ſolemn
have her blood.
preparation for another, nobly uniting in
This lady was poſſeſſed in a very high one perſon the character of the Heroine,
degree of every amiable quality that a and of the Chriſtian.
dorns the ſex ; though advanced in years,
On the morning of her execution, ſhe
and having a grand child marriageable, deſired her maid to comb and tie up her
yet her beauty ſeemed to defy the ravages hair as uſual: The friars exclaimed a
of time, and her reſolution continued un gainſt this aſſiduity about appearances
ſhaken : ſhe ſtill retained that agreeable in theſe aweful moments; what, ſaid the
glow of charms which is ſo much admi marchioneſs, are decency and religion in
red in the young and handſome : Her conſiſtent why ſhould I appear in public
converſation was embelliſhed with the in a flovenly manner ſhe then called for
fineſt ſtrokes of wit, unaccompanied with tea, but altering her mind afterwards ſaid
any malicious inſinuations; her diſcourſe ſhe choſe coffee : here the fiars again
was calculated to pleaſe, and never to reproached her, with too great a deſire
wound: Her perſon was yet as upright of gratifying her appetite. Fathers, ſaid
and well-ſhaped as if ſhe had been but ſhe, I only defire what I am uſed to ;
twenty years of age : Her hair was long and I am convinced that my audit will
and graceful : Her preſence commanded not depend on actions of foindifferent a
i eſpest, and her behaviour was as attrac nature.

F.

tive as her converſation : When her huſ

The ſcaffold for the execution was
erected
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erected on a broad quay by the river at
Belem, before one of the royal reſidences,
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the ſcaffold, and the figure of Polycarpio
at another.

The duke d'Aveiro, in his laſt mo
and within fight of the palace where the
king reſides. To this palace all the no ments, was inſulted in a manner much
bility were that day convened to ſee this too mean for the awefulneſs of the ſpee
dreadful tragedy performed. A teleſcope tacle. His hat and wig had been pur
was fixed, that the whole might be ſur poſely ſecreted over-night, that he might
appear bare-headed when exhibited to
veyed diſtinétly.
The criminals were brought out one the people. At his arrival on the ſcaf
by one in a ſedan chair, and conveyed fold, they were ſhewn to him on the fi
thro' two ranks of infantry to the ſcaf gure of Polycarpio.
When the execution was over, the
fold, which was in like manner environ
ed with ſoldiery, who formed a hollow ſcaffold was ſet on fire, and the whole be
-

ſquare in the centre. Theſe again were ing conſumed to aſhes, they were ſwept
ſurrounded with cavalry to keep off the
mob. The civil magiſtrates were on
horſeback in the ſquare formed by the
infantry.
The marchioneſs was the firſt brought
out; ſhe appeared with an aſtoniſhing in
trepidity, took a handkerchief out of her
pocket, and delivered it to the execution
er, with a requeſt to bind it over her
face. This dome, without appearing in
the leaſt diſmayed, ſhe ſat down in the
chair appointed for her in the middle of
the ſcaffold, and with the greateſt reſign
ation placed her arms as direéted, that
they might be tied down ; the execution
er then, with a large knife, ſevered her
head from her body, which was left ſeat
ed in the chair during the whole ſcene.
Her youngeſt ſon Joſeph was next
brought out ; he was extended on a croſs,
and a ſtring which paſſed through a board,
placed at the back of the croſs, was put
round his neck, that he might be throt
tled by twiſting it tight ; but the engine
‘not being properly made, the firſt at
tempt failed, ſo that the unfortunate
young nobleman was obliged to be taken

up and thrown into the ſea.

The houſes of all theſe nobility were
pulled down, and the ground which
they ſtood on ploughed and ſown with
ſalt.

The name of Tavora was alſo for

bidden to be continued or aſſumed by any
One.

The dutcheſs of Aveiro remains im

priſoned in one convent, and the coun
teſs of Atouguia in another. The eldeſt
ſon of the duke died ſoon afterwards in
confinement, and the reſt of the chil

dren were diſpoſed of, nobody knows

how: The ſons of the count d'Atouguia
are likewiſe kept ſomewhere in ſecret;
but the young marchioneſs of Tavora
enjoys a handſome allowance in a con
vent.

If the miniſter, previouſly to this tra
gedy, had ingratiated himſelf with his
naſter, by laying before him ſchemes to
appearance calculated for promoting the
public welfare, and for aggrandizing the
Royal fame in foreign nations; his in
fluence now, over the king, became ſo
fixed as not to be removed but with his

laſt breath; for the ſafety and intereſts of
from henceforward, em
barked in the ſame bottom, and united

off the croſs till the inſtrument was better both ſeemed,

adapted. After a ſhort interval, he was
again fixed thereon and executed.
The count d'Atouguia, and the young
marquis ended their lives in the ſame
‘manner: The young marquis would have
ſpoke, and was heard to ſay, that he
forgave the King and his adverſaries,
when one of the magiſtrates rode up to
º

by bonds not to be diſſolved.
The favourite was now raiſed from the

degree of ſecretary of ſtate to that of
prime miniſter, he was created Earl, or
count of Oeynas, where his uncle had

bought a little eſtate, and lord of Pom
bal, where he had himſelf been born :

Theſe titles were made hereditary. A
filent he muſt be gagged : Upon this he regiment of dragoons were allotted by
ſtopped, bowed down, and kiſſed the way of guard to his perſon, as had been
practiſed by Cardinal Richlieu ; a com
ground.
The old marquis and the duke d'Avei pany of theſe troops, commanded by a
ro were broke alive on the wheel; the captain, attended him wherever he went,

him, and told him, if he would not be

fervant was burnt alive at one corner of and the drum was beat before him thro'
the
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the ſtreets of Liſbon, as on a march, as

Dec.

attack of a mob ; ſo that the capital is

well as when he got into his carriage, now retained in the greateſt awe.
which was done with the greateſt pomp
A regiment of infantry on the Ajuda
and oſtentation. A law was publiſhed, hill, with the guard, and ſome detach
making it treaſon to ſpeak ill of the mi ments of cavalry, ſecure the royal palace
niſter.
from inſult ; as alſo the houſe of the mi
The favourite thus fixed in his ſove niſter, which is but at a ſmall diſtance
reign's affection, took all poſſible mea from it.

The civil magiſtracy of the city is di
ſures for the preſervation of the Royal
authority. The city of Liſbon being fi vided between ſeven juſtices, or corregi
tuated on the banks of the Tagus, is dores, each of which preſides over a ward,
bounded by that river towards the South : or bairo; to every one of theſe again be
the valley of Alcantra, which is exceſſive long, certain officers, called Alcaydes
deep, and almoſt impaſſable on account Meirinhos, and their followers, who per
of the ſteepneſs and craggyneſs of its form the offices of conſtable, bailiff, and
ſides, runs in the ſame manner for near a ſuch like : Attended by them, the corre
mile and half, and becomes a boundary gidores go round their wards every night,
to it on the Weſt.

Towards the Eaſt the the inhabitants of the wards likewiſe are

valley of Chellas continues nearly the obliged to watch by turns, and it is the
ſame diſtance fºom the ſhore : on the duty of the corregidor to ſee that all be
neck of ground between theſe two val duely and regularly performed. The
leys, towards the North, are the outlets inhabitants, who had long been excuſed
of the city; one whereof which goes by from watching, were ordered to attend.
Campo Pequeno and Campo Grande A new office alſo of Intendente de Poli
leads to Centra Maffra Torres, and other cia, or lieutenant of Police, as in France,
parts of the country ; the other, which was inſtituted to preſide over the whole.
All great aſſemblies were prohibited,
paſſes thro' Loiros, is the grand northern
road, and goes to Coimbra, Oporto, &c. unleſs with leave; and numberleſs other
Beſides theſe there are ſome others lead precautions taken, that things might re
main as they ſtood.
ing to the adjacent villages.
Two regiments of cavalry were poſted. Count d'Oeyras, arrived at this zenith
on the river ſide, one at the eaſternmoſt

of grandeur and 'power, diſplayed his

part above the city, the other at the weſt, rage againſt the ancient nobility of Por
near the gate of Alcântra. A regiment tugal, in a very extraordinary manner;

of foot was placed on the ſide of the hill

and exhibited a reſentment not to be ſa

of the Cotovia, which forms at preſent tiated. He proceeded to exaſperate his
the centre of Liſbon. Another regiment maſter at the whole order of the gran
was ſtationed at a ſmall diſtance, ſo as to dees, by repreſenting them as a factious
command the Centra road, and a third and diſloyal body, and in conſequence
behind the Campo do Coral, in the great was permitted to tyrannize at pleaſure
northern road, all on heights that join over them. Almoſt every day brought
with the grand iſthmus, if it may be ſo with it the impriſonment of ſome or other
eallee, which runs between the northerly of the Portugueſe nobility ; among them
termination of the valleys of Alcantra the count de Ribiera was arreſted, and
and Chellas, ſo that the three regiments carried to priſon, where he ſtill continues,
of foot which are in the centre, form, as though his crime is yet unknown.
it were, a bow, each end whereof is

Cagliaris, the captain of the Queen's

terminated with a regiment of cavalry, guard, ſoon followed; his abilities, in
and of which the river is, as it were, the tegrity, and reſolution, rendered him in
capable of ſtifling reflections which were
firing.
Beſides theſe, on the high hill, which too obvious to the meaneſt Portugueſe.
formerly was the centre of the city, and He was arreſted whilſt ill of an ague and
on which Liſbon, originally ſtood, is an fever, and in that dangerous condition
old caſtle defended by a few troops. conveyed to a damp dungeon, in the fort
Though the works of this caſtle deſerve of Saint Geam, ſituated on a rock at the
not the name of a fortification, yet are mouth of the Tagus, the ſpring-tides in
they ſufficient to withſtand any ſudden which often overflowed the floor of the cave
-

-

-

where
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where he was confined. His phyſician
repreſented his ill ſtate of health, and
the danger that muſt ariſe to his patient
from a confinement in ſuch a place ; but
this remonſtrance not being attended to,
death ſoon put a period to Cagliaris's ſuf
ferings. His body was buried in the moſt
obſcure manner, in the neighbourhood of
the fort, and his widow, a lady, of the
houſe of Holſtein, baniſhed to a ſolitary
habitation, where ſhe drags out a miſera
ble life, in want and diſtreſs, not being
ſo much as permitted even to return to
her own country, though ſhe has fre
quently petitioned for that purpoſe. His
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tation; it is not to be doubted therefore

but that this nobleman was ſtimulated by
the recollection of his own ill fortune,
to reſentment, on hearing the miniſter's
character thus recommended on ſo un

reaſonable an account. The anſwer,

however, coſt the count his liberty, and
probably his life, for he was ſoon after
arreſted and thrown into priſon, where he
ſtill continues, if alive, without being
ever admitted to know his offence.

This aged nobleman, when arreſted,
was uſed very cruelly by the magiſtrate
who took him into cuſtody. For the
latter went to the count's houſe before his

two ſons are confined in the fort of St.

usual hour of riſing, and underſtanding,

Uvall, and probably for life.

as he expected, that the count was not

This nobleman had two brothers, one ſtirring, he butt into his bedchamber,

a knight of Malta, who happened to be drew his poniard, and laying his hand on
at Paris at the time of Cagliaris's misfor the count's breaſt, told him he was the
tune, the other was then in Portugal ; king's priſoner, and that if he moved he
the latter was inſtantly baniſhed to Mer was a dead man. The count waking,
tola, where he ſtill continues, and the and recoilecting himſelf a little, ſaid,
former was ordered to return home; but Dočtor, it is not your poniard that
being aware of the miniſter's power, and frightens me, but the king's commands
unrelenting temper, he refuſed to obey, compel my ſubmiſſion ; and my allegi
and was outlawed; the French king, ance to my prince obliges me to obey
commiſerating his condition, gave him his orders, by whatever meſſenger he
the command of a regiment in his ſer ſends them.
When it is refle&ted, that the count
The next vićtim of this miniſter's fury was a ſoldier from his cradle, and the
was the count d'Ovedos, a nobleman of magiſtrate, a doctor at law, this anſwer
vice. ,

the royal blood, advanced in years, and
ſo zealous of his ſovereign's and coun
try's dignity, that he had greatly in
paired his fortune by maintaining a figure
in his maſter's ſervice, ſuperior to his
abilities.

This nobleman never

of the count's not only ſhows his cool
neſs, and the peculiar temp, r for which
he was famous; but diſplays, in a very
humorous light, the abſurd behaviour of
a man, who being a civil magiſtrate,

loved knew ſo little of his office as to think his

the favourite : and the king having ob poniard of more efficacy than his orders,
ſerved that Carvalho's houſe had eſcaped eſpecially in a place where the count,
the earthquake, which his majeſty attri with a fingle call, could have had aſſiſt
buted to the kindneſs of Heaven, in re ants who would ſoon have diſpatched
turn for his miniſter's virtues and good him,
The duke de la Foens, a prince of the
meſs, the count d'Ovedos, who happened
to be preſent, jocularly ſaid, that if it blood, and next heir to the crown, after
was a mark of Heaven's approbation of th. extinction of that branch of the royal
-

the miniſter's virtutes, that his houſe had family now on the throne, has been ma

eſcaped the earthquake, the common ny years in baniſhment, and at preſent
proſtitutes muſt equally be eſteemed pa reſides in Germany. The cauſe of his
ragons of virtue, and high in the favour exile is variouſly talked of; by ſome it is
of their Maker, as the Rua Suja, or ſaid, that this misfortune befel him on
ſtreet where they lived, had not ſuffered. accºunt of a pation he entertained for
The count d'Ovedos had ſuffered in the grand-daughter of the march oneſs
menſely by the earthquake; he had loſt de Tavora, who was beheaded ; and that
two whole ſtreets by that calamity, ſo his crime conſiſted in being ſeen on his
that this royal eulogy on the favourite knees before this young lady. Others,

ſeemed an indire&t ſatire on the count, as that he was baniſhed becauſe he adviſed
it touched him very ſenſibly in his repu his elder brother, as heir in entail to an
Z z z z
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eſtate ſettled by the King, Don Peter, houſe was ſurrounded by ſoldiers. Both
on the ſecond branch of the royal family, the princes were taken into cuſtody, con
not to relinquiſh his right to it. For on veyed to priſon, and their effects confiſ
the death of the Infant, Don Franciſco, cated, without even the form of a tryal.
Much about the ſame time, it may be
uncle to his preſent moſt Faithful majeſ
or fifty of
ty; Don Antonio, another uncle, and truly ſaid, that above forty
the leſſer nobility underwent the ſame
brother to the deceaſed, pretending to fate,
h
all men were ſtruck
that
his eſtate, it was alſo claimed by the ne with inſomuc
fear and amazement at the detach

phew, Don Pedro, brother to his majeſty,

but this difference was amicably ſettled ments of dragoons perpetually traverfing
between the two parties; the Infant Don the ſtreets, condućting ſome miſerable

Pedro remaining poſſeſſed of the eſtate, victims in cloſe chaiſes to the places of
their confinement, where they were never
and a compenſation being allowed Don to
be heard of more.
Antonio for it, and after him to Don
Manuel, another ſurviving brother of

Nor were people of leſs note more ſe
his. But the rights of Don Miguel, cure from the miniſter's all powerful
who had likewiſe been named in the ſame wrath. A pariſh prieſt walking one day
at that
will, and was the father of la Foens, ſtill through the ſtreets, by a
remained unſatisfied. La Foens was time erecting for the uſe of the favourite,
therefore deſired alſo to accept of an ac jocularly ſaid, when demanded his opi
commodation, but to this he never would nion of it, that he could not approve of
the Agua Furtada, an expreſſion which,
conſent.
My king, ſaid he, has a right to com literally explained, means ſtolen waters;
mand my perſonal ſervice, as well as my but when applied to a building, ſignifies
whole fortune, when he pleaſes, when the garrets. His wit coſt him his liberty;
the good of my country calls me out to the real fačt being, that the building was
danger; but I hope he will not take it ſupplied with water from the large pub
amiſs, if I refuſe to give up the rights lic aqueduct, which had been deſigned
of my family, which came to me by to ſerve the upper part of the city, to the
proximity of blood, and which I ought no ſmall diſtreſs of many hundred fami
lies, on account of the particular ſcarcity
to tranſmit to ſucceeding generations.
He was called Don John de Bragança, of water in that quarter, which had oc
and before his retirement to Germany, caſioned the conſtruction of this prodigi
work at an immenſe expence.
reſided ſome time in England under the cusAnother
humorous fellow, who ſome
title of duke of Bragança.
Even the two natural brothers of his times made freer with affairs of ſtate,
moſt Faithful majeſty could not eſcape than under ſo rigid an adminiſtration was
falling ſacrifices to the deſpotiſm of the prudent, being adviſed by his friends to
miniſter. The elder was inquiſitor gene deſiſt from joking about matters of ſo
ral, the miniſter dire&ted him to licence a dangerous a nature, uſed to carry about
book concerning confeſſion, in which it in his pocket a colk, with which he ſtop
was contended that, on ſome important ped his mouth when any body talked of
occaſions, it is lawful to diſcover what is olitics. This proceeding was taken ſo

º

revealed under the ſeal of confeſſion;

ill by the miniſter, who had his ſpies eve

where, that the poor fellow was thrown
this propoſition is known to be ſo contra ry
re
ent, and never
ry to the doćtrine of the Romiſh church, ſomewhe into confinem
more heard of.
that the prince refuſed compliance.
About this time alſo, the lord of the
Count d'Oeyras went to his houſe, in
of Bonjardin was arreſted and con
order to perſuade him. The diſcourſe at manor
He was deſcended of a
this interview grew ſo warm, that the veyed to priſon:
count called the prince traitor; and the very illuſtrious family, and much ady
years, ſo that he was generall
latter drew a poniard on the count. A vanced in all
ranks of people, particular
by
younger brother of the prince, by acci y as it
recalled to their minds the re
dent, being preſent, interpoſed, and pre membrance of ſome paſt occurrences, to
vented further miſchief. The elder,
who had drawn on the count, repaired which it was thought his misfºrtune was
immediately to the palace, but could not more owing than to any crime he was
gain admittance; and the next day his guilty of.
The

ſº
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The miniſter's father had begun a law particularly diſtinguiſhed for his abilities
ſuit with Bonjardin for part of his eſtate,
pretending that it belonged to him as ſuc
ceſſor of the family of Mello, formerly
marquis of Montalram.
Bonjardin
ſhewed that his predeceſſors, for above
one hundred years back, had been con
tinually and lineally in poſſeſſion of the
eſtate : That the documents by which his
opponent pretended to ſupport his preten
ded deſcent, were nothing but papers
found in an old houſe at Oeyras belong

and integrity, and firmneſs in all tran

ſaćtions; he had been contemporary with
the miniſter at the univerſity, and had
always ſhewed ſo great a ſuperiority of
genius, that when any little party affairs
were commerced by the inmitter, An
drade was the perſon who was conſtantly.
, appealed to for ſettling then, in which
he generally ſucceeded, though the mini

ſter uſed to repine at finding in him one

who could ſo greatly controul him.
ing to the family, and purchaſed by the Magiſtrates were alſo depoſed when the
brother; that ſo far from being of a no miniſter pleaſed, and left to ruminate at
ble deſcent, his father was no more than their leiſure on the cauſe of his diſplea
a blackſmith. In ſhort, the whole ap ſure.
peared ſo clear, that though the affair
The people too, in general, were lia
was carried on with great vigour, ſen ble to ſuffer every oppreſſion his haughty
tence had always been given in favour of temper dićtated. After the earthquake
Bonjardin; and when the ſuit was re they conſtructed edifices of wood, not on
aſſumed by the miniſter, on his firſt com the very ſpot where their former dwel
ing into employment, there appeared ſo lings ſtood, as the condition of the ground
great a want of juſtice in the pretenſions, in thoſe places would not admit of it,
that every thing went for Bonjardin as but in the outſkirts of the city, where
before. But the favourite afterwards ar they could promiſe themſelves more quiet
riving to higher power, it was inſinuated and ſatisfaction. Some of theſe build
to Bonjardin, that he had the fineſt op ings were reared at a great expence, and
portunity imaginable to increaſe his for had coſt the owners thouſands of pounds,
tune, as the miniſter valuing the honour when on a ſudden an edićt was publiſh
which would ariſe to him from ſo noble a ed, ordering the avenues of the city
deſcent, would make him ample recom through the very middle of ſome of theſe
»ence for the loſs of the income, could new habitations, and commanding the
e prevail in his law-ſuit. Bonjardin ground whereom others ſtood to be clear
yielded to the inſinuations. The proceſs ed for hat-makers, the manufactory of
was revived, and terminated to the wiſh hats being at that time one of the mini
of the miniſter. Bonjardin afterwards ſter's favourite ſchemes. A deputation
frequently viſited his new-made couſin, of the moſt reſpectable of theſe inhabit
who

received him at firſt with much ants was ſent to the miniſter, with a pe

ſeeming cordiality; but finding ſoon that
nothing more eſſential than compliments
were to be expe&ted, he began to lament
his own fooliſh credulity, in parting with
a reality for a ſhadow. It was from this

tition againſt this new grievance. Their
reception was ſuch as can ſcarcely be

equalled. As ſoon as they acquainted
him with their eriand, he bid his ſervants

look out ſome of the Oporto ſentences,

purchaſe of the uncle at Oeyras, a ſnall alluding to thoſe paſſed upon the unhap:
town at the foot of the rock of Liſbon, py ſufferers at that place in the affair of
that the miniſter took his title

Antonio d'Andrade

the wine company; and being brought,

Emſerrabodes, he ordered a copy to be delivered to each

who had been envoy to the court of Lon of the deputies, ſaying, he ſuppoſed they
don, Rome and Holland, in all which had never ſeen them.

He then withdrew

places he had been greatly eſteemed, was without deigning any further anſwer to
next recalled, and on his arrival com perſons who applied to him in the moſt
mitted priſoner to a fortreſs, where he humble manner, in behalf of dwellings,
ſtill continues.

As no remarkable in which they had erected out of the ſhat

jury had happened to the public affairs of tered remains of their fortunes after the
Portugal at thoſe courts where he had earthquake.
reſided, people could by no means ac
The Portugueſe Eaſt India company
count for the reaſon of his diſgrace and next preſents to our view, how inconſiſt
puniſhment. This gentleman had been ent the ſyſtem of this miniſter, intoxica
Z z z z 2.
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ted with his own commercial projećts, mitted to go on, the flouriſhing conditi
has proved with the true intereſts of the on which it was likely to arrive to could
kingdom; and how much all other con not fail to have been prejudicial to the
ſiderations have been forced to make way monopolizing Brazil companies, and the
compariſon injurious to the capacity of
for the executing his ſchemes.
The port of Liſbon is more commodi the projector; as the one, without any
ouſly ſituated for commerce with the Eaſt aſſiſtance from the crown, only a bare
Indies than any other in Europe ; and it commiſſion for carrying on the trade, had
is notorious, that the Portugueſe, in ſo far ſucceeded as to ſupport itſelf, not
former days, drove a very great and lu withſtanding an immenſe loſs ; but was
crative trade with India, where they ſtill even with new vigour entering upon freſh
have valuable poſſeſſions; ſo extenſive undertakings that promiſed the greateſt
was their commerce in thoſe parts, that ſucceſs; while the grand Para company,
their language is ſtill underſtood, and though favoured with the royal patro
retained in moſt of the Eaſtern iſlands, nage, aſſiſted by ſhips from the royal na
and on the coaſts of Bengal. Theſe vy, indulged with a diminution of du
conſiderations induced many in the late ties, and the proprietors of its ſtock dig
reign, to ſuppoſe that this trade, which nified with diſtinguiſhed honours, com
had in a great meaſure been diſcontinued pleted with the greateſt difficulty, and not
on the increaſe of that of the Brazils, till after the expiration of ſome years,
might eaſily be revived, to the great ad the capital appointed for forming their
vantage of Portugal ; whereupon the late ock.
Among the many ſhips of burthen
king granted a charter, for that purpoſe
to one of his own ſubjects, Feliciano employed in this trade, was one of an
Velho Cldemberg by name, of German uncommon fize, called the Glorioſo, bo
extraction, impowering him, under the red for ninety guns; which had been
royal patronage, to make ſettlements in purchaſed of the Engliſh, who had taken
the Eaſt Indies, and carry on a traffick her of the Spaniards in the war before the
there from Portugal, with all the rights, laſt. Her ſtores were laid in, the crew
immunities, and privileges given, on the and cargo provided, and the Glorioſo,
like occaſion, by any European prince to with ſeveral others bound for the ſame
their ſubjects.
parts, were juſt ready to ſail when the
This charter was to continue in force above thundering ordinance appeared.
to the patentee and his heirs for the ſpace
Many thought the veſſels ready to de
of forty years, with a clauſe of renewal part would have been permitted to pro
on favourable terms; and under it he ceed, but the miniſter was not the man

was inpowered to raiſe men and money
to any neceſſary amount, either in Portu
gal or abroad.
The undertaking was entered cn. Ships

that would curſe by halves; and Olden
berg, who would have acquired great
riches to himſelf, and have been of pub
lic utility to his country, remains a bank

were fitted out, and factors ſent to differ rupt.

-

ent parts, for conducting this buſineſs on
Diego de Mendonça had become, as
a very extenſive plan. Large ſums of it were, a cypher ; he ſtill continued in
money were borrowed for the ſame end, deed in his poſt of ſecretary of ſtate, and
{hips were ſent out and returns made to a tranſa&ted the buſineſs tranſmitted to his
conſiderable value. In ſhort, the enter office, but he had no ſhare in the pub
prize wore a very favourable aſpect, tho’ lic adminiſtration of affairs; he was in
a great misfortune had happened to it, high eſteem with the people, and though
in regard to a large parcel of goods which he did not enjoy his ſovereign's confi
arrived juſt before the earthquake, and dence about public matters, yet he fre
were all loſt on that dreadful occaſion. quently received marks of eſteem from

Oldemberg, however, was not diſcoura that monarch, in regard to his private
ged by this diſaſter; he made great pre condućt. It was therefore with the great
parations for new expeditions, when the eſt ſurprize the nation learnt that this
miniſter thought pi oper to put a ſtop to great perſonage was arreſted, and under
them by a royal edićt, and ſo brought the eſcort of a detachment of dragoons
hin to ruin.

condućted to a fortreſs, where he was

Indeed, had this undertaking been per ſome time detained priſoner, from thence
Itino
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The king, however, unfortunately, only

of Oporto, and finally tranſported to conſidered the ſtupendouſneſs of the un:
Mazārgam, a fortified town, which the dertaking; obſerving, that the miniſter's
Portugueſe ſtill hold on the coaſt of Bar ideas muſt be very much enlarged beyond
bary, and his eſtate ſequeſtered ; ſo that the common rank of mankind when he
he is now ſaid to be in ſo great indigence ſet about ſo great a work.
that he is reduced to the miſerable em

But the favourite had now completely

loyment of teaching children to read, acquired the confidence and affection of
in order to acquire a ſubſiſtence.
his ſovereign; and by an attentive ſtudy
Such is the diſtreſs to which this gen of his temper, knew how to make the
tleman is reduced, who was famous for mereſt trifles compenſate for the omiſfion

a nice elegance which had kept a due
medium between penury and profuſion.
No one could ever pretend to form a
judgment of what had given cauſe to ſo
heavy a puniſhment; which, as the court
has not thought proper to declare, it has
ever remained a ſecret.

of greater matters: The miniſters who

had been ent the beginning of this reign
to foreign courts, had given riſe to the
ſending of others from thence; ſo that
there were at one time in Liſbon, mini
ſters from Spain, France, Holland, Tu
rin, Naples, Germany and England; a

The roads between Liſbon and Oeyras, circumſtance which ſeemed to ſhew this
where the ſmall eſtate lies from which

court to be of greater importance at that

the miniſter took the title of count, were time than in any former period, though
º:

narrow and in bad order, being little
frequented on account of the inſignifi
cancy of the place. But this property
made it of importance to the miniſter

in reality it produced no one ſingle ad
vantage to the kingdom ; but, on the
contrary, the hurry of negotiation occa

:*…

that the roads ſhould be widened and

Portance to the common welfare; and

fioned a neglect of affairs of great im

mended, which was effected at an im likewiſe gave birth to diſputes with other

menſe charge of the public.
His former little dwelling, which was
now converted into a moſt unwieldy man
fion, was badly ſituated in a bottom, and
a large rock rendered the approach to it,
on one ſide, almoſt

... but

the

Portugueſe left to deplore in vain this
idle application of the national money.
How great is the partiality of the ſo
vereign towards this miniſter, cannot

of their captures, that they might not be

as the roads had been widened, at the

expence of the public, though the charg
es it occaſioned probably amounted to
more than treble the coſt of the build
ing.

º

ative of the power of the miniſter, who

alone was deemed capable of extricating
the kingdom from theſe difficulties. An
affair alſo that happened on the coaſt of
Algarve, furniſhed him with a fine op
portunity of paying his court to his ſo
vereign, and of impoſing upon him a
further perſuaſion of the unlimited ex
tent of his political abilities.
During the war between France and
England, the fleets of both nations came
to an engagement within fight of the
coaſt of Algarve. Vićtory deciding for
the Engliſh, ſome of the French ſhips
were taken, and others run aſhore by the
enemy themſelves, to prevent their fall
ing into the hands of the Engliſh. The
latter, finding themſelves thus deprived

defect was remedied in the ſame manner

-

ſtates, which were prejudicial to the

intereſts of the kingdom. But this very
confuſion and bulle was a ſure preſerv.

-

£eople were aſtoniſhed at this profuſi
on of the nation's treaſures for the count's
conveniency. His º however,
was not to be diſputed, but a paſſage was
made through a ſolid rock of hard mar
ble, above an hundred feet wide, and the

better be conceived than by the follow got again by the enemy, ſet fire to them.
ing anecdote, which happened on this This circumſtance afforded ample room
occaſion.
for the chicanery of a negotiation, which
Some attendants of the royal perſon in the end could procure no real advan
perſuaded the king, when out on a ſhoot tage to the kingdom, though it might
ing party, to take a view of the count's bring on an enmity that might prove ve
villa near Oeyras, in hopes that his ma ry prejudicial to its intereſts. Theſe,
jeſty would not be pleaſed with the fight however, were conſiderations which ea
of ſuch a waſte of the public treaſure. ſily gave way to the perſonal advantages
that

_-
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that would accrue to the miniſter, if, by appearances might be kept up at home,
his contrivance, England could be brought whatever might be the reſult of the nego
to demean herſelf to the chaſtiſement of

tiation abroad.

At laſt the affair was finiſhed in a
Portugal. He knew full well the hoſtile
diſpoſitions of the two nations then at war manner very different from what the mi
towards each other; and that France niſter had any right to expe&t. England,
would have done exačtly the ſame thing, in the height of glory, and crowned with
had fortune rendered her ſhipping vićto ſucceſs over the greateſt and moſt formid
rious, and placed thoſe of England in able nation of Europe, ſubmitted to ſend
the like ſituation. Further, he knew an embaſſy to Portugal, to apologize for
that no intended affront had been offered

the behaviour of an officer, who, if he

herein to his ſovereign; and even though had acted in any other manner than he
it ſhould be deemed ſo, he likewiſe knew did, would perhaps have anſwered it with
how little able Portugal was to obtain ſa his life: This unhoped for ſucceſs, in a
tisfaction without the conſent of Eng pretenſion of ſo extraordinary a nature,
land.
entirely completed the opinion of the mi
The miniſter therefore began by in niſter's abilities, as the ſovereign, by this
timating to France, that though his ſo ſtroke, was perſuaded that he thorough
vereign was in alliance with England, he ly i.f. genius of the Engliſh,
was ſorry for the loſs ſuſtained; but the and the moſt ſecret councils of their go
unguarded condition of the coaſt, and the vernment.
When the whole, however, is duly
ſuperiority of the Engliſh force, had put
it out of the power of Portugal to give weighed, every, true friend of Portugal
the French that aſſiſtance and protećtion will undoubtedly declare, he would ra
he wiſhed; however, that he would ob ther the queſtion had never been agitat
tain all the ſatisfaction poſſible; but that ed; as the very ſatisfaction may ſometime
to ſave appearances, and that it might or other be remembered, to the detri
not ſeem to flow from too partial an in ment of Portugal; though the whole te
-

climation in him for France, it ſhould be nour of this tranſačtion muſt redound

done at the requeſt of the latter, and as more to the credit of the Engliſh candour,
in ſatisfaction of what France claimed.

than to the honour or glory of Portugal.

The continuance of the royal ſucceſſion
In the mean time the Portugueſe en
voy at the Court of London complained was an objećt of no ſmall concern. Por
heavily of this rencounter, as a moſt pre tugal had never been governed by a queen;
meditated inſult on the rights of his ſove the king had no male iſſue ; the marri

reign, and a violation of the neutrality

age of the infant Don Pedro with the

of the coaſts ; the Portugueſe populace
were alſo repreſented as ſo enraged, that
the ſafety of the Engliſh reſiding there
would be in danger, unleſs ample and

Princeſs was therefore reſolved upon;
and however unnatural it might appear,
that an uncle ſhould marry his niece, yet

ſpeedy ſatisfaction were made. To this

on took off all the odium of it, ſo that

the happy effects expected from this uni

the people rejoiced in it for a time, and
tions required it, but that France called forgot their own ſorrows. This tranſ.
loudly for ſatisfaction; and the not com action may be confidered as the only po
plying with ſo juſt a demand might be pular meaſure that happened during this

was added, that not only the laws of ma

attended with danger to them, from the

adminiſtration ; , ſo extraordinary, howe

ver, has been the method of tranſacting
reſentment of that kingdom.
In the uncertainty what might be the every thing in this country, that a ſtep of
iſſue of this affair, during the nego ſo great importance was totally unknown,
tiations for it abroad, the matter was till the king, on the morning of his birth
talked of at Liſbon as a thing of no ac day, declared at court, that the nuptials
count ; and in which neither the king were to be performed on the ſame day at
of Portugal could conſider himſelf at three; and it is even ſaid, that the prince
fronted, nor the French deem themſelves himſelf was made acquainted with it but
injured, but that the whºle was to be re a few hours before: This affair, which
garded as an event incident to the for happened during the reſidence of the En
tune of war; ſo that by this behaviour gliſh ambaſſador at Liſbon, was by many
ſaid
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Maid to be greatly owing to his negotia lace to break his windows; but the mo
tion. Nor indeed did that miniſter either tive for his not illuminating them being
deny or diſcountenance the report.

known, no harm was done; on the con:

When affairs become embroiled, it is trary, every body condemned the affront

natural for one diſpute to create another. put upon the nuncio. The prime mini
A difference with the court of Rome ſter alone treated the affair in a different
ſoon followed the proceedings carried on manner. The nuncio was ordered im
againſt the jeſuits; the miniſter not only mediately to quit the kingdom, and a
undertook to expel the order from Por manifeſto was immediately publiſhed, ex
tugal, but likewiſe that ſeveral of them aggerating the groſsneſs of his behavi
ſhould be publicly executed. All this our, and the inſult pretended to be offered
the court of Rome was deſired to coun thereby to the kingdom.
Whatever have been the inducements
tenance: The Pope did not want to op
poſe theſe meaſures if neceſſary, and of many ſtates to a difference with the
therefore offered to concur in any thing See of Rome, both Portugal and the fa
that ſhould be determined by a public tri mily of Bragança have received real be
al; but the miniſter inſiſted on a private nefits from that court. Theſe benefits
one; the pope refuſed to countenance having ariſen purely from the idea enter
this meaſure; a coolneſs between the two tained of its authority, were to be con
courts enſued, and that of Portugal pre tinued only by the ſame means as gave
tended to enforce a compliance, by paſ birth to them. The very title of the
ſing ſeveral edićts prejudicial to the in Portugueſe to Brazil had been thought
tereſts of Rome; but that See, tho’ de imperfect, till confirmed to them by the
firous of ſupporting its ſuperiority, being See of Rome; and the firſt ſovereign of
fearful of loſing the friendſhip of Portu the Bragança family, thought the pope's
gal, had never failed ſhewing the greateſt conſent to his new acquired royalty no
regard to its concerns, in hopes of a ſpee ſmall ſupport to his throne. Even the
dy reconciliation; that however was not reſent ſovereign conſidered his title as
the deſign of the miniſter, as it was great incomplete, till the epithet of Moſt Faith
ly to his advantage that the power of his ful was added by his Holineſs to it.
However inconſiderable theſe circum
maſter ſhould be as great in eccleſiaſtical
as in temporal affairs; he therefore let ſtances may appear in kingdoms of great
ſlip no opportunity of widening the er power, yet to thoſe who are indebted
breach, and bringing on an open rup to the pacific diſpoſitions and indulgence
ture. With this view, on the nuptials of others, for the continuance of an en
of the princeſs, the nuncio was not in joyment of what they poſſeſs, ſuch mat
vited, and when the news of the marri ters are of no ſmall importance.
age was communicated to the foreign mi
Under theſe circumſtances, therefore,
niſters of other courts reſiding at Liſbon, and where there could ariſe no eſſential
requeſting them to join in the common advantage to the kingdom from a differ
feſtivity and the illuminations made on ence with the Holy See, excepting to
that occaſion, the nuncio was purpoſely ſhew the unlimited power of the Favourite,
onitted. This miniſter being of a ſocia. it cannot be doubted, but that this con.
ble good-natured temper, was held in temptuous treatment of that court was
high eſteem by all the foreign miniſters abſurd and ungenerous. The king and
at that Court, both Proteſtants and Ro

all the family were firmly and ſteadily at

man Catholics. He endeavoured, by their
means, to repreſent the injury that might
ariſe to him perſonally, from ſo ſignal a
mark of contempt, and even wrote to
the prime miniſter to the ſame purpoſe,
but no alteration being made, though he

tached to the tenets of the Church of .

Rome: The affair alſo which gave riſe to
the diſpute, was not concerning tempora
lities; and the policy of Portugal had al

ways admitted the interpoſition of the
pope in eccleſiaſtical matters.
could not with propriety exhibit illumina
The unexpected ſucceſs of the miniſter
tions at his own houſe, he reſolved not to

in the affair with England, might pro

bably induce him to imagine with his ſo
aggravate the affront.
Nevertheleſs on the rejoicing night, vereign, that he had acquired a perfect
-

endeavours were uſed to incite the Popu

knowledge of the genius of the Engliſh,
and
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and of their rules of government, and yet have not France and Spain diſcovered
that in conſequence thereof he could in that ſhe is the proper channel through
fluence their councils as he pleaſed.
which they may conſume the force of
In this perſuaſion, while England be England in time of war, and will not
haved with the moſt humiliating conde Portugal therefore be involved in the dan
ſcenſion, he heard all their complaints of gerous conflićts of thoſe great monarchs
the infringement of treaties ſubſiſting be on all ſubſequent occaſions
tween them with indifference : and ſo far
Does not England, on the other hand,
was he from aiming to ſatisfy their de complain of the extreme ſupineneſs of the
mands, that he poſitively refuſed com meaſures taken by the miniſter for the
plying with ſome, and returned only a defence of the kingdom f is it not alſo
general anſwer to the reſt : But artifices publicly and generally known, that when
of this ſort cannot be deemed commend the auxiliary troops arrived, the national
able, as they are apt to lead a perſon into force was in no readineſs; that theſe
unneceſſary difficulties, as it were, mere troops ſuffered more from the difficulties
ly for a trial of his abilities, in a perſuaſi they met with in the want of proper affi
on that they are ſufficient to extricate ſtance, than from the dangers of the cam
him on every occaſion. To councils of paign, and did not their generals find
this nature, however, ſeems to have been more trouble from the litigious cavils of
owing the critical fituation in which the the prime miniſter than from the operatis
court of Liſbon found itſelf, when Spain, on of war? Did not the troops themſelves

joining with France in the war againſt too experience all manner of chicane
England, both powers, fell upon Portu ry to the very moment of their departure?
gal. People in general were inclined to Was not the commanding officer forced
believe ſome meaſures had been in agi to the cruel alternative of ſeeing his army
tation long before, as the king, on a deprived of bead, or forced to pay an
grand court-day, had appeared, without unjuſt and extravagant charge for grind
any previous information, in a military ing the very wheat which England had
uniform, and likewiſe the two ſecretaries ſent for their ſupply; and was not that
of ſtate. An edićt alſo had been publiſh corn ground in mills belonging to the
ed, by which his majeſty declared, that miniſter 2
from that time he took the command of

Were not the officers of the horſe tre

his troops immediately upon himſelf, and panned into a forced ſale of the horſes of
that he had conferred on his two ſecre their own troops, from an intimation

taries of ſtate the rank of major-generals; that they ſhould be bought up for the
but had that kingdom been governed by ſervice of his Moſt Faithful Majeſty,
a miniſter leſs given to intrigue, and who in conſequence whereof they informed
had been more attentive to foreign con

their court, that ſhips were not neceſſary

nexions, Portugal might doubtleſs have for tranſporting the cavalry back to Eng
been left in quiet: For, had the late

land 2

king's ſyſtem i. prevailed, why ſhould
Does not the whole Britiſh nation lay
not that kingdom have been now indulg it down as a fačt, that the war was an
-ed in a peaceful neutrality as well as dur artifice of the prime miniſter, in con
ing his reign, when France and Spain junction with the enemy, to divert their
were alike combined before againſt Eng force from being exerted in other parts
land *

-

why would theſe two nations have

Certain it is, that many great perſonages
who muſt have ſeen farther into affairs

demanded the forts of Portugal as pledges than people in general could do, made no
of the neutrality more at this time than ſecret of delivering this as their opi
in the old king's days, if they had repoſ Inion.
ed the ſame confidence in that Court as
A nobleman of great talents, thorough
before, and not diſtruſted the artful ly well verſed in the ſtate of Portugal,
ſchemes of the miniſter; and though from who had gone over there at the requeſt
a variance in the Spaniſh councils, as of the court, having met with a different
ſome ſuppoſe, or from the ſpeedy aſſiſt reception from what he had reaſon to ex
ance received from England, as others pe&t, made but a very ſhort ſtay in
pretend, Portugal eſcaped the imminent that country; and at taking leave of
danger with which ſhe was threatened, the miniſter, told him, with that milita
ry
-
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ry frankneſs ſo natural to him, that he ſame regulations, purſuant to his origi
was come to take his leave of him ; add nal plan, he has put an end to the anci
ing, that he was ſatisfied the count would ent method of trading to the remaining
not be ſorry for his departure, as he per unappropriated ports, by aboliſhing the
ceived he could not bear the preſence of fleets that uſed to ſail to thoſe ports,
any, though of ever ſo high a rank, who and permitting none to trade theſe but
did not cringe to him, and aſſent to every by a particular licence granted for that
thing he propoſed ; but that in regard to purpoſe. Theſe meaſures being injurious
the then mock war, for it deſerved (he to the royal revenue, conſidered as op

ſaid) no better name, whatever might preſſive by the natives, as well as by fo
be the event of it, it muſt be fatal to reigners, and having created a general
Portugal, if the ſyſtem obſerved in the indiſpoſition in ſeveral of the ſovereigns
ſteps that produced it were continued.
of Europe, without producing one pub
Do you ſay this, replied the Count, as lic advantage, do they not naturally in
the miniſter of your ſovereign, or from duce us to think that they have their
yourſelf, and will you abide by what riſe from other motives, and that there
you have ſaid 2 I not only ſay this, re is ſome latent ſpring which gives motion
ſumed his lordſhip, but I will alſo give it to theſe councils? The cenſorious part
you under my hand. Going then to a of mankind will not, in ſuch a caſe, he
fide table, he wrote on a paper theſe ſitate to pronounce it to be ſelf-intereſt;
words:—Tyrawly ſays to d’Oeyras, (put and even the more ſcrupulous muſt re
ting in writing what he had ſaid.) The main filent, or own their ignorance of

miniſter having read the paper, ſaid he

the cauſe.

would give an anſwer to it alſo in wri
ting ; that is, replied my lord, you have
no good one, and you cºnnot find any at
all without ſtudying.
So great and ſo general has been the
diſguſt of the miniſter's temper, and ſo
prone was he thought to the retarding
and embroiling of every affair in which
he had any concern, that the negotiations
for the peace were carried on entirely
without his privity, and he was only,

The diſpoſition of the adminiſtration
continued, however, equally unfavoura
ble to the ſubjects of Portugal, as to fo
reigners : The hoſtile apprehenſions of
the war were no ſooner over, than a new

tax of ten per cent, was laid not only on
the rents of lands and houſes, but even

on the ſuppoſed profits ariſing from the
trade or profeſſion of every individual;
infomuch that this tax extended even to

the wages of ſervants. Thus the amount
like the reſt of the world, informed of of it alone was computed to be equal to
the conditions when it was actually con the produce of all the other taxes put
cluded : whereas, in the foruler reign, together. It was with the utmoſt diffi

at the time of the peace of Utrecht, the
miniſters of Portugal were admitted to
ſign jointly with thoſe of the other pow
ers. Yet Portugal, weak within herſelf,
and drawing her riches from diſtant co
lonies, ſhould ever hold thoſe councils

culty, however, that people could find
wherewith to pay it; and many even ſold
their linen or goods, and ſome part of
their lands, to diſcharge this iniquitous
burthen, laid on the remainder.

It was

nevel theleſs levied with rigour; and the

pernicious that bring her into conteſts difficulty of the payment, as it fell only
with other nations, or indiſpoſe the minds on the people, was not permitted to leſſen
the royal treaſure; ſo that the whole
of foreign courts towards her.
This tragi-comic war being ended, in was colle&ted to the full amount.
-

which armies had advanced only to re

The miniſter ſeemed now to enjoy in

tire, and troops been raiſed merely to quiet the ſuperiority which he had aſſu
deſert with impunity, the miniſter, ſtill med over the itate. The ſeat of honour
ſecure in the affections of his ſovereign, in all public theatres was alloºted to him
indifferent about the ſentiments of the

and his family; for the ſovereign, having
people, and deaf to the remonſtrances a theatre of his own, never goes to pub

of foreign powers, threw other parts of
Brazil into the hands of monopoliſts;
but finding, through a want of means in
the people, that he cannot procure funds
ſufficient to put the whole under the
December, 1767.

lic ones; that part of the houſe, there
fore, which would have been deitined

for the royal preſence, was appropriated
to the miniſter ; and the entertainment
was always deferred till his arrival, how
A a a a a

cwer
s
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ever crowded, or whatever company were
in the houſe. Even the firſt nobility were
brought to allow of a ſuperiority, which
they deteſted in their hearts; but it was
the diſpoſition of the count to make them
feel ſtrongly the power he enjoved.

A ſtorm is frequently followed by a

Dec.

forced by any public order, but had
paſſed unnoticed by the government;
though as a pious order, and tending to
the advancement of devotion, it had cir

culated very widely in all the diſtrićts a
bout Liſbon.

There happened to be in this nunnery,

calm, and a calm by a ſtorm ; troops at this time, a young fitter, ſtill in the
had not only been properly diſpoſed for prime of youth, of moſt exemplary vir

preventing forward minds from breaking tue, and remarkable purity of life. This
in upon the phans adopted by govern
ment, but foreign officers had alſo been
put over theſe troops, who having no o
ther intereſt than the friendſhip and pro

young lady, it was ſaid, was frequently
troubled with viſions, or dreams of a

a few old nuns, ſome young girls, and

very extraordinary nature, intimating,
that on the Friday immediately preceding
Good-Friday, there would happen a
moſt terrible cataſtrophe, which would
be generally fatal to all perſons not in
churches, where every body might pro
miſe themſelves ſecurity. H was alſo gi

a few friars, were the only actors that

ven out, that thoſe who reſorted to the

tection of the miniſter, their views were

of courſe connected with his ; ſo that the

preſent tranquility ſeemed laſting, when,
of a ſudden, an affair in which none but

appeared, occaſioned a violent buſtle, Cotovia, or other open place, would have
and produced in the mind of the mini a better chance to eſcape than thoſe who
ſter, perhaps more anxiety, for a time, remained within doors, or were walking
than any occurrence that had happened in the ſtreet.
None of theſe reports had reached the
during the whole courſe of his admini
ſtration.

miniſter, till the Thurſday evening im:

At Liſbon is a nunnery of the order mediately preceding the day mentioned
of Saint Domimick, ſituated near the

for the cataſtrophe, but when known to

Roſco; in which nunnery are ſeveral la him, they appeared of too ſerious a na
dies of the firſt families in the kingdom ;

ture not to be attended to.

The moſt

this nunnery is dedicated to the Incarna effectual meaſures, therefore, were im
tion, and is known by the name of the mediately taken to prevent any deſign
Encarnaſam ; it is governed by four fri that might be formed.
ars of the ſame order, who are ſubordi

The Patriarch was ordered to iſſue out

mate to their ſuperior only, at Rome, and
are confeſſors to the nuns. On looking
over the records of this nunnery it ap
pears, that a feſtival had been anciently
inſtituted, to be kept on the Friday next
before Good Friday, in honour of the
Holy Sacrament, with a ſet of prayers
adapted to the occaſion; and an account
of ſeveral acts of worſhip which were to

a mandate, prohibiting the obſervance

be obſerved at the ſame time.

It fur

of any particular rites on that day;
commanding that the Hoſt ſhould not be
expoſed; that in Liſbon the churches

ſhould be all ſhut up by two o'clock, and
not opened any more that day; and that
the Prieſts of every pariſh ſhould reſort
to the porch of their reſpective churches,
there to quiet the people, in reſpect to
the ſhutting of the churches, in caſe any

ther appeared by the record, that the perſons ſhould reſort there, and on find
members of that community were not ing them ſhut become diſcontented. Theſe
only commanded to obey the Ritual, but orders were not only conveyed to all the
to recommend alſo to others the obſerv pariſh prieſts of Liſbon, but were like
ance of it. In conſequence thereof their wiſe ſent to the ſeveral pariſhes around,
Ritual was printed, and diſtributed about, with all imaginable expedition ; great
requiring all pious and devout people to numbers of expreſſes on horſeback being
conform thereto; pariſh prieſts likewiſe, diſpatched for that purpoſe.
at the ſame time, were requeſted to ex
While theſe precautions were taking,
poſe the hoſt, and aſſiſt the faithful with others were likewiſe thought of regard
ghoſtly comfort. This being only an ing the military. The officers of all the
2&t of voluntary devotion, which every regiments in and about Liſbon were en
one might conform to, or not, accord joined to collect all their troops to their

jpg to their inclinations; it was not en reſpective barracks, with all poſſible ex
-

Pedition,
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redition, and to be preſent there with and in an inner court betimes; but the
them. Ammunition was diſtributed to criminals were not brought out till late.
every regiment. The predićted day hav A great interval likewiſe paſſed between
ing paſſed over quietly, it cannot be ſaid the bringing out ſome of them; and it
that any thing more was intended by it was ſaid orders had come from court con
than what appeared; neither has any plot cerning certain occurrences of the day,
been diſcovered, although the moſt exact and a cloſe chaiſe with the king's livery,
and rigorous reſearches were made. But was remarked to drive with great violence
the danger, if any, being now paſſed, it through the crowd, and went to the in
was ſtill neceſſary to make the moſt dili quiſition.
The prophetic nun, however, was at
gent enquiry into the affair; and by an
exemplary puniſhment of all concerned length brought out, but in ſo miſerable a
therein, prevent others from attempting condition that ſhe could not walk, nor
the like for the future.

even ſtand without aſſiſtance, having been

Accordingly, the provincial, or chief lamed, as is ſuppoſed, by tortures ſhe
of a Dominican convent of Friars, in the had been put to; ſhe was ſupported there
neighbourhood of the nunnery, was or fore by two perſons, one on each fide,
dered to ſummon the four confeſſors be to enable her to proceed to the church;
fore him, which he did ; but they, in yet at laſt ſhe was not ſentenced, but or
conſequence of their privilege, refuſing dered back to the Inquiſition, on account,
to comply, were thrown into confine as was reported, of their not having
ment, and have not ſince been heard of.

been able to extort any confeſſion from

The Abbeſs alſo was degraded, and her, which it was expected might be done
with the nuns of the convent thrown into by time.
dungeons belonging to the nunnery.
Thus ended this extraordinary affair,
The young Caſſandra herſelf was ſent to the ruin and impriſonment of many,
to the inquiſition : nor did the affair reſt and the regulations made on that occaſion
ſtill continue a burthen to the ini.abit

here.

Several others were thrown into priſon; ants. A decree was even publiſhed,
and a convent of Dominican Friars, ſi commanding all perſons without diſtinc
tuated about forty miles from Liſbon, at tion, not to leave the place in which they
the back of Santerram, was totally de reſided, without a paſſport, ſhowing from
moliſhed. A party of ſoldiers was ſent whence they came, where they were go
there, with carriages for the removal of ing, and by what road. This paſſport
the Friars, who were inſtantly obliged to was alſo to deſcribe their perſons and age.
get into them, and depart for Santerram, Numberleſs were the people, many of
where they were confined in the priſon of them of the firſt quality wild were ſtop
another convent of the ſame order; ped on the roads, and carried to priſon
their effects and flock were confiſcated by virtue of this law, for want of their
and ſold, without loſs of time, to the beſt

knowing how to take out regular paſſ

bidder.

ports. Calriers who came from .far,
Several months after, an auto da fe and boatmen from a diſtance, or high up
was publiſhed to be held : the criminals, the country, became expoſed to the
if was ſaid, were to be brought out from greateſt inſults from the officers, and were
the Inquiſition, earlier than uſual, to be frequently detained in priſon from a long
conducted to the church of St. Dominick, time without any redrºſs; ſo that thi ºugh
where their crimes are read. The culi the notion of p, eventing an ima. . . .y
oſity of the people was greatly excited, evil, a gºat one was really felt 3, ...
by being told that ſome very extraordina ranks of perſons.
Notwithſtanding the diſputes wº, ºne
ry perſonages were to be brought out;
and it was ſaid that the nun herſelf, who court of Rome, both king and tº ºt

gave out theſe viſions, was deſtined to be perſiſted ſtill in the fait, of thºu (, , ; , ;
and as by the conſtitutions of the ºbly
The miniſter's family had places taken See, every one our ht, du: ing Lº to
for them to ſee theſe criminals paſs by. abſtain not only from fleſh in tº out
Great crowds of people were aſſembled alſo from eggs, butter and che. .. Jºe:
very early ; and the miniſter himſelf ap laſt, in counderation of ot!... d, des,
to be occaſionally dt Peace *:tº
Fearcd at the door of the Inquiſition, uſed
A a a a a 2.
ect
burnt.

-

-
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but as the court of Liſbon would not now

puniſhing of ſtate priſoners, whoſe crimes
requeſt that indulgence, people of ſtriët night, perhaps, eſcape the power of the
conſcience abſtained from cating the lasti law. The Jeſuit Malagridi, arreſted on
cinia, but the tables of the miniſter and the affair of the Tavoras, had long re
of his creatures were always covered with mained in priſon, yet was not brought
them. It happened one day that a colo before the grand commiſſion of inqueſt
nel, dining at the table of the ſecretary appointed for enquiring into that affair;
of ſtate for the marine, brother to the nor had the commiſſion even preſented
miniſter, and, being offered butter with him as a criminal to any of the law
ſomething to which he had been helped, courts, though that very commiſfion was
he ſaid innocently that he did not chooſe ftill continued. However, in an act of
to eat butter. This inadvertent expreſ faith, as it is called, or goal delivery of
fion was inſtantly conſidered as an affront ; the inquiſition, he was brought out and
and the ſecretary who entertained him, accuſed of hereſy in his writings of the
abruptly aſked if he pretended to more life of St. Anne, Antichrift, and others,
religion than the reſt of the company; for which, being degraded from the prieſt
the colonel, unwilling to diſoblige the hood, he was delivered over to the ſecu
brother of ſo powerful a miniſter, im lar arm, covered with a cloth, on which
mediately made excuſes, alledging the were painted flames and demons. Agºg
purity of his intentions, but no excuſe being put into his mouth, he was then
was to be accepted, even a diſmiſſion condemned to be burnt, which ſentence
from the king's ſervice was threatened in was executed.
caſe of non-compliance; the officer was
It is a common pračtice among the
obliged, contrary to the dićtates of his Portugueſe, that while criminals are in
conſcience, to eat butter, and never more the church of St. Dominick, if before

offend upon the like ſubječt.
their ſentence be read, they can recolle&
However trifling this circumſtance any further matter to add to their former
may appear to many, it cannot be deni confeſſion, they deſire admiſſion to a ta
ed, that it was a moſt extravagant abuſe ble at which ſome of the inquiſitors pre
of power; and how unhappy muſt that ſide, when if the confeſſion they make
kingdom be, where the ſlighteſt non agrees with the crime of which they had
confortnity to the caprice of a miniſter, been accuſed, and that they had not been
or the miniſter's relations, never fails to impriſoned before on any charge of the
be puniſhed with the utmoſt ſeverity; ſame nature, they then ſave their lives.
that from this alſo, no rank is exempted, Malagrida aſked admiſſion, and after
has been already ſhewn in the fate of the ſome deliberation was admitted to the ta
king's natural brothers.
ble ; he was ſeen upon his knees at the
When the miniſter began his admini end of it, with an inquiſitor feated on one
ſide
cloſe by him, and a perſon writing on
ſtration, Portugal might be conſidered as
a new country, the ſmall intercourſe of the other. What Malagrida ſaid could
the natives of that kingdom with thoſe not be heard, but he was perceived to
of other European powers, having left ſpeak for a confiderable time with great
them in a ſtate of ignorance of the refine earneſtneſs; during which he frequently
ment of policy ſo generally known and wrung his hands, and ſmote his breaſt.
raētiſed in other parts.
What is very remarkable in the behaviour
The court of inquiſition in particular, of this unhappy ſufferer is, that though
which had been regarded with horror for he remained feated on a ſort of amphi
many years by almoſt every civilized ſtate, theatre, erected for holding the criminals
ſtill ſubſiſted there, and its power was during the reading of their proceſs, yet
reckoned uncontroudable, though there in this ſituation, where no one could have

º
'i

i

ſtopped his ſpeech for ſome time, though
the reading of his crimes took up ſome
hours, and numberleſs trifling circum
ſtances, particularly ſome relating to ob
ſcenity practiſed, as was ſaid by this poor
but contrived to render it ſubſervient to old wretch, who was upwards of eighty
his own purpoſes; ſo that it is now be years of age, it is very remarkable, that
come an engine for the more effectually during the whole time he never offered to
needed but a trial with that of the king
to ſhow their diſparity: The miniſter,
therefore, has not thought fit to deſtroy
that inſtitution, ſo contrary to all princi
ples of common juſtice or humanity,

make
º
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make the leaſt reply, tho' he had been ac the tračts of uncultivated ground far
cuſtomed to preach to large multitudes, exceed thoſe which are cultivated, it muſt
and excelling that way, it muſt have been be only increaſing the malady, and
eaſy for him to have delivered himſelf throwing away ſo much wine merely be
on this occaſion in a manner, that would

cauſe it is not bread.

In fačt, the root

have affected the multitude, the greateſt

ing up, the vineyards in theſe parts, is
part of whom were grieved at ſeeing ma more likely to increaſe the ſcarcity of
giſtracy employed in the manner it then corn, than to add to the former growth,
was ; yet ſuch is the nature of mankind, as it is not from a want of a proper ſoil
that though this prieſt was ſilent, while that the ſhortneſs of the harveſt ariſes;
his mouth was unconſtrained, yet no but the produce of the vineyards there is
fooner was the gag put into it, than he more certain, occaſions leſs coſt, and
was heard to utter imarticulate founds; can be carried on with leſs labour. To
whether from the bad treatment he re prove
this, nothing is more receſſiry than
ceived from the officers who ſeized him, to compare the conditions of thoſe towns

as a prey in which they delighted, or
from any other motive, cannot be ſaid,
as his words were not only unintelligible,
but he was alſo pulled about in a moſt
cruel manner by the alguazils.
The ſyſtem of government during the

which depend on a corn harveſt, with

others, that depend on wine. The poor
miſerable town of Vallada, ſituated on

the river fide, with a corn country at the
back and on each ſide, can barely ſubſiſt;
while Chamuſga, though a retired place,

adminiſtration of the count of Oeyras, diſtant from the water-ſide, and where
has become more and more diſtant from
the river is of difficult navigation, is in
that eſtabliſhed by the late king; in pro the moſt flouriſhing condition. The
portion as his ſchemes have taken place, Termo of Torras is alſo covered with

and his management of affairs has laſted.

The growth of wine had greatly in
creaſed in the province of Eſtremaduras
particularly in the diſtrict about Santer:
ram, near the fide of the Tagus, where
people ſeeing the ſucceſs of vineyards at
a ſmall town called Chamuſ;a, on the
ſouth fide of the river, began to plant
others on the northern, when a law

villages, becauſe a huſbandman having a
vineyard, may be able, from the profits
ariſing from it, to bear the loſs of a bad

harveſt, and ſo come in for advantages of
a ſubſequent year.

A report prevailed, that the law pro
ceeded from more intereſted views, and

that the vines were deſtroyed becauſe
they were too much of a quality with

came out, commanding all the vineyards thoſe in Oeyras, where the miniſter has
to the north of the river, from Saccaven greatly enlarged his eſtate, and laid it
to a place above Santerram to be rooted out all in vineyards: Be this as it may,
up, becauſe, as was pretended, the in the preſent inhabitants have ſuffered
creaſed growth reduced the price too greatly by this edićt, to the diſcourage.
much ; whereas the quantity being dimi ment, not only of future improvements,
niſhed, the value would increaſe propor but alſo of the preſent cultivation of their
tionably in the price of the exports. For lands. The quantity of vines aiready
the leſs wine there is in the market, ſaid pulled up is ſo great, that it is compu
the miniſter, the more the exporter muſt ted they would vield no leſs than twenty
pay for it, and the Engliſh will not take five thouſand pipes per annum, inſomuch
off a leſs quantity for that conſideration; that the very wood of the vines of one
but the reaſon alledged in the preamble man only, a lawyer, who refides at Liſ
of the law was, that the ground occupi bon, was reckoned to be worth four
ed by the vineyards was capable of pro thouſand milreis for fuel.
ducing corn, and being taken up with
There are inſtances of this miniſter's
vineyards, was become a hindrance to adminiſtration which furniſh the ſtrongeſt
the growth of this more neceſſary com proofs of full perſuaſion of his ſecure
modity.

ſituation in the affections of his ſovereign.

In many countries, that are fully in The ducal eſtate of the Bragança inhe
habited, and where the land is cultivated ritance is kept to this day as diſtinét and
to the utmoſt, ſuch a plea might be rea ſeparate from that of the crown, as if
ſonable; but in a country like Portu the poſſeſſion of it belonged to a ſeparate

gal, where the inhabitants are few, and owner; for which officers and magiſtrates
-

are
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are appointed, not only to colle& the eſtate, or, as it may be called, a free
revenues, but alſo to preſerve them and hold, that people might be deſirous of
ſupport its privileges. When the mini purchaſing; ſo that the ſellers being few
ſter was advanced to the title of count er than the buyers, the ſtock might bear
of Oeyras, the duty on fiſh landed there an advanced price; but that not having
was given to him, the income of which happened, and on the contrary people
was but ſmall, till improved by a ſubſe having even refuſed taking the ſtock at
quent piece of artifice, when under a the firſt coſt, an edićt was iſſued, decla
pretence of encouraging the fiſhery, on ring that a tender of ſtock ſhould be
the coaſt, all fiſh landed at Oeyras were deemed lawful, and that all perſons who
to be admitted at Liſbon without paying refuſed accepting it, ſhould be deprived
any-farther duty; ſo that the revenues of of all other means of recovery of their
the one flouriſhed at the expence of the debts.
Thus ſome people became proprietors
other; and, as it belonged to the Bra
gança eſtate, it would have been violent againſt their wills, and the only general
ly oppoſed, had a like grant been made effect of this law was an univerſal re
to any other perſon, or had it not been ſtraint of public credit, which enſued.
known how ſure the miniſter was of car
We have now taken a curſory view of
rying all points that depended on the the principaſ occurrences that have hap
good-will of his ſovereign, of which a pened in Portugal during the reigns of
jubſequent affair, relative to the tobacco two ſucceſſive monarchs of that king
and ſnuff contračt, is not a leſs remaika
ble inſtance.

dom.

Under the firſt from a ſtate of war and

This contračt, or farm, conſiſts in an inward confuſion, it was conducted to

excluſive privilege of ſelling ſnuff and order and tranquillity at home, and to
tobacco for the uſe of the inhabitants of general eſteem and reſpect abroad; its
Portugal and the Weſtern iſlands, and trade and navigation increaſed, its co
is farmed out, in conſideration of a cer lonies flouriſhed, the ſubjects grew rich,
tain yearly amount, which is paid to the the public revenue was augmented, and
royal revenue by the contračtors : which, a happy union and confidence between
though at firſt inconfiderable, had increa the ſovereign and his people diſplayed
fed above one hundred thouſand pounds themſelves on every occaſion.
per annum. The uſual way of diſpo
However promiſing the appearances
fing of this contračt had been by putting were for the continuance or increaſe of
it up to auction, and paſſing the grant to the like happineſs under a prince of the
the higheſt bidder; but, on an occaſion known virtues poſſeſſed by his preſent
of this ſort, a decree from the king was Moſt Faithful Majeſty, it is certain his
iſſued out, diſpoſing of it to certain per reign has been moſt remarkably diſtin
ſons at the ſame price it had been farmed guiſhed by events of the moſt unfortu
at to the preceding contractor, although nate nature.
And however different the ſucceſs of
ten thouſand pounds per annum increaſe
of revenue had been offered by others; each reign has proved, we ſhall find on
and although in former agreements the recolle&tion that the ſyſtem of policy ob
contraćt never was granted for more than ſerved in - each period has not been leſs
three years, yet on this occaſion, it was oppoſite.
made out for ten, which occaſioned a
uring the firſt, commerce was en
difference of an hundred thouſand pounds, couraged in the moſt extenſive manner,
to the prejudice of the revenue, beſides the ſubjećts grew rich, and the felicity
the augmentation that, from the experi of the ſtate aroſe from the happineſs of
ence of paſt times, might be expected at the people, while foreign connections
the renewal of every triennial grant.
were kept up and ſtrengthened by the
In the charters given to the three grand intereſt each reaped in adhering to them.
companies eſtabliſhed under this admini
The ſucceding ſyſtem, which is that
ſtration, for the trade of Grand Para, now exiſting, is founded on principles
Pernambuco, and the wines at Porto, of totally a different nature.
Commerce has been circumſcribed in
care had been taken of attaching to the
ſtock all honours, privileges, and advan every branch by the erection of extenſive
tages which could ariſe from a landed monopolics, poverty has enſued, diſcan
tents
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tents have aroſe, new regulations have
been enacted to compel obedience, and
the moſt ſanguinary executions been
thought the only method of deterring
the people from an open oppoſition to
thoſe regulations, while every method
has been practiſed to deprive all foreign
ers from reaping any advantage among
them.
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force at his command, he has trampled
on a poor cowardly defenceleſs people.
It is not therefore from the exalted

ſtation, or the preſent power of the count
that we muſt form our judg

.."
ment of his abilities,

but from the tenor

of his actions, and the conſequences

they have produced to his king and
country.
When we conſider the nature

of the
The deſign of this compariſon is not
to caſt any aſperſion on the preſent S-n, occurrences which have paſſed under his
as it muſt be confeſſed, that as a huſband, adminiſtration, it muſt be allowed they
father, friend, or brother, he is poſſeſſed are ſuch as fill us with horror and amaze
of every ſocial virtue; and there is great ment rather than with pleaſure and con
reaſon to think, that if in the adminiſtra tent; and though he has eſtabliſhed many
tion of public affairs he had followed the new inſtitutions on the ruins of the auci
dićtates of his own mind, and been leſs ent conſtitution of the realm, yet we do
influenced by the council of others, great not find any one ſcheme among them all,
part of the misfortunes his kingdom has which by the greatneſs of its deſign, or
laboured under would have been avoided. the utility of its effects, entitles him to
But having placed his confidence in a the leaſt admiration, or can palliate the
miniſter who has been permitted to tran cruelty of ſhedding ſo much blood for its
ſaćt everything as he pleaſed, it muſt be ſupport.
to this miniſter's want of abilities to diſ
On the contrary, the commerce of
charge ſo important a truſt, or to a worſe Brazil and the Portugueſe navigation have
cauſe, that the whole is to be attributed, been greatly diminiſhed; the flouriſhing
and the known violent temper of the man colony of Grand Para confiderably re
may undoubtedly be thought to have pro duced; the trade of Pernambuco leſſened
duced many evils which would never have in the ſame degree; the wine company in
ariſen under a leſs deſpotic perſon.
no better condition; and the capital ſtock
In regard to the perſonal qualifications of each of theſe companies may be ſaid
of the miniſter, when we conſider him as to remain in the hands of the original
riſing from an humble ſtation to the high purchaſers, who if they could find buy
degree of a peerage, and to the greateſt ers would gladly fell out at a loſs of forty
pitch of power in the kingdom, and that or fifty per cent.
If we reflect on the condition of the
his adminiſtration has produced events
which were before thought impraślicable, other ranks of men, nobility, clergy.
we are naturally inclined to think that magiſtracy, or commonalty, it does not
he muſt be poſſeſſed of very extraordina. appear that any thing more favourable
ry talents, uncommon wiſdom, and the can be ſaid on that head, than in regard
greateſt reſolution; and indeed had he to the commercial ſtate of the kingdom,
arrived at the ſame degree of honour but they are all equally in a moſt ſervile
and credit in a republic, or in any ſtate ſtate of bondage both of body and mind.
where the regal power is more limited,
No one being ſecure as to his perſon
and the field of competition open, the or effects, and all having been compelled
without conviction of error, or any pre
inference might have been true.
But when we conſider that in the king vious inſtruction to abandon the princi
dom where this has happened, the will ples in which they had been brought up,
of the ſovereign is a law, and that the and to adopt others however contrary to
favour of the king was therefore alone the dićtates of their own conſcience.
ſufficient to raiſe him to that heighth to
If the external ſuation of affairs be
which he is riſen; the caſe becomes wide

confidered, we ſhall not find that any one

ly different, and it may be ſaid that the
greatneſs of his abilities has conſiſted
only in gaining an aſcendancy over his
prince; and the greatneſs of his reſoluti
on in that being armed with a military

new alliance favourable to the intereſts of

Portugal has been obtained, or that any
negociation with foreign powers has
procured that kingdom the leaſt advan
tage.

Upon
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Upon the whole then, however up as Great-Britain has any commercial in
right, wiſe, and well intended the mini tercourſe with that kingdom.
We are but little concerned, indeed,
ſter's deſigns may have been, it muſt be
allowed they have not yet produced that to know whether the Portugueſe live un
happy effect, either at home or abroad, der a moderate or an arbitrary govern
which was felt during the reign of the ment, but it is of the higheſt importance
preceding monarch, but it remains for to enquire from what cauſes, and by whoſe
after-times to ſound their praiſe if ever malice or preſumption it hath happened
they ſhall be found deſerving of it.
that our privileges have been invaded,
If the inſignificancy of Portugal as a our commerce deſtroyed, and the moſt
nation from its inability to defend itſelf, ſolemn treaties turned to deriſion.
or aſſiſt its allies, may make the deducti
To every enquiry of this nature the
on of ſo long a detail appear uſeleſs, or character of the Prime Miniſter gives an
undeſerving of the attention of the pub. immediate and ſufficient anſwer, the ſame
lick, it muſt be remembered that the man being alike the enemy to both coun
poſſeſſion of the vaſt treaſures of Brazil tries; while this evil was confined to Por
will always render the tranſactions of tugal, the miniſter could ſilence the com
that kingdom important to all the other plaints of people who are ſubject to the
ſtates of Europe; as during the time the effects of his rage; but now that it is
mines of that country were worked with become more general, will demand in
alacrity, the riches they produced afford public a redreſs which the ſubjećts of Por
ed means of a 'commerce with Portugal, tugal could only wiſh for in private. The
which occaſioned a circulation of treaſure natives of Great Britain in particular
into every ſtate of Europe; and that moſt loudly declare the count d'Oeyras to
circulation is now greatly diminiſhed ; be their enemy; and every friend to hu
it therefore was neceſſary to enquire from man kind, in every ſtate of Europe, will
whence this diminution has aroſe; for if doubtleſs applaud their declaration, and
from a new ſyſtem of politics, the ſource agreeing in the ſame ſentiment with reſ
of wealth ſhould be ſtopped by the ca pect to themſelves, they will all look
price only of a viſionary ſchemer, it is not with abhorrence upon a man, who, hav
to be ſuppoſed that the whole world will ing it in his power to be the inſtrument
look on with indifference, and ſee them of happineſs to a whole people, has bately
ſelves reduced to the want of a neceſſary perverted all his influence to the deteſta
with which they can ſupply themſelves ble purpoſes of avarice, cruelty, and op
on their own terms whenever, they think preſſion.
proper.

For the unconteſted enjoyment in which Effects of Ele&lricity in ſºme Medical
Portugal, by a general conſent of all
Caſes. From Dr. Prieftly's Hijiory of
Electricity.
Europe, has been left of the treaſure of
Brazil, evidently ſhows that ſhe is regard
ed rather as the adminiſtratrix of that

NE of the firſt who attended to elec

t; eaſure than as the miſtreſs of it; had it

tricity in a medical way, was Dr.
Bohadtch, a Bohemian; who in a trea
tiſe upon medical electricity, communi
cated to the Royal Society, gave it as his
opinion, after the reſult of much experi
ence, that of all diſtempers, the hemi

been otherwiſe, ſhe muſt long ago have
loſt thoſe countries; and if ſhe forgets
to diſcharge her truſt properly, a better
manager will be required, and the farm
be put into other hands; for if the ma
nufacturer has no employment at his
loom, his labour muſt be directed another

way, and thoſe countries which have been
contented to owe their wealth to induſtry,
and a connexion with Portugal, when
diſappointed of it there, will ſeek it at
the ſource by otiner means.
In regard to the Engliſh reader, the

plegia ſeemed to be the moſt proper ob
ject of ele&licity. He alſo thought it
might be of uſe in intermitting fevers.
Perhaps the moſt remarkable caſe that
has yet occurred of the uſe of clectricity
in curing a diſorder of any kind that
is incident to the human body, was of

that dreadful diſorder, an univerſal teta
revolutions which have happened in Por nus. It is related by Dr. Watſon, in the

tugal will always be of moment ſo long Philoſophical Tranſactions. The pati
cult
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ent was a girl belonging to the Found continuance, in every part of the body;
ling Hoſpital, about ſeven years of age, as in obſtinate head-achs, the ſciatica,
the cramp, and diſorders reſembling the
fioned by worms, and at length by an gout. He had no trials of the proper
univerſal rigidity of her muſcles; ſo that gout, but only on thoſe who were ſlight
her whole body felt more like that of a ly attacked, and who received immediate
who was firſt ſeized with a diſorder occa

dead animal, than a living one. She
had continued in this diſmal condition

relief.

The tooth-ach, he ſays, is generally

above a month; and, about the middle cured inſtantly, and he ſcarce ever remem.

of November, 1762, after all the uſual bered any one who complained of its ra
medicines had failed, Dr. Watſon began ging a minute after the operation.
to electrify her; and continued to do it,
It has ſeldom failed, he ſays, to cure,
by intervals, till the end of January fol rigidities, or a waſting of the muſcles,
lowing; when every muſcle of her body and hyſterical diſorders, particularly if
was perfectly flexible, and ſubſervient they be attended with coldneſs in the feet.
to her will; ſo that ſhe could not only According to him it cures inflammations,
fland upright, but could walk, and even has ſtopped a mortification, cured a fiſtula
lachrymalis, and diſperſed extravaſated
run, like other children of her age.
That electricity may be hurtful, and blood. He alſo ſays it has been of ex
even in ſome caſes in which analogy cellent uſe in bringing to a ſuppºration
would lead us to promiſe ourſelves it obſtimate ſwellings of various kinds, even
might be of uſe, is evident from many thoſe that were ſcrophulous. In his
caſes.
hands it cured the falling fickneſs, and
Dr. Franklin's account of the eff.6ts fits of various kinds, though the patients
of electricity, in the manner in which he had been ſubject to them for many years;
applied it, is by no means favourable to and one cure he mentions of a hemiple
its uſe in ſuch caſes. He ſays he never gia. Laſtly, he elates a well atteſted
knew any permanent advantage from caſe from Mr. Floyer, ſurgeon, at Dor
cheſter, of a complete cure of what
elečtricity in palfies.
Perhaps, ſays he, ſome permanent ad ſeemed to be a gutta ſerena. The ſame
vantage might be obtained, if the elec Mr. Floyer, he alſo ſays, cured with it
tric ſhocks had been accompanied with two young women of obſtructions, one
proper medicine and regimen, under the of whom had taken medicines a year to
direction of a ſkilful phyſician. He thought no purpoſe.
In the rheumatiſm Mr. Lovet candidly
too, that many ſmall ſhocks might have

been more proper than the few great ones

confeſſes, it has failed; but ſays it ſeldom

which he gave; fince, in an account from did in the caſe of young perſons, if they
Scotland, a caſe was mentioned in which were taken in time.
The manner in which eleštricity opera- .
two hundred ſhocks from a phial were
given daily, and a perfect cure had been ted in theſe cures Mr. Lovet imagined to
made.
be by removing ſecret obſtructions, which
Mr. Wilſon cured a woman of a deaf are probably the cauſes of thoſe diſorders.
neſs of ſeventeen years ſtanding. He alſo Mr. Lovet adviſes to begin in general
obſerves that ſhe had a very great cold with ſimple eleētrification, eſpecially in
when ſhe began to be electrified; but that hyſterical caſes; then to proceed to tak
the inflammation ceaſed the firſt time, ing ſparks; and laſtly to moderate ſhocks,
and the cold was quite gone when the but hardly any that are violent and pain
operation had been performed again the ful.
The Rev. Mr. J. Weſley has followed
ſecond day. But he acknowledges that
he had tried the ſame experiment upon Mr. Lovet in the ſame uſeful courſe of
ſix other deaf perſons without any ſuc medical electricity. Mr Weſley's ac
ceſs.
count of cures performed by electricity
Medical ele&tricity is very much obli agrees very well with that of Mr. Lovet,
ged to the labours and obſervations of whom he often quotes. He adds, that
Mr. Lovet, lay clerk of the cathedral he has ſcarce ever known an inſtance in
church at Worceſter; and according to which ſhocks all over the body have fail
him, electricity is almoſt a ſpecific in ail ed to cure a quotidian or tertian ague.

eaſes of violent pains; of however long
Dec. 1767.

He mentions caſes of blindneſs cured or
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relieved
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relieved by it; and ſays that he has communicated by him to Mr. Velſe, at
known hearing given by it to a man that the Hague, of the cure of a mucous apo
was born deaf. He mentions cures in plexy.
caſes of bruiſes, running fores, the drop

To the caſes which have been menti

ſy, gravel in the kidnes (rºuting the pa
tient to part with it,) a pally in the
tongue, and laſtly in the genuine con
ſumption. But Mr. Boiler ſays it is of
diff rvice in phthyſical complaints.
, Mr. Weſley candidly ſays, he has not
known any inſtance of the cure of an he
miplegia; and, though many paralytics
have been helped by cle&tricity, he ſcarce
ly thinks that any of a year's ſtanding
has been thoroughly cured by it. He

oned occaſionally, in which harm may
be apprehended from electrification, may
erhaps be added the venereal diſeaſe, in
which Mr. Veratti adviſes, that elect ifi

cation be by all means avoided.
I ſhall conclude this account of medi

cal electricity with obſerving, that there
are two general effects of eleētricity on
the human body, of which, it ſhould

ſeem, that phyſicians might greatly avail

themſelves. Theſe are, that it promotes
aſſetts, however, that he has never yet inſenſible perſpiration, and glandular ſe
known any perſon, inau, woman or child, cretion. The former is effected by ſim
ſick or well, who has found (what Mr. ple electrification, and the latter by ta
Wilſon ſays ſome perſons complained of) king ſparks from the glands, or the parts
an unuſual pain ſome days after the ſhock. contiguous to them; on which it acts like
Mr. Weſley had only known that rheu a ſtimulus.
Linnaeus has obſerved, that, when elec
matic pains, which were afterwards per
fectiy cured, had increaſed on the firſt or tric ſparks have been drawn from the ear,
ſecond application.
it has inſtantly promoted a more copious
M. Weſley dire&ts the ſame method ſecretion of ear-wax ; and that it has alſo
of adminiſtration with Mr. Lovet. In been obſerved, that when the eye, or the
deep hyiterical caſes he adviſes that the parts about the eye, have been electrified,
patients be ſimply electrified, fitting on the teals have flowed copiouſly. But the
-

cakes of rotin, at leaſt half an hour moſt remarkable caſe that I have met with

morning and evening : when after ſome is, of its promoting the ſecretion of that
time final ſparks may be taken from them matter which forms the hair; whereby
and aſ el wards ſhocks given to them,

hair has been actually reſtored to a part

more or leſs ſtrong, as their diſorder re that had long been haid.
quires; which, he ſays, has ſeldom fail
Hitherto electricity has been generally
ed of the deſired effect.
applied to the human body either in the
Antonius de Haen ſays, with reſpect to method of drawing ſparks, as it is called,
partial paſies, it never did the leaſt harm ; or of giving ſhocks. But theſe operati
that one or two perſons, who had receiv ons are both violent; and, though the
e i no benefit from it in ſix inti e months, itrong concuſſion may ſuit ſome caſes, it
were yet much relieved by perſºvering may be of difiervice in others, where a
in the u e of it.
moderate ſimple electrification might have
De Haen's cuſtom was to apply the been of ſervice.
ope"uoi, or half an hour together at
The great bj Štion to this method is
laſt.

He ſeems to have uſed gentie

the tediouſnes and expence of the appli

flocks, and he joined to electricity the cation. But an electrical machine might
u e of other remedies, which, however, be contiived to go by wind or water, and
would not have been effectual without it, a convenient rootn might be annexed to
St. Vicus's dance, he favs, never failed
to be cºred by electricity. He always
obſerved it to promote a more copious

it 3 in which a floor might be raiſed upon
electrics, and a perſon might fit down,
read, ſleep, or even walk about during

diſcharge of the menţes, and to relieve in the electrification. It were to be wiſhed
that ſome phyſician ºf underſtanding and
he adviſes that it be not a mºnite, ed to ſpirit would provide himſelf with ſuch a
caſes of obſt action ; but, for this reaſon,
women with child.

His found it of uſe

mas Hine and room.

No harm could poſ

in ſome caſes of deafneſs; but it entirely ſibly be apprehended from ejectricity,
failed in its apºil a ion to a gutta ſet ena, applied in this gentie and inſenſible man
and to a ſtrutnº's neck.
nºr; and good effects are at leaſt poſſibie,
Laſily, he iciates a remarkable caſe, if not histly probable. It would cer
tainly
-

–
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tainly be more for the honour of the fa
Marching Regiments of Foot.
Capt. Lieutenant
culty, that the practice ſhould be intro Lieut. Colonel
Lieutenant
duced in this manner, than that it be Major
left to ſome rich valetudinarian, who may Captain
Enſign or 2d Lieut.
take it into his head, that ſuch an opera
It is therefore his Majeſty's pleaſura

tion may be of ſervice to him.

that you do ſummºn the board of gene
ral officers, who are to conſider the mat

In Order that our Readers may perceive
the Weight of the Ojcóżiºns, in the
Letter to the Marquis of Granby, a
gainſ the preſent Mio.te of diſpoſing ºf
Commiſſions in the Army, (given in our
laſt,) we ſhall lay before them, the ſol
lowing intereſting Particulars. Being
Letters for eſtabliſhing the Price of
Commiſſions in the Army.

ter aforeſaid ; and you will tranſmit to
me their opinion thereon, to be laid be
fore his Majeſty; and it is his Majeſty's
further pleaſure that they alſo take into
conſideration, whether any difference
ſhould be made between the price of com
miſſions of regiments ſerving in and out
of Europe; and if any, to ſpecify what
difference.

I am, Sir, &c.
War-Office, 3d Oél. 1765. The Judge Advocate Gene
S I R,
ERTAIN commiſſions in the army
are ſometimes allowed to be ſold,

ral or his Deputy.

BARRING To N.

May it pleaſe your Majeſty, although the king is in general very much
obedience to your Majeſty's com
averſe to a pračtice ſo injurious to officers
mands ſignified to us by the judge ad
of merit who have no money; but it is vocate, directing us to conſider and re
highly proper, when any commiſſions are port our opinion what ſum may be proper
ſold, that their price ſhould be fixed, to be given for each of the commiſſions
determined and known : Without ſome in the army herein after ſpecified, when
regulation of that kind, a practice, ex the ſame ſhould be permitted to be ſold ;
ceptionable at beſt, may be rendered very and whether any difference ſhould be
made between the price of commiſſions in
hurtful to the army.
Before the king declares his pleaſure on regiments ſerving in and out of Europe;
this ſubject, he wiſhes to know the opi
We the underwritten general officers of
nion of his general officers, what ſum is the army have had ſeveral nectings there
proper to be given for each of the fol upon ; and have for the more certainty
procured every information in our power;
lowing commiſſions.
Horſe Guards.
and upon mature conſideration, duly
1ſt and 2d Lieut. Exempt and Capt. weighing the pay and rank attendant up
and Lieut. Col. Biigadier and Lieut. on the ſeveral commiſſions, we do moſt
Cornet and Major Adjutant and Lieut. humbly offer to your Majeſty the fol
Guidon and Major | Sub Brig. and Cor. lowing eſtimate, wherein the ſum proper
Grenadier Guards.
to be given for each of the commiſſions
Lieut. and Lt. Col. Guidon and Capt. referred to our conſideration is according
Major
Sub-Lieutenant
to the beſt of our judgment apportioned :
Lieut. and Captain Adj. and Sub-Lt. And we are unanimouſly of opinion,
Horſe.
that the ſame (if it ſhall meet with your
Lieut. Colonel
Captain Lieutenant Majeſty's royal approbation) hould be
Major
Lieutenant
uniformly obſerved in the reſpective
Captain
Cornet
. corps, whether ſerving in or out of Eu
rope, whenever your Majeſty ſhall in
Dragoon Guards and Dragoons.
Lieut. Colonel
Capt. Lieutenant
your good pleaſure permit ºuch commiſfi
Major
Lieutenant
ons to be ſold ; and we are further hum
Captain
Cornet
bly of opinion, that if any deficiency
Foot Guards.
ſhould ariſe by the commiſſions of cor
Lieut. Colonel
Captain
net, enſign, or ſecond lit utenant not pro
ducing the price allowed by the ſaid eiti
1ſt Major
Capt. Lieutenant
2d Major
Lieutenant
mate, the loſs thould be ſuſtained by the
officers, who obtain leave to ſell, viz.
33 Major
Enſign

IN

|
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*...* For the value of the commiſſions to eſtimate every increaſe of pay, after

in the different corps, we refer our Read: the rate of £ 100 for each ſhilling per
ers to page 426, of our Magazine of laſt dicin, in a general view, not attending
minutely to fractional ſums; and in the

year.

next place endeavoured to fix a certain

Judge Advocate’s Office,
31ſt January, 1766.
Jeff. Amherſt
John Murray
Robe. Monckton

John Parker
J. Lambton
John Parſlow

Loudoun
Panmure
G. Beauclerk
Albemarie

Townſhed
F. Cavendiſh

Robert Manness

Francis Leighton

Can, lupe
Waldegrave
Ja. Adol. Oughton George Boſcawen
Wm. Keppel
George Howard
Richard Perſon
Wm. Rufane

Wm. Whitmore
Lorne

Caºgan

Win. A ‘Court

Argyll
J. Chºlmondeley

Charles Montagu

Wm. Strode

proportionable value upon each advance
ment in rank, ſuch as might, if poſſible,
be extended to all the different corps.
Accordingly, your lordſhip will obſerve
the valuation of , a.k to be uniformly
the ſame throughout the cavalry 5 (al
lowing only for ſome fraćtions occaſioned
by the difference in pay aforementioned)
viz. for gaining the rank of lieutenant
A. 5o ; for a captain lieutenancy £. 250 ;
for the rank of captain £. 450 i (or in
corps where there is no captain lieutenant,
and the promotion from lieutenant to
captain is made in one ſtep £. 7oo) for a
majority, £. 6oo ; and for the rank of
lieutenant colonel 4. 700 . And the ſame
valuation of rank is extended alſo to the

foot ſervice, except in the ſingle commiſ
War-Office, February 2, 1766. fion of captain ; wherein the board bas
in ſome degree, conformed to the differ
Have received your letter containing ence which has ever prevailed in the
tº report of the board of general price, and reputed value, between a troop
où-e: s on a matter referred to them by in the cavalry and a company of foot,
the king, touching the price which ſhould and has valued the advancement from
for the future be given for commiſſions lieutenant to captain, including the cap
in the army. I will lay it before his tain lieutenancy, nearly at £. 4oo.
I believe thºſe few obſervations will
Majeſty the firſt opportunity; but as you
were preſent during the lettling of theſe ſhew the principles upon which the pre
prices, I muſt deſire you will acquaint ine, ſent report is founded, concerning which
for the king's information, what were the I am perſuaded the board would wiſh me
general grounds on which the board went, to give your lordſhip every explanation in
in fixing the different rates.
my power.
I am, Sir,
I am with reſpect,
S I R,

Your moſt obedient humble ſervant,
B A R R IN G T O N.

CHARLEs Go ULD, Eſq;

My Lord,

Your lordſhip's moſt humble
and moſt obedient ſervant,
CHARLES GOULD.

Horſe-Guards, February 3, 1766. Lord Viſcount BARRING to N.
My Lo R D,

-

GKEEABLE to your lordſhip's
Hºar-Office, February 8, 1766.
letter, deſiring me to acquaint you,
S I R,
for his Majeſty's information, what were
Have laid before the king your letter
the general grounds upon which the board
of the 31ſt day of January, contain
of general officers has proceeded in fixing ing a report of the board of general offi
the prices of the ſeveral commiſſions; I cers, on a matter referred to them by his
have the honour to inform, your lordſhip, Majeſty in my letter of the 3d day of
that the board conſidered the value of the October laſt, touching the different pri
pay and of the rank diſtinétiy; and, af ces to be given for commiſſions in the ar.

A

ter fixing what appeared to them a rea

ſonable price for the commiſſions of cor
met and enſign in the reſpective corps, and
which they might probably be ſold for in
time of war as well as peace; proceeded

my, in caſes where he ſhall pleaſe to al
low then to be ſold. The king entirely
approves, the ſaid report, and every par

ticular therein contained. His Majeſty
commands me to expreſs his perfect ſatiſ.
fačtion

1767.
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fačtion to the officers who have ſigned it;
and to acquaint them, that he will order
what they recommend to be invariably
obſerved fo, the future, under pain of his
higheſt diſpleaſure.
Having now finiſhed what I am com
manded by the King to communicate to
the board, I take this opportunity of

749.

in ſucceſſion : He afterwards aſks to ſell;
the corps is changed, the ſenior officers

have merit and long ſervice, but they
have no money; this circumſtance does
not prevent the tranſačtion; and the com

miſſion , is purchaſed, perhaps by the
youngeſt, leaſt ſtudy, and leaſt experi
enced of that corps, or of ſome other,

conveying through you, Sir, to the ge to the infinite diſtreſs of many deſerving

nerals who conpoſe it, ſome thoughts on men, and to the great ſcandal and detri
a matter of great importance to the regi ment of the ſervice. Like circumſtances.
ments they command, and indeed to the happen more or leſs every change, and
whole army.

bring with them the ſame diſtreſs and

Colonels frequently recommend that
officers in their reſpective corps ſhould
ſell commiſſions which they did not buy :
Long and faithful ſervice has worn them
out, they have families, the eldeſt in each
rank are able and willing to purchaſe;
they all deſerve preferment, which in
time of peace can ſcarcely be obtained
any other way : in ihort, the good of
the corps, merit and humanity all ſtrong
ly plead for the indulgence which is re

miſchief; each freſh commiſfion brought

commended.

to market multiplies both ; and therefore,

intead of encreaſing purchaſes, they can
not be too much lefiemed, ſo far as is con

ſiſtent with the invariable praćtice of the
army.

-

That colonels of regiments ſhould not
attend to theſe conſequences, is not mat
ter either of wonder or blame: Their care
is extended no farther than to their own

corp, and while they command it ; but

It is no wonder that theſe the officer of the crown who is entruſted

arguments have ſo frequently ſucceeded, with the important charge of the whole
when any one of them would be ſuffici army, a body whoſe probable duration
ent inducement, if there were not ano infinitely exceeds the ſhort ſpace allotted
ther fide of the queſtion.
to individuals, cannot be too vigilant,
Officers who buy are permitted to ſell: leſt confined temporary convenience or
Men who find themſelves growing old or compaſſion, ſhould produce general per
infirm diſpoſe of their commiſſions, which manent miſchief or diſtreſs. To be firm
are purchaſed by the young and the heal in preventing future evil by immediate
thy; and thus what has been once bought refuſal, is not the leaſt difficult part of
continues for ever at ſale, eſpecially in his duty : He muſt withſtand the
time of peace, except now and then in a of humanity, and the defire to pleaſe:

ki:

caſe of ſudden or unexpećted death The

He muſt expečt the uncandid interpreta

conſequence often is, that men who come tion of the prejudiced, the haſty judgment
into the army with the warmeſt diſpoſiti of the ignorant, and the malignant con
ons to the ſervice, whoſe buſineſs becomes cluſion of the diſappointed : He muſt of.
their pleaſure, who diſtinguiſh themſelves ten contradićt the paſſions and intereſts of
on every occaſion that offers, are kept all the powerful; and even diſappoint the
their lives in the loweſt ranks becauſe

wiſhes and expectations of the deſerving:

they are poor. Theſe meritorious officers He muſt acquire a great many enemies,
have often the cruel mortification of ſee and loſe a great many friends; and yet
ing themſelves commanded by young he had better ſuffer all this than do wrong.
men of opulent families, who came nuch
It is of conſequence that the army
later into the ſervice; and whoſe fortunes ſhould know the rules of the ſervice, and
have enabled them to an uſe themſelves ſee the reaſon of them.

That officers

frequently elſewhere, while the others ſhould ſell what they bought, and no
continually at quarters, have done the more, has long been a rule; and perhaps
duty of thoſe gentlemen, and have learnt this letter will tend to explain the grounds
their own.

on which it was eſtabliſhed.
-

If that rule

Flagrant abuſes ſeldom grow up at be good, can, it be tco invariably ob
once, but ariſe from circumſtances whoſe ſerved
Specious diſtinélions will be
conſequences were not foreſeen. The made; they ſhould never be admitted, for
firſt time a commiſſion is ſold, it is almoſt every deviation tends to diſuſe.

Nothing

always bought by a good officer, the next can be more fatal for the army in general,
than

75o
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Liſt of Abſentees of Ireland.
than occaſional exceptions from good re bearing date the 31ſt of Jan. 1766, a copy
gulations; or give more advantage to of which report is hereunto annexed; and
the unjuſt attempts of the importunate we having been pleaſed to approve of the
and of the great.
ſame; our will and pleaſure is, that in all
It is frequently aſked, what can be caſes where we ſhall perinit any of the
done with an officer who is become uſe commiſſions ſpecified therein to be fold,
leſs to his corps through age, wounds, or the ſum to be paid for the ſame, ſhall not
infirmities? It muſt be owned there are exceed the pieces ſet down in the ſaid re
too few comfortable retreats, from active port. And all colonels, agents, and other

ſervice in this country; however, our our military officers are hereby required
The com and directed to conform ſtrictly and care
miſſions in the invalids, ſmall governments fully to the regulation hereby laid down
and other garriſon employments always and eſtabliſhed, upon pain of our highat
properly beltowed, would go a great way; diſpleaſure. Given at our court of St.
till there can be a more ample proviſion, James's, this 1 oth day of Feb. 1766, in
the young and healthy muſt do the duty the 6th year of our reign.
of the old and infirm; and they can ſuffi
By his majeſty's command,
ciently do it in time of peace: Hereafter War-Office. True copies.
BARRINGTON.
in their turn, they may receive the like
eſtabliſhment affords ſome.

benefit then ſelves; and in the mean time

eſcape a thouſand mortifications to which A List of the Absentees of IRE LAND,
indigent merit is too often expoſed. It
and an Eſlimate of the yearly Value ºf
frequently happens in the army, as elſe
their Eſtates and Incomes ſpent abroad.
where, that want of money is alſo accom
With Obſervations, &c.
panied by a want of aſſiſting friends: But
Firſt
Claſs comprehends thoſe who iive
the poor, though deſerving officer, ſhould
conſtantiy abroad, and are ſeldom, or
always find at the war-office, a conſtant
never, ſeen in Ireland.
aſſertor of his rights, and faithful guar
dian of his intereſts.
Penſions, Civil, Military, and French.
I am, S I R,
Ady Kilmanſeg —
—
Your moſt obedient humble ſervant,
Ditto as lady How — — soo
BARRINGTON.
CHAR. Gould,
Mrs. Weſt — — — — 420
Eſq;
Executors of the earl of Harrington 26co
GEORGE R.
Lady Cecilia Finch
–
4co

‘.

-

W. we were pleaſed to ſignify

Lady Young — —

—

6co

Ann Palmer

–

920

–

1520

—

Izco

-

1 odo

—
—

5:0
Soo
4co
8oo

-

-c.co.

-

4co

—
our pleaſure by a letter from our
ſecretary at war, bearing date the 3d of Earl of Jerſey
Oćtober 1765, to the judge advocate ge. Executors of A. Schutz —
-

-

meral of our forces, or his

deputy, that

Chriſtopher Shroder
he ſhould ſummon the board of our gene John Cooper
ral officers, in order that they might John Roberts

-

-

confider and report their opinion to us, George Hamilton
what ſum might be proper to be given for Earl of Albemarle
each of the commiſſions in our army, par Lord Grantham

-

-

-

-

-

ticularly ſpecified in the abovementioned

Thomas Bourchier

letter, in caſes where we ſhould be pleaſed
to permit the ſame to be ſold ; and alſo,
that they ſhould confider and report their
bpinion to us, whether any difference

Earl of Cholmondeley — — 37oo
Baron de Sporke
12 co
Lady Waldegrave
—
Sco
Lord George Beauclerk — — 4co

fhould be made between the price of com

Princeſs of Heſſe

-

-

-

-

–

5coo

miſſions of regiments ſerving in and out Job. S. Carleton
–
500
bf Europe; and if any, that they ſhould Duke of Brunſwick
-c.co
ſpecify what difference: And the ſaid Sir Edward Hawke
2cco
board of our general officers having ac Executors of lady Yarmouth — 4cco
cordingly taken the ſaid matters into con Lord Bathurſt
~~~~
ſideration, and having ſubmitted to us Lord Tyrawley
–
5oo
their cºiniºn thereupon, by their report, Ann Pitt
I Joo
Gaſper
-

-

-

-

-

----

-
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-

£.

Gaſper Gravenhop
Lady Beauclerk

-

William Champney
Frederick Erneſt
Princeſs Amelia

-

1ooo Mrs. Mordaunt,

-

-

6oo

-

Sir William Yorke

-

—

Duke of Athol

—

45o
2000
IOOOo
I Go

Edward Willes

12oo Capt. Lieut. Nicholas Kelloway

–

Melcher Guy Dickens –
George Charles
Children of the counteſs of upper
Oſłory
Edward Weſton

—

1 ooo George Whitlocke
3oo Duke of Devonſhire

-

Thomas Cunning
Philip Francis

A.

4oo Princeſs Auguſta – — sooo
4oo Lady Louiſa Lenox — — soa
1070 Mrs. K. Bathurſt — — 4oa

–

—

—

-

5oo Lieut. Col. Robert Clerk

855

-—

Iodo

60%

-

Above 4ool. yearly — Total 68325
6oo Under 4ool, yearly
— — 7856
50o

Total 76175

2OOO

Note all the Penſions Civil, Military, and French amount to 912.17 l. 18s. 2d.

£.
Marq. of Rockingham

— 2000
— 1 oooo

Earl

—

Dorſet

—

of Cork

4ooo Sir William York

-

Montrath — — 6ooo General Montague
Egmont
— 6ooo James Lenox Dutten, Eſq;
Hertford — — 90oo Hon. Thomas Fitzmaurice

Donnegal — — 150oo Heirs of Admiral Warren
Abercorn — —
Beſborough — —
Bleſſington
—
Upper Oſſory — —
Shelburn
—
Thomond — —
Ludlow — —

—

£,

—

250o

–
-

17oo
50oe

Heirs of Lord Blundem —
Sir Robert Dundaſs
—

– 1 oooo.
— 4ooo

— 300a

Hon. John Barry — —
Francis Bernard, Eſq;
–
Admiral Rowley — —
Needham, Eſq; —
Arthur Anneſley, Eſq;
—
Richard Hull, Eſq; — —
Sir George McCartney — —
Stanhope
—
1 ooo
Edwards, Eſq;
—
Portſmouth — — 4ooo James Whitehead, Eſq;
–
Powys —
— 3000 Wellbore Ellis
— —
Catherlogh
— zooo Thomas Staunton
— —

Lady Dowager Shelburne

7ooo
8ooo
5ooo
4ooo
12000
4ooo
4ooo

— 7000 William Bernard

Lold Viſ. Middleton — — — 4ooo Francis Anneſly
Aſhbrook — — — 3000 Stephen Ram

Weymouth

—

— 3000 Hon. Richard Barry

Palmerſtone
1ord Courtney

—

— 4ooo General Burton

*

Villars

—
—
—
—

-

-

Digby

-

Forteſcue

Beliew

-

*

Strange

-

—

-

Beaulieu
Clive

-

-

—

4ooo

7oo
Iooo
3000
2000

ioco
. 7oo

$oo.

—

1 50o

—

$oo

-

—

1zoo
5ooo

—

—

7oo

—

7oo

Sir J. Chicheſter, Bart. — —
Sir William Pen's Heirs - Henry Obrien, Eſq; - - - Thomas Taaf, Eſq; - - -

16oo
14oo
2 soo
1 soo

-

— 4ooo London Society - - - - - 8600
— 3000 Several Corporations in England 35oo

-

Carysfort

sooo
4ooo
3000
12oo

—

3000
8ooo

—
—
—

30 oo Sir Peter Leiceſter - - - - 8oo
2500 Sir Peter Dennis's Heirs - - - 1 ooo
17oo
£ 237400

second Claſs comprehends thoſe who live generally abroad and viſit Ireland occa
ſonally, for a very ſhort Time.
-

£.

Earl of Clamricarde - - - - 500
Hillſborough - - - 6.299

A.

f

Farnham

-

-

-

-

600

Angleſka

-

-

-

- 6ooo
Earl
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£.

Earl of Kerry

-

Conyngham Clare
Tord Cahir
Milton

4-ooo
4-ooo
45oo
35oo
35oo
4-ooo

-

-

lord viſ. Fitz-William -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Third claſs comprehends thoſe who
live generally in Ireland, but were occa
fionally abſent in January 1767, for
health, pleaſure, or bufineſs.
Note, Their number is generally the
Tame, for if ſome come home, others go
abroad and ſu
their places.

.

I have now

[. ore me

a liſt of

£.

veyor-general - - -

- ... -

-

Second ſecretary to ditto.
Poſt-office

-

-

-

-

vels

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1écoo
4-coo

-

5oo

-

4oo

-

4oo

50o

-

1800

Clogher - 35oo
Kilmore -

16oo

Elphin - 22 oo
Raphoe - zoo.o
Clonfert Down
Dromore -

16oo
2coo
16oo

Andrews, provoſt of Trinity
college, Dublin - - Wilder, ſenior fellow of do.
Agar, dean of Kilmore
Lewis,
Oſſory - -

1.5oo
Soo

Coote,

4oo

Pullen

Kilfenora
-

-

-

.

-

6co

5oo
5oo

9coo

Hugh V. Jones, and John Mil
bank, Eſqrs commiſſioners of
the revenue

-

-

-

Cork

Gore
Oſwald
Cumberland
Trail
Newcome

75ooo

-

-

4oo

Sir Robert Wilmot, ſolicitor in

- 16ooo

-

-

— Hay, ſtate muſician

Brown
Garnet
Cradock

James Oſwald, James Grenville,
and Iſaac Barré, Eſqrs. vice
treaſurers of Ireland

- -

Robert Wood, maſter of the re

Principal ſecretary, Auguſtus Her
vey, to ditto.

3oo

Hon. William Moleſworth, ſur

Perſons poſſeſſed of employments and of
fices, abſent Jan. 1767.
Yearl of Briſtol, Lord Lieutenant

3ooo
5.5oo
6ooo
15oo

Sir William Knatchbull, exigen
ter in ditto. - - - - -

eſtates

- -

-

59502

Dublin

and lament, as much as any ſet of
people, the injury and loſs it ſuſ
tains by its abſentees. The an
amounts to upwards of -

Aſ

------

Henry Tilſon, cramer in ditto. - 4oo
Sullivan, Regiſter Prerogative 600
Dr. Robinſon, lord primate - - 6ooo
Jackſon, biſhop of Kildare - 17 oo
Bernard
Derry - 4.5oo

time, and are men that have the
intereſt of Ireland as much at heart,

income of whoſe

-

Sir William Mayne, Bart. Simon Lutterel, Eſq;
George Mathew, Eſq; - Malpas, Eſq; - -

England - - - - - - - 1zoo
Lord Harrington, cuſtomer in

thirty-five lords and gentlemen
comprehended within this claſs;
but I forbear mentioning them,
as they happen to be abroad acci
dentally only (I may ſay) at that

nual
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A. 9570o
2000

Bichard Rigby, Eſq; maſter of

N. B. There is no perſon (except the
3 officers in chancery and common pleas)

the rolls, zoool. a year, and

mentioned in the above liſt, whoſe in

as much more computed for 8
places in his gift, worth each
upwards of 3oool. - - William Hamilton, Eſq; chancel
lor of the exchequer - - -

4ooo
16oo

Ilord Clanbrſiall, chief remem

brancer of the exchequer - Richard Vernon, Eſq; clerk of the
quit-rents - - - - - Charles Fitzroy Scudamore, Eſq;
curfitor in chancery - - William Cheſhire, philazer in
common pleas - - - - -

come is under 4ool yearly in Ireland.
Spent abroad yearly by thoſe whoſe
income is under 4ool. a year,
either for the moſt part abroad,
or go there occaſionally for
pleaſure or health

22 Oo

5oo

-

-

5oCoe

IIaif of theſe are ſuppoſed to
belong to the firſt claſs. and the
other half equally to the other
two.

3oQo
2CO

Travelling expences of merchants,
dealers and traders, who go over
yearly, in great numbers, from
-

Ireland,

1767.

Lift of Abſenteer in Ireland.

Ireland to England, to
buy or ſell commodities

8ooo oo

o

abioad

Spent yearly in the educa

-

pay officers amounted to
45o 12l. 10s. 1d. one

abroad
- 1500+ 3 +
For officers widows, ſix
-

q

-

teen thouſand ſeven hun-

900o

pence yearly, one third
ſpent abroad

o

-

eals to the houſe of

-

i. court of delegates,

Sent to England one year
with another, to buy re

writs of error to the court

cruit horſes for twelve

of king's-bench in En
gland, opinions and ad

regiments
Spent in England for rai
fing recruits for the foot
-

vice of council there on
ſeveral occaſions - 11ooo

o

ſervice

and military, and other
o

o

o

4ooo in number, and to
carry off each one with

f

-

another 1 ol. - - - 4oooo o o
Remitted yearly an account
of inſurance of ſhips, aſ

which is ſpent abroad,
ſeldom or never more
than three out of the

broad, ſometimes more.
The pay to the com

3000

who may be reckoned
one year with another

ly, three fourths of

horſe, eight of dragoons,
and thirty of foot; of
which ſix regiments of
foot are conſtantly a

o

venturers to America,

1765, that the eſtabliſh
ment for general offi
cers, was 322.32 I. year

ment, four regiments of

o

which ſpent abroad - 7ooo o o
Carried off yearly by ad

for the year

twelve general officers
on the ſtaff attending Troops on this eſtabliſh

-

3240

to 10500l. two thirds of
8ooo

It appears by the eſtab
liſhment given into par
liament

-

I

forty-two regiments at
25ol. each, yearly comes

ments ecleſiaſtical, civil
-

-

34 17.
5534 17

Perquiſites on cloathing

Spent in attendance and
application for employ
-

.

dred and fifty-four pds.
eleven ſhillings and five

Spent in lawſuits on ap

occaſions

-

third of which is ſpent

- 26ooo

-

o

abroad, amounts to - 47121 10 o

Spent yearly by young ſtu
dents at the ſeveral inns
of court

- 37682 13

The eſtabliſhment for half

bridge, and the ſchools
in England, and of chil
dren of papiſts in foreign
colleges, and travelling
charges and expences of
young gentlemen and
-

-

regiments of foot ſpent

ſtants, and men of for
tune at Oxford and Cam

-

-

The whole pay of the fix

tion of children of prote

others abroad

753

yearly, one fourth of
which at leaſt is ſpent

ſurance from fire, to
24.174. II

o

religious houſes abroad,
freight of ſhips, for
coaches, carriages, toys,
cloaths, furniture, jew
els, haberdaſheries, and

many ſuch like things - 30ooo o o
--

Total of all the above, ſ. 869382 14 9
Additional Articles.

miſſioned officers of all

ſaid regiments (except

The above liſts ſhew us clearly what

the fix abroad) amounts

king
dom annually ; but there are many other
articles to be taken into conſideration,

to on computation one
hundred and forty-eight
thouſand three hundred

and thirty pounds twelve
ſhillings and ſix-pence
December, 1767.

immenſe ſums are drawn out of this

which, whenever we come to make a
computation upon this head, will readily

occur to every gentleman. Some of
C c c c c

which
-

-T-
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which we ſhall here mention.

Indeed

though theſe articles cannot be rated at
any certain ſum, yet they may well be
computed to encreaſe the annual drain
of money out of the kingdom, not leſs
than 200,oool. many think they may well
be rated at 300,000 l.
Firſt, We are to obſerve, that a great
many eſtates, and woods, have of late
been ſold in Ireland, and all the purchaſe
money at once carried to Engiand : and,

Dec.

A general abſtraćt of the quantity of
money drawn out of the kingdom.
By the penſioners compre
hended in the firſt claſs
70,275

o

o

247,400

o

o

59,500

o

o

By the other perſons of the
firſt claſs

-

By thoſe of the ſecond
claſs

-

By thoſe of the third claſs 75,000 o o
By thoſe who have em
ployments or offices in
which is farther remarkable, ſome eſtates
Ireland
have in the compaſs of a few years been
93,000 o o
ſold again, and all the purchaſe-money By thoſe whoſe income is
under 4ool. yearly - 50,000 o o
ſent away a ſecond time.
Second, Great ſums of money are Travelling expences mer
and traders
chants
8ooo o o
yearly ſent abroad to diſcharge old debts,
contračted by perſons now reſiding in Ire Education of youth, &c.
-

and at inns of court

land.

35,000

o

o

Third, Though ſome of the aforeſaid Law-ſuits, &c. and at
tendance for employ
perſons may ſpend leſs abroad than here
ments, &c.
rated; yet many of them ſpend much
19, ooo o o
more than their yearly income; which By the eight articles rela
tive to the military - 142,207 14 6
debts muſt be paid in England, after they
come to reſide in Ireland.
By adventures to America 40,000 o o
-

Fourth, That ſeveral eſtates of Iriſh
landlords, who live abroad, have of late

By inſurance of ſhips, &c. 30,000 o o

been much raiſed, and large fines taken
A. 869382. 14 6
and remitted to them; and many more By the additional articles sº
eſtates will not fail to be raiſed, as the

old leaſes expire, and therefore encreaſe
£. 1,069,382 14 6
the yearly draughts upon us.
are abſentees and
who
Ireland
Peers
of
Fifth, Several perſons who live abroad,
have no eſtate in Ireland.
have large mortgages, on eſtates in Ire
land; the intereſt money whereof is con E. of Deſmond E. E.

ſtantly returned to them in England.
Sixth, Many of our young lords and
gentlemen, in a few years after they come
to age, ſquander in other countries all
the ready money, which had been ſaved
for them by their guardians in their mi

Waterford E.

Wenman

Tilney
Verney

Molineux
Fairfax

Panmure
Fife

Tyrconnel
information, are here omitted.

Mexborough
Winterton

Ld. Viſ. Kilmurry
Eighth, There is yearly carried out of
Lumley
this kingdom, about 150,000 l. by the
How
colliers of England and Scotland, who
Chetwynd
take very little elſe but ready money in
Grimſton
return for their coals.
Barrington
If, through miſinformation, the yearly
Vane
income, or remittances from ſome per
Bateman
ſons, mentioned in the above liſt, ſhould
Galway
happen to be over rated ; that is amply
Gage
made up by others, who will be found
Ligonier
upon enquiry to be underchanged.
Fortroſe
-

Sherrard

Fitz-Williams E. E.

noritics

Seventh, Great numbers live abroad
whoſe names or eſtates, for want of due

Ld. Baltimore

E.

Cullen

Tracey
Bulkeley
Cholmondeley
Down
Liſburn
Taaf

Maynard
Hawley

Tyrawley
Aylmer
Forteſcue
Coleraine
Orwell
Waſcot

Pigot
It

=-

:
º

º

*
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It is a melancholy thing to view the his majeſty; and their deputies were to
above liſt of abſentee pentioners, when give in on oath an account of the net
upwards of 71,000l. of the 91,217. in profit of the employments, on pain of
the whole granted for civil, military and being incapacitated to execute ſuch depu
French penſions is yearly ſpent abroad; tation, and of forfeiting one hunded
we are always encreaſing our penſion liſt. pounds. The ſecretary of the commiſſi
Almoſt every change of miniſtry in a oners of the revenue, the agents of regi
neighbouring kingdom encreaſes it conſi ments and agents of perſons entitled to
derably. *... ſpent at home do not receive ſalaries or penſions, were on pain
impoveriſh us, though private perſons of being diſabled to hold their reſpeštive
may ſuffer in the payment of them ; but offices, to deliver in on oath a liſt of the
whatever is ſpent abroad is a general loſs officers of the revenue, the officers of
regiments above the degree of a field offi
to the kingdom.
91, ooo I. the ſum our penſion liſt a cer, and of the perſons entitled to receive
mounts to, would pay an intereſt, at the ſalaries or penſions, who ſhould be oat of
rate of 4 per cent. for 2,275,300 l. ſo the kingdom for ſix months.
There was a ſaving for the lord lieu
that it may well be ſaid, we have got
into a debt equal to that ſum unknown tenant, or other governor of this king
to ourſelves, and pay intereſt annually for dom, and their ſecretaries, and ſuch per
1767.

-

-

ſons, who ſhould be exempted by his

it, beſide our other national debt.

majeſty's figo Manual, and officers of
O B S E R V A T I O N S,

&c.

regiments commanded abroad, half-pay

officers, widows of officers, and any offi
HE late Thomas Prior, a man of cer under the degree of a field officer.

great knowledge and abilities, and
one who ſpent a long life in promoting
the welfare and happineſs of his country,
and was for many years a moſt uſeful and
aćtive member of the Dublin ſociety,
and in that capacity contributed greatly
to the encouragement of arts, manufac
tures, and huſbandry in this kingdom ;
wrote a treatiſe upon this ſubject about
thirty years ago, and gave us a liſt of the
Abſentees of that time, by which it ap
pears that there was then drawn yearly
out of this kingdom ſo large a ſum as
upwards of ſ. 621, ooo by abſentees.
About that time men were to fully ſa
tisfied of the fatal conſequences attending
ſo many gentlemen living out of the king
dom, and ſuch an immenſ: ſum being
yearly ſpent abroad, that the legiſlature
thought it highly neceſſary to provide
ſome remedy for this great evil.
Accordingly in 1715 an act of parlia
ment was paſſed, by which perſons who
had any ſalaries, profits of employments,
fees or penſions in Ireland, ſhould pay
yearly to his majeſty four ſhillings out of
every twenty ſhillings, which they were
entitled to, unleſs ſuch perſons ſhould
reſide within the kingdom for ſix months
every year, which tax was to be deduct
ed yearly out of the ſalaries, employ
ments and fees, by the perſons who paid
the ſame, and to be by them paid to the
vice-treaſurers, to be accounted for to

This tax on ſuch abſentees was conti

nued by ſeveral acts of parliament, in
ſubſequent ſeſſions, till the year 1753 ;
when it appeared that the king's miniſters
had prevailed on the crown to exerciſe
the diſpenſing powers contained in the a

bove clauſe, and in the caſe of penſions
frequently to make ſuch addition to the
penſion as ſhould be equivalent to the
tax ; as evidently appears from the liſt of
penſions.

For theſe reaſons, many worthy gen
tlemen finding the little benefit that ac
crued to the public from the above tax;

and the artful means that were employed
to evade the act of parliament and the
intention of the legiſlature, conſented to

the abolition of the tax, not becauſe they
diſapproved of it, but becauſe they ſaw

that as it was then modelled, and applied,
it would anſwer no publick uſe.
By the above you perceive how ſenſible
the legiſlature and people were of this
great evil : let us now ſee what our an

ceitors thought of it, and the proviſions

they made for the redreſſing the griev
all Ce.

-

-

Sir John Davis, attorney general in
Ireland to king James the firſt has ob
ſerved, in his hiſtorical relations, that the

abſence of the great lords (who have
large eſtates in Ireland, and yet kept
their conſtant reſidence in England) was

the Principal cauſe of the ſlow progreſs
C cc c c =

-

-

mads
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made in the redućtion of Ireland, and of ſence, ſhall not be ſeized, nor taken into

the frequent rebellions of the Iriſh, who the king's hands, and their offices ſhall
were thereby encouraged to make en not be void.
Theſe acts do neceſſarily imply and pre
croachments upon the Engliſh, and diſ
poſſeſs them of their lands; and that the ſuppoſe that there were then ačts in force,
kings of England were thereby obliged (which though now not mentioned in
-

to ſend over armies from time to time to

*

9ur ſtatute-books, yet poſſibly may be

reduce and reconquer the provinces that found in ſome of our offices of record)
were loſt.
whereby the offices, and two third parts
For which reaſon an ordinance was of the profits of the lands of abſentees,
made in England, the 3d of Richard the were forfeited to the king; and the ſta
ſecond, againſt ſuch as were abſent from tute of abſentees, of the 28th of Henry
their lands in Ireland, which gave two the 8th, expreſſly takes notice, that two
third parts of the profits lº, the parts in three of the yearly profits of the
king, until they returned or placed a lands of abſent perſons did, by reaſon of
fº number of men to defend the their abſence, belong to the king, by
ſame; which ordinance was put in exe virtue of the ſtatutes in that caſe provi
cution for many years after, as appears ded.
by ſundry ſeizures made thereupon, in
An ačt paſſed the 10th. Char. I. Chap.
the time of Richard the 2d, and Henry 21, reciting, That the king and his pro
the 4th, 5th, and 6th, whereof there re genitors, out of their princely wiſdom,
main records in the remembrancer's office had thought proper to confer upon ſeveral
here. Among the reſt the duke of Nor able, worthy, and well-deſerving perſons,
folk was impleaded on this ordinance, for inhabiting or dwelling in England and
two parts of the profits of his lands in elſewhere out of the kingdom of Ireland,
the county of Wexford, in the time of titles of honour, whereby they do enjoy
Henry the 6th, and afterwards, on the place and precedency according to their
ſame reaſon of ſtate, all the lands of the titles reſpectively, ſo that it cannot be de
houſe of Norfolk, of the earl of Shrewſ nied, but that, in a juſt way of retribu
bury, lord Berkeley, and others, (who tion, they ought to contribute to all pub
though they had lands in Ireland, yet lick charges and payments, taxed by par
reſided conſtantly in England) were en liament in that kingdom, from whence
tirely reſumed and veſted in the crown by the titles of their honours are derived,
the act of abſentees, made the 28th of and whereunto others of their rank there
reſident are liable.
Henry the 8th.
Not only two thirds of the profits of the
It is enacted, That all and every per
lands of abſentees were forfeited by law; ſon or perſons, now being or which ſhall
but if any in office went out of the hereafter be an earl, viſcount, or baron
kingdom, his office became void immedi of that kingdom, and have place and
ately; and therefore in the 25th of Hen voice in the parliament of that realm,
ry the 6th, an act paſſed in Ireland, that tho' reſident or dwelling in England or
whereas it was in doubt, if any perſons elſewhere, ſhall be liable to all public
in office, did paſs by ſea from one port of payments and charges which ſhall be tax

Ireland to another, whether their offices ed or aſſeſſed in this or any other parlia
ment, and ſhall from time to time con

were void, as if they had paſſed into
England, or into other lands out of Ire
land, it was thereby declared, that any
officer may paſs in ſhips, or boats, from

tribute thereunto, and pay their rateable
parts thereof in ſuch manner and form
as others of their rank are liable unto, or

any part of Ireland to another, without ſhall pay.
forfeiting his office; and by another ačt
made in the ſame year, entitled, an act
concerning abſentees, it was ordained,
that if any of the king's ſubjects, or of.
ficers, be abſent out of the land of Ire
land, by the commandment of the king,
or the governor, or council, that their

And by another ačt of the 36th of
Hen. 4th. Chap. 1ſt. Reciting, That di
vers perſons advanced to benefices within
Ireland, do abſent them out of the ſaid

land in other lands, whereby the iſſues
and profits of their ſaid benefices are
yearly taken forth of the ſaid land of

lands, rents, or offices, by their ſaid ab Ireland, to the great impoveriſhment and
-

-

weak

J
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weakening of the ſame, diminiſhing of money, eſpecially in Ulſter and Con
God's ſervice, and withdrawing of hoſ naught, and therefore can hardly be ſup
poſed to require leſs than 1,200,000l. for
pitality:
It is enacted, That all manner of be the convenient management thereof.

1767.

neficiaries within the ſaid land, of what

Of late years we have moſt ſenſibly felt

ſoever condition they be, ſhall keep reſi a ſcarcity of money, and never more than
dence continually in their proper perſons this ſummer (1767) when exchange roſe
in the ſaid land, within twelve months up to Io per cent. and merchants could

º

after this parliament is finiſhed, and
otherwiſe the iſſues and profits of their
benefices (divine ſervice and ordinary
charges kept) ſhall be divided, the half
to the commodity and profit of their be
nefices, and churches, the other half to

be expended in the king's wars in defence
of the poor land of Ireland; and any
grants of abſence made by the king to
them or any of them, or to be made and
granted in time coming, to the contrary

not get their bills at any rate diſcounted.

Money which could ſome few years ago
be had at 4 per cent. cannot now be got
at leſs than 6, and gentlemen of eſtates

and undeniable land ſecurity, cannot
without the greateſt difficulty raiſe money,
the bankers having ſo great a call; and
it being ſo much their intereſt to employ
moſt of their caſh in the diſcounting
trade, which they call very emphatically
a living credit, as the money'lent that

thereof, to be void and of no force in way comes back again in ſo ſhort a time.

law, unleſs that it be by authority of
parliament.
Theſe were ſome of the legal proviſi
ons which our anceſtors made to prevent
our gentlemen of eſtates and employ
ments, and alſo our clergy from living

This want of money in the kingdom
throws a damp upon all buſineſs. "Ma
nufacturers cannot be ſet to work, mate
rials purchaſed, or credit maintained ;

and people, who are willing to ſupport

themſelves by their induſtry, are left to
abroad, and we do not find they were ſtruggle with poverty for want of em.
ever repealed ; happy had it been for the Ployment, and many eſtates are left un

kingdom, if they had been duly execu improved.

"

"

" -

We are not now at a loſs to point out the
Money being the meaſure of all com Principal ſource of all our misfortunes,

ted.

merce, a certain quantity thereof is ne
ceſſary for carrying on the trade of each
country, in proportion to the buſineſs
thereof. It is generally computed that
the current ſpecie of England is about
fourteen millions ſterling, and that ſo
much is neceſſary for its foreign and do
º

meſtic trade, in which it is much aſſiſted

and the chief cauſe of all our diſtreſs.
It appears plainly from the liſt of abſen
tees, and the eſtimate of the quantity of

ſpecie they may be reaſonably ſuppoſed to
draw yearly out of the kingdom, that no
other country labours under ſo waſteful a
drain of its treaſure, as Ireland does at
Preſent by an annual remittance of above

by many millions more in bank notes, a Million to our gentlemen abroad,
bank and South-ſea ſtock and other pub without the leaſt conſideration or value
lic ſecurities, which being eaſily transfer returned for the ſame. This is ſo great.
ed from one to another, have in effect

the uſe and convenience of money.
It is reaſonable to ſuppoſe, that the

quantity of ſpecie requiſite to carry on

a burthen upon us, that I believe there
is not in hiſtory an inſtance of any one
country paying ſo large a yearly tribute
to another.

It is believed by many, who underſtand

the trade of Ireland with eaſe and advan

tage cannot be leſs than 1,20coool. if our money affairs, that there is leſs ſpe
we confider that the yearly value of our cie in the kingdom now, than was at any
exports is at a medium for 7 years, end one time ſince the revolution ; if ſo, ti,
ing the 25th of March, 1766, 2,426,4231. impoſſible to tubiit much longer under
19s. 4d. and of our imports 1,936,587. ſuch a drain; for if the quantity of mo
8s. 4d.

That the public revenue and

ney exported vaſtly over-ballances an

charge of the eſtabliſhment are each up income ºr gain we have by trade, it evi.
wards of 9oo,oool. per annum, and that dently follows, that all our remainin
our rents and domeſtic commerce, amount ſpecie will, in a little time, be carried .#
yearly to the value of ſeveral millions, the conſequence whereof will be, that we

all which articles muſt be paid in ready ſhall be utterly diſabled from carrying on
-

out.

ſ
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our foreign and domeſtic commerce, of connection with each other; you have
paying rents, or ſupporting the public acted in a manner contrary to the practice
of the army, and the eſtabliſhed rule of
This evil, it is true, is of ſuch a ma ſervice, and in direct breach of a poſitive
ture, that it muſt, in a little time, pro and expreſs declaration in the militia acts,
duce its own cure; for if the demands of and that the diſtinétion, reaſoning, and
our abſentees greatly exceed all our gain authority, alledged by you in your vindi
by trade, and amount to as much yearly, cation, are thought in no degree to juſ
as the whole current coin of the king tify your behaviour. I have alſo his ma
dom; there will ſoon be nothing left for jeſty's directions to take the opportunity
them to draw away, and they muſt be which this occaſion too naturally offers, forced to return to their native country ; of declaring his entire diſapprobation of
which muſt neceſſarily be the caſe, unleſs, all diſtinétions which in any degree de
(which can’t ſeaſonably be ſuppoſed) they part from thoſe proviſions in the acts for
ſhall think it a leſs grievance to ſtarve regulating the militia, and in the act for

eſtabliſhment.

abroad.

puniſhing mutiny and deſertion, which

When things come to this extremity, have ſo clearly and fully eſtabliſhed the
great muſt be the ca'amity of all, even regiments of embodied militia, in aStual
of thoe who are innocent, and have not ſervice, to be upon the ſame footing with
had the leaſt ſhare in bringing this evil his majeſty's other regiments, and there
upon us; for then no rents can be paid by laid the neceſſary, and, it was hoped,
in money, but all in kind ; no ſort of certain foundation of that equality and
trade can be carried on, but by baitering imarmony in ſervice, which is ſo much to
one commodity for another : the price of be wiſhed for and cultivated, both upon
lands muſt univerſally fall, the army the grounds of private ſatisfaction, and of
muſt be broke, or live on free quarters, public utility.
I am, Sir, &c.
and the eitabliſhment, and all profeſſions
muſt ſink for want of money to ſupport To Maj. Troughear C. Towns HEN D.
them.
of the 72d Regiment.
-

Two Letters, wrote by the late Mr.
Charles Townſhend, Chancellor of the

Exchequer, on a very delicate Occaſion,
when he was Secretary at War.

War Office, 12th june, 1761.
S I R,

H^. reported to his majeſty the

complaint delivered to me by Sir
John Cuſt, of the treatment which you
War. Office, 12th june, 1761.
and your regiment have received from
S I R,
major Troughear and capt. Morris, of
AVING reported to his majeſty the the duke of Richmond's regiment, at
complaint delivered to me by Sir Stamford, and the ſeveral anſwers of thoſe
John Cºſt, of your behaviour to lieute two officers to that complaint; I am di
nant colonel Welby, lieutenant colonel rečled to inform you, that it is his majeſ
of the ſouthern battalion of the regiment ty's determination, that you had a right
of Lincolnſhire militia, and your anſwer to expe&t that the commanding officer of
to his complaint, I am directed to inform the duke of Richmond's regiment ſhould
you, that it is his majeſty's determination have given you a regular notice of his
that, by not enquiring whether any troops approach to the town, where you coin
were quartered in Stamford, before the manded; and that by your preparing to
regiment under your command came into receive, and pay thoſe reciprocal marks of
that town; by refuſing to accept from civility and reſpect, which, in the courſe
-

s

H

the Lincolnſhire militia the parole, the

detail of the town duty, and the other
marks of reſpect and compliment uſually
obſerved between two corps meeting in
the ſame town; and by declaring to the
officers and private men, in explanation

of ſervice, uſually paſs, and are very pru
dently eſtabliſhed between two corps

meeting in the ſame town, you have act
ed agreeably to your duty as an officer,
and to that ſpirit of harmony, and equa
lity, which the law has eſtabliſhed, and
and defence of this condušt, that the mi which his majeſty is firmly reſolved to
litia and your regiment were two ſeparate maintain between the army and the em

scrps, and thereiore could have no ſort

bodied militia, when in actual ſervice.
At

º:
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At the ſame time I have his majeſty's
I beg leave to ſubmit to the pub
orders to inform you, that by poſting ic ſome ſpecimens of what I complain of,
the ſoldiers of your regiment at the gate and what muſt injure them. In the liſt

of Stamford, to prevent the entrance of of ſuch who deſcribe themſelves proper
capt. Morris's party into that town, you perſons to be in the enſuing parliament,
exceeded the limits of your duty, and I find–Nabobs who have amaſſed im
menſe fortunes by plunder, murder, and
irregularity and miſbehaviour of capt. infidelity to their maſters, and who now,
Morris, in not giving you the uſual no by corrupting the freeholders, and de
tice of the approach of his corps, being ſtroying old family intereſts, are become
ſuch a neglect of duty in him, as rather proper perſons, &c.

aćted with too little confideration : the

required a complaint, than called for

Weſt Indians, who publickly deny the

ſuch a method of reſiſtance, in the caſe legiſlative power of Great Britain over
of a regiment marching under my order, our American colonies, and for that rea

and coming into an open town ; more ſon chiefly want to be in the enſuing par
eſpecially as the conſequences of the liament, that they may there declare this
meaſure you took, might have been ex their opinion.
The ſtewards of noblemen who, mur
tenſive and very fatal to the regiments
concerned.
der excepted, anſwer the above deſcrip
I am, with great perſonal regard, tion of nabobs; many of them pub
To Lieut. Col Welby,
licly ſupported by their maſters, and by
them thought to be proper perſons.—

-

-

jº siR,
&c.
the Lincolnſhire miC. Townſhend.

litia at Stamford.

Wide old reſolutions of the houſe of com
mons on this head. Commiſſaries who

in pompous advertiſements declare them
Some Remarks on the Advertiſements of ſelves proper perſons to protećt your pro
Candidates.

perties---having already robbed the pub

Malta fidem promiffa levant, ubi plenius

lic of a little matter, which now, as they
ive us to underſtand, enables them to

aequo

ive honeſt. Credat judæus Appella;

Laudat venales qui 'vult extrudere merces.

non ego.

Ho R.A.T.

Stock-jobbers and agents, who during
HE numerous advertiſements, with the war, and particularly juſt before the

which the News-papers are every
day crowded, from candidates for ſeats
in the enſuing parliament, are juſtly be
come the ſubject of great public concern.
I ſhall therefore take the liberty of ani
madverting upon them, and of giving a
piece of advice which may be of ſervice
to gentlemen who for the future ſhall
advertiſe on that account.

I obſerve moſt

concluſion of the late very honourable
peace, by dealings in the alley, and the
ruin of many, have enriched themſelves,
and a few men in power, who let them

into the ſecret very kindly and very ho
nºſily. .
N. B. The ſtock-jobbers, agents, and
coulmiſſaries have found out ſeveral very
proper perſons to be their civil repreſent
atives for ſeveral counties and boroughs,
as they cannot repreſent all they can buy.
Lawyers, who, like Swiſs, will fight
for pay, always thinking themſelves at
niſi prius, brought in by the way of
bull dogs to great perſons, determined
to ſpeak at leaſt two nous each on every
important ſubject, that the ſew country
gº:..iemen they may chance to meet with
may not be able to put in one word.

of the advertiſements run thus: (Having
this day had the honour to be nomina
ted as a proper perſon to repreſent this
borough, or county, in the enſuing par
liament, &c. &c. &c.) As ſoon as I
come to the words proper perſon, I can
not have patience to read the remainder
of the advertiſement, but go with aſ
eagerneſs to the bottom, in hopes of find
ing it figned by a perſon anſwerable to
S
tſmen determined to make their
that deſcription, and have generally the
mortification of being moſt exceedingly fortunes by being proper perſons for Eng
diſappointed; and as my ſufferings on liſh boroughs and Engliſh women.
the occaſion are according to the degree Ir—ſhmen ditto, but are greatly out
of the impropriety of the perſon who ſo done by their competitors above-menti

inſolently ſounds his own trumpet of ap oned, they having refined on their plan,
and
º
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and are become better puſhers-Among ving calls of men who have hurt their
theſe laſt perhaps here and there a Pa eſtates by electioneering, or by being
Gamblers,
pift.

for the credit of being in

caroni club.

parliament, and being a means of getting

s, and of the Mac

members at A

has not one

Mr.

lº. to render

him a fit perſon
into company, and preventing their being or the government of a colony; but the
arreſted for fraud, debt, or any trifling preſent M
y ſuit places to men, and
affair of that nature, and of being quite not men to places. This gentleman was
out of the reach of Sir John Fielding.
ever a faſt friend and toad eater to the
I could give many other inſtances of D. of G. a member of the club at Wild
the diſappointments I meet with from the man's and voted through thick and thin
words proper perſons, in the advertiſe with the then minority; upon their ac
ments I have hinted at, and adviſe gen ceſſion to power, ſomething muſt be done
tlemen, in their future advertiſements, for Mr.
, and in their great
to leave out the words proper perſons, wiſdom they have thought proper to make
out of decency to themſelves, as well as him ſucceſſor to ——, whoſe reſignatiou
the public, as nothing can be more ridi: they were obliged to purchaſe with a

culouſly falſe than that ſelf-deſcription of baronetage; but oh “What a falling
many of them.

off is there.”

There are alſo ſeveral other almoſt

general errors in candidatorial

advertiſe

Mr.

, without abi

lities, without application, without one
ſingle natural endowment, is made in and

ments, which I mean to comment on, over all his m
s
and ſhall now conclude with theſe ſmall Vice Admiral and Commander of the
-

hints, that no general-warrant man do,
for the future, in his advertiſement, ſtile
himſelf a friend to liberty, and that ad
vocates for the late peace cautiouſly avoid

ſame ; by virtue of the laſt he muſt pre

ſide and determine the property of per
haps thouſands. I am conſcious the moſt
daring advocates for the m—y will

calling themſelves friends to the true in not pretend to ſay they think this man
tereſts of this country? To prevent im proper, for the employment which has
poſition on the public, as well as diſgrace been given him; a man who never had
to candidates in general, I intend draw
or taſte to ſtay out a fingle de

º

ing up a ſet of advertiſements, wherein
no appearance of ſelf-puffing will be ad
mitted.

I am

ate at the h– of c
doth
amazed Mr.

not upon this
occaſion feel his own inſufficiency; but
as he does not ſeem to do, I would ad

On the Conduct of the Miniſtry in regard viſe him to decline his new
to the Americanſ.
and not expoſe himſelf; for
ſelf he certainly will, if he
—. Will not
expećt ſubmiſſion and the moſt
* implicit obedience from our co (think ye) ſee that men are

W.
lonies.

Have not the coloniſts then a

right to expećt a proper maternal fond

employment
expoſe him
goes to the
the coloniſts

ſent out juſt

to prey upon their vitals, in order to ſave
eſtates which

have been wrecked and

neſs and regard from us? ſurely the du ruined by aſſociating with men much a

ty is reciprocal ; and the moment we ſhºw

bove their rank

And is this the me

a notorious diſregard to their intereſts, thod the mother takes of endearing her
they ought, and they will probably en children to her, by ſhewing them what
deavour to throw off their natural depend proper care is taken, in their abſence, of
ance upon us; I call upon the friends of appointing men in every reſpect unfit to
the preſent a
n to ſhew what be their governors

they have one (ſince the late uneaſineſs
in America) to bring our fellow ſubjects, An Addreſs to the Freeholders and Free
the coloniſts, back to a proper ſenſe of
men of that principal Part of Great
their duty and reſpe&t for the legiſlative
Britain called England.

power of Great Britain. The appoint
ment of Mr.
to the govern
ment of the

is a

Ina

has

late been

of cer

of
the pra&tice
to addreſs, upon the
ITtain by-ſtanders

nifeſt proof that the plantations are made approach of a general election, ſome oc
no other uſe of, than to ſatisfy the cra

caſional advice to the electors of

minº;
Q
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of parliament. A praćtice by no means inſtead of curing, has but ſerved, on the
owing to the filly conceit, that theſe elec contrary, to aggravate and inflame it.
tors needed to be informed, that our li It reſembles exactly thoſe dangerous ma
berties would depend upon their right ladies, which point their attacks againſt
choice of proxies; for this is an obvious the nervous ſyſtem ; as if conſcious that,
truth, which every Engliſhman knows, were the ſpirits deſtroyed, the carcaſe muſt
and, in ſome degree, has experienced to ſoon fall an eaſy prey. A like fate at
his coſt 1–We would rather imagine, tends the cauſe of liberty —For, deſtroy
that it had been owing to an opinion— but the ſpirit, and its charters, recogni
That electors, inſtead of uſing their own tions and laws, remain a dead letter, or
upon ſuch occaſion, had mean rather, as a withered limb, fit only for
y bended to the direction of ſome great amputation.—And to a people, who have
man, the ſecret agent and tool of an all loſt the true ſpirit of liberty, the abroga
corrupting miniſter —or, what is worſe, tion of Magna Charta might be effected
had ſcandalouſly ſold their voices to ſome without much alarm; perhaps with leſs
high-bidding knave, or vain feather than was the odious Jew bill enacted;
ſeeking fool—either of them ſurely a moſt becauſe againſt this, the church co-ope
unwarrantable practice, eſpecially in a rated with the prejudices of the vulgar.
The orthodox commentator on our
matter of ſuch infinite conſequence, and
requiring, without doubt, ſome friendly laws, in his chapter—of the parliament—

jº

admonition,
That both the one and the other has in

has indeed ventured to ſuggeſt—that it
might not be amiſs, if the members elec

faćt been the caſe, is one of thoſe truths, ted were bound to take the oath againſt

which are ſo generally acknowledged, bribery, as well as the eleētors—might
that they ſeem to be diſregarded : but the not be amiſ, is a very tender way of
diſregard, certainly, of ſuch a truth muſt urging a deſideratum, eſſentially neceſſa
be deemed ominous, and forebodes the ry to the preſervation of liberty, and
ſpeedy extinction of liberty, and along which actually flows from the very ſpirit
with it the downfall and deſtruction of of the conſtitution.—A tenderneſs this t
the ſtate.

that was equally unſeaſonable and ridi
It is with pleaſure, however, we ob culous after having aſſerted it “To be
ſerve, at this juněture, that the ſpirit of neceſſary to the being of parliament—
adviſing is as prevalent as ever.—For that elections ſhould be free, and that
who would adviſe when there were no

therefore all undue influence upon the

hopes of amending and if in the worſt
of times, the public weal be not deſpair
ed of; this is not only matter of pleaſure,
but even a kind of patriotic triumph.
That ſome ſparks of a free ſpirit do in
deed ſubſiſt, tho' ſecretly, and where one
would leaſt expe&t to #. them, may I
think be inferred from the promptneſs of
thoſe commotions which have latterly
happened; particularly that upon the ar
tificial ſcarcity and high price of proviſi
ons.—Hunger, it is true, is a very ſtrong

electors was illegal.”
The office of member of parliament
is, in theſe times, attended not only with
ſome mental fatigue, and great bodily
labour, but alſo with a burthen of ordi

nary and extraordinary expence, for
which no proviſion is made. An expence
the more heavy, as it is to laſt for ſeven
whole years; which is the modern ſtretch
of palliaments themſelves. Nevertheleſs,
this office is ſolicited like a poſt of ſheer
profit; that is to ſay, with all the eager
ſenſation, and is able to excite us to vi neſs and importunity imaginable.
Would not one from hence infer, that
gour and ačtivity, when perhaps no other
feeling would ſufficiently arouſe us, -Yet the honour of being a member of parlia
can it be ſuppoſed that a rational people, ment is infinitely greater now than it was
who ſo eaſily took fire on the temporary formerly But that this is not the caſe,
want of a little bread, would tamely and I think is evident for this plain reaſon,
paſſively repoſe themſelves, under an ever —“That the previous ſºlicitation of a
laſting famine of liberty.
truſt always leilers the honour ºf ejoy
Corruption is the cancerous evil which ing it.” And if, in private affairs, ſuch
has been long preying upon the vitals of over-forwardneſs would raiſe a juſt ſuſ
the conſtitution.—An evil of ſo malig picion of the party; how muco greater
nant a nature, that even the royal touch, ſhould the jealouſy be in this public caſe,
Ddddd
where
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where our liberties are committed, with phraſeology of beggars, is plain and ob

out any pledge for their ſafe cuſtody; vious, and no leſs graceful.
But there are ſome of theſe beggars of
and even without a remedy, ſhould they
ſo forward and ſturdy a nature, that they
be traiterouſly given up.
In the virtuous times of our forefa will even preſs within doors, and exact
thers, parliaments were only annual, and promiſes to elect them, almoſt whether
their ſeſſion but of ſhort duration.

Yet

one will or not.

ſhort as both were, the member had his

This practice they ſtile canvaſing;
expences borne. His election too ſerved which is alſo a new fangled ſenſe of ano
as a recognition of his merit, being made
by the unſolicited voices of an uncorrup
ted free people. Yet with all theſe marks
of pre-eminence, the ſhortneſs of the at
tendance, the maintenance of the mem
ber, and the real honour of the office,

few were found willing to undertake the
diſcharge of it. Now to what concur
rence of cauſes is the preſent ſtrange re
verſe owing 2

I have already obſerved, that this office
is now-a-days ſolicited. But it of enhap
pens, that votes are not to be had for
mere aſking. Yet what is there that
may not be bought Now buying and
ſelling are relative ačis, which alternate
ly imply and legalize each other. Hence

a logic retains, that even a legiſlative
truſi, which has been bought, may be
ſold alſo. And hence an election, though
it has coſt five, or even ten thouſand

ther miſapplied word. And it is the
cuſtom of that competitor, who is moſt
ſucceſsful in the colle&tion of this vocal

air, to compliment himſelf thereon in all
the public papers.—A cuſtom as ridicu
lous, as the praćtice which gave riſe to
it is impudent and illegal.—Impudent, as
it tends to deprive us of our own wills:
illegal, becauſe it violates the liberty of
our choice, which the laws require to be
abſolutely free.

It has been aſſerted by ſome hireling
ſcribbiels, that the influence of a miniſter

on theſe worthy members goes no further
than places, and the ordinary douceurs of
government ; which, ſay, they, are very
properly by him diſpenſed to his friends,
the ſupporters of his adminiſtration. And
fuch aſſertions, induſtriouſly propagated,
have been found to gain credit with thoſe,
whom it more eſſentially imports to know

rounds, may vet prove in the end a good the adual truth.-Let us confider the
bargain, ſhould the miniſterial exigence matter a little.

of Ay's happen to be critically great; for

In the memoirs of the marchioneſs of

that regulates the price of this commodity Pompadour, (vol. I. pages 57, 58, 59.
in St.
market.
Eng. Tranſ. 1766.) we are preſented with
Without this leading clue, one would a very intereſting anecdote, which hi
be at a loſs to account for the propriety therto had ſlept tolerably ſound in a pri
of the model n word candidate, as taken vate letter. This was written, it ſeems,
in an electioneering ſenſe ; which, though to cardinal Fleury, by an Engliſh mini
of common acceptation, has not yet, for ſier of that time. I will tranſcribe the
our credit, been tranſplanted into penſi loyal paragraph, wherein the curious ſe
oner Johnſon's dićtionary. For who was cret was enveloped, for the benefit of our
ever a candidate for #. trouble and un preſent electors;
that ſuch of them as
fruitful expence This was anciently have eyes to ſee, may read, and that ſuch
the caſe of a member of parliament. as have only ears to hear, may be made

§º.

And, were it ever to be ſo again, the

to underſtand.

term of candidate for a ſeat in parlia
“I penſion (writes the miniſter) haſ
ment, like a bird of paſſige, would then the parliament, to keep it quiet. But as
take its flight, and never be heard of the king's money is not ſufficient, and
more.
they, to whom I give none, clamour
As to the words begging, praying, and loudly for a war; it would be expedient
entreating for votes and intereſt, theſe for your eminence to remit me three mil
ſufficiently explain themſelves. For the lions of French livies, in order to filence
votes and intereſt being thus conſidered theſe barkers. Gold is a metal which
as a ſpecies of alms, and eventually an here corrects all ill qualities in the blood.
ſwering the ſame purpoſe, to wit, that of A penſion of zoool. a year will make the

relief; the propriety of adopting the moſt impetuous warriour in parliament as
fazze
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to deſtroy it. I ſay ſecurely, becauſe in

gitive pieces of his, has not only men that cafe he would make us the inſtru
tioned the ſame miniſter's opinion as to ments of our own ruin.
the omnipotence of gold; but goes far
But it has been found, that, in caſes
ther, and ſays, “That miniſter declared of ſuch extremity, Engliſhmen, notwith
in my hearing, that it was a drug ſold .ſtanding their wages of corruption, have
only at his ſhop.”
yet dared to recoil, and even to re-aſſume
By the help of this anecdote, we are their proper ſpirit, Nevertheleſs, ſuch a
alſo enabled to comprehend the myſtical favourite, even in ſuch an event, would
meaning of a miniſter's planning of a not be deprived of all kind of reſource;
parliament, and of a miniſter's condućf fince the idea of another method of a&ing a houſe of commons.---The former ing has been alſo ſuggeſted to him; to
phraſe we find uſed by Mr. Tindal, in wit---The planning of a new parliament.
the octavo edition of his hiſtory of En ---This then would be his laſt daring and
gland, vol. 21ſt, page 493.---It runs deſtruštive expedient 1 mean not a new
thus : ** Mr. P
-, before his death, parliament, as is commonly underſtood
had ſettled the plan of the new parlia in the general ſenſe, but individually,
ment.” “* * * * *
and ſame vol. perſonally, and ſubſtantially new. For
page 51 o. he ſubjoins---" As to the this purpoſe, he would procure the elec
elections, they went very much in the tion of his own ſure countrymen in all
ſame track that had been laid out by Mr. thoſe places, where the government had
, and his plan was ſtrictly exe

intereſt; and ſtrive by every art and

cuted, ſo far as the government had in means, and by every ſanction of his com
tereſt.---For an explanation of the latter mand, to extend his influence elſewhere.
hraſe we are indebted to a former num

{.

of the Political Regiſler, which ſo
pertinently falls in here that we ſhall re
peat it, being written by a third rate
miniſter, upon his elevation, with all that
modeſt aſſurance which is peculiar to vir
tuous courage, inliſted in a righteous
cauſe.

“Sir, the king has declared his inten
tion to make me ſecretary of ſtate, and
I (unworthy as I fear I am of ſuch an
undertaking) muſt take the conduº of
the houſe of commons, & 6. H. F.
It was well for the conſtitution that

theſe miniſters were Engliſhmen ; whom,
though we have thus expoſed the permi
cious principles of their condućt, we can
by no means ſuſpect of any bad deſign
againſt it. But certainly the examples
they have left us, containing a method
by which parliaments may be quieted,
tamed, and conducted, reflects the higheſt
diſgrace upon their memory, and in the
end may be attended with the moſt fatal
conſequences. For although it be unna
tural to ſuppoſe, that any Engliſh mini
ſtry will ever combine to ruin the free
dom of their country; yet is it poſſible

And ſhould he chance to have conne&ted

with his private fortunes---ſome powerful
families, through the medium of inter
marriage, or by the extravagant diſpoſal
of honours; the ſucceſs of his abomina
ble ſcheme would be next to certain.---

At ſuch a juncture, the axa and gibbet
would not fail to territy; for liberty muſt
ſubmit to law ; and the ſuperficial form
of legiſlation being preſerved, a ſºftem of
prerogative might be effectually eſtab
liſhed---as the legal conſtitution of this
kingdom; from which then nothing could
deliver us, but the ratio ultima---that

deſperate remedy indeed!
We have only been ſpeaking of the
time that may be : let us now return to
the time preſent.—It is generally agreed,
that a very great criſis approaches; form
ed not, as it would ſeem, by any natural
co-incidence of circumſtances, but b
dark counſel, and deep-meditated deſign.
Againſt this deſign, and that counſel, it

behoves all Engliſhmen to be upon their
guard ; having, like the wiſe virgins in
the goſpel, their lamps ready trimmed.—
And becauſe there is no danger, which
a good parliament may not prevent, nor
that an exotic favourite may, ſome time any miſchief, which it cannot remedy :
or other, ſtart up, who, having the will, hence it is alſo incumbent on out free
and poſſeſſing the means, viz. all the men and freeholders, at the enſuing elec
open and ſecret powers of government, tion, to provide us ſuch a parliament,
would readily have recourſe to a plan, Rºſolving, for this purpoſe, to chooſe
which promiſes ſo fairly and ſo ſecurely none but Engliſhmen, as the repreſenta
D d d d d a

tives

4

Letter from the Chevalier D'Eon.
Dec.
tives of Engliſhmen; and even no En and country; and my reſpect and affec
gliſhmen, that are not of ſufficient ºffate, tion for your lordſhip's perſon. Theſe
to maintain their independency;-of com ſentiments of mine have ever been the
petent ability to counſel or controuli ſame. If the acknowledgments of my
of mature age, and perſonal weight, to gratitude to M. le Duc de Praſlin have
command attention 5–of ſuch known in been interrupted, ſuch interruption can
tegrity, as to keep all temptation at a di only be attributed to the abominable prac
ſtance;—of a ſpirit, that ſcorns to truckle tices of the count de Guerchy againſt me,
—even to the minion of a king 5–and from his firſt arrival in England; crimes
laſtly, of a courage, that would dare to proved by witneſſes, examined on oath
bleed in the defence of freedom.—By before a grand jury of the city of Lon
ſuch men only may the majeſty of the don, who found the charge a true bill
commonwealth be retrieved, and any againſt him. Proved even by the culprit
ſcheme, formed againſt liberty, not only himſelf, who with as much ignorance, as
defeated, but perſonally and thoroughly meanneſs, ſolicited for a Noli Proſequi,
revenged.
or pardon from his Britannic majeſty;
Farewell!
who, greatly on his part, notwithſtand
AN G L U.S. ing the politics of courts, and the indul
L. S. C. M.
November, 1767.
gence uſually ſhewn to the failings of
courtiers, bravely and firmly reſiſted all
Letter from the Chevalier D'Eon, to the ſolicitations. This inſtance alone ſuffices
Duće de Choiſeul, Firſ; Miniſher of State to mark, and chara&terize the juſtice and
zo his Moff Chriſtian Majeſty.
virtues of the young Engliſh monarch,
mi
My Lord Duke, Lon. 4th june, 1767. and that of his worthy ſervants and
giſtrates. It ought to do him no leſs ho
Ere it not for a diſorder, with nour, than Philip of Macedon derived
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which I have been every year, at from a parallel inſtance; when being im
this ſeaſon, ſorely afflićted, fince the poi portuned by one of his courtiers, to in
ſon given me in 1763, at the table of the terpoſe and prevent his cauſe being tried,
count de Guerchy, I would ere now have he with great magnanimity anſwered,
done myſelf the honour to let your lord * Better the courtier loſe his cauſe, than
ſhip know, with what a ſenſible pleaſure the prince his reputation.” Even Tib:-

I heard of your taking advantage of the rius himſelf, during his firſt eleven years,
firſt good opportunity you could contrive, while he reigned gloriouſly, performing
to put an end to the count de Guerchy's ačts of juſtice inſtead of tyranny, declared
embaſſy, and get named to ſucceed him in full ſenate, “Nec utenaum imperiº,
a nobleman as much reſpected for his ubi legibus agi poſit. Tac. Ann.
honour, virtue, and great parts, as for
The king, my lord, has made you the
his illuſtrious birth, in every part of depoſitary of the greateſt part of his au
Europe.

thority, that you may adminiſter juſtice

I earneſtly wiſh, and that a great deal to his ſubjects, who may therefore enter
more for the honour of the French em tain the ſtrongeſt hopes of obtaining it.

baſſy in England than my own private May not I then in particular, who ſhall
advantage, that his excellency M. le never yield in duty to the moſt loyal
Comte de Chatelet may arrive as ſoon as amongſt them, be allowed to expect, that
poſſible. We ſhall then ſee learning take you will be pleaſed to enquire into the

place of ignorance, truth of falſehood, truth of my complaints They belong
moderation of arrogance, a calm of a to the department, which you now adu:
ſtorm, integrity of . . . . . We ſhall then ally fill; and would you but condeſcend
fee a noble, fimple, unaffected generoſity to beſtow a moment's attention upon
ſucceed avarice ; an avarice turned at laſt,

them, I might expect that redreſs ſo ſuit:

by meer neceſſity, into a prodigality as able to your character, and to which I
mean as it was uſeleſs and affected. We have ſo good a right. Your lordſhip go.
fhall then, in fine, have in England a real verns with great authority, but with equal
French Ambaſſador, inſtead of a Ceven equity; you ſupport religion without in
nes ſmuggler.
fringing the liberty of men's conſciences;
You are not unacquainted, my lord, you protećt the ſoldier, but without

with my zeal for the ſervice of my king trampling on the citizen; you make juſ’
ticº

º:
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tice reign; you encourage the arts and a long time, been in the practice of pur
ſciences; you not only procure plenty, chaſing the Engliſh commodities, and di
but inſure the continuance of it.

Such

ſtributing them into the other parts of

is, in miniature, the pićture of a firſt
miniſter of France, a miniſter fit to go
vern all Europe.
How often have I entertained myſelf
with the pleafing idea of the glory of
your miniſtry reaching the lateſt poſterity,
if ... and becauſe all your actions ſhew,
that you have propoſed to yourſelf, as the

Europe. This traffic, however, the En
gliſh now determined to take into their
own hands, and to be the carriers and
ſellers of their own manufactures and

produćts. Many circumſtances concur

red to inſpire them with this reſolution,
and diffuſe not only throughout England,
but through all the other ſtates of Eu

rule of your condućt, the ſacred edićt of rope, a general ſpirit of induſtry and im
the great Conſtantine, AD Universos
PRovinciales.

provement.

The weſtern world had been diſcover

Si quis eff, cujuſcunque loci, ordini, ed by Chriſtopher Columbus, in 1492;
dignitatis, qui ſe in quemcumque judicum, and a few years after, Vaſquez de Gama,
comitum, amicorum, ºvel palatinorum meo a Portugueſe, paſſed the Cape of Good
rum, aliquid ºveraciter et manifeffe pro Hope, and opened a new paſſage to the
bare poſe confidit, quod non integrè atque Eaſt Indies. The art of printing too,
juſte geſiſe videatur, intrepidus et ſecu
rus accedat. Interpellet me; ipſe audi
am omnia, ipſe cognoſcam : et / fuerit
comprobatum, ipſum me vindicabo. Di
cat ſecurus, et bene ſibi conſcius dicat.
Si probaverit ut dixi, ipſe me vindicabo
de eo, qui me uſue ad hoc tempus ſimula
tá integritate deceperit illum auten qui
Boc viderit et comprobaverit, et dignita
tibus et rebus augebo. Ita mihi ſumma

divinitas ſemper propitia ſit, et me inco

invented about that time,

lº.

ex

tremely the cultivation of the other arts :

The invention of gun-powder changed
the whole art of war: Mighty innova
tions were ſoon after made in religion,
ſuch as not only affected thoſe ſtates that
embraced them, but even thoſe that ad

hered to the ancient faith and worſhip .
And thus a general revolution was made

in human affairs throughout this part of
the world; and men attained that fitu

tumem praftet, ut cupio feliciſſimam et ation with regard to commerce, arts,
ſciences, government, police, and culti
jlorentem rempublicam.
My thus quoting the very words of vation, in which they have ever fince
this emperor, is not ſo much, my lord, perſevered.
But though moſt of theſe cauſes exiſted
with a view to remind you of them, as
-

to let you ſee the high idea I entertain of before the reign of queen Elizabeth, yet
your adminiſtration; an idea, which it was not till that period, that they began
alone can inſpire that profound venera to produce their full effect.
tion, with which I am,

It was then
properly, and not till then, that the pro

teſtant religion was completely eſtabliſh
My Lord, Your's, &c.

ed, which ſecured us the friendſhip of the
reformed ſtates, and drew upon us the

An Eſſay on the political and commercial enmity of thoſe of the popiſh perſuaſion.
State of Great Britain.

It was then likewiſe we began to extend

our trade, which rendered it neceſſary for
political ſtate of Great Britain, it will us to watch the commercial progreſs of
our neighbours; and if not to encroach

N order to form a diſtinčt idea of the

be neceſſary to take a retroſpective view
of the Engliſh affairs, from the time in
which our preſent relations to the conti
nent began; which may properly be ſaid
to have been in the reign of queen Eliza
beth.

upon their traffic, at leaſt to prevent them
from encroaching upon ours. It was in

this reign that the firſt patent was granted
to the Eaſt India company, and the con

For though it is certain, that we munication with Turkey and Ruſſia was

opened. We then alſo planted colonies
before that period, yet it is well known, in America, which was become the great
that they were rather of a military than ſcene of European anbition; for obſery
commercial nature. We ought indeed ing what vaſt treaſures the Spaniards an
to except the Netherlands or low coun nually imported from their mines of
had ſome conne&tions with the continent

tries; the inhabitants of which had, for

Mexico and Peru, every nation con
cluded, .
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cluded, that an American conqueſt or
ſettlement, would certainly bring into the
mother country an immenſe quantity of
the precious metals.
Influenced, very probably, by this po
pular opinion, we loon inade ourſelves
maſters of a tºrge tract of diſtant domi

Dec.

that power which is derived from wealth;
and that by a people, whoſe country
yielded only the neceſſaries of life, wealth
was not to be procured but by acquiring
foreign dominions, and by ačting as the
general carriers and factors of the world.

This neceſſity, thus juſtly eſtimated, pro

mions, of which at that time, we neither duced a plan of commerce, which was for
knew nor for ſaw the advantage or in many years proſecuted with a ſpirit and
convenience.

We ſeem to have ſeized

ſucceſs, of which, perhaps, there are no
examples in
and by which the
in conſequence of any juſt maxims of wretched tenants of mud-walled villages,
policy or prud ce; a tuated, it would and impaſſable bogs, erected themſelves
appear, by hit vulgar prejudice, that into high and mighty ſtates, who ſet the
monarchs at defiance, whoſe
every ſtate is mºre powerfu. In propor
tion a its dominions be one more large.
riendſhip was courted by the proudeſt,
The diſcoveries, which were every day and whoſe reſentment was dreaded by the
made of new regions; the profits of an fierceſt nations. By the eſtabliſhment of
extenſive commerce, and the neceſſity of this ſtate, there aroſe to England a new
long voyages, pouced in a ſhort time a ally, and a new rival.
At this time it was, that France firſt
great intº caſe of ſhipping. The ſea was
conſidered as the wealthy element; and began to riſe into power, and from de
by degrees, there aroſe a new kind of fending, with difficulty, and with vari
ſovereignty, called naval dominion.
ous ſucceſs, her own territories, to
As the Spaniards and the Portugueſe, threaten with invaſion, the territories of
who had been the firſt diſcoverers of the her neighbours. Henry the fourth hav
continent of America, had divided it be ing, . a violent ſtruggle, in which,
tween them, they thus became poſſeſſed like the Dutch, he was aſſiſted by Eliza
"of the chief trade, and of conſequence of beth, obtained the crown, found it eaſy
the chief maritime power of the world; to govern a people exhauſted and wearied
and the king of Spain having ſoon after by a long civil war; and having com
ſeized the crown of Portugal, he was promiſed the diſputes between the prote
thereby rendered maſter of the ſhips of ſtants and papiſts, ſo as to procure, at
both nations, with which he kept all the leaſt, a temporary calm, he was at leiſure
coaſts of Europe in alarm, till the Ar to amaſs riches, and to levy forces, which
mada, which he had raiſed at a vaſt ex he intended to have employed in a defign
pence for the conqueſt of England, was of fixing for ever the balance of power in
deſtroyed, which put a ſtop, and almoſt Europe. Of this great ſcheme, however,
an end, to the naval power of Spain.
he lived not to ſee the vanity, or to feel
The Dutch, who were at this time the miſcarriage, for he was murdered in
ſubječt to the Spaniards, who had ſuffer the midſt of his mighty preparations by

.

them, rather from a ſpirit of avid ty, than

#.

ed from their inſolent maſters the moſt

the hands of a madman, whoſe name was

cruel treatment, and who apprehended

Ravaillac. The French, nevertheleſs,
were in this reign taught to know their
ready felt, reſolved no longer to endure own ſtrength, and the great deſigns of a
the galling yoke. They therefore re king, whoſe ſagacity and prudence they
volted, and after a violent conteſt, in had ſo long experienced, even though
which they were aſſiſted by the money they were never carried into actual exe
and forces of Elizabeth, they erected a cution, encouraged them to confider
powerful and independent common themſelves as maſters of the deitiny of
wealth.
Europe; and from this time, we ſhall
when they had thus bravely recovered find that they began to aſſume an air of
their independency, eſtabliſhed their go ſuperiority, to which they had never be
vernment, and began to form ſchemes fore pretended, and that they have ever
for their future aggrandizement, they ſince been employed, more or leſs openly,
eaſily perceived, that, as their territories upon ſchemes of conqueſt, and Projects
yet greater evils than thoſe they had al

were narrow, and their numbers ſmall,

they could maintain themſelves only by

of dominion.

Such was the ſtate of Fngland and its
neigh
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meighbours, when James the ſixth of trouble himſelf with remote conſequen
Scotland, ſucceeded to the throne of this ces, he ſeems to have taken no concern

about the effects of his puſillanimous con
dućt. Thus England grew weaker; or,
what in political arithmetic is the ſame
thing, ſaw her neighbours grow ſtronger,
without acquiring proportionable additi
when France had attained the full poſ ons to her own power. Not that the
ſeſſion of her natural power, the Scots, miſchief was ſo great as is pretend d by
in purſuance of the league which they ignorant or partial hiſtorians; for it might,
had concluded with France, and which I believe, be eaſily demonſtrated, that
it would now more than ever have been the wealth of the nation, was, in this
their intereſt to obſerve, would, upon reign, encreaſed; though the power of
every inſtigation of the French court, the crown was certainly diminiſhed. Our
have levied an army with French money, reputation for war was to doubt impair
kingdom. It has not, I believe, been
generally remarked by hiſtorians, at how
critical a junéture the union of the two
kingdoms was effe&ted. Had England
and Scotland remained diſtinét kingdoms,

and invaded our northern counties, in ed, but commerce ſeems to have been

which they would have thought them proſecuted with great vigour and ſucceſs;
felves ſucceſsful, whatever number of and nothing was wanting to compleat
lives the attempt might have coſt them. our happineſs, but that we ſhould have
To a people warlike and indigent, an in ſecured ourſelves from the encroachments
curſion into a rich country is never diſ of our rivals.
The ſpirit of planting colonies in A
agreeable. The pay of France, and the
plunder of our northern provinces, would merica ſtill prevailed, or rather was now
always have encouraged them to riſk carried to a higher pitch than ever; for
their lives; and we ſhould have been ob Elizabeth, in effeSt, had done little more

liged to maintain a line of garriſons along than given a name to Virginia : but it was
our border. This trouble and expence, during this, and the ſucceeding reign,
however, we happily eſcaped, by the ac that moſt of our noble ſettlements were
ceſſion of king James; but it may be made in that part of the world. This,
reaſonably queſtioned, whether we did therefore, being the only proječt, in which
not receive more harm from his natural men of adventure and enterprize, could
diſpoſition, than we derived advantage exert their qualities in pacific times; mul
from this accidental circumſtance. James titudes, who were diſlatisfied with their
was a man of great theoretical knowledge, condition in their native country, (and
but of no pračtical wiſdom; ſufficiently ſuch multitudes there will always be)
capable to diſtinguiſh the true intereſt of ſought relief, or at leaſt change, in the
himſelf and his ſubjects, but ever ready weſtern regions, where they fixed them
to ſacrifice it to his preſent eaſe, or his ſelves in the northern part of the conti
preſent pleaſure; ſo conſcious of his own ment, at a diſtance from the Spaniards;
abilities, that he would not ſuffer a mini at that time, almoſt the only nation who
ſter to govern; and ſo little qualified for had either the will, or the power, to op
managing the arduous affairs of govern poſe us. Such was the condition of this
ment, that he was not able to govern for country, when the unfortunate Charles
himſelf.

ſucceeded to the throne.

He had obſerv

With this chara&er he quietly ſaw the ed the errors of his father, without be
Dutch invade our commerce : The French ing able to prevent them ; but he had no
grew every day ſtronger and ſtronger, and ſooner aſſumed the reins of government,
the Proteſtant intereſt, of which he de than he endeavoured at once to correct
clared himſelf the head, and the protec theſe miſtakes, and to raiſe the nation to

tor, was attacked and weakened on every its former dignity. The French papiſts
ſide, while he writ, and hunted, and diſ

had commenced a new war upon the pro

patched ambaſſadors, who, when their teſtants. Charles ſent a fleet to the aſi
m:ſter's weakneſs was once known, were ſtance of the latter; but his attempts miſ
treated in foreign courts with very little carried, and the proteſtants were ſubdu
ceremony. James, however, compenſat ed. The Hollanders grown rich and
ed the contempt which he met with a powerful, pretended to a right of fiſhing
broad, by the flattery which he received in the Britiſh ſeas. This pretenſion, the
at home ; and being little inclined to king, who beheld with jealouſy the in

creaſing
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creaſing power of the Dutch, reſolved to
diſpute. But for this end, it was re
quiſite to build, and a fleet could not be
built without money; the parliament
refuſed to ſupply the neceſſary charges :

Dec.

Had the Spaniards, when they made
themſelves maſters of the newly diſco

vered world, inſtead of maſſacring the

inhabitants, by thouſands, endeavoured
to conciliate them by kind treatment,
the king therefore attempted to levy ſhip and gradually unite them to their own
money; and this produced the civil war; people, ſuch an addition might have
the events and concluſion of which are been made to the power of the kin
of Spain, as would have rendered him
ſufficiently known.
While the Engliſh were diſtraćted with by far the greateſt monarch that ever yet
their inteſtine commotions, the French

ruled in the globe; but the opportunity

and the Dutch were every day augment
ing their power. The latter had now
ſurmounted the difficulties that naturally
attend an infant ſtate; and, as they ſtill
retained their vigour and induſtry, had
confiderably extended their trade, and

which chance offered, and which policy

and humanity ſhould equally have in
duced them to improve, was loſt, it is
well known, by fooliſhneſs and cruelty,
and now, it is certain, can never be re

covered. When the Engliſh parliament

were not yet infected with luxury; they had finally prevailed over the king, and
had the means and the will to amaſs had aſſumed the reins of government, the

intereſts of the two republics, of England

wealth, without any temptation to ſpend
it. The French, who wanted nothing
to make them powerful, but a prudent
regulation of their finances, and a pro
per uſe of their natural advantages, were,
by the ſucceſſive care of ſkilful miniſters,
rendered every day ſtronger, and more

this conteſt was exerted the utmoſt power
of the two nations; and the Engliſh,
who were vićtors, gained not more ho

conſcious of their ſtrength. Encouraged
by this increaſe of power, they began

nour, than the Dutch, who were van
quiſhed. The latter, however, were ob

and Holland, were ſoon found incompa
tible ; and the Engliſh commonwealth
entered into a war with the Dutch.

In

to turn their thoughts towards traffic liged to ſue for peace, which was grant
and navigation ; and to deſire, like other ed them, on eaſy conditions; and Crom

nations, an American territory. But as
all the fruitful and valuable parts of the
weſtern world, were already either oc
cupied or claimed, and the French were
not yet haughty enough to ſeize upon

the poſſeſſions of their neighbours, they
were content to ſend a colony to Canada,
a cold, uncomfortable, uninviting re
gion, from which, nothing but furs and
fiſh were to be had, and where the in

habitants could only paſs a laborious and
neceſſitous life in perpetual regret of the
deliciouſneſs and plenty of their native
country. By the aſſiſtance, however,
which they received from France, this
colony were ſoon enabled to enlarge their
bounds, and multiply their numbers.
They were, it is ſaid, like the other

well, who was now poſſeſſed of the ſu
preme power, was left at leiſure to pro
ſecute other deſigns. That uſurper, for
ſome time, deliberated upon what nation
he ſhould next make an attack; and he,
at laſt, reſolved to make it upon the Spa
niards. He accordingly ſent Pen and Ve
nables, with a ſtrong ſquadron, into the
weſtern ſeas. They landed in Hiſpanio
la, whence they were repulſed with con
ſiderable loſs ; but they afterwards invad
ed Jamaica, which they reduced; and
that iſland ſtill remains in the hands of

the Engliſh; the chief acquiſition which

they owe to the enterprizing ſpirit of the
protećtor.
Cromwell, who either wanted leiſure

to ſtudy, or capacity to underſtand for
nations, who invaded America, inclin reign politics, was very fatally miſtaken
ed at firſt to treat the natives with ri

with regard to Spain and France. Spain

gour and ſeverity, and are accuſed of
having deſtroyed great numbers of them;
but they ſoon grew wiſer, if not honeſt
er, and inſtead of frightening the Indi
ans away, they invited them to inter
marriage and cohabitation, and allured
them by every means to become the
ſubječts of his moſt Chriſtian Majeſty.

had been the laſt power in Europe, which
had openly aſpired at univerſai monar
chy ; and the memory of this terror re
mained,

when the real cauſe was no

more. We had more lately been fright
ed by Spain, than by France; and tho’
very few were then alive, of the genera
tion that had their ſleep diſturbed by the
Armada,
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Armada, yet the name of the Spaniards
VII.
was ſtill terrible; and a war againſt them With him I fince have urg'd the jovial
was agreeable to the people.
chaſe,
[to paſs;
[ To be concluded in our next. I
Taught wintry days in various ſports
-

Or, pleas'd to quicken the dull evening's
An Elegy on the much lamented Death of
his Royal Highneſ; Edward Duke of
Tork.

pace,

Heard ſportive ſongs, and fill'd the
temp'rate glaſs.
VIII.

His ſaltem accumulem domis, et fungar Ill-fated pºince —again the ſmiling year
inani
Mumere/

Tempted to milder climes thy roving
VIRGIL.

[hear,

feet

And, the glad call of pleaſure fond to
Again thy heart with youthful tranſ

I.

S Edward dead —and what forbids

ports beat.

[lay,

the muſe

In mournful mood to tune her moral

IX.

—Alas! how ſoon the ſhadowy proſpe&ts

[form'
fail,
Where'er refle&tion this ſad theme purſues,
—Edward the young, the gallant, and
Which balk'd imagination loves to
How ſwift, when breaths around the flat
the gay ?
II.
[ſtorm :
t’ring gale,
Tho' now, far diſtant from this mortal
[ters free,
ſcene,
His freed ſoul mounts from earthly fet

Memory recals his mild and gracious
[on me.

mien,

Which deign'd to caſt a friendly ſmile

Roars with reſiſtleſs rage the ruſhing
X

h, timely ſtop l—thy blind career give
o'er ;
Diſeaſe lurks ambuſh'd in the treach

[ſhore,
'rous way;
And death, ere wafted to the wiſh'd for

III.

Imperious death demands a royal prey.
XI.
[ſtray'd ;
guide,
Mean follower, I through fair Italia Edward no more the gallant veſſel awes
While each pleas'd city, with a rival pride,
Submiſs and duteous to his high com
[draws,
mand ;
To the great ſtranger feſtive honours
paid.
To the firſt friendly coaſt in haſte ſhe
With him, when better fortune was his

IV.

And lands him, ſick'ning, on a foreign

Where pleaſing Florence, bleſt with tem
[pos'd ;
p'rate ſkies,

ſtrand.
XII.

-

To careleſs eaſe the ſoften’d ſoul com

Touch'd with his fate, and conſcious of
Or where, to aw’d ſpectators dazzled eyes,
[ſhed ;
his pain,
-

Imperial Rome her pompous rites diſ
clos'd.

Strangers the generous tears of pity
While mournful ſervants, and officious
ſing bed.
train,

V.

There numerous wonders ſtrike th' aſto

And weeping friends ſurround his dy

XIII.
miſh'd thought,
The pride of art, the boaſt of former There, tho’ no Pious rites their aid be

ſtow,

days;
And curious works which modern ſkill

No holy comforts cheer his parting ſoul,
Calm and reſign'd he waits the fatal blow,

hath wrought,

Daring, and emulous of antient praiſe.

And ſees the deſtin'd moment onward
roll.

VI.
XIV.

Then to our fight, when gentle Adria's
tide

Arm'd with the baneful heats of Gallia’s
[courſe,
ſkies,

In broad canals luxurious Penice laves,

rapid

The noxious fever ſpeeds its
Trim gilded veſſels ſhew'd their painted Till breathieſs, ſtiff, the ſudden vićtim
lies,
[ing waves.
pride,

And coſtly pageants crown'd th exuit

And ſtartied nature loaths the black
end corſe.

-
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XV.

“This is a fight that's terrible indeed,”
View it, and tremble, ye unthinking

Dec.

A verſe from flattery,and the courtier's art;
For thou no more art powerful or great I

great ;
[creed, Even now for thee is clad the ſable bed,
Thus ends, when Providence has once de
And ſorrow's enſigns fill the awful
room ;
[ſpread,
The pride of royalty, the pomp of ſtate,!

Yet, might we dare to queſtion heaven's

For thee the doleful platform's length is
And opes the dreary paſſage to the
tomb.

high laws,

XXI.

Or the deep ſecrets of its rule demand; The ſolemn dirges of funereal ſounds
Might man arraign the great eternal cauſe,
Wait thee returning o'er the ſadden'd
wave ;
[bounds,
Or ſcan the wonders of his mighty hand:
XVII.
And Britain, mourning thro’ her utmoſt
So oft embark'd amid the naval hoſt,

Prepares for Edward his untimely

grave.
XXII.
Why fell not Edward in ſome glorious
fight
[coaſt —But oh! what grief, ſuperior to the reſt,
Or, when thro’ trembling Gaul's invaded
In Britain's court thio’ every boſom
ſteals'
[breaſt,
He ſcatter'd wild confuſion and affright 2
XVIII.
What icnder paſſions ſwell each kindred
Inquire no more:–this leſſon cries to all;
He w great the pangs a wounded mother

Princes and heroes with the vulgar die, --

feels |

XXIII.

Health, vigour, youth, obey the ſolemn —Raſh muſe, forbear; reſpe&t their ſacred
call,

woe 5–

And all are equal in th' Almighty's eye.
XIX.

O prince too early loſt 1—a grateful heart
Weeps in this humble verſe thy ſhor

[leads,

Enough for thee, as penſive ſadneſs
Unblam'd to teach thy homely ſtrains to
flow

[meads.

Midſt rural walks, and unfrequented

ten’d date;

H I S T O R I C A L

Tº:
aſpe&t of public affairs in Po
land becomes every day more alarm

C H R O N I C L E.
ing to that party, but others do not re
gard it. The biſhops and noblemen a

ing. The dyet ſat on the day fixed, but bove mentioned, are much blamed by
roved extremely tumultuous. The bi ſome people for the unguarded expreſſions

#. of Cracovia,

Kiovia, ſome other

which they made uſe of when they ſpoke

prelates, and ſome of the Magnates, de of the powers in favour of the diſſidents.
clared that they would never conſent to On the other hand it is alledged that eve
the eſtabliſhment of a commiſſion, to en

ry deputy at the diet ought to ſpeak his

ter into a conference with the Ruſſian am

ſentiments freely, and that if he exceeds
baſiador, and at the ſame time ſpoke with the bounds of decency, towards any of
more vehemence than ever, againſt the the foreign powers, it is the buſineſs of
pretenſions of the diſfidents. Some of the tribunals of the kingdom to proceed
the deputies replied to this with great againſt him in a judicial manner.
warmth; and the animoſity among them . Aug. 4. In theJeſuits college at Barcelona,
roſe to ſuch a height, that the marſhal of in Spain, were found riches to the amount
the dyet prorogued the meeting to the of twelve millions of crowns. It con
16th inſtant.

ſiſted of ſeveral tons of gold and filver,

The day after the tumultuous meeting a large quantity of gold duſt, emeralds
above mentioned, the Biſho is of Cracovia and diamonds, crowns of gold ornament
and Kiovia, count Rzewuſki, the Way ed with brilliants and rubies, ſome bales
wode of Cracovia, and his ſon, and ſome of cocoa, and ſome rich merchandize

other deputies, were carried off by de from the Eaft Indies.
tachments of the Rºſſian troops. Other
Sept. 26. About midnight, a dread
detachments at the ſame time marched in ful fire broke out at Conſtantinople, at
-

to the eſtates of thoſe noblemen, where

the houſe of a Milaneſe taylor, who pe.

they live at diſcretion. This ſtep has riſhcd in the flames, which ſpread and
intimidated ſome of the deputics belong
raged
-
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raged with great violence for ſix hours, the confuſion the city of Naples has been
notwithſtanding the Grand Signor, Grand in for a week paſt.
Nov. 2. This day at noon the Queen
Vizir, and great officers of the Poite,
aſſiſted in giving orders, and encouraged was happily delivered of a prince. This
the firemen and Janiſiaries with money, #. event was ſoon after wards made
to exert their utmoſt efforts for extin
nown by the firing of the Tower guns.
Thurſ: 5. Nine young apprentices,
the flames. Their progreſs was
opped on one ſide of the way at the the oldeſt not 18, having ſometime ſince
church and convent of St. Anthony, be formed themſelves into a gang in order
ing a ſtone building, and at the other b to go on the highway, having committed
the vacancy of an houſe, which had not robberies it is ſaid, to the amount of
been rebuilt after a former fire. If it 5ool. five of them were this day taken,
had not been a very calm night, the and diligent ſearch is making after the
whole ſuburb, which is of large extent, reſt. Their principal rendezvous was at
would probably have been laid in aſhes. a little public houſe near Shepherd's Buſh,
Fifty houſes are entirely conſumed, moſt where they uſed to put up their horſes,
of then large ones, inhabited chiefly by change their cloaths, and tranſact all
Frank merchants, and by Drugomen, their buſineſs. The ring-leader of thoſe
with ſome ſhops. The palaces of the hopeful youths ſome time ago, having
Dutch ambaſſador, the Neapolitan envoy, diſcovered a ſum of money, to the a

#.

and the Ruſſian reſident, two houſes of mount of near zool. which his mother
the Engliſh factory, and a ſmall Roman had ſaved unknown to his father, took
Catholic convent, were burnt down.
the whole, and immediately laid it out in
Oct. 27. Laſt week exhibited repeat cloaths, piſtols, &c. for the reſt of his

ed ſcenes of horror in Italy, the eruption

companions.

The corpſe of the late General Pulte
with great violence : Many fine vineyards ney, after lying in ſtate, was carried
are deſtroyed, and ſome villas; but his from the Jeruſalem chamber in a grand
Sicilian majeſty's palace and the muſeum proceſſion; and interred in Iſlip's chapel
of Portici have eſcaped, by the lava's ta in Weſtminſter Abbey. This worthy offi
king another courſe, when it was within cer died immenſely rich, and diſpoſed of
a mile and a half of them. The con his fortune in the moſt generous and
cuſſions of the air from the exploſions of equitable manner.
of Mount Veſuvius having continued

Wedn. 11. The Rt. Hon. the Lord
the mountain were ſo violent, that many
doors and windows, even at Napleſ, were Mayor, Aldermen, Recorder, Common

forced open by them. The exploſions and Council, &c. went in proceſſion from
Guildhall to St. James's, and preſented
on Thurſday. The noiſe generally con an addreſs of congratulation to his Ma
tinued, each time, between five and ſix jeſty on the ſafe delivery of the Queen,
hours, and then ceaſed as ſuddenly as it and the birth of a prince, containing
began. The ſtones thrown up by theſe alſo expreſions of condolance on the
exploſions were of an enormous ſize, and death of his late Royal Highneſs the
were thrown between five and ſix hundred Duke of York. They were moſt graci
feet high, and many of them fell more ouſly received, and had all the honour of
concuſſions of the air were moſt terrible

than half a mile from the crater. The
clouds which iſſued from the mouth of

kiſſing his Majeſty's hand.
Mon. 16. Mr. Hughes, a ſtock broker,

the volcano, and hung over it, ſtriking had his pocket picked in jonathan's cof.
one againſt the other, occaſioned conti fee-houſe of 50 lottery tickets, the va
mual flaſhes of forked lightning, the lue of which (at the price then ſold) was
thunder of which was heard when the
mountain was ſilent. The mountain is

8ool.

The ſame evening three other

brokers had their pockets picked of their
now calm, and the lavas no longer run. purſes, one containing 62 guineas, ano
This eruption is univerſally allowed to be ther ſeven, and the third five. One of
the moſt violent that has happened this the pick pockets has been ſince apprehen
century, both as to the loudneſs of the ded, on whom 35 of the tickets were
exploſions, which were heard above thir found and recovered : the other 15 he
ty miles from Naples, and to the quanti ſaid were carried to Holland by his ac
ty of lava it is impoſſible to deſcribe complices.
E. e. e. e. e z
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Tutſidy the 14th of November, his Ma
ºfty was pleaſed to open the Seſſions of
Parliament, with the following mºſt
gracious Speech.
My Lords and Gentlemen,
Have choſen to call you together at

My Lord and Gentlemen,
The neceſſity of improving the preſent
general tranquility to the great purpoſe
of maintaining the ſtrength, the reputa
tion, and the proſperity of this country,
ought to be before your eyes. To ren

this ſeaſon of the year, that my par

der your deliberations for that purpoſe

liament might have fli time for their ſucceſsful, endeavour to cultivate a ſpirit
deliberations upon all ſuch branches of of harmony among yourſelves. My
the publick ſervice as may require their concurrence in whatever will promote the
immediate attention, without the neceſſi happineſs of my people, you may always
ty of continuing the ſeſſion beyond the depend upon : And in that light, I ſhall
time moſt ſuitable to my people for the ever be deſirous of encouraging union
ele&tion of a new parliament: And I among all thoſe, who wiſh well to their
doubt not, but you will be careful, from country.
the ſame conſiderations, to avoid, in your
The ſame Day the Lord Spiritual and
proceedings, all unneceſſary delay.
Temporal, with the Hon. the Houſe ºf
Nothing in the preſent ſituation of af
Commons, ‘waited upon his Majeſty
fairs abroad gives me reaſon to appre
with their Addreſſes.
hend, that you will be prevented, by
any interruption of the public tranquil The Addreſ of the Right Hon. the Lords
lity, from fixing your whole attention
Spiritual and Temporal in Parliament
upon ſuch points as concern the internal
aſſembled.
welfare and proſperity of my people.
Among theſe objects of a domeſtick
Moſt Gracious Sovereign,
mature, none can demand a more ſpeedy
E, your Majeſty's moſt dutiful
or more ſerious attention, than what re
and loyal ſubjećts, the Lords
gards the high price of corn; which, Spiritual and Temporal in Parliament aſ
neither the ſalutary laws paſſed in the ſembled, return your Majeſty our humble
laſt ſeſſion of parliament, nor the produce thanks for your moſt gracious ſpeech
of the late harveſt, have yet been able ſo from the throne.
far to reduce, as to give ſufficient relief
We acknowledge, with gratitude,
to the diſtreſſes of the poorer ſort of my your Majeſty's tender regard and concern
people. Your late reſidence in your ſe for your people, in aſſembling the par
veral counties muſt have enabled you to liament at ſuch a ſeaſon, as whilit it

judge, whether any farther proviſions can provides for the convenience of your
be made, conducive to the attainment of people, will allow ſufficient time for our
ſo deſirable an end.

deliberations on the ſeveral branches of

Gentlemen of the Houſe of Commons,
I will orde, the proper onficers to lay
before you the eſtimates for the ſervice
of the enſuing year.
The experience I have had of your
conſtant readineſs to grant me all ſuch
ſupplies as ſhould be found neceſſary,
for the ſecurity, intereſt, and honour of
the nation, (and I have no other to aſk
of you) renders it unneceſſary for me to
add any exhortations upon this head ;
and I doubt not, but the ſame publick

the public ſervice that may require our
immediate attention : And we beg leave
to aſſure your Majeſty, that it ſhall be
our hearty deſire to forward your Majeſ
ty's moſt gracious purpoſe, by avoiding
in our proceedings all unneceſſary delay.
We ſincerely rejoice in the proſpect of
the continuance of the general tranquilli
ty; and it is our firm reſolution to give,
at a time ſo favourable for ſuch conſi

derations, our ſtricteſt attention to all

thoſe objećts that may more immediately

conſiderations will induce you to perſe affect the internal welfare and happineis
vere, with equal alacrity, in your en of your people.
deavours to diminiſh the national debt;
We aſſure your Majeſty, that our ear

while, on my part, no care ſhall be want neſt endeavours ſhall not be wanting for
the relief of the diſtreſſes, which the
the attaininent of that moſt eſſential ob poor labour under from the high price of

ing to contribute, as far as poſſible, to

jeći, by every frugal application of ſuch corn, if any farther proviſions can be
made conducive to ſo deſirable an end.
ſupplies, as you ſhall grant.
-

Permit
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Permit us, Sir, to congratulate your Great Britain in Parliament aſſembled,
Majeſty on the ſafe delivery of the Queen, return your Majeſty our moſt humble
and the birth of a prince; and to aſſure thanks, for your moſt gracious ſpeech

1767.

your Majeſty of our unfeigned joy on any

from the throne.

increaſe of your domeſtick felicity; at
We beg leave moſt gratefully to ac
the ſame time that we conſider every ad knowledge your Majeſty's goodneſs and
dition to your illuſtrious houſe as a fur attention to the convenience of your peo
ther ſecurity of our religious and civil ple, in calling your parliament together
liberties.
at this time ; and to aſſure your Majeſty,
we beg leave to condole with your that we will endeavour to improve the
Majeſty on the death of his Royal High opportunity which the preſent happy ſtate
neſs the duke of York, and to teſtify our of peace and tranquillity affords, by ex
ſincere concern for the loſs of a prince, erting our utmoſt abilities in the proſecu
whoſe virtues and amiable qualities, as tion of ſuch meaſures as may moſt effec
they diſtinguiſhed his life, will ever be tually promote the publick welfare and
held in the moſt grateful remembrance.
proſperity.
Your Majeſty may be aſſured, that be
We are equally ſenſible of your Ma
ing fully ſenſible of the neceſſity of im jeſty's paternal care, in the meaſures al
proving the preſent tranquillity to the ready taken by your Majeſty to alleviate
purpoſe of maintaining the ſtrength, the the diſtreſſes of the poor ; and of your
reputation, and proſperity of this coun royal wiſdom, in recommending the ſame
try, we will chearfully contribute, on intereſting and important object to the
our part, to the ſucceſs of ſuch meaſures conſideration of your parliament; and
as ſhall be thought moſt expedient for the we will not fail to take into our moſt
attainment of that great end : And that, attentive deliberation all ſuch meaſures as
with this view, we ſhall endeavour to cul ſhall appear conducive to the accompliſh
tivate that ſpirit of harmony and union, ment of that great and moſt deſirable
which your Majeſty, in Fº paternal end.
care for the happineſs of your people,
It is with unfeigned joy that we pre
has moſt graciouſly recommended from ſume to offer our congratulations to your
the throne; and on which the ſucceſs of Majeſty on the late increaſe of your roy
our councils, and the publick welfare, ſo al family, by the birth of a prince; and
eſſentially depend.
to aſſure your Majeſty that we regard as
addition to the welfare and happineſs
His Majeſty's moſt Gracious Anſwer. an
of this nation, every increaſe of that
My Lords,
illuſtrious houſe, under whoſe mild and
7 OUR readineſs to provide for the
auſpicious
government our religious and
publick ſervices with the unanimi

N

ty and diſpatch ſo neceſſary at this junc
ture, as well as to avail yourſelves of the
preſent general tranquillity, in order to
promote the internal proſperity of my
people, is highly agreeable to me; and
I rely upon your aſſurances,

that

you will

civil liberties have been ſo happily main
tained and protected.

And it is with equal grief and anxiety
that we reflect on the late untimely loſs
of your Majeſty's royal brother, the duke

of York; whoſe early and ready zeal in

uſe your endeavours to relieve the diſtreſ his country’s cauſe, ſhewed him worthy
ſes which the poor labour under from the of the heroick race he ſprang from ; and
whoſe amiable

virtues, in the more pri
high price of corn.
ſcenes of life, muſt ever make his
i thank you for the joy you expreſs on vate
the increaſe of my royal family; and I memory dear to all who had the happi
feel for the part you take in my concern neſs of approaching him.
We beg leave moſt humbly to aſſure
for the unexpe&ted loſs of my late brother
your Majeſty, that this houſe will, with
the duke of York.

The humble Addreſ of the Houſe of Com
mons to the King.
Moſt Gracious Sovereign,
E your Majeſty's moſt dutiful and
loyal ſubječis, the commons of

a zeal and alacrity becoming the repre
ſentatives of an affectionate and grateful
people, readily grant ſuch ſupplies as ſhall
be requiſite for the ſupport of your Ma
jeſty's government, for advancing the

honoui and intereſt of this country,
and
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and effe&ually providing for the publick ſels were waiting to tranſport them out
of the kingdom. Every Jeſuit was al
ſafety.
And that our regard to your Majeſty's lowed to take his portmanteau, which
recommendation, as well as the indiſ was not examined. A party of ſoldiers
penſible duty we owe to thoſe whom we is left in each of the houſes, till further
repreſent, will make us earneſtly attentive orders are received from the king. The
to the great obječt of diminiſhing the na ſhips have not yet ſailed from Pozzuoli,
tional debt; being convinced that nothing being detained by contrary winds ; two

can ſo effectually tend to add real luſtre armed galleys in this port have orders to
and dignity to your Majeſty's govern join them, but the port they are bound to
ment, or to give ſolid and permanent is not known.”
ſtrength to theſe kingdoms.
Letter from Warſaw, dated Nov. 25.
With theſe views, and in theſe ſenti
ments, we will endeavour, with the ut “The Delegates of the dict of Poland,
moſt unanimity and diſpatch, to promote came yeſterday to a concluſion on the af
the publick ſervice, and to deſerve, by fairs of the diſſidents : It was reſolved
our ſincere and unwearied labours for with regard to religion, that they (the
the general good, that confidence which diſfidents) ſhould be on a perfect equality
it has pleaſed your Majeſty to repoſe in with the Roman Catholicks ; ſhould be
us; not doubting of your Majeſty's gra left in a free and undiſturbed poſſeſſion
cious diſpoſition to confirm and perfeót of their churches; ſhould be entitled to
what our true zeal may ſuggeſt, for the chriſten and bury, without ſoliciting per
laſting advantage and happineſs of your miſſion from the biſhop of the dioceſe, or
people.
paying him any fee for ſuch permiſſion;
that they ſhould be capable of being elec
Nov. 24. A heavy rain, which be ted Nuncios, and enjoying all employ
fº on the 16th, and continued inceſſant ments as well thoſe of magiſtracy, as of
y to the 19th, in the Tyroleze, ſo ſwel being miniſters of ſtate, officers of the
led the rivers and brooks, by the waters crown, and even ſenators. To ſhew,
that poured from the mountains, that however, that the Roman Catholick was
they carried every thing before them. ſtill to be confidered as the dominant re
Bridges, houſes, churches, and ſtones of ligion, clauſes were inſerted, in which
an enormous ſize, detached pieces of it was ſet forth that the king ſhould al
rocks, all rolling down together, made ways be a Roman Catholick; that if he
terrible devaſtation. The poor inhabi married a Proteſtant, ſhe ſhould not be
tants ſaved themſelves on the eminences, crowned; and that if, for the future,
and beheld with conſternation and ſor any Roman Catholick ſhould forſake his
row the ruin of their houſes, cattle, religion, he ſhould not enjoy the benefit

proviſions, &c. The horror cannot be ex
preſſed.
Extrađ of a Letter from Naples, Nov. 25.
* The expulſion of the Jeſuits from
this kingdom, which has been ſome time
expected, has at length taken place. Yeſ
terday at the ſetting in of the evening,
the garriſon of this capital was under

of theſe reſolutions, but be ſubječt to the
antient laws againſt the diffidents.”
A particular account of the loſs of the

brig Dolphin, Capt. John Malebone, be
longing to Newport, Rhode-iſland.
“When the Dolphin had arrived off
Point Judith from jamaica, and was
within five miles of land, a negro boy

went down between decks, to draw ſome
arms, and the ſix houſes of Jeſuits were water, but miltook and broached a caſk

inveſted by the civil officers, and a party of rum; the door of his lantern being
of grenadiers. Six of the principal ma open, the candle fell into the rum, and
giſtrates alſo went to each of the houſes, ſet it on fire : and in leſs than half a mi
and fixed a ſeal on all the rooms. About nute the flames were communicated to 15
midnight ten companies of grenadiers, caſks more, ſo that all poſſible means to
and two hundred horſemen, poſted then extinguiſh it were rendered ineffectual;
ſelves in different parts of the city, where and conſequently 26 perſons, the number
they preſſed a number of carriages, and on board, were driven to the utmoſt di
fent the Jeſuits, in them, guarded by a ſtreſs, and it was with the greateſt diffi
party of horſe, to Pozzuoli, where veſ culty that a ſoul on board ſaved his life.
There
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There were 11 paſſengers, of whom Mrs. highneſs the duke of rork were depoſited
Storer, miſs Sarah Storer, and Mr. john in the royal vault in K. Henry VIIth's
Henry's two children, being in the cabin, chapel.
Man. 7. His majeſty came to the houſe
were ſuffocated. Mrs. Henry was upon
deck, with her ſiſters, and might have
been ſaved with them, but overcome with

of peers, and gave the royal aſſent to

ſunk. .

of wheat and wheat flour from Africa,

An act to prohibit the exportation of
maternal love and affection, on hearing corn, grain, meal, malt, flour, bread,
her mother cry out, The Children ob, biſcuit, and ſtarch, and alſo the extracti.
rºe Children 1 ſhe ran and triew herſelf on of low wines and ſpirits from wheat
headlong into the flames, and was there and wheat flour.
An act for allowing the importation of
inflantly conſumed. The remainder of
the people got aſhore with did ulty in wheat, wheat-flour; barley, barley-meal,
the two ſmall boats. The velſ l burnt pulſe, oats, oat-meal, rye, and rye-meal,
till eight o'clock the next day, when ſhe duty free; and to allow the importation
• The Dolphin was upwards of zoo for a limited time, free of duty.
tons burthen, was returning from her firſt
Mon:, 14. The ſeſſions which began on
voyage, with a v Juable cargo, and had Wedneſday the 9th, ended at the Old
Bailey,
when three convićts received ſen
got within three or four hours ſail of her
harbour when the misfortune happened. tence of death, viz. Henry Turner, for
The veſicland cargo were valued at 4oool. ſtealing plate from the houſe of Meſſrs.
ſterling, and the effects of the paſſengers More, diſtillers at Staines; Edward
at zoool. n.ore.

Hart for horſe-ſtealing; and Henry Bo

Nov. 23. Ephraim Philpot of North mine, for forging a promiſſory note, pay
Kelly, near Taunton in Somerſetſhire, able to himſelf, with intent to defraud
having ſome difference with his father, John Reed, vićtuáller, in Clerkenwell.
went into the field where he was, and ſhot He had the impudence to arreſt the man
him dead. He has ſince been apprehend by virtue of the ſaid note.
Tueſ. 15. By order of the houſe of
ed, and committed to priſon.
Nov. 28.

The tide ebbed and flowed

about five in the morning, twice in an

commons, the ſpeaker gave notice, that
one third part of the capital ſtock of 4 per

hour and a half at London-bridge and cent. annuities for 1763, ſhall be redu
ced and paid off on the 5th day of July
Intxt.
Nov. 30. The young prince, fourth
ſon of their majeſties, was baptiſed by the . An order of council was at the ſame
Bp. of London, (the Archbiſhop of Can time iſſued, for putting the laws in force
terbury being indiſpoſed) by the name of againſt artificers leaving their country and
Edw ARD. Their Serene Highneſſes the exerciſing their reſpective callings in for
hereditary prince and princeſs of Brunſ reign countries, for which purpoſes
thoſe laws are recited in the London Ga
wick, the reigning prince of Mecklen zette.
Burgh Strelitz, and her royal highneſs
A young gentleman of fortune, lately
the princeſs of Heſſe were ſponſors by
married, loſt 3cool. in money at play; a
proxy.
Tueſ. Dec. 1. The 10oool. prize diamond ring worth near zocol his
drawn this day, is the prope; ty of Mr. watch, ſet with brilliants, and his poſt
Cappadocia, an eminent Jew, merchant, chaiſe, with the appurtenances.
Wed. 16. The ſociety of arts came to
who former iy bad a prize of the like va
lue for himſelf, and purchaſed a third for a reſolution to give the gold medal of the
Greenwich.

a correſpondent airoad.

ſociety to Charles Dingley, Eſq; for his

The Dutch Eaſt India company have Public ſpirit, in erecting at a very confi
loſt the laſt homeward bound ſhip that derable expence a ſaw-mill at Lime
was expe&ted from Batavia this year. houſe.
She was wrecked in a ſtol in within three

leagues of the Texel, and all on board,
except 5 or 6 ſailors, periſhed. It is ſaid
5cc, ocol. private property, has been loſt
on board that ſhip.
Thurſ. 3. The remains of his late royal

Came on in the court of King's bench,
Guildhall, a trial between a captain of an
Eaſt Indiaman, and a ſurgeon of the ſame
ſhip, for the former beating and confining

the latter ſome time during the voyage;
when a verdict was found for the ſurge.
Qn,
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on, with 9ol. damages, and coſts of faculty who thereby immortalize that
which they would proſcribe, have confin
Thurſ. 17. At a court of common ed themſelves to fifteen propoſitions ex
council zool. a year additional ſalary was tracted from the 15th chapter of monſ. de
voted to the Recorder of London, and Marmontel's works, inſtead of 37, which
x 50l. a year to the common ſerjeant.
their commiſfioners had at firſt deſigned to

ſuit.

Mon. 21.

His majaſty was pleaſed to condemn.

give the royal aſſent to the malt ačt, the
mutiny ačt, to an act for the free impor

AMER1cAN AFFAIRs.

halters, and accoutrements, to the ſole

vernor of this colony, iſſued a proclama

benefit of any perſons who ſhall ſeize the
ſame, with a proviſo next after the ſaid
clauſe, containing particular reſtrićtions
as therein mentioned,” is repealed and
made void to all intents and purpoſes.

tion, to notify his majeſty's repeal of
two acts of aſſembly of this colony, paſſed

Boſton, Oct. 19, Our governor has re
tation of Indian corn or maize;—to the ceived letters from the earl of Shelburn,
qualification act;-to an act to explain one of his majeſty's principal ſecretaries
the act for reducing into one ačt the ſe of ſtate, incloſing orders of his majeſty
veral ſtatutes for the preſervation of the in privy council, by which his majeſty
public highways.-By this act, the clauſe, has been pleaſed to diſallow and reject two
“That no waggon having the wheels acts of the general aſſembly of this pro
bound with ſtreaks, or tire of a leſs vince : one of them a private ast; the
breadth than two inches and a half, when other a public one, paſſed in December,
worn, or being ſet or faſtened on with 1764, intitled, “An act for granting
roſe-headed mails, ſhall go or be drawn compenſation to the ſufferers, and of free
with more than three horſes; and that and general pardon, indemnity, and ob
every owner or driver of any ſuch wag livion, to the offenders in the late times.”
gon ſhall forfeit all ſuch horſes above the
New York, O.7. 15. The 8th inſtant
number three, with all gears, bridles, his excellency Sir Henry Moore, bart. go

in the year 1766; one for furniſhing the
barracks in this colony, and the other for

erecting a new county by the name of

And the a& 14 and 15 Hen. VIII. for Cumberland.

altering highways in the Weald of Kent;

A letter received from Charles-Tºwn,
and act 26 Hen. VIII. intitled, a bill for South Carolina, dated O&#. z. informs,
the highways in the county of Suſſex, which that a body of thirty-four Cherokee Indi.
were repealed by the act of the laſt ſeſſion ans (who came down as an eſcort to the
(great benefit having ariſen from them) governor of South Carolina, and his at
are revived, and to be in full force. And

tendants, who had been there laſt ſum

the ſeveral ačts, previous to the recited mer, fixing the boundaries of the Indian
a&t of the laſt ſeſſion, relative to the ſur lands) on their return home, were attack
veyors, and to the cleanfing, lighting, ed by a body of the Shawaneſe Indians,
&c. the ſtreets in Briſtol, are to be in who were at war with them, and up
force, and fully executed.
on the look-out for their return. After
A letter from Rome obſerves, that all a ſmart engagement, the Cherokees, hav
the diſaſtrous events that can affect the

ing killed a great number of their enemy.

church, ſeem to be united under the pre

ſent pope. In France, Spain, Portugal,
and Napler, the Jeſuits are expelled. In
Poland, where the church is poſſeſſed of
great eſtates, they talk of re-uniting them
to the government. The nobility of the
kingdom, though Roman Catholics, yet
alarmed at the too great power of the
clergy, are come, it is ſaid, into the pro
poſal, to which is added, that the pri
mate himſelf is not far from being of the
ſame way of thinking.
The faculty of theology at Paris, have
printed their decree of cenſure on the book
of Beliſarius. It forms a volume of 123
Pages in 4to. in Latin and French. The
-

were at laſt overpowered by ſuperior
force, who ſcalped and killed the whole
party, except cne, who eſcaped wounded.
Recapitulation of the principal Occurren
ces which have happened this 1ear.
jan 4. Cardinal Simonetti died.

8. Upwards of eighty houſes were con
ſumed at Conſtantinople, by a fire which
broke out on board a Turkiſh man of war
in the harbour.

14. The great ducheſs of Tuſcany was
delivered of a princeſs.

Feb. 17. The Corſicans took poſſeſſion
of the iſland of Capraia.
, Marck

1767.
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17. His Royal highneſs the duke of
March 13. Her royal highneſs the dau
7'ork died at Monaco in Italy.
phineſs died at Verſailles.
Oét, 4. The prince of Orange was
April 2. The baniſhment of the Jeſu
its from Spain was proclaimed at Madrid. eſpouſed at Berlin, to the princeſs Frede

º;

16. The earl

was mar

rica of Pruſſia.

14. His excellency lord viſcount Town
ried to lady Amelia Stanhope, third daug.
ſhend arrived at Dublin, and aſſumed the
to the earl of Harrington.
The dutcheſs dowager of Argyll, relićt government of Ireland.
of jobn the ſecond duke, died.
15. The archdutcheſs Maria joſepha,
May 1. The king and queen of Den the intended queen of Naples, died of the
ſmall-pox at Schonbrun.
mark were crowned at Copenhagen.
19. A violent eruption of Mount We
3. The Genoeſe, in attempting to land
on the iſland of Capraia, were defeated, Juvius.
and loſt above 100 men.
26. The hon, gen. Pulteney, brother to
13. The princeſs of Braſil was deliver the late earl of Bath, died.
Nov. 2. The queen was delivered of a
ed of a prince.
26. Prince Henry of Pruſſia died of the prince.
3. The remains of the duke of 1%rk
ſmall-pox.
21. The empreſs of Germany died of were interred at Weſtminſter.
1o. The earl of Rothes, commander
the ſmall-pox.
june 21. The prince primate of Poland in chief of the forces in Ireland, died.
zo. The Jeſuits were expelled from Na
died at Warſaw.
29. The fortreſs of Capraia capitulat ples.
24. James Hewet, eſq; was created a
ed to the Corſicans, after a ſiege of 102
peer of Ireland, by the title of baron
days.
july 5. The prince and princeſs of Lifford, and appointed chancellor of that
Brunſwick, and the young prince arrived kingdom.
at Dover.
28. The marquis of Kildare, ſon to
18. The earl of Hyndford, one of the the duke of Leinſler, elected a repreſen
fixteen peers, died at Carmichael in Scot tative in parliament for the city of Dub

-

-

-

-

land.

lin, though abſent from the kingdom, as

22. Lord Bower, lord chancellor of he was then making the grand tour of Eu
Ireland, died.
rope, but in ſuch eſtimation is the family

25. The hereditary prince and princeſs with the citizens there, that they embraced
of Brunſwick, and the young prince, ar the earlieſt opportunity of ſhewing it.
30. The young prince was chriſtened
rived at Brunſwick.
The reigning prince of Anhalt Deſau by the biſhop of London, and named Ed
was eſpouſed to the princeſs Louiſa of ‘ward.
Dec. 21. His royal highneſs the duke
Brandenburgh.
26. The earl of Thanet was married to

of Cumberland was elected a knight of

the gaiter.
the hon. miſs Polly Sackville.
23. The dukes of Buccleugh and Atbol,
28. The marquis and earl of Lothian
and the earl of Carliſle, were appointed
died at Edinburgh.
knts.
of the thiſtle.
Sept. 4. The Rt. hon. Charles Town
ſhend, eſq.; died.
-

M E M B E R S E L E C T E D.
Names.
Mr. Weſt,

Room of.

Places.

—

Boroughbridge,
Helſion,

Mr. Evelin,

-

-

Brice Fiſher, Eſq.; dec.
Sir W. Trelawney, bt.
app. gov. of Jainaica.

Fred. lord North,

Banbury,
|Whitchurch,

Tho. Townſhend, jun.
Charles Jenkinſon, eſq;

Appleby,

Richard Hopkins, eſq;

Dartmouth,

Richard Penant, eſq;
—Paike, eſq;
—Crofts, eſq;

Liverpool,

Rich. Turberville,

Dec. 1767.

eſ;

Devonſhire,
Petersfield,

—
-

-

–-

ditto, a place.
— ditto, a place.
— ditto, a place.
-

- — —
-

Sir Ellis Cunliffe, bt.dec.
John Harris, eſq.; dec.

Richard

Pennant, dec.
Sir Edm.Thomas,bt.dec.
F f f f f
Lift

-

Glamorganſhire,

Re-elected, a place.

-
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Lift of Bikr his for the Year 1767.
Oct. 21.

Dec.

nephew to the dutcheſs of Douglas.—The
hon. Mrs. Hatton, fiſter to the late lord

HE counteſs of Cork and

Hatton ; by her death a conſiderable
Orrery of a ſon.-28. eſtate devolves on the hon. Ed. Finch Hat
The princeſs Louiſa, ſiſter to the king of ton;–7. Henry Dennis, Eſq; an admiral
Denmark, and conſort of prince Charles on half-pay.—David Chambers, a wea
of Heſſe-caſtle, of a princeſs.-Nov. 3. ver, at Hexham, aged 11o. He was un
Lady of Godfrey Woodward Vane, Eſq; der the duke of Marlborough in all his
of a ſon.—The lady of the hon. Mr. Fox, campaigns. In the laſt war, notwith
at Holland houſe, of a daughter.—Lady ſtanding he was upwards of 9o, he again
of Robert Sharpe, Eſq; of Lambeth, of joined the army, and had the honour to
four children, who are ſince dead.-21. fight under prince Ferdinand on the plains
Lady Caroline Edwards of three boys.- of Minden; from thence he returned
Dec. 4, Counteſs of Egmont of a ſon. again to Hexham, mounted the loom,
—Lady of the earl of Dartmouth, of a and worked till within a little time of his
ſon.—12. Her grace the dutcheſs of Beau death.-15. Cardinal Ferroni, at Rome,
fort, of a ſon.—18. Counteſs of Portſ which makes the 8th vacant hat in the ſa
mouth, of a ſon.
cred college.—The lady of Sir Everard

Liſt of MARRIAG es for the Year 1767. Buckworth, bart.—18. Matthew Imber,
Eſq; and a few days before, his brother,
T the Engliſh ambaſſador's the Rev. Mr. Jn. Imber.—At Bath, the
Nov.
chapel in Paris, William hon. miſs Charlotte Finch, daughter of the
Knight, Eſq; brother to loºd Cather hon: Lady Charlotte Finch, governeſs to
lough, to Madame Iſabella Panchaud. his Royal Highneſs the prince of wales,
5. Henry Fletcher Paris, Eſq; of Telling and the reſt of the princes.—26. The
ton, to miſs Taylor, of Cheſterton. Io. lady of the earl of Northampton.—Dec.
Benjamin Way, Eſq; M. P. for Bridport 1. Rt. hon. Henry David, earl of Bu
in Dorſetſhire, to miſs Cooke of Den. lord Auchterhouſe, Cardroſs and Glen
ham.—19. Rev. Mr. Walker, to miſs dºchi, in the 58th year of his age.—
Lethieulier, eldeſt daughter of Wm. Le 2.The celebrated M. Maubert at Bruſſels.
thieulier, Eſq;-John Tilſon Eſq; of Wat —John Dickſon, Eſq; M. P. for the co,
lington-park, to miſs Maria Luſhington of Peebles-Lady of col. Tatton of the
of Eaſtbourne.-Dec. 12. Thomas Twi

firſt reg. guards.-Tho.

ſleton, Eſq; lieut. col. of the 3d reg. foot Purveyor to their Majeſties Muncel,
George
guards, to miſs Turner, daughter of the the 1ſt and 2d.—Lieut. Gen.king
Robert An
late Sir Edward Tui ner, Bart.

Eſqi

ſºuther, Col. of the 58th foot.—6. John

fucºli, Eſq; mem., for Exeter–9.
Lift of Deaths for the Year 1767.
Rev. Sir Wm. Moncrief, bart. Scotland.
oct. 2.
ferene highneſs Louiſa –James Baker, Eſq; formerly a phyſician,
a,
Dorothe
of Saxe-Mei but had retired.—12. Wm. Plumer, Eſq;
ninghen, reigning dutcheſs of Saxe Go memb, for Hertfordſhire.—15. The lady
tha, in the 49th year of her age.—Count of brig. gen. Morgan of the foot guards.

H*;

de Munich, ienator and field marſhal of

T.” Sir Ja; Chamberlayne,

Bennet, Earl of Tankerville, and Baron

tholomew's hoſpital zoool. to Bethlen

5.
the armies of the empreſs of Ruſſia, at Mr. Wm. Robinſon, ſurveyorBart.—. He his
Peterſburgh –28. The Right Hon. Char. left to Chriſt's Hoſpital zoool. to St. Bar
of Odulton —At Newport, Rhode Iſland, hoſpital zooo I. to St. Luke's hoſpital
Jeremy Gridley, Eſq; Attorney General *oool. to the city of London lying-in
of the province, and a Member of the Ge hoſpital in Alderſgate ſtreet zoo.o.º. and
neral Aſſembly.—At Bruſſ.'s, Col. Bot tº Raine's hoſpital, for the apprenticing
ler, aged 98, a native of Ireland, and ma of girls, zoool. as alſo zool. to the cha.

ny years in the Hungarian ſervice.—No v. rity ſchool of Bread-ſtreet and cordwainers .
2. Mary Giffiths, in a cellar, in the bor. ward, for which he alſo in his lite time
of Southwark, forty years a crier of old built a ſchool-houſe, which coſt him up
rags, by which ſhe acquired houſes in
Whitechapel, to the yew ly rent of 73 i.

wºrds of rooo 1.-Hon. Mrs. Croſbie, re
list of gen. Croſbie, fiſter to the late Earl

4. James Campbell, Eſq; at Renfield of Halifax, and grand-mother to the pre
near Glaſgow; by his death isool. per ſent duke of Grafton.

ann. devolves on James Douglas, E.;;

Liſt
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Lift of Promotions for the Year 1767. chancellor of the Exchequer.—Charles
-

Nov. 7.

Jenkinſon, eſq; a comm. of the treaſury
ORD Bottetourt, appoint (Thomas Townſhend, pro.)—5. Tho.

ed a lord of the king's Shirley, Eſq; Gov. of the Bahama iſlands
bed-chamber.— Richard Hopkins, Eſq; in America.-The earl of Selkirk, elect.

appointed one of the clerks of the rector of the univerſity of Glaſgow.—
board of Green cloth.-21. His royal 12. Wm. Varey, Eſq; uſher of his ma
highneſs William Henry, duke of Glou jeſty's cuſtom-houſe in the ports of Lon
ceſter, app, to the cuſtody of the lodge don.-19. His royal highneſs the duke of
and walks in Cranburn-chaſe, in the for Glouceſter, col. of the 3d. reg. of foot
reſt of Windſor, &c.—24. James Hewit, guards, (John, earl of Rothes, dec.)—
Eſq; chancellor and keeper of the Great 21. His royal highneſs the duke of Cum
Seal in Ireland; created a baron of that berland, elected a companion of the order
kingdom, by the title of baron Lifford of the garter —The duke of Athol, and
in the county of Donegal. — 30. Sir the earl of Carliſle, elected knights of
George M’Cartney, bart. ambaſſador ex. the order of the Thiſtle.—Tho. Townſ.
and plen. to the court of Ruſſia.-Capt. hend, junior, and George Onſlow, Eſqrs.
John Nugent, major 23d foot (major ſworn of his majeſty's privy council.—
John Fletcher, pro.) Major Gen. John Lord viſc. Bolingbroke, app. a lord of
Irwin, col. of the 57th foot.—Lt. col. the king's bed-chamber —25. George
Henry St. John, lieut. col of the 67th Galfing, eſq.; deputy regiſter of the prero
foot, (Lieut. col. Tho. Shirley, reſ.)— gative court of Canterbury (William Le
Edward Willes, Eſq; follicitor gen, one gard, eſq.; dec.)—The earl Gover, app.
of the judges of the king's bench (James lord preſident of the council (the earl of
Hewit, Eſq; app. lord chan. of Ireland.) Northington retired)—Mr Thynne, ma
Dec. 1. Thomas Townſhend, jun. Eſq; ſter of the houſhold (Mr. Harris, dec.)—
joint pay-maſter general of the land Ld. viſc. Beauchamp, one of the lords
forces; in the room of lord North, app. commiſſioners of the admiralty.

Most HLY CHRoNoLoc ER for IRELAND,
To the Publish ER.

offered Bribe, yet others rejected it, hold
ing it up to the contempt of the truly ho

As I frequently meet in your Colle&ions,
Engravings and allegorical Repreſent
tations of Tranſactions, by which they
have been not a little illuſtrated, and
a Permanency given them, that other
wiſe they would not have ; give me
leave to preſent you with one for the
Purpoſe, worthy an abler Hand.

nett and virtuous ; while the conſiderate
lamented a Proſtitution and Wenality, not
hitherto known amongſt us, yet there re

The INVITA Tio N.

the Candidate waited upon by the Friends
of Commerce, ſoliciting a Procedure for

S I R,

N the foreground is repreſented the fi
gure of a perſon of dignity, attended
and waited upon by the City Companies,
in the act of preſenting their deſires and
requeſts. The tender they make is the
higheſt they have to offer, and could on
ly be increaſed by the manner they offer
ed it, unaſked, unſolicited. Their ſolici
tations had their weight, and that reſpect
paid they merited, as eighteen of the twen

mained a Majority that ſtamped a Virtue
on the City of Dublin, that old Roºne
might boaſt of.
The ADDRE'ss.

The other Group of Figures repreſent
the redućtion of Intereſt from ſix to five
per Cent.

His attitude is expreſſive of a

Diſpºſition with feelings, ſuitable to the
Statiºn he is called to, and made choice

of to ſupport, while he receives from Hi
B E R N IA ſame Conſiderations to ſhew the
Utility of it, written by a Merchant, who
for his Motto has made choice of theſe per
tinent lines of Mont Esquieu, In order
that Trade may be ſucceſſfully carried on,
it is neceſſary that a Price be fixed on the
Uſe of Specie, but this Price ſhould be ve
ry inconſiderable. The propriety of theſe
lines are but too well expreſſed, by the
pitiable State of Commerce, lamenting a

ty-four City Companies, that compoſe the
Corporation, joined in the Requeſt; while
the Minority of ſome did a credit to In
dependency; and the Reſult a steadineſ,
and Inflexibility not to be exceeded in
the moſt virtuous times, as every power
Jul Engine was withſtood, and tho’ ſome ſtagnation, while at her knee ſtand: In
from diſtreſs of circumſtances, took the
Ff ff f a
duſtry

78o
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Dec.

duſtry almoſt naked, and in a State as marquis of Kildare, to be a candidate at
incapable (with ſuch Bars) to help her the late ele&tion of a repreſentative in par
ſelf, as the dear Innocent, that repreſents liament for the great and opulent Metro
Her. The diſmantled ſtate of her Ship polis of Ireland; an honour unexpected,
ping, ſhews how Traffic is affected. The unſolicited, and in my own opinion, un
Figure in the Rear is one of thoſe MEN merited,calls upon me for my moſt ſincere,
valuable to Society, who by exporting grateful, and public acknowledgments.
Your firm and ſteady condućt, during
their Country's Produce bring in return
Riches; he on the inſpection of his affairs, ſo long a poll, in ſupport of the perſon
finds the Ballance inadequate, oppreſſed you honoured with your invitation, which
by ſome unnatural Clog, as at foreign at laſt was crowned with ſucceſs, I ſhall
Markets, his Commodities are not upon an always refle&t on with the ſtrongeſt ſenti
equitable footing. This Diſappointment ments of gratitude.
he laments with the ſtate of his Country,
I beg leave to aſſure you, that nothing
Commerce, and Induſtry, who with Him ever happened to me that gave me more en
have no other Reſource, than the GREAT tire ſatisfačtion, and I ſhould be inſenſible,
Council of the Nation, to whom is de if I did not venture incurring the imputa
legated the intereſt of their Country, and of tion of vanity, by confidering this as a
the Capital to its peculiar Repreſentatives. mark of your good opinion of me, and
The Abſence of the Member now choſen, regard to my family, which I ſhall ever
and the impoſibility of his now attending endeavour to preſerve.
the duty to which he is ſo particularly and
Tho' my abilities can never equal my
honourably called, may make the Deſign zeal to do ſervice, yet I hope and wift to
appear, in a ſarcaſtical light, rather than be at all times informed where I may, is
any other, but as this neceſſary and tem any ſhape, be of the leaf uſe to my native
porary Deficiency is made good by the city, which has now laid me under the
Declaration on the other fide, the Proprie higheſt of obligations.
ty is ſupported. But before I introduce it,
I am, with the greateſt Truth,
let me point out the Advantages we may

expect, from this temporary Deficiency.
Travelling we know, is the finiſhing of

and moſt firm Attachment,
Gentlemen,

Your moſt obliged,

Carton,
moſt grateful, and
lcéted a more permanent Knowledge, than Dec. 1, 1767. moſt Obedient humble Ser.

an Education, and from it may be col

is to be had in the Study, and a Know.
fºr peculiarly ſuited to the Senator; ſo
far is general, but as to a particular Ap
fliration, and in which I may be ſuppoſed
intereſted, I ſhall intº cduce the Thoughts of
a ºn ſi reſpeciable Perſºn, who from the
ſhare of Aility he poſſeſſes, and the Know
ledge peculiar to his Station, may weli be
depended on, to give a finiſhing to the
whole, ſhewing the Prize worthy the
Contention. The Gentleman here pointed
out, appeared early in the MAR Quis's
intereſt, and purely from a warmth of
affection contracted in a foreign Acquain

L E H N S T E R.

Mon. Nov. 9. Began the eleētion for
a repreſentative in parliament for the city
of Dublin, in the room of the late jame:

Grattan, eſq; Recorder; the candidates
were the moſt noble, William, marquis
of Kildare, ſon to the duke of Leinſter,
and john Latouche, eſq; banker. The
ele&tors, previous to the opening of the
court, were invited to a breakfaſt, thoſe

in the intereſt of the marquis to the Re
tunda at the New Gardens in Britain

freet, and Mr. Latouche's friends to the

tance, as in him he found the MAN, or Muſic-hall in Fiſbamble-ſtreet, where each
namented with ſuch Abilities, and ſuch entertained their reſpective friends, in a
Inclizations as muſt endear him not leſs moſt magnificent manner; that of the
to his Country, than to Mankind, this marquis's was ſo extraordinary, that we

ſhall give his bill of fare.
was not declared in a Corner, but in the One
hundred rounds of beef.
Court, where the Citizen was called to
One
hundred meats tongues.
give his Suffrage.

One hundred ſheeps, ditto.
To the Gentlemen, Clergy, Freeholders, One hundred baked pies.
One hundred firloins of beef.
and Freemen of the City of Dublin.
Gentlemen,
One hundred geeſe roaſted.
rTHE very particular honour you did One hundred turkies, ditto.
l me, by calling upon my ſon, the Qne hundred ducks, ditto.

One
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which
gave
the
marquis
a
majority
of
137,
one hundred pullets, roaſted.
whereupon the ſheriffs declared him duly
One hundred wildfowl.
elected: the ceremony of taking the can

One thouſand French loaves.

didate to the houſe, was what came next
Two thouſand large prints of butter.
one hundred weight of Glouceſter cheeſe. into debate, as it was not to be got over,
Tea, coffee, and chocolate, in abundance. every apparatus being made ready, and

Two thouſand ſaffrom cakes.

muſt, if not complied with, have diſap

Four thouſand plain ditto.

pointed a number of very reſpectable ci

Fifty hams.

tizens, who purpoſely came to finiſh, the

2;oo bottles of wine; and a moſt ſplen work they had begun, and reſpectable
did and large pyramid of ſweetmeats, in they were, as the Maffers and Wardens,
the middle of the deſert, in the centre of &c. of the different corporations,who gave
the room ; likewiſe a great number of the invitation, , attended for the purpoſe,

ſtands of jelly, and a fountain caſting ornamented with cockades, expreſſive of
out wine, ornamented with ivy, &c. Liberty and Loyalty, in this they were in
and was in every reſpect no more than dulged by John Sentieger, eſq; repreſen

a breakfaſt, though ſo ſuperb and ſub

tative in

parliament for

Doneraile, in the

ſtantial, his company being, very mu county of Cork, who moſt politely took
merous, and if omens are to be credited the chair, and was taken to the houſe

in this age, the Marquis had the moſt fa with more credit and reſpectable appear
vourable proſpect of ſucceſs from the ap ance than any candidate before, the Ma
pearance, as it has ever been remarked, ſers, &c.juſt mentioned, with many of the
that whatever fide is taken by the Ladies in moſt opulentCitizens and Aldermen attend
theſe contentions, are ſure to conquer; their ed him, and preſerved an order that was
appearance for the Marquis would have really pleaſing, the commonalty during the
done honour to a batchelor, of more worth election behaved moſt commendably, and

and more dignity, could we but name him. as commendably finiſhed it. In the table
The elečtion cloſed on the 28th, being of eleētors the Free-holders and Mer
the 18th day, when the ſtate of the poll chants, in whom are included the firſt

was agreeable to the following table.
M.of Kild. Lat.Total.Poll'd 61.

Freeholders,
Guild,
Taylors,
Smiths,
Barbers,
Bakers
Butchers,

Carpenters,
Shoemakers,
Sadlers,
Cooks,
Tanners,
Chandlers,
Skinners,

293 474 767 636
177 386 563, 516
89

4o

129

124

122

35

1 57

149

6o
7
52
146

32 92 88
11
18 16
30 82 1 o4.
7o 216 208

º

et it be remembered that one gentle

...'.

held the field for a long time
cºmpetitor; as Mr. Latouche publicly de
clared the 22d of Nov. 1766, and the
marquit did not come into the field until

the 29th, of Sept. following, not being

15

78

75

earlier called upon than the Ioth of the

27

127

201

ſame, ſo that here was a ſuperiority of
many months, which were not idly em
ployed, as the people of diſtinétion, in

8

32

3o

Io

32

4-5

45
12.

35
21

8o
33

8o
36

1 or

139

240

229

Sheer.&Dyers, 36

44

8o

45

Goldſmiths,
Coopers,

49
24
33
85

23
34
27
24

72
58
60
109

75
53
54
96

Hatters,

ſº

63

22

Cutlers,

as from his ſucceſs might have becn ex
but .
this contradićtion,

1oo

24

Weavers,

people of the city, are not in any num
ber ſo great on the fide of the Marquis,

general, were laid under engagements

and ſuch a ſtrict punctuality inſiſted on.
that thoſe in alliance to the other candi:
‘late, could only be indulged in a neutra
lity; which will for the future, it is hoped
keep electors diſengaged, that their vºice:

may go where their judgment and incli
nation direct.

Bricklayers,

53

22

7.5

72

. The ſatisfaction which many of the

Hoſiers

31

2o

51

57

citizens enjoyed on the event, was remark

Curriers,
Brewers,
Joiners,

16
6

4
5

20
II

20
9

able ; this could not be confined to them

56
Apothecaries, 5

24
lo

8o
15

68
18

-

1707 1570 3277 3104

ſelves, and immediately had a meeting of
the moſt reſpectable, (being a deputation

from the

city companies) who agreed to

teſtify it, in a public manner, by waiting
upon

—-
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upon his grace of Leinſter, to felicitate

Dec.
I do aſſure you, that I never was want.

him on the event : the cavalcade was ex ing in inclination, to do every thing that
tenſive, led on by many of the citi could be for the advantage and aggran
zens in their carriages, and others in dizement, of this my native country and

thoſe of the public.
To the moſt noble james, Duke of Leinſter.
T a numerous meeting of the free
and independent eleētors of the city
of Dublin, who ſupported the moſt hon.
William marq. of Kildare, upon the late

city, to which I am more than ever bound

by this late diſtinguiſhed mark of regard
ſhewn me, by the citizens of Dublin.
Fri. zo. The bill for the limitation of

parliaments paſſed the houſe of commons,

and next day his excellency lord Townſ:
bend was waited upon with it, attended by

election. It was unanimouſly reſolved,
That a deputation from them ſhould wait
congratulate
with
your angrace,
upon
eventtowhich
ſo intimately
you upon
connects the patriotic virtues of your il
luſtrious Family with the intereſt of the
citizens of this metropolis. . .
Fully poſſeſſed of an opinion of the
early virtues of our worthy repreſenta;
tive, and ſenſible that the advantage of

the ſpeaker, and many of the members,who
moſt earneſtly recommended it to his care.
Mon. 23. The following ſums were paid

the kingdom in general, and the trade and
oſperity of the city of Dublin in parti

The infirmary on the Inn's quay, soo
5oo
The Lock hoſpital
goo
The Hibernian marine nurſery,
5oo
The Hibernian military ditto,
loo
hoſpital,
Meath
the
To
Dec. Fri. 4. The counteſs of Tyrone
was by obeyance, in right of deſcent, ad

!. º

be his

lº, objects, with a

due attention to the preſervation of the

by the committee of merchants conducting
the Exchange lottery ſcheme, to the go
vernors of the different charitable founda

tions, which was publicly acknowledged,
and thankfully received by them, viz.g.
The hoſpitable for incurables,
5oo
Mercer's hoſpital,

5oo

rights and privileges of the citizens. We
think ourſelves happy in having an oppor
tunity of expreſſing our wiſhes, that he
the confidence of the firſt mitted by the houſe of lords, to the ſtile
may long enjoy
city in this kingdom, and ſhew himſelf and title of lady viſcounteſs de la Poer.
Sat. 12. The ſeat of the Rt. hon. viſc.
(what we have no doubt he will prove)
worthy of the great truſt repoſed in him. Jocelyn, at Brookly park, in the Queen's
county, was conſumed by fire with all the
To which Addreſ; his Grace was pleaſed furniture.
to give the following Anſwer.
One hundred and fifty hogſheads of to
Gentlemen,

I

bacco were ſeized near Drogheda ; of late

Beg leave to return my moſt grateful

many ſeizures not leſs valuable have been

acknowledgments and thanks for your made, and an oppoſition ſometimes given,
kind congratulations, and for the very that is really alarming, and ſhew a power
great honour you have done me, and my growing, that if not ſuppreſſed, muſt
ion, by elečing him one of the repreſen: greatly injure the fair trader.
tatives in parliament, for the great and
Sund, 13. The Ormond and Libery
opulent city qf Dublin.
boys met in the fields near Keven's port,
-

You may be aſſured that nothing ſhall

in order, as the latter declared, to take

be wanting on my part, to inculcate into ſatisfaction for the ill uſage to one of their
my ſon the moſt laſting remembrance of companions, who the SABBATH before,
the high obligations we lie under for the had his hand cut off, but in ſo mangled
fingular, and peculiar honour you have a manner, as another amputation was
cenferred upon him.
neceſſary, to prevent a mortification. This
I flatter myſelf that my ſon will do coming to the knowledge of juſtice
every thing in his power to preſerve, and Drury, he called at the Poddle-guard,
deſerve, the good opinion which you have where he ſelečted ſome of the moſt ačtive
conceived of him, by a ſteady and uni of the men, and marched them to his
form condućt, in ſupport of the conſtitu houſe to prepare them for a vigorous chaſe,
tion, laws, and liberties of this kingdom, diſencumbering them of whatever might
the preſervation of the rights and privi impede it : this done, they ſecured their
leges of the citizens, and the advance hats, ſlung their muſkets, and ſet off
ment of the trade and proſperity of this with ſwords drawn, under the command of
the
great metropolis in particular.
-

wº
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the peace officer, when after traverfing ing to ačtion a reward was promiſed, to
ſome fields, they came up to a man whom whoever ſhould out-run the commander,
they found on his face extended on the as aétivity was the life of the expedition,
'ground; on examination to their aſtoniſh: this was demanded by ſome, and as ho
ment, they found his head almoſt ſevered nourably diſcharged as merited.
Fri. 18. Was paid to the treaſurer of
from his body, and ſeveral ſtabs in his
breaſt; this cruelty raiſed a reſentment in the Incorporated Society, the ſum of
the generous ſoldier, they immediately 51o 1. 5 s. 5 d. being the bequeſt of Top
quickened their pace in order to ſecure bam Michell, Eſq;
ſome of the villains, who had ſo ill treat
ed their fellow creature. Theſe wretches Amount of the Collections made for the fel
lowing Charity Schools.
immediately made off to their uſual re
treat, behind walls armed with ſtones, St. Audeon's, Preacher, Dr.
Newcome bp. of
to diſcharge on the ſoldiers as they came

#

more, Sund. 15 Nov.
up the ditch, which a grenadier ſoon at
houſe,
-Meeting
22
g
tempted, but was ſcarce half over, when he Euſtaceºffreet
was tumbled into the gripe, and became
a temporary ſtep to his comrade, who now St. Ann's, Dr. Young, bp.
of Leigblin and Fermes,
advanced with leſs difficulty and more cau
29
tion, taking his muſket in his hand, he had
no ſooner ſhewed himſelf, than a perſon on Swift's Alley Meeting-houſe,
the other fide, with an uplifted arm, was

51
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Dr. Mann,

#4.

ready to ſalute him with a ſtone, but the St. Peter's,

6th Dec.
188 1.5
him; another ſoldier was leſs fortunate, as St. Keven's, 13th, 59 14 7
he was brought on his knees by a ſtone he St. Werburgh's,
Bayly
Dec.Dean
6. 3'5°6
received in his breaſt, but before the aſſai
lant could retreat, he diſcharged his piece St. Audeon's, for St. Ca
therine's Children,
70
into his belly; after this all was peace,
Law, D. D. — 13th,
and every one had his ſecurity in his
heels, but the a&ivity of the grenadiers St. Michan's, Tho. Bernard,

contents of the ſoldier's piece prevented

§
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o
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Q

D. D.
91
o o
overtook them (ſo well were they appoint
ed, and ſo well led on) and ſecured ſe St. Werburgh's, for St.
john's, Thomas
88 5 7
ven, who are now in Newgate, to take
D. D.
— 20th
their trials for the inhuman murder, juſt
mentioned.
Lift of Births for the Year 1767.
Theſe expeditions are never unattended
H E lady of John Hyde,
with ſome expence, to the vigilant magi Nov. 13.
Eſq; M. P. for the co.

fº!

T

ſtrate, who is obliged to make good of Carlow, of a ſon and heir.—of Wm.
whatever may happen, to the detriment of Burton, M. P. for Gowran, of a ſon.—

the ſoldier, whether in loſs or damage to
his arms, accoutrements, or any thing
belonging to him ; beſides as a gentleman
they have ſerved, a beverage is expected,

Dec. 5. At Wexford, the lady of Veſey
Colclough, eſq; of a ſon.—12. Her grace
the dutcheſs of Leinſter, of a ſon.—In
London, the counteſs of Ancram, of a

and when men are fatigued, beſmeared

The lady of Agmondi
with dirt, many hurt with ſtones, and daughter.—18.
ſham Veſey, eſq; of a ſon.—19.
with chearfulneſs have ſerved the public, of
Richard Baldwin, Eſq; of a daugh.
who could with-hold it and only becomes
an evil, by failing upon the active and –26. The lady of Sir Capel Molyneaux,
The Rt. Hon. lady
vigilant magiſtrate, who has generouſly bt. of a ſon.—30.
Townſhend, lady to his ex
protested the peace, and hazarded his viſcounteſs
perſon, as ſtones are no more complai cellency the lord lieutenant, of a ſon.
ſant than bullets, when directed by the Lift of MARP I AoEs for the Year 1767.
hand of a ruffian. This ſhould be attend Nov.
Richardſon, eſq;

“Fº

ed to by grand juries at the ſeſſions, and

to miſs Mary Ann Fiſher,

ſuch proviſion made as would be neceſſa —21. Lt. col. Manypenny of the 56th
ry; this ſhould not be neglected, for a reſ foot, to miſs Chamberlain, daughter of
Pećtable officer, as a gentleman, muſt be Michael Chamberlaine, eſq; barriſter at

ſilent in his own favour; before proceed

law.

-

---

----

-
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law.—Rev. Cary Hamilton, to miſs Sto
ry, daug. of the Rev. Archd. Story.—
Dec. 3. Standiſh Grady, the younger, of
Elton, eſq; to miſs Oliver, ſiſter of Silver
Oliver, eſq;—At Bandon, Robert Hon
ner, Eſq; to miſs Alcock.-Eyre Maſſey,
eſq;- Lt. col. of the 27th foot, to miſs
Clements, daug. of the Rt. hon. Natha

2
…”
Dec.

Cork-At Tuam, Edmond Bodkin, eſq;
–29. George Crafton, eſq; lieut. in lord

Drogheda's dragoons.—Edm. Reynell,
of Caſtle Reynell, eſq;—Robeit Doyne,
the elder, of Wells in the co. of Wex

ford, M.P. for the bor. of Donegall.—

Richard Martin, of Dangin in the co. of
Galway, eſq;-In Stewartſtown, James
niel Clements.-4. The Rev. William Stevenſon, eſq;-11. Suddenly in Dublin
Hobbs, to the relićt of the Rev. Richard

caſtle, when at the levee, Stratford Eyre,

Foulke.—George Dunbar, Eſq; M. P. eſq; gov. of Galway, and vice-admiral
for the bor. of Gowran, to miſs St. Au

byn, niece of Sir John St. Aubyn, bart.
—11. Rev. Howard St. George, to miſs
Lucas, eldeſt daughter of Edward Lu
cas of Caſtleſhean, Eſq; M. P. for the
co. of Monaghan.—At Limerick, Alex.
Shearer, Eſq; M. D. to the widow D'Eſ.
tere the younger.—18. Capt. Brown, to

of Connaught.—The lady of Wm. Bury,
eſq; fiſter to the late earl of Charlevålé;
her funeral was attended by the children
of the marine and military ſchools, of the
royal hoſpital in Queen-ſtreet, and the
French church, paying the laſt tribute of
their gratitude, to the remains of a kind

benefactreſs, who was ever an able and
miſs Eliz. Allen, ſiſter to lord viſc Allen. generous advocate for them.—The Rev.
— Stepney, Eſq; to miſs Champagné, John Burgh, rector of Dunamine, in the

daugh. of the Rev. dean Champagné.- dioceſe of Clogher.—At Dunganon, Dr.
22. Rt. Hon. Cadwallader, , lord Bla

Andrew M'Iver.—Robert Hickman, eſq;

ney, to miſs Tipping, daug. of Thomas
Tipping of Beaulieu, co. of Lowth, eſq;
—Counſellor Johnſon of Rademont, to
miſs Blackwood, 2d daughter of Sir Ro

—Thomas Shaw of Aſhford, eſq.; and
Edmond Hearne of Hearne's brook, eſq;
both of the co. of Galway.—17. At
Kilmore, the Rev. Archd. Story. — In

bert Blackwood.—John Richards, eſq; Drogheda, alderman Graves.—Anthony
counſ at law to miſs Lendrum.–26. Cae Kelly of Summerfield, co. of Roſcom

ſår French, eſq; of the 1ſt reg foot, to mon, eſq;—At Bath. the Rt. hon. Wm.
miſs O'Donnell.—The Rev. Mr. Tiſ Willoughby Cole, L. Mount Florence, of
dall, to miſs Meredyth.
Florence court.—At Belgrave-houſe (En
gland) Lt. gen. Rob. Anſtruther, col. of
Liſt of DEAths for the Year 1767.
the 58th of foot.—In London, George
Nov.
TE wife of Jºhn Brown of Nedham, eſq; M. P. for the town of
Danes-fort, coun. of Lime Newry.—In Holland, Mr. Hickey of
rick, eſq;-At Aughrim, the Rev. Wm. Uſher's Quay, merch-24. Anthony Joſ
Crowe, late dean of Clonfert.—21. The ſop, of Doory, co. of Longford, eſq;
wife of Ephraim Carroll, Eſq;-The wife Lift of PRomotions
fºr the Year 1767.
of Francis Barker of Waterford, eſq;—
IS grace the archb. of Dub
Martin Dillon, cſq;—Near Newry, the Nov.
Rev. Joſhua Pulleyn.—Charles Reily, of
lin, app., a privy coun, Meadſtown, co. of Meath, eſq;–Dec. The Rt. hon, the earl of Bellanont, a
4. At Agher, co. of Meath, Mrs. Rey truſtee of the linen manufacture (Rt. hon.
nell, widow of Nicholas Reynell, eſqi– Benj. Burton, dec.)—The Rev. Luke
Edward Edgworth, eſq;-9. In Dublin Godfrey, preſ: to the rest. of Killmace
barracks, Henry Williamſon, eſq; lieut. loge, alias Tuoſiſta, and rest, and vic. of
col, of the 39th foot, diſtinguiſhed for Kenmore, Templenoe, &c. in the dioceſe
his bravery and humanity ; he was conſi of Aghadoe (Rev. Tho. Orpen, dec.)—

º youth of his corps, in the Rev. Dixie Blundell, collated to the rest.
charašter of a guardian and friend, and of Aghrin, dioceſe of Clonfert (Rev.
dered by

eſteemed by them, with ſeniments not
leſs delicate.—John Scott of Baliygan
non, co. of Wicklow, “ſº-10. At ca
itle-Leſlie in Fifeſuite, the Rt. hon. John
earl of Rothes, com. of his majeſty's

forces in this kingdom, and coi. of the 3d
foot guards.-In London, - Baldwin,
eſús one cf the alde, men of the city of

Wm. Crowe, dec.)—Tho. Fitzgibbon,
Geo. Hamilton, Tho. Kelly, and Steph.
Radcliffe, eſqrs.were app. . his majeſty's
council at law.-Dec. 7. Bellingham
Boyle, eſq; a commiſſioner of his majeſ
ty's revenue (Rt. hon. Benjamin Burton,
dec.)—15. Tho. Maunſell, eſq5–one of
his majeſty's council at law.
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